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PREFACE

Although Hafiz Hfiseyin bin Ismail Ayvansarayi's Hadikat al-Cevami exists in a number of manuscript
copies ranging in date from 1230/1815 to 1279/1862, the present translation is based on a revised and
expanded version of the text, prepared by Ali Sati between 1248/1832-33 and 1253/1838 and printed
by the Imperial Printing Works (Matbaa-i Amire) in 1281/1865. In his revision, Ali San made a number
of changes in Ayvansarayi's original text, substantially expanding some sections, omitting a handful of
others and adding descriptions of several mosques built after Ayvansarayi completed the original work.
My decision to use the printed edition as the basis for this translation was motivated by the fact that it
was intended primarily for a readership interested in architectural and urban history, and only to a
lesser extent for students of Ottoman language and literature. It was felt that, since Ali Sati's emen-
dations provide considerable additional material of use to students of the Muslim monuments of the
Ottoman capital, and because Ottomanists can without too much difficulty consult the original printed
text, copies of which are not only available in a number of library collections but also are to be found
from time to time in the second-hand book bazaar in Istanbul, the usefulness of a translation of the
printed edition had advantages which outweighed the text's critical shortcomings.

The Vienna and Tfibingen manuscripts of Ayvansarayi's original text have been consulted to correct
some of the errors which crept into the printed edition. Where made, such corrections have been
pointed out in footnotes. In addition, the handful of mosques deleted by Ali Sati from Ayvansarayi's
original text are remarked upon in the Introduction, as are new mosques, built after Ayvansarayi
completed his work in 1193/1779, which are included in Ali Sati's revision (pp. xxvii-xxix). Finally,
although all versified inscriptions and chronograms have been included in this translation, many of Ali
Sati's insertions of verses by poets mentioned in Ayvansarayi's text have been omitted (although again,
omissions are noted in footnotes).

I would like to take this opportunity to thank a number of people who have generously given of both
their time and learning in connection with the preparation of this work. In particular, I would like to
thank Michael Zwettler, Mahdi Alosh and Dick Davis of the Department of Near Eastern Languages of
the Ohio State University for their help with occasional passages in Arabic and Persian. In addition,
Dona Straley of the Ohio State University Libraries has been unstinting in helping me locate obscure
bibliographic items. Finally, I must thank my wife Meril for her patience and readiness to ponder with
me some of Ayvansarayi's knottier and more convoluted locutions. Ultimately, despite their best efforts,
it is I, however, who must take full credit for all and any defects of translation and expression found in
the following pages.

Howard Crane
Columbus, Ohio
January 1999
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NOTE ON TRANSLAION AND TRANSCRIPTION

In general, modern Turkish orthography is used for Ottoman Turkish names and terms, except where
the inclusion of diacriticals is in some way necessitated for comprehensibility, as in chronograms.
Constructs normally written as one word in modem Turkish (as leyhfalisldm or Abdfilhamid) have
sometimes been broken down into their component elements (as sadr-z azam) in the hope that, where
done, this will enhance their intelligibility for readers not intimately familiar with Turkish. Although
many Turkish terms and titles for which there is an English form (such as khan for han) have been
given in their accepted English orthography, others for which there is an English form have been
retained in their Turkish spelling, especially in instances where these terms and titles appear frequently
in place names and the names of monuments. Thus, aga is preferred to the English agha, pasa to pasha,
leyh to shaykh, etc.

The transliteration of Arabic and Persian terms and phrases follows the conventions now used for
most English language scholarly journals, such as the InternationalJournal of Middle East Studies, except
where phrases in those languages have been incorporated into syntactically Turkish constructions or
where they are used as Ottoman technical terms. In such cases, they are given in Turkish orthography.
The same holds true for Arabic- and Persian-derived proper names used by Ottoman historical
personalities. When, however, such names are used to designate specifically Arab and Iranian historical
personalities, they will be given in Turkish orthography in the text of the translation, followed by a
footnote rendering them in transcription using IJMES conventions for Arabic and Persian. Thus, for
example, the name of the third of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs will be given as Osman in the text, but as
'UthmAn bin 'Affin in the following footnote.

Place names and names of architectural monuments located in the Turkish Republic are given in
their current Turkish form (KAgithane, Gelibolu, Aya Sofya), while those outside Turkey are generally
given in the familiar form in English (Aleppo, Bosnia, Belgrade) where one exists. Occasionally, I have
preferred to retain Turkish forms where this has some particular significance in the context of Turkish
history (Egri in Hungary for Eger/Erlau, or Varadin in Croatia for Petrovaradin). In such cases the first
appearance of the name will be followed by the familiar form in a footnote.

Words inserted into the text of the translation for the sake of comprehensibility and chapter titles
where they do not exist in the Ottoman original are enclosed in brackets. Transcriptions of Turkish
terms and words are enclosed in parentheses. With regard to chronograms, the translation comes first
and is set off in quotation marks, followed by its transcription in a footnote. Where, as is frequently the
case, numbers are written out in the Ottoman text, they are treated the same way in the translation (for
example, "the twenty-seventh of Receb eight hundred seventy-three," or "Sultan Selim Khan the
Second").

Dates in the text are in the lunar hicri (Anno Hegirae, A.H.) months and years with the exception of a
few instances where they are converted into dates according to the Ottoman Mali or fiscal calendar,
introduced by the government in 1677 for purposes of taxation (see n. 4). In this translation, A.H. and
Mali dates are followed by their equivalent Common Era (C.E.) dates in brackets (e.g., 1144 [1731-32]).
In footnotes, however, A.H. and Mali dates and C.E. dates are separated by a slash (1144/1731-32).

Each mosque mentioned in the text is annotated by a footnote beginning with its Turkish name as
given by Ayvansarayi, followed by a translation of that name, a list of alternative names by which the
mosque is designated, the mosque's location (where known) in terms of the modern street plan,
quarter (mahalle) and district (nahiye), the date of its foundation and record of its restoration, a



xIV NOTE ON TRANSLATION AND TRANSCRIPTION

description of its present state, bibliographic references and map references. Where texts cited in
footnotes are available in English translation (as, for example, Joseph von Hammer's translation of
Evliya Qelebi's Seyahatname), it is these that have been cited rather than published transcriptions,
facsimiles or critical editions. While acknowledging the shortcomings of many such translations, I
decided on this approach to make references more accessible to the non-specialist reader.



INTRODUCTION

Architectural monuments, their formal character and historical contexts, have been remarked upon by
historians and travelers in all ages, and it is not surprising, therefore, that Muslim writers from early
times have devoted much attention to them. Ibn Khaldfin, in his Muqaddima, for example, includes a
discussion of building practices and the semiotics of architecture; al-Khatib al-BaghdAdi describes the
tenth-century topography of Baghdad in his Ta'Yikh Baghdad, and Ibn Battfita in his Rihia, comments on
the great cities and monuments of a fourteenth-century Islamic world from Andalusia to China and
from the Kipchak Steppe to the western Sudan.' Not surprisingly, modern scholars have a deep
appreciation for the value of such materials, which are today acknowledged to be key sources for the
study of both Islamic architecture and Middle Eastern urbanism. While unquestionably of great impor-
tance to the historian, the descriptions and accounts left by Muslim writers are frequently filled with
ambiguities, not least because of their often rhetorical and anecdotal character. In them, for example,
passing mention might be made of one or two striking buildings of a particular town, and curious or
amusing stories about their foundation or history might be included, but physical descriptions will,
more often than not, lack the concreteness for which the historian of architecture longs and instead
will be cast in terms of stock themes and fixed topoi.

While exceptions to this generalization do exist, they are both limited in number and generally late
in date. One of the best known is the Asdr al-Sanddid (Monuments of the Kings), a description of the
monuments of Delhi, by the Indian educational reformer and founder of Islamic modernism in India,
Sayyid Ahmad Khin (1817-98). Written in Urdu and published in 1847, it is based not only on a variety
of written sources, but on the author's first-hand study of the monuments described, and is illustrated
by some 130 woodblock prints by the artist MirzA Shah Rfikh Beg. Translated into French by Garcin de
Tassy in 1860-61, it has since gained wide recognition as an important source for the study of the Indian
capital's Sultanate and Mughal monuments.!

A similarly encyclopedic but less well-known account of the monuments of another late Islamic
capital is the Hadikat al-Cevami (The Garden of Mosques), the late-eighteenth-century enumeration and
description of the Muslim religious monuments-in particular the mosques-of Ottoman Istanbul, by
Hafiz Hfiseyin bin Ismail Ayvansarayi. Like Sayyid Ahmad KhAn's book, Hafiz Hfiseyin Efendi's work is
based not only on written sources, but also on the author's intimate familiarity with the monuments
and urban landscape which he describes. And while it is true that the Hadika is not unique as an
Ottoman account of the imperial capital-indeed, in certain respects it recalls the earlier descriptions
of Evliya Qelebi3 and Eremya Qelebi K6mfirciyan'-it is, nonetheless, unequaled as a thorough and

1 For Ibn Khaldfin's comments, see The Muqaddimah; An Introduction to History, trans. Franz Rosenthal (New York, 1958), in
particular chapter IV, "Countries and Cities, and All Other Forms of Sedentary Civilization." Al-Khatib's description of Baghdad
has been translated and commented upon by Jacob Lassner; see his Topography of Baghdad in the Early Middle Ages; Text and
Studies (Detroit, 1970). Ibn Battuta's Rihia was translated and annotated by H.A.R. Gibb and published by the Hakluyt Society as
The Travels of Ibn Battuta, 4 vols. (London, 1956-94).

2 The 1847 Delhi edition of the Asar al-Sanddid is divided into four parts, each with its own page numbers: I (1-238) deals
with the monuments of Delhi; 11 (144) with the Red Fort and its buildings; III (1-72) with Shahjahanabad and its monuments;
and IV (1-246) with Delhi's cultural life. Parts II and III were published in French translation by Garcin de Tassy in the Journal
asiatique, 5e s6r., 15 (1860), 508-36; 16 (1860), 190-254, 521-43; 17 (1861), 77-97. An English summary was published by R. Nath
under the title, Monuments of Delhi: A Historical Study (New Delhi, 1979).

'Found in volume one of Evliya Qelebi's well-known Seyahatname (Travel Book), published in transcription by Orhan $aik
G6kyay as Evliya Qelebi Seyahatnamesi (Istanbul, 1996); and in English translation by Joseph von Hammer as Narrative of Travels in
Europe, Asia and Africa in the Seventeenth Century by Evliya Efendi (London, 1834).

4 Eremya Qelebi K6mfirciyan's versified Armenian History of Istanbul, written between 1661 and 1689. Although in a technical



INTRODUCTION

systematic survey of Istanbul's pre-modern monuments. Like the Athdr al-Sanadid, it has come to be
recognized as a uniquely valuable source for the city's urban form and architectural history.'

In his introduction to the Hadika, Ayvansarayi refers to the circumstances and date of his book's
composition and provides an overview of its subject matter. Noting that prior to the year 1182/1768-69
he performed prayer at least once and sometimes more in each of Istanbul's congregational mosques
(cami) and small mosques (mescids), he states that it was only after this personal examination of each of
the monuments which are his subject, that he began, in the year 1193/1779, a fair copy of the Hadika's
text, presumably from notes which he had taken after his earlier visits. In a:passage appended to the
end of the manuscript copies of the Hadika, he adds that work on t-eiext continued for two years, and
that it was finally completed in 1195/1780-81.

Concerning the book's organization and content, Ayvansarayi observes in volume one of the Hadika
that, with the exception of the imperial mosques, which because of their renown are listed in a separate
section at the beginning of the text, all other mosques, both cami and mescids, found in his time within
the capital's walls are described in alphabetical order beginning with the letter elif In turn, these are
followed by accounts of the congregational mosques and mescids lying immediately beyond the city's
walls, of those in the environs of Eyftp and finally by a description of the mosques of Hask6y. This
enumeration is then continued in a second volume, which begins with a description of the mosques of
Kasimpaga on the northern side of the Golden Horn and continues with parallel accounts for the
districts and villages along the European shore of the Bosphorus-Galata, Tophane, Begikta , Ortak6y,
Kurucegme, Bebek, Rumelihisar, EmirgAn, Istinye, Yenik6y, Tarabya, Kefelik6y, Bfiyftkdere, Sanyar-
north to Rumelikavak at the entrance to the Black Sea. The last part of the book is a similar enumera-
tion of the mosques on the Bosphorus's Anatolian shore, starting with the mosques of Anadolukavak in
the north and proceeding south to Uskfidar, Haydarpasa and Kadik6y. In total, the Hadika describes
some 879 mosques-both cami and mescid-for each of which Ayvansarayi provides the names of the
founders, the number and names of their secondary donors, the identity of persons who endowed their
minbars, the places of burial of their patrons, the number, type and dates of their charitable
dependencies, the names of notable personages buried in their immediate vicinities, in the case of
tekkes, the succession of their $eyhs, and the names of other noteworthy personages associated with
them.

Although no holograph copies of the Hadika have been identified, there exist in Turkish and
European libraries a number of manuscript versions of the text, which range in date from 1230/1816
to 1279/1862. In addition, an expanded version of the text was prepared by Ali Sati between
1248/1832-33 and 1253/1838, and this, in turn, was still further expanded in 1276/1859-60 by
Sfileyman Besim. Of all of these versions, it is Ali Sati's text which has come to be most frequently used
by scholars because of its publication in a two-volume printed edition by the Matbaa-i Amire, the

sense not a historical study, since the author uses the literary device of taking a distinguished visitor on a tour of the city and
describing for him the city's landmarks, both within and outside the walls, the work is nonetheless filled with important
information about the monuments, commerce, public institutions and socio-political conditions of the Ottoman capital. The
work was published in Turkish prose translation by Hrand D. Andreasyan as Istanbul Tarihi. XVII Aszrda Istanbul (Istanbul,
1952). K6mfrciyan, who lived from 1637 to 1695, was among the most prominent seventeenth-century Armenian literary figures
of Istanbul. He wrote in both Armenian and in Armeno-Turkish and was active as a poet, historian, translator and printer. For
his life, activities and works, see Eremya Chelebi Kbmirdjian's Armeno-Turkish Poem, "The Jewish Bride," ed. and trans. Avedis K.
Sandjian and Andreas Tietze (Wiesbaden, 1981).

'Franz Babinger, in his Die Geschichtsschreiber der Osmanen und ihre Werke (Leipzig, 1927), 316, for example, described the
Hadika as "a work of the utmost usefulness and value for the art and architecture of the old capital, which is today even more
valuable, as in the meantime not a few of the buildings described have been destroyed"; and Franz Taeschner, in an essay
entitled "Die geographische Literatur der Osmanen," Zeitschnfft der Deutschen Morgenlindischen Gesellschaft, 77 (1923), 72, noted
that the Hadika's "monographic description of the mosques of Constantinople are for us the most valuable source for their
architectural history."

xVI



INTRODUCTION

Ottoman Imperial Printing Works, in 1281/1865. It is this printed edition which has served as the basis
for this translation.

As might be expected, a substantial proportion of the mosques and other buildings described in the
Hadika are no longer standing. Indeed, in many cases, it is no longer possible to establish with any
certainty where they were located. While such losses are in part the result of the fires and earthquakes
of the last decades of Ottoman rule, an equally if not more important factor in the transformation of
Istanbul's architectural character has been the city's changing economic and social realities. The rapid
growth of Istanbul's population, the regularization of the urban plan, the construction of broad
thoroughfares and rail lines to facilitate the increased flow of traffic through densely built-up quarters,
and the development of new industrial zones have all led to extensive losses in the city's architectural
heritage. Likewise, the promulgation by the Republican Turkish government of executive orders
(kararname) in 1925 and 1928, under terms of which the dervish tekkes were closed and the many
mosques that were empty or in need of repair were declared inactive (kadro harici), sold and torn down,
also resulted in great loss to Istanbul's architectural and cultural patrimony.' It is precisely because of
these changes that the Hadika has come to be such an valuable source for the city's history and
architecture. For not only is it a rich fund of information for the old Ottoman capital's many still extant
monuments, but to an even greater degree it is an indispensable source for the large number of
Muslim religious monuments-mosques, medreses, tekkes, tombs-which have disappeared over the
course of the two centuries since the book was initially compiled.

HAFIZ HUSEYIN AYVANSARAYI'S LIFE

Little information has survived concerning the life of the author of the Hadika, and what there is comes
for the most part from comments in his own works.' From statements found in several of these we know
that his full name was Hafiz Hfiseyin bin al-Hac Ismail al-Ayvansarayi, and that he was born and spent
much of his life' in the district of the same name, Ayvansaray, on the upper reaches of the Golden
Horn in Istanbul. His father, Haci Ismail Aga, was kethiida of the teberdars (halberdiers) of Hadice
Sultan,9 the daughter of Sultan Mehmed IV and wife of Grand Vizier Damad Hasan Paga. Other than
that he made the pilgrimage to Mecca, we know little about Ismail Aga except for the date of his death,
8 5aban 1165/21 June 1752, and the fact of his burial in the hazire of the tilrbe reputed to be that of the
Prophet's Companion Ebu $eybet al-Hudri in the Toklu Dede Quarter inside the Ayvansaray Gate."

6 For the text of the 1928 law under which mosques could be declared inactive and closed, see EC, 223-25.
Most published sources do little more than repeat the scant information found in Ayvansarayi's own works; see, for

example, Bursah Mehmed Tahir, Osmanli Mai'ellifleri (Istanbul, 1333), III, 48-49; SO, II, 215; GOW, 315-16; Agah Sirm Levend,
Thrk Edebiyatz Tarihi (Ankara, 1973), I, 423. The most exhaustive and critical study of the author's life and works is an article by
Ginay and Turgut Kut, "Ayvansarayi Hafiz Hilseyin b. Ismail ve Eserleri," Istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiltesi Tarih Dergisi, 33
(1980-81), 401-39.

8 See Hadika, 145, where Hafiz Hfiseyin Efendi states that his house was near the tomb of Ebu 5eybet al-Hudri in Ayvansa-
rayi.

9Hadice Sultan, widowed when the second vizier Musahip Mustafa Papa died in 1686, was married by her elder brother,
Sultan Mustafa II, to Morah Hasan Paga (d. 1713), who thereby received the title damad or eniste. Hasan Papa subsequently
became grand vizier; see A.D. Alderson, The Structure of the Ottoman Dynasty (Oxford, 1965), table xxxviii; M. Qagatay Ulu-
cay, Padisahlann Kadinlan ve Kzzlar (Ankara, 1980), 68-69.

" This information is contained in a chronogram composed by Mistakimzade Sfileyman Sadeddin Efendi (1719-88) for the
death of Haci ismail and included by Hafiz Hfiseyin Efendi in both the Hadika (160) and the Mecmua-z Tevarih (fol. 55b), the
text of which is, in translation, as follows:
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Hafiz Hilseyin Efendi, thus, took his nisba, Ayvansarayi, from the district in which he was born, and,
according to statements found in a number of holograph copies of his works, belonged to the fifteenth
orta or company of the sekban or keepers of the royal hounds, a unit belonging to the Janissary corps.
For example, in the inscription at the beginning of the Mecmua-z Tevarih he writes, "The author and
compiler, Hafiz Hiseyin bin al-Hac ismail Ayvansarayi of the quarter of Toklu Dede, [who belongs to]
the fifteenth sekbans of the Janissaries of the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul]. 1179 [1765-66]."" It is also
noteworthy that Ayvansarayi describes himself as a haftz, that is, one who has committed the Qur'an to
memory, and it may be supposed that he was trained in this capacity by the imam of the Mosque of
Toklu Dede, the 5eyhidkura or master of the Qur'an readers Halil Efendi, whom Ayvansarayi refers to as
his master (bu fakirin iistadz).1 In the Hadika, moreover, he states that he was one of the salaried
servants (miirtezika) of the vakf of the Mosque of Bekta Efendi, located in the Kara Mustafa Paga
Quarter in Galata," and that he was a relative of the ehir emini Hafiz al-Hac Mustafa bin Ahmed Qelebi
(d. 1194/1780-81), who was bina emini for the construction of Sultan Abdfilhamid I's tomb, medrese,
imaret and sebil in Baheekapi in Istanbul and his Beylerbeyi Camii on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus
north of Uskfidar."

But for what little is contained in his written works, we know virtually nothing of Ayvansarayi's
activities during his lifetime." Concerning his death, however, a passage in 5eyhilislam Sitkizade
Ahmed Resid Efendi's summary of the Hadika entitled Tuhfet al-Ragzbin" includes the statement,

The author of the Hadikat al-Cevami, Ayvansarayi Hafiz Hfnseyin Efendi, obtained merit and multiplied
witnessing with the performance of prayer in each of the congregational mosques (cami) and small mosques
(mescid) inside and outside Istanbul, in Eyup and its environs and from Kasimpaga to the fortress of
Rumelikavak and from Kadi Karyesi to Uskftdar and its environs and to the fortress of Anadolukavak. At the
end of his life, in the middle of blessed Ramazan 1201 [June-July 1787], he went as a guest to the house of his
kin, the imam of the Kizil Mosque, and after performing the teravik [the supererogatory night prayer
performed immediately after the prescribed night worship during the month of Ramazan] in the Zal Paga

The daughter of Sultan Mehmed Khan, the sultana named Hadice,
Who is the mistress of good works of the sultanas of the Felicitous House:

He was the kethfida of her halberdiers,
The imperial client Haci ismail, the glory of [his] contemporaries.

When they heard of his death, his relatives were filled with grief.
May his excellent, saintly neighbor, Ebu 5eybet al-Hudri, glorify him!

Let those who visit [his grave] repeat the chronogram [for his death] and pray as follows:
May the soul of Haci ismail circumambulate the Abode of Paradise!
(Tavdf-z beyt-i Firdevs ede cdn-i H&cz Ismd'il.)

On 8 $aban of the year 1165
" Sahib ve malik Hafiz Hfiseyin bin al-Hac ismail Ayvansarayi be-mahalle-i Toklu Dede Yenigeriyan-z Dergah-z Ali on bei sekbanlar

1179. Similar inscriptions are found in the unique manuscript of Ayvansarayi's Vefeyat-z Selatin ve Mejahir-i Rical (Istanbul
University, Merkez Kiltfiphanesi, TY. 2539, fol. 6b), his E'arname-i Mistezad (Istanbul University, Merkez Kftitphanesi, TY 5466,
fol. Ib), and in one of the copies of his Apzk Omer Divan (Konya, Mevlana Mizesi Yazmalan 99, fol. la); see xxiv below. The
sekbans (or sekmen) were constituted, as their name implies, from the keepers of the hounds for the imperial hunt and formed
one of the branches of the Janissary corps, where they were organized into 34 companies or orta, under their own commander,
the sekbanbasz. See also, Mecmua, fols. 136a-b, 146b; Hadika, 527-28.

12 See Hadika, 160, where Mfistakimzade's chronogram for Halil Efendi's death is also included; also Mecmua, fol. 55b.
1 See Hadika, 360.
14 See Hadika, 160-61; 482-83.
" Mehmed Sfireyya states that he belonged to the Tarikat-1 Aliyye, i.e., the Nakebendi dervish order, but this is confirmed by

no other source; see SO, II, 215.
6" eyhilislam Sitkizade Ahmed Resid Efendi, Tuhfet al-Ragzbin, Istanbul Millet Kfntfiphanesi, Ali Emiri Tarih Balfsmni, 928,

fol. 7a; also Sfnleymaniye Kfitfnphanesi, Esad Efendi, 2411, fols. 1Ob-1Ia.
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Camii, he entered the abovementioned house and at the moment of closing the door, suddenly passed away
to the Abode of Eternity.17

According to Bursalh Mehmed Tahir, Ayvansarayi was buried in the hazire of the Zal Mahmud Paya
Camii in Eyftb.' However, searches made in the mosque's hazire as well as in its vicinity have failed to
turn up his gravestone."

AYVANSARAYi'S WORKS

Although details of Ayvansarayi's own life remain obscure, his written works are highly regarded and
valuable sources for biography, epigraphy and the study of Istanbul's architectural and urban history.
Totaling six in number, they include the Hadikat al-Cevami (Garden of Mosques), Mecmud-i Tevarih
(Collection of Chronograms), Vefeyat-z Selatin ve Mesahir-i Rical20 (Obituaries of the Sultans and Famous
Dignitaries) and Vefeyat-z Mesayih (Obituaries of the 5eyhs) and two compilations of poetry: the
E'arname-i Miastezadll (Book of Mfsstezad Poetry) and the Divan (Collected Poems) of the mystic poet
Agik Omer. From inscribed dates and other internal evidence, it can be shown that these were
composed in a period of two decades, between 1179/1766-67 and Ayvansarayi's death in 1201/1787.
Details of the content, manuscript copies and other information about each are given below.

Hadikat al-Cevdmi

Of all Hafiz Hfiseyin Efendi's works, the best known and most widely reproduced, both in manuscript
form and printed editions, is his Hadikat al-Cevami (Garden of Mosques). In his introduction, Ayvan-
sarayi states that he began work on the Hadika in 1182/1768-69, that a fair copy of the text was begun in
the middle of 1193/1779," and that the manuscript was completed in the year 1195/1780-81."
Although the text exists in numerous manuscript editions, none can be established on the basis of
colophons, handwriting or other evidence as a holograph, transcribed in Hafiz Hfiseyin Efendi's own

"7 That the date of Ayvansarayi's death is, in fact, not as clear-cut as this statement would imply is apparent from the
biography of Vezir Kurd Ahmed Paa, found in Ayvansarayi's Vefeyat-z Selatin ve Mejahir-i Rical, where the date of Ahmed Paa's
death is given as 15 Zilhicce 1201/28 September 1787 (fols. 130b-131a), that is, some two months after the supposed death of
the author. To add further confusion to the matter, the single manuscript of this text (Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitfnphanesi,
TY. 2539) is inscribed (fol. 6b) with the statement, "Written by the humble Hafiz Hniseyin bin al-Hac Ismail Ayvansarayi of the
quarter of Toklu Dede, [belonging to] the fifteenth sekbans of the Janissaries of the Exalted Threshold. The year 1190." This
statement would seem to imply that the Istanbul University ms. of the Vefeyat is, in fact, a holograph, in which case the date of
Ayvansarayi's death given in the Tuhfet al-Rabbin cannot be correct.

18 See OM, III, 48.
19 See Kut and Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81), 403; also, Hafiz Hiseyin Ayvansarayi, Camilerimiz Ansiklopedisi. Hadikata'l-Cevami', ed.

Ihsan Erzi (Istanbul, 1987), 10.
2 The term vefeyat, literally "deaths," but frequently translated as "biographies," refers to a literary genre usually consisting of

lists of famous persons, in some cases accompanied only by the dates (or chronograms) of their deaths, although in other
instances brief biographies (including the dates of their important appointments, transfers and dismissals) are added as well;
see Levend, Thrk Edebiyatz Tarihi, I, 422.

21 Literally "complemented," a type of poem formed by adding to each mzsra or hemistich in a verse a short line called a ziyade
or "complement," intended not to alter or greatly add to the base meaning of the misra, but rather to serve as a lyric
afterthought or to heighten the effect of the whole; see Walter G. Andrews, Jr., An Introduction to Ottoman Poetry (Minneapolis,
1976), 171; Ef, VII, 754; HOP, I, 87.

22 See Hadika, 4-5.
2 This statement, found at the end of manuscript editions of the text, is missing from the printed edition; see, for example,

Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitfnphanesi, TY 8870, fol. 190b; Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, H.O. 194, fol. 167a;
Tfsbinger Depot der Staatsbibliothek, Ms. or. quart 1407, fol. 146a.
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hand." Arranged in chronological order by date of copying, the manuscripts of the Hadika enumerated
by Gitnay and Turgut Kut in their article, "Ayvansarayi Hafiz Hfiseyin b. Ismail ve Eserleri,"" are as
follows:

1) Istanbul, Sileymaniye Kfitilphanesi, Esad Efendi, No. 2248. Dated 15 Rebi1levvel 1230/25 Febru-
ary 1815, the manuscript consists of 117 folios. The copyist is given as al-Hac Seyyid Ahmed Said bin
Seyyid al-Hac Feyzullah bin Seyyid Mustafa bin Abdullah.

2) Istanbul, Millet Kfitfiphanesi, Ali Emiri Kismi, Tarih 926. The manuscript is dated 19 Receb
1231/15 June 1816 and consists of 209 folios. The name of the copyist is not given. Folios 1b-5a contain
a list of the Ottoman sultans, their dates of birth and accession, the lengths of their reigns, the dates of
their deaths and length of lives in years. A list of the valide sultans is included between fols. 211b and
212b. Added to the end of the work are entries describing the 'Izzet Paga Camii, Kalyoncular Kielasi
Camii, Baruthane Camii, Zeynep Sultan Camii and Mehmed Murad Efendi Mescidi.

3) Istanbul, Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitfiphanesi, TY. 8872. The manuscript is dated 1231/1815-
16, consists of 213 folios and was copied by the calligrapher Mustafa Rakim Efendi for Sultan Mahmud
II. At the end of the text, descriptions of the 'Izzet Mehmed Paga Camii, Kalyoncular Kielasi Camii and
Baruthane Camii have been added on fol. 226b; a list of the places of burial of the valide sultans is given
on fol. 227a; and a table of the Ottoman sultans, their dates of birth and accession to the throne, the
lengths of their reigns, dates of their deaths and lengths of their lives is inscribed on fols. 228b-231a.

4) Istanbul, Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitfiphanesi, TY. 8868. The manuscript, dated 1233/1817-
18, consists of 190 folios and was copied by Abdiilhamid Hagmet bin Mehmed Salim al-Uskfidari.

5) Istanbul, Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitfiphanesi, TY. 9593. The colophon at the end of the text
is rubbed out, so that only the date 1235/1819-20 can be read. The manuscript consists of 156 folios.

6) Istanbul, Sfileymaniye Kfitfiphanesi, Esad Efendi 2247. The manuscript is dated 22 Receb
1236/25 April 1821 and consists of 229 folios. The copyist is given as Abdfilhamid Hagmet bin Mehmed
Salim al-Uskfidari.

7) Marburg, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. or. quart 1107. Dated 13 Receb 1237/5 April 1822, the manuscript
consists of 145 folios. The copyist is Abdulhamid Hagmet bin Mehmed Salim al-Uskidari.6

8) Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, H.O. 194 (Fli6gel 1284). The manuscript is dated 5
Cemaziynilewel 1245/2 November 1829 and consists of 167 folios. It was formerly in the library of the
Austrian Orientalist Joseph von Hammer."

9) Istanbul, Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitfiphanesi TY. 8870. The manuscript of 190 folios is dated
to the end of the month of Cemaziyilevvel 1845/November 1829 and was copied by al-Seyyid Mehmed
Es'ad al-Hifzi.

10) Istanbul, Sfleymaniye Kfitfiphanesi, Bagdath Vehbi 1318. Copied by al-Seyyid Abdi and dated 15
Muharrem 1246/6 July 1830, the manuscript consists of 168 folios. A list of the blessed tombs of the
Companions of the Prophet (ashab-z kiram) and pilgrimage places of the Believers (ziyaretgdh-z miminin)
is found on folios 167b-168a.

11) Tfibingen, Tfibinger Depot der Staatsbibliothek, Ms. or. quart 1107. Dated by its colophon to
1245/1829-30, the manuscript consists of 146 folios. The name of the copyist is not given."

2 See Kut and Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81), 410.2 Ibid., 411-25.
21 See Barbara Flemming, Tairkische Handschzften (Wiesbaden, 1968), I, 262.
2 See Gfistav Flfigel, Die arabischen, persischen und tirkischen Handschriften des Kaiserlich-k3niglichen Hobibliothek zu Wien (Vienna,

1866), II, 436, no. 1284.
28 See Flemming, Thrkische Handschriften, I, 261-62, no. 329.
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12) Istanbul, Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitfiphanesi, TY. 8871. Copied by al-Seyyid Abdullah
Hulusi, the manuscript contains 211 folios and dated 25 Safer 1248/24July 1832.

13) Istanbul, Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitfiphanesi, tbn il-Emin Mahmud Kemal Inal B166,fl,
TY. 2613. Copied by Hafiz Sileyman al-Sami al-Qandari, the manuscript consists of 120 folios and is
dated to the beginning of Muharrem 1267/beginning of December 1850. Descriptions of the 'Izzet
Mehmed Paa Camii, the Kalyoncular Camii in the Tersane and the Baruthane Camii are added to the
end of the manuscript (fol. 11 7b). A list of the dates and places of burial of the valide sultans is given on
folios 118a-119a. On fols. 119a-120b there is a enumeration of the Ottoman sultans from Osman to
Mahmud II, with their dates of birth and accession, ages, the lengths of their reigns in years, dates of
their death and the lengths of their lives.

14) Uppsala, Universitatsbibliothek, 673. Copied by Hasan bin Abd al-Cemil al-Kinmi, the manu-
script is dated 1 Muharrem 1279/29June 1862 and consists of 320 folios."

In addition to these dated manuscripts, there are a number of undated manuscript copies of the
Hadika:

1) Istanbul, Istanbul University, Tip Fakfiltesi, Tip Tarihi ve Deontoloji Kfirsfisft Kutfiphanesi, Q.
2609. The manuscript consists of 232 folios. There is no indication of copyist or date.

2) Istanbul, Millet Kfituphanesi, Ali Emiri Kismi, Tarih, 925. The manuscript, which consists of 125
folios, does not indicate either copyist or date. The end of the text, following the description of the
Kandilli Camii, is missing.

3) Istanbul, Sf6leymaniye Kutuphanesi, Fatih 4320. Copied by Abdtilhamid Hagmet bin Mehmed
Salim al-Uskfidari, the manuscript consists of 192 folios. Although there is no date, the name of the
copyist is the same as that which appears in manuscripts 4, 6 and 7 above-dated respectively
1233/1817-18, 1236/1821 and 123 7 /1822-suggesting a similar early date. The names of six Istanbul
mosques converted from churches are listed on fol. la and a further fifteen are enumerated on fol.
193a.

4) Istanbul, Sfileymaniye Ktitfiphanesi, Yazma Bagislar 241. The manuscript consists of 76 folios and
contains only that portion of Ayvansarayi's text that deals with the districts of Istanbul. It is without
indication of either copyist or date.

5) Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Mfizesi Kitfiphanesi, Hazine 1568. The manuscript consists of 176 folios
and is without indication of either copyist or date. Entries for the 'Izzet Mehmed Paga Camii, Kalyon-
cular Kielasi Camii and Baruthane Camii are appended to the end of the text (fol. 176b)."o

6) Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, Suppl. turc. 1084. The manuscript consists of 198 folios and does
not indicate either copyist or date. The title Ciimle-i Cevami ve Zevaya is found on an unnumbered folio
at the beginning of the manuscript. Fols. 193b-198b contain entries for the 'Izzet Mehmed Papa Camii,
Zeynep Sultan Camii, Mehmed Murad Efendi Mescidi, Tersane Camii, Baruthane Camii, Kadem
Tekkesi, 5erbetdar Tekkesi, Begikcizade Tekkesi, Findikzade Tekkesi, Samancizade Tekkesi, Pagmakei
Tekkesi, Hakikizade Tekkesi, Murad Molla Tekkesi, Rakim Efendi Tekkesi and Alaca Mescidi Tekkesi.
An inscription states that the manuscript was formerly in the library of the French Orientalist Charles
Schefer."

' See Karl V. Zettersteen. Die arabischen, persischen und tfirkischen Handschriften der Universittsbibliothek zu Uppsala (Uppsala,
1935), II, 54-55.

30 See Fehmi Edhem Karatay, Topkapi Sarayz Mfizesi Kitfiphanesi Thrkge Yazmalar Katalogu (Istanbul, 1961), I, 461.3'Although the manuscript is entitled Cimle-i Cavami ve Zevaya, it is, according to G. and T. Kut, nothing other than the
Hadika. The order in which mosques are listed is, however, somewhat different than that found in other Hadika manuscripts;
see Edgar Blochet, Catalogue des manuscrits Turcs (Paris, 1933), II, 158-59.
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The text of the Hadika was subsequently reorganized and expanded by Ali Sati Efendi (d. 1258/1842-
43), the son of the kadi Mahmud Esad Efendi (d. 1228/1813), and grandson of Zileli al-Hac Seyyid
Osman Efendi (d. 1196/1782), the imam of Sultan Mahmud 1.32 This enlarged version of the Hadika is
found in a manuscript of 298 folios in the Turk Tarih Kurumu Kfitfiphanesi (TTK Kfitfiphanesi, 418) in
Ankara and was published in two volumes in a printed edition by the Matbaa-i Amire, volume I being
dated the beginning of Ramazan 1281/January 1865, and volume II, 7 Zilhicce of the same year/3 May
1865. In his introduction to volume I of the printed edition, Ali Sati states that he prepared his revision
between 1248/1832-33 and the end of 1253/1838, expanding the original text by half and including in
it "true matters which were found while looking at other histories." In addition to enlarging the text
with information on the buildings and personalities mentioned in Ayvansarayi's original and including
examples of verse by some of the poets named therein, Ali Sati rearranged the order of material in that
part of the Hadika dealing with the mosques on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus (the end of volume II
of the printed edition)." Finally, although Ali Sati omits from his revision a handful of mosques
included in the original text, he adds accounts of several later mosques, built after the completion of
Ayvansarayi's work."

Ali Sati's enlarged version of the Hadika, which includes material to the end of the year 1253/1838,
was, in turn, still further augmented by a friend named Sfileyman Besim, who prepared addenda
covering material down to the year 1276/1859-60." The manuscript containing Sfileyman Besim's
additions is found in the central library of Istanbul University (Merkez Kfitfiphanesi, TY. 202) and is
dated on p. 712 to 1276/1859-60. Although there is no indication as to the identity of the copyist, it
seems likely that the manuscript is in Sfileyman Besim's own hand. According to Ginay and Turgut

32 Ali Sati includes information about his family background in volume II of the printed edition (242-46), under the section
dealing with the Ibrahim Aga Qayin Mosque in Kadik6y, the place of burial of his grandfather, Zilevi Haci Seyyid Osman
Efendi. He states that Seyyid Osman Efendi, who had previously been head imam of Aya Sofya, was appointed second imperial
imam (imam-z sani-i hazret-i Iehriyan) at the beginning of Rebifilevvel 1172/November 1748, and that he remained in office for
nearly sixteen years, during the reigns of Mustafa III and Abdilhamid I. He was dismissed in 1189/1775 and banished to
Beykoz, but was set free after four months and, in Muharrem 1191/1777, was appointed kadi of Galata. He died at the age of
sixty-seven on 23 Zilhicce 1196/3 August 1782. Ali Sati describes him as "a person of righteous behavior and character, who was
familiar with the science of Qur'anic commentary, with the art of recitation of the Qur'an and with the fundamentals of
Tradition."

Seyyid Osman Efendi's son and Ali Sati's father, Seyyid Mahmud Esad Efendi, received a teaching diploma and was initially
made a maiderris in the medrese of Sultan Abdillhamid I. Later, he was appointed kadi of tzmir ($aban 1215/1800-1) and kadi of
Edirne ($aban 1224/1809). On 1 Receb 1228/30 June 1813, following the conclusion of the WahhAbi War in Arabia, the
judgeship of Medina was conferred on him for a period of eighteen months. Shortly after his arrival in Medina, he performed
the hajj and died in Mecca at the age of fifty-three, after a stay of two months. He was buried in the Baki cemetery in Mecca. Ali
Sati describes him as virtuous, handsome, dignified and good company, well acquainted with every science, and, most
particularly, with the science of music.

As for Ali Sati himself, Mehmed Sfireyya, in the Sicill-i Osmani, states that he was trained for a learned career and was given
both medrese and judicial appointments. He was made molla of Edirne in $evval 1254/January 1839 and was subsequently
given the pdye of Mecca. Following his death in Rebifilevvel 1258/April 1842, he was buried in Eyilp. His three sons, Kadri
Mehmed Bey, Nedim tbrahim Efendi and suayb Efendi were, like their father, trained for the religious learned
establishment. Although Nedim Ibrahim Efendi and $uayb Efendi both predeceased their father, Kadri Mehmed Bey had a
long and distinguished career as a judge in Bosnia, Erzurum Filibe and Mecca before being appointed kadzsker of Anatolia in
1293/1876. He was buried in Eyiip following his death in 1301/1886; see SO, III, 151, 546, 567; IV, 55-56, 549.

" Thus, while Ayvansarayi's original text begins with a description of the mosques of Sankadi K6y6i, Alemdagi, Bulgurlu,
Fenerbahce, Kadikfy and Uskfidar, at the southern end of the Bosphorus, and then proceeds north along the Asian shore to
Anadolukavagi, Ali Sati reverses this order, beginning in the north, at Anadolukavagi, and works south to Sankadi Kbyi.

" See Introduction, xxvii-xxiv below.
3 But for the statement in OM (II, 48) that he was buried on the left side of Seyyid Nizam Dergahi Caddesi in Eyfip, we have

no information about Sfnleyman Besim's life or literary efforts. GOW (316) incorrectly gives his name as Selim Besim.
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Kut, a second, incomplete manuscript of Sfileyman Besim's text, Istanbul University, Merkez Kfitftpha-
nesi TY. 2434, is copied from TY. 202.

An abridgment of Ayvansarayi's text was published in German translation by Joseph von Hammer as
an appendix to his famous Geschichte des osmanischen Reiches, under the title "Verzeichniss der Moscheen
Constantinopel's. Ein Auszug aus dem Garten der Moscheen, von Hafis Husein Ben Elhadsch Ismail
von Aiwanserai."" It was, no doubt, based on the manuscript bearing von Hammer's seal, today in the
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna (H.O. 194, Fifigel 1284). The same abridgment is found
inJ.-J. Hellert's French translation of von Hammer's history, entitled Histoire de l'Empire ottoman."7

In the early 1960's, Tahsin Oz published a two-volume work, based on the Hadika, entitled istanbul
Camileri." In his introduction, the author states that he was motivated to do so because Ayvansarayi's
book had long since become virtually unavailable and was, in any case, difficult to read, since it was
written in the Ottoman script. Like the Matbaa-i Amire printed edition, Istanbul Camileri was published
in two volumes, following the division of material in the Ali Sati text, with monuments arranged
alphabetically according to the reformed Latin alphabet used for Turkish after 1928. Oz includes in his
entries for each mosque not only a synopsis of the information found in Ayvansarayi but, in addition,
lists other names by which each mosque is known, gives general (and not infrequently confused)
locations, and in some instances includes references to changes in the condition of buildings which
had occurred after Ali Sati completed his text. The work incorporates entries on a number of mosques
that postdate the publication of the Matbaa-i Amire edition and contains some 60 plans and 116 plates.

In 1987, volume I of the Hadika was published in modernized Turkish and Latin script by the late
Inspector General of Vakfs in Istanbul, ihsan Erzi." Although based on Ali Sati's printed edition, the
work is annotated with occasional variant readings found in manuscript versions of the text and
includes, like the Oz volumes, a number of plates of the mosques described.

Indexes to the printed Ali Sati edition of the Hadika have been compiled as theses (lisans tezi) by
students of the Faculty of Letters (Edebiyat Fakfiltesi) of Istanbul University and can be found in
unpublished manuscript form in the faculty's Tarih Seminer Kitapligi. That for volume I was prepared
by Hayati Gfirbfiz and is entitled "Hitseyin Ayvansarayi'nin Hadikat fil-Cevami Adli Eserinin Cilt I
Indeksi" (285 pp., 1965, Tarih Seminer Kitapligi, nr. 766); the index for volume II is by Mustafa Alata
and has the title "Hadikat fil-Cevami Cild II Indeksi" (pp. 93, 1965, Tarih Seminer Kitapligi, nr. 732).'

Finally, the work entitled Tuhfet al-Ragbin (The Desired Rarities, known also as the Tuhfe-i Mergtbe)
by 5eyhilislam Sitkizade Ahmed Resid Efendi (d. 1835-36) and dated by its chronogram "Mergftbe" to
the year 1248/1832-33 is a summary of the Hadika with extensive excerpts from Ayvansarayi's text as
well as additions by the compiler. Copies of the text are to be found in the Istanbul Millet Kfitfiphanesi
(Ali Emiri Kismi, Tarih 928) and the Sileymaniye Kfitfiphanesi (Esad Efendi, no. 2411)."

" See Joseph von Hammer, Geschichte des osmanischen Reiches (Pest, 1833), IX, 47-144.
31Joseph von Hammer, Histoire de l'Empire ottoman, tr. J.-J. Hellert (Paris, 1843), XVIII, 1-109.38 istanbul Camileri, 2 vols. (Ankara, 1962-65). Oz's explanation of his reasons for producing the work is found in his

Introduction, xii.
39Ayvansarayh Hafiz Hfiseyin, Camilerimiz Ansiklopedisi. HadikatiGl-Cevami', ed. Ihsan Erzi, 2 vols. (Istanbul, 1987).
* Abdfikadir 6zcan, Istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiiltesi Tarih B5limfz Tezleri (Lisans - Doktora) (Istanbul, 1984), 84. Other

unpublished theses having to do with the Hadika include Fikriye Bulunmaz, "Hadikatfi'l-Cevami'ye g6re tarihi yanmadanin-
Aksaray, Sulukule, Yedikule, Yenikapi b6lgesinde kalan cami ve mescidler" (Yildiz University, Fen Bilimleri Enstitisfi, unpub-
lished lisans fistii bitirme tezi, Istanbul, 1986); and Sevim Barut, "Hadikatfi'l-Cevami'ye g6re Istanbul tarihi yanm adasindaki
kiliseden cAmiye gevrilmi yapilarn incelenmesi" (Yildiz University, Fen Bilimleri Enstitfisi, unpublished yfiksek lisans tezi,
Istanbul, 1987).

41 See istanbul Kfitfiphaneleri Tarih-Cografya Yazmalan Katalogu (Istanbul, 1943), 632-33; also Kut and Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81),
410; OM, III, 49.
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Mecmud-i Tevdrih

The Mecmud-i Tevdrih work exists in a pair of manuscript copies, Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Mfizesi
Kfitfiphanesi, Hazine 1565, consisting of 148 folios, and Begikta , Deniz Mfizesi Kfitflphanesi, no. 55,
with 164 folios.42 Only the former is of historical interest, as the Deniz Muzesi Kfitfiphanesi manuscript
was copied from that in the Topkapi Sarayi Mfizesi in 1959 by a certain 5eref Ergenekon. That the
Topkapi manuscript is Ayvansarayi's holograph is clear from the inscription on fol. 1b, which reads,
"The author and compiler, Hafiz Hfiseyin bin al-Hac ismail Ayvansarayi of the quarter of Toklu Dede,
[who belongs to] the fifteenth sekbans of the Janissaries of the Exalted Threshold. 1179 [1765-66]."

While 1179/1765-66 must be taken as the year when the author began compiling the Mecmua, it is
clear from numerous chronograms scattered throughout the text that give dates in the 1180's and
1190's that the author continued to add to his work over a period of more than two decades. Indeed, a
chronogram on fol. 81a (p. 256 of the printed text) gives the date 1201/1786-87, establishing that
Ayvansarayi was still working on the Mecmua in the very last months of his life.

In content, the Mecmua consists of a collection of inscriptions from various mosques, hamams,
fountains, tekkes and other buildings in Istanbul; short biographical notices on a number of historical
personages; chronograms giving the dates of diverse historical events; and brief notes on other unre-
lated topics such as tobacco and coffee. In contrast to the logical organization of the Hadika and his two
Vefeyat, the Mecmua is a disjointed work, with building inscriptions interspersed in a seemingly hapha-
zard manner with biographical accounts, chronograms and other short notices. The lack of order
which characterizes the text is also apparent in the not infrequent repetition of chronograms and
biographies, as is the case with Akovahzade 5eyh Ahmed Hatem Efendi (fols. 58b and 59a; pp. 188 and
190 in the printed text), 5emseddin Tebrizi (fols. 88b and 120b; pp. 271 and 358 in printed text), Musa
Papa (fols. 135b and 140b; pp. 401 and 411 in printed text). Indeed, the overall arrangement and
content of the Mecmua suggests nothing so much as a writer's notebook or a rough draft of materials to
be used in later works. That this was the case is apparent from the fact that Ayvansarayi transcribed a
good deal of the material in the Mecmua directly into his later works, the Vefeyat-z Selatin ve Mesahir-i
Rical, the Vefeyat-z Ayvansarayi and the Hadikat al-Cevami, where it appears sometimes verbatim and at
other times in summary form. Thus, for example, the sections in the Mecmua dealing with Hurrem
Paa, Arifi Ahmed Paa, Uzun Yusuf Paya and Sunullah Paga (fols. 9b, 78b-79a, 90b, 119b; pp. 18, 250,
274, 357 in the printed text) are repeated almost word for word in the Vefeyat-z Selatin (fols. 129a, 101b,
80b, 101a; pp. 161, 119-120, 91-92, 118 in printed text), while those dealing with 5eyh Dede Omer
Rugeni, Kusuri Omer Efendi, Veysi, Azmi Pir Mehmed ibn Pir Ahmed (fols. 9b, 50a, 53a, 92b; pp. 18,
162, 173, 280, in printed text) are reproduced in much the same words in the Vefeyat-z Mesayih.

The Mecmud-i Tevarih is the subject of an unpublished thesis (lisans tezi) by Vahid Qabuk, of the
Faculty of Literature (Edebiyat Fakfiltesi) of Istanbul University, entitled "Hifiz Hfiseyin Ayvansa-
rayi'nin Mecmua-i Tevarih, Hazine Kfitfiphanesi, nr. 1565" (344 pp., 1971, Tarih B6lfimfi Kfitphanesi.
Tez nr. 1658) .4 The text was published in transcription with annotation by Fahri Q. Derin and Vahid
Qabuk in 1985 by the Faculty of Literature of Istanbul University.44

42 See Kut and Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81), 425-26.
" Ozcan, Tezler, 143.
" Hfiz Hfiseyin Ayvansariyi, Mecmui-i Tevairih, transcribed and annotated by Fahri Q. Derin and Vihid Qabuk, Istanbul Uni-

versitesi Edebiyat Fakfiltesi Yayinlan no. 3092 (Istanbul, 1985).
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Vefeyat-z Seldtin ve Mesdhir-i Rzcdl

The Vefeyat-z Seldtin ve Mesahir-i Rzcdl exists in a unique manuscript, istanbul University, Merkez Kniti-
phanesi, TY. 2539, which consists of 131 folios." An inscription at the beginning of the book (fol. 6b)
reads, "Written by the humble Hafiz Hfiseyin bin al-Hac ismail Ayvansarayi of the quarter of Toklu
Dede, [who belongs to] the fifteenth sekbans of the Janissaries of the Exalted Threshold. The year 1190
[1776-77]." However, the fact that the manuscript is penned in an awkward hand, with many errors of
spelling and missing words and passages suggests that it is a later copy of the text rather than
Ayvansarayi's holograph.

The Vefeyat contains brief obituaries of 899 personages and is divided into four sections. Part 1 (fols.
la-3a) lists the first twenty-seven Ottoman sultans from Osman to Abdfilhamid I, and gives chrono-
grams for the dates of their birth, accession to the throne and death. Part II (fols. 6b-59a) enumerates
318 dignitaries, including grand viziers, viziers and beylerbeyis, buried inside Istanbul, Eyinp, Kasimpaga
and Uskfidar. Short biographies, chronograms for their deaths and enumerations of their charitable
works are included. Part III (fols. 64b-84b) lists and provides short biographies and chronograms for
eighty-seven dignitaries whose charitable works are found in Istanbul but who were themselves buried
elsewhere. And finally, Part IV (fols. 88b-131a) lists 467 high officials whose charitable works and places
of burial are both located outside Istanbul.

Although Ayvansarayi states (fol. 6b) that the work was written in 1190/1776, the obituaries of a
number of personages who died after that date are found in the text, including al-Hac Mehmed Emin
Paga, who died in 1191/1777 (fol. 127b), Dagistanli Ali Papa and Aga Babasi Mehmed Paga, both of
whom died in 1194/1780 (fols. 16a, 126b), Bayatoglu Halil and Dertlioglu Feyzullah Paga, who died in
1196/1781-82 (fols. 56b-57a, 105a), Riif Ismail Paga, Yegen Ali Paa, Ismail Paga, al-Hac Ali Paga and al-
Hac Gene Mehmed Paga, who died in 1199/1784-85 (fols. 43a, 126b, 129a, 129b, 130a), Halil Paga and
al-Hac Ahmed Paa, who died in 1200/1785-86 (fols. 130a, 130b). It is clear, therefore, that Ayvansarayi
continued working on the book over a period of more than ten years. The text was published in
transcription with notes by Fahri Q. Derin in 1978 under the imprint of the Faculty of Letters of
Istanbul University.46

Vefeyat-i Mesayih (Known also as Vefeyat-i Ayvansayi, Tezkire-i Ayvansayi or Terceme-i Mesayih)

The Vefeyat-z Meayih exists in a single manuscript copy, Istanbul, Sfileymaniye Kfitfiphanesi, Esad Efendi
1375, dated 19 Zilkade, 1231/1816.4 The text contains short biographies of 278 persons, including the
Ottoman sultans, famous Sufis, ulema and poets, along with chronograms and the dates of their deaths.
The manuscript is the subject of three unpublished theses (lisans tezi) prepared by students in the
Faculty of Literature (Edebiyat Fakultesi) of Istanbul University: Kemal Arica, "Vefeyat-1 Hafiz Hfiseyin
Ayvansarayi, I" (61 pp., 1974, Tarih Seminer Kitapligi, no. 2365); Gfilay Gilney, "Vefeyat-1 Hafiz Hfiseyin

4 See Kut and Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81), 426-27.
* HAfiz Hfiseyin AyvansarAyi, Vefeydt-z Seltiin ve Mesahir-i Rical, transcribed and annotated by Fahri Q. Derin, Istanbul

Universitesi Edebiyat Fakfiltesi Yayinlan no. 2241 (Istanbul, 1978).
4 See istanbul Kitiiphaneleri Tarih-Cografya Yazmalan Kataloglan, 662; Kut and Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81), 428-29. According to the

latter, there was at one time a second manuscript copy of the text (entitled Vefeyat-z Mesayih or Tezkire-i Ayvansarayi) consisting of
185 folios and dated 1334/1915-16 in the Istanbul University Merkez Kititphanesi, (T. 2464). Although the manuscript was
missing at the time of their writing, a card for it was still to be found in the library's catalogue; see ibid., 406, n. 12; Levend, Thrk
Edebiyatt Tarihi, 423.

The same authors make note of an additional pair of manuscripts which resemble Sfileymaniye, Esad Efendi 1375, although
they are not copies of it: (1) Istanbul, Sileymaniye Kitfiphanesi, Uaki Tekkesi 365/1, consisting of 100 folios, with no
indication of either date or copyist; and (2) Istanbul, Istanbul Arkeoloji Mfizesi Kfitfiphanesi 1107, consisting of 42 folios, with
the date 1209/1794-95 on fol. 3a, at the beginning of a poem in praise of the district of Ayvansaray. For these latter, see Kut and
Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81), 429-30.
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Ayvansrayi, II" (54 pp., 1974, Tarih Seminer Kitaphli, no. 2372); and Suna Gfindfiz, "Vefeyat-i Hafiz

Hfiseyin Ayvansarayi (Esad Efendi Kfitflphanesi, no 1375, vr. 71b-107a arasi metini)" (46 pp., 1974,

Tarih Seminer Kitabligi, no. 2409).' Fahri Q. Derin, in the introduction to his 1978 edition of the

Vefeyat-z Selatin, states that he has prepared the Vefeyat-z Mesayih (Esad Efendi, 1375) for publication and

that it was to be printed by the Turkish Ministry of Culture. At the present time, however, it has yet to

appear."

E'arname-i Miistezad

The E'arname-i Miistezad is a collection of complement poems (miistezad) brought together from

various sources and arranged by Ayvansarayi; the text exists in a single holograph manuscript copy of

150 folios in the Istanbul University Merkez Kfitfiphanesi (TY. 5466). The inscription on fol. lb reads,

"The writer and compiler, Hafiz Hfiseyin ibn al-Hac ismail al-Ayvansarayi of the quarter of Toklu Dede,

[who belongs to] the fifteenth sekbans of the Janissaries of the Exalted Threshold. 1194 [1780]." Folio

2b begins with an introduction dated 1181/1767-68, which is presumably the date at which Ayvansarayi

began to compile the collection, along with the statement that it was his aim to bring together in this

work the maistezads which he particularly admired. A statement at the end of the text (fol. 144a-144b)

reads, "It was written in the coffeehouse of Dervi Ahmed, opposite the hamam of Piyale Paa, at the

end of Rebifilahir one thousand one hundred ninety-four [1780] by Hafiz Hfiseyin ibn al-Hac ismail,

son of the kethfida of Hadice Sultan bint Mehmed Khan al-Ayvansarayi, who dwells in the quarter of

Toklu lbrahim Dede Efendi, [and belongs to] the fifteenth sekbans of the Janissaries of the Exalted

Threshold. It is my happy request that all who own [this book] not forget a blessing [for its com-

piler].

A5zk merDivanz

The Aszk Omer Divanz consists of the collected poetry of the Turkish mystic Asik Omer (d. 1119/1707-8),

who, as his name indicates, was a wandering folk poet and minstrel (aszk) of a type that flourished in

particular among the dervish orders and Janissaries during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The divan exists in three manuscript copies:"

1) Konya, Mevlana Muzesi Yazmalan 99, of 335 folios. The inscription on fol. la ("The writer and

compiler Hafiz Hfiseyin ibn al-Hac ismail Ayvansarayi of the quarter of Toklu Dede, [who belongs to]

the fifteenth sekbans of the Janissaries of the Exalted Threshold. The year 1195 [1780-81]") indicates

that the manuscript was probably Ayvansarayi's holograph and personal copy.

2) Istanbul, Sileymaniye Kfitfiphanesi, U aki Tekkesi 67, with 220 folios, dated (fol. 220) 1197/

1782-83.
3) Istanbul, Sfileymaniye Kutfiphanesi, U aki Tekkesi 69, consisting of 273 folios, copied by a certain

tstanbullu Mehmed Emin Tevfik, and dated 23 5aban 1307/15 April 1890.

48See Ozcan, Tezler, 233.

SSee Vefeyat, xiv.
* Hafiz Hfsseyin ibn al-Hac ismail Kethfidazade Hadice Sultan bint Mehmed Han al-Ayvansarayi al-sakin bi-mahalle-i Toklu Ibrahim

Dede Efendi Yenigeriyan-z Dergah-z Ali Onbel Sekbanlar, bin yfsz doksan dbrt tarihi Rebiilahzr evahirinde Piyale Pasa Hamaminmn

karjusunda Derv4 [144b] Ahmed'in Kahvesinde yazzldt. Benim saadetmendim ricam oldur ki her kim malik olursa dua-i hayrdan feramuw

etmiyeler; for text, see Erzi, 10; also Kut and Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81), 430-32 for text. For a description of the manuscript, see

istanbul Kiitfiphaneleri, Tarih-Cografya Yazmalan Katalogu, 662.
1 See Kut and Kut, TD, 33 (1980-81), 432-44.
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TRANSLATION, CONTENT AND TERMINOLOGY

The text. As noted in the Preface, the present translation of the Hadikat al-Cevami is based on the two-

volume Ali Sati edition, printed in Constantinople by the Matbaa-i Amire in 1281/1864-65. Although
this edition includes numerous changes in Ayvansarayi's original text, the Matbaa-i Amire version has
been used in part because these changes (with the exception of a small number of eliminated
monuments; see below, "Omitted and Added Mosques") do not substantially alter the sense or meaning
of Hafiz Hinseyin Efendi's original, and because Ali Sati's revisions include significant new material, in
particular references to a number of mosques dating to the reign of Mahmud II, not found in the
earlier manuscript editions of the work. This consideration has been given particular weight since it has
been my primary purpose to make the Hadika accessible to non-Ottomanist students of architectural
history and urbanism. Nonetheless, during the preparation of this translation, I have made use of
manuscript copies of the text, specifically the Vienna and Tfibingen manuscripts, in order to clarify

passages in the printed text which are obscure or were corrupted as a result of typographical error.

Passages omitted from the translation. As stated above, a few passages in the Matbaa-1 Amire printed

edition-in all cases emendations by Ali Sati-have been omitted from the translation. These for the

most part are samples of verse by poets referred to in the text or extended lists of the titles of a
mentioned author's literary works. Where a passage has been omitted, this fact is mentioned in the

footnotes and the content of the omitted passage is briefly described.

Mosques omitted and added. Among the changes made by Ali Sati in his revision of the Hadikat al-Cevami is

the omission, for reasons left unexplained, of descriptions of six mosques included in the original
Ayvansarayi version of the text, and the addition of descriptions of another seven mosques built

subsequent to Ayvansarayi's completion of the Hadika . The mosques deleted by Ali San are as follows:

Volume I:

(1) The Congregational Mosque of the Baruthane (Baruthane Camii), Vienna manuscript, fol. 25a, no.
38; von Hammer summary, p. 59, no. 110. Although the Hadika does not give a location, the historical
context provided by Ayvansarayi (a reference to the destruction of the powder works in 1110/1698)
makes it clear that the mosque was part of the powder works (baruthane) established in 5ehremini in

the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV (1648-87). The passage continues with the statement that, following the

destruction of the 5ehremini Baruthane in 1194/1782, the powder works were restored and the

Baruthane Camii rebuilt through the efforts of Grand Vizier Halil Hadim Paa. No trace of the mosque
survives, nor can its precise location be established.

(2) The Tabhane Mosque (Tabhane Mescidi), Vienna manuscript, fol. 26a, no. 9; von Hammer
summary, p. 60, no. 119. The mosque of the tabhane of Sultan Sfileyman I in the Sfnleymaniye complex

(not to be confused with the Tabhane Mescidi in the tabhane of the Fatih complex of Sultan Mehmed

II). The Vienna manuscript states that "it is located in the tabhane which is one of the dependencies of

the S6tleymaniye Camii. Its builder was Sultan Sfileyman the First, the founder of the great congre-

gational mosque which was described. The stipends of the imam, miiezzin and other servants required
by this mosque are assigned from the vakf of the great congregational mosque. It does not have a
quarter." For location, see MWmap, E 5/17.

(3) The Congregational Mosque of Zeyneb Sultan (Zeyneb Sultan Camii), Vienna manuscript, fols.

42b-43a, no. 2; von Hammer summary, p. 69, no. 234, located on Alemdar Caddesi between Gilzel
Sanatlar Sokaki and Zeyneb Sultan Camii Sokagi in the Alemdar Quarter in Alemdar . Built in the
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baroque style by the imperial architect Mehmed Tahir Aga for Zeyneb Sultan, the daughter of Sultan
Ahmed III, it contained an imperial tribune and formed part of a complex which included a mekteb,
sebil, and adzrvan. Ayvansarayi states that prayer was first performed in the mosque on 15 Muharrem
1183/21 May 1769, and that the founder, who died on the date "Pilgrimage to the Throne of God"
(ziyaret-i ars), 1188/1774, is buried in the separate tomb in the vicinity of the mosque together with her
husband, the former grand vizier Melek Mehmed Paga (d. 1801-2). These details are repeated in
Ayvansarayi's Mecmua, where the mosque's inscriptions are also given (fols. 63b, 104b, 123a-124a); see
DBIA, VII, 550-51; EC, 221-22; IC, I, 198. For location, see MWmap, G 7/9 and 497.

(4) The Bicakci Mosque (Bicakqi Mescidi), Vienna manuscript, fol. 93a, no. 14; von Hammer
summary, 101, no. 540. The mosque is listed in Ayvansarayi's original text as among those located in
Eyftp. The brief account given of it states simply that the mosque's builder was a certain Bicakpi Ferhad
Qelebi, that he was buried in the vicinity of the mosque and that it had a quarter.

Volume II:

(1) The Orta Sofa Mosque (Orta Sofa Mescidi) Vienna manuscript, fol. 149a, no. 43; von Hammer
summary, 132, no. 791, located adjacent to the Kavak iskelesi Mescidi in Usknfdar. The Vienna
manuscript states simply that "its builder was Sultan Silleyman Khan the First. It belongs to the bostancz,
who serve the abovementioned [Kavak] Sarayi. The stipend for its imam is provided from the salary of
the corps [of the bostancz]." According to Konyah," the mosque was torn down at the time of the
construction of the Selimiye complex.

Mosques listed in Ali Sati's augmented version of the Hadika but not found in Ayvansarayi's original
text are as follows:

Volume I:

(1) The Mosque of Niganci Mehmed Bey (Niganci Mehmed Bey Mescidi) (214, no. 13), built by
Niganci Mehmed Bey (d. 1566). Although its location is uncertain, it was possibly found near Mehmed
Bey's medrese in the Seyyid Omer Quarter in Fatih. The mosque is no longer extant.

(2) The Mosque of the Haci Ali Tekkesi (Haci Ali Tekkesi Mescidi) in Oluklu Bayir in Eyfip (266-67,
no. 10), founded in 1175/1761-62 by the Nakebendi 5eyh Arabzade al-Hac Ali Niyazi Efendi (d. 1788).

(3) The Mosque of the 'Izzet Paga Tekkesi ('Izzet Papa Tekkesi Mescidi) in the Dfigmeciler Quarter
in Eyfip (269, no.16), the Nakebendi mosque-tekke known also as the Vezir Tekkesi Mescidi. It was

founded by Grand Vizier Safranbolulu Haci Mehmed 'Izzet Papa (d. 1812) during his grand vizierate
(1795-98).

" Ibrahim Hakki Konyali, Abideleri ve Kitabeleriyle Uskiidar Tarihi (Istanbul, 1976), I, 241.
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Volume II:

(1) The Nfisretiye Congregational Mosque (Nfisretiye Camii) in Tophane (62-65, no. 3), built by
Sultan Mahmud II to replace Selim III's Congregational Mosque of the Barracks of the Gun-Carriage
Drivers (Arabaciyan Kielasi Camii) which had been destroyed in the Tophane fire of 24-25 February
1823. The new mosque was begun in June 1823 and inaugurated on 9 April 1826.

(2) The Gazali Mosque (Gazali Mescidi) in Begikta (115-19, no. 20), built along with a zaviye by the

poet and mystic Bursali Gazali Mehmed Efendi (d. 1535). Both the mosque and zaviye seem to have

disappeared prior to the end of the eighteenth century. Their locations can no longer be established .
(3) The Selimiye Congregational Mosque (Selimiye Camii) in Uskfidar (189-91, no. 6), built by

Sultan Selim III between 1216/1801-2 and 1220/1805, as part of a larger project to develop the Seli-
miye Quarter in Uskfidar. It was intended to serve the needs of his new Nizam-i Cedid troops which
were quartered nearby.

(4) The Adliye Congregational Mosque (Adliye Camii) in Usknidar (191, no. 7), built by Sultan
Mahmud II in 1232/1816-17 as part of the renovation of the $erefibid Kasri south of the seaside $emsi
Paga Complex.

Chronograms. One of the noteworthy features of Ayvansarayi's text is the frequency with which he in-
cludes chronograms (tanh) for significant dates, usually in Turkish, but occasionally in Persian and
Arabic as well. The system employed is that known in Turkish as hisab-z ciimmel (Ar. hisdb al-jummal), a
type of calculation using the letters of the alphabet, each of which is assigned a specific numerical
value. A date is expressed by grouping letters with a desired numerical value together in a significant or

appropriate word or short phrase, such that when the numerical equivalents of each letter are added

together, they express the year of some specific event.
Although chronograms need not be in verse, they frequently are. In versified chronograms, the date

is generally expressed in the last line of a short poem, which describes an event the date of which the

chronogram embodies. When the numerical value of every letter of the final hemistitch is included in
calculating the date, and when this gives the exact sum required, the chronogram is called a tan h-i tam

or "perfect chronogram." When only the dotted letters are reckoned, the chronogram is said to be
cevherdar or cevhefin, that is 'jeweled." And when only the undotted letters are totaled, the chronogram
is called mfshmel or "unmarked."

Sometimes the sum of the numerical value of the letters in the date hemistich is either more or less
than is required. Recourse is then had to a device referred to as ta'miye or "enigma," which consists of
suggesting to the reader by a cleverly contrived hint the amount which must be deducted from or

added to the sum of the last hemistich in order to arrive at the desired date. Offering as it did a wide
field for the exercise of ingenuity, the chronogram was a great favorite of Ottoman writers. It was
cultivated more or less at all times, but reached its highest point of popularity around the beginning of
the nineteenth century.5 3

Ranks. The Hadikat al-Cevami includes a large number of terms used to describe the titles and ranks of
persons mentioned in the text. In many instances these titles are accompanied by explanations within
the translation itself. In other instances, explanations of terms can be found in the glossary at the end
of Volume II. To provide a context for this titulature, note should be made of the fact that the Ottoman
elite was divided into three broad groups. The first of these was the kalemiye, that is those who

5 For the numerical equivalents of the letters of the Ottoman alphabet, see Jean Deny, Grammaire de la langue turque (dialecte
osmanli) (Paris, 1921), 15-20; also E12, I, 97-98; ibid., III, 468.
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embarked on the bureaucratic or scribal career, consisting of the ehl-i kalem, the Men of the Pen, who
staffed the chancery and financial branches of the bureaucracy. A second group was known as the
seyfiye, the military class, made up of the ehl-i seyf or Men of the Sword, who followed the military-
administrative career path. Finally, the third broad subdivision of the Ottoman elite was the ilmiye, the
religious learned professions, consisting of the educational and judicial establishment of the ulema,
known as the ehl-i ilm, the Men of Learning. Although usually considered as distinct and separate
entities, these groups were, in fact, intertwined at the upper reaches of the government. The military-
administrative establishment was dominated by military specialists, primarily of devfirme origin, who had
been raised in the imperial palace. The other careers (Pen and Learning), on the other hand, were
staffed in large part by freeborn Muslims. That is not to say, however, that there was not movement
between the different career lines.

An important feature of the system was a cross-referencing of ranks between all three professional
branches. Relative standing was determined according to a scale based on military categories
(reflecting the military origins of the Ottoman state), which for bureaucratic figures had little to do
with actual function. Thus, a finance director who became a chancellor acquired the rank of paa.
These honorific ranks came in later times to be called paye, as contrasted with riitbe, ranks joined to
actual function.

Quarters (mahalle). Istanbul, like other Ottoman cities, was organized into a number of quarters, each an
organic community with a common religious and social identity, settled around a mosque, church or
synagogue. The great majority of Muslim mahalle were named after the founder of the local mosque,
which served as the focal point of that community, the symbol of its unity and a place of worship. The
inhabitants of a mahalle would establish vakf endowments for the mosque to ensure its upkeep and
repair and to support the mosque's servants. Most mahalle had their own schools and fountains, likewise
supported by vakf endowments. At the end of the reign of Mehmed 11 (1481), Istanbul was composed
of 182 such mahalle. By 1546 this had risen to 219, and in 1672 the total had increased to 253 Muslim
mahalle and 24 non-Muslim mahalle. In 1871 the area within the walls of Istanbul contained 284 Muslim,
24 Greek, 14 Armenian and 9 Jewish mahalle. A further 256 mahalle were found beyond the land walls of
the city, along the Bosphorus, the Golden Horn, in Uskfidar and in Kadik6y. Ayvansarayi in most cases
concludes his description of a mosque with the statement, "It has a quarter" (mahallesi vardzr), or "It
does not have a quarter (mahallesi yokdur), meaning that the mosque in question was or was not the
center for worship of the inhabitants of the quarter in which it was located.

Cami and mescid. The terms cami (jdmi') and mescid (masjid) are frequently translated interchangeably as
mosque; in fact, the two describe places of worship with significant differences in function and purpose.
Although the term mescid, derived from the Arabic root sajada, "to bow down or prostrate oneself in
worship," is used in the Qur'an to denote broadly a place of worship, it came in time to be used more
restrictively to designate a mosque for daily private worship but not for Friday congregational prayer.
Architecturally, mescids are frequently small, simple and unpretentious structures, sometimes consisting
of no more than a single, unadorned room, although wealthy patrons might build more ambitious and
richly embellished mescids as well. In towns, it was common for each quarter (mahalle) to have its own
mescid; other mescids were built for specific religious groups, professions or other exclusively defined
communities.

The cami, on the other hand, is generally a more ambitious building, intended to function as the
setting for the religious obligation imposed on every free, adult male Muslim to meet for communal
worship every Friday. The function of the cami is, again, implied by the word's Arabic root, jama'a,
which means "to assemble." Although not universally the case, camis are often large and imposing
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structures and, in Istanbul, included the imperial mosques and the other key places of worship in the
city.

It would be more strictly accurate, therefore, to translate cami as "congregational mosque" or "Friday
mosque," and masjid as "small mosque" or "quarter mosque." In practice, however, the terms are not
always used with that degree of precision. Hence, while Ayvansarayi, for example, usually employs cami
to designate congregational mosques, he uses mescid more loosely, as a term denoting not only small
mosques or quarter mosques, but also, at times, mosques in general.

MOSQUE LOCATIONS AND CARTOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

The notes to this translation attempt to provide specific locations for each of the mosque mentioned in
Ayvansarayi's text. A fairly substantial number (perhaps a quarter) of these have disappeared without a
trace, however, and in many instances their sites have been sold and built over in later times. Thus,
many mosques can no longer be situated in Istanbul's urban plan in any but the general terms which
can be deduced from Ayvansarayi's vague statements or the context in which they are described in the
Hadika. Where possible, I have given the locations of mosques in terms of street, mahalle and district
and included references to street plans and insurance maps of the city on which they appear. In order
to establish the locations of mosques and other buildings mentioned in the text, I used a number of
cartographic resources, the most important of which are listed below.

(1) Plan de Constantinople. A pair of maps drawn by the eighteenth-century French engineer Franeois
Kauffer, who first prepared his maps during a visit to the city in 1776, when he was a member of the
scientific mission of the French Orientalist and philhellene Comte Marie Gabriel-Florent Auguste de
Choiseul-Gouffier. He later returned to Istanbul for an extended period as secretary to Choiseul-
Gouffier, who had been appointed French ambassador to the Porte in 1784. In 1792, following the
French Revolution, he entered the employ of the Ottoman government and remained in its service
until his death in 1802.

Kauffer's 1776 map, as stated in its inscription, is based on a trigonometric survey of the city. It was
revised by Kauffer in 1786, and was later augmented byJ. D. Barbi6 du Bocage. This latter version was
published by Antoine-Ignace Melling in his Voyages Pittoresque de Constantinople et du Rives du Bosphore
(Paris, 1819); by Joseph von Hammer, in his Constantinopolis und der Bosphoros, Ortlich und geschichtlich
beschrieben (Pest, 1822); and byJ.-J. Hellert, who included it in his Atlas de l'Empire ottomane (Paris, 1843).
The map is in two sections, the first covering Istanbul proper, the Golden Horn, Pera, Uskfidar,
Kadik6y and the lower Bosphorus north to Ortak6y and Qengelk6y, and the second covering the upper
Bosphorus to the entrance to the Black Sea. The scale is not indicated."

(2) Darfissultanat al-seniye olan Nefs-i Istanbul. According to its inscription, this is a map of Istanbul
within the land walls, including the imperial palace, the Sublime Porte, the war office, guardhouses,
blessed mosques, all stone structures of renown, public and private roads, parks, squares and landings,
drawn by the skill of the engineers of the Military Academy (Mekteb-i Harbiye) and engraved and
printed in the Havadis Printing House in the year 1267/1850. The map is in five sheets. Scale is not
indicated.

(3) 19. Asirda Istanbul Haritasz. A map of Istanbul within the land walls, indicating mosques,
medreses, mektebs, tekkes, fountains, hans and hamams, in some cases with their names, in others
without. The map was published in 20 sheets by Ekrem Hakki Ayverdi for the Istanbul Fatih Dernigi

"' For the Kauffer map, see DBIA, IV, 492-93; ibid., III, 557-58.
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(Istanbul, 1958). The map lacks indication of either by whom or when it was prepared, although
Ayverdi suggests a date between 1875 and 1882. Scale is not given.

(4) Plan des itudes de Constantinople. A map in 9 sheets covering Istanbul within the land walls, pre-
pared by the Deutsches-Syndikat ffir Stadtebauliche Arbeiten in der Tfirkei, dated Constantinople,
1918-19. Prepared by trigonometric survey based on the Galata Tower and carried out in 1911, these
maps were drawn in Germany on a scale of 1:2000. Street and district names and some mosques and
public buildings are indicated. Inscriptions are in French.

(5) Plan des itudes de Constantinople. A map in 11 sheets covering Eyfib and Pera-Galata from the
upper reaches of the Golden Horn to the lower Bosphorus, including Sfitlice, Hask6y, Kasimpaga,
Galata, Beyoglu, Tophane, Kabata and Dolmabahee. The map was drawn from the trigonometric
survey based on the Galata Tower carried out in 1911 and was published in 1922 by the Soci6t6
anonyme ottomane d'6tudes et d'enterprises urbaines in Constantinople for sale by the Pr6fecture de
la Ville. Street and district names are given and some mosques and public buildings are indicated.
Inscriptions are in French. Scale is 1:2000.

(6) Plan giniral de la ville de Constantinople. A map published in three sheets by the Soci6t6 anonyme
ottomane d'6tudes et d'enterprises urbanes of Gu6dik-Pacha (Istanbul, 1922). Feuille 1 covers Stamboul
within the Land Walls; feuille 2, Skutari; and feuille 3, Pera-Galata from the upper reaches of the Golden
Horn to Ortakoy on the lower Bosphorus. Although a number of monuments are indicated on the
plans, few of these are labeled as to name. Scale 1:17,500.

(7) Plan cadastral d'assurances. A set of 219 cadastral fire insurance maps, prepared by the topo-
graphic engineers Jacques Pervititch and Suat Nervin for the Association des Compagnies d'Assurance
(Turkiye Sigortacilar Daire Merkeziyesi) between 1922 and 1950. Coverage includes parts of Istanbul
within the land walls (including the kaza of Emin6ni6 and those parts of Fatih along the Golden Horn,
Galata, Beyoglu 5igli, and the lower Bosphorus as far north as Besikta and Ortakoy on the European
side, and Uskildar and Kadikby on the Asian shore. The maps are arranged in four volumes: I. The
"New City" centering on Beyoglu; II. The "Old City," Stambul; III. Besikta and Ortak6y; IV. The Asiatic
side. Each volume is divided into between 2 and 6 sections, each section having a base map as guide to
larger-scale cadastral maps. Base maps are drawn on a scale of between 1:2000 and 1:5000; cadastral
maps are drawn in varying scales, ranging from 1:1500 to 1:1000, 1:600, 1:500 and 1:250. The maps are
colored, a color key being used to indicate the materials of buildings indicated on the map. Thus, pink
indicates brick, stone and reinforced concrete construction; yellow with a pink border, a masonry first
floor with upper stories of wood; yellow, wooden construction; blue, glass covering, fountains, cisterns
and wells; green, gardens, parks and green spaces. The plan also indicates street numbers, windows,
doors, porticos, types of roofs and numbers of stories. The ownership of konaks is inscribed on plans,
along with names or designations of some buildings such as schools, administrative buildings, police
stations, coffee houses, mosques and fountains. The Pervititch plan is particularly valuable as it
describes the physical layout of the city prior to the enormous growth in population and the trans-
formation of the built landscape that has occurred in the second half of the twentieth century.

(8) Istanbul .ehir Rehberi. A guide to the street plan of Istanbul by Osman Nuri Ergin (Istanbul, 1934),
contains an alphabetical index of streets and 34 colored street maps showing many mosques and other
public buildings (most not labeled), covering Istanbul within the land walls, Eyftp, Bakirk6y, the
districts north of the Golden Horn on the European shore to Rumelikavak at the entrance to the Black
Sea and on the Asian shore from Anadolukavak south to Kadik6y and the Islands. Of all the street

" For the Pervititch maps, see DBIA, VI, 247-48.
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guides to Istanbul, this is the most useful because, like the Pervititch maps, it gives a detailed picture of
Istanbul's physical layout at a moment just prior to the drastic transformation of that plan-the result
of the schemes of urban planners and of enormous population growth-which occurred in the second
half of the twentieth century. Scale varies from 1:2000 to 1:20,000.

(9) Galata: Topographisch-Archdologischer Plan. Published in a single sheet with accompanying mono-
graphic text describing the history, monuments and streets of the Galata district, by A.M. Schneider
and M.Is. Nomidis (Istanbul, 1944). The map indicates the locations of mosques, churches, synagogues,
hans, medreses and military works within the confines of Galata, and is drawn to a scale of 1:2000.

(10) Mauern und Tore am Goldenen Horn zu Konstantinopel. Prepared by Alfons Maria Schneider for his
study of the same name in Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in G5ttingen, Philologisch-Historische
Klasse, no. 5 (1950), 65-107. Printed in 5 sheets, indicating military works, mosques, churches, hamams,
tekkes, tombs and synagogues, with a scale of approximately 1:3500.

(11) Die Blachernen. Prepared by Alfons Maria Schneider in a single sheet for his article of the same
name, published in the journal Oriens, 4 (1951), 82-120. In addition to mosques, the plan indicates
military works, churches, tekkes, hamams, tombs and synagogues. The scale is approximately 1:3000.

(12) Yedikule und Umgebung. Prepared by Alfons Maria Schneider for his article of the same name in
the journal Oriens, 5 (1952), 197-208, the plan is printed on a single sheet, and indicates military works,
churches, mosques tekkes, and baths. Scale is approximately 1:3000.

(13) Istanbul .ehir Rehberi, 1971. A guide to the street plan of Istanbul, prepared by the Istanbul
Belediyesi (Istanbul, 1971). It contains an alphabetical index of streets and 43 colored street maps
(scale not indicated) showing a number of public monuments and covering the same districts as those
found in Osman Nuri Egin's Istanbul ehir Rehberi of 1934 (see 8 above).

(14) Istanbul Rehberi. A guide to the street plan of Istanbul by Orhan Peksayar (Istanbul, 1986),
essentially a reprinting of the Istanbul .ehir Rehberi, 1971, with minor modifications.

(15) Lageplan der historischen Monumente in der Altstadt Istanbul, in Galata und in Pera. Plan in a single
sheet with a scale of 1:10,000, prepared by Wolfgang Miller-Wiener for his book Bildlexikon zur
Topographie Istanbuls (Tfibingen, 1977), indicating the 1965 street plan with numerous Byzantine and
Ottoman period buildings, both standing and no longer extant, based on the 1:2000 scale plan of
Istanbul published by the Societ6 Anonyme Ottomane d'6tudes et d'enterprises urbaines (see 4 above).

(16) Emin5nii Camileri. Plan prepared by the Tflrkiye Diyanet Vakfi, Emin6nu 5ubesi for the book
Emin5nii Camileni (Istanbul, 1987), consisting of a single sheet with a scale of 1:4500, indicating active
and inactive mosques in the district of Emin6nl.

(17) Istanbul A-Z Rehber-Atlas. A guide to the street plan of Istanbul published by Aysa Limited
(Istanbul, 1989), containing an alphabetical index of streets and 278 street maps (scale not indicated)
showing a number of public monuments and covering Istanbul within the land walls, the districts north
of the Golden Horn and along the European side of the Bosphorus north to Rumelikavak, the Asian
shore of the Bosphorus from Anadolukavak to Uskildar, and along the Marmara shore from Keii~lkeek-
mece in the west to Pendik in the east, including the Islands.

(18) Fatih Camileri ve Diger Tdrihi Eserler Haitasz. Plan prepared by the Tflrkiye Diyanet Vakfi, FAtih
5ubesi, for the book Fdtih Cdmileri ve Diger Tdrihi Eserler (Istanbul, 1991), consisting of a single sheet with
a scale of 1:8000, indicating active and inactive mosques in the district of Fatih in Istanbul.

(19) Istanbul: 1:15,000 blgekli Avrupa-Biyiakehir Atlasz. A guide to the street plan of Istanbul published
by Reise- und Verkehrsverlag (Berlin, 1994), containing an alphabetical index to streets; a general map
of the Istanbul region with a scale of 1:800,000; a city transit map in four sheets with a scale of
1:125,000; a set of street maps in 57 sheets covering the various districts of the city north along the
Bosphorus to Rumelikavak and Anadolukavak, and along the Marmara shore to Kficfikcekmece in the
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west and Pendik in the east, with a scale of 1:15,000; and a set of street maps of the central city in 12
sheets, covering Istanbul and the northern shore of the Golden Horn, with a scale of 1:7,500. Street
and district names are indicated along with some mosques and other public buildings.
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LALI SATI'S PREFACE:] [1] THE GARDEN OF MOSQUES

He who exerted and applied himself to collecting and arranging this book entitled The Garden of
Mosques was the late Hafiz Hfiseyin Efendi bin Haci Ismail al-Ayvansarayi, but this illustrious work was
brought to successful completion only because of the zeal and enthusiasm of the late Mfistakimzade.1

However, because [the descriptions of] the majority of the mosques, medreses and tekkes noted and
discussed [in the book] were in summary form, it might in many respects be thought of as not having
attained its purpose. As a result, when I, weak and humble slave that I am, transcribed this book from
the original, true matters, found while examining other histories, were noted down, some in the [text
of the] book and others as marginal notes and postscripts, and the original work was thus augmented
by a half and perhaps more. The writing of this treatise was undertaken in the hope that the modest
name of the humble Seyyid Ali Sati be remembered through this book. By the grace of Him [who] is
exalted most high, when a fair copy was made, it was evident that it would be an illustrious work. The
narratives which I humbly examined in some reliable histories and valid texts between the year twelve
forty-eight [1832-33] and the end of the year [twelve] fifty-three [1838] are now, together with the
recorded activities of men of old, deemed sufficient.

' Sadeddin Sulleyman bin Mehmed Emin, Mnlstakimzade (1719-88), Ottoman scholar and calligrapher and one of the most
productive and versatile Ottoman writers of the eighteenth century. His works, mostly in Turkish, but also in Persian and
Arabic, conform to traditional Islamic subjects and deal with the religious sciences, biography, Sufism and literature.
Mfistakirnzade's most important contribution to The Garden of Mosques consists of a large number of the chronograms (tarih)
interspersed throughout the text. For his life and activities, see E1, VII, 724-25.



AYVANSARAYI'S INTRODUCTION: [2] THE GARDEN OF MOSQUES

IN THE NAME OF GOD THE COMPASSIONATE, THE MERCIFUL

Praise be to God, Who shall assemble mankind for the Day ofJudgment, and benediction and peace-
both comprising the most perfect worship-upon His Messenger Muhammed, chief of the Prophets,
and upon his family and Companions altogether.

Now to our subject. Hafiz Hfiseyin ibn Haci ismail al-Ayvansarayi stated and described his aim as
follows, that prior to the year one thousand one hundred eighty-two [1768-69], prayer had been
performed [by him] at least once and sometimes more in each of the congregational mosques and
each of the mescids in this Abode of the Exalted Sultanate [Istanbul] and in its vicinity. Now, all of the
congregational mosques and mescids found at present in this impregnable fortress were arranged
alphabetically [in this book], with the exception, because of their renown, of the imperial mosques.
The names of their builders and the number and names of their secondary donors (vakyf) and the
endowers of their minbars were mentioned and where possible their [patrons'] places of burial were
described and brought to light. The dates of their charitable dependencies, the persons who are buried
around some of them, the succession of all the eyhs of those with attached hanekah, and the famous
personages associated with many of them were also recorded. A written work, a token and humble gift,
with the title, The Garden of Mosques, was composed and entrusted to the world. Praise be to God, Lord
of the Worlds.

Let it be known that [3] the blessed, auspicious Tradition of one of the Prophet's Companions,
"Truly shall Constantinople be conquered! How excellent a commander shall be the commander who
conquers it! And how excellent shall be that conquering army!"2 which brought tidings of the conquest
of this praiseworthy city and of its conqueror's glory, was explained and reported with glad tidings and
that imam Abdurrahman Silyuti5 clarified its meaning in his book entitled Cami al-Sagir (Small Com-
pendium).' Subsequently, the fulfillment of this miracle came to pass on the twentieth day of Camazi-
yfilAhir, [which in the Mali calendar is] Wednesday, the twelfth of July, eight hundred fifty-seven [28
June 1453],' and the conquest was facilitated by God. This noble verse [from the Qur'an], "Excellent
city,"' is a chronogram for its conquest. [The expression] "Help of the Creator,"' which includes [the
word] Avni, the pen-name of His Majesty Ebilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan, is also a chronogram for the
event. "The last ones"' is also a chronogram. And this hemistitch of the late Talibi Mehmed Efendi, "0

2 This is one of a number of Traditions attributed in later times to the Prophet Muhammed which foretold the Muslim
conquest of Constantinople. For details, see Louis Massignon," Textes pr6monitoires et commentaires mystiques relatifs A la
prise de Constantinople par les Turcs en 1453 [=858 h6g.]," Oriens, 6 (1953), 10-17; also Franz Babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror
and His Time (Princeton, 1978), 84-85; and E2, V, 532.

'Abd al-Rahmin Suyfiti (1445-1505), prolific Arab jurist and legal scholar of the late Mamluk period.
4Jdmi' al-Sagir, a well-known compilation of Traditions of the Prophet Muhammed.
' The Mali or fiscal year, to which Ayvansarayi occasionally refers in the text, was introduced by the Ottoman government in

1677 for the purpose of taxation. It was, in fact, nothing more than a revival of the early Islamic Kharji or taxation calendar, in
this case using the solarJulian year with the Hicri era, the Syrian month names and a sivis or intercalary adjustment every thirty-
third year to maintain harmony with the lunar year. Thus, the conquest of Constantinople occurred on 12 Temmuz (July),
which in the Hicri calendar was 29 (not 20 as given in the text) Camaziyntlihir 857; see H. Taqizadeh, "Various Eras and
Calendars Used in the Countries of Islam," BSOAS, 9 (1937-1939), 905-16.

6 Beldetfin tayyibetfin (XXXIV: 14).
8 Avn-i Hdlik.
8 Ahirn
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joy! With God's help Istanbul was taken,"' is also a chronogram. This, too, is a chronogram: "To the
lovers it is a miracle that Istanbul was conquered."" They [also] set forth its date [with the phrase],
"Doomsday to the unbelievers,"" 857 [1453] .

The date at which the collecting and arranging of this, your humble servant's book, was begun and
commenced was mentioned above." At that time of proud success, His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling
Sultan Mustafa Khan [the Second], the embellishment of the caliphate, was on the throne of the
Exalted [Ottoman] Sultanate. And in the middle of the year "Hearts' rest,"" 1193 [1779], which is the
date of this fair copy, the adornment of the Throne of the Sultanate and ennoblement of the Seat of
the Caliphate was His Majesty, the Sultan, son of a Sultan, Abdfilhamid Khan ibn Sultan Ahmed Khan
the Third-may God furnish proof of his caliphate and perpetuate the days of his sultanate. Embel-
lishment was given to this useful book by his illustrious name and lofty titles.

9 Zehi 'avn-i lilldh alindt Sitanbul.
10 Feth oldugi Isldmbil ydrdna 'aldmetdir.
" Kiffdra kzydmet.
12 1182/1768-69.
" Tervihat al-kulfib.



[CHAPTER ONE]

[THE IMPERIAL MOSQUES]

The Congregational Mosque of Great Aya Sofya"

Originally, it was a church. Following the conquest of this Abode of the Sultanate [Istanbul], His
Majesty Ebilifeth Sultan Mehmed Khan purified its interior and exterior, installed a minbar and
performed the first Friday prayer there. After that, he put its vakfs in order and built a brick minaret
and a medrese. Subsequently, a second story was built above the medrese rooms [4] and the rooms
were laid out by Sultan Bayezid Khan [the Second]. And he erected another minaret in the corner
[opposite] the Bab-i Hfimayun." Half the salary of the [medrese's] miiderris is paid for out of [Sultan
Mehmed the Second's] vakf and half is paid out of the vakf of Sultan Bayezid. In [the year] nine
hundred thirty-three [1526-27], Sultan Sfleyman installed the two candlesticks before the mihrab.
Originally, they had been carried off to the Exalted [Ottoman] State as booty from Hungary. Sultan
Selim Khan the Second built two more great minarets in the year nine hundred eighty-one [1573-74]
and erected buttresses around the mosque." The marble jars and four marble tribunes (mahfil) inside
the blessed mosque, one of which is the miiezzin's tribune (miiezzin mahfili), were built by Murad the
Third. The stone reading stand (kiirsi) was installed by Murad the Fourth. The celi calligraphy of the
inscribed panels (levhalar)17 is by the calligrapher Teknecizade Hattat Ibrahim Efendi.1' He completed
them in the year "Rich,"" 1060 [1650], which is written on the inscription bearing the Glorious Name
[of God]. The number of the pious endowment's servants totals two thousand. The ring of lamps which
hangs from the great dome was installed toward the end of the life of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third.
Originally, there was a great golden ball in its place. And the first appearance of rings of lamps in

14 Cami-i Aya Sofya-i Kebir (Hagia Sophia, the Holy Wisdom), the great church built by Emperor Justinian between 532 and
537 and located between the Sultan Ahmed Camii and the Topkapi Palace. The leading Metropolitan Church of Eastern
Christendom, it was converted into a mosque by Sultan Mehmed II immediately after the conquest of Constantinople in 1453
and was the largest mosque in the Ottoman capital. In 1934, the Turkish government closed it to Islamic worship and placed it
under a museum administration. Although there is an extensive literature on the building and its history, the Turkish period
has received relatively little attention. See Galru Necipogilu, "The Life of an Imperial Monument: Hagia Sophia after
Byzantium," Hagia Sophia from the Age offustinian to the Present, ed. Robert Mark and Ahmed $ Qakmak (Cambridge, 1992), 195-
225; also DBIA, I, 446-57; Ef, I, 774-77. For location, see MW map, G 7/6.

" The Imperial Gate, the principal entrance into the Topkapi Palace. In fact, Ayvansarayi confuses the attribution and the
sequence of building of Aya Sofya's minarets. Mehmed II built the two minarets at the southeast and northeast corners of the
kible wall after the church's conversion to a mosque. One of these, the northeast minaret (opposite the Bab-i Hfimayun), was
later rebuilt by Selim II. The two western minarets were begun by Selim II in 1573, but, because of his sudden death a year later,
were completed by his son Murad III. The attribution of the northeast minaret to Bayezid II is without foundation; see
Necipoglu, Hagia Sophia, 209.

16 Selim II's additions and consolidations were completed under the direction of the imperial architect Sinan; see Necipo-
giu, Hagia Sophia, 207-10.

" These are not the colossal calligraphic roundels inscribed by the calligrapher Kadiasker Mustafa Izzet Efendi, which are
suspended around Aya Sofya's nave today and were installed at the time of the Fossati renovation of the structure in the mid-
nineteenth century. Instead, Ayvansarayi is referring to eight smaller rectangular panels, which, like the modern ones, were
suspended around the nave and bore the names of God, the Prophet and the Four Rightly Guided Caliphs. The earlier panels
can be seen in the drawings of the interior of Aya Sofya done by Cornelius Loos in 1710-11, found today in the Stockholm
National Museum.

18 lbrahim Efendi, Teknecizade, Hattat (d. 1688), seventeenth-century Ottoman calligrapher, famed in particular for his celi
script. His work is also to be seen in the Yeni Valide and Bayezid congregational mosques and on the fountains of Sultan
Mehmed IV in Haskby and of Emin Efendi in Kasimpaga; see $evket Rado, Turk Hattatlan (Istanbul, n.d.), 106-7; SO, I, 107.

19 ani.



THE IMPERIAL MOSQUES

mosques occurred at that time in the 5ehzade Mosque. The two lantern lamps in this noble mosque are
[the pious works] of the deceased Fatih. The imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) was [originally]
enclosed by a wall. By the imperial order of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, it was changed into an
openwork balcony ( ah-nisin). There is a chronogram [for this] by the late Sabit.

Let the Community come at the five times [of prayer] and read its date!
"The padishah enlarged this pure tribune," 20 1124 [1712-13].

Inside the mosque there are seven wells. The former grand vizier Tavil Mehmed Paa"2 1 put up the finial
of the great dome. The vizier's enclosure (vezir maksuresi), the bench of the mosque's trustees (kayyimler
sofasz) and the benches in front of the great [marble] jars are old. The bench behind the kiirsi was built
in eleven eighty [1766-67]. An imperial decree was issued during the vizierate of the former grand
vizier Damad tbrahim Paga22 that [during the month of Ramazan] lamps (mahyeler) be strung between
the minarets of mosques with two minarets that did not have them. Although the expenses for each
mosque's lamps [5] were to be furnished from its vakf, this blessed mosque's lamp expenses were always
to be provided from the vakf of the previously mentioned Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third. The imperial
tribune in the upper story is [the foundation of] Sultan Mahmud Khan [the First]. He [also] built the
library next to it and this is its date:

0 Zeyni, those who saw its agreeably laid-out plan composed its date.
"This new library is the creation of the world-adorning sultan,"2 1152 [1739-40].

And he built the adzrvan. Emin Efendi composed its chronogram.

Emin composed its captivating chronogram which is like water.
"This fountain and this water are the bounty of Sultan Mahmud,"2 1153 [1740-41].

20 Pdd4dh eyledi bu mahfii-i pdki tevsi'.
21 Mehmed Paa, Tavil, Sokullu (1505-79), Ottoman grand vizier in the reigns of sultans Sfileyman I, Selim II and Murad III.

Born in the village of Sokol in Bosnia, he was conscripted as a devsirme and raised in the imperial palace, where his outstanding
abilities gained him important posts. In 1546, he was appointed kapudan pasa and three years later he was made beylerbeyi of
Rumelia, in which capacity he captured the fortress town of Tamegvar (1552). As a result of this victory, he was promoted to the
rank of third vizier. When the civil war between Prince Selim and Prince Bayezid broke out in 1559, he sided with Selim.
Henceforth, he was closely linked to Selim, whose daughter Esmahan he married in 1562. He was finally appointed grand vizier
on 28 June 1565 and held that office for the last fifteen months of the reign of Sileyman I, for the whole of that of Selim II, and
for the first four years of Murad III's. During this period, he was in many respects the real ruler of the empire, in particular
during the reign of Selim II. He was murdered while leaving the divan on 12 October 1579. Depicted as both religious and
incorruptible, Sokullu Mehmed Paa was nonetheless able to amass an enormous fortune and was well known for favoring his
numerous relations and compatriots from Bosnia. He was the founder of numerous public buildings in Rumelia and Anatolia,
including the Mehmed Paga Camii in Kadirga and the Azabkapi Camii in the district of the same name; see Hadika, 000-000,
000-000; SO, IV, 122-23. For inscriptions on his mosque in Azabkapi and Kadirga and on his tomb at Eyntp, see Mecmua, 111-12,
390.

22 lbrahim Paa, Damad, Neveehirli, Maktul (c. 1662-1730), son-in-law, favorite and grand vizier of Sultan Ahmed III. Born in
Neveehir in central Anatolia, he came to the attention of Ahmed III while the latter was still a prince and was made dariissaade
agasz shortly after Ahmed came to the throne in 1703. Following service in the Balkans, he was promoted to second vizier in
1717 and married to the sultan's 13-year-old favorite daughter Fatma. As protagonist of a peace policy with Austria, he was made
grand vizier on 9 May 1717, which office he held until his arrest and execution on 30 September 1730, during the revolt of
Patrona Halil. It was during this period that, encouraged by Yirmisekiz Qelebi Mehmed Efendi's descriptions of Paris and
Fontainebleau, Ibrahim became involved in the construction of a series of pavilions, fountains and palaces along the Bosphorus,
at Eyfip and at Kagithane (Emnabad, Negatabad, Sa'dabad), which became the scenes of elegant and extravagant musical and
poetry outings. It was also during this period of reckless but cultured indulgence that there flourished the "tulipomania," which
later won Ibrahim's grand vizierate the name "Lale Devri." A genuinely cultured man, he was a patron of poets, artists and
calligraphers and the founder of many vakfs, especially in Istanbul and in Urgb and Nevgehir in Anatolia; see Vefeyat, 14; Ef,
III, 1002-3; SO, I, 123-24.

2 Bu nev ddr al-kiitfib icdd-z sultdn-l cihdn-drd.2 Sultdn Mahmfid'a bu .ddzrvdn bu sfi da cfiddur.
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And he built the mekteb and the imaret. 5eyhfilislAm Pirizade Mehmed Efendi" composed the chrono-
gram.

On its completion the writer expressed its date with this hemistitch:
"With this imaret Aya Sofya became truly flourishing,"" 1155 [1742-43].

Nimet Efendi composed the date over the main gate of the imaret.

This servant Nimet composed a chronogram with an apt form.
"The donor Sultan Mahmud brought the imaret to life,"27 1155 [1742-43].

The oratory (halvethane) of the deceased Aksemseddin,s located next to the gate of the medrese, was
made a place for the miiderris of the library and a room for the muid. The imperial tribune (mahfil-i
hiimayun) was enclosed with a lattice screen in the time of Sultan Ibrahim Khan. The spot beneath the
ring of lamps in the middle of the blessed mosque and the delineation of a door on the wall between
the entrance to the prayer hall and the minbar mark the station (makam) of Hizir.' At Hizir's

command, Hamdi Efendi, the grandson" of Aksemseddin, translated there at the center of the blessed
mosque the whole of his Yusuf and Ziaeyha from the Yusuf and Zideyha of Molla Cami." And some of the
tales having to do with the dome [of Aya Sofya] are recounted in detail in a famous treatise on the
events surrounding the Sultan Selim Mosque in Edirne." The blessed congregational mosque has a
quarter.

21 Mehmed Efendi, Pirizade (1674-1749), sixty-fourth Ottoman eyhilisldm, pioneer translator of Ibn Khaldfin's Mukaddima
into Turkish and founder of the well-known ulema family of the Pirizade. After a series of medrese teaching appointments and
judgeships, he was made imam of Sultan Mahmud I and tutor of the sultan's sons. Promoted to the judgeship of Istanbul in
1734 and to the offices of kadiasker of Anatolia in 1736 and of Rumelia in 1737 and again in 1743, he finally became seyhilisldm
on 6 March 1745. He was dismissed a year later, on 5 April 1746, and died in retirement in Uskindar. He was the father of the
seventy-seventh eyhatlisldm, Pirizade Osman Sahib Efendi, and the grandfather of the 119th seyhfilisldm, Mehmed Sahib Molla;
see Ef, VIII, 309; Abdftlkadir Altunsu, Osmanlz eyhadisldmlan (Ankara, 1972), 128-29; GOW, 282-83.

26 Ayd S6fya dbdd oldi el-hakk bu 'imdretle.
27 'Imdret eyledi Sultdn Mahmaid al-nevdl ihyd.
28 Aksemseddin, (Muhammed $emseddin, c. 1389-1459), saint of the Sufi brotherhood of the Bayramiye and preacher in the

army of Sultan Mehmed II at the time of the conquest of Constantinople. He was renowned for his piety and miracles, one of
which, according to legend, was the discovery of the tomb of the Prophet's Companion Halid bin Zeyd Ebu Eyyub Ensari
(Khilid bin Zayd Abft Ayyfib Ansiri) during the siege of 1453; see Hadika, n. 52 and 40; also Et, I, 312-13.

' Al-Khidr ("the Green One"), a vague personage mentioned in the Qur'an and held to have been one of the ancient
prophets. He is said to be immortal, having drunk from the Water of Life, and, in Turkish popular tradition, symbolizes the
renewal of vegetation in the spring. He is also said to appear to pious Muslims in distress, presenting himself in the guise of an
old man, and to help them out of their troubles. Along with a second, even more shadowy personality, Ilyas, who is likewise
believed to aid those in danger, Hizir is celebrated in the popular spring festival of Hidrellez, celebrated on 5-6 May. This date is
considered as marking the beginning of the season of summer, which extends to 7 November. The two dates correspond,
respectively, with the feast days of St. George and St. Demetrius in the Orthodox calendar; for details, see Ef, V, 5. For his
association with Aya Sofya, see F.W. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam under the Sultans (Oxford, 1929), I, 10-12; Necipoglu, Hagia
Sophia, 199-201; and Evliya Qelebi, Travels, I, 64.

0 In fact, Hamdi Efendi was the youngest of the twelve sons of $eyh Aksemseddin. His Yusuf and Zaleyha was for centuries
among the most popular of romantic Turkish mesnevis; see IA., V, 183-86.

" MaulinA NCir al-Din 'Abd al-RahmAn JAmi (1414-92), the greatest Persian mystic poet of the fifteenth century.
12 The author is apparently here referring to the manuscript entitled Edirne'de Selimiye Camii, compiled by Dayezade Mustafa

Efendi and dated to the end of Receb 1183 [November 1769], found today in the Istanbul Fatih Millet Kfitfiphanesi (Tarih
923). For details see Muzaffer Erdogan, "Osmanh Mimarisi Tarihinin Otantik Yazma Kaynaklan," Vakiflar Dergisi, 6 (1965), 119-
20.
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Tombs of the Glorious Sultans at Aya Sofya

[6] The Tomb of Sultan Selim the Second:"

[This] is the chronogram written over the door of the tomb:

His Majesty Sultan Selim passed away.
Lord of the Two Worlds, have mercy on him!

That shah passed away with his noble children.
May God's mercy be upon them altogether!

He built a Paradise-like tomb.
It is appropriate that it be called the Sublime Pavilion of Paradise.

The Divine Voice expressed its date.
"Tomb of Sultan Selim of pure faith,"" 985 [1577-78].

Buried therein are [Sultan Selim] himself; Nurbanu Sultan, the mother of Murad Khan the Third, who
was the favorite of Selim Khan [the Second]; Selim Khan's daughter Hacce Gevherhan Sultan, who was
given as wife to Piyale Pasa; his daughter Esmahan Sultan, the wife of [Sokullu] Mehmed Paga; and his
daughter Fatma Sultan, who was given as wife to Siyavu Paga. Also, the five princely sons of Selim the
Second-Sfileyman, Osman, Cihangir, Mustafa and Abdullah-who were strangled at the accession of
Murad Khan the Third; and the sons of Murad Khan the Third, numbering twenty-one; as well as the
daughters of Murad the Third, young and old, numbering thirteen, [for a total of] 44.

The Tomb of Murad Khan the Third:15

Hagimi composed the chronogram for the building. "The tomb of Sultan Murad became the like of the
Paradises,"36 1008 [1599-1600]. [Those buried inside include Sultan Murad] himself; Safiye Sultan, the
mother of Mehmed Khan [the Third]; Fatma Sultan, the daughter of Murad Khan the Third; Sultan
Kasim, the son of Ahmed Khan the Third; nineteen of the twenty sons of Sultan Murad the Third, who
were martyred at the accession of Mehmed Khan; twenty daughters of the abovementioned Sultan
Murad; three princes and two princesses from among the children of Mehmed Khan the Third;
Mihriban Sultan, the daughter of the abovementioned Murad Khan; and his other daughter, Fahri
Sultan. The number of cenotaphs (sanduka) is 54.

The Tomb of the Conqueror of Egri Mehmed Khan the Third:37

This is the hemistitch which contains the date of the tomb's construction from the twelve-couplet
chronogram written by Hakemi, who wrote [a chronogram] on the wall of the tomb of [Destari Mustafa
Paga at] the 5ehzade [Mosque]: [7] "The grave of Sultan Mehmed became Paradise,"" 1017 [1608-9].
[Those buried here include Sultan Mehmed] himself; Handan Sultan, mother of Sultan Ahmed the
First; three of the sons of Ahmed Khan; six of their sisters, the daughters of Ahmed Khan the First;
fourteen of the daughters of Murad Khan [the Third]; and again Ayge Sultan, the daughter of Murad
Khan the Third. The number of cenotaphs is 26.

Outside the tomb, beneath the eaves on both sides-two on the left and two on the right-are

[additional graves belonging to] the daughters of Murad Khan the Third.

" Located on the south side of Aya Sofya.
3 Tiirbe-i Sultdn Setim-i pdk-i din.
3 Located on the south side of Aya Sofya, just to the west of the tomb of Selim II.
" Oldi 'adil-i cindn merkad-i Sultdn Murdd.

3 Located on the south side of Aya Sofya, immediately to the east of the tomb of Selim II. Egri is the old Hungarian town of
Eger, 110 kilometers northeast of Budapest, which was conquered by Mehmed II in 1596 and remained in Turkish hands until
1687.

38Firdevs oldt merkadi Sultdn Mehmed'i.
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The Tomb of Sultan Mehmed and Sultan tbrahim:"

[Those buried here include] Mustafa Khan the First ibn Mehmed Khan the Third, who was twice
sultan; his brother's son, tbrahim Khan ibn Ahmed Khan the First; Sultan Ibrahim, the son of Ahmed
Khan the Second; Kaya Sultan and Esmahan Sultan, the daughters of Murad Khan the Fourth; Ahmed
Khan the First's daughter known as Hanzade, the wife of Bayram Paga; and Burnaz Atike Sultan, the
daughter of the abovementioned Ahmed Khan and wife of Kenan Paga. Eight other princesses are also
buried here. The number of cenotaphs is 15.

The Tomb of the Princes at the Congregational Mosque of Aya Sofya:"

Four of the princely sons of Murad Khan the Third and one of his daughters [are buried here for a
total of] five cenotaphs.

The Tekke of Kapi Agasi Malatyah Ismail Aga:

It is opposite the imaret of the abovementioned congregational mosque and is against the wall of the
imperial palace. The office of 5eyh in the imperial imaret is entrusted to the 5eyhs of this tekke. Although
[the tekke] was originally located on the site of the imaret, which adjoins the blessed mosque, when the
imaret was built in 1153 [1740-41], [the tekke] was moved to this site. Its builder, the abovementioned
aka, became darilssaade [agasz] while he was babiissaade agasz, combining the [two] high offices.

The Soguk Kuyu Medrese:"

It is the charitable work of the babiissaade agasz Cafer Aga. This is the date of the medrese: [8] "The year
nine hundred sixty-seven," 3 967 [1559-60].

The Erdebil Tekke:"

Its builder, Sinaneddin 5eyh Yusuf ibn Hizir, traced his spiritual lineage to the same master as Sinbfil
Efendi.' He died in the year "5eyhs," 46 951 [1544-45], and is buried outside the Top Kapi in the garden
which he made vakf The date of the building of the zaviye is, "Lord, receive him who in gratitude has
built it!,"4 7 934 [1527-28]. At present, the 5eyh of the zaviye is his descendant, 5eyh Mahmud ibn Mustafa.
The imperial imam (imam-z sultani) Mehmed Efendi was buried in its environs in 1149 [1736-37].

3 A misprint for the tomb of the sultans Mustafa I and Ibrahim I, located adjacent to the southwest corner of Aya Sofya.
Originally a baptistery built by the Emperor Justinian at the time of the construction of the church, it was converted into a tomb
at the death of Mustafa I in 1622.

4 A small tomb adjacent to the tomb of Murad III on the south side of Aya Sofya.
41 The Kapi Agasi Malatyah ismail Aga Tekkesi, located immediately to the west of the Bab-i Hfimayun and contiguous with

the outer wall of the Topkapi Palace. It is no longer extant. For location, see MW map, G 7/7, 497; also Ayverdi, 1H, A-3, where
it is referred to as the Ismail Aga Tekkesi.

42 Soguk Kuyu Medresesi, located to the west of Aya Sofya on Alemdar Caddesi; for location, see MWmap, G 7/8 and 497.
4 Sene seb'a ve sittin ve tis'a mi'e.
" The Erdebil Tekkesi, situated contiguous to the outer wall of the Topkapi Palace at the intersection of Soguk Cegme

Sokagi and Caferiye Sokagi; see ISTA, IX, 5142. The succession of its seyhs is given in Z5E, 58. For location, see MW map, G 7/7
and 497.

" Sinbil Sinaneddin Yusuf, $eyh (d. 1529), founder of the Sufi brotherhood of the Silnbf6liye, a branch of the Halved order,
and for 24 years the head of the tekke of Koca Mustafa Pala in Samatya. His tomb is located in the Koca Mustafa Paga Tekkesi.
He should not be confused with $eyh Sinaneddin Yusuf ibn Hizir al-Erdebili, the founder of the Erdebil Tekkesi; for Sinbfil
Efendi, see Hadika, 182; SO, III, 113; Z5E, 2, 58.

4 Mesdyih.
4 Rabb ikbal bdnihi sdkird.
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Description of the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Second'

[Sultan Mehmed the Second] was the seventh padishah of the Ottoman dynasty. The site of the above-

mentioned mosque was previously the location of a church [named the Holy Apostles]. After falling
into ruin, it remained unrestored. In that place, the abovementioned sultan built a blessed mosque
with two minarets, each with one balcony. This is the date on the arch of its gate: "In the auspicious

month of Receb in the year eight hundred seventy-five, 875 [1470-71]. It had been begun in

Camaziyidlhir in the year eight hundred sixty-seven, 867 [1462-63]. Ali bin Sufi has written it.""9 That is

to say, it was completed in eight years, being finished in Receb, eight seventy-five. [The text] is still

inscribed on the lintel of the main gate in the hand of the calligrapher Ali bin Sufi.

The wooden imperial tribune (mahfil-i hftmayun) inside the mosque was made by Sultan Bayezid the

Saint." The adzrvan was built at the same time as the blessed mosque. Around [the mosque] there are

eight brick and stone medreses known as the Eight Courtyards (Sahn-z Seman). A tabhane and imaret

were also built, and opposite a dariWifa. The tabhane and darf4sifa have separate mosques, and imams

and miiezzins are appointed to them. And eight preparatory schools (tetimme) were also built and they

have four gates. [The complex] was later completed with a large mekteb.

The abovementioned sultan set out for eternity in the year "Benediction,"" 886 [1481-82]. After he

was buried, a domed tomb was built over his remains before the mihrab, and an ulema's turban (5rfi

ulema) was fixed to the cenotaph (sanduka). When the silver lattice was built around the cenotaph of

the blessed tomb of Halid bin Zeyd Ebu Eyyub Ensari"2-may God be well pleased with him-[9]

mother-of-pearl railings were also built around the cenotaphs of the exalted Sultans. The founder of

these charitable works was Sultan Ahmed the Third-may God's mercy be upon him.

4 Cami-i Sultan Mehmed Han-i Sani, known also as the Fatih Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Conqueror). It forms

part of the great religious and social complex built by Sultan Mehmed II between 1463 and 1470 on the site of the Byzantine

Church of the Holy Apostles. For its form, history and bibliography, see DBIA, III, 265-70; ISTA, X, 5543-55; M, 405-11; OMFD,

III, 356-408. For location, see MWmap, D 5/6.
4 Ali bin Sufi (d. 1478), fifteenth-century Ottoman calligrapher. He is buried in Uskfsdar near the grave of the great

calligrapher, $eyh Hamdullah; see Rado, Turk Hattatlan, 46.
5 Bayezid-i Veli, the nickname of the pious Sultan Bayezid II (r. 1481-1512).

" Du'd'-i hayr.
-

2 Khlid bin Zayd Abfi Ayyatb AnsAri, (d. 672), the Companion of the Prophet and martyr during the siege of Constantinople

of 672. It was in the house of Ebu Eyyub that Muhammed stayed after his immigration to Medina and before his own mosque

and house were built. Ebu Eyyub took part in the early battles of Islam and in the conquest of Egypt in 641. Appointed governor

of Medina by Ali, he fought at the side of the latter in Iraq and took part in the invasion of Cyprus during the reign of Mu'awiya.

He was a member of the expedition led against Constantinople by Yazid b. Mu'Awiya and died during the siege of the city. At his

request, he was buried beneath its walls.
His tomb is mentioned in numerous medieval Muslim accounts, including those of Ibn Kutayba, al-Tabari, Ibn al-Athir, Ibn

al-Jawzi and al-Kazwini. The Byzantines are said to have respected the site and to have made pilgrimages to it to pray for rain in

times of drought. Ottoman legend has it that his place of burial was miraculously rediscovered by Akgemseddin (see n. 28

above) during the siege of Constantinople in 1453. Sultan Mehmed II built a mosque on the spot in 1458. The mosque was

enlarged by Etmekcizade Ahmed Pa.a in 1591 and subsequently renovated a number of times, most notably during the reign of

Selim III.
Located on the Golden Horn beyond the land walls, in the district-Eyfsp-which bears his name, the mosque and tomb

were objects of special veneration for the Turks, and in time a large cemetery containing the graves of many important persons

grew up in its vicinity. In the later Ottoman period, it became customary for the sultan at his accession to the throne to be

girded with the sword of Osman in the Mosque of Eyntp by the Qelebi Efendi, the head of the Mevlevi dervish order. For the

mosque, tomb and their surroundings, see Hadika, 269-76; also Recep Akaku , Eyyiib Sultan ve Mukaddes Emanetler (Istanbul,

1973); Cenk Alpak, Eyfap Sultan ve Thrbesi (Istanbul, 1989); Mehmet Nermi Haskan, Eyfip Tarihi, (Istanbul, 1993) I, 49-53, 180-

86; Alfons Maria Schneider, "Die Blachernen," Oriens, 4 (1951), 82-120; Paul Wittek, "Ayvansaray, Un sanctuaire priv6 de son

heros," Annuaire de l'Institut de philologie et d'histoire orientales et slaves, 11 (1951), 505-26; OMFD, III, 348-56; Hasluck, Christianity

and Islam, II, 604-22; ISTA, X, 5446-49.
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Gfilbahar Sultan, the imperial wife [of Sultan Mehmed] and mother of Sultan Bayezid the Saint, is
buried in a separate tomb opposite [that of Mehmed]. Beside her are the cenotaphs of one of her
daughters and two palace women, for a total of four cenotaphs. The gate with the flight of steps
descending to the blessed mosque's sanctuary was built by Sultan Ahmed the Third. The Buharihane
and library were built by Sultan Mahmud Khan [the First]." The two fountains at the doors of the
tombs are the charitable works of Sultan Mahmud Khan's vizier, Grand Vizier Ahmed Paga."

Subsequently, in our time, on Thursday, the third day of the Feast of Id," which [according to the
Mali calendar] is the eleventh of May of the year 1179 [22 May 1766], the great dome of the above-
mentioned mosque was totally destroyed by a great earthquake which occurred one hour after sunrise.
The remains of the building were razed to the ground and, when its reconstruction and restoration
were begun, the robe of honor (hil'at) of the emin-i bina was first conferred upon Hagim Ali Bey Efendi,
a high official of state who was clerk (kdtib) of its blessed vakf, and he was charged with its construction
and the handling of its affairs. It was begun in [eleven] eighty [1766-67] and on the second day of
Camaziyillevvel of that same year [6 October 1766], the emin-i bina Ali Bey was dismissed and Sanm
Ibrahim Efendi, the chief finance officer for Rumelia (defterdar-z sikk-z evvel), was appointed emin-i bina.
Construction of the blessed tomb was begun on the fourth day of Receb, of the abovementioned year
[6 December 1766] and it was completed on Thursday, the twenty-eighth day of Zilkade [27 April
1767]. Its chronogram is by Mfistakimzade Sfileyman Efendi: "A beautiful tomb was built. Fatiha,"56 1179
[1766-67].

Renovation of the medreses was completed six days before the abovementioned date." The prayer
for the laying of the blessed mosque's foundation and the ritual slaughter of sacrificial animals
occurred at twenty-seven minutes after the hour of twelve on Thursday, the fourth day of Rebifilevvel,
of the year [eleven] eighty-one [31 July 1767], and the foundation was laid. Then, on the fourth day of
Camaziyidhir [eleven] eighty-three [5 October 1769], the aforesaid Sarim Efendi was appointed to the
suite of the grand vizier [and] to the imperial army with the rank of vizier [10]; and on the first day of
Receb [31 October 1769] izzet Mehmed Bey Efendi, the commissioner of the imperial mint (darbhane-i
amire emini), became emin-i bina in his place and a robe of honor was conferred on him.

Among those things in the congregational mosque previously noted, which were made more
sumptuous than before, the imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) was, for instance, built entirely of
marble, and masonry apartments 58 were built outside it on the Black Sea [east] side. They were built for
the purpose of ascending from the ground to the upper level of the gallery on horseback. And a well

" The library and Buharihane were built by Sultan Mahmud I in 1742 in the enclosed cemetery or hazire in front of the kzble.
They are no longer extant; see OMFD, III, 404, n. 1.

1 Ahmed Paa, $ehlagbz, Haci (d. 1753), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mahmud I, from June 1740 to 21 April
1742. With a reputation for accepting bribes, he was assigned a series of provincial posts after his dismissal, and died in Aleppo
in 1753. His architectural foundations include the renovation of the Bandirmah Tekke and Mescid in Uskfidar, the
reconstruction of the Aya Kapisi Mescidi in Fener, the building of a mekteb opposite the Abaci Mescidi in Samatya, and the
installation of minbars in the Hubyar Mescidi and Nevbahar Mescidi in Taekasab. For biographical details and foundations, see
Hadika, 116, 231, 261, 507; SO, I, 253.

* Better known in Turkish as the Kurban Bayrami or Feast of Sacrifice, which occurs on 10 Zilhicce of the Muslim lunar year.
5 Thrbe-i zibd yapdldz Fdtiha. There is a discrepancy between the date as given by Ayvansarayi, who states that the tomb was

rebuilt in 1180, and Mfistakimzade, who gives 1179. The word Fdtiha ("The Opening"), used in a context such as that found
here or in inscriptions on gravestones, is understood to be a request that the reader recite the Fdtiha, the first sura of the

Qur'an, as a blessing for the deceased.
1 On 21 April 1767.
58 iki kargir oda, in fact, a kasr or pavilion reached by a sloping ramp or tahtzrevan yolu (literally a palanquin way), which was

used by the sultan to ascend to the kasr without having to dismount from horseback. Such kasrs are a feature of imperial
mosques beginning in the middle of the seventeenth century, and can be seen adjoining the Yeni Cami in Emin6nfn, the
Nuruosmaniye Camii in Qargikapi and the Sultan Ahmed Camii on the At Meydam.
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was dug inside the mosque near the gate on the Mediterranean [west] side. A balcony was built in the
upper story of each of the two sides [of the mosque interior] and two balconies were also built
overlooking the courtyard on its exterior, and fifteen ablution spigots were provided below each of
them. After being demolished, the dome was rebuilt on four piers in place of the previous two
elephant-foot piers and two porphyry columns, and the two porphyry columns were buried outside the
mosque. It is clear that the vast scale of the mosque's courtyard derives from its original layout.

His Majesty the Sultan of Sultans, Shah of the Shahs of the Worlds, Sultan of the Two Continents and
Ruler of the Two Seas, who brings together good works and subdues heresy, His Majesty Gazi Sultan
Mustafa Khan ibn Ahmed Khan ibn Mehmed Khan, was with divine guidance successful in these
mentioned things from beginning to end. Worship commenced [in the mosque] at the end of forty-six
months and ten days with Friday prayer on Agure [in the month] of Muharrem, Friday the fifteenth day
of April [according to the Mali calendar], eleven eighty-five [25 April 1771]. The selamik" also took
place in it on that day. Naima Efendi, describing an event in the Tarih-i Osmani (Ottoman History), 6
writes that, among the sacred relics found in the blessed congregational mosque of His Majesty
Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan Gazi, there are, for example, the staff of His Excellency Aksemseddin
Mehmed al-Bayrami ibn Hamzet al-5ami" and on it his dervish turban. [He states that] although they
were originally on the minbar side of the mihrab, they were moved to the imperial tribune at the
accession of Sultan Mahmud Khan [the First]. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.12

[11] Those Buried in the Cemetery of the Boyaci Gate: 5

5eyhulislim Ebu'l-MeyAmin Mustafa Efendi."4 The date of his passing away is 1015 [1606-7]. In
addition, Eskici Hasan Dede [is also buried there]. This is the date of his death: "Alas, my Eskici Dede
renewed his age,"65 1049 [1639-40]. 5eyhfilislim Imam Mahmud Efendi66 [is also buried there], along

9 The ceremonial visit of the Ottoman sultan to one of the imperial mosques in the capital for Friday prayer; see El', IV, 95;
also Pakahn, OTD, III, 153-55.

6 The well-known Tarih-i Naima (History of Naima) of the Ottoman historian Mustafa Naim, better known by the pen name
Naima (1665-1716). Naima was born in Aleppo and entered the corps of baltacdar in the imperial palace in about 1688. He was
given a thorough scribal education and was subsequently appointed as a clerk in the kalem of the divan-z hatmayun. He continued
in this capacity for the remainder of his career, serving in various administrative posts in Istanbul and in the provinces. Naima's
reputation as a leading Ottoman historian rests upon his Rawdat al-Husayn fi Khuldsat Akhbdr al-Khdfikayn (Garden of Hiseyin,
Being the Choicest News of East and West), known generally as the Tarih-i Naima, covering the period from 1591 to 1660. He
died while serving in the provincial post of commissioner of the cadastral register (defter emini) of the Morea, and was buried in
Patras; see El2 , VI, 918-19; SO, I, 575-76; Lewis V. Thomas, A Study of Naima (New York, 1972).

6 See n. 28.
62 Omitted here from the translation are seven of Sultan Mehmed II's couplets, included in the text as examples of his

poetry.
63 Boyaci Kapisi Mezaristani, located outside the Boyaci Kapisi at the southwest corner of the great court surrounding the

Fatih Mosque.
6 Mustafa Efendi, Ebu'l-Meyamin (1546-1606), twenty-fifth Ottoman eyhilisldm. After studying with some of the most

important religious scholars of the age, he was appointed to a series of medrese teaching posts and advanced rapidly through
the learned hierarchy. He was appointed kadi of Edirne in 1599, of Istanbul in 1601, and was made kadzasker of Anatolia a year
later. He held the office of ehilisldm a first time from 8 February 1603 to 8June 1604 and a second time from 28 July 1606 until
his death on 23 November 1606. He was remembered as an honest, just and respected scholar of Islamic jurisprudence; see
Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhiisldmz, 56-57; SO, IV, 382.

65 Kild Eskici Dedem devrdnini tecdid dh.
6 Mahmud Efendi, tmam-i 5ehriyari (d. 1717), fifty-third Ottoman seyhilisldm. After training for a learned career and passing

through a series of medrese appointments, he was given the judgeship of Edirne, followed by that of Yenigehir. He was made
kadiasker of Anatolia on the accession of Sultan Ahmed III, on 22 August 1713, promoted to kadiasker of Rumelia in the same
year and appointed seyhilisldm on 20 May 1713. A close friend of Grand Vizier Qorlulu Ali Papa and an influential personality in
the affairs of the palace, he nonetheless came to be mistrusted because of conduct contrary to the law and the existing order
and for his role in the dismissal, exile and death of his predecessors Mehmed Ataullah Efendi and Ebezade Abdullah Efendi.
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with the aforesaid's eldest son Abdullah Efendi, who was dismissed from [the office of kadzasker of]
Anatolia and died in 1162 [1748-49], another of his sons Yahya Efendi who was discharged from [the
judgeship of] Istanbul and died in the year 1173 [1759-60], his son Zekeriya Efendi, who was a judge,
[12] his son the miiderris Feyzullah Efendi and his relatives. 5eyhfilislAm Esad Efendi's school for Qur'an
readers (daradkura) is a lofty masonry building near the Boyaci Kapi. The mekteb of Velizade is [also]
near the abovementioned gate.

Those Buried in the Ruined Tomb:

Its builder was the miiderris of Aya Sofya, Seyfullah Hamidi Efendi, [who died] in Safer of the year 1010
[August 1601]. His son, Vehvehek Ahmed Efendi, was the first miaderris of the medrese built by the
chief white eunuch (babaissaade aga) Gazanfer Aga at Kirkqegme. Later, he was dismissed from [the
judgeship of] Istanbul. He died in [the month of] Ramazan and was buried near his father. This
chronogram was composed for his death:

When his shirt of mail was broken, I said,
"Alas, 0 God, you have caused Vehvehek to die,"" 1022 [1613-14].

His wife and children are also [buried] there. Defterdar Qivizade Abdullah Efendi9 is buried opposite
the Ruined Tomb. [The grave of] a second Qivizade, the son of Ilyas, the brother of the late 5eyhfilis-
lMm Mehmed bin Ilyas, is also there. 5eyhfilislim Bekirzade Ahmed Efendi is buried [there]," and his
father, Ebu Bekir Efendi ibn Ahmed, is also there. Dismissed from [the office of kadzasker of] Anatolia,
he died in the year 1117 [1705-6]. 5eyhfilislim Bahayi Mehmed Efendi" was also buried there on 12
Safer of the year 1064 [2January 1654].

The Medrese-i Cedid:

The founder of the medrese, Mffti Mahmud Efendizade Abdfirrahim Efendi, died in the year 1171
[1757-58] while he was kadzasker of Rumelia. He is buried in the cemetery of his medrese. In the year
1151 [1738-39], Cirullah Veliyeddin Efendi, who was dismissed from [office in] Edirne, was buried in
the courtyard of the library and rooms which he built adjacent to the Ayak [Kurgunlu] Medrese. The
gate of the abovementioned library opens on the courtyard of [Sultan Mehmed's] blessed mosque.

He was, therefore, dismissed after a year and a half, on 15 December 1714. His nickname, imam-z ehriyari, derives from the fact
that he had been imperial imam to Sultan Mustafa II; see Altunsu, Osmanlz eyhilislamlan, 112; SO, IV, 324-25.

1 Viran Tilrbe.

* Veyhakk ey Vehvehek vefdt itdifi.
69 Abdullah Efendi, Qivizade, a member of an important Ottoman ulema family of the sixteenth century, two of whose

members, Qivizade Muhyidin Mehmed bin Ilyas and Qivizade Mehmed, occupied the office of 5eyhailisldm, see E2, II, 56-57.
70 Ahmed Efendi, Bekirzade (1685-1769), seventy-sixth Ottoman seyhiisldm. Born in Tire, he journeyed to Istanbul for

training and in time became the son-in-law of 5eyhfilislAm Imam-i 5ehriyari Mahmud Efendi. After teaching appointments and
the judgeships of Galata, Egypt, Mecca and Istanbul, he became kadzasker of Ariatolia in 1750 and of Rumelia in 1755. He was
promoted to the office of leyhfalisldm on 6 September 1761, but was dismissed for lethargy and carelessness on 29 April of the
following year; see Altunsu, Osmani $eyhilisldmlan, 144.

7 Mehmed Efendi, Bahayi (1595-1654), Ottoman jurist, theologian and thirty-second seyhilisldm. The grandson of the
historian Hoca Sadeddin, he received training for a learned career and after appointments to teaching positions and judgeships
in Salonika, Aleppo, Syria, Edirne and Istanbul, held briefly the offices of kadzasker of Anatolia and of Rumelia. He was
promoted to seyhilisldm on 18 July 1649. Although he was expected to be the pliant tool of the grand vizier and valide sultan, he
brought considerable energy to the office. His favoring of the Mevlevi and Halveti dervish brotherhoods brought him into
conflict with the orthodox religious party, as did his fetva authorizing the use of tobacco (to which Bahayi was himself addicted)
and his toleration of dervish music and dancing. He was dismissed and exiled on 2 May 1651, after placing the British
ambassador under house arrest, but was reinstated on 16 August 1652 and remained in office until his death on 2 January 1654.
Held in regard as a poet and scholar, he left a number of poems and fetvas, the best known of which ended the prohibition and
repression of the smoking of tobacco; see E2, I, 915; HOP, III, 294-97; Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhfilisldmlan, 73-75.
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The sebil, the mekteb above it and the fountain, which are located in the corner outside the Qbrekci
Gate," are dated 1158 [1745-46], and are the charitable works of one of the favorites of His Majesty
Sultan Mahmud Khan [the Second], the baskadn7

' Hacce Alicenab Ayge. Adjoining it is the medrese of
5eyhillislim Efdalzade Seyyid Hamideddin Efendi. [13] Seyyid Hamza, Seyyid Ukeyl and Seyyid Cafer
Buhari-soldiers who fought along with Fatih in the conquest of Istanbul7 -are buried in a separate
tomb opposite the Karaman Hamam. The tomb keeper Seyyid Abdilaziz is also buried [there].

Sali 5eyh Mustafa Efendi76 is buried in a tomb near the horse-traders' stables in Bflyfik Karaman.
The aforesaid was originally initiated into Sufi orders by Seyyid Fazlullah Efendi, a 5eyh of the [zaviye of]
Emir Buhari, and he served for nine years in the kitchen (matbah)" of the aforementioned zaviye. When
the congregational mosques and tekkes of that district burned down in the great fire which occurred in
the year one thousand forty-three [1633-34], Grand Vizier Kara Mustafa Paga7 ' built [5eyh Mustafa
Efendi], who was [then] living in a cistern, a dwelling in the locality in which he was [later] buried. He
died at the beginning of "the best of Creation," 1058 [1648-49],' and the late Grand Vizier Mehmed
Paa, known as Civan Kapicibai, 0 built him a tomb. But it was burned down in the great fire of 1168
[1755-56] and at present remains in ruins. It is one of his miracles that at the time the aforesaid
Mehmed Paa became governor of Damascus and first set out for his high office in Syria, he came to
bid farewell to this 5eyh Mustafa with some gifts. And 5eyh Mustafa said, "God willing, if your return to
this place is facilitated by God, bring me the gift of a ring." Joyful tidings of the imperial seal"1 arrived in

" The Q6rekci Kapisi.
" The title of the eldest of the four senior haseki or favored consorts of the sultan in the harem.
7 Hamideddin Efendi, Efdalzade, Seyyid (d. 1503), Ottoman jurist and seventh seyhidisldm. After training for the learned

profession, he was appointed miderris first in the Kaphca Medresesi in Bursa and later in the Murad Gazi Medresesi in Istanbul.
He was designated leyhialisldm in April 1496, and retained the office until his death in February 1503. He was widely recognized
for his learning and virtuous conduct. His no longer extant medrese-the Efdalzade Medresesi-was located at the intersection
of Islambol Caddesi and Fatih Caddesi to the northwest of the Fatih Complex; see Altunsu, Osmanh $eyhalisldmlan, 12; FC, 236.
For the medrese's location, see MWmap, D 5/4, 409.

1 Ni'm al-cey , literally Excellent Army or Excellent Soldiers, the title given to those who participated in the conquest of
Istanbul in 1453. The term derives from the Tradition predicting the conquest of the city discussed in n. 2. For Seyyid Hamza,
Seyyid Ukeyl and Seyyid Cafer Buhari, see A. Sfiheyl Unver, Istanbul'un Mutlu Askerleri ve $ehit Olanlar (Ankara, 1976), 108-9.

7 See Mecmua, 379.
" For the place of the kitchen and food in the life of Ottoman dervish lodges, see Ayla Algar, "Food in the Life of the

Tekke," in The Dervish Lodge: Architecture, Art and Sufism in Ottoman Turkey, ed. Raymond Lifchez (Berkeley, 1992), 296-303.
78 Mustafa Paga, Kemanke , Kara (1593-1644), Ottoman statesman and grand vizier. Of Albanian origin, he was raised as a

devsirme and, after advancing through a series of military ranks, was appointed aga of the Janissaries by Sultan Murad IV in 1634,
at the time of his campaign against Erevan. On his return to Istanbul in 1635, he was made grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) in
which capacity he worked to reform the Ottoman fleet. He was promoted to grand vizier on the death of Tayyar Mehmed Papa
on 24 December 1638, during the siege of Baghdad, and returned to Istanbul after the signing of the Treaty of Kasr $irin. He
remained in office even after the accession of Sultan Ibrahim in 1640, but met resistance because of his military, budgetary and
monetary reforms, while his dominant position in the government provoked the antagonism of the valide sultan K6sem Valide
and the sultan's tutor, Cinci Hoca. Although Mustafa Paga attempted to respond by inciting ajanissary revolt in the capital, the
sultan used this incident as a pretext to seize and execute Mustafa Papa on 31January 1644; see Hadika, 39-40, 46, 77, 130, 201-2,
360-61; Vefeyat, 12; SO, IV, 390; for the chronogram on his medrese Mecmua, 413-14.

79ayr al-bariyye.
80 Mehmed Paga, Sultanzade Civan Kapucibap (c. 1600-46), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan tbrahim. The

grandson of Grand Vizier Ahmed Paa, he was taken into the Inside Service (enderun) of the imperial palace at a young age and
served as kapicibasz during the Polish campaign of Sultan Osman II. He was appointed a vizier of the dome (kubbe veziri) in 1630,
but was exiled to Rhodes three years later. Pardoned in 1637 and sent to Egypt as governor, he secured great wealth and
returned to the capital in 1641, where he became commissioner of the mint (darbhane emini). In 1642, he was commander of
the Azov campaign against the Cossacks and was sent to Damascus as governor in 1643. He became grand vizier on 31 January
1644, but was dismissed on 17 December 1645 and sent to Crete, where he died in July 1646. Opportunistic and addicted to
pleasure, he is remembered as having encouraged by his own conduct the insane behavior of Sultan Ibrahim; see Mecmua, 375-
76; Vefeyat, 42; SO, IV, 161-62.

"8 That is, of Mehmed Paa's appointment as grand vizier.
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the month in which the abovementioned pasa reached the place of his appointment and, on his
becoming grand vizier, he was quick to understand that the ring which the abovementioned eyh had
requested was the good news of his appointment. When he reached Istanbul, he disguised himself and
came to the abode of the abovementioned 5eyh. Finding that [5eyh Mustafa] had died, he gave orders
for the construction of the tomb. It is written in various histories that this was the reason for the
building of the tomb. May God have mercy on him!

The aforesaid eyh drank a cup of milk each day and in place of water sucked pomegranates. And it is
said that for eighty years he did not require ritual ablution.

Description of the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint"

[14] The blessed congregational mosque of His Majesty Sultan Bayezid Khan [the Second] was built
with two minarets, each with a single balcony. Later, [Bayezid Khan] built an imaret, a tabhane and a
mekteb and, still later, a medrese. It is stipulated [that the office of its miaderis] be held by those who are
seyhilisldm of the Ottoman state. The first miidermis was Zenbilli Ali Efendi." Later, His Majesty Sultan
Selim the First, the conqueror of Egypt, built a separate tomb over [the grave of] his father, and
[Bayezid's] daughter, Selhuk Sultan, is buried in a small tomb nearby. This dated [inscription] in
Arabic prose in the calligraphy of 5eyh Hamdullah1 4 is over the mihrab, in the great dome, and outside
the middle gate: "The construction of this building was begun towards the end of Zilhicce of the year
nine hundred six, 906 [June-July 1501], and it was completed in the year of the Hijra nine hundred
eleven [1505-6]."

Milstakimzade composed a chronogram for the death of the late Sultan Bayezid Khan: "Sultan Baye-
zid Khan the Saint passed away,"85 918 [1512-13].

The library which adjoins [the mosque] is the foundation of 5eyhilislam Veliyeddin Efendi." Its date
is "exalted library," 7 1182 [1768-69]. Its entrance is from inside the blessed mosque. Its builder is

82 Cami-i Sultan Bayezid Han-i Veli, known better as the Bayezid Camii, a part of the Sultan Bayezid Complex, including a
medrese, mekteb, imaret, caravanserai, hamam and the tombs of Sultan Bayezid II and his daughter $elcuk Hatun, located in the
district of the same name immediately to the west of the Kapaliearp1. For its history, form and bibliography, see DBIA, II, 87-96;
EC, 35-39; ISTA, IV, 2229-39; MW, 385-90; OMBYSD, 184-217. For location, MW/map, E 7/1.

8 Ali Efendi, Zenbilli, Mevlana Alaeddin Ali, known also as Cemali Ali Qelebi (d. 1525), Ottoman legal scholar and
theologian of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century and eighth leyhfilisldm. After a distinguished teaching career, he was
appointed seyh lisldm in 1502 and retained the office until his death in 1526. Influential in the reigns of sultans Bayezid II,
Selim I and Sntleyman I, he was responsible for making the office of jeyhasisldm one of the most important in the Ottoman
ruling institution. He was buried in his mekteb in Zeyrek; see Hadika, 92, 132, 135; also Altunsu, Osmanh $eyhalisldmlan, 13-16;
E12, II, 420; SO, III, 488-89.

8 $eyh Hamdullah (1436-1519), renowned Ottoman calligrapher. Born in Amasya, he became the teacher of the future
Sultan Bayezid II, and later, after Bayezid ascended the throne, became the sultan's confidant. Examples of his work can be
seen in the Sultan Bayezid, Firuz Aga and Davud Paa mosques in Istanbul and the Bayezid Camii in Edirne; see Rado, Thrk
Hattatlan, 49-54; SO, II, 243-44.

85 Gegti Sultdn Bdyezid Idn-t Veli.
86 Veliyeddin Efendi, Haci (d. 1768), Ottoman religious scholar, calligrapher and seventy-fifth seyhailisldm. Born in Istanbul,

he received a religious education and, after teaching assignments, was appointed to the judgeships of Aleppo, Galata, Egypt and
Medina. In 1755, he became kadzasker of Anatolia and, in 1757, of Rumelia, but was dismissed and exiled to Manisa after six
months. Pardoned a year later, he returned to Istanbul and was appointed seyhadisldm on 17 February 1760 but was relieved of
office after a year and a half (6 September 1761) because of his violent and angry behavior. After being exiled to Bursa, he was
reappointed seyhflisldm on 23 April 1767 and continued in that capacity until his death of old age on 25 October 1768. He was
renowned as a bibliophile and as a master of celi calligraphy; see Altunsu, Osmanz $eyhilislImlan, 143; also Rado, Tark Hattatlan,
170-71; SO, IV, 416.87 Kitabhane-i a'ld.
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interred in the Tekke of $eyh Murad." The date of his passing is 1181 [1767-68]. Qerkes Mehmed
Paga" is buried in the cemetery outside the tomb of Bayezid Khan. This is a chronogram for his death:

Serdar Mehmed Paga passed away.
May God make Paradise the abode of his soul!

The prayerful Hagimi composed its date.
"Come! Recite the Fatiha for the soul of the paa!"" 1034 [1624-25].

Kadiasker Ali Efendi is also buried [there]. This is the date of his death: "May Molla Ali's dwelling be
the loftiest Paradise!"' 1028 [1618-19]. The grand vizier's steward (vezir-i azam kethfidasz) Dervi Mustafa
Efendi was buried there on 2 Zilhicce of the year 1170 [18 August 1757]. The abovementioned
congregational mosque has a quarter.

Description of the Blessed Congregational Mosque of Sultan Selim Khan the Firste

The abovementioned mosque has two minarets, each with a single balcony. Its builder was Sultan
Sfileyman Khan. He [also] built the imaret, tabhane and mekteb. The separate tomb over [Sultan Selim's]
grave was built together with the mosque. This is the date of [Sultan Selim's] death: "A Fatiha for the
soul of the Believer!"" 926 [1519-20]. The building was completed in the sacred month of Muharrem
of the year [15] nine hundred twenty-nine [1522]. [Sultan Selim's] daughter Hadice Sultan and her
daughter Hanim Sultan are buried in a tomb near his tomb. And in another tomb are to be found
Sultan Sfileyman's mother Hafsa Sultan, and Sultan Sf6leyman's sons named Murad, Mahmud and
Abdullah, [for a total of] three princes and one lady. The aforementioned mosque has a quarter.

His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First became gravely ill with an abscess while journeying to Edirne
and was delayed for several days. There being no cure, he passed away to the Abode of Eternity. The
late grand vizier Piri Paga immediately informed the eldest of the princes, His Majesty Sultan Sileyman
Khan, who was the heir of the House of Osman, and concealed [Selim's death] until he arrived from
Manisa. Afterwards, [Selim's] noble remains were brought to the blessed mosque of Sultan Mehmed,
and the sultan and all the high officials of state prayed for him. He was buried in his blessed tomb in
$evval of the year 926 [1520].

88 The 5eyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi in Eyfip; see Hadika, 310-12.
89 Mehmed Paa, Qerkes (d. 1625), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Murad IV. Educated in the Inside Service of

the imperial palace (enderun), he reached the rank of silahdar before being appointed beylerbeyi of Damascus. In 1621 he was
made a vizier of the dome (kubbe veziri) and on 3 April 1624 was forced to accept an appointment as grand vizier after the
execution of Grand Vizier Kemanke Ali Paa. He led the campaign to suppress the revolt of Abaza Mehmed Pala in Anatolia,
during which he fell ill and died in Tokat on 28 January 1625. He is described by Ottoman historians as just and incorruptible;
see Vefeyat, 11; Mecmua, 298; E2, VI, 993; SO, IV, 150.

Cdn-i Pd4dya oku Fdtiha gel.
91 Meskeni Molld 'Ali'niii cennet-i a'ld ola.
12 Cami-i serif-i Sultan Selim Han-i Evvel, the Selimiye Camii, part of the Yavuz Selim Complex, including an imaret, a mekteb

and the tombs of Selim and of his wife Hafsa Sultan, located in the district of the same name. For its history, description and
bibliography, see DBIA, VII, 62-63; MW, 476-78. For location, see MW map, D 3/9.

9
3Ehl-i imdn rfzhu igfin Fdtiha.
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Desciption of the Congregational Mosque of ehzade Sultan Mehmed"

It has two minarets, each with two balconies. [$ehzade Sultan Mehmed's] father, Sultan Silleyman,
built it after the death of the abovementioned prince. It has an imaret, tabhane, medrese and mekteb. A
separate tomb was built over [the grave of] the abovementioned prince, and a lofty throne (taht-z ali)"5
was placed over his sanduka as a blessing. At his death, his father composed this hemistitch as a chrono-
gram: "My Sultan Mehmed, distinguished among princes,"" 949 [1542-43].

The blessed mosque was completed in the month of Receb. This hemistitch is the date: "Place of
worship of the Community of the True Messenger,"" 955 [1548-49]. [$ehzade Sultan Mehmed's]
brother Cihangir Sultan is buried on the right side of the late prince and Hfimagah Sultan [the
daughter of Sultan Sileyman], is buried on his left. Prince Cihangir died in Aleppo and [his remains]
were transported to $ehzade [Mehmed's] tomb in the year 960 [1552-53]. The Congregational Mosque
of Cihangir8 was built in his name. Prince Sultan Mahmud is buried with his mother in another tomb.
And Fatma Hanim, the daughter of Hfimiah, daughter of him in whose name the mosque was built
[5ehzade Mehmed], was also [buried] there in 996 [1587-88]. [Fatma Hamm's] husband [Gazi
Mehmed Bey ibn Mustafa Paga] is likewise there. The date of his passing is

[16] The late, unjustly treated governor of the vilayet of $ehr-i Zor, Gazi Mehmed Bey, the son of the late
Mustafa Paga, spouse of Fatma Sultan, daughter of the late Huma Sultan, was carried off to God-may God
grant him light. Inscribed in the month of 5aban of the year nine hundred ninety-four, 994 [1586].

One of Hadice Sultan's sons and two of her daughters are also buried [there].
Damad Gazi Ibrahim Paga" was a Bosnian. He died in Belgrade and was buried in the precinct of the

$ehzade Mosque in Muharrem of the year 1010 [July 1601]. One of his sons and a daughter are buried
beside him. The date of the construction [of his tomb] was two years after [his death].

The Unseen Voice expressed the date of its completion.
"The courtyard of Eden became Ibrahim Paga's abode,"" 1012 [1603-4].

The tomb of Rfistem Paga 1 was built [there] in the year 998 [1589-90]. He is buried with one of his
sons. This is the date of his death: "May Eden be his abode in the Paradises!"1 0 2 968 [1560-61].

94 Cami-i 5ehzade Sultan Mehmed, the $ehzade Camii, belonging to the $ehzade Complex in $ehzadebagi. The complex
includes, in addition to the mosque, the tomb of Prince Mehmed, a medrese, mekteb and imaret. For its history, form and
bibliography, see DBIA, VII, 152-55; EC, 190-93; MW, 479-83. For location, see MWmap, E 6/6.

" The large canopy over the sanduka of $ehzade Sultan Mehmed. About four meters in height, it is fashioned of dark wood,
ornamented with geometric openwork patterns and ivory inlay. Popular tradition held it to symbolize the throne that S6lleyman
had hoped his son might inherit.

96 ehzadeler giizidesi Sultdn Mehmed'im.
97 Ma'bed-i fimmet-i Resfl-i mibin.
98 The Cihangir Camii in Findikh; see Hadika, 393-94.

lbrahim Paa, Damad, Gazi (c. 1550-1601), Ottoman grand vizier in the reign of Sultan Mehmed III. Educated as a devfirme
in the imperial palace, he was appointed aga of the Janissaries in 1580 and two years later became beylerbeyi of Rumelia. He
played an important role in organizing the extravagant festivities which Sultan Murad staged in the summer of 1582 to celebrate
the circumcision of his son, the future Sultan Mehmed III. In 1583, lbrahim was appointed beylerbeyi of Egypt and on his return
to Istanbul two years later was married to Murad's daughter Ayge Sultan. He was made second vizier at the accession of Mehmed
III in 1595 and appointed kaimmakam in the same year. On the death of Grand Vizier Koca Sinan Paga in 1596, he was
promoted to grand vizier (3 April) but was dismissed seven months later (27 November 1596), then reappointed on 18
December of the same year, only to be dismissed a second time on 3 November 1597. Reappointed a third time on 7 January
1599, he remained in office until his death at Belgrade on 10 July 1601, following successful campaigning in Hungary.
Handsome and generous, lbrahim is described as having a subtle and deceitful intellect. His tomb in Istanbul was built by the
imperial architect Dalgic Ahmed Qavu ; see Vefeyat, 11; Mecmua, 350, 385; E2, III, 1000-1; SO, I, 97.

* Oldi sahn-z 'aden Ibrdhim Padi'ya mekdn.
101 Rfnstem Paa, Damad (1500-61), Ottoman grand vizier, son-in-law and favorite of Sultan Sfnleyman I. Of Croatian origin, he

was born in Bosnia, conscripted as a devfirme and raised in the imperial palace. He participated in the Mohac campaign, was
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Destari Mustafa Pasa is also buried [there] in a separate tomb. Hagimi composed a chronogram [for
his death].

0 Hagimi, the Divine Voice composed a chronogram for his death.
"0 God, make the Paradises Mustafa Paga's abode!"103 1020 [1611-12].

5eyhfilislAm Bostanzade 4 was buried inside the window overlooking the main road on 24 5aban in the
year 1006 [1 July 1598]. Four viziers are buried in the area between the tomb of Mustafa Paya and the
main gate. One of them is named Haci Mehmed Paga.

The library built by the late grand vizier Damad Ali Paga' 5 is next to the Sfileymaniye Aqueduct0 6

outside one of the gates of the precinct of the blessed congregational mosque that leads to the Vefa
Meydam. The aforesaid was martyred in the Varadin 7 campaign of the year 1128 [1716]. The date of
the construction of the library is "The elegant library is the foundation of Ali Paga,"108 1122 [1710-11].
The abovementioned congregational mosque does not have a quarter.

Description of the Blessed Siileymaniye Congregational Mosque'09

[Sultan Sf6leyman] the Lawgiver was the tenth padishah of the Ottoman state. His blessed mosque is
surrounded by a daridhadis, four medreses, a darififa, an imperial imaret, a tabhane, his medical
medrese (tzb medresesi), a hamam and a mekteb. And he built a medrese for candidates for learned
careers (midazim) near his hamam. The blessed mosque has upper and lower balconies on the interior
and exterior [17] and a separate miezzin's gallery (mfiezzin mahfili). Two of its four minarets have three
balconies each and two have two. The ten balconies are a reference to [Sultan Sfileyman's] being the

subsequently appointed beylerbeyi of Diyarbakor and, shortly after that, became beylerbeyi of Anatolia. Promoted to the rank of
third vizier, he was married to Sf6eyman's daughter, Mihrimah Sultan, in 1539 and was made second vizier in 1541. He was
twice grand vizier, the first time from 28 November 1544 to 6 October 1553, and again from 29 September 1555 until his death
on 15 July 1561 (not 998/1589-90, as stated by Ayvansarayi). Enormously wealthy, he was the builder of numerous mosques,
medreses, fountains and other pious foundations in Rumelia and Anatolia as well as in Istanbul; see Hadika, 129-30, 210; Vefeyat,
9; Ef, VIII, 640-41; SO, II, 377-78.

102 Ana otsun Cindn'da 'Aden mesva.3 ildhi eylesfin mesken cindn? Mustafa Pdsd.
104 Mehmed Efendi, Bostanzade (1535-98), member of a prominent ulema family of the sixteenth and early seventeenth

century and twentieth seyhilisldm. The son of the kadiasker of Anatolia, Tireli Bostanzade Mustafa Efendi, he was educated for a
learned career and after a succession of teaching and judicial posts became kadi of Istanbul in 1576, kadiasker of Anatolia a year
later and chief judge of Rumelia in 1580. He was sent to Egypt as kadi in 1583, then was reappointed kadzasker of Rumelia in
1587, and became seyhailisldm for a first time on 3 April 1589. Although he was retired three years later (10 May 1592), he was
reappointed seyhiilisldm on 11 July 1593 and remained in that office until his death on 1 April 1598. In addition to poetry in
Arabic, Persian and Turkish (including a fetva in verse declaring coffee licit), he prepared translations and commentaries of
various legal works; see Altunsu, Osmanlh $eyhidisldmlan, 43-44; Ef, I, 1279; SO, IV, 133.

' Ali Paga, Damad, $ehid (1667-1716), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Ahmed III. Entering the imperial palace
during the reign of Sultan Ahmed II, he came to have great influence over Ahmed III, who made him a vizier and gave him his
daughter Fatma in marriage (May 1709). He was appointed grand vizier on 27 April 1713 and, during his term in office, was
much involved in campaigns in the Balkans. He was killed in battle with the Austrians at Varadin on 5 August 1716. An
outstanding military leader and statesman, Ali Paga displayed a shrewd political sense and suppressed a number of abuses in
both the palace and government. He patronized learning, in particular the historian Ragid, and had a keen interest in science
and poetry. Amongst his foundations are a mosque in his birthplace, S616z, near Iznik, and the Qinarh Cegme Mescidi in
Istanbul; see Hadika, 85; Vefeyat, 72-73; Ef, I, 395; SO, III, 528-29.

106 Sideymaniye su kemeri.
107 The town of Petrovaradin in Croatia.
108 Ddr al-kiitftb-i zibd ikyd-yz 'Ali Pdsd.
*" Cami-i serif-i Sileymaniye, the Sfileymaniye Camii, at the center of the great Sfileymaniye Complex, located in the district

of the same name. For its history, description and bibliography, see EC, 185-89; Aptullah Kuran, Sinan: The Grand Old Master of
Ottoman Architecture (Washington, D.C., 1987), 78-99; MW, 464-69. For location, see MWmap, E 5/17.
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tenth padishah [of the dynasty]. The illuminations (mahya) on the minarets and inside the mosque are
provided from the [founder's] original vakf It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hismayun) and there are
two ablution fountains in its interior. There are also ablution spigots on the mosque's two sides. This is
the date of the completion of its construction:

Abdu Abid composed its date.
"A place for the worship of God. Fall prostrate and come closer!"" 964 [1556-57].

Yahya Bey's chronogram is as follows:

Patron of Friday [prayer], orthodox shah, Solomon of the age!
"God-be He exalted-he built a wondrously lofty congregational mosque,"11 964 [1556-57].

All of the calligraphy is the work of Karahisari's pupil, Hasan Qelebi."' The aforesaid was buried in
Sitlfice, at the side of his master Karahisari Ahmed Efendi,"' in the year 1000 [1591-92].

[Sultan Sfileyman], the patron of good works, is buried in his tomb before the mihrab. "Shadow of
the One,"" 4 974 [1566-67], is the date of his death. Sultan Sfileyman the Second, his brother Ahmed
Khan the Second and one of the wives of the abovementioned Ahmed Khan are buried beside him.
Mihrimah Sultan, the daughter of Sfileyman Khan the First; Sultan Sftleyman the Second's mother,
DiliAfib Saliha Sultan, who died in the year 1101 [1592-93]; and Asiye Sultan, the daughter of the
abovementioned Ahmed Khan, are buried on the kible side [of Sfileyman's tomb]. Hurrem Valide
Sultan, the favorite of the founder of the congregational mosque, is buried in another tomb, and
beside her are Selim the Second's son, Sultan Mehmed, and a daughter of Ahmed Khan the Second.
Aydinh Mustafa Efendi, the imam and tutor of Sultan Ahmed the First, was buried in the garden
outside the tomb in the year 1016 [1607-8]. The son of the abovementioned [Mustafa Efendi], Mesud
Efendi,"' who was .eyhidisldm in the time of Mehmed Khan the Fourth, was dismissed after a short time,
banished to Bursa, and passed away to the Abode of Eternity in the abovementioned place as a martyr,
[is also buried there]. Safiye Sultan, the daughter of Mustafa Khan the Second, is buried outside the
tombs. Her death occurred in Zilhicce in the year "Guest of the tomb,"" 6 1192 [1778-79]. Mimar Sinan
Aga," 7 the architect of the blessed mosque, [18] is buried with an ulema's turban (irf) in a separate

"0 Mabedfz li-lidhi ve'scfzd va'kterib.
" Cdmi'-i bdld Te'dld Alldhi 'aceb'drl bind.

12 Hasan Qelebi, better known as Cerkes Hasan Qelebi (d. 1594), Ottoman calligrapher of the sixteenth century, admired in
particular for his celi script. He was the adopted son and student of the calligrapher Ahmed Karahisari. In addition to the
Sfileymaniye, his work can be seen in the Piyale Paa Camii in Kasimpaga and the Selimiye Camii in Edirne; see Hadika, 321,
351; Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 82.

" Ahmed 5emseddin Karahisari (1469-1556), among the most renowned of Ottoman calligraphers, his work is to be seen in
the Sftleymaniye; see Hadika, 321; Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 69-72; SO, III, 162.

". Zzllu al-Ehad.
11 Mesud Efendi, Hocazade, 5ehid (d. 1656) thirty-sixth Ottoman geyhfzisldm. The son of Aydinh Mustafa Efendi, the tutor

and imam of Sultan Ahmed I, he was trained for a learned career and after a series of teaching and judicial posts was made
kadzasker of Anatolia in 1651. Appointed seyhilisldm at the behest of the Janissaries on 5 March 1656, he was removed from office
only four months later (17 July 1656) on suspicion of involvement in a plot to dethrone the young Sultan Mehmed IV, and was
executed at Bursa; see Altunsu, Osmanz $eyhiilisldmlan, 83-84; SO, IV, 365; Ali Uour, The Ottoman 'Ulemd in the Mid-1 7th Century:
An Analysis of the Vakd'i 'Wl-Fuzald of Mehmed $eyhi Ef (Berlin, 1986), 179-81.

1
6 Dayf-z kabr.

"1 Mimar Sinan Aga (c. 1490-1588), imperial architect of the reigns of Sfileyman I, Selim II and Murad III, generally
acknowledged to be the greatest of the Ottoman architects. Born in the village of Agirnas near Kayseri, he was conscripted as a
deviirme in 1512, and took part as ajanissary in the campaigns against Belgrade (1521), Rhodes (1522), Mohae (1526), Germany
(1529), Persia (1634), Corfu and Apulia (1537) and Moldavia (1538), during which he seems to have distinguished himself as a
military engineer. He was appointed chief imperial architect (mimarbapo) in 1538 and retained that office until his death on 9
April 1588. Long lists of his works are included in three biographies dating to the last years of the sixteenth century, the Tezkiret
al-Bunyan (Book of Buildings) and Tezkiret al-Ebniye (Book of Edifices) by the poet-painter Nakka Sai Mustafa Celebi, and the
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tomb in the cemetery of the mekteb and sebil which he built near [the Sfileymaniye's] gate. The deceased
[Mimar Sinan Aga] was a retired haseki of the Janissary corps. The library inside the abovementioned
mosque was brought into existence in the reign of Sultan Mahmud Khan [the First], during the first
grand vizierate of Mustafa Paga." 8 The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

The Blessed Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed Is Described"9

Its builder was Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. It has six minarets. Four of them have three balconies
each and two of them have two balconies, for a total of sixteen balconies. It has an imperial tribune
(mahfil-i hfimayun), a miiezzin's tribune (miezzin mahfili), upper and lower balconies on its two sides on
the interior and exterior, and on the interior of the mosque there are two ablution fountains. The
illuminations (mahye) on the minarets and inside the mosque are [provided for by] the founder's
original vakf It has one medrese. There is an imaret, tabhane, darijfa, mekteb and a separate tomb, and
there are sebils in front of the tomb and around the mosque. The date of the completion of the mosque
building is "A wonderful abode for the pious,""' 1026 [1617-18]. His Majesty the Padishah [Sultan
Ahmed], whose sins are forgiven, passed away in the year "Promised Paradise,"'21 1026 [1617-18]. The
tomb was built over his [grave] three years later. This is the tomb's date: "May the tomb of Sultan
Ahmed be the apogee of the highest Paradise!"12 2

His sons, Osman Khan the Second and Murad Khan the Fourth, are buried beside him. The mother
of the abovementioned Murad Khan [the Fourth] and Ibrahim Khan was Mahpeyker Sultan, known as
Kbsem Valide.1" She is buried a martyr [in the tomb of Sultan Ahmed]. Safiye Sultan, daughter of
Murad Khan the Fourth, is also there. This is what is written on top of her cenotaph:

Tuhfet al-Mimarin (Masterpieces of Architecture). While the 477 structures enumerated in the lists include many buildings
which were in all likelihood designed by his assistants, Sinan was himself responsible for what are clearly the outstanding
monuments of the age, the Sfleymaniye and 5ehzade mosques in Istanbul and the Selimiye in Edirne. Editions of two of these
texts were published by Riflu Melfil Meric under the title, Mimar Sinan Hayatz, Eseri, I, Mimar Sinan'zn Hayatzna, Eserlerine Dair
Metinler (Ankara, 1965). For a critical biography and discussion of Sinan's major monuments, see Kuran, Sinan.

118 Mustafa Paa, Bahir K6se, Maktul (d. 1765), Ottoman poet and grand vizier of the reigns of Mahmud I, Osman III and
Mustafa III. The son of Qorlulu Sofu Abdurrahman Paa, he was trained as a guard in the imperial suite (hassa silahor) under
the patronage of Damad tbrahim Paa, and after a series of offices in the imperial household, was appointed grand vizier a first
time on 1 July 1752. Dismissed two and a half years later, on 15 February 1755, he was appointed a second time from 1 April
1756 to 11 January 1757, and for a third time beginning 1 November 1763. He was betrothed in the same year to $ah Sultan, the
three-year-old daughter of Sultan Mustafa III, but was nonetheless dismissed for avarice and imprisoned on 30 April 1765. Later
in the same year he was exiled to Mytilene, where he was executed. Renowned for his poetry, he was also a patron of pious
works, including the rebuilding (1751) of the Hahci Hasan Mescidi in Qargikapi, the foundation of the Mustafa Paga Tekkesi
and Mescidi in Otakcilar and of fountains in Topiular and Otakcilar, and the installation of the minbar in the Sancakdar
Mescidi in Samatya; see Hadika, 105, 140, 309-10; Vefeyat, 74; SO, IV, 440-41; lbrahim Hilmi Tamipk, istanbul Gemeleri, (Istanbul,
1943), I, 192.

1' Sultan Ahmed Cami-i $erifi, the Sultan Ahmed Camii, known popularly as the Blue Mosque, a part of the larger Sultan
Ahmed Complex, located on the east side of the At Meydam in the district of the same name. For a description, history and
bibliography, see EC, 179-84; MW, 470-75; Zeynep Nayir, Osmanl Mimarlignda Sultan Ahmet Kfilliyesi ve Sonrast (1609-1690)
(Istanbul, 1975), 35-133. For location, see MWmap, F 7/28.

10 Ni'me ddren li'l-mfittakin.
Mfibegir al-cenne.

1 Thrbe-i Sultdn Ahmed evc-i 'illiyyin ola.
" K6sem Valide Mahpeyker, known also simply as K6sem Sultan (c. 1589-1651), consort of Sultan Ahmed I and mother of

Murad IV and Ibrahim I. Greek by birth, she exercised a decisive influence in the Ottoman state over a period of some thirty
years, during the reigns of her two sons and of her grandson Mehmed IV. She was executed in a palace conspiracy because of
her attempt to replace Sultan Mehmed with his brother Sileyman. A patron of many charitable and pious works, including the
Qinili Cami in Uskfidar and the Valide Han in Istanbul, she came in the popular Turkish mind to have a reputation for
magnanimity, generosity and high intelligence; see Ef, V, 272-73; SO, I, 66.
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Observe this solid, light-anointed coffer of her, whose
Death as a martyr while in childbirth caused this irreparable loss!

Named Safiye Sultan, the daughter of Murad Khan the Fourth,
Being his daughter, she was taken to the Manifest One.

And this is written on another sanduka:

[19] This also is the daughter of the daughter of Sultan Murad.
The princess named Rukiye found joy in the Other World.

In truth, she was taken by the plague and surrendered her soul.
Veli, she was freed from the torments of hell. She became a martyr, 1108 [1696-97].

And fifteen of [Sultan Ahmed's] sons [are buried in his tomb], including Sultan Orhan, Sultan Baye-

zid, Sultan Mehmed and Sultan Osman, along with twelve princesses and four of Sultan Ahmed's favo-

rites, [for a total of] 34 cenotaphs (sanduka).

The celi calligraphy of the blessed congregational mosque is the work of Seyyid Kasim Gubari

Efendi," the marshal of the descendants of the prophet (nakib) of the time. The date of death of the

aforementioned is 1024 [1615-16] .12' He is buried near the tomb of Eyyub. This blessed congregational

mosque was built on the site of a Kadiri tekke, the zikr of which is at present performed in the blessed

mosque on Friday after the noon worship. It does not have a quarter.12 [20]

The Congregational Mosque of the Valide Sultan Known as the Yeni Congregational Mosque'27

It was built by Turhan Hadice Sultan, 28 the mother of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. There are two

minarets, each with three balconies. It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiamayun), a maiezzin's tribune

(miiezzin mahfili) and galleries on its two sides. Its illumination (mahya) is provided for by her vakf It

has a mekteb, darilkura, sebil, fountains and a lofty tomb. At the time of the breaking of the fast at

Ramazan (vakt-i iftar), honey sherbet is distributed to people there beneath the imperial tribune.

"Magnificent edifice,"' 2 1074 [1663-64], is the date of the congregational mosque's completion. Initial

work on its foundation was begun by the abovementioned Kbsem Valide. After her martyrdom,

124 Kasim Gubari Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1624), Ottoman calligrapher of the early seventeenth century, known for miniature
scripts; see Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 93; SO, IV, 48-49.

125 The date of the death of Seyyid Kasim Gubari Efendi is, in fact, 1034/1625, not 1024.
12' A passage omitted here deals with the weaving of the kisve, the black veil or cloth cover for the Kaba, in Istanbul in the

year 1018 [1609-10], and includes a chronogram in the form of a vejk or talisman for the accession of Sultan Ahmed I.
127 The Valide Sultan Camii or Yeni Cami (Mosque of the Queen Mother or New Mosque), known also as the Yeni Valide or

Turhan Hadice Sultan Camii. It forms part of a larger complex, including a daridkura, medrese, mekteb, sebil, the covered market
known as the Misir Qyarpi and the tomb of Turhan Sultan, located in Eminnn at the southern end of the Galata Bridge. For a
description, history and bibliography, see EC, 213-18; Nayir, Sultan Ahmet, 136-68. For location, see MW map, F 5/3.

128 Turhan Hadice Sultan (1627-82), the consort of Sultan lbrahim and mother of Sultan Mehmed IV. Of Russian origin, she
was taken captive by the Crimean Tatars and brought to Istanbul where she entered the imperial palace as a slave. Because of
her beauty, she was presented to Sultan tbrahim as a consort by his mother Kosem Valide. Turhan Hadice's son Mehmed IV
succeeded to the throne after the deposition of Sultan Ibrahim in 1648, but during the first years of his reign the sultan's
grandmother, Kfsem Valide, acted as regent. The rivalry that developed between K6sem Valide and Turhan Hadice led the
regent to plot Mehmed's replacement by a brother, Prince Sileyman, whose mother Diifib Sultan was regarded as unlikely to
interfere in affairs of state. When Turhan Hadice learned of these intentions, she took the initiative, had K6sem Valide
strangled (1651), and became regent herself. Chronic fiscal shortages, internal rebellion and external threat led her to appoint
the elderly K6pralil Mehmed Paa as grand vizier in 1556, and to grant him virtually unlimited power. In the period of relative
political and fiscal stability that followed, the valide sultan's overt political involvement diminished, while her ceremonial and
philanthropic roles increased, and she undertook the construction of the Canakkale fortresses and the great Yeni Valide Camii
Complex in Emin6nfn; see SO, I, 27-28; M. Qagatay Ulucay, Padijahlann Kadznlan ve Kzzlan (Ankara, 1980), 56-59.

129 Bind-z 'azim.
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[Turhan Hadice] built it. The doubling of "Return to your God," 0 1094 [1682-83], gives the date of
the death of [Turhan] Hadice Sultan, the builder of the abovementioned congregational mosque.
Buried beside her [in her tomb] are her son, Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth; Mustafa Khan the
Second, son of the aforementioned Sultan Mehmed Khan; Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, son of the
aforementioned Sultan Mehmed Khan; Sultan Mahmud Khan, son of the aforementioned Mustafa
Khan; Sultan Osman Khan the Third, the son of the aforementioned Sultan Mustafa Khan; Saliha
Sultan, the mother of Sultan Mahmud; [21] Hadice Sultan, the daughter of [Sultan Ahmed the Third];
Ayge Sultan; Prince Sultan Suleyman, [who died] in the year 1145 [1732-33]; Sultan Mehmed; Sultan
Hasan; Sultan Hfiseyin; Sultan Mehmed; Sultan Mehmed, [who died in the] year 1170 [1756-57]; Isa,
[who died in the year] 1118 [1706-7]; Sultan Selim, [who died in the year] 1120 [1708-9]; Sultan
Nu'man, [who died in the year] 1178 [1764-65]; Sultan Seyfeddin, [who died in the year] 1145 [1732-
33]; Sultan Abdulmelek, [who died in the year] 1122 [1710-11]; Sultan Ibrahim, [who died in the year]
1133 [1720-21]; Sultan Murad, [who died in the year] 1120 [1708-9]; and Sultan Selim, [who died in
the year] 1120 [1708-9]."'

The male children of His Majesty, the late Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, numbered eighteen.
Three of them were named Mehmed, two of whom died during his reign. And three were named
Selim. They, too, died at a young age, and the three were buried in [Sultan Ahmed's] darilhadis in
Edirne. The remaining [sons] were Isa, Ali, Murad, Abdilmelek, Sfileyman, Mustafa Khan, Bayezid,
Abdullah, Ibrahim, Nu'man, Abdfilhamid Khan and Seyfeddin. A magnificent ceremony on the Ok
Meydam was occasioned by the circumcision feast of four of [his sons], the highly honored princes
named Sleyman, Mehmed, Mustafa and Bayezid and lasted for fifteen days. 3 2 Of these, those who have
died are buried in the abovementioned tomb-may God have mercy on their souls. Outside the tomb
are the graves of princesses and favorites of the royal household. The mother of Sultan Mustafa the
Third, Mihrigah Emine Sultan, who died in 1145 [1732-33], is [buried] there. A magnificent fountain
adjoining [her tomb] is the charitable work of the abovementioned sultana. 5ermi Rabia Sultan, the
mother of Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan [the First], is also buried [there]. This is the date of her death:
"May $ermi Kadin's abode be the loftiest Eden!"1 3 1135 [1732-33]. The library on the other side of the
tomb is a charitable work of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third.

That the name of the aforesaid Paradise-dwelling valide sultan was Turhan Hadice Sultan is explicitly
mentioned and set forth in the chronogram on the arch of the blessed congregational mosque's main
gate and in the chronogram of a fountain near the imperial palace in Begikta . [22] The fountain's
chronogram is reproduced exactly in this place.

Sultan of sultans, Mehmed Khan,
Regulator of the State and the Community, pure personage:

His mother, Hadice Sultan,
The crown of the pure benefactresses,

Caused to flow this most lofty of fountains.
Which satiated all creation,

As if it were the Selsebil"4 of the Garden of Paradise.
Drink from it! She finds eternal life!

Because of it, may the Shah of the World find permanence
On the throne until the Day ofJudgment!

130 Irci'li ild rabbiki.
131 These latter princes are all among the children of Sultan Ahmed III.
"32 Described and illustrated in the famous Surname (Book of the Circumcision Feast) of Vehbi in Topkapi Sarayi Museum

Library; see Fehmi Edhem Karatay, Tiirkge Yazmalar Katalogu, I, 280, manuscripts 871, 872.
13 Ola $ermi kddinih menzil 'aden-i a'ld.
134 One of the rivers of Paradise.
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The chronicler admired it and said,
"Excellent fountainhead of the water of life!"' 1063 [1652-53].

Himmetzade 5eyh Abdullah Efendi composed this line as a chronogram at her death: "The Valide

Sultan departed for the gate of Eden,""6 1094 [1681-83]. The abovementioned congregational mosque

does not have a quarter.

Description of the Blessed Osmaniye Congregational Mosque"'

Sultan Mahmud Khan began construction of the abovementioned congregational mosque, but,

because the aforesaid padishah journeyed to the Abode of Eternity near the time of its completion, the

vakf of the abovementioned congregational mosque was registered and its servants appointed when his

brother Sultan Osman Khan the Third became padishah of the world and, because it was completed

with God's help one year after his accession, they named it Nur-i Osmani. On 27 Receb of the year 1169

[27 April 1756], his mother, 5ehsnvar Sultan, was buried [there] in a separate tomb. The above-

mentioned congregational mosque was built on the site of the blessed mosque of Fatma Hatun, the

honored wife of Hasancanzade 5eyhiilislim Hoca Sadeddin Efendi.3 8 It has an imperial tribune (mahfili

hiimayun) and mfiezzin's tribune (miiezzin mahfili). There are two minarets, each with two balconies,

[and] their illumination (mahya) is provided for by its vakf It has a medrese, imaret, library, time-

keeper's room (muvakkit odasz), sebil and fountain. The calligrapher Mehmed Rasim Efendi" com-

posed the chronogram for the mosque's construction: "May this new congregational mosque of Sultan

Osman be blessed!"" The sacred verse [of the Qur'an] on the outside of the middle gate is [in] the

calligraphy of the abovementioned Rasim Efendi. [23] The sacred verses inside the two side gates are

[the work] of the calligrapher Fahreddin Yahya."' Hakim Efendi composed the medrese's chronogram:

Hakim composed a chronogram in the form of a prayer.

"May the gate of the medrese be the door to knowledge!"' 4 2 1169 [1755-56].

Hakim also composed the imaret's chronogram.

" Zihi ser-gesme-i db-z haydtz.
* Vdlide Sul~tn suvd-yi 'adne nhlet eyledi.

13 Cami-i serif-i Osmaniye (Congregational Mosque of Osman) better known as the Nuruosmaniye Camii (Congregational
Mosque of the Light of Osman), part of a complex including a medrese, library, imaret, fountain and sebil, located in Qargikapi
immediately to the east of the Kapalhcarp; see DBIA, VI, 100-3; EC, 154-56; Pia Hochhut, Die Moschee Nfiruosmdniye in Istanbul

(Berlin, 1986). For location, see MW map, F 7/6.
138 Sadeddin Efendi, Hasancanzade, Hoca (1536-99), Ottoman statesman, historian and twenty-second seyhfilisldm. The son of

Hasan Can, a courtier of Sultan Selim I, he studied with prominent scholars, embarked on a learned career and became an
assistant to $eyhfilislAm Eb~issuud Efendi. After a number of medrese assignments, he was appointed miiderris at one of the

medreses of the Fatih mosque (1572) and, a year later, was made tutor of Prince Murad at Manisa. When his pupil became

sultan as Murad III, he followed him to Istanbul and became the sultan's trusted adviser, a position he continued to occupy

under Murad's successor, Sultan Mehmed III, after 1595. Although he briefly fell into disgrace over the appointment of Grand

Vizier Damad Ibrahim Paa, he was rehabilitated and appointed seyhfilisldm on 1 April 1598. He died during prayer in the Aya

Sofya Mosque on 30 September 1599. Politically able and farsighted, he was also an eminent scholar and patron of learning. His

fame as a writer rests on his Tac al-Tevarih (Crown of Histories), a history of the Ottoman Dynasty from its origins to the death
of Selim I; see Altunsu, Osmanli &yhfisldmlan, 47-50; E12, V, 27-28.

... Mehmed Rasim Efendi, Hoca, Egrikapil (1687-1755), outstanding Ottoman calligrapher of the first half of the eighteenth

century, renowned for his talik, nesih and sfil is scripts. He is reputed to have penned some 60 complete copies of the Qur'an

plus great numbers of prayer books, vakfiye, decorative pages of calligraphy and monumental inscriptions; see Rado, Thrk

Hattatlan, 155-56.
'*Hfmdyfin ola bu nev cdmi'i Sultan 'Osman'in.
"I Fahreddin Yahya (d. 1755), Ottoman calligrapher of the first half of the eighteenth century; see Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 156-

57; SO, IV, II.
' Medhal-i 'ilm ola bdb-z medrese.
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Let this chronogram be written by the Hakim's pen!
"May the lofty imaret be a gate to riches!" 1169 [1755-56].

Yedikulelizade Seyyid Abdfilhalim Efendil" wrote the Qur'anic verses on the exterior [of the mosque]

except for the monumental (celi) calligraphy, which was by Bursali Mfizehheb Ali Aga. And the celi was

[also] the work of Ktibzade Mehmed Refi Efendi."1 5 The abovementioned congregational mosque
does not have a quarter.

Description of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third's Blessed Congregational Mosque named Laleli'*

Its builder was His Majesty, the aforesaid padishah. It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun), a

miiezzin's tribune (miiezzin mahfili) and galleries along two sides. Milfti Esad Efendizade Fitnat Hamm,4 7

whose name was Emmetullah, composed [this] chronogram for the completion of the building. "This is

the sublime, graceful mosque of Sultan Mustafa,"" 1177 [1763-64]. Its right minaret was built together

with [the mosque]. Its left minaret was added six years later in 1183 [1769-70]. The abovementioned

mosque has two minarets, each with one balcony. Its illumination (mahya) is provided for by its vakfs. It

has an imaret, tomb, sebil, fountains, timekeeper's room (muvakkithane) and rooms for the imam and

miiezzin. Soup and bread from the imaret are provided to the medreses and tekkes in the vicinity.

Hiybetullah Sultan, Mihrimah Sultan, Mihrigah Sultan and Fatma Sultan are buried in the large tomb.

Prince Sultan Mehmed is also buried there. These abovementioned deceased are the children of the

charitable founder. The aforesaid charitable founder died on Friday the seventh of Zilkade, in the year

"He reported to his God with a faultless heart,"" 1187 [20 January, 1774], and set out for Paradise at

the side of his children. A strangely shaped turban of his own design" is affixed to his sanduka. The

second tomb [of the Laleli Complex] was reserved for [Sultan Mustafa's] favorites. There are two

spigots outside the tomb. [The mosque] does not have a quarter. [24] His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan

the Third ibn Sultan Mustafa," who set out for Paradise as a martyr, is also buried in his father's tomb.

1 Ola a'ld 'imdret bdb-z erzdk.144 Abdfilhalim Efendi, Seyyid (1705-55), Ottoman calligrapher and poet of the first half of the eighteenth century. The son
of the famous calligrapher Yedikuleli Seyyid Abdullah, he was especially renowned for miniature writing; see Rado, Tark
Hattatlan, 157-58.

1' Ktibzade Mehmed Refi Efendi (d. 1769), kadzasker of Rumelia and subsequently of Anatolia, and one of the outstanding
talik calligraphers of his age. In addition to the Nuruosmaniye, his work can be seen on the gate of the Amcazade Hfiseyin Paga
Darnilhadisi and the seyhilliskim Mustafa Efendi Qegmesi in Saraehanebasi; see Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 171.

146 The Laleli Camii (Tulip-Decorated Mosque), part of the Laleli Complex, which includes an imaret, hamam, sebil and the
tomb of Sultan Mustafa III, located at the intersection of Ordu Caddesi and Fethi Bey Caddesi in the Kemal Paga Quarter in
Bayezid; see DBIA, V, 190-93; EC, 125-27. For location, see MWmap, E 7/5.

147 Fitnat Zinbeyde Hanim (d. 1780), the greatest of Ottoman women divan poets. The daughter of $eyhfilislam Ebu Ishak
ismail Efendizade Mehmed Esad Efendi, she belonged to a gifted scholarly and literary family, and was outstanding for her wit
and lyrical accomplishment. Her works are collected in a short divan; see Eli, II, 931; HOP, IV, 150-59; SO, IV, 24-25.

1 Mu'alld cdmi'-i ra'nd-yz Sultdn Mustafa'dir bu.
149 > cd'e Rabbe-hfi bi-kalbin selim.
150 A reference to the flamboyant white muslin turban of enormous diameter with long plumes and aigrettes of diamonds

favored by Mustafa III.
151 Sultan Selim III (1761-1808), the reforming and Westernizing sultan deposed on 29 May 1807 in a mutiny by Janissaries

and the conservative religious party and executed 14 months later by his brother, Sultan Mustafa IV, during an attempted
restoration by Alemdar Mustafa Paa.
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[CHAPTER iWO

ACCOUNT OF THE OTHER MOSQUES OF ISTANBUL

THE LETTER ELIF

1. The Edirnekapt Congregational Mosque"

Its builder was the daughter of Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First, Mihrimah Sultan, another of whose
congregational mosques is at the Uskfidar Landing." The abovementioned [Edirnekapi] Congrega-
tional Mosque has [as dependencies] two medreses, a mekteb, an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun)
and a double hamam. The master of the seal Ahmed Paga,'" son-in-law of Rfstem Paa, was buried with
some of his close relatives in a magnificent tomb beside the mekteb in 988 [1580-81]. Mihrimah Sultan
was the wife of Rfistem Paga. She passed away in the year "Occurrence of death,", 5 965 [1557-58], and is
buried in the tomb of her father. The virtuous Hakani Mehmed Bey,15 6 son of the daughter of Gfizelce
Rfistem Paya and a relative of the grand vizier Ayas Paga,1 7 is buried in the open before the mekteb's
window. He died in the year "Turning toward eternity,",5 8 1015 [1606-7]. His gravestone has no inscrip-
tion. One of the gazis of the conquest [of Constantinople] ' is buried against the land wall within the
congregational mosque's courtyard. [His grave] became a place of pilgrimage. [The mosque's] minaret
was damaged because of an earthquake which occurred about one hundred years ago. Eighteen of its
steps were pulled down and [the administrators of the mosque] were content with the remainder. Ali
Bey, who is its miitevelli at the time of writing, appointed a [second] imam in accord with the stipula-
tions of the founder, and its imams came to be two [in number]. This event occurred in Ramazan 1192
[1778]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

12 The Edirnekapi Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Edirne Gate), known also as the Mihrimah Camii, located on Fevzi
Papa Caddesi in the Hadice Sultan Quarter at the Edirne Kapi in Karagumrfik. It is one of the works of the imperial architect
Sinan; see DBIA, V, 454-56; FC, 165-67; IC, I, 50; Aptullah Kuran, 126-32; MW, 441-43. For location, see MW map, C 3/10.

1 For the Mihrimah Sultan Camii at the Uskfidar Landing; see Hadika, 492-93.
154 Ahmed Paga, Semiz (d. 1580), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Murad III. Of Albanian origin, he was taken

into the enderun as a youth and, after becoming kapzczbasz, became aga of the Janissaries, beylerbeyi of Rumelia and a vizier of the
dome. The son-in-law of Rfistem Papa and Mihrimah Sultan, he became grand vizier on 13 October 1579, following the death of
Sokullu Mehmed Paa, and remained in that office until his own death on 28 April 1580. Although some sources describe him
as ill-tempered and quarrelsome, the historian Pecevi states that he was just and honest; see Vefeyat, 9-10; SO, I, 202.

* Hddise-i mevt.
Hakani Mehmed Bey (d. 1606), divan poet and descendant of Grand Vizier Ayas Mehmed Paga, he held several high

offices, including sancakbeyi and divan muhasebecisi. His works include a divan entitled Hilye-i Hakani (The Jewel of Hakani) and
Hadis-i Erba'in (Forty Stories); see Mecmua, 187.

157 Ayas Paya (c. 1482-1539), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Sfileyman I. Born near ValorE in Albania, he was
recruited as a devjirme and fought as aka of the Janissaries at Galdaran and in the Syrian and Egyptian campaign of Selim I. He
was appointed beylerbeyi of Anatolia and later of Rumelia, and was raised to the rank of third and then second vizier, in which
capacities he served in the campaigns of Moha (1526), Vienna (1529) Guns (1534) and Iraq (1534-35). He became grand
vizier on the death of Ibrahim Paga on 15 March 1536 and remained in office until his own death on 13 July 1539. He was an
illiterate man of no great political talent; see Vefeyat, 25; Ef, I, 779-80.

158ltfd bekd.
A reference to Canbaz Baba; see Unver, Mutlu Askerleri, 17.
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2. The Blessed Congregational Mosque of Ibni Meddas"*

Its builder was Paymakcizade Hfisameddin Tokadi. He is buried beneath the mekteb which he built
opposite it. The date of his death was "Yearning for the Paradises,"" 860 [1455-56]. Mehmed Odabasi
installed its minbar. Because the former grand vizier Salih Paga16 built a fountain near the abovemen-
tioned mosque, it became known as the Congregational Mosque of Salih Paga. [25] But it has no
income. Sultan Ibrahim executed the abovementioned pasa without cause in the year 1057 [1647-48].
He is buried in Uskfidar. The abovementioned Hnisameddin wrote a commentary to the Avamil'63 and a
treatise refuting the Bezzaziye."16 He was the first to make the shoes lined on the inside with black cloth,
which are reserved to the ulema. The abovementioned blessed congregational mosque is near the
Unkapani (Flour Market). It has a quarter.

The aforesaid Salih Paya was of Bosnian origin. Being secretary of the council of state (divan kdtibi)
of Defterdar Mustafa Paa, he obtained various high offices because of his contact with high officials.
After entering the ranks of high officials, he became the aga of the Janissaries, and in Rebiulevvel 1054
[1644] he became a vizier of the dome (vezir-i kubbe-nifin) and defterdar. In 5evval 1055 [December
1645] he became grand vizier in place of Sultanzade Mehmed Paga. Because Sultan Ibrahim Khan was
mentally deranged, whenever he heard of a spiritual teacher in some place, he would set out for him
with a carriage. Since he forbade all carriages inside Istanbul in order that he not be blocked [in his
passage through the streets], when one day he chanced by God's decree to meet a hay wagon, he
instantly summoned [Salih Paga], and executed him on 18 5evval of the year 1057 [16 November
1647].

3. The Asmah Mosque16
' near the Fazli Pasa Saray..*

Its builder was Hoca Ferhad, one of Fatih's servants. He is buried before the mihrab. Hatibzade Yahya
Paga installed the minbar. The aforesaid pa5a is buried in Tirhala.1 6

' Akovalizade Ahmed Efendi
composed the date of [Yahya Paga's] death prior to his passing away: "Yahya Paga, you gave your life for
dervish riches,"68 1168 [1754-55]. [Ahmed Efendi] composed the chronogram and then, three days
after he died, the abovementioned pasa was appointed to Tirhala. Subsequently, after coming and
taking possession of it, he passed away. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

16 The ibni Meddas Camii, known also as the Salih Papa or Balmakeizade Mescidi. It is located at the intersection of Salih
Paga Caddesi and Kani Paa Sokagi in the Haydar Quarter in Fener; see DBIA, IV, 119; 1C, I, 74. For location, see MW map, E
4/9.

161 evk-z cenndt.
16 Salih Paga (160747), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Ibrahim. He was appointed in place of Grand Vizier Sul-

tanzade Mehmed Paa on 17 December 1645 and remained in office until his execution on 16 November 1647; for biographical
details see text below; also Vefeyat, 44; SO, III, 201.

.A grammatical manual by the eleventh-century philologist and literary theorist Abft Bakr 'Abd al-Kihir al-Jurjani (d. 1078)
entitled al-'Awdmil al-Mi'a.

16 The Fetava-yz Bezzaziye, a collection offetvas by Hafizeddin Mehmed Efendi (d. 1424), known by the name Ibni Bezzaz, who
flourished in Bursa during the reign of Sultan Mehmed I.

165 The Asmah Mescid (Mosque with Grapevines), known also as the Hoca Ferhad Mescidi, located on Divanyolu at the
intersection with Klodfarer Sokagi in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque was torn down in 1917; see EC, 20; IC, I,
24; ISTA, II, 1127; OMFD, III, 316. For location, see MWmap, F 7/20.

1' The Fazh Pala Sarayi, the Palace of Fazh Paa, built by the sixteenth-century vizier Kara Fazh Paga and located in the
Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. The original building burned in the Ayazma Kapi fire of 1660. The large wooden mansion
subsequently built on the site was also known as the Falzi Paa Sarayi and was used for some time as the office of the Directorate
of Finance (defterdarhk konagi). It was destroyed in the Hocapaga fire of the second half of the nineteenth century.

167 The town of Trikkala in Thessaly in central Greece.
168 Yahyd Pc4dfukard mdlz ign cdn virdint.
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4. The Emin Bey Mosque169 in Destereciler

Its builder, the abovementioned [Nasuhizade Haci] Emin Bey, was the building commissioner (bina
emini) when the blessed mosque of Sultan Bayezid the Saint was built. The date of his death is the year,
"Prince of Paradise,""'0 919 [1513-14]. He is buried in his mosque. Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third's
baskadin, Emetullah Kadin, [26] installed a minbar in this mosque at the time she built the Simke -
hane 1 on the site of the previously moved mint (darbhane) and caused a sebil, fountain and mekteb to be
built adjoining it. [The mosque] has a quarter.

5. The ishak Pa5a Mosque'12 near the Cebehane

Its builder [Ishak Paga] was grand vizier. 1 He died in Salonika in 888 [1483-84], during his second
grand vizierate, and is buried there. Davud Paa"' became master of the seal [grand vizier] in his place.
Al-Hac Tiryaki Mehmed Paa,"' one of the viziers of Sultan Mahmud Khan, installed the minbar in the
year "Sacred Law,"' 7 6 1160 [1747-48]. Four years later, the aforesaid, having been dismissed, died at
Retmo'7 7 and was buried there. The aforesaid mosque has a quarter.

This Ishak Paa was Greek in origin. He was the purchased slave of a celebrated Janissary known as
Papa Yigit. Advancing through the ranks with the passage of time, he became beylerbeyi of Bosnia.
Subsequently, he gained an exalted reputation with the rank of vizier, and on the dismissal of Mahmud
Paga-yi Veli'7 from his first [grand] vizierate in 872 [1467-68], he was promoted [to that office]. He

169 The Emin Beg Mescidi (Mosque of Emin Bey), known also as the Dibekli or Dibekli Emin Bey Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Dibekli Camii Sokaki and Tiyatro Arahgi in the Tavgantasi Quarter in Bayezid; see DBIA, III, 157; EC, 58-59; IC, I,
51; ISTA, VIII, 4453; OMED, III, 341. For location, see MWmap, E 7/11.

170 server-i cennet.
171 The workshop of the embroiderers of gold and silver thread. Administered as an official institution, the Simkeghane was

originally located on the site of the Qorlulu Ali Paga Complex on the Divanyolu and later moved farther west to a building on
Ordu Caddesi between Bayezid and Aksaray; see Hadika, 139.

172 The ishak Paga Mescidi, located at the intersection of ishak Paga Caddesi and Akbiyik Caddesi to the east of the Bab-1
Hfimayun of the Topkapi Palace in the Cankurtaran Quarter in Alemdar; see DBIA, IV, 197; EC, 97-98; OMFD, III, 425-27. For
location, see MWmap, G 7/14.

17 ishak Paga (d. 1483), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Mehmed II and Bayezid II (from 1469 to 1472 and again from
1481 to 1482); for biographical details, see text below; Vefeyat, 67; SO, I, 323-24.

17' Davud Paa, Koca, Dervi (d. 1498), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Bayezid II. Of Albanian origin, he entered
the imperial palace as a devsirme. He was beylerbeyi of Anatolia in 1472 and became beylerbeyi of Rumelia in 1476. Following the
accession of Bayezid II, he was made a vizier and became grand vizier in 1483. He remained in office for 15 years until his
dismissal on 4 March 1497. Exiled to Dimetoka, he died on 20 October 1498. His foundations include the Davud Papa Camii in
the district of the same name, and the Davud Paa Sarayi and Mosque outside the land wall on the old Edirne road; see Hadika,
117-18, 316-17; Ef II, 184; SO, III, 323-34.

17 Mehmed Paa, Haci Tiryaki (1680-1751), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mahmud I. Born the son of a
Janissary officer in Istanbul, he was enrolled in the Janissary corps and over the years made a career in the chancery of the
central government. In 1745 he became tersane emini and directed the restoration and extension of the imperial dockyard. He
was later promoted to vezir-i azam kethaidasz and became grand vizier on 10 August 1746. Because of his use of drugs, for which
he received the nickname tiryaki, he was often rude and insulting in his behavior toward others. He was dismissed 24 August
1747 and exiled to Rhodes, but soon afterwards was given a series of provincial appointments in Mosul, Baghdad and Ethiopia.
This last he refused to accept, as a result of which he was stripped of his vizieral rank and fortune and ordered to reside in a
provincial backwater on Crete, where he died in 1751; see Vefeyat, 75; EF, VI, 1001-2; SO, IV, 237-38.

1 7 ser'-i erif
177 The town of Rethymno on Crete.
178 Mahmud Paga-y Veli (d. 1474), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed II. Most likely of Serbian or Croatian

origin, he was educated in the palace in Edirne and, after the accession of Sultan Mehmed II in 1451, became the recipient of
royal favor. He served as a Janissary commander (ocak agasz) in the siege of Constantinople and was subsequently promoted to
the rank of beylerbeyi of Rumelia and grand vizier (1453). His first grand vizierate lasted for 15 years until 1468, during which
time he commanded or served in campaigns against Serbia, the Morea, Trabzon, Walachia, Lesbos, Bosnia and Karaman. He
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suppressed the sedition of the equally cunning Karamanoglu and Germiyanoglu, who dared to rebel
and revolt in Anatolia. And he caused craftsmen to be transported with their families from Aksaray to
Istanbul and made them settle in the quarter which is still known by the abovementioned name. He was
dismissed in 877 [1472-73], and after his predecessor was appointed to his place, he became grand
vizier a second time on the accession of Bayezid Khan. He was dismissed in 888 [1483-84] and sent to
Salonika.

6. The Congregational Mosque of Ibrahim Pasa'7 in Uzungarsz

Its builder was Ibrahim Paga. He was grand vizier. 80 He first built the mosque and completed it in the
year "Glorious work of charity,"18 ' 883 [1478-79]. It has a medrese, mekteb and fountain. There is also a
double hamam of his in Sarachane. Subsequently, he became master of the seal and two years later, at
the date, "Shroud,"' 905 [1499-1500], he drew the shroud over his shoulders at inebahti.1 8

' His grave is
located there. His father Halil Paga'1 4 and his grandfather Ibrahim Paa 185 were also masters of the seal.
The aforementioned mosque [27] has a quarter.

The exalted ancestor of this Ibrahim Paga was Candarli Kara Halil Paa,'8 whose genealogy goes back

was appointed grand vizier a second time in 1472 but was forced to retire to his estate at Haskby a year later and was executed in
July 1474. His name is preserved in that of the district in Emin6ni in which his mosque is located. For biographical details and
an account of his mosque and his tomb, see Hadika, 212-13; Ef', VI, 69-72; SO, IV, 309.

179 Cami-i lbrahim Paa, known also as the Qandarh Ibrahim Paa or Atik Ibrahim Paga Camii, located at the intersection of
Papa Camii Sokagi and Nasuhiye Sokagi off the Fincancilar Yokugu and north of the Valide Ham in the Mercan Aga Quarter in
Bayezid; see DBIA, II, 468; EC, 24-25; 1C, I, 75; MW, 376-77; OMBYSD, 227-29. For location, see MWmap, F 6/7.

18 Ibrahim Paa, Qandarh (1428-99), member of an old Ottoman family of ulema-statesmen, and grand vizier during the
reign of Bayezid II. The son of Grand Vizier Halil Paa, he was kadi of Edirne from c. 1453 until 1465, when he was appointed
kadzasker. In 1473, he was assigned to Prince Bayezid as lala with the rank of vizier, and after the latter's accession to the throne
was made kadzasker of Rumelia in 1485, second vizier in 1487, and succeeded Hersekzade Ahmed Paga as grand vizier in August
1498. He died a year later (August 1499) at Lepanto; see Vefeyat, 69; Ef, II, 444-45. For extended studies of the Qandarli family,
see 1. H. Uzungarphi, Gandarlz Vezir Ailesi (Ankara, 1974); also F. Taeschner and P. Wittek, "Die Vezirfamilie der Gandarlyzide
(14./15. Jhdt.) und ihre Denkmiler," Der Islam, 18 (1929), 60-115.

181 Vaym celil.
182 HIrka.
18 Lepanto on the Gulf of Corinth, in the siege and capture of the Venetian fortress of which Ibrahim Paga was killed on

28 August 1499.
184 Halil Paga (d. 1453), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Murad II and Mehmed II, the eldest son of Qandarh lbrahim

Paa. He was appointed grand vizier by Murad II in 1443 and continued in that office after Murad's abdication in June 1444.
Although he acted as the young Sultan Mehmed II's guardian, he seems to have continued to regard Murad as the true sultan
and was instrumental in recalling him to the throne at the time of the Varna Crusade in 1444, and again during the Janissary
revolt of 1446. As a result, Mehmed disliked Halil Paga but nonetheless retained him as grand vizier even after his father's death
in 1451. Cautious and pacific in outlook, Halil opposed the siege of Constantinople. With the city's fall in 1453, he lost all
remnants of influence to Zaganos Paga and the war party around the sultan. Mehmed had him arrested at the end of May 1453,
and he was executed a few weeks later; see Vefeyat, 32; El', IV, 968-69; Uzungarpih, (andarlz Ailesi, 56-86.

185 Ibrahim Paga (d. 1429), descendant of Qandarh Kara Halil Papa and Ottoman grand vizier during the reign of Murad II.
An early partisan of Emir Sfileyman during the civil war following the death of Yildirim Bayezid, he deserted to Mehmed after
Sileyman's death and by 1415 was kadzasker. By 1420, he had been appointed second vizier and, on the death of Bayezid Paga in
1421, was promoted to grand vizier, which office he continued to hold until his death on 25 August 1429. As such, he was able
to restore the influence of the Qandarh family, which had been weakened by its adherence to Emir Sf6leyman after the Battle of
Ankara in 1402; see Ef, II, 444-45; Uzuncarpih, (andarlt Ailesi, 46-55.

18 Halil Paa, Qandarh, Kara (d. 1387), founder of the prominent old Ottoman ulema-statesman family of the Qandarh and
grand vizier during the reign of Murad I. Said to have been successively kadi of Bilecik, tznik and Bursa, he was appointed to
the newly created office of kadiasker by Sultan Murad I, shortly after the latter's accession to the throne, and was made vizier in
c. 1381. Because he was the first Ottoman vizier to combine command of the army with the supervision of administration, he is
regarded as the first grand vizier; see Ef, II, 444; Uzuncarpih, Qandarlh Ailesi, 3-28.
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to [5eyh] EdebAli."' [Qandarli Kara Halil Paga] studied the religious sciences with Alaeddin Esved and
was the first for whom the title kadiasker was used. He was pleased with the grand vizierate in 770 [1368-
69], and in the year 788 [1386-87], following the conquest of Yenigehir Fenari,'188 died after entering
Yenice. His son Ali Paga8 9 became grand vizier after him. In the year 796 [1393-94], legal permission
was given [forjudges to collect] trustees' fees for the division of estates, notary fees and court costs. The
aforesaid was present at the battle with Timur [at Ankara], which occurred in Zilhicce 804 [July 1402].
He subsequently became [grand] vizier to Prince Sfileyman, the son of Yildinm Khan, known as Emir
Sfileyman, and he died in the year 813 [1410-11]. On his passing, his son Ibrahim Paga"0 became vizier.
He died in Edirne in the year 831 [1427-28]. His son Halil Pagal" followed him as grand vizier. During
the conquest of Istanbul, in consequence of previous conduct contrary to the will of the shah,1 2 he
suffered the shah's angry sword after an ordeal of forty days. He was the first of the grand viziers to be
executed. His son, the abovementioned patron of charity Ibrahim Paga,'93 was kadi of Edirne at the time
of his father's execution. His father's great calamity afflicted him as well and he was dismissed. After
abasement as a hermit, he made himself known by a petition at the beginning of the reign of Sultan
Bayezid Khan the Saint. He became kadzsker of Rumelia with the rank of vizier and subsequently he
became grand vizier in 903 [1497-98]. He died two years later in the Inebahti campaign. From the
beginning of his first misfortune until the time of his appointment as kadzasker, he suffered great want,
but during his vizierate he would cause six hundred of the poor [at a time] to be fed fine food in his
kitchen. He was a generous vizier, learned and virtuous, devout and ascetic.

7. The Congregational Mosque of Damad 6kiz Mehmed Pasa in Karagmrlk

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Grand Vizier Mehmed Paga.' 5 Having been dismissed
from office a second time, he died in Aleppo in the year "Bitter,"9 " 1030 [1620-21], and is buried in the
zaviye of 5eyh Bekir.' 7 [28] There is another mosque of his in Ulukigla.' This chronogram composed

187 $eyh Edebili, early-fourteenth-century leader of an ahi brotherhood in the region of Bilecik, where his tomb is located. He
played an important role in the foundation of the Ottoman principality and was the father-in-law of Osman Gazi; see 1. H.
Uzungariih, Qandarh Ailesi, 3-5.

188 The town of Serres in Macedonia.
189Ali Pasa (d. 1406), the son of Qandarh Kara Halil Paga and Ottoman grand vizier during the reigns of Murad I and Bayezid

I, and of Emir Sileyman following the Battle of Ankara (1402). He was appointed to the office on the death of his father in
1387 and continued to hold it until his own death in 1406; see Uzungarpih, Gandarh Ailesi, 30-45.

190 See n. 180.

'"' See n. 184.
112 That is, Halil Paa's part in recalling Murad II to the throne at the time of the Varna Crusade of 1444 and the Janissary

revolt of 1446 and his supposed dealings with the Byzantine emperor.
193 See n. 185.
194 Cami-i Damad Okuz Mehmed Paa, known also as the Damad Mehmed Paga or Okfiz Mehmed Paga Camii, located on

Melek Hoca Caddesi between Imam Sfireyya Sokagi and Perendebaz Sokagi in the Kececi Karaba Quarter in Karagiimrfik. The
present mosque dates to 1987; see FC, 83-84; 1C, I, 114. For location, see MWmap, C 4/18.

195 Mehmed Paa, Okniz, Damad, Kara (1557-1620), Ottoman grand vizier and husband of Gevherhan Sultan, the daughter of
Sultan Ahmed I. He was grand vizier from 17 October 1614 to 17 November 1616 and again from 18 January to 23 December
1619. Among Mehmed Paa's other foundations are a complex consisting of a great khan, market, hamam, mosque, medrese,
mekteb, fountain and bridge in Ulukigla in the vilayet of Nigde, several barracks for the Janissary and azab corps in Istanbul, a
zaviye and shops in Cairo and facilities along the main routes to Mecca in Egypt and Syria; see Vefeyat, 75; E12, VI, 998-99; SO, IV,
147.

196 Telh.
197 The zaviye of $eyh Abu Bekir in Aleppo; see Jean Sauvaget, Alep (Paris, 1941), I, 234.
9' A town at the northern end to the Cilician Gates through the Taurus Mountains into Anatolia.
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by the poet Hatibi is on the fountain next to the mosque: "Its goodness is flowing water,"199 1027 [1617-
18]. After the fire which broke out in Balat200 on the first day of the month of Muharrem [1142 (1729)]
causing great suffering, one of the mfiezzins of the abovementioned mosque erected a wooden mekteb on
a vacant site in its vicinity. Because of the insolvency of the vakf after the abovementioned fire, [the
mosque's] lead [roof] was changed to tile. The abovementioned mosque does not have a quarter.

8. The Congregational Mosque of Ibrahim Paa 20 1 in Kumkapz

Its builder, the abovementioned Ibrahim Paa, was grand vizier.202 The construction of the abovemen-
tioned mosque was completed at the desire of his wife Muhsine Hatun three years before the above-
mentioned pasa's execution. This is the chronogram on the arch of its gate: "Charming work of
charity," 2 3 939 [1532-33]. The execution of the abovementioned pasa occurred in the year "Intoxicated
with the divine,"2 04 942 [1535-36]. His zaviye is next to [the mosque]. His grave, together with [that of]
Nasuh Paa, 2 is on a terrace behind the Ok Meydani. 20

' The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.
This Ibrahim Paga was of Frankish 20 7 origin. His genealogy goes back to Yanko bin Madyan,'2 0 the

ancient builder of the city of Istanbul. The abovementioned vizier was made a prisoner in one of the
wars of Islam. After being presented to the sultan, he became an object of the padishah's favor and
obtained the rank of head of the Privy Chamber (has odabapz), and in 929 [1522-23] became grand
vizier in place of Pirn Paa.209 In the course of his thirteen years as grand vizier during the reign of
Sfileyman Khan, he was involved in many important and approved affairs. But when he entered Aleppo

" &ayruhi md'in ma'inun.
200 A district in Fener on the Golden Horn in Istanbul.
201 Cami-i Ibrahim Paa, known also as the Qifte Gelinler or Muhsine Hatun Camii, located at the intersection of Qifte

Gelinler Caddesi and Ibrahim Paga Yokugu in the Muhsine Hatun Quarter in Kumkapi; see DBIA, V, 495; EC, 145; IC, I, 76. For
location, see MWmap, E 7/22.

202 Ibrahim Paa, Frenk, Maktul, Makbul, Damad (1493-1536), Ottoman grand vizier and husband of Hadice Sultan, the sister
of Sultan Sfileyman I. He was grand vizier from 27 June 1523 until his execution on 15 March 1536. Foundations of his are also
found in Mecca, Salonika, Hezargrad and Kavalla. After his death, his palace on the At Meydam was used as a training school
for the acemi orlan. His gardens at Sfitlfice on the Golden Horn long remained a popular excursion spot; see Vefeyat, 36; Ef, III,
998-99.

0 H~ayr-i latsf. For the full couplet in which this chronogram appears, see Mecmua, 279, 293-94.
204 Mest-i ldhfit.
20' Nasuh Paa, Damad (d. 1614), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Ahmed I. Of Christian, possibly Albanian descent, he

was raised in the imperial palace and rapidly attained high office. He was appointed grand vizier on 22 August 1611 and became
a son-in-law of Sultan Ahmed I by marriage to the three-year-old Ayge Sultan in February of the following year. Renowned for his
arrogance, ambition, venality and cruelty, he was executed on 17 October 1614; see Vefeyat, 35; El, VII, 1033-34; SO, IV, 556.206 The Archery Field, located on the slopes of Kasimpaa north of the Golden Horn.

207 That is, Latin Christian.
208 Yanko bin Madyan the Amalekite, a legendary figure mentioned in late Turkish accounts as the founder of Constanti-

nople after Solomon and Rehoboam but prior to Byzas (Bozantis), the eponym of Byzantium. His name does not begin to
appear in the Ottoman sources until the middle of the fifteenth century, when Turkish authors first start to interest themselves
in the history of the city. For sources and the development of the legend, see Stephane Yerasimos, Ligendes d'empire: La Fondation
de Constantinople et de Sainte-Sophie dans les traditions turques (Paris, 1990), 62-96.

2 Piri Mehmed Papa (d. 1532-33), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sfileyman I. He embarked on a legal career and was
successively kadi of Sofia, Silivri and Galata, administrator of Sultan Mehmed II's imaret in Istanbul and, at the beginning of the
reign of Bayezid II, was made baldefterdar. Distinguishing himself in the Persian campaign of Selim I, he was appointed third
vizier in 1514 and was made grand vizier on 25 January 1518. He fell from favor after the conquest of Rhodes, was dismissed on
27 June 1523 and died in retirement ten years later. His foundations include in Istanbul the Sogukkuyu Camii in Zeyrek, the
Terlikciler Mescidi in Mercan, the Piri Paga Mescidi in Sutluce, the Koruklu Tekkesi in Molla Garani and a mekteb in the Camci
Ali Quarter. Outside Istanbul he built a mosque, imaret, medrese and mekteb in Silivri, an imaret in Belgrade, a mosque, imaret
and hanekah in Konya, a mekteb in Aksaray and a zaviye and ribat near Gillek Kalesi on the road through the Cilician Gates; see
Hadika, 79, 153-55, 229, 325; Vefeyat, 68; El, VIII, 307-8; SO, II, 43. For Mistakimzade Sfnleyman Efendi's poem describing Piri
Paa's genealogy, see Mecmua, 414-16.
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with the pomp of commander-in-chief in the vanguard of Sfileyman's army on the way to the Persian
campaign in RebifilAhir 940 [1533], the sedition which he harbored in the innermost reaches of his
heart became manifest. The commands which he issued in the name of "Sultan Ibrahim" coming to the
imperial attention, [S6ileyman] ordered his punishment and he was buried in the Canfeda Tekke in
Galata in the year 942 [1535-36] as a warning. He founded many other charitable works in Istanbul.1

Although the abovementioned vizier was a courageous and dignified man of subtle intelligence, [29] a
seldom-equaled commander, beneficent like Hatim," with the natural qualities of a Barmakid,21 he
met with his punishment for succumbing in his innate sedition to the temptation of Satan. In his
history, entitled Mahasin al-Edeb (The Beauties of Polite Observance), the late ARM1" declares that,
because of the strange and arrogant manner of the abovementioned vizier, it was his customary prac-
tice to have singers and musicians perform musical arrangements in his presence when he appeared in
the imperial divan and to hold council drunk with the intoxicating effect of wine.

9. The Eski Nisancz Congregational Mosque"' in Sultan Selim

Its builder was Niganci Cafer Qelebi, who was executed while he was kadzasker of Anatolia. This is the
date of his martyrdom: "Alas, Cafer departed from this World,"12 1 920 [1514-15]. He is buried in his
mosque. Its minbar was installed by BeyAni Ahmed Efendi, who retired from [office in] Uskfidar and
died in 1075 [1664-65]. He is buried outside the Edirne Kapi. Mehmed Said Efendi, the brother of the
builder, was buried in his mekteb near the mosque [in] 922 [1516-17]. The aforementioned mosque has
a quarter.

10. The Congregational Mosque of Ibrahim Pasa 1 near the Silivi Kapz

Its builder was Hadim Ibrahim Paga," who, in the time of Sultan Sileyman, retired from the Inside
Service of the imperial palace (enderun) with three tug. This is the chronogram for its completion on
the arch of its portal: "House of the Guide to the Way, place of worship of the Righteous," 21 958
[1551]. [Hadim Ibrahim Paga] is buried there. There are also a mekteb, a fountain, a double hamam and
other charitable works of his. The Manastir Mosque2 1

1 is also the charitable foundation of the above-

2 10 Among Ibrahim Paa's other pious foundations in Istanbul are the Orta Camii in Sofular and the Eski Yagkapani Mescidi
in Galata. In addition, he was the founder of the Aya Sofya Camii in Salonika and built charitable works in Kavalla in western
Thrace, in Hezargrad (Razgrad) in northeast Bulgaria and in Mecca; see Hadika, 40, 365.

211 HAtim al-TA'i, the Arab poet of the sixth century, proverbial for his generosity and hospitality, held traditionally to be the
perfect example of the pre-Islamic knight.

21 Al-Baramika, an Iranian family of secretaries and viziers of the early Abbasid period, renowned for their generosity and
eloquence.

21 Mustafa Ali (1541-1600), Ottoman historian and man of letters, the most outstanding representative of Turkish literature
of the sixteenth century. The Mahasin al-Edeb is a mirror for princes based on the Kitdb al-Tdj (Book of the Crown), which is
attributed to al-JAhiz; see Cornell H. Fleischer, Bureaucrat and Intellectual in the Ottoman Empire (Princeton, 1986), 166.

214 Cami-i Eski Niianci (Congregational Mosque of the Old Chancellor), known also as the Cafer Qelebi or Tevkii Cafer
Qelebi Camii, located on Ismail Aga Sokagi near the intersection with Mesnevihane Caddesi in the Tevkii Cafer Quarter in
Fener. Although in ruins for many years, it was renovated in 1988 and is today open for prayer; see DBIA, VIII, 437; FC, 216; IC,
I, 52; ISTA, X, 5292-93. For location, see MWmap, D 3/13 and 309.

215 Vdh gitdi bu cihdndan Ca'fer.
216 Cami-i Ibrahim Paa, known also as the Hadim Ibrahim Paga Camii, located on Silivrikapi Caddesi just inside the Silivri

Kapi in the Cambaziye Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was built by the imperial architect Sinan; see DBIA, III, 490-91; FC, 112-
13; 1C, I, 75; MW, 416-17. For location, see MWmap, A 7/3 and 291.

217 Tavasi Hadim Ibrahim Papa (d. 1553); see Vefeyat, 18-19.
2 18 Beyt-i hddi ve ma'bed-i ebrdr. For the full text of poem containing the chronogram, see Mecmua, 128.
219 The Manastir Mescidi; see Hadika, 224.
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mentioned pasa. God willing, it will be described. [Ibrahim Paga] endowed a special building in order
to take the greatest care [in determining] the time of the blessed call to prayer. Erecting two tall
columns inside it, he set a wooden beam across their tops, and placed several hourglasses [on it] that
could be turned with pulleys. Whoever dwells in that house watches those timepieces and, when the
time for the call to prayer arrives, he strikes that plank. The miiezzin, anticipating the sound, notes it,
ascends the minaret and recites the call.20 In his vakfiye, [Ibrahim Paga] firmly stipulated that this
should always occur in this manner and that expenses for it should be furnished from his vakf by the
miitevelli. [30]

11. The Uzuncaova Mosque near the Altz Merme 2

Its builder was Musliheddin Efendi, the building commissioner (bina emini) of the Congregational
Mosque of Koca Mustafa Paga."' He is buried before its mihrab. The Sinekli Mosque is also his [foun-
dation]. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

12. The Odabasz Congregational Mosque 2 in Macuncu

Its builder was the head of the Imperial Privy Chamber (has odabasz), Behruz Aga. On the main portal,
it is written that the blessed congregational mosque was completed in the year "Obligation of obe-
dience to God,"" 970 [1562-63]. It has a mekteb and fountain. Its minaret is on its left side. The location
of the grave of its builder is not known. Originally, its imams were two in number. In this time, one
more imam has been added by another vakf [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

13. The Ekserci Mosque2 in Sultan Selim

Its builder was a person named $ficaeddin. His grave is also there. $eyhfilislim Ismail Efendi,2 installed
its minbar because it was near his house. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

220 For another description of this device, see Vefeyat, 18-19.
221 The Uzuncaova Mescidi, known also as the Kitib Musliheddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present Kuru

Sebil Sokagi and Hattat Halim Sokagi in the Davudpasa Quarter in Samatya. It is no longer extant, the site being today occupied
by gecekondu housing; see FC, 219; IC, I, 48; IVTD, 379; OMBYSD, 272. For location, see MW map, B 7/18. The Alti Mermer or
Alti Mermer Qukur Bostam (Sunken Garden of the Six Marbles) is the open Byzantine cistern of St. Mocius constructed during
the reign of the Emperor Anastasius (491-518).

222 The Koca Mustafa Paga Camii; see Hadika, 180-84.
22' The Sinekli Mescidi, known also as the KAtib Musliheddin Mescidi; see Hadika, 143.
224 The Odabaps Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Chamberlain), also known as the Has Odabapi or Behruz Aga Camii,

located at the intersection of Mevlanakapi Caddesi, Ahmed Vefik Paa Caddesi and Vezir Caddesi in the Ibrahim Qavu Quarter
in $ehremini. The mosque was built by the imperial architect Sinan in 1562; see DBIA, VI, 120; FC, 186; IC, I, 12. For location,
see MWmap, B 6/6.

221 Minnet-i .t'at.
226 The Ekserci Mescidi (Mosque of the Nailmaker), known also as the Mismarci 5fscaeddin, Mismarci, Qivici, Iksirci and

Mismarci Yusuf 5fncaeddin Camii, located at the intersection of Mismarci Sokagi and Mismarci Yokugu in the Kitib Musliheddin
Quarter in Fener; see DBIA, V, 476-77; FC, 171; IC, I, 51; ISTA, IX, 4987. For location, see MW map, D 3/8 and 309.

227 Kara Ismail Naim Efendi, Ebu ishak (1643-1725), fifty-sixth Ottoman eyhilisldm. After being trained for a learned career,
he held a number of medrese appointments followed by judgeships in Aleppo, Bursa, Egypt and Mecca. In 1708, he was
promoted to the judgeship of Istanbul and, in 1711, to the offices of kadzasker of Anatolia and of Rumelia. Dismissed after a year
and a half, he was reappointed to Rumelia in 1715 and, one year later, on 9 December 1716, was made jeyhilislam. He was
removed from office on 6 May 1718 for interference in official appointments and was exiled to Sinop where he died in 1725.
His sons, Ishak Efendi and Esad Efendi, were respectively sixty-first and sixty-seventh eyhiilisldm. For his mosque in Istanbul, see
Hadika, 43; see also Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhfalisldmlan, 116; SO, I, 360-61.
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14. The Altz Bogaga Congregational Mosque"' near the [Fountain Known as the] Kadi Gesmesi

The builder of the abovementioned congregational mosque was Ahmed Paga.2" It is an upper-story
structure. The builder is buried in the mosque's precinct. It has a quarter.

15. The Aynalz :esme Mosque"0 near the Halicilar K65kii

Its builder was Mehmed Efendi, who was the keeper of the inkwell (divitdar) of Defterdar Ahmed
Efendi,"' the director of the financial administration of Avlonya."' He was [also] the patron of a

mosque.. in the Lutfi Paga Quarter. He is buried in the cemetery near the mosque. The abovemen-
tioned mosque does not have a quarter.

16. The Mosque of the Aydinoglu Tekke"' in Salkim Sbgiit

Its builder was Sacli Emir Muhyiddin Mehmed ibn Abdullah Efendi. He was a native of Tabriz. He
became a miiderris in the days of Sultan Bayezid and also became kadi of Istanbul. The abovementioned
Aydinzade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi installed its minbar. He built the adzrvan and the fountain next to its
gate. [31] The builder of the mosque is buried outside the tomb of Eyfip. And Aydinzade, being a
member of the Sufi brotherhood of the Kadiriye, is buried in the Kadiri tekke in Tophane.2" Arec
Hasan Unsi, one of the 5eyhs of the abovementioned zaviye, is among those buried near the mosque. He
traced his spiritual lineage to the same master as Nasuhi Mehmed Efendi. He died in 5evval 1136
[1724]. He has a separate tomb. Timarhanecizade 5eyh Mehmed Garib became head of the zaviye in his
place. He died in the year [1155 (1742-43)], and is also buried there. K6stendili Ali Efendizade Seyyid
Muhyiddin Efendi became 5eyh in his place, and he is also buried there. The date of his death was 1174
[1760-61].*. The abovementioned mosque does not have a quarter.

228 The Alti Bogaca Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Six Pastries), known also as the Alti Bogaca Ahmed Paga Camii,
located on the present Kadi Qegmesi Sokagi between Gangal Sokagi and 5air Nabi Sokagi in the Mifti Ali Quarter in Fener. The
mosque is no longer extant; see DBIA, VIII, 32; FC, 57; IC, I, 22; ISTA, II, 731; OMFD, III, 315. For its location, see MW map, D
4/15 and 409.

229Alti Bogaazade Ahmed Pasa (d. 1491-92); see Vefeyat, 82.
23 The Aynah Qegme Mescidi (Mosque of the Paneled Fountain), located on Hasrev Papa Sokaki between Hoca Efendi

Sokagi and Akdeniz Caddesi in the Hoca Uveys Quarter in Fatih. Built in the time of Sfhleyman I, it burned in 1915 and
today only the base of its minaret still stands; see FC, 61; IC, I, 26; ISTA, III, 1609-10. For location, see MW map, C 5/4 and
383.

21 For biographical details and the inscription on Ahmed Efendi's tombstone, see Mecmua, 173.
232 The town of Valore in southern Albania.
233 The Lutfi Papa Mescidi; see Hadika, 210-11.
24 The Aydinoglu Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Sach Emir Muhyiddin or Izzi Efendi Tekkesi and Salkims6gnit Mescidi,

located at the intersection of the present Murat Hindavendigar Caddesi and Alemdar Caddesi in the Hocapaga Quarter in
Emin6nf. The tekke and mosque were torn down in the 1960's; see DBIA, I, 482-84; EC, 30-31; IC, I, 26; ISTA, III, 1520-22. For
its location, see MWmap, G 6/13 and 497.

235 The Kadirihane or ismail Rumi Tekkesi, the Grand Lodge (asitane) of the Kadiri order in Istanbul; see Hadika, 389-90;
also Z5E, 45-46.

"3 A list of the seyhs of the Aydnzade (Aydinoglu) Tekkesi is also to be found in Z5E, 10-11.
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17. The Evliya Congregtional Mosque* near the Yenikapz Mevlevihane

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was the eyh of the Qur'an readers and
imperial imam (imam-z sultani), Evliya Mehmed Efendi. He fell ill in Konya while accompanying the
imperial entourage [of Murad IV] on the campaign against Yerevan and decided to return [to the
capital] with the seyh of Aya Sofya, Kadizade Mehmed Efendi. Both of them died in Istanbul on the
same day and were buried outside the Top Kapi. This line of poetry is the date of the death of the two:
"Alas, Evliya and Kadizade died!"238 1038 [1628-29]. The fountain2

11 opposite [the mosque] and the
minbars in some other mosques are also his [charitable works]. [The Evliya Congregational Mosque]
has a quarter.

18. The Uzun Yusuf Mosque' in Yayla

Its builder [Uzun Yusufl]2 1 was one of Fatih's companions and he was also [called] Coban [Yusufl. After
construction of the mosque, he did not live long enough to establish a vakf for it, and his brother
Muhyiddin established the vakf and registered it in court. Both of them are buried near the
abovementioned mosque. Seyyid Halil Efendi, who died while he was eyh of the [Congregational
Mosque of] Sultan Selim, installed the minbar while he was imam [of this mosque]. [Seyyid Halil
Efendi], who was the tombkeeper of two persons in the [mosque's] quarter who are secretly held to be
saints, came to be regarded as a third [saint] on his death. The date of his death is 1181 [1767-68]. The
abovementioned mosque has a quarter. [32]

19. The Mosque of Iskender Aga2
1
2 in ehremini

Its builder was a commander of the infantry of the Janissary corps (yayabavz). His grave is also located
there. His wife is buried beside him. [The mosque] has a quarter.4

20. The Uskiiblii MosqueY" near the Yeni Kapi

Its builder was the head falconer (Cakzrczbasz) Qakir Aga. In addition to this [mosque], the aforesaid
founder built six other mosques, and four of them are in Istanbul. One is the Mercimek Mosque,4

which will be described in the appropriate place. Another, in the vicinity of Aksaray, is known by his

237 The Evliya Camii, known also as the Haci Evliya or Mevlanakapi Camii, located at the Meviana Kapi at the intersection of
Haci Evliya Camii Sokai and Mimar Kasim Caddesi inside the Mevlevihane Kapi in the Veledikaraba Quarter in $ehremini; see
DBIA, III, 234; FC, 106, IC, I, 53; ISTA, X, 5419. For location, see MWmap, A 6/3 and 291.

2 38 Evliyi ve kddi-zdde 51di vah.
239 The Evliya Qegmesi; see Tam ik, Celmeler, I, 256-58.
240 The Uzun Yusuf Mescidi (Mosque of Tall Yusuf), known also as the Alyanak Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Uzun Yusuf Camii

Sokagi in the Uzun Yusuf Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 219; IC, I, 148; OMFD, III, 510. For
location, see MW map, B 6/11.

241 For Uzun Yusuf, see Unver, Mutlu Askerleri, 123.242 The iskender Aga Mescidi, known also as the Haci Mibin Aga Mescidi, located on iskender Aga Camii Sokasi in the Erekli
Quarter in $ehremini. The present mosque dates from 1963; see DBIA, VIII, 222; FC, 134; 1C, I, 77.

243 A passage in the printed edition refers to an announcement in the journal Takvim-i Vekayi' of the publication of a work
entitled Kajif al-Enherfi 5ehr-i Mialteka al-Ebhur by Mehmed Efendi (d. 1756), a former imam of the Iskender Aga Mescidi. It has
been omitted from this translation.

244 The 0skfibli Mescidi, known also as the Uskfibi Qakir Aga Camii or Qakir Aga Mescidi, located at the intersection of
Uskfipli6 Caddesi and Bostan Hamami Sokagi in the Harace Kara Mehmed Quarter in Cibali in Fener. The present mosque
dates to 1874; see DBIA, VII, 352; FC, 221; IC, I, 149; OMFD, III, 514-15. For location, see MWmap, E 4/4 and 489.

245 The Mercimek Mescidi; see Hadika, 226.
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name."* And another is the Nerdfibanh Mosque located in Yaghikcilar." His tomb is in his zaviye in
Babaeski.4 8 Its minbar was installed by Sfileyman Efendi, who was a defterdar in the time of Sultan
Bayezid. He built a mosque... in Eyfip. It will be mentioned. The abovementioned mosque has a
quarter.

21. The Alaca Mosque* in Kizzltal

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Alacaci Hoca Mustafa. The location of his grave is
unknown. A noble lady installed its minbar. In our time, its vakf is no longer extant. [Preachers] deliver
the hutbe in it for the love of God [without compensation]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

22. The Mosque of the Etyemez TekkeY 5' near the Yeni Kapi

[33] It was converted from a church. The founder was 5eyh Dervi Mirza Baba ibn Omer al-Buhari, one
of the soldiers who participated in the conquest [of Constantinople]. He is buried nearby. Its vakfiye
was registered in the year "Understanding mysterious meanings,"2 5 2 886 [1481-82]. At the present time,
the imam, 5eyh Ali Efendi, who acts as its miitevelli by virtue of his descent from the founder, performs
the Sa'diye rite2

13 in the abovementioned mosque. It does not have a quarter.

23. The Mosque of the Eski imaree" near the Yarhisar Congregational Mosque

It is [a foundation of] Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed. It was converted from a church.5 It is dependent on
the vakf of Aya Sofya. Because this mosque functioned as the imaret of the abovementioned sultan's
blessed [Fatih Congregational] Mosque following the construction of [the latter's] eight medreses and
before the construction of its imaret, [it] came to be known [as the Eski Imaret Mosque]. 5eyhfilislim
ishak Efendizade Ahmed Efendi," who died at the time of the conquest of Belgrade, installed its
minbar while he was kadi of Salonika. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

2' The Qakir Aga Mescidi in Aksaray; see Hadika, 83.
247 The Nerdfibanh Mescid (Mosque with Steps), known also as the Merdivenli Mescid, Qakir Aga or Haci Evliya Camii,

located on Yaghkcilar Sokagi at the intersection with Kavaflar Sokaki in the Kapaliearsi in the Bayezid Quarter in Bayezid.
Curiously, the mosque is not otherwise mentioned by Ayvansarayi; see EC, 51-52; IVTD, 109-10; OMFD, III, 325-26. For location,
see Ayverdi, 1H, B/4 (where it is labeled Evliya Camii).

2 A town in the vilayet of Kirklareli in eastern Thrace.
249 The Defterdar Mescidi; see Hadika, 287.
25 The Alaca Mescid (Variegated Mosque), known also as Hoca Mustafa Mescidi, located on Alaca Cami Sokagi in the

Tfnlbentei Husameddin Quarter in Kumkapi. It is no longer extant; see DBIA, VIII, 24; EC, 16-17; IC, I, 21; ISTA, I, 573-74. For
location, see EC map, H 6/8.

251 The Etyemez Tekkesi Mescid, known also as the Bayezid-i Cedid Mescidi, located at the intersection of Samatya Caddesi
and Muhzir Aga Sokagi in the Kasap tlyas Quarter in Samatya. The present mosque is heavily restored; see DBIA, V, 474-75; FC,
67-68; 1C, I, 35; ISTA, X, 5394-95; OMBYSD, 217. For location, see MWmap, C 8/5 and 251.

252 Nkte-sinds.
2

1 Ayin-i Sa'dye, the service of the Sa'diye dervish order, founded by Sa'd al-Din al-Jibawi ibn Yfinus al-Shaybini (d. 1335).
25 The Eski Imaret Mescidi (Mosque of the Old Soup Kitchen), known also as the Imaret-i Atik or Kilise Camii, located on

Kfefik Mektepli Sokagi and Haydar Yokugu in the Haydar Quarter in Fener; see DBIA, III, 203; FC, 133-34; 1C, I, 52; ISTA, X,
5287-88; MW, 120-21; OMFD, III, 347-48. For location, see MWmap, D 4/10.

2" The Eski Imaret Mescidi was originally the mid-eleventh-century Church of Christ the All-Seeing; see Mathews, Churches,
59-70.

2" Ahmed Efendi, ishak Efendizade, Damadzade, Ebillhayr (1665-1741), sixtieth seyhfilisldm. The son of Kengiri Damad
Mustafa Efendi and son-in-law of $eyhfilislAm Minkarizade Yahya Efendi, he was appointed to the judgeships of Salonika, Bursa
and Istanbul before being made kadiasker of Anatolia (1710) and of Rumelia (1714, 1717 and 1723). When he was promoted to
the office of seyhilisldm on 24 February 1732, Sultan Mahmud I gave permission for him to use his seal rather than sign his
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24. The rdek Kasab Mosque5 7 near the [Mosque ofi Miineccim Sadi

Its builder was 5ficaeddin Kasabbagi Ordek Mehmed Efendi. He is buried outside the Top Kapi. 5igman
Mehmed Efendi, [who retired] from the office of chief clerk of the Janissary corps (balyazicz) and was
pensioned off with the rank of turnaczbasz in the Janissary corps, installed its minbar. He is buried in the
mosque's courtyard. [The Ordek Kasab Mosque] has a quarter.

25. The lyine Bey Mosque"' near the Langa Yeni Kapz

Its builder was the abovementioned commander, the son of the master of the stables (mirahur) men-
tioned below [Ilyas Bey], who was the founder of the Kilise Congregational Mosque... located near the
Yedi Kule. [The location of tyine Bey's] grave is not known. Balcizade Haci Ahmed Aga installed its
minbar and gave two hundred gurus as vakf. After a time, the money was dispersed and, on the blessed
mosque's being burned down, Kurguncubay1 Haci Ali Aga, by order of the sultan of the time, Mustafa
Khan, built it anew and restored it. He also installed the minbar and assigned the stipends of the
preacher, eyh and miezzin. [The mosque] does not have a quarter. [34]

26. The Ahaveyn Mosque'6 near the Mimar Sinan Mosque

Its builders were ulema of Sultan Sfileyman. The name of one of them was Ahmed and the other's
[name] was Mehmed. Their father's name was Kasim. Their father was buried in the vicinity of the
mosque in the year 900 [1494-95]. They came from Karaman. The abovementioned Ahmed died in 974
[1566-67] while he was kadi of Illuminated Medina. Mehmed died in Istanbul, one, two or three
months prior to this, while he was a midemis. [The mosque] has a quarter.

27. The Emin-i Cev Mosque61 near the Yeni Bagge Qaymr

Its builder was the arpa emini, Mustafa Efendi. In time, he became defterdar. He is buried in his mekteb
next to the Kalenderhane Mosque.262 The mekteb adjoining the mosque was founded by a person named
Hasan Aga. This is the date couplet on his gravestone:

The wise Master composed the date of his passing away.
"May the All-Loving Eternal One make Mustafa's pure soul joyful!" 2 949 [1542-43].

name at the end of his fetvas because his hand shook from age. He was dismissed due to illness on 22 October 1733. Ahmed
Efendi was the builder of charitable works in the village of Kefeli as well as of a fountain at the Sitlfice Landing. Damadzade
Feyzullah Efendi, his son, was seventy-first seyhidisldm; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhailisldmlan, 121-22.

257 The Ordek Kasab Mescidi (Mosque of the Butcher of Ducks), located at the intersection of the present Gureba Hastanesi
Caddesi and Bezmialem Caddesi in the Arpa Emini Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque, which was built in 1733, is no longer
extant; see EG, 188; 1C, I, 114. For location, see MWmap, C 5/14.

258 The lyine Bey Mescidi, known also as the Eyne Bey Mescidi, located near the intersection inkilab Caddesi and Valde Camii
Sokagi in the Eynebey Quarter in Aksaray. The mosque was built during the reign of Sultan Bayezid II and is no longer extant;
see EC, 139; 1C, I, 78; OMBYSD, 248. For location, see FC map, mosque number 167, and MW, 254.

259 For the Kilise Camii, see Hadika, 216.
26 The Ahaveyn Mescidi (Mosque of the Two Brothers), located at the intersection of the present Bali Paga Caddesi and

Akgemseddin Caddesi in the Muhtesip Iskender Quarter in Karagfimrik. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 51; 1C, I, 20;
ISTA, I, 263; OMBYSD, 286. For location, see MWmap, C 5/11 and 383.

21 The Emin-i Cev Mescidi (Mosque of the Barley Commissioner), known also as the Arpa Emini Mescidi, located on Arpa
Emini Yokugu near the intersection with Tath Pinar Caddesi in the Arpa Emini Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque is no longer
extant; see FC, 92; IC, I, 51; ISTA, IX, 5074-75. For location see MWmap, B 5/1.

262 For the Kalenderhane Mosque, see Hadika, 184-85.26
3 Mustafa'nth rah-i pdkin 5dd ide Hayy-z Vedfsd.
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Feraizci Hilseyin Efendizade Abdfilkerim Efendi installed its minbar. There is another mosque"
founded by the abovementioned emin [Mustafa Efendi] in [Rumeli]hisar. The abovementioned
mosque has a quarter.

28. The gcler Mosque6' near the Mosque of Sultan Ahmed Khan

Its builder is Irakizade Hasan Efendi. Originally, he built an open-air prayer place (namazgdh) adjoining
the guardhouse (cebeci kullugu) opposite [the mosque]. Its chronogram, composed by Kandi Abdullah
Efendi, is still extant outside the mihrab on the side opposite the kzble. It is as follows:

Thus, this beautiful abode of the Three 66 came into being.
With prayers of thanks and praise of God most high,

It became a most excellent place of contemplation for the servants of God.
May God-be He exalted-make it endure with glory!

Kandi saw it and composed an excellent chronogram.
"The place of prayer became lofty and joy-giving,", 6 7 922 [1516-17].

Subsequently, [Irakizade Hasan Efendi] built an elegant winter mosque on the site on which his
mosque at present stands. Its chronogram, which is outside the mihrab, is still inscribed there. It is as
follows:

Hasan ibn Iraki built the place of obedience to God.
With it, every night became like Kadr and Berat, every day like Id.

With the place of prayer, he made bright the At Meydam.
The heart expressed its chronogram: "Abode of prayer's quickening," 26 8 959 [1551-52].

[35] The abovementioned founder had two brothers and, because they were known as the Three
(iigler), this mosque also became known by [that] name. The graves of the three of them are above [the
fountains known as] the Saka Qegmeleri, which are situated next to the mosque. There are no dates on
the gravestones. The reason the abovementioned founder originally brought this place to life with
religious observances is because his seyh, 5eyh ismail ibn Pir Ali known as Oglan 5eyh, had been
executed there by the sword of the religious law.69 [The founder] protected that spot as a blessed
memorial, enclosing it with a fence, and he later built the place of prayer (namazgdh). The body of the
abovementioned seyh rests in the Kayalar [Cemetery] beside the Imam's Cypress (imam servisi) .2" A

26 The Arpa Emini Camii in Rumilihisar; see Hadika, 442.
26' The Ueler Mescidi (Mosque of the Three), known also as the Ueler NamazgAhi Mescidi, located south of the Ibrahim Paga

Sarayi on the west side of the At Meydam at the corner of Ueler Sokagi in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar.
The mosque is no longer extant; see DBIA, VII, 334; EC, 200-1; C, I, 149; OMBYSD, 437. For location, see MW, 283.

266 Ucler.
267 Reffi dil-kids oldi musalld.266Beyt-i ihyd'-i saldt.
269 5eyh ismail Maguki, known as Oglan $eyh, was executed in 1529 on the strength of a fetva given by 5eyhfilislam

Kemalpagazade. Born in 1508-9, Oglan 5eyh was the son of Aksarayli Pir Ali Efendi and a seyh of the dervish order of the
Bayramiye-Melametiye. Coming to Istanbul around 1527, he preached in a number of mosques, advancing the doctrine of
existential monism (vahdet-i vicud). He apparently won a large following, particularly among soldiers, so that the authorities
came to view his activities with suspicion. The immediate reason for his condemnation had to do with the fact that in his zikr his
disciples repeated the invocation, "Allahim Allahim," which, depending on stress, can mean either "My God, My God" or "I am
God, I am God." He was examined, found guilty of ilhad (heresy) and beheaded in the At Meydam in late 1529, along with 12 of
his disciples. For details and references, see Ef, VI, 225-28.

270 Located in the Kayalar Cemetery in Rumelihisar; see Hadika, 436. For an account of the miraculous appearance of Oglan
$eyh's corpse in Rumelihisar and its burial in the Kayalar Cemetery, see Hadika, 277-78.
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chronogram for his martyrdom is by Mfistakimzade: "Ismail became a sacrifice to the Way," 27' 935
[1528-29]. Subsequently, the adjoining guardhouse was built and the abovementioned mosque became
a room in it. Sultan Murad the Third established its vakf and assigned its stipends. The abovemen-
tioned mosque has a quarter.

29. The Aynah Ge3me Mosque'7 ' in Yenibahge

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Silahdar Biyikh Mustafa Paga,'' one of the gentlemen-
in-waiting (musahib) of Sultan Murad the Fourth. The adjoining fountain is called Kirkgegmeler. The
abovementioned pasa founded another fountain and a sebil in a corner opposite the mosque of Kihe Ali
Paga 7

1 in Tophane. The fountain's chronogram was composed by Cevri. Two dates are produced by
one of its couplets.

'Joy-giving, soul-reviving spring of life."7

"Source of Kevser,'7 6 fountain of limpid water, "2"7 1046 [1636-37].

The fountain27 opposite the Congregational Mosque of Firuz Aga is also his. This is the chronogram of
his fountain in Findikh: "The pure fountain of the water of life became limpid,"' 7  1049 [1639-40].
Another of his fountains flows next to the Congregational Mosque of Cihangir.2'8 The abovementioned
pasa died at sea during the time he was grand admiral (kapudan pasa) with the imperial fleet and he was
buried on the nearby island of Crete.'8 ' In Malatya, there are a mosque, mekteb, hamam, fountain and
other charitable works of his [supported] from a separate vakf'' The abovementioned mosque does
not have a quarter.

[36] The abovementioned Mustafa Paya was one of the most highly esteemed advisers of His Majesty
Sultan Murad Khan. While he was the sultan's weapons bearer (silahdar), he attained important high
offices such as [that of beylerbeyi of] the eyalet of Damascus and grand admiral (kapudan pasa). But, as he
took possession of them all as weapons bearer (silahdar), he would appoint others in his place as his
proxies. On the death of His Majesty the late Padishah [Murad the Fourth] in 5evval 1049 [September

271 Oldu Isma'il kurbin- .tarik.
272 The Aynah Qegme Mescidi (Mosque of the Paneled Fountain), known also as Aynah Kavak Mescidi, located at the intersec-

tion of Bagibozuk (Uygar) Sokaki and Sarayhamami Sokagi in the Molla $eref Quarter in 5ehremini. The present mosque dates
to 1976; see FC, 61; 1C, I, 26; ISTA, III, 1610. For location, see MWmap, C 6/12 and 130.

273 Mustafa Paa, Silahdar, Biyikh, Tficcarzade (d. 1642), silahdar and musahib of Sultan Murad IV and kapudan-z derya.
Dismissed in 1640, at the beginning of the reign of Sultan Ibrahim, he was made beylerbeyi of Rumelia and governor of the eyalet
of Timisvar. He was executed in 1642 because of his links to Sultan lbrahim's predecessor, Murad IV. Among his other
foundations are a sebil and fountain in Tophane and a fountain in Fndikh; see Hadika, 382; Vefeyat, 75; Mecmua, 152, 383; SO,
IV, 390.

274 The Tophane Camii; for the fountains, see Hadika, 381-83; Tamik, (1ejmeler, II, 23. Its inscription is given in Mecmua, 383-
84.275Di-kqd 'ayn-z haydt-z cdn-fezd.

271 One of the rivers of Paradise.
277 Menba'-i Kevser sebil-i db-z ndb.
278 For the fountain, see Tamnik, (esmeler, II, 24; for its inscription, see Mecmua, 383.
279 Oldz sdfz celme-i pdkize-i db-z haydt. According to the Mecmua (152), this is the last line of the chronogram of Mustafa Paa's

Cihangir fountain referred to below.
280 For the Cihangir Camii in Fndikh, see Hadika, 393-94.
281 Ayvansarayi is in error here, making reference to another Biyikh Mustafa Paa, who was governor of Crete in 1650. Ali Sati

refers below to this latter person as the other Biyikh Kapudan Mustafa Paga.
282 For details of Silahdar Mustafa Paa's life and works, with special reference to his khan in Malatya, see Nejat G6yin, "Eski

Malatya'da Silahdar Mustafa Paya Ham," Istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiltesi Tarih Enstitiisi Dergisi, 1 (1970), 63-92; also Erol
Ozbilgen, "Eski Malatya'da Silahdar Mustafa Papa Ham'mn Restitilsyonu Hakknda," ibid., 93-102.
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1640], Kara Mustafa Paga,"' the grand vizier of the time, sent the abovementioned weapons bearer
(silahdar pawa) to Timisvar84 and had him executed in the year 1052 [1642-43]. First, however, he sent
him away from the Threshold of the State [Istanbul] with the appearance of an honor, the office of
beylerbeyi of Rumelia, and, subsequently, he transferred him to the eyalet of Timisvar. The abovemen-
tioned grand vizier [Kara Mustafa Paga] was himself executed one year later. Punishment is in propor-
tion to the deed. May God have mercy on them all.

In addition to [the abovementioned Silahdar Biyikli Mustafa Paa], there is another Biyikli Kapudan
Mustafa Paa. The abovementioned Biyikli became grand admiral (kapudan) on the writ of the serasker,
Deli Hfiseyin Paa,2 " after the martyrdom of Voynuk Ahmed Paa2

11 on 18 Receb 1059 [28 July 1649],
during the battle for the fortress of Suda.2 11 Subsequently, [the rank] was also conferred by the sultan.

He died in 5evval of the same year [September 1649]. Haydar Agazade of the Janissary corps became
grand admiral (kapudan) in his place.

30. The Congregational Mosque of the 0rta28
1 in the Yeni Odalar

It is located at the center of the Yeni Odalar.8 9 [The Yeni Odalar] are known to have been built by
Sultan Sfileyman. However, [with regard to] the abovementioned congregational mosque, Makbul Ibra-
him Paga2 11 moved the thirteenth cemaat of the Janissary corps [which had previously been quartered on
the mosque's site] and made them the gatekeepers of the gate built on the side [of the Yeni Odalar]
facing the Congregational Mosque of Hasan Halife, 29 1 and he built gates on every side [of the barracks]
and built the Congregational Mosque of the Orta on the site [formerly occupied by] the thirteenth
cemaat. The office of its mitevelli was entrusted to the sekbanbagz, and appointments to its offices were the

283 Kemanke Kara Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 78.
284 The city of Timigoara in northwestern Rumania.
285 Deli Hfiseyin Pasa (d. 1659), Ottoman military commander and briefly grand vizier during the reign of Sultan Mehmed

IV. Following a series of palace and provincial appointments, he was made a vizier of the dome (kubbe veziri) in 1638 and
kaimmakam in 1639. With the outbreak of war with Venice in 1644, Hfiseyin Paa was given command of the fortress of Hanya on
Crete (1645) and, a year later, succeeded to the command of all Ottoman forces on the island. In 1647, he laid siege to Candia
and, although he worked to win over the Greek population, the siege was ultimately to drag on for 22 years. On 28 February
1656, he was appointed grand vizier, but, a week later, the appointment was canceled because of the Janissary mutiny in
Istanbul known as the Qmar Vakasi (5 March 1656). Accused by Grand Vizier K6prnlni Mehmed Paa, who wished to rid himself
of a popular rival, of misappropriating military funds and of a lack of zeal in besieging Candia, Hfiseyin Paga was recalled to the
capital in mid-1658, but, with the help of supporters, was appointed kapudan-z derya and in December of the same year was made
beylerbeyi of Rumelia. Nonetheless, his enemies were able to force his recall to Istanbul in early 1659, and he was imprisoned in
the Yedi Kule and shortly after that executed; see Vefeyat, 15; ElY, III, 626; SO, 11193-94.

286 Voynuk Ahmed Paga (d. 1649), Ottoman military commander, who served as bostanczbap and later as commander of the
fortress of Ganakkale and kapudan-z derya. In this latter capacity, he commanded the Ottoman fleet, which broke the Venetian
blockade of Canakkale in 1649. He was killed the same year in an attack on the fortress of Suda in Crete; see SO, I, 216.

287 Harbor and fortress town on the northwest coast of Crete.
288 The Orta Cami (Congregational Mosque of the Janissary Companies), known also as the Et Meydan or Ahmediye Camii,

located at the intersection of the present Kara Kadi Sokaki and Havlucu Sokagi in the iskenderpaa Quarter in Fatih. The
present octagonal mosque was built in 1902; see DBIA, VI, 140-41; FC, 51-52; IC, I, 36. For two inscriptions relating to the Sultan
Mahmud I's 1164/1750-51 renovation of the Orta Cami, see Mecmua, 205. For location, see MWmap, D 6/6 and 427.

28 The New Barracks, one of two large barracks in Istanbul used by the Janissary corps (the other being the Eski Odalar or
Old Barracks in 5ehzadebal). The Yeni Odalar, before their destruction in the Vaka-i Hayriye or Auspicious Event of 15 June
1826, when Sultan Mahmud II disbanded the Janissary corps, were located between the Et Meydam and Halicilar K6 ki in
Aksaray.

290 For Makbul Ibrahim Paa, see Hadika, n. 202.
2' For the Hasan Halife Camii, located in Sangfnzel, see Hadika, 98. The gate in question, known as the Adet or On e4

Kapisi, was one of seven gates of the Yeni Odalar, the others being named the Aga B6 lgni Kapisi, the Solaklar Kapisi, the
Meydan Kapisi, the Qayir Kapisi, the Et Kapisi and the Karak6y Kapisi; see 1. H. Uzungarpih, Osmanli Devleti Teskilatindan
Kapukulu Ocaklan, (Ankara, 1943), I, 239, 251-52.
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responsibility of the aga of the Janissaries. Damad Ibrahim Paa, 9' the grand vizier of Sultan Ahmed the
Third, rebuilt its fountain. The abovementioned [Congregational Mosque of the Orta] has a quarter.

31. The Altay Congregational Mosque93 in Mesih Pala

Its builder was 5eyhfilislAm Debbagzade Mehmed Efendi,9 4 whose father was 5eyh Mahmud Efendi.
[37] The abovementioned Mehmed Efendi built this mosque in 1080 [1669-70], after being dismissed
from [office in] Damascus. Subsequently, he twice became 5eyhiilisldm. The date of his death is "Reb'
al-dhir," 1114 [August 1702]. There is a medrese of his near the Sultan Selim Qargisi and he is buried in
the courtyard of the medrese. There is a book of his on the science of syntax entitled Tertib-i Cemil
(Beautiful Syntax) [which has a numerical value ofl 1095 [1683-84]. The book's title is the date [of its
completion]. Zeyrekzade Seyyid Abdullah Efendi, who had previously been dismissed as marshal of the
descendants of the prophet (nakibialera) and kadzasker of Anatolia, was buried in the vicinity of the
abovementioned mosque on the night of Berat. The date was "Illustrious inhabitant of the Paradises,"295

1085 [15 November 1674]. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

32. The Ahmed Kethiida Mosque96 in Cerrahpaxa

Its builder, Ahmed Aga, was the kethaida of Murad Paa, the builder of a mosque2
11 located in Aksaray.

His grave is near the mosque. It has a quarter.

33. The Agag Kakan Mosque98 in Kocamustafapasa

Its builder was Debbag iskender Qelebi. He is buried before the mihrab. Kalaycizade Mehmed Efendi
installed its minbar. The tomb of the aforementioned [Mehmed Efendi] is outside the Top Kapi. It
does not have a quarter.

292 For Damad Ibrahim Paa, see Hadika, n. 22.
" The Altay Camii, located at the intersection of the present Altay Caddesi and Fevzipaga Caddesi in the Muhtesip Iskender

Quarter in Karagiimrntk. A wooden mosque on the site was torn down in 1920. The present domed building is of recent date,
having been opened to prayer in 1987; see DBIA, VIII, 32; FC, 56, C, I, 22; ISTA, II, 730. For location, see MWmap, C 4/21.

29 Mehmed Efendi, Debbagzade (d. 1702), Ottoman ulema and forty-fifth Ieyhilisldm. After medrese and judicial
appointments, he was made kadzasker of Anatolia in 1679 and of Rumelia in 1686. He was appointed to the office of peyhilisldm
at the death of Ankaravi Mehmed Efendi on 2 November 1687 but was dismissed by Sultan Sileyman II on 13 February 1688 for
refusal to issue a fetva demanded by rebellious Janissaries sanctioning the execution of K6prnlnf Fazil Mustafa Paa. He was,
nonetheless, reappointed 20 days later on 2 March 1688, but was again dismissed on 25 June 1690 for frequent and arbitrary
appointments and dismissals of members of the ulema; see Altunsu, Osmanh $eyhadis1dmlan, 97; SO, IV, 201-2.

29 $erdfet-i cindn.
296 The Ahmed Kethida Mescidi, known also as the semi Molla or Aski Molla Camii, located on Cerrahpasa Caddesi at the

intersection with semi Molla Qikmazi in the Kfirknibapi Quarter in Samatya. It was built in 1533 by Ahmed Efendi, the kethaida
of Has Murad Paa, and was repaired in 1828 for the soul of semi Molla by his wife, Ayge Revnak Hamm. The present building
dates to renovations carried out during the reign of Abdfnlhamid II; see FC, 209-10; C, I, 20; ISTA, I, 386-87; OMFD, III, 312. For
location, see MWmap D 7/20 and 251.

17 The Murad Pasa Camii, built between 1465 and 1471 by Has Murad Paa, one of the viziers of Fatih Sultan Mehmed.
Murad Pala died at Diyarbakir in 1475, during a campaign against the Akkoyunlu Uzun Hasan. For the Murad Pala and
his mosque, see Hadika, 225; Vefeyat, 71.

" The Akag Kakan Mescidi, known also as the iskender Celebi Camii, located at the intersection of Agaekakan Sokagi and
iskender Paga Camii Sokagi in the Ali Fakih Quarter in Samatya. It dates to the seventeenth century. Although the mosque was
for many years in ruin, it was rebuilt and again opened for prayer between 1955 and 1957; see DBIA, I, 96-97; V, 38; FC, 135; c,
1, 19, ISTA, I, 258. For location, see MW map, B 8/16.
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34. The Mosque of the Esir Pazan. in the Abovementioned Quarter

Its builder was Gftlnu Kadin," who originally vowed [to found it] when she was a slave in the bazaar
and was later taken into the Inside Service of the imperial palace. She built it and fulfilled her vow
while she was the nurse of the imperial princes (daye-i ehzade). Subsequently, she became kethiida kadin.
Dying in the time of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, she was buried outside the tomb of the Valide
Sultan [at the Congregational Mosque of the Yeni Valide Sultan in Uskfidar].'01 [The mosque] does not
have a quarter.

35. The Eorikapz Mosque02 inside the Abovementioned Gate

Its builder was Mehmed Bey, Sultan Mehmed's head huntsman (avczbasz). It was heard from the
imperial mevlidhan Seyyid Mahmud Efendi, who is imam of the quarter, that [the founder's] grave is
located near the grave of 5a'be," ' one of the Companions of the Prophet, in the mekteb opposite [the
mosque], the pious work of Arab Hekimzade Haci Ali. [38] [The mosque] has a quarter.

36. The Mosque of Ahmed Pasa " near the Fethiye Congregational Mosque

It was made from a church.05 Its founder was Ahmed Paga,06 who retired from the office of aga of the
Janissaries with three tug, and was pensioned off after becoming the son-in-law of Siyavu Paga.08 He is
buried near the mosque... located opposite the water distribution tank (mukassim) of Sultan Sileyman,
known as the Savak. [The mosque] has a quarter.

299 The Esir Pazan Mescidi (Mosque of the Slave Market), known also as the Esirci Mescidi, in the courtyard of the Esir Ham
(Esir Pazan), located south of the Kapi1hiarp, near the intersection of Esirpazan (Kfirkeipazan) Sokagi and Tavukpazan Sokaki
in the Molla Fenari Quarter in Alemdar. Neither mosque nor khan is any longer extant; see DBIA, VIII, 144; IC, I, 52; ISTA, X,
5278-79. For the Esir Pazan, see Hadika, n. 757. The mosque's location is shown on EC map, D/5, 56; also the map at the end of
volume II of Charles White, Three Years in Constantinople; or Domestic Manners of the Turks in 1844 (London, 1845).

" Gnlnu Emetullah Sultan (1642-1715), the baskadin of Mehmed IV and mother of Mustafa II and Ahmed III; see Ulugay,
Kadinlar, 65-67.

301 The Yeni Valide Sultan Camii in Uskfidar; see Hadika, 493-94.
12 The Egrikapi Mescidi (Mosque of the Crooked Gate), known also as the Avci Mehmed Bey, Avcibey or Qakircibap Mescidi,

located near the Egri Kapi of the land wall on 5iwehane Caddesi at the intersection with Avci Maslagi Sokagsi in the Avcibey
Quarter in Fener. The mosque was torn down in 1950; see FC, 2; IC, I, 50; ISTA, III, 1345; OMFD, III, 316. For location, see MW
map, C 2/8 and 302.

10 For a'be, see A. Sniheyl Unver, Istanbul'da Sahdbe Kabirleri (Istanbul, 1953), 47; Mehmed Hocaoglu, istanbul'daki Sahdbe
Kabirleri (Istanbul, 1987), 109-10; Mecmua, 233.

314 The Ahmed Papa Mescidi, known also as the Kilise or Hirami Ahmed Paga Camii, located between Beycegiz Kuyu Sokags
and Koltukcu Sokagi on Fethiye Caddesi in the KAtip Musliheddin Quarter in Qargamba; see DBIA, IV, 66-67; FC, 128; IC, I, 20;
ISTA, I, 437-40; MW, 144-46. For location, see MWmap, D 3/23 and 146.

305 The twelfth-century Church of St. John the Forerunner at the Dome, which was converted into a mosque in 1590; see
Mathews, Churches, 159-67.

3' For Ahmed Paa, Hirami (d. 1600), see Vefeyat, 30-31.
307 That is, to three horsetails, which was the mark of one holding the rank of vizier.
30' Siyavu Paa, Kanijeli (d. 1602), three times Ottoman grand vizier during the reign of Murad III. Raised in the imperial

palace, he was appointed hazine kethfidasz and mirahur before becoming aga of the Janissaries (1569) and beylerbeyi of Rumelia.
Subsequently, he was made a vizier of the dome, was married to Fatma Sultan, the daughter of Selim II, and occupied the office
of grand vizier a first time from 24 December 1582 to 25July 1584, again from 15June 1586 to 2June 1589, and for a third time
from 4June 1592 to 28January 1593; see Vefeyat, 25; SO, III, 116.

" The Savak Mescidi near the Egri Kapi; see Hadika, 257-59. For a discussion of the Savaklar water distribution tank and an
account of its function and mechanics within the context of the larger water supply system built by Sinan for the city of Istanbul,
see KAzim Qegen, Sinan's Water Supply System in Istanbul (Istanbul, 1992), 145-51.
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37. The Mosque of ismail Efendi?" near the Mosque of Sultan Selim

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its length, width and height are identical to the
proportions of the Blessed Kaba. [The Kaba] was measured and [the mosque] was built in accord with
it. Its builder, Ismail Efendi,"' became seyhidisldm. The chronogram for the building of the mosque was
composed by his son, Mehmed Esad Efendi: "This beautiful place of worship was built in one thousand
one hundred thirty-six,"" 1136 [1723-24]. The date of the death of the abovementioned ismail Efendi
is "Renouncing mankind,""3 1 1137 [1724-25]. He is buried in the courtyard of the abovementioned
mosque in an open-roofed room, which was formerly occupied by the chamber in which he was born.
His eldest son, who is [buried] beside him, was 5eyhfilislim Ishak Efendi. 14 He died in 1147 [1734-35],
while he was eyhailisldm. His youngest son, 5eyhfilislim Mehmed Esad Efendi, is also buried there.
The sadzrvan of this mosque, the mekteb above its main gate, the lofty darfilhadis in its courtyard and the
chronogram on the arch of the blessed mosque's gateway are his [works]. This is the date of his death:
"May the Paradises be made the resting place of the former mufti Esad," 316 1167 [1753-54]. Buried
beside him as well are his son Lutfullah Efendi, who died having twice been kadzasker of Anatolia;
another of his sons, 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, who died having been dismissed from office as kadiasker of
Rumelia; and his fifth son, Mesud Efendi, who journeyed to the Next World while he was a mfiderris.
The abovementioned mosque does not have a quarter.

310 The Ismail Efendi Mescidi, known also as the Ismail Aka Camii, located at the intersection of Manyasizade Caddesi and
Ismail Aka Caddesi in the Hatip Musliheddin Quarter in Qargamba. The mosque was damaged by an earthquake in 1894 and
remained in ruins until repairs were carried out in 1952; see FC, 136-37; IC, I, 78. For location, see MW map, D 3/26 and 167,
309.

3" 5eyh6lislAm Ebu ishak Kara ismail Naim Efendi; see Hadika, n. 227.
312 Yapid bii yiz otuz altida bu ma'bed-i zibd.
313 terk-i misfit.
314 ishak Efendi, Ebu ishak Ismail Efendizade (1679-1734), sixty-first seyhilisldm. The son of $eyhinlislim Ebu ishak Ismail

Efendi and elder brother of $eyhfilislAm Ishak Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and in 1723 he became kadi of
Istanbul. It was in this capacity that he examined proofs from the press established by Ibrahim Mftteferrika. He became kadzasker
of Anatolia in 1728, but following the revolt of Patrona Halil in 1730 he went into retirement. When, in 1732, he rudely and
forcefully advanced his ideas in a meeting with 5eyhlislAm Ebfilhayr Ahmed Efendi, he was exiled to Kitahya, but was
pardoned in 1733 and appointed kadzasker of Rumelia. Despite his continuing quarrel with Ebfilhayr Ahmed Efendi, he was
promoted to the office of eyhilisldm following the latter's dismissal on 22 October 1733. He won the favor of Sultan Mahmud I
and died on 31 October 1734, while still in office. He was remembered for his incorruptibility, generosity and kindness. His
works include a divan of poetry in Turkish, Arabic and Persian; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhailis1dmlan, 123-24; SO, I, 326.

311 Mehmed Esad Efendi, Ebu ishak ismail Efendizade (1684-1752), sixty-seventh seyhidisldm. The son of $eyhfilislam Ebu
Ishak Ismail Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and rose rapidly through a series of medrese and judicial appointments
to become kadzasker of Anatolia in 1737. He became kadzasker of Rumelia in 1744 and again in 1756 and was made seyhflisldm on
20 July 1748. Honest and correct, he was nonetheless dismissed on 11 August 1749 and exiled first to Damascus and later to
Mecca and Gallipoli. He was the brother of 5eyhnlislam Ebu ishak ismail Efendizade ishak Efendi and the father of 5eyhilislam
Mehmed serif Efendi as well as of the famous Ottoman woman poet, Fitnat Hanim (see Hadika, n. 147). His grandson Mehmed
Ataullah Efendi also became leyhailisldm. His writings include works on lexicography, commentaries on the Qur'an and poetry;
see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhalisldmlan, 132-33.16Es'ad-z mifti-i sdbik mesnedin ide cindn.
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38. The Mosque of the Aga" near the Gate of the Eski Saray...

Its builder was Yakub Aga, the aga of the Eski Saray (eski saray agasz). A lofty fountain of his is located
next to it. [39] His grave is in the courtyard of the mekteb, which is his charitable foundation, opposite
the Ak Tfirbe, near the hamam in Otakeilar. The numerical date on his gravestone is 954 [1547-48].
The valide-i atik Nurbanu Sultan,3 1

1 who was the founder of the Congregational Mosque of the Atik
[Valide] in Uskfidar," installed its minbar. The lofty mekteb nearby was [founded] by the babaissaade
agasz Sfileyman Aga. [The leading of] funeral services in the Eski Saray opposite [the mosque] is
assigned to the imams of the mosque. It has a quarter.

39. The Mosque of Orug Gazi3" in Aksaray

Its builder was Orue Gazi.3" He is buried in Bursa. Later, the frontier commander (serhad agasz) Ismail
Aga rebuilt it and he became its second founder by installing the minbar and restoring its vakfs. He is
also buried there. The chronogram on his gravestone is "Bearer of good news of Paradise," 33 which is
the year 1026 [1617-18]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

40. The Igciler Mosque3 24 in Aksaray

Its builder was the commander of the standard (mir-i alem) Gazi Mahmud Aga, known as Alem Bey. He
is buried in the courtyard of his mosque. Solak Kapudan Mehmed Aga installed its minbar. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

317 The Aga Mescidi, known also as the Yakub Aga or Ali Papa Camii, located at the intersection of Mercan Caddesi and Fuat
Paga Caddesi, opposite the southeast gate of the courtyard of the main building of Istanbul University in the Mercan Quarter in
Bayezid. The mosque was originally built in the mid-sixteenth century but was destroyed in a fire and then rebuilt in 1863 by
Grand Vizier Ali Paa. Designed by the Italian architect Bariori, this nineteenth-century structure is a small, octagonal, upper-
story mosque in the style of the reign of Sultan Abdftlaziz; see DBIA, I, 195; EC, 18-19; 1C, I, 18; ISTA, II, 695-96. For location, see
MWmap, E 6/22 and 258.

318 The Old Palace, known also as the Saray-i Atik, the first palace built (in 1457) by Sultan Mehmed II in Bayezid on the site
of what is today Istanbul University. Beginning in the seventeenth century, it became the residence for the harems of deceased
sultans. Surrounded by high walls, it had three gates: the Divan or Mercan Kapisi (referred to here) that opened to the east; the
Bayezid Kapisi opening to the south; and the Sfileymaniye Kapisi opening to the west. The palace burned in 1550 and again in
1715, but was both times rebuilt. When, in 1826, the Janissary corps was suppressed, the Eski Sarayi was transformed into the
Bab-i Seraskeri (Ministry of War), and the women residing in the palace were transferred to the Topkapi Saray and the Qifte
Saray in Eyinp; see B. Miller, Beyond the Sublime Porte. The Grand Seraglio of Stambul (New Haven, 1931), 25-26; 1. H. Uzuncarplh,
Osmanlz Devletinin Saray Tekilatz (Ankara, 1945), 13-14.

319 Nurbanu Sultan was the balkadin of Sultan Selim II and the mother of Murad III. For her works, see the entry for the
Valide-i Atik Camii in Uskfidar, Hadika, 489-90; also Ulucay, Kadinlar, 40. The title valide-i atik means literally the old or former
queen mother, i.e., one who has survived her son and been displaced as head of the harem by the mother of the reigning
sultan.

"0 The Atik Valide or Valide-i Atik Camii; see Hadika, 489.
" The Oruc Gazi Mescidi, known also as the Ismail Aga Mescidi, the mosque was located at the intersection of Orue Bozan

Sokagi and Oruc Gazi Camii Sokagi in the Baba Hasan Alemi Quarter in Fatih. Originally built in the time of Sultan Mehmed
II, it was restored by ismail Aga in 1617. It was torn down in 1956; see FC, 187; IC, I, 39; OMFD, III, 480-81. For location, see
MWmap, D 6/22 and 254.

322 Orue Gazi was one of the soldiers who accompanied Fatih at the time of the conquest of Istanbul; see Unver, Mutlu
Askerler, 95.

323 Mfibegir al-cennet.
324 The Igciler Mescidi (Mosque of the Spindle Makers), known also as the Alem Bey Mescidi, located on Selim Pala Sokagi

between Ordu Caddesi and Gfimrak Emini Sokagi in the Kemal Paga Quarter in Aksaray. The mosque, which was founded in
the reign of Bayezid II, was destroyed by fire in 1918; see EC, 95-96; IC, I, 76; OMFD, III, 314-15. For location, see MW map, D
7/2 and 254.
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41. The Mosque of Emin Sinan31 in Kadirga Limanz

Its builder, the abovementioned Emin Sinan, was Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan's commissioner of the
kitchen (matbah emini). His grave is located near the mosque, on the mihrab side, in a place known as
Mustafa Paa Bageesi. The babiissaade agasz Ahmed Aga installed its minbar. The grave of the abovemen-
tioned aka is located by the side of the road in the cemetery of the Ibrahim Aga Qayirn in Uskfidar. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

42. The Mosque of the imam Khan...

Seyyid Ahi Durmu Baba, the builder of the abovementioned mosque, which is also known as the
[Mosque of the] Imam Khan, came from Khurasan and became Sultan Bayezid's water carrier (saka).
His grave [40] is located there [at his mosque]. Later, a person named San Osman built a khan there
and the mosque stood inside the khan. Haci Begir Aga," the eyhidharem, nazzr-z harameyn and
darassaade agasz, installed its minbar. It is provided for from [the vakf of Begir Aga's Aga] Congre-
gational Mosque located near the Pasa Kapisi."' [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

43. The Mosque of Aksemseddin2 9 in Hrka-z $erif

Its builder is $eyh Mehmed bin Hamza-i 5ami, known as His Excellency Ak.emseddin."4 He was a halife
of Haci Bayram Veli.21 And he was a descendant of the Most Exalted Siddik"22 -may God be pleased

325 The Emin Sinan Mescidi, known also as the Akar Qegme Mescidi, located on Gedik Paga Akarcasi Sokaki opposite the
intersection with Emin Sinan Camii Sokaki in the Emin Sinan Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque was completely rebuilt in a late
nineteenth-century style during the reign of Abdntlhamid II; see DBIA, III, 158; EC, 64-65; 1C, I, 51; ISTA, IX, 5082-83; OMFD, III,
347. For location, see MWmap, F 7/34 and 283.

326 The imam Hani Mescidi, known also as the Ahi Durmu Baba Mescidi, located in the Camili Han at the end of Haci
Memi Sokagi, which opens off Yorgancilar Caddesi in the Bayezid Quarter in Bayezid. Although the mosque's vakfiye is dated
1496, the mosque itself is of recent date; see DBIA, VIII, 217; EC, 96-97, 1C, I, 77; OMBYSD, 161. For location, see MW map, E
6/23 and 258.

327 Haci Begir Aga (c. 1652-1746), influential daraissaade akasi of the first half of the eighteenth century. Brought up in the
palace as a client of Dar-&ssaade Agasi Yapraksiz Ali Aga, he was already in the service of Ahmed III while the latter was a prince.
After Ahmed's accession to the throne, he was made a musahib and hazinedar, but was exiled to Cyprus in 1713 and was later
forced to reside in Egypt. He was subsequently sent to Medina as seyhailharem and in 1717 was appointed dariissaade agast. As
occupant of this office, he established numerous pious foundations in Istanbul and Medina. Ayvansarayi mentions the Aga Cami
complex near the Bab-i Ali (1745), including a mosque, tekke, fountain and sebil; the Daralhadis Medrese complex in Eyiip,
including a mosque, szbyan mektebi, and fountain (1734); restoration of the Karaagac Camii in Sitlfice; the minbar in the Takyeci
Mescidi in Otakcilar; the two mahfil in the courtyard of the Eyfib Sultan Camii in Eyap (1733); a fountain in Begikta (1744);
and a fountain near the Mehmed Aga or Sarraf iskender Mescidi in Cagaloglu (1728-28); see Hadika, 55-56, 270, 303, 304, 319-
20, 334; Mecmua, 53, 196-97, 306, 348-49, 392. For a full account of Begir Aga's life, see Hadika, 55-56; SO, II, 20.

328 Better known as the Bab-i Ali or Sublime Porte, that is the palace of the grand vizier and the central offices of the imperial
government, occupying the area bounded by Alemdar Caddesi, Hfikilmet Konaki Sokagi, Ankara Caddesi and Ebcsssuud
Caddesi. The present gateway, with broad, overhanging eaves in the Ottoman rococo style, was built early in the reign of Sultan
Abdfilmecid and opens on Alemdar Caddesi opposite the Alay Kbskf6, the huge belvedere on the wall of the Topkapi Palace
built by Sultan Mahmud II in 1820. The Bab-1 Ali today houses the offices of the governor of Istanbul province and the
Bagbakanlik Argivi (Archives of the Prime Minister's Office), the central state archives of the Ottoman Empire; see Ef, I, 836;
Pakaln, OTD, 1, 136-39; ISTA, IV, 1746-50. For Begir Aga's Aga Camii, see Hadika, 55-56.

329 The Akgemseddin Mescidi, located on Kegeciler Caddesi at the intersection with Aheap Minare Sokagi in the Mimar Sinan
Quarter in Karagimrfk; see DBIA, I, 171; FC, 54; IC, I, 21; ISTA, I, 558-59; OMFD, III, 314. For location, see MWmap, C 4/25.

33 For Akemseddin, see Hadika, n. 28.
3' Haci Bayram Veli (c. 1352-1430), Turkish mystic, poet and founder of the dervish order known as Bayramiye. His tomb

and mosque, located beside the Roman Temple of Augustus in Ankara, are still important places of pious visitation.
332 Literally, "Sincere," the title given to Abu Bakr, the first of the Rightly Guided Caliphs after the death of the Prophet

Muhammed.
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with him. He died in the village named Torbah in the year "Confrontation with the Unity [of God],""'
863 [1458-59], six years after the conquest of islambol,3 4 and his grave is there in a well-known place of
pilgrimage. While Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third was passing incognito before this mosque one day,
he heard the noon call to prayer. Dismounting to perform prayer, he entered this mosque. When, after
performing prayer, he asked the mosque's name and its builder, a person there informed him, and
when the sultan learned that [the mosque] was the charitable work of the abovementioned eyh, he
installed its minbar and, from customs duties, increased the stipend of the preacher by twelve akge and
enlarged the stipends of the Friday miaezzin and caretaker.

Tavasi Mustafa Paa, a Janissary of the twentieth bblaik during the Zenta debacle,"' which occurred
around the time of the accession of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Second, led a mutiny in his barracks. He
was subsequently honored with promotion to the Outside Service of the imperial palace (birun) and in
the course of his career became head of the infirmary (hastalar agrasz). He purchased six houses as
private property in the vicinity of the abovementioned mosque and made them a vakf and a trust for
the replacement of the two high beeswax candles in the mihrab of the abovementioned mosque on the
night of Berat. His tomb is in Uskfidar. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

44. The Odalar Mosque"' in Salmatomruk

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church.3 11 Its founder was Kemanke Mustafa
Paa,3 3

1 whose tomb is near his medrese on the Divanyolu. His mosque 3 is described under the letter
kaf. Because it is [situated] between two blocks of lodgings for married people (miteehhilin odalan), [41]
it has entrances on its two sides. It has a quarter.

45. The Mosque of the Darailhadis of Ibrahim Paa 34 1 near the ehzade Congregational Mosque

Its builder was 5ehid Ibrahim Paga,3 4
1 the grand vizier and most generous son-in-law of Ahmed Khan the

Third. It is [also] known as the Darilhadis Mosque. The abovementioned mosque is the classroom of
the darilhadis. And it has a sebil, the chronogram of which is:

333 Teveccfsh al-vahdet.
33 Literally, "Abounding in Islam," a punning name for Istanbul given to the city by Sultan Mehmed II shortly after the con-

quest. In later times, it could be found not only in popular usage, but in official documents as well.
33 In fact, Akgemseddin is buried in the town of G6ynik in the vilayet of Bolu in northwest Anatolia, not in Torbah.
336 The catastrophic defeat inflicted by the Austrians on the Ottoman army as it tried to cross the Tisza River near Zenta in

Serbia on 11 September 1697.
13 The Odalar Mescidi (Mosque of the Barracks), known also as the Kemanke Mustafa Paga Mescidi, located on Kasim

Odalar Sokagi between Salma Tomruk Caddesi and Koza Sokagi near the fifth-century cistern known as the Qukur Bostan in the
Dervi Ali Quarter in Karagfimrnk. The mosque was destroyed by fire in 1919; see DBIA, VI, 120-21; FC, 186-87; 1C, I, 112. For
location, see MWmap, C 3/14.

338 The original name of the church is not known. It was one of two Byzantine churches made over for Catholic use in 1475,
when a community of Genoese from the Crimea settled in Constantinople, and, for a century and a half after, it was served by
the Dominicans under the name St. Mary of Constantinople. It was transformed into a mosque by Kemanke Mustafa Paga in
1640; see Mathews, Churches, 220-24; MW, 188-89.

339 For Kemanke Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 78.
3' The Kemanke Mustafa Paga Medresesi Mescidi; see Hadika, 201-2.
34' The Ibrahim Paga Darfilhadisi Mescidi, known also as the Damad Ibrahim Pa a Darftlhadisi Mescidi, part of the Damad

Ibrahim Paga Complex, located at the intersection of $ehzadebapi Caddesi and Dede Efendi Caddesi in the Kalenderhane
Quarter in Bayezid; see DBIA, II, 547-49; IC, I, 76. For location, see MWmap, E 6/12.

32 Nevgehirli Damad lbrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
34 The daralhadis forms part of a larger complex, including a medrese, library, fountain and sebil, which Damad Ibrahim Paga

built in 5ehzadebai.
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0, Resid thus proclaimed to the thirsty the good news and declared its date.

"It is the sebil of the spring of Ibrahim Paga. Drink its health [-giving water] !"3 1132 [1719-20].

And this is the date of the fountain located next to it:

Ragid, let the tongue of the spigot express the date to the thirsty!
"Drink water from this fountain of Damad Ibrahim Paga!"345

And the chronogram of the library is by Arabzade Abdurrahman Efendi, who was the imperial imam

(imam-z sultani).

"An abode for lbrahim-may it well commemorate him-
Vizier of the Sultan of the Empire, Ahmed."0 46

And this is his chronogram in the form of a couplet for the completion of the entire charitable

foundation. It is inscribed on the arch of the gate.

"Ibrahim, the glorious vizier of the age,
Erected an abode for students of the branches of knowledge," 47 1133 [1720-21].

This chronogram for the mosque is by Alemi Ahmed Efendi:

"Asaph3 48 Ibrahim-may he flourish more and more-
Has unrivaled monuments,"3 49 1132 [1719-20].

The aforesaid builder will also be mentioned in connection with the Aci Musluk Mosque.3 " He also

founded many charitable works at a place named Neveehir, one of the villages of Kayseri.3 1
1 And he

built fountains in Uskildar,3 5 2 a congregational mosque in Kigidhane 3 " and numerous charitable works

in other places.1 4 He is buried near the abovementioned mosque and fountain of the [Dardlhadis of

3 Sebil-i 'ayn-z Ibrahim Pt46'dir igin sthhan.
* Su if bu geqme-i Ddmdd Ibrahim Pads'dan.

3 Makdmnt li-Ibrdhim ihydhfs ceyyiden Veziri li-sul.tdn al-mamdlik Ahmad
The couplet gives the date 1131/1718-19.
3 Vezir al-'ahd Ibrdhim mecden Li-tulldb al-'ulftm bend makdamen.
1 Asf b. BarakhyA, the vizier and confidant of King Solomon, who in later Islamic literature came to be a metaphor for min-

isterial wisdom.
3 9 Li-dsdfIbrdhim zida nfmfzvidhf Me'dlimid lem yesbak ileyhd al-evd'il.
3" The Aci Musluk Mescidi, the minbar of which, according to Ayvansarayi, was installed by Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, 58.

51 His foundations in Nevgehir, which was his place of birth, include a pair of congregational mosques, one with an attached

complex consisting of a medrese, imaret, mekteb, library, market, khan and hamam, plus a second hamam and eight fountains;

see Minir Aktepe, "Ibrahim Paga'ya aid 1ki Vakfiye," istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakailtesi Tarih Dergisi, 11 (1960), 151; also

Hadika, n. 22.
H2 According to Aktepe (ibid., 150), Ibrahim Paa built more than fifteen fountains in Uskfudar. Among these, Ayvansarayi

mentions fountains in the following locations: 1) near the Qubuklu Ocagsi, dated 1133 [1720-21]; 2) near the Aga Mescidi (Eski

Hamam Mescidi) in the district of 5emsi Paa, dated 1141 [1728-29]; 3) near the Aga Camii (Malatya Ismail Aga Camii), dated

1141 [1728-29]; 4) near the Davud Paga Camii, dated 1141 [1728-29]; 5) near the Uskfndar guardhouse (kulluk), dated 1141

[1728-29]; 6) near the Doganci Hasan Pasa Camii (Qakircibay1 Camii), dated 1141 [1728-29]; and 7) in Kuruleme; see Hadika,

435, 467-68; Mecmua, 42-43, 51-54.
.. The Sa'dabad Camii in Kigidhane; see Hadika, 318.
11 Among Ibrahim Paa's other charitable works, Ayvansarayi notes that he 1) rebuilt the Kihe Ali Paga iskelesi Camii (Asariye

Camii) in Besikta , established its vakf and erected a nearby hamam; 2) renovated the minarets of Eyn~p Camii, repaired the

tomb of Eyyub Ensari and installed its silver lattice enclosure; 3) installed the minbar in the Deveoglu Mescidi (Hoca Hamza

Mescidi) near the Sfileymaniye; 4) installed the minbar in the Aci Musluk Mescidi; 5) built a daralhadis, hamam, mekteb and sebil

in Hocapaga; 6) built the Qukucilar Ham near the Nuruosmaniye Camii; and 7) aided in the building of the Gf6llenihane (tekke

of the Gileni dervishes) opposite the Sakabap1 Mescidi near Tophane; see Hadika, 58, 89, 124, 271-72, 392, 420. For a complete

listing of Ibrahim Paa's foundations, both in Istanbul and in the region of Kayseri, see Aktepe, TD, 11 (1960), 150-51.
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Ibrahim Paa]. In addition to the chronogram by Kadi Asim, this chronogram by Seyyid Hfiseyin Vehbi
Efendi also graces his gravestone.

It is an act of fate. Vehbi wrote a chronogram for his [death].
"May the halting place of Ibrahim Paga be near the Kaba!"35 1143 [1730-31].

In 1183 [1769-70], his son Damad Mehmed Paga was also buried there. Damad Mustafa Paa,356 known
by the nickname Sinek, the nephew of the abovementioned grand vizier, is also buried there. [42] The
date of his death is "Death of the fly." 57 At his death, the minaret of the abovementioned mosque was

built anew, the minbar was installed and stipends and expenses for illuminations were assigned from
his vakf

46. The Congregational Mosque of Ahizade"'5 near the Mosque of Sultan Mehmed Khan

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Ahizade Yusuf bin Cineyd Tokadi."' He is the author
of a gloss on Beyzavi's" [well-known commentary on the Qur'an] He died while he was a maidemis of
the [medreses of the] courtyard of the Fatih Mosque and was buried in his congregational mosque in
905 [1499-1500]. Mehmed Efendi ibn Nureddin bin Sinan, his daughter's son, who was dismissed from
[the office of kadzasker of] Anatolia, died while he was a miiderris in a daridhadis. "Ahizade set off to the
Next World,""' 989 [1581-82], is the date of his death. The aforesaid was the father of the executed
5eyhilislAm Hnseyin Efendi,6 founder of the Qukur Medrese,63 who is buried beside Ahi Yusuf. The
abovementioned executed Hinseyin Efendi, who suffered the wrath of Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth
while he was eyhilisldm, was executed in the place named Filorya and was buried there. His son,
Abdfilhalim Efendi, died having been dismissed from the [office of] kadzasker of Rumelia, and is buried
in the cemetery adjoining the Qukur Medrese. Saliki composed a chronogram for his death. "Ahizade
made the journey of annihilation,""" 1013 [1604-5]. Abdfilhalim Efendi's brother, Fazlullah Efendi, was
also buried there in 991 [1583-84]. Seyyid Ahmed Nesibi, the youngest son of the patron of charitable
works [Hfiseyin Efendi] is buried in the classroom of the Qukur Medrese. He died while he was [its]
maiderris. His relatives are also buried there. [The Ahizade Congregational Mosque] does not have a
quarter.

.. Ka'be-i kurb ola Ibrdhim Pdd menzili.
356 Mustafa Paa, Damad, Kftenlk, Sinek (d. 1764), kapudan-z derya and nisancz, the son of Halil Aga, the nephew of Neveehirli

Damad Ibrahim Paa; see Vefryat, 16; SO, IV, 439.
11 Mdte al-ztbdb, which gives the numerical date 1176 (1762-63). The nickname Sinek means "fly."
358 The Ahizade Camii, known also as the Leblebici Mescidi, located on the present Darfiiafaka Caddesi at the intersection

with Mukarrir Sokaki in the $eyh Resmi Quarter in Fatih. The mosque burned in the Fatih fire of 1918, and is no longer extant;
see FC, 51; 1C, I, 20. For location, see MWmap, D 4/28 and 409.

... Yusuf bin Cineyd Tokadi, Ahizade (d. 1499), Ottoman scholar and writer of the late fifteenth century, appointed a
miderris in the medreses of the Fatih Mosque.

" 'Abd AllAh b. 'Umur al-Baydawi (d. 1256), ShAfi'ite jurist of Shiraz and writer of Qur'an exegesis, law, jurisprudence,
theology and grammar. His works were widely popular and, although generally not original, were admired for their learning
and brevity; see Et, I, 1129.

36 Ahi-zdde 'ukbdya 'azm eyledi.
362 Mehmed Hfiseyin Efendi, Ahizade (1572-1634), twenty-eighth leyhilisldm. The son of the kadzasker of Anatolia, Ahizade

Mehmed Efendi, he was a student of Hoca Sadeddin Efendi and was later given a number of medrese and judicial
appointments. After holding the office of kadzasker of Rumelia three times, he became eyhilisldm on 10 February 1632. Because
he opposed Sultan Murad IV's hanging in Iznik of a kadi against whom complaints had been lodged but not substantiated, the
sultan arrested Ahizade on 7 January 1634 and had him strangled while on the way to exile in Cyprus. He was the first
peyhilisldm in Ottoman history to be executed; see Hadika, 144; Altunsu, Osmanlz eyhfilisldmlan, 64-66.

13 For the Qukur Medrese, see Hadika, 144.
" Kildt 'azm-i 'adem Ahi-zdde.
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47. The Mosque of the Tekke of Emir BuhaP* near the Fatih Congregational Mosque

The builder of the mosque of the Tekke of Emir Buhari was Sultan Bayezid the Saint. Emir Buhari al-
5eyh Seyyid Ahmed was a Nakebendi.3" He was a spiritual descendant of His Excellency Ubeydullah
Ahrar" and he obtained his successorship (hilafet) from [Ubeydullah Ahrar's] halife, Abdullah Alehi."'
His separate tomb is next to the mosque. The date of his death, which is as follows, is written above its
window:

Because this beloved Buhari's soul was carried away,
The heart expressed the date. "0 Seyyid Buhari! What a pity!" 69 922 [1516-17].

[43] His sixteen-room zaviye is opposite the abovementioned mosque. Grand Vizier Bayram Paa 37 0

installed its minbar. The mekteb situated opposite it is the charitable foundation of kadzasker Kizil
Abdurrahman Efendi, the husband of the sister of Abdfillatif Efendi, son-in-law of the son-in-law of the
abovementioned eyh. [Kizil Abdurrahman Efendi] is buried there. His biography is given in connec-
tion with his congregational mosque. 7 [The Mosque of the Tekke of Emir Buhari] does not have a
quarter.

His Excellency Hoca Ubeydullah Ahrar al-Taskendi al-Hfiseyni al-Faruki departed for the Abode of
Eternity in 895 [1489-90]. [The succession of eyhs of the zaviye and the dates of their death are as
follows:]3 7

' His Excellency Hoca Emir Buhari al-5eyh Ahmed Efendi passed away to the Abode of

Eternity in the year 922 [1516-17]. The saint lived for sixty-three [years]. Hoca Mahmud Efendi, the
son-in-law of the aforementioned eyh, died in the year 938 [1531-32]. He is buried opposite the tekke.
5erife Fatma Hanim, his honored wife, died on 12 Rebifilevvel 921 [26 April 1515], and she is buried
beside her father, Mahmud Efendi.3 7

3 Hoca Abdillatif Efendi was the son-in-law of the aforesaid Hoca
Mahmud Efendi. He died in Venerated Mecca in the year 971 [1563-64].

365 The Emir Buhari Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Emir Buhari Camii, located on Emir Buhari Sokagi between Fevzi
Paa Caddesi and Sangfizel Caddesi in the Hoca Uveys Quarter in Sangnizel in Fatih. The present building dates from 1965.
This was one of four mosques in Istanbul (the others located in Ayvansaray, Eyntp and Unkapam) named for Emir Buhari; see
Hadika, 52-54, 315; DBIA, III, 167-68; FC, 92-93; C, I, 51; ISTA, IX, 5086-89; OMBSYD, 247-48. For location, see MW map, D 5/5
and 409.

31 $eyh Seyyid Ahmed bin Muhammed al-Hfiseyini al-Buhari (1443-1516), renowned Nakibendi seyh and saint of Istanbul.
Born in Bukhara into a family descended from Husayn b. 'Ali b. Abi Talib, he first attached himself to Ubaydullah Ahrar and
later became a mfirid of Abdullah Alehi (see below), with whom he journeyed to Simav in northwest Anatolia. Returning from
the hajj, he was sent to Istanbul to establish the Nakebendi order there and soon gained a wide following as well as the
patronage of Sultan Bayezid II. He died in Istanbul 1516 and is buried in his tekke; see Kasim Kufrah, "Molla Ilahi ve
Kendisinden Sonraki Nakibendiye Muhiti," Tark Dili veEdebiyatz Dergisi, 3 (1948), 128-51.

367 KhwAja 'Ubayd AllAh b. Mahmud Nasir al-Din (1404-90), Nakebendi seyh under whom the order became firmly rooted in
Central Asia and spread to other regions of the Islamic world; see Ef, Supplement, 50-52.

3 68 Abdullah Alehi (d. 1491), Nakebendi 5eyh born in Simav in northwest Anatolia. He studied in Istanbul and later journeyed
to Samarkand where he became a murid of Ubeydullah Ahrar. Returning to Simav and going later to Istanbul, he was
instrumental in the introduction of the Nakibendiye into the Ottoman Empire.

369 Ey Seyyid Buhdti vdh vdh.
370 Bayram Paia (d. 1638), Ottoman vizier of the reign of Murad IV. Entering the Janissary corps as a youth, he rose through

the ranks and became aga of the Janissaries in 1623. In the same year, he was married to Hanzade Sultan, the sister of Murad IV.
In 1625, he was appointed governor of Egypt with the rank of vizier and subsequently became a vizier of the dome and, at the
time of Murad IV's 1635 campaign against Yerevan, kaimmakam. He was appointed grand vizier on 2 February 1637 and died in
Urfa on 27 August 1638, during the campaign of that year to recover Baghdad from the Safavids. His foundations include a
medrese, mekteb, tekke (with mosque) and sebil adjoining his tomb in Haseki in Istanbul, a Mevlevihane in Kayseri and other
pious foundations in Amasya; see Hadika, 65, 176, 307; Vefeyat, 12; SO, II, 36.

371 The Kadiasker Camii; see Hadika, 186.
32 For the heyhs of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in Fatih, see also Z5E, 67-68.
37 In fact, Fatma Hanim was the daughter of Emir Buhari $eyh Ahmed Efendi.
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It is related that Hoca Ubeydullah Alehi [Ahrar]'s grandson, Hoca Ahmed Sadik Efendi ibn Hoca
Mehmed Abdfissemi al-Hfiseyini, died in the year 994 [1585-86] and was buried at the foot of the
hanekah's minaret. The date of his passing away is "Ahmed Sadik departed the world. Mercy!", 7

' His
father died in Kashgar1 75 in the year 953 [1546-47] and is buried in the tomb of Sadeddin Kasgari. Hoca
Ziyaeddin Ahmed ibn Hoca Ahmed Sadik al-Hfiseyini died in the year 1011 [1602-3] and was buried in
the tomb of Baba Cafer in Eyup. Hoca Fazlullah ibn Hoca Mehmed Said ibn Mehmed Abdfissemi al-
Hfiseyini died in the year 1046 [1636-37] and was buried in the tekke of Baba Haydar3 7 6 in Eyiip. His
father, Hoca Mehmed Said, died in Tashkent in 990 [1582-83]. [44] Hoca Abdullah ibn Hoca Fazlullah
al-Hfiseyini died in 1080 [1669-70] and rests in the tomb of Baba Haydar in Eyiip. His mother was
5erife Hidaye, the daughter of 5erife Ayge, daughter of 5erife Fatma, daughter of His Excellency Emir
Buhari.

Hoca Fazlullah ibn Hoca Abdullah al-Hftseyini was buried at Mount Sinai in 1121 [1709-10]. He lived
for 72 [years]. The date of his birth was 1049 [1639-40]. On the death of Hoca Abdfilkebir ibn Hoca
Fazlullah al-Hfiseyini in the year 1131 [1718-19], he was buried in [the tekke of] Baba Haydar in Eyup.
He lived for 39 [years]. And at the death Hoca Mehmed Refi ibn Hoca Abdfilkebir al-Hilseyini in 1132
[1719-20], he was buried on the grounds of [the tekke of] Baba Haydar in Eyfip. Hoca Abdurrahman
ibn Hoca Abdfilkebir al-Hfiseyini al-Faruki died in 1188 [1774-75] and was buried near his father in [the
Tekke of] Baba Haydar. Hoca Hamdullah ibn Hoca Abdurrahman al-Hfiseyini al-Faruki died on Friday
the eighth of blessed Ramazan of the year 1212 [24 February 1798] and was buried in the hanekah of
His Excellency the Master [i.e., the Tekke of Emir Buhari]. He lived for forty-three [years].

48. The Akbyzk Mosque"7 in Ahzrkapz

Its builder was Muhyiddin Efendi, a high official in the time of Fatih [Sultan Mehmed II], and he is
buried there. The darassaade agasz, Haci Mustafa Aga, who is buried in his sebil in the vicinity of the
tomb of Eyyub Ensari, installed its minbar. The zaviye in its courtyard was built by K6prflfizade Mustafa
Paga... for Qarhaci 5eyh Ahmed Efendi of the [Sufi brotherhood of the] Halvetiye. The abovemen-
tioned eyh is buried in the Qiplakzade Zaviyesi in the vicinity of the Cagaloglu Saray.3 79 He was the halife
of the famous Sakizh Ilyas Efendi. The abovementioned vizier also built a zaviye on Chios (Sakiz) and

.. Ahmed Sddik Efendi gitdi dfsnyddan meded.

. Kashi, in the province of Xinjiang in western China.
376 The Baba Haydar Tekkesi in Eyntp, the Nakebendi tekke of Baba Haydar Samarkandi, who was a halife of Hoca Ubeydullah

Ahrar; see Hadika, 303-4.
". The Akbiyik Mescidi (Mosque of the White Mustash), located at the intersection of Akbiyik Camii Sokaki and Akbiyik

Caddesi in the Sultan Ahmed Quarter in Alemdar near the Ahir Kapi. Although the Akbiyik Camii is among the oldest mosques
in Istanbul, the present building only dates to the reign of Abdfilhamid II; see DBIA, I, 154; EC, 16; IC, I, 21; ISTA, I, 507; OMFD,
III, 313-14. For location, see MWmap, G 8/2 and 313.

378 Fazil Mustafa Paa, K6prntlfizade (1637-91), the son of Grand Vizier Kbpriln Mehmed Pasa and brother of Grand Vizier
Kfprfili Ahmed Paa. He was himself grand vizier during the reigns of Ahmed II and Mustafa II. Appointed to that office on
25 October 1689, he undertook a program of necessary administrative reforms and at the same time worked to counter the
military advances of the Holy League. His death in battle against the Austrians at Slankamen near Varadin in Croatia on 19
August 1691 cut short a string of striking military successes. Having received a medrese education as a youth, Fazil Mustafa Paga
was noted for his learning, particularly in the fields of Tradition and lexicography. His dignity and sense of justice were widely
attested; see Vefeyat, 88; Mecmua, 347; E1, V, 261-62.

'7 The Cagaloglu Sarayi, residence of Grand Vizier Cagalzade Yusuf Sinan Paa. Its site on Ankara Caddesi and Tfirkocagi
Caddesi in the Cagaloglu district is today occupied by the Iranian Consulate and the istanbul Erkek Lisesi . The district in which
it was located, Cagaloglu, takes its name from him.
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made [Sakizh tlyas Efendi] its 5eyh. [The latter] died there in the year "5eyh of Chios,"38 1118 [1706-7].
[The Akbiyik Mosque] has a quarter.

49. The Congregational Mosque of Ahmed Pasa" near the Demir Kapi

Ahmed Paga,"'8 its builder, retired from the office of bostanczbasz with three tug [and the rank of vizier].
[45] He subsequently died at the fortress of Kanije.383 He also built a medrese and a mekteb... at Beykoz.
In addition, the market boat (pazar kayz6z) in Beykoz is one of his vakfs. The office of maitevelli of the
abovementioned mosque belongs to its imam. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

50. The Uskfibiye Mosque55 near Aya Sofya

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Mehmed Aga, the head footman (5atzrbasz) of the late

Fatih [Sultan Mehmed II]. He is buried near the abovementioned mosque. The sebil located beside it is
the foundation of Bi-zeban Tavean Aga.38 Molla Taekendi Seyyid Muhterem Efendi, one of the marshals
of the descendants of the Prophet (nakib) of the Exalted [Ottoman] State, is buried in a tomb at the
end of the dead-end street opposite the abovementioned mosque. It is inside a house which is a vakf for
the preachers of Aya Sofya. He died in the year "Al-jeyh," 941 [1534-35]. [The Uskfibiye Mosque] has a
quarter.

51. The Mosque of the Emir"3 near the Bahge Kapz

Its builder was Emir Hoca Seyyid Mustafa Efendi. His grave is located near his mosque in the city of
5umnu." Defterdar Avni Mehmed Efendi, who died in Cemaziyalahir in the year "Abode of the
Law,"389 1181 [1767], installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

380 Sakzzh $eyh.
381 The Ahmed Paa Camii, known also as the Cezayirli Ahmed Paga Camii, located on the present Dar-assaade Sokagi in the

Hocapaga Quarter in Eminonfi, near the former Demir Kapi and north of the Sirkeci railroad station. Built in the seventeenth
century, the mosque is no longer extant; see EC, 49; IC, I, 20. For location, see MWmap, G 6/10 and 497.

382 Ahmed Paa, Cezayirli, Bostancibaps (d. 1656), buried at Qayirba~s; see Vefeyat, 56.
383 Kanije Kalesi, the fortress of Kanizsa, south of Lake Balaton in western Hungary.
"" For Ahmed Paa's medrese and mekteb in Beykoz, see Hadika, 463.
385 The Uskubiye Mescidi, known also as the Mehmed Aga or Yerebatan Mescidi, located on Yerebatan Caddesi in the

Alemdar Quarter. It is referred to as the Yerebatan Mescidi because of the fact that it stands atop the great cistern of the same
name constructed by the Emperor Justinian in 565. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA, VII, 343; EC, 218-19; IC, I,
149; OMFD, III, 514. For location, see MWmap, F 7/1 and 285.

38 For the sebil's inscription, see Mecmua, 384-85.
387 The Emir Mescidi, known also as the Sirkeci Camii, located on Ankara Caddesi at its intersection with Sirkeci Istasyon

Caddesi in the Hocapaga Quarter in Emin6nin, just north of the Sirkeci railroad station. The mosque was torn down between
1955 and 1957; see EC, 65; IC, I, 51; ISTA, IX, 5102. For location, see MWmap, F 6/2.

388 The city of Shumen in northeastern Bulgaria.
389 Mesken al-sefi'a.
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52. The Elvan Mosque90 near the Demir Kapi

The builder of the Elvan Mosque was Sinan Efendi, one of Fatih [Sultan Mehmed II]'s ulema. His
death occurred in the year of the conquest of Egypt [1517]. [The location of] his grave is not known.
The Azablar Congregational Mosque"' is also his foundation. The correct form of the word elvan is
'ulvan with an 'ayn. It means "pride." But because [the word] is generally spelled with an elif, [the
mosque] was listed under the letter elif. Uskfibi Ali Aga installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

53. The Emir Buhari Mosque92 in Ayvansaray

Its builder was Oeyh Ahmed Efendi, whose biography was recounted in the course of the description of
the mosque of the Tekke of Emir Buhari in which he is buried."' This mosque and zaviye, being private
property (milk), remained in the hands of his heirs and in time, Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi, who
belonged to the abovementioned xeyh's [Nakxbendi] order, married the daughter of the abovemen-
tioned xeyh and became [himself] xeyh of the abovementioned zavie.394 [46] He restored order to its
vakf and enlarged it so as to provide for the recitation each year of the blessed Mevlid."' He lived there
until his death. He died in the year "God's approval,""' 1068 [1657-58], and was buried before the
mihrab. His halife, Hfiseyin Efendi, became xeyh in his place. Subsequently, at his death, he was buried
above the road at the edge of Tokmak Tepe.397 This is the date: "Admired among the xeyhs,"398 1086
[1675-76]. Oeyh Yusuf Efendi became head of the tekke in his place. This is the date of his death:
"Possessor of divine glory and kindness,""' 1100 [1688-89]. His son-in-law and halife, Osman Efendi,
became xeyh in his place. Dying in the year "Renouncing mankind,"' 1137 [1724-25], he was buried
beside his predecessor. Karamanizade [Ahmed] Efendi became xeyh in his place. When he died, he was
buried next to the grave of the keeper of the tomb (tiirbedar), Toklu Dede,"' outside the tomb of Ebu
Oeybet al-Hudri" 2-may God be well pleased with him-located in the vicinity of [the abovementioned
mosque and zaviye of Emir Buhari]. This is the date:

3' The Elvan Mescidi, known also as the Elvan Qelebi Mescidi, located on the site of the Sirkeci railroad station in the
Hocapaga Quarter in Emin6nfi. It is no longer extant; see EC, 62-64; IC, I, 51; ISTA, VIII, 4528; OMFD, III, 346. For location, see
MW map, F 6/1.

"' The Azablar Camii, located in Unkapam; see Hadika, 164.
392 The Emir Buhari Mescidi, known also as the Emir Buhari Tekkesi and $eyh Selim Efendi Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Ahmed Rufai Sokagi and Derviezade Sokagi in the Atik Mustafa Paga Quarter in Ayvansaray. It is today in ruin;
see DBIA, III, 165; FC, 94; IC, I, 51; ISTA, IX, 5089. For location, see MW map, C 1/17 and 302, 304.

* See Hadika, 49.
4 For the 5eyhs of the zaviye of the Emir Buhari Mescidi, see also Z5E, 66.

* Panegyrical poems celebrating the nativity of the Prophet Muhammed on the anniversary of whose birth they were
generally recited. Among the Turks, the most popular is the Mevlid-i $erif of Sileyman Qelebi (d. 1421), translated into English
by F. Lyman MacCallum (London, 1943); see also HOP, I, 23248.

39 6 Rzd'-Alldh.
397 A hill outside the Egri Kapi of the land wall; see Hadika, 162.
398 Pesendide-i mesyih.
31 Zu al-celdl ve al-ikrdm.
4 Terk-i ndsfit.
*' Seyh Toklu Ibrahim Dede, a folk saint and healer, supposedly one of the soldiers who accompanied Fatih at the time of

the conquest of Istanbul. He was made tirbedar or keeper of the tomb of Ebu 5eybet al-Hudri. For the Mosque of Toklu Dede,
see Hadika, 159-60.

2 Abfi Shibat al-Khadri, the foster brother and Companion of the Prophet Muhammed, who fell as a martyr together with
Halid bin Zeyd Ebu Eyyub Ensari in the course of the Arab siege of Constantinople led by Yazid b. Mu'Awiya in 672. An
important place of pious visitation, his tomb was first built by Sultan Mehmed II in the second half of the fifteenth century. It
was repaired by Sultan Mahmud II in 1836 at the time of that sultan's renovation of all the Companions' tombs in the Ottoman
capital; see Mecmua, 232; ISTA, IX, 4858-59; OMFD, IV, 756-57; Unver, Sahdbe Kabirleri, 26-27.
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When that perfect Masterjoined the most noble of the Companions,
They composed the date of his death: "5eyh Ahmed Efendi passed away,"" 1149 [1736-37].

Kinmi 5eyh Ahmed Efendi-i Nakebendi became head of the zaviye in his place. When he passed away to

the Abode of Eternity, he was buried beside the abovementioned Musliheddin Efendi. This is the date:

Blessed Master, Ahmed Efendi,
Free-born Tatar of renown,

His gracious soul galloped from evil.
He quickly arrived at spiritual union with God.

May God make Eden his halting place!
The dead are in need of prayer.

I wrote the date with a Fatiha.
"5eyh Ahmed journeyed to annihilation,", 4 1156 [1743-44].

Hoca Mehmed Emin Tokadi, who traced his spiritual lineage to the same master [as Kirimi 5eyh

Ahmed Efendi], became head of the zaviye in his place. On his death, he was buried in the cemetery of

the Congregational Mosque of Soguk Kuyu,"5 built by the former grand vizier Pir Mehmed Paga, which

was located near his house in Zeyrek. This chronogram on his gravestone was composed by Minsta-

kimzade and is the work of the pen of Kitibzade Refi Efendi.406

[47] Again from the rose garden of the Nakebendi the sword of death
Cut a hundred-petal rose. A thousand sighs and groans!

That namesake of Muhammed, that is to say, Tokadi Efendi,
Who has attained true knowledge of God, custodian of the mystery of the God of the Worlds,

Spiritual guide on the Way of Islam, the most well-guided teacher,
Possessed of sure knowledge of the mystery of God, source of firm belief,

Who was known, therefore, as a guide to [Ubeydullah] Ahrar,"7

A person innocent of desire, secure Master of the Two Worlds:
Above all, he was a tree of the garden of the Tradition of Ahmed.1

One by one, those distinguished by robes of honor were chosen with his miracle-working hands.
Diver in the sea of eternity, he held his breath,
And found the gate of union with God. Likewise, from illusion he attained the real.

The claw of the lion of death turned him away from his truest friends.
May he dwell close by Siddik's 09 kinsman, the Lion of God!410

Inspired by his mystic purity, the messenger of Unity proclaims the date of his death.

"Uttering [the name of] God, Emin's soul went to the Deity,"411 1158 [1745-46].

5eyh Halil Muradi became head of the zaviye in his place. On his death, he was buried outside the

room reserved for the eyhs and the room became a refectory. This is the date of his death: "Lan-

guishing eyh," 4 1 1163 [1749-50]. While still a boy, his son Ibrahim became eyh in his place. He died six
years later, in 1169 [1755-56], and was buried beside [his father]. And Hasan Efendi, who is also buried

there, died in 1167 [1753-54], while he was guardian of the abovementioned boy, Ibrahim. Mustafa

4 Gedi $eyh Ahmed Efendi.
4 Al-$eyh Ahmed gb9di bakdya.

4 The Soguk Kuyu Camii; for the mosque and its cemetery, see Hadika, 153-54.406 For Kitibzade Refi Efendi, see Hadika, n. 145.
407 Khwja 'Ubayd AllAh b. Mahmud Nasir al-Din; see Hadika, n. 367.
408 $eyh Ahmed b. Muhammed Emir Buhari.

The title given to Abu Bakr, the first of the Rightly Guided Caliphs.
* The title given to Ali, the fourth of the Rightly Guided Caliphs, who was the son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammed and an

ancestor of Emir Buhari.
411 Oldi ldhfita revdn Alldh deyfib rfsh-i emin.
412 seyh-i bi-mdr.
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Efendi, who is eyh at the present time, after becoming guardian in place of the abovementioned
guardian, was properly appointed 5eyh on the death of the abovementioned Ibrahim Efendi. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

54. The Mosque of the Aga :ayn 13 near the Yedi Kule

[48] Its builder was Kasim Qavu Aga. He is buried before the mihrab. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

55. The Mosque of the Aka Kape" outside the Residence of the Aga of theJanissaries (Aga Kapzsz)

The Mosque of the Aga Kapi is a separate, upper-story [mosque] inside the government office for the
threatening and punishing of criminals and murderers, located in the official residence of the agas who
were the commanders of the corps of imperial Janissaries. The imam of the abovementioned mosque is
the imam of the aga of the Janissaries.

56. The Mosque of the Oyma Kape" near the Tomb of Kogacz Dede

The builder of the Mosque of the Oyma Kapi was Mahmud Efendi, a clerk (kdtib) of the vegetable
market (sebzehane).4"1 [The location of] his grave is not known. Supervision of the vakf is entrusted to
the bostanczbasz agas. It does not have a quarter.

57. The Mosque of the Oksiizce Hatib" near the Yolgegen Congregational Mosque

They call it the Oksfnzce Hatib and also the Akarca Mosque [because] there is a stream (akar su) flow-
ing nearby it. As it had been a mosque for a long time and its vakf and founder were not known,
Mehmed Efendi, the chief clerk of the Istanbul customs (asitane giimraG baskatibi), completely rebuilt
it and installed its minbar. Assigning stipends from the customs duties for its preacher, imam and other
requisite [servants], he brought the abovementioned mosque back to life. It does not have a quarter.

4" The Aga Qayin Mescidi (Mosque of the Aga's Meadow), known also as the Kasim Qavu5 Mescidi, located at the intersection
of Kogdibek Sokagi and Alay Imami Sokagi in the Cambaziye Quarter in Samatya. Popular tradition holds that its founder,
Kasim Qavu , was the commander of a regiment of cameleers (devecibapz) of the Janissary corps in the time of Sultan Mehmed II;
see DBIA, I, 95-96; 1C, I, 19; ISTA, I, 235-36. For location, see MW map, B 8/17.

4" The Aga Kapisi Mescidi (Mosque of the Residence of the Aga of the Janissaries), located in the Aga Kapisi, the official resi-
dence of the aga of the Janissaries, near the intersection of Fetva Yokugu and Namahrem Sokagi, north of the Sfileymaniye
Camii in the Timurta Quarter in Knenikpazar. Following the suppression of the Janissaries in 1828, the Aga Kapisi was turned
over to the eyhilisldm and became known as the Bab-1 Megihat or 5eyhfilislAm Kapisi. The site is today occupied by the offices
of the mufti (Mfiftlnfik) of Istanbul and the Botanical Institute of Istanbul University. The mosque was destroyed by fire in
1923 along with the offices of the seyhiilislam; see DBIA, VIII, 11; 1C, I, 19; ISTA, I, 246. For location, see MWmap, E 5/18.

4" The Oyma Kapi Mescidi (Mosque of the Carved Gate), known also as the Lokmanci Dede Tekkesi Mescidi or Sebzehane
KAtibi Mescidi, located on Lokmanci Dede Sokagi south of the Sultan Selim Complex in the Hatip Musliheddin Quarter in
Fener. The mosque is today in ruins; see FC, 187; C, I, 113. For location, see MWmap, D 4/33 and 309.

416 The sebzehane was the vegetable market where the bostancz were allowed to sell surplus produce from the imperial gardens.
417 The Oksfizce Hatib Mescidi (Mosque of the Solitary Preacher), known also as the Akarca or Gimrink Baskitibi Mehmed

Efendi Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present Oksfizce Camii Sokagi and Vidin Caddesi in the Arabaci Bayezid
Quarter in Samatya. The mosque served as a tekke of the Nakebendi order. It burned in 1917 and is no longer extant; see DBIA,
VIII, 348; FC, 187-88; C, I, 113. For location, see MWmap, B 7/17.
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58. The Alaca Mosque"'8 in the Booksellers'Bazaar (Kitapgzlar Qarzsz)

The builder of the Alaca Mosque was Qelebioglu Alaeddin Efendi. He is buried before the mihrab. A
person named Mehmed Aga installed its minbar. $eyh $iikri Mehmed U aki [is buried] beside the
founder. He died in the year "al-tahmis," 9 1141 [1728-29]. The abovementioned eyh was a poet. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

59. The Congregational Mosque of the Aka 20 near the Offices of the Grand Vizier (Pasa Kapzsz)

The builder of the Congregational Mosque of the Aga was the eyhidharem, Darfissaade Agasi Haci Begir
Aga.421 It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun), library, mekteb, medrese and tekke, and there is a
sebil beneath the mosque and a fountain beside it. This is the chronogram on the arch of the blessed
mosque's gateway:

[49] Preacher of the mihrab ofjustice and generosity, compendium of majesty,
imam of the state and religion, Mahmud Khan, who adorns benevolence

With many good works, made his worldly throne resemble the Kaba,
To which the state-adorning shahs do homage.

Because he was guided in his work by divine help,
The present glorious guardian aga of the Abode of Felicity,

While founding charitable works without number,
Brought to life anew this pure place of worship.

It is the Friday call to prayer. Come! Rise up in obedience to God at the five ordained times!
What a lofty abode this beautiful, exalted place of worship became!

In order that the world be glorified with the five calls to prayer,
Let God make enduring the builder of the lofty edifice!

The Four Pillars appeared and conveyed the good news concerning it to each other.
Feyzi, the inhabitants of the world above, on circumambulating it,

Expressed its date with the undotted letters of this line of poetry.
"Begir Aga built an artful, illuminated congregational mosque,"4 2 1158 [1745-46].

He also built a daradhadis, mekteb, fountain and library 2" in the Baba Haydar Quarter, one of the quar-
ters of Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased with him! There are also some charitable foundations of
his in Illuminated Medina.

The aforementioned aga originally entered the imperial apartments as a client of his predecessor as
kzzlar agasz, Yapraksiz Ali Aga, and achieved honor by being taken into the service of the late Sultan
Ahmed Khan the Third while he was a prince. Subsequently, on [Ahmed Khan's] accession to the
throne, [Begir Aga] became one of the sultan's gentlemen-in-waiting (musahib) and, in [11] 16 [1704-5],
he was appointed to conduct the sultan's nurse (daye kadznz) on the blessed Pilgrimage to Mecca. Later,
he was esteemed with the rank of treasurer of the harem (hazinedar). He was dismissed from office at
the end of [11]25 [1713-14], while going to Cyprus in company with the daraissaade agasz, Sfileyman

4' The Alaca Mescid (Variegated Mosque), known also as the Qelebioglu Alaeddin, Ketenciler or Marpuccular (Marputeular)
Mescidi, located on Marpuccular Sokagi in the Qelebioglu Alaeddin Quarter in Emin6nfi; see DBIA, V, 304; EC, 133; IC, I, 21;
ISTA, I, 573; OMFD, III, 327. For location, see MWmap, F 6/6 and 342.

41 A type of poem consisting of five lines, the last three or four of which expand on the first line or couplet.
420 The Aga Camii, known also as the Haci Begir Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Alay K6 kni Caddesi and Haci Begir

Tekkesi Qikmazi in the Alemdar Quarter in Alemdar near the Bab-i Ali; see DBIA, I, 469-73; EC, 75-77; IC, I, 19. For location, see
MWmap, F 6/34.

421 For Haci Begir Aga and his foundations, see Hadika, n. 327.422 Eser-i bir cdmi' al-envdr yapdrdi Befir Ard.
42' The Darnlhadis Medrese complex built in 1734; see Hadika, 303.
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Aga. Subsequently, he was dispatched from Cyprus to Egypt and, after a time, became eyhidharem. At

the end of [11]29 [1716-17], [50] he was distinguished with the office of dariissaade agasz and became
the worthy successor of Anber Mehmed Aga. He was a servant [in this capacity] for thirteen years
during the time of Ahmed Khan and retained and remained in his high office on the accession of
Mahmud Khan. By good fortune, he held the same rank until the year [11]59 [1746-47]. Suffering at
this time from maladies and diseases, he drained the cup of life on the thirteenth day of Camaziyilihir
in the abovementioned year in the seaside villa (sahilhane) named Bahariye and was honored [with
burial in] the vicinity of His Excellency Ebu Eyyub Ensari. The period of his good fortune was thirty

years. This is the chronogram of his death, which was written over the door of his tomb: "May the
abode of the banner of the Prophet be shelter to Begir,""4 1159 [1746-47]. The mekteb located in the

vicinity of the offices of the grand vizier (Paga Kapisi) is [the foundation of] Ayniah Sultan, the
daughter of His Majesty the late Sultan Bayezid Khan [the Second]. Her grave is in the mekteb's lower
story. The abovementioned mosque does not have a quarter.

60. The Mosque of Uzun iica near the Peykhane

The builder of the Mosque of Uzun 5fica was the chief of the sultan's running attendants (reis-i

atzran) ,426 who is buried opposite this mosque before the mihrab of the Mosque of the Fazli Paya
Saray.2 It will be discussed under the letterfa. [The Uzun 5fica Mosque] has a quarter.

61. The Oksiizce Mosque"8 near the Fenari Ali Mosque

The builder of the Oksuzce Mosque was Daye Hatun.429 Its expenses are provided from the vakf of

Sultan Bayezid. There is a mekteb of hers opposite it. The [fountain known as] Qatal Qegme,"' located
before its mihrab, was built by Gfircfi Mehmed Paga."' [The mosque] has a quarter.

424 Befir'e der-i livd-i Resnil ola me'vd.
425 The Uzun $fsca Mescidi (Mosque of Tall $inca), located on the site of the nineteenth-century Fuad Paga Camii, at the

intersection of Peykhane Sokagi and Klot Farer Caddesi in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque is no longer
extant; see DBIA, III, 341; EC, 72; IC, I, 61-62; OMFD III, 509-10. For location, see MWmap, MW, F 7/26 and 283.

42' According to Ayvansarayi, Uzun $icaeddin, its builder, was also the founder of the nearby Fazh Paga Sarayi Mescidi and

the Yemeniciler Mescidi; see Hadika, 175, 246.
427 The Fazh Paga Sarayi Mescidi; see Hadika, 175.
428 The Oksfnzce Mescidi (Solitary Mosque), know also as the Oksizce Hatip Mescidi, located on the present Oksfizce Hatip

Sokagi in the Hasan Halife Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was founded during the reign of Bayezid II. It burned in 1917 and is
no longer extant; see FC, 188; IC, I, 113. For location, see MWmap, C 6/1.

429 Literally, "Lady Nurse," a title given to the wet nurses of princes of the imperial household. Daye hatun were highly
honored by the sultans whom they had nursed and often came to have considerable wealth. Typically, they were married to

high-ranking state officials and served as potential links between the dynasty and its servants. There are several mosques in
Istanbul attributed to one or another of the daye hatun, including the Demirkapi Mescidi in Sirkeci; the Daye Hatun Camii and
Tarakeilar Mescidi, both in Mahmud Paa; and the Kaothane Kariyesi Mescidi; see Hadika, 78, 119, 155, 319. Although the
identity of the daye hatun here referred to is not stated, the fact that the mosque's expenses were provided for from the vakf of
Bayezid II suggests that she was his nurse.

42 For the Qatal Qegme, see Tamnik, Gemeler, I, 68.
Mehmed Paa, Gfircft, Hadim (d. 1626), Ottoman grand vizier of the second reign of Sultan Mustafa I (not to be confused

with Grand Vizier Garcn Mehmed Paa, who died in 1666). Of Georgian origin, he served in the palace and was subsequently
appointed to a number of provincial governorships and military posts. In 1609 and again in 1610 and 1615, he was made
kaimmakam and held the ranks of third and second vizier. Following the accession of Mustafa I, he was appointed grand vizier

(21 September 1622). He was moderately successful in restoring order in Istanbul but was unable to subdue unrest in Anatolia
or crush the rebellious Abaza Mehmed Paa. Dismissed on 5 February 1623, he was exiled to Malkara and arrested some months
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62. The Eri Minare Mosque' near the [Congregational] Mosque of Molla $eref

Suhte Sinan, the builder of the Egri Minare Mosque, was one of those who came with Fatih. He is also
buried there. It has a quarter.

63. The Mosque of Ahmed tavue" near the Dervi Ali Mosque

The medrese of Ahmed Qavus surrounds his mosque. [The location of] the builder's grave is not
known. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

64. The Ucba Mosque' in Karagimrik

[51] The builder of the Ueba Mosque was a patron of charitable works named Nureddin Hamza bin
Ataullah. The name of the village in which he was born, Ueba , in the region of Karasu, became his
nickname. The date of the building is written over the outer door of the mosque. It is as follows:
"Charming work of charity,"435 939 [1532-33]. His medrese surrounds it. [Nureddin Hamza] was retired
from the judgeship of Amasya and the date of his death is 940 [1533-34].

The nearby fountain,436 located in Zincirlikuyu, was the charitable work of the aga of the Edirne
Saray. This is its date:

Patron of charitable works, aga of the Edirne Saray,
Mustafa Aga: may the Lord of Creation have mercy on him!

Let those who drink [from it] mention the date of this work's completion!
"Clear, pure fountain, water of life without equal," 437 1092 [1681-82].

The medrese located on the corner opposite [the fountain] was built by Halil Efendi, who died
having been dismissed from [office in] Istanbul. He is buried there. [The Uqba Mosque] does not
have a quarter. A person known by the name Maden Dede, one of those obsessed by Divine Love,
dwelled in a room in the Ali Paga-i Cedid Medrese in Karagfimr-fk. Passing away on Friday, 16
Camaziyilevvel 1131 [6 April 1719], he was buried outside the Edirne Kapi following the Friday prayer
held at the blessed mosque of Ebfilfeth [Sultan Mehmed II]. The chronogram in the form of a puzzle
which decorates his gravestone is as follows:

A man of God departed. Learn from me the date [of his death]!
"Maden Dede set off for God. He left his place empty,",438 1131 [1718-19].

later on suspicion of collaborating with Abaza Mehmed. He was, nonetheless, soon released and made kaimmakam during the
absence of the grand vizier, Qerkes Mehmed Paa, in 1624. The failure of the siege of Baghdad between November 1625 and
July 1626 led to renewed charges of incompetence and treason, and he was arrested and executed soon after; see Ef, VI, 994;
SO, IV, 151-52.

432 The Egri Minare Mescidi (Mosque of the Crooked Minaret), known also as the Softa Sinan or Suhte Sinan Mescidi,
located at the intersection of the present Softa Sinan Sokagi and Tomrukcu Sokagi in the Murad Paa Quarter in Fatih. The
mosque burned in 1918 but was restored and reopened for prayer in 1973; see FC, 203; IC, I, 50; OMFD, III, 499. For location,
see MWmap, C 6/4 and 130.

43 The Ahmed Qavu Mescidi, known also as the Ayniye Hatun Camii, located on the present Lodos Sokagi in the Beycegiz
Quarter in Karagiimrink. The mosque, which was for a long time in ruin, was restored and reopened for prayer in 1984; see
DBIA, VIII, 15; FC, 52; IC, I, 20. For location, see MWmap, C 4/3.

41 The Ug;ba Mescidi, known also as the Nureddin Hamza Mescidi, located on Saray Agass Caddesi, just south of its
intersection with Arif Efendi Sokaki, in the Beycegiz Quarter in Karagimrfik; see DBIA, VII, 333-34; FC, 220; 1C, I, 148. For
location, see MWmap, C 4/8.

4 Ilayr-z latif
13' The Mustafa Aga Qegmesi; see Tamipk, (e:meler, I, 90.
1 Qesme-i pdk-i musaffd bi-bedel md'-i haydt.
43 G5cdi Ma'den Dede Hakk yoluna bo$ kodz yerin. Typical of many chronograms, this one is a puzzle, the numerical value of the

last line giving a total of 1132, not 1131 (which is the actual date of Maden Dede's death). The first line of the couplet, however,
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65. The Congregational Mosque of the Aga..9 near the Workshop of the Gun-Carriage Drivers (Arabaciyan-i Top)

The builder of the Congregational Mosque of the Aga was the babiissaade agasi, Mahmud Aga. The
abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Beneath it is his medrese and adjoining it are [the
founder's] mekteb and fountain. [52] Its chronogram, composed in Persian by its founder, was inscribed
on the arch of its gateway. It is as follows:

Mahmud Aga, that sun of felicity,
Mine of prosperity and spring of generosity,

[Built] his mosque as a pious deed.
He composed the date. "Charitable building of Mahmud,""0 961 [1553-54].

[The founder's] grave adjoins the congregational mosque. [The mosque] has a quarter.

66. The Acz Musluk Mosque"' in Hocapaxa

The builder of the Aci Musluk Mosque was Sahhaf Sileyman Efendi. [The location of] his grave is not
known. Grand Vizier Maktul Ibrahim Paga"2 installed the minbar. And near it [Ibrahim Paga] built a
daridhadis and a single hamam. There is a mekteb, and beneath it a sebil, built by the abovementioned
vizier in the Hocapaga Quarter. [The Aci Musluk Mosque] has a quarter.

67. The Akseki Mosque"' near the Mesih Pava Mosque

The builder of the Akseki Mosque was Kemaleddin Efendi."4 He was one of those who came with Fatih
[at the time of the conquest of Constantinople]. He is also buried there. Subsequently, Dal Mehmed
Efendi built the abovementioned mosque anew while he was reisidkttab and he brought its vakf to life.
He, too, is buried in the vicinity of the mosque. Mehmed Efendi also built a stone mekteb opposite the
Zihgirci Kemal Mosque.4 . in Lalezar. He died after becoming defterdar. This is a chronogram for his
death:

Seeking an omen, he read his fortune from the book of the heart,
His date appeared. "The most excellent Dal!"4 6 1013 [1604-5].

reads Gitdi bir merd-i Hiidd benden i4it tdihin, the two initial words of which can be translated as "one dropped off"; i.e., one is
subtracted from the chronogram, giving a total of 1131.

4" The Aga Camii, known also as the Kapi Agasi Camii, located on the site bordered by Kapi Agasi Sokagi, Mustafa Paya
Sokagi and Ogul Sokaki in the Ishak Paa Quarter below Sultan Ahmed in Alemdar. Although the mosque was originally built
by Sinan, it was burned and rebuilt in 1766 and again in 1825, and has today lost its original character; see EC, 104-5; IC, I, 19;
ISTA, I, 233-34. For location, see MW, F 8/12 and 226, 313.

440 Bina-z hayr- Mahmfid.
"' The Aci Musluk Mescidi (Mosque of the Brackish Spigot), known also as the Sahhaf Sfileyman Efendi Mescidi, located on

Aci Musluk (Cemal Nadir) Sokaki in the Hubyar Quarter in Cagaloglu. It is no longer extant; see DBIA, VIII, 9; EC, 12-13; IC, I,
18; ISTA, I, 195. For location, see MW map, F 6/17 and 342.

442 Neveehirli Damad Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
" The Akseki Mescidi, known also as the Akseki Kemaleddin or Dal Camii, located at the intersection of Akseki Camii Sokaks

and Akseki Caddesi in the Muhtesib iskender Quarter in Karagfnmrink; see DBIA, I, 165; FC, 53; 1C, I, 21; ISTA, I, 543-44; OMFD,
III, 314. For location, see MWmap, C 4/24.

4" For Kemaleddin Efendi, see Unver, Mutlu Askerleri, 71.
"' The Zihgirci Kemal Mescidi; see Hadika, 133.
" Al-ddl'ala al-hayr. In fact, the numerical equivalent of the phrase is 1021. However, the entire line reads, Czkdi al-ddl'ala al-

4ayr dnzi tdihi, and the verb gzkdz at the beginning can be read either as "appeared" or "was subtracted." Thus, the first two
words of the line mean, "[The letter] dal was subtracted [from the chronogram]," making it clear that it is necessary to subtract
4 (the numerical value of dat) times 2 (dal is doubled because of the article), or 8 from 1021, giving the date 1013.
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According to the miidemis caring for the Hirka-i 5erif" [which is preserved in the house of 5inkrullah
Efendi] located opposite this mosque, "[That relic] is a fragment of the mantle of the Prophet, which
was given to His Excellency Uveys""-may God be well pleased with him-by order of Our Lord
[Muhammed], the Glory of the World, and we are the descendants of [5i krullah Efendi's] brother."
The former grand vizier Qorlulu Ali Paga' 9 built a brick and masonry room [for it] and built an imaret
and fountain adjoining that room. [The mosque] has a quarter.

Some years ago His Majesty Our Lord Sultan Mahmud the Just* ordered the total renovation of the
Abode of the Felicitous Mantle and the residence in which the eyhs [caring for it] dwell. The total
renovation was begun by imperial command in the blessed month of [53] 5ewal of this year, 1246
[1831]. The one who brought the Mantle of the Prophet to Istanbul in the year 1027 [1617-18] was
5ikrullah Efendi, who is the earliest ancestor of the persons now in its blessed service.

68. The 09 Mihrabh Mosque*' in Unkapanz

They call the abovementioned mosque the U Mihrabli and also the Kazancilar Mosque. Its builder was
Hoca Hayreddin Efendi, one of the tutors of Ebilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. He was buried inside his
adjoining medrese in 880 [1475-76]. "Charitable work of the Faith,""5 2 874 [1469-70] is the date of its
construction. Subsequently, His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mehmed Khan, in order to install
the minbar, enlarged the blessed mosque, put up a mihrab and built a minbar beside it. Still later, a
lady named [5ehdane], the wife of the abovementioned Hoca [Hayreddin Efendi]'s son, Ahmed
Efendi, who died while he was kadi of Damascus, added her house to the mosque. And permission
being given to build another mihrab, the mosque's mihrabs became three [in number], and it became

" The Mantle of the Prophet, one of two such mantles brought to Istanbul during the Ottoman period and considered
among the most sacred Islamic relics of the city. One of these, known as the Hirka-1 Saadet, was brought to Istanbul together
with the keys of Mecca and other Islamic relics by Muhammad Abfi Numayy, the son of the terif of Mecca at the time of Selim I's
conquest of Egypt in 1517, and is today preserved in the Hirka-1 Saadet Dairesi in the Topkapi Palace. The Hirka-i serif, the
second of these mantles, was brought to Istanbul in 1618 by a certain $ilkrullah Efendi and was preserved in his house and that
of his sons in the Eski Ali Paa Quarter of the city. The house was repaired during the reign of Sultan Mahmud II and a mosque
was built opposite it in 1851 by Sultan Abdilmecid I. Called the Hirka- serif Camii, the mantle was displayed to the public there
each year on the 15th of Ramadan. Today, one can visit it between the 15th of Ramadan and the Kadr Gecesi (the Night of
Power, the 27th of Ramadan); see El, V, 18-19.

44 Uways al-Karini, a legendary figure described as a contemporary of the Prophet. He is said to have lived in the Yemen and
is believed to have been a mystic before coming to Islam. It is further said that Uways knew of the Prophet, although he had not
met him, and communicated with him in dreams and visions. He is the prototype of the fard, the exceptional person in whom
spiritual realization is spontaneous. Legend has it that Uways came to Medina after the death of the Muhammed and received
there a mantle that the Prophet had left for him.

49 Ali Paa, Silahdar, Damad, Qorlulu (1670-1711), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Ahmed III. Of peasant origin,
he was raised in the palace service, appointed silahdar under Mustafa II and made a damad in 1708 by marriage to Emine Sultan.
He was appointed grand vizier on 3 May 1706 and held the office until 16 June 1710. In that capacity, he devoted himself to
reform of the army, reduction of state expenditures and the improvement of the Tersane (Arsenal) and the fleet. Determined
not to be involved in war, he neglected the opportunity presented by the War of Spanish Succession to recover the Morea from
Venice and failed to support the Swedish king Charles XII in his struggle against Tsar Peter the Great. He thereby lost the
confidence of Sultan Ahmed III and was banished to Mytilene, where he was executed in December 1710. An active patron of
architecture, he built two congregational mosques in Istanbul, at Qarpikapi and in the Tersane, and a school and fountain in his
native Qorlu; see Hadika, 86-87, 340-41; Vefeyat, 13; El, I, 394. For the chronograms of his medrese on the Divanyolu, his
mosque in the Tersane, and his fountain in 5ehremini, see Mecmua, 122, 194-96, 297-98, 380.

450 Mahmud-1 Adli, that is Sultan Mahmud II (r. 1808-39).
41 The Og Mihrablh Mescidi (Mosque of the Three Mihrabs), known also as the Kazancilar or Hoca Hayreddin Camii, located

on the Eminbnin-Unkapan (Ragip Gfimfiipala) Caddesi in the Yavuz Sinan Quarter in Knicnkpazar in Unkapam; see DBIA, VII,
333; EC, 201-3; 1C, I, 148-49; OMFD, III, 510-12. For location, see MWVmap, E 5/3.
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known by the name Uc Mihrabli [Mosque]. She also built a mekteb. There is also another mosque
referred to by [Hoca Hayreddin's] name." [The Ug Mirabli Mosque] has a quarter.

69. The Mosque of the Arpaci... in Mimar Acem

The builder of the abovementioned Mosque of the Arpaci was the arpa emini Mehmed Efendi, [the
location of] whose grave is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

70. The Et Meydanz Mosque.. in that Well-Known Place

The original builder of the Et Meydam Mosque was Sultan Sileyman Khan. Of the five canonical times
for prayer, only the evening and morning prayers and, once a year, on the day on which broadcloth for
clothing is distributed to the Janissaries (guka tevzi'i ginia), the noon prayers are performed. It was
rebuilt after the Cibali fire. A chronogram written for the building at [the time of] a previous fire was
placed on its main gate. It is as follows:

Honor of the [Janissary] corps, illustrious kethfida bey,
Solomon of the age, glorious master, rare pearl:

By God's decree there was a hell fire in the time of his prosperity.
[54] 0 God! He built this place of repose on the [Et] Meydam and brought it to life.

For how long was its every side in ruin!
And he made a beautiful drill hall for the gazis.

Seeing it, they composed its chronogram with a hundred thousand prayers.
"He rebuilt an exalted mosque for the community of worshipers," 1070 [1659-60].456

It does not have a quarter.

71. The Congregational Mosque of the Ebe Kadin5 7 in Aksaray

The original builder of the Congregational Mosque of the Ebe Kadin was Hammal Hayreddin Qelebi.
The abovementioned builder, Hayreddin, is buried near this mosque in the cemetery on the street
corner opposite it. His gravestone was ruined because of fires, and his date [of death] is not known.
Subsequently, the abovementioned midwife (ebe kadin), [whose] name was Ayge, moved from Bender4 11

to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul], dwelt near the abovementioned mosque, rebuilt it and, installing
a minbar, brought it to life. It does not have a quarter.

.. Actually, there are two other mosques which bear the name of Hoca Hayreddin: the Hoca Hayreddin or Bodrum Camii
near the Sileymaniye; and the Hoca Hayreddin Mescidi near the Hirka-i serif Camii; see Hadika, 70, 114.

"' The Arpaci Mescidi (Mosque of the Barley Seller), known also as the Arpa Emini or Emin-i Cev Mescidi, located on Arpa
Emini Yokugu at the intersection with 5erbethane Qikmazi in the Arpa Emini Quarter near the Top Kapi. The mosque is
no longer extant; see FC, 58; 1C, I, 23; ISTA, IX, 5074. For location, see Ayverdi, 1H, E-5.

" The Et Meydam Mescidi, (not to be confused with the Orta Camii, which is also known as the Et Meydam Mescidi; see
Hadika, n. 288 above) located on the present Ahmediye Caddesi in the Iskender Paga Quarter in Fatih. No trace of the mosque
remains; see FC, 94; IC, I, 53; ISTA, X, 5393-94.

411 'IbAddet ehline yapdz yine bir mescid-i a'ld.
" The Ebe Kadin Camii (Mosque of the Lady Midwife), known also as the Hammal Hayreddin Camii, located just south of

the intersection of Sofular Caddesi and SlkMn Sokagi in the Murad Papa Quarter in Fatih. The site of the mosque has now
been incorporated into Vatan Caddesi and no trace of it remains; see FC, 91; 1C, I, 49; ISTA, IX, 4844-45. For location, see
Ayverdi, 1H, D-4.

458 The town of Bendery (Tighina) on the right bank of the lower Dniester in Moldavia.
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72. The Odun Yancizade Mosque'9 near the Congregational Mosque of Molla Askz

The Odun Yaricizade Mosque is an upper-story [mosque]. The abovementioned builder was originally
from the city [of Istanbul], and his name was Haci Mustafa Hulusi ibn Mehmed. The aforementioned
person was born in the neighborhood of the abovementioned mosque. Performing the blessed Pilgri-
mage to Mecca and marrying after studying the religious sciences and training the intellect, he built a
house on the middle of the Pasdirmaci Yokugu. In this way, he acquired the friendship and acquain-
tance [of many people]. Being a devotee of places of admonition [i.e., mosques] and a possessor of the
riches of the Word, he understood [the need for mosques] and was motivated and moved to the pious
act of building a blessed mosque for his beloved and faithful friends. With the consent of the sincere
Muslims, he began the building and construction of a fine mosque on the site of [his] privately owned
house at the mid-point of the abovementioned slope. With the help of his friends and the zeal of his
associates he gave form to the abovementioned pious work and registered its vakf He is still alive. A
person named Haci Halil ibn Hibetullah, a resident of the Mustafa Bey Quarter near the Dfilgeroglu
Congregational Mosque in Istanbul, installed its minbar. [55] He too is still alive. [The mosque] does
not have a quarter.

THE LETTER BA

1. The Congregational Mosque of Bekir Pasa' in Davudpasa

The builder of the abovementioned mosque, Bekir Paa, is buried at the foot of the solitary cypress
opposite the Takiyeci Congregational Mosque"' outside the Top Kapi. This is the date of his death:
"Solitude of mankind,""' 1024 [1615-16]. 5eyh Silleyman Hamami-i Nakebendi is buried in the
cemetery which surrounds it. This is the date of his death: "May Sfileyman, with God's pardon, be
assured of Paradise! Amen!""3 1192 [1778-79]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Baycz Mosque46 near the Haseki Congregational Mosque

The builder of the Baeci Mosque was Haci Mahmud ibn Sinan. He was Fatih's baacibayi. The date of his
death is "Corpse! Corpse!"46

1 900 [1494-95], twice repeated. The grave of the abovementioned builder is

near his mosque. Salih Efendi, a miiezzin of the mosque, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

49 The Odun Yancizade Mescidi (Mosque of the Woodcutter's Son), known also as the Yancizade Mescidi, located near the
intersection of the present Pastirmaci Sokaki and Kirkci Qegmesi Sokagi in the Molla Aski Quarter in Balat. The mosque is no
longer extant; see FC, 187; IC, I, 113. For location, see MWmap, C 2/14 and 302.

4' The Bekir Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Bekir Paya Sokagi and Kizil Elma Caddesi in the Seyyid Omer Quarter
in 5ehremini; see FC, 69; IC, I, 35; ISTA, V, 2433. For location, see MWmap, C 7/8.

46 The Takiyeci Camii; see Hadika, 257.
462 'Uzlet-i nd sIt.
463 Emin ola Siileymdn 'afv-i Hakk'la cennete &min.
*6 The Basci Mescidi (Mosque of the Seller of Cooked Sheep's Heads), known also as the Baeci Mahmud Camii, located at

the intersection of the present dzbek Sileyman Efendi Sokaki and Cevdet Paga Caddesi in the Nevbahar Quarter in $ehremini.
The mosque burned in 1918. The present building dates from 1986; see DBIA, II, 79; FC, 66-67, IC, I, 33; ISTA, IV, 2176; OMFD,
III, 323. For location, see MWmap, C 7/3 and 251.

465 Meyyit meyyit.
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3. The Bodrum Congregational Mosque466 near the Laleli Hamamz

The builder of the Bodrum Congregational Mosque was Mesih Ali Paga."' It is known by this name
because it has a subterranean vault (bodrum) beneath it. It was converted from a church. The
abovementioned founder is the first Grand Vizier Mesih Ali Paga. The abovementioned pasa fell to the
ground from a roof while supervising the extinguishing of a fire in Galata, and fracturing his foot, he
died from that wound in the year "Equivalent,"" 907 [1501-2]. He is buried in the cemetery at the
Congregational Mosque of Murad Paga.469 [The Bodrum Congregational Mosque] has a quarter. The
biography of this Mesih Paya is given under the letter mim.17

1

4. The Congregational Mosque of Balat71 in that Well-Known Quarter

The builder of the Congregational Mosque of Balat was Ferah Aga, the kethiida of Grand Vizier Semiz
Ali Paga. 72 He is buried outside the window by the reading stand (kiirsi). The aforesaid deceased [also]
built a zaviye, law-court (mahkeme) and fountain. It is understood from the Arabic chronogram on the
arch of its gateway that the completion of the construction of the abovementioned congregational
mosque occurred in the year "Charming work of piety," 473 970 [1562-63]. [56] It is stipulated that the
,eyhs of the tekke be the [mosque's] Friday preachers. The first 5eyh was the pious 0eyhiilharem Sinan-
eddin Yusuf Efendi. 4 Subsequently, on the death of his father, he was transferred to the [Tekke of]
Koca Mustafa Paa,4 75 and after a time he left it also. He died in Illuminated Medina while he was
5eyhiilharem. The date of his death is "God's decree,"476 889 [1481-82]." The treatise Riiyet-i Nebeviye
(Vision of the Prophet), as well as other works, are by the deceased 5eyh. Adli 5eyh Hasan Efendi
became 5eyh in the Balat [Tekke] in his place. He also was transferred to the [Tekke of Koca] Mustafa
Paa and died in Illuminated Medina while returning from the Pilgrimage. "He entered the tomb,"7 8

* The Bodrum Camii (Mosque of the Dungeon), known also as the Mesih Paga Camii, located on Said Efendi Sokaki in the
Mesih Papa Quarter in Kumkapi. It was converted from an early tenth-century church, the Myrelaion (The Place of Myrrh),
erected by Emperor Romanus Lecapenus between 920 and 922; see DBIA, II, 263-64; EC, 41-43; 1C, I, 36; ISTA, V, 2840-41; MW,
103-7; C.L. Striker, The Myrelaion (Bodrum Camii) in Istanbul (Princeton, 1981). For location, see MWmap, D 7/12.

467 Mesih Ali Paga (d. 1501), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Bayezid II. The son of a brother of the last Byzantine
emperor, Constantine IX Palaeologus, he was captured at the time of the conquest of Constantinople and brought up as a page
in the court of Sultan Mehmed II. As a military commander and vizier, Mesih Papa enjoyed a long and varied official career and
was finally appointed grand vizier in August 1499. He remained in that office until his death in November 1501; see Vefeyat, 9;
Ef, VI, 1025-26.

* Al-'zvaz.
*' The Murad Paga Camii; for Mesih Ali Paa's grave at the Murad Paga Camii, see Hadika, 225.
470 In fact, no such biography appears in the text.
47' The Balat Camii, known also as the Ferruh Kethida Camii, located at the intersection of Makhemealti Caddesi and Ferruh

Kethfida Sokagi in the Molla Alki Quarter in Balat. The mosque was built by Sinan; see DBIA, III, 294-95; FC, 95-96; IC, I, 31-32;
ISTA, IV, 1965-66; MW 381. For location, see MWmap, D 2/1 and 302.

42 Semiz Ali Pasa (d. 1565), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Sfileyman I. Born at Brazza in Herzegovina, he was
carried off as a devlirme and raised in the imperial palace in Istanbul. He was appointed aga of the Janissaries in 1546 and later
beylerbeyi of Rumelia and governor of Egypt (1549). Semiz Ali Paga succeeded Ristem Paga as grand vizier on 10 July 1561 and
remained in office until his death on 28 June 1565. Intelligent and shrewd, he was famous for his corpulence (hence his
nickname Semiz, "Fat") and his wit; see Hadika, 63; Vefeyat, 24; Ef, I, 398.

473 ayr al-latif.
44 The tekke belonged to the Sufi brotherhood of the Sninbfiliye. For further details of the life of 5eyh Sinaneddin, see

Hadika, 182. For the seyhs of the Balat Tekkesi, see Z5E, 3-4.
17 The great Halveti-Sinbfili tekke in the Koca Mustafa Paga district in Samatya; see Hadika, 180-84. Its peyhs are listed in ZE,

2-3.
47 Kazd-yz mevid. In fact, the chronogram gives the total 988, which is the date of $eyh Sinaneddin's death as given in ZE, 3.
47 In fact, 988.478 Dahl al-merkad.
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1009 [1600-1] is the date of his death. Dedezade Abdullah Efendi became eyh in his place. He died in
1074 [1663-64] and was buried at the [Tekke of] Koca Mustafa Paga. His predecessor's son, Seyyid
Hasan Nuri Efendi, became eyh in his place. When he died in the year "God,", 79 1100 [1688-89], he was
buried near the Yavedud Boat Landing." His son, Seyyid Mehmed Vayhi Efendi, became 5eyh in his
place. Vayhi Efendi died in 1130 [1717-18], while he was preacher at the [Congregational Mosque of]
Sultan Selim, and was buried beside his father. His son, Seyyid Feyzullah Efendi, became yeyh in his
place for twelve years and, when he died, he was buried beside his father. His son, Seyyid Mehmed
Hagim Efendi, became leyh in his place. He was transferred to the [Tekke of] Koca Mustafa Paga in the
month in which Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third ascended the throne [October 1757] and he is still 5eyh
there. The 5eyhs of the Balat Zaviyesi were appointed by stipulation and requirement of the vakf of
Hadice Sultan, the daughter of Sultan Mehmed the Fourth to preach in the Congregational Mosque of
Koca Mustafa Paga" in Ayvansaray at the beginning of the recitation of the blessed Mevlud. [The
Congregational Mosque of Balat] does not have a quarter.

The biography of the abovementioned vizier [Semiz Ali Paga] is as follows: He was born in the town
named Prace* in the country of Herzegovina. He entered the imperial palace in the course of military
campaigns as a devirme. Subsequently, he retired with the rank of mir-i alem. When in 953 [1546-47],
the sancak of Kastamonu was conferred on the Janissary aga Ferhad Aka, [Semiz Ali Paga] became aga
in his place. In the year 957 [1550-51], he was satisfied with the [office of beylerbeyi of the] eyalet of
Rumelia, [57] and Sinan Aka attained his desire" in his place. On the death of Davud Paga, the
governor of Egypt, in the middle of the spring of 956 [1549], he became vali of Egypt. The aforesaid
was dismissed on the thirtieth of Muharrem 961 [29 December 1553], and Dukakin Mehmed Paya
became governor of Egypt. Subsequently, after serving in a variety of offices [and] after acting as
second vizier (vezir-i sani) and as a vizier of the exalted dome (vezir-i kubbe-nisin-i ali), the aforesaid
became grand vizier in place of Rustem Paga on [the latter's] death in 5evval 968 [July 1561]. With his
death in Zilkade 972 [June 1565], Tavil Mehmed Pasa became Suleyman Khan's grand vizier. The
abovementioned deceased was buried in the pure earth of the garden of the felicitous tomb of His
Excellency Our Lord Halid bin Zeyd [Ebu Eyyub Ensari] -may God be well pleased with him! The Ali
Papa Qargi in Edirne is his charitable work, and there are other [charitable] works of his as well. Known
as Semiz Ali Paga, he was a clever and witty vizier, superior to his predecessors. The length of his
vizierate was four years.

There are letters by His Excellency, the previously mentioned 5eyh Vayhi Efendi-may his grave be
hallowed-which the late Mfistakimzade noted in his Mecmua (Collected Writings), and he declares
that [Vayhi Efendi] was a talented person. His letters are more elegant than his other works. The
aforesaid was a noble, energetic person. His writings are extremely numerous. Because [further details
on this subject] would be excessive, they are passed over.

479 
Mugni.

480 The Yavedud Iskelesi, located on the Golden Horn in Ayvansaray.
481 The Koca Mustafa Paga Camii in Ayvansaray; see Hadika, 186.
482 The island of Brach (It. Brazza), on the Dalmatian coast south of Split.
483 In other words, Sinan Aga was himself appointed aga of the Janissaries.
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5. The Bayezid Congregational Mosque'* near the Top Kapt

The builder of the Bayezid Congregational Mosque was Fatih's sekbanbayz. He is buried before the
mihrab. [The mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Bostan Congregational Mosque' in Langa

The builder of the Bostan Congregational Mosque was Bostanciba i Abdullah Aga. Because it was built
near the Langa Bostam, it came to be known by this name. [Abdullah Aga] built another mosque in
Istavroz."8 6 He died in the year one thousand [1591-92] and was buried near his mosque at Fistikli"87

near Istavroz. The vakfof the three [mosques] was annexed to [that of the Yeni] Valide Congregational
Mosque" in Istanbul. [58] Later, after his accession to the throne, the ruler of the age, Abdinlhamid
Khan, built an imperial imaret" in Istanbul and a new congregational mosque at Beylerbeyi," and,
establishing a separate vakf [for them], he transferred and annexed Abdullah Aga's vakf to his own
blessed vakf [The Bostan Congregational Mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Mosque of Payzen YusufPasa"9 1 in Saraghane

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Payzen Yusuf Paa. 12 He is buried in a private tomb
next to the Revani Mosque."' He was a high official around the year one thousand. He was martyred at
the hands of his slave. [The Mosque of Payzen Yusuf Paga] does not have a quarter.

8. The Mosque of the Papazoglu Medrese"9" near the Simkeshane

The builder of the Mosque of the Papazoglu Medrese was Mustafa Paa, 95 whose grave is in Ey ip in the
zaviye'" of his son-in-law, Hoca Sadeddin Efendi. Another of his mosques is in Unkapani, 7 and a
medrese of his is opposite the Tabakzade Medrese. It does not have a quarter.

484 The Bayezid Camii, known also as the Bayezid Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Bayezid Aga Camii Sokasi and
Topkapi Caddesi, in the Bayezid Aga Quarter near the Top Kapi in the land wall in 5ehremini. The present building dates to
renovations carried out between 1954 and 1957; see DBIA, II, 87; FC, 67; IC, I, 35; ISTA, IV, 2226; OMFD, III, 323-24. For
location, see MWmap, B 5/3.

45 The Bostan Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Market Garden), known also as the Abdullah Aga Camii, located near
the intersection of Knenik Langa Caddesi and Namik Kemal Caddesi in the Kfirknbapi Quarter in Samatya. The Bostan Camii
burned in 1911 and its ruins were torn down in 1937; see Semavi Eyice, "Istanbul'un Ortadan Kalkan Bazi Tarihi Eserleri II.
Bostan Camii, Kizlaragasi Abbas Aga Hamam, Qukurcegme Hamam, Kasim Aga Mescidi," Istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiiltesi
Taih Dergisi, 27 (1973), 134-43; FC, 72; IC, I, 37; ISTA, VI, 2973; OMBYSD, 222. For location, see MWmap, D 7/17 and 254.

48 The tstavroz Camii; see Hadika, 486-87.
47 The Kisikh Mescidi; see Hadika, 545.
48 The Yeni Valide Camii in Emin6ni; see Hadika, 22-24.
4 The no longer extant Hamidiye or Abdilhamid Imareti in Bahcekapi on the site today occupied by the D6rdfncn Vakif

Han; see ISTA, I, 92.
4' The Beylerbeyi Camii; see Hadika, 480-86.
491 The Payzen Yusuf Paga Mescidi, known also as the Kovacilar Mescidi, located at the intersection of itfaiye Caddesi and

Bfiytik Karaman Caddesi in the Hfisam Bey Quarter in Fatih. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 189; IC, I, 115. For
location, see MWmap, D 5/16 and 275.

42 For Payzen Yusuf Pasa (d. 1583), see Vefeyat, 15.
4 The Revani Efendi Mescidi; see Hadika, 131.
4 The Papazoglu Medresesi Mescidi, located on the present Ordu Caddesi near the intersection with B6rekci Ali Sokasi in

the Mimar Kemaleddin Quarter in Kumkapi. The site of the mosque is today occupied by a primary and middle school; see EC,
158-59; IC, I, 114. For location, see MWmap, E 7/8.

* Mustafa Paa, Papazoglu (d. 1552-53), vizier and father-in-law of 5eyhnilislim Hoca Sadeddin Efendi; see Vefeyat, 29.
49 The Yahya Efendi Zaviyesi in Eyntp; see Hadika, 291-97; also Z5E, 51.
47 The Papazoglu Camii; see Hadika, 67.
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9. The Bala Mosque' 8 near the Silivri Kapt

The builder of the Bala Mosque was Bala Sfileyman Aga. He was the head of the corps of gunners
(topcubasz) in the time of Fatih [Sultan Mehmed II] and the aga of one of the Four Divisions (blhikat-
erbaa). He is buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Mosque of the Tekke of Bayram Paa. near the Haseki Sultan Congregational Mosque

The builder of the abovementioned mosque, Bayram Paa, was grand vizier."' He is buried in his
separate tomb near the abovementioned mosque. There is a sebil of his adjoining his tomb, a medrese
of his opposite it, and other charitable works and minbars of his in numerous localities."' He was from
Istanbul. He became Janissary aga and kaimmakam. A daughter is [buried] in his tomb. His tekke is
entrusted to the eyhs of the [Sufi brotherhood of the] Kadirfye. On Sunday afternoon, a sermon is
delivered [there]. The new key of the Kaba (beyt-i erij), the soft felt cap of His Excellency fiveysos and a
footprint of the Prophet are found in the abovementioned tekke. [Bayram Paga] died at Urfa while
traveling in the imperial retinue during the campaign [of 1638] against Baghdad. His corpse was
transported back to his tomb, which had been prepared in Istanbul. This is a chronogram for his death:
[59] "Bayram Paga made the highest heaven his abode,"504 1048 [1638-39]. [The mosque] does not have
a quarter.

The $eyhs of the Tekke of Bayram Paga:05

Malatyavi 5eyh Hamza Efendi; 5eyh Mehdi Efendi; Uryani 5eyh Mehmed Efendi; Ahlati 5eyh Mustafa
Efendi; 5eyh Isa Efendi, [who died in] 1022 [1613-14]; 5eyh isazade Efendi; Himmetzade Bayrami 5eyh
Mehmed Emin Efendi; 5eyh Seyyid Esad Efendi ibn Mehmed Emin Efendi, [who died on] 29 Ramazan
1202 [2 July 1788]; 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, the mufti of Kalecik, [who died on] 27 Camaziy6levvel 1206
[22 January 1792]; the keeper of the tomb of His Excellency Sfinbil, 0 Mfiftizade $eyh Mehmed Nured-
din Efendi, [who died on] 17 Muharrem 1210 [3 August 1795]; Dugenbeh 5eyh Mehmed; and 5eyh
Mustafa Mehmed bin Nureddin.

The late Bayram Paya advanced through the ranks while a member of the Janissary corps and became
kul kethidasz. Then, one day in Receb in the year 1031 [1622], he became aga of the Janissaries. He
became [Janissary] aga a second time in the middle of Zilhicce 1032 [1623], and became a vizier of the

498 The Bala Mescidi, known also as the Bala Camii or Bala Sileyman Aga Camii, located on Tekke Maslagi Sokagi and Bala
Tekkesi Sokag1 in the Veledi Karaba Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque, part of a complex including the tomb of the founder,
and a subsequently added Nakebendi tekke, sztyan mektebi, fountain, muvakkzthane and sebil, was first built in 1463. However, the
present building dates to the nineteenth century; see DBIA, II, 6-9; FC, 63-64; IC, I, 31; ISTA, IV, 1957-58; OMFD, III, 322-23. For
location, see MWmap, A 7/1 and 291. For Bala Sfileyman Aka, Unver, Multu Askerler, 13.

4' The bhlikat-t erbaa or Four Divisions, the last four divisions of the six divisions of the kapi kulu cavalry; i.e., the mounted
corps of the Janissaries. They were the sag and sol ulufeciler and the sag and sol garibler.

50 The Bayram Paga Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Haseki Caddesi and Haseki Kadin Sokagi in the Keci
Hatun Quarter in Karagnmr-ak. The mosque forms part of a larger complex including a medrese, mekteb, sebil, tekke and tomb;
see FC, 68-69; 1C, I, 35; ISTA, IV, 2307-8. For location, see MWmap, C 7/12 and 251, 420.

501 For Bayram Paa, see Hadika, n. 370.
02 Ayvansarayi states that Bayram Paga installed minbars in the Fenari Isa Mescidi in the Hasan Halife Quarter in Fatih, in the

Otakpilar Mescidi in Eytip and in the Emir Buhari Tekkesi Mescidi near the Fatih Mosque; see Hadika, 49, 176, 307.
5 For Uveys (Uways al-KarAni), see Hadika, n. 448.
*0 Eyledi Bayram Pd4d 'adn-i a'ldyt makam.
505 For the Bayram Paga Tekkesi, see also Z5E, 38-39.
" Sfnnbnil Sinaneddin Yusuf; see Hadika, n. 45.
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dome (kubbe-niyin) in Muharrem [1033 (1623)]. He was appointed governor of Egypt in 5aban 1035
[1626]. Subsequently, he was dismissed from office in Muharrem 1038 [1628], and Tabam Yassi
Mehmed Paga'1 took his place. He later became kaimmakam in Istanbul and in Ramazan 1046
[February 1637] he became grand vizier in place of Tabam Yassi Mehmed Paga. Being in the vanguard
of the imperial army, he was commander-in-chief in the Baghdad campaign [of 1638]. After arriving at
Amasya, having fulfilled his desire, he was honored with the privilege of an audience with the king of
kings in a place named In6nfi . On reaching Ruha,0 8 he interrupted his journey and died on the night
of the twenty-seventh of Rebiflevvel 1048 [21 August 1638]. Tayyar Mehmed Paa, 09 the son of Nasuh
Paga's kethiida, Mustafa Pasa, obtained the imperial seal. The deceased [Bayram Paga's] corpse was
transported to Istanbul. The abovementioned deceased built other charitable works in Kayseri and
Amasya. He was a wise, prudent and enlightened vizier. May God-be He exalted-have mercy on him!

11. The Mosque of Bzyzklz Hiisrevt" in Davudpasa

The builder of the Mosque of Biyikh Hnisrev was a gavus of the kapi kulu cavalry. The grave with a
mihrab in the cemetery opposite the Cardakh Hamam belongs to him. [60] There is no inscription on
the gravestone. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

12. The Beycejiz Mosque" near the Congregational Mosque of Mehmed Aga

The builder of the Beycegiz Mosque was Mehmed Bey. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

13. The Mosque of Baba Hasan"' near the Hoskadem Congregational Mosque

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Alemdar Baba Hasan Aga. Being built on a slope, [the
mosque] has steps leading to its gates. The [founder's] grave is located in the garden of a house some
distance from the mosque, and one of its windows opening on the street became a place of pious visita-

507 Mehmed Paa, Tabani Yassi (c. 1589-1639), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Murad IV. Of Albanian origin, he
entered the palace service as a devtirme and, supported by the darussaade agast Haci Mustafa Aga, advanced rapidly through a
series of offices, including mirahur and beylerbeyi of Egypt, to become grand vizier on 18 May 1632. He suppressed opposition
forces in the capital and joined Murad IV in the Yerevan campaign of 1634-35. Dismissed on 2 February 1637, he was appointed
military governor of Oczakov on the north shore of the Black Sea and later of Buda. He was eventually made kaimmakam at
Istanbul, only to be jailed in the Yedi Kule and executed in 1639; see Vefeyat, 45; Et, VI, 1001; SO, IV, 159.

118 The city of Urfa in southeast Anatolia.
" Mehmed Paa, Tayyar (d. 1638), grand vizier for a brief period during the reign of Murad IV. The son of Mustafa Paa,

who was killed during the siege of Baghdad of 1625, he was beylerbeyi of Diyarbakir at the time of Grand Vizier Bayram Paa's
death at Urfa on 21 August 1638. Mehmed Paia was appointed grand vizier a week later, on 28 August 1638, and advancing on
Baghdad, laid siege to the city for the next four months. Ordered by Murad IV to attack the fortifications, he was wounded and
died shortly after, on 26 December 1638. He was remembered as a cautious, grave, courageous and talented commander; see
SO, III, 258.

510 The Biyikh Hisrev Mescidi, located on Biyikh Hfisrev Sokagi off Qardakh Hamam Sokagi in the Cerrahpaia Quarter in
Samatya. The mosque was destroyed in the earthquake of 1894. No trace of the building survives. Its site is today incorporated
into the grounds of the Cerrahpaia Hospital; see FC, 72; 1C, I, 36; ISTA, V, 2758-59. For location, see MWmap, C 7/27 and 251.

"" The Beycegiz Mescidi, located at the intersection of Beycegiz Mescid Sokaki and Bilgieler Sokagi in the Koca Dede
Quarter in Qariamba. As its vakf was registered in 1473, the mosque itself must date to approximately the same moment; see
DBIA, VIII, 75; FC, 69; 1C, I, 36; ISTA, V, 2631-32; OMFD, III, 324. For location, see MWmap, D 4/36 and 309.

512 The Baba Hasan Mescidi, known also as the Alemdar Hasan Baba or Baba Hasan Alemi Mescidi, located near the
intersection of Baba Hasan Sokaki and Kirma Tulumba Sokagi in the Baba Hasan Alemi Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was torn
down in 1956, at the time of the widening of Atatfirk Bulvari; see DBIA, VIII, 56; FC, 62; 1C, I, 30; ISTA, IV, 173941; OMFD, III,
321. For location, see MWmap, D 6/18.
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tion (ziyaret). Later, the abovementioned window was closed up, and [the grave] remained enclosed in
the garden. The zimmet vekili IYtib Mustafa Efendi installed its minbar. Ahi Qelebi built the mekteb
adjoining it. [The mosque] has a quarter.

14. The Papazoglu Mosque"' in Unkapanz

The builder of the Papazoglu Mosque was Mustafa Pasa, whose biography was given in an appendix [to
the description of] the mosque located in his medrese."" That Kadiasker Mehmed Efendi installed its
minbar is clear from this chronogram on the arch of its portal:

May God bless this pure place of worship.
The generous builder completed it,

His Excellency 5eyhzade Efendi,
That is that [source of] pure munificence, that spring of zeal.

Making it vakf to the Seal of the Prophets [Muhammed],
"Mosque of the Seal [of the Prophets]" became its chronogram,' 1158 [1745-46].

The abovementioned Mehmed Efendi is buried in the Kasimpaga Cemetery. Because he was one of the
descendants of Hilsameddin U aki,16 he is known as 5eyhzade. He was exiled to Cyprus by imperial
decree at midnight on the first night on which Friday prayers were performed [in the mosque]. He
died that year and was buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter. [61]

15. The Mosque of Bakkal Ahmed Aga517 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mehmed

The aforesaid is an upper-story mosque. Its builder being a person named Bakkal Ahmed, the mosque
is known by his name. The builder's place of burial is not known. [The Mosque of Bakkal Ahmed Aga]
does not have a quarter.

16. The Mosque of Baki Efendi?" near the [Congregational Mosque ofi Nisanc, Pasa-yz Cedid

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was the famous poet and kadzasker Baki Efendi,5"9 a relative
of Niganci Paga, [whose mosque] is located nearby.2 0 His grave, which is located beside [the fountain

"5 The Papazoglu Mescidi, located in what is today the middle of Atatnrk Bulvari near the intersection with Hoca Yakub
Sokasi (formerly the intersection of Hoca Yakub Sokagsi and Uskfipl6 Caddesi) at the southern end of the Atatfirk Bridge in the
Haragg Kara Mehmed Quarter in Fener. The mosque was torn down in the 1940's when Ataturk Bulvan was widened to
incorporate much of Hoca Yakub Sokagi and the eastern end of Usknplfi Caddesi; see EC, 157-58; Semavi Eyice, "Istanbul'un
Ortadan Kalkan Bazi Tarihi Eserlerei, III, Papasoklu Mescidi, Omer Efendi NamazgAhi, Nevgehirli Ibrahim Pala Mektebi ve
Sebili," istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiiltesi Tarih Ensitiiisii Dergisi, 10-11 (1981), 196-203; IC, I, 114. For location, see MWmap, E
4/15.

"" The Papazoglu Medresesi Mescidi; see Hadika, 64. For Papazoglu Mustafa Paga, see Hadika, n. 495.
15 Mescid-i hatem. In fact, the numerical value of the chronogram is 1148, not 1158 as given in the printed text. The 1148 date

is given in manuscript versions of the text.
516 Hfisameddin U aki (d. 1592), founder of the U aki branch of the Halved dervish order; for biographical details and his

tekke in Kasimpala, see Hadika, 349-50; see also B. G. Martin, "A Short History of the Khalwatiyya Order of Dervishes," in
Scholars, Saints and Sufis, Muslim Religious Institutions since 1500, ed. N.R. Keddie (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1972), 275-305.

517 The Bakkal Ahmed Aga Mescidi, described as located in the Beycegiz Quarter in Qargamba. No trace of the mosque,
which is said to have been built in the seventeenth century, remains, nor can its exact site be established; see FC, 63; IC, I, 31;
ISTA, IV, 1928.

518 The Baki Efendi Mescidi, described by Ayvansarayi as being located in Niganca in Fatih. Although built by the renowned
classical poet of the sixteenth century, Mahmud Abdfilbaki, the exact date of its construction is unknown. No trace of the
mosque survives, nor can its site be established; see FC, 62-63; IC, I, 31.

519 Mahmud Abdnilbaki (1526-1600), the greatest of Turkish lyric poets, who wrote under the pen name Baki. Born in
Istanbul, he was apprenticed to a saddler as a youth. He subsequently received a medrese education and embarked upon a
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known as] the Lali Efendi Qegmesi"' outside the Edirne Kapi, is known to people of culture. The chro-
nogram on his gravestone is by Hadi-i Bagdadi. "Baki Efendi went to the Next World in one thousand
eight," 22 1008 [1599-1600]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

Baki Efendi's father died on the Pilgrimage Road in the year 923 [1517], 52 at the time he was miezzin
in the Fatih Mosque. Nine hundred thirty-three [1526] is the date of [Baki Efendi's] birth. He first
became a saddler's apprentice. Subsequently, he followed the path of the religious sciences and
became the miiderris of Maeka in the year 971 [1563-64]. Although he was removed from office and
was exiled in [9]83 [1575-76], he was pardoned by imperial decree and again entered on a
teaching career. In Muharrem, [9]87 [1579], he was given the office of kadi of Venerated Mecca. In
5aban, [9]88 [1580], he was transferred to Medina and subsequently occupied the post of kadi of
Istanbul twice, [the office of kadiasker] of Anatolia twice and [the office of kadzasker] of Rumelia three
times.

17. The Bostan Mosque2 in Kadirga Limanz

The builder of the Bostan Mosque was Bostancibapi Ali Aga ibn Abdfifigkur. Written in the calligraphy
of Karahisari Ahmed Efendi525 in the year "Threshold of the Paradises,"W 2

1 966 [1588], and bearing the
signature of the former 5eyhiilisldm, the glory of the commentators on the Qur'an Ebussuud Efendi5 2 -
may God have mercy on him-the vakfiye of the abovementioned mosque, which is in the possession of
the clerk of the vakf, Ahmed Efendi, [who is also] the clerk in charge of the financial transactions
(ruznamgeci) of the Congregational Mosque of the Valide-i Atik,528 was examined at the time of the
writing of this book. [The location of] the grave of the abovementioned builder is not known. It is
generally known that his martyrdom was ordained by God. The reisilkiittab 5amizade Efendi installed

learned career, ultimately being given appointments as kadzasker of Anatolia and of Rumelia. In 1555, he submitted a kaside to
Sultan Sfileyman and, thereafter, gained royal favor, which he continued to enjoy in the reigns of Selim II and Murad III.
Although he is described as serious and dignified in his public career, in private he was a man of the world, sociable, witty and
fond of jokes. His poetry largely steers clear of religious matters and deals instead with the gay and colorful life of the capital
and the beauty and ephemeral quality of youth, nature and fortune. Critics hold his poetry to be unequaled for its technical
skill and choice of words, although it is at times criticized as lacking in depth of feeling; see Ef, I, 956; HOP, III, 133-59.

50 For Niganci Paga and the Niganci Papa Camii, see Hadika, 233-34.
52' For the Lali Efendi Qegmesi, see Tampik, Ceymeler, I, 148.
522 Bdki Efendi gitti 'ukbdya bifi sekizde.
523 In fact, Baki Efendi's father died in 973/1565-66.
524 The Bostan Mescidi (Mosque of the Market Garden), known also as the Bostancibapi Ali Aga, Bostan Ali or Bostani Ali

Camii, located at the intersection of Kadirga Limam Caddesi and Kadirga Meydam Sokagi in the Kficilk Aya Sofya Quarter in
Alemdar; see DBIA, II, 307-8; EC, 44; IC, I, 37; ISTA, VI, 3014. For location, see MWmap, F 7/37 and 283, 317.

525 For Karahisari Ahmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 113.
526 Asitdn-z cennat.
527 Mehmed Ebussuud Efendi, known as Hoca Celebi (1490-1574), famous Hanafi scholar and fourteenth Ottoman

$eyhiilis1dm. Born in iskilib in central Anatolia, he was trained for a learned career and after a series of teaching appointments,
including one in the medreses of the Fatih Mosque, he became kadi of Bursa in 1533 and of Istanbul in 1534. He was made
kadzasker of Rumelia in 1537 and jeyhiilislam in October 1545. In that capacity, he was involved in the revision of the Ottoman
dynastic law (kanun) so as to bring it into agreement with the religious law (seriat). He was particularly close to Sultan Sileyman
I, and although his influence was somewhat diminished under Sultan Selim II, he retained his office until the end of his life (22
August 1574). His written works include a popular commentary on the Qur'an, a book of prayers and some poetry in Arabic,
Persian and Turkish. He also founded a mosque in iskilib, a hamam in Istanbul and a sibyan mektebi in Eyip; see El', I, 152;
Altunsu, Osmank eyhulislam1an, 28-34; SO, I, 169.

528 The Valide-i Atik or Atik Valide Camii in Uskfidar; see Hadika, 489-90.
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its minbar. He is buried before the mihrab. The nearby mekteb and hamam were built by a vizier named
Yahya Paga, who is buried in Uskfib. 29 [62] [The mosque] has a quarter.

18. The Bitlice Mosque"30 near the Congregational Mosque of Darnissaade Agasz Mehmed Aga

The builder of the Bitlice Mosque was 5erife Fatma Hatun. She is buried near the abovementioned
mosque. The abovementioned builder was the wife of Bitlice Ali Efendi, who died in [the year] one
thousand [1591-92], having been dismissed from the office of [kadi of] Istanbul. He was the son of the
defterdar Abdullah bin Ilyas,"' the brother of the second Qivizade eyhiilisldm, 5eyh Mehmed Efendi. 3 2

[Bitlice Ali Efendi's son] Seyyid Abdullah Efendi, who was twice kadzasker of Anatolia and died [in 1630-
31], forty years after his father, is buried beside [the mosque]. And his son, Ali Nazmi Efendi, dismissed
from the office of [kadi of] Filibe," died three years after his father and is also buried there. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

19. The Bucakbagi Mosque' near the Yedi Kule

The builder of the Bucakbagi Mosque was Rukiye Hatun. [The location of] her grave is not known.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

20. The Mosque of Balaban Aga5 35 near the $ehzade Congregational Mosque

The Mosque of Balaban Aga was converted from a church.36 Its founder was sekbanbays in the time of
the conquest [of Constantinople]. [The location of] his grave is not known. The stipends of its servants
are provided from the [vakfof] the congregational mosque of Aya Sofya. It has a quarter.

" The city of Skopje in Macedonia.
53 The Bitlice Mescidi, located at the intersection of Beycegiz Caddesi and Saray Agasi Caddesi in the Beycegiz Quarter in

Qargamba. The mosque was for many years in ruin before being torn down in 1961; see FC, 72; IC, I, 36; ISTA, V, 2826. For
location, see MWmap, C 4/2.

531 For Qivizade Defterdar Abdullah, see Hadika, n. 69.
532 Mehmed Efendi, Qivizade, 5eyh, Haci (1531-87), member of an important Ottoman ulema family of the sixteenth century

and eighteenth Ottoman eyhiilislam, he was the son of $eyhfilislAm Qivizade Muhyiddin Efendi. After training for a learned
career, he was appointed to the Kasim Paga and Suileymaniye medreses and, in 1569, was made kadi of Damascus. Subsequently,
he was made chiefjudge of Egypt, Bursa, Edirne and, in 1575, of Istanbul. He was promoted to kadzaser of Anatolia in the same
year and to Rumelia two years later. Although he was removed from that office because of the enmity of Grand Vizier Sokullu
Mehmed Paga, he was appointed seyhilislam on 21 January 1582 and retained the post until his death on 5 June 1587. Like his
father, he was the opponent of Sufism and won a great reputation for uprightness; see Altunsu, Osmank 5eyhiilislamlan, 40; Ef,
II, 56-57; SO, IV, 126.

53 The city of Plovdiv in Bulgaria.
53 The Bucakbagi Mescidi, known also as the Bucak Aga Mescidi, located on the site of the railway workshops off Bucak Bagi

(Pulcu) Sokagi, south of the Yedi Kule in the Imrahor Quarter in Samatya. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 73; 1C, I, 37;
ISTA, VI, 3095. For location, see MWmap, B 10/3 and 292.

13 The Balaban Aga Mosque, located near the corner of Harikzadeler Sokagi and Vidinli Tevfik Paa Caddesi in the Balaban
Aga Quarter in Bayezid. The mosque was destroyed in the Aksaray fire ofJuly 1911. Its ruins were torn down in 1930; see DBIA,
II, 9-10; EC, 33-34; IC, I, 31; ISTA, IV, 1946-49; OMFD, III, 323. For location, see MWmap, E 6/14.

336 The church was circular in form and appears to have been a small martyrium dating to the fifth century; see Mathews,
Churches, 25-27; MW, 98-99; Arif Mufid Mansel, "The Excavation of the Balaban Agha Mesjidi in Istanbul," Art Bulletin, 15 (1933),
210-29.
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21. The Bostanzade Mosque'3 7 near the Congregational Mosque of Hacz Kadzn

This Bostanzade Mosque is also called the Pitnahor Mosque. Its builder was 5eyhfilislam Mehmed
Efendi."'3 They call it the Bostan Mosque because of the garden (bostan) which adjoins it. Because, in
time, its [original] vakfwas obliterated, a person named Kara Hasan gave a sum of money as vakf [and]
at present [the mosque] is administered with it. It is at the end of a dead-end street known as the
Zeytun Quarter. It does not have a quarter.

22. The Bazargdn Mosque" near the Congregational Mosque of eyhilisldm ismail Efendi

The builder of the Bazirgin Mosque, Acem Hilseyin Efendi, was the head of the merchants' guild (ba-
zargdnbayz). A medrese, rooms and a mekteb of his adjoin it. The kadzasker of Anatolia, Mehmed Efendi,
who is known as 5eyhzade, installed its minbar. [63] [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

23. The Parmakkapz Mosque5
4 near the Tomb of Hfisrev Pasa

The builder of the Parmakkapi Mosque was Kadiasker Mehmed Efendi, who is buried near the above-
mentioned mosque. There is also a mekteb of his in the neighborhood of the mosque. In our time,
Kazgani Haci Ismail Aga, the clerk (yazza) of the seventy-first cemaat of the Janissary corps, installed its
minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

24. The Bodrum Mosque 4' near the Sileymaniye

The builder of the Bodrum Mosque was an ulema of [the time of] Fatih, Hoca Hayreddin. "Charitable
work of religion," 4

' 874 [1469-70], is the date of his death. He is buried in Eyiip. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

25. The Mosque of the Pertev Pama Khan54 ' near Uzuncarsz

The Mosque of the Pertev Paya Khan is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Haci Mustafa Aga, a
descendant of one of the abovementioned [Pertev] Paa's manumitted slaves, and one of those lawfully

1 The Bostanzade Mescidi, known also as the Bostan, Pitnahor or Zeytuniye Mescidi, located off Haci Kadin Qegmesi Sokaks
in the Abdi Qelebi Quarter in Samatya. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 72-73; 1C, I, 37. For location, see MWmap, B
9/4.

5 $eyhfilislAm Bostanzade Mehmed Qelebi Efendi; see Hadika, n. 104.
. The Bazargin Mescidi (Merchant's Mosque), known also as the Acem Hfiseyin Aga, Acemoglu or Kalaycizade Mescidi,

located on Manyasizade Sokaki between Hallac Mehmed Sokagi and Qargamba Degirmeni Sokagi in the Koca Dede Quarter in
Qaramba. The mosque fell into ruin in the first decade of the present century but was rebuilt on the same site between 1970
and 1975. The present building is entirely of recent date; see FC, 49-50; IC, I, 36; ISTA, V, 2730-31. For location, see FC map, 6.

" The Parmakkapi Mescidi, known also as the Parmakkapi Kadiasker Mehmed Efendi Camii, located on the present Koca
Sinan Caddesi near the intersection with $air Cem Sokasi in the Hoca Uveys Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque was destroyed
by fire in 1918 but was rebuilt between 1960 and 1980. The present building is entirely of recent date; see FC, 188; IC, I, 114. For
location, see MWmap, C 5/8 and 383.

". The Bodrum Mescidi (Basement Mosque), known also as the Softa Hatip, Saatcs Yokugu or Hayreddin Camii, located at
the intersection of Bodrum Sokagi and Saatci Yokugu in the Hoca Giyaseddin Quarter in Kftenlkpazar. The present building is of
recent date; see EC, 173-74; 1C, I, 36-37; ISTA, V, 2844-45. For location, see MWmap, E 5/11.

542 HVayr-z din.
"' The Pertev Paa Hans Mescidi, named for the sixteenth-century vizier Pertev Mehmed Paga (d. 1574), the founder of the

khan. Although the mosque and khan are described as being close to Uzuncarps, neither is any longer extant. Their precise
locations are uncertain; see 1C, I, 115.
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appointed miitevelli [of the vakf of the Pertev Paga Khan]. He built a mosque on a vacant spot with the
rent of the abovementioned khan, which was most beneficial to the foundation, and the stipends of its
personnel were derived from the shops of its lower story. At his death [in] 1168 [1754-55], he was
buried in the cemetery opposite the Congregational Mosque of 5ah Sultan in Eyip. * The tomb of the
abovementioned [Pertev] Papa is near [the tomb of] of His Excellency Ebu Eyyub. [The mosque] does
not have a quarter.

26. The Piringgi Mosque"* near the Congregational Mosque of Mesih Paa

Its builder was Sinan Aga, the head of the rice merchant's guild (piringgibaz) [in the time] of Fatih. He
died in the year "Virtuous,"" 910 [1504-5], and was buried near the mosque. Bayram Paga14

1 installed
its minbar. Karakizzade Ali Efendi of Istanbul gave a sum of money as vakf for the repair of this
mosque. The aforesaid, being dismissed from [office in] Illuminated Medina, passed away in the year
"Hour of retirement,"548 1038 [1628-29], and was buried near the abovementioned mosque. He was a
member of the Nakebendi dervish order. 5eyh Sfileyman Efendi, of the Sufi order of the Halvetiye, who
passed away in [the year] "God's eyh,"5 49 982 [1574-75], is buried beside him. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

27. The Mosque of Bali Pasa 55 near the Market of Hiisrev Pasa

[64] The Mosque of Bali Paga is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder" was one of the viziers of Sultan
Bayezid the Saint. Its completion not being ordained by God [at the time of Bali Paga's death], it was
finished by his wife, Hfima Sultan, the daughter of His Majesty, the abovementioned padishah. She also
installed the minbar. This is a chronogram for its completion:

She built this congregational mosque, Huma Hatun,
That beauty, daughter of the Alexander of the age.

May God, showing His countenance, accept it!
May God show her compassion on the Day ofJudgment!

Hudayi composed its chronogram.
"Mosque of the Community of God's Messenger,"5 5" 910 [1504-5].

It is known that the abovementioned [Hfima] Sultan completed it with fifteen thousand gold pieces
from her own wealth. The two of them [Bali Paya and Hfima Sultan] are buried together in a tomb.
Hfidayi Kenan Bey, one of Sultan Bayezid's pages, who was appointed tutor (lala) on the birth of Baye-
zid Khan's grandson Sultan Suleyman, composed a chronogram for the completion of the construction

.. The $ah Sultan Camii in Eyftp; see Hadika, 279-80.

.. The Pirineei Mescidi (Mosque of the Rice Merchant), known also as the Piringpi Sinan Mescidi, located at the intersection
of Yedi Emirler Caddesi and Yusuf Ziya Paga Sokaki in the 5eyh Resmi Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was for many years in a
ruined state but was renovated in 1963; see FC, 192; 1C, I, 63; OMFD, III, 481. For location, see MWmap, D 4/42 and 409.

546 Faz1.
5' For Bayram Paa, see Hadika, n. 370.
548 Sd'at-z 'uziet.
549 $eyh-i Yezddn.
"' The Bali Paga Mescidi, known also as the Bali Papa or Hfima Sultan Camii, located on Hoca Efendi Sokaki between Bali

Paa Caddesi and Battal Gazi Sokagi in the Hoca Uveys Quarter in Fatih; see DBIA, II, 27-29; FC, 65-66; 1C, I, 32; ISTA, IV, 2048-
51; MW 382-83; OMBYSD, 180-83. For location, see MWmap, C 5/3.

551 Bali Paga (d. 1494), Ottoman vizier of the late fifteenth century. Born in Antalya, he was raised in the imperial palace,
became beylerbeyi of Anatolia and a vizier of the dome at the beginning of the reign of Sultan Bayezid II; see Vefeyat, 18; SO, II, 3.

552 Mescid-i iimmet-i Resil-Alldh.
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of the congregational mosque. There is another congregational mosque built by the abovementioned
[Bali] Paya in Antalya, which was his place of birth. They call it the Congregational Mosque of Bali Bey.
Mimar Sinan writes in his memoir that he built [the Mosque of Bali Bey] in its original form." A
person named Tiiccar Mehmed Efendi is buried in the stone tomb overlooking the public square of the
Market of Hfisrev Paga.." near the abovementioned mosque. He was one of those appointed to build the
aqueduct for the Sfileymaniye. In the abovementioned market, there are a mekteb, tomb and fountain
built by the Hfisrev Paga... for whom [the market] is named. The deceased [Hfisrev] Papa was executed
while he was grand vizier and his severed head was buried in his tomb. His corpse is in Tokat." This is
the chronogram on the arch of the gateway of his tomb:

May God favor him on the Day ofJudgment!
May [Muhammed] Mustafa intercede for him!

Those who heard [of his death] composed its date.
"May God always have mercy upon him!"" 952 [1545-46].

And this is the chronogram of his mekteb: "Abode for learning the enduring Word,""55 947 [1540-41].
Ten rooms for married persons (miiteehhilin hucuratz) belonging to this congregational mosque are
located nearby. [The mosque] has a quarter. [65]

This is a brief biography of Hfisrev Paga:559

When, during the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth, Halil Paga was dismissed
[from the grand vizierate] for a second time, [Hfisrev Paga] was promoted from Janissary aga to grand
vizier. In his first year [in office], he caused Abaza Paga5 " to suffer great affliction in Erzurum and,
pardoning him, brought him to Istanbul. The following year, he devastated the Persian lands. It
becoming apparent, however, that he was a very bloodthirsty person and that he aided troublesome

.. This claim appears in both the Tuhfet al-Mimarin and the Tezkiret al-Ebniye, see Meric, Mimar Sinan, 25, 75. As the mosque
was completed several decades before Sinan became imperial architect, the statement most likely refers to a restoration.

"" The Hnisrev Papa Qarpisi.
.. Hftsrev Paa, Deli (d. 1545), Ottoman governor and vizier. Ajanissary of Bosnian origin, he spent several adventurous

years as a deserter, but returned to favor and was given appointments in the imperial palace followed by the governorships of
Karaman, Anatolia, Diyarbakir and Damascus, during which he participated in campaigns against the Safavids on the empire's
eastern frontiers. In 1534-35, he was appointed beylerbeyi of Egypt and was able in a short time so greatly to increase revenues
from the province that he was accused of illegal practices. Dismissed from office, he was soon made beylerbeyi of Anatolia and
fourth vizier. The long-standing enmity between Hfisrev Pasa and Grand Vizier Hadim Sfileyman Papa climaxed in 1544, when
the two came to blows in the sultan's presence, following which both were deprived of office. In despair, Hfisrev took his own
life by self-starvation. Brutal, unscrupulous and mendacious, Hfnsrev Pasa is nonetheless described as a remarkably efficient and
energetic official; see Ef, V, 35; SO, II, 272.

556 The execution referred to here is that of Bosnevi Hfisrev Paga (d. 1632); see below, n. 559.
.. Dd'im Alldh dna rahmet eylesiin.
558 Ddr-i tahsil-i keldm-t bdki.
" Curiously, the biography appended in the printed text to the description of the Bali Paga Mescidi is that of Bosnevi Hfisrev

Paga (d. 1632), not Deli Hfisrev Paga (d. 1545), whose tomb is located in the Hisrev Paya Market referred to above. Bosnevi
Hfisrev Paga was grand vizier during the reign of Murad IV. Raised in the imperial palace and promoted to aga of the Janissaries
in 1623, he distinguished himself in campaigns against both the rebel Abaza Paga in Anatolia and against the Safavids. In 1627,
he was made a vizier of the dome and was appointed grand vizier on 6 April 1628. He succeeded in forcing the surrender of
Abaza Paga in 1628 and set out to retake Baghdad from the Safavids in 1629, but two years of inconclusive campaigning in Iraq
and western Iran led to his dismissal on 25 October 1631. Because of his popularity in the army, his removal led to a revolt in
the capital, and Murad IV, deeply angered, had him executed in Tokat on 10 February 1632. Although he was personally brave
and much admired, especially in the army, he is described as arrogant and headstrong and relatively inexperienced; see Ef, V,
32-35.

56. Mehmed Paa, Abaza (d. 1634), rebel governor of Erzurum, who was forced in 1628 to capitulate to Bosnevi Hfisrev Paga
after a siege of that city. Later pardoned, Abaza Paa was made governor of Bosnia and led a campaign against Poland in 1633.
He was executed by Murad IV in August 1634; see Ef, I, 4; SO, IV, 156.
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elements [in the army], he was dismissed in Rebifilevvel 1041 [October 1631] and was executed in
Tokat. His grand vizierate lasted three and a half years and he passed most of that time in the pro-
vinces.

28. The Pfir Kuyu Mosque"' near the Mfifti Ali Hamam

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church. 6
1 Its founder was Hiisrev Katib. [The

location of] his grave is not known. Yenikapili Arec Ahmed Efendi installed its minbar and he
stipulated that the office of its miitevelli be entrusted to his descendants. The nearby fountain is the
pious work of Rabia Hatun. [The mosque] has a quarter.

29. The Burmah Mosque"' near the .ehzade Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Mevlana Emin Nureddin Osman Efendi. He was a kadi of Egypt. He is buried beside his
mosque. It is written on his gravestone that he died in the year "Glory of Paradise," 6" 961 [1553-54].
Buried beside him is Defterdar Halimi Mustafa Paa, 65 whose severed head was place before the Bab-1
Hfimayun. He was executed in Iznik in the year 1173 [1759-60] after having twice been defterdar and
retiring with [the rank of vizier with] three tuy. His gravestone is [surmounted] by a vizier's turban
(kallavi). His nephew, the calligrapher Ibrahim Aga,66 is also buried there. The abovementioned aga
passed away in the year "Master of works of art,"5 67 1167 [1753-54]. The father of the abovementioned
[Halimi Mustafa] Paya was originally the miiezzin of this mosque, and becoming in time the keeper of
daily accounts in the state treasury (ruznamge kisedan), he died in Edirne. The aforesaid's mansion is
situated opposite the mosque. Another charitable work situated in this place is the medrese of Kadias-
ker Ebfilfazl Kara Qelebizade Mahmud Efendi." The aforesaid was buried in his school in 1063 [1652-
53]. He was the nephew of the historian 5eyhflislim Abd6laziz Efendi." [66] [The mosque] has a
quarter.

561 The Pfir Kuyu Mescidi (Mosque of the Filled Well), known also as the Kandili Gfizel, Pir Kapi, Parmakkapi or Kitib Hfisrev
Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present 5ehla Aydin Bey Sokasi and Mfifti Hamami Sokagi in the Mfnfti Ali Quarter in
Fener. The mosque burned in 1917 and is no longer extant; see DBIA, VI, 225-26; FC, 189; IC, 1, 115; MW, 193. For location, see
MWmap, D 4/2 and 193, 309.

562 The suggested identification of the Pnir Kuyu Mescidi with the Cloister of Saint Lawrence, or alternatively with the fifth-
century church of Saint Isaiah, is not established; see MW, 193.

563 The Burmali Mescidi (Spiral Mosque), known also as the Burmah Minare or Emin Nureddin Osman Mescidi, located on
Burmali Mescid Sokagi opposite the 5ehzade Mosque in the Kalenderhane Quarter in Bayezid. It gets its name from the spiral
fluting on the shaft of its minaret. The mosque underwent extensive repairs in the mid-1950's; see DBIA, II, 340; EC, 46-47;
ISTA, VI, 3143; OMBYSD, 245-247. For location, see MWmap, E 6/5 and 391, 481.

S'Izzet al-cennet.
For Halimi Mustafa Paa, see Vefeyat, 20
5ehzadeli lbrahim Aga (d. 1753), eighteenth-century Ottoman calligrapher; see Rado, Turk Hattatlan, 152.

.67 ostdd- eser.
-6 Mahmud Efendi, Karacelebizade (1588-1653), member of a prominent Ottoman ulema family which flourished in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Known by the lakab Ebfilfazl, he held office as kadzasker of Rumelia and of Anatolia. In
addition to the Ebfilfazl Medresesi in $ehzadebayl, he founded a mosque and a muallimhane in Bursa; see Ef, IV, 574; SO, IV,
320.

569 Abdfilaziz Efendi, Karacelebizade (1592-1657), member of the prominent Ottoman ulema family of the Karacelebizade,
historian and thirty-third seyhidisldm. After studying religious law under 5eyhilislam Sunullah Efendi, he served as miiderris in
medreses in Istanbul, Edirne and Bursa, and later became kadi of Yenigehir, Mecca (1626), Edirne (1530) and Istanbul (1633).
He was exiled to Cyprus in 1634, but was appointed kadzasker of Anatolia eighteen months later and made kadzasker of Rumelia
in 1644. In recognition of his role in the accession of Mehmed IV, he was given the title jeyh isldm in October 1648, but only
took up the post on 2 May 1651. Ruthless and inflexible, he nonetheless showed considerable skill as an administrator. He was
dismissed on 1 September 1651 and exiled to Chios and later to Bursa where he died in 1657. He wrote poetry under the pen
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The aforesaid Halimi Mustafa Paga was a man of learning. Making little by little the rounds of high
office in the period of Mahmud Khan [the First], he became defterdar in 1164 [1750-51]. Thirty-four
months later, he was dismissed with two tug and was scorned with office in Sidon. His faults were
subsequently forgiven because of intercessors and in the year 1169 [1755-56], while passing time in the
high office of senior clerk (hacegan), he again obtained the rank of chief finance officer for Rumelia
(szkk-z ula). Although he was again dismissed on proof of his avarice and was banished to the island of
Lemnos, his worth in the science of finance was apparent, and he was set free and became defterdar for a
second time. After eighteen months, he was promoted to the rank of vizier. His foolish squandering as
witnessed by his many debts becoming obvious, all his wealth was seized by the state treasury and on the
fourth day of Camaziyfilihir 1173 [23 January 1760] he was executed and put to death in Iznik. His
execution occurred in the time of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third and the vizierate of Ragib Mehmed
Paa.5"

30. The Bayezid-i Cedid Mosque 7
1 in Davudpasa

Its builder is the former emperor, Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint. Its vakf is appended to his great vakf
Dayi Omer Aga, one of the inhabitants of its quarter, a fief holder (zaim) and patron of charitable
works, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

31. The Bazargdn Mosque'7 2 in Kocamustafapasa

Its builder was Hfisrev Qelebi. The chronogram on the arch of its gate is by the late Sai."7 It is as follows:

Thanks be to God! The Murad Khan"1 4 of the age
Became by his justice a person known to all horizons.

The mosque's many lamps in particular
Are, when burning, like the Pleiades.

Haci Hinsrev, the servant of Hoca Imad,
Found merit in a charitable foundation such as this.

He built this mosque in which the pure of heart
All longed to worship.

name Azizi, translated works on ethics, compiled works on religious law and wrote a life of the Prophet. He is most famous,
however, for his historical works, including the Sileyman Name (Book of Sileyman), a history of the era of Sultan Sileyman I,
and the Ravzat al-Ebrar (Garden of the Righteous), a history covering events from the time of Adam to the reign of Sultan
Ibrahim; see Altunsu, Osmanh $eyhiiislimlan, 76-79; Ef, IV, 573-74; SO, III, 339.

570 Ragib Mehmed Paa, Koca (1699-1763), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Osman III and Mustafa III. After a long and
distinguished career in the provinces and the capital, he was appointed grand vizier on 13 December 1756 and continued to
occupy that office for seven years until his death on 8 April 1763. One of the outstanding grand viziers of the later Ottoman
period, Ragib Papa was also renowned as a scholar and poet, whose works are recognized for their beauty of style and grace of
presentation. His state documents and letters were regarded as models of elegance and his translations into Turkish of the
Persian histories of Mirkhwind and 'Abd al-Razzik b. Ishik are masterpieces of Ottoman prose; see Hadika, 198-99; Ef, VIII,
390-91; HOP, IV, 92-106; SO, II, 358-59.

571 The Bayezid-i Cedid Mescidi (New Bayezid Mosque), known also as the Etyemez Mescidi, located on Samatya Caddesi at
Muhzir Aga Sokagi in the Kasap Ilyas Quarter in Samatya; see DBIA, II, 96; FC, 67-68; 1C, I, 35; ISTA, X, 5394-95; OMBYSD, 217.
For location, see MWmap, C 8/5 and 251.

572 The Bazargin Mescidi (Merchant's Mosque), known also as the Bazarginba i, Ramazan Efendi, Koca Hiisrev or Hnsrev
Qelebi Camii, located on Ramazan Efendi Sokagi at the intersection with Dakistanh Qikmazi in the Arabaci Beyazit Quarter in
Samatya. The mosque was originally built by Mimar Sinan; see FC, 192-93; IC, I, 116. For location, see MWmap, B 8/8.

17 Nakka Sai Mustafa Celebi (d. 1593), Ottoman poet and painter of the late sixteenth century, and author of two key
accounts of the life and works of the imperial architect Mimar Sinan, entitled Tezkiret al-Ebniye and Tezkiret al-Bunyan (Treatise
on Buildings); see SO, III, 2.

57 Sultan Murad III, who reigned from 1574 to 1595.
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A tekke and dwelling-place of dervishes
With many portico arches was built.

When it was finished, the prayerful Sai
Composed the date. "Kaba of the lovers [of God] ," 994 [1585-86].

[Hfisrev Qelebi's] tekke 76 adjoins it. His grave is also there. The first seyh in the succession of 5eyhs of
the abovementioned [Bazirgin] Zaviyesi was Ramazan Efendi, the halife of Muhyi[ddin al-Karahisari]
Efendi. [67] "$eyh who struggles for the Faith,"577 1025 [1616-17], is the date of his death. His son,
Mehmed Celaleddin Efendi, became $eyh in his place and, after one year, set out for the Abode of
Eternity. Subsequently, Abdullah Efendi became seyh. "Monotheism of God,"578 1033 [1623-24], was the
date of his passing away. In turn, Abdfilhalim Efendi ibn Ramazan Efendi became leyh, and he passed
away in the year 1062 [1651-52]. Adli composed a chronogram for his death: "0, let Halim, first among
the spiritual masters, dwell in Paradise!"7 9 1062 [1651-52]. Fenni Huseyin Efendi became 5eyh in his
place. He died in the year 1085 [1674-75]. Celveti Musa 5fikri Efendi became head of the tekke in his
place, and he passed away in 1089 [1678-79] .580 Mter him, Osman Mana Efendi, who died in 1100
[1688-89], became $eyh, followed by Hamidi Mehmed Efendi, who passed away in 1131 [1718-19], and
by Mehmed Emin Efendi, who passed away in 1179 [1765-66]. Ahmed Nuri Efendi ibn Mehmed Emin
Efendi, who died in 1210 [1795-96], became 5eyh in his place, followed by his son, Abdfilaziz Efendi.
The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

32. The Bezzaziye Mosque"' in Uzungarsz

Its builder was Bezzaz-1 Cedid Ali Paga. The aforesaid duly became confidential secretary (sir kdtibi) in
the Inside Service in the imperial palace (enderun) and retired with the rank of vizier. His grave was also
there, but, as a result of fires, it is no longer extant. Mehmed Emin Aga, a high state official who is
buried in his sebit2 in Dolmabahge, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

33. The Parmakhkh Mosque"5 near the Nalh Mosque

Its builder was Cagalzade Yusuf Aga."' The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque adjoining the
Cagalzade Saray.585 [The location of] the builder's grave is not known. The upper-story mekteb and

.. Ka'bet al-'ugAk.

.. The Bazirgin Tekkesi belonging to the Halveti dervish order. A list of its eyhs can also be found in Z5E, 63-64.

." Al-ieyh al-miicd hid.
5 Tevhid-i HIddd.
5' Ey H alim evvel-i phi kil cennet-mekdn.
58 A couplet from one of Celveti Musa Wnkri Efendi's hymns is here included in the printed text but is omitted from this

translation.
581 The Bezzaziye Mescidi (Mosque of the Drapers' Market), known also as the Bezzaz-i Cedid Mescidi. The mosque must

have been located at the top of Fincancilar Yokugu, near the intersection with Uzuncars Caddesi in the Tahtakale Quarter in
Emin6ni. It is no longer extant, nor can its location be established with certainty. As noted by Ayvansarayi, the mosque had a
quarter, which was incorporated into the Tahtakale Quarter in 1934. In some sources (EC, 41; 1C, I, 36; ISTA, V, 2740), the
mosque is confused with the nearby Nerdibanh (Merdevenli) Mescid, located at the intersection of Uzunearsi Caddesi and
Havanci Sokasi in the Mercan Aga Quarter in Bayezid. That the two are not identical is clear from the fact that Ayvansarayi
(Hadika, 232) describes the Nerdntbanh Mescid as being near the Bezzaziye Mescidi; see Ekrem Hakki Ayverdi, Fatih Devri
Sonlannda istanbul Mahalleleri, $ehrin iskdn ve Niifusu (Ankara, 1958), 15; IVTD, 87.582 The Mehmed Emin Aga Sebili; see Hadika, 406.

583 The Parmaklikh Mescidi (Fenced Mosque), located near the Cagalzade Sarayi, in the vicinity of the offices of the Istanbul
Vilayet on Ankara Caddesi in the Hocapaga Quarter in Emin6nn; the mosque is no longer extant; see IA, I, 114.

584 Cagalzade Yusuf Sinan Paa (c. 1545-1605), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed III. Born Scipione Cicala
in Messina in Sicily, he was captured by Muslim corsairs while still a child and taken to Tripoli and later Istanbul, where he
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lower-story sebil of Hamamizade Yusuf Efendi, who was formerly vezir kethiidasz and tersane emini, are
nearby. There is a small fountain in the wall of the tomb in front of it. [Hamamizade Yusuf Efendi] is
buried there. [The mosque] does not have a quarter. [68]

34. The Congregational Mosque of Behram Cavu?6
M in Kadzrga Limanz

Its builder became gavuybaz during the vizierate of Grand Vizier Tavil Mehmed Paga."' His place of
burial is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

35. The Bzgakgz Mosque88 in Haydar Pasa

Its builder was Hayreddin Efendi. He was one of the soldiers who fought in the conquest of Istanbul.
His grave is also there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

36. The Peykhane Mosque5 8
1 in that Well-Known Quarter

Its builder was Haci Mehmed Aga, a kethiida of the Cagalzade family. He became a high official in the
Exalted [Ottoman] State because of his rectitude and right conduct and, after many high offices, be-
came chief of the corps of armorers of the imperial court (sercebeciyan-i dergdh-z ali). He built an upper-
story mosque inside the Peykhane in the year "Perfection of the gentle religion,"590 1134 [1721-22], and
caused a fountain to flow beneath it. His place of burial is in the cemetery which surrounds the
dariilkura and tomb of Ayge Sultan in Usknidar." 1 This is the chronogram on his gravestone:

Cebeciba i Mehmed, that pilgrim to the Two Holy Cities,
Acquired in worldly fortune many high ranks and honors.

When the soul beholds the command to return, without fail
Itjourneys to the realm of the spirit.

May [the invocation], "God have mercy upon him!" reward the soul
Of him whose being was praised by great and small.

Exchanging eternal felicity for transitory fortune,
He only longed to journey to the Abode of Eternity.

May God guide to a felicitous end

became a Muslim and was trained in the imperial palace. Rising to the rank of silahdar and later to kapiabap, he married
successively (1573 and 1576) two of the grand-daughters of Sultan Sfileyman I. He was appointed aga of the Janissaries, and
later beylerbeyi of Van, Baghdad and Erzurum. During the 1570's and 1580's, he fought in wars against the Safavids in the east
and, in 1591, was made kapudan-z derya. His brief grand vizierate in 1597 lasted less then two months (27 October to 18 Decem-
ber). Made kapudan-z derya a second time and beylerbeyi of Damascus, he assumed command of the army in 1604 after a renewal
of hostilities with the Safavids and died while retreating toward Diyarbakir in November-December 1605; see El, II, 330-34; SO,
III, 111.

585 The Cagalzade Sarayi, i.e., the Cagaloglu Sarayi; see Hadika, n. 379.
586 The Behram Qavu Camii, known also as the Behram Aga Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kadirga Limani Caddesi

and Kumluk Sokagi in the $ehsuvar Quarter in Kadirga; see EC, 40; 1C, I, 35; ISTA, V, 2387-88. For location, see MWmap, E 8/7
and 317.

587 Sokullu Tavil Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 21.
... The Boeakei Mescidi (Cutler's Mosque), known also as the Bicakci Alaeddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of Bicakqi

Qegmesi Sokagi and Bicakqs Alaeddin Sokagi in the Haydar Quarter in Fener. The mosque's vakf was registered in 909/1503;
see DBIA, II, 227; FC, 70-71; 1C, I, 36; ISTA, V, 2742-44; OMBYSD, 220. For location, see MWmap, E 4/12 and 193.

589 The Peykhane Mescidi (Mosque of the Barracks of the Running Footmen), located in the Peykhane on Ucler Sokagi at
the intersection with Klot Farer Caddesi in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. No trace of the mosque remains; see EC, 159;
1C, I, 115. For location, see EC map, D 6/149.

59Tekmi dn-i 0ifin.
9 At the Mihrimah Camii at the Uskidar Landing; see Hadika, 492-93.
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Whosoever sincerely recites the Fatiha for his soul!
Young and old learning of his death expressed the date.
"God, make his luminous grave a rose garden of the Paradises!"" 1151 [1738-39].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

37. The Baklalz Mosque"' in Langa

[69] Its builder was Baklaci Kemaleddin, who was one of those who came at the time of the conquest of

Constantinople.594 His place of burial is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

THE LETTER TA

1. The Terkim Mosque"59 near the Yeni Odalar

Its builder was iskender Paga.5 1
6 It is an upper-story [mosque] on one side [as it is on a slope]. The

aforesaid pa5a is buried in the mosque which he built in Vize..5 " Kemanke Mustafa Paga... installed its

minbar and added an imam [to the staff of the mosque]. The mosque built by the abovementioned

vizier [Kemanke Mustafa Paga] will be mentioned elsewhere. [The Terkim Mosque] has a quarter.

This Iskender Papa is different from Qerkes Iskender Paga,5"9 the vizier of Gazi Sultan Silleyman

Khan, who is buried at Kanlica. He was promoted from the rank of bostancibms to beylerbeyi of Anatolia

and was given the office of vali of Egypt twelve years before Qerkes Iskender Paga. However, it is related

that he was an avaricious person, inclined to the utmost corruption.

592 Mer*ad-i enverini Hakk ide gulzar- cinan.
" The Baklah Mescidi (Chain Link Mosque), known also as the Baklah Kemaleddin or Kogaci Mescidi, located on Tiryaki

Hasan Papa Sokaki near the intersection with Valde Camii Sokagi in the Qakir Aka Quarter in Langa. The mosque burned in
1876. No trace of it remains; see FC, 63; 1C, I, 31; ISTA, IV, 1938; OMFD, III, 321. For location, see MWmap, D 7/16 and 254.

14 For Baklaci Kemaleddin, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 13.
" The Terkim Mescidi, known also as the iskender Paga Mescidi, located near the intersection of Sarigfnzel Caddesi and

iskender Paya Sokasi in the iskender Paga Quarter in Fatih. The mosque's vakfiye is dated 911/1505-6; see DBIA, IV, 206; FC,
135-36; 1C, I, 146; OMBYSD, 257. For location, see MWmap, D 5/22 and 427.

596 The precise identity of the iskender Papa here referred to is uncertain. The text states that the builder of the Terkim
Mescidi also founded a mosque in Vize and that he was buried there, but does not give the date of his death. Elsewhere (Hadika,
368), an iskender Papa is mentioned as the founder of the Galata Mevlevihane and is described as having been executed in
921/1515-16 and buried outside the iskender Paga Camii in Kanhca. This assertion is here contradicted, however, by the
statement that it was Qerkes iskender Paga who is buried at Kanlica. In Vefayet, (76, 79), Ayvansarayi writes that iskender Paa,
the founder of the Galata Mevlevihane, died in Baghdad in 912/1506-7 and was buried there. He adds that the founder of the
Terkim Mescidi died in 920/1514-15 and is buried at Vize. In any case, the statement found below in the text to the effect that
the founder of the Terkim Mescidi was governor of Egypt must be understood to be an anachronism, as Sultan Selim I only
conquered Egypt in 1517.

17 A town in eastern Thrace.
" For Kemanke Mustafa Paa's life and his other foundation, see Hadika, n. 78.
. For Qerkes iskender Paa, see Hadika, 469-70; Vefeyat, 78.
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2. The Demirkapt Mosque600 near the Saray-z Cedid*'

Its builder was Daye Hatun,"2 an account of whom will be given in connection with [the description of]
her other mosque located in Tarakeilar. Haci Mehmed Efendi, the imperial imam (imam-z sultani), who
had become the kadi of Istanbul in the year 1119 [1707-8], installed its minbar. Subsequently, the
dariissaade agasz Maktul Begir Aga"' rebuilt the mosque and added an imperial tribune (mahfil-i
haimayun), the expenditures for which were provided from his vakf [The mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Tahta Minare Mosque'04 in Balat

Its builder was Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. Moreover, the stipends of its personnel are provided
from his vakf Sultan Sileyman subsequently provided the endowment for its minbar from [the vakf of]
his mosque. The person buried in the tomb in front of it is one of those who fought in the conquest of
Constantinople. There is an exalted fountain of Sultan Sfileyman's in front of the mosque. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

4. The Takiyeci Mosqueo0" in Yayla

[70] Its builder was a maker of felt caps (arakzyeci), Cafer. His place of burial is unknown. KAtib
Mehmed Efendi, who built a mekteb in the Veledi Karaba Quarter, installed its minbar and entrusted
the office of its miitevelli to pious persons of the Tarsus Quarter. It does not have a quarter.

* The Demirkapi Mescidi, known also as the Daye Hatun Mescidi, located between the present Sirkeci railway station and
the walls of the Topkapi Palace. Although it was damaged in the Hocapaa fire of 1865, it was finally demolished only after 1883,
during the building of the Sirkeci railway station; see EC, 57-58; 1C, I, 47; ISTA, VIII, 4388; OMFD, III, 338. For location, see MW
map, G 6/3 and 497.

" The New Palace, or Yeni Saray, the name originally given by Mehmed II to the Topkapi Palace because of the fact that it
was built after the construction of the Saray-i Atik (the Old Palace) in Bayezid (for which, see Hadika, n. 318 above).

62 Hand Hatun binti Ahmed Bey, the wet nurse of Sultan Mehmed II. Biographical details are given in conjunction with
Ayvansarayi's account of her Tarakcilar Mescidi; see Hadika, 155. For Hand Hatun's other foundations, as well as those of other
daye hatun, see Hadika, n. 429.

" Begir Aga, Maktul, Morah, Kfuuk (d. 1752), Ottoman court official and calligrapher. A slave of Ahmed Paa, the tahsildar
of the Morea, he was placed in the service of 5ehzade Mahmud I and, on Mahmud's accession to the throne in 1730, became
one of the sultan's musahib. A year later, he was appointed hazinedar and, in 1746, was promoted to the office of darissaade agasz.
He was dismissed and executed in 1752 on charges of avarice and interference in state affairs. In addition to the restoration of
the Demirkapi Mescidi, he was responsible for the renovation and installation of minbars and imperial tribunes in the Sari
Bayezid, Ahirkapi, Mehmed Paa, Unkapam and Kalenderhane mosques; see Hadika, 150, 185, 222, 262, 267; SO, II, 20. Maktul
Begir Aga should not be confused with his predecessor as dariissaade akasz, Haci Begir Aga, concerning whom see Hadika, n. 327.

604 The Tahta Minare Mescidi (Wooden Minaret Mosque), located on Vodina Caddesi near the intersection with Akgft
Sokagi in the Tahta Minare Quarter in Balat. According to the inscription over its gate, the mosque was completely renovated in
1282/1865-66; see fC, 214-15; C, I, 144; OMFD, III, 507. For location, see MW map, D 3/18 and 309.

60 The Takyeci Mescidi (Mosque of the Skullcap Maker), known also as the Arakiyeci Mescidi, located on Yayla Caddesi near
the intersection with Elektrik Sokaki in the Veledi Karaba Quarter in 5ehremini; see 1C, 1, 144. For location, see MW map, B
6/16 and 291.
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5. The Terlikciler Mosque'6 near the Congregational Mosque of Mercan

Its builder was Grand Vizier Piri Mehmed Paga, whose biography is given in connection with the
Congregational Mosque of Sokukkuyu.17 The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Semmurka
Ali Aka, one of the sultan's solaks, installed its minbar in our time. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

6. The Timurtam Mosque near the Congregational Mosque of Rustem Pasa

Its builder was one of the attendants of Fatih Sultan Mehmed Khan. His place of burial is not known.
The storage-depot keeper (mahzenci), Haci Mehmed Aka, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

7. The Tekke Mosque 9 in Cagaloglu

Its builder was Hoca Kasim, the teacher of the former vizier, Rdstem Paga."' His grave is in the environs
of his noble mosque. He completed the building, but passed away before the provision, designation
and registration of its expenditures and the stipends of its staff had yet occurred. The abovementioned
[Rustem] Paya brought it to life, installing its minbar and providing its endowment from his own vakf as
a gift for his [teacher's] noble soul. To honor [the founder, Rfistem Paga] even ordered the construc-
tion opposite it of an exalted medrese. There is also in the vicinity of the blessed mosque a Sufi zaviye
built by the abovementioned teacher, which is the reason why the mosque is called [the Tekke
Mosque]. Later, in the time of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, the grand vizier annexed the abovemen-
tioned zaviye to the adjoining saray and a private house opposite it was given in exchange. The above-
mentioned dwelling was the house in which the great mystic Bilbfilcuzade Fethi Abdfilkerim Efendi,
who passed away while he was seyh of Aya Sofya, was born. It was acquired from the hands of his
children and grandchildren. [The mosque] has a quarter.

8. The Tabhane Mosque611

It is located in the hospice (tabhane), which is one of the dependencies of the imperial mosque of
Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. [71] The stipends for its servants are assigned from the vakf of [Sultan
Mehmed's] noble mosque. It does not have a quarter.

" The Terlikciler Mescidi (Mosque of the Slipper Makers), known also as the Piri Mehmed Papa Camii, located on Tigcilar
Caddesi in the Taya Hatun Quarter in Bayezid, just north of the Kapahlarqi. The mosque was torn down in 1942; see EC, 197;
IC, I, 146. For location, see MW, 342.

17 For the Sogukkuyu Camii and Piri Mehmed Paga's biography, see Hadika, n. 209 and 153-55
608 The Timurta Mescidi, known also as the Haci Timurta or Demirta Mescidi, located on Kantarcilar Caddesi at the

intersection of Hallac Abdurrahman Sokagi in the Sandemir Quarter in Tahtakale; see DBIA, VII, 271; EC, 199-200; ISTA, VIII,
4391; OMFD, III, 415. For location, see MWmap, F 5/7 and 342, 485.

" The Tekke Mescidi, known also as the Hoca Kasim Mescidi or the Hoca Kasim Gimani or Yegil Direk Camii, located at the
intersection of Hoca Ham Sokaki and Tereke Sokagi in the Hubyar Quarter in Cagaloglu. The mosque should not be confused
with the Hasan-Hfiseyin Camii, sometimes referred to as the Hoca Kasim Ginani Camii, in Balat (Hadika, 108-9). For the Tekke
Mescidi, see EC, 87-88, 197; IC, I, 143. For location, see MWmap, F 6/18 and 342.

610 Damad Rfistem Paga; see Hadika, n. 101.
'11 The Tabhane Mescidi, located in the tabhane of the Fatih Mosque; see Hadika, 11; DBIA, VII, 73; FC, 213-14; IC, I 143;

OMFD, III, 395-400. For location, see MW map, D 5/6.
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THE LETTER CIM

1. The Congregational Mosque of Cerrah Pala6" in that Well-Known Quarter

Its builder was [Cerrah] Mehmed Paga. 13 He built a double hamam and fountain. This is the date on
the arch of the mosque's gateway: "Mosque admired to its columns,""" 1002 [1593-94]. [Mehmed Paga]
became master of the seal in place of Hadim Hasan Paga" and was dismissed in the year "The time of
your flight,"' 1007 [1598-99]. He died five years later and was buried in his tomb. 1 7 His son is buried
beside him. Gfizelce Mahmud Paa, the aga of the Janissaries, is also buried in the mosque's cemetery.
Opposite [the mosque] is the medrese of Gevher Han Sultan, the daughter of Sultan Selim the Second
and the wife of Piyale Paga."' [The mosque] does not have a quarter. The abovementioned medrese
was built in 995 [1586-87].

The abovementioned vizier [Cerrah Mehmed Paga] attained the rank of page of the Privy Chamber
(has oda riatbesi) in the imperial palace. His renown in the art of surgery came to the attention of Sultan
Murad the Third, and he was advanced in rank on his circumcising of His Majesty 5ehzade Sultan
Mehmed. 619 After retiring from the palace with the office of aga of the Janissaries and being dignified
with the rank of vizier, he was commissioned in 1004 [1595-96] to purchase provisions for Belgrade.
After doing so, he became kaimmakam of Istanbul. In Ramazan 1006 [1598], his dignity was exalted with
the office of grand vizier in place of Hadim Hasan Paa. But suffering from chronic gout, he became
incapacitated and was dismissed in Camaziyilihir 1007 [1598-99]. Yemi ci Hasan Papa was appointed in

6" The Cerrah Paga Camii, located on Cerrahpapa Caddesi at the intersection with Cerrahpasa Camii Sokagi in the
Kftrk fiba1 Quarter in Samatya; see DBIA, II, 411-13; FC, 77-78; 1C, I, 39; ISTA, VII, 3504-5; MW, 392-94. For location, see MW
map, C 7/16, 392-94.

13 Mehmed Paa, Cerrah (d. 1604), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mehmed III. After a series of posts in the Inside
Service of the imperial palace, he was made aga of the Janissaries and was for many years a vizier of the dome. He was appointed
grand vizier on 8 June 1598, but was removed from office seventeen months later, on 7 November 1599, due to physical
incapacity (dates given in text incorrect). For the inscription on the fountain in the courtyard of the mosque, see Mecmua, 335;
also Vefeyat, 10; SO, IV, 138.

614Mescid-i mfistahsen erkdna.
61 Hasan Paa, Sokullu, Hadim (d. 1598), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mehmed III. Conscripted as a devlirme and

brought up in the imperial palace, he held various posts in the Inside Service before appointment as governor of Egypt in 1580.
Dismissed in 1593, he was imprisoned in the Yedi Kule but, after presenting valuable gifts to the valide sultan, Nurbanu Sultan,
was pardoned and promoted to beylerbeyi of Anatolia. He fought in the Persian campaign of 1585 and, after various
governorships, was made fourth vizier and kaimmakam in 1595. He was appointed grand vizier on 3 November 1597, but,
because of the enmity of Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, Gazanfer Aga and Tirnakci Hasan Aga, charges of corruption were brought
against him. He was arrested on 8 June 1598 and executed six days later. His foundations include a medrese in Eyfip and a
mosque, medrese and fountain in Cagaloklu; see Hadika, 111; E2, IV, 900-1; SO, II, 125.

616 Vakt-ifirdriii.
617 Located in the courtyard of the Cerrah Paa Camii.
618 Piyale Paa, Kapudan, Damad (d. 1578), Ottoman grand admiral and son-in-law of Selim II. A Croat from Hungary, he was

raised in the imperial palace and was appointed kapudani derya in 1554. In 1562, he was married to Selim II's daughter,
Gevherhan Sultan, and was made a vizier in 1557. One of the greatest Ottoman naval commanders, he conquered Jerba, Oran
and Bizerta, raided the Italian coasts and Majorca, and besieged Malta (1565). He was removed as grand admiral by Selim II
after keeping for himself the greater part of the booty from a raid on Chios. On his death in January 1578, he was buried in the
mosque which he founded in Kasimpaa. For his biography and mosque, see Hadika, 350-52; Vefeyat, 35; El, VIII, 316-17; SO, II,
41-42.

61' The operation by Cerrah Mehmed Paa was carried out on the fortieth evening of a magnificent celebration that extended
from 29 May to 24 July 1582. The events are described in the lavishly illustrated manuscript entitled Surname-i Hfimayun (The
Book of the Imperial Circumcision Feast) dated c. 1585 in the Topkapi Sarayi Museum (H. 1344); see Karatay, Tarkge Yazmalar,
I, 232, no. 703.
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his place."'0 At his death in 5aban 1012 [1604], he was buried in his private tomb in Istanbul-may
God's mercy be on him!

2. The Cankurtaran Mosque621 near the Aga Kapz

Its builder was the confidential secretary (szr kdtibi) of Sultan Bayezid the Saint, Kitib Kasim. He is also

buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Mosque of Qoban tavu 622 near the Musalla [Mosque]

Its builder was the gavuwbasz Sf6leyman Aga. His medrese and fountain are well known. [72] He is buried

near his congregational mosque. Originally, it did not have a quarter but, toward the end of the reign
of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, houses were annexed from [surrounding] quarters and a quarter

came into being. But [the quarter so constituted] does not pay contributions to the central government

(avanz).

4. The Qznar Mosque 2
' near the Congregational Mosque of Hekimzade Ali Pasa

Its original builder was Davud Bey. After a time, Haci Milstedam Aga, who was promoted to ocak

kethiidasz from the rank of gavuw of the sipah corps, rebuilt it. He restored it to life with the installation

of a minbar, and it became known by his name. It is evident from the quatrain inscribed on the arch of

the mosque's main gate that his martyrdom was subsequently ordained by God:

At the time this luminous place of worship was a quarter mosque (mescid),
A righteous person made it a congregational mosque (cami).

Haci Mustedam Qavu is his name.
May God, who protects [all beings], deliver him!

Neither [Davud Bey's nor Haci Mfistedam Aga's] place of burial is known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

620 In fact, Yemi gi Hasan Paga was grand vizier from 22 July 1601 until 4 October 1603. Cerrah Mehmed Paga was succeeded

as grand vizier by Damad Ibrahim Paa, who held this office for a third time from 7 November 1599 to his death on 10 July

1601; see Hadika, n. 99.
62' The Cankurtaran Mescidi (Life-Saving Mosque), known also as the Kitib $emseddin Kasim Camii, located on KAtip

5emseddin Camii Sokagi in the Timurta Quarter in Kfteiikpazar near the Aga Kapisi. The latter was the residence of the aga of

the Janissaries until their suppression in 1828, after which it was transferred to the seyhilisldm and came to be known as the
Bab-i Fetva. Although in ruins for many years, the mosque was rebuilt and reopened for prayer in 1982; see EC, 111-12; IC, I, 39;
OMBYSD, 272. For location, see MWmap, E 5/18 and 275.

622 The Coban Qavu Mescidi, located on 5ehnameci Sokag1 at the intersection of Koca Ragib Paga Caddesi in the Mimar

Kemaleddin Quarter in Koska. The builder was Sfileyman Aga, the gavuwbav of Sultan Mehmed II. The mosque was in ruins for
many years before being finally torn down sometime around 1959. No trace of it remains; see EC, 54-56; Semavi Eyice,

"Istanbul'un Ortadan Kalkan Bazi Tarihi Eserleri I. Qobancavu , Adilah Kadin, Hoca Teberrak, Revani Celebi ve Yayla

Camileri," TD, 26 (1972), 130-35; IC, I, 43; ISTA, VIII, 4049-50. For location, see MWmap, E 7/17 and 258.
623 The Qinar Mescidi (Mosque of the Plane Tree), known also as the Mfistedam Qavu or Davud Bey Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Koca Mustafa Paga Caddesi and Marmara Caddesi in the Sancaktar Hayreddin Quarter in Samatya. The mosque

was torn down in 1937; see FC, 81; IC, I, 42; ISTA, VII, 3919. For location, see MWmap, B 8/1 and 301.
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5. The Mosque of Qakzr Aga"' near the Tekfur SarayZ6 25

The abovementioned mosque is contiguous with the land wall. Its builder was a sekbanbasz. He is buried
before the mihrab. [The mosque] has a mekteb and a quarter.

6. The Qivizade Mosque626 near the Congregational Mosque of Kfirkcfbav Sileyman Aga62
1

Its builder was $eyhfilislim $eyh Mehmed Efendi. 2 ' He is buried in Eyftp. The poet Sai expressed this
chronogram for his death. "Qivizade passed from this world,"6 1

9 995 [1586-87]. There is also a congre-
gational mosque built by the abovementioned Qivizade at the summit of Zeyrek.6 " A person named
Osman Efendi installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Camcz Mosque" near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Selim

Its builder, Cafer, was a subasz. Because it is located near the Camci Qegmesi,632 it is known by that name.
It has a quarter.

8. The Cibali Mosque0

Its builder was Sivrikoz Mehmed Efendi. His grave is located on the Meyyit Landing6 4 road beside the
grave of the former grand admiral (kapudan) Abdilfettah Paga.6 " A pious person [named] Ibrahim
Efendi installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter. [73]

624 The Qakir Aga Mescidi, located just within the land wall on Hoca Qakir Caddesi near the intersection with Qakir Aga
Yokugu in the Avci Bey Quarter in Ayvansaray. The original mosque and its minaret were torn down between 1918 and 1920, but
a new mosque was built on the site in 1987. The still extant tomb of the founder, popularly held to be a local saint known as
Qakir Baba, is considered to be an offering place (adak) by persons asking for the fulfillment of wishes; see FC, 79; 1C, I, 40;
ISTA, VII, 3673. For its location, see MWmap, C 2/17 and 302.

62 The Byzantine Palace of the Porphyrogenitus, probably built in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century. Possibly an
annex of the nearby Blachernae Palace, it was one of the residences of the emperors during the last centuries of Byzantine rule.

62 The Qivizade Mescidi, known also as the Kalburcu Mehmed Paa Camii, located at the intersection of Kalburcu Mehmed
Sokagi and Mehmed Efendi Qegmesi Sokagi in the Bayezid Aga Quarter in $ehremini. The original mosque was the work of
Mimar Sinan. The present structure, however, dates only from 1990; see DBIA, VIII, 110; FC, 82-83; 1C, I, 42; ISTA, VIII, 4041.
For location, see MWmap, B 5/9.

627 Actually, Ayvansarayi is here referring to the Kfirkfi Camii, built by Kfirkfibasi Ahmed Bey; see Hadika, 207. A Knrkefn-
ba i Sfileyman Aka did build the no longer extant Kum Kapi Camii; see Hadika, 267.

628 Qivizade $eyh Mehmed Efendi; see Hadika, n. 532.
62 Givi-zdde Efendi bu cihdndan eyledi nhlet.
636 The Qivizade Mescidi; see Hadika, 83.
631 The Camci Mescidi, known also as the Cafer Subap1 Mescidi, located on Camci Qegme Yokugu at the intersection with

Cafer Subapi Camii Sokagi in the Hatip Musliheddin Quarter in Fener. The mosque was damaged by fire in 1941, but was
rebuilt in 1955; see FC, 74; 1C, I, 38; ISTA, VI, 3335. For location, see MWmap, D 3/11 and 309.

632 The Camci Fountain.
63 The Cibali Mescidi, known also as the Sivrikoz or Seferikoz Mescidi, located on Sivrikoz Sokagi in the Haracci Kara

Mehmed Quarter just inside the Cibali Kapisi on the Golden Horn in Fener. The present building dates from the second half of
the nineteenth century; see DBIA, VIII, 400; FC, 198; 1C, I, 40; OMBYSD, 291; For location, see MWmap, E 4/2 and 309.

64 The Meyyit iskelesi in Galata.
635 Abdnlfettah Paa, Kapudan, Gazi, Elhac (d. 1704-5), naval captain of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries,

appointed kapudan-z deiya in 1702; see Vefeyat, 36; SO, III, 343.
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9. The Cavul Mosque"'6 in Balat

Its builder was a gavu5 of the divan, Hizir Aga. His place of burial is there as well. His mekteb adjoins it.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Qakzr Aga Mosque, in Aksaray

Its builder was Qakir Aga. His biography was given in connection with his other mosque known as the
Uskfibln Congregational Mosque."' Grand Vizier Ragib Mehmed Paa.. installed the minbar of this
mosque, and the stipends for its servants are provided from the vakf of the Imperial Mosque of Sultan
Mehmed Khan. [Ragib Mehmed Paga] is buried in his library and mekteb, which are located near [the
mosque]. A person named Telli Dede, a high official in the time of Fatih, is buried in the environs of
this mosque. The mekteb of Kapudan Damad Bekir Paga" is opposite [the mosque], and he was buried
there in the year 1171 [1757-58]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

11. The Cavus Mosque"' in Yayla

Its builder was Ibrahim Qavu of the sipah corps. He is buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

12. The Qivizade Mosque'2 in Zeyrek

Its builder [5eyhfilislAm Qivizade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi] was discussed in connection with his other
mosque."' [The Qivizade Mosque] has a medrese. This [mosque] also has a quarter.

63 The Qavu Mescidi, known also as the Hizir Qavu Mescidi, located at the intersection of Hizir Qavu Mescidi Sokagi and
Corbaci Qegmesi Sokagi in the Hizir Qavu Quarter in Balat. Restored after being burned in the great Balat fire of 1854, it was
renovated again in 1963. The tombstone of the founder, located in the courtyard of the mosque, states that he was one of the
gavui of Sultan Mehmed II; see DBIA, II, 480; FC, 127; 1C, I, 41; ISTA, VII, 3792; OMFD, IV, 759. For location, see MW map, D
3/20 and 309.

6 The Qakir Aga Mescidi, located between Namik Kemal Caddesi and Qakir Aga Camii Sokagi in the Qakir Aga Quarter in
Cerrahpaga. The mosque was first built in 1479. It was torn down in 1956; see DBIA, II, 461; FC, 80; IC, I, 40; ISTA, VII, 3672-73;
OMD, III, 326. For location, see MWmap, D 7/9 and 254.

63 The Uskfiblf1 Camii; see Hadika, 35-36.
6 For Ragib Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 570.
64 Bekir Paa, Kapudan, Damad (c. 1670-1757), grand admiral of the Ottoman fleet. His mekteb and fountain in Istanbul, built

in 1723-24, were, in their time, among the most famous in the city. His other foundations include a mosque in the Morea, a
mekteb injidda and a fountain in Cyprus, in each of which places he held high office during his career; see ISTA, V, 2433.

"' The Cavu Mescidi, known also as the Ibrahim Qavu Mescidi, located on an island formed by Ibrahim Qavu Camii
Sokagi, Kagikci Mektebi Sokagi and imam Ferdi Sokagi in the Ibrahim Qavu Quarter in $ehremini. The original mosque was a
work of Mimar Sinan. It fell into disrepair in the early years of the present century and was torn down between 1918 and 1920;
see DBIA, VIII, 106; FC, 80; IC, I, 41; ISTA, VII, 3792. For location, see MWmap, B 6/9.

642 The Qivizade Mescidi, known also as the Ummfigfilsfim Camii, located on itfaye Caddesi opposite the intersection with
Zeyrek Caddesi in the Kirkresme Quarter in Zeyrek. The present mosque dates to a renovation carried out in 1952; see DBIA,
VIII, 110; FC, 220-21; IC, I, 42; ISTA, VIII, 4041. For location, see MWmap, E 5/22 and 275.

"3 The Qivizade Mescidi in $ehremini; see Hadika, n. 626.
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13. The Qadzrcz Mosque?" near Kumkapz

Its builder was Ahmed Aga. His place of burial is not known. The solakbalz Mehmed Aga, known by the
nickname Samur Ka , installed its minbar. He died in 1178 [1764-65] and is buried near the Mosque of
Halici Hasan."' [The Qadin Mosque] has a quarter.

14. The Czrgzr Mosque' in Zeyrek

Its builder was 5eyhfilislAm Kadizade 5emseddin Ahmed Efendi." He is buried near the mosque. The
date of his passing away was 988 [1580]. It does not have a quarter. It is related that Bedreddin
Mahmud, the father of the mosque's founder, Kadizade 5emseddin Ahmed Efendi, was a manumitted
slave of Atik Ali Paga,"8 and that he became kadi of Edirne. [74] There is a blessed mosque of
[Bedreddin Mahmud's] in Edirne, which the aforesaid son subsequently repaired and enlarged. He
also enlarged its vakf The aforesaid mufti was born in 918 [1512]. Following his education, he entered
on a teaching career and was first attached to one of the eastern medreses of Sultan Sileyman Khan.
He subsequently became mufti of Aleppo and kadi of Istanbul, and was made kadzasker of Rumelia in
RebifilAhir 974 [1566]. He was dismissed in Zilhicce [of the same year] and exiled to Edirne. Still later,
in the year 982 [1574-75], he returned to Istanbul and was appointed [miiderris in] the darilhadis of the
Sileymaniye in Ramazan of the abovementioned year, shortly after the accession [of Murad the Third].
A month later, he became kadzasker of Rumelia for a second time in place of Abdurrahman Efendi. On
the fifth of 5aban 985 [18 October 1577], he was made eyhiisldm, Hamid Efendi14

' having vacated the
office. He died of a stomach ailment on Wednesday the eleventh of Rebiil5hir 988 [26 May 1580], and

' The Qadirci Mescidi (Mosque of the Tentmaker), known also as the Qadirci Ahmed Qelebi Camii, located at the
intersection of Bali Paga Yokugu and Kadirga Caddesi in the Qadirci Ahmed Qelebi Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque dates to
the late fifteenth century and was heavily restored in 1952-53; see DBIA, II, 458; EC, 50-51; IC, I, 40; ISTA, VII, 3643-44; OMBYSD,
231. For location, see MWmap, E 7/21;

" Located in Qargikapi; see Hadika, 105.
" The Qireir Mescidi, located at the intersection of Atpazan Sokagi and Zeyrek Caddesi in the Sinanaga Quarter in Fatih. No

trace of the mosque remains on its site; see DBIA, VIII, 109; FC, 82; C, I, 43; ISTA, VII, 3945-46. For location, see MW map, D
5/11 and 275, 409.

17 5emseddin Ahmed Efendi, Kadizade (1512-80), sixteenth Ottoman seyhfilislam. Because his father, Bedreddin Mahmud
Efendi, was kadi of Edirne, $emseddin Ahmed was known as Kadizade. With a reputation for direct and straightforward speech,
he is described as fulfilling the demands ofjustice even in the most dangerous of circumstances. Details of his career are given
in the text below; see also Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhilisldmlan, 37-37; SO, III, 164-65.

" Ali Paa, Atik, Hadim (d. 1511), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Bayezid II. Appointed beylerbeyi of Karaman and later
of Rumelia, he distinguished himself in the campaign in Walachia in 1485 and was made a vizier in 1486. He was victorious over
the Mamluks at Agacayir in Cilicia in 1492 and later captured the fortresses of Coron and Modon in Greece (1500). In 1501, he
was appointed grand vizier, but was dismissed in 1503. He was reappointed to that office in 1506 and continued to hold it until
his death at Gfkcay, between Kayseri and Sivas, in 1511, while suppressing the revolt of Kara Biyikoklu. A skilled and upright
statesman, who was highly regarded by Bayezid II, he was also a patron of letters and learning, in particular of the poet Mesihi
and the historian Idris Bidlisi. He was the builder of the Atik Ali Paga Camii near Dikilita and the Zincirli Kuyu Camii in Kara-
gntmrink, and was responsible for the conversion of the Church of Christ of the Chora near the Edirne Kapi into the mosque
known as the Kariye Camii; see Hadika, 133, 165-69, 178; Vefeyat, 69; Ef, I, 396; SO, III, 495.

4 Hamid Mahmud Efendi, Konevi (1494-1577), fifteenth Ottoman seyhilisldm and son-in-law of 5eyhilislam Qivizade
Mehmed Muhyiddin Efendi. The son of the kadi of Yenigehir, he was trained for a learned career under Qivizade Mehmed
Muhyiddin Efendi and the mfademis of the Silleymaniye Medrese, Kadri Efendi. After teaching positions in Bursa, Kfitahya,
Gebze and Istanbul, he was given judgeships in Manisa, Damascus and Cairo. In 1550, he was appointed mfiderris of Aya Sofya
and, a year later, was made kadi of Bursa. In 1554 he became kadi of Istanbul, and this was followed in 1557 by the office of
kadiasker of Rumelia, from which he was dismissed nine years later for criticizing Selim II's consumption of alcohol. He was,
nonetheless, appointed seyhfilisldm on 23 August 1574, five months before Selim's death, and remained in that office until his
own death on 16 October 1577; see Hadika, 106-7; Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhfdis1dmlan, 35-36; SO, II, 104.
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was buried in a place which had been prepared on the Kfufik Karaman road." His mosque includes a
daralkura. Until his time, the presentation of a basin and ewer after meals in the imperial divan was
reserved to viziers alone and large, soapy towels were given to the kadzaskers. The aforesaid deceased-
may God have mercy on him-ordered basins and ewers be presented to the latter officials [i.e.,
kadzaskers] as well."'

15. The Qznarz (elme Mosque" in Ayvansaray

Its builder was Grand Vizier 5ehid Ali Paga."' When the [saintly] person buried in the adjoining grave
asked the abovementioned [5ehid Ali] Paa in a dream to bring his tomb to life, [the latter] built an
upper-story mosque and an open-roofed mausoleum. [That person] is known as Ebu Zerr Gifari."" The
abovementioned [Ali] Paga set about building this place and appointed men [as its servants]. On the
night [in 1727 when 5ehid Ali Paga] set out on the Varadin campaign and departed for the Davud Papa
Saray," Vasik Ibrahim Efendi, the imam of the Yatagan Quarter, made known to him in a dream the
line of poetry which is given below. [75] When he awoke and totaled up its numerical value, the
following year's date appeared and divinely ordained events were awaited. In fact, several months later,
at the beginning of the new year, news arrived of the martyrdom of the abovementioned [Ali] Paga.
The manner in which the abovementioned date appeared being counted a strange, chance event, the
imperial imam (imam-z sultani) Pirizade Mehmed Efendi inscribed and wrote out the date poem
referred to above and hung and suspended it in the abovementioned mosque. This is the line of poetry
containing the date: "The martyr Ali Paga brought this tomb to life,"" 1128 [1715-16]. [The mosque]
does not have a quarter.

650 Included here in the printed text but omitted from this translation is an extended list of SeyhilislAm $emseddin Ahmed
Efendi's written works.

61' Thereby making it clear that the rank of kadzasker was equal to that of vizier.
2 Qinarli Qeme Mescidi, known also as the Ebu Zerr al-Gifari or Naksidil Valide Sultan Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Agaeh

Qegme Sokagi near the intersection with Marul Sokaki in the Atik Mustafa Papa Quarter in Ayvansaray. The mosque was rebuilt
in 1812 by Naksidil Valide Sultan, who also built the tomb of Ebu Zerr al-Gifari. The mosque is today in ruin and the tomb is in
need of renovation; see FC, 81-82; IC, 1, 42; ISTA, VII, 3917-18. For location, see MWmap, C 1/11 and 302.

653 For 5ehid Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 105.
65 Abfi Dharr al-Ghifari, Companion of the Prophet Muhammed and early puritan activist. He is said to have been a

monotheist even before his conversion to Islam and is claimed to have been Muhammed's fourth or fifth convert. Renowned
for his religious knowledge, humility and asceticism, he was in his last years either exiled or withdrew of his own free will to
al-Rabadha in the eastern Hijaz, where, according to contemporary sources, he died between 651 and 653. The story of his mar-
tyrdom during the Arab siege of Constantinople of 672 is a pious legend of purely local origin and without historical foun-
dation; see EI, 114-15; for his tomb in Ayvansaray, see DBIA, III, 119; Hocaoklu, Sahdbe Kabirleri, 129-31; ISTA, IX, 4860-61;
Unver, Sahdbe Kabirleri, 28.

655 The Davud Paga Sarayi, palace on the slopes overlooking the Edirne road outside the Top Kapi. The palace was originally
built in the second half of the fifteenth century by Sultan Bayezid II's grand vizier, Koca Davud Paa, for whom the surrounding
plain (the Davudpasa Sahrasi) and nearby barracks (Davudpasa Kielasi) were also named. It was in the Davudpasa Sahrasi that
Ottoman armies, setting out from Istanbul on European campaigns, would make their first halt and undergo a final roll-call and
inspection. If the sultan was not personally accompanying the army in the field, it was here that, by tradition, he bade the army
farewell, and later welcomed it on its return.

656 Bu kabri eyledi ihyd ehid 'Ai Pdgd.
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16. The Cavu. Mosque", near the Congregational Mosque of Hekimolu Ali Pala

The name of its builder was $iica. It is situated in the lodgings for married persons (mfiteehhilin
hucuratz) known as the Mfiezzinoglu Odalari. Its builder's place of burial is not known. The former su
nazir Ibrahim Aga installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

17. The Camesuycu Congregational Mosque" near the ehzade Congregational Mosque

The abovementioned [Cameguycu Congregational Mosque] was originally a single-story mosque and it
was built by Hiisameddin Efendi, a kadi in the time of Sultan Sfileyman. There is also a medrese built
by the aforesaid [Hiisameddin Efendi] adjoining the hamam of Sultan Selim and it is known as the
Hamamiye [Medrese]. In the supplement to the $akayzk, Atayi65 9 wrote that [Hfisameddin Efendi's]
place of burial is also there. This is the date of his passing away: "Glory of the Paradises,"" 962 [1554-
55]. Subsequently, [the mosque] burned in the great [Cibali] fire of one thousand one hundred sixty-
nine [1756] and, although it remained [for a time] in ruins, in our time a patron of charitable works
named Cameguycu Haci Mustafa rebuilt it as an upper-story mosque. After installation of its minbar, it
has become generally known as the Cameguycu Congregational Mosque. The abovementioned fire
burned from the Cibali Kapi to Kumkapi and from Sultan Bayezid to Yeni Niganci. [The mosque] does
not have a quarter.

18. The Congregational Mosque of Qorlulu Ali Pasa66
1

Its builder was Grand Vizier Ali Paa. 62 The site of the abovementioned mosque was originally
[occupied by] the Simkeghane." When the mint (darbhane) was moved to the enderun*4 [in the
imperial palace] and the baskadin built the present Simkeghane on the site of the [old] mint, [76] the
abovementioned pasa built this congregational mosque on the site of the [old] Simkeghane. Sabit
Efendi composed the date [of the mosque's construction]. "The pure mosque of Ali Pasa was built for
the lovers of God,"6 5 1129 [1716-17].66 It has tekke rooms, on the separate gate to which is written this

657 The Cavu Mescidi, known also as the Hekimoklu Mescidi, located on Hekimoglu Ali Paga Caddesi immediately northwest
of the Hekimoklu Ali Pasa Camii between Kbprilnizade Sokagsi and Kirimh Aziz Sokagsi in the Seyit Omer Quarter in Samatya.
The mosque burned down in 1914 and no trace of it remains; see DBIA, VIII, 106; FC, 80; 1C, I, 41; ISTA, VII, 3792-93. For
location, see MW map, B 7/11 and 363.

658 The Cameguycu Camii (Mosque of the Laundryman), known also as the Qamasirci, Onsekiz Sekbanlar or Kadi
Hfisameddin Camii, located at the intersection of Gene Tfirk Caddesi, Mahmudiye Qegme Sokasi and Onsekiz Sekbanlar Sokagi
in the Kemal Paga Quarter, just south of the $ehzade Camii in $ehzadebap1. The mosque was renovated in 1865 and again in
1960. The present building is almost entirely of recent date; see DBIA, IV, 328; EC, 156-57; IC, I, 79; ISTA, VII, 3698-99. For
location, see MWmap, D 6/15 and 275.

659 Ataullah bin Yahya bin Pir Ali bin Nasuh, known as Nevizade Atayi (d. 1635), prominent Ottoman poet of the early
seventeenth century and continuator of Taskbprnzade's biographical dictionary of the Ottoman ulema and dervishes entitled
al-Shakd'ik al-Nu'mdniyya (The Crimson Peony); see Ef, I, 732-33; SO, III, 475.

** 'Izzet al-cenndt.
" The Qorlulu Ali Paa Camii, part of a larger complex including a medrese, tekke and library located at the intersection of

Yenigeriler Caddesi and Bilevciler Sokagi in the Molla Fenari Quarter in Qarpikapi; see DBIA, II, 527; EC, 56-57; IC, I, 43; ISTA,
VIII, 4105-8. For location, see MW map, F 7/10 and 342.

62 Qorlulu Silahdar Damad Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 449.
For the Simkeghane, see Hadika, n. 171.
The Imperial Mint (darbhane-i amire) was transferred from its old location at the Simkeghane in Bayezid to the first court of

the Topkapi Sarayi in 1727; see E1, II, 119.
6 Yapid ehl-i 'tska cdmi' i pdk-i 'Ali Pdd.
65 In fact, the numerical value of the chronogram is 1119.
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chronogram by Dfirri:6 7 "Recite the invocation, "There is no god but God!""' 1120 [1708-9]. And this
quoted chronogram of Dfirri's is written on the gate of the adjoining darulhadis: "He who teaches me
even one letter makes me [his] slave."" The tribune (mahfil) of this congregational mosque is sus-
pended from the dome. And [the mosque] has a library. [Qorlulu Ali Paga] built charitable works and
numerous fountains in other places, such as Hirka-i serif and the Tersane." When he was executed on
Mytilene and his severed head was taken away from the Imperial Porte, it was buried near this
congregational mosque and was marked by a stone with a vizier's turban (kallavi). This chronogram is
inscribed on [his gravestone]:

Honored field-marshal, munificent minister, most illustrious grand vizier,
Ali Paga, exalted chief minister of the unique Ahmed Khan,

He occupied the office of grand vizier for four years and three months.
In truth, he performed fine services for this State and Religion.

A friend of God, in accord with a requirement of divinely decreed fate,
He set out for the martyr's abode of the Next World. What is one to do!

As his deeds in this world were always charitable acts,
This is a wish for the Day ofJudgment: May God bestow his reward!

0 Dftrri, may those who visit his tomb mention the chronogram!
"May Ali Paga dwell in the exalted mansion of Eden!",67 1123 [1711-12].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.
The aforesaid vizier was the husband of Emine Sultan, the daughter of Sultan Mustafa Khan the

Second. He had risen from the office of imperial weapons bearer (silahdar).

19. The Canbaziye Mosque67 2 near the Congregational Mosque of Koca Mustafa Paa

Its builder was Mustafa Aga. His place of burial is also there. Another of his mosques6 73 will be
mentioned below. [77] [The Canbaziye Mosque] has a quarter.

20. The Qlingirler Mosque' near the Sulu Manastir

Its builder was Qelebi Abdullah bin Abdurrahman. This chronogram is written in Arabic on the arch of
the portal: "A mosque sincerely for the sake of God,"" 940 [1533-34]. [The founder's] place of burial

17 Pen name of the poet Ahmed Efendi (d. 1723), who, in addition to a divan, was the author of a Sefaretname (Book of an
Embassy) describing his embassy to Iran in 1718 and the compiler of a well-known dictionary.

" Zikr idin hI ildhe ill-Alldh.
6
6 Men 'allemeni harfen fekat sayyareni 'abden. The chronogram is a well-known quotation from 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, the fourth of

the Rightly Guided Caliphs.
670 For Qorlulu Ali Paa's fountain in Hirka-1 serif, see Tampk, Gejmeler, I, 294-96; for his mosque in the Tersane, see Hadika,

34041.
671 Kda me'vd sara-yz 'adn-i a'ldyt 'Ali Pasa.
672 The Canbaziye Mescidi, known also as the Canbaz Mustafa Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Eski Cami Sokagi and

ilk Mekteb Sokagsi in the Canbaziye Quarter in Kocamustafapaga. The present mosque dates to a rebuilding in 1953 and retains
none of its original character; see FC, 74; 1C, I, 38; ISTA, VI, 3367-68; OMBYSD, 225. For location, see MWmap, B 7/16.

673 The Canbaziye Mescidi in Cerrahpaga; see Hadika, 91.
674 The Qilingirler Mescidi (Mosque of the Locksmiths), known also as the Abdi Qelebi or Sankiyedim Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Midafaayi Milliye Caddesi and Marmara Caddesi, opposite the Armenian Church of Surp Kevork (St. George),
known locally as the Sulu Manastir, in the Abdi Qelebi Quarter in Samatya. Although the original mosque is listed in the Tezkiret
al-Ebniye as being among the works of Mimar Sinan, its early date (1533) casts doubt on this assertion. The present building
dates from the reign of Abdfnlhamid II and is in a late-nineteenth-century style; see DBIA, I, 12; FC, 48; IC, I, 42; ISTA, I, 24;
Meric, Mimar Sinan, 93. For location, see MW map, B 8/6 and 201.

673 Mesciden hdlisan li-vech-Alldh.
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is unknown. The fief holder (zaim) Mahmud Aga installed its minbar in 1170 [1756-57]. The fountain
in its corner and mekteb in its upper story are the charitable works of Maktul Begir Aga. 7 6 [The mosque]
has a quarter.

21. The tzknkgz Mosque6" in Samatya

Its builder was Hasan Qelebi. He became a dweller in the Kaba of Eternity while on the Pilgrimage
Road. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

22. The Civizade Mosque78 near the [Mosque ofi Bayezid-i Cedid

Its builder, Ummilgflsfim Hatun, was the daughter of the abovementioned [5eyhfilislim Qivizade
Mehmed Efendi] .1' Her place of burial is at her relative 5erife Hatun's mosque, which was described
under the name Bitlice Mosque."8 Qavugzade Mustafa Aga, a high-ranking officer of the sipah corps,
installed its minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

23. The Mosque of Qukur Bostan6 1
1 in Sultan Selim

Its builder was Hafiz Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi, known as Muhzir Sinan Kulu. He became the imam
of the Mosque of Sultan Bayezid and the first preacher (hatib) of the Haseki Congregational Mosque."
Later, he became preacher in the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Selim, and still later, when the
Sfileymaniye Congregational Mosque had been completed, he became preacher there. He was buried
outside the tomb of Kogaci Dede... in blessed 5evval of the year 973 [1566]. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

676 For Maktul Belir Aga, see Hadika, n. 603.
677 The Qikinkei Mescidi (Mosque of the Spinners), known also as the Hasan Aga Camii, located on Narli Kapi Caddesi in the

Haci Hfiseyin Aga Quarter near the Narh Kapi in the Marmara sea wall in Samatya. The mosque was torn down around 1914;
see FC, 81, 1C, I, 42; ISTA, VII, 3895-96. For location, see MW map, B 9/8.

678 The Qivizade Mescidi. Although Ayvansarayi states that the Qivizade Mescidi was located near the Bayezid-i Cedid Mescidi,
(at the corner of Samatya Caddesi and Muhzir Aga Sokagi in the Kasap tlyas Quarter in Samatya), its exact location cannot be
established. Oz confuses the matter with his statement to the effect that the Qivizade Mescidi is also known as the Cavugzade
Mescidi, which is the name of a nearby mosque located at the intersection of $eyhfilharem Sokagi and Qavutzade Camii Sokagi
(see below). In fact, Ayvansarayi makes it clear that the two mosques were founded by quite different persons, although he does
note that QavuLzade Mustafa Aga, the builder of the Qavugzade Mescidi, installed the minbar in the Civizade Mescidi. The
Qivizade Mescidi is no longer extant; see 1C, I, 42; IKSA, III, 1500; ISTA, VIII, 4041.

679 For $eyhfilislAm Qivizade Mehmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 532.
68 The Bitlice Mescidi; see Hadika, 69.
68 The Qukur Bostan Mescidi, known also as the Hatib Musliheddin Mescidi, located at the end of a lane off $efkat Bostam

Sokagi in the Qukur Bostan, the open-air Byzantine cistern of Aspar in the Hatib Musliheddin Quarter south of the Sultan Selim
Camii. The mosque was torn down in the 1950's, but was rebuilt between 1987 and 1989; see DBIA, VIII, 193; FC, 120; 1C, I, 43;
ISTA, VIII, 4162-63. For location, see MWmap, D 4/31 and 309.

62 The Haseki Camii in Cerrahpaga; see Hadika, 114-15.
" Known also as the Kovaci Dede Tfirbesi, located on Darn afaka Caddesi, immediately to the west of the Qukur Bostan,

adjoining the Sultan Selim Camii. The tomb was in the cemetery of the Kogaci Dede Tfirbesi Mescidi, which included as well
the graves of a number of noted ulema; see Hadika, 188-89.
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24. The Cebecibaz Mosque'4 near the Mosque of Eski Nisancn Cafer elebi

Its builder was the head of the corps of armorers (gebecibayz), 5fncaeddin Aga. [The location of] his place
of burial is not known. It has a quarter.

25. The Cankurtaran Mosque' near the $adirvan [Mosque]

Its builder was Haci Seyyid Hasan Aga,"' Ebfilfeth [Sultan Mehmed Khan's] chief of the artillery
(topgubasz). His grave [78] is near the top of the steps in the house adjoining [the mosque]. Rukiye
Hanim installed its minbar in the days of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

26. The Mosque of the Qukacdlar Khan8 7 near the Nuruosmanye Congregational Mosque

Its builder was igneci Haci Hasan Aga. [The location of] his place of burial is not known. The above-
mentioned mosque is over the gate [of the Qukacilar Khan]. Its minbar was installed at the time the
abovementioned khan was built. The builder of the abovementioned khan was Maktul Damad Ibrahim
Paa, who was described in connection with his mosque opposite the 5ehzade Mosque." [The Mosque
of the Qukacilar Khan] has a quarter.

27. The fatal Qejme Mosque 9 near the Defterdar Kap690

Its builder was Fenarizade Yusuf Bali Efendi, who passed away in 846 [1442-43] while he was kadi of
Bursa.91 One of his sons, Ahmed Paa, built a mosque near the Valide Hamami. 9 2 His other son, Ali

" The Cebecibapi Mescidi, located on Cebecibasi Mescidi Sokagi, just west of the Sultan Selim Camii in the Hatip
Musliheddin Quarter in Fener. The mosque lay in ruins for some time and was torn down in the early 1940's. A new mosque
was built on its site between 1959 and 1974; see FC, 76; 1C, I, 39; ISTA, VI, 3403; OMBYSD, 231. For location, see MW map, D
3/10 and 309.

* The Cankurtaran Mescidi (Life-Saving Mosque), known also as the Seyyid Hasan Mescidi, located at the intersection of
Cankurtaran Caddesi and Bayram Firni Sokagi in the Cankurtaran Quarter in Ahirkapi. The mosque burned in 1918 and is
today in ruin; see EC, 48-49; ISTA, VI, 3376; OMFD, III, 325. For location, see MWmap, G 7/20 and 313.

16 For Cankurtaran Haci Seyyid Hasan Aga, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 17-18.
1 The Cukacilar Hani Mescidi (Mosque of the Draper's Khan), known also as the Quhacilar Ham Mescidi, located in the

Quhaci Hani on Quhaci Ham Sokagi on the east side of the Kapahcarpi and north of the Nuruosmaniye Camii in the Taya
Hatun Quarter in Qargikapi; see EC, 57; ISTA, VIII, 4151. For location, see MW map, F 6/28 and 342, 347.

688 For Maktul Damad Ibrahim Paa, see Hadika, n. 22. The mosque referred to as opposite the $ehzade Mosque is the
Ibrahim Paga Darfnlhadisi Mescidi; see Hadika, 46-48.

9 The Qatal Qegme Mescidi, known also as the Fenarizade or Molla Fenari Mescidi, located at the intersection of Molla
Fenari Sokagi and Qatalcesme Sokagi in Cagaloglu. The present building dates to the late nineteenth century; see DBIA, II, 479;
EC, 139-40; 1C, I, 41; ISTA, VII, 3780; OMFD, III, 459. For location, see MWmap, F 7/15 and 342.

690 The Office of the Minister of Finance, also known as the Bab-i Defteri. Although the existence of the Defterdar Kapisi is
already attested in the seventeenth century, it is not certain at precisely what date it came to occupy a separate building. At the
beginning of the eighteenth century, the Defterdar Kapisi was located in the Biyikh or Bozoklu Mustafa Paa Konagi, but when,
in January 1709, Sultan Ahmed III gave the mansion to his daughter Fatma Sultan, the defterdar and other finance officials were
moved to the nearby Suyabatan Sarayi (Yerebatan Sarayi) and, still later, according to one source, to a large mansion near
Acimusluk on the Divanyolu. Another source states that, because the Defterdar Konaki burned, the Acem Ali Aga Konagi in
Karababa Sokagi in Sedefciler near Qarpikapi on Divanyolu, became for a time the Defterdar Kapisi. In November 1744, Sultan
Mahmud I built a new Defterdar Kapisi in Qatalcegme. Because it was burned in the Hocapaga fire of September 1756, the
defterdar's offices were still once more moved, to the house of the former 5eyhfalisldm, Abdullah Efendi, in Sultan Ahmed. By
1787, however, they were again located in Qataceme; for details and sources, see Ismail Hakki Uzungarpih, Osmani DevIetinin
Merkez ve Bahriye Teqkildtz (Istanbul, 1948), 334-35.

691 As Fenarizade Yusuf Bali Efendi died in 1442, a decade before the conquest of Constantinople, it is clear that he could not
have been the actual builder of the mosque. In all likelihood, it was built by one of his sons in Yusuf Bali Efendi's name.

692 The Dikilita or Molla Fenari Mescidi, located near the Qemberlita Hamami of Nurbanu Sultan, the wife of Sultan Selim
II and mother of Murad III; see Hadika, 129.
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Efendi, was the founder of the Kilise Mosque"' in the Halicilar K6 kfi [district]. Mehmed Eminzade
Sadik Aka, who was buried in the Kayalar [Cemetery in Rumelihisar] in 1171 [1757-58], installed its
minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

28. The Qukur :esme Mosque69" in Uzungarsz

Its builder was the commissioner charged with the provision of straw to the army (saman emini), Hoca
Sinan.695 His grave is also there. The numerical date on his gravestone is 857 [1453-54]. Mehmed Said
Efendi, the kadzasker and chief of the imperial physicians (reis-i etzbba-yz fehriyari), who was buried in Taif
in 1171 [1757-58], installed its minbar. There is another of [Hoca Sinan's] mosques nearby known as
the Samanviren [Mosque]," which will be described in its place. Opposite [the mosque] is the
fountain of Ali Aka, Siyavu Paga's head footman ( atzrbasz). This is the date of the construction of the
abovementioned fountain [inscribed] on its upper part: 993 [1585-86]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

29. The Camczlar MosqueW97 in Aksaray

Its builder was Hfiseyin Aka, the aga for Foreigners of the Right (gureba-z yemin agasz), belonging to the
Four Divisions (diirt b5lik). 9 [The location of ] his place of burial is not known. Osman Efendi installed
its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

30. The Qzrakgz Mosque"' near the Mosque of Sultan Selim

Its builder was Hamza Aka, the kethitda of the candlestick makers ( amdanczlar). He made the mihrab
candlesticks for the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Selim [79] and, with imperial permission, built
this upper-story mosque. His place of burial is not known. A person named Ibrahim Aka installed its
minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

69 The Kilise Mescidi, better known as the Fenari Isa Mescidi; see Hadika, 176.
694 The Qukur Qegme Mescidi, known also as the Samanveren or Samanveren-i Evvel Mescidi, located at the intersection of

Agizlikci Sokagi and Devoklu Yokugu in the Sfileymaniye Quarter in Bayezid. The mosque's vakfiye is dated 1477; see EC, 164-65;
IC, I, 43; ISTA, VIII, 4170; OMFD, III, 490-91. For location, see MWmap, E 6/16.

9 For Hoca Sinan, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 100.
696 The Samanviren Mescidi, known also as the Samanveren-i Sani or Second Samanveren Mosque; see Hadika, 151.
697 The Camcilar Mescidi (Mosque of the Glaziers), known also as the Gureba Hfnseyin Aga Camii, located on Ordu Caddesi

at the intersection with 5ekerci Sokaki in the Gureba Hilseyin Aga Quarter in Aksaray. The mosque was torn down in 1957
during the widening of Ordu Caddesi; see FC, 74; 1C, I, 38; ISTA, VI, 3348; OMFD, III, 410. For location, see MW map, D 7/4 and
254.

698 The gureba-i yemin or Foreigners of the Right was one of the first divisions or btliik of the kapz kulu cavalry corps, the others
being the gureba-i yesar (Foreigners of the Left) and the two blhik of ulifeci or "men drawing pay" (again those of the right and
those of the left). The gureba first got their name because they were recruited from among foreign Muslims who came from
beyond the Ottoman frontiers to seek their fortune, both material and spiritual, in the sultan's wars against the infidels. These
four units, making up the so-called Four Divisions (dbrt b5latk or b5lfikat-i erbaa) of the kapz kulu cavalry, were known as left and
right because of the positions they took up on the field of battle with respect to the sultan; see H.A.R. Gibb and Harold Bowen,
Islamic Society and the West (New York, 1963) I/1, 69; Pakaln, OTD, I, 680-82.

' The Qirakci Mescidi (Mosque of the Candle Makers), known also as the Qiragi or Qirakqi Hamza Mescidi, located on a
site on the present Qirakci Qegmesi Sokagi near the intersection with Cingaz Sokagi in the Mfifti Ali Quarter just west of the
Sultan Selim Camii. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 82; 1C, I, 42; ISTA, VII, 3941. For location, see MW map, D 4/18
and 309.
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31. The Cavuszade Mosque3 0 in Yedikule

Its builder was [Qavugzade] Mustafa Aga, who installed the minbar of the mosque of Ummigillsfim
Hanim, the daughter of Qivizade.0 1 [Mustafa Aga] is still living. He is one of the notables of our age.
[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

32. The Canbaziye Mosquei0 in Cerrahpasa

Its builder [Canbaz Mustafa Aga] was written about previously in connection with his other mosque."'
Kuru Ahmed Efendi, the former customs commissioner (gfmrakii) of Iznik, installed its minbar. The
famous poet Vehbi Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi,'' who died after being dismissed from [the judgeship of]
Aleppo, is buried there. Eyfibi Necib Efendi composed a chronogram [for his death]. "Alas, the accom-
plished Vehbi departed from this world!"0 5 1149 [1736-37]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

33. The Gasnigir Mosque, 6 near Mahmud Pasa

Its builder was Daye Asiye Hatun. As the abovementioned mosque is located above the gate of the
Qagnigir Odalar7 1

7 of Ali Qelebi, a servant of Rfistem Paa, it is known by this name. The founder of the
mosque was Mihrimah Sultan's nurse (daye). The vakfs of the abovementioned lodgings and mosque
are appended to the vakf of Rfistem Paa. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

34. The Congregational Mosque of Cezeri,08 near the Cakalzade Sarayz

Its builder is Cezeri Kasim Paga. 7
"
0 He became defterdar and subsequently retired with three tug [and the

rank of vizier]. Because he was trained by Ibn Cezeri," the author of the Mukaddima (The Prolego-

7' The Qavugzade Mescidi, known also as the Ummngntlsim or Qivizade Kizi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Qavugzade
Camii Sokaki and 5eyhilharem Sokaki, south of the Cerrahpasa Hospital in the Kasap Ilyas Quarter in Samatya. The original
mosque was the work of Mimar Sinan. The building was for many years in ruin but was restored and reopened for prayer in
1965; see DBIA, II, 524; FC, 80-81; IC, I, 41; ISTA, VII, 3796. For location, see MWmap, C 8/6 and 251.

701 5eyhfnlislam Qivizade Mehmed Efendi; see Hadika, 88.
702 The Canbaziye Mescidi, known also as the Canbaziye Camii, located at the intersection of Cerrahpasa Caddesi and Kargi

Sokaki in the Kfirkcfibapi Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was rebuilt in 1977 and is today entirely of recent date; see FC, 74-75;
IC, I, 38; ISTA, VI, 3367; OMBYSD, 225. For location, see MWmap, C 7/17 and 251.

703 The Canbaziye Mescidi near the Koca Mustafa Papa Camii; see Hadika, 87.70 Vehbi Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi (d. 1736), Ottoman poet of the early eighteenth century and one of the key representatives
of the so-called Romantic Group of the reign of Ahmed III. He was the author of the chronogram on the fountain of Ahmed III
outside the Bab-i Hfimayun of the Topkapi Palace and of the Surname (Book of the Circumcision Feast), describing the elabo-
rate celebrations accompanying the circumcision of the four sons of Ahmed III in 1720; see E, IV, 1085-86; Karatay, Tarkge
Yazmalar, I, 280, manuscripts 871, 872.

705 Ah Vehbi-i hfiner-pile cihandan gitdi.
7 The Qagnigir Mescidi (Mosque of the Royal Taster), known also as the Daye Hatun Mescidi, located above the gate of the

bachelors' lodgings (bekdr odalan) of Qagnigir Ali Qelebi in the Mahmud Paga Quarter in Alemdar. Its precise location cannot be
established with certainty. Both the mosque and the bachelors' lodging were torn down at an indeterminate date in the
nineteenth century; see EC, 57; IC, I, 41; ISTA, VIII, 4322.

707 The bachelors' lodgings (bekar odalan) of Qagnigir Ali Qelebi.
70 The Cezeri Camii, known also as the Cezeri Kasim Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Nuruosmaniye Caddesi and

Babiali Caddesi in the Alemdar Quarter in Cagaloglu. The mosque was torn down for road widening in 1957, but was rebuilt
between 1987 and 1989; see DBIA, VIII, 97; EC, 49-50; IC, I, 40; ISTA, VII, 3538-39. For location, see MWmap, F 7/4 and 342.

7 Cezeri Kasim Paa (d. 1485), Ottoman official, poet and member of an important Syro-Egyptian ulema family of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries which had been transplanted to Anatolia and entered Ottoman service. He held a number of
offices, including defterdar, and nzancz, and attained the rank of vizier; see Hadika, 299-300; Vefeyat, 79; Ef, IV, 722; .

710 Mehmed Qelebi ibn Cezeri, who had worked in the imperial divan and had become nisancz in 1465. Mehmed Qelebi was
actually the son of the author of the Mukaddima al-Jazariyya (The Prolegomenon of Cezeri), $emseddin Ebfilhayr Mehmed ibn
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menon), and was one of [Ibn Cezeri's] servants, he became known as Cezeri Kasim Paa. He wrote
poems under the pen name Safi. He built a congregational mosque, medrese and mekteb in Eyyub
Ensari."' He went to Bursa after being dismissed from [office in] Salonika and built there a medrese
and, beside it, a hamam. He attached his vakf to the vakf of Emir Sultan [in Bursa] and was also buried
there in 950 [1543-44]."' [The Congregational Mosque of Cezeri] has a quarter.

In the Tezkire-i .uara (Biographies of the Poets),"' it is mentioned that there is a blessed congre-
gational mosque of Cezeri Kasim Paa's in the Servili Quarter"' near Aya Sofya in Istanbul and a con-
gregational mosque and imaret of his in Salonika.715 [80]

35. The Camcz Mosque' near the Tomb of Kuyucz Murad Pasa

The name of its builder was Ali Qelebi. [The location of] his grave is not known. $eyhfilislim Pirizade
Sahib Mehmed Efendi"' installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

36. The Cafer Aga Mosque'

Its original builder was Yusuf Fakih, one of the ulema of the Exalted [Ottoman] State. When, in time,
the aforementioned [mosque] fell into ruin and its vakf became scattered, the yayabasz Cafer Aga, one
of the ocak agas, built it anew and restored its vakf to life. His grave is there [and], for this reason, it is
generally known as the Mosque of Cafer Aga. Adjoining it, he also built an upper-story mekteb. In the
corner opposite this blessed mosque is the house of the former eyhidisldm, the late Zenbilli Ali
Efendi.' To the time of our writing, [the house] has remained unchanged from its ancient form.
Hamami Halil Aga installed [the mosque's] minbar in 1090 [1679-80].

The aforementioned Halil Aga [originally] rented the hamam built by $eyhfilislim Ebusuud Efendi
in the Macuncu Bazaar.7 " Being forced out of the hamam by the termination of his lease, he acquired a
lot next to the abovementioned mekteb and, building a hamam there with his own money, he calmed his
anger. For this reason, the abovementioned hamam is known as the Inadiye (Obstinate) Hamam. He

Cezeri (Shams al-Din Abfi 'l-Khayr Muhammad ibn al-Jazari), who was a well-known authority on the science of reading the
Qur'an (kira'at). He had come to Bursa from Damascus in 1396 but, after the Battle of Ankara in 1402, had spent much of the
remainder of his life in Iran and died in Shiraz in 1429. The Mukaddima al-Jazariyya, a versified work on the correct
pronunciation of the Qur'an, was in later times held to be a standard authority on the subject; see Ef, III, 753.

711 The Kasim Paa Camii complex; see Hadika, 299-300.
712 This date is an error found in a number of biographical works, which confuse Cezeri Kasim Paga with Evliya Kasim Paga

and Koca Kasim Paga; cf. Hadika, 299-300; SO, IV, 47. As stated in Hadika, n. 709, Cezeri Kasim Papa died in 1485.
713 A well-known biographical dictionary of Ottoman poets by the sixteenth-century man-of-letters, Apik Qelebi (1520-72); see

Gibb, HOP, I, 139-40. An edition of Asik Qelebi's text, edited by G.M. Meredith-Owens, has been published with the title Meld'ir
dis-u'ard or Tezkere of 'Alzk Gelebi (London, 1971).714 A reference to the Cezeri Camii here discussed.

71' An example of Cezeri Kasim Paa's poetry is included at this point in the printed text but has been omitted from this
translation.

71' The Camci Mescidi (Mosque of the Glazier), known also as the Camci Ali or Camci Kara Ali Mescidi, located on Vezne-
ciler Caddesi between Bozdogan Kemeri Caddesi and Deruni Mehmed Efendi Sokagi in the Kalenderhane Quarter in Vezne-
ciler. Built at the latest in 1486-87, the mosque was torn down for road widening in 1957; see EC, 47-48; IC, I, 38; ISTA, VI, 3348;
OMBYSD, 224. For location, see MWmap, E 6/16 and 258.

717 For Pirizade Sahib Mehmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 25.
718 The Cafer Aga Mescidi, known also as the Yusuf Fakih Mescidi, located at the intersection of Ayik Firni Sokaki and Ibra-

him Qavu Sokaoi in the Ibrahim Qavu Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was completely torn down and rebuilt in 1970; see
DBIA, II, 366-67; FC, 73; IC, I, 38; OMBYSD, 438. For location, see MWmap, B 6/8.

719 For Zenbilli Ali Efendi, see Hadika, n. 83.
720 The Macuncu Qargisi.
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made the abovementioned hamam vakf and, from his vakf, he derived the income for the abovemen-
tioned minbar and for the minbar which he installed in the mosque of Yakub Aga"' in the environs of
Aksaray. [The Cafer Aga Mosque] has a quarter. [81]

THE LETTER HA

1. The Congregational Mosque of Hekimzade Ali Pasa..

Its builder was Ali Paga, the son of the chief physician (hekimbasz) Nuh Efendi.' He was three times
grand vizier and subsequently died while governor of Kfitahya. There was previously an upper-story
tekke known as the Abdal Yakub Zaviyesi on the site of the abovementioned mosque's adzrvan. The
aforesaid pasa built this blessed mosque at the time of his first grand vizierate. It has an imperial
tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) and two fountains on its interior. Outside, along with a library and sebil, he
built a separate tomb for himself. Opposite this mosque, he built a separate zaviyP and stipulated that
its $eyhs should serve as the Friday preachers [in his mosque]. Its first preacher was 5eyh Mehmed Riza
Efendi, the son of Enfi tbrahim Efendi. The choicest chronogram composed for the building of the
blessed mosque is this chronogram by Abdurrahim Rahmi Efendi: "This exalted mosque is [like] a
magnificent compendium,"' 1147 [1734-35]. And this chronogram by the seyhilisldm of that time,
ishak Efendi, is written on the arch of the gateway of the blessed mosque:

Adornment of the vizierate of the state, embellishment of the throne's benignity,
Unique, pure vizier of temperament [like] the most luminous sun,

He is the fortunate Ali Paga of high rank,
Grand vizier of Sultan Mahmud, ruler of the world,

That overpowering one, the illustrious proof of auspicious character and learning, whose
Pure disposition is a shining example to persons of nobility.

He is to the hopeful of the world the mihrab of the gate of kindness,
Because he is like the kzbla to all those who beg [his favor].

Perpetual thanks are given for those favors,
Of him who sincerely desires God's approval.

7
21The Sekbanbapi Mescidi built by Yakub Aga; see Hadika, 144.

7The Hekimzade Ali Paga Camii, known also as the Hekimoglu Ali Pasa Camii, located at the intersection of Hekimoklu Ali
Paga Caddesi and Ese Kapisi Sokagi in the Kasap Ilyas Quarter in Samatya. The mosque forms part of a larger complex,
including a library, tomb, sebil, tekke, muvakkzthane, Iadzrvan and four fountains; see DBIA, IV, 43; FC, 123-25; IC, I, 70. For
location, see MWmap, C 7/22 and 363.

723 Ali Paa, Nuh Efendizade, Hekimoglu (1689-1758), Ottoman grand vizier in the reigns of Mahmud I and Osman III. The
son of Nuh Efendi, a Venetian renegade and physician to Sultan Mustafa II, Ali Paga was brought up in the imperial palace and,
after a long succession of administrative posts in the provinces, was first appointed grand vizier on 12 March 1732. He carried
out reforms of the currency and of administration but was dismissed on 14July 1735. After exile on Mytilene, he was appointed
governor of Bosnia, which he successfully defended against the Austrians. He was given the post of beylerbeyi of Anatolia in 1741
and reappointed grand vizier on 21 April 1742 but was dismissed a second time on 23 September 1743 for wishing to lead a
campaign against Nadir Shah in Iran. Following this, he was given a series of provincial governorships but was finally made
grand vizier for a third time by Sultan Osman III on 16 February 1755. He held the office for only three months, however, being
dismissed on 18 May 1755 as a result of the intrigues of Silahdar Bryikh Ali Aga. His last years were spent with appointments in
Egypt and Anatolia. He is described as learned, courageous, shrewd and generous, but quick-tempered and severe in his
dealings with corrupt officials. His foundations include the Bandirmah Tekkesi in Uskfndar, fountains in Kabata and
Cemberlita , and minbars in the Kefeli Camii and Kntrkein Mescidi in Istanbul and the Fatih Mescidi and Haydar Dede Mescidi
in Uskfidar; see Hadika, 203, 207, 403-4, 507, 522, 536; Vefeyat, 14; Taniik, Ge:meler, I, 144, 146, 184-86, 208; II, 85-89;
Ff, I, 395-96.

1 The Abdal Yakub Dede Tekkesi; see Z5E, 10.
725 Veziri kzt'a bir mecmu^'adir bu cdmi'-i vdld.
726 Ebu ishak Ismail Efendizade ishak Efendi; see Hadika, n. 314.
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[82] His character is like a golden lamp in the exalted minaret of divine guidance.
His pure nature embellishes the sublime throne of pious works.

His essence is an adornment of the minbar of the mind's truth that
God had earlier impressed upon his pure heart.

Since the world is the place in which his qualities are manifest,
And everywhere people are called to the table of his charity,

It is not from the pulpit top alone that he is praised.
Blessings are called down upon him by the entire Community.

In matters of importance, the luminous Divine Law is always his guide.
Following the Way, he is a helper of the pillars of religion and state.

He therefore founded this beautiful pure mosque for the sake of God.
By expending zeal on the building, he further glorified God in the world.

What a lovely illuminated building and pure congregational mosque!
The claim that it is the equal of the Aksa Mosque is warranted!

Let this matchless pious work be accepted at the Throne of God!
Its creation is a testament to divine assistance!

What a beautiful, pure mosque! Upon its completion,
When [this] best of ornaments on the earth's face newly became visible,

I, ishak, furbished and composed the date of its achievement.

"Excellent new mosque of the exalted, just vizier,""' 1147 [1734-35].

A chronogram composed by Grand Vizier Ragib Mehmed Paga,"' who was reisilkittab at that time, is

written on the main gate of the abovementioned mosque's courtyard. This is its date couplet:

0 Ragib, with his name, this line makes known its date.

"The illuminated mosque of Ali Paga was built on its site,""29 1147 [1734-35].

The chronograms on the sebil and fountain are by Vehbi Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi."" [83] The date on the

little fountain is by Vehbizade Munif. The date above the small gateway is by the late Mehmed Nagid

Efendi, who died having been dismissed from [office in] Uskfidar.
The abovementioned [Hekimzade Ali] Papa died in Kfitahya on the eve of the Feast of Sacrifice

(Kurban Bayrami). Following his burial [there, his remains] were transferred by imperial decree to the

tomb which had been prepared in the vicinity of his blessed [mosque]. When he was buried [there] on

Agura,3 Milstakimzade composed this line of poetry as a chronogram: "Ali Paga, the founder of the

mosque, reached the divine realm [in] Camaziyilevvel,"733 1172 [1759]. His wife, Muhsine Hatun, who

died at the end of "Dignified final rites,"7 34 1183 1769-70], is buried beside him. Abdal Yakub, the

builder of the old zaviye [which formerly occupied the site], is also buried in the tomb, and beside him

is his halife, and beside him is 5eyh Hasan, the son of 5eyh Akilezade, who came from Mecca when the

blessed mosque was being built, and Aski Dede, 5eyh Ali Kadiri and the previously mentioned 5eyh

Riza. The abovementioned [Hekimzade Ali] Paga's son, ismail Bey Efendi, who died having been

dismissed from [office in] Bursa, is buried in the open outside the tomb's door. 5eyh Mustafa Efendi,

the preacher of the 5ehzade Congregational Mosque, is buried beside him. In the corner opposite the

727 Zihi nev cami'-i sadr-i 'ala al-kadr-i ddd-dver.
7' For Ragib Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 570.
71 Yaptld& mevki'inde cami' al-nfir-i'Ali Pasa.
730 For Vehbi Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi, see Hadika, n. 704.
71 For the text of the chronogram, see Mecmua, 306.
732 The tenth day of the month of Muharrem. Among Sunni Muslims, this is a voluntary fast day, first observed by Muham-

med in 2 A.H. For Shi'ites, on the other hand, it is the anniversary of the martyrdom of Hfisayn at the hands of the troops of

the Caliph Yazid and, as such, the occasion for great expressions of public grief and mourning.
73 Sdhib al-edmi' 'Ali Pawa'ya l0hit olh cai.
73 $erefydb-z telkin.
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main gateway of the mosque are buried Uveys Dede, the halife of the abovementioned Abdal Yakub,
and beside him the calligrapher and imperial Mevlid reader (mevlidhan) Cincizade Abdurrahman
Efendi. [The Congregational Mosque of Hekimzade Ali Paga] does not have a quarter.

Nuh Efendi, the father of the aforesaid vizier, was of Frankish origin. Being skilled in medicine, he
emigrated from his own country to Istanbul. After being honored with the glory of Islam [i.e., con-
verting], he acquired renown by performing the circumcisions of the imperial princes at the circum-
cision feast of 1086 [1675-76]. In Rebifilevvel 1105 [1693], he was given the office of head surgeon
(cerrahba.yz) of the imperial court and was appointed to the honorary rank (paye) of governor-general of
the eyalet of Karaman with the tax farm of the emir of the Sandallu Turkoman. At the accession to the
throne of Mustafa Khan the Second in Cemaziyulevvel 1106 [February 1695], in addition to becoming
chief physician (ser-etibba) in place of Mfineccimbapi Azabzade Mehmed Efendi, he was appointed to
the honorary rank (paye) of kadzasker of Rumelia with the kazas of Tekirdag, Murtazaabad and Kegan as
fiefs. He subsequently passed away on the eighth day of blessed 5aban 1119 [5 November 1707], in the
reign of Ahmed Khan the Third. [84] He was buried in the vicinity of his house in Kocamustafapaga.
That place is at present the private tomb of the abovementioned vizier. The line, "Nuh [Noah]
launched his corporeal ship on the sea of non-existence,""' is the date of his death. istanbulu Mehmed
Efendi, one of the palace physicians, became chief physician (reisiletibba) in his place with the honorary
rank (paye) of Edirne.

The abovementioned vizier [Ali Paga] was born on the night of Berat in 5aban 1100 [14-15 June
1689]. Acquiring capability, he became renowned in the time of Sultan Ahmed Khan with the offices of
silahsor and kapmcbaz. Owing to the suspicions of 5ehid Ali Paa,' the grand vizier of the time, the
aforementioned [Hekimzade Ali Paga] was banished to the post of voyvoda of Zile. Subsequently, during
the [grand] vizierate of Ibrahim Paa,"' he was given the office of aga of the Tfirkoman, and three years
later, the eyalet of Edirne with the rank of governor-general (mir-i miran). In Safer 1137 [1725], he was
made governor of Aleppo and was appointed to the retinue of the serasker, K6prfilizade Abdullah Paa.
He was promoted to the rank of vizier in Safer 1138 [1726] and, as reward for his diligence prior to the
siege of Tabriz, the office of serasker was given to him after a month. In the year 1140 [1727-28], he was
dismissed from the office of serasker as a result of intrigue and was rendered insignificant with the
[governorship of the] eyalet of 5ehr-i Zor.1 8 Yusuf Paa, the commander of Ardabil,' was appointed
serasker. In 1143 [1730-31], he became serasker of Iran for a second time and with the reconquest of
Tabriz and Rumiye" one year later, he became grand vizier in place of Topal Osman Paga 4

' and the
defterdarArab Ali Papa became kaimmakam in Istanbul. He came to the Threshold of the State [Istanbul]
in Zilkade of the abovementioned year and, after occupying the [grand] vizierate for forty months, was
dismissed and banished to the island of Mytilene. A short time later, he obtained [the governorship of]
Kandiye 4 2 and in Muharrem [11]49 [1736], the governorship of Bosnia and office of serasker. Because

. Nfth cismi zevrakn saldi 'adem derydszna.
736 $ehid Damad Ali Paa; see Hadika, n. 105.
1 Neveehirli Damad Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
738 Eyalet in Kurdistan on the Persian frontier, including the towns of Kirkuk, Irbil and Rawanduz.

A district and town in northeastern Iranian Azerbaijan.
The city of Urmiya (Rezaiyeh) in western Iranian Azerbaijan.

7 Topal Osman Paa (d. 1733), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud I. He is thought to have been born in the
Morea, was raised in the imperial palace and, after a series of provincial posts in the Balkans, was appointed grand vizier on 10
September 1731. He was dismissed after six months (12 March 1732) and appointed governor of Trabzon and later of Erzurum.
Assigned command of the army in Baghdad in 1732, he succeeded in breaking the Iranian siege of the city (19 July 1733), but
was killed in battle near Kirkuk five months later; see SO, III, 428.

7 The city of Candia (Iraklion), on the north coast of Crete.
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of his pleasing service [in Bosnia] for the preceding three years, he was favored with the governorship
of Egypt in place of Azmzade Sfileyman Paga. Being summoned a year later, he [85] was honored with
the [the office of governor-general of the] eyalet of Anatolia, and his son-in-law Yahya Papa was made
kaimmakam in his place. He became grand vizier a second time in Safer [eleven] fifty-five [1742], a
chronogram for which is "Senior among the viziers. This time he occupied the vizierate for eighteen
months. [Later he was exiled] again to Mytilene, and subsequently, after being appointed to Kandiye,
Bosnia and Anatolia and being commissioned serasker to suppress brigands, he again became governor
of Bosnia and Anatolia. In 1168 [1754-55], he became grand vizier for a third time. "Office of admin-
istrator of the state"7" was the date of his vizierate this time. He was dismissed again three months later.

2. The Congregational Mosque of Hact Evhad'* near the Yedi Kule

Its builder was a master butcher (kasab ustadlanndan). The superintendents (nazir) of his vakf are men
of the abovementioned trade. This is the chronogram on the arch of its gateway:

Haci Evhad, who this beautiful mosque
Built, expended his money for the sake of God.

May it be pleasing to that patron of charitable works if
I call him the most generous butcher of the world.

The humble Azizi composed its date.
"The mosque of Haci Evhad is the like of the Kaba,"' 983 [1575-76].

His grave is in the cemetery before the mihrab. There is a small hamam adjoining the zaviye rooms in
the [mosque's] courtyard. One of [the zaviye's] $eyhs was the well-known Hftseyin Efendi. Nazmi Efendi,
who traced his spiritual lineage to the same master [as Hfiseyin Efendi], composed this chronogram for
his death, [which occurred] while he was preacher of the Sfileymaniye: "0 God! Let Seyyid Hfiseyin's
[resting] place be the Paradises!"7 4 7 1105 [1693-94]. He is buried before the hanekah of Merkez Efendi7"
outside the [land] walls. [The mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Hacz Kadin Mosque7 49 in Zeyrek

Its builder was Hizir Bey Efendi,5 the first kadi of Istanbul after the conquest of Istanbul. His father,
the renowned and famous Celaleddin Efendi, is buried in Akgehir. He was the son of Nasreddin
Hoca.7 1

1 His son, the abovementioned Hizir Bey, was born at the time the aforesaid Celaleddin became

7 $eyh al-viizerd.
74 Ca-i nizam al-miilk.
7 The Haci Evhad Camii, known also as the Haci Evhaddin or Hacivat Camii, located at the intersection of Haci Evhat

Qe mesi Sokaki and Haci Evhat Sokagi in the Haci Evhadeddin Quarter near the Yedi Kule in Samatya. The mosque is listed
among the works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, III, 473-75; FC, 105-6; IC, I, 64. For location, see MW map, A 9/2 and 415.

7 Hacz Evhad Cdmi'i misl-i Harem.
17 Seyyid Hfiseyin'iii olsun yeri Ildhi cenndt.
7 The Merkez Efendi Hanekahi, located outside the Mevlana Kapi; see Hadika, 255-56.
74 The Haci Kadin Mescidi, known also as the Hizir Bey Camii, located at the intersection of Haci Kadin Caddesi and Hizir

Bey Camii Sokagi in the Haci Kadin Quarter in Kn;Ukpazar; see DBIA, III, 477; EC, 82-83; IC, I, 64-65; OMFD, III, 415-16. For
location, see MW map, E 5/9.

750 Hizir Bey Celebi (1407-58), Ottoman ulema and poet of the fifteenth century. After a series of teaching and judicial posts,
he was appointed first kadi of Istanbul after the conquest in 1453. He is credited with having introduced the versified chrono-
gram into Turkish; see below and EI2 , V, 4-5; SO, II, 277.

71 Nasreddin Hoca, legendary comic protagonist of innumerable moralistic folk tales, aphorisms, witticisms, and anecdotes,
widely popular throughout the entire Turkish cultural sphere from the Balkans to Central Asia. His supposed historical
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kadi of Seferihisar. [86] [Hizir Bey] was educated in the religious sciences by his father and others and
became a miiderris in the city of his birth. When an ulema from the Arab lands came to the padishah of
the Ottoman house, Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan, at Edirne and asked several [theological]
questions, the ulema of the Sublime [Ottoman] State were unable to come up with satisfactory answers
and His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan became agitated. The aforesaid Hizir Bey, being well known for
his attainments, was summoned to the Threshold of the Sublime [Ottoman] State and met with the
abovementioned questioner. Hizir Bey, being of military appearance and barely forty years of age, the
abovementioned Arab made fun [of him and] unrestrainedly began to question him. After giving
answers to all of [the questions], the aforesaid master confounded and silenced the Arab with eighteen
questions. Sultan Mehmed Khan honored and exalted [Hizir Bey], putting his own fur coat on him,
and, as reward, appointing him at once to the medrese of his father, Sultan Murad, in Bursa. After
Istanbul's conquest was facilitated by divine help, the late Hizir Bey was invited to the capital and
appointed the first kadi [of the city]. He passed away in 863 [1458-59], after six years as judge of
Istanbul, and was buried near the abovementioned mosque and behind the mihrab of the Mosque of
Voynuk 5iica."

He is the author of many books and they were called [collectively] the Cirab al-lm (Purse of
Learning). Hayali Qelebi, one of his pupils, wrote a commentary on his Nuniye Kasidesi, which contains
the articles of faith found in all of his works. The two are read [together] lesson by lesson. He was the
son-in-law of one of his teachers, the late Molla Yegan. Among his descendants, Hoca Sinan Paga,
Ahmed Paga and [Ahmed Paga's] son, Kfefnk Hizir Bey, were distinguished scholars.

[87] 5eyhizade Abdurrahman Efendi, the son-in-law of Kadiasker Abdfirrahim Efendi, installed the
minbar of the abovementioned congregational mosque when he was kadzasker of Rumelia. The afore-
said personage is buried outside the Edirne Kapi. This is a chronogram for his death:

A beggar passed by. He expressed the date [of 5eyhzade Abdurrahman's death].
"0 God, make Paradise his abode!"7 5

1 1087 [1676-77].

The reason the abovementioned mosque is named [the Haci Kadin Mosque] is that Haci Kadin, [the
builder of a well-known mosque] in the Kocamustafapaga Quarter," built a double hamam near this
blessed mosque, and [people, therefore,] called this blessed mosque the Haci Kadin Mosque as well.
But Haci Kadm has no relationship whatsoever to the mosque or its minbar. The mosque was [built by]
Hizir Bey Efendi. There is but this much connection, that the excess of the mosque's water is given to
the abovementioned hamam and, in return, an amount of annual rent is given [from the hamam for
the mosque's] vakf [The mosque] has a quarter.

existence is said to date to the thirteenth or fourteenth century. A mausoleum bearing his name is located in Akgehir in
southwest Anatolia; see El2, VII, 1018-20.

52 The Voynuk $ftca or Arabacilar Camii; see Hadika, 23940.
1 Samples of Hizir Bey's poetry included here in the printed text are omitted from this translation.
1

54Rabbend kdl makdminz cennet.
' Located on Haci Kadin Caddesi in the Abdi Qelebi Quarter in Samatya and built in 1527 by Mihrigah Hatun, the daughter

of the vizier iskender Paa; see Hadika, 100.
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4. The Congregational Mosque of Hiiseyin Aga... near the Esir Pazan5 7

Its builder was the vakif of Ki~c k Aya Sofya..7 " His grave is also there. He is mentioned at length in the
section [on Kieufik Aya Sofya]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

5. The Haci Pyas Mosquei" in Mesih Pasa

Its builder, the abovementioned Ilyas, is buried near his mosque. Its medrese, mekteb and fountain are
[also provided for] from his vakf [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

6. The Hasan Halife Mosque7 60 near the On U( Kapi

Its builder was [Hasan Halife], the bina emini of the Sultan Bayezid Mosque. His grave is also there.
Grand Vizier Bayram Paga7

11 installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Congregational Mosque of Hafzz Paa7 11 in [Kiigdik] Karaman

Its builder was Hafiz Ahmed Paga.7 1' He also built a medrese, daralkura, sebil and fountain. There are
books given as vakf in the cabinets in the blessed mosque. This chronogram is written on the arch of
the gate:

Exemplar of the viziers, His Excellency Hafiz Paga-
May God facilitate for him that which he wants and desires-

[88] He built them as four pillars of charitable work:
A mosque, medrese, fountain and daralkura.

From time to time travelers drink from the water of its sebil
As though taking pleasure from the river of the Selsebil.

Because that noble effort produced excellent pious deeds,

756 The Hfiseyin Aga Camii, known also as the Babfissaade Agasi Hfiseyin Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Hfoseyin
Aga Camii Sokagi and Kfirkcfiler Kapisi Sokagi in the Molla Fenari Quarter, just south of the Kapahlarps in Alemdar. The
present building is of recent date; see EC, 31-33; IC, I, 74; OMBYSD, 259. For location, see MWmap, F 7/7 and 342.

7 The Slave Market, known also as the Esir Pazan Hani, a large khan at the south edge of the Kapahcarp1 near the
Nuruosmaniye Mosque. The market was a major attraction for eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europeans, who described it
in their travel books in picturesque terms. It was closed by Sultan Mahmud II in 1826 and the building was subsequently torn
down, although its location is today commemorated in the name of the street on which it opened, Esir Pazan Sokagi. For a
description, see White, Three Years in Constantinople, II, 279-84.

75 Hfiseyin Aga, the babissaade agasi in the time of Sultan Bayezid II; see Hadika, 209; SO, II, 182.
7" The Haci Ilyas Mescidi, known also as the Ilyas Qelebi Mescidi, located on the present Sangnizel Caddesi between Hoca

Efendi Sokagi and Korkut Ata Sokagi in the Hoca Uveys Quarter in Sanginzel. It is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan. No
trace of either the mosque or its dependencies survives; see DBIA, VIII, 176; FC, 110; IC, I, 65. For location, see MWmap, C 5/10
and 383.

760 The Hasan Halife Mescidi, located on Ocakh Sokagsi between Bali Paga Caddesi and Sangfizel Caddesi in the Hasan Halife
Quarter south of the Fatih Complex. The mosque burned in the Fatih fire of 1918 and its site is today occupied by an apartment
building; see FC, 117; IC, I, 67. For location, see MW map, D 5/23.

761 For Bayram Paa, see Hadika, n. 370.
762 The Hafiz Paga Camii, known also as the Hafiz Ahmed Paga or Hafiziye Camii, located on Fatih Caddesi just west of the

Fatih Mosque, between Ba Hoca Sokagi and Ba Mfiezzin Sokagi in the 5eyh Resmi Quarter in Fatih. The mosque, which was
built in 1595, burned in the Fatih fire of 1918 and remained in ruin until 1990, when it was rebuilt and reopened for prayer; see
DBIA, III, 492-93; FC, 114-15; IC, I, 66. For location, see MWmap, D 4/26 and 418.

763 Hafiz Ahmed Paga, Hadim (d. 1613) Ottoman vizier of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Of Albanian
origin, he was raised in the enderun, and, after a number of provincial posts in Egypt and the Balkans, was made sadaret
kaimmakam in 1599 and again in 1604. He made the hajj (1613) and died in Istanbul following his return. Ayvansarayi (Vefeyat,
10) mistakenly conflates him with Mfiezzinzade Hafiz Ahmed Paa; see SO, II, 97.
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Let God bestow on him the highest ranks!
Its every corner is a place of assembly of the learned and virtuous.
Such a building is fitting in such a place.

"Hafiziye"' became its name and its date.
That the date of his death is also enumerated by it is no regret, 1004 [1595-96].

He is buried inside its sebil. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

8. The Haydar Efendi Mosque 65 near the Congregational Mosque of Hafzz Pasa

Its builder was mufti of Trabzon. [The location of] his grave is not known. The brick and stone mekteb

opposite it was [built by] a patron of charity named Kara Emin. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

9. The Hacz Bayram Haftani Mosqu 66 near the Congregational Mosque of Murad Pasa

Its builder was Ebfilfeth's keeper of the imperial wardrobe (haftanczbasz). He is buried near his mosque.

The numerical value of the Arabic chronogram on his gravestone is 951 [1544-45] .1' Grand Vizier

Bayram Paga.6. installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Hacz Hasanzade Mosque 69 near the Haydar Pasa [Mosque]

Its builder was Mehmed bin Mustafa ibn Haci Hasan. He died at [the date] "fddi," 911 [1505-6], while
he was kadiasker of Rumelia. He is buried near his mosque. He [also] built a medrese. 5eyhfilislim Kara

ismail Efendi" installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

11. The Helvacibaz Mosque 71 near the Congregational Mosque of Mehmed Pasa

Its builder was iskender Aga, the head of the palace halva cooks (helvaczbaz) in the time of the sulta-

nate of His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan. This is the date on the arch of its portal: [89]

May this abode of piety, which the head of the palace halva cooks built,
Be filled to the utmost with the praise, glorification and invocation of God!

Since prosperity and good fortune flourish in its precincts,
Let the pious servants of God rejoice and feel delight!

7 Hafizzye.
7" The Haydar Efendi Mescidi, probably located at the intersection of Hafiz Paga Sokaki and Yusuf Ziya Paga Sokagi in the

5eyh Resmi Quarter in Fatih. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 121; 1C, I, 69.
7' The Haci Bayram Haftani Mescidi, known also as the Haci Bayram Kaftani Camii, located at the intersection of Haseki

Caddesi and Ahmed Kahya Camii Sokaki in the Keci Hatun Quarter in Samatya. The present mosque was substantially rebuilt
after the earthquake of 1894. The minaret dates from 1989; see DBIA, III, 468; FC, 104-5; IC, I, 63; OMFD, III, 411-12. For
location, see MWmap, D 7/7 and 251.

767 In fact, the date on the gravestone is Cemaziyillevvel 901/1496; see OMFD, III, 412.
7 For Bayram Paa, see Hadika, n. 370.
76 The Haci Hasanzade Mescidi, known also as the Haci Hasanzade Mehmed Efendi Mescidi, located at the intersection of

Haci Hasan Sokagi and Ihtiyar Hasan Baba Sokagi in the Sinan Aga Quarter in Fatih. According to an inscription, the mosque
burned in 1852, after which it was rebuilt by a certain Hiseyin Aga; see DBIA, III, 476-77; FC, 107-8; IC, I, 65; OMBYSD, 253. For
location, see MWmap, D 5/1 and 409.

77 5eyhflislim Ebu ishak Kara Ismail Naim Efendi; see Hadika, n. 227.
"7 The Helvacibasi Mescidi (Mosque of the Chief of the Halva Makers), known also as the iskender Aga Mescidi, located at

the intersection of Su Terazisi Sokags and $ehid Mehmed Paga Yokugu in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque is
today in ruin; see EC, 81-82; 1C, I, 70. For location, see MW map, F 8/5 and 283, 461.
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A sweet-tongued one composed the date of its completion.
"Iskender's mosque gave joy to the Faithful,"772 953 [1546-47].

The entrance to the Karaki Mosque77 3 is beneath the upper-story mekteb opposite [the Helvacibagi
Mosque]. [The Helvaciba i Mosque] has a quarter.

12. The Congregational Mosque of Hacz Kadzn77 4 in Kocamustafapasa

Its builder was Mihrigah, the daughter of the vizier iskender Paga. Her grave is near her mosque. The
date on her gravestone is 947 [1540-41]. There is a tekke and a double hamam of hers in Unkapam.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

13. The Hasan Paa Mosque7 in Sultan Bayezid

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. It is the classroom of the medrese [of Seyyid Hasan
Paga]. It does not have a minaret. The five canonical times of worship are observed [in it]. Adjoining it,
there is a mekteb with a fountain and a sebil beneath it. [The mosque's] builder was Seyyid Hasan Paga,"7

who retired from the office of Janissary aga with [the rank of vizier and] three tug. He later became
grand vizier and was dismissed in 1155 [1742-43]. He passed away while he was governor of Diyarbakir.
He is buried near his mosque. The construction of the abovementioned mosque occurred three years
before the founder's death. The date of construction is 1158 [1745-46]. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

14. The Haydar Aga Mosque77 7 near the Congregational Mosque of Davud Pala

Its builder became in his time the kethiida bey of the Janissary corps. He is buried in the cemetery of the
Congregational Mosque of Koca Mustafa Paga."7 It does not have a quarter.

772 Mescid-i Iskender oldt ehl-i dine dil-kild.
"7 For the Karaki Mescidi, see Hadika, 193.
"7 The Haci Kadin Camii, known also as the Mihrigah Haci Kadin Camii, located at the intersection of Haci (Hoca) Kadin

Caddesi and Haci Kadin Qegmesi Sokagi in the Abdi Qelebi Quarter in Samatya; see EC, 168; 1C, I, 64. For location, see
MWmap, B 8/11 and 201.

"7 The Hasan Papa Mescidi, known also as the Hasan Paga Medresesi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Ordu Caddesi
and Kimyager Dervi Paga Sokagi in the Camci Ali Quarter in Bayezid. The medrese is today used by Istanbul University's
Turkology Institute; see EC, 80; 1C, I, 68.

776 Seyyid Hasan Pasa (d. 1748), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mahmud I. Born in the district of Sarkikarahisar
in Anatolia, he rose through the ranks of the Janissaries and was made aga of the corps in 1738. He was appointed grand vizier
through the influence of the daraissaade agasz Beir Aga on 23 September 1743 but was dismissed due to palace intrigues on 9
August 1746. He died in Diyarbakir in 1748 while residing there as governor. Although illiterate, he had a reputation for
intelligence and piety. In addition to his mosque, medrese, mekteb, fountain and sebil complex in Bayezid, he built a khan, a
fountain in Zeyrek and installed a minbar in the Fenayi Mescidi near the Mosque of Molla Gfnrani; see Hadika, 174; Vefeyat, 73;
Tanipk, Gejmeler, I, 174; Et, III, 253; SO, II, 152.

"7 The Haydar Aga Mescidi, known also as the Haydar Kethfida Mescidi, located at the intersection of Haydar Kahya Gikmazi
and Koca Mustafa Pasa Caddesi within the grounds of the Cerrahpasa Hospital in the Davudpasa Quarter in Samatya. The
mosque dates to the reign of Sultan Sfileyman I. An earlier wooden mosque was replaced by a concrete building in 1982; see
DBIA, VIII, 194; FC, 121; IC, I, 61. For location, see MWmap, C 7/23 and 251.

778 The Koca Mustafa Paga Camii; see Hadika, 180-84.
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15. The Mosque of the Tekke of Hekim elebie" in Koska

Although [the site of] the abovementioned mosque was originally a stable for elephants (fil damz) ,'80 it

was [later included] within the zaviye which Sultan Sfileyman Khan built for Hekim Qelebi Efendi.
Hekim Qelebi 5eyh Seyyid [90] Mehmed ibn Seyyid Ahmed was born in tznik. He was initiated as a
dervish by His Excellency Emir Buhari, and learned the science of medicine from him. He is buried
near 5eyh Vefa. Aziz Efendi wrote this chronogram in his time: "What a pity! The pious physician has
departed!"81 972 [1564-65]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The leyhs of the abovementioned zaviye:712 5eyh Seyyid Mehmed Efendi was known as Hekim Qelebi.
He passed away in the year 974 [1566-67]. 5eyh Mustafa Efendi is known as Nakebendzade. He passed
away in the year 979 [1571-72]. 5eyh Yakub Efendi is known as Alehizade. He died in 990 [1582-83].
5eyh Ahmed Efendi, the mufti of Tire, passed away in 1024 [1615-16]. [He was succeeded by] 5eyh
Ibrahim Efendi, the son of the abovementioned mufti. On the death of Bosnavi 5eyh Osman Efendi in
the year 1074 [1663-64], Nazmi Efendi composed this chronogram: "May Osman Efendi's abode and
dwelling be Paradise!"" The death of 5eyh Hasan Efendi of Kayseri, the interpreter of dreams, who was
the halife of Osman Efendi, occurred in 1102 [1690-91]. 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, the son-in-law of Esiri,784

died in the year 1120 [1708-9]. [The office of 5eyh of] this tekke was awarded as an additional
[appointment] to the leyh of the [Tekke of] Emir Buhari, 5eyh Seyyid Fazlullah ibn 5eyh Seyyid
Abdullah Efendi. He died at Mount Sinai in the year 1221 [1806-7].' 5eyh Ahmed Hakki Efendi died
in the year 1122 [1710-11]. 5eyh Abdurrahman Efendi was known as Qelebi 5eyhzade. He died in the
year 1162 [1748-49]. 5eyh Mehmed Efendi ibn Abdurrahman Efendi died in the year 1167 [1753-54].
Baecizade 5eyh Osman Efendi died in the year 1187 [1773-74].

77' The Hekim Qelebi Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Hakim Qelebi Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Bfiy~ik Resid Paga
Caddesi at its intersection with Kurultay Sokagi in the Camci Ali Quarter on the site at present occupied by the Faculty of
Letters of Istanbul University. Neither the tekke nor the mosque is extant today; see EC, 80; IC, I, 69. For location, see MW, 258.

78 Neither the character nor function of this so-called elephant house can be determined. A sixth-century Byzantine cistern,
known in later times by the same name, is located in the suburbs of Istanbul about two kilometers beyond the Golden Gate. Its
nearness to Bakirk6y (the Byzantine Hebdomon) suggests a connection with the sixth-century Hebdomon Palace. The reason
the cistern came to be called the Fil Dami is not clear, but popular tradition has it that the elephants from the nearby palace
were kept here. Perhaps because the cistern was so large, its very scale gave rise to the notion that it was used to stable
elephants; see DBIA, III, 318; T. Ergil, "A Byzantine Cistern near Istanbul," Archaeology, 27 (1974), 4247; ISTA, XI, 5788; Ernest
Mamboury, Istanbul touristique (Galata, 1951), 253-54.

781 Reft hayf an tabib-i ehl-i dildn.
78 2 A list of the leyhs of the Hekim Qelebi Tekkesi can also be found in Z5E, 64-65.
783 cOsmdn Efendi ide me'vayt mesken ft ca.
784 Bursavi Esiri Mehmed Efendi (d. 1681), fortieth peyhfilislam. Trained for a learned career, he later held a number of

teaching and judicial appointments before being made kadi of Mecca. Sent into exile in Egypt in 1643, he was seized off Rhodes
by Venetian pirates, who held him prisoner for five years, for which reason he was given the nickname Eseri. After being freed,
Mehmed Efendi was again given judicial appointments in Egypt (1648) and Edirne (1651), and was made kadi of Istanbul in
1654. In 1657, he was promoted to kadiasker of Anatolia by Grand Vizier K6pr6fi Mehmed Paa, and on 20 March 1659, he
became seyhilisldm. He remained in that office until 3 February 1662, when he was dismissed because of his opposition to Fazil
Ahmed Paa and his criticism of K5prilfi Mehmed Paa. He was later exiled to Bursa and forced to reside there for the last
twenty years of his life; see Altunsu, Osmanli eyhiisldmlan, 90-91; SO, IV, 184.

781 In fact, 1121/1709-10.
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16. The Hfisam Bey Mosque 86 in Kzrkgesme

The abovementioned mosque is the charitable work of Hfisameddin Hasan Bey Efendi,8 7 who died in
Egypt. He was the father of Ali Paga, who died on the Mediterranean Sea in Muharrem 1073 [1662],
while he was grand admiral (kapudan pasa). Sunullah Efendi,788 who was four times eyhilisldm, installed
its minbar and he is also buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter. [91]

17. The Mosque of the Hiiseyin Paa Medresesi89 in Saraghane

The abovementioned mosque is the classroom of the abovementioned medrese. It does not have a
minaret. [The medrese] has a library, sebil and mekteb. Because its builder, Hfiseyin Paa, was the cousin
of Kbprf6lfzade Fazil Ahmed Paa,7 9

' he is known as Amucazade (cousin).791 He completed this
charitable foundation in the year 1112 [1700-1], in the time of Sultan Mustafa the Second, and the date
on the gate of the mosque is written as follows: "This blessed edifice of Hfiseyin's was built [by Grand

7" The Hisam Bey Mescidi, known also as the Sunullah Efendi or TezgAhcilar Camii, located at the intersection of itfaye
Caddesi and Kovacilar Caddesi in the Kirkcegme Quarter in Fatih. According to an inscription over its entrance, the mosque was
rebuilt by a certain Halil Efendi in 1911 following a fire; see DBIA, VIII, 408; FC, 131-32; C, I, 74. For location, see MW map, D
5/14 and 275, 359.

717 Although Ayvansarayi identifies the founder as Hfnsameddin Hasan Bey, it was actually built by 5eyhilislAm Sunullah
Efendi, who is buried in the mosque's cemetery. It is probable that Hfisameddin Hasan Bey renovated the mosque or installed
its minbar; see FC, 131-32.

788 Sunullah Efendi, Cafer Efendizade Haci Mustafa (1552-1612), renowned ulema and twenty-third peyhidisldm. After studying
under Mevlana Cemali Efendi and 5eyhinlislAm Ebussuud Efendi, he entered on a learned career, first with a series of medrese
appointments, and later with appointment to judgeships in Bursa, Edirne and Istanbul. Promoted to kadiasker of Anatolia in
1591 and of Rumelia a year later, he became seyhadis1dm for a first time on the death of Hoca Sadeddin Efendi on 2 October
1599. He was dismissed a year later (2 August 1601) because of disagreements with the grand vizier, Yemieci Hasan Paa, over
the conduct of military operations in the Balkans and accusations that he supported the revolt of the Anatolian sipahi.
Reappointed on 4January 1603 in response to the demands of the sipahi, he was again dismissed on 8 February of the same year
after Hasan Pala and the Janissaries crushed the sipahi rebels in the capital. After the execution of Hasan Paga and the death of
Sultan Mehmed III in 1603, he was made leyhailisldm a third time (8 June 1604) by the new sultan, Ahmed I, only to be again
dismissed at the urging of Grand Vizier Dervi Paga on 18 July 1606. A final appointment to the office of seyhilisldm lasted from
23 November 1606 to 5 June 1608. He died in Istanbul in 1612 after returning from the hajj; see Altunsu, Osmanlh
&yhalisldmlan, 51-53; SO, III, 233.

78 The Hfiseyin Paga Medresesi Mescidi, known also as the Amucazade (Amcazade) Hfiseyin Pasa Medresesi Mescidi, located
on Eski Sarachane Sokagi between Kamil Paga Sokaki and Septeci Han Sokagi in the Sofular Quarter in Fatih. The mosque is in
the octagonal classroom on the west side of the Amucazade Hfiseyin Pasa Complex; see DBIA, I, 236-39; FC, 132-33; C, I, 22;
ISTA, II, 792-99. For location, see MWmap, D 6/3 and 275.

' Fazil Ahmed Pasa, K6prfilfizade (1635-76), the elder son and successor as grand vizier to K6prf6lfi Mehmed Paa. Given an
excellent ilmiye education by the leading ulema of his time, he entered the learned profession and became a maiderris in the
medreses of the Fatih Complex (1657), but took up an administrative post shortly after because of jealous gossip among his
colleagues. He was appointed governor of Erzurum in 1659 and of Damascus in 1660, and was summoned to Istanbul in 1661 to
be kaimmakam, but on the death of his father (31 October) was made grand vizier instead. A politically skillful and intelligent
administrator, he continued his father's work of restoring the state and army and enhancing the powers of the grand vizierate.
He was almost continually engaged in foreign campaigns, against Austria in Hungary and Transylvania, in Crete, where he
completed the conquest of Candia (1669), and in Poland and the western Ukraine. Placing great value on learning, Fazil
Ahmed Paga was a generous patron of scholars and the founder of the library near Aya Sofya which bears his name. He was also
a patron of architecture, and in addition to completing several of his father's pious foundations, he built mosques in Candia,
Nov6 Zimky and Kamenets plus a khan in tzmir. He remained grand vizier until his death on 3 November 1676, making him
one of the most enduring occupants of this office in Ottoman history; see E7, V, 259-61; SO, I, 222.

791 Hfiseyin Paa, Amucazade (d. 1702), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mustafa III, and nephew of the grand
vizier K6prfnli Mehmed Paa. His nickname Amucazade (Amcazade), "uncle's son," was given him by his cousin Fazil Ahmed
Paa. He was grand vizier from 18 September 1697 to 4 September 1702. He is described in contemporary sources as an honest
and efficient statesman and a patron of learning (to whom Naima dedicated his Hist ). His summer residence on the
Bosphorus at Rumelihisar is the oldest surviving wooden house in Istanbul; see Vefeyat, 13; E, 626-27; SO, II, 202.
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Vizier Hfiseyin Papa in the year one thousand one hundred twelve, during the reign of Sultan

Mustafa]."792
The abovementioned builder died in the time of Sultan Mustafa Khan, two years after the

completion of this charitable foundation, while in retirement from the office of grand vizier. He was

buried in the vicinity of his charitable foundation. This chronogram by Arif Abdfilbaki Efendi is written

on his gravestone:

Grand vizier, patron of charitable works, namesake of Hfnseyin:
For five years he was the minister of the Faith-defending padishah.

Because he set out for the Holy War with sincerity and purity of heart,
He became the enemy of the malevolent and the seeker of peace and righteousness.

Arif heard of his passing and composed a chronogram.
"May God make Paradise Hfiseyin's abode!"01 1114 [1702-3].

The fountain at its gate was [built by] of 5eyhfilislAm Mustafa Efendi,794 whose daughter is buried next

to it. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.
The aforesaid vizier was the son of Hasan Aga, the brother of K6prI I Mehmed Paga.9 From the

aforesaid Mehmed Paga's time of high office until the execution of 5ehid Fazil Kara Mustafa Paga, 796 he

passed nearly thirty years in jollity, drinking, pleasure and friendly conversation with others. He was

present at the crushing defeat of the Vienna campaign, which occurred in 1095 [1683], and in accord

with the meaning [of the couplet],

Fortune punishes this disapproved behavior.
May his previous shamelessness be one day excused!

792 The printed text contains only that part of the inscription not in brackets. The full text can be found in Ayvansarayi,
Camilerimiz Ansiklopedisi, I, 131.

7 Cennet-ifirdevsi Hakk ide Hfiseyin'e cdy-gdh.
79 Mustafa Efendi, Feyzullah Efendizade (1679-1745), member of an important ulema family of the late seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries and sixty-third leyhilisIdm. The son of 5eyhntlislim Feyzullah Efendi and the elder brother of 5eyhfilislam

Murtaza Efendi, he became kadi of Mecca in 1702 and shortly after that was promoted to the offices of kadzasker of Anatolia and
Rumelia. Imprisoned in the Yedi Kule at the time of the deposition of Sultan Mehmed IV and the execution of his father

$eyhfilislam Feyzullah Efendi (1703), he was subsequently exiled to Cyprus and to Bursa, but was pardoned in 1730 and allowed

to return to Istanbul. He was reappointed kadzasker of Rumelia in 1732 and was finally promoted to the office of seyhilishIm on

13 April 1736. He died nine years later, on 4 March 1745, while still in office. Of a refined and philanthropic temperament, he

had close connections with the Nakebendi dervish order and was the builder of the Seyhfilislim Tekkesi in Eyiip and a fountain

in Sarachanebapi in Istanbul; see Hadika, 302-3; Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhfdisldm1ar, 127; SO, IV, 428-29; Tamipk, Gehmeler, I, 162.
79 Mehmed Paa, K6prtlfi (1578-1661), founder of the outstanding family of Ottoman grand viziers of the seventeenth

century. Of Albanian origin, he was born in the village of Rudnik near Berat and was brought as a devfirme to Istanbul, where he

was taken into service in the imperial palace. In 1623, he was assigned as a cook in the palace kitchens, and was later appointed

to the has oda and the imperial treasury, but because of his energy and honesty, was passed out of palace service and made a

sipahi in the village of Kbpr& in Anatolia (for which reason he was given the name K6pr-fin). He occupied a complex succession

of offices over the next forty years, in both the capital and the provinces, during which time he acquired a reputation for

honesty and ability. Having reached the age of 78, he was on the point of retirement when the sultan, faced with disorder in

Istanbul, rebellion in Anatolia and Venetian attacks on the Dardanelles, appointed him grand vizier on 15 September 1656.
Over the next several years, he not only succeeded in suppressing sedition in the capital, but was able to reopen the straits,

initiate administrative reform and put down the Transylvanian and Anatolian revolts. Following his death on 31 October 1661,
he was succeeded as grand vizier by his son Fazil Ahmed Paa. Although harsh and merciless in his dealings with rivals and

enemies, K6prinlfi Mehmed Papa was highly regarded for his crushing of internal and external threats to the Ottoman state and

for his success in restoring its institutions and authority. A prolific builder, his patronage includes not only the K6prfti

complex in Istanbul, but foundations on Bozca Ada (Tenedos) at the mouth of the Dardanelles, at Yanova in Transylvania,

Rudnik in Albania, Turhal, Vezir K6prfi and Tarakh (near Bolu) in Anatolia as well; see E 2 , V, 256-59; SO, IV, 173-74.
796 That is from the time of the grand vizierate of his uncle, K6prfl Mehmed Paga, who was grand vizier from 1656 to 1661,

until the execution of Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa Paga in December 1683, following the defeat of the Ottoman army before

Vienna earlier the same year.
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he was made governor the eyalet of 5ehr-i Zor with two tug. Subsequently, in accord with the meaning
[of the couplet],

Consolation's balm is never of use to me.
I am fallen from the bower of the Beloved's favor.

he was cast to the shore of neglect for nearly five years with the governorship of Qartak, but [92] in
Receb 1101 [1690], while suffering [in these] circumstances, he was honored with the rank of vizier
and was charged with the defense of Sedd al-Bahr."' In 1102 [1690-91], he became kaimmakam of
Istanbul, and, in 1102,9 grand admiral (kapudan-z derya). Rendering abundant services in the recovery
of Chios, in 1107 [1695-96] he was appointed to service [as governor] in the eyalet of Karaman. In 1108
[1696-97], he was made governor of Belgrade, and, subsequently, he was given the imperial seal
following the martyrdom of Elmas [Mehmed] Paya in the battle of the Tisa. 9 After firmly establishing
peace with the Austrians before Belgrade in the auspicious [month of] Safer 1110 [1698], he fell ill for
forty days in 1114 [1702], and, dying on his estate near Silivri, he was buried in the vicinity of his
charitable foundation.

18. The Hacz Ferhad Mosque00 near the Congregational Mosque of Aszk Pasa

[The location of] its builder's grave is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

19. The Hasrcz Mosque0' near the Congregational Mosque of $ehremini

Its builder was the clerk (kdtib), Murad Efendi. He was clerk to the bina emini [charged with the
rebuilding] of the city walls, which had been devastated by an earthquake in the days of Sultan Bayezid.
[The location of] his grave is not known. Because with the passage of time the walls of the
abovementioned mosque fell into ruin and for an interval some inhabitants of the quarter stretched
out rush matting (haszr) in it, [the mosque] became known as the Hasirci Mosque. It has a quarter.

20. The Harbi Mosque802 near the Top Kapz

Its builder was Kilh Yusuf Aga. He was Fatih's running attendant ( atzr). [The location of] his grave is
not known. The reason [the mosque] is so named is that one day, while coming in haste from Davud
Papa to the divan, His Majesty Mehmed Khan performed his morning prayers there. The abovemen-
tioned mosque was built on the site near the Top Kapi where, on the day of the Conquest [in 1453],

707A powerful fortress at the entrance to the Dardanelles.
798 In fact, he became kapudan-z derya in 1106/1694-95.
7 The Tisza River, which rises in the Carpathian Mountains and flows into the Danube north of Belgrade. Grand Vizier

Elmas Mehmed Paa was killed there during the frightful bloodbath of 11 September 1697, when the Hapsburg imperial army,
commanded by Prince Eugene of Savoy, attacked the Ottoman army as it was trying to cross the river near Zenta.

800 The Haci Ferhad Mescidi, known also as the Haci Ferhad Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Haci Ferhad Camii
Sokagi and Irfan Ahmed Sokagi in the Haydar Quarter in Fener. According to the inscription over its entrance, it was built in
1532. The mosque was rebuilt in 1968; see FC, 106-7. For location, see MW map, D 4/6 and 193.

801 The Hasirci Mescidi (Mosque of the Mat Makers), known also as the KAtip Murad Mescidi, located on Hasirci Melek
Sokagi near the Mevlana Kapi in the Melek Hatun Quarter in $ehremini. First built in 1504, the mosque is today in ruin; see FC,
119; 1C, I, 68. For location, see MWmap, A 6/2 and 291.

802 The Harbi Mescidi (Military Mosque), known also as the Kilh Yusuf Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kanh Yusuf
Sokagi and Hallac Hasan Sokagi in the Bayezid Aga Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was for many years in ruin, but was
rebuilt in 1975. Nothing remains of the original building; see FC, 117; IC, I, 67; OIFD, III, 417-18. For location, see FC map,
132.
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His Majesty the excellent Paradise-dwelling Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan performed his first prayer
inside the walls of Istanbul. Because after prayer he commanded that a fountain be built and sweet
water be made to flow on the right side of the main road near the gate in the walls, the fountain which
is at present called the Qukur or Qargi Qegmesi was built. As the water's flow was interrupted after a
time, Kitib Mehmed Efendi built a fountain opposite the nearby Kfirkefn Congregational Mosque,"
[93] and, by means of the abovementioned Qukur Qegme's separate conduit for bringing water, he
made it flow. Because the chronogram on the arch of the fountain, composed by a notable of the time,
the late Hatibi, was the cause of amusement to those who read it, it is written and transcribed in this
place.

Konstantin composed a chronogram for Ebulfeth. "The last ones."0 4

At last he departed. All the world is thankful for this fountain.
May the devotees who drank from it for one hundred forty-five years,
Those who give thanks, sing to God the praises of its builder.

0 Hatibi, the dervishes, the righteous and the learned
Composed the date. "Our wish came true. Let those who drink pray [for the founder]!""' 1002 [1593-94].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

21. The Halict Hasan Mosqued

Its builder was Haci Hasan Aka. It is written [on his grave, which is] near the mosque that he died in
the year "Divine guest,"80 926 [1519-20]. He built a mekteb. Desterecizade Eyftbi Mehmed Efendi in-
stalled its minbar. His grave is next to the place for ablutions at [the Mosque of] Eyyub. This is the last
part of the chronogram on his gravestone:

Hakim composed a uniquely beautiful chronogram for his death.
"May the rose garden Paradise of Naim be his enduring abode!"08 1150 [1737-38].

Later, when the abovementioned mosque burned down during the Gedik Paya fire [of 1752], Grand

Vizier [Kose Bahir] Mustafa Papa built it anew. This chronogram, inscribed on the arch of its gate, is by
Yek Qegm Hfiseyin Aka, one of the agas of the aforesaid pala:

May His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan Gazi's
Minister Mustafa always enliven the grand vizierate!

The angels prostrated themselves in thanks and 5adi composed its chronogram.
"Mustafa Paga, what an excellent mosque you have built in place of [Hasan Aga's mosque]!"" 1165 [1751-

52].

[The mosque] has a quarter. [94]

80 For the Kfirkfi Camii, see Hadika, 207.
Ahiran, the numerical value of which is 857, the hicri-date equivalent of 1453, the year of the conquest of Constantinople.

805 Umidimiz oldt du'd ide dribftn.
80 The Halici Hasan Mescidi (Mosque of Hasan the Carpet Maker), known also as the Kaliceci Hasan Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Yeniceriler Caddesi and Gedik Papa Caddesi in the Mimar Hayreddin Quarter in Kumkapi; see DBIA, IV, 400; EC,
100-1; OMBYSD, 254. For location, see MWmap, F 7/24 and 283.

807 Zayf-i ilkh.
888 Ola dd'im meskeni gilzdr-z cenndt-i Na'im. Na'im is the name of the fourth of the eight Paradises mentioned in the Qur'an.
80 Zihi cdmi' bind kildiii yerinde Mustafa Pdd.
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22. The Hacz Timur Mosque10 in Bekir Paa

The grave of its builder, Haci Timur, is also there. He was one of the soldiers who fought in the con-
quest of Istanbul. [The mosque] has a quarter.

23. The Havuzlu Mosque"1 in Tavyantasz

Its builder was Lala Hfiseyin Paga. He was one of Sultan Sfileyman's viziers. His grave is in his sebil at the
corner of the tekke which Grand Vizier Mustafa Paya built outside the walls [of Istanbul].812 The has oda-
basz Hasan Aga, who is buried near the abovementioned mosque, installed its minbar. [The mosque]
has a quarter.

24. The Haydarhane Mosque"5 near the Mimar Ayas [Mosque]

Its builder was $eyh Ali, known as Haydar Dede.814 Formerly, there was a church on the site of the
abovementioned mosque."' [$eyh Ali] is buried there. Grand Vizier Nianci Biyikh Ali Paga"1 installed
its minbar when he was imperial weapons bearer (silahdar-z ehriyari). Following [Ali Paga's] execution,
His Majesty Sultan Osman Khan the Third, the sultan of the time, annexed the vakfs of the
aforementioned vizier to his own vakf The name of the aforesaid sultan is still mentioned in the Friday
benediction [in the mosque]. It has a quarter.

25. The Mosque of the Hamid Efendi Medresesi?"8 on Fil Yokusu

Its builder was $eyhinlislAm Hamid Mahmud Efendi.818 He is buried near the grave of Hatib Mustafa
Efendi, the father of Yahya Paa, located opposite the tomb of [Hancerli] Sultan [in Eyftp]. One of his
pupils, Vankulu Mehmed Efendi, composed a chronogram for his death.

810 The Haci Timur Mescidi, known also as the Haci Timur Camii, located at Emrullah Efendi Sokagi between Kbpralfizade
Sokagi and Kinmh Aziz Sokagi in the Seyyid Omer Quarter south of the Qukur Bostan in Samatya. The mosque was destroyed
by fire in 1915. No trace of it remains; see FC, 11, IC, I, 66; OMFD, III, 416. For location, see MWmap, B 7/1 and 363.

811 The Havuzlu Mescid, known also as the Lala Hfiseyin Paga Mescidi, located on Havuzlu Mescid Qikmazi off Havuzlu
Mescid Sokasi in the Niganca Quarter in Kumkapi. In its present form, the mosque dates to 1974; see EC, 80-81; IC, I, 69. For
location, see MWmap, E 7/19 and 258.

812 The Mustafa Paga Tekkesi; see Hadika, 309-10.
"" The Haydarhane Mescidi, located opposite the intersection of Horhor Caddesi and Yegil Tekke Sokaki in the Baba Hasan

Alemi Quarter in Fatih. The mosque formed part of the Haydarhane Tekkesi, which was founded by Alemdar Ali Haydar Dede
(1481-1512). In nineteenth-century lists of the tekkes of Istanbul it is noted as belonging to the Kadiri order. Other than the
cemetery, the complex has today completely disappeared; see DBIA, VIII, 194; FC, 121; 1C, I, 69. For location, see MW map, D
6/11 and 275.

814 For $eyh Ali Haydar Dede, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 114-16.
815Perhaps a reference to the nearby sixth-century church of St. Polyeuktos, ruins of which were apparently still standing at

the time of the conquest of Istanbul in 1453.
816 Ali Paa, Niganci, Blyikh (d. 1755), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Osman III. Appointed because of his handsome

appearance and beautiful voice to be the mfiezzin of Darnissaade Agasi Haci Begir Aga, he was taken into the has oda by Sultan
Mahmud I and became highly influential as gukadar, silahdar, nisancz and as a vizier. He was instrumental in the dismissals of the
grand viziers Bahir K6se Mustafa Paya and Hekimoglu Ali Pasa and was himself appointed to that office on 24 August 1755 but
was dismissed and executed 63 days later (25 October 1755) for lying and taking bribes; see Vefeyat, 50; SO, III, 538.

817 The Hamid Efendi Medresesi Mescidi, known also as the Fil Yokugu Medresesi Mescidi, located on the Fil Yokugu in the
Kasap Demirhan Quarter in Fener. The medrese is listed as among the works of Mimar Sinan, and Evliya Qelebi states that he
was a student there. Although the medrese was in ruined condition, it was still in use as late as 1918. Today, no trace survives of
either the mosque or the medrese; see DBIA, VIII, 184; Demircanh, Evliya, 323; FC, 116; IC, I, 67; For location, see MW, 489.

"8 $eyhfilislam Konevi Hamid Mahmud Efendi; see Hadika, n. 649.
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May Hamid Mahmud Efendi, mufti of the Faith, who
Passed from this world to the next, be blessed!

On my nightjourney I saw him in a rose garden.
All the Companions of the most noble Beloved were present there.

I inquired, "What place is this?" It was the abode of Hamid.
The date came from the Unseen. "This is the abode of Mahmud,""1 ' 985 [1577-78].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The aforesaid Hamid Efendi was the son of the peyh Mehmed Efendi. He was born in [the year] 900
[1494-95] [95] and subsequently became a miderris and the chiefjudge of Damascus, Egypt and Bursa.

In Safer 963 [1555-56] he became kadi of Istanbul and in Sevval 964 [1557] kadzasker of Rumelia. He
was dismissed in Rebiflihir 974 [1566] and in Cemaziyfilevvel 982 [1574], following the death of
Ebussuud Efendi, he became seyhilisldm. He died in $aban 985 [1577]. His burial service was

performed in the blessed mosque of Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan, and he was buried in the cemetery

opposite the tomb of Mihrigah Valide Sultan in Eyfip-may God have mercy on him. He also built

rooms in his mosque for medrese graduates who had not yet received positions in the religious

institution. He composed and compiled an agreeable book entitled Feteva-yz Hamidi (The Legal Opin-

ions of Hamid).

26. The Hacz Ilyas Mosque 20 near the Yedi Kule

They also call the abovementioned mosque the Alaca Mosque. Its builder, Haci Evhad, is buried in the

mosque's cemetery. It has a quarter.

27. The Congregational Mosque of Hacz Hamza 2
1 near the [Congregational Mosque ofi Koca Mustafa Pava

Its builder was a master tanner. He is buried opposite the tekke of Merkez Efendi, outside the walls [of

Istanbul] .122 The numerical date on his gravestone is 987 [1579-80]. $eyh Hamza, who is buried near

the mosque, was a noble seyh. The abovementioned builder entrusted the administration of his vakf to

the master tanners. [The mosque] has a quarter.

28. The Hamza Pasa Mosquef"' near the Peykhane

Originally it was a church, and subsequently Hamza Paga, who had become governor of Egypt, built the

abovementioned mosque on that site. When the aforesaid builder became governor for Egypt, Ali Bey

Efendi composed this chronogram: "He became governor of the province of Egypt. The office befitted

Hamza," 24 1094 [1682-83]. He died there [in Egypt]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

819 Hazd makdm-z Mahmfid.
820 The Haci Ilyas Mescidi, known also as the tlyas Camii or Alaca Mescid, located on Yedikule istasyon Caddesi, immediately

to the east of the Yedi Kule, in the Imrahor Quarter in Samatya. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 109; 1C, I, 65. For
location, see MWmap, B 10/2 and 292.

821 The Haci Hamza Mescidi, located on Haci Hamza Mektebi Sokagi near the intersection with Koc Dibek Sokagi and the
Belgrad Kapisi in the Haci Hamza Quarter in Samatya. It is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan. The mosque was for many
years in ruin but was thoroughly renovated in 1940; see DBIA, VIII, 176; FC, 107; 1C, I, 64. For location, see MW map, A 8/1 and
291.

822 The Merkez Efendi Tekkesi, located outside the Mevlana Kapi; see Hadika, 255-56.
823 The Hamza Paga Mescidi, known also as the Hoca Hamza or Tahta Minare Mescidi, located near the intersection of Piyer

Loti Caddesi and Dostluk Yurdu Sokagi in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. No trace of the mosque remains; see EC, 196;
IC, I, 67. For location, see MW, 283.82 4Midlk-i Mistr'a oldz vdli degdi nevbet Hamza'ya.
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29. The Haydar Pasa Mosque8Y 5

The aforesaid pawa, its builder, retired from the imperial harem with the rank of vizier, became
governor of Rumelia, and died there. This is the chronogram on the arch of the mosque's gate: [96]

Haydar Paga passed away.
That deceased one departed for God's mercy.

Nihadi praised [the mosque] and composed the date.
"Abode of study of the masters of the sciences,", 26 977 [1569-70].

And this is the chronogram on the upper part of his fountain opposite [the mosque]:

Haydar Paga, that second Asaph: 2 7

He built an elegant fountain and captivating spring.
The historian says to those who come before it,
"Water! For the love of Hasan and Hfnseyin, water!""2' 967 [1559-60].

The Qifte Qukur Hamami is near [the mosque]. Afife Hanim, the wife of the 5eyhfilislAm Abdullah
Efendi, 29 who is buried at the Kanhca Mosque, installed its minbar. [The Haydar Paya Mosque] does
not have a quarter.

30. The Hasan Hiiseyin Mosque"0

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Hoca Kasim Yunani. [The location of]
his grave is not known. The abovementioned mosque became known [as the Hasan Hfiseyin Mosque]
in this manner: There were two persons in the service of His Excellency Ebu Eyyub Ensari, one of
whom was named Hasan and the other Hilseyin. They entered Istanbul with the permission of the
emperor of Rum."' While they were strolling through the city, a dispute occurred because of the im-
proper conduct of the unbelievers. [The unbelievers] wished to martyr them, and the aforesaid [Hasan
and Hfiseyin] were caught while fleeing. One of them was martyred on the site of the abovementioned
mosque; the other, nearby. Because the abovementioned place was devoid of buildings at that time,
they were buried where they were. Because the aforesaid Hasan was buried beneath the abovemen-
tioned mosque and Hfiseyin was buried in a separate tomb halfway up the slope opposite the mosque's
gate, the mosque is named for them. Edib Mustafa Efendi, who died during the grand vizierate of Ivaz

82 The Haydar Papa Mescidi, located at the intersection of Haydar Caddesi and Haydar Hamam Sokagi in the Haydar
Quarter in Fener. The mosque formed part of a larger complex including a medrese, hamam and fountain. But for some of the
walls, nothing of the mosque remains; see Vefeyat, 69; FC, 121; IC, I, 69. For location, see MWmap, E 4/11 and 193.82

6 Ddr-i tahsil-i mevdll-i 'ulim.
827 For the term Asaph, see Hadika, n. 348.828 Md Hasan ile Hiseyin 'a kzna su. In fact, the numerical equivalent of the line is 974/1566-67.
8 2

9 Abdullah Efendi, Yenigehirli (d. 1743), fifty-seventh Ottoman seyhilisldm. A descendant of 5eyhnilislim Qatalcah Ali Efendi,
he was born in Yenigehir in the Morea, and, after training for a learned career, taught in several medreses, including the
daridhadis of the Sfileymaniye. Following judicial appointments in Aleppo (1704) and Bursa (1711), he became kadiasker of
Anatolia in 1716 and, shortly after, of Rumelia. He was appointed leyhilisldm on 5 May 1718 and continued in office for twelve
years, until he was dismissed (30 September 1730) during the revolt of Patrona Halil. He is remembered for his fetva of 1727
giving permission for the establishment of a printing press in Istanbul by Ibrahim Miteferrika; see Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhilisldm-
lan, 117-18; SO, III, 377.

830 The Hasan Hfiseyin Mescidi, known also as the Hoca Kasim Gfinani (Yunani) Camii or Meydancik Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Sultan Qegme Caddesi and Yfirnik Sokaki in the Kasim Gfinani Quarter in Fener; see DBIA, IV, 81; FC, 129-30; IC,
I, 68. For location, see MWmap, C 3/2.

831 The Byzantine emperor.
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Mehmed Paa,"' while he was the grand vizier's first secretary (tezkire-i evvel), installed its minbar. His
place of burial is near the Congregational Mosque of Cezri Kasim Paga.3. close to the Cagalzade Sarayi.
Subsequently, [Edib Mustafa Efendi's] vakf became derelict and Haci Mustafa Aga, the steward of the
summoners of the Janissary corps (muhzzrlar kethidasz), endowed its minbar anew. [97] The aforesaid
aga died in 1194 [1780-81] and is buried beneath the plane tree outside the Egri Kapi. [The mosque]
has a quarter.

31. The Haci Muhyiddin Mosque"' near the Edirne Kapi

Its builder was Fatih Sultan Mehmed's chief baker (etmekcibasz). His grave is in front of the mihrab.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

THE LETTER IA

1. The Congregational Mosque of Hjalil Pasa8 35 in Sultan Mehmed

Its builder was Halil Paga, who was twice master of the seal."3' He is buried in Uskildar in his separate
tomb beneath which are his fountain and sebil. "Seal,"8 37 1040 [1630-31], is the date of his death. The
date of its completion is the formula "'God is most great!' repeated four times,"8 38 1026 [1617-18],

832 tvaz Mehmed Paa, Haci (1675-1743), Ottoman grand vizier in the reign of Sultan Mahmud I. Trained for a bureaucratic
career, he was appointed commissioner of the Istanbul customs (gimrak emini) in 1730, and later served as treasury inspector
(basbaki kulu) before being promoted to gavusbap in 1732. Made a vizier in 1735, he was sent to govern Vidin and Nigbolu,
which he successfully defended against the Austrians. Later, as serdar, he was able to retake a number of fortresses in Serbia
which had been held by the Hapsburgs. He was appointed grand vizier on 23 March 1739, and, while continuing the struggle to
regain Belgrade, opened diplomatic contacts with the Austrians, resulting in a treaty (September 1739) by which Belgrade was
returned to the sultan and Ottoman power was restored in the northern Balkans. Mehmed Paa was dismissed on 23 June 1740
because of disturbances in the capital and was subsequently appointed to a series of provincial governorships. He died while
serving as military governor of Lepanto. His elder son Ibrahim twice became eyhfilisldm, and his younger son Halil became
grand vizier in 1769; see E1, VI, 995; SO, III, 607-8.

833 The Cezeri Kasim Pa.a Camii; see Hadika, 91-92.
834 The Haci Muhyiddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of Viran Odalar Sokagi and Fevzi Paga Caddesi near the Edirne

Kapi in the Hadice Sultan Quarter in Karagfimrntk. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 111; IC, I, 65; OMFD, III, 414. For
location, see Ayverdi, 1H, D-6.

835 The Halil Paga Camii, located at the intersection of the present Fevzi Papa Caddesi and Feyzullah Efendi Sokagi south of
the Fatih Complex in the Hasan Halife Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was torn down in 1927; see FC, 115; IC, I, 66. For location,
see MWmap, D 5/21 and 427.

836 Halil Paa, Kayser, Kayserili (c. 1570-1629), Ottoman admiral and grand vizier of the early seventeenth century. Recruited
as a devjirme and raised in the imperial palace, he was appointed head falconer (gaktrcbasz) in 1606 and ara of the Janissaries in
1607. After distinguishing himself in battle against rebels in Anatolia, he was given the office of kapudan pa5a in 1609 and, in
reward for naval successes, was promoted to the rank of vizier in the same year. Although he was dismissed as grand admiral in
1611, he was reappointed in 1613, and, while trying to arrange a Turco-Dutch-Moroccan alliance against Spain, he conducted a
series of naval campaigns into the western Mediterranean. Designated grand vizier on 17 November 1616, he was primarily
preoccupied with the war against Persia but, after consolidating the Ottoman position in the East, he was dismissed (18 January
1619) and retired to the tekke of his spiritual director, $eyh Mahmud Hfidayi in Usknidar. He was reappointed as kapudan paja
in 1619 and was involved in naval actions in the Black Sea in support of Osman II's Polish war as well as in the Mediterranean.
Again made grand vizier (1 December 1626), following Osman's murder, he was ordered to force the surrender of the rebel
Abaza Mehmed Paa in eastern Anatolia. But when war with Persia resumed and Abaza's surrender could not be secured, Halil
Papa was dismissed (6 April 1628) for a second time. He died in Istanbul in August 1629 and was buried at the Hfidayi Tekkesi
in Uskfndar. He is remembered for his close links with various mystic orders and for his wisdom and moderation as a statesman;
see Vefeyat, 41; El, IV, 970-72; SO, II, 286.

837 HateM
838 Gdr tekbir. The four repetitions of the formula Allahii ekber made at burials or when taking a vow of renunciation. In fact,

the sum of this chronogram is 836, not 1026.
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placed on the arch of the mosque's gate below the noble verse from the Qur'an, "Peace be upon you
for the patient endurance you have shown. Now how excellent is the final House.""3' The aforesaid
devout person was the brother of the famed martyr, Beylerbeyi Mehmed Paga.5" The medrese, library,
mekteb and fountain of the executed 5eyhilislam Seyyid Feyzullah.41 are opposite this mosque. The date
of their construction was 1112 [1700-1]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The tree of existence of the aforesaid vizier [Halil Paga] grew and flourished in the village named
Zeytun, a dependency of Kayseri. He was the brother of Maktul Mehmed Paga. He entered the imperial
palace [as an ig oglan] and subsequently exited it with the post of head falconer (gakirczbasz). Just as he
was Janissary aga, held the rank of kapudan pasa four times and occupied other high offices, he was also
twice grand vizier. His biography is given as an appendix to the account of the mosque of the Tekke of
His Excellency Uskfidari Aziz Mahmud Efendi. 42

2. The Ioca Rfistem Mosque"'5 near the Fazlz Pasa Sarayz

Its builder was a merchant. [The location of] his grave is not known. Because it was near his house, the
secretary of the Janissaries (yenigeri efendisi) Subhi Mehmed Efendi ibn Halil, a senior government clerk
(hacegan), who passed away in "Victorious sword,""' 1183 [1769-70], while serving in the imperial army
at lsakci,"45 installed its minbar. The medrese, sebil and upper-story mekteb opposite [the mosque] [98]
are charitable works of Mehmed Aga, the former daraissaade agasz, who is buried in a separate tomb in
the environs of his mosque,846 which is near Sultan Selim. This is the chronogram of the abovemen-
tioned mekteb:

In the time of the reign of Murad Khan,
The world prospered and people were busy with good works.

Mehmed Aga, that mine of munificence,

839 Qur'an, XIII: 24.
840 Mehmed Papa, Maktul, Beylerbeyi (d. 1589) fakirctbasp, beylerbeyi, vizier and boon companion of Sultan Murad III. He lost

his life in the "Incident of the Beylerbeyi" on 2 April 1589, the earliest Janissary revolt in which a vizier was killed; see Vefeyat, 25-
26; SO, IV 127.

4 Seyyid Mehmed Feyzullah Efendi (1638-1703), forty-sixth Ottoman leyhilisldm. Born in Erzurum and educated by Vani
Mehmed Efendi in Istanbul for a learned career, he became the tutor of the princes Mustafa and Ahmed before becoming
kadzasker of Rumelia (1685) and nakibilesraf (1686). He was appointed pyhilisldm on 14 February 1688, following the deposition
of Sultan Mehmed IV, but was dismissed seventeen days later for not heeding the grand vizier's summons on the outbreak of a
revolt in the capital. He was reappointed to the office of seyhfalisldm by his former student, the new sultan, Mustafa II, on 25 May
1695 and exercised considerable influence over the ruler until the Janissary revolt of 1703, known as the Edirne Vakasi. During
this period, he greatly antagonized other members of the ulema by his dynastic ambitions, his nepotism and his interference in
politics. With the deposition of his patron and protector, Sultan Mustafa II, Feyzullah was seized, tortured, tried and executed,
after being compelled to wear the insignia of a Christian priest. Two of his sons, Mustafa and Murtaza, became, respectively, six-
ty-third and sixty-ninth eyhfilislam; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhalisldm1an, 98-101.

842 Mahmud Efendi, Uskfidari, Hfidayi (1543-1628), Ottoman mystic and founder of a mosque and tekke in Oskfndar. Born in
Koehisar in Anatolia, he embarked on a learned career and was given several minor appointments but lost his position, perhaps
because of an error in ajudicial matter. In these circumstances, he became a disciple of 5eyh Uftade, the founder of the dervish
order of the Cilvetye, an offshoot of the Bayramiye, and settled in Istanbul, first at Qamhca and later in Uskfndar, where he
founded a mosque and tekke. Mahmud Efendi enjoyed great prestige in his own day and his convent became a refuge for digni-
taries who had fallen from favor. Naima describes him as an eloquent and soft-spoken man, who enjoyed the favor and respect
of Sultan Ahmed I; see E2, III, 538-39. For his tekke, see, Hadika, 498-502.

84. The Hoca Rfistem Mescidi, located at the intersection of Qatacegme Sokagi and Hoca Rfistem Sokagi in the Alemdar
Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque was extant until the beginning of the present century; see EC, 91-92; C, I, 72; OMFD, III, 420.
For location, see MWmap, F 7/14 and 283.

844 Seyfi gdli.
845 The town and district of Isaccea on the lower Pruth in Rumania.
84 The Mehmed Aga Camii; see Hadika, 218-19.
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Who is [Murad Khan's] esteemed slave,
Built this beautiful sebil in its place.
In the Next World, may Mehmed Aga's way proceed to the Pool of Kevser! 47

They said there was no greater work of charity than this.
The construction of the mekteb was an esteemed work of charity.

In order that it be approved, the Unseen Voice
Gave expression to its date. "Esteemed work of charity,"" 988 [1580-81].

Anber Aga and Abdullah Aga, who are buried inside the abovementioned sebil, were imperial gentle-
men-in-waiting (musahib) in the time of the charitable founder [Mehmed Aga]. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

3. The Hadzm Hasan Pasa Mosque40" near the Cagaloglu Sarayz

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. It is the classroom of [Hadim Hasan Paga's] medrese.

Its builder"' was master of the seal for six months. He was executed in Ramazan and is buried in the

fountain and sebil beneath the medrese. His death occurred in the year "Time of completion,"85' 1006
[1597-98]. There is no minaret. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The aforesaid vizier was initially head of the Inner Treasury (hazinedarbasz) in the imperial palace.

After becoming governor of Egypt with the rank of vizier in 988 [1580-81], he was imprisoned in the

Yedi Kule for a time in 991 [1582-83] because of [the sultan's] anger. Subsequently, his offense was

forgiven and while he was with Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third on the Egri campaign, he was made

kaimmakam of Istanbul. He became grand vizier in Rebifilevvel 1006 [1597-98] in place of Ibrahim
Paga.85' In that capacity, however, because he opened the door of bribery, initiated various oppressive

acts and caused Her Majesty the Valide Sultan [Safiye] to succumb to covetousness, and in addition to

this, because he sought and worked for the execution of the kapz agasz Gazanfer Aga, he was [himself]

executed with the axe of subjugation in Ramazan of the abovementioned year. The duration of his

grand vizierate was six months. Cerrah Mehmed Paa 853 became grand vizier in his place. The aforesaid

was an intelligent vizier, but he was haughty and avaricious. May God, be He exalted, have mercy on

him! [99]

4. The Hoca Hayreddin Mosque" in Kegeciler

The aforesaid is an upper-story mosque. It is located inside lodgements for married people (mfiteehhilin

odalan). Its builder was known as Cazim ibn tsa. He was the tutor of Sultan Sfileyman when [the latter]

847 The name of one of the rivers of Paradise and of the pool shown to the Prophet at the time of his ascension to the Throne
of God. As such, it is understood by some authorities as being synonymous with the Prophet's Pool (havuz), at which believers
quench their thirst when entering Paradise.848 Hayr- makbuL

849 The Hadim Hasan Paga Mescidi, located at the intersection of Hilaliahmer Caddesi and Molla Fenari Sokag1 in the Alem-
dar Quarter in Alemdar. No trace of the mosque remains; see DBIA, III, 489-90; EC, 79-80; 1C, I, 66. For location, see MW map, F
6/32 and 342.

"8 Sokullu Hadim Hasan Paga; see Hadika, n. 615.
851 Va/a-i tekmiL
852 Damad Gazi Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 99.
853 For Cerrah Mehmed Paga, see Hadika, n. 613.
854 The Hoca Hayreddin Mescidi, known also as the Kececiler Odasi Mescidi, said to have been located on Keeeciler Caddesi

in the Mimar Sinan Quarter in Karagftmrn&k. No trace of the mosque remains, nor can its precise location be established; see
FC, 129; 1C, I, 72.
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was a prince. He passed away in "Glorifications of God,""' 953 [1546-47], and was buried in the
cemetery of the Kemal Paga Mosque.856 [The Hoca Hayreddin Mosque] has a quarter.

5. The Hfoskadem Mosque5 7 near the $ehzade Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Sekbanbapi Mehmed Aga. His grave is there. Tugcizade Haci Ahmed Aga installed its
minbar. The aforementioned Ahmed Aga died in the year "Work's completion,""' 1183 [1769-70], and
was buried near the abovementioned mosque. The medrese of 5eyhfilislAm Ankaravi Mehmed
Efendi,859 the Kasim Aga Medresesi and the Defterdar Sebil8  are located nearby. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

6. The Iaracgz Mosque 61 near the [Congregational Mosque ofi Sultan Mehmed

Its builder was the treasurer (hazinedar) Muhyiddin. [The location of] his grave is not known. Kadi
Hasan Efendi, the chief clerk of the inspector of the Two Holy Cities (harameyn miifettisi bas kdtibi), who
was the owner of the house known as Mufti Qivizade Hanesi, which adjoins the abovementioned
mosque, installed its minbar. The phrase, "The clerk Hasan the Calligrapher,"" 1181 [1767-68], gives
the date. [The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The H-oca Ali Mosque'63 in Balat

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was a merchant, Haci Hoca Ali Qelebi. He is
buried next to the steps of the abovementioned mosque. His Majesty Sultan Selim the Second ibn
Sultan Sileyman Khan installed its minbar. The minbar's stipends are taken from [the vakf of Sultan
Selim's] tomb in the precinct of Great Aya Sofya. [The mosque] has a quarter.

855 Al-ezkdr.
856 For the Kemal Paga Mescidi, see Hadika, 200-1.
857 The Hoskadem Mescidi, known also as the Sekbanbayi Mehmed Aga Camii, located on Ahmed Salahaddin Sokagi behind

the Belediye Sarayi in the Kemal Paga Quarter in Bayezid The mosque was rebuilt between 1955 and 1960 and further repairs
were carried out in 1977. Nothing remains of the original building; see EC, 94-95; 1C, I, 73; OMFD, III, 423. For location, see
MW map, D 6/17.

858 itmdr-i eser.

859 Mehmed Emin Efendi, Ankaravi (1619-87), forty-fourth Ottoman eyhilisldm. After training for a learned career and
serving as maiderris in various medreses, he was appointed to judgeships in Yenigehir (1665), Bursa (1668), Egypt (1668) and
Istanbul (1671). He was given the office of kadasker of Anatolia in the same year as his appointment to Istanbul and, when in
1673 5eyhfilislAm Minkarizade Yahya Efendi suffered a stroke, he acted for eight months as Yahya Efendi's proxy until the
latter's retirement. He was officially appointed 5eyhfdisldm on 27 September 1686 and remained in office until his own death on
2 November 1687; see Altunsu, Osmanh eyhfilisldmlan, 96; SO, IV, 188.

The Defterdar Sebili; see Egemen, Geqme, 248.
86 The Haracei Mescidi (Mosque of the Collector of the Harac Tax), known also as the Haraci Muhyiddin Mescidi, located

at the intersection of Hattat Izzet Sokagi and Yesarizade Caddesi on the Black Sea side of the Fatih Complex in the Sinan Aga
Quarter in Fatih. The mosque burned in 1915. No trace of it remains; see FC, 117; 1C, I, 67. For location, see MW map, D 5/2
and 409.

12 Kdtib Hasan al-Hat.
" The Hoca Ali Mescidi, located on $amandcibasi Sokagi near the intersection with Demirci Hasan Sokagi in the Molla Alki

Quarter in Fener. According to a later inscription, the mosque was built by Haci Hoca Ali Qelebi, one of the teachers of Sultan
Mehmed II. The mosque was for many years in ruin but was restored and reopened for prayer in 1964; see FC, 129; 1C, I, 71;
Schneider, Oriens, 4 (1951), 110. For location, see MW map, C 2/8 and 302
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8. The Iaracgz Mosque' near the Uskubl Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Kara Mehmed Bey Efendi. And he is buried there. The date [of his death] is not given
on his gravestone. Haci Abdullah Bey, a high ranking member of the sultan's court, installed its
minbar. The ecstatic Memi 5eyh Mehmed Halveti, known as Nahfii Dede,"6 is buried opposite the
mosque in a separate tomb. [100] During his lifetime, that quarter was called Bel Tagi and he himself
was called Yatagan Dede. Cenabi-i Bursavi composed this chronogram for his death. He expressed the
date of his death. "Take off thy sandals!"" 1031 [1621-22]. It is said that after the aforesaid passed away
to the Other World, when his [corpse] was brought to the blessed Fatih Mosque for prayers, the
majority of the population [of Istanbul] turned out for his funeral. Even His Majesty the Paradise-
dwelling Sultan Murad Khan the Third was personally present at the funeral prayer for the aforesaid
[Nahni Dede]. After he was buried, [the sultan] ordered and commanded the construction of a tomb
with a fountain next to it on the spot where he had lived and [directed] the appointment of a tomb
keeper. The Nakebendi 5eyh Ahmed Buhari is buried in another tomb five houses distant from this
tomb. His Majesty the aforesaid sultan also built this [tomb]. The death of the aforesaid 5eyh occurred
in the year "God's month of 5aban,""' 994 [1586]. In the course of time, the windows which opened on
the main road were blocked up and [Ahmed Buhari] was completely shut up in the tomb. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

9. The Congregational Mosque of Hjurrem Qavue near the Congregational Mosque of Aksemseddin

Its builder was a messenger of the council of state (divan gavusu). This is the chronogram on the arch
of its gate:

Hftrrem Qavu , with perfect zeal,
Made firm this place of prayer.

May he be enveloped in God's mercy!
May the highest Paradise be his abode!

Hatibi, hearing the year of [its] completion,
Composed a chronogram. "House of prayers,""69 970 [1562-63].

The mekteb and fountain in the courtyard of the abovementioned mosque are also the charitable works
of the abovementioned [Hfirrem Qavu ]. His grave is also there. This is the date on his gravestone:
[101]

Learning of the death of Hfirrem Qavu , I composed a chronogram for it.
"Omniscient One, let his soul rejoice!", 7 0 968 [1560-61].

86 The Haracci Mescidi (Mosque of the Collector of the Harac Tax), known also as the Kara Mehmed Camii, located on
Uskfbli Caddesi near the intersection with Fukara Babasi Sokako in the Haracei Kara Mehmed Quarter in Fener. The mosque
was repaired in 1887 and again in 1959; see FC, 116; IC, I, 67; OMFD, III, 417. For location, see MWmap, E 4/7 and 489.

86 For Nahfi Dede, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 91.
86 Lifahla' na'lik, a paraphrase of Qur'an, 20:12, used here as a play on the name of the deceased Memi 5eyh Mehmed Hal-

veti, Nafi Dede. In fact, the date of Nalifi Dede's death is 1001/1592-93 (not 1031/1621-22, as given in the text), which agrees
with sum of the numerical values of the letters of the chronogram.

867 sehr Allah $a'bdn.
86 Hurrem Qavu Camii, located at the intersection of Keieciler Caddesi and Nikah Sokago in the Mimar Sinan Quarter in

Karagimrk. The mosque is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, IV, 103-4; FC, 131; IC, I, 93. For location, see
MWmap, C 4/31 and 290.

86
9 Beyt al-salavdt.

870 Rfhunz Idd eylesin bunu 'Ahim.
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Qelebi $eyh Mehmed Efendi, who died while he was eyh of the Sultan Ahmed [Mosque], and his son
Abdurrahman Efendi, who died while he was eyh of Aya Sofya, and his son Mehmed Emin Efendi, who
died while he was eyh of the Tekke of Hekim Qelebi, and Hasan Dede, the father of the abovemen-
tioned Qelebi $eyh [Mehmed Efendi], are buried beside him. [The mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Hoca Hayreddin Mosque" near the Congregational Mosque of Mesih Pasa

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church. The biography of its builder was given in
[connection with] his other [mosque], the Ue Mihrabli Mosque."' [The Hoca Hayreddin Mosque] has
a quarter.

11. The Iaseki Congregational Mosque"

Its builder was Hftrrem Haseki Sultan."' The founder of the mosque was the mother of $ehzade Sultan
Mehmed. It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hilmayun). There is also a 5adzrvan, an imaret, a mekteb, a
darifa and other similar charitable works of hers [in the complex]. This is the chronogram of the
medrese:

This medrese, which was built here for the sake of God:
In history, its like [was] never witnessed or described.

With Divine inspiration, at the time of completion,
This chronogram was composed. "And prosperity to its builder!""' 946 [1539-40].

And this is the last line of the chronogram on the arch of the gateway of the darifa: "A darissifa
beneficial to the people of the world,"'8 6 957 [1550-51]. Although the abovementioned mosque origin-
ally had a single dome, later, because its congregation was large and the vakf permitted it, the imperial
gatekeeper (bevvab-z sultani) Hasan Bey, who was its maitevelli during the reign of His Majesty the Para-

871 The Hoca Hayreddin Mescidi, located at the end of Tfirkmen Sokaki off Arpa Emini K6pr6i Sokagi in the Nesligah Quarter
in Karagiimrfik. The mosque is no longer standing; see FC, 129; 1C, I, 72; OMFD, III, 420. For location, see MW map, C 4/33 and
290; also Ayverdi, 1H, D-5.

872 The Uc Mihrabh Mescidi; see Hadika, 59-60.
873 The Haseki Camii, known also as the Hurrem Sultan Camii, located at the intersection of Haseki Caddesi and Haseki

Tekke Qikmazi in the Cerrahpaga Quarter in Samatya. The mosque is listed as among the works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, IV, 4-
6; FC, 117-19; IC, I, 68; MW, 419-22. For location, see MW map, C 7/11.

874 Hfirrem Haseki Sultan (1502-58), the wife and favorite of Sultan Sileyman I. The Roxelana (i.e., Russian or Ruthenian) of
Western sources, she was supposedly of Polish origin, the daughter of a Greek Catholic priest from Rogatin in the Ukraine.
Possibly carried off in a Tatar raid and sold as a slave in Istanbul, she may have been presented to Sfileyman by his mother,
Hafsa Sultan, or by his grand vizier, Ibrahim Paa. Captivating the sultan, she came to have enormous influence over him and
over affairs at court. She bore him five sons (including 5ehzade Mehmed, who died at Manisa in 1543, as well as the future
Sultan Selim II) and a daughter, Mihrimah, who was in time married to Grand Vizier Rfistem Paa. There is unanimous
agreement that Sftleyman made Hfsrrem his legal wife by giving her the kabin (dowry). Whether she was involved in the
assassination of Ibrahim Paga in 1536 is uncertain, but it is clear that she was deeply engaged in intrigues to assure the
succession of her sons to the throne. After the Old Palace was destroyed by fire in January 1541, Hfirrem Sultan seems to have
moved into the Topkapi Palace with her ladies, which event marks the beginning of the so-called kadinlar saltanatz, the rule of
women, during which the affairs of the Ottoman Empire were heavily influenced by a succession of foreign favorites until the
death of Murad IV's mother in 1651. Hfirrem Haseki died in Istanbul in 1557 and was buried in her tomb in the walled
cemetery of the S6leymaniye Mosque. The founder of a large number of pious institutions, Hfirrem Haseki's architectural
foundations include, in addition to the Haseki Camii complex (1539), a mosque in Edirne, imarets near the Kaba in Mecca, at
Medina, in Jerusalem and at Edirne, baths in the Aya Sofya and Yehudiler districts in Istanbul and a caravanserai and fountains
in Edirne; see Et, V, 66-67; Michel Sokolnicki, "La Sultane Ruthene," Belleten, 23 (1959), 229-39.

875 Ve al-hayr li-bdnihd.
87
6Ddri sifd ndfi'-i nds-z cihdn.
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dise-dwelling Sultan Ahmed Khan the First, petitioned the sultan with the help of the babaissaade agasz
Mustafa Aga, and, with his exalted [imperial] permission, an additional dome was built and added.
[102] But a stone column stands before the mihrab. The chronogram for this [enlargement] is
inscribed on the arch of its portal:

The deceased [valide] sultan built this congregational mosque.
She established charitable foundations and good works in the world.

In the nine hundred forty-fifth year of the Hijra [1538-39],
This abode of the Faith and of the virtuous was built.

The congregation's multitude could not fit into the confined space.
They continually caused the inadequacy [of the space] to be apparent.

Its mitevelli, the first gatekeeper (bevvab-z evvel) Hasan Bey,
Added one more dome to it.

Asar composed a chronogram for its completion.
"What a noble and good house of God!""" 1021 [1612-13].

The aforesaid builder [Hfirrem Sultan] is buried in a tomb opposite the tomb of Sultan Sfileyman. This
is the date on the other gate of the abovementioned mosque. "They expressed the date. 'Esteemed gate
of God,"'" 1021 [1612-13]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

12. The Congregational Mosque of Ioca Pasa79

Its builder was Uveys Paga."'8 He was the son of a kadi named Nazir Mehmed Efendi. He became
governor of Egypt and was subsequently executed in Istanbul. He was buried in 999 [1591] before the
mihrab of his other mosque."' The abovementioned mosque is [also] known as the Hoca Uveys
Mosque. [Uveys Paga's] brother, Rai Hasan Efendi, died in 993 [1585], six years before the abovemen-
tioned pasa, while he was kadi of Edirne. His other brother, Ramazan Efendi, passed away in 984 [1576-
77], nine years before his brother Rai Hasan Efendi, while he was kadi of Istanbul. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

13. The Hubyar Mosque8
8 in Hocapasa

Its builder was Hoca Hubyar Bey. This is the date on the arch of its gate: [103] "The one who erected
this illustrious mosque was Mir Hoca Hubyar. May God the Most High and Great, Who knows that

877 Zihi 'ali ve beyt-Allah-t ebrar.878 Bu makbil dergdh-t Hudd.
879 The Hoca Paga Camii, known also as the Hoca Uveys Camii, located at the corner of Hoca Paa Camii Sokagi and tbni

Kemal Caddesi in the Hocapaga Quarter in Emin6nnl; see DBIA, IV, 81-82; EC, 88-90; IC, I, 72; OMFD, III, 421-23. For location,
see MWmap, F 6/13 and 342.

880 Uveys Paa, Kara (d. 1591), Ottoman vizier of the late sixteenth century. The son of a certain Kadi Mehmed Efendi, he
began his career as a member of the ilmiye class with an appointment as kadi of Tire (hence his name Hoca Paa). He later
passed to the kalemiye as defterdar of Saruhan, defterdar-z vzkk-z sani and basdefterdar (1575), and finally became a member of the
military-administrative class as beylerbeyi of Budin (1581), Aleppo, Egypt (1587) and as a vizier. He is said to have died in Egypt
and been buried in the Karafa Cemetery in Cairo. Ekrem Hakki Ayverdi , noting the contradiction between the statement in
Ayvansarayi that Uveys Paga was executed and buried in Istanbul and the assertion that Kara Uveys Paga was buried in Egypt, and
referring to the Istanbul Vaktglan TahrirDefteri of 953/1546, is able to establish that the name of the founder's father was, in fact,
Kayser and that the foundation must predate the middle of the sixteenth century; see OMED, III, 421-22; SO, I, 445.

88 The Hoca Uveys Mescidi in Fatih; see Hadika, 116.
88 The Hubyar Mescidi, known also as the Hobyar, Hoca Hubyar or Bityftk Postahane Camii, located behind the Central Post

Office on Air Efendi Caddesi between Ankara Caddesi and Hamidiye Tinrbe Sokagi in the Hubyar Quarter in Emin6nfn.
Originally built in 1473, the mosque was rebuilt by Mimar Vedat Bey at the time of the construction of the new post office in
1909; see DBIA, IV, 80; EC, 84-85; IC, I, 73; OMFD, III, 423. For location, see MW, 342.
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which is in the heart, accept it! The date was written in the month of Ramazan in the year eight
hundred seventy-eight, 878 [1473-74]. May God bless its congregation forever! Prayers for its founder!"
The location of [Hoca Hubyar Bey's] grave is not known. There is another mosque of his? 3 near the
Congregational Mosque of Davud Paga. The former grand vizier Qorlulu Ali Paya installed the minbar
of the abovementioned mosque. The clerk of the state treasury (hazine-i amire kdtibi) Bosnavi Mustafa
Efendi built the mekteb next to [the mosque]. [The Hubyar Mosque] has a quarter.

14. The Hoca Uveys MosqueB 4 in Mesih Paa

Its builder was the previously mentioned Uveys Paga."'8 The aforesaid is buried before the mihrab of this
mosque. He is the well-known Hoca Paa. The babiissaade agasz Bosnak Ahmed Aga installed its minbar.
The well-known gasnigir of Sultan Sitleyman Khan, [Osman Aga], who retired from the office of steward
of the pantry (kilar kethfadalzgo), is buried in the tomb" opposite this mosque. A small hamam"7 built by
[Hoca Uveys] is located nearby. [The mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Hubyar Mosque" near the Congregational Mosque of Davud Pasa

Its builder was mentioned in the appendix to [the description of the Hubyar] Mosque in Hocapaga.
Grand Vizier 5ehla Ahmed Paga 9 installed its minbar and assigned a stipend [for the preacher] from
the vakf of the mekteb which he built opposite the Abaci Mosque,"' located near the abovementioned
mosque. In addition, the aforesaid pasa stipulated in his vakf that fifty guru5 per annum be provided for
the reading of 5eyh Osman Dede's famous rhymed poem commemorating the Night Journey of the
Prophet, [to be done] in the Galata Mevlevihane"l9 on the day after the night of the Prophet's miracu-
lous NightJourney (5ebb-i mirac-z nebi)."' [The mosque] has a quarter.

16. The Iacegi Mosque" near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mehmed

Its builder was Hocazade Mustafa Efendi. He is buried outside the tomb of Ebu Eyyub. The abovemen-
tioned mosque became in time a zaviye. The daraissaade agasz Mustafa Aga, who is buried in the sebil near
the tomb of Hazret-i [Ebu Eyyub] Halid [Ensari]-may God be pleased with him-installed its minbar.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

" The Hubyar Mescidi in Cerrahpaa; see Hadika, 115-16.
The Hoca Uveys Mescidi, located on the present Sangfizel Caddesi between Korkut Ata Sokaki and Hoca Efendi Sokagi in

the Hoca Uveys Quarter in Fatih. The mosque burned in 1915. No trace of the building remains; see FC, 130; C, I, 73; OMFD,
III, 423. For location, see MWmap, C 5/1 and 383.

See Hadika, n. 880.
The Qagnigir Osman Aga Tfirbesi; see MW, 383; Ayverdi, 1H, D-5.

17 The Hoca Uveys Hamami; see Ayverdi, IH, D-5.
" The Hubyar Mescidi, located at the intersection of Koca Mustafa Paa Caddesi and Hubyar Camii Sokagi in the

Cerrahpa a Quarter in Samatya. The mosque, the vakfiye of which was registered in 1477, is no longer extant. Its site is today
incorporated into the grounds of the Cerrahpa a Hospital; see FC, 130; 1C, I, 73; OMFD, III, 421-23. For location, see MW map,
C 7/25 and 251.

9ehlagbz Haci Ahmed Paa; see Hadika, n. 54.
The Abaci Mescidi in the Cerrahpasa Quarter in Samatya; see Hadika, 165.

891 For the Galata Mevlevihane, see Hadika, 368-73.
892 Celebrated on 27 Recab.
89 The Hacegi Mescidi, known also as the Hacegi Rakim Efendi or Hocazade Mustafa Efendi Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Halie Caddesi and Hattat izzet Sokagi in the Sinan Aga Quarter in Fatih. The mosque is listed among the works
of Mimar Sinan. It burned in the great Cibali fire of 1919 and remained in ruin until 1980 when it was rebuilt by the inhabitants
of its quarter. It was reopened for prayer in 1984; see FC, 104; IC, I, 63. For location, see MWmap, D/21 and 409.
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[104] The aforesaid Mustafa Efendi was the son of His Excellency 5eyh Ramazan Efendi's daughter.
He became kadi of Aleppo in Ramazan 979 [1571-72] and of Illuminated Medina in the year 980 [1572-
73]. He passed away in the year 998 [1589-90], having been dismissed in 982 [1574-75]. He was buried
at Eyap. His house is known as the Dfirrizade Konagi. Among the works of the aforesaid deceased are
commentaries on the Kilimat-i Gehar-Yar (Sayings of the Four Rightly Guided Caliphs) and the Sad
Kelime (Hundred Precepts). He was also called Ibliszade-may the mercy of God be upon him.

17. The Hatuniye Mosque94 in Samatya

Its builder was Hace Fatma Hatun, and she is buried there. She built a mekteb next to it.

THE LETTER DAL

1. The Congregational Mosque of Davud Pala..

Its builder was Grand Vizier Davud Paga."'9 [The complex] includes a medrese, an imaret, a mekteb with a
fountain beneath it, and other dependencies. This chronogram by 5eyhilislam Kemalpagazade Ahmed
Efendi," [written] in the calligraphy of the well-known calligrapher 5eyh Hamdullah Efendi," is found
on the arch of the gate:

Know that Dervi Davud,
The vizier of the Straight Path, erected it

For Sultan Bayezid ibn Mehmed,
Unique in his time and perfect in his leadership,

The one who promotes good, who is held in high esteem,
May God protect him as long as a pigeon coos!

Contemplate it and see its beautiful date!
"May happiness and safety be bestowed upon its founder!"' 6 890 [1485-86].

The aforesaid builder was dismissed two years after the completion of the mosque and, two years after
that, he died and was buried in his separate tomb located before the mihrab. This chronogram written
on the arch of the tomb's gate is by Kemalpagazade:

0! May God bestow on Dervi Davud
All the wishes that he had!

894 The Hatuniye Mescidi, located at the intersection of Samatya Caddesi and Hatuniye Camii Sokagi in the Sancaktar
Hayreddin Quarter in Samatya. The date of the mosque's construction is unknown, although the present building is of
relatively recent date; see FC, 120; IC, I, 120. For location, see MWmap, C 8/1 and 201.

895 The Davud Paga Camii, located near the intersection of Hekimoglu Ali Papa Caddesi and Davud Paga Medrese Sokag in
the Davudpasa Quarter in Samatya; see DBIA, III, 7-8; FC, 84-85; 1C, I, 44; ISTA, VIII, 4291-96; MW, 395-97; OMFD, III, 327-37;
OMBYSD, 235-43. For location, see MWmap, C 7/20.

"8 Koca Dervi Davud Paga; see Hadika, n. 174.
897 $emseddin Ahmed b. Sfileyman, Kemalpagazade (c. 1468-1534), Ottoman scholar and historian. The greatest chronicler

of the period of Sultan Bayezid II, he was also an important authority on Islamic law and literature. He was descended from an
old Ottoman family, his grandfather Kemal Bey having been a governor and vizier in the time of Mehmed II. With both military
and scribal training, $emseddin Ahmed Efendi first served as a sipahi and later joined the ulema, becoming kadi of Edirne in
1515, kadzasker of Anatolia in 1516 and 5eyhidisldm from 1526 until 16 April 1533. He was a prolific writer in Arabic, Persian and
Turkish, and his output includes important works on the religious sciences and poetry as well as his renowned history, the
Tarih-i Al-i Osman (History of the House of Osman); see El, IV, 879-81.

8 For $eyh Hamdullah, see Hadika, n. 84.
899 Li-sdhibike al-sa'adete ve al-seldmete.
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[105] When he died I composed the date.
"May God have mercy on him!""' 905 [1499-1500].

[Davud Paga's] kethiida, Aydin Kethilda, the builder of the Yayla Congregational Mosque,"' is buried
beside him. Ankaravi Sufi Emir Mehmed Esad Efendi, a marshal of the descendants of the Prophet
(nakibilera) in the time of the reign of His Majesty Sultan Murad the Fourth, is buried in a separate
tomb in the courtyard of the abovementioned mosque. At that time, because the Blessed House02 was
rent by the sudden misfortune of a flood, the aforesaid [Ankaravi Sufi Emir Mehmed Esad Efendi]
supervised its repair and restoration. Being appointed kadi of Illuminated Medina, he went there with
the requisite engineers and architects, and after succeeding in the completion of [his] official duty, he
returned to the Threshold [Istanbul]. He passed on to the Other World in the year "Ridvan,"9 03 1057
[1647-48]. His eldest son, Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, who died in retirement ten years later, after twice
becoming marshal of the descendants of the Prophet (nakibiilesraf), is buried beside him. The mother
of 5eyhfilislAm Ak-Mahmudzade.0 4 was a member of this family. The court of justice (mahkeme) above
the great gate of this mosque was originally [located] near Sarachane. Subsequently, it was moved to
this quarter. [The mosque] has a quarter.

At the accession to the throne of Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan, when the aforesaid vizier was
beylerbeyi of Anatolia, his dignity was exalted with the highest vizieral rank, and in 888 [1483-84], during
the time of Bayezid Khan, he became grand vizier. He occupied the office of [grand] vizier for fifteen
years and subsequently retired to Dimetoka and became a devotional hermit. On his death in 904
[1498-99], eight hundred thousand akge were paid from his monies and goods to Kadiasker Haci Hasan
Efendi as the fee for the division of his estate (resm-i kzsmet). The aforementioned deceased was a helper
to the ulema, a friend of the poor, and a devout and ascetic vizier-may God have mercy on him.

2. The Mosque of the Terziler Karhane0"

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. It is situated above the gate of the [tailors'] workshop.
His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First, after taking possession of Egypt [in 1517], assigned one of the
rooms above the Bab-i Hiimayun to the tailors among the craftsmen [he brought] back to Istanbul.
[106] But because they were busy with various persons and came and went night and day, the
gatekeepers and officers were not able to rest. At that time, an aga of the Inside Service named Yusuf
Aga, who in accord with the decree of God-be He exalted-became a martyr on the cerid'0 field, was

90Kemd hiye rahmet-Alldhi 'aleyhi
901 The Yayla Camii; see Hadika, 241-42.902 Beyt-i $erif, the Kaba in Mecca.
903 The name of the gatekeeper of Paradise.
904 Mehmed Zeyni Efendi, Ak-Mahmudzade (1667-1750), sixty-sixth Ottoman seyhailislkm. Becoming a miderris and later a

judge following training for a learned career, he was appointed kadi of Egypt and later (1715) of Istanbul before becoming
nakibaileiraf in 1717. He was made kadzasker of Anatolia in 1721 and of Rumelia in 1727, and although he occupied that office for
nineteen years, he was during that period dismissed from it four times. He became seyhilisldm on 25 October 1746 but was
dismissed one year eight months later, on 20July 1748, because of infirmity; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhilisldmlan, 131.

905 The Terziler Karhanesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Tailors' Workshop), known also as the Yavuz Sultan Selim or Hersek
Bodrum Mescidi, located at the intersection of Alemdar Caddesi and Alay Kbgkfi Caddesi opposite the entrance to the Gfilhane
Park in the Alemdar Quarter in Alemdar; see DBIA, VIII, 198; EC, 197; 1C, I, 146; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 200-1. For location,
see MWmap, G 6/15 and 497.

' A game in the form of a mock battle played on horseback, which takes its name from the wooden darts or javelins (cerid)
which players throw at one another. The game was particularly popular in the Ottoman Empire in the period between the
sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, as it afforded the pages and other persons attached to the court an opportunity to show
their physical prowess and dexterity. Court personnel organized themselves into rival "factions" under the names Lahanaci
(cabbage men) and Bamyaci (okra men). Because the head was a common target of attack, serious wounds and even death
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buried by imperial command next to the lodgings for married persons (mfiteehhilin odalan) opposite
the Soguk Qegme Kapisi.' In this connection, it was thought proper to build a workshop for the above-
mentioned tailors' guild in this quarter and for them to be settled [there]. A proper place also being
requisite for their performance of the five canonical daily prayers, the abovementioned mosque was
built over the gate of the workshop, and it was stipulated and made part of the vakf that the head tailor
(teyzibapz) was to be its mfitevelli. One of the head tailors, Arec Ahmed Aga, installed its minbar in the
year "Care for good work,"" 1180 [1766-67], and the performance of Friday prayer was initiated on the
first day of Rebifilevvel in the abovementioned year. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

3. The Daye Hatun Mosque' 9 near the Congregational Mosque of Mahmud Pasa

It is known from this chronogram on the arch of the gateway that its builder was the nurse (daye) of His
Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan:

Because I began it with [the invocation], "In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful,"
That Eternal God auspiciously facilitated its completion.

0 God, make your servant outstanding in knowledge and practice,
Since the munificent sultan always acts benevolently toward the slave!

0 God, let the Qur'an be my intercessor,
Since, 0 Merciful God, it is the gate to Your munificence and generosity!

Does not this high rank confer glory on me? I composed a chronogram.
"0 Clement One, I am the nurse of Shah Suleyman bin Selim,""'' 937 [1530-31].

Her grave is in a tomb with a dome on four marble columns in the middle of the cemetery opposite the
Sultan Congregational Mosque at the Yavedud Boat Landing."' [The mosque] has a quarter. [107]

4. The Dilgeroglu Mosque 12 in Saraghane

Its builder was 5emseddin Habib Efendi. His grave is before the mihrab. Beneath the mosque, below
ground, there is a medrese, which is descended to by steps. Qahk Osman Aga installed its minbar. The
main gate of the mosque opens onto the main road and its small door opens into a shoemaker's

were not infrequent among players. Within the grounds of the Topkapi Palace, the large open space on the Marmara side of
the Second Court was used as a cerid field. Cerid was also a prominent feature of royal entertainments in the At Meydam. The
game continued to be played until the early years of the nineteenth century, despite the fact that it no longer served the
purpose of military training. It was abolished in Istanbul in 1826 at the time of Mahmud II's suppression of the Janissary corps.
Nonetheless, it continued to be popular in the provinces; see Max von Oppenheim, "Der Djerid und Djerid-Spiel," Islamica, 2
(1927), 590-617; Ef, II, 532-33.

907 The Gate of the Cold Fountain, known also as the Sokuk Su Kapisi, at the entrance to the Gftlhane Park, which adjoins
the Topkapi Palace.

908 98bayr endile.
" The Daye Hatun Mescidi, known also as the Sururi Daye Hatun Camii, located on Taraki Cafer Sokagi near the

intersection with Macuncu Sokaki in the Sururi Quarter in Bayezid. The present mosque was restored in 1907; see DBIA, VIII,
117; EC, 184-85; 1C, I, 145; ISTA, VIII, 4322. For location, see MW map, F 6/20 and 342. For the term "Daye Hatun" and
information on other mosques built by imperial nurses, see Hadika, n. 429.

910 $eh Sfileymdn bin Selim'in ddyesiyem yd Halim.
9 The Yavedud iskelesi in Ayvansaray on the Golden Horn. For the Sultan Camii, see Hadika, 306.
912 The Dilgeroglu Mescidi, known also as the Dfilgerzade, Dnilgerleroglu or 5emseddin Habib Efendi Camii, located on

Macar Kardegler Caddesi between Kiz Tai Caddesi and Kamil Pasa Sokaki in the Sofular Quarter in Fatih. The mosque must
have been built sometime before its founder's death in 1482. In the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the mosque was
used as a tekke by the Naksbendi dervish order and is referred to in tekke lists as the Dfilgeroglu Tekkesi or the Dilgerzade
Camii Dergihi; see DBIA, VIII, 129; FC, 90-91; C, I, 49; ISTA, VIII, 4316-18; OMFD, III, 341-44. For location, see MW map, D
5/19.
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workshop. The tomb of the kul kethiidasz Silleyman Paya adjoins it. Its chronogram is by Nisari.913 "What
an exalted abode is the elegant tomb of Sileyman!""14 [Sileyman Paga] also built a mekteb opposite the
Sari Gez Mosque.91 He is buried in Azak.916 Although the law court (mahkeme) of Sarachane was
[earlier] located on the site of the abovementioned tomb, a court being needed in the neighborhood
of the Congregational Mosque of Davud Paga, it was moved from this place, and the abovementioned
[Sfileyman] Paga built the tomb on its site. [The mosque] has a quarter.

5. The Debbag Yunus Mosque " near the Mosque of Sultan Selim

Its builder is buried there. Safiye Hanim, the daughter of Kazabadi Osman Efendi, who died in
retirement from the Kaba,"'' installed its minbar. She was the wife of Eyftbi Dervi Molla Mustafa
Efendi, who died in retirement from [office in] Bursa. [The mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Degirmen Mosque 1" in Macuncu

Its builder was San Nasuh.920 He was one of those who came with Fatih [at the time of the Conquest].
Subsequently, Mfineccimzade Mehmed Efendi established its vakf He also built the wooden mekteb near
the tomb of Emir Buhari and was buried there in 1078 [1667-68]. His pen name was 5ekib. He was
chief court astrologer (mfineccimbavz) for seven years. [The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Demirhan MosquY2' near the Congregational Mosque of Sogukkuyu

The builder of the Demirhan Mosque was the aga who was head of the butchers (kasabbasz) in the days
of the reign of His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan, and he is buried there. He also built a well-
known fountain.

Nisari Ali Efendi (d. 1698), seventeenth-century mufti of Istanbul and writer on religious subjects.
914 Thrbe-i ndzik-i Siileymdn zihi vdka makdm. The line gives the date 1118/1706-7. In Mecmua (298), the chronogram is given as

tirbe-i pdk-i Saleymdni zihi vdld makam. The date of construction of his mekteb mentioned below is 1029.
915 The San Gez Mescidi; see Hadika, 149-50.
916 The fortress of Azov at the mouth of the River Don in south Russia. Sfileyman Paa was executed in 1662, while serving as

its commander. Although his body was buried at Azak, his severed head was brought to Istanbul and interred in his tomb;
see Vefeyat, 30; Mecmua, 398.

917 The Debbag Yunus Mescidi, known also as the Tabak Yunus Camii, located at the intersection of Tabak Yunus Sokagi and
Pir Sultan Sokagi in the Abdi Subayi Quarter in Fener. Debbag Yunus, a high official during the reigns of Mehmed II and
Bayezid II, established the mosque's vakf in 1476. The Debbag Yunus Mescidi was destroyed by fire in 1918 but was rebuilt in
1955; see FC, 213; IC, I, 46; ISTA, VIII, 4327; OMFD, III, 338-39. For location, see MWmap, D 3/5 and 309.

918 That is, in retirement from office at Mecca.
... The Degirmen Mescidi (Mosque of the Mill), known also as the Sari Nasuh Mescidi, located at the intersection of Akdeniz

Caddesi and Hakperest Sokagi in the Hasan Halife Quarter in Fatih. The mosque burned in 1915. No trace of it remains; see
FC, 86; C, I, 47; ISTA, VIII, 4350; OMFD, III, 495. For location, see MWmap, C 5/6; Ayverdi, IH, D-4.

12 For Sari Nasuh, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 105.
921 The Demirhan Mescidi, known also as the Timurhan or Kasab Demirhan Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kasab

Camii Sokagi and Devirhan Qegmesi Sokagi in the Kasab Demirhan Quarter in Fener. An inscription on the mosque dates it to
1462. The mosque was restored in 1900 and in 1908 and was rebuilt in 1964. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA,
IV, 476-77; FC, 144; 1C, I, 47; ISTA, VIII, 4386-87; OMFD, III, 429-30. For location, see MWmap, E 5/5 and 275.
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8. The Dilbendci Mosque"'2 near the Odabalz Congregational Mosque

[108] Its builder was Haci Mehmed. It is an upper-story [mosque]. The adjoining lodgings for married
persons (hucurat-z miteehhilin) are income-producing properties of its vakf [The location of] his grave
is not known. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

9. The Daralhadis Mosque2 3 near the Barracks of the Rumelian Recruits (Acemiyan-t Rum-ili)...

Its builder was Kesriyeli Ahmed Paga's fellow countryman, the tax farmer Hasan Aka. He installed a
mihrab and appointed an imam and miiezzin for the classroom of the daridhadis which he built, and
prayer is performed [there]. This chronogram by Kadiasker Mirzade Salim Mehmed Efendi is written
over the arch of the street entrance of the daridhadis.

With purity of heart, Hasan Aga, the quintessence of the pious,
Built this darilhadis out of the goodness of his nature.

Salim, the Angels composed a chronogram for its completion.
"This pure and beautiful new work was completed,""' 1119 [1707-8].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

10. The Duhaniye Mosque"'6 in Kocamustafapasa

Its builder was Mustafa Efendi, who accompanied His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First in the con-
quest of Egypt. On returning to Istanbul, a land survey of Egypt being required, the aforesaid was
dispatched [there again] by the Exalted Ottoman State. He returned to the Exalted Threshold [Istan-
bul] after registering and recording all the villages, arable fields, vakfs, quarters, mosques and house-
holds within the frontiers [of Egypt], [following which] construction of a mosque was authorized and
this site was selected. [The location of] his grave is not known. The mekteb adjoining it was built by
Kemanci Mehmed Aga, whose mosque, 92 situated in the vicinity of the Fethiye Congregational Mosque,
will be described [below]. [The Duhaniye Mosque] has a quarter.

922 The Dfilbendci Mescidi (Mosque of the Muslin Seller), also pronounced Tfilbentci Mescidi, located near the Odabaps
Camii, immediately to the northwest of the Alti Mermer in the Deniz Abdal Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque is no longer
extant, nor can its precise location be fixed with certainty; see FC, 218; 1C, I, 148; ISTA, IX, 4813.

923 The Darfilhadis Mescidi, located near the Barracks of the Acemi Oklan in 5ehzadebayi. The mosque is no longer extant,
nor can its exact location be established. However, the Barracks of the Acemi Oglan, probably built by Sffleyman I, occupied a
site extending from Vidinli Tevfik Paa Caddesi to Fevziye Caddesi in the Kemalpaga Quarter south of the 5ehzade Camii in
Bayezid; see ISTA, VIII, 4247.

924 The acemi oglan recruited from Rumelia, that is, from the Balkans.
925 Buldt encdminz bu nev eser-i pdk ft hasen.
926 The Duhaniye Mescidi, known also as the Duhani Mustafa Bey or Duhanizade Mescidi, located on Duhaniye Sokaki in the

Ali Fakih Quarter south of the Koca Mustafa Paga Mosque in Samatya. The mosque is listed as among the works of Mimar
Sinan. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA, III, 104-5; FC, 89; IC, I, 49; ISTA, IX, 4758. For location, see MW map, B
8/10.

927 The Kemani Mescidi, described in Hadika, 209, where, however, the name of the builder is given as Ahmed Aka.
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11. The Darisfifa Mosque 28 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mehmed Khan

The abovementioned mosque is a separate blessed mosque inside the darfiifa, which is one of the
dependencies of the great mosque of Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan, who is praised in the language of
the Prophet with the encomium "Excellent Commander."929 And the designated stipends for the
services which it requires are given from his vakf. It does not have a quarter. [109]

12. The Dervi Ali Mosque"s' near the Dzragman

Its builder is buried in the vicinity of the abovementioned mosque. It does not have a quarter.

13. The Defterdar Mosque"' near the Congregational Mosque of Mehmed Aga

Its builder was Ibrahim Paa. His medrese surrounds it. He is buried next to the grave of 5eyhfilislam
Molla Ali-i Arabi 3 near the Idris K6 kfi 933 on a site facing in the direction of Sftlice. [Ibrahim Paga]
was [also] the original builder of the Karaagae Yahsi.934 [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

928 The Dari ifa Mescidi (Mosque of the Hospital), located inside the Darfiifa of the Fatih Complex. No trace remains of
either the darassifa or the mosque; see Hadika, 11; also Semavi Eyice, "Demirciler ve Fatih Darfi ifasi," Istanbul Universitesi
Edebiyat Fakiiltesi Tarih Dergisi, 1 (1950), 357-78; idem, "Demirciler ve Fatih Darfn ifasi Mescidleri Hakkinda Yeni Bazi Notlar,"
Istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiltesi Taik Dergisi, 6 (1954), 175-86;.FC, 84; IC, I, 44; ISTA, VIII, 4267; OMFD, III, 391-93. For
location of the Darni ifa, see MWmap, D 5/6 and 408, 409.

929 ni'm al-emir, from the well-known Tradition foretelling the conquest of Constantinople referred to above; see Hadika, 4
and n. 2.

.. The Dervi Ali Mescidi, located on Dilmac Sokagi near the intersection with Kurt Aga Qegmesi Sokagi in the Dervi Ali
Quarter in Karagfimr-fk. The mosque was built in the reign of Bayezid II by the architect Dervi Ali and its vakfiye is dated 1512.
It was rebuilt in 1812, but subsequently fell into ruin and was closed. The building was torn down in 1978, but was soon after
rebuilt; see DBIA, III, 38; FC, 87; IC, I, 48; ISTA, VIII, 4500-1; OMBYSD, 285. For location, see MWmap, C 3/21 and 167.

" The Defterdar Mescidi, known also as the Defterdar lbrahim Paga Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kurt Aga Qegmesi
Sokagi and Dolaph Bostan Sokaki in the Dervi Ali Quarter in Karagismrink. The mosque was built during the reign of Sfileyman
I by a certain Defterdar tbrahim Paa. But for a portion of the mihrab, nothing remains of the building; see DBIA, III, 17; FC,
86; IC, I, 46; ISTA, VIII, 4345. For location, see MWmap, C 3/20 and 167.

932 Alaeddin al-Arabi Efendi, Qelebi (d. 1496), sixth Ottoman pyhfilisldm. Born in Aleppo, he settled in Anatolia in the time of
Murad II and, after entering the service of Molla Gfnrani, occupied a series of teaching posts until the end of the reign of
Mehmed II, when he was given judicial appointments and promoted to kadzasker. He was made 5eyhilislam by Bayezid II in
March 1495 and held the office for one year until his death in March 1496; see Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhilisldmlan, 11; SO, III, 487.

93. A district in Eyitp on the upper part of the Golden Horn in which the mansion of the renowned Ottoman historian Idris-i
Bidlisi (d. 1520) was located. Although the kblk is no longer extant, the tomb of tdris-i Bidlisi still marks its site; see Hadika, 285.

.. A seaside mansion on the site of the latter-day Karaagae Cemetery on the Golden Horn. In the course of his account of
Sfitlice, Evliya Qelebi (Travels, II, 147) states,

It is a mansion on the seashore surrounded by the grove of Karaakae. Formerly, the garden belonged to Defterdarzade
Ibrahim Paa. Because the water and air of this garden were pleasing to Sultan Murad the Fourth, he would always banquet
and drink there. He would amuse himself watching the vast numbers of persons going by boat on outings to Kagidhane. At
present, that Garden of !rem is the property of Sultan Mehmed the Fourth and it is a private garden of the padishah.

For accounts of the persons buried in the Karaakac Cemetery, see Hadika, 321-23, 341.
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14. The Dfilbendci Mosque"' near the Musalla [Mosque]

Its builder was Hfisameddin Qelebi. He is buried there. Haci Mustafa Aga, the chief steward of the
kapzczbasz of the imperial palace, installed its minbar. He was buried beside his upper-story mekteb near
Karacaahmed"'5 in 1169 [1755-56]. Only three of the canonical prayer times are observed in the above-
mentioned mosque by those who live in its vicinity and by the people of the bazaars and markets. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Dizdariye Mosqu?7 in Kadirga Limanz

Its builder was the secretary of the Janissaries (yenigeri efendisi), Mehmed Said bin Ibrahim Efendi. He
was the keeper of accounts for the construction of the blessed mosque of Sultan Bayezid the Saint.
When [that mosque] was finished, he built this mosque with the remaining materials. The building was
completed in the year "Superior,""3' 911 [1505-6]. This passage in Arabic on the arch of the gate states
that [the mosque] was completed in six months:

This mosque was built for the sake of the countenance of God by Mehmed bin Ibrahim al-Said, clerk of the
Janissaries, and it was begun in Zilkade of the year nine hundred ten [April 1505]. It was completed in the
middle of Rebiuldhir 911 [September 1505].

The grave of the abovementioned secretary is in the mosque which he built in the village of Baba Nak-
ka 9 39 near Istanbul. He built other charitable works in its vicinity, such as an imaret, mekteb and hamam.
The abovementioned pious foundations have no connection whatsoever with Baba Nakka 5eyh
Mehmed Nakebendi. 9 4 [110] The abovementioned Baba Nakka , being born in Iran at the time when it
was sundered from the Sunnis,941 forsook the country because of sedition and settled in the abovemen-
tioned place. Because of his most perfect skill in the art of painting (nakkal sanatz), he acquired fame
among the people and trained many apprentices in the Exalted [Ottoman] State. The aforesaid died in
the middle of the reign of His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan. The has odabasz Hasan Aga installed the
minbar [of the Dizdariye Mosque]. His grave is [located] there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

9.. The Dfilbendci Mescidi (Mosque of the Muslin Seller), known also as the Dfilbendci Hfisameddin Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Molatasi Caddesi and Hemgire Sokaki in the Niganca Quarter in Kumkapi. According to an inscription written by
Ayintabli Ayni Efendi to commemorate the restoration of the mosque by Sultan Mahmud II in 1815, the founder lived in the
time of Sultan Mehmed II. The mosque was torn down at an indeterminate date and its site sold; see EC, 61-62; IC, I, 148; ISTA,
IX, 4812-13. For location, see MWmap, E 7/26.

936 The Karacaahmed Cemetery in Uskfidar.
137 The Dizdariye Mescidi, located at the intersection of Dizdariye Yokugu and Dizdariye Qegme Sokaki in the Binbirdirek

Quarter to the west of the At Meydam in Alemdar. According to its foundation inscription, the mosque was completed in
September 1505. Another inscription commemorates its renovation in 1901-2 by Sultan Abdillhamid II; see DBIA, III, 73; EC, 60-
61; IC, I, 48-49; OMBYSD, 243-45. For location, see MWmap, F 7/31 and 283.

938 Efdal.
9' Formerly known as Kutlu Bey, located in the nahiye of incegiz near Qatalca.
9' Mehmed ibn $eyh Bayezid Naksbendi, Baba Nakka , esteemed Ottoman painter and decorator of the late fifteenth and

early sixteenth century. Fleeing Iran because of political and religious turmoil, he took refuge in the Ottoman Empire and
gained renown in Istanbul. The ba nakkal or head of the court design studio (nakkashane) and a musahib of both Mehmed II
and Bayezid II, he was given the village of Kutlu Bey near Qatalca in 1465 as an arpalik. He built and endowed a mosque there in
1475. According to Evliya Celebi, he executed the painted decoration on the eaves of the gate of the Eski Saray and the dome of
Bayezid II's divanhane in the Topkapi Palace. For a full discussion of the sources, see ISTA, IV, 1745; OMFD, IV, 824-25; SO, IV,
113.

941 When the Shi'ite Safavid dynasty was annexing the lands of the Sunni Ak Koyunlu and Timurids in the late fifteenth
century.
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16. The Mosque of the Deveoglu Cesmesi"* near the Sileymaniye

Its builder was Hoca Hamza. He is buried before its mihrab. But [the mosque] is known by the name of
Devoglu Ali Aga, who was the builder of the [adjoining] fountain."' Because his house was opposite the
mosque, Halil Efendi, who was secretary to the grand vizier's steward (kethaida kdtibi) at the time when
Maktul Damad Ibrahim Paga9 " was steward of the grand vizier (kethiida-yz sadr-z azam), installed the
minbar. His grave, [dated] 1145 [1732-33], is on the Ok Meydani. The medrese opposite [the mosque]
was built by Siyavu Paa. [The Divoglu Qegmesi Mosque] has a quarter.

17. The Mosque of the Defterdar Kapz9 45

The abovementioned mosque is on the second floor [of the Defterdar Kapi]. Its builder was the former
sovereign, Sultan Mahmud Khan [the First], who built this mosque when he collected all of his
government offices in this place. Haki Mehmed Efendi composed this pleasing chronogram for the
said gathering together [of the offices]: "It is fitting that Sultan Mahmud should install the clerks
here,"946 1157 [1744-45]. After this date, however, [the Defterdar Kapisi] twice burned. Defterdar Abdi
Efendi installed its minbar. The aforesaid died suddenly when the sultan appeared in public on a day in
Safer in the year "Chief of the clerks of Paradise," 4

1 1178 [1764-65]. The grand vizier and leyhfilislam
had entered the imperial presence [and Abdi Efendi] was conversing with them and with the sultan's
equerries [when he suddenly died]. His corpse was brought to his house by carriage and he was buried
in Uskfidar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

18. The Dari ifa Mosque 4
8 which is a dependency of the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed

[111] Its builder was Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. It does not have a minaret. It was built for the per-
formance of prayer by the Muslim workmen during the construction of the great [Sultan Ahmed]
Mosque. When the blessed mosque was completed, an imam and maiezzin, together with other needs,
were provided for it from the aggregate of [Sultan Ahmed's] vakf [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

942 The Deveoglu Qegmesi Mescidi (Deveoglu Fountain Mosque), known also as the Hoca Hamza Mescidi, located on Hoca
Hamza Mektebi Sokagi in the Demirta Quarter in Kficfikpazar in Emin6nfi. Although Ayvansarayi states that its builder was
Hoca Hamza, who died according to his gravestone in 969/1561-62, the mosque's vakfiye is dated 869/1465, making it one of
the oldest in Istanbul and confirming that its attribution to Hoca Hamza is in error; see DBIA, IV, 80; EC, 86-87; 1C, I, 48; ISTA,
VIII, 4534-35; OMFD, III, 419-20. For location, see MWmap, E 5/14.

943 For the Deveoglu Ali Aga Qegmesi, dating to 1108/1696, see Tamipk, Qeqmeler, I, 96.
For Damad tbrahim Paa, see Hadika, n. 22.

" The Defterdar Kapisi Mescidi, located on the second floor of the Defterdar Kapisi on Qatalhegme Sokagi in the Alemdar
Quarter in Alemdar. The Defterdar Kapisi was built by Sultan Mahmud I in 1744 but burned in 1756, for which reason the mos-
que is no longer extant; see Hadika, n. 690 and IC, I, 47; ISTA, VIII, 4340.

1
4 Ketebe koysa sezddir buha Sultdn Mahmnid.

947 Re'is al-kittdb-z cennet. In fact, the chronogram's numerical equivalent is 1187/1773-74.
948 The Darfiifa Mescidi (Mosque of the Hospital), the mosque of the darassifa of the Sultan Ahmed Complex, located in

what is today the open area at the southern end of the At Meydam in the Ishakpaga Quarter of Alemdar. The darisszfa and
mosque were torn down in 1870 at the time of the construction on the site of the Meslek Lisesi (Mekteb-i Sanayi); see EC, 58;
IC, I, 44; ISTA, VIII, 4267; Nayir, Sultan Ahmed, 85-86. For location, see MW map, F 8/4.
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19. The Daltaban MosqueY49

Its builder was Kitib Sinan Efendi. Neither the date of the aforesaid's [death] nor the location of his
grave is known. Because [the mosque] is opposite the mansion of the former grand vizier Daltaban
Mustafa Paa,95 who built the fountain adjoining it, it came to be known as the Daltaban Mosque.
Otherwise, it has no connection whatsoever with the aforesaid pasa. Later, Rakim Mehmed Paa"'
confiscated the aforementioned mansion. The aforesaid Rakim Paga was defterdar and later governor of
Egypt and governor of Jidda."' He died in Egypt and was buried near [the tomb of] Imam 5afil."'3 He
died in the year "Death of Rakim Mehmed Paa,""4 1183 [1769-70]. His father, Defterdar Boz Oglan
Ibrahim Efendi, died in Isakgi in 1159 [1746-47]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The biography of Daltaban Mustafa Pasa: The aforesaid was from Manastir.955 He became the steward
of the gatekeepers (kapicilar kethildasz) in 1095 [1683-84], while he was the chamberlain of the late
grand vizier Kara Ibrahim Paga,956 and became cebecibasz and aga of the Janissaries in 1103 [1691-92].
Later, he was made commander of the fortress of Baba Dagi 7 with two tug and later still was given the
office of governor of the eyalet of Anatolia with the rank of vizier as was required at that time. In 1108
[1696-97], he was ordered on campaign with the army of Diyarbakir. On joining the imperial army, he
became the object of [the sultan's] wrath because of the influence of those who complained against
him. As a result of the intercession of Mfifti Feyzullah Efendi,955 however, he was [merely] exiled to the
fortress of Poitel in Bosnia and his vizieral rank was taken away [from him]. In 1109 [1696-97], his
previous crimes were forgiven, and he was deemed worthy of the [governorship] of the eyalet of Bosnia.
The next year, the eyalet of Rakka... was given over to his charge, and a year later the government of
Baghdad was conferred upon him. Because his admired work restoring the old channel and flow of the
Diyala River came to light, work which was carried out a year later, when he was commander of the
army charged with the recovery of Basra, he was appointed governor of Anatolia in 1113 [1701-2].
[112] And in 1114 [1702-3] he was appointed grand vizier in accord with the sense [of the couplet],

94 The Daltaban Mescidi (Mosque of the Barefoot One), known also as the KAtib Sinan or Daltaban Sinan Bey Mescidi,
located between Qoban Qavus Medrese Sokaki and Sinbinl Sinan Sokagi in the Nilanca Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque was
built by Sinan Bey, a clerk of the imperial kitchen of Bayeid II, and its vakfiye is dated 916/1510-11; see DBIA, II, 544; EC, 109-10;
IC, I, 43; ISTA, VIII, 4216-18; OMBYSD, 233. For location, see MWmap, E 7/16 and 258.

9 Daltaban Mustafa Papa (d. 1703), Ottoman grand vizier of the last part of the reign of Sultan Mustafa II. He held office
from 4 September 1702 until his execution on 24January 1703. For his biography, see Hadika, 125-26; Vefeyat, 72; SO, IV, 412-13.

"9 Rakim Mehmed Paga (d. 1769), the son-in-law of Daltaban Mustafa Pala; see Vefeyat, 95; SO, II, 365.
952 Port and district on the Red Sea in the Hijaz in western Arabia.
"' Muhammad ibn Idris al-Shifi (767-820), early Islamic jurist and founder of systematic Islamic law. Although al-Shf'i did

not himself establish a school of Islamic law, the Shafi'ite school founded by his disciples, bears his name. His tomb is located in
Cairo.

954 Mevt-i Rdakzm Mehmed Pdad.
9.. The town of Bitolia in Macedonia.
..6 lbrahim Paa, Kara (1620-87), Ottoman grand vizier of the last part of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. As a young man, he

was a soldier in the retinue first of Abaza Hasan Papa and later of Firari Mustafa Paa. With the latter's appointment as
kaimmakam, Ibrahim Paga was promoted to kethaida-i sadr-z ali and was subsequently made mirahur-z evvel (1671) and second
vizier, becoming thereby an intimate of Sultan Mehmed IV. Because of his influence with the sultan, a rift developed between
Grand Vizier Kara Mustafa Papa and Ibrahim Paa, who was, nonetheless, made kaimmakam in the capital at the time of Kara
Mustafa's disastrous Vienna campaign of 1683. He was appointed grand vizier on Kara Mustafa's execution (15 December
1683), but, because of repeated reverses suffered by the Ottoman armies during his grand vizierate, was himself dismissed on 18
December 1685, exiled to Rhodes and executed there in 1687; see SO, I, 110.

9.7 Town in the Dobruja, now a part of Rumania.
Seyhntlislim Feyzullah Efendi; see Hadika, n. 841.

959A district in eastern Syria.
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He was barefoot (daltaban). He came to the divan.
He was appointed glorious vizier of viziers.

Concerned, however, with insignificant matters such as the enlarging of women's cloaks and the

alteration of the garments of Jews and unbelievers, he was inattentive to the merits of state affairs.

Further, he scowled and conducted himself with violence toward people, such that the late Rami Paya

commented on the strange expressions and obscene reproaches which the aforesaid used and called

them Daltabani expressions. It being heard that he was plotting an intrigue by provoking the Tatars in

order to dismiss the eyhiisldm from office, he was imprisoned at the Kapi Arasi in Edirne, his property

was seized by the state treasury and he was put to death in the place of execution. Rami Mehmed Paaa" 0

became grand vizier in his place. [Daltaban Mustafa Paga's] term of office was four months.

20. The Debbagzade Congregational Mosque961 near the Congregational Mosque of Hekimzade [Ali Pasa]

Its builder was the steward of the eyhilisldm (seyhidisldm kethicdasz), Debbagzade Hfiseyin Efendi. He is

buried there. This is the numerical date on his gravestone: 1131 [1718-19]. The fountain located near

that place... was subsequently built in accord with his will by the abovementioned founder's daughter,

Safiye Hatun, and her mother, Abide Hatun. This chronogram by Behigti 5eyh Mustafa Bektasi is

written on it:

The patron of charitable works, Haci Hfiseyin's
Pure daughter, the deceased Safiye, and

His wife Abide made this new fountain flourish.
Health and well-being to the thirsty who drink from it for the sake of his soul!

Behieti, it is the spring of Zemzem! The thirsty express its date.
"Let us drink pure water for the love of Hilseyin's soul!""' 1145 [1732-33].

They call the nearby lodgings the Sormagir Odalari. [The mosque] has a quarter.

21. The Deniz Abdal Mosque9M in $ehremini

[113] Its builder was Mimar Ilyas bin Abdullah. He is buried in its cemetery. It is apparent from his

gravestone that he died in the year "Perfection of glory,"965 958 [1551-52]. The abovementioned Deniz

Rami Mehmed Pasa (1654-1706), Ottoman grand vizier in the reign of Sultan Mustafa II. Entering the Bab-1 Ali as an

assistant clerk, he developed close relations with the poet Nabi, with whom he made the hajj in 1678-79. On his return to

Istanbul, he was appointed beylikgi and reisailkaittab (1694). He was one of the Ottoman delegates to the negotiations leading up

to the Treaty of Karlowitz (1699) and with this success was promoted to the rank of vizier. Succeeding Daltaban Mustafa Paga as

grand vizier on 24 January 1703, he was nonetheless dismissed only seven months later (19 August 1703), at the time of the

deposition of Sultan Mustafa II, and was exiled to Cyprus. He was later appointed governor of Egypt, but was removed from

office and executed because of popular dissatisfaction. His poetry is collected in a divan; see Vefeyat, 72; SO, II, 367. For his

mekteb and fountain near the Niganci Camii in Eyiip, see Hadika, 313.
961 The Debbagzade Camii, known also as the Debbagzade Haci Hfnseyin Kethfida or Sormagir Camii, located near the

intersection of Task6pri6lizade Sokagi and Kbpritlfizade Sokagi in the Seyit Omer Quarter south of the Alti Mermer in Samatya.

The mosque burned in 1915 but was rebuilt in 1979. The name Sormagir Camii derived from the adjoining Sormagir Odalan;

see FC, 204; IC, I, 40; ISTA, VIII, 4327. For location, see MWmap, B 7/8 and 363; Ayverdi, IH, E-3.
962 The Abide Hanim Qegmesi; see Tamipk, Gesmeler, I, 140-41; Egemen, Gejme, 44.
96 31elim rah-i Hiiseyin 'askina db-z sdfiye.

9" The Deniz Abdal Mescidi, known also as the Mimar l1yas Camii, located at the intersection of Millet Caddesi and Deniz

Abdal Camii Sokagi in the Deniz Abdal Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was torn down in 1956, during the widening of

Millet Caddesi; see DBIA, III, 22; FC, 86; 1C, I, 48; ISTA, VIII, 4395-96. For location, see MW map, B 6/1.
96 Tamdm-z 'izzet.
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Abdal is buried in the Hurrem Garden... in the house at the back of the dwelling opposite the above-
mentioned mosque. He was one of those who came with Fatih [at the time of the conquest of Istan-
bul]. 6 He has no connection with the mosque whatsoever, despite the fact that it is known by his
name. Ahmed Efendi, the clerk of the bureau of retained revenues of the finance department (mevkufat
halifesi), installed its minbar. His grave is also there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

22. The Diragman Congregational Mosque968

Its builder, the translator (terciiman) Yunus Aga, previously built a mekteb. He subsequently began this
mosque, but passed on to the Abode of Eternity before its completion. He is buried before its mihrab
and his brother, Mustafa Aga, completed the remainder [of the building]. This is the chronogram on
the arch of its portal:

Yunus Bey, who with dignity and glory became
The translator of the world-adorning shah,

Built this blessed mosque.
God assisted and favored him and

The Divine Spirit expressed the date.
"Abode of piety and house of the righteous,""' 948 [1541-42].

There are three gateways in the courtyard of the blessed mosque and this chronogram of two couplets
by 5eyhfilislim Ebussuud Efendi"7 is on the exterior of the gate with steps:

0 Lord, how fit it is that for this place
There is sun instead of shade.

"It is a gate of Paradise,"' gives the date, 948 [1541-42].

The abovementioned Mustafa Aga built a darfilkura at the corner opposite [the place] where the
abovementioned steps descend into the market. Later, Bosnavi Abdfilmilmin Efendi, a halife of Nured-
dinzade 5eyh Mustafa Musliheddin Efendi, who was a Friday preacher in the abovementioned mosque,
being the owner of a house adjoining the blessed mosque's courtyard, built a zaviye there, and
entrusted it to the eyhs of the mosque.12 He passed away in 1004 [1595-96] [114] and was buried
beside the abovementioned translator. Tefsiri $eyh Hafiz Omer Fani, his son-in-law, became head of
the zaviye in his place. The aforesaid was head preacher of the imperial army during the Egri campaign
and later became the sultan's preacher. Eventually, he became preacher of Aya Sofya, during which
time, in 1034 [1624-25], he died and was buried beside his seyh [Bosnavi Abd6imfimin Efendi]. His son
Ibrahim Efendi became seyh in his place. And on his death, his son Sagir Mahmud Qelebi [became
head of the zaviye]. He died in 1054 [1644-45] and Osman Kaysari, the treasury of hymns, became peyh
in his place. The aforementioned Osman Efendi's seyh, Abaza $eyhi Seyyid Abdfirrahim Bayrami, was
killed while [Osman Efendi] was his dervish and service leader (zakirbap), and [he] completed the Way

966 The Hurrem Baheesi.
967 For Deniz Abdal, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 29-30.
968 The Diragman Camii, known also as the Diragman Yunus or Terciman Yunus Camii, located at the intersection of Dirag-

man Caddesi and Tercfuman Yunus Sokagi in the Dervi Ali Quarter in Karagnimrnk. The mosque is listed among the works of
Mimar Sinan. The adjoining Diragman Zaviyesi (see below) was a tekke belonging to the Sinbfili dervish order; see DBIA, III,
49-51; FC, 88-89; 1C, I, 49; 1STA, VIII, 4540-42. For location, see MW map, C 3/18 and 400.

969 Ddr- td'at ve menzil-i sulehd.
... For $eyhfnlislim Ebussuud Efendi, see Hadika, n. 527.
971 Yek dar- beheit.
972 The Diragman Tekkesi; for its seyhs, see ZE, 47-48.
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and was made a halife by 5eyh Abdfilehad Nuri Efendi. On his death, Nazmi Efendi composed a
chronogram with this line of poetry. "Alas! The nightingale of the affirmation of God's unity (tevhid)
flew to the banquet of Paradise."' 1095 [1683-84]. Concerning his hymns, this hymn composed in the
hiaseyni mode by Dede is widely known:

The eloquence of his litany gave light and illumination to the heart and soul.

Isa al-Mahvi became 5eyh in his place. The aforesaid set out on the Pilgrimage when he was 5eyh of the
Sfileymaniye, and arriving at the Noble Damascus, he passed away to the Abode of Eternity on the
Night of Power (leyle-i kadr). He is buried beside the grave of the emirilhac Isa Paga, outside the tomb of
the 5eyh-i Ekber.974 Egrikapih Hattat Mehmed Rasim Efendi composed a chronogram for his death.

His time arrived. He made his stopping place.
"Isa Efendi in the abode of Damascus."97 5

His son Mehmed Salih Sahavi became 5eyh in his place. He passed away while he was the preacher of
the Sfileymaniye and was buried next to the zaviye. There is a chronogram for his [death] by Miistakim-
zade. "The soul of isazade set out for God," 7

' 1173 [1759-60]. After the abovementioned zaviye burned
in the great Balat fire of Muharrem, one thousand one hundred forty-two [1729], His Majesty the late
sovereign Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third commanded that it be built anew, and at the time of its com-
pletion the chronograms which he wrote in celi script and consigned to it were fixed to the gate of the
tevhidhane. When the reign of his son, His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, came to pass, [115]
and he was presented with a petition stating that the zaviye was in need of repair and informed that the
imperial calligraphy of his illustrious father [was to be found] on the abovementioned hanekah, he
commanded that the tekke be rebuilt from its foundations and ordered the total repair and restoration
of the blessed mosque and the house of the eyh. And the abovementioned noble calligraphy was moved
to the door of the hanekah. The sacred verse of the Qur'an, "Know, therefore, that there is no god but
God!,"7 on [the hanekah's] interior is also in [Sultan Ahmed's] imperial calligraphy, and there are
[other] inscriptions by him [there as well]. A wooden tomb was built and a sanduka installed for the
abovementioned [Mehmed Salih] Sahavi Efendi. Mfistakimzade's phrase, "Restoration of the dervish
lodge," 7

1 1178 [1764-65], is the date of this restoration of the zaviye. Sahavi Efendi's son-in-law, 5eyh
Hafiz Mehmed Emin Efendi, b
ecame 5eyh in his place. [The mosque] has a quarter.

The abovementioned 5eyh Hafiz Mehmed Emin Efendi passed away in 1184 [1770-71] and his son
5eyh Mehmed Salih Sahavi Efendi became head of the lodge. On his death in the year 1187 [1773-74],
the office [went] to K6ylfi 5eyh Ahmed Efendi and when he died in the year 1197 [1782-83], it was
given to his son Mustafa Efendi.

973 Vdh ugdz bidbfil-i tevhid cennet bezmine.
974 The title of the great medieval Muslim mystic and teacher Abu Bakr Muhyi al-Din ibn al-'Arabi (1165-1240), whose tomb is

in Damascus.
1
7
1 Me'vd-yz $dm'a 'Isd Efendi.

976 Rfh-i 'Isd-zdde kildz 'azm-i ldhfit al-meded.
97 7 Qur'an, XLVII: 19.
978 Tecdid-i hdnekdh.
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23. The Dikilita Mosque79 near the Valide Hamam

Its builder was Fenarizade Ahmed Paga. He is buried in Bursa. [The mosque] has a quarter.

24. The Demirciler Mosque"8 0 near the Mosque of Sultan Mehmed Khan

The builder of the Demirciler Mosque was Ali Efendi, the chief surgeon (cerrahbasz) of Ebiilfeth Sultan
Mehmed Khan. In time it fell into ruin and iron workers occupied its site. Although it was forgotten for
a time, in Rebiflevvel 1176 [1762] it was [re]built and [re]appeared through the effort and zeal of the
person who was its mutevelli. [The location of Ali Efendi's] grave is not known. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

THE LETTER RA

1. The Congregational Mosque of Riistem Pasa98 ' in Nalburlar

Originally, the site was occupied by the mosque of the patron of charitable works Haci Halil Aga. [116]
Subsequently, this blessed upper-story mosque was built in its place. Below it there are storerooms and
other income-producing properties. Its builder... was grand vizier and the son-in-law of the padishah.
There are in addition to this other charitable foundations built by the aforesaid [Rfistem Pasa]. For
example, there is a great medrese of his near the Cagaloglu Sarayi. During his second grand vizierate,
he suffered the wrath of Sultan Sfileyman Khan and died a martyr. He is buried in a separate tomb near
his sebil'83 in the vicinity of the 5ehzade Mosque. This line is a chronogram for his death: "May Eden be
his abode in the Paradises!""' 968 [1560-61]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The aforesaid vizier was of Croatian origin. He entered the imperial palace and, in the time of
Sfileyman Khan, retired to [the governorship of] the eyalet of Diyarbakir with the rank of vizier. Because
he enjoyed imperial esteem, malevolent persons calumniated him, saying, "He suffers from leprosy."
When physicians were asked about it, they answered, "There are no lice on a person suffering from the
abovementioned disease." On this, Mehmed Halife, one of the imperial physicians, was appointed to
make an examination [of Rfistem Paga]. Covertly noting with the careful observation of a physician a
tiny louse in [the Paga's] shirt, he submitted [his findings] to the sultan, and the aforesaid [Rfistem

.7. The Dikilita Mescidi, known also as the Molla Fenari Mescidi, located next to the Valide Hamam at the intersection of
Vezir Hani Caddesi and Yenicerilar Caddesi in the Molla Fenari Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque is named for the Column of
Constantine (Dikilita , the Erect Stone), opposite which it stands. The column, also known as the Cemberlita (Hooped
Column) for the iron hoops which were fixed around its cracked shaft, was erected on 11 May 330 by the Emperor Constantine
to commemorate the dedication of Constantinople as the new capital of the Roman Empire. The founder's vakfiye is dated 901/
1495-96. The mosque is no longer extant; see EC, 140; IC, I, 48; ISTA, VIII, 4555; OMFD, III, 459. For location, see MW map, F
7/12 and 283.

980 The Demirciler Mescidi (Mosque of the Ironmongers), located between Eski $ifahane Sokaki and Fatih Tfirbesi Sokagi in
the Kirmasti Quarter in Fatih. The mosque apparently stood on a site that had previously constituted a part of that of the ruined
Darfiifa of the Fatih Complex. No trace of the building remains; see Eyice, TD, 1 (1950), 357-78; idem, TD, 6 (1954), 175-86;
FC, 86; IC, I, 47; ISTA, VIII, 4382-83; OMFD, III, 339-41. For approximate location, see FC map, 82.

"' The Congregational Mosque of Rfistem Paa, located at the intersection of Hasircilar Caddesi and Uzuncarpi Caddesi in
the Rfistem Paa Quarter in Eminoni; see DBIA, VI, 371-73; EC, 161-64; IC, I, 116-17; MW, 453-55. For location, see MW map, F
5/6.

982 Ristem Paga; see Hadika, n. 101.
9" The no longer extant Rftstem Paga Sebili in the courtyard of the $ehzade Camii; see Egemen, Geome, 713.
984 Aha olsun cindnda 'adn mesvd.
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Paga] was immediately honored with the high rank of [beylerbeyi] of Anatolia. With his marriage to
Mihrimah Sultan9 85 in the year 946 [1539-40], he also acquired the rank of imperial son-in-law (damad).
In accord with the sense [of the couplet],

A person's destiny and good fortune will be of help,
And in its place his louse is also useful.

he entered on a career as a vizier of the imperial divan. In 951 [1544-45] he was named grand vizier in
place of Hadim Sfileyman Paga."'8 He was dismissed in 960 [1552-53] because of the imperial wrath of
the heir apparent, Sultan Mustafa, the result of deceitful and perfidious intrigues. Kara Ahmed Paga 1 7

became vizier in his place and the aforementioned dismissed [Rfistem Paga] was given leave to rest in
retirement in his garden in Uskfndar. In 962 [1554-55], he succeeded his predecessor [Kara Ahmed
Paga], and in 968 [1560-61] he died. The length of his vizierate was fifteen years. [117] The aforesaid
never accepted bribes or participated in other shameful acts of corruption, and by means of thoughtful
management he caused all the public treasuries to overflow with riches.

2. The Rfistem elebi Mosque"8 near the Kariye Congregational Mosque

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. [The location of] the grave of its builder is not known.
Reis ismail Efendi installed its minbar. The aforesaid [Rfistem Qelebi] also built an upper-story mekteb
of brick and stone with a fountain below it near the mosque of Kemanke Mustafa Paga, opposite the
Kurgunlu Mahzen Congregational Mosque [in Galata].989 [The Rfistem Qelebi Mosque] does not have a
quarter.

3. The Mosque of the Rfistem Paa Khan..0

Its builder was the abovementioned [Rfistem] Paga. Subsequently, Ibrahim Bey, who was its minevelli
because of his descent [from the founder] and by stipulation [of the vak]], installed its minbar. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

985 One of the daughters of Sultan Sileyman I; see Hadika, 26.
986 Siileyman Paa, Hadim (d. 1547), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sileyman I. He was beylerbeyi of Egypt from 1525 to

1535 and again from 1536 to 1538, when he organized his famous campaign against the Portuguese in India. In April 1541, he
was appointed grand vizier but was dismissed three and a half years later, on 28 November 1544, because of suspicions about his
handling of the revenues of Egypt. This was followed by exile to Malkara, where he died in September 1547. While governor of
Egypt, he made improvements on the Citadel district in Cairo, including the construction of a zaviye and mosque. He built
another mosque in Bulak, and a mosque, ribat and bath in the Yemen; see E 2 , IV, 901-2; SO, III, 78-79.

987 Ahmed Paa, Kara (d. 1555), husband of Fatma Sultan, the daughter of Selim I, and grand vizier in the middle of the
reign of Sultan Sileyman I. Of Albanian origin, he was raised in the imperial palace and was appointed aga of the Janissaries in
1521. Later, as beylerbeyi of Rumelia, he took part in campaigns in Hungary (1543), following which he was appointed
commander-in-chief in the war against Persia (1548). In 1552, he was transferred back to command in Hungary and was able to
capture Timisvar. Appointed grand vizier on 6 October 1553, he resumed command against the Safavids in Nakhichevan and
Karabagh. Court intrigues following the Treaty of Amasya led to his deposition and execution on 29 September 1555. For
further biographical details and his posthumously completed Top Kapi Camii Complex, see Hadika, 158-59; Vefeyat, 9; Mecmua,
148-49; E 2 , I, 291; SO, I, 198.

' The Rfnstem Qelebi Mescidi, located near the Kariye Camii at the Edirne Kapi. Built in the sixteenth century, the mosque
is no longer extant. Its precise location cannot be established; see EC, 194; IC, I, 116.

989 For the Kurgunlu Mahzen and Kemanke Mustafa Paga mosques, see Hadika, 360-61, 365-67.
' The Rnistem Paa Hani Mescidi, the mosque of the Bfiyntk Qukur Han, adjoining Rfistem Paga Camii in the Rftstem Papa

Quarter in Emin6nfn. Neither the mosque nor the khan is extant; see Ayvansarayi, Camilerimiz Ansiklopedisi, I, 156; Demircanh,
Evliya, 536; X, I, 117.
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4. The Resmi Mosque" near the Haceki Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Resmi $eyh Mahmud Efendi. He is buried there in a separate tomb. The date of his
death is "Ship master,"992 886 [1481-82]. 5eyh Ahmed Efendi, the halife of $eyh Sfileyman, who was the
halife of $eyh Nureddin, and died in 1165 [1751-52] while he was eyh in the Congregational Mosque of
Hacegi Mustafa," is buried at his side. The sons of the abovementioned Resmi are buried outside his
tomb. The adjoining mekteb is the charitable foundation of the babfissaade agasz Tavagi Hfiseyin Aga, who
is buried in the Congregational Mosque of Agik Paga.9 4 The nearby medrese was built by a person
named Ali Efendi. [The Resmi Mosque] has a quarter.

5. The Revani Efendi Mosque 5 in Kzrkgesme

Its builder was Edirneli Ilyas Efendi." He was in state service while Sultan Selim Khan the First was [a
prince] in Trabzon and he came to Istanbul together with [Selim]. Subsequently, he was employed in
high offices such as clerk of the imperial kitchens (matbah-z amire kdtibi), commissioner of the imperial
kitchens (emin-i matbah) and commissioner of the siarre (emin-i sairre). The deceased wrote poetry, which
is held in high esteem.

Examples of his poetry:

[118] Shah of my love, is the crown on my head a wine glass?
The cupbearer saw my intoxication and said, "You have the qualities of a gentleman. Open your eyes!

0, let not other lovers bestow on you, my Lord, such love!
Surely, the padishah will take tribute from the unbelievers."

There is also an J4ret-name (Book of Carousal) by him, the first couplet of which is as follows:

Whosoever enjoys with the wine cup a pleasant state,
Is like Solomon who has a seal in his hand.

His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan, passing the abovementioned mosque while it was being built, asked,
"Who is the builder of this mosque?" On being politely told, "It is your slave Revani." he replied,
"Bravo, Aya Sofya! So you bring forth a mosque a year!""' [Ilyas Efendi] also built rooms to house [the
mosque's] functionaries. The aforesaid was a portly and witty man. [This is] a chronogram for the late
[Ilyas Efendi's] death:

"' The Resmi Mescidi, known also as the Resmi Mahmud Mescidi or 5eyh Resmi Mahmud Camii, located on Otlukcu Yokugu
at the intersection with Hniseyin Remzi Bey Sokagi in the $eyh Resmi Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was destroyed by fire in
1918 and is today in ruins; see FC, 193-94; IC, 1, 116; OMFD, III, 500. For location, see MWmap, D 4/22 and 409.

992 Tekne-linds.
"3 For the Hacegi Mustafa Camii, see Hadika, 116.
99 The Apik Paga Camii; for the mosque and the tomb of Tavagi Hfiseyin Aga, see Hadika, 170-71.
" The Revani Efendi Mescidi, known also as the Revani Qelebi or Kogacilar Mescidi, located on Kogacilar Caddesi between

Atatfirk Bulvan and Akif Paga Sokagi in the Molla Hfisrev Quarter just north of the 5ehzade Camii in Bayezid. The mosque was
torn down in 1942 or 1943, when Atatfnrk Bulvan was widened; see DBIA, VI, 320-21; EC, 159-61; Eyice, TD, 26 (1972), 152-58;
IC, I, 116; OMBYSD, 437. For location, see MWmap, E 5/26 and 275.

996 Edirneli Ilyas Efendi (d. 1524), Ottoman poet and official of the reigns of Bayezid II and Selim I, who wrote under the
pseudonym Revani; see HOP, II, 317-46.

It appears that the Revani Efendi Mescidi referred to here is the same as the Kogacilar Mescidi, discussed separately in the
printed edition of Hadika (178). Although the founder of the one is referred to as Edirneli Ilyas Efendi and that of the other is
given as $Cnca Efendi, both names are, in fact, attested for the poet Revani. Both mosques are described as being located in
Kirkgegme, leaving little doubt that the two are actually one and the same.

"7 At this time, Revani was the administrator of the vakfs of Aya Sofya, and the funds for the building of Revani's mosque
were, Selim understood, embezzled from their incomes.
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His fame captured the world from end to end:
The prince of poetry, that is to say Revani.

As he drank the cup of death,
It is said that he became intoxicated.

Hearing this, the Divine Spirit composed a chronogram.
"Revani longed for the Paradises,"" 930 [1523-24].

He is buried in the enclosed cemetery (hazire) of his mosque.

THE LETTER ZAY

1. The Congregational Mosque of Zeyrek"0

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church.O4 Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan was the
founder. It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun). Its servants' salaries come from [the vak] of Aya
Sofya. The reason the blessed mosque is known [as the Congregational Mosque of Zeyrek] is that
Zeyrek Molla Mehmed Efendil... was the first mfiderris of the adjoining zaviye. The abovementioned
molla passed away twenty years after the conquest of Istanbul. Subsequently, the abovementioned
medrese became a zaviye for 5eyh Abdullah Alehi.1442 The [fountain] in its courtyard, known as the
Qukur Qegme, [119] is one of the Kirkcegme. $eyhilislAm Zenbilli Ali Efendi" is buried in the
courtyard of the mekteb,'004 which was his charitable foundation, located at the summit of the nearby
slope. His son Fazil Efendi and his daughter Sitti Hatun are also [buried] there. Other details of his
biography are mentioned in connection with his mosques.'0 " [The Congregational Mosque of Zeyrek]
has a quarter. The mekteb, which was the charitable work of the late $eyhfilislAm Zenbilli Ali Efendi, was
repaired in the year 1251 [1835-36] through the efforts of His Excellency 5eyhillislam Mekki Efendi, 0 6

who was the superintendent of its vakf.

. Cindndan yaha cdn atdi Rivdni.
* The Zeyrek Camii, known also as the Molla Zeyrek or Kilise Camii, on lbadethane Sokagi in the Sinan A&a Quarter in

Fatih; see DBIA, VII, 555-57; FC, 175-76; IC, I, 158; MW, 209-15; OMFD, III, 537. For location, see MW map, E 5/6.
" The Church of Christ Pantocrator, the most important surviving Middle Byzantine building in Istanbul. The church dates

to the years between 1120 and 1136 and served as the burial place of the emperors of the Comnenian and Palaeologan
dynasties as well as the residence of Frankish kings during the Latin Empire; see Mathews, Churches, 71-101.

" Zeyrek Molla Mehmed Efendi (d. 1506), Turkish ulema of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Trained for a
learned career, he was given a series of medrese appointments before becoming a judge of Bursa. He is particularly remem-
bered for a prolonged disputation on religious matters with the famous scholar Molla Hocazade in the presence of Sultan
Mehmed II; SO, IV, 104.

' For 5eyh Abdullah Alehi, see Hadika, n. 368.
11 For $eyhfilislam Zenbilli Ali Efendi, see Hadika, n. 83.
14 The Zembilli Ali Efendi Mektebi on Zeyrek Caddesi in Zeyrek.
1The Mftfti Ali Efendi Mescidi in KfiCfk Mustafa Paga and Alaca Mescid in Galata; see Hadika, 226, 358.

Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi (1773-1846), the one hundredth Ottoman yeyhfilisldm. The son of $eyhfslislam Mekki
Mehmed Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and through his father's influence was already promoted to the rank of
harig at the age of thirteen. He became kadi of Galata in 1797, at the age of twenty-five, and in 1809 he was appointed kadi of
Istanbul. Two years later, in 1811, he was made kadzasker of Anatolia and 1813 became kadzasker of Rumelia. He became
seyhidisldm for the first time on 27 January 1818 but was dismissed a year and a half later on 29 March 1819 because of a dispute
with the influential nisancz Kinimh Mehmed Said Halid Efendi. Reappointed on 25 September 1823, he was again dismissed on
26 November 1825 due to his reluctance to take a hard line with the Janissaries. Nonetheless, on 8 February 1833, he became
eyhilisldm for a third time and continued in office until his death some thirteen years later on 20 November 1846; see Altunsu,

Osmanz $eyhidisldmlan, 179-80; SO, III, 283.
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2. The Congregational Mosque of Zincirlikuyu' near the Congregational Mosque of Niancz Mehmed Pasa

Its builder was Atik Ali Paa, 4' who is mentioned under the letter 'ayin. [The mosque] has three
domes. Opposite it are spigots for ablutions and opposite them is a double hamam. The nearby
medresel" is [the foundation] of Grand Vizier Semiz Ali Paa,' 1

4 who is buried at Eyiip. It is not [the
foundation] of the patron of the mosque. The medrese of Kaba Halil Efendi, who died in retirement
from [office in] Istanbul, is [also] located in that neighborhood, and he is buried there. [The mosque]
has a quarter.

3. The Zihgirci Mosque0*" in Lalezar

Its builder was Seyyid Kemaleddin Efendi. His grave is located before the mihrab. Cafer Efendi, a clerk
in the chancery office (reis kalemi) of the Imperial Council (divan-i hiimayun), enlarged its vakf and Izari
Efendi, the head of the office of high appointments (tahvil kisedan) in the abovementioned chancery
office, provided for the mihrab candles. The grave of the abovementioned [Izari] Efendi is next to the
Qavu Congregational Mosque in Tophane."" The wife of Kemaleddin Efendi made her house a trust
for the miezzins [of the mosque]. [The vakf] provides the imam with a stipend of one akge for the
reading of the Qur'an after prayer. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

4. The Zenburcubasz Mosque""1

Its builder was Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan's head keeper of the beehives (zenburcubasz). [The
location of] his grave is not known. The stipends of its functionaries are provided from the vakf of Aya
Sofya. It is a blessed upper-story mosque, reached by a staircase of thirty-one steps. Only noon and
afternoon prayers are performed. It does not have a quarter. [120]

1007 The Zincirlikuyu Camii, known also as the Atik Ali Paga, Vasat Ali Paga or Karag-amrik Camii, located at the intersection
of Fevzi Pasa Caddesi and Atik Ali Paga Camii Sokagi in the Beycigez Quarter in Karagmrfik; see FC, 222-23; IC, I, 159; ISTA,
III, 1286-87; MW, 371-73; OMBYSD, 175-76. For location, see MW map, C 4/11.

1008 See Hadika, 168-69, where Hadim Atik Ali Paga is mentioned in connection with his congregational mosque in
Qemberlita ; also Hadika, n. 648.

1000 The Cedid Ali Paga Medresesi; see DBIA, II, 391.
1010 For Semiz Ali Paga, see Hadika, n. 472.

"11 The Zihgirci Mescidi, known also as the Zihgirci Kemaleddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of Zihgirci Mescid
Sokagi and Vani DergAhi Sokagi in the Uzun Yusuf Quarter in $ehremini. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA, VII,
558-59; FC, 229-30; 1C, I, 158; OMBYSD, 292. For location, see MWmap, B 7/4.

1012 The Qavu Camii in Tophane; see Hadika, 397, where it is stated that the mosque, known also as the Qivici Limam
Mescidi, was rebuilt by Izari Haci Mehmed Efendi, who died in 1169/1755-56.

1" The Zenburcubayi Mescidi (Mosque of the Head Beekeeper), known also as the Zenburcu Mescidi. No trace of the
mosque survives. Its location is uncertain, although Ayverdi suggests it may have been in Tahtakale in the $eyh Mehmed Geylani
Quarter in the Eminbnn District; see EC, 221; IC, I, 158-59; OMFD, III, 537.
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THE LETTER SIN

1. The Sultan Congregational Mosque" in Aksaray

Its builder was the daughter Hadice Sultan, the daughter of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First.
She is buried with her mother in a separate tomb near the tomb of her father Sultan Selim. The
chronogram on the arch of the [mosque's] gateway is written as follows:

The granddaughter of His Majesty Sultan Selim
Built a mosque. May God approve of it!

May her soul rejoice with the recitation of the Qur'an!
May she never be humbled, even to the Day ofJudgment!

Reason learned of its completion and
Composed a chronogram. "This is the best of good deeds,"10 " 950 [1543-44].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

2. The Sinan Aga Mosque 016 near the Fazlz Pasa Sarayz

Its builder was the babiissaade agasz [Sinan Aga]. He is buried before the mihrab. The severed head of
Bosnavi Mehmed Paga is also buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter. The builder of the daridha-
dis "' opposite the abovementioned Sinan Aga's blessed mosque was the miiderris Mudurni Mehmed
Efendi, the son-in-law of Raziye Kadin, a lady-in-waiting to the late Murad Khan the Third. He was
known by the name Damad Mehmed Efendi. In the year 999 [1590-91], he was promoted from the
rank of [miidemis in] the medreses of the Fatih Mosque to the judgeship in Galata. In Receb 1001
[1593], he was transferred to the judgeship of Bursa, and, in Cemaziyftlevvel 1002 [1594], to the office
of kadi of Istanbul. In Zilkade of the abovementioned year, he attained the rank of [kadzasker] of
Anatolia, and, in Ramazan 1004 [1596], he was transferred to the government of Egypt. He became
kadzasker of Anatolia again in Safer 1007 [1598], and, in 5evval of the abovementioned year, because his
father-in-law, Bostanzade Ali Efendi,"" was dismissed from office, he became kadzasker of Rumelia. He
was dismissed a year later but again became kadzasker of Rumelia in Zilkade 1011 [1603]. In Ramazan
1012 [1604], the judgeship of Venerated Mecca was conferred upon him, and, [121] in Muharrem
1017 [1608], he became kadzasker of Rumelia for a third time but was dismissed eight months later. He
died in CemaziyftlAhir 1022 [1613]. He is buried at the side of his darilhadis-may God have mercy on
him.

1" The Sultan Camii, located on Atatfirk Bulvan near the intersection with Teceddut Sokagi in the ine Bey Quarter in
Samatya. The site of the mosque, which is no longer extant, was incorporated into Atatfirk Bulvan; see FC, 203; 1C, I, 124. For
location, see MWmap, D 7/11 and 254.

" Innehd hayran cemil.
101 The Sinan Aga Mescidi, located on the present Piyer Loti Caddesi near the intersection of Dostluk Yurdu Sokagi in the

Binbirdirek Quarterjust east of the Binbirdirek cistern in Alemdar. The mosque was torn down in 1917; see EC, 171; 1C, I, 122;
OMFD, III, 316. For location, see MW, 283.

111 The no longer extant Mudurnulu Mehmed Efendi Darilhadisi, built by Damad Mehmed Efendi, who was also the builder
of the Damad Mehmed Efendi Medresesi in the Haydar Quarter in Fener; see FC, 243 and Hadika, n. 1040.

101 In fact, $eyhftlislAm Bostanzade Mehmed Efendi; see Hadika, n. 104.
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3. The Sitti Hatun Mosque0 1" near the Silivi Kapi

Its builder was the daughter of 5eyhnilislim Zenbilli Ali Efendi."" She [also] built a medrese."' At her
death, she was buried beside her father in the courtyard of the mektebl0 " which he built in Zeyrek.
Agazade Mehmed Efendi installed [the mosque's] minbar when he was mfidemis of the abovementioned
medrese. The aforesaid [Agazade Mehmed Efendi] was dismissed from [the judgeship of] Galata and
died in the year 1150 [1737-38]. [He is buried] outside the Edirne Kapi. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

4. The Simke Mosquel * near the Lutfi Paa [Mosque]

Its builder was iskender Qelebi. By writ of one of its mfstevellis who had been appointed in conformity
with the tenets of the vakf and by order of the kadi of the city, its minbar was installed in the year "Ad-
vancement," 4" 1150 [1737-38], and subsidies were provided for its expenses. [The location of Iskender
Qelebi's] grave is not known. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

5. The Mosque of the Sivasi Tekkeo* near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Selim

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church. Its founder was His Majesty Sultan Bayezid
Khan the Saint. He built it for 5eyh Muhyeddin Mehmed Efendi. The aforesaid was the father of
Ebussuud Efendi.10 6 He died in "Litany in praise of God,"'" 920 [1514-15], on his arrival at his birth-
place, Kayseri, when returning from the hajj. He was buried beside his eyh, the halife of His Excellency
Haci Bayram Veli [named] Ibrahim Tennuri, who is buried there. Following the aforementioned eyh,
his brother, 5eyh Nasrullah, and, subsequently, his other halifes became, in turn, the heads of the tekke.
Sivasi 5eyh Abdfilmecid Efendi, who came to Istanbul in the time of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third
and was the first eyh of the Sultan Ahmed Mosque, was nominated to the abovementioned zaviye. He
installed the minbar. When he died, he was buried in the garden located in the Nigancilar Quarter near
Eynip, which had been given to him as a grant by Sultan Murad. [122] His brother's son and halife, the
preacher of Aya Sofya, Abdftlehad Nuri Efendi, composed this chronogram, which is inscribed on the
entrance to the tomb:

In one thousand forty-nine, [God] took
The pure Sivasi. [His] abode ascends, 1049 [1639-40].

101 The Sitti Hatun Mescidi, located on Silivrikapi Caddesi between Alay tmami Sokagi and Koca Mustafa Paga Qelmesi
Sokaoi in the Cambaziye Quarter inside the Silivri Kapi in Samatya. The mosque's foundation must date to the first half of the
sixteenth century; see DBIA, VIII, 400; FC, 202; 1C, I, 122. For location, see MW map, B 7/14.

1020 For 5eyhfilislAm Zenbilli Ali Efendi, see Hadika, n. 83.
1021 The Sitti Hatun Medresesi, assumed to have been located near her mosque. It is no longer extant; see FC, 241.
1022 The Zenbilli Ali Efendi Mektebi in Zeyrek; see Hadika, n. 1004.
112 The Simke Mescidi, located on Vatan Caddesi near its intersection with Oguz Han Caddesi in the Arpa Emini Quarter in

5ehremini. The mosque is no longer extant, its site having been incorporated into Vatan Caddesi; see FC, 201; 1C, I, 121. For
location, see MWmap, C 5/7.

1024 Temliyet.
102' The Sivasi Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Yavuz Selim Caddesi and Ali Naki Sokaki in the Mfifti Ali

Quarter south of the Yavuz Selim Complex in Fener. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 202-3; 1C, I, 123; OMBYSD, 291.
For location, see MWmap, D 4/30 and 309.

102 For Ebussuud Efendi, see Hadika, n. 527.
1027 Zikr.
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[Abdilmecid's] son, Abdfilbaki Efendi, became seyh in his place and also became a preacher in his
place in the abovementioned [Sultan Ahmed] Mosque. He died [in] 1122 [1710-11] at the age of
ninety-nine and was buried beside his father. His daughter's son, whose name was Mehmed, became
eyh in his place, but only of the zaviye. He was banished to Bolu on the accession of Sultan [Mahmud I]

in 1143 [1730-31] and died there. His son, Abdilmecid Efendi, became eyh in his place for six years.
On his passing away, [the office] was conferred on his son, Abdfilbaki Efendi, who is head of the tekke
at the present time.10 28 [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

6. The Saraghanebaz Mosque'029

Its builder was the architect (mimar) Ayas. He set out and proceeded with grace to the realm of im-
mortality in the year "Harvest,"0 130 892 [1486-87]. He is buried in a cemetery in the vicinity of his
mosque. Kilari Mehmed Aga installed its minbar. He is buried in the cemetery before the mihrab. The
office of [the mosque's] mitevelli is entrusted to its imams. The [Nuru]osmaniye Mosque's water tower

(su terazisi) was built at the corner of the mosque's street. A sebil and fountain are on the opposite

corner. Their builder was the kethiida hatun Canfeda Saliha, who built a mosque 0 3 3 in Karag-fmr-ak.
[The Saraehanebagi Mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Mosque of the Sirkeci Tekke'03 ' near the Aya Kapi

Its builder was Yorgani Emir 5eyh Mehmed Geysudar-i Geylani, and the seyhs are still descended from
him. The aforesaid was struck by the staff of a Frankish ambassador's guard 3 and fell a martyr. Mfista-
kimzade composed a chronogram for his death. "May the underside of the divine quilt be shelter for

1028 For a full list of the peyhs of the Sivasi Tekkesi, see Z5E, 60-61.
103 The Sarachanebap Mescidi, known also as the Mimar Ayas Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present 5ehzadebap

Caddesi and Horhor Caddesi in the Baba Hasan Alemi Quarter in Fatih. No trace remains of the mosque, which was torn down
in 1957, in the course of the widening of sehzadebaii Caddesi; see FC, 197; 1C, I, 119; OMFD, III, 455-57. For location, see MW
map, D 6/2 and 275.0 30 Hrmdn.

103 Such water towers (literally "water balances") had a dual function. They were devices to adjust pressures in the water
distribution network and thereby to keep its pipes from bursting and prevent leakage. In addition, they functioned to control
and measure the distribution of water through the system. Although there were originally numerous water towers of this type in
the Istanbul water supply network, relatively few are still standing. These include the abovementioned Nurosmaniye water tower
at the intersection of Yanik Saraylar Sokagl and Mengene Sokak and those of Kirkcegme, Sultan Ahmed, Tahtakale, Yenikapi
and Qatladikapi. For an explanation of their function and mechanics, as well as a photograph of the 5ehzadebapi su terazisi, see
Ce en, Water Supply, 161-63.

103 The Canfeda Kadin Sebili, built by the beloved slave of Nurbanu Valide Sultan, the mother of Murad III. The fountain is
no longer extant; see Egemen, Gelme, 228.

1133 The Kethfida Kadin Camii, known also as the Canfeda Kadin Mescidi; see Hadika, 203-4.
"' The Sirkeci Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the $eyh Mehmed Geysudari Mescidi, located at the intersection of Keci Dede

Sokag and Miralay Nazim Bey Caddesi near the Aya Kapi in the Kfcfkmustafapaga Quarter in Fener. According to Z5E, the
tekke was founded in 972/1564-65, which must also be the approximate date of the founding of the mosque. All that remains of
the tekke is the tomb of Sirkeci Dede; see FC, 202; IC, I, 122; Z5E, 15. For location, see MWmap, D 3/2 and 309.

" balyos yasakctzs. The title balyos (Turkish for the Italian bailo, "bailiff') was the designation of the head of Constantinople's
Venetian colony during the late Byzantine period, who was simultaneously the Venetian ambassador to the Byzantine court. The
title continued to be used for the Venetian Republic's ambassador after the Turkish conquest in 1453 and, in time, came to be
applied to all European diplomats to the Porte.
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the emir,"" 977 [1569-70]. His son Ismail Efendi became leyh in his place. He died in the year
"Glorious, 1020 [1611-12], and is buried there. 38 [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

8. The Congregational Mosque of Sinan Aga 0 3' near the Yarhisar Congregational Mosque

[123] Its builder was the bina emini of the Fatih Mosque. He is buried before the mihrab. [The
mosque's dependencies] include a mekteb. Opposite [the mosque] is the medrese of Damad Mehmed
Efendi,0 40 the builder of which is buried there. $eyhfilislim Mehmed Salih Efendi1 4 1 is buried beside
him. Facing it are the mekteb of Pir Mustafa Paga and the hamam known as the Yeni Hamam. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

9. The Congregational Mosque of Seyyid mer 0
42 in Yayla

Its builder was Omer bin Fahreddin, Sultan Bayezid's barley commissioner (arpa emini). This Arabic
chronogram setting forth the date of the mosque's completion is inscribed on the arch of the gateway:
"In the year eight hundred ninety-six,"1 043 896 [1490-91]. [Omer bin Fahreddin's] grave is there. The
zaviye located in its vicinity was built for Tavil $eyh Mahmud Halveti by Grand Vizier Tekfurdagli
Mustafa Paga,104 who died at Malkaral" following his dismissal. His dismissal and death occurred in one
thousand one hundred one [1689-90]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

This Tekfurdagli Mustafa Papa became the commander of a Janissary company (gorbacz) during the
reign of Mehmed Khan the Fourth, when he was treasurer (hazinedar) of Bekta Aga, who was [later]
dismissed from the office of aga of the Janissaries. Advancing by degrees from the forty-first [Janissary]
b5lik, he became aga of the Janissaries in place of Damad Ibrahim Paga in CemaziyfilAhir 1090 [1679].
In Mnharrem 1092 [1681], he brought together the offices of aga and vizier and one year later, follow-
ing the siege of Vienna, he became serasker of the Morea with the high rank of [governor of] Aleppo.
But when it was learned that in Muharrem [10]97 [1685] God-be He exalted-had in His wisdom

103. Zir-i lihdfz kudsi olsun emir'e me'va.
1037 'Azim.

1038 For a full list of the leyhs of the Sirkeci Tekkesi, see Z5E, 15-16.
1039 The Sinan Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Karadeniz Caddesi and Sinan Camii Sokagi in the Haydar Quarter in

Fener. Although a part of its cemetery is still extant, no trace of the mosque survives; see FC, 201; 1C, I, 122. For location, see
MWmap, D 4/8 and 193.

104 The Damad Mehmed Efendi Medresesi, built by the same Mudurnulu Damad Mehmed Efendi who built the Mudurnulu
Mehmed Efendi Darflhadisi mentioned above. The medrese was destroyed in the Fatih fire of 1918; see FC, 236 and Hadika, n.
1017.

" Mehmed Salih Efendi (d. 1761), seventy-third Ottoman jeyhalisldm. A descendant of 5eyh Hfisameddin Ugakki and the
son of the kadi of Galata and Egypt, Kirimh Abdullah Efendizade Yahya Efendi, he was trained by $eyhfilislAm Yenigehirli
Abdullah Efendi, whose son-in-law he later became. With his father-in-law's support, he rapidly rose through the learned
hierarchy, becoming in time the Inspector of the Two Holy Cities and kadi of Aleppo, Damascus, Medina and Istanbul (1746).
In 1749 he became kadzasker of Anatolia for a first time but was returned to the judgeship of Istanbul in 1753. This was followed
by reappointments to Anatolia and then, again, to Istanbul before finally becoming geyhilisldm on 26 January 1758. He was
dismissed a year and a half later on 30 June 1759 and given permission to live in his seaside residence in Kanhca. Mehmed Salih
Efendi was especially remembered for his cleverness and wit; see Altunsu, Osmanlh $eyhiilisldmlan, 141; SO, III, 207.

1042 The Seyyid Omer Camii, located near the intersection of Seyyid Omer Sokagi and Vezir Caddesi in the Seyyid Omer
Quarter in 5ehremini. After having fallen into ruin, the mosque was rebuilt in 1953; see DBIA, VI, 545; FC, 200; 1C, I, 121;
OMBYSD, 289-90. For location, see MWmap, B 7/3.

F sene sitte ve tis'in ve semdne-mi'e.
1044 Mustafa Paa, Tekfurdagh, Bekri (d. 1690), Ottoman grand vizier in the reign of Sultan Sileyman II (r. 2 May 1688 to 25

October 1689). For details of his biography, see below and Vefeyat, 95-96; SO, IV, 406.
1045 Town in eastern Thrace, c. 60 kilometers west of Tekirdag (formerly Tekfurdagi).
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denied [Mustafa Paga] victory and that Pequyl... had been annexed [by the Austrians], he was demoted
to the governorship of the fortress of Kanije.'"" In Muharrem [10]98 [1686], he became aga of the

Janissaries a second time, replacing Qolak Hasan Aga, but he was dismissed a short time later and was
appointed governor of Sedd al-Bahr. 48 He was given the imperial seal'.4 in place of Aya 1h Ismail
Paga'oo on the twenty-seventh day of Cemaziyfilihir 1099 [27 April 1688], at the beginning of the reign
of Sfileyman Khan the Second. His introduction of a number of things""51 to help with war expenses and
his appointment of a person without understanding like Arab Receb Paya to be serasker led to his
dismissal at the end of Muharrem 1101 [1689]. [124] When K6prfillfzade Fazil Mustafa Paga1 11

2 became
grand vizier in his place, the abovementioned dismissed [Mustafa Paga] was exiled to Malkara. He died
at the abovementioned place in RebifilAhir of the year 1101 [1690]. The length of his grand vizierate
was nineteen months and he attained the age of seventy [years].

10. The Simke$ Mosque'... near [the Congregational Mosque ofi Mimar Acem

Its builder was Haci Hasan Aga. He was the steward of the gold and silver thread-makers' guild (simke5
esnafinzi kethiidasz). [The location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

11. The Sara( Ishak Mosque05 in Kumkapz

Its builder is buried there. Its minbar was installed by the vakf on the order and recommendation of
one of its mitevellis, and a preacher was appointed. [The mosque] has a quarter.

12. The Sarag Dogan Mosque'... in Deniz Abdal

Dogan Aga, its builder, was a maker of the knitted caps with tassels worn by janissary officers (iiskiaf).
His grave is located there. Nefayisi Hasan Efendi, the first Friday preacher of the mosque of Kethfida
Canfeda Hatun, 56 is buried nearby. He died in the year "Glorious,"1 " 1020 [1611-12]. [The Saraq
Dogan Mosque] has a quarter.

10 The city of P6cs in southern Hungary, occupied by the Turks between 1543 and 1686.
"" The fortress of Kanizsa in western Hungary.
104 Fortress on the European shore at the mouth of the Dardanelles.
104 Mdihr-i hfimayun virildib; i.e., he became grand vizier.
1" tsmail Paa, Ayash, Niganci (1619-89), Ottoman grand vizier for sixty-nine days during the reign of Sultan Sileyman II,

from 2 March to 2 May 1688; see Vefeyat, 137; SO, I, 354-55.
" A reference to the extraordinary campaign taxes, forced contributions and debasement of coinage which Aya h ismail

Paga instituted because of the depletion of the state treasury by war expenditures.
1052 For Kbpr-flfizade Fazil Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 378.
101 The Simke Mescidi (Mosque of the Gold and Silver Thread Makers), known also as the Sirmake Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Selamakasi Sokagi and Lalizade Sokagi in the Melek Hatun Quarter in 5ehremini. Except for some remains of its
foundations, no traces of the mosque survive; see FC, 201; IC, I, 121. For location, see MWmap, B 3/13 and 291.

10" The Sarac Ishak Mescidi, located at the intersection of Tath Kuyu Sokagi and Tiyatro Caddesi in the Mimar Hayreddin
Quarter in Kumkapi. The founder's gravestone, located beside the minaret, is dated 893/1487-88. With the exception of the
base of the minaret, the mosque is of recent date; see DBIA, VI, 456-57; EC, 166-67; OMBYSD, 287. For location, see Ayverdi, 1H,
B-3.

10" The Sarac Dogan Mescidi, located at the intersection of Millet Caddesi and Necip Asim Sokagi in the Deniz Abdal
Quarter north of the Alti Mermer in $ehremini. The mosque was originally built at the end of the fifteenth century. It burned
in 1918, but was rebuilt in 1975; see FC, 196-97; IC, I, 120; OMBYSD, 287. For location, see MWmap, B 6/2.

1016 The Kethida Kadin Camii; see Hadika, 2034.
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13. The Saraghane Mosque"10 8

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. Its
expenses are met from [the vakf of] Aya Sofya. Its minbar was later installed by the vakf in response to
petitions from the people of the Saraehane.1 59 [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

14 and 15. The Simkeshane Mosques1 0

The Simkeyhane mosques are two in number. One is situated atop the other. The upper mosque is
inside the Simkeghane."' It was built by Baekadin Emetullah Hatun.'0 6  Adjoining it are a sebil, a foun-
tain, a mekteb and other pious works, the dates of which are as follows: [125]

0 Durri, the Unseen Voice composed the chronogram for its completion.
"The baskadin made this sebil and mekteb to flourish,"" 1119 [1707-8].

[Emetullah Hatun] is buried in Eyiip, near the tomb of Behrinlhac Ayge Hatun, the mother of Fatma
Sultan, at the foot of [the tomb of] Mustafa Paga," the conqueror of Cyprus. [The first Simkeghane
Mosque] does not have a quarter.

The other [Simkeyhane Mosque] is located below the abovementioned mosque and is older than
[the former]. It is a charitable foundation of Ebilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. Its expenses are provided
for from [the vakf of] Aya Sofya. It does not have a quarter.

1058 The Sarachane Mescidi (Mosque of the Saddlers' Market), located at the intersection of Bfiynlk Karaman Caddesi and
Haydar Bey Sokaki in the Hfnsambey Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was destroyed in the Fatih fire of 1918. No trace of it
remains; see FC, 197; IC, I, 119; OMFD, III, 492. For location, see MW, D 5/18 and 275.

'9 The Saddlers' Market, in which harnesses and other leather goods were made and sold. Located east of the Fatih Mosque
in the district that bears its name, the Sarachane was founded by Mehmed II in 1475 as a vakf for Aya Sofya. Evliya Qelebi states
that it contained 1,084 shops, probably an exaggeration. The original Sarachane was destroyed in the great fire of 5 September
1693 but was rebuilt within a few years and is described as enclosed by masonry walls with three gates. Vaulted shops were
ranged along the inner sides of the walls and the mosque stood at the center of the market. The market was destroyed in the
great Fatih fire of 13 June 1918; see M. Qakatay Ulucay, "Istanbul Sarachanesi ve Saraclarma dair bir Aragtirma," istanbul
Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiiltesi Tarih Dergisi, 5-6 (1952), 147-64; also OMFD, IV, 552-54.

1" The Simkeghane Mescidleri. The upper mosque was also known as the Baekadmn Emetullah Sultan or Valde Sultan
Mescidi, and the lower mosque was sometimes called the Darbhane Mescidi. They were located on Ordu Caddesi at the
intersection with Darbhane Sokagi in the Mimar Kemaleddin Quarter opposite the Bayezid Medresesi in Bayezid. The mosques
were torn down during the widening of the Bayezid Meydam in 1956; see DBIA, VI, 561; EC, 169-71; IC, I, 122; OMFD, III, 536-
37. For location, see MWmap, E 7/10 and 258.

101 For the Simkeghane, see Hadika, n. 171.
11 The balkadin of Sultan Ahmed III; see Ulucay, Kadinlar, 79-80.
1063 Bu sebil ii mektebi ba-kadin dbdd eyledi.

Mustafa Paga, Lala (d. 1580), Ottoman military commander of the reigns of Sfileyman I and Selim II. Beginning his
career in the imperial palace, he was appointed lala to Prince Selim (later Sultan Selim II) in 1556. As a result of his intrigues,
he was subsequently distanced from the capital with appointments to provincial posts but was called back by Selim in 1569 to
serve as a kubbe veziri. He was the commander of the army sent to conquer Cyprus in 1570, and in 1578 was involved in military
campaigns in Georgia in the Caucasus. An able but intriguing and reckless character, he was the patron of the historian Mustafa
Ali and by his marriage to the daughter of last Mamluk sultan, Kansawh al-Ghawri, came into great wealth. He was a generous
patron of pious foundations and built mosques in Erzurum and other cities of the empire; see Vefeyat, 24; Ef, VII, 720-21; SO,
IV, 377. For the tomb of Emetullah Hatun, see Haskan, Eyfip, I, 159.
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16. The Mosque of the Medrese of Sultan Selim..*. near the Halicilar K kii

The medrese was built by Selim Khan the First. At that time there were not many mosques in the area
and [so], in the time of Sfileyman Khan, one of the classrooms of the abovementioned medrese was
made into a mosque by adding a minbar and minaret and providing income for its expenses. Its date is
"His mosque embellishes the school,"" 970 [1562-63]. The biography of His Majesty Selim Khan is

given in the appendix to [the description of] his great mosque. [The Mosque of the Medrese of Sultan
Selim] does not have a quarter.

17. The Sancakdar Mosque6 7 near the Oznar [Mosque]

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church.0" Its founder was Hayreddin Efendi, who
was a standard-bearer (alemdar) in the time of Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan, and is buried there.
Beside him are buried $ahbaz Paga and the eyh in his zaviye, $eyh Mustafa Efendi, who died at about
the same time he did. Its minbar was installed at the request of the inhabitants of the quarter by the
grand vizier Maktul Mustafa Paa.10 69 [The minbar's] expenses are met from the customs duties of
Istanbul. [The date of the minbar is] 1178 [1764-65]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

18. The Sekbanbasz Hfiseyin Aga Mosque 70 near the Congregational Mosque of [Re]vani

The abovementioned mosque burned along with others in the Cibali Kapi fire of 1169 [1756] and it is
at present in ruin. The grave of the builder is outside the Top Kapi. He died in 1167 [1753-54]. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter. [126]

10" The Sultan Selim Medresesi Mescidi, located on Vatan Caddesi near the intersection with Oguz Han Caddesi in the Molla
serif Quarter in $ehremini. The medrese was built by Sfleyman I in 1548 in the name of his father Selim I and is among the
works of Mimar Sinan. The medrese and mosque, which were both restored between 1958 and 1962, are today used as the
Museum of Turkish Calligraphy (Tark Yazi Sanatlan Mfizesi). The mosque is no longer active; see DBIA, VII, 63-64; FC, 205; IC,
I, 131; MW, 366-67. For location, see MWmap, C 6/9.

10' Masjiduha tahassun al-madrasa.
107 The Sancakdar Mescidi (Mosque of the Standard Bearer), known also as the Sancakdar Hayreddin Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Sancakdar Tekke Sokaki and Teberdar Sokaki in the Sancakdar Hayreddin Quarter in Samatya. The unusual
octagonal mosque was severely damaged by earthquakes in 1894 but was renovated between 1973 and 1975; see DBIA, VI, 448-
49; FC, 195-96; IC, I, 119; MW, 194-95; OMFD, III, 492. For location, see MWmap, B 8/2.

1 Identified by Janin as the Monastery of the Gastria, dating to the eleventh or twelfth century, although no firm
archaeological evidence supports this identification; see Mathews, Churches, 231-36.

16 Bahir K6se Mustafa Paa; see Hadika, n. 118.
1070 The Sekbanbapi Hinseyin Aga Mescidi, the location of which is uncertain. Secondary sources describe it as being located in

Cibali or near the Cibali Kapi, apparently because Ayvansarayi states that it was destroyed in the great Cibali fire of 1756, which
started on the shore of the Golden Horn and burned south to the Marmara shore, destroying many houses, shops, mosques and
other buildings. Although the printed text reports that it was located near an otherwise unattested congregational mosque,
referred to as the Vani Camii, manuscript versions describe it as being in the vicinity of the Revani Camii (see, for example,
Vienna manuscript, fol. 45r). It is clear that the reference to the Vani Camii must be the result of a misprint for Revani [Revani
Efendi] Camii, located on Kogacilar Sokagi in the Molla Hisrev Quarter (see Hadika, 178). In any case, there exists today no
trace of the Sekbanbapi Hfiseyin Mescidi, nor can its location be established with precision; see FC, 199; IC, I, 120.
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19. The Sinan Pasa Mosque""7 near the Congregational Mosque of Mahmud Pasa

Its builder, the abovementioned [Sinan] Paga, was defterdar and retired with [the rank of vizier and]
three tur. He became governor of Egypt and was dismissed five years before the year one thousand
[1591-92]. He is probably buried there [in Egypt]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

20. The Seydi Bey Mosque 0 72 near [the Congregational Mosque ofi Molla Girani

Its builder was the bina emini for the aqueducts of the Sfileymaniye fountains. There is an exalted
fountain1 7" before the mosque. The following is written on the arch of the mosque's gate: "Seydi ibn
Abdurrahman built this blessed mosque in the month of Muharram in the year 966 [1558-59]." His
grave is located outside the Top Kapi. The Persian chronogram on the fountain is by him, and it is as
follows:

Praises without limit to God and king
Have I proclaimed every day, morning and evening.

At the moment of penitence I expressed the date.
"Our tears are like streams of water,"' 074 999 [1590-91].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

21. The Mosque of the Saka Cesmesi17 ' near the Valide Congregational Mosque

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Although it was originally on the site of the workshop
of the goldsmiths, which is located opposite [the present mosque], when a great khan was built on the
site of the workshop, [the fountain known as] the Saka Qegmesi was exchanged for the [site of the
original] mosque, and this mosque was built as a replacement. Its builder was Sultan Mustafa Khan [the
Third]. The minbar was only recently installed. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

22. The Saraghane Mosque'076 near the Ahir Kapi

It was built by Sultan Sfileyman Khan for the pages of the Inside Service of the imperial palace (enderun
agalan).'1" It does not have a quarter.

1071 The Sinan Paga Mescidi, described by Ayvasarayi as located near the Mahmud Papa Camii in the Molla Fenari Quarter in
Alemdar. No trace of the mosque remains, nor can its precise location be established; see EC, 171; 1C, I, 122.

1072 The Seydi Bey Mescidi, known also as the Seyyid Bey Mescidi, located at the intersection of Findikzade Sokagi and
Qakanak Sokagi in the Molla serif Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque is no longer extant; see DBIA, VIII, 394; FC, 200; IC, I,
121. For location, see MWmap, C 6/13 and 130.

117 The no longer extant Seydi Bey Qegmesi; see Egemen, Geome, 747; Tamik, Gemeler, I, 44.
1074 Gejmeh-i md rui gesm-i db-z mci.
1073 The Saka Qegmesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Water Carrier's Fountain), known also as the efinci Sultan Mustafa or

Qakmakeilar Camii, located at the intersection of Sandalyacilar Sokagi and Qakmakpilar Yokugu in the Taya Hatun Quarter in
Bayezid; see EC, 52; IC, I, 118. For location, see MW, F 6/22 and 342.

1076 The Sarachane Mescidi (Mosque of the Saddle Shop), located in Ahirkapi, the district east of the Sultan Ahmed Mosque
along the shore of the Marmara in which the stables of the imperial palace were situated. The mosque's precise location is
uncertain. No trace of the building remains.

1077 Manuscript copies of the text, for example, Vienna manuscript, fol. 45v, state that it was built for the cerid players among
the pages of the Inside Service of the imperial palace (Enderun agalanzih cerid ricalt ziimresine mahsusdur).
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23. The Sekbanbaz Mosque'0,8 in Kirkgesme

The abovementioned mosque was transformed from a church. Its founder was Ibrahim Aga. He set out
for the Other World in the year "Trustworthy witness,"10 9 902 [1496-97], and was buried before the
mihrab. [127] Its minbar was installed by one of the notables of our time, Gfircfl Hfiseyin Efendi, a
maiderris from Edirne. [The mosque] has a quarter.

24. The Sultan Mosque08" near the Edirnekapz Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Hadice Sultan, the daughter of Sultan Bayezid Khan [the Second]. She is buried in
Bursa. Its minbar was installed by one of [its vakf s] mitevellis. Stating and explaining that it was
permitted by the vakf, monies for its expenses and for a preacher were assigned in accord with the
vakf s principles. The Sultan Hamam" is one of its vakfs income-producing properties. [The mosque]
has a quarter.

25. The Servi Mosque0.. near the Congregational Mosque of Mahmud Pasa

Its builder was Mahmud Paya the Saint.0 81 It is situated in the vicinity of his great mosque.1 084 [The Servi
Mosque] has a quarter.

26. The Sinan Pasa Mosque 0 85 near [the Mosque ofi Lutfi Pasa

Its builder was the brother of Grand Vizier Rfistem Paga, Kapudan Sinan Paga, whose other mosque is
the Congregational Mosque of Begikta .1 8 His grave is in Uskfidar.11 87 Sihri Qelebi composed a chrono-

gram for his death. "The captain plunged into the sea of God's mercy,"188 961 [1553-54]. Be it known
that Cagalzade Sinan Paga'08 1 is different from this [Sinan Paga]. He was dismissed in one thousand five
[1596-97] and died in one thousand fourteen [1605-6]. He became kapudan pasa in one thousand

1078 The Sekbanbapi Mescidi, known also as the Sekbanbap1 Ibrahim Mescidi, located on Kendir Sokaki overlooking Atatfirk
B&lvari in the Kirk(eme Quarter in Fatih. The mosque burned in the Fatih fire of 1918 and was torn down in 1943 during the
widening of Atatfirk Bulvan; see DBIA, VI, 489-90; FC, 199; IC, I, 120; Semavi Eyice, "Sekbanbasi Ibrahim Aka Mescidi ve
istanbul'un Tarihi Topografyasi Hakkinda bir Not," Fatih ve Istanbul Dergisi, 2 (1954), 139-67; Mathews, Churches, 237-41; MW,
196-97; OMFD, III, 495-96. For location, see MWmap, D 5/13.

1079 ehid-i akzd'.
1080 The Sultan Mescidi, known also as the Hadice Sultan Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present Fevzi Paga

Caddesi and Salma Tomruk Caddesi in the Dervi Ali Quarter in Karagfimrnfk. The mosque was torn down during the widening
of Fevzi Paa Caddesi; see FC, 204-5; IC, I, 124. For location, see MW map, C 3/12; Ayverdi, 1H, D-6.

1 The Sultan Hamami, known also as the Papa Hamam, located in Salmatomruk; see DBIA, VII, 61; EC, 308.
101 The Servi Mescidi, known also as the Servili Mescid, located at the intersection of the present Servili Mescid Sokaki and

Tasvir Sokagi in the Mahmud Paga Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque, which for many years was used as a warehouse, was torn
down in the 1960's; see EC, 169; IC, I, 121; OMFD, III, 497. For location, see MWmap, F 6/31 and 342.

1083 Mahmud Pasa-yi Veli; see Hadika, n. 178.
14 The Mahmud Paga Camii in the Mahmud Paga Quarter; see Hadika, 212-13.
1' The Sinan Paa Mescidi, known also as Kaptan Sinan Paga or Kaptan Paga Mescidi, located to the east of the Gureba Hos-

pital at the intersection of Kaptan Sinan Paga Sokag1 and Zaviye Sokag1 in the Arpa Emini Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque
burned in 1915. No trace of it survives; see DBIA, VIII, 399; FC, 201-2; IC, I, 127. For location, see Ayverdi, 1H, D-4.

1... The Sinan Papa or Begikta Camii; see Hadika, 346-47.
1087 Located before the mihrab of the Mihrimah Sultan Camii, built by the wife of Sinan Paa's brother, Rfistem Paga; see

Hadika, 492-93.
* Taldt rahmet denfizine kapudan.

1089 Cagalzade Yusuf Sinan Paga; see Hadika, n. 584.
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three [1594-95]. Sinan Paga, the conqueror of Yemen,.... is also different from this [Sinan Paga]. The
aforesaid became grand vizier five times. He is buried in his tomb in Parmakkapi. [The Sinan Pasa
Mosque] has a quarter.

27. The Sinekli Mosque0 9
1 near the Congregational Mosque of Murad Pasa

Its builder was Kitib Musliheddin, who is [buried] in the mosque which he built in the place called
Uzuncaova near the Alti Mermer.1... [The Sinekli Mosque] has a quarter.

28. The Sinan Paa Mosque" near the [Congregational Mosque ofi Debbag Yunus

The abovementioned mosque was transformed from a church. Its founder was Kapudan Sinan Paga,
who was mentioned in connection with his other mosque.10 [The Sinan Paga Mosque] has a quarter.
[128]

29. The Sekbanbayz Mosque"" near the Khan of Seyyid Hasan Pasa

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Yakub Aga. He is buried in his zaviye 96

in Aksaray. The chronogram on his grave is as follows:

The charitable builder of this dervish lodge,
His Excellency Yakub Aga, who is disposed to munificence,

Sinan Paa, Koca (1520-96), Ottoman conqueror of the Yemen and five times grand vizier. A devfirme from Albania, he
was raised in the imperial palace and after retiring out of it, was made over time sancak beyi of Malatya, Kastamonu, Gaza and
Nablus and beylerbeyi of Erzurum, Aleppo and Egypt (1567). During the time he was beylerbeyi of Egypt, he suppressed the
rebellion of Imim al-Mutahhar in the Yemen (1569), thus winning fame as the region's conqueror. He was appointed a vizier of
the divan in 1573 and was promoted to fourth vizier and made serdar of the army in Iran in 1579. Sinan Paga succeeded Sokullu
Mehmed Paa as grand vizier on 25 August 1580, but was dismissed on 6 December 1582 and exiled to Malkara. He became
grand vizier a second time from 2 April 1589 to 1 August 1591, and a third time from 28 January 1593 to 16 February 1595,
during which period he directed the Ottoman armies against Austria. Dismissed on the accession of Sultan Mehmed III, he was
again exiled to Malkara, only to be reappointed briefly to the grand vizierate between 7 July and 19 November 1595. His failure
to suppress a rebellion of the voyvoda of Transylvania resulted in still another dismissal, followed by his reappointment for a fifth
time ten days later on 29 November 1595. This time, he remained in office until his death on 3 April 1596. He was the builder
of the lavish but no longer extant Sinan Paga K6bkfn (1590) on the shore of the Marmara below the Topkapi Palace, erected for
Sultan Murad III by Mimar Davud Aga. Koca Sinan Paa's tomb and medrese are located near the Qorlulu Ali Paga Camii in
Qargikapi; see Vefeyat, 10; EI, IV, 432-33; SO, III, 109-10.

' The Sinekli Mescid, known also as the Kitib Musliheddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of Cerrahpasa Caddesi and
Kitib Musliheddin Sokagi in the Qakir Aga Quarter in Samatya. Built in 1495, the mosque was for many years in ruin but was
rebuilt by the people of the district in 1977. The present brick and concrete building is entirely of recent date; see DBIA, IV,
491; FC, 148; 1C, I, 122; OMBYSD, 290. For location, see MW map, D 7/18.

The Uzuncaova Mescidi in Davudpaga. In addition, Kitib Musliheddin built the Tatlkuyu Mescidi in Arpa Emini and the
Yazici Camii in Fethiye; see Hadika, 33, 157, 244.

' The Sinan Paga Mescidi, known also as the Kizil Mescid, located on incebel Sokagi opposite the intersection with Gil
Qegme Sokagi in the Abdi Subasi Quarter in Fener. The name of the Greek church from which it was converted is unknown,
although the remaining masonry appears to be of Palaeologan date. Only the foundations of the structure remain; see DBIA,
VII, 5; FC, 202; C, I, 122; Mathews, Churches, 260-61; MW, 198-99. For location, see MWmap, D 3/3.

14 The Sinan Paga or Kaptan Sinan Paga Mescidi in 5ehremini; see Hadika, 142.
19 The Sekbanbapi Mescidi, known also as the Sekbanbai Yakub Aga Mescidi, located at the intersection of Hazinedar

Sokagi and Yakub Aga Firi Sokagi in the Tavantasi Quarter in Kumkapi; see DBIA, VIII, 388; EC, 168-69; IC, I, 120; OMFD, III,
496. For location, see MWmap, E 7/9 and 355.

1" The no longer extant Kadiri-Halveti Oglanlar $eyhi Ibrahim Efendi or Cism-i Latif Tekkesi, located beside the KAtip
Hiseyin Aga Qegmesi in Aksaray; see DBIA, VI, 123; FC, 289.
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Janissary commander (sekbanbapz) in the time of Ebulfeth,
Upright follower of the Way of God:

He built this tekke in praise of God.
May God cause him to attain a glorious reward!

The Angels of Praise expressed its date.
"Yakub reached the land of God's bounty,"' 866 [1461-62].

Hamami Halil Aga installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

30. The Sekbanbasi Mosque1098 in Zeyrek

The abovementioned mosque was transformed from a church. Its founder was Ferhad Aga. [The loca-

tion of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

THE LETTER IN

1. The $fsheda Mosque'0.. near the Kethfida Kadin Congregational Mosque

The abovementioned mosque was transformed from a church. Its founder was 5eyhflislam Maktul Ahi-

zade Hfiseyin Efendi,"*0 who was also the pious founder of the Qukur Medrese. There is a martyr's

tomb outside the mosque. [The founder] was buried as a martyr in Filorya"0 ' [in] 1043 [1633-34]. [The

mosque] does not have a quarter.

The aforesaid master, Hfiseyin Efendi, became eyhidisldm in Receb 1041 [1632], at the time of the

second dismissal of [5eyhilislam] Yahya Efendi,"12 and on his execution in Receb 1043 [1634], he was

buried in the quarter named Filorya. Because divine destiny caused him to suffer the imperial wrath of

His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth, [129] he became a guiltless martyr at the place of his

burial. A detailed account [of these events] is given in the history of Naima." 3 In his place, Yahya

Efendi again became eyhilislam a third time.

** Oldz Ya'kftb vasil-z Misr- Na'im.
109 The Sekbanbasi Mescidi, known also as the Ferhad Aga or Sekbanbasi Ferhad Aga Mescidi, located on what is today the

right-of-way of Atatfirk Bulvan near the intersection with Kendir Sokagi in the Kirkieme Quarter just north of the Aqueduct of
Valens. No trace of the mosque survives; see DBIA, VI, 489; FC, 199; IC, I, 120. For location, see MW map, E 5/25.

The $fiheda Mescidi (Martyrs' Mosque), situated near the Kethinda Kadin or Canfeda Kadin Mescidi to the east of the
Qukur Bostan in Karagnimrfnk. The mosque is no longer extant. Its precise location cannot be fixed with certainty; see DBIA, VII,
188; FC, 213; C, I, 143.

"'a For 5eyhfilislam Ahizade Mehmed Hiseyin Efendi, see Hadika, n. 362.
"10 Located on the Marmara shore to the west of Istanbul between Yegilk6y and Kfink Qekmece.
112 Yahya Efendi, Zekeriyazade (1553-1644), Ottoman poet, jurist and twenty-seventh seyhilisldm. The son of $eyhfilislam Bay-

ramzade Zekeriya Efendi, he received a religious education and, after teaching and judicial appointments, during which he
attracted attention for his virtue and intellect, he was made kadi of Istanbul in 1603. This was followed by appointments as
kadtasker of Anatolia and Rumelia and as leyhilisldm on 21 May 1622. He was removed from office a year and four months later
(4 October 1623) because of the enmity of Grand Vizier Kemanke Kara Ali Pasa, whom he had criticized for the taking of
bribes. He was reappointed as seyhilisldm on 22 May 1625, but was forced from office during the Janissary revolt of 1632. Given
the office a third time on 7 January 1634, he remained seyhiiisldm until his death on 27 February 1644. Yahya Efendi was
admired for his integrity and learning as well as for his spontaneous and lighthearted poetry, in which he used the collo-
quial language of Istanbul; see Altunsu, Osmanli &yhilisdm1an, 60-63; HOP, III, 273-82; SO, IV, 636.

"0 For Naima and his history, see Hadika, n. 60.
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2. The $ah-z Huban Odalan Mosque"" in Zeyrek

Its builder was 5ah-1 Huban Hatun. She was the wife of Grand Vizier Lutfi Paa. She was [originally] one
of the women of the imperial palace. There is a medrese of hers near the Paa Kapi."" She also built a
mekteb opposite the gate of the tomb of Ebu $eybet al-Hudrill"0 -may God be well pleased with him. The
dwelling of this humble servant of yours [Hafiz Hfiseyin Ayvansarayi] is in its vicinity. Her burial place is
an exalted tomb near her mekteb,11" opposite the hamam of Lutfi Paya in Yenibahee. Her daughter is
buried beside her. The abovementioned mekteb has two domed [rooms]. One is a summer room
(sayfiye) and the other a winter room (jitaiye). [The mosque] has a quarter.

3. The eyhilharem Mosque1 10 in Hubyar

Its builder was Mfinei Mehmed Efendi. He is buried in Illuminated Medina. Ahmed Bey Efendi, the
son-in-law of K6sec Mehmed Efendi, the head clerk of the cavalry office (sipah kalemi bashalifesi), in-
stalled its minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

4. The $ah u Geda Mosque"" in Langa

Its builder was [the poet Yahya Bey's beloved, the kapzcz] Mehmed 5ah, whose grave is located in a
corner outside the Silivri Kapi This chronogram by Mustafa Qelebi is written on his gravestone: "0!
Alas! 5ah Bey set out for the Next World." 1"" [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The one who acquired renown with the [poem] named $ah u Geda was Yahya Bey,"" who was of
Albanian origin. Initially, he obtained a most excellent education under the guidance of the clerk of
the Janissaries (yenigeri kdtibi) 5ehabeddin Bey, and he acquired fame being intimately acquainted and
on familiar terms with the famous poets and notable savants of the age of Sfileyman Khan. He entered
into a poetic rivalry with Hayali Bey,"" an esteemed poet of that time, and presented a kaside to Rfistem
Pasa during a campaign in the east. Admiring it, [Rfistem Pasa], despite Hayali, submitted it to the
imperial presence, [130] and initially the office of miitevelli of [the Mosque of] Eyyub was conferred
upon [Yahya Bey]. This is the first verse of the poem:

Let us march to the East with a banner white like the day, valiant ones!
Let us thrust the Kizilba&" into the earth! Let us annihilate them!

"10 The $ah- Huban Odalan Mescidi (Mosque of the 5ah-i Huban Barracks), known also as the (Qelebi Mescidi, located
between $ah Huban Camii Sokaki and Qinili Odalar Sokaki in the Hfsambey Quarter in Fatih. The mosque is no longer extant.
For location, see MW map, D 5/12 and 275.

"0 The Bab-i Ali; see Hadika, n. 328.
""Abu Shibat al-Khadri; see Hadika, n. 402.
1107 Located at the intersection of Lituf Paa Sokagi and Gureba Hastanesi Caddesi in the Ordek Kasap Quarter in Samatya.

For location, see MW map, C 6/10 and 130.
110 The 5eyhfilharem Mescidi, located at the intersection of $eyhfilharem Sokaki and Koca Mustafa Papa Caddesi on the

grounds of the Cerrahpaga Hospital in the Cerrahpasa Quarter in Samatya. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 212; IC, I,
142. For location, see MWmap, C 7/24 and 251.

"1' The $ah u Geda Mescidi, known also as the Bostan Camii, located on Kftgnik Langa Caddesi between Dudu Odalar
Qikmazi and Cerrahpasa Camii Sokaki in the Kfirkfibapi Quarter in Samatya; see FC, 208; IC, I, 136. For location, see MW map,
D 7/22 and 251, 317.

11 $dh Beg eyledi 'ukbdya sefer vdh meded. The chronogram gives the date 971/1563-64.
"" Yahya Bey, Taghcah (d. 1582), Ottoman poet of the sixteenth century, renowned for the personal style he developed

within the divan tradition. Many of his lyrics, as well as his five romances, reflect his own experiences; see HOP, III, 116-32.
1112 Hayali Bey (d. 1557), Ottoman poet of the period of Sultan SfIleyman I; see HOP, III, 58-69.
1113 "Red-heads," a word used to denote adherents of various Shi'ite sects, in particular the Alevis, who flourished in eastern

Anatolia and Kurdistan from the late thirteenth century on. In a more specific sense, the word came to be used by the Otto-
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On his return from the campaign, the office of mitevelli of Kaphca [in Bursa], and immediately after
that the office of mfdevelli of [the vakf of] Orhan Khan and, subsequently, the office of miitevelli of Bola-
yir were given to him. Still later, he became mfatevelli of the vakf of Sultan Bayezid. After his dismissal
from [that] office, he was granted a fief (zeamet) producing twenty thousand akge in the district of
Timisvar. He had a son named Adem. [Yahya Bey] fell in love with one of the imperial gatekeepers, a
beloved catamite distinguished by the name 5ah, and his poem named $ah u Geda (The King and the
Beggar), which proclaimed his love, was admired by all. His other works include a versified treatise
entitled Gencine-i Raz (The Mystic Treasury), and his Giaien-i Envar (The Rosebud of Radiance) in the
meter of the Mahzen al-Esrar (The Treasury of Secrets),"" his well-balanced Yusuf and Zileha, his Usul
Name (Book of Precepts), his exalted kaside which was composed when Elkas Mirza," 5 the brother of
the Shah of Persia, arrived in Istanbul to submit to the Ottoman State, and other poems. In addition,
God facilitated his performance of the sacred duty of the blessed hajj. In this connection, he also
dwelled for a time in the cities of Damascus and Aleppo-may God have mercy on him!

5. The Congregational Mosque of $eyh Vefa1116

Its builder was Sultan Bayezid the Saint. Because the phrase "Imperial mosque,""" 881 [1476-77], is its
date, it is also used as its name. It was a gift and donation to Haci Musliheddin Mustafa Vefa Efendi 18

and became a hanekah. The aforesaid eyh belonged to the Zeyni dervish order and his blessed grave is
there. It is a free-standing tomb. The door of the halvethane, which is in front of the mihrab, is inside
the mosque's mihrab. There are [also] rooms, a medrese, an imaret, a hamam, a fountain and other
needed facilities. The great square in the direction of the mosque's tomb is the well-known Vefa
Meydam. Like other private properties, the income-producing buildings of the vakf can be disposed of
and distributed among the heirs. It does not include any rental properties. Cooked food and two loaves
of bread are allotted [daily] to each [novice's] dwelling,'119 and they are sent from the imaret with a
special servant and delivered to all the dwellings. [131] Should the line of the founder's heirs be

mans as one of disdain for supporters of the Safavids in Iran. It derives from the fact that the Safavids wore a distinctive red hat
or tac with twelve gores commemorating the Imams of the Twelver Shi'ites.

"" One of the five mesnevis that make up the Khamsa (Five Poems) of the great twelfth-century Persian poet, Nizami of Ganja
(1141-1202).

11" AlkAs Mirza (1515-49), the second son of the Safavid ruler Shah Isma'il I, who defected to the Ottomans in 1547-48 after

rebelling against his brother Shah TahmAsp. He was killed at Alamut in 1549 after being captured by the Safavids; see El 2, 1

406.
1" The $eyh Vefa Camii, known also as the Vefa Camii, located at the intersection of San Beyazit Caddesi and Vefa Tilrbesi

Sokagi in the Haci Kadm Quarter in Kflnflkpazar. The actual builder of the mosque was Mehmed II, not Bayezid II as asserted
by Ayvansarayi. Possibly Bayezid was the builder of the adjoining medrese. The mosque originally formed part of a larger
complex, including a mosque-hanekah, medrese, imaret, hamam and the tomb of seyh Vefa. Today, only the tomb and the
gilehane (halvethane), the cell in a hanekdh in which novices underwent spiritual exercises for forty days prior to induction into a
dervish order, are still standing; see DBIA, VII, 173-76; EC, 204-6; IC, I, 143; OMBYSD, 294; OMFD, III, 502-6. For location, see
MWmap, E 5/27 and 275.

"11 Cami'-i hakaniye.

118 Haci Musliheddin Mustafa Vefa Efendi (d. 1490-91), Turkish saint and mystic who came to Istanbul from Konya in the

time of Sultan Mehmed II and was distinguished for his piety and gifts as a preacher. He was buried in his cell on the grounds
of the mosque which bears his name. His tomb became a place of pious visitation, and the district surrounding it, Vefa, came to
be named for him; see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 31-32; HOP, II, 97.

1119 Actually, to the dwelling of each novice or disciple of the seyh; see the "Vakf-i Hanekah-i Hazret-i $eyh Musliheddin b.
Vefazade," 1VTD, 159, which stipulates that food cooked in the kitchen will be distributed among the mirids residing in the
zaviye and dwelling in the abovementioned locality.
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extinguished and the lodge be taken possession of by the state treasury (beytfilmal),"2 [the vakf proper-
ties] will [also] be taken from the foundation. The date of the death of His Excellency the aforesaid
5eyh [Vefa] is "To the mercy of his Lord,""1.. 896 [1490-91]. His halife, 5eyh Ali Efendi, is buried beside
him. The word "5ey4," 910 [1504-5], is the date of [Ali Efendi's] death. [The mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Seyh Davud Mosque""2 in Tahtakale

The abovementioned mosque is inside a khan. The grave of the founder is also there. One night each
year there is a gathering there for the [recitation of the] blessed Mevlud and most of the Arabs in that
neighborhood gather there on that night. The abovementioned seyh was the spiritual master and 5eyh of
all of the grooms and torchbearers of Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

7. The adzrvan Mosque"" near the Ahzr Kap

It is an upper-story mosque reserved for the use of officers of the Inside Service of the imperial palace
(enderun agalan). It does not have a quarter.

8. The Seyh Sileyman Mosque"" near the Congregational Mosque of Zeyrek

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church. The abovementioned 5eyh [Siileyman
Halife] was a $eyh in the time of the sultanate of His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. He
belonged to the Zeyni dervish order and he is buried there. Although [the mosque] was burned in the
Cibali fire [of 1756], as a result of the perseverance of Ayge Sultan's kethaida, Kazgani Hasan Aga,
Mustafa Khan the Third, the sultan of the time, built it anew and restored it to life with the installation
of a minbar. The medrese"' situated opposite it was built in our time. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

This 5eyh Sfileyman Efendi was a halife of His Excellency 5eyh Ibrahim bin Yahgi, known as Taceddin
Karamani. And [5eyh Ibrahim] was in the felicitous service of His Excellency Abdfilatif Kudsi. The
place of burial of the aforesaid is Protected Bursa, [132] and this is a chronogram for His Excellency
5eyh Taceddin's passing away: "The 5eyh departed and the date of his [death] is 872,"1121 [1467-68].

The founder of the mosque, the aforesaid Sfileyman Efendi, did not marry during his lifetime. When
he was asked why he did not confer successorship on anyone, he answered, "My friend, it was my will
that successorship (hilafet) not be conferred on one who is not a true seeker of God, and because I was
not able to find a seeker of God, I could not confer successorship." May God bless him!

1120 More specifically, the beytailmal was that branch of the Ottoman state treasury which dealt with the collection and care of
certain categories of forfeited, escheated and unclaimed property, including property belonging to missing and absent persons
and unclaimed or escheated inheritances.

111 ld rahmeti rabbihi.
1" The 5eyh Davud Mescidi, known also as the Haci Davud or Yazma Kapisi Mescidi, located on Bestekir Barsi Sokaki

between Devoglu Yokugu and 5eyh Davud Ham Sokagi in the Demirta Quarter in Kfnefkpazar. The present mosque dates from
a rebuilding carried out in 1986; see EC, 193-95; IC, 1, 141; OMFD, III, 500. For location, see MW, 342.

1123 The 5adirvan Mescidi, located in the vicinity of the Ahir Kapi east of the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed.
The mosque is no longer extant. Its exact location is uncertain; see EC, 189; IC, I, 136.

1124 The 5eyh Silleyman Mescidi, located at the intersection of Zeyrek Caddesi and At Pazan Sokagi in the Sinan Aga Quarter
in the Fatih District; see DBIA, VII, 172; FC, 212; IC, I, 142; MW, 202-3; OMED, III, 501. For location, see MWmap, D 5/10.

1125 The Haliliye Medresesi.
1126Intekale al-seyh ve tdrihuha 872.
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9. The Congregational Mosque of $ah Sultan""

Its builder [$ah Sultan] was the daughter of His Majesty Sultan Selim the First and the wife of Grand
Vizier Lutfi Paga. She is buried in a separate tomb near the blessed congregational mosque'" which she
built in Eyiip. She founded a zaviye for 5eyh Yakub by building rooms around this mosque and later,
when the aforesaid seyh was transferred to the hanekah of Koca Mustafa Paa to replace Merkezzade, the
aforesaid [5ah] Sultan converted the zaviye into a medrese. She also built a mekteb in the Arabaci Baye-
zid Quarter outside the Silivri Kapi. In addition to the mosques and mekteb which have been described,
the Tekke of Merkez Efendill" outside the walls [of the city] is also one of her pious foundations. She
also built a fountain near the abovementioned mosque. The aforesaid [Lutfi] Papa retired from the
grand vizierate and died in 950 [1543-44], while dwelling in Dimetoka. 5eyh Hfiseyin Lamekani is
buried in the garden of the abovementioned mosque. This is the artistically fashioned date of his
[death]: "5eyh Hfiseyin's physical being perished,""" 1034 [1624-25]. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

10. The $eyh Murad Mosque'... near the Miifti Ali Hamami

The aforementioned mosque was made from a church."1 2 [The location of] the builder's grave is not
known. Uskfidari Kilisi Hftseyin Efendi, who was dismissed from office in Edirne, installed its minbar.
[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

11. The Congregational Mosque of ehremini""

[133] Its builder was Ebulfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. Its expenses are provided for from his great vakf
Its quarter is known as Eregli. The reason for this being so is that at one time a person from Eregli who
lived in the quarter completely repaired the abovementioned mosque. And he is buried in the vicinity
of the blessed mosque. The fountain at the gateway to its adirvan was built by 5eyhillislim Ebussuud
Efendi.""' The mekteb opposite [the mosque] is entrusted by stipulation [of its vak]J to administration by
the imams of the Congregational Mosque of Deniz Abdal'li Mimar 5iica.1 1 1 Mimar l1yas was the builder
of this mosque. The founder of the nearby market complex was a ehir emini. He also dug a well in the

1117 The $ah Sultan Camii, located at the intersection of Emir Pervane Sokag and Qavugzade Camii Sokagi in the Davudpasa
Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was built in 1528. It was substantially rebuilt in 1953 and again in 1983; see DBIA, VII, 124-25;
FC, 207-8; 1C, I, 136. For location, see MW map, C 8/7 and 251.

1128 The 5ah Sultan Camii on Bahariye Silahtar Aga Caddesi in Eyiip; see Hadika, 279-80.
"" The Merkez Efendi Tekkesi; see Hadika, 255-56.
"11 5eyli Hseyin'ii olds 'unsfar-t gdn peyindn. The term 'unsair-i Cdr means literally "the four elements," the materia prima

of the Hellenistic philosophers, from which all mutable matter and form were believed to be composed. The chronogram
seems to employ the term in the sense of corporal form or body and hence it has been translated here as "physical being."

"" The 5eyh Murad Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present Kopea Sokag and Alti Pokaca Sokagi in the Mnfti Ali
Quarter in Fener. The mosque was severely damaged by fire in 1833 and was torn down in 1880; see DBIA, VII, 168-69; Semavi
Eyice, "Kaybolan bir Tarihi Eser, $eyh Murad Mescidi," TD, 17 (1967), 111-30; FC, 210-11; IC, , I, 142; MW, 202. For location, see
MW, D 4/16.

"1 The church has been provisionally identified as the fifth-century church of Saint Laurentius; see Eyice, TD, 17 (1967),
118-19; Mathews, Churches, 313-14.

"" The $ehremini Camii, known also as the Eregli Camii, located near the intersection of Millet Caddesi and Sehremini
Camii Sokagi in the Erekli Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque was rebuilt between 1950 and 1953 but was torn down in 1956 in
the course of the widening of Millet Caddesi, and its site was incorporated into the right-of-way; see FC, 209; 1C, I, 137; OMFD,
III, 500. For location, see MW map, B 5/12.

"4 For $eyhfilislAm Ebussuud Efendi, see Hadika, n. 527.
"1 The Deniz Abdal Camii, known also as the Mimar ilyas Camii; see Hadika, 126-27.
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middle of the market and, appointing a person with a salary to draw water from it, he made water flow
from the spigots of the mosque. Subsequently, Ebussuud Efendi provided water [for the mosque] and
the well was abandoned. This is the reason it is named for the 5ehremini. The abovementioned yehir
emini is buried in the mosque's garden. [The mosque] has a quarter.

12. The $irmerd Qavuy Mosque1 136 near the Congregational Mosque of Murad Pasa

Its builder belonged to the kapi kulu cavalry corps (sipah ocaoz) and his grave is located there. His
daughter, Kamergah Kadm, who died one year before him, is buried beside him. This is the chrono-
gram for his death which is written on his gravestone: "Nine hundred twenty. Praise God!" 13 It is equi-
valent to the numerical [date] 920 [1514-15]. San Mustafa Pasa, the son-in-law of the founder, installed
its minbar. The aforesaid vizier was originally a kethfida of Zal Mahmud Pasa. Following his master's
death, he retired with tugs [and the rank of vizier] and, subsequent to his own death, was buried out-
side the tomb of Zal Paa. He also provided bees' wax candles for the Mosque of Zal Paga and added
this as an annex to his vakf. [The mosque] has a quarter.

THE LETTER SAD

1. The San Gez Mosque"s3

Its builder was Qiknkqi Kemaleddin. His grave is also there. This is the numerical date on his grave-
stone: 899 [1493-94]. Because the house of the late San Gez"39 [134] is in its vicinity, this mosque and
market have come to be known by his [name]. Grand Vizier Firarizade Abdullah Pagal" installed its
minbar. An exalted fountain fed by the aqueduct of Sultan Sftleyman is next [to the mosque]. Opposite
[the mosque's] gate is the upper-story mekteb built by the kul kethiidasz Sileyman Paga, the chronogram
of which is as follows. It was composed by Nisari. "An exalted, elegant school was built for students,""4

1136 The $irmerd Qavu Mescidi, known also as the Sirmerd Bey Qavu Mescidi, located near the intersection of Millet Caddesi
and Arap Manav Sokagi in the Keci Hatun Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was built in 1504 but was torn down in 1956
to make way for the widening of Millet Caddesi; see DBIA, VII, 184; FC, 212; IC, I, 143; OMBYSD, 292. For location, see
MW map, C 7/1.

1137 '4rin ve tis'a-mi'e. Zikr.
113 The San Gez Mescidi, known also as the San Gerz, San Gftzel or Qiknkei Kemaleddin Mescidi, located on Mutemet

Sokagi between Bali Pasa Caddesi and Battal Gazi Sokagi in the Hasan Halife Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was destroyed in
the great Qirgir fire of 1911 and its ruins were torn down in 1944; see FC, 197; IC, I, 119; ISTA, VII, 3895; OMFD, III, 493-94. For
location, see MWmap, C 5/5 and 383.

1139 Nureddin Hamza b. Yusuf, known variously by the lakab San Gez, San Gfizel, San Kfirz, San Gbrez or San Gfirz (d.
between 1521 and 1523), Ottoman scholar and jurist of the reigns of Mehmed II, Bayezid II and Selim I. After training under
some of the foremost ulema of the time, he entered the service of Grand Vizier Sinan Paga (1476) and, in time, was appointed
to several medreses, ultimately becoming a miiderris in the medreses of the Fatih Complex in Istanbul. In 1511 he was made kadi
of Istanbul, and, later, Selim I appointed him kadtasker of Rumelia. He was dismissed after a falling out with the sultan but was
again appointed to one of the medreses of the Fatih Complex. He appears to have served as kadi of Istanbul a second time
between 1518 and 1521 and to have died in 1521-23. Ayvansarayi states that he was buried near the Yayla (Kanbur Mustafa Paga)
Camii in Fatih; see Hadika, 245; El 2 , VIII, 59-60; SO, IV, 581; Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 102-3.

11 Abdullah Paa, Firarizade, Seyyid, Boynu Egri (d. 1761), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mahmud I. He was
appointed mirahur (1745), governor of Cyprus (1746) and of Rakka (1747) before becoming grand vizier on 24 August 1747.
Following his dismissal on 11 January 1750, he was exiled to Rhodes and, later, again became governor of Egypt, Rakka, Diyar-
bakir and Aleppo, where he died. He built a mekteb in Tavgantal in Istanbul and a fountain in Eyiip and repaired the
Bandirmah Tekkesi Camii in Uskfidar; see Hadika, 507-9; Vefeyat, 72; SO, III, 382-83.

1141 Yapddz talibe 'clt mu'allim-hdne-i zibs.
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1029 [1619-20]. The tomb of its builder is near the Dfilgeroglu Congregational Mosque."4  [The
mosque] has a quarter.

The annotator Sinaneddin Yusuf bin Hfisam bin Ilyas bin Hasan al-Sunfisi was the son-in-law of the
late Sari Gez and his blessed tomb is in the courtyard of the abovementioned mosque. Hfisameddin
Habib Karamani, the father of the abovementioned deceased [Sinaneddin Yusufl, was a halife of [the
founder of the Halved dervish order, Omer al-] Halved, and he is buried in Amasya. The date of birth
of the deceased annotator [Sinaneddin Yusuf] was 893 [1487-88]. He was a candidate for office in the
learned hierarchy (mfilazim) at the accession of Sfileyman Khan and, subsequently, became a mfiderris.
He became kadi of Aleppo in 946 [1539-40] and, subsequently, [became kadi] of Damascus, of Bursa in
951 [1544-45], of Edirne in 952 [1545-46] and of Istanbul in 5aban 954 [1547]. Ten days later, he was
transferred to [the office of kadzasker of] Anatolia. Because of the grand vizier's tyranny, he was dis-
missed in the year 958 [1551-52], at the time of the campaign against Elkas," and set out on the
blessed hajj. Later, in 969 [1561-62], he became the maiderris of the daralhadis [of the Sfileymaniye] but
resigned in 983 [1575-76]. He suffered a stroke in the [Congregational Mosque of] Sultan Mehmed on
Friday, the twelfth of Safer 986 [20 April 1578], and died on Tuesday three days later. The ,eyhadisldm of
the time, Kadizade,""4 conducted his burial service in the abovementioned mosque and he was buried
in its fragrance-laden earth. The length of his blessed life was 103 years. His works include a
commentary on Beyzavi and annotations of the Hidaye. Subsequently, Kethfida Mustafa Efendizade
Mahmud Efendi, one of his grandsons, collected other commentaries relating to the Hidaye and
annotated them from beginning to end. The aforesaid also collected into a single volume marginal
notes from [Curcani's] commentary on the Mevakzf and from the Miftah, Telvih and Tecrid.11" [135]
[Sinaneddin Yusuf,] the subject of the biography, erected a mosque in Amasya and another blessed
mosque in Anadoluhisar."'

2. The San Bayezid Mosque"11 7 near the Sileymaniye

Its builder was one of the Fatih's ulema. His grave is located there. Darfissaade Agasi Maktul Begir Aga
installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

"" For the tomb of the kul kethaidasz Sfileyman Paa, see Hadika, 120.11 3 Alks Mirza; see Hadika, n. 1115.
"" Kadizade Ahmed 5emseddin Efendi; see Hadika, n. 647.
1145 The books upon which Sinaneddin Yusuf produced commentaries and annotations were among those most frequently

taught in Ottoman medreses. They include: (1) the Anwdr al-Tanzi wa Asrdr al-Ta'wil (The Light of Revelation and the Secrets of
Interpretation), a commentary on the Qur'an known in short as the Tefsir-i Beyzavi (The Commentary of Beyzavi), by the
celebrated thirteenth-century Persian religious scholar and judge, Abdullah ibn Omer al-Beyzavi ('Abd Allah ibn 'Umar al-
BaydAwi); see Hadika, n. 360 above; (2) The Hiddya (The Right Way) a well-known commentary on Islamic law by the twelfth-
century Hanifi jurist BurhAn al-Din Abu 'l-'Ali al-MarghinAni (d. 1197); (3) The $erh of the Persian authority on logic and
grammar 'Ali b. Muhammad al-Jurjini (1339-1413) on the compendium on theology entitled Kitab al-Mawdkiffi 'Ilm al-Kaldm,
by the fourteenth-century Persian jurist and theologian 'Adud al-Din 'Abd al-Rahman al-Iji (1281-1355); (4) The Miftdh al-'Ulfim
(Key to the Sciences), a work on rhetoric, the subject of numerous later abridgements and commentaries, by the jurist Ab6t Bakr

Ynisuf al-SakkAki (1160-1229); (5) The Talwih ild Kashf Hakd'ik al-Tankih, a celebrated work on jurisprudence by the Persian
authority on rhetoric, logic and law, Sa'd al-Din Mas'ftd al-TaftizAni (d. 1389); (6) The Tajrid al'Akd'id (Definitions of the
Articles of Faith), a handbook on dogmatics, by the Persian philosopher, mathematician and astronomer Nasir al-Din al-Tftsi
(1201-74).

"* Ayvansarayi elsewhere credits Sinaneddin Yusuf with the foundation of two other mosques in Istanbul, the Sinan Efendi
Mescidi in Anadoluhisar and the Dolay Mescidi in Kanhca; see Hadika, 471, 472.

1147 The San Bayezid Mescidi, located at the intersection of San Bayezid Caddesi and San Bayezid Camii Sokagi in the Hoca
Giyaseddin Quarter in Knenfikpazar. The mosque was built in 1460 and renovated in 1747, 1860 and 1962; see DBIA, VIII, 384;
EC, 167-68; IC, I, OMFD, III, 492-93. For location, see MWmap, E 5/20 and 275.
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3. The Sagicilar Congregational Mosque"' in Unkapanz

Its builder was Yavuz Selim Qelebi, who was the mir-i alem of Ebfilfeth. His grave is located there. In
accord with the stipulations of [Yavuz Selim Qelebi's vakJ] and the fact of his descent from the founder
of the abovementioned mosque, Evliya Hafiz Mehmed Efendi, 149 the author of the Tarih-i Seyyah
(Chronicle of Travels), was one of its miitevellis. [The mosque] has a quarter.

4. The Sarmaszk Mosque' 0

Its builder was Keeeci Piri Aga. The location of his grave is not known. In accord with the will of Ebu
Eyyub Receb Efendi, his son Ebu Tevfik Eyyub, who was the kadi of Egypt and the kethiida of U aki-
zade, installed its minbar in 1152 [1739-40]. By his [vakf s] stipulation, one of his sons, Tevfik Yahya
Efendi, was its mfitevelli. The aforesaid Receb and Eyyub Efendi are buried in the cemetery of the
Keskin Dede [Mosque]."" This is the chronogram on the gravestone of Eyyub Efendi. It was composed
by his son. "Traversing the Way, Eyyub Efendi went to the Other World,"'1 2 1157 [1744-45]. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

5. The Samanveren Mosque"" in Uzungarsz

Its builder was described in the appendix to [the account of] the abovementioned Qukur Qegme
[Mosque] .1154 The late Grand Vizier Mustafa Paa,"" who was buried on Mytilene in 1178 [1764-65],
installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Sogan Aga Mosque"" near the Simkeshane

Its builder was Sinan Aga, the chief of the onion merchants (soganczbasz) in [the time of] Sultan Bayezid
[the Second]. He is buried in the vicinity of his mosque. Dervi Paya installed its minbar during the
grand vizierate of Ragib Mehmed Paga,""7 while he was kethfida bey. [136] [The mosque] has a quarter.

1" The Sagricilar Camii, known also as the Mescid-i Sinan Bey or Yavuz Er Sinan Camii, located at the intersection of Yavuz
Sinan Camii Sokagi and Ragip Gfimngpala Caddesi (formerly Sagncilar Sokagi) in the Yavuz Sinan Quarter in Kieikpazar. One
of the oldest mosques in Istanbul (dating to c. 1455), it was restored in 1862, 1905 and in 1960; see DBIA, VII, 446-47; EC, 211;
IC, I, 118; OMFD, III, 534-36. For location, see MWmap, E 4/17 and 489.

114 Evliya Celebi b. Dervi Mehmed Zilli Efendi (1611-84), the famed seventeenth-century Ottoman traveler and author of
the Seyahatname (Book of Travels). Evliya makes reference to the mosque three times in his Seyahatname, stating that it was
founded by his ancestor Yavuz Ozbek the mir-i alem of Sultan Mehmed II at the time of the conquest and adding that at the time
of writing he was administrator of its endowments (tevliyet-i mezbur elimizde olup); see Evliya Qelebi, Travels, I/1, 31, 35, 169
(where von Hammer incorrectly renders the name Yauzun Er or Yavursar).

"" The Sarmapik Mescidi, known also as the Kazasker Abdnilkadir Efendi or Keeeci Piri Mescidi, located at the intersection of
Sofah Qegme Sokaki and Uzunyol Sokagi in the Keieci Karaba Quarter in Karagnmrfik. The mosque was originally built in the
seventeenth century. According to an inscription over its entrance, the mosque was restored in 1899; see DBIA, VI, 468-69; FC,
149-50; 1C, I, 119. For location, see MWmap, C 4/16 and 290.

1151 For the Keskin Dede Mescidi and its cemetery, see Hadika, 205.
1152 Tarik, tayy idfib Eyy fb Efendi gitdi 'ukbdya.
"" The Samanveren Mescidi, known also as the Samanveren-i Sani or Hoca Sinan Mescidi, located on Uzuncarp1 Caddesi just

west of the Valide Ham in the Mercan Aga Quarter in Bayezid. The mosque was restored in 1887; see EC, 165-66; 1C, I, 118;
OMFD, III, 491. For location, see MWmap, F 6/9 and 342.

"5 The Qukur Qegme Mescidi; see Hadika, 90.
"5 Bahir K6se Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 118.
1156 The Sogan Aga Mescidi, known also as the Sogan Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Sogan Aga Camii Sokagi and

Nur Sokaki in the Sarac Ishak Quarter in Kumkapi. According to an inscription over the main gate, the mosque burned in 1911
and was rebuilt in 1912; see DBIA, VII, 25; EC, 174; IC, I, 123; OMBYSD, 291. For location, see MWmap, E 7/15 and 258.

117 Ragib Mehmed Paga was grand vizier between 12 January 1757 and 7 April 1763; for biographical details, see Hadika, n.
570.
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7. The Sofular Mosque""8 near the Et Meydanz

Its builder was 5eyhfilislAm Molla Hfisrev Efendi."" Details [of his biography] are given under the letter
mim."" Mehmed Bey, the son of Ahmed Paa, who retired with three tug at the time he was defterdar and
died in the last part of the reign of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth, while he was governor of Crete,
installed its minbar. In the cemetery opposite [the mosque], there is a zaviye known as the Ekmel
Tekke,"" which was founded by Ekmel 5eyhi Sfileyman Efendi. [The mosque] has a quarter.

8. The Sarmaszk Congregational Mosque Tekke"62

The abovementioned mosque is a tekke. Its builder was Kadiasker Abdfilkadir Efendi, the grandfather
of the mother of 5eyhnllislAm Dfirrizade Mustafa Efendi. 16

' He built it for Dede Qelebi 5eyh Mehmed
Saburi. He was buried outside the Edirne Kapi, near the Congregational Mosque of Emir Buhari,""4 in
the year "Hermit of the Sunnis,""" 1084 [1673-74]. The Meydancik Mosque"6 6 was also his charitable
foundation. [The Sarmapik Congregational Mosque Tekke] does not have a quarter.

1158 The Sofular Mescidi, known also as the Molla Hfisrev Sofular Camii, located at the intersection of Sofular Caddesi and
Molla Hfisrev Sokagi in the Sofular Quarter in Fatih; see DBIA, VII, 24; FC, p. 174; C, I, 123; OMFD, III, 463-64. For location, see
MWmap, D 6/8 and 427.

159 Molla Hfisrev b. Faramurz b. Ali (d. 1480), renowned ulema and third Ottoman seyhailisldm. Uncertainty surrounds his
origins, some sources asserting that he was of Turkoman descent, others that he was of Frankish or Rumi (presumably Anatolian
Greek) background. After a religious education and medrese appointments, he became kadi of Edirne in 1444 and kadzasker of
Rumelia sometime later. He succeeded Hizir Bey as kadi of the newly conquered Istanbul and, at the same time, was appointed
mfsderris of the Aya Sofya. Although he later retired to Bursa, he was called back to Istanbul (c. 1469) and given the office of
eyhilisldm, which he held until his death. Celebrated as a jurist and as the author of works on law and dogmatics, he was also

the teacher of many pupils who went on themselves to important careers in learning and law. In addition to the Sofular Mescidi,
his foundations include the Kfifik Mustafa Paga Mescidi, the Molla Hfisrev Mescidi and its attached fountain in Istanbul and
the Molla Hiisrev Medresesi and Molla Hfnsrev Ham in Bursa; see Hadika, 205-6, 221-22; Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhadisldmlan, 6-7;
El 2, V, 32; OMFD, III, 120, 130, 462-63, 464.

"' See Hadika, 221-22.
161 The Ekmel Tekkesi, a Halveti tekke founded by $eyh Sfileyman-1 Rumi at the end of the fifteenth century; see Z5E, 20.
1162 The Sarmapik Camii Tekkesi, known also as the Abdfilkadir Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Niyazi Misri Sokagi in the

Nesligah Quarter in Karag~imr-ik. Built in the middle of the seventeenth century for the Celveti order, it was destroyed by an
earthquake in 1894; see FC, 292; ISTA, I, 119-20; Z5E, 69. For location, see MW, 290 (Kadri Tekkesi).

"" Darrizade Mustafa Efendi (1702-74), member of a famous Ottoman ulema family of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries and seventy-second 5eyhilisldm. The son of 5eyhnlislam Dfirri Mehmed Efendi, Mustafa Efendi became kadi of
Istanbul in 1739, kadzasker of Anatolia in 1746 and kadzasker of Rumelia in 1750. He held the office of leyhflisldm three times,
from 26 July 1756 to 18 February 1757, again from 29 April 1762 to 23 April 1767 and finally from 27 February to 29 September
1774. He was the father of $eyhfilislam Dfirrizade Mehmed Ataullah Efendi and of $eyhalislAm Dfirrizade Mehmed Arif Efendi,
and the great grandfather of $eyhnflislam Dfirrizade Abdullah Efendi, who issued the 1920 fetva condemning the Turkish
nationalist movement and Mustafa Kemal Atatftrk. According to Ayvansarayi, Mustafa Efendi restored the Yenikapi iskelesi
Camii in 1765-66; see Hadika, 261; Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhftlisldmlan, 139; EI2 , II, 629; SO, IV, 444-45.

"The Emir Buhari Camii; see Hadika, 315.
"6 Uzlet-i ehl-i s Mennet.

""The Meydancik Mescidi; see Hadika, 224.
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9. The Solakbasz Congregational Mosque"" near the Congregational Mosque of Halict Hasan

Its builder was Haci Mehmed Aga. By putting a minbar in one of the rooms in his house, he made [it
into] a congregational mosque, and he made the other spaces [in the house] into rooms of a daridha-
dis. It does not have a minaret. His grave is in the cemetery of the Halici Hasan Mosque."" The minbar
of the Qadirci Mosque"' is also his [pious work]. He also installed the minbar of the Fatma Hatun
Mosque"" in the Selami Quarter in Uskfidar and built an upper-story mekteb there. This couplet is in-
scribed over the gate of this mosque.

The patron of good works gave thanks for [his] blessings. He composed its date.
"This mosque was built in the year one thousand one hundred seventy-three,""" 1173 [1759-60].

It does not have a quarter. [137]

10. The San Musa Mosque"17 near the [Congregational Mosque ofi Molla Gairani

Its builder [San Musa] was one of those who came with Ebfilfeth [Sultan Mehmed II]. He is buried
near the mosque. The mniderris Mahmud Qavugzade Feyzullah Efendi installed its minbar. The aforesaid
died while he was the miidemis of [the medrese of] Eyyub and is buried in Vefa. This is the date on his
gravestone:

With teardrops the pen wrote a date.
"A pity! Mahmudzade Feyzullah Efendijourneyed to Eden,"" 7 1181 [1767-68].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

11. The Sogukkuyu Congregational Mosque" 4 in Zeyrek

Its builder was Grand Vizier Piri Paga," 7 who is buried beside his mosque in Silivri."7 He died in nine
hundred forty [1533-34], following his dismissal. He was a descendant of Cemaleddin Aksarayi."7 7 The
abovementioned mosque was built as a zaviye for 5eyh Ishak Karamani, 7 8 known also as Cemal-i
Halveti, who is buried at Sfitl~fce. After his death, it was converted into a medrese. Beneath this blessed

1167 The Solakbayi Camii, located at the intersection of Yahya Paa Sokag and Sinekli Medrese Sokag in the Mimar
Hayreddin Quarter in Kumkapi. No trace of the mosque remains; see EC, 179; 1C, I, 124. For location, see MW map, E 7/12 and
258.

" The Halici Hasan Mescidi, see Hadika, 105.
1169 The Qadirci Mescidi; see Hadika, 84.
1170 The Fatma Hatun Mescidi in Oskidar; see Hadika, 530.
1171 Oldt bint yfiz yetm4 d* sdlinde bu cdmi' bind.
117 The San Musa Mescidi, located on Millet Caddesi near the intersection with Sami Paga Sokak in the Nevbahar Quarter in

5ehremini. The mosque burned in 1918 and its site was later incorporated into the right-of-way of Millet Caddesi; see FC, 198-
99; C, I, 120; OMWD, III, 494-95. For location, see MWmap, C 6/7.

1173 Gi39di Mahmfid-zdde Feyz-Allah Efendi 'Adn'e hayf
117 The Sogukkuyu Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Cold Well), known also as the Kanh Medrese or Piri Mehmed Paya

Medresesi Mescidi, located near the intersection of Zeyrek Mehmed Paga Sokag and Atatfirk Bulvan in the Kasap Demirhan
Quarter in Fener. The mosque is today in ruin; see FC, 203; 1C, I, 123. For location, see MWmap, E 5/7 and 210, 275.

117 For Piri Paa, see Hadika, n. 209.
117 Town on the shore of the Sea of Marmara 70 kilometers west of Istanbul.
1177 Cemaleddin Aksarayi (d. 1389), famed Turkish philosopher and theologian of the fourteenth century, said to have been

the great-grandson of the Persian philosopher and historian Fakhr al-Din Rizi. He was the miderris of the Zincirli Medresesi in
Aksaray. His writings include a well-known moral treatise, the Ahlak-i Cemali (The Ethics of Cemal), as well as commentaries on
various theological, medical, juridical and grammatical works; see El 2 II, 419-20.

1178 5eyh Ishak Karamani (d. 1526-27), Halved seyh and halife of 5eyh Habib-i Karamani; see Z5E, 27.
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mosque there is a great cistern built on high porphyry columns and, outside the gate of the mosque,
there is an opening [to the cistern] and people draw water from it. For that reason they call it the
Sogukkuyu [Cold Well] Congregational Mosque. The aforementioned [founder's] Terlikjiler
Mosque"" in the Mercan Qargisi in Istanbul has already been noted, and in Hask6y he built a pious
foundation known as the Piri Paga Mosquel8 " together with a single hamam. Tokadi Mehmed Emin
Efendi, a eyh of the zaviye of Emir Buhari in Ayvansaray, is buried in the cemetery of this mosque. The
commentator on 5ahidi, Abdfibaki Bey Efendi, who was one of the mitevellis of this mosque by descent
and stipulation [of the founder], is also buried [there]. And there are other persons [buried there] as
well.

Among the abovementioned [Piri] Paga's pious foundations, there is a Halveti zaviye known as the
Koruklu Tekke opposite the Congregational Mosque of Molla Gfiranill' in Istanbul. Because Seyyid
Mehmed Efendi and his predecessor and father-in-law 5eyh Mehmed Fahri Efendi, who were eyhs of
the abovementioned zaviye, lived in the Koruk Quarter near the Odaba i Qargisi, [138] the abovemen-
tioned zaviye came to be known as the Koruklu Tekke.1 "" One of those who was eyh of this tekke and
was buried there is 5eyh Ali Kemali, who came from Tirhala, was made a halife by Nureddinzade, and in
time became the Friday preacher in Great Aya Sofya. He died in the year "The invisible world,"" 1012
[1603-4]. He composed hymns. Another [seyh of this tekke] was Tatar Dervi Efendi, who passed away
eighteen years after the abovementioned $eyh [Ali Kemali], while he was a preacher in the Sfileymaniye.
And another [ eyh of the tekke] was 5eyh Mehmed Fahri Efendi. Ziver Ahmed Qelebi composed a
chronogram for his death.

Ziver expressed the date with grief.
"Fahri journeyed to Naim, a place of ecstasy,""11 4 1148 [1735-36].

The famous Ta Mektebli Mustafa Rakim Efendi'18 inscribed his gravestone. There is a divan of hymns
written by the abovementioned 5eyh [Mehmed Fahri Efendi]. For example, this blessed poem by him
praising Muhammed, which was set to music in the bayati [mode] by Qaylakzade Mustafa Efendi, is well
known:

Lover, if with heart and soul we honor the Prophet-may God commend him-
Never doubt that on the Day ofJudgement He will appear-may God commend him!

He was a halife of Naksi 5eyh Ibrahim Efendi. [The mosque] has a quarter.
The late Piri Paga was the descendant of [the Rightly Guided Caliph] Abu Bakr and his genealogical

line includes Davud Kayseri or Cemaleddin Aksarayi. Although originally he was a member of the judi-
cial class, he pursued the career of a clerk in the financial administration and became chief financial
officer of Rumelia (basdefterdar) at the time of the Sultan Selim Khan the First's Qaldiran campaign. In
922 [1516-17], when His Majesty the abovementioned sultan set out to conquer the Arab lands, he
became kaimmakam of Istanbul. Gaining the imperial seal following the execution of Yunus Paga"" in

" The Terlikeiler Mescidi; see Hadika, 79.
1180 For the Piri Paa Mescidi in Hask6y, see Hadika, 325.
1181 For the tekke and mosque, see Hadika, 222-29.
1182 For a full list of the peyhs of the Koruklu Tekke, see Z5E, 27-28.
1183 Gayb.
1184 Vecd-gah- Na'im'e g6gdi Fahri. Na'im is the name of the Fourth Paradise as mentioned in the Qur'an.
1185 Mustafa Rakim Efendi, Mfiezzinzade, Ta Mektebli (d. 1767), eighteenth-century Ottoman calligrapher and student of

Yedikuleli Abdullah Efendi; see Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 169.
" 6 Yunus Paa (d. 1517), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Selim I. Brought to Istanbul as a devsirme, he rose through the

Janissary corps and in time became its aga. In 1511, he was appointed beylerbeyi of Anatolia and Rumelia and was made a vizier of
the dome in May 1516. He was promoted to grand vizier on 3 February 1517, following the death of Hadim Sinan Paa in the
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the year 923 [1517-18], he was grand vizier for three years, and after the accession of His Majesty Sultan
Sileyman Khan in 926 [1519-20], he remained grand vizier for another three years. Following his dis-
missal in the year 929 [1522-23], the has odabasz Ibrahim Aga'11 7 obtained the grand vizierate in his
place. [139] Because the son of the abovementioned dismissed [Piri Paga] was at that time kadi of
Edirne, [Pini Paga] became a hermit in Edirne. On being martyred by poison, which had been put in
his drug, he was buried in the sanctuary of the blessed mosque which he built at Silivri. The line "May
God, the All-loving and Ever-giving, make Eden the abode of Piri Paa,"1188 is the date of his death. May
God-be He exalted-have mercy on him! The abovementioned vizier was an experienced, intelligent
commander. He built another blessed mosque,11 89 an illustrious medrese and a khan in Istanbul, and he
wrote numerous works and soul-adorning poems under the pseudonym Piri. From the beginning of his
success to the end of his affairs, his life constitutes a separate epoch.

12. The Mosque of Sarraf Iskende?"0 near the Congregational Mosque of Cezri Kasim Paa

The grave of its builder is located there. Kadiasker Arab Yahya Efendi, his son Kadiasker Feyzullah
Efendi, and other relatives of his are buried in the cemetery of the mosque. It does not have a quarter.

THE LETTER TA

1. The Tarakgzlar Congregational Mosque""1 in Tarakgzlar

Its builder was the daye hatun Hand Hatun binti Ahmed Bey, the wet nurse of Ebfilfeth [Sultan
Mehmed II]. There is another mosque of hers in Demirkapi.1192 She is buried nearby in a private tomb.
The following is written on the arch of the tomb's entrance: "On the ninth day of the month of Safer of
the year eight hundred ninety-one." [1486]. She also built a mosque in Edirne. [The Tarakeilar Con-
gregational Mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Tarsus Mosque"" near the Yenikapz Mevlevihane

Its builder was a patron of charitable works named Ali Fakih. He was one of the servants of Ebfilfeth
Sultan Mehmed Khan. He also became the keeper of his livestock (goban).1194 The 5ehir emini [lacuna]

Battle of Ridaniye outside Cairo, and in addition was made governor of Egypt but was soon after removed from the latter office
for the taking of bribes and the imposition of unjust taxes. Following an exchange of words with Sultan Selim, he was executed
on 13 September 1517; see SO, IV, 677.

1187 Frenk Damad tbrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 202.
11" Pini Pdsi'nzi mekdnzii 'Adn ide Hayy-t Vedfid.
1199 The abovementioned Terlikciler Mescidi in Mercan; see Hadika, 79.
"" The Sarraf Iskender Mescidi, known also as the Kara Sarraf iskender Mescidi or Mehmed Aga Camii, described by Ayvan-

sarayi as being located near the Cezeri Kasim Pa.a Camii in Cakaloglu. No trace of the mosque remains. Its precise location is
not established; see EC, 168; 1C, I, 120.

1191 The Tarakcilar Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Comb Makers), known also as the Daye Hatun or Tarakcilar Daye
Hatun Camii, located on Tarakeilar Caddesi at the intersection with Sandalyacilar Sokaki in the Taya Hatun Quarter in Bayezid.
The present mosque dates to 1971; see DBIA, III, 12; EC, 196; 1C, I, 145; OMFD, III, 337-38. For location, see MW map, F 6/23
and 342.

1192 The Demirkapi Mescidi; see Hadika, 78.
1193 The Tarsus Mescidi, located on Tarsuslu Camii (Mficevher) Sokagi near the land wall between the Mevlevihane Kapi and

the Silivri Kapi in the Veledi Karaba Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque is at present in ruin; see FC, 215; 1C, I, 145; OMFD, III,
507-8. For location, see MWmap, A 6/4 and 291.

1194 The inscription over the window opening onto the garden in which he is buried describes him as Sultan Mehmed II's
chief herdsman (gobanbas:); see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 8-9.
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Efendi established [a vakf to cover] its expenses. [140] [The location of] his grave is not known.
Because one of the imams of this mosque was from Tarsus, it became known by that name. It has a
quarter.

3. The Mosque of Tulumcu Hiasam" in Yayla

Its builder was Hfisameddin Efendi, who died after having been dismissed from [the office of kadi of]
Istanbul, and he was buried there. Because he invented a harmless implement called a water skin
(tulum) to disperse spectators at the circumcision feast in the At Meydam arranged by Sultan Sileyman
Khan, his wish was granted and this is the reason he became a candidate for office in the learned
hierarchy (midazim) and later a mfiderris.11 6" He died in 1081 [1670-71]."9 His son Abdurrahman
Efendi 9 18 became eyhidisldm, and following his dismissal, died in Egypt in the year 1081 [1670-71]. The
minaret was built over the arch of the mosque's gate. It is a curiosity that, despite this circumstance, in
the Great Earthquake [of 1766] it sustained no damage whatsoever, and no repairs were required. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

4. The Tavafi Congregational Mosque'... in Kumkap

Its builder was Sfileyman Aga and he is buried there. It has a quarter.

1195 The Tulumcu Hfisam Mescidi, known also as the 5eyh Hisameddin Camii or Hfisam Tulumcu Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Yaylak Sokagi and Hfisameddin Sokagi in the tbrahim Qavu Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque, which was
for many years in ruin, was rebuilt between 1985 and 1988; see FC, 217; IC, I, 147. For location, see Ayverdi, IH, E-4.

1196 In fact, this incident occurred in 1582, during the reign of Sultan Murad III, on the occasion of the circumcision of
Prince Mehmed, who later became Sultan Mehmed III. As described in the Vaka'i al-Fuzala of Mehmed 5eyhi Efendi, Hfisamed-
din Efendi, who had come from Uluborlu to Istanbul to complete his education, made his way to the sultan, who was watching
festivities in the At Meydani from the Ibrahim Paya Sarayi, by wielding a tarry skin bag. The Sultan was amused by the sight and,
wishing to give Hinsameddin Efendi a present, was advised that appointment as a malazem would be appropriate. As a result of
this incident, he was also given the nickname tulumcu; see Ukur, Ottoman Ulema, 83-84.

"9 According to the Vaka'i al-Fuzala, he died in 1054/1644-45; see Ukur, Ottoman Ulema, 84.
"9 Abdurrahman Efendi, Tulumcuzade, Koca Hfisamzade (1594-1670), Ottoman ulema and thirty-fourth seyhailisldm. After

training for a learned career and appointments as maiderris, he was made kadi of Aleppo in 1640, of Damascus in 1641 and of
Istanbul in 1644. In 1649, he was given the office of kadzasker of Anatolia and two years later that of Rumelia. Although he was
dismissed after the popular revolt that broke out in Istanbul the same year, he was appointed leyhilisldm on 11 May 1555. He
was removed from office on 5 March 1656, during the great Janissary revolt known as the Qinar Vakasi or Vaka-i Vakvakiye
(from the fact that more than 30 key government and palace officials were hanged from the plane trees in front of the
Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed). Later, he was made kadi of Jerusalem and then of Egypt, where he died in 1670. A
noted authority on Qur'an exegesis, he was also known as a skilled archer, an excellent horseman and a man of exceptional
physical strength; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhillisldmlan, 80-81; also Ugur, Ottoman Ulema, 355-56; SO, III, 315.

"1 The Tavasi Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Eunuch), known also as the Tavasi Sfileyman Aga Camii, located at the
intersection of Baba Yigit Sokagi and istsyon Caddesi in the Muhsine Hatun Quarter in Kumkapi. It was first built at the
beginning of the seventeenth century and was restored at the beginning of the twentieth century; see DBIA, VIII, 430; EC, 196-
97; IC, I, 145. For location, see MWmap, E 8/5 and 317.
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5. The Tatlzkuyu Mosque"' in Gedik Pasa

Its builder was Esirci Kemaleddin. [The location of] his grave is not known. Because [the mosque] is

located in the vicinity of the abovementioned well [the Tath Kuyu], it is known by this name. The clerk

(kdtib) Arnavud Osman Efendi installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Mosque of Tuti Latif 2 0 near the Congregational Mosque of Hurrem Qavu

Its builder was Abdfillatif Efendi, who is buried in his medrese near the tetimme on Ifraziye Yokugu. This

is the numerical date on [Abdfllatif's] gravestone: 1081 [1670-71]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

The biography of Tuti Latif: The abovementioned [Tuti Latif] was from Bursa. He was the son of a

teacher and the half-brother by his mother of Yeganzade. He grew up in the service of mollas, was in-

structed by Kemalpagazade, and became a candidate for an office in the learned hierarchy (midazim) of

the retired kadzasker Gfirz Seyyid. He later entered the judicial hierarchy. [141] In his youth, because he

showed an inclination to poetry and had a beautiful voice, he was named Tuti Latif (Charming Parrot).

He gathered together the wealth which had come to him in his capacity as a kadi, built a medrese in

Yenibahee,202 and choosing to retire to it, became a hermit and occupied himself with the science of

mysticism. In imitation of Kadri Efendi's couplet,

By neither the torment of burning anguish nor the fire of envy am I grieved.
For contentment, my shah, neither horsetail nor state tent have 1.1203

the abovementioned deceased [Tuti Latif composed] the following verse:

Youth needs not the spheres but I am no longer young.
In this wretched transitory world have I neither companion nor lover.

7. The Tatlzkuyu Mosque*12 " near the Nazmi Tekke

Its builder was KAtib Musliheddin Efendi. The nearby Tath Kuyu is a well [which was built by] Sultan

Sfileyman. He saw the blessed mosque while it was being built and gave that water source to show his

favor. But because it was not possible to build a fountain, he built a well. [The mosque] has a quarter.

12' The Tathkuyu Mescidi (Mosque of the Sweet-Water Well), known also as the Esirci Kemaleddin, Esir Kemal or Azak

Camii, located at the intersection of Tath Kuyu Sokagi and Tiyatro Caddesi in the Mimar Hayreddin Quarter in Kumkapi. The

mosque is already mentioned in a vakfiye dated 874/1469 and must, therefore, date to the reign of Mehmed II. It was for many

years in ruin, but was renovated in 1939; see DBIA, VIII, 430; EC, 67; IC, I, 145; ISTA, X, 5275. For location, see MWmap, E 7/14

and 258.
1201 The Tuti Latif Mescidi, known also as the Tuti Abd6llatif Camii, located at the intersection of Yamak Sokagi and Tuti

Abdfillatif Sokaki in the Mimar Sinan Quarter in Karagnmrnk. The mosque was first built in the seventeenth century and

restored in 1944, but was torn down and totally rebuilt in 1974; see FC, 218; IC, I, 148. For location, see MW map, C 5/13;

Ayverdi, IH, D-5; Deutsches Syndikat, 1918-1919, Plan des itudes de Constantinople, Stamboul, feuille no. 7.
1202 The no longer extant Tuti Latif Medresesi on Yesarizade Caddesi in the Sinan Aga Quarter in Fatih; see FC, 241.
1203 Horsetail (tug, the insignia of beys and emirs in the Ottoman service) and state tent (otag, a type of official tent reserved to

sultans and viziers) are used by Kadri Efendi as metaphors for official positions.
1204 The Tathkuyu Mescidi (Mosque of the Sweet-Water Well), known also as the KAtib Musliheddin Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Tath Pinar Caddesi and Gureba Hastanesi Caddesi in the Arpa Emini Quarter in 5ehremini; The mosque, the

vakfiye of which is dated 911/1505, was renovated in 1901 and again between 1974 and 1977; see DBIA, VII, 224-25; FC, 147; IC,
I, 145; OMBYSD, 287. For location, see MWmap, B 5/5.
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8. The Mosque of the Tahiriye Tekke205 near the Congregational Mosque of Ayzk Pasa

Its builder was the kapzczbasz Seyyid Mehmed Aga. Its expenses are provided for from the vakf of Sultan
Mustafa Khan the Third. The abovementioned Seyyid Mehmed Aga was summoned to the Imperial
Threshold during the time he was commissioner of stores (emin-i anbar) in Isaki, 206 and he set off on
the Pilgrimage to the House of God [the Kaba in Mecca] with the caravan carrying the sultan's blessed
annual gift to the serifs of Mecca (siirre). On his return, he was commanded to reside in Illuminated
Medina-may God glorify it until the Day ofJudgement-and in the year "Honored of the district,"""
1196 [1781-82], he set off as a traveling companion with the commander of the Pilgrimage (emirailhac
pasa). When he arrived at Noble Damascus, his martyrdom occurred by order of God-be He exalted-
and his severed head was sent to the capital and buried near his tekke. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

9. The Congregational Mosque of the Top Kap 2 08

Its builder was Grand Vizier Kara Ahmed Paga.2 0
1 He was the brother of Rfistem Paga.2 1

1 [142] It has an
imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun), and includes a medrese, mekteb, fountain, sadzrvan and other pious
dependencies. He is buried in a separate tomb nearby. His official turban (br) is fixed to his cenotaph.
Because of the intrigues of certain courtiers, His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan caused the aforesaid
[Kara Ahmed] Papa to be martyred while he held the office of grand vizier and before the completion
of his pious foundation. This chronogram by a servant of his named Haydar is suspended as a framed
inscription on the interior of the mosque.

Formerly, amongst the philosophers,
The grand vizier was a person of glory.

When the sultan of the world executed him,
They proclaimed the date, "Merciful paya, """ 962 [1554-55].

Because of this, construction [on the mosque] was abandoned. Subsequently, when Rfistem Paya be-
came grand vizier, [work toward its] completion was begun [again] on Sunday, the twenty-second of
blessed 5aban nine hundred seventy-two [30 March 1565], which was New Year's Day, 2 and it was
completed seven years after the abovementioned date. The construction and completion of this
mosque was carried out under the supervision of Hfisrev Bey, the aforesaid paa's kethaida. His grave is
outside the abovementioned tomb. The chronogram written on his gravestone is by Asari. When the
area around the mekteb and tomb burned in the year 1185 [1771], the gravestone of the abovemen-
tioned noble person was broken to pieces. [The gravestone] was restored through the initiative of the

12" The Tahiriye Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Tahir Aga or Tahir Aga Tekkesi Mescidi, located near the intersection of
Esrar Dede Sokagi and $air Baki Sokagi in the Haydar Quarter in Fener. The mosque, which was built in 1736, was renovated in
1972; see DBIA, VII, 189-90; FC, 214; 1C, I, 144. For location, see MW map, D 4/5 and 193.

120 The town of Isaccea, on the lower Pruth in Rumania.1207 erefydib- tdirdb.
" The Top Kapi Camii, known also as the Ahmed Paa, Gazi Ahmed Pasa or Kara Ahmed Paa Camii, located at the inter-

section of Arpa Emini Yokugu and Un Degirmeni Sokagi in the Fatma Sultan Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque is listed
among the works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, IV, 437; FC, 101-2; IC, I, 146; ISTA, I, 431-34; MW, 486-87. For location, see
MWmap, B 5/2.

120 For Kara Ahmed Pasa, see Hadika, n. 987.
121 For Rnstem Paga, see Hadika, n. 101.
1211 Pdsd-yt rahmet.
1 2 1 2Nevruz-i sultdni, the day of the vernal equinox and first day of the Persian solar year.
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kapuczbalz Haseki Hasan Aga, who was the [mosque's] maitevelli, and the abovementioned chronogram

was pointed with diacritical marks. It reads as follows:

Hfisrev Bey passed away from this evil world to eternity.
o God, let Paradise be his abode!

He caused the auspicious mosque, the charitable work of the vizier Ahmed Paga,
To be completed and it made the souljoyful.

o Asari! He journeyed to the Garden of Paradise.
They composed [a chronogram] for Hfisrev Bey. The date is "Place of the Paradises."

[143] The mistress of good works, [Ahmed Paga's] wife Fatma Sultan, is buried outside his tomb. There

is a mosque"1 2 1 of hers nearby and the abovementioned [Top Kapi] Congregational Mosque is in that

mosque's quarter. The abovementioned [Fatma] Sultan also built a mekteb opposite the so-called Tahta

Minare Mosque 2" near the Hirka-1 serif. Its vakf is annexed to [Ahmed] Paga's vakf [The Top Kapi

Congregational Mosque] does not have a quarter.
The aforesaid vizier was of Albanian origin and at first he was taken into the imperial palace. He sub-

sequently retired from it and, after attaining the ranks of kapuczbasz and mir-i alem, His Excellency, the

subject of [this] exposition, was initially appointed aga [of the Janissaries] following the death in the

year 927 [1521] of the valiant Yakub Aga, the vanguard of the akas, who in the year 921 [1515-16], in

the era of Selim Khan the First, had acquired distinction with the title of Janissary aga. [Kara Ahmed

Paga] was dismissed in 936 [1529-30], and in his place the mir-i alem ismail Aga was appointed aga [of

the Janissaries] for a third time. Later, in the time of Sfileyman Khan, he was appointed beylerbeyi of

Rumelia, and later [still] the rank of vizier was conferred upon him. Because of his successes in the

campaign against Persia, his courageous service in the conquest of Timivar, and his great valor in the

[suppression of the] rebellions of the Georgian tribes in 960 [1552-53], he succeeded Rfistem Paya [as

grand vizier] in 5ewal of the abovementioned year [October 1553]. Two years later he was executed

because of an intrigue, and his predecessor Rfistem Paga was again appointed in his place. The afore-

said vizier was a dignified, zealous and courageous commander, famous for justice, piety and intelli-

gence-may God's mercy be upon him!

10. The Toklu Dede Mosque"" in Ayvansaray

The abovementioned mosque was made from a church."" It is a mosque of the quarter in which are

located the tomb of Ebu 5eybet al-Hudri, 1"" who came in the cause of the Holy War together with His

Excellency, the Companion of the Prophet Halid'2 19-may God be well pleased with them. The keeper

of the abovementioned tomb was a gazi named 5eyh Toklu lbrahim Dede, 22 ' who was appointed at the

11 Cdy-z cindn.
"" The Fatma Sultan Camii; see Hadika, 175.
"1 For the Tahta Minare Mescidi (better known as the Musliheddin Mescidi) and the mekteb of Fatma Sultan, see Hadika,

222.
12" The Toklu Dede Mescidi, located at the intersection of Toklu Dede Sokagi and Kafeci Ynmnfi Sokaki in the Atik Mustafa

Paga Quarter in Ayvansaray. The mosque was renovated in 1890 but partially collapsed in 1929 and is today in ruin; see DBIA,

VII, 272-74; Semavi Eyice, "Istanbul'un Ortadan Kalkan Bazi Tarihi Eserleri IV," Istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiltesi Tarih

Enstitisii Dergisi, 12 (1981-82), 841-86; FC, 216-17; IC, I, 146; MW, 206-8; OMFD, III, 508. For location, see MW map, C 1/16.

1217 The original name of the church is uncertain, although Van Millingen argued in favor if its being St. Thekla, a church

inside the Blachernae Palace. On structural and architectural grounds it seems to date from the eleventh or early twelfth

century; see Mathews, Churches, 376-82.12 18 Abfi Shibat al-Khadri; see Hadika, n. 402.
1219 Khilid bin Zayd Ab6 Ayyftb Ansari; see Hadika, n. 52.
122 For $eyh Toklu Ibrahim Dede; see Hadika, n. 401.
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time of the conquest [of Constantinople], and its expenses were provided at his request from the vakf
of Sultan Bayezid Khan. [Toklu Dede] is buried in the cemetery outside the abovementioned tomb.
5eyh Karamanizade Ahmed Efendi, who was eyh of the nearby zaviye of Emir Buhari, is buried nearby.
[144] He was described at length along with [the zaviye's] other $eyhs in the account of the abovemen-
tioned mosque of the [zaviye of Emir Buhari]." The imam of our quarter,'.." the master of the Qur'an
readers (seyh al-kurra) Halil Efendi, who was the teacher of this humble servant [Hafiz Hfiseyin
Ayvansarayi], is buried there. This is the date of his [death]:

God! May the grave of the master of the Qur'an readers, the imam of Toklu [Dede], be
Illuminated! Lo, may he sleep there in the radiance of the Qur'an!

May the Qur'an be his intercessor when he arrives at the place of submission!
May he attain Paradise and sit with the Judge of the Throne of Truth!

I composed the date when he was buried near Ebu $eybet.
"May the Glorious One make the sheltering mihrab Halil's abode!" 2 1167 [1753-54].

My father, who brought me to life, was Haci ismail Efendi, the steward of the halberdiers (teberdarlar
kethfidasz) of Hadice Sultan binti Mehmed Khan."" He is buried there. Mfistakimzade composed this
chronogram [for his death]:

The daughter of Sultan Mehmed Khan, the sultana named Hadice:
She is the mistress of good works of the sultanas of the felicitous [Ottoman] race.

He was the kethfida of her halberdiers,
The imperial client Haci ismail, the glory of [his] contemporaries:

When they heard of his death, his relatives were filled with grief.
Alas! May his saintly neighbor, Ebu $eybet al-Hudri, glorify him!

May those who visit [his grave] pray and pronounce the date [of his death] as follows:
"May the soul of Haci ismail circumambulate the Abode of Paradise!"22 5 1165 [1751-52].

A person of our age given over entirely to divine love, the saintly spiritual teacher of enlightened
mind named Dalkavuk Monla ismail, is buried next to the gate of the cemetery. This chronogram for
his death, [which is inscribed] on the fortress wall [of the city], is by Mfistakimzade Sfileyman Efendi.

In the sea of divine rapture the jewel-box of his heart filled with amazement.
Ismail Efendi, the pole 226 of God's saints,

[145] Glory-filled guide to the Transitory World, righteous man,
The hidden treasure of the secrets of annihilation, vigilant soul filled with circumspection,
Follower of Uveys al-Kareni, 2 27 the guardian $eyban of the age-
He is surely the Ibn Edhem 2 28 of the times, the Behlul of the world-

Slave of ecstasy, which distracts the intelligent, adornment of God,
True dervish of the path of spirituality, shah of the throne of mystery:

122' The Emir Buhari Zaviyesi Mescidi; see Hadika, 52-54.
122 Ayvansaray, the quarter in which the author Hafiz Hiseyin Efendi lived.
"2 Halil'ii cdyznz mihrdb-z me'va eyliye Mdcid.
1224 Hadice Sultan binti Mehmed Han (d. 1743), the daughter of Sultan Mehmed IV, who was married to Kapudan Pala

Sankei Mustafa Paa and, following his death in 1686, to Grand Vizier Morah Hasan Paga; see Uluqay, Kadznlar, 68-69.
1225 Tavdf- beyt-i Firdevs ide cdn-t Hact Ismd'il.122 6Kutb, the pivot, who is the head of the hierarchy of saints.
1227 Uways al-Karani; see Hadika, n. 448.
1228 IbrAhim ibn Adham (d. 783), Muslim mystic of the eighth century. Legend records that, like the Buddha, he was born a

prince in Balkh but abdicated his throne to take up the life of an ascetic. Ibrahim caught the imagination of later generations of
Sufis because of his generosity and his feats of self-denial, which contrasted starkly with the luxury in which he had spent his
early life. In time, an extensive hagiographic literature on Ibrahim developed, not only in Arabic but in Persian, Turkish, Urdu
and Malay as well; see EI2 , III, 985-86.
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God, let his memory be celebrated through the revelation of his secret!
This single auspicious couplet of blessing contains two chronograms for him.

"Union with the adornment of Ayvansaray was to ismail an honor."1229

"0 God, among the pious, may he be the pole of those enraptured with divine love!"23 1160 [1747-
48].

There is a place of prayer for up to twenty people at the edge of the plinth of the abovementioned

tomb [of Ebu 5eybet al-Hudri], and there is a doorway at its corner. The exalted cenotaph (sanduka) of

the aforesaid master is enclosed with a railing inlaid with mother-of-pearl. It is a place of pilgrimage for

the Faithful. A Companion of the Prophet named Ahmed al-Ensari'2 3 ' is buried outside the abovemen-

tioned tomb, in front of it, under the eaves. The former grand vizier Qorlulu Ali Paga, who completely

restored this tomb, also built the ablution spigots. The fountain outside the street door is a pious work

of Sultan Sfileyman. The mekteb outside the large gateway of the tomb was built by a mistress of good

works named 5ah-i Huban, who was written about in connection with her mosque.""

Among the high officials of our age born in this district are Hafiz Haci Mustafa bin Ahmed Qelebi,
who was originally a clerk of the imperial mint, and who, in time, became the master of assaying (sahib-i

iyar). He wished for the sake of the Next World to bestow a gift on the mosque of this quarter, which

was his place of birth, and established a vakf He made provision for the two great beeswax candles for

the mihrab of the abovementioned mosque, olive oil for its lamps and a daily stipend for the services of

the caretakers of the mosque, and he made vakf the incomes from roofed properties sufficient for this.

[146] The aforesaid Hafiz Efendi also built an easy path, separate from the old road, from [the tomb

of] His Excellency the aforesaid Ebu 5eybet al-Hudri-may God be well pleased with him-which is

adjacent to the blessed mosque, to the nearby [Ayvansaray] Kapi in the city wall, so that those wanting

to visit [the tomb] should not have difficulty. He began work on it on Monday, the fourth day of

blessed Ramazan, and making haste so as to finish it by the auspicious prayer at the end of Ramazan, he

completed the work in a short time. [This] is the date of the abovementioned path:

On the new road being opened, I came and composed a chronogram.
"A Straight Path was opened to the finest Gate of Refuge," 33 1186 [1772-73].

The aforesaid Mustafa Efendi, who inaugurated the abovementioned road, completed his year in the

abovementioned high office and in accord with the Ottoman law was transferred to the office of ehir

emini. Subsequently, he became bina emini for the imperial imaret,2 3
1 for the blessed mosque erected in

Beylerbeyi,' 2 3
' and for other fine pious works built by the sultan of the time, Abdfilhamid Khan-may

God, the All-Bounteous Lord, strengthen him. With their completion, he began [work on the sultan's]

glorious medrese and Paradise-resembling tomb. After the occurrence of the violent earthquake of the

first day of CemaziyldAhir in the year "Complete,"2 3 6 1194 [1780-81], the moment of completion of the

122 Oldi zib-i Ayvdnsary-z vuslat Ismd'il'e cdh. Presumably, "the adornment of Ayvansaray" is a reference to the Companion of
the Prophet, Ebu $eybet al-Hudri, who is buried nearby.

1"30 Eyliye kutb-i mecdzib ehl-i akdesde flah.
121 Ahmad al-Ansari, according to local tradition one of the Companions of the Prophet who died along with KhiJid Zayd

Abui Ayyftb al-Ansiri during the Arab siege of Constantinople in 672; see Unver, Sahabe Kabirleri, 12; OMFD, IV, 756-57.
1232 The $ah-i Huban Odalan Mescidi in Zeyrek; see Hadika, 145.
1233 Srdt-z mfistakim agildi eltaf bdb-t me'vdya.
124 The imaret of Sultan Abdfilhamid I, known popularly as the Hamidiye imaret, located in Baheekapi, between Emin6nfn

and Sirkeci. Built in 1776-77 in the Turkish rococo style, it was part of a larger complex founded by the sultan, including a
medrese, mekteb, library, fountain, sebil and imperial tomb. The imaret was torn down in the late nineteenth century and the site
is today occupied by the D6rdincf Vakif Han; see ISTA, I, 92-93.

1" The Beylerbeyi Camii; see Hadika, 480-86.
1236 Tam al-ikIds.
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abovementioned medrese, he returned to his house afflicted with extreme fear and fright and passed
away to the Next World the following day. He was buried near his parents at the place known as Biiyiik
Tokmak Tepe, located outside the Egri Kapi. [His death] occurred in the year "Grave of Hafiz,"" 7 1194
[1780-81]. Because the aforesaid deceased was a relative of Hafiz Hfiseyin Ayvansarayi ibn Haci Ismail,
who brought this collection together, a written description and account of his life was given. God-
glory to Him and be He exalted-made his grave a treasure of radiance in honor of his Pilgrimage to
the Kaba and his memorizing of the Qur'an. May his sins be forgiven for the sake of the Noble Prophet.
The abovementioned mosque has a quarter. [147]

THE LETTER 'AYIN

1. The Mosque of the 'Arab Kapil... near the Narli Kapz

Its builder was Ahmed Dede and the one who established its vakf was Haci Hilseyin Aga. Because of
this, it is also attributed to [Hfnseyin Aga]. The locations of their graves are not known. Ali Efendi, the
imam of the mosque, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2. The 'Arabacz Bayezid Mosque.... near the Bab-z Silivri

Its builder was the abovementioned 'Arabaci [Bayezid]. It was made from a church. [The location of]
his grave is not known. Its expenses are taken from the vakf of the Congregational Mosque of Sultan
Selim. [The mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Congregational Mosque of 'Ivaz Efendil" near the Bab-z Kec

Its builder was from the city of Alaiye. He is also called Manav 'Ivaz Efendi. Completing the [learned]
career path, he became kadi of Istanbul. After being dismissed, he was appointed kadzasker of Anatolia
on the first day of 5aban of the year nine hundred eighty-nine [1572], and after dismissal [from that
office], he became kadzasker of Rumelia. He retired in Zilhicce nine hundred ninety-one [1583] but
[after a time] became kadzasker of Rumelia a second time. He died in Zilkade in the year "Grief of the
pious,"2 4 1 994 [1586], while he was kadiasker, and was buried before the mihrab [of his mosque]. He

[also] built a medrese, mekteb and fountain. The office of miitevelli [of the mosque] is entrusted to.his
children. He was a member of the ulema and a virtuous person, and wrote commentaries on the

1237 Medfen al-hdfzz.
123 The 'Arab Kapisi Mescidi, known also as the Arab Kuyusu or Haci Hfiseyin Aga Mescidi, located on Arab Kuyusu Sokagi at

the intersection with Haci Hfiseyin Camii Sokagi in the Haci Hfiseyin Aga Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was built in 1603
and was used as a tekke by members of the Sinbfili dervish order; see DBIA, I, 296; FC, 108-9; IC, I, 23. For location, see
MW map, B 9/9.

"2 The 'Arabaci Bayezid Mescidi, located at the intersection of Silivrikapi Caddesi and Kanh Agag (Karakulak) Sokagi in the
Arabaci Bayezid Quarter in Samatya. The identity of the church from which it was made is unknown. No trace of the mosque
remains. Its site is today used as a storage yard for firewood; see DBIA, I, 287; FC, 57; IC, I, 23; ISTA, II, 918. For location, see
FC map, 20.

12" The 'Ivaz Efendi Camii, known also as the Kadiasker tvaz Efendi or the Manav Ivaz Efendi Camii, located on Dervigzade
Sokagi at the intersection with Avci Bai Sokagi, adjacent to the land wall, in the Atik Mustafa Paga Quarter in Fener. The
mosque dates to 1585 and is said to have been the work of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, IV, 310-11; FC, 149; IC, I, 78; Schneider,
Oriens, 4 (1951), 110. For location, see MW map, C 1/10 and 302, 307. The Bab-i Kec (Egri Kapi or Crooked Gate) in the land
wall is located a little to the south of the 'Ivaz Efendi Camii; see Hadika, 250.

1241 Mdtem-i etkzyd.
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Hidaye, the Miftah and the Tefsir of Beyzavi."" This chronogram was composed when he was dismissed
from the office of kadzasker.

When word of his dismissal came to the Manav (grocer), he said to his son,
"This grief has killed me. It took away my will to live.

From now on it appears I will be of no account."
His son composed the date. "0 father, accept your fate!" 4 990 [1582-83].

[The Congregational Mosque of 'Ivaz Efendi] does not have a quarter.

4. The Mosque of the Kzla of the cAcem Oglan*"

It is in the barracks of the Janissaries of the Anadolu agasz, located behind the Kapamacilar [Barracks]
on the Sea of Marmara side. [148] Its builder was Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. The hamam inside
[the barracks] was built by Sultan Sfileyman. The Janissary corps' bread (fodula) bakery is next to it, and
opposite it are the workshop and barracks of the fire brigades (tulumbacilar). These were built by Sultan
Ahmed Khan the Third. During fires, the [firefighting] troops wear tin helmets on their heads and the
firefighters' numbers are written on them in numerals. Haci Mustafa Efendi, a clerk of the vakf of 5eh-
zade Sultan Mehmed, who was known by his nickname Kazgan-asmaz, installed the abovementioned
mosque's minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

5. The 'Ali Fakih Mosque*45 in Kocamustafapawa

Its builder was Ali Efendi, the head of the livestock keepers (gobanbasz) of His Majesty Ebilfeth Sultan
Mehmed Khan. Its expenses are provided for from the vakf of the great mosque of His Majesty the
aforesaid sultan. [The 'Ali Fakih Mosque] has a quarter.

14 For the Hidaye, Miftah and the Tefsir of Beyzavi, see Hadika, n. 1145.
" 4 A baba pestil sat. The entire couplet reads,

Bize imden gerii koz kestane satmak g&rinfir. Didi tarihini oglu. A baba pestil sat.
It can be translated literally as,

From now on it appears I [Manav, the His son composed the date. "O father,
grocer] will sell walnuts and chestnuts. sell dried fruit."

In a metaphorical sense, however, Manav Ivaz is saying in the first line that by being dismissed he is condemned to perform
humble tasks to which, in the second line, his son replies, that he should carry on with the tasks that have befallen him despite
their modest nature.

1244 The 'Acem Oglam Kielasi Mescidi (Mosque of the Barracks of the 'Acemi Oglan), known also as the 'Acemi Oglam Kielasi
or 'Acemoglu Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present Acemi Nefer Sokagsi and Vidinli Tevfik Paa Caddesi in the
Kemal Paga Quarter in Bayezid. It was situated within the barracks of the acemi oglan, where devsirme recruits were trained for the
Janissary corps. The mosque burned in 1909 and its ruins were torn down in 1918; see DBIA, VIII, 8; EC, 11; IC, I, 18; ISTA, I,
189-90; OMFD, III, 309. For location, see MW map, E 6/13 and 258, 324.

1245 The 'Ali Fakih Mescidi, located at the intersection of Ali Fakih Sokagi and Ali Fakih Qegmesi Sokag1 in the Haci Hamza
Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was damaged by an earthquake in 1894, but restored in 1910. It was rebuilt on its original
foundations in 1986; see DBIA, I, 193; FC, 55; IC, I, 22; ISTA, II, 664-65; OMFD, III, 315; For location, see MWmap, B 8/14.
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6. The 'Abayi Mosque"' near the Congregational Mosque of the Davudpaja Iskelesi

Its builder was 5eyh Sfileyman Abayi. He was buried and interred in a nearby house. He was one of the
jeyhs who came at the time of Sultan Ibrahim. The office of [the mosque's] imam is entrusted to its
eyhs. The income-producing properties which constitute its vakf consist of fifteen houses located in
[the mosque's] quarter. Because nothing was provided as an allowance for its 5eyhs but three akge for
reading the Qur'an following ritual prayer, the former grand vizier Hekimbagizade Ali Paa'2"7

established a stipend of forty akge for the office of 5eyh from the vakf of the mosque which he built. 1"

[The 'Abayi Mosque] has a quarter.

7. The 'Azablar Congregational Mosque124
1 in Unkapanz

Its builder was Elvan Qelebi, whose biography was given in connection with his other mosque,12
1
0 [which

is described] under the letter elif [The 'Azablar Congregational Mosque] has a quarter.

8. The 'Alaeddin Mosque 1 2 1 near the Congregational Mosque of Sofular

The abovementioned mosque is a zaviye. Its builder was 5eyh Alaeddin Ali Kefevi ibn 5eyh Mustafa
Sinbfili. The aforesaid Ali Efendi was dispatched to Kefe 2

1
2 because of a dream he had while dwelling

in the zaviye as a halife of Sfinbil Efendi,12
1' and [149] he died there in the year "Pardon,"1254 970 [1562-

63], while he was jeyh of the Kasimpaa Zaviyesi. Misri Omer Efendi, the son of 5eyh Mehmed, son of
5eyh Ahmed 5emsi, the founder of the [Sfinbuli] dervish order, who is is buried in Sivas, is buried in a
separate tomb in this tekke's cemetery. He died while he was a $eyh of the Sftleymaniye. Because he
stayed in Egypt (Misr) for an extended time, he is known by the nickname Misri. His death occurred in
the year "Hour of solitude,"12 5 5 1069 [1658-59]. 'Azmizade Kadiasker Haleti Mustafa Efendi is buried
beside him. [He was buried] in 1040 [1630-31]. Grand Vizier Bayram Paga installed [the mosque's]
minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

124 The 'Abayi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Yoku Qegme Sokagi and Hubyar Mektebi Sokaki in the Kfirken'bapi
Quarter in Samatya. The mosque, which was built in the middle of the seventeenth century, was destroyed in the earthquake of
1894; see FC, 48; IC, I, 17; ISTA, I, 4. For location, see FC map, 2.

1247 Hekimoglu Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 723.
12' The Hekimzade Ali Paga Camii; see Hadika, 93-96.
124' The 'Azablar Camii (Congregational Mosque of the 'Azabs), known also as the Elvan Qelebi or (according to Evliya

Qelebi) the 5eftali Camii, located at the intersection of the former Yegil Tulumba Sokagi and Atatirk Bulvari in the Haraee
Kara Mehmed Quarter in Fener. Originally built in 1519, the mosque was torn down in 1942, when its site was incorporated into
the right-of-way for Atatfirk Bulvan; see DBIA, VIII, 54; FC, 62; IC, I, 26; ISTA, III, 1684-85; OMFD, III, 345-46. For location, see
MWmap, E 4/13 and 489.

12" The Elvan Mescidi; see Hadika, 52.
1251 The 'Alaeddin Mescidi, known also as the Bicakqi Alaeddin or 5eyh Alaeddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of Molla

Hisrev Sokagi and Ragbet Sokagi in the Sofular Quarter in Fatih. The mosque, which was for many years in ruin, was rebuilt
between 1974 and 1977; see DBIA, 1, 176; FC, 71-72; IC, I, 21; ISTA, I, 575-76. For location, see MWmap, D 6/9 and 427.

1212 The town of Feodosiya (It. Kaffa, the ancient Theodosia) on the southeast coast of the Crimea.
1 For Sinbfl Efendi, see Hadika, n. 45.
1254 c6Ziir.
1255 Sd'at al-'uzlet.
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9. The'Waz Kasab Mosque... in Bali Pala

Its builder was 'Ivaz Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

10. The 'Acem Aga Mosque"" near the Pasa Kapi

The abovementioned mosque was made from a church.""8 Its original founder was the barley com-
missioner (emin-i cev) Lala Hayreddin. Because at one point an aga of the Janissary recruits (acemi aka)
named Ahmed Aga, who was a patron of charitable works and in time became babiissaade agasz, placed a
thirty-volume copy of the Qur'an in the mosque, the abovementioned mosque is named after him.
Neither of their two graves [Lala Hayreddin's or Ahmed Aga's] is known [as to location]. The date of
[the mosque's] construction was "House of worship,"1 259 889 [1484-85]. They moved its dated
inscription stone from the gateway to the fountain when [the mosque] was rebuilt after a fire. The slain
former grand vizier Ali Pasa,2

1" who was executed in 1169 [1755-56] and whose grave is in Uskfidar,
installed its minbar. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

11. The 'Abacz Mosque2
1' in Davudpasa

Neither the name of the builder nor [the location of] his grave is known. [His name] is not even found
in the registration records of its [vak]]. The mansion of the vizier Mustafa Paga, known as
Ispanakizade, is located next to it. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

12. The Congregational Mosque of 'Atik Ali Pasa1262

[150] Its builder was Grand Vizier Hadim Ali Paa, 26 3 who was twice master of the seal and was martyred
in Anatolia in the year "Meeting the graves,""" 917 [1511-12], in a battle with the rebel 5ah Kulu.2

11 In

1256 The 'ivaz Kasab Mescidi, known also as the Dibek Mescidi or Kasab Ivaz Dibekli Camii, located at the intersection of
Hnisrev Paga Sokagi and Neyzen Ihsan Sokaki (between Hoca Efendi Sokaki and Akdeniz Caddesi) in the Hoca Uveys Quarter in
Fatih. As the mosque's vakfiye is dated 901/1495-96, its construction must date to the end of the fifteenth century. No trace of
the mosque remains; see FC, 138; 1C, I, 78; 1VTD, 216; OMBYSD, 258. For location, see MW, C 5/4; Ayverdi, 1H, D4.

1257 The 'Acem Aga Mescidi, known also as the Lala Hayreddin Camii, located at the intersection of Zeyneb Sultan Camii
Sokagi and Gfizel Sanatlar Sokagi in the Alemdar Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque was abandoned early in the twentieth
century and is today in ruin; see DBIA, I, 60; EC, 124; IC, I, 18; ISTA, II, 178-80; MW, 76-78. For location, see MW map, G 7/10.

1258 The late-fifth-century Church of the Mother of God of the Bronzeworkers' District. It is the largest basilical church yet
discovered in Istanbul; see Mathews, Churches, 319-21.

1259 Beyt-i 'ibddet.
"2 Niganci Bryikh Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 816.
1261 The 'Abaci Mescidi, located next to the Ispanakeizade Mustafa Paga Konagi, near the intersection of Ispanakci Viranesi

(Tayyareci Yurdanur) Sokagi and Qavugzade Sokagi in the Cerrahpasa Quarter in Samatya. The date of the mosque's
construction is uncertain. It burned in either the Samatya fire of 1874 or in that of 1895. No trace of the mosque remains; see
FC, 48; C, I, 17; !KSA, I, 5; ISTA, I, 4. For location, see FC map, 1; for that of the Ispanakeizade Mustafa Paga Konagi (Ispanake1
Viranesi), see Ayverdi, IH, D-3.

1262 The 'Atik Ali Paga Camii, known also as the Hadim Ali Pasa, Eski Ali Pala, Dikilita , Vezirhane or Sedefeiler Camii, located
on Divanyolu Caddesi at the intersection with Vezir Hani Caddesi just west of the Qemberlita in the Molla Fenari Quarter in
Alemdar; see DBIA, I, 403-6; EC, 20-24; IC, I, 24-25; ISTA, III, 1281-86; MW, 371-73; OMBYSD, 163-71. For location, see MW, F
7/11 and 283.

"6 Atik Hadim Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 648.1264 Mikdt-z merdkid.
1265 $ah Kulu Baba Tekeli (d. 1511), Kizilba seyh and preacher from the region of Antalya and leader of the great rebellion of

the Turkoman tribes in central and southwest Anatolia of 1511.
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addition to this [mosque], the aforesaid [Ali Paga] built the Congregational Mosque of Zincirlikuyu"'
in Karagfimr-ak, the Kariye Congregational Mosque""6 7 near the Edirne Kapi, and a mosque in Yassi
Oren.126 This blessed Congregational Mosque of [Atik Ali Paga] is located near the Dikilita 12 6 " and is
[also] known as the Sedefciler Congregational Mosque. It has a medrese, imaret, tekke and other pious
dependencies. The date 902 [1496-97] is written on the arch of its gateway. On the interior of the
mosque there is a station (makam) of Hizir'2 7 -peace be upon him.

Persons buried in its environs:

Kasim Efendi and Ramazan Efendi, who were seyhs in the zaviye [of the mosque of 'Atik Ali Paga] and
are mentioned in the akayzk,12 7

1 are buried [there], as is Seyyid Musa Kelim Efendi, [who] died while
he was maidermis. This line of poetry is the date [of his death]: "Musa al-Kelim reached the Mount Sinai
of Paradise,"1272 1141 [1728-29]. [Others buried there include] reisialkttab Kfiefik Qelebi Mehmed
Efendi, the father of $eyhfilislAm Qelebizade Ismail Asim Efendi,2 7 [who] died in the year "Caring for
words," 274 1118 [1706-7]; Yoluk $eyh Halveti, the preacher of Aya Sofya, [whose] death occurred in the
year "Preacher,"1275 1008 [1599-1600]; Grand Vizier Lefkeli Mustafa Paa;127

1 the grand viziers Kemanke
Ali Paa,'277 Dervi Mehmed Paga the Second,2  Siyavu Paa,'2 7' Boynu Egri Mehmed Paa,'2 8' and

Hfiseyin Paga; and one of the serifs of Mecca. [The mosque] has a quarter.

126 The Zincirlikuyu Camii, known also at the Atik Ali Pasa Camii; see Hadika, 133.
1267 The Kariye Camii; formerly, the monastery church of Christ of the Chora; see Hadika, 178.
126 The 'Atik Ali Paga Mescidi in Yassi Oren K6yi! about 45 kilometers west of Istanbul; see OMBYSD, 411-12.
1269 The Column of Constantine, known also as the Qemberlita , on Divanyolu at the intersection with Vezir Ham Caddesi;

see Hadika, n. 979.
1270 According to popular tradition, the 'Atik Ali Paga Camii was one of several Istanbul mosques in which there were stations

(makam) of Hizir (al-Khidr), the others being the Aya Sofya, the Sultan Ahmed Camii and the 'Atik Valide Camii in Uskindar. It
was believed that if a petitioner performed morning prayers for forty days under the chandelier of the 'Atik Ali Paya Camii,
Hizir would appear and grant his wish; see ISTA, III, 1286; Hasluck, Christianity and Islam, I, 327-28; Ahmet Yagar Ocak, Islam-
Tark Inanglannda Hzztr Yahut Hzzr-Ilyas Kilt (Ankara, 1985), 128; also Hadika, 8 and n. 29.

1271 The Shakd'ik al-Nu'mdniya (Crimson Peonies), the great biographical dictionary of Ottoman ulema down to the middle of
the sixteenth century by the distinguished sixteenth-century Ottoman encyclopaedist and biographer, Ta kprnizade Ahmed
bin Mustafa (1495-1561).

1272 Vardz Thr-i cennet'e Mfisd al-Kelim.
1273 ismail Asim Efendi, Qelebizade (d. 1760), calligrapher, poet and seventy-fourth Ottoman eyhilisldm. Born in Istanbul, the

son of the reisilkaittab Kfefik Qelebi Mehmed Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and received his professorial diploma
(rius) in 1708. After becoming the son-in-law of $eyhfilislAm Ebu ishak Kara ismail Naim Efendi, he rose rapidly through the
judicial hierarchy and was appointed kadi of Bursa in 1739, of Medina in 1744, and of Istanbul in 1748. He was made kadiasker
of Anatolia in 1757 and was given the office of seyhilisldm on 30 June 1759 on the recommendation of Grand Vizier Koca Ragib
Paa. He remained in office for seven months, until his death on 16 February 1760, and was buried in his medrese in the Molla
Gfirani Quarter; see Altunsu, Osmanli eyhaisldmlan, 142; SO, I, 366.

1274 Suhen-perver.
1275 Al-vd'iz.
1276 Mustafa Paa, Lefkeli (d. 1648), Ottoman grand vizier of the second reign of Sultan Mustafa I. Although not a devsirme,

he was raised in the imperial palace and was made governor of Egypt in 1617. Appointed grand vizier (8 July 1622) in the
chaotic conditions following the deposition of Osman II, he remained in office for only three months before being dis-
missed on 21 September 1622. He was subsequently appointed governor of the sancaks of tzmit and Kastamonu and died in
Istanbul; see Vefeyat, 11; SO, IV, 391.

12 77 Ali Paga, Kemanke , Kara (d. 1624), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Mustafa I and Murad IV. Born in the district of
Hamid in Anatolia, he was raised in the imperial palace and appointed beylerbeyi first of Diyarbakir in 1620 and later of Baghdad.
He was made fourth vizier in May 1622 following the death of Osman II and was given the office of grand vizier on 30 August
1623. Despite serious problems in the provinces, he concerned himself almost exclusively with affairs in the capital, in particular
with the deposition of the incompetent Sultan Mustafa I (September 1623) and the securing of his own position. He built a
sizable fortune through bribery and the sale of offices. The immediate cause of his dismissal and execution, which occurred on
3June 1624, was his attempt to conceal from Murad IV news of the Safavid conquest of Baghdad; see EI2 , IV, 884; SO, III, 510.

1278 Dervi Mehmed Paga (1585-1655), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV (not to be confused with
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Kemanke Ali Paga was from the vilayet of Hamid. He was [raised] in the imperial palace, subse-
quently attained the rank of vizier and was appointed to the eyalets of Diyarbakir and Baghdad. On the
execution of Merre Hfiseyin Paa"" in Zilkade 1032 [1623], he became grand vizier in his place.
Although his good fortune increased at the accession of Murad Khan the Fourth, because of his
improper activities and inclination to corruption, he was executed in CemaziyfilAhir of the following
year [1624]. He was a handsome, dignified and intelligent vizier.

Dervi Papa the Second was Circassian in origin. [151] He [was] the kethiida of Taban Yassi Mehmed
Paga12

1
2 and subsequently entered the hierarchy of viziers. After attaining appointments to the eyalets of

Damascus, Diyarbakir and Baghdad, he became grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) in CemaziyfilAhir 1062
[1652]. On the execution of Tarhuncu Ahmed Paa 12

11 in Rebiftihir of the same year, he was appointed
to his place. Following his death in 1064 [1653-54], ten thousand one hundred purses of his money
came to light. lbeir Paga'2 84 was appointed in his place.

Bosnevi Dervi Mehmed Pa a who was grand vizier during the reign of Sultan Ahmed I and died in 1607). Of Circassian origin,
he was the kethfida of Grand Vizier Tabani Yassi Mehmed Pasa and participated in the Yerevan campaign of 1635 against the
Safavids. Subsequently, he was at various times beylerbeyi of Damascus, Diyarbakir, Baghdad, Aleppo, Anatolia, Silistre, and
Bosnia, and was made kapudan paya in 1652. Noted for his great wealth, he was grand vizier from March 1653 until October
1654, when he was disabled by a stroke and dismissed; see EI2 , II, 209; SO, II, 331.

1279 Siyavu Pasa (d. 1656), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. After the execution of Abaza Mehmed
Paa, whose slave he was, Siyavu Paga was taken into palace service, where he became a has odah and silahdar (1638) before
being appointed a vizier of the dome. He was subsequently made kapudan-i derya (1642) and governor of Erzurum (1643),
Diyarbakir (1647) and Silistre and was given the office of grand vizier a first time on 21 August 1651. He was dismissed a month
later, on 17 September 1651, and exiled to Malkara. Appointed governor of Bosnia, he was briefly made grand vizier a second
time on 5 March 1656, but because of illness was unable to attend meetings of the divan, and died on 25 April of the same year.
Ayvansarayi incorrectly gives the date of his death as 1061/1650-51; see Vefeyat, 12; SO, III, 116-17.

128 Mehmed Paa, Boynu Egri (1578-1662), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. The kethida of Demir
Kazik Halil Paa, he was wounded in battle with the Safavids at Baghdad in 1650, causing his neck to be bent, from which fact he
was given the nickname Boynu EAri (Crooked Neck). He was at various times sancak beyi of Kastamonu and beylerbeyi of Aleppo,
Damascus and Anatolia. Appointed grand vizier on 26 April 1656, he was replaced by K6prfnlfn Mehmed Paa on 15 September
of the same year because of the Venetian threat to the capital following the great defeat suffered by the Ottoman fleet at the
mouth of the Dardanelles (26June 1656). He was exiled to Malkara but later permitted to reside in his house in Eynip, where he
died of old age. He was reputedly ignorant and devoid of ability, but had great courage; see Vefeyat, 19; SO, IV, 175-76.

1281 Merre Hfnseyin Pasa (d. 1623), Ottoman grand vizier of the second reign of Mustafa I. An Albanian of devsirme origin, he
rose from humble beginnings as the cook of Satirci Mehmed Paga to become a vizier and, in 1619, beylerbeyi of Egypt. In the
confusion in the capital following the murder of Sultan Osman II and the restoration of Sultan Mustafa I, Hfnseyin Paga twice
became grand vizier for brief periods, first from 13 June to 8 July 1622, and again from 5 February to 30 August 1623, when he
fell from power in the face of disorder in Anatolia and anarchy in the capital. He was executed on 10 September 1623, following
the succession of Sultan Murad IV; see Vefeyat, 49; SO, II, 188.

1282 For Tabani Yassi Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 507.
1

2 83 Ahmed Paa, San, Tarhuncu (d. 1653), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. Of Albanian origin, he
was brought to Istanbul as a devfirme and raised in the imperial service. Appointed the kethida of Grand Vizier Hezarpare
Ahmed Paa (1648), he was later made beylerbeyi of Egypt (1649) and, after imprisonment by Grand Vizier Gurcfn Mehmed Paa,
was promoted to grand vizier on 20 June 1652. During his short but highly effective grand vizierate, he was largely able to
restore solvency to the state treasury by extorting back vast sums previously stolen by persons in high places, confiscating large
estates and timans, establishing new tax farms, instituting new taxes and other measures. He was the first grand vizier to prepare
a state budget in advance of the fiscal year. The reforms were a considerable success but threatened the interests of members of
the ruling institution, who spread false rumors that he was planning to depose Sultan Mehmed IV in favor of his brother Sfiley-
man and thereby secured his dismissal and execution (21 March 1653); see Vefeyat, 48; SO, I, 217.

1284 Mustafa Paa, Iblir (d. 1655), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. The nephew of Abaza Mehmed
Paga, he was admitted into the palace service after 1634 and later served in a variety of provincial posts. With considerable
support among the Anatolian sipahi and CelAli, he was appointed grand vizier on 24 October 1654. Following a leisurely
progress across Anatolia, during which he redistributed tax farms and offices to his followers, he entered the capital. His harsh
measures to raise revenues soon resulted in a revolt, however, and he was beheaded by the Janissaries on 10 May 1655; see El2

III, 1248; SO, 1, 166.
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Siyavu Paya the Second was from the Abkhazian tribe and was a slave of Abaza Paa. He was taken
into the imperial palace and in time became the sultan's personal weapons bearer (silahdar). He was
promoted to the office of grand admiral (kapudan pasa) and was twice grand vizier for a period of three
months. He was a courageous, simple-mindedly tyrannical, ignorant, ulema-despising man. On the day
on which the incomparable vizier Defterdar Mehmed Paga was executed in 1061 [1650-51], he also died
of fever.

Boynu Egri Mehmed Paya was the kethiada of Demir-Kazik Halil Paga.285 Because of his courage and
bravery, he was wounded in forty places in the Baghdad campaign. As he had performed various
pleasing services, he was [promoted] from the office of governor of Damascus to [grand] vizier in the
year 1061 [1650-51] in place of Zurnazen Mustafa Paa, 1286 who was grand vizier for four hours. He was
dismissed two months later and lived in his house in Eyftp for a period of ten years. He died at an age
of more than ninety years.

Hfiseyin Paa'... became grand vizier in 907 [1501], during the time of Bayezid Khan, in place of
Mesih Paa."88 He was dismissed two years later and Hersek Ahmed Paga.... was honored with the office
for a second time. The abovementioned dismissed [Hfiseyin Paga] was, of necessity, banished, but in
912 [1506-7], when he again became [grand] vizier, his predecessor [Hersek Ahmed Paga] became
grand admiral (kapudan-z derya). In 917 [1511], he was martyred in battle at a place called Gkeay by a
heretic named 5eytan Kulu,1 29 0 and Hersekzade was appointed [grand vizier] in his place for a third
time. Because of general disorder in the condition of the state at the end of the reign of Bayezid Khan,
and the plundering of Hersekzade and his residence by Bektasi LJanissary] pillagers, Koca Mustafa
Paa 2 1

1 became grand vizier at the accession of Selim Khan.
The abovementioned ['Atik] Ali Paga was initially the governor of Rumelia. [152] Subsequently, he

was made happy with the rank of vizier, and during [his] time in high office, while seizing the domains

1285 Halil Paa, Demir-Kazik (d. 1636), Janissary aga and vizier; see Vefeyat, 107; SO, II, 286-87.
1281 Mustafa Paa, Zurnazen (d. 1657), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. Said to be of Albanian or

Bosnian origin, he held a series of posts, including those of beylerbeyi of Rumelia (1648), basdefterdar (1650), the governorships of
Karaman (1652) and Timisvar (1653) and kapudan-z derya (1655), before becoming grand vizier for four hours on 5 March
1656. He was subsequently appointed governor of Erzurum, where he died; see SO, IV, 394-95.

1287 The biographical details given here are not those for Hnseyin Paa, but for Atik Ali Paa, the founder of the mosque,
whose corpse was lost after his death in battle at G6kcay in Anatolia; see Hadika, n. 648. Among those buried in the cemetery of
the 'Atik Ali Paa Camii, however, is the vizier Haci Hiseyin Paa, who died in 1077/166-67; see Vefeyat, 19.

1288 Mesih Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 467.
1289 Ahmed Paa, Hersekzade (1456-1517), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Bayezid II and Selim I. The son of the

Christian voyvoda of Bosnia, he was born in Herceg-Novi (Castel Nuovo) and educated for a time in Dubrovnik. Quarreling with
his brother, Herceg Vlatko, he went to Istanbul in 1472, converted to Islam and took the name Ahmed. He was Mehmed II's
mir-i alem in the Albanian campaign of 1478 and married Hundi Hatun, the daughter of Bayezid II in 1481. He subsequently
held various posts, including those of beylerbeyi of Anatolia and kapudan pasa, and was appointed grand vizier five times (8 March
1497 to 19 August 1498, November 1502 to 7 September 1506, July to the end of September 1511, November 1512 to 28
October 1514, and 8 September 1515 to 26 April 1516). He foundations include mosques in the villages of Hersek near Yalova
(where he is buried) and Rus near Kegan. He was remembered as a skilled diplomat and official of wise and independent
counsel; see EI2, III, 340-42; SO, I, 195.

' "The Slave of Satan," a disparaging play on the name of the Kizilba Turkoman rebel, $ah Kulu Tekeli; see Hadika, n.
1265.

1291 Mustafa Paa, Koca (d. 1512), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign Bayezid II. Of Frankish or Greek origin, he entered the
imperial palace as a devfirme and was subsequently appointed to a series of offices including hazinedarbapu (1481), kaptcdlar
kethidasz (1487), kapiczbasi (1489), sancakbeyi of Avlonya (1495), sancakbeyi of Gelibolu (1497), beylerbeyi of Rumelia (1498) and
vizier (1500 or 1502). A supporter of Bayezid II in his struggle for succession with Prince Cem, in 1490 Mustafa Aga was sent to
Rome, where Cem was being held, to negotiate with Pope Innocent VIII over the Ottoman pretender. He was appointed grand
vizier in 1511, but backed the succession of $ehzade Ahmed against Selim I following Bayezid's death. When in 1512 the latter
succeeded to the throne, Mustafa Papa was condemned to execution in Bursa by the new sultan; see Hadika, 148, 186; Vefeyat, 67.
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of the Egyptian [Mamluks], he conquered fortresses such as Payas, Ain Zarba, Milvan and Sis 292 and put

to flight the soldiers of Damascus and Egypt.
Lefkeli Mustafa Paga, because he was the husband of Sultan Mustafa the First's nurse (daye), became

grand vizier on the first dismissal of Merre Hfiseyin Papa in 5aban 1031 [1622]. Becoming notorious for

his excess of folly and uncontrolled greed, he was dismissed three months later and died while living in

tznik. He was promoted [to grand vizier] from the office of imperial weapons bearer (silahdarlzk).

13. The Congregational Mosque of 'Abbas Aga'2 in Molla Giirani

Originally, it was a small mosque (mescid), and its builder was Selhuk Hatun" of Bursa. She lived in the

time of the reign of His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. She set out for Paradise in Bursa.

When, after a time, the mosque burned,12
11 the darfissaade agasz Abbas Aga rebuilt it and installed its

minbar. Its vakf was annexed to the vakf of Aya Sofya and its expenses were covered [by the latter foun-

dation]. This is the situation at the present time. The abovementioned aga became in time the super-

intendent of the Two Holy Sanctuaries (nazzr-z haremeyn), and he built another mosque in Begikta as a

separate foundation.1 2
11 It will be described in the appropriate place. [The Congregational Mosque of

'Abbas Aga] has a quarter.

14. The Mosque of 'Abid (elebi 29 7 near the Yarhisar Congregational Mosque

Its builder traced his spiritual lineage to the same master as Emir Buhari.1... He was a descendant of

Mevlana [Celaleddin Rumi]. He is buried at a place near the mosque. This is a chronogram for his

death:

Proclaiming "God!" leave aside blindness! Open your eyes!
May he without fail attain His favor!

Announce the date [of the death] of the tekke's founder!
Abid Qelebi departed, proclaiming, "God!" 299 903 [1497-98].

Nadiri Mehmed Efendi was buried there in 1036 [1626-27], and Mehmed Sahib Efendi, a descendant

of Mevlana, was buried there in 978 [1570-71]. Tursunzade Abdullah al-Baki Efendi, who died after dis-

missal from [office in] Uskidar, was also buried there in 1019 [1610-11]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

[153]

122 Mamluk fortresses in Cilicia, seized by the Ottomans between 1485 and 1489.
123 The 'Abbas Aga Camii, known also as the Sel4uk Sultan, Selhuk Hatun or Tahta Minare Camii, located on Millet Caddesi

at the intersection with Selguk Sultan Camii Sokagi in the Murad Paa Quarter in Fatih. The original mosque, which was built in

1485, was torn down in 1956 during the widening of Millet Caddesi, but in 1964 a new Seh4uk Sultan Camii was built on a

nearby site; see DBIA, VI, 497-98; FC, 199-200; IC, I, 17; ISTA, I, 10; OMFD, III, 496-97. For location, see MWmap, C 6/5.

14 Selguk Hatun, Bursah (1408-85), daughter of Sultan Mehmed I, paternal aunt of Sultan Mehmed II and wife of Karaca

Qelebi, who fell in battle at Varna in 1444. Her other foundations included the Seluk Hatun Mescidi in Edirne, and the Hadice

Hatun Mescidi, Hadice Hanim Sultan Mektebi and Mihrabh K6prfi in Bursa; see OMFD, III, 89, 122, 151-52, 216-17; Ulucay,

Kadznlar, 11-12.
"' In the mid-seventeenth century; see ISTA, I, 10; OMFD, III, 496.
1"6 The Abbas Aga Camii; see Hadika, 418.
1297 The 'Abid Qelebi Mescidi, located near the intersection of Otlukcu Yokugu and Hinseyin Remzi Bey Sokagi in the 5eyh

Resmi Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was damaged in the great Fatih fire of 1918 and is today in ruin; see DBIA, I, 57-58; FC, 49;

IC, I, 18; ISTA, , 168.
' Abid Celebi (d. 1497), fifteenth-century mystic and descendant of the thirteenth-century Sufi poet, Celaleddin Rumi.

' Gitdi 'Abid Qelebi Hakk diyerek.
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15. The 'Ali Qavu5 Mosque.... in Sultan Selim

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. The [location of the] grave of its builder is not known.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

16. The 'Arabaczlar Mosque"' near the Azablar [Congregational Mosque]

Its builder was Attar Hoca Halil Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. Qemsid Qavu , a high
officer of the kapz kulu cavalry (sipah ocagz), installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

17. The 'AAzk Pasa Mosque 02

Its builder was 5eyh Ahmed Efendi,"' a descendant of Agik Paga. [The mosque] was built for the soul
of the aforesaid pasa. The total of its outlays and expenses were provided by the babiissaade agasz Tava i
Hfiseyin Aga, who is buried near the mosque, with the aim of acquiring blessings. The abovementioned
5eyh [Ahmed Efendi] was a halife of 5eyh Abdilllatif,"" who was a halife of 5eyh Zeyneddin al-Havafi-
may his grave be blessed. Later, on the Pilgrimage Road in Egypt, he had conversations with Seyyid
Vefa of the Bekri dervish order, and in Mecca with other $eyhs as well, and he was initiated into dervish
orders. He passed away in Istanbul in the last days of Muharrem of the year "One who knows the
tekke," 1305 846 [1442-43], and was buried before the mihrab of the abovementioned mosque. An exalted

tomb was built over his [grave]. This Arabic chronogram for the fountain1 3
1
6 in the gateway of the

abovementioned mosque is by the aforesaid 5eyh Ahmed.

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate!
We started with an enduring construction,

Which became a pure spring
Of Heaven and Paradise.

We hoped for the water of God the Benevolent,
The Bestower and the Generous Provider.

And 5eyh [Ahmed] composed a beautiful chronogram.
"We put our trust in God the Compassionate,"1307 972 [1564-65].

" The 'Ali Qavu Mescidi, located at the intersection of Culhalar Sokaoi and Qileke Sokagi, just south of the Mehmed Aga
Camii in the Beycigez Quarter in Karagfnmrink. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 55; 1C, I, 22; ISTA, II, 642. For location,
see MWmap, C 4/1 and 167, 436.

"0 The 'Arabacilar Mescidi (Mosque of the Wagon Drivers), known also as the Haci Halil, Hoca Halil Attar, Attar or
Atlamatasi Mescidi, located on Atlamata i Caddesi opposite the intersection with Kfilham Sokagi in the Yavuz Sinan Quarter in
Knfikpazar. The mosque was built in 1614 and was renovated in 1908 and again in 1939; see DBIA, III, 475-76; EC, 25-26; IC, I,
23; ISTA, III, 1303; OMFD, III, 412-13. For location, see MW, E 5/4.

"0 The 'Agik Paga Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present $air Baki Sokagi and Esrar Dede Sokagi in the Haydar
Quarter in Fener. The mosque was restored in 1971; see DBIA, I, 364-68; FC, 59; IC, I, 24; ISTA, II, 1148-50; MW, 369-70. For
location, see MWmap, D 4/3.

"0 Dervi Ahmed b. 5eyh Yahya b. 'Agik Paa, known as Agikpagazade (1400-c. 1490), one of the oldest Ottoman historians,
the great-grandson of the poet 'Agik Paa. His Tarih-i Al-i Osman (History of the Ottoman Dynasty) is a key source for the history
of the early Ottoman period; see EI2, I, 699.

"304 $eyh Abdillatif Mukaddasi (1384-1452), seyh of the Sadreddin Konevi Zaviyesi in Konya, at which $eyh Ahmed Efendi
stayed at the time of his hajj in 1436-37; see IA, I, 707.

1305 Tekye-iinds. The date is clearly impossible, given that Istanbul was not conquered until 1453. M. Fuad K6prfilfi finds
explicit evidence for his still being alive in 889/1484-85, but the exact date of his death is uncertain; see ibid.

"' The Agikpagazade Qegmesi; see Tampik, (eqmeler, I, 14-16.
1307 Tevekkelnd 'ala Allah al-Rahim.
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This fountain still retains its original form, and its design and plan are described and praised in this
couplet, one line of which is inscribed on each of [the fountain's] sides:

The sun and moon, the rainbow and the stars are to the stone inscribed with the date,
Which is placed atop the fountain, an imperial crown.

Learned people have a strong desire to extract from this couplet its enigmatic date and they take great
pains [to do so]. And when the numerical value of the words, "Atop the fountain"1308 are totaled, [154]
they equal the fountain's date. Apart from this, the entire form [of the couplet] is silly and farfetched.
Egri Abdi Efendizade Mehmed Bey Efendi installed the mosque's minbar. He was twice nisancz and
accompanied His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman on the Sigetvar campaign of the year 974 [1566-67]. Sad-
dened by [Sfileyman's] passing, he died from grief and was buried in the Congregational Mosque of
Kasim Papa in Pecuy.3 0" According to that which is written by the son of his daughter, the author of the
Zeyl-i akayzk (Continuation of the Peony),"'4 his medrese, which is located in Alti Mermer, is known as
the Eski Nisanci [Medresesi]."' Opposite the abovementioned mosque is the tomb of Seyyid Velayet
Efendi. His nearby zaviye"" is described separately. [The Agik Pasa Mosque] has a quarter.

18. The Mosque of the 'Arabaczlar Kdrhanesi"

The abovementioned mosque is inside the workshop of the artillery-wagon drivers ([top] arabaczlar
karhanesi). Its builder was Sultan Sileyman Khan. It [belongs to] the corps of artillery-wagon drivers
(top arabaczlar ocagz), all of whose barracks are in its vicinity. It does not have a quarter.

19. The Mosque of the Tekke of 'Aszk Pasa1 14

Although the abovementioned mosque is generally known by this name, its builder was Seyyid Velayet
Efendi,".. who rests with his children and grandchildren in a noble tomb opposite the A ik Paga

"0 (esmesdnii bapna, which totals 987/1579-80.
"" The city of P6cs in southern Hungary.3 1 Nevizade Atayi, the early seventeenth-century poet, grandson of Egri Abdi Efendizade Mehmed Bey Efendi, and author of

the Zeyl-i $akayzk (Continuation of the Peony), the continuation of Tagkbprazade's great biographical dictionary of ulema and
dervishes. Written in Turkish, the book was finished in Rebifilihir 1044/1634 and brings down to Nevizade's own day the
biographical sketches begun in Task6pruzade's work; see El2, I, 732-33 and Hadika, n. 1271. For Egri Abdi Efendizade Mehmed
Bey Efendi, see Hadika, 236-37.

1311 Eski Niganci Medresesi, known also as the Niganci Mehmed Bey Medrese, located on K6prilhzade Sokagi between
Task6pr-azade Sokagi and Ali $ir Nevai Sokagi in the Seyyid Omer Quarter south of the Alti Mermer in $ehremini. For fur-
ther biographical details on the founder, see Hadika, 237.

1312 The Agik Paga Tekkesi Mescidi; see Hadika, 271-73.
1313 The 'Arabacilar KArhanesi Mescidi (Mosque of the [Artillery]-Wagon Drivers' Workshop). Most likely in $ehremini,

although its precise location is uncertain. The mosque is no longer extant. The artillery-wagon drivers had barracks in
5ehremini and Ahorkapi in Istanbul and in Tophane north of the Golden Horn. The Ahirkapi barracks were used in part for
the stabling of draft animals and were located along the Marmara shore on 'Arabacilar Kiolasi Caddesi or 'Arabacilar Killasi
Qikmazi (the present Oyuncu Sokagi and Oyuncu Qikmazi) in the Sultan Ahmed Quarter. The $ehremini barracks were built
by Sultan Sfileyman I and included an imperial pavilion and a mosque. Although Oz (IC, I, 23) places the 'Arabacilar Kirhanesi
Mescidi in Ahirkapi, it is probable that the mosque referred to by Ayvansarayi was included in the $ehremini complex; see
Uzungarpoh, Kapukulu Ocaklan, II, 98-99; also Ayveridi, 1H, A-3. For the Tophane barracks, see Hadika, 380.

"" The 'Agik Paga Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Seyyid Velayet Tekkesi Mescidi, located in the tomb-tekke of Seyyid
Velayet Efendi opposite the Apik Paga Mescidi at the intersection of the present 5air Baki Sokagi and Esrar Dede Sokagi in the
Haydar Quarter in Fener; see FC, 60; 1C, I, 24; ISTA, II, 1149. For the location of the tomb of Seyyid Velayet Efendi, see
MWmap, D 4/3 and 193, 370.

" Seyyid Velayet Efendi (d. 1522), .pyh of the Zeyni dervish order and son-in-law of Agikpaazade Dervi Ahmed Efendi by
marriage to his daughter Rabia Hatun; see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 109.
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Mosque. He was ill with dropsy for forty days and passed away in the middle of Muharrem in the year
"Place of one who recites the names and praises of God,""" 929 [1522]. His [burial] prayers were led
by the feyhidisldm of the time, Zenbilli Ali Efendi. He took Rabia Hatun, the daughter of 5eyh Ahmed,
the builder of the Agik Paga Mosque, as a wife and was [5eyh Ahmed's] son-in-law. She is buried beside
Seyyid Velayet. Ten years later, while he was head of the tekke, his son 5eyh Mehmed died on ajourney,
and he was also buried beside his father. [Seyyid Velayet's] son-in-law and halife, Gazalizade Abdullah
Efendi, a descendant of imam Gazali,"" is buried in the cemetery outside [Seyyid Velayet's] tomb. He
twice held the judgeships of Galata and Eyfip and was also the kadi of Salonika. After [appointment to]
these three high offices, he acquired the rank of molla. While preparing a commentary on one of his
works, the Esma' al-Hiisna (The Most Beautiful Names), [Abdullah Efendi] was warned in a dream to
make haste, [155] and one or two days after its completion, in Zilhicce in the year "Preacher,"1318 977
[1569-70], he passed away.

The author of the $akayzk (The Peony), Task6prfizade Isameddin Ebfilhayr Efendi,"" is buried
beside him. He was the kadi of Istanbul for three years and subsequently relinquished the office and
retired due to blindness. He died seven years later in Receb, in the year "Divine union,".. 968 [1561],
at the age of sixty-seven. He compiled the 5akayzk during his retirement. It includes the biographies of
three hundred ulema and two hundred fifty .eyhs for a total of five hundred fifty persons. His son
Kemaleddin Mehmed Efendi," who died in isakqi during the time of his third appointment as
kadzasker of Rumelia, is buried beside him. He translated his father's book [entitled] Mevzuat al-Ulum
(Laws of the Sciences) and wrote poems and other works.

Misri Efendi's halife, the poet Milderris U aki Mustafa Efendi, is buried beside him. He died in the
year "Peculiar virtue,""" 1101 [1689-90]. He wrote a commentary on the Miilteka [al-Abhur] (The
Confluence of Destiny)."" And Osman Bey, the son of Tokadinzade Mehmed Paa, who was dismissed
from [the judgeship of] Egypt, is also buried there. He died in the year "Absence," 2 . 1012 [1603-4]. He
abridged the book named Megarib al-Zaman (The Setting-points of Time) .132' And a founder of pious
works, the commissioner of the kitchen (matbah emini) Kaysari Hafiz Halil Efendi, is also buried [there].

1" Zdkir-dbdd.
1317 Abni HAmid Muhammad al-GhazAli al-Tfisi (1058-1111), the celebrated medieval Islamic philosopher, theologian, jurist,

mystic and religious reformer.
1318 Vd'oz.

" Taik6prfizade Ahmed b. Mustafa b. Halil (1495-1561), distinguished sixteenth-century Ottoman encyclopaedist and
biographer. After training with his father for a learned career, he was appointed as a medrese teacher and in time became kadi
of Bursa and later kadi of Istanbul (1551). In 1554, he was forced to retire because of a deterioration of his eyesight. His
outstanding works include an encyclopaedia of arts and sciences in Arabic (later translated into Turkish by his son) entitled
Mad'dt al-'Ulam (Laws of the Sciences) and the biographical dictionary of ulema and eyhs entitled al-Shakd'ik al-Nu'mdniya
(The Crimson Peonies); see El, IV, 689-90.

"2 Vuslat-i idhfit.
" Taik6prazade Kemaleddin Mehmed b. Ahmed (1552-1620), Ottoman historian and poet, the son of Taek6prnzade

Ahmed b. Mustafa. Entering on a learned career, he was successively a miiderris and kadi in Salonika, Scutari, Aleppo, Damascus,
Bursa, Cairo, Galata and Istanbul and several timpes held the posts of kadzasker of Anatolia and Rumelia. He composed a history
of the Ottoman Empire to the reign of Ahmed I with the title Taih-i Saf (History of the Pure) or Tuhfat al-Ashab (Rarities of the
Masters) and wrote poetry under the pen name Kemali; see El, IV, 690.

1322 Idspyyet.
1323 The Multaka '1-Abhur, a well known and widely used handbook on Islamic law by the scholar of jurisprudence, Burhan al-

Din IbrAhim al-Halabi (1453-1549); see EI2 , III, 90.
1324 Gayb.
1-23 Maghdrib al-Zamdn by the Turkish mystic, ascetic and poet of the first half of the fifteenth century, Yazicioglu 5eyh

Muhammed ibn Salih (d. 1451). The book was translated into Turkish under the title Enver al-'Aikin (Lights of the Lovers) by
$eyh Muhammed's brother, Yazicioglu Ahmed, known as Bidjan; see Mecmua, 13-14; also HOP, I, 389-410; EI2, I, 1202.
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He set out for Paradise in the year "Garden of Paradise,"326 1167 [1753-54]. [The Mosque of the Tekke
of A ik Paga] does not have a quarter.

20. The 'Attar Ahmed Aga Mosque 3 near the Congregational Mosque of Mesih Pasa

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. The grave of its builder is outside the Top Kapi. In his
vakfiye his name is recorded as Mustafa. But the name by which he is known is as was written above.
[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

THE LETTER FA

1. The Congregational Mosque of Firuz Aga 13' near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed Khan

Its builder was Sultan Bayezid's head treasurer (hazinedarbaz). This chronogram on the arch of the
gateway was inscribed by the pen of the late 5eyh Hamdullah.1 2

1

He is the imperial treasurer of Sultan Bayezid,
The chief treasurer, Firuz.

[156] The noble Ridvan composed its chronogram.
"Paradise of shelters and abode of the thankful," 330 896 [1490-91].

He is buried in a separate tomb. "Divine longing,"133' 918 [1512-13], is the date of his death. The first
calligraphy teacher of his mekteb was the late 5eyh Hamdullah Efendi. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Fenar Kapisi Mosque33 2

Its builder was Sfizekci Yusuf Efendi. [The location of] his grave is not known. It does not have a
quarter.

" Bdg-z kuds.
132 The 'Attar Ahmed Aga Mescidi, known also as the Aktar Ahmed Aga Mescidi. Ayvansarayi locates it near the Mesih Paa

Camii, and others place it in the vicinity of the Ahaveyn Mescidi at the intersection of Bali Paga Caddesi and Akemseddin
Caddesi. As both mosques are in the Muhtesib iskender Quarter in Karagfimrik, it is probable that the Attar Ahmed Aga
Mescidi was located in the same quarter. Oz states that it burned in 1906. No trace of the mosque remains nor can its precise
location be established; see FC, 60; 1C, I, 25.

1328 The Firuz Aga Camii, located on the Divanyolu at the At Meydam in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. Its founder,
Firuz Aga b. Abdillhayy, a hazinedarbasz in the time of Sultan Bayezid II, was the builder of a number of other foundations in
Istanbul, including the Firuz Aga Camii in Krrk~eme and the Firuz Aga Camii in Tophane. In addition, he built a hamam in
Sivas, a fountain in Sarajevo, a mosque and medrese in Havza, a medrese in Gfimfl, a mosque and bedestan in Amasya, a hamam
in Tokat and a hamam and fountain in Semendere; see Hadika, 176, 390; DBIA, III, 321; EC, 70-72; C, I, 60-61; ISTA, XI, 5794-
96; MW, 414; OMDYSD, 249-52. For location, see MWmap, F 7/18.

13' For eyh Hamdullah, see Hadika, n. 84.
1330 Cennet al-me'vd wa ddr al-hdmidin.
1331 Mnitak al-ildhi.
1332 The Fener Kapisi Mescidi, known also as the Sfizekci or Sftzgecci Yusuf Yazici or Ali Yazici Mescidi, located at the

intersection of M6rsel Papa Caddesi and Fener Iskele Caddesi in the Tahta Minare Quarter in Fener. Popular tradition holds
and a restoration inscription dated 1308/1890-91 over the entrance states that the mosque was originally built by Sultan
Mehmed II. It was restored in the eighteenth century by Yusuf Yazici (in all likelihood the same as Sflzgecci Yusuf) and again in
1890-91 by Rapid Efendi. The present building is of recent date; see FC, 55-56; 1C, I, 59; ISTA, X, 5635-36. For location, see MW,
309.
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3. The Congregational Mosque of Fatma Sultan13 33

The abovementioned congregational mosque was originally the mosque of a patron of pious works, the
head of the tailors (teizibagz), Piri Aga. Later, because Damad Maktul Ibrahim Paga built a palace next to
the abovementioned mosque, the pasa's wife Fatma Sultan"13 3 rebuilt it and installed a minbar. This is
the chronogram on the arch of its gate:

0 Nedim, he expressed the date of its completion with this line of poetry.
"0 God! What a fine mosque Fatma Sultan has brought to life!"133 5 1140 [1727-28].

The aforesaid Fatma Sultan died after the deposition of her father, His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the
Third, and was buried outside the tomb of her ancestor, the valide sultan."33 Vehbi composed a
chronogram for her death.

0 Vehbi, let him suggest the date to people with a riddle.
"May God install Fatma Sultan with Zahra,"337 1145 [1732-33].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

4. The Fendyi Mosque38 near the Congregational Mosque of Molla Giirani

Its builder was Akbaba Mehmed Efendi. [The location of] his grave is not known. Because 5eyh Meh-
med Fenayi-yi Halveti'3 is buried opposite [the mosque], it is known by his name. The abovemen-
tioned seyh was a halife of Ummi Sinanzade Hasan Efendi. 1" 0 And his halife, 5eyh Hasan, became head of
the zaviye of [Ummi Sinan] 3

11 in his place. On his death, he was buried near the mosque. [157] Grand
Vizier Seyyid Hasan Paga3 4

1 installed its minbar. After serving as master of the seal, the aforesaid [Hasan
Paga] died in Diyarbakir in 1161 [1748-49]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

1333 The Fatma Sultan Camii, known also as the Gfimfihaneli DergAhi Mescidi, located on Hfikfimet Konaki Sokagi in the
Alemdar Quarter in Emin6ni6, on the site of the present-day Defterdarlik, opposite the Vilayet (the old Bab-i Ali). Built in 1727,
the mosque was later used as a tekke and was torn down in 1957; see DBIA, III, 273-74; EC, 69; Semavi Eyice, "tstanbul'un
Kaybolan Eski Eserlerden Fatma Sultan Camii ve Gfimfihaneli Dergihi," istanbul Universitesi Iktisat Fakfiltesi Mecmuasz, 43 (1984-
85), 475-511; ISTA, X, 5580. For location, see MW map, F 6/35 and 342.

1334Fatma Sultan (1704-33), one of the daughters of Sultan Ahmed III and the wife of Nevgehirli Damad Ibrahim Paa.
Ne a'ld cdmi' ihyd itdi al-Hakk Fdtzmd Sultdn.
Turhan Hadice Sultan, the consort of Sultan lbrahim and mother of Sultan Mehmed IV; see Hadika, n. 128.
a3 7Fdtma Sultani Allah hasr ide Zahrd ile. FAtima, the daughter of the Prophet Muhammed by Khadija, is often commended as

FAtima al-ZahrA (Fatma the Resplendent). The chronogram should thus apparently be understood to mean, "May Fatma Sultan,
[the daughter of Ahmed III] be installed in Paradise with [FAtima al-] ZahrA [the daughter of the Prophet]."

1338 The Feniyi Mescidi, known also as the Molla FenAyi or Akbaba Mehmed Efendi Mescidi, located at the intersection of the
present Tfirkenf Hamdullah Sokagi and Kizil Elma Caddesi in the Seyyid Omer Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was
completely destroyed by fire in 1918 but was rebuilt in a modern style in 1987; see FC, 52-53; IC, I, 59; ISTA, X, 5613; OMFD, III,
409. For location, see MWmap, C 6/1.

1339 $eyh Arab serif Mehmed Fenayi-yi Halved (d. 1614), Halveti sepyh of the Ummi Sinan Zaviyesi in $ehremini; see Z5E, 37.
134 eyh Ummi Sinanzade Hasan ibn Mehmed serif Efendi (d. 1568-69), Halved seyh of the Ummi Sinan Zaviyesi in

$ehremini; see ZE, 37.
134 Located in $ehremini and founded in 958 (1551-52) by $eyh tbrahim Ummi Sinan-i Halveti; see Z5E, 37.
134 For Seyyid Hasan Paa, see Hadika, n. 776.
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5. The Fatma Sultan Mosque"" near the Congregational Mosque of Ahmed Paa

Its builder was [Fatma Sultan], the daughter of Sultan Selim the First. Being the wife of Kara Ahmed
Paa,"" the builder of the Top Kapi Congregational Mosque,13 4 5 she is buried outside his tomb. [The
mosque's] vakf is appended to the vakf of the abovementioned [Kara Ahmed] Paa. There is also a
stone mekteb of hers opposite the Tahta Minare [Mosque]"1 34 in Karagfimrink. [The Fatma Sultan
Mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Fethiye Congregational Mosque"'

The abovementioned mosque was made from a church.'1 3  It was one of the churches surviving from
the time of the Conquest. Possession being taken of it in the year one thousand [1591-92] as a result of
a litigation, the sultan of the time, His Majesty Murad Khan the Third, converted it into a blessed
mosque. Its stipends are provided [from the vak] of his tomb in the courtyard of Great Aya Sofya.
There is a medrese in its courtyard, built by the grand vizier of the time, Sinan Paa. 1349 The fountain
adjoining the inner gate and the exalted mekteb over the outer gate were [built by] the executed kethiida
bey Mehmed Aga, who was the kethfsda and son-in-law of Grand Vizier Maktul Damad Ibrahim Paa.'35 0

[The Fethiye Congregational Mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Mosque of the Fazlz Paa Saray"13 1

Its builder was Uzun 5fica, the running attendant (5atzr) of His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan.
The well-known imperial monogram (penge nisanz) on the wall opposite the minbar in the Congrega-
tional Mosque of Aya Sofya was inscribed by him. His grave is [located] before the [mosque's] mihrab.
In addition to this, he built two other mosques. 13" The daraissaade agasi Haci Begir Aga, who was men-
tioned in connection with the Aga Congregational Mosque, installed the minbar. [The mosque]
does not have a quarter.

1343 The Fatma Sultan Mescidi, known also as the Fatma Hatun Mescidi, located at the intersection of Emine Molla Sokagi
and Marifetname Sokagi in the Fatma Sultan Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was in ruin for many years but was rebuilt in
1971. Its builder, Fatma Sultan, was the daughter of Sultan Selim I and the wife of Grand Vizier Kara Ahmed Paga; see DBIA,
VIII, 152; FC, 95, IC, I, 59; ISTA, X, 5582. For location, see MW map, B 4/3 and 290.

14 For Kara Ahmed Paga, see Hadika, n. 987.
3' The Top Kapi Camii; see Hadika, 158-59.

134 For the Tahta Minare Mescidi, known also as the Muslihiddin Mescidi, and the mekteb of Fatma Sultan, see Hadika, 222.
17 The Fethiye Camii, located at the end of KAtib Muslihiddin Camii Sokagi off Fethiye Caddesi in the KAtib Muslihiddin

Quarter in Fener. It was given the name Fethiye Camii by Murad III to commemorate his conquest of Georgia and Azerbaijan;
see DBIA, III, 300-1; FC, 97-98; IC, I, 60; 1STA, X, 5716; MW, 132-35. For location, see MW map, D 3/22.

13 The Church of the Mother-of-God the All-Blessed, probably dating to the late twelfth century. From 1455 until the time of
its conversion into a mosque (which occurred in 1586, not 1591-92 as stated by Ayvansarayi) it functioned as the patriarchate of
the Orthodox Church; see Mathews, Churches, 346-65.

1349 Koca Sinan Paa; see Hadika, n. 1090.
1350 Nevlehirli Damad Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
131' The Fazh Pala Sarayi Mescidi, known also as the Fuad Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Peykhane Sokagi and

Klod Farer Caddesi in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. The present Fuad Pala Camii, built in the mid-nineteenth century,
is an octagonal structure occupying the site of an earlier mosque known as the Uznin $uca Mescidi. According the Istanbul
Vakzqlan TahrirDefteri of 953/1546, the latter's vakfiye was registered in 882/1477; see DBIA, III, 341; EC, 72-73; ISTA, X, 5596-97;
VTD, 18-19; OMFD, III, 508-9. For location, see MW map, F 7/26 and 283.

12 The Uzun $fica Mescidi and Yemeniciler Mescidi, both located near the Fazh Paga Sarayi; see Hadika, 56, 246.
13" The Aga Camii; see Hadika, 55, 56.
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8. The Fenari Isa Mosque.... near the Haliczlar Kbikii

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church."" Its founder was one of the Fenarizade,
Alaeddin Ali Efendi,5 .6 the grandson of 5eyhfilislim 5emseddin Mehmed Efendi."5 He died in the year
"Taking possession,"1358 902 [1496-97], while he was kadi of Bursa, and was buried there. [158] Grand
Vizier Bayram Paga "35 installed its minbar. The aforesaid is buried in a separate tomb next to the
Congregational Mosque of the Haseki Sultan.3 6 0  eyh Isa al-Mahvi, the imam of this mosque, built
[tekke] rooms near the abovementioned mosque and made vakf a house adjoining it. Being a Halveti
zaviye, they were made the inalienable trust of his direct descendants. [The mosque] has a quarter.

9. The Firuz Aga Mosque3 6' in Kirkgesme

Its builder, the abovementioned [Firuz] Aga, is buried there. A person named Sfileyman Efendi in-
stalled its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

THE LETTER KAF

1. The Kzzlta Mosque... in Laleli

Its builder was Kitib Bali Mehmed Efendi. He is buried before the mihrab. After serving as confidential
secretary (szr kdtibi) in the imperial palace, he retired from the Inside Service. Ferahead Sultan, the
daughter of 5ehzade Sultan Korkud, the brother3 6

1 of Sultan Bayezid Khan, was married to him and he

1'4 The Fenari tsa Mescidi, known also as the Molla Fenari Isa or Kilise Camii, located on Vatan Caddesi at the intersection
with Halhcilar Caddesi in the Hasan Halife Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was burned in the Fatih fire of 1918 and remained
abandoned and in ruins until 1958, when restoration work was begun. It was reopened for prayer in 1967; see DBIA, III, 277-78;
EC, 172-73; IC, I, 59; ISTA, X, 5611-12; MW, 126-31; OMBYSD, 249. For location, see MWmap, C 6/2.

1355 The Church of the Mother-of-God of Lips, erected in 907 by Constantine Lips, an officer of the time of Emperor Leo VI.
The earliest dated Macedonian foundation in Constantinople, it was converted into a mosque in the late fifteenth century; see
Mathews, Churches, 32245.

135 Fenarizade Alaeddin Ali b. Yusuf Fenari (d. 1497-98), the grandson of the first $eyhilisldm, $emseddin Molla Fenari.
Appointed kadi of Bursa (1467) and kadzasker (1473), he was made kadtasker of Rumelia in 1488, after the one office was divided
into two, and kadtasker of Anatolia in 1494. He is buried in his grandfather's mosque in Bursa; see EI2, II, 879; SO, III, 487-88.

1337 $emseddin Mehmed Efendi, Molla Fenari (1350-1431), first Ottoman seyhailisldm. Born in Bursa, the son of a certain $eyh
Hamza, he was trained in Anatolia and Egypt by some of the leading religious scholars of the age. He was already appointed
mfiderris of the Manastir Medrese in Bursa in 1368-69, while still in his teens, and made kadi of the capital a year later. His rapid
advancement at an exceedingly young age was apparently because of some special connection with the Ottoman dynasty, a
connection further suggested by the great wealth he was able to accumulate, by the distinction accorded him by statesmen of
the time and by the privileges granted his descendants. Although the date of his appointment as seyhalisldm is uncertain, it was
probably before 1419. He retained the office until his death in 1431. The author of numerous works on religious law, he was
buried in the courtyard of the mosque which he built in Bursa; see Altunsu, Osmanlh $eyhilisldmlan; El', II, 879; SO, III, 159.

1358 Kabz.

135 For Bayram Paa, see Hadika, n. 370.
136 The Haseki Camii of Hurrem Sultan, the wife of Sfnleyman I; see Hadika, 114-15.
136 The Firuz Aga Mescidi, located south of the Valens Aqueduct on Atatfirk Bulvan near the point where it intersected with

the former Firuz Aga Mescidi Sokagi in the Kirkgesme Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was torn down during the widening of
Atatfirk Bulvan in 1934; see FC, 100; IC, I, 61; ISTA, XI, 5797-98. For location, see MWmap, D 6/1 and 275.

131 The Kizilta Mescidi, located at the intersection of Ordu Caddesi and the present Koska Caddesi, opposite the Laleli
Camii in the Mimar Kemaleddin Quarter in Kumkapi. As its oldest dated vakfiye was registered in 891/1486, the mosque must
have been built before that date. The mosque is no longer extant; see EC, 116; FVTD, 146-48; OMBYSD, 272. For location, see
MWmap, E 7/6 and 258.

13 In fact, the son of Sultan Bayezid II.
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became a high official of the Ottoman State. The aforesaid [Ferahead] Sultan built a mekteb and tomb
beside this blessed mosque and on her death she was buried there. A person named Ahmed Aga
installed its minbar. Mahire Kadin, the treasurer (hazinedar) of the esteemed harem of one of the
kadzaskers, built its upper-story ablution chamber (abdesthane) and privy (memsa), which are in the
courtyard of the blessed mosque. A pious patron named Omer Aga built the fountain, which is below it.
The reason why this mosque is named kzzzl tal (red stone) is this, that prior to its construction, there
was a stone seat of red porphyry there for porters to rest upon. It was cracked and destroyed by some
fires which broke out [in the neighborhood]. Subsequently, the name of that stone became the
familiar name of this blessed mosque. It has a quarter.

2. The Kara Nohud Mosque"' near the Mehter Gemesi

Its builder was 56ca Aga. He was a high official of Sultan Sfileyman and became the head gun-caster
(dbkiibasz) in the Imperial Arsenal (Tophane-i Amire). His grave, [dated] 999 [1590-91], is in the ceme-
tery located near the Yamalh Hamam in Tophane. [159] The great cannon which has been standing
from of old in the Tophane Meydani was cast by him. The aga's nickname and [the statement] that it
was cast in the year "Pious work," 981[1573-74], 1365 are inscribed on the abovementioned canon. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

3. The Kogacz Mosque13 66 near the Congregational Mosque of Murad Paa

Its builder was Kogacizade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, the $eyh of the Ekmel Tekke,13 7 located opposite the
Congregational Mosque of Sofular."1 3 He was highly skilled in music and other branches of learning.
He was among the distinguished members of the Halveti [dervish order]. He passed away in the year
"Herald of Paradise," 1026 [1617-18],169 and was buried in his tekke. [The mosque] has a quarter.

4. The Kasabbasz Mosque1370 near the Congregational Mosque of Bekir Pasa

Its builder was Halil bin Ibrahim. He was the head of the butchers (kasabbasz) in the time of Sultan
Sfileyman. This is the date on the arch of its gate: "Nine hundred fifty-four," 954 [1547-48]. [The
location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

13" The Kara Nohud Mescidi, located at the intersection of the present Nakibfnlelraf Sokagsi and KAtib Adil (San Musa)
Sokagi in the Molla $eref Quarter in 5ehremini. Founded in the sixteenth century, the mosque was at some point torn down,
but was rebuilt in 1989; see FC, 142; C, I, 84. For location, see MW map, C 6/8; also Ayverdi, 1H, sheet D 4.

1365 Hayr al-'amel.
"6 Kogaci Mescidi, known also as the Kovaci Mescidi, located at the intersection of inkilab Caddesi and Valde Camii Sokasi

in the inebey Quarter in Samatya. It burned in 1909 and no trace of it remains; see FC, 155; C, I, 93. For location, see MWmap,
D 7/15 and 254.

1367 The Ekmel Tekkesi in Sofular near the Et Meydam; see ZE, 20. Kogacizade $eyh Mehmed Efendi (d. 1617) is listed as
the fourth seyh of the tekke, which was built by $eyh Sfileyman-i Rumi.

"' The Sofular Camii; see Hadika, 152.
1369 Miibessir al-cennet.
1370 The Kasabbasi Mescidi (Mosque of the Head of the Butchers), known also as the Kasab Halil Mescidi, located at the

intersection of the present Kizil Elma Caddesi and Cevdet Papa Caddesi in the Nevbahar Quarter in $ehremini. It burned down
in 1915, and no trace of it remains; see FC, 144; IC, I, 85. For location, see MWmap, C 7/6 and 251.
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5. The Kariye Congregational Mosque" near the Tekfur Sarayz

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church."1 7
1 It is the pious work of the abovemen-

tioned Atik Ali Paga, [who was referred to] under the letter 'ayzn.""17 His medrese adjoins it. One of the
Companions of the Prophet, Ebu Said al-Hudri'3 71-may God be pleased with him-is buried within the
portal of the medrese. Mustafa 5ani-i Mevludi, the author of a collection of poetry, who is buried
outside the Edirne Kapi, was one of the imams of this mosque. A chronogram for his passing away is
"Mustafa 5ani," 1180 [1766-67], repeated twice. The nearby imaret and mekteb are the pious works of
Darussaade Agasi Haci Begir Aga,1 7

1 who is buried in the vicinity of Ebu Eyyub Ensari. This line of
poetry is the date [of Begir Aga's death]: "May a place beneath the banner of the Prophet be Begir's
abode,"1376 1159 [1746-47]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Kzzzl Minare Mosque 77 near the Laleli Qelme

Its builder was Mehmed Efendi, the head of the tile makers (kiremidcibasz) in the time of the reign of
His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. One of the persons buried in the mosque's cemetery is the
son of the abovementioned founder. [Mehmed Efendi's] own grave is in Bursa. After the abovemen-
tioned mosque was burned down in the Unkapam fire of 1160 [1747], [160] a patron of pious works
named Halil Aga built it anew and installed a minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Kogaczlar Mosque'178 in Kzrkgeme

Its builder was Revani 5fica Efendi,'7 9 who was the first commissioner of the sairre (siirre emini) of this
Exalted [Ottoman] State. He is buried there. Bahri composed this chronogram for his death: "Revani
longed mightily for the Paradises,"1 380 930 [1523-24]. [Revani's] Isret Name (Book of Tippling) is well
known. And he also compiled a collection of poetry. Yorgani Ali Efendi installed its minbar. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

137' The Kariye Camii, located on Kariye Camii Sokagi in the Kariye Quarter in Karagfimrfik. The mosque is today a museum;

see DBIA, IV, 466-69; FC, 142-44; 1C, I, 85; MW, 159-63. For location, see MW map, C 3/6.
1372 The Church of Christ of the Chora, originally built in the late eleventh century, but razed and rebuilt by Isaac Comnenus

c. 1120. The narthex and side chapels with their splendid frescoes and mosaics were commissioned by the late-Byzantine
statesman and poet, Theodore Metochites, and date to the years between 1315 and 1321. They were rediscovered and cleaned
first by the Ottoman government after 1860 and more extensively by the Byzantine Institute of America and the Dumbarton
Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies after 1948; see Mathews, Churches, 40-58; Robert G. Ousterhout, The Architecture of the Kariye
Camii in Istanbul (Washington, D.C., 1987); P. A. Underwood, The Kariye Djami (New York, 1966).

'"7 Hadim Atik Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 648.
1 Inver gives late inscriptions from the tomb, which he describes as being in ruin; see Sahdbe Kabirler, 23-24.

17 For Haci Begir Aga, see Hadika, n. 327.
176 Besir'e zir-i livd'-i Resil ola me'vd.
137 The Kizil Minare Mescidi (Mosque of the Red Minaret), known also as the Kiremiteibapi Mescidi, located at the intersec-

tion of Haci Halit Efendi Sokagi and Horhor Caddesi in the Baba Hasan Alemi Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was rebuilt in
1965; see FC, 152-53; 1C, I, 91; OMFD, III, 436-37. For location, see MWmap, D 6/19.

1378 The Kogacilar Mescidi, identical with the Revani Qelebi Mescidi, located in Kogacilar Caddesi just north of the Valens

Aqueduct in the Molla Hfisrev Quarter in Vefa. The manuscript copies of the Hadika make no mention of a Revani Efendi
Mescidi, referring to this mosque only as the Kogacilar Mescidi; see Hadika, n. 995.

1379 The poet Revani (d. 1524), builder of the Revani Efendi Mescidi in Kirkcegme; see Hadika, 131-32 and n. 996; HOP, II,

317-46.
1380 Cinandan yana cdn atdz Revdni.
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8. The Karag5z Mosque""81 near the Lalezar [Mosque]

Its builder was Sadullah Qavu . [The location of] his grave is not known. Because Karag6z Mehmed
Paya built a fountain near it, this mosque is known by his name. The fountain's chronogram, which is as
follows, is by Vecdi: "His fountain of the Water of Life is soul-refreshing,""82 1083 [1672-73]. During the
grand vizierate of Zurnazen Mustafa Paga,1 3 this Mehmed Paga retired from the office of defterdar with
three tug [and the rank of vizier]. The aforesaid Mustafa Paga is buried outside the Silivri Kapi. His son,
Ebu Bekir, retired from the office of master of retained revenues of the Inside Service (enderun mevkufat
hocasi) in the days of Sultan Mustafa the Second. He died on the night of Berat in the year "Work's
completion,"13 84 1181 [1768], in the days of Sultan Mustafa the Third, while he was commissioner of the
cadastral register (defter emini), and was buried beside his father. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

9. The Kasim Aga Mosque 13 " near the Ac Qesme and Qukur Bostan

Its builder [Kasim Aga] was sekbanbasz. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

10. The Karabaglz Mosque'.s. near the Miifti Ali Hamam

Its builder was Ayge Hatun. [The location of] her grave is not known. Because the abovementioned
mosque was burned in the Cibali fire of 1169 [1756], Ayge Sultan's kethiida, Kazganci Hasan Aga, rebuilt
it and installed a minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

11. The Kul Congregational Mosque"" near the Horse Bazaar (At Pazan)

Its builder was Manisah Mehmed Paga. He is buried before the mihrab. This is the chronogram on his
gravestone:

[161] The Unseen Voice composed a chronogram.
"God admitted him to Paradise,"138 900 [1494-95].

1381 The Karagaz Mescidi, known also as the Karagbz Mehmed Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Karag6z Tekkesi
Sokagi and Karaba Qegmesi Sokaki in the Veledi Karaba Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was in ruin for many years be-
fore being rebuilt on its old foundations in 1961; see FC, 141; 1C, I, 82. For location, see MWmap, B 7/6.

1382 Cesme-i db-t hayatz rrihfezd.
1383 For Zurnazen Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 1286.
1384 Iitdm-i 'amel.
1385 The Kasim Aga Mescidi, known also as the Perakende Kasim or Kasim Bey Mescidi, located on Kurt Aga Qegmesi Sokaki at

the intersection with Dolmu Kuyu Sokagi in the Dervi Ali Quarter in Karagilmrnik. According to an inscription, the mosque
was converted from a church in 1460. The mosque burned in 1919 but was rebuilt in 1977. The original building was never
thoroughly studied, although frescoes were noted by Schazmann, implying that it was used for religious purposes. Nonetheless,
its plan did not suggest a church. Some of the masonry suggests a Palaeologan date; see EC, 145-46; 1C, I, 85; Mathews, Churches,
186-89; MW, 164-65; OMFD, III, 431-32. For location, see MWmap, C 3/13.

1386 The Karabagh Mescidi, located near the Mfifti Ali Camii on Mfifti Hamami Sokagi near the intersection with $ehla Aydin
Bey Sokaki in the Mfifti Ali Quarter in Fener. No trace of the mosque remains. Its site is today occupied by shanty housing; see
FC, 140; IC, I, 83.

1387 The Kul Camii, known also as the Manisah Mehmed Paga Mescidi, located on imam Niyazi Sokaki between Eski Mutaflar
Sokagi and Omer Efendi Sokagi in the Hfisam Bey Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was restored between 1960 and 1964; see FC,
160; IC, I, 94; OMFD III, 452-53.

"3" Edhal-Alldhdifi cindnihi.
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The darfilhadis next to it was [built] by Ibrahim Efendi. [The mosque] has a quarter.

12. The Karaba5 Mosque...9 near the Kuburbeli [Congregational Mosque]

This mosque is also called the Nerdfibanh Mosque. Its builder was Ali Efendi. [The location of] his
grave is unknown. It has a quarter.

13. The Karaaga( Mosque"'

Its builder was Melek Hatun. [The location of] her grave is not known. Because there is still at the pres-
ent time a great elm (kara aga() inside its gateway, it is generally known by this name. Opposite it there
is a fountain. Ebulcevad al-Halebi ibn Abdurrahman ibn Mehmed al-Hanefi al-Sufi al-Ulvani, the mufti
of Aleppo, is buried beside it. This chronogram was composed for his death: "Knowledge died with him
and they were laid [in the grave],""' 1039 [1629-30]. He reached the age of ninety. When the aforesaid
passed away, the [judicial] rank of mahrec was given to his brother Ebillyfimn Efendi, who was a miderris,
and he was buried beside his father, who had died while he was the official charged by the 5eyhailisIdm
with the supervision of medrese students and their lessons (ders vekili). [Ebulcevad al-Halebi] was a
mufti in various cities. [The mosque] has a quarter.

14. The Kazgancz Mosque9 2 in Kumkapz

Its builder was Cerrah ishak Efendi and he is buried there. Because Kazganci Yusuf Sinaneddin Efendi
later repaired the abovementioned mosque, it is generally known by his name. He became kadi of
Baghdad while he was a maiderris in one of the medreses of the Fatih Mosque and, following retirement,
he died in 1008 [1600] on the same day as the poet Baki Efendi...' [The mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Congregational Mosque of Koca Mustafa Pasa"'9

There are two Koca Mustafa Paga mosques.... in Istanbul. Both were converted from churches. They are
the pious foundations of Grand Vizier Mustafa Paa.'9" He died in Bursa as a martyr."" This line of

1389 The Karaba Mescidi, known also as the Nerdfibanh or Merdivenli Mescidi, located at the intersection of Serhalife Sokagi
and incebel Sokagi in the Abdi Subapi Quarter in Fener. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 140; IC, I, 82. For location, see
MWmap, D 3/4 and 309.

"" The Karaagae Mescidi, known also as the Melek Hatun Camii, located at the intersection of Melek Hatun Sokagi and
Melek Qegmesi Sokaki in the Melek Hatun Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque, which was built before 1496, fell into ruin, but
was restored in an appropriate manner in 1957; see DBIA, V, 386-87; FC, 161-62; IC, I, 82; OMBYSD, 284. For location, see
MWmap, A 6/1 and 291.

1391 Al-'ilmii mdte ma'ahni ve irkadden.
1392 The Kazganci Mescidi, known also as the Cerrah Ishak or Nalbend Camii, located on Nalbant Camii Sokagi in the Niganca

Quarter in Kumkapi. Built originally in the time of Sultan Mehmed II, the mosque was so completely rebuilt in 1979 that at
present nothing remains of the original building; see EC, 147-48; OMFD, III, 434. For location, see MWmap, E 8/4 and 317.

13 The renowned sixteenth-century Turkish poet Mahmud Abduilbaki. For biographical details, see Hadika, 67-68 and n. 519.
1394 The Koca Mustafa Paa Camii, known also as the Sfinbil Efendi Camii, located on Koca Mustafa Paga Caddesi between

Canbaziye Sokagi and Hoca Kadin Caddesi in the Ali Fakih Quarter in Samatya. Originally the church of St. Andrew at the Place
of Judgement, rebuilt according to Semavi Eyice in the thirteenth century, the building was converted into a mosque in 1486;
see DBIA, V, 30-34; Semavi Eyice, "tstanbul'da Koca Mustafa Paga Camii ve Onun Osmanh-Tfirk Mimarisindeki Yeri," TD, 5
(1953), 153-82; FC, 205-7; IC, I, 92; Mathews, Churches, 3-14; MW, 172-76; OMBYSD, 273-79. For location, see MW map, B 8/9.

1... For the other Koca Mustafa Paga Camii, known also as the Atik Mustafa Paga or Hazret-i Cabir Camii, see Hadika, 186.
139 Koca Mustafa Paa; see Hadika, n. 1291.
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poetry is a chronogram for his death: "My paa set out and departed from the world."139" His grave is
opposite the Mevlevihane in Bursa. The blessed mosque has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun).
[162] Originally, it was built with one gate"" and this chronogram by 5eyhfilislim Efdalzade Seyyid
Hamideddin Efendi" is written over it:

In the time of the reign of Sultan
Bayezid, the Victorious, the Exalted,

The good and pious servant
Mustafa, possessed of the most exalted virtues,

Built the mosque purely for the sake of God,
Without desire for fame or out of hypocrisy.

And he chose for its chronogram,
"Mosque founded on righteousness,""' 895 [1489-90].

The main portal being built six years later, this chronogram by the defterdar Idris-i Bidlisi was written
[upon it]:

This is a blessed edifice,
Brought into existence with beautiful buildings:

It was erected during the reign of the sultan-
Never has time seen his like-

Bayezid, who dispensed mercy
Upon all who live, near and far.

His vizier built it with sincerity.
The best works are known for their motives.

Mustafa, the best of men, with the rank of Asaph:
He has no equal.

The Voice came to the composer of the chronogram.
"God, may [Mustafa] be rewarded for building it!"1140

2

Subsequently, Defterdar Etmekcizade Ahmed Paga"' made an addition on the right side of the blessed
mosque, equal to it in length, 0 4 and built a gate and tribune (mahfi). [For this reason] the mosque's
minaret stood at the center [of the mosque, though originally it stood along the west facade]. [Ahmed
Paga] also built an addition to the [Congregational Mosque of] Ey p.' ' A medrese, a zaviye of forty
cells, a $adrrvan, a mekteb and an imaret adjoin the blessed mosque [of Koca Mustafa Paga]. Formerly,
there was a small tribune in the large hall'" on the exterior of the mosque. Subsequently, during his

"1 Mustafa Paga was executed for supporting Prince Ahmed against Selim I in the struggle for succession following the
death of Bayezid II in 1512.

1398 In fact, the date is found in a couplet, the second line of which contains the chronogram and is omitted from the printed
edition. Reproduced in several of the manuscript editions, the line reads, "0! Alas! My paga departed the world" (Hey vdh gitdi
cihdndan pasam), which gives the date 918/1512-13, the year of Koca Mustafa Paa's death; see Ayvansarayi, Camilerimiz
Ansikopedisi, I, 224.

139 The right gate; see FC, 206.
10 For eyhilislAm Efdalzade Seyyid Hamideddin Efendi, see Hadika, n. 74.
1401 Mescidi fissise 'ala al-takvd.
140 Rabbi evsd sevdbe bdnihd.

Ahmed Paa, Defterdar, Etmekcizade (d. 1617), Ottoman finance official and statesman in the time of Sultan Ahmed I.
After long service in various capacities in the finance department, he was dismissed in 1613 and made governor first of Rumelia,
then of Karaman and Aleppo. He was appointed kaimmakam in 1615, during Grand Vizier Okfnz Mehmed Paa's campaign in
Iran, but failed to succeed him in that office after the latter's dismissal. Although unusually able, he is especially remembered
for his dishonesty and avarice. His foundations include a khan in Edirne and a medrese as well as additions to the Koca Mustafa
Paga Camii and the Eyfnp Sultan Camii in Istanbul; see Hadika, 222, 270; Vefeyat, 18; SO, I, 209.

1404 This addition is no longer extant; see OMBYSD, 277.
140 Vefeyat, 18, states that he built an addition to the Eyfip Sultan Camii's imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun).
" Presumably the narthex.
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second term of office, 5eyhfilslam Veliyeddin Efendi"' built an exalted tribune and a timekeeper's
room over the gate to the courtyard. [Koca Mustafa Paga's] daughter Safiye Hatun is buried in the
tomb which the aforesaid built for himself'4 on the left side of the mosque.

Aksarayi Qelebi Halife $eyh Mehmed Cemali, the first eyh of the abovementioned zaviye, was
authorized to make the hajj and died in the desert of Tabut40 " in the year "In the course of the Way,""10

899 [1493-94]. His halfe, $eyh Yusuf Sfinbfil Sinaneddin,"4 1 ' became eyh in his place. He was from
Borlu, and the Sfinbfili dervish order traces its origins back to him. Mfistakimzade composed this
chronogram for his death: [163] "A Fatiha for the soul of Sfinbil Sinan,"" 936 [1529-30]. His halife,
[Merkez] Musliheddin Musa Efendi, became leyh in his place. This line of poetry is a chronogram for
his death: "May God illuminate the surroundings of Merkez,""'1 3 950 [1543-44]. He rests in a separate
tomb near the mosque"4 1 4 which was his own pious foundation, located outside the Yenikapi
Mevlevihane. His son and halife, 5eyh Seyyid Ahmed Efendi, who translated the Kamus (Ocean),
became head of the zaviye in his place. It is written in the Zeyl-i $akayzk4 1

' and other histories that he was
originally from Ugak. Going there to visit his relatives, he died while staying [in the town] in 963 [1555-
56]. $eyh Yakub Efendi became successor in his place. He was a halife of 5eyh Sfinbf6l Efendi. His son
composed this chronogram for his death: "The foremost saint of the age departed,"4 1

1 978 [1570-71].
He is buried in a separate tomb near [that of] of Sftnbfil Efendi. His son, Yusuf Sinaneddin, became
seyh in his place. He is the author of the Menasik-i Hacc (Rites of the Pilgrimage). He renounced the
office of eyh after six years and became a teacher in Medina. He passed away four years later and was
buried in [the cemetery of] Baki in 989 [1581].1417 While he was a teacher in Medina, he compiled the
Ri'yet-i Nebeviyye Risalesi (Treatise on the Revelations of the Prophets). Yumni Hasan Necmeddin Efendi
became 5eyh in his place. He was from Alacahisar. He was the halife of Yakub Efendi and was one of the
5eyhs who accompanied Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third on the Egri campaign. Subsequently, he set
out for Baghdad and, after visiting [the tombs of] noble persons such as $eyh Abdfilkadir4 1

' and the
Great Imam,1 41

' he performed the hajj and arrived at the ziyaret of Uveys Kareni." 2" He died there on the
night of the birth of the Prophet.4 2

1 Hulvi Mahmud Efendi composed this chronogram for this death:
"Necmeddin Hasan departed for the next world," 22 1019 [1610-11].

It was the practice of the aforesaid to light lamps in the minaret on the Night of the Birth of the
Prophet, and His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the First, seeing [this] and being pleased, commanded
lamps be lit in all mosques. Alaeddin Avnullah Hasan-i Adli became eyh in his place. He was from

"1 5eyhfilislim Haci Veliyeddin Efendi; see Hadika, n. 86.
""0 8Koca Mustafa Paga was buried in Pmarba 1 in Bursa following his execution in 1512.
1A stop on the hajj road between Karak and Ma'an to the east of the Dead Sea in Jordan.4 1 

Esna'-i tarikda.
'"" $eyh Sinbfil Sinaneddin Yusuf; see Hadika, n. 45.
1412 Cdnina Sfinbid Sindn'ii Fdtiha.
141 Dd'iresin Merkez'ifi nir ide Allah. In fact, the date of Merkez Efendi's death is 959/1552. Enumerations of the leyhs of the

Koca Mustafa Paga Zaviyesi are also found in ZME (2-3) and Mecmua (282-85). For Merkez Efendi, see Hadika, 255-56, 280; El 2
,

VI, 1023; IA, VII, 768-69.
""14 The Merkez Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi; see Hadika, 280.
"" For the Zeyl-i $akayzk, see Hadika, n. 1310.
1416 Gitdi kutb-i rfizgdr.
1417 The name of an ancient grove that became an important cemetery in Medina.
118 Shaykh 'Abd al-Kidir al-Jilini (1077-1166), celebrated Sufi and founder of the KAdiriyya Order. His tomb, over which Sul-

tan Sfileyman built a beautiful tomb in 1535, is one of the most frequented sanctuaries of Baghdad.
1419 Imam-i Azam, Abfi Hanifa al-Nu'min b. ThAbit (d. 767), theologian and religious lawyer, the eponym of the Hanafi

school of Islamic Law. His tomb is located in the A'zamiyya Quarter in Baghdad.
1420 Uways KarAni; see Hadika, n. 448. His ziyaret is located at IrAm in the Yemen.
"2 Leyle-i mevlud- serif, literally, "Night of the Noble Birth," i.e., the 12th of the month of Rebifilevvel.
142 'Azm-i 'ukbd itdi Necm al-Din Hasan.
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I tib."" He was a halife of Yfimni Hasan Efendi. He built a tekke in Mezistre."" He passed away in 1026
[1617-18] and was buried in a separate tomb. [164] He wrote a treatise entitled Ahir-i Kar (Work's End),
the name of which is [also] the date of its compilation, 1022 [1613-14]. His halife, Seyyid Mehmed
Eyfibi, became jeyh in his place. He had previously been associated with his fellow countryman Yfimni
Hasan Efendi. Ten years later, he went on the hajj and died in Illuminated Medina in 1038 [1628-29].
Seyyid Kirameddin ibn Yfimni Hasan Efendi, the son of his fellow-countryman, became eyh in his place.
He passed away in 1051 [1641-42] and was buried in the tomb of Yakub Efendi. His brother, Seyyid
Alaeddin, became jeyh in his place. He was the halife of Seyyid Mehmed [Eyubi]. He passed away after
making and returning from the hajj, and Refati composed this chronogram: "Alaeddin Efendi said, '0
God!' He departed to [his] fate,"1 4

1
5 1102 [1690-91]. He is [buried] in the tomb of Adli Efendi. His

younger son, Seyyid Nureddin Efendi, became eyh in his place. Neyli Ahmed Efendi composed a
chronogram for his death. "Nureddin, the preeminent among the friends of God, passed away
proclaiming the uniqueness of God,""1 4

1 1160 [1747-48]. He is buried in a separate tomb. His son,
Seyyid Yusuf Kutbeddin, became eyh in his place. Hattat Ibrahim Tahir Efendi composed a
chronogram for his death. "The Throne of God became the abode of Kutbeddin, preeminent among
the friends of God.""2 7 He is buried beside his father.

A second Alaeddin, son of the deputy head of the tekke Seyyid Mehmed Efendi who was the elder
son of the abovementioned Alaeddin Efendi, became eyh in his place. He passed away after forty days
and was buried in an open spot beside his father in 1171 [1757-58] . The present head of the zaviye,
Seyyid Mehmed Hagim Efendi ibn Feyzullah ibn Mehmed Vehbi, became seyh in his place. He is the
fourth son of the previously mentioned 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, three of whom were written about in
connection with the Congregational Mosque of Balat.1 428 The abovementioned Nureddin Efendi's
younger son, Seyyid 5ehabeddin, and his elder son, Seyyid Kirameddin, went to the grave before their
father. Defterdar Ramipagazade Mustafa Bey, who died while he was nisancz, is buried outside the door
of the tomb. The elder brother of Hekimbagizade Ali Paga, the miiderris and calligrapher of ta'lik
[script], Omer Efendi, is buried with an official turban (5r)1429 in a separate spot behind the tomb of
Sfinbiil Efendi. [165] Nihadi composed a chronogram for his death. "May the most exalted Paradise be
Omer Efendi's abode," 4

1 1111 [1699-1700]. He is buried together with his halife, Gici Mustafa Qelebi-
zade Ahmed Efendi, beside the abovementioned Ramipagazade.

The famous calligrapher Hafiz Osman Efendi4
11 is buried in the large cemetery. This line is a

chronogram for his death: "Osman Efendi yearned for the Eternal Realm and chanted 'He [i.e.,
God] ',"1432 1110 [1698-99]. In addition, a vizier named Hfiseyin Paa, two of his sons who had been
dismissed from [office in] Izmir, Tezkireci Habegizade Abdfirrahim Bey, the severed head of Grand
Vizier Kabakulak Ibrahim Paga14" and other 5eyhs, halifes and humble lovers are buried [there].

11 The town of Stip in eastern Macedonia.
"" The town of Mistra in the Peloponnese.
141 'Ald al-Din Efendi gitdi yd Hft didi devrdna.
11 Gegdi tevhid ile Nitr al-Din-i kutb-i vastin.
11 'Ar oldt cdy-t Kutb al-Din-i kutb al-vdstlin.
1428 For Seyyid Mehmed Hagim Efendi and the Balat Camii, see Hadika, 62-63.

Presumably meaning that an 6rfwas carved atop Omer Efendi's gravestone.
"4* 'Omer Efendi'ye cdy ola cennet al-a'ld.
1431 Hafiz Osman Efendi (1642-98), outstanding Ottoman calligrapher of the seventeenth century, renowned for his

perfecting of the nesih and silis scripts; see Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 109-14.
431 Mflk-i bdki zleyib 'Osmdn Efendi didi HQi.

"3 Kabakulak Ibrahim Paga (d. 1742), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mahmud I. Closely tied to the K6prfi6-
zade, he was assigned to a series of provincial posts in Bosnia, Egypt and the Hijaz before being made kapiczlar kethfadast and
governor of Aleppo in 1730. Involved in the suppression of the revolt of Patrona Halil in November 1730, he was appointed
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Adjoining this mosque is the house of Hekimba i Nuh Efendi,"" and some of his children and servants
are buried next to it. Opposite it is the abovementioned Nuh Efendi's medrese.

After the dome and various other parts [of the mosque] were destroyed in the great earthquake of
Thursday, the third day of the Feast of Sacrifice (Kurban Bayram) in the year 1179 [22 May 1766], it
underwent a general restoration and, on its completion, Mfistakimzade composed two chronograms in
this single couplet.

"This most glorious Kaba of the lovers of Sfinbl became wholly flourishing,"435 1181 [1767-68].
"0 God! May the Sufi find peace! This is the abode of the saints,"436 1181 [1767-68].

[The Congregational Mosque of Koca Mustafa Paga] has a quarter.
The aforesaid vizier [Koca Mustafa Paga] was of Frankish origin. During the reign of Bayezid Khan,

while a slave in the imperial palace, he became skilled as a barber. According to tradition, after [Musta-
fa] became kapzczba.z, as part of the attempt to execute the brother of the aforesaid padishah, Cem
Sultan, who laid claim to the sultanate, he shaved his face and joined a Frankish embassy in the city of
Drama."4 3 7 He entered the abovementioned prince's service and, because he was also expert in the
Frankish tongue, within a short time obtained the position of [Cem Sultan's] barber. He shaved that
wretched prince with a poisoned razor and, fleeing and arriving in the imperial capital, informed the
padishah of the situation. [166] Immediately after, news of the aforesaid's death arrived at the Sublime
Porte from the Franks. The corpse of the aforesaid [Cem] Sultan was carried to the tomb of Murad the
Second in Bursa in 887 [1482-83], and the abovementioned [Mustafa Paga] was granted [the gover-
norship of] the eyalet of Rumelia. In 917 [1512], when ajanissary rebellion necessitated the dismissal of
Hersekzade Ahmed Paga,1439 he became [grand] vizier in his place. With the accession of Selim Khan
the First a year later, because in addition to his previous offense the abovementioned [Mustafa] Paga
favored the accession of 5ehzade Ahmed, the elder brother of the aforesaid padishah, he was executed
and his corpse was thrown onto a contemptible dunghill in Bursa. His grand vizierate lasted only one
year.

16. The Kalenderhane Congregational Mosque'"

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church.'"' It was converted by Ebfilfeth Sultan
Mehmed Khan. Maktul Begir Aga, the nazzr-z darfissaade,142 subsequently carried out a general restora-

grand vizier on 22 January 1731 and was forced soon after to repress further outbreaks of rebellion in the capital. Taking strong
measures against his rivals and enemies, including the darassaade agasz Haci Begir Aga, tbrahim Paga quickly overreached him-
self and was removed from office on 10 September 1731. His property was confiscated, and he was sent to a series of provincial
posts in Agnboz, Bosnia and Crete before being executed in 1743; see Vefeyat, 14; SO, I, 128.

1434 For Hekimbapi Nuh Efendi, the father of Grand Vizier Hekimoglu Ali Paa, see Hadika, 95.
*' Bu emced Ka'be-i 'ussdk-i Sfinbil oldt heb ma'mar.
"13 Bulur sfi safd al-Hakk makdm-z evliyddir bu.
"437 Town in eastern Macedonia in Greece.
1438 In fact, Cem, having been turned over by the Pope to the French king Charles VIII, fell ill (or was poisoned) and died on

25 February 1495, while on his way to Naples; see EIP, II, 530.
143' For Hersekzade Ahmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 1289.

"4 The Kalenderhane Camii, located at the intersection of Kalender Camii Sokagi and Kalender Medresesi Sokagi just south
of the Valens Aqueduct in the Kalenderhane Quarter in Bayezid; see DBIA, IV, 396-98; EC, 98-100; IC, I, 79-80; M, 153-58;
OMFD, III, 428. For location, see MW map, E 6/11.

"" The greater part of the Kalenderhane's standing structure appears to be of late-twelfth-century date, but at least part of
the east end dates to the sixth. Previous identifications of the Kalenderhane as the churches of St. Mary Diakonissa or Christ
Akataleptos are no longer considered sustainable. A fresco of the Virgin Kyriotissa over the central door between the two
narthexes suggests a dedication to her; see Mathews, Churches, 171-72.

142 That is, the dariissaade agasi. For Maktul Begir Aga see Hadika, n. 603.
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tion, enlarged its vakf, introduced an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun) and provided stipends for the

reading of Buhari.'"5 It has a medrese and other pious dependencies. The mekteb" at the main gate is

the pious foundation of the barley commissioner (arpa emini) Mustafa Efendi, who subsequently, while

he was defterdar, built another mosque"' in Rumelihisar. He is buried in his mekteb. He married his

daughter Ummfig-ilsfim to his manumitted [slave] ismail Efendi and stipulated that administration of

his vakf be carried out by [the latter's] descendants. ismail Efendi subsequently also became

reis[ilkaittab]. His descendants are still known as the Kametizade. 5eyhfilislAm Mirza Mustafa Efendi"'

and his son Kadiasker Mehmed Salim Efendi are buried in this mekteb. The biography of the abovemen-

tioned Begir Aga is given in detail in connection with the Congregational Mosque of Daye Hatun.'"

[The Kalenderhane Congregational Mosque] has a quarter.

17. The Kuyumcu Mosque"'" near the Congregational Mosque of Laleli

Its builder was the head of the goldsmiths (kuyumcubasz), Bahgayi Qelebi. [The location of] his grave is

not known. In Turkish they say kuyum for the gold and silver vessels in a trousseau. [The mosque] has a

quarter.

18. The Karagiiz Congregational Mosque" near the .ehzade Congregational Mosque

[167] Its builder was the market inspector (muhtesib) Mehmed Bey. His grave is located before the

mihrab in the [Congregational Mosque of] Eyyub. [The Karag6z Congregational Mosque] has a

quarter.

14 Muhammad ibn IsmA'il al-BukhAri (d. 870), the famous collector of Traditions of the Prophet. His collection, known as

the Sahah (Authentic), is said to have taken sixteen years to compile. Along with the collection of Abfi '-Husayin Muslim

ibn al-Hajj, it is considered to be one of the two most reliable and authentic collections of Tradition.

" The Arpa Emini Mustafa Efendi Sibyan Mektebi; see Ozg6nfnl Aksoy, Osmanli Devri Istanbul Szbyan Mektepleri fizerine bir

Inceleme (Istanbul, 1968), 91.
"" The Arpa Emini Camii; see Hadika, 442.
14 Mirza Mustafa Efendi (1630-1720), fifty-fourth Ottoman seyhilislam. The son of Kadiasker Abdfirrauf Efendi, he was

trained for a learned career and became a mfalazim of 5eyhfslislam Minkarizade Yahya Efendi. Assigned as tezkereci (secretary) to

Minkarizade's son-in-law, Kadiasker Mustafa Efendi, he was subsequently appointed kadi of Yenigehir (1675), Egypt (1681)

Mecca and Istanbul (1685). He was exiled to Cyprus in 1687, but was later pardoned and given the office of kadzasker of Rumelia

in 1694. Dismissed and reappointed again in 1703 and for a third time in 1708, he was finally promoted to seyhfilisldm on 15

December 1714, but was removed from that office six months later (27 June 1715) because of rivalries with the kadzaskers of

Rumelia and Anatolia. He was exiled to Trabzon but later allowed to return to Istanbul and died in his seaside villa in Emirgan.

He was the father of the fifty-eighth seyhilisldm, Mirzazade $eyh Mehmed Efendi, and the grandfather of the seventy-eighth sey-
hilisldm, Mehmed Said Efendi; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhaisldmlan, 113-14; SO, IV, 419-20.

144' The Demirkapi Mescidi; see Hadika, 78.
" The Kuyumcu Mescidi (Mosque of the Goldsmith), located at the intersection of Gene Tnrk Caddesi and Mimarbay1

Sokaki near the Laleli Camii in the Kemal Paga Quarter in Bayezid. It burned in 1907 and is no longer extant; see EC, 121; IC, I,

94. For location, see EC map, H/5 115.
"49 The Karag6z Camii, located on Kavalah Sokaki in the Baba Hasan Alemi Quarter in Samatya. Its vakfiye is dated 894/1488.

The mosque, which was for many years in ruin, was torn down in 1934; see FC, 141; 1C, I, 82; OMFD, III, 466. For location, see

MWmap, D 6/12.
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19. The Congregational Mosque of the Kadaske".. in Molla Gfirani

Its builder was Kizil Abdurrahman Efendi of Amasya. The completion of the mosque occurred in the
year "Glory of the Paradises,""" 912 [1506-7]. He died after being dismissed [from the office] of
kadzasker of Rumelia, and was buried in the garden of his mekteb, which is located opposite the tomb of
Emir Buhari."1 5 2 He married the sister of Abdfillatif Efendi, the son-in-law of $eyh Mahmud, who was the
son-in-law of Emir Buhari. Birgivi Mehmed Efendi, the famous author of a treatise, who was for many
years a trustee charged with the division of estates (kassam) in Aleppo and Edirne, was his student. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

20. The Congregational Mosque of Koca Mustafa Pasa"" in Ayvansaray

The abovementioned mosque was transformed from a church.1 5" It is located inside the Ayvansaray
Kapi. It adjoins the [Theodosian] Wall. Cabir bin Abdullah al-Ensari'" 55-may God be well pleased with
him-one of the Companions of the Prophet, who was among those who came together with Ebu
Eyyub Ensari and Ebu $eybet-may God be well pleased with them all together-is buried inside the
mosque. Opposite it there is a double hamam. The fountain in the courtyard was built by $atir Hasan
Aga.l.56 Its chronogram was written by Vehbi, one of the halberdiers (teberdar) of Hadice Sultan, a
daughter of His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. [The mosque] has a quarter.

21. The Kzzzl Mosque"' in Draman

Its builder was Hfiseyin Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. He stipulated that the office of its
administrator (mitevelli) be held by its imams. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

10 The Kadiasker Camii, known also as the Kazasker or Mftfti Mfieyyedzade Abdurrahman Efendi Camii, located at the
intersection of Millet Caddesi and Selim Sabit Sokagi in the Ordek Kasap Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was destroyed in
the Fatih fire of 1918, but was restored in 1953, only to be demolished again in 1957 during the widening of Millet Caddesi; see
FC, 148-49; IC, I, 87; OMBYSD, 286. For location, see MWmap, C 6/22.

1451 fizzet al-cindn.
142 Located in the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in Sangiizel; see Hadika, 49-50.
13 The Koca Mustafa Paga Camii, known also as the Hazret-i Cabir or Atik Mustafa Paa Camii, located on Qember Sokagi in

the Balat Karaba Quarter in Fener. It was converted into a mosque in 1490 by Koca Mustafa Paga; see DBIA, I, 406-07; FC, 122-
23; 1C, I, 91; MW, 82-83; OMBYSD, 281. For location, see MWmap, C 1/1.

1454 Serious study of this building has yet to be undertaken, and neither its name nor its founder has been established. A
ninth-century date seems likely; see Mathews, Churches, 15-22.

"' Jabir bin 'Abd Allah al-AnsAri. The popular association of the mosque with the burial place of the Companion of the
ProphetJhbir bin 'Abd Allah, though widespread, would seem to be late and is certainly apocryphal. In some of the manuscript
versions of the Hadika (as, for example, Vienna manuscript, fol. 60v), the deceased is referred to as JAbir bin Shamra; see Unver,
Sahabe Kabirleri, 21-22; also Schneider, Oriens, 4 (1951), 113-17. ForJabir b. 'Abd Allah himself, see EI2 , Supplement, 230-32.

116 For the fountain of 5atir Hasan Aga and its chronogram, see Tamipk, Ge(meler, I, 92. The same $atir Hasan Aga is re-
corded by Ayvansarayi as having built a large fountain near the Yeni Mahalle Mescidi in Egrikap; see Hadika, 307.

"1 The Kizil Mescid (Red Mosque), known also as the Kara Ali, Kara Halil or Hfiseyin Aga Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Draman Ali $ah Sokagi and Tercuman Yunus Mescidi Sokagi north of the Qukur Bostan in the Dervi Ali
Quarter in Karagimrnk. The mosque burned in 1916, but was restored in 1965-66; see DBIA, VIII, 204; FC, 139-40; 1C, I, 91. For
location, see MWmap, C 3/17 and 167.
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22. The Koruk Mosque"'58 near the Odabasz Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Mahmud Aga. He is buried in its vicinity. It has a quarter.

23. The Mosque of the Kad Khan'...

Its builder was Paymakizade 5eyhfilislAm Ali Efendi."' He built it while he was kadi of Istanbul. He died
after twice"" being $eyhailislam. [168] Habegizade Rahmi Bey Efendi composed a chronogram for his
death.

When his unique person departed, the date of his passing was composed.
"Seyyid Ali, that farsighted mufti, journeyed to the Other World,"14 6 1128 [1715-16].

He is buried in a private place outside the Edirne Kapi near Emir Buhari. [The mosque] does not have
a quarter.

24. The Kantarctlar Mosque"'

Its builder was San Demirci Muhyiddin Qelebi. He was one of those who came with Fatih at the time of
the conquest of Istanbul. [The location of] his grave is not known. Kametizade Abdurrahman Efendi-
zade Mehmed Efendi, who, after twice being kadi of Istanbul, died in retirement from the office of kadi
of Eynip and is buried in the vicinity of the zaviye of Emir Buhari at the Edirne Kapi, installed its minbar.
At his death, his daughter Sidki Emetullah Kadin composed this chronogram:

When Kametizade Efendi set out for Paradise,
Mankind and the jinns mourned and for that reason wept.

His daughter Sidki composed a chronogram for his death.
"May the highest Paradise be the abode of Kametizade,""14  1089 [1678-79].

1458 The Koruk Mescidi, known also as the Korucu or Koruk Mahmud Mescidi, located at the intersection of Ziya G6kalp
Sokagi and Vezir Caddesi in the Deniz Abdal Quarter in $ehremini. Although the date of its original foundation is unknown,
the fact that the mosque was supported from the vakf of Sultan Mehmed II places it in the second half of the fifteenth century.
The mosque, which was for many years in ruin, was repaired during the reign of Sultan Abdilhamid II. Rebuilt in 1970, the
present building is of entirely recent date; see FC, 154; 1C, I, 93; OMFD, III, 439. For location, see MWmap, B 6/7.

'" The Kadi Hani Mescidi, located between Hilaliahmer Caddesi and Molla Fenari Sokagi in the Alemdar Quarter in
Alemdar. The mosque is no longer extant; see 1C, I, 79. For location, see MW map, F 7/3 and 342.

'46 Pagmakizade Seyyid Ali Efendi (1638-1712), fiftieth Ottoman leyhilisldm. The son of the kadi of Uskfidar, Paymakizade
Mehmed Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and after various medrese and judicial appointments, was made kadi of
Jerusalem (1688), followed by the judgeship of Edirne and appointment as kadzasker of Rumelia. He was close to 5eyhfilislim
Feyzullah Efendi, but was himself placed in that office on 23 July 1703, during the Edirne Vak'asi, by the Janissary rebels
opposed to Sultan Mustafa II and Feyzullah Efendi. Confirmed in office by the sultan four days later, he nonetheless resigned
on 23 August, the second day of the reign of the new sultan Ahmed III, because of the irregularity of his initial appointment.
Ahmed III reappointed him leyhilisldm six months later, on 26 January 1704, and he remained in office until 1 February 1707,
when he was exiled to Sinop. He was peyhilisldm for a third time from 16 July 1710 until his death on 22 February 1712.
Remembered as honest, intelligent and learned, he was the father of the fifty-ninth leyhfilisldm Paymakizade Abdullah Efendi;
see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhflisldmlarz, 107-8; SO, III, 527.

16 As stated above (n. 1460), Paymakizade Ali Efendi was seyhadisldm three times, although certain authorities count his first
appointment as being illegitimate, even though he was confirmed in office by Sultan Mustafa II.

462 Bakdya g5(di al-Seyyid 'Ali ol maifti-i dfdk.
13 The Kantarcilar Mescidi, known also as the San Timur or San Demirci Mescidi, located on Kible Qegme Sokagi near the

intersection with Kepenekgi Sabunhane Sokagi in the San Timur Quarter in Knfikpazar. The mosque was heavily restored in
1848, in 1895 and again in 1967-68; see EC, 102; C, I, 81; OMFD, III, 493. For location, see MWmap, E 5/12.1464Kdtizdde'ye a'lti-yz Irem ola mekdn.
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The abovementioned lady passed away in the year "Virtuous Sidki,""' 1155 [1742-43], and was buried
beside her father. She was initiated as a dervish by Ummi-Sinanzade 5eyh Hasan Efendi. She produced
[a collection of mystic] hymns and a divan of poetry, along with other books and works. [The mosque]
has a quarter.

25. The Karaba5 Mosque1466 near the Congregational Mosque of Okiiz Mehmed Paa

It was built by 5eyh Abdurrahman, known as Karaba Efendi. He was one of the brothers of Omer Efen-
di, the teacher of Sultan Osman the Second, and eyh of Aya Sofya. The date on his gravestone is 940
[1533-34]. He is buried before the mihrab. [169] Part of its requisite expenses are paid for from the
vakf of Sultan Bayezid and the remainder are paid from the vakf of $ehzade Sultan Mehmed. The well-
known Tecvid (Artful Recitation of the Qur'an) is one of his works. Kilisi Hoca Hfiseyin Efendi, who
died in retirement from [office in] Edirne, installed its minbar. His death occurred in the time of
Sultan Mustafa the Third. The adjacent mekteb is the pious foundation of the builder of the Edirnekapi
Congregational Mosque."' [The Karaba Mosque] has a quarter.

Hoca Omer Efendi had another brother [in addition to 5eyh Abdurrahman]. He is known as San Ali
Efendi. With the help of his brother, he became kadi of Venerated Mecca in 5aban 1028 [1619]. He
died in 1038 [1628-29] and was buried in Eyiip. The name of his father was Mehmed. The aforesaid
Hoca Omer Efendi attained the rank of state tutor"' in the time of the reign of His Majesty Sultan
Osman Khan. He hid himself at the martyrdom of the wronged Sultan [Osman], and, escaping
execution, was exiled from the capital with the office of 5eyhilharem of Venerated Mecca. Dying in
Cemaziyilihir in 1039 [1630], he was buried in Mu'alla.46 9 His son, Abdullah Efendi ibn Hoca Omer,
became kadiasker of Rumelia in Zilhicce 1042 [1633], and kadi of Egypt in Safer 1045 [1635]. He died
there a year later. And his son, Osman Efendi, became marshal of the descendants of the Prophet
(nakib) in 1106 [1694-95] and kadzasker of Anatolia in 1010 [1698-99]. The office of marshal of the
descendants of the Prophet was given to his son Omer Efendi in 1145 [1732-33], and [subsequently]
the office of kadi of Istanbul was given to him. He died in the year 1158 [1745-46], and his brother
Abdullah Efendi became kadzasker of Anatolia. Abdullah Efendi's son, Mehmed Said Efendi, passed
away while he was kadi of Salonika.

26. The Mosque of the Tomb of Kogacz Dede" 7
1 in Sultan Selim

Its builder was 5eyh Sevindik 5ficaeddin Halved. Originally it was a zaviye. It became a medrese in the
time of the reign of His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth, after the aforesaid [5eyh 5fcaeddin]
had passed away. The aforesaid 5eyh passed away to the dervish lodge of Paradise in the year "Captain of
the host," 71 900 [1494-95], and was buried in a separate tomb before the mihrab. [170] Vardari

' Sidkifdzzl.
14 The Karaba Mescidi, known also as the Karaba Veli Camii, located on Armutlu Sokagi between Melek Hoca Caddesi and

Akbuga Sokagi in the Keeeci Karaba Quarter in Karagfnmrfik. The mosque was rebuilt in 1890 and was again repaired in 1965
and 1978; see FC, 140-41; IC, I, 82. For location, see MWmap, C 4/30.

'1 Mihrimah Sultan; see Hadika, 26.
1"' Atabek-i devlet, that is, a lala or tutor of a prince of the royal family.
" A famous cemetery in Mecca. For a nineteenth-century description, see Richard Burton, Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to

al-Madinah and Meccah (London, 1893), II, 248-50.
1470 The Kogaci Dede Tfirbesi Mescidi, known also as the Kovaci Dede Camii, located at the intersection of Dari afaka

Caddesi and Kovaci Camii Sokagi in the Koca Dede Quarter in Karagftmrfik. The mosque, which was for many years in ruin, was
rebuilt in 1984; see FC, 154-55; 1C, I, 92; OMFD, III, 438. For location, see MW map, D 4/35 and 309.

"47 Ser-i hayl.
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5eyhzade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, one of the children of 5eyh Hfisameddin U aki and a grandson of
Gazi Evrenos,"" installed its minbar. He died in retirement from [the office of kadi] of Bursa in the
year "Divine decree,""4 3 1075 [1664-65], and was buried near his house, outside the tomb of the above-
mentioned seyh. Abdullah Efendi, the son-in-law of Kecdehan, who had been dismissed from [office in]
Istanbul, is buried opposite this spot and next to his house. The medrese opposite the street entrance
of the abovementioned tomb's medrese is the pious foundation of Kadiasker Mustafa Efendi, the
brother of 5eyhnilislAm Esiri Mehmed Efendi.'474 He is also buried there. A chronogram for his death is
by Mftstakimzade. "God, make the Paradise of Eden Mustafa's abode!" 47 5 1098 [1686-87].

On the main road opposite this medrese there are two medreses, one of which was [built by]
5eyhfilislim Zekeriya Efendi4 7

' and the other by Rukiye Hamm, the mother of 5eyhfilislim Yahya
Efendi.14" She died in 1024 [1615-16] and is buried there. The aforesaid Zekeriya Efendi is buried in a
separate tomb. [Rukiye Hamm's] son 5eyhfilislim Yahya Efendi and her grandson Vienezade 5eyh
Mehmed Izzeti Efendi were buried there, [the latter] after dismissal from the office of kadzasker of
Rumelia. Other descendants of [Rukiye Hamim] are also buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter. In
this year 1251 [1835-36], the Zekeriya Efendi Medresesi was restored by the superintendent of its vakf,
5eyhfilislAm Mekkizade Efendi.47

1

27. The Kadz Sadi Mosque'4 7
1 in Kesme Kaya

Its builder was Haci Saadeddin Efendi, a kadi of Egypt, who is buried in the vicinity of his mosque. He
also built the adjoining mekteb. [The mosque] has a quarter.

142 Gazi Evrenos (d. 1417), military commander during the early Ottoman expansion into the Balkans and founder of an old
Ottoman gazi family, which was to play an important role in the rise of the Ottoman state. Evrenos was granted Yenice-i Vardar
(Pella) in Macedonia as a fief by Murad I, and although his descendants lost importance as military commanders after the
middle of the sixteenth century, they remained prominent by reason of their extensive territorial possessions and the statesmen
to which the family gave birth; see E12 , II, 720; SO, I, 443.

1473 Kazd-yz kuds.

"1 Bursavi Esiri Mehmed Efendi; see Hadika, n. 784.1
" 7

1 ide Allah Mustafd'ya cennet-i 'adni makam.
"7 Bayramzade Zekeriya Efendi (1514-1593), twenty-first Ottoman seyhfilisldm. Born in Ankara, he was educated for a learned

career in Istanbul and Egypt, and after returning to the capital, was given medrese appointments in Bursa, Edirne and Istanbul.
Beginning in 1573, he was assigned to judicial posts in Aleppo, Bursa and Istanbul and was promoted to kadiasker of Anatolia in
1581. On his dismissal in 1583, he made the hajj, after which he was appointed kadzasker of Rumelia (1588) and was promoted
to the office of seyhailisldm on 10 May 1592. He died a year later, on 30 September 1593, from a stroke suffered in the course of
Sultan Murad III's nevruz celebrations. Noted for his learning, he also wrote poetry under the pen name Meyli and was the
father of the twenty-seventh seyhfilisldm, Yahya Efendi; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhfilislamlan, 45-46; SO, II, 427.

"" Zekeriyazade Yahya Efendi; see Hadika, n. 1102.
478 Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi; see Hadika, n. 1006.

"' The Kadi Sadi Mescidi, known also as the Kadi Sadi Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Mirag Sokagi at the intersection with
Karapapak Sokagi in the Hamami Muhiddin Quarter in Fener. The mosque was originally built in the late sixteenth century.
But for the base of its minaret, it has today completely disappeared; see FC, 139; IC, I, 87. For location, see MW map, C 3/3;
Ayverdi, 1H, sheet D 6.
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28. The Knmi Mosque4'* near the Eski Odalar

Its builder was the miderris Mehmed Muhyiddin Efendi. He was one of the kadis of Egypt and is buried
in the nearby cemetery. The reason [Mehmed Muhyiddin Efendi] built this mosque is that the grave of
his father, Seyyid Ahmed Efendi, is located there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

29. The Kumrulu Mosque... near the Congregational Mosque of Nisancl Pasa-yz Cedid

[171] Its builder was Mimar Sinan,"' the architect of the great mosque located near the tomb of
Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. He is buried near the abovementioned mosque. Because there are
images of two turtledoves on the spigot next to the tomb's window, [the mosque] is generally known as
the Turtledove (Kumrulu) Mosque. It has a quarter.

30. The Kabakulak Mosque"' in Hirka-z 5erf

Its builder was Ebfilfeth Mehmed Khan's market inspector (ihtisab agasz), Iskender Aga. He is also
buried there. A dagger is depicted on his gravestone. Kabakulak Aga built a fountain at the gate of the
mosque. That is the reason for the name of the abovementioned mosque. Because each high official
was ordered by command of the sultan to [re]build one of the congregational mosques or smaller
mosques which had burned in the great fire at the Balat Kapi that occurred in the year 1142 [1729],
this mosque was [re]built by the steward of the grand vizier (kethfida kdtibi) Halil Efendi, and he also
installed a minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

31. The Mosque of the Daralhadis of Kara Mustafa Paxa1 *' near the Congregational Mosque of :orlulu Ali Pasa

Its builder was Merzifoni Mustafa Paga."1 * He was executed in Belgrade in Muharrem 1095 [1683], in
the eighth year of his grand vizierate, while he was grand vizier. After his severed head was placed in the

1480 The Kinmi Mescidi, located on Aga Yokusu, in the Kemal Paga Quarter in Bayezid. The mosque is no longer extant; see
IC, I, 90. The Eski Odalar (Otaha-yi Atik) or Old Barracks were the quarters for the Janissaries built by Sultan Mehmed II
between the present $ehzadebayi Caddesi and Vidinli Tevfik Bey Caddesi in $ehzadebagi. They were torn down at the time of
Sultan Mahmud II's suppression of the Janissaries in 1826.

" The Kumrulu Mescidi (Mosque with Turtledoves), known also as the Mimar Atik Sinan Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Qelebi Sfileyman Sokagi and Mfistekimzade Sokagi in the Koca Dede Quarter in Karagfimrfk. The mosque,
which was originally built late in the third quarter of the fifteenth century, was rebuilt in 1963-64. It gets its name from a relief
set above a small fountain in a corner of the mosque depicting a pair of confronting turtledoves; see DBIA, VIII, 267; FC, 155;
IC, I, 94; OMFD, III, 439-42. For location, see MWmap, D 4/39.

1482 Sinan bin Yusuf or Sinan-i Atik, the architect of the Fatih Mosque. The vakfiye which he drew up for his mosque is dated
869/1464, and gives the founder's name as Sinan Yusuf bin Abdullah al-Atik al-Mimar; see tbrahim Hakki Konyah, Fatih'in
Mimarlanndan Azadi Sinan (Sinan-z Atik) Vakfiyeleri, Eserleri, Hayatz ve Mezan (Istanbul, 1953).

1483 The Kabakulak Mescidi, known also as the Muhtesib iskender Camii, located on Kabakulak Sokagi near the intersection
with Kabakulak Camii Sokagi in the Muhtesib Iskender Quarter in Karagftmrik. The mosque's original vakfiye is dated
911/1505, suggesting that the Kabakulak Mescidi must date back to the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century. It is known to
have been repaired in 1730 and again in 1834; see FC, 176-77; 1C, I, 78; OMFD, III, 465. For location, see Ayverdi, 1H, sheet D 5.

1484 The Kara Mustafa Paga Darfilhadisi Mescidi, located in the Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa Paga Complex on Yenieeriler Caddesi
at the intersection with Gedik Paga Caddesi in the Mimar Hayreddin Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque was a classroom of the
daralhadis; see DBIA, V, 402-3; EC, 107-8; IC, I, 83. For location, see MWmap, F 7/24 and 283.

1485 Mustafa Paa, Merzifoni, Maktul, Kara (1634-83), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. Brought up in
the household of K6pr6lfi Mehmed Paa, he became an influential official, and in 1675 was betrothed to the Kfaefnk Sultan, the
daughter of Sultan Mehmed IV. Appointed grand vizier on the death of Fazil Ahmed Paga (3 November 1676), he pursued a
domestic policy that was conservative but frequently rapacious and designed for the needs of a war economy. Although intensely
xenophobic, he seems to have had a deep interest in and knowledge of European affairs. In foreign policy he was preoccupied
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imperial presence in Edirne, it was buried in the [cemetery of the] Congregational Mosque of Saruca
Paga.1... The Mosque of the [Darfilhadis of Kara Mustafa Paga] is the classroom of the abovementioned
medrese. It does not have a minaret. This is the chronogram on the gateway of the medrese:

Is it possible to alter God's inexorable plan and decree?
Is it possible to ward off that bolt which is the arrow of fate's archer?

May friends who visit repeat the date of his death!
"0 God, favor Mustafa Paga with Paradise!"1'4 8 1095 [1683-84].

A mekteb and sebil are next to the medrese and a library is inside it. The bodies of Grand Vizier Damad
Ibrahim Paga"' and the aforesaid [Mustafa] Paga's descendant, Kaymak Mustafa Paga, who was kapudan
pasa at the accession of Mahmud Khan and, being the son-in-law of aforesaid Grand Vizier [Damad
Ibrahim Paga], was executed with him in 1143 [1730-31], are buried in the adjoining cemetery. [172]
The kapzczbalz Faiz Ali Aga of Damascus is also buried there. Mustafa Paya also built a mosque near
Hocapaga and an upper-story mosque near the Galata aqueduct."' 9 [The Mosque of the Dar-ftlhadis of
Kara Mustafa Paga] has a quarter.

Grand Vizier Mustafa Paga was the son of a cavalry irregular (deli) named Oruc Bey, who was mar-
tyred in a campaign against Baghdad. Because [Oruc Bey] had a friendly relationship with K6prftlf6
Mehmed Paga, [the latter] esteemed [the former's] son as his own son. He became second master of
the stable (mirahur-i sani) when, during the grand vizierate of [Mehmed K6prfilff], he was sent into the
imperial presence with news and joyful tidings of the conquest of Yanova.1490 Subsequently, he became
governor of Silistre with two tug and of Diyarbakir with the rank of vizier. In the year 1072 [1661-62], he
became kapudan-z derya and one year later kaimmakam [for the grand vizier] in the imperial presence.
Fourteen years later, in 1087 [1676-77], he obtained the imperial seal following the death of
K6prilfi6zade Fazil Ahmed Paga. After the conquest of the fortress of Qehrinl"' in the year 1089 [1678],
the crushing defeats in the course of the Austrian campaign and siege of the fortress of Vienna were
attributed to his failures. He was executed in Belgrade in 1095 [1683-84], and his severed head was sent
to Edirne. The aforesaid [Mustafa Paga] was a wise, zealous, munificent and intelligent vizier, aware of
the subtle points of affairs, but his gravity and his desire for extraordinary and abundant wealth were
excessive. He also obtained honor by marriage 1 ' 92-may God's mercy be upon him.

with the northern frontier, where he attempted to consolidate the Ottoman presence in the Ukraine, Poland and Hungary.
Three campaigns in Russia and Poland stabilized Ottoman relations in the east, but the campaign of 1683 against Austria failed
after the defeat of the Ottoman army before Vienna. In spite of this, Kara Mustafa's standing with the sultan seemed at first to
remain unimpaired. But after Mehmed IV's return to Edirne in early December, the grand vizier's political enemies were able
to turn the sultan against him and he was executed by imperial decree on 25 December 1683.

In addition to the daralhadis, sebil and library mentioned here, Kara Mustafa Paa's foundations included the Kara Mustafa
Papa Mescidi in Hocapaga, the Kasaplar Mescidi outside the Yedikule, the Yakkapam Camii in Galata, a mosque, fountain and
library at Marmca (now Bahcekent) near Merzifon, and a pair of fountains in Edirne; see Hadika, 193, 252, 365, 478; Vefeyat, 71-
72; EI2 , IV, 589-92; SO, IV, 402.

1486 The Saruca Paga Camii located in Edirne.
1487 Vedfidd Mustafd P4d'ya ihsdn eyle Firdevsi.
' Nevgehirli Maktul Damad Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
48 The Kara Mustafa Papa Mescidi in Hocapaa in Emin6nfi and the Yagkapam Camii in the Kemanke Mustafa Paga Quarter

in Galata; see Hadika, 193, 365; also, above, n. 1485.
"'1 The fortress of Kis Jen6 in Transylvania, captured on 1 September 1658. The printed edition of the text misspells the

name as Npva.
1491 Chyhyryn, (Russ. Chirgin), town on the right bank of the Dnieper about 180 kilometers south of Kiev, which became the

residence of the Cossack Hetman Bogdan Khmelnitsky and the capital of the Cossack state in 1648. It was occupied and
demolished by the Ottomans on 12 August 1678, and was subsequently abandoned.

" First to the daughter of his patron, K6prilfi Mehmed Paa, and subsequently to Knfik Sultan, the daughter of Sultan
Mehmed IV.
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32. The Kabasakal Mosque"'93 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed

Its builder is Sinan Aga, the head of the corps of maiteferrika (mftteferrikabasz). His grave is located in the
cemetery of Uskfidar. Voynuk Ahmed Aga installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

33. The Mosque of the Katzrcz Khan.... in Kadirga Limanz

Its builder was Aynfilhayat Hatun, a favorite of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third. She rests in the tomb
reserved for harem favorites (haseki) located near the [fountain known as the] Laleli Qegme, adjoining
the blessed congregational mosque"" built by His Majesty the aforesaid sultan. [173] [The mosque]
does not have a quarter.

34. The Kahlz Mosque'496 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed

Its builder was the head of Fatih [Sultan Mehmed's] artillery-wagon drivers ([top] arabaczbasz). The
word kahlz1'4 7 is Turkish for cart (araba). [The location of the builder's] grave is not known. Hfiseyin
Aga, a gorbacz of the corps of armorers (cebeciyan), installed its minbar. The Arasta Hamam is located
nearby, and opposite it is the mekteb of Iskender Paa. [tskender Paga] is buried there. The salaries for
the personnel [of the Kafih Mosque] are provided from the [vakf of] Great Aya Sofya. [The Kafili
Mosque] has a quarter.

35. The Karanhk Mosque'... near the Bzgakcz Mosque

Its builder is Muhyiddin Kocavi. He came from Kocaeli, settled in Istanbul near the [Congregational
Mosque of] Apik Paa and caused the mosque and zaviye to be built. He was a halife of 5eyh Piri-i
Hamidi. He occupied his time with lessons until his death and passed away in the year "Sun of Para-
dise,"'." 885 [1480-81]. He was buried in the vicinity of the mosque. The late 5eyhzade Mehmed bin
Musliheddin Kocavi, the author of a commentary on Beyzavi,"' was the son-in-law of this Muhyiddin,
and he is buried at the Mosque of Hoca Hayreddin. [5eyhzade Mehmed] died in the year "The glori-
fying of God,""" 951 [1544-45]. [The Karanhk Mosque] has a quarter.

" The Kabasakal Mescidi, known also as the Sultan Camii, located at the intersection of Kabasakal Caddesi and Mimar
Mehmed Aga Caddesi in the Cankurtaran Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque was originally built in the seventeenth century. No
trace of it remains; see EC, 98; 1C, I, 78. For location, see MWmap, G 7/19 and 497.

144 The Katirci Hans Mescidi, known also as the Aynihayat, Aynilhayat or Aynnilhayat Hatun Mescidi, located at the end of
Aynilhayat Qikmazi in the 5ehsuvar Quarter in Kumkapi. Dating to the second half of the eighteenth century, the building is
no longer used as a mosque; see EC, 31. For location, see MWmap, F 8/7 and 283, 317.

1495 The Laleli Camii.
"9 The Kali Mescidi, known also as the Gfingbrmez, Kangilh, or Kagni Mescidi, located on Tavukhane Sokasi near its in-

tersection with Kuufik Aya Sofya Caddesi and Kabasakal Caddesi in the Sultan Ahmed Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque is
no longer extant; see EC, 101; 1C, I, 79; OMFD, III, 428. For location, see MWmap, F 8/2 and 283, 313.1497 Kahlz or kagn, an ox cart with solid wooden wheels.

1498 The Karanlik Mescid, known also as the Muhyiddin Kocavi or $eyh Muhyiddin Kocavi Mescidi, located off Cibali Mescid
Sokagi in the Haraeip Kara Mehmed Quarter in Fener. The mosque is no longer extant. A vakf dated 870/1465 is recorded as
being established for it in the name of a certain Musa Bey; see FC, 142; 1C, I, 84; OMFD, III, 466. For location, see MW map, E
4/5 and 193.

" 9 ems al-cennet.
15" For the Tefsir of Beyzavi, see Hadika, n. 1145.
1501 Al-zikr.
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36. The Kara Mustafa Paa Mosque...2 in Hocapala

Its builder is Merzifoni Maktul Mustafa Paa, who was written about in connection with the Darnflhadis
Mosque.... on the Divanyolu. It does not have a quarter.

37. The Mosque of the Tekke of Kiz Ahmed Efendi 04 in Fenayi

Its founder was one of those who fought along with Fatih in the conquest of Istanbul. He was a halife of
Seyyid Ali. He is buried before the mihrab. It has a quarter.

38. The Karaki Mosque... near the Congregational Mosque of the Aydznzade Tekke

Its builder was Kileci Hfiseyin Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. Hasan Aga, the commis-
sioner of the tobacco customs tax-farm (titfin giimrag mukataasz emini), installed its minbar. Opposite
it is the medrese of the aga of the palace (saray agasz) Mustafa Aga, which was built in 999 [1590-91].
[174] [The Karaki Mosque] has a quarter.

39. The Kazgancz Mosque.06 near the Congregational Mosque of Murad Pasa

Its builder was Sadeddin Efendi, the head of the kettle makers (kazgancbapz) in the time of Ebfilfeth.
He is buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

40. The Karagimrak Mosque5
1
7

Its builder was Hadim Mesih Paga. 5 " Although originally it was located on the site of the aforesaid [Ha-
dim Mesih] Paga's congregational mosque'5 1 [in Hirka-i 5erifl, the aforesaid wished to build a congre-

1502 The Kara Mustafa Paga Mescidi, known also as the Vezir Camii, located at the intersection of istasyon Arka Sokaki and
Orhaniye Caddesi just south of the Sirkeci railway station in the Hocapaga Quarter in Emin6nni. The building was for many
years used as a rental property. It was rebuilt and reopened for worship in 1987; see EC, 206; 1C, I, 83. For location, see MW, 342;
Ayverdi, 1H, sheet B 4.

150 The Darnalhadis Mescidi; see Hadika, 190-91.
150 The Kiz Ahmed Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Ahmed Efendi Mescidi, located in the vicinity of Kizil Elma

Caddesi near the Molla Fenayi Camii in the Nevbahar Quarter in $ehremini. Its vakfiye is dated 925/1516. The mosque burned
in 1918. Its precise location can no longer be established; see FC, 152; IC, I, 91; OMFD, III, 436.

10' The Karaki Mescidi, known also as the Hiseyin Aga, Kile Hiseyin Aga, Karaki Hiiseyin Qelebi or Salkim Sbgit Camii,
located on Hidavendigar Caddesi opposite the intersection with Mehmed Murad Sokagi in the Hocapaga Quarter in Emin6nfn.
Its original vakfiye dates to 888/1483, but the present building is of recent date; see EC, 105-6; IC, I, 83; OMFD, III, 428. For
location, see MW map, G 6/12 and 497.

"50 The Kazganci Mescidi, known also as the Kazgani Sadi or Sadi Kazgani Camii, located on Kazani Sadi Sokaki in the Murat
Paa Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was destroyed in the Sultan Selim fire of 1918, but was rebuilt between 1968 and 1971. The
present building is of recent date; see FC, 194; C, I, 86; OMFD, III, 434. For location, see MWmap, D 6/25.

1107 The Karagfnmriik Mescidi, known also as the Mesih Papa or Sfitcfi Murad Mescidi or Mesih Mehmed Paa or Fetva Emini
Camii, located on L6kfincfnler Caddesi between Kiiefik Degirmen Sokagi and Sntenl Murad Sokagi in the Hatice Sultan Quarter
in Karagnmrik. The mosque, which for many years was in ruin, was rebuilt by the Fetva Emini Haci Nuri Efendi during the
reign of Abdfilhamid II, as a result of which it is sometimes referred to as the Fetva Emini Camii; see FC, 163-64; Ic, I, 83. For
location, see MWmap, C 4/15.

1508 Mesih Mehmed Paa, Hadim (c. 1495-1589), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Murad III. A white aga in the
Inside Service of the imperial palace, he was appointed beylerbeyi of Egypt at the accession of Murad III, promoted to the rank of
third vizier in 1581 and to second vizier and kaimmakam at the time of Grand Vizier Ozdemiroglu Osman Paa's Iranian
campaign of 1585. Following Osman Paa's death, he was made grand vizier (1 December 1585) despite his advanced age, but
resigned four months later (14 April 1586) in a dispute with the sultan over the appointment of the reisilkattab. He thereupon
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gational mosque at that place and, with the consent of Hasan Paga, [the Karagfimrnfk Mosque's
original] builder, he moved this mosque from that place [i.e., Hirka-i 5erif] and built it [here anew].
The salaries of its personnel are provided from Mesih Paa's vakf The abovementioned Hasan Paga is
buried before the mihrab of the Congregational Mosque of Mesih Paya [in Hirka-1 5erif]. The
summoner (muhzzr) Mehmed Efendi installed its minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

Mesih Ali Pagam1 was one of the [grand] viziers of Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint. Hadim Mesih Meh-
med Paya was a [grand] vizier of Sultan Murad Khan the Third. Because there were no other viziers
with the name Mesih Paga who became grand vizier, it is written in various histories that this blessed
mosque was the pious foundation of Hadim Mesih Paga. Although the aforesaid vizier was aga of the
larder (kilar agasz) in the Inside Service of the imperial palace during the reign of Sultan Selim Khan
the Second, [the governorship of] the eyalet of Egypt was conferred on him in the first part of the reign
of Murad Khan the Third. After serving as governor for more than five years, he came to Istanbul and,
after obtaining the rank of vizier, became kaimmakam during Ozdemiroglu Osman Paa's"1 command
of the army in Iran. Following [Osman Paga's] death, [Mesih Paga] became grand vizier.

41. The Congregational Mosque of Kara Mehmed Pasa in Aksaray

Its builder was the aforesaid [Kara Mehmed] Paga. [Its site] being the place where he was born, he built
a mosque there and around it he built zaviye cells, a mekteb and a fountain. He was retired with three tug
[and the rank of vizier] while he was defterdar and was employed as governor of Egypt for five years as
well as in other high offices. There is a versified chronogram over the arch of its portal. It was com-
pleted in Rebifilahir and the date is "Rebifilahir,"'1 1114 [1702-3]. It was built as a zaviye for Abdilhayy
Efendi, who was $eyh of the hanekah of Hudayi Efendi." [175] The aforesaid [Kara Mehmed Paga] died
while he was governor of Vidin, 1515 and he is buried there in the Hfinkar Congregational Mosque. [The
Congregational Mosque of Kara Mehmed Paga] does not have a quarter.

retired from public life and died three years later. He is buried in a tomb in front of the Karagfimrk Mescidi; see Hadika 213-
14; Vefeyat, 9; El2, VI, 1024-25; SO, IV, 368-69.

" For the Mesih Papa Camii, see Hadika, 213-14, where a similar account of the moving of the mosque is repeated.
10 For Mesih Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 467.
1" Osman Paa, Ozdemiroglu, G6nfil (1526-85), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Murad III and celebrated

commander in the Ottoman-Safavid war of 1578-90. Born in Egypt, the son of Ozdemir Paga, a mamluk who became Ottoman
beylerbeyi of the Yemen and the conqueror of Abyssinia, it is claimed that Osman Paa became a sancakbeyi in Egypt already at the
early age of twenty and was appointed Egyptian emirilhac in 1560. After the death of his father, he was made beylerbeyi of
Abyssinia (1561) and in 1567 was appointed governor of San'i' in the Yemen , where he remained until 1569, involved in the
suppression of the Zaydi rebellion. Proceeding to Istanbul in 1570, he was first appointed governor of al-Hasa in eastern Arabia,
and a year later sent to Basra to organize an assault on Hurmuz at the mouth of the Persian Gulf. In 1572-73, he was named
beylerbeyi of Diyarbakir, an office which he held for four years. In 1578, his patron, Lala Mustafa Paa, was named serdar in the
war against the Safavids and Osman Paa was given a commission with the Ottoman forces. Following decisive victories over the
Persians, Osman occupied Shirvan and Dagestan in the Caucasus. Over the next several years, he was involved in the defense of
these territories, until in 1583 his victory in the Battle of the Torches resulted in the permanent expulsion of the Safavids from
that region. Returning to Istanbul, he was appointed grand vizier on 28 July 1584, but with the resumption of the Persian war,
was again dispatched to the east. Despite illness, he supervised the Ottoman occupation of Tabriz in 1585, but died in October
of the same year while returning to the capital; see EI, VIII, 183-85; SO, III, 416.

15" The Kara Mehmed Paga Camii, located on Ordu Caddesi opposite the intersection with Valide Camii Sokagi in the inebey
Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was torn down to make way for the widening of Ordu Caddesi; see DBIA, VIII, 242; FC, 142; IC,
I, 83. For location, see MWmap, D 7/10 and 254.

111 Rebi' al-dhr.
" The Hazret-i Hfidayi Asitanesi in Uskfidar; see Hadika, 498-502; Z5E, 9, 73.
" City and province on the Danube in northwest Bulgaria ruled by the Ottomans from 1396 to 1807.
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42. The Congregational Mosque of Kapudan Ibrahim Paa1516 near the Eski Saray

Its builder was the aforesaid [Kapudan Ibrahim] Paga."" [The mosque] has a mekteb, hamam and other
pious dependencies. This line of poetry is the chronogram for the abovementioned mosque's com-
pletion: "Haci Ibrahim Paya built a beautiful house of God,"51" 1119 [1707-8]. He retired with [the rank
of vizier and] three tug during the time he was the kethiida of Grand Vizier Qorlulu Ali Paga. Among the
Qur'ans of the mihrab in the abovementioned mosque, there is a noble Qur'an, given as a gift by [the
mosque's] patron, which is worthy of inspection. Persian glosses are written in red between the lines of
the abovementioned Qur'an. The aforesaid [Ibrahim Paga] was buried in 1123 [1711-12] near the
mekteb which he built in Kandiye.519 [The Congregational Mosque of Kapudan Ibrahim Paga] does not
have a quarter.

43. The Congregational Mosque of Kasab Ilyas5 20 near the Davudpasa Boat Landing (Davudpasa Iskelesi)

Its builder was one of those who fought along with Fatih in the conquest of Istanbul. He is buried be-
fore the mihrab. It has a quarter.

THE LETTER KAF

1. The Mosque of the Gailyeni Tekke121 in $ehremini

Its builder was 5eyh Mahmud Hulvi. His father, Ahmed Aga, was the head halva cook (helvaczbasz) in
the imperial palace. He died after his dismissal, while living in his house. Subsequently, his son made
the abovementioned house into a tekke and built a mosque inside it. This chronogram on its lintel is
his tasteful work:

This mosque and dervish lodge were built for the sake of God.
May the Gileni'522 come and dwell here. That is what is wished for.

Hulvi, at its completion the Unseen Voice expressed the date.
"Mahmud's abode is the destination of the Gilgeni,", 5 2

3 1035 [1625-26].

1116 The Kapudan Ibrahim Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Kaptan Paga Mektebi Sokagi and Kaptani Derya Sokagi
opposite the Harem Kapisi of the former Eski Saray (present grounds of Istanbul University) in the Sileymaniye Quarter in
Bayezid. Built in 1707 by the kapudan-z derya and grand vizier lbrahim Paa, it served for a time as a storage depot for the Istan-
bul University Library, but was returned to use as a mosque in 1987; see DBIA, IV, 433-34; EC, 102-4; IC, I, 82. For location, see
MWmap, E 6/20 and 258.

1517 Hoca lbrahim Papa (d. 1713), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Ahmed III. Rising through the ranks of the Ot-
toman navy, he was appointed kapudan-z derya and vizier in 1713 and was made grand vizier on 6 April of the same year. He was
dismissed and executed 21 days later, on 27 April, when his plot to kill Kaimmakam Damad Ali Paga was revealed; see SO, I, 118.

"18 Hant Ibrahim Pads yapdz beyt-Alldhz zib.
15" The city of Iraklion on the north coast of Crete.
1520 The Kasab Ilyas Camii, located at the intersection of Kasab Ilyas Sokagi and Yoku Qqeme Sokagi in the Kasab Ilyas

Quarter in Samatya. The grave of the founder is dated 900/1494. The mosque was destroyed in the earthquake of 1894 but was
subsequently restored; see DBIA, IV, 477-78; FC, 145; 1C, I, 85; OMFD, III, 430-31. For location, see MW map, C 8/2 and 251.

1521 The Gileeni Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Hulvi Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi, Hulvi Efendi Tekkesi or the Helvaci
Tekkesi Mescidi, located off Pazar Tekkesi Sokagi in the Arpa Emini Quarter in 5ehremini. The tekke belonged to the Sfinbfnli
and Gileni dervish orders. The mosque and tekke are no longer extant; see FC, 104; 1C, I, 62. For the jeyhs of the tekke, see
Z$E, 12-13. For location, see MWmap, B 5/8.

1522 The Gfileeni dervish order was one of the branches of the Halvetdye. It took its name from the Turkish mystic and poet
Ibrahim Gfileeni (d. 1534). Although it at first adopted the whirling dance and other practices of the Mevleviye, it later ab-
sorbed Bektasi practices as well; see EI2, II, 1136-37.

1
1 2 Menzil-i Gidleni'dir cdy-i makamen Mahmfid.
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Yemeni Hasan Efendi was [Mahmud's] seyh. Later, after initiation as a dervish by Sivasi Abdfilmecid
Efendi, he set out on the hajj for a second time and in Egypt became a halife of Ibrahim Efendi, the $eyh
of the Gfilenihane. Until his death in Istanbul, he was occupied with the reading of noble
commentaries on the Qur'an. [176] Setting out for the Next World, he was buried in the zaviye. Many
chronograms were composed for his death. For instance, this is the last line of the chronogram which
was composed by Nisari Hfiseyin Efendi: "The soul of Hulvi attained the honey of Paradise,"1524 1064
[1653-54]. Because his father was the head halva cook of the imperial palace, [5eyh Mahmud] chose
the pen name Hulvi. He wrote [a book of] biographies of 5eyhs entitled Lemezat [-z Hulvi al-Leme'at-z
Ulvi], a [work entitled] Nazire-i Hamise (Five Imitative Poems) about persons of noble lineage, and
other works and mystic hymns. Because the nickname of the composer 5eyh Ali, known as Dede, one of
the seyhs [of the tekke] after [Hulvi], was 5ir fi Gani, the abovementioned tekke is now known by his
name. He, too, is buried there. The date of his death is "Entering heaven,"525 1126 [1714-15]. By
constructing a window beside the door of the zaviye, Halil U aki, the present seyh, made it accessible to
pilgrims and in this manner showed honor and respect to the abovementioned $eyhs. This is the
chronogram [on that window]: "A new window was opened. May U aki be happy!"5 2 6 1191 [1777-78].
[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

2. The Kepekgiler Mosque5 27 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mehmed

Its builder is Kepekeizade Muhyiddin Kadi Mehmed Efendi. He wrote poetry under the pen name Baki.
He set out for Paradise in the year "Rzdvdn,"'528 1057 [1647-48]-may God be pleased with him. [The
location of] his grave is not known. Grand Vizier Bayram Paya installed its minbar. The well-known
Qukur Hamam is near this mosque. Atpazari Ismail Efendi, the halife of Hfidayi, and his son Umidi
Ahmed Efendi, the preacher (vaiz) of the 5ehzade [Mosque] and $eyh of the dervish lodge of Kfic~fk
Aya Sofya, are buried opposite it. The seyhs of the abovementioned dervish lodge have until the present
time been the descendants of the aforesaid [Kepekjizade Muhyiddin Kadi Mehmed Efendi]. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Kiirkgi Mosque 52
' near the Yedi Kule

Its builder was Haci Hfiseyin Aga, the head of the keepers of the sultan's fur-pelisses (kiirkgiabavz). [The
location of] his grave is not known. This couplet is written on [the mosque's] second gate:

In one thousand twenty-two they composed its date. May it be recollected!
"Haci Hfiseyin's mosque was built. May his soul be happy!" 53 0 1022 [1613-14].

1524 Cdn-z Hulvi eyledi ikbdl iehd-i cennete.
1525 Diihil al-cenndt.
152 AgIdi rizen-i nev pad ola 'Ugdki.
1527 The Kepekciler Mescidi (misspelled Kepkepeiler in printed text), located at the intersection of the present Mihcllar

Caddesi and Tetimmeler Caddesi, in the Sinan Aga Quarter in Fatih. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 151; IC, I, 88. For
location, see MW map, D 5/8 and 275, 409.

1152 The name of the gatekeeper of Paradise.
152 The Kfirkrfn Mescidi, known also as the Kntrkefnbasi or Haci Hiseyin Aga Mescidi, located on Yedikule Caddesi at the end

of Kfirkeubas1 Qikmazi in the Imrahor Quarter just north of the Yedikule in Samatya. Restorations of the mosque occurred in
1871 and 1945; see EC, 156-57; 1C, I, 96; Alfons Maria Schneider, "Yedikule und Umgebung," Oriens, 5 (1952), 206. For location,
see MW, B 9/14 and 292.

151 Yapildt mescidi Hacz Hiseyin'iii raht Idd olsun.
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[177] Fatma Hatun installed its minbar. Because the assignment of [vakfs to cover] its expenses was not
facilitated by God, Quhadar Yusuf Aga subsequently met its expenses by means of a monetary vakf
(vakfz nukud). [The mosque] has a quarter.

4. The K iprnii Mosque15 3
1

Its builder was Grand Vizier Mehmed Paga.1 3
1 It is the classroom of the medrese which was built

adjoining his tomb. It does not have a minaret. It has two doors. One opens on the public road and the
other into the interior of the medrese. The tomb, sebil, fountain, medrese and library were, all of them,
completed in one year. The date of the tomb is written on the gate of the mosque.

When he saw it, Nisari composed a chronogram for it in admiration.
"Tomb without equal and abode of Mehmed Paga," 5 33 1072 [1661-62].

The aforesaid [K6prf6li Mehmed Paga] passed away while he was grand vizier and his son, Fazil Ahmed
Paga, 5" became master of the seal in his place. This is the chronogram for [Mehmed Paga's] death
which is written on his tomb:

In the reign of Mehmed Khan, Mehmed Paga
Was grand vizier for five years, three months and ten days.

0 Ahdi, this line of poetry is the date of his death:
"K6priil6 set foot on the bridge to the domain of non-existence,"" 3 1072 [1661-62].

This, too, is a chronogram of his death: "The flood of annihilation destroyed K6prfilf6's bridge of
hope."1"3 The aforesaid Ahmed Paga will have to be written about in connection with the Vezirhan

Mosque.1 3
1 [The K6prflfi Mosque] does not have a quarter.

Mehmed Paya was Albanian in origin. Because he was made to settle in the town named K6pr-f in
Anatolia, he became known by this name [viz. K6pr6tlfi]. At first, the aforesaid was one of the cooks in
the imperial palace. He subsequently acquired renown as a client of Hfisrev Paga, 53 a vizier of Murad
Khan the Fourth, and the office of master of the stable (mirahur) was conferred on him in the vizierate
of Kara Mustafa Paga.1 39 After that, he was satisfied with [the governorships of] the eyalets of Damascus,
Jerusalem and Tripoli [in Lebanon]. [178] Although he became a vizier of the dome (kubbe-nisin) in
1061 [1650-51], his vizieral rank was taken away because of the injustice of Gfircu Mehmed Paga,'" who
was grand vizier at that moment, and he was banished from the capital and given the sancak of

'" The K6prftlfi Mescidi, known also as the K6prlfi Mehmed Paa Camii, part of the complex of Grand Vizier K6pr6lfi
Mehmed Paa, located at the intersection of Yenieeriler Caddesi and Peykhane Sokagi in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar;
see DBIA, V, 89-90; EC, 119; 1C, I, 93. For location, see MWmap, F 7/21 and 270, 283.

1512 Kprfiln Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 795.
113 Tfirbe-i bi-bedel ve cdy-t Mehmed Paya.
1 K6prinizade Fazil Ahmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 790.1535K5prili midk-i 'adem kprisine basdz kadem.
1536 Yzkdz cisr-i emelin seyl-i fend Kprili'nii.
1537 For the Vezir Han Mescidi, see Hadika, 237.
1538 For Bosnevi Hfisrev Paga, see Hadika, n. 559.
15" Kemanke Kara Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 78.

** Mehmed Paa, Gfircfs (d. 1666), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV (not to be confused with Gfircfn
Hadim Mehmed Paa). Originally a slave of Koca Sinan Paa, he entered the palace service and eventually succeeded to a long
series of provincial government posts. Involved in the suppression of revolts and in the wars against Persia, he was appointed
grand vizier on 27 September 1651. He was dismissed nine months later, on 20 June 1652, because he was unable either to
complete the conquest of Crete or drive the Venetian fleet from the Dardenelles. After a brief imprisonment in the Yedi Kule,
he held a series of provincial appointments until his death in 1666; see EI2 , VI, 994-95; SO, IV,176.
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Kbstendil.'"l Subsequently, out of sympathy, lbeir Paga" gave him the sancak of Tripoli. But because
Ibeir Paga's fortunes had declined before [K6prfl] arrived in the abovementioned city, he suffered
from the misfortune of dismissal. Dumbfoundedness and bewilderment again overcame K6pr-ftfi and
he went, while distracted, bewildered and in the utmost want, to meet and petition Boynu Egri
Mehmed Paga,"5 " while he was proceeding to the capital from Damascus, having been appointed grand
vizier. On his arrival in the capital, the aforesaid [Boynu Egri Mehmed Paga] again appointed
[Kprlh6] to the eyalet of Tripoli, and he came to Istanbul to obtain a travel allowance. In Zilkade 1066
[1656], while going here and there on a round of visits, [K6pr61fi] obtained the imperial seal as a result
of the urgings of high officials of the time made to the valide sultan.15 '" His predecessor was banished to
Malkara, and, subsequently, being set free, he returned to his house near [the tomb] of Halid [bin
Zeyd Ebu Eyyub Ensari] -may God be well pleased with him. At the beginning of his vizierate, the
aforesaid [K6prf6lfi Mehmed] Papa subdued and destroyed rebel bands and the following year set out
by land and sea for the Dardenelles and conquered the islands of Bozca Ada'... and Lemnos. In 1068
[1657], he routed the Transylvanian unbelievers and conquered the fortress of Yanova,''" and two years
later he conquered the fortress of Varad.15"7 He passed away to the Other World on the second day of
Rebiflevvel [10]72 [1661].

5. The Kitabhane Mosque 5 8

The abovementioned mosque is an anteroom with a mihrab located outside the gate of the library
(kitabhane) of Grand Vizier Ragib Mehmed Paga.15'" The head librarians occupy the office of its imam,
and on the days on which the library is open, the noon prayer is performed. Because of the zeal of the
founder's daughter and the first miitevelli, a stipend was established [for the imams]. This is the
chronogram for the library by Nevres Efendi:

Like Feyzi's unpointed commentary,
0 Nevres, this versified date is suitable for its arch.

[179] He brought this library to life for the sake of God.5 50

"His Excellency Ragib Paga, the vizier [who is] the sun of learning."1 551

The aforesaid vizier is at rest in an eternal tomb marked by a gravestone with an official turban (kallavi)
in a place apart in the courtyard of the library. He was grand vizier for six years and this couplet is a
chronogram for his death:

The heart was suddenly inspired with this artistically fashioned chronogram.
The discerning one perished [but] among the learned the name Ragib endured,' 5 1176 [1762-63].

"4 The province of Kyustendil in western Bulgaria.
112 tbeir Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 1284.
114 For Boynu Egri Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 1280.
'" K6sem Valide Mahpeyker, the mother of Sultan Mehmed IV; see Hadika, n. 123.
" The island of Tenedos in the northern Aegean.

The fortress of KisJen6 in Transylvania, misspelled in the printed text as Vnive.
147 Oradea (Hung. Nagyvarad, Ger. Grosswardein), city on the K6r6s River in northwestern Rumania, misspelled in the

printed text as Vara.
1548 The Kitabhane Mescidi in the library of the Koca Ragib Paga Kntlliyesi on Ordu Caddesi at the intersection of $air Fitnat

Sokasi in the Mimar Kemalettin Quarter in Kumkapi; see DBIA, VI, 279; 1C, I, 90. For location, see MWmap, E 7/7.
"' Koca Ragib Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 570.

*.. Bu kitdb-hdneyi Alldh ifn itdi ihyd.
15 Sadrn hurlid-i 'ilm hazret-i Rdgob Pdad.
112 The last line of the chronogram, Gidaib dgdh kaldz ndm-z Rdgb ehl-i 'irfdna, takes the form of a puzzle in which the date is

derived from both the numerical value of the phrase ndm-z Rdgsb ("the name of Ragib"), and the meaning of the first clause of
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An upper-story mekteb over the market gate and, along with his tomb, a two-spigot sebil in a window were
[also] built. The single hamam near the Tahta Minare [Mosque].... in Balat is one of the income-pro-
ducing buildings of this vakf. [The Kitabhane Mosque] does not have a quarter.

[Ragib Paga], the abovementioned vizier, was born in 1110 [1698-99] to a clerk of the defterhane
named 5evki Ahmed Efendi. After completing his training, he was appointed to carry out the cadastral
survey (tahrir) of Tiflis.'... He was detained [in Tiflis] after his arrival because the cadastral survey of the
abovementioned country was dependent on the conquest of Revan.."" On God's facilitating Revan's
conquest by Arifi Ahmed Paga's subjugating hand, the offices of the cadastral survey and defterdar were
transferred [there]. Subsequently, because of a rebellion which occurred at the time, [Ragib] was
afflicted with many hardships while he was chief of the official suite of the serasker?51

6 and the repre-
sentative of the commissioner of the tax register (defter emini). Later, he arrived at the side of Ahmed
Paga, the governor of Baghdad, and obtained his favor. He was summoned to the capital in 1142 [1729-
30] and satisfied with the high offices of secretary of the finance office (maliye [tezkirecisi]) and account
keeper of the poll tax (cizye [muhasebecisi]). Because he preserved the honor of the state in diplomatic
negotiations with Austria, Moscow and Iran, he was appointed to and awarded the office of chief
secretary of the grand vizier ([sadrazam] mektubcu). He subsequently became chief secretary to the
imperial council of state (reisialkittab) in 1153 [1740-41], [governor of] Egypt with the rank of vizier in
1157 [1744-45] and governor of Aydin in 1161 [1748]. Although he was sent away from the capital in
1168 [1754-55] with the office of [governor of] of Rakka, he was honored in the abovementioned year
with the [governorship of] the eyalet of Aleppo. In RebifilAhir 1170 [1756], he was gratified with [the
governorship] of the vilayet of Damascus, [180] and three days later he obtained the imperial seal. He
also acquired honor by marriage to Saliha Sultan, the sister of the sultan of the world [Mustafa the
Third]. He set out for the Other World on the twenty-fourth of Ramazan 1176 [15 April 1763]-may
God have mercy on his soul.

6. The Kepenekgi Mosque"15 7 in Kantarcilar

Its builder was a convert to Islam [named] Sinan. He was a devotee of the Way of the Sufis and was the
author of a treatise. This is the date of the building of the mosque: 952 [1545-46]. The date of his death
was 970 [1562-63]. He is buried opposite the Congregational Mosque of Emir Buhari11 8 outside the
Edirne Kapi. His son Sfileyman Efendi and members of his family are buried in the vicinity of his mekteb
near his mosque in Kantarcilar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

the line, gidfab dgdh (which can be translated, "the discerning one departed," or alternatively, "dgdh was deducted"). The sum of
the former is 1203, and when the numerical value of the word dgdh (27) is deducted from that total, the result is 1176, the date
of Ragib Paa's death.

113 For the Tahta Minare Mescidi, see Hadika, 78.
155" Tiflis had been occupied by the Ottomans in 1723, in the wake of the collapse of the Safavid state a year earlier.
1555 Yerevan, the capital of Armenia.
" Hekimoklu Ali Paa, the governor of Tabriz and serasker or commander-in-chief in the war against Iran; see Hadika, n. 723.
117 The Kepenekgi Mescidi, known also as the Kepenekci Sinan Mescidi, located on Kepenekci Medresesi Sokagi in the

Timurta Quarter in Knefnkpazar. The mosque was restored in 1968; see DBIA, IV, 548-49; EC, 114-16; IC, I, 88. For location, see
MWmap, E 5/13.

1558 The Emir Buhari Camii, see Hadika, 52-54.
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7. The Kesmekaya Mosque....

Its builder was Muhyiddin Hamami, who is buried before the mihrab. There is an exalted fountain of
Sultan Sfileyman's at the gate to the mosque. Melek Ahmed Aga [re]built this mosque at the time when
high state officials were charged with the building [anew] of the mosques which had burned in the
great Balat fire that occurred on the first of Muharrem, one thousand one hundred forty-two [1729].
He also installed its minbar and added a mekteb. He provided for its expenses from the mosque in
Usktidar named Ahmediye, 56" which was also his pious foundation. [The Kesmekaya Mosque] has a
quarter.

8. The Kemal Pasa Mosque 6 near the Old Barracks (Odaha-yi Atik) 1562

Its builder, the abovementioned [Kemal] Paga, and his son Sf6eyman Bey are buried there. The famous
Kemalpagazade 5emseddin Ahmed Efendi'5 1 was the son of this Sleyman Bey. The imam of the above-
mentioned mosque, Sarho Bali Efendi of the Halveti dervish order, built a zaviye next to it. On
appointed days, they perform the [Halved] service and devotions in this blessed mosque. Because a
person named Altincizade subsequently became leyh of that zaviye, the mosque and zaviye are at the
present time known as the Altinci Zaviyesi. The date of Bali Efendi's passing away is as follows: "Bali
Efendi was intoxicated with the cup of annihilation [and] passed away,"5

1"" 980 [1572-73]. He is buried
inside the zaviye. The former defterdar Behcet Mehmed Efendi installed the minbar in this mosque but
died without providing allowances [for its expenses]. [181] [The mosque] has a quarter.

His Excellency the aforesaid Ahmed 5emseddin Efendi was the son of the tutor (lala) of Sultan
Bayezid Khan the Saint. On the urging of Mfieyyedzade, a kadzasker of the middle of the reign of His
Majesty the abovementioned sultan, he was granted thirty thousand akge and commissioned to write a
history of the Ottoman state in the Turkish language. While residing in the small town of Dubinea and
then in Sofia, the aforesaid molla, again with the help of the abovementioned Mfieyyedzade, was given
as a livelihood [professorships in] medreses in Edirne and Uskfib.1 565 He was subsequently promoted in
rank and [given a professorship in] one of the Eight Courtyards (sahn-i seman) of the Fatih Mosque."'
Later [he was appointed to] the Bayezid Medrese in Edirne, to the office of kadi of Edirne in 921
[1515-16], and after one year to the office of kadzasker of Anatolia. A year later, he accompanied His
Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First during the conquest of Egypt and even composed this chronogram
[for it]: "Conquest of the lands of the Arabs,"'5 67 922 [1516-17]. During the time of Sileyman Khan and
following the death in the year 933 [1526-27] of His Excellency Ali bin Ahmed bin Mehmed al-Cemali,

1559 The Kesmekaya Mescidi, known also as the Muhyiddin Hamami Mescidi or Hamami Muhyiddin Camii, located at the
intersection of Kesmekaya Caddesi and Hamami Camii Avlusu Sokaki in the Kasim Ginani Quarter in Fener. As its original
vakfiye is dated 907/1501, the mosque must have been built around that date. The building was for many years used as a
foundry but was repaired in 1954 and reopened for prayer; see EC, 115; IC, I, 88; OMBYSD, 254. For location, see MW map, C
3/4.

The Ahmediye Camii; see Hadika, 505-6.
1561 The Kemal Paga Mescidi, located at the intersection of Aga Yokugu, 5irvanizade Sokagi and Gene Tfnrk Caddesi in the

Kemal Papa Quarter in Bayezid. The present building dates to the first decade of this century; see EC, 112-13; 1C, I, 88; OMFD,
III, 434-35. For location, see MWmap, D 6/20 and 254.

1162 The Odaha-yi Atik or Eski Odalar, Old Barracks of the Janissary corps in 5ehzadebasi; see Hadika, n. 289 and n. 1480.
156 For Kemalpagazade $emseddin Ahmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 897.15 Fend cami ile Bal Efendi mest idi gegdi.
16 The city of Skopje in Macedonia.

That is, in one of the eight medreses of the Fatih Mosque.1 567 Feth-i memdlik al-'Arab.
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who is renowned as Zenbilli, he ascended to the office of leyhfilisdm."' He occupied [that office] for

eight years, and passing away to the Other World on the second day of 5evval 941 [6 April 1535], he was

buried in the pure earth of the walled cemetery of the zaviye of Mahmud Qelebi outside the Edirne

Kapi. Mehmed Bey, the kadi of Egypt, who was one of his pupils, caused a stone enclosure and a wall to

be built around [his grave]. "This is Ahmed's tomb ,"1569 "May Ahmed's grave be perpetually

illuminated!"'"" [and] "Alas, the perfection of this age passed away!" 5 71 are chronograms for his death.

It is said that the books and treatises making up the body of his work numbered three hundred. His

poems and literary compositions were admired throughout the world. When he vacated the office, Sadi

Efendi1 7
1 was seen worthy of the rank of seyhalisldm. The abovementioned individual was a person

famous for learning and generosity and was renowned for piety and asceticism-may God have mercy

on him.

9. The Mosque of the Kemanke Mustafa Pasa Medresesi57 ' near the Congregational Mosque of Halicz Hasan

This mosque is the classroom in the abovementioned medrese. There is a bronze lattice between it and

the [founder's] tomb. It does not have a minaret. The aforesaid [Mustafa] Paga, its builder, was exe-

cuted while he was grand vizier and was buried in the adjoining tomb. [182] Vechi composed a

chronogram for his death. "May Paradise be Mustafa Paga's abode,"157 4 1053 [1643-44]. His son is buried

beside him. This is the last line of the chronogram over the arch of the medrese's gateway: "What a

beautiful, enduring medrese Mustafa Paga built,"1575 1051 [1641-42]. And this is the date of the fountain

adjoining his tomb:

Seeing it, the humble Hamdi composed a pleasing chronogram.
"Drink pure water from the fountain of Mustafa Paga."1576

[The medrese] also has a sebil. Grand Vizier lbeir Mustafa Pasa,577 the nephew of the rebel Abaza

Mehmed Paya and the son-in-law of the Sultan [Ibrahim] by marriage to Ayge Sultan, is buried outside

[Kemanke5 Mustafa's] tomb. He was executed in Receb 1065 [May 1655] after battling rebels and

occupying the office of grand vizier for six months.

There are other pious foundations built by [Kemanke Mustafa Paga]. For example, there is a

mosque of his near the Kurgunlu Mahzen.1 578 He also made a church in the lodgings for married people

1 Seyhfilislim Zenbilli Ali Efendi; see Hadika, n. 83.
* Hdzd makdmii Ahmedin.

"
70 Kabr- Ahmed middm ola pdir-nur.

1571 Vdh gitdi kemdli bu'asni.
172 Sadi Sadullah Qelebi Efendi (d. 1538), tenth Ottoman pyhdisldm. Born in Kastamonu, he was brought to Istanbul at a

young age and trained for a learned career. After teaching appointments in medreses in Edirne and Istanbul, he was made kadi

of the latter city in 1523 and was designated seyhdilisldm on 17 April 1533, following the death of $eyhfilislAm Kemalpagazade

5emseddin Ahmed Efendi. He remained in office for five years until his death on 21 February 1538. A member of the dervish

order of the Ahmediye, he was noted for his excellent memory and for his skill as a poet. He is buried in Eyfsp; see Altunsu,

Osmanli $eyhfilisIdmlan, 21; SO, III, 25.
117 The Kemanke Mustafa Paga Medresesi Mescidi, located on Yenieeriler Caddesi at the intersection with Sinekli Medrese

Sokagi in the Mimar Hayreddin Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque and medrese were demolished in 1957; see EC, 113-14; IC, I,

88. For location, see MWmap, F 7/9 and 342. For Kemanke Kara Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 78.
1574 Mustafa Pad'ya cennet cdy ola. When the last letter of the word ola at the end of the chronogram is elif, as is the case in the

manuscript copies of the text (see Vienna manuscript, fol. 65r), the line gives the correct date, 1053/1643-44. In the printed

edition, ola is spelled with a ha, producing the date 1057/1647.
1
1 7 Mustafa Paa baka yapdz ne zibd medrese.
1576 ;e5me-i Mustafa Pdsd'dan icin db-z zfldl.
1177 For Ibeir Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 1284.
1578 The Kemanke Mustafa Paga Camii in Galata; see Hadika, 360-61.
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(miteehhilin odalan) in Salma Tomruk into a mosque.... and assigned a vakf and allowances for its
expenses. The lodgings are its vakf and its quarter. [The mosque of the medrese of Kemanke Mustafa
Paga] does not have a quarter.

The aforesaid paa was Albanian in origin. After arriving in Istanbul, he entered the Janissaries as a
client of Hasan Aga, one of the agas of the Janissary corps, and attained the rank of gorbacz. After duly
becoming kul kethidasz and sekbanbaz, he obtained the esteem of Sultan Murad Khan while he was
acting as aga of the Janissaries in the Revan campaign and, on returning to Istanbul, became kapudan-z
derya. He put the affairs of the Tersane"'O in order and laid forty galley keels each year. He became
kaimmakam during the Baghdad campaign and was rewarded with the imperial seal following the
martyrdom of Tayyar Mehmed Paga in 5aban 1048 [1638-39]. Because of his auspicious arrival, the
conquest of Baghdad was facilitated by God and he became the object of imperial favor. He was
ordered to return [to the capital], but was detained with the army to procure peace 5"' and secure the
country. He arrived at the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul] on the completion of [these] affairs and was
again confirmed in his exalted offices in 5evval 1049 [1640], on the accession of His Majesty Sultan
Ibrahim Khan. [183] Although he succeeded in doing good work connected with the reform of coinage
and the fixing of the market prices of provisions, he was the cause of the unnecessary execution of
Silahdar Mustafa Paga'18' and the revolt, rebellion and ultimate execution of Nasuhpagazade Hfiseyin
Paa,1 83 the governor of Aleppo. Cinci Hoca 8"4 and Silahdar Yusuf Paga'181 subsequently caused His
Majesty Sultan Ibrahim to detest the subject of this biography, and he was executed in Zilkade 1053
[1643-44].

10. The Kirazz Mosque15 8 6 near the Siileymaniye Congregational Mosque

Its builder was the subayz Sfileyman. He also became chief of the ice provisioners (karczbasz). [The loca-
tion of] his grave is not known. He also built a medrese in the courtyard of the abovementioned
mosque. Monlacikzade Ali Paga, who died in Zilhicce in the year "Beholding,"587 1181 [1767-68], while

"' The Odalar Mescidi in Salma Tomruk; see Hadika, 46.
1580 The Imperial Naval Arsenal, located on the northern shore of the Golden Horn in Kasimpaga.

By the Treaty of Kasr-i Shirin of 13 March 1639.
1582 Tiiccarzade Biyikh Silahdar Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 273.
1583 Hfnseyin Paa, Nasuhpagazade (d. 1643), Ottoman official of the first half of the seventeenth century. Taken into the

imperial palace before 1630, he successively held the offices of kaptczbasp, kapicilar kethfidasz, and mirahur. Beginning in 1635 he
was appointed with the rank of vizier to governorships in Budin, Erzurum, Aleppo and Sivas, before being ordered back to
Istanbul and executed in 1643; see Vefayat, 120; SO, II, 191.

1584 Cinci Hoca, Hfnseyin (d. 1648), favorite of the Sultan Ibrahim. Born in Safranbolu, he came to Istanbul and entered one
of the medreses of the Sfileymaniye but was not an able student and supported himself by practicing sorcery, from which fact he
gained the nickname Cinci (Demon Chaser). Gaining the confidence of Sultan Ibrahim, whose insanity he claimed the ability
to cure, he was quickly promoted to a series of ulema offices, including that of miiderris in the Fatih medreses, imperial tutor,
kadi of Galata and kadiasker of Anatolia, offices for which he had neither the capacity nor the education. Because of his
intrigues against rivals and his corrupt amassing of wealth by the selling of offices, he quickly fell from power following Sultan
lbrahim's deposition and execution in August 1648. He was himself executed a month later; see El', III, 623; SO, 11, 191.

1585 Silahdar Yusuf Paa, Musahib (d. 1646), Ottoman statesman and ally of Cinci Hoca. Born Joseph Maskovitch, a Bosnian
Christian, he was taken into the imperial palace, promoted to silahdar agasz and married to Sultan Ibrahim's daughter, Fatma
Sultan. He was appointed kapudan-z derya in 1645 and placed in command of the initial Ottoman attack on the Venetians in
Crete, directing the conquest of the fortress of Hanya (22 August 1645). Intrigues by his rivals, in particular by the grand vizier
Sultanzade Mustafa Paa, resulted in his execution following his return to Istanbul inJanuary 1646; see Vefeyat, 45; SO, IV, 656.

1586 The Kirazlh Mescidi, known also as the Sfnleyman Subapi or Karci Snlleyman Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kirazlh
Mescid Sokags and Ta Tekneler Sokag in the Molla Hfisrev Quarter in Bayezid. The mosque was substantially renovated in
1978 and again in 1981; see EC, 116-17; 1C, I, 90. For location, see MWmap, E 6/9 and 275.

1187 Al-nazar.
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employed in various high offices in Rumelia with [the rank of] two tug, installed its minbar. Defterdar
5emseddin al-Cenderi is buried near [the mosque]. The Nevruz Kadin Mektebi, an upper-story mekteb
in the corner opposite the lunatic asylum (tzmarhane), is next to its fountain. The graves of Maktul
Ibrahim Paa'58 and of the aforesaid [Ibrahim Paga's] kethfida and son-in-law, Mehmed Kethfida, who
was martyred together with his master, are opposite the abovementioned tomb of Defterdar
[5emseddin al-Cenderi]. They were buried in the garden of the house of [Ibrahim Paga's] daughter,
[Hibetullah] Hamm.... Subsequently, when he was grand vizier, [Mehmed Kethfida's] son-in-law,
Agcibasi Mehmedpagazade Divitdar Mehmed Emin Paga,l.90 ordered their graves to be opened [to
public view], and a window [was made for that purpose] and he built a fountain. The aforesaid
[Divitdar Mehmed] Paga died in 1166 [1752-53], while he was governor of Egypt. [The Kirazh Mosque]
does not have a quarter.

11. The Congregational Mosque of the Kethuda Kadin 1591 in Karag-amrfik

Its builder was Canfeda Saliha Hatun.1 11
2 She became kethiida [kadzn] in the imperial harem of Sultan

Ahmed Khan the First. The date of the construction of the mosque is 992 [1584-85]. It has a mekteb.
There is a sebil of hers in the environs of Saraehane, and adjoining it she built a fountain. This is its
date: 1002 [1593-94]. There are also a mosque and hamam of hers in the village named Akbaba in the
environs of Beykoz. 15 3 Her grave is located beside the tomb of the late Grand Vizier Ali Paa 5 94 near the
tomb of Eyyub. [184] [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The eyhs of the tekke of His Excellency Nureddin Cerrahi15 9"-may his grave be hallowed-which is
located in the environs of the abovementioned mosque [are as follows]: 5eyh Nureddin Cerrahi, a halife
of [5eyh Ali] K5stendili: the length of his term as meyh was 18 [years]; he passed away in 1133 [1720-21].
His halife 5eyh Sil6eyman Efendi: The length of his term as seyh was 25 [years]; the date of his death was
1158 [1745-46]. [Nureddin Cerrahi's] second halife, $eyh Mehmed Efendi: the length of his term as oeyh
was 12 [years]; the date of his death was 1169 [1755-56]. [Nureddin Cerrahi's] third halife, 5eyh
Mehmed Emin Efendi, son of the head of the order, Abdullah Efendi: the length of his term as seyh was
3 [years]; he passed away in 1172 [1758-59]. 5eyh Abdi Efendi, the halife of the aforementioned head of
the order: his term [as 5eyh] was 2 [years]; he passed away in 1174 [1760-61]. The fourth halife of His

Nevgehirli Damad Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
1589 The garden of Hibetullah Hanim's house was located next to the Nevruz Kadin Mektebi and opposite the tomb of

$emseddin Qelebi; see A, IX, 238.
" Mehmed Emin Paa, Ascibagi Mehmedpagazade (d. 1753), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mahmud I. The

son of Acibasi Mehmed Paa, he was the divitdar to Neveehirli Ibrahim Paa and son-in-law of Ibrahim Paga's son-in-law,
Mehmed Paa. After the revolt of Patrona Halil (1730), he was for a time out of office but was later appointed defter emini
(1743), kul kethaidasz (1747) and vezir-i azam kethaidasz (1749), before being made grand vizier on 9 January 1750. Known for his
violent temper, he was frequently prevented from carrying out his policies by state officials whom he had offended. He was
dismissed on 1 July 1752, on the pretext that he had neglected measures to prevent the frequent fires which broke out in the
capital. Appointed governor of Egypt, he died in Cairo a year later. He was the builder of a fountain at Kandilli and installed the
minbar in the Yeni Mahalle Mescidi outside the Egri Kapi; see Hadika, 306-7, 475; Vefeyat, 74; SO, IV, 23940.

1591 The Kethfida Kadin Camii, known also as the Canfeda Kadin Mescidi, located on Nureddin Tekkesi Sokagi near the
intersection with Canfeda Camii Sokagi in the Dervi Ali Quarter near the Qukur Bostan in Karagfimrfnk. The mosque
underwent modifications in 1982 and again in 1989; see FC, 76; IC, I, 88. For location, see MWmap, C 4/4.

1592 Canfeda Saliha Hatun (d. 1600), influential and powerful stewardess of the harem (kethfida kadin) in the reign of Murad
III. She was brought from the Eski Saray by Murad's mother, the valide sultan Nurbanu, with whose support she was made the
first official kethida kadzn of the Topkapi Saray. Ayvansarayi's statement that Canfeda Kadin was elevated to the office of kethaida
kadin in the period of Ahmed I is in error.

159 The Akbaba or Canfeda Kadin Mescidi; see Hadika, 462.
19 Semiz Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 472.
1595 Built by Sultan Osman III in 1703. For a slightly different list of the tekke's seyhs, see Z5E, 69-70.
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Excellency Nureddin [Cerrahi], 5eyh Yahya-yi Moravi, claimed and was worthy of the office of leyh:
[his] term was 10 [years]; [his] death occurred in 1184 [1770-71]. His son, 5eyh Abdfi ekur Efendi,
the halife of Yahya-yi Moravi: [his] term was 3 [years]; the date of [his] death was 1187 [1773-74]. 5eyh
Ibrahim Efendi, the halife of the son of the head of the order: [his] term was 6 [years]; [his] death
occurred in 1193 [1779-80]. 5eyh Moravi Mehmed Efendi, the halife of the son of the head of the order:
[his] term was 16 [years]; the date of [his] death was 1209 [1794-95]. 5eyh Abdurrahman Efendi, the
halife of 5eyh Sfileyman Efendi: [his] term was [6 years]. $eyh Sadik Efendi, the halife of 5eyh [Mehmed
Sadeddin Efendi]. Mustafa Efendi, the halife of $eyh [Halil Nizameddin Efendi]: his son Mehmed Emin
Efendi, halife of 5eyh [Moravi Mehmed Efendi]. Seyyid Arif Dede Efendi, the halife of [5eyh Abdfi ekur
Efendi]: [his] date of death was 1238 [1822-23]. 5eyh Aziz Efendi, the stepson and halife of Arif Efendi:
the date of [his] succession was 1238 [1822-23].

12. The Mosque of the Kfirk gtler Khan'96 near the Market (Qarsz) of Mahmud Pawa

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was a person named Haci K&cfik, who was
the stirrup holder (rikabdar) or weapons bearer (silahdar) of Ebfilfeth [Sultan Mehmed II]. When
Grand Vizier Mahmud Paa""9 7 built the abovementioned khan, [Haci Kfufik] built its mosque. The
expenses of the mosque are provided for from [the vakf of] Aya Sofya. And the khan is one of the vakfs
of Aya Sofya. It does not have a quarter.

13. The Kiirk i Mosque'... in Balat

Its builder was Haci Isa. [The location of] his grave is not known. The exalted fountain which adjoins it
was built by Sultan Sfileyman. [185] But they call it the Kfirkfi [Qegme]. Grand Vizier Hekimzade Ali
Paa installed [the mosque's] minbar during his second grand vizierate.'"" [The mosque] has a quarter.

"1 The Kfirknfiler Ham Mescidi, known also as the Kftrkci6 Ham or Yeni Han Mescidi, located in the Kftrkei Ham on
Mahmud Papa Yokugu at the intersection with Qakmakeilar Yokugu in the Taya Hatun Quarter in Eminbnfn. Erected over the
khan's sadzrvan, the mosque is no longer extant; see DBIA, V, 171-72; EC, 218; 1C, I, 96; OMFD; III, 443; IV, 580-89. For location;
see MWmap, F 6/21 and 350-51.

1597 Mahmud Paa, Veli (d. 1474), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed II. Said to be of Greek or Serbian
noble origin, he was, after his capture, presented to Sultan Murad II and educated in the imperial palace in Edirne. Following
the accession of Mehmed II in 1451, he began to enjoy royal favor and participated in the siege of Constantinople as an ocak
agasi. He was grand vizier for a first time from 1453 to 1457 and again from 1472 to 1473 and accompanied Mehmed II on
numerous successful campaigns in the Balkans and Anatolia. Disgraced in 1473, after the battle of Otluk Beli, he retired to his
estate at Hask6y and was imprisoned and executed shortly afterwards (July 1474). He is buried in the tomb near his mosque in
Istanbul. His foundations in Istanbul include the Mahmud Paga Complex, the Servi Mescidi and the Mahmud Paga Ham and
Hamam in the district of Mahmud Paga in Alemdar. In addition, he was the builder of a mosque, bedestan and khan in Ankara, a
caravanserai and mosque in Bursa, a mosque in Edirne, a hamam and medrese in Hask6y, and a mosque, medrese, khan and
sebil in Sofia; see Hadika, 142, 212-13; Mecmua, 292, 373; Vefeyat, 8; E2 , VI, 69-72; SO, IV, 309

1598 The Kntrkefn Mescidi, known also as the Haci Isa Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kfnrkens Qegmesi Sokaki and Sutlae
Sokagi in the Kasim Giinani Quarter in Fener. Haci Isa was the mir-i alem of Sultan Mehmed II. The mosque, which was first
built in 1465, was destroyed in the earthquake of 1894 but was rebuilt during the later part of the reign of Abdf6lhamid II; see
FC, 110-11; 1C, I, 96; OMFD, III, 414. For location, see MW map, C 2/15.

" Between April 1742 and September 1743; see Hadika, n. 723.
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14. The Kiigitk Mosque"* near the Valide Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Knigfnk Ahmed Aga. He was one of Fatih's weapons bearers (silahdar). [The location of]
his grave is not known. Arnavud Voyvodazade Mfiderris Ahmed Efendi installed its minbar. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Keskin Dede Mosque60' near the Congregational Mosque of Nianci Pasa

Its builder was Efdalzade 5eyhfnlislAm Seyyid Hamideddin Efendi.1" There is also a medrese of his
adjoining the 5ekerciler Khan in [the district of Fatih] Sultan Mehmed. His grave, dated 908 [1502-3],
is outside the tomb of Eyyub. The tomb of Kadiasker Hamidzade Abdullah Efendi is opposite [the
mosque]. Two rooms for tombkeepers were also built in this tomb. Malulzade 5eyhfnlislam Seyyid
Mehmed Efendi," 3 was buried opposite it on 12 Muharrem 993 [14 January 1585]. There is also a
medrese of his [there]. His son-in-law, Okcizade Feyzullah Efendi, author of the Ahsen al-Hadis (The
Most Beautiful Traditions), is buried beside him. The mekteb at the fourth corner [of the intersection] is
the pious foundation of the miiderris San Osman Efendi, who is also buried there. Keskin Dede1 4 was
one of those who accompanied Fatih at the conquest of Istanbul. Because he is buried in the cemetery
near the abovementioned mosque, it is known as the Keskin Dede Mosque. It has a quarter.

16. The Kepeneki Mosque** near the Daltaban Qesmesi

Its builder was Ishak Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. It does not have a quarter.

17. The Mosque of Kii ik Mustafa Pasa0 near the Gil Congregational Mosque

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Because it was built in the market in which the hamam
of the abovementioned pasa is located, it became known for its relationship to it. Its builder was
5eyhfilislAm Molla Hfisrev Mehmed Efendi ibn Feramerz bin Ali,'"" who will be dealt with under the

'"' The Kicfik Mescidi, known also as the K6bek, Haci Kfufck, Kfienk Haci or Ahmed Aga Mescidi, located between Haci
Kficnk Camii Sokagi and Haci Kitink Sokagi in the Sururi Quarter in Bayezid. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA,
I, 118; EC, 77-79; OMFD, III, 442. For location, see MW map, F 6/11 and 342, 350.

" The Keskin Dede Mescidi, known also as the Efdalzade or Efdalzade Hamideddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of
Fatih Niganca Caddesi and Minezzin Bilal Sokaki in the Beycigez Quarter in Karagimr-fk. The mosque was torn down in 1945;
see FC, 151; IC, I, 88. For location, see MW map, C 4/6.

" For Efdalzade $eyhfilislam Seyyid Hamideddin Efendi, see Hadika, n. 74.
11 Malulzade 5eyhnilislam Seyyid Mehmed Efendi (1533-1585), seventeenth Ottoman eyhlfisldm. The son of Kadiasker Malul

Mehmed Emin Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and became the son-in-law of seyhnilislam Ebfissud Efendi. After
assignment to the Kasim Paga Medrese in Bursa, he was given judicial appointments in Aleppo, Damascus, Egypt, Bursa and
Edirne. He became kadzasker of Anatolia in 1573, nakibalesraf in 1576, kadzasker of Rumelia in 1579 and was promoted to

seyhfilisldm on 25 May 1580 but retired a year and a half later (21 January 1582); see Altunsu, Osmani $eyhfilisldmlan, 39; SO, IV,
125.

"' According to his gravestone, which is dated 857/1453, Keskin Dede was member of the dervish order of the Bayramiye
and accompanied Sultan Mehmed II at the time of the conquest of Istanbul; see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 71.

"" The Kepeneki Mescidi, known also as the Kepenekci or Kepenekei Ishak Mescidi, located on Mabeyinci Yokugu at the
intersection with lbrahim Paga Yokugu in the Sarac Ishak Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque, which dated to the seventeenth or

eighteenth century, was torn down in 1955; see EC, 115; 1C, I, 88. For location, see Ayverdi, 1H, sheet B 3.
10 The Knefik Mustafa Paya Mescidi, known also as the Molla Husrev Mescidi, located on Kienkmustafapaa Caddesi at the

intersection with Vakif Mektebi Sokagi in the Kicnkmustafapaa Quarter in Fener; see DBIA, V, 485-86; FC, 173; 1C, I, 95; OMFD,
III, 464. For location, see MW map, D 4/1.

"0' $eyhfilislam Molla Hftsrev Mehmed Efendi ibn Feramerz bin Ali (misspelled in printed text Kara Mirza bin Ali); see
Hadika, n. 1159.
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letter mim."68 [186] The Darer-i Gurer (Pearls of Brightness), a book on canonical jurisprudence, is his
work. He also compiled glosses on the Mutavvel (Extended), Telvih and the commentary of Beyzavi, ""
the Mirkat al-Vusul (Path to True Faith) on dogmatics, and a commentary on the Mir'at al-Usul (Mirror
of the Fundamentals ofJurisprudence). He also wrote treatises on poetry. His biography is given in the
Shakd'ik.'61 0 Ahmedpagazade Mehmed Bey Efendi, who retired with [the rank of vizier with] three tug
when he was defterdar, and died at the beginning of the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Osman Khan,
while he was governor of Crete, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

18. The Keci Hatun Mosque"1 near the Tomb of Bayram Pasa

Its builder was buried before the mihrab. The abovementioned mosque is situated between the Haci
Bayram Haftani Mosque""1 and the tomb of Bayram Paa,16 13 and opposite the mekteb of Kasim Aga. It
has a quarter.

19. The Kirmasti Mosque161
' near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mehmed

Its builder was Yusuf Efendi bin Hfisrev. He is buried in the mekteb of Velizade at the Boyaci Kapi. 161' He
died at the time of afternoon prayer and [his death] occurred in "Late afternoon prayer,"1616 912 [1506-
7]. There is also a mekteb of his opposite the Hacegi Mosque. 1 7 An author, he wrote a gloss to the
Mutavvel, 18 together with a book on the work entitled Veciz (Concise). 61 [The mosque] has a quarter.

20. The Kefeli Mosque62
' near the Draman Crossroads

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church. 6 2 On the request of a person named
Kefevi, its expenses were provided for from the vakf of the conqueror of Egypt, Sultan Selim Khan.

'* See Hadika, 221-22.
The Mutawwal (al-Sharh al-Mutawwal), an extended commentary by the celebrated Persian authority on rhetoric, logic,

theology and law, Sa'd al-Din Masfid al-TaftizAni, on al-Kazwini's abridgement of the Miftdh al-'Ulam, a work on rhetoric by al-
Sakkiki. For the Telvih and Beyzavi, see Hadika, n. 1145.

' 1 Al-Shakd'ik al-Nu'mdniya of Task6pr-azade Ahmed bin Mustafa; see Hadika, n. 1271 and n. 1319.
1611 The Keci Hatun Mescidi, known also as the Keci or Keyci Hatun Mescidi, located at the intersection of Naksi Sokaki and

Haseki Caddesi in the Keci Hatun Quarter in Samatya. A vakfiye for the mosque, dated 890/1485, is recorded in the Istanbul
Vakzflan Tahrir Defteri of 953/1546. The mosque was rebuilt during the reign of Sultan Abdfilhamid II; see FC, 152; IC, I, 89;
OMFD, III, 435-36. For location, see MWmap, C 7/14 and 251.

1612 The Haci Bayram Haftani Mescidi; see Hadika, 99.
1613 For Bayram Paga, see Hadika, n. 370.
" The Kirmasti Mescidi, located at the intersection of Misvak Sokagi and Ak Sankli Sokagi in the Kirmasti Quarter imme-

diately to the north of the Fatih Complex. The mosque is in ruin; see FC, 153; 1C, I, 90; OMFD, III, 437-38. For location, see MW
map, D 4/25 and 409.

"" The northwest gate to the courtyard surrounding the Fatih Complex.
1616 Saldt-z 'asr.
1617 For the Hacegi Mescidi, see Hadika, 116-17.
1618 Al-Sharh al-Mutawwal; see above, n. 1609.
1619 Apparently a reference to al-TaftAzini's brief commentary, entitled Mukhtasar al-Ma'dni, on the Talkhis al-Miftda, al-Kazwi-

ni's abridgement of al-Sakkiki's classical exposition of rhetoric entitled Miftdk al-'UlaIm.
112 The Kefeli Mescid, known also as the Kefevi Camii, located on Draman Caddesi near the intersection with Sena Sokagi in

the Dervi Ali Quarter in Karagnimrik; see DBIA, IV, 517-18; FC, 150-51; IC, I, 87; MW, 166-68. For location, see MW map, C 3/15
and 166-68.

1621 Although ninth-century, twelfth-century and Palaeologan dates have all been suggested for the church, the date of its
foundation remains uncertain, as does its original dedication. It was rededicated to St. Nicholas in 1475 by Christians from Kaffa
in the Crimea, who had relocated in Constantinople, and was used jointly by Catholics and Armenians until 1629-30, when the
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Hekimbagizade Ali Paga..". installed its minbar, and its expenses were provided for from the vakf of the
Sfileymaniye. The tumbled-down medrese adjoining it was built by Gazi Mahmud. The upper-story Tath
Kuyu Mektebi located nearby is the foundation of a pious patron named Mustafa Qavu . [The mosque]
has a quarter.

21. The G'il Congregational Mosque"" in Kiikmustafapasa

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church.1 4" Originally, it was a storage place for
equipment and other supplies for the Tersane. Subsequently, a minaret and other requirements [of a
place of worship] were built by order of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third,' 25 and it was made
into a blessed mosque. [187] Its expenses are provided for from his vakf. Its imperial tribune (mahfil-i
hftmayun) was built during the reign of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan. [The mosque] has a quarter.

22. The Kiirkgii Congregational Mosque6 6 near the Top Kapz

Its builder was the head keeper of the sultan's fur pelisses (kiirkiibaz), Ahmed Bey. His grave is in
Noble Damascus. He also built mosques near the Congregational Mosque of Cerrah Paga'1 7 and in
Istinye.628 On the right side of the mosque there is a medrese and on its left side, across the street,
there is a mekteb. It is stipulated that the office of its Friday preacher be held by the seyhs of the zaviye of
Hariri 5eyh Mehmed Efendi,1129 which is located near the mosque. At present, [the zaviye's] $eyhs are the
sons of Ummi Sinan, who also founded the nearby zaviye.620 [The mosque] has a quarter.

23. The Congregational Mosque of Gedik Pasa1631

Its builder was the secretary of the divan (divan kdtibi) Ali Efendi. Because [the mosque] is near the
hamam of the abovementioned [Gedik] Paga, it is generally known by his name. A patron of pious
works named Salih Aga installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

building was converted into a mosque; see Mathews, Churches, 190-94.
1622 Nuh Efendizade Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 723.
1623 The Gfil Camii, located at the intersection of Gill Camii Sokagi and Vakif Mektebi Sokagi in the KfIckmustafapaa

Quarter in Fener; see DBIA, III, 434-35; FC, 102-3; IC, I, 62; MW, 140-43; OMBYSD, 253. For location, see MW map, E 3/3 and
309.

1624 The church has been dated on the basis of its masonry to the period between 1000 and 1150 and has been tentatively
identified as being dedicated to Christ Euergetes. In the century between the conquest of Constantinople and its conversion to
a mosque, the building seems to have suffered considerable damage and to have been substantially modified; see Mathews,
Churches, 128-39.

112 The attribution to Selim III in the Ali Sati edition is a misprint. Manuscript copies of the Hadika attribute the conversion
of the church to Sultan Selim II; see Vienna manuscript, fol. 67r. Ayverdi and Barkan, however, find evidence that the conver-
sion took place even earlier, in 895/1490; see fVTD, 3, note 3.

126 The Kfirkfi Camii, known also as the Kfirk;fibapi Ahmed $emseddin Camii, located at the intersection of Topkapi
Caddesi and Kfirkc6 Bostani Sokagi in the Arpa Emini Quarter in 5ehremini. An inscription on the base of the minaret gives
the date 917/1511; see DBIA, V, 172; FC, 156; IC, I, 95; OMBYSD, 282. For location, see MWmap, B 5/4.

1627 The Cerrah Paga Camii or Kfirknftbap1 Mescidi; see Hadika, 210.
1628 The Kfirkcgfibapi Mescidi; see Hadika, 448. tstinye is a village on the European side of the Bosphorus between Yenik6y and

Emirgin.
1629 The Pazar Tekkesi; see ZE, 29; Avyerdi, 1H, sheet E 4.
1620 The Ummi Sinan Tekkesi; see Z5E, 37; Ayverdi, 1H, sheet E 4.
163' The Gedik Papa Camii, known also as the Divani Ali Camii, located at the intersection of Gedik Paga Caddesi and Gedik

Paga Camii Sokagi in the Mimar Hayreddin Quarter in Kumkapi. According to Tahsin Oz, the mosque was founded in the
seventeenth century. An inscription over the courtyard gate states that the mosque was burned and was then restored in
1285/1868 by a certain Haci Ali; see DBIA, III, 389; EC, 59-60; IC, I, 62. For location, see MWmap, F 7/25 and 283.
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Gedik Ahmed Paa 6
11 was a vizier of Fatih Sultan Mehmed Khan Gazi. He was executed in the time of

Bayezid Khan. He fought against the unbelievers in many wars. In one of them, fitting out three
hundred ships at Fatih's order, he set out for the Black Sea and liberated the fortresses of Kefe,"'3

Menkub"4 and others in that region from enemy hands. He caused the Tatar khan of the time, Mengli
Giray Khan,16 35 to submit to the Ottoman State and returned with various types of booty-may God have
mercy on his soul.

24. The Kilise Mosque1636 near the Congregational Mosque of Vefa

Its founder was 5eyhfilislAm Molla Gfirani,137 whose biography will be found in connection with his
[other] mosque1638 under the letter mim. The miiderris Abdurrahman Efendi, the son of Mehmed Emin-
zade Hfiseyin Aga, installed its minbar. Kadiasker Dahki Mustafa Efendi is buried opposite it. The
graves of Hfinkar Delisi and Kaz Mustafa Efendi, who was dismissed from [office in] Bursa, are located
there. [188] Necib Eyitbi composed this chronogram for the death of the aforesaid [HfinkAr Delisi]:
"Know that 5eyh Ahmed set off for Eternity!" 6

1 1150 [1737-38]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

1632 Gedik Ahmed Pala (d. 1482), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed II. Born in Serbia, he was taken as a
devsirme and raised in the imperial palace in Edirne. He was appointed beylerbeyi of Anatolia in 1461 and vizier in 1470 and
played an important role in consolidating the area against the Karamanids and Akkoyunlu. He served as grand vizier between
1474 and 1477, during which time he brought the Crimea under Ottoman suzerainty. Appointed kapudan-z derya in 1478, he
besieged Otranto and backed Bayezid against Cem Sultan in his claim to the throne. But following the failure of Cem's second
attempt to seize power in 1482, Bayezid felt strong enough to put Ahmed Pala to death. Ahmed Paa was also the builder of the
Gedik Ahmed Paga Camii (1472) in Afyon; see EI2 , I, 292-93; SO, I, 193.

163 The seaport of Feodosiya (Ital. Kaffa, Gk. Theodosia) in the Crimea, seized by the Ottomans from the Genoese in 1475.
1634 The town of Theodoros, located between Yalta and Bahcesaray in the southern Crimea. Alexander, the last of the

Comneni, seems to have maintained a shadowy independence there between the fall of Trabzon in 1461 and 1475.
1635 Mengli Giray (d. 1514), khan of the Crimea. The son and successor of the Haci Giray Khan I, he was the real founder of

the Crimean Tatar state. It was during his reign that the Crimean Khanate came under Ottoman protection; SO, IV, 516-17.
1" The Kilise Mescidi, known also as the Molla Gfirani, Molla $emseddin or Vefa Kilise Camii, located at the intersection of

Molla $emseddin Camii Sokagi and Tirendaz Sokagi in the Hoca Giyaseddin Quarter in Kfi4eakpazar. As suggested by its name,
the mosque was converted from a church. Attempts to link it with the Byzantine church of St. Theodore are inconclusive.
Although the core of the church seems to date from the eleventh or early twelfth century, the facade is Paleologan; see DBIA,
VII, 373-75; EC, 140-41; 1C, I, 89; MWV, 169-71; Mathews, Churches, 386-401; OMFD, III, 459-60. For location, see MW map, E 5/30
and 275.

1
6

1 Molla Giirani, 5emseddin Ahmed (1410-88), religious scholar and fourth Ottoman eyhilisldm. Born in Guran in northern
Iraq, he was trained in Hisn Kayfa, Baghdad, Damascus and Cairo. In 1441, he journeyed to Bursa and, after a series of medrese
appointments, was made tutor to 5ehzade Mehmed at Manisa. After Mehmed ascended the throne in 1451, he was designated
kadzasker and was present at the conquest of Constantinople. His independence of mind and defiance of royal will caused his
dismissal, but he was, nonetheless, made kadi of Istanbul in 1462-63 and was finally promoted to eyhilisldm in 1480-81. He
remained in that office until his death in 1488. In addition to the conversion into a mosque of the Kilise Mescidi, he was the
builder of the Molla Gfirani Camii in Fndikzade in 5ehremini, of the Nerdfibanh Mescid on Riza Paga Yokugu in Emin6nfn and
the Manastir Mescidi in Karak6y in Galata; see Hadika, 228-29, 232, 358; Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhailisldmlan, 8-9; EI2, II, 1140-41; SO,
III, 161.

1638 The Molla Gfirani Camii; see Hadika, 228-29.1639Bakdya $eyh Ahmed gi9di dgdh.
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25. The Congregational Mosque of Kfi~ik Aya Sofya'"

It was converted from a church.' Its founder was the babiisssaade agasz Hfiseyin Aga, who was executed
in the days of Sultan Bayezid and is buried there. He has a separate tomb. This couplet is written on its
wall:

Life in the world is a single moment.
Spend the time only in obedience to God!

[Hfiseyin Aga] built another mosque near the Esir Pazan. It has been described.'".. In the space in front

of this Aya Sofya Mosque there is a dervish lodge. It has thirty-six cells and its courtyard has three gates.
Thirteen of the cells are devotional rooms, twelve of them are for a mekteb and eleven are apartments

for the jeyhs of the lodge. Grand Vizier Ahmed Paga" built and brought to life [the mosque's] adzrvan

and mekteb in 1153 [1740-41]. Its minaret was built by Grand Vizier Mustafa Paga.' " The minaret is not
contiguous to the blessed mosque. In accord with [the terms of] the vakf of HacegAn Mehmed Efendi,
who died in the year 1163 [1749-50] while he was commissioner of the city ( ehir emini), the blessed
Mevlid6" and, during the month of Ramazan, the noble Qur'an are read and recited in the abovemen-

tioned blessed mosque. Although the aforesaid [Hacegan Mehmed Efendi] was not the author of a

divan, he wrote a number of poems. 5ehrizade Mehmed Efendi [re] opened the old and neglected gate
of this foundation. The spigot dated 1180 [1766-67] in the nearby wall is also one of the aforesaid
[Mehmed Efendi's] pious foundations. The old imaret is at present abandoned. The builder of the

nearby darilhadis was Amine Hatun. The neighboring Qartakhi Hamam is one of the income-producing
properties of the vakf. [Kfcfik Aya Sofya] has a quarter.

26. The Kemani Mosque 6"' in Aksaray

Its builder was the musician Ahmed Aga. 'Joy of the religious community,"' 6 4 7 936 [1529-30], is the date

of completion of the mosque's construction. [Ahmed Aga] died in Egypt. The imperial imam (imam-z

sultani) Haci Mehmed Efendi installed its minbar. [189] [The mosque] has a quarter.

27. The Kemha Mosque" near the Fethiye Congregational Mosque

Yusuf Aga built the abovementioned mosque in accord with the will of the head of the imperial bro-

cade makers (kemhaczbasz), Mehmed Aga. This is the date of the building: 1060 [1650-51].

" The Kfiik Aya Sofya Camii, located at the intersection of Kienk Aya Sofya Camii Sokaki and Knfenk Aya Sofya Caddesi in
the Kfiik Aya Sofya Quarter in Sultan Ahmed. Its conversion to a mosque occurred between 1506 and 1513; see DBIA, V, 146-

49; EC, 121-24; IC, I, 95; MW, 177-83; OMBYSD, 259-69. For location, see MW, F 8/10.
" The church of Sts. Sergius and Bacchus in the Palace of Hormisdas, erected by Emperor Justinian between 527 and 536;

see Mathews, Churches, 242-59.
11 The Hfiseyin Aga Mescidi in Qarpikap1; see Hadika, 98.
1643 "ehlag6z Haci Ahmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 54.
'"4 Bahir Kbse Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 118.
164 The Mevlid-i $erif of Sileyman Celebi; see Hadika, n. 395.
164 The Kemani Mescidi, known also as the Kemani Ahmed Aga Mescidi, located at the intersection of Aksaray Caddesi and

Ordu Caddesi in the Mesih Paa Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque is no longer extant; see IC, I, 88. For location, see MW map,

D 7/1 and 254.
164 Surur- millet.
164' The Kemha Mescidi, known also as the Kemhaci or Kemhacibayi Mehmed Aga Mescidi, located near the Fethiye Camii in

the Kitib Muslihiddin Quarter in Fener. The exact site of the mosque is uncertain. No trace of the building remains; see FC,
151; IC, I, 88.
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28. The Kiirkgiibasz Mosque649 in Cerrah Mehmed Pasa

Its builder was Ahmed Bey. Another mosque"" of his is located inside the Top Kapi. It has already been
described. [The Kfirkefibapi Mosque] has a quarter.

29. The Mosque of the Kebeci Khan6"1

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Grand Vizier Rfistem Paga.652 He built it
together with the khan. Because it was originally a quarter mosque, it still provides for various of the
district's needs. The biography and date of death of the aforementioned vizier are given in connection
with his great mosque.'... Ibrahim Bey, a Cagalzade and one of [Rfistem Paga's] descendants, installed
its minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

30. The Kdtib Kasim Mosque6 4 in Langa

Its builder was Kitib Kasim Efendi, one of the soldiers who fought along with Fatih at the conquest of
Istanbul. It does not have a quarter.

THE LETTER LAM

1. The Lutfi Paa Mosque'6..

Because the abovementioned mosque is located near Lutfi Paga's fountain,1 5 6 it is generally known by
this name. Its builder was Defterdar Ahmed Qelebi Efendi. It has a quarter. The grave of its builder is in

16" The Kfirkibaps Mescidi, located at the intersection of Knirkeibaii Qegmesi Sokaki and Cerrah Paia Camii Sokagi in the
Kfirkqinbapi Quarter in Samatya. The site of the mosque, which is no longer extant, has been incorporated into the grounds of
the Cerrahpaia Hospital; see FC, 157; 1C, I, 96; OMBYSD, 284. For location, see MWmap, D 7/21 and 251.

165 The Knrkein Camii; see Hadika, 207.
165' The Kebeci Ham Mescidi, located on Yaghkcilar Caddesi near the Orficnler Kapi of the Kapaharpi. The mosque is no

longer extant. The khan, which was initially built by Mimar Sinan in the mid-sixteenth century and has since lost its original
form, is today called the Kfefnk Cebeci Ham; see Yfiksel Yolda Demircanh, Istanbul Mimarisi igin Kaynak Olarak Evliya telebi
Seyahatnamesi (Istanbul, n.d.), 583-84; 1C, I, 87. For location, see MWVmap, F 6/26.

12 Damad Rftstem Paa; see Hadika, n. 101.
1653 The Rnistem Papa Camii; see Hadika, 129-30.
1654 The Kitib Kasim Mescidi, known also as the Sofular Camii, located on Katib Kasim Camii Sokagi between Aynk Sokaki

and Asya Sokagi in the KAtib Kasim Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque dates to the last years of the fifteenth or first years of the
sixteenth century and was renovated in 1691; see DBIA, IV, 491; EC, 108-9; 1C, I, 86; OMBYSD, 272. For location, see MW map, E
7/25 and 317.

1655 The Lutfi Paga Mescidi, known also as the Defterdar Ahmed Qelebi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Lutfi Paga
Sokagi and Kara Kecili Sokagi in the Ordek Kasab Quarter in 5ehremini. Although its vakfiye is dated 990/1494, a recent
inscription in Latin letters on its entrance gives the date of its construction as 924/1518. The mosque was restored in 1958; see
DBIA, V, 231; FC, 158; IC, I, 98; OMBYSD, 434-35. For location, see MVWmap, C 6/21.

1656 Lutfi Paia (c. 1488-1563), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Sfileyman I. A dev.irme of Albanian origin, he was
raised in the imperial palace, where he received an education in the Islamic sciences. He was appointed to various posts both in
the palace and the provinces, was made third vizier in 1534-35, second vizier in 1538 and finally, grand vizier from 7 July 1539
until April 1541. The immediate occasion for his dismissal appears to have been a violent quarrel with his wife, Devlet $ahi
Sultan, the sister of Sultan Sf6leyman, whom he had married in 1538-39. He subsequently retired to his estate at Dimetoka,
where he devoted his time to writing works on the principles of administration, morals, Islamic law and theology. A participant
in many of the military campaigns of the first half of the sixteenth century, Lutfi Paga also carried out important administrative
reforms during his grand vizierate. His foundations include not only the abovementioned fountain and a hamam in Istanbul
but a mosque and school in the village of Mnslim near Edirne; see Hadika, 279-80; Vefeyat, 68; EI2 , V, 837-38; SO, IV, 91.
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the cemetery of the Ekmel Tekke, opposite the Congregational Mosque of Sofular.6 5
' This is the

chronogram of his death on his gravestone:

The lord of Avlonya 658 arrived in the glorious Paradises.
He passed from this world in the month of Safer.

He helped a multitude of people when he was defterdar.
May the Friend of God [Muhammed] be his helper on the Day ofJudgment!

[190] He favored the pious servants of God.
0 Mystic, say a Fatiha for him for as long as his memory is recalled!

The insignificant Pir composed a prayerful chronogram for his death.
"May Ahmed's soul be always and eternallyjoyful!"'""6 931 [1524-25].

Hfiseyin Aga, the gorbacz of the fifty-sixth division (bliik) of the Janissary corps, who was commander of
the fortress of Qartak, installed its minbar.

The aforesaid Lutfi Paga was of Albanian origin. He was taken into the imperial palace [as a devfirme],
and, subsequently, after passing out [of the palace], obtained the rank of vizier. His dignity was further
exalted by the honor of being related in marriage [to Sultan Sfileyman].'" On the first day of Zilhicce
944 [1 May 1538] he was appointed grand vizier [in place of] Ayas Paga. But he performed a number of
peculiar acts connected with matters of virtue and culture. For example, his illegitimate punishment of
a prostitute came to the the attention of the Solomon of the Age"1" and became a cause of [the
sultan's] enmity. And after other shortcomings in his conduct of affairs became apparent, he was
dismissed in the year 947 [1541] and Sfileyman Pagal... was appointed in his place. He was banished to
Dimetoka and died there shortly after. Although the aforesaid was wise and learned, his conceited
opinion of himself and his selfish actions were causes of the decline of the state. He wrote a book
having to do with Ottoman law and also founded some pious works. The period of his grand vizierate
exceeded two years-may God, be He exalted, have mercy on him.

2. The Lalezar Mosque1663

Its builder was a gavu of the kapi kulu cavalry corps (sipahi). Because in time the building fell into ruin
and no trace remained of it, Tefsiri Ahmed Efendi brought it to life anew. In 1116 [1704-5], the
aforementioned person was also buried there. His son, Mehmed Efendi, the head of the flower sellers
(gigekciler), installed its minbar. In 1149 [1736-37], he was also buried there. The office of its mfitevelli
was entrusted to [Ahmed Efendi's] descendants. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

1657 For the Sofular Camii and Ekmel Tekkesi, see Hadika, 152.
1658 The seaport town of Vlore in southern Albania. Lutfi Bey was born there, probably in 1488.1659Ahmed'ifi rihunt dd'im 5dd kdla ld-yezdl.
16 Lutfi Paga married Sultan Sileyman's sister Devlet $ahi Sultan in 1538-39.
"' Sultan Sfileyman.

1662 Hadim Sileyman Paa; see Hadika, n. 986.
116 The Lalezar Mescidi (Mosque of the Tulip Garden), known also as the Haci Abdullah Camii or Viran Cami, located at the

intersection of Lalezar Camii Sokaki and Seyfullah Efendi Sokagi in the Uzun Yusuf Quarter in $ehremini. Because it remained
in ruin for a long period of time, it came to be known as the Viran [Ruined] Cami. It was restored at the beginning of the
eighteenth century by a certain Tefsiri Ahmed Efendi and again, according to its inscription, in 1285/1868 by a certain Hoca
Ali. The mosque is today no longer extant; see FC, 157; 1C, I, 97. For location, see Ayverdi, 1H, E 3; FC map, 205.
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3. The Leylek Yuvasi Mosque" near the Yedi Kule

Its builder was the tanner Haci Pir. He is buried before the mihrab. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter. [191]

THE LETTER MIM

1. The Congregational Mosque of Mahmud Paa66.

Originally there was a church on its site. [The church] was subsequently demolished and this blessed
mosque was built. Its builder was Grand Vizier Mahmud Pasa." This is the Arabic chronogram on the
arch of its portal: "May God prepare for us a praiseworthy abode,"""67 868 [1463-64]. It has a medrese,
court of justice (mahkeme), mekteb, fountain, double hamam and other pious dependencies. [Mahmud
Paga] is buried [there] in a separate tomb. This Arabic chronogram was composed for his martyrdom:

Master of good works, with laudable qualities
Wellspring of kindness, acclaimed for perfection,

Faithful confidant of the noble Sultan Mahmud:
He has gone off meekly to the realm of bliss.

He passed on with [God's] mercy. A chronogram was composed.
"Mahmud died praised, bearing witness, abstinent,"'68 878 [1473-74].

His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan introduced the imperial tribune (mahfil-i himayun). [Mahmud
Paga's] son, the senior government clerk (hace) Firdevsi Ahmed Efendi, the palace tutor (saray hocasi)
Hattat Mestcizade Ahmed Efendi,"' and the Janissary aga Hamidi Mustafa Aga are buried beside him.
Tacbeyzade Mehmed Efendi is buried in a corner of the medrese. Vali Ahmed composed a chrono-

gram for his death. "Alas! Tacbeyzade died!"1670 996 [1587-88]. The darfissaade agasz Mustafa Aga built a

sebil and fountain in the blessed mosque's courtyard. The chronogram on the fountain is by Gfifti. "The

flowing fountain of the water of life is a wonder."1 67 1 [The mosque] has a quarter.

The abovementioned vizier was Croatian in origin and was taken into the imperial palace as the slave
of a frontier raider, the gazi named Mehmed Aga. He was trained in the imperial treasury and,
following the accession of Ebfilfeth, passed out of the palace and was subsequently honored with the

eyalet of Rumelia. According to the historian Ramazanzade, he became kadzasker and, in Rebifilevvel 857
[1453], immediately after the conquest of Constantinople, became grand vizier in place of Halil

Paga."67" Because of his great zeal and exertions, God facilitated the conquest of a great many towns and

1" The Leylek Yuvasi Mescidi (Stork's Nest Mosque), known also as the Haci Piri Mescidi, located on Haci Piri Caddesi near
the intersection with Sarmapikh Sokagi in the Haci Evhadeddin Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was built at the beginning of
the seventeenth century by a Haci Pin Mehmed Efendi and was restored in 1767. Its site is today occupied by squatter housing;
see FC, 157; 1C, I, 97; Schneider, Oriens, 5 (1952), 206. For location, see MWmap, A 9/1 and Ayverdi, 1H, sheet E 2.

'" The Mahmud Paga Camii, located on Mahmud Paa Mahkemesi Sokagi in the Mahmud Paga Quarter in Alemdar. One of
the rare Bursa or zaviye-type mosques of Istanbul, its architect was Atik Sinan, the builder of the original Fatih Camii; see DBIA,
V, 268-71; EC, 127-31; IC, I, 98-99; MW, 433-35; OMFD, III, 443-51. For location, see MWmap, F 6/30 and 342.

1" Mahmud Paga-yi Veli; see Hadika, n. 178.
1667 Yesser-Alldhii le-nd kd'a makami mahmfidin.

* Mdta mahmniden gehiden zdhidd.
1 Mestcizade Ahmed bin Abdullah (d. 1760), Ottoman calligrapher of the eighteenth century. A student of Egrikapih

Hoca Mehmed Rasim Efendi, he received his medrese diploma (icazet) in 1731 and subsequently became a calligraphy teacher
in the Galata Sarayi and the Yeni Saray; see Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 164.1670 Ahfevt oldt Tdcbegzdde.

1671 teime-i cdfi aceb db-t haydt, which gives the date 1060/1650.
167 Qandarh Halil Paa; see Hadika, n. 186.
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fortresses. According to Kitib Qelebi, because of his failure in the year 872 [1467-68] to crush and

execute Karamanoglu Pir Ahmed, his tent was collapsed over his head 1 ' at Karahisar. [192] According

to the assertions of Mehmed Paga-yi Rumi and other historians, when ishak Paga67
' became grand

vizier, the aforesaid was given the sancak of Gelibolu and charged with the maritime conquest of

Agriboz.16 7
1 In 877 [1472-73], following the conquest of the abovementioned fortress in the year 873

[1468-69], he became grand vizier in place of ishak Paga a second time because his presence was

required in the war against the Akkoyunlu Uzun Hasan. Although he showed great zeal in the above-

mentioned campaign, he was dismissed because of his neglect of other matters, and Gedik Ahmed

Paga'17' became vizier in his place. He retired to the village named Hask6y near Edirne in 878 [1473-74]

but was executed at the death of 5ehzade Sultan Mustafa in 879 [1474-75] because of an old dispute

[with the sultan]. His pen name was Adli.

2. The Congregational Mosque of Mesih Pasa16"

The abovementioned congregational mosque has an upper story on one side. Its builder was Grand

Vizier Hadim Mesih Mehmed Paga.167' That the name of the pious patron was Mehmed is known from

the inscription over the Valide Kapi at Sultan Selim. However, Mesih became a nickname. They also

call the abovementioned mosque the Congregational Mosque of Mesih Ali Pasa. It is named for him

because the market and hamam in front of the mosque are vakfs of the founder of the mosque of

Hadim Ali Paga,1679 which is located nearby in Zincirlikuyu. Originally, there was a mosque founded by a

vizier named Hasan Paya on the site of this mosque. When the abovementioned vizier [Hadim Mesih

Mehmed Pasa] wished to build this mosque, that mosque [of Hasan Paga] was, with the consent of the

founder, moved to a suitable site in Karagiimr-fk. The mekteb adjoining it was built by the aforesaid

Hasan Paga. The fountain below [the mekteb] was built by Mesih Paga. Inside the mosque there are two

small galleries in addition to the large galleries. Two imams, seven miiezzins and other servants were ap-

pointed [to the mosque]. The salaries of the personnel of the mosque which was moved to Karagilmr-fk

are also provided from this vakf One of the abovementioned mfiezzins is the Friday mfiezzin, one is the

evening miezzin and four are daytime maiezzins. The maiezzins and Qur'an readers (devrhan) who take

part in Friday prayer perform their duties in the small gallery on the right side [of the mosque], and at

other times they remain in the small gallery on the left side [of the mosque]. [193] The blessed mosque

was completed prior to the dismissal of the aforementioned vizier and this chronogram was inscribed

and written on the arch of its portal:

Thanks be to God, the Asaph ofjustice, monotheist of the Pure Faith,
Erected this congregational mosque without idle chatter.

He brought it to life as a result of God's miraculous inspiration.
It became a sign of the Way of Paradise and union with God.

1673 That is, Mahmud Paga was dismissed.
1674 For ishak Paga, see Hadika, n. 173.
1675 The town of Chalcis (It. Negroponte) on the western coast of Euboea in Greece.
1676 For Gedik Ahmed Paga, see Hadika, n. 1632.
1677 The Mesih Paga Camii, known also as the Mesih Ali Paga or Mesih Mehmed Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Eski

Ali Paga Caddesi, Mevkufatci Sokagi and Mntercim Asim Sokag- in the Muhtesip iskender Quarter in Karagfimrn&k. The mosque

was damaged in the earthquake of 1894 and repaired in 1935; see DBIA, V, 406-7; FC, 162-63; IC, I, 104; MW, 438-40. For

location, see MWmap, C 4/22.
1678 For Hadim Mesih Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 1508.
1679 The Zincirlikuyu Camii; see Hadika, 133.
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The Divine Voice expressed the chronogram for its completion.
"This place became a glorious and esteemed house of worship,"1'6 0 994 [1585-86].

[Mesih Paga] was buried in an open-roofed tomb before the sadzruan in [the year] 1000 [1591-92].
Hasan Paga, the founder of the mosque which was moved, is buried before the mihrab. [The mosque]
has a quarter.

3. The Congregational Mosque of Mehmed Pala6"'

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. It was converted from a church. The wife of the afore-
said [Sokullu Mehmed] Paga,16 8

1 Ismihan Sultan, the daughter of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the
Second, built it and brought it to life during the time of his grand vizierate. Because the aforesaid
[Mehmed Paga] added and appended a medrese in front of it [and built] a jadzrvan in its courtyard
and a dervish lodge before its rooms, it is generally known as the Congregational Mosque of Mehmed
Paga. There is a fragment of the black stone [from the Kaba] in the mosque. It was put there as an
object of pilgrimage. This is the date of construction [inscribed] on its high arch:

Namesake of the Glory of the World [Muhammed], the grand vizier,
Whose fortune is everlasting and prosperity is eternal,

He threw down the church of the base infidels,
And built a place of worship which is the foremost in the city.

That house of darkness and blasphemy became an abode of worship.
In truth, this is one of the greatest miracles of the Muslims.

While considering this victory, the Unseen Voice this chronogam
Composed. "This mosque of the Faith is a gift of Mehmed,"16 979 [1571-72].

[194] Three gates open onto the mosque's courtyard and the main gate has steps. The grave of the
aforesaid pious founder [Ismihan Sultan] is in the tomb of her father, Sultan Selim Khan the Second,
at Aya Sofya. The words, "Straight Path,""' establish the date of her death. Ibrahim Khan, the famed
and renowned builder of pious foundations, was her son and was fathered by the abovementioned
[Mehmed] Paga. All of his vakfs are described in connection with another of his father's places [of
worship] .118' The aforementioned dervish lodge was initially built for the late Nureddinzade. He died
before its completion and, by the terms of his will, 5eyh Mehmed bin Omer Efendi, known as Kurd
Efendi, who traced his spiritual lineage to the same master, became its head. He wrote a commentary
on Islamic law as well as other works. He set out with the intention of returning to the place of his
birth, Tatar Pazan, and died there in the year "Eternal abode," 686 996 [1587-88]. His halife, Vaiz Emir
Efendi and, subsequently, the eyhialharem Seyyid Abdillkerim Efendi-i t tibi became 5eyh in his place.
[Abdfilkerim Efendi] is buried there. The date of his passing away is 1015 [1606-7]. His halife, Bfiyilk
Kadizade 5eyh Mehmed Sofyavi, became head of the zaviye in his place. He died in the year "Seal,",6

1
7

1040 [1630-31], while he was the preacher of Aya Sofya, and was buried beside his 5eyh. In his place,

'680Bu makdm oldt 'ibddetgdh-z makbnil ft celil.
168 The Mehmed Paya Camii, known also as the Sokullu Mehmed Paga or 5ehid Mehmed Paga Camii, located at the

intersection of Kitip Sinan Camii Sokagi and Ozbekler Sokagi in the Kfiik Aya Sofya Quarter between Sultan Ahmed and
Kadirga; see EC, 175-79; 1C, I, 101-2; MW, 460-62. For location, see MWmap, F 8/6.

"" Tavil Sokullu Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 21.
'
68

' Bu cdmi'-i din feth-i Mehmedi'dir.
168 Strdt-z Mfstakim. The phrase gives the date 950/1543-44. In fact, ismihan Sultan died in childbirth in 1585; see Ulucay,

Kadinlar, 41.
"' The Azab Kapisi Camii; see Hadika, 363-64.

' 6 1uld-i c4iydn.
1687 Hatem.
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Seyyid Mustafa Efendi, son of the abovementioned t tibi, [became eyh] for five years and, following

him, Seyyid Ahmed Efendi [became eyh] for ten years. After he [died and] set out for the abode of

Islam, the abovementioned Kadizade's son, Seyyid Mustafa Efendi, became eyh for seventeen years. On

his death in the year 1097 [1685-86], he was buried in the abovementioned zaviye. Subsequently,
Abdiilhayy Efendi became seyh for six years and he was transferred to the tekke of Hfidayi Efendi in

1103 [1691-92]. Karabagzade 5eyh Mustafa-yi Manevi became eyh in his place. He died in Rebifilihir

1114 [1702] and was buried in the tekke of Nasuhi Efendi.688 Kinmi 5eyh Mehmed Efendi became seyh

in his place for one year and died. Erzincani 5eyh Mustafa Efendi became seyh in his place, and two

years later he became head of the order of Hfidayi Efendi for a second time. His biography is given [in

the account of] the succession of eyhs of that dervish convent.16
11 [195] Mekki 5eyh Ahmed, [who] was

passed out from the Inside Service of the imperial palace to a medrese, left the medrese when [the

office of the head of] this zaviye became vacant and became the seyh of this tekke. He hanged himself

eleven years later, and, in his place, 5eyh Ibrahim became seyh for fifteen years. His son-in-law, 5eyh
Mehmed, became eyh in his place for thirty-five years, and, when he died, he was buried in the above-

mentioned zaviye. His grandson, Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, became seyh in his place, and, when he died

ten years later, his son Seyyid Abdullah became head of the zaviye in his place-may God have mercy on

all of their souls."' [The Congregational Mosque of Mehmed Paga] does not have a quarter.

The aforesaid vizier was born in a town named Sokullu in the eyalet of Bosnia. It is recorded that he

became a convert to Islam. Initially, he entered the imperial palace in Edirne [as a devsirme] and

subsequently retired with the office of kapuczbasz. He became kapudan-z derya on the death of Hayreddin

Paga in the year 953 [1546-47] and he later attained high rank with [the governorship of] the eyalet of

Rumelia. Performing excellent service at the conquest of Timivar in 969 [1561-62], he was honored by

marriage to ismihan Sultan and obtained the imperial seal in 972 [1564-65] in place of Semiz Ali Paga.

He was also grand vizier during the reign of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan, following the death of His

Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan, [which occurred] shortly after the conquest of the fortress of Sigetvar

in 974 [1566-67]. Subsequently, in the time of Sultan Murad Khan the Third, he prospered with the

rank of grand vizier for a period of six years. He was martyred in 5aban 987 [1579] by a madman

during an afternoon meeting of the divan. The length of his grand vizierate exceeded fifteen years.

More than 60 years passed between his entry into the palace and his death-may God have mercy on

him.

4. The Mimar Aga Mosque 691 in Vefa

Its builder was Zeyni Mehmed Efendi, the keeper of the daily accounts (ruznamgeci) of the vakf of

Ebilfeth. Originally, this mosque was the classroom of a medrese. Subsequently, Evliya Mehmed Efen-

di, the imam of Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth, provided salaries for an imam and miiezzin. His death

[occurred in] 1045 [1635-36]. Because the aforementioned mosque burned in the Cibali fire [of 1756],

Koca Mimar Mehmed Aga, whose house was located opposite it, rebuilt it and restored it with a mina-

ret. [196] It does not have a quarter.

68 Located in Dogancilar in skfndar; see Z5E, 21-22.
1689 See Hadika, 501-2.
1690 For a slightly different list of the eyhs of the Mehmed Paya Tekkesi, see Z E, 9
1691 The Mimar Aga Mescidi, known also as the Sinekli or Nabi Celebi Mescidi, located on KAtip Qelebi Caddesi between

Himmet Sokagi and Kovacilar Caddesi in the Molla Hfisrev Quarter in Bayezid. In recent times the mosque was in ruin and

used for blacksmiths' and ironmongers' shops. It was repaired and reopened for worship in 1965; see DBIA, V, 467; EC, 138-39;

C, I, 105; OMFD, III, 455. For location, see MWmap, E 6/3 and 275.
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5. The Mirahur Mosque692 near the Yedi Kule

This mosque was converted from a church."'' The person who established its vakf was Mirahur Ilyas
Bey, the master of the stable (mirahur) of Sultan Bayezid the Saint. He was born in Albania and was
buried in G6rice.1 94 There are pious foundations of his there such as an imaret, a mosque, a medrese
and a mekteb. This mosque was subsequently converted into the zaviye of a Tatar prince, Devlet Khan,
and its vakf was enlarged and the office of its mitevelli was reserved for his descendants. He is buried at
Silivri Kapi. Mentegeli Ibrahim Efendi, Resul Efendi and his son Abdfnlhalim Efendi, as well as his sons,
who were 5eyhs of a zaviye, are [also] buried there.' 9 [The mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Molla Aski Mosque'696 in Balat

Its builder was Aski Mehmed Efendi. He was a high official in the time of His Majesty Ebftlfeth Sultan
Mehmed Khan, and being included in the roll of imperial poets, he had a daily stipend of one hundred
akge. But when his works are examined, it appears that his genius was not in poetry and verse. He is
buried before the mihrab. In 1148 [1735-36] Fatma Hatun, the sister of Abdiillatif Razi Efendi, the kadi
of Istanbul, installed its minbar, appointed its Friday preacher and rebuilt its minaret, mahfil and porch
(son cemaat yen). [The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Mfirekkebgiler Mosque 161 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Bayezid

Its builder was the babiissaade agasz Cafer Aga. This place was built as a mekteb and school in the time of
Sultan Mustafa Khan the First. Because the blessed congregational mosque of this district was remote
from this place and because the inhabitants of the market performed their prayers there, Maktul
Mustafa Paga subsequently, during the reign of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, made [the school] into
a mosque and provided a daily allowance totaling ninety akge from his vakf for an imam and the cost of
candles. [The mosque] has neither a minaret nor a quarter.

1692 The Mirahur Mescidi, known also as the Imrahor or l1yas Bey Mescidi, located at the intersection of imam Agir Sokagi and
Curcuna Sokag in the tmrahor Quarter in Samatya. The church was converted into a mosque in 1470 by Mirahur Ilyas Bey. It
was destroyed by fire in 1782 but was renovated in 1804-5 by a certain Narperver Usta and again in 1820-21 by the chief imperial
architect Mehmed Rasim. It was damaged in the earthquake of 1894 and is today in ruin; see DBIA, IV, 166-68; FC, 170; 1C, I,
105; MW, 147-52; OMBYSD, 1255. For location, see MW map, B 9/11.

1693 The church of St. John the Forerunner in the Stoudios Estates, built in either 454 or 463. A well-proportioned basilica
founded by Senator Stoudios near the Golden Gate, it is the oldest church in Istanbul of which a substantial portion still stands
and is for that reason a key monument for the history of Byzantine architecture; see Mathews, Churches, 143-58; Schneider,
Oriens, 5 (1952), 200-3.

1694 Korc6 (Gk. Korytsa), town in southeastern Albania near the Greek border. For l1yas Bey's foundations there, see Ekrem
Hakki Ayverdi, Avrupa'da Osmanli Mimari Eserleri. Bulgaristan, Yunanistan, Arnavudluk (Istanbul, 1982), IV, 396-97.

1695 For a full list of the seyhs of the zaviye, see Z5E, 7-8.
1696 The Molla Aski Mescidi, located on Pagahamami Sokag near the intersection with Macarlar Yokugu in the Molla Aski

Quarter in Fener. An inscription over the gate states that the mosque was restored by a Fatma Hamm in 1238/1822-23; see
DBIA, V, 483; FC, 171-72; IC, I, 106; OMFD, III, 458-59. For location, see MW map, C 2/13 and 302.

1697 The Marekkebjiler Mescidi (Ink Maker's Mosque), located according to Ayvansarayi near the Bayezid Camii. The
mosque is no longer extant. Its precise location is uncertain; see EC, 146; 1C, I, 107.
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8. The Medrese Mosque1698 in Laleli

[197] Its builder was the commander of a frontier garrison (serhaddat agasz) who was an officer of the

Janissary corps. He began its construction as a darilhadis, [but] by the decree of God-be He exalted-

he died before its completion, and his daughter worked to complete the abovementioned darailhadis.

Because the school was conveniently located, the Muslims [of the neighborhood], with the

concurrence of the aforesaid [founder], always performed the five divinely ordained daily prayers
[there]. Its needs are supplied from her vakf Its mekteb is over the gateway. [The mosque] does not

have a quarter.

9. The Memi (elebi Mosque16" near the Congregational Mosque of Ishak Pasa

Its builder is buried before the mihrab. This mosque was rebuilt and restored under the supervision of

Zeyneb Sultan in accord with the will of Fatma Hanim, the daughter of the former grand vizier Damad

Maktul Ibrahim Paa. 17 It does not have a quarter.

10. The Malcz Mosque" near the Congregational Mosque of Koca Mustafa Pasa

Its builder was the candlestick maker (jamdancz) Hasan Qelebi. [The location of] his grave is not

known. Malci Mehmed Efendi installed its minbar. His son Osman Qelebi built the mekteb opposite the

mosque. [Osman Qelebi's] father, Malci Mehmed Efendi, is buried in the garden of that mekteb. And

[Osman Qelebi is buried] outside the Silivri Kapi. At present [the mosque] is known as the Malci Con-

gregational Mosque. It has a quarter.

11. The Mustafa Bey Mosque 702 near the Congregational Mosque of Halil Paa

Its builder is Musliheddin Mustafa Bey, the head gatekeeper (reisiilbevvabin) in the time of the reign of

His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. He is buried nearby as a martyr. This is the numerical date

on his gravestone: 874 [1469-70]. Yaglikgi Haci Hasan Aga installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a

quarter.

1" The Medrese Mescidi, located according to Ayvansarayi in Laleli. The mosque is no longer extant. Its precise location is

uncertain; see EC, 134; IC, I, 100.
" The Memi Qelebi Mescidi, located in the Sultan Ahmed Quarter in Emin6ni. The mosque is no longer extant. Its precise

location is uncertain; see 1C, I, 102.
170 Nevgehirli Damad tbahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
171 The Malci Mescidi, known also as the Malci Qiragi Mehmed Paga Camii or $amdanci Hasan Aga or Qiragi Mescidi, located

at the intersection of Hoca Kadin Caddesi and Haci HIIseyin Qegmesi Sokagi in the Haci Evhadeddin Quarter in Samatya. The

mosque was built in 1688 by a certain $amdanci Hasan Aga; see EC, 159; 1C, I, 99-100; Schneider, Oriens, 5 (1952), 206. For

location, see MWmap, B 9/7.
1702 The Mustafa Bey Mescidi, located near the intersection of Kzanhk Caddesi and Sofular Caddesi in the Sofular Quarter in

Fatih. The mosque burned in 1948. Its site is today occupied by an apartment building; see FC, 180; IC, I, 108. For location, see

MWmap, D 5/20 and 427.
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12. The Congregational Mosque of Mehmed Aga70 3

Its builder was Haci Mehmed Aga, 7"4 who was responsible for the inauguration of the office of
darassaade [agasz], and by reason of his appointment to the Wednesday divan and designation as
inspector of the Two Holy Cities, he took precedence over the babiissaade aga.170

' He is buried in an
exalted tomb near the blessed mosque. The chronogram for his death is by Sai Nakka Mustafa Aga.
[198] "May God illuminate that Mehmed's grave!" 70

1 999 [1590-91]. He built a fountain near his tomb,

which adjoins the gate of the blessed mosque's courtyard. A Halved tekke and an adjoining exalted
double hamam were built opposite the mosque. Nihadi composed [the hamam's] chronogram.
"Illuminated mansion and pure hamam,"'70 1 994 [1585-86]. This is the chronogram on the arch of the

mosque's gate:

The humble servant of the world-desired khan,
That virtuous Mehmed Aga,

Namely, the darnssaade agkasz:
He expended such zeal on pious works!

He built this blessed mosque.
It became the sum of the mosques of mercy.

For its founder, may God make this pious work
A reason for Paradise on the morrow!

God is his pardoner, [Muhammed] the Messenger is his intercessor.
May worship and the sacred obligations of religion be carried out here!

Come what may, let prayers be accepted in it!
May it be that which fulfills the needs of the Muslims!

The perfect Davud' 08 was its architect.
He enveloped it in art and built it with zeal.

Asari, the Voice expressed its date.
"House of God and mosque of the Community,"' 09 993 [1585].

[Mehmed Aga's] darilhadis is opposite it. There are also a medrese, mekteb and sebil of his on the Div-

anyolu,' opposite the above-described Hoca Rfistem Mosque."" A sebil opposite Parmakkapi is also

the foundation of the aforesaid aga. In addition to these, there are also two mosques of his in

"0 The Mehmed Aga Camii, known also as the Tavasi Mehmed Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Mehmed Aga Camii

Sokagi and Mehmed Dede Sokagi in the KAtip Muslihiddin Quarter in Fener. The mosque was restored in 1155/1743 and again
in 1982; see DBIA, V, 355-56; FC, 161; IC, I, 100; MW, 436-37. For location, see MWmap, C 3/19.

1704 Habegi Mehmed Aga (d. 1591), darassaade agasz in the time of Sultan Mustafa III. He was the first black eunuch to be

appointed to that office and was the builder of numerous foundations. These include, in addition to the Mehmed Aga Camii

and its dependencies, the fortress of Ismail on the Danube, the Yeni Qegme Mescidi and Aga Mescidi in Uskildar, a medrese,

sebil and mekteb on the Divanyolu, sebils in Makascilar and Parmakkapi, a fountain in Qargamba and two additional fountains in

Usknidar; see Hadika, 218; SO, IV, 128-29.
"0 At the end of the sixteenth century, under Habepi Mehmed Aga, the office of darfissaade agasz was separated from that of

babaissaade agasi and grew immensely in both power and prestige. Its occupant was made the principal officer of the entire impe-
rial palace, was given the rank of vizier with three tug and was ranked third in the imperial hierarchy after the grand vizier and

the $eyhilisldm. In addition, the dariissaade agast now took control of the pious foundations of the Holy Cities of Mecca and

Medina, an office previously held by the babtissaade agasz; see Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society; I/1, 76-77; Uzungarpih, Saray Teski-

latz, 172-83.1706 MehMed'in ide pfir-nfir kabrin ol Hddi.
1707 Rf4end menzil ve tdhir hamdm.
170 Mimar Davud Aga (d. 1598), chief imperial architect of the late sixteenth century. He was successor to Mimar Sinan; see

Muzaffer Erdogan, "Mimar Davud Aga'nin Hayati ve Eserleri," Tfirkiyat Mecmuasi, 12 (1955), 178-204.
"17 Beyt-i Hddi ve cdmi'-i fimmet.

171' The Mehmed Aga Medresesi, Mektebi and Sebili; see Egemen, Qesme, 53941.
1711 The Hoca Rfistem Mescidi; see Hadika, 110-11.
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Uskildar." Davud Aga, the architect of this mosque, was executed in the Vefa Meydani for the offense
of unorthodox beliefs. Asari composed this chronogram [for his death]: "My God, may Paradise be the
abode of that architect Davud!""7 1 1028 [1618-19].

The first eyh of this zaviye was Yayabagizade Hizir Efendi ibn Ilyas Efendi, who was transferred to this
dervish lodge when he was head of the zaviye of 5emsi Ahmed Papa in Uskfidar. Later, he set out on the
Ekri campaign together with the eyhs of the imperial entourage. Being martyred in 1005 [1596-97] in
the battle of Tabur, his corpse was transported to Tatar Pazari and buried there in the Dfilbendci
Congregational Mosque. After that, Sivasi Abdfilmecid Efendi became eyh. Subsequently, Sinan Efendi
[became eyh], and, after that, the preacher of Great Aya Sofya [and] author of a divan, 5eyh Nuri Efen-
di, who was Sivasi's nephew, halife and son-in-law, became head of the zaviye. [199] "Al-$ey 'Abd al-
Ahad," 1061 [1650-51] is the date of the aforesaid [Nuri Efendi's] death. He and 5eyh Sivasi Efendi are
buried in a private place near the Congregational Mosque of Niganci in Eyip. 7 "1 [The Congregational
Mosque of Mehmed Aga] does not have a quarter.

13. The Congregational Mosque of Molla Keste"715 near the Old Barracks17 16

Its builder was Musliheddin Mustafa al-Kestelani. Although until his time there was [but] one kadzasker,
in the year 886 [1481-82], during the term of the aforesaid [Musliheddin's] appointment as kadzasker,
Haci Hasanzade Mehmed Efendi, through the effort of Grand Vizier Karamani Mehmed Paga, became
the [first] kadzasker of Anatolia. Subsequently, [Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi] was dismissed. He was
buried in the year "Turning toward death,""7 1 7 901 [1495-96], at the foot of the Meyyit Kapi near the

Congregational Mosque of Eyfip. [The mosque] has a quarter.

14. The Mimar Sinan Mosque718 near the Aga Kapz'71

Its builder was the well-known architect Sinan."71' He is buried in a separate tomb near his sebil and
mekteb in the environs of Aga Kapi. And his mekteb and exalted fountain are near this mosque. Hakizade
Halil Efendi installed its minbar. This chronogram containing his praises and describing the events of
his life is inscribed over the windows in the wall of the abovementioned pious patron Mimar Sinan's
tomb:

0, for those who reside in the mansions of the world for but a day or two,
The material realm is no place of repose.

1711 The Aa Mescidi and Yeni Qegme Mescidi; see Hadika, 504-5, 515; also Ibrahim Hakki Konyah, Abideleri ve Kitabeleriyle
Uskidar Tarihi (Istanbul, 1976), I, 84, 309.

7 1 3 Alldh'zm cennet ide cayin o Ddvfsd-i mi'mdnri. According to one tradition, Davud Aga was executed for irreligion, but accord-
ing to the historian Selaniki he died of the plague at the beginning of September 1598; see Erdogan, Tarkiyat Mecmuasz, 12
(1955), 185.

1714 For a slightly different list of the seyhs of the Mehmed Aga Tekkesi, see Z5E, 14-15.
17" The Molla Kestel Camii, located on Aga Yokugu between Gene Tnrk Caddesi and Fethi Bey Caddesi in the Kemal Papa

Quarter in Bayezid. The mosque burned in 1912. No trace of it remains; see EC, 144; 1C, I, 106; OMFD, III, 464-65. For location,
see MW map and 254.

1716 The Odaha-yi Atik, for which, see Hadika, n. 1562.
1717 Tevecah-ifevt.
1718 The Mimar Sinan Mescidi, located at the intersection of Koca Sinan Caddesi and Yolgegen Bostam Sokaki in the Hoca

Uveys Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was originally built by Mimar Sinan as his own pious foundation in 1573. It burned in the
Cibali-Fatih fire of 1918 but was rebuilt and again opened for prayer in 1975. The present building is thus of recent date; see
DBIA, V, 468; FC, 169; IC, I, 105. For location, see MW map, C 5/12 and 383.

1719 The residence of the aga of the janissaries, located near the Sfileymaniye; see Hadika, n. 414.
1720 Mimar Sinan Aka; see Hadika, n. 117.
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This distinguished man was the architect of Sfnleyman Khan.
He built a mosque. It resembles the highest Paradise.

On orders of the shah, he labored over the aqueducts.
He became a Hizir and caused the water of life to flow to the world.

For the bridge of Qekmece he constructed a sublime arch, which
Is like the Milky Way in the spheres.

He built more than four hundred exalted small mosques.
This skilled master also erected seventy-one congregational mosques.

[200] His life exceeded a hundred [years when] he finally died.
May God make the Garden of Paradise his place of repose.

The humble Sai172
1 composed a chronogram for his passing.

"The master architect Sinan passed away in this moment." 22

May young and old recite a Fatiha for his soul!

[The mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Meveli Mosque1 72
3 near the Silivri Kapi

Its builder was the maker of felt caps (arakiyeci) Haci Ahmed Aga. His grave is also there. But its
[precise location] is not known. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

16. The Mimar Hayreddin Mosque72
' near the Tomb of Sinan Paa

Its builder, Mimar Hayreddin,"" was Sultan Bayezid's architect. He is buried outside the tomb of Grand
Vizier Sinan Paga,"1 2

1 which is opposite [the mosque]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

17. The Congregational Mosque of Molla $erefj- near the Haliczlar KbjkF1

Its builder was 5erefeddin Kinmi ibn Kemaleddin, an ulema of [the time of] Fatih. This is the build-
ing's chronogram, which is written over the gate of the courtyard:

5eref built a mosque for the sake of God.
In the eyes of God, he was meant for bliss.

I saw mankind in companies praying.
I expressed the date to [mankind]. "It is a house of worship,"' 2 931 [1524-25].

1721 Nakka Sai Mustafa; see Hadika, n. 573.
1722 Gegdi bu demde cihdndan Pir Mi'mdr Sindn.
172 The Megeli Mescidi, known also as the Takyeci Ahmed Qelebi or Arakryeci Ahmed Qelebi Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Megeli Mescid Sokagi and Alay Imami Sokagi in the Canbaziye Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was founded by
a certain Arakiyeci Haci Ahmed Qelebi, who died in 1613, and was built in the late sixteenth century by Mimar Sinan. The
mosque was renovated in 1973; see DBIA, I, 292-93; FC, 57-58; IC, I, 104. For location, see MWmap, B 7/15.

172' The Mimar Hayreddin Mescidi, located on Yenieeriler Caddesi near its intersection with Kara Baba Sokagi in the Mimar
Hayreddin Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque burned in 1898 and according to the inscription on its gate was rebuilt by Sultan
Abdfilhamid II; see DBIA, V, 467; EC, 136-37; IC, I, 105; OMBYSD, 285-86. For location, see MWmap, F 7/23.

1721 Mimar Hayreddin, Ottoman architect of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, considered the founder of the
classical style in Ottoman architecture. He is generally credited with the construction of the Bayezid complexes in Amasya
(1486), Edirne (1488) and Istanbul (1506), although R.M. Meric has questioned this later attribution; see EI2 , IV, 1158-59.

1726 Koca Sinan Paga; see Hadika, n. 1090.
1727 The Molla $eref Camii, located on Vatan Caddesi near the intersection with Molla Gurani Caddesi in the Molla 5eref

Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque, which was for many years in ruin, was rebuilt in 1980; see FC, 175; IC, I, 106; OMFD, III, 465.
For location, see MWmap, C 6/3 and 130.

1728 Hfive beyt al-'ibddet.
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His grave is in the cemetery inside the sebil of Lala Hfiseyin Paga, located next to the tekke of Grand
Vizier Maktul Mustafa Paga'7 , in Otakeilar. The upper-story mekteb over the abovementioned mosque's
gateway and spigots is the charitable work of Abdullah Paga, a former aga of the Janissaries, who retired
[with the rank of vizier and] three tug and remained in his high office until his death. He died in the
conquest of Ada"1 73 in 1151 [1738-39], and Seyyid Hasan Paga became [Janissary] aga in his place. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

18. The Congregational Mosque of Mercan Aga 73
' near the Eski Saray

Its builder, the abovementioned aga, is buried there. He was not [the Mercan Aga who was] darfcssaade
agasi. Subsequently, [201] the abovementioned mosque burned, and Nezir Aga, the nazzr-z darassaade,
rebuilt it. The poet Altuncizade Hafiz Mehmed composed this couplet from which seventeen dates can
be extracted:

This mosque of the righteous is a house of God and an exalted building,
An abode of the pious, a refuge of the righteous, 1732 1114 [1702-3].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

19. The Mihrinaz Hatun Mosque1 73 3 in Karagftmrak

Its builder was a palace woman (saraylz) in the time of Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint. [The location of]
her grave is not known. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

20. The Molla Hiisrev Mosque7
11 in Seyh Vefa

Its builder was Molla Hfisrev Mehmed bin Feramuz bin Ali.7" He passed away while he was eyhidisldm,
in the year "Dignity of Chosroes,"1736 885 [1480-81]. His burial service was held in the mosque of Sultan
Mehmed and he was buried in the courtyard of his medrese in Bursa. Mehmed Bey, the son of Ahmed
Paga, who retired [with the rank of vizier and] three tug when he was defterdar and died toward the end

12 See Hadika, 309-10.
1730 Ada Kale, an island in the Danube belonging to Rumania, located 4 kilometers above the Iron Gates. First occupied by

the Ottomans in the fifteenth century, it remained continually in their possession until the eighteenth century when it was for a
time occupied by the Austrians. After 1867, when Turkish garrisons had evacuated Serbia, Ada Kale remained without direct
communication with other Ottoman territories in the Balkans and at the Congress of Berlin in 1878 it was forgotten. It thus
remained an isolated possession of the Ottoman Empire until the Treaty of Trianon of 1920, by which it was incorporated into
Rumania.

"7"1 The Mercan Aga Camii, known also as the Darssaade Agasi or Orfinler Camii, located between Ornacfiler and Tikcilar
Sokagi in the Taya Hatun Quarter in Mercan north of the Kapaheargi. That the foundation of the mosque dates back to the
fifteenth century is confirmed by a vakfiye listed in the Istanbul Vakzf TahrirDefteri of 953/1548 as registered at the beginning of
Zilhicce, 878/1474. Numerous subsequent restorations have so altered its appearance that its original character has been
completely lost; see DBIA, V, 393-94; EC, 134-35; IC, I, 102; OMFD, III, 453-55. For location, see MWmap, F 6/24.

173 Ddr-z Hakk vdld bind bu cdmi'-i ehl-al-saldt Mesken-i erbdb-z takvd melce'-i ehl-i sald.
13 The Mihrinaz Hatun Mescidi, located on Viran Mescid Sokagi in the Hadice Sultan Quarter in Karagnlmrik. Although no

trace of the mosque survives, its vacant site remains; see FC, 168; IC, I, 104. For location, see FC map, 219; Ayverdi, 1H, sheet D 5
(where it is labeled Viran Mescid or Ruined Mosque).

173 The Molla Hfisrev Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kogacilar Caddesi and Ta Tekneler Sokagi in the Molla Hinsrev
Quarter in Emin6nfi. It is one of three mosques in Istanbul attributed to Molla Hfisrev, the others being the Molla Hfisrev
Sofular Camii and the Molla Hfisrev Camii in Knfikmustafapaa; see Hadika, 152, 205-6; DBIA, V, 485; EC, 143-44; IC, I, 106;
OMFD, III, 462-63. For location, see MWmap, E 6/7 and 275.

17" For Molla Hfisrev, see Hadika, n. 1159.
1736 Cdh-i Hiisrevi.
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of the reign of Sultan Mehmed Khan, while he was governor of Crete, installed its minbar. A patron of
charitable works named Hfisrev Kethfida built a sebil and daralkura beside it. The medrese which
adjoins it is the pious foundation of Etmekcizade Ahmed Paga. [The Molla Hfisrev Mosque] has a
quarter.

21. The Musliheddin Mosque'... in Hirka-i $erf

They also call the abovementioned mosque the Tahta Minareli [Mosque]. Its builder was 5eyh Mustafa-
yi Kocavi. A gloss of the Tefsir of Beyzavi.... by his son 5eyhzade Mehmed Efendi is well known. He was
one of the eyhs of Sultan Bayezid [II]. He traces his spiritual lineage to the same master as Emir
Buhari. His grave is also there. The mekteb opposite [the mosque] is [the foundation] of Fatma Sultan,
whose mosque'7.9 is near the Top Kapi Mosque. [The Musliheddin Mosque] does not have a quarter.

22. The Mehmed Pasa Mosque"' near the Aga Kapi

Its builder was Giyaseddin Mehmed Efendi, the nephew of Aksemseddin. [202] He was known as Paya
Qelebi. He became the mufti of Amasya while he was a miidernis in Eyfip and, later, giving up [that
office], was pensioned off. Subsequently, a medrese in Jerusalem was awarded to him, but he set out for
the Abode of Eternity before proceeding there. The following gives the date of his death:

Because Giyaseddin was one learned in philosophy,
He passed into the presence of God.

The Divine Spirit prayed in the spheres,
And expressed the date of his [death]. "Mercy upon his soul!" 4 927 [1520-21].

He is buried before the mihrab. The dariassaade akasz Maktul Begir Aga 74 2 installed its minbar. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

23. The Makascilar Mosque'7 near the Tomb of Kemankeo Mustafa Pasa

Its builder was Hoca Piri. His grave is also there. The vakfiye of this mosque was lost. Its vakf consists of
two khans and fifteen shops. Sfiruri Mustafa Aga, the commissioner of the Simkeghane (simkeshane
emini) in the days of the reign of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa the Second, installed its minbar, and he
also provided stipends [for its servants]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

1737 The Musliheddin Mescidi, known also as the Apardi Musliheddin or Tahta Minare Mescidi, located on Melek Hoca
Caddesi near the intersection with imam Snireyya Sokagi in the Kececi Karaba Quarter in Karagimrdk. The mosque was
converted into a tekke in 1878 by a certain Seyh Salih Efendi. Neither the mosque nor the tekke is any longer extant. Its site is
today vacant; see FC, 179; IC, I, 108; OMBYSD, 287. For location, see MWmap, C 4/19.

1738 See Hadika, n. 1145.
17'9 The Fatma Sultan Mescidi; see Hadika, 175.
1740 The Mehmed Papa Mescidi, known also as the Papa Qelebi or Hoca Giyaseddin Camii, located near the intersection of

Mehmed Papa Yokugu and Mehmed Paga Camii Sokaki in the Hoca Giyaseddin Quarter just north of the Sfileymaniye in
Kfiikpazar. In view of the date of the founder's death, the mosque must date to a time earlier than the end of the second
decade of the sixteenth century. It was restored in 1958 and again in 1982. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA, V,
363; EC, 85-86; IC, I, 101. For location, see MWmap, E 5/19 and 273.

1741 Rfihuna rahmet.
1743 Morah Maktul Kfink Begir Aga; see Hadika, n. 603.
1743 The Makascilar Mescidi, known also as the Hoca Piri Camii, located near the intersection of Makascilar Sokaki and

Qargikapi Caddesi just south of the Kapahearpi and east of the Bayezid Camii in the Bayezid Quarter in Bayezid. As it is
mentioned in the vakfiye of Sultan Mehmed II, the mosque must predate 1472. It was completely rebuilt in 1954-55. No trace of
the original structure remains; see EC, 90-91; IC, I, 99; OMFD, III, 420. For location, see MWmap, F 7/8 and 342.
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24. The Musalla Mosque"" in Kumkapz

Its builder was Grand Vizier Ferhad Paga."' Because 5eyh Mahmud Efendi, one of the halifes of 5eyh
Ramazan Halveti, expressed and communicated glad tidings in a dream which the aforesaid pasa had
while he was aga of the Janissaries, saying, "You will be the son-in-law of the sultan and grand vizier," the
aforesaid pasa vowed that should that occur, he would build a mosque for the eyh. For that reason,
being faithful to his vow, he built the abovementioned mosque when he was grand vizier. The aforesaid
subsequently became famous as 5eyh Ferhad. His death occurred in the year "Admonition,"1746 976
[1568-69], and he was buried in the vicinity of the abovementioned mosque. The aforesaid paa was
twice grand vizier, and, dying as a martyr in the blessed month of 5evval 1004 [1597], he was buried in
the tomb which he had made ready opposite the guardhouse (kulluk) of Eyiip.

Zeynelabidin Hamidzade Abdullah Efendi, who died in the year "Essence," 1132 [1719-20],17 while
in retirement from the office of kadzasker of Anatolia, installed its minbar. [203] His grave is next to the
medrese of Hasan Efendi in Zincirlikuyu. He also built two rooms near his grave for the tombkeepers.
Ragid Efendi composed this chronogram for his death: "Let the Paradise of the Lord of Mankind be
home to Hamidzade,"1 7

4 1131 [1718-19]. The daralhadis and mekteb located next to it were built by Koca
Haci Mustafa Efendi, who was three times chief secretary of the imperial council (reisidkittab) and was
employed in other high offices of the Exalted [Ottoman] State [as well]. He died at an age of more
than ninety years in the year "Setting out for the Last Judgment, "174 1106 [1694-95]. His grave is in the
vicinity of the blessed tomb of Eyyub. [The mosque] has a quarter.

The aforesaid vizier [Ferhad Paga] was of Albanian origin. He passed out from the imperial palace to
the office of kapzczbasz and became grand master of the stable (mirahur-i kebir) in the time of Murad
Khan the Third. He was subsequently made aga of the Janissaries but was dismissed immediately
following the feast for the circumcisions of the royal princes [which occurred in 1582] on the orders of
the [Ottoman] king of kings [Sultan Mahmud II] and was honored with the rank of vizier [and the
office of beylerbey] of the eyalet of Rumelia. Subsequently, he was dispatched against Iran as commander-
in-chief and laid waste the Persian lands. After the conquest of the fortress of Revan,"17 " he imposed a
peace in favor of the Exalted [Ottoman] State,1751 and, on the orders of the [Ottoman] king of kings
[Sultan Mahmud II], after sending the [Safavid] shah's nephew Haydar Mirza into the imperial
presence as a hostage, he became grand vizier in 5evval 999 [1590-91], following Sinan Paa's second

" The Musalla Mescidi, known also as the $eyh Ferhad Mescidi, located near the intersection of Hayriye Tniccari Caddesi
and Kizilta Sokagi in the Ktip Kasim Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque, which was built around 1595, burned in the last
century. No trace of it remains; see EC, 146. For location, see MWmap, E 7/24.

174 Ferhad Paga (d. 1595), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Murad III and Mehmed III. Of Albanian origin, he was
raised in the imperial palace and from late in the reign of Sultan Sfileyman I held a succession of important offices, including
grand master of the stable (mirahur-z kebir), aga of the Janissaries and beylerbeyi of Rumelia (1582). Shortly after, he was made
commander of the Ottoman forces in the war which had broken out with Persia in 1578. In 1585, he was replaced by
Ozdemiroglu Osman Paga but resumed command in the east after Osman's death in October of that year and retained the
appointment until the conclusion of the war in 1590. He was first designated grand vizier on 1 August 1591, but a revolt of the
Janissaries brought about his dismissal on 4 April 1592. Although he was appointed grand vizier a second time on 16 February
1595, the intrigues of Koca Sinan Paga led to his dismissal on 7July and to his execution in October of the same year. Described
in various sources as rough, ignorant, avaricious and overbearing, he was, nonetheless, a skilled military commander and an
able vizier; see Vefeyat, 29; El, II, 880-81; SO, IV 17. For the inscription above the entrance to his tomb in Eyiip, see Mecmua,
389-90

1746 Va'z.
1747 Al-zdt.
1
748 uldi me'vd ide Hdmid-zdde'ye Rabb al-Endm.

174 'Azimet al-maher.
7
11 Yerevan, in Armenia.

171 A reference to the province of Azerbaijan in northwest Iran.
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dismissal [from that office]. Some six months later, he was dismissed due to false charges and was

returned to his earlier post. Siyavu Paga regained [the grand vizierate] in his place for a third time.
Acting as kaimmakam of Istanbul at the time of the accession of Mehmed Khan,'".. he again became

Sinan Paga's successor [as grand vizier] when [the latter] was dismissed for a third time. But he was
dismissed without cause at the time of the campaign in Eflak,"" which was being prepared at that time,

while setting out in that direction and executing policy. Sinan Paya being promoted [to the office of
grand vizier] a fourth time, [Ferhad Paga] fled in the direction of Istanbul and died, being unjustly

executed by his successor.

25. The Manastir Mosque'... near the Mosque of Davud Pasa

This mosque was [converted from a church] by Tavasi Ibrahim Paga, who was also the founder of a
blessed mosque"... located at the Silivri Kapi. [204] Sabih Ali Efendi, the head of the office of high

appointments (tahvil kisedan) in the chancery office of the imperial divan, installed its minbar. He
passed away in the year "Concealed glory,"'756 1183 [1769-70], while with the imperial army. [The

mosque] does not have a quarter.

26. The Meydanczk Mosque'75 7 near the Bahge Kapi

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Kadiasker Abdfilkadir Efendi, the
maternal grandfather of $eyhfilislAm Durrizade Mustafa Efendi.1 75 8 He was described in detail in

connection with the Sarmagik Congregational Mosque.15
' Defterdar Hfiseyinpagazade Mehmed Bey

Efendi installed its minbar. His grave is next to the medrese of Sinan Paga on Divanyolu. This is the

chronogram for his death which is written on his gravestone:

Hayeti composed a chronogram for his death with a prayer.
"May the All-Forgiving bestow divine pardon on Haji Mehmed!"' 7 60 1145 [1732-33].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

11 Sultan Mehmed III, who ascended the Ottoman throne in 1595.
1753 The principality of Walachia in Rumania.
1754 The Manastir Mescidi (Monastery Mosque), known also as the Ese Kapis, tsa Kapisi or Ibrahim Paga Mescidi, located on

Ramazan Efendi Sokak in the Arabaci Bayezid Quarter in Samatya. The mosque was originally a church of Palaeologan date but

unknown dedication. The architect responsible for its conversion into a mosque in 1560 was Mimar Sinan. The structure was

destroyed by the earthquake of 1894 and is today in ruin; see FC, 159-60; 1C, I, 100; Mathews, Churches, 168-70; MW, 118-19. For

location, see MW map, C 8/8.
17" For Tavasi Hadim Ibrahim Paga and his other mosque, the Ibrahim Paga Camii, see Hadika, 32-33.
1756 Mestar-i 'izzet.
11 The Meydancik Mescidi, located at the corner of Yeni Postahane Caddesi and Hamidiye Tntrbe Sokag in the Hubyar

Quarter in Emin6nf. The mosque is no longer extant. Its site is today occupied by the Vakif Valide Ham in Baheekapis; for

location, see MW, 343.
1758 For Dnirrizade Mustafa Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1163.
1759 The Sarmapsk Camii Tekkesi; see Hadika, 152.
176 'Afvi al-Hdc Mehmed ola ma'fuvv-i Hudd.
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27. The Congregational Mosque of Murad Pasa,6' in Aksaray

Its builder was one of Fatih's viziers. He built a medrese in its courtyard and a double hamam nearby.
This is the chronogram on the arch of the mosque's portal: "He accepted it with pleasure,"7 62 870
[1465-66]. The aforesaid Murad Paa, commanded by the Exalted [Ottoman] State, clashed and battled
the Ak Koyunlu Sultan Hasan-i Tavil"17 6 on the field of Diyarbakir and, in the course of the conflict,
passed away to the Abode of Eternity as a martyr. The adzrvan of the abovementioned mosque was built
by Grand Vizier Davud Paa,"7 1 who is also buried there. He also built the fountain. The first grand
vizier Mesih Ali Paa '7 65 is buried before the mihrab, and 5eyhfilislAm Pirizade Osman Sahib Efendi7 6

1

was buried beside him in 1162 [1748-49]. Altiparmak Ibrahim Efendi, who was dismissed from [the
judgeship of] Bursa, is buried opposite the sadirvan. The sebil, fountain, and upper-story mekteb located
nearby, at the entrance to the crossroads of Aksaray, was built by Verdinaz Kadin, the fourth favorite
(haseki) of Mahmud Khan the First. [The Congregational Mosque of Murad Paa] has a quarter.
Because the previously mentioned Kara Davud Papa and the ranks of the Janissaries caused the
martyrdom of Sultan Osman Khan, he was executed for this wrongful crime [205] and buried at the
Congregational Mosque of Murad Paa on 7 Rebifilevvel of the year 1032 [9 January 1623].

28. The Muameleci Mosque7 7 near the [Congregational Mosque ofi Mesih Pasa

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was 5eyh Mustafa bin Yusuf bin Abdfillatif
Efendi, the preacher of the Congregational Mosque of the Orta.7 " His father was a kadi. He built a
mekteb in Incirky.176 9 He died in the year "Setting out for the Last Judgment,"17 70 1106 [1694-95], and

was buried beside Kadizade in Top Kapi. He gave instruction in the whole of the Tefsir of Beyzavi 7 7

nine times. He died at the age of one hundred five. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

17" The Murad Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Vatan Caddesi and Millet Caddesi in the Murad Paga Quarter in
Fatih; see DBIA, V, 518-19; FC, 177-79; IC, I, 108; MW, 444-46; OMFD, III, 466-74. For location, see MW map, D 7/5.

1761 Fetekabbelhd kabailen hasend. In fact, the chronogram gives the date 876/1471-72, which is the numerical date of the
mosque given in manuscript copies of the text.

1761 Uzun Hasan, sultan of the Ak Koyunlu from 1453 to 1478.
"" Kara Davud Paga (d. 1623), Ottoman grand vizier in the reign of Sultan Murad IV. Of Croatian or Bosnian descent, he

was trained in the imperial palace and in time appointed to the high offices of guhadar, kapicibapz, beylerbeyi of Rumelia (1604)
and kapudan pasa (1617-18). In 1621, he accompanied Sultan Osman II on the Hotin campaign against the Poles and, with the
backing of the valide sultan Mahpeyker, who was anxious to place her son Mustafa on the throne for a second time, was made
grand vizier on 20 May 1622. He immediately carried out the execution of Sultan Osman II but was himself dismissed 25 days
later, on 13June, and executed in January 1623; see Vefeyat, 11; EI', II, 183-84; SO, II, 325.

1765 For Mesih Ali Pala, see Hadika, n. 467.
"7 Osman Sahib Efendi, Pirizade (1710-70), seventy-seventh Ottoman peyhfilisldm. The son of $eyhinlisksm Pirizade Mehmed

Sahib Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and, after a series of judicial appointments, became kadi of Istanbul in 1745,
during his father's term as seyhfilisldm. He was promoted to kadtasker of Anatolia in 1751 and of Rumelia in 1755 and was himself
made eyhflisldm by Sultan Mustafa III on 25 October 1768. Suffering great emotional distress as a result of the Ottoman defeats
at the hands of the Russians in the Crimea and northern Balkans, he died on 2 March 1770. An author of literary works, he
wrote poetry under the pen name Sahib. The date of death given here in the text, 1162/1748, is that of his father; see Altunsu,
Osmanli $eyhilisldmlan, 145; SO, III, 431-32.

1767 The Muameleci Mescidi (Mosque of the Broker), known also as the Muameleci $eyh Mescidi, apparently located near the
intersection of Eski Ali Paa Caddesi and Altay Caddesi in the Muhtesip tskender Quarter in Karagnimrnak. The date of the
founder's death as given by Ayvansarayi (1106/1694-95) suggests that the mosque was probably built in the late seventeenth
century. No trace of the building remains; see FC, 176; IC, I, 107. For location, see FC map, 232.

1' The Orta Cami; see Hadika, 40-41.
1769 A village on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus between Beykoz and Palabahee, about 16 kilometers north of Istanbul. For

$eyh Mustafa's mekteb, see Hadika, 466.
177 'Azimet al-ma4ser.
1771 See Hadika, n. 1145.
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29. The Miifti Ali Efendi Mosque"" in Kinigkmustafapasa

Its builder was the 5eyhfilislAm Zenbilli Ali Efendi."" There is another mosque'."4 of his in Galata. The
shoemaker (haffaj) Haci Ibrahim Aga installed its minbar. Haci Omer Aga built the mekteb in its
courtyard. The aforesaid [Zenbilli] Ali Efendi is buried in his mekteb in Zeyrek.7 7

' This is the date of his
death: "Such a godly scholar has passed on!"'771 932 [1525-26]. This too is the date: "His legal opinion
has been executed,""7 7 7 932 [1525-26]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

30. The Congregational Mosque of Mahmud Aga 7 7 near the Fener Kapi

Its builder was Mahmud Aga, who was appointed [bina] emini at the time of the construction of Sultan
Sfileyman's aqueducts. He is buried in Uskfidar. The income for the expenses of the abovementioned
mosque is assigned from the vakf of the Sfileymaniye Congregational Mosque. When Abdi Subasi first
built this mosque, it was not provided with a vakf Because the abovementioned aga rebuilt and restored
it when, later, it had fallen into ruin, it became known by his name. It has a quarter.

31. The Manastir Mosque 7 7
' near the Congregational Mosque of Kirkgii Sileyman Aga

The abovementioned mosque was converted from a church.' 8 Because its founder, Mustafa Qavu , was
a servant (hadim) of His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan, the monies for its expenses are taken
from the vakf of His Majesty the abovementioned sultan. Originally, it did not have a minaret but subse-
quently, when the abovementioned mosque was repaired, a wooden minaret was built. In accord with
its vakf, its imams are [also] its miitevellis. The nearby fountain and upper-story mekteb are foundations of
a patron of charitable works named Ali Aga. [The mosque] has a quarter. [206]

32. The Mercimek Mosque'7 ' in Laleli

Its builder was Qakir Aga, the builder of the Congregational Mosque of Uskfsb.1712 [The mosque] has a
quarter.

17"' The Mfifti Ali Efendi Mescidi, known also as the Mnifti Ali or Zenbilli Ali Efendi Mescidi, located on Tiftik Sokagi near the
intersection with Apik Paga Sokao in the Mfifti Ali Quarter in Fener. The mosque was originally built at the beginning of the
sixteenth century. Elsewhere, Ayvansarayi notes that the mosque burned in 1627 and was rebuilt in the eighteenth century.
More recently, it again fell into ruin and again underwent renovation in 1954 and 1965; see FC, 181; 1C, I, 106; OMBYSD, 430.
For location, see MWmap, D 4/17 and 309.

1773 For Zenbilli Ali Efendi, see Hadika, n. 83.
1774 The Alaca Mescid; see Hadika, 358.
1771 See Hadika, 132.
1776 Vefdta 'dlimun rubbdniyun ma.
" Temmefetvdhfi.
177 The Mahmud Aga Camii, known also as the incebel or Kuburbeli Mescidi or Abdi Subapi Camii, located at the

intersection of incebel Sokagi and Abdi Subapi Sokagi in the Abdi Subali Quarter just south of the Church of St. George, the
Orthodox Patriarchate, in Fener. The mosque is mentioned in the vakfiyes of Sultan Mehmed II and, thus, its original
foundation must date back to the second half of the fifteenth century. Restoration was carried out by Mimar Sinan for
Kirk4eme Bina Emini Mahmud Aga in the mid-sixteenth century. The mosque burned in 1941 but was rebuilt in 1989; see
DBIA, VIII, 2; FC, 49; IC, I, 98. For location, see MWmap, D 3/7.

177 The Manastir Mescidi (Monastery Mosque), known also as the Kilise or Mustafa Qavu Mescidi, located on Millet Caddesi
near the intersection with Karanfilli Qavu Sokaki in the Eregli Quarter in 5ehremini; see DBIA, V, 287-88; FC, 180; IC, I, 100;
MW, 184-85; OMFD, III, 452. For location, see MW map, B 5/11.

1780 The church is evidently of Palaeologan date but of uncertain identification; see Mathews, Churches, 195-99.
1781 The Mercimek Mescidi, located on Hayriye Tficcan Caddesi in the KAtip Kasim Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque is no

longer extant; see EC, 135-36; IC, I, 102; OMFD, III, 326. For location, see MWmap, D 7/13 and 254.
1782 Uskfib Camii, known also as the Qakir Aga Mescidi; see Hadika, 35-36.
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33. The Congregational Mosque of the Macuncu"8

Its builder is Kasim Abdullah Aga. His death was in the year "Embellishment of character,"7 4 936
[1529-30]. It includes a mekteb. The nearby hamam was founded by Ebussuud Efendi.'7 1 [The mosque]
has a quarter.

34. The Miinadi Mosque7, 6 near the Mosque of Sarag Dogan Aga

Its builder was the chief of the public criers (dellalba.z), Haci Hasan Aga. [The location of] his grave is
not known. Because it was on the point of ruin as a result of the great earthquake which occurred in
the year 1179 [1766], His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third rebuilt it. The building of the
fountain known as the Yeni Qegme at the gate of the mosque occurred not long ago. [The mosque]
does not have a quarter.

35. The Mfineccim Sadi Mosque near the Old Gunpowder Mill (Baruthane)

Its builder was Ishak Efendi, who died in the middle of the reign of His Majesty Sultan Sfileymen Khan,
while he was head court astrologer (mineccimbayz). He was a member of the Sadi dervish order. He was
buried in the garden of his mosque in 947 [1540-41]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

36. The Mimar Congregational Mosque788 near the Yenikapz Mevlevihane

Its builder was the architect Acem Ali.'7 " He is buried before the mihrab. It is a lodge of the Halveti
dervish order. Emine Sultan,790 one of the daughters of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Second, is
buried in a separate, open-roofed tomb next to the mosque. This the chronogram of the adjoining
fountain:

1783 The Macuncu Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Druggist), located at the intersection of Ahmed Vefik Paga Caddesi,
Dervi Paya Sokagi and Kaggirli Mahmud Sokagi north of the Alti Mermer in the Seyyid Omer Quarter in 5ehremini. The
mosque is no longer extant. Its site remains unoccupied; see EC, 158; 1C, I, 98. For location, see MWmap, B 6/4.

1784 Zinet-i tynet.
1785 $eyhfilislim Ebussuud Efendi; see Hadika, n. 527.
1786 The Mfinadi Mescidi (Mosque of the Public Crier), known also as the Dellalbapi or Sultan Mustafa Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Bagvekil Caddesi and Gaspirali Ismail Sokagi in the Deniz Abdal Quarter north of the Qukur Bostan in $ehre-
mini. It was destroyed by fire in 1915; see FC, 182; 1C, 1, 106. For location, see MWmap, B 6/3.

1787 The Mfineccim Sadi Mescidi, apparently located near the intersection of Mfineccim Odalan Sokagi and Baruthane
Caddesi in the Arpa Emini Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque is described in some sources as being identical with the Baru-
thane Camii, but such a connection seems unlikely in view of the fact that, in some manuscripts of the Hadika, the two mosques
are listed separately and are described in terms that make it clear that two distinct buildings are being described. The
Mineccim Sadi Mescidi is no longer extant, nor can its precise location be established; see 1C, 1, 107; KSA, IV, 2222; for the
Baruthane Camii, Introduction, XXVII.

1788 The Mimar Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Architect), known also as the Mimar Acem Ali, Esir Ali, Sfinni Esir Ali
or Orfimceksiz Camii, located at the intersection of Mevlana Kapi Caddesi and KiuCik Saray Meydam Caddesi in the Melek
Hatun Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque was originally built in 930/1523 and, according to an inscription over its entrance,
was renovated in 1329/1911, during the reign of Sultan Mehmed Regad; see DBIA, V, 465-67; FC, 168-69; 1C, I, 105. For location,
see MWmap, B 6/15.

1789 Acem Ali (d. 1537), Ottoman architect who worked in the classical style and was active in the third and fourth decades of
the sixteenth century. His nickname and nisba (Acem and Esir) imply that he was brought to Istanbul from Persia as a prisoner,
perhaps as a result of the campaign of Sultan Selim I in 1514. His vakfs make it clear that he was chief imperial architect from at
least 1525 until 1537. His works include the mosque and tomb of Sultan Selim I in Istanbul, the Qoban Mustafa Paga Complex
in Gebze and the Qoban Mustafa Paga Mosque in Eskigehir.

1790 Emine Sultan (1696-1739), daughter of Sultan Mustafa II, who was at various times married to Grand Vizier Qorlulu Ali
Paa, Receb Paa, Ibrahim Paga and Muhassil Abdullah Paga; see Ulucay, Kadinlar, 76-77.
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o Remzi, a beautiful chronogram came to mind.
"Blessings are appropriate for Emine Sultan,""'9 ' 1151 [1738-39].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

The first eyh of the abovementioned tekke was San Osman Efendi. When subsequently he passed

away to the Abode of Eternity, Abdullah Efendi became head of the tekke. And when, on the death of

Seyyid Mustafa Efendi, the son-in-law of the Merkez Efendi, in the year 984 [1576-77], he was

transferred to the tekke of the abovementioned Merkez Efendi, Habibi Ismail Efendi was appointed

meyh in his place. [207] When he died, his eldest son Mehmed Efendi became geyh. Subsequently, when

he died, his son, Seyyid Ahmed Efendi, known as Vecdi, became his successor. And on his setting out

for the Paradises in the year 1114 [1702-3], his son Seyyid Mehmed Emin Efendi became head of the
lodge. When, in the year 1170 [1756-57], he, too, set out for the Next World, his brother Seyyid Ismail

Efendi was awarded [the office of seyh of] the abovementioned zaviye. And when, in the year 1184

[1770-71], he also died, Seyyid Abdfilhayy ibn Seyyid Mehmed Emin Efendi was appointed [in his
place]. 1792

37. The Congregational Mosque of Molla Girani795

Its builder was $eyhulislim $emseddin Ahmed Efendi.1 794 The building was completed in the year eight

hundred seventy-six [1471-72]. He passed away in the year "Paradisiac state,"17 95 893 [1487-88], while he

was 5eyhfilislam and was buried before the mosque's mihrab. [The mosque] has a mekteb and fountain. In

addition to this, just as there are mosques of his in Vefa and near the Eski Saray in Istanbul, the mosque

named Manastir Mosque in Galata is a charitable work of the aforesaid as well.179
' This mosque has two

imams. The second imam does not interfere in the affairs of the quarter. Its jadzrvan is a charitable

addition of the daughter of Grand Vizier Amucazade Hinseyin Paga. Nahifi composed this chronogram

for its construction.

That distinguished vizier Amucazade's
Only daughter, that glory of the family line,

Rahime Hamm, this auspicious act of virtue,
With sincerity prepared.

She built this pool in this mosque.
She made it a spout for the water of God.

This elegant pool, this pure watering place
Makes possible the drinking of the fountain's wine.

When the servants of God drink this pure water,
Be they young or old,

It becomes the seat of the beauty of the Garden of Paradise.
May it quench thirst with the wine of Paradise!

May her soul be a source of light and mercy,
0, Clement and Merciful, Compassionate and Forgiving One!

1
791Emine Sultdn'a becd hayr- du'd.
'7 92A extended list of the geyhs of the Tekke of Mimar Acem can be found in Z5E, 33-34.
1793 The Molla. Girani Camii, located at the intersection of Ozbek Sfileyman Efendi Sokagi and Millet Caddesi in the Nevba-

har Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was torn down to make way for the extension of Millet Caddesi; see FC, 173; 1C, I, 106;
OMFD, III, 460-61. For location, see MW map, C 6/15.

1794 5eyhlislam $emseddin Ahmed Efendi Molla Gfirani; see Hadika, n. 1637.
1795DeVlet-i cennet.

179 The Kilise Mescidi in Vefa, the Nerdibanh Mescid on Riza Paa Yokugu and the Manastir Mescidi in Galata; see Hadika,
208, 232, 358.
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Nahifi, the date of its completion was,
"What a precious pool! What matchless water!"""9 1123 [1711-12].

The zaviye of Piri Paga, 7" which is located opposite [the Congregational Mosque of Molla Gfirani], was

written about in connection with the description of the aforesaid [Piri Paa's Soguk Kuyu] Mosque.7 "

The medrese, sebil, fountain and mekteb of the chief [of the imperial] physicians (reisidetzbba) Omer

Efendi are nearby. [208] The aforesaid [Omer Efendi] died in Ramazan in the year "Month of Rama-

zan,"l" 1136 [1724], and is buried there. His son-in-law, Qelebizade 5eyhfilislAm Asim ismail Efendi,' 0 '

is also buried there. Nevres Efendi composed a chronogram [for his death]. "Asim Ismail Efendi made

Paradise his abode,"'81
2 1173 [1759-60]. The health-giving hamam of the aforesaid Omer Efendi is on

one side of the mosque. [The mosque] has a quarter.

The father of the aforesaid head of the [imperial] physicians (hekimbasz), Omer Efendi, was from

Bakir Kilresi and his name was Osman. He came to Istanbul and died while he was imam in the Haci

Hasanzade Mosque'... in Haydarpaga. His son, Omer Efendi, was born in Istanbul in Ramazan 1079

[1669]. He became a mfilazim and palace physician in Zilhicce 1098 [1687], entered the teaching

hierarchy on the eighteenth of Muharrem 1101 [31 October 1689] and was granted the office of kadi

of Izmir in 1124 [1712-13]. In Safer 1127 [1715], he was appointed chief [of the imperial] physicians

(reisailetzbba) in place of the chief physician Mehmed Efendi. And in Zilhicce 1127 [1715], he was given

the honorary rank (paye) of Anatolia and actually became [kadzasker of] Anatolia in Cemaziyftlevvel

1131 [1719]. In Cemaziyiilihir 1135 [1723], he was appointed to the office of kadzasker of Rumelia. He

passed away at nightfall on Saturday the first of CemaziyfilAhir 1136 [26 February 1724], and

Hayatizade Mustafa Efendi, the miderris first of the Altmish [Medrese] and [then of the] Koca Mustafa

Pasa [Medrese], became chief [imperial] physician in his place. The aforesaid deceased's mekteb was

built in accord with his will following his death, and his other charitable works were built while he was

still alive. In the year 1251 [1835-36], the roofs of the classroom and medrese, the charitable works of

the aforesaid Omer Efendi, were repaired and restored with a lead covering by the administrator of the

vakf, 5eyhfilislAm Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi, on behalf of the sovereign. 0 4

38. The Mehterhane Mosque'1 5 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed

The abovementioned upper-story mosque was built over the gate of the barracks of the corps of tent

pitchers (gadir mehterleni). Its builder was Sultan Sileyman Khan. It does not have a quarter.

1797 Zihi havz-z dildrd bi bedel db.
1798 The Koruk or Koruklu Tekke; see Hadika, 154; Z5E, 27-28.
1" The Soguk Kuyu Camii in Zeyrek; see Hadika, 153-55.
's 0 Meh-i ramazdn.
1801 For Qelebizade 5eyhfilislAm Asim ismail Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1273.
1802 cAsim ismd'il Efendi kid ferdevsi mekdn.
183 The Haci Hasanzade Mehmed Efendi Mescidi; see Hadika, 99.
1804 For $eyhilislam Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1006.
1805 The Mehterhane Mescidi (Mosque of the Barracks of the Tent Pitchers), located over the gate of the Qadir Mehterhane

Kasn, the barracks of the Tent Pitchers, immediately to the north of the Ibrahim Paga Sarayi on the At Meydam in Sultan

Ahmed. Neither the mosque nor the barracks are extant; see Pakaln, OTD, I, 321. For location, see MW map, 283; Ayverdi, IH,

sheet B 3.
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39. The Muhasebeci Congregational Mosque1806 near the Yeni Kapz in Langa

[209] Its builder was Ahmed Efendi, the finance department accountant (muhasebeci) of Sultan Ahmed
Khan the First. [The location of] his grave is not known. It does not have a quarter.

40. The Congregational Mosque of Mustafa Efendi 0 '

Its builder was the clerk of the vakf of Koca Mustafa Paga. This is the date written on the arch of its
portal:

Has built this blessed mosque and exalted place of worship, charming mekteb and pure sebil, the weakest of
the slaves of God, the most powerful Creator, the noble Seyyid Haci Mustafa Efendi, purely for the sake of
God the Munificent and seeking the intercession of his great Prophet-May God, be He exalted, confer
upon him His mysterious bounty and His perfect generosity! Its construction was completed in the month
of CemaziyulAhir 1172 [1759].

"Mustafa is a general in Paradise,"18 8 1190 [1776-77], is the date of his death. He is buried in the
cemetery of his mosque.

THE LETTER NUN

1. The Congregational Mosque of Nisancz'8 "0 in Kumkapz

Its builder was Grand Vizier Karamani Mehmed Paga.181' He was a descendant of Mevlana [Celaleddin
Rumi]. He was martyred in 886 [1481-82]. He is buried in the vicinity of the mosque. This is the chro-
nogram for its completion which is written on its wall. "May God in return grant us the Paradise of
Eden,"1811 880 [1475-76]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

According to the accounts of KAtib Qelebi'1 and of Karaqelebizade Abdfilaziz Efendi,1813 this Meh-

1806 The Muhasebeci Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Finance Department Accountant), located at the intersection of
the Mermerciler Sokagi and Sepetci Selim Sokagi in the KItip Kasim Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque is no longer extant; see
EC, 144; 1C, I, 107. For location, see MWmap, D 7/23 and 317.

107 The Mustafa Efendi Camii, located on the site of the present Valide Camii at the intersection of Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk
Bulvan and Ordu Caddesi in the Gureba Hfiseyin Aga Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was built in 1779 but was torn down in
1871 by Pertevniyal Valide Sultan, the mother of Sultan Abdinlaziz, to make way for her own mosque. Mustafa Efendi's grave and
the dated inscription from his mosque are today in the walled cemetery of the Valide Camii; see FC, 180; IC, I, 109.

1 808 Mustafafeikfi al-cennet. According to the text, Mustafa Efendi died in 1190, but the numerical value of the chronogram is
1193/1779.

1809 The Niganci Camii, known also as the Niganci Mehmed Paga Camii, located between Tfirkeli Caddesi and Niganci
Mehmed Paga Camii Sokagi in the Niganca Quarter in Kumkapi. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA, VI, 87; EC,
151-53; IC, I, 111; OMFD, III, 476-80. For location, see MW map, E 7/23.

1810 Mehmed Paa, Niganci, Karamani (d. 1481), Ottoman historian and grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed II. A
descendant of the mystic poet Mevlana Celaleddin Rumi, Mehmed Paga grew up in Konya, where he was trained for a learned
career and introduced to Grand Vizier Mahmud Paa. After serving as a clerk in Mahmud Paa's divan and as the mfiderris of his
medrese in Istanbul, he was appointed nisancz in 1464. He was made a vizier in 1458 and grand vizier in May 1476. In this
capacity he became the main author of Sultan Mehmed's legislative policy and was instrumental in the creation of the new state
institutions laid down in the sultan's kanunnames. He was killed by insurgent Janissaries on 4 May 1481, while attempting, in
conformity with the deceased Sultan Mehmed II's wishes, to assure the succession of Prince Cem against Prince Bayezid. A
master of ornate prose, he wrote a history of the Ottoman Empire in Arabic and composed poetry under the pen name Nigani;
see El', VI, 995-96; SO, IV, 105.

1811 Ahsen-Alldhni lend cennete 'adnin bedeld.
1812 KIAtib Qelebi, Mustafa bin Abdullah, Haci Halife (1609-57), Ottoman historian, bibliographer and geographer of the mid-

seventeenth century. The most conspicuous and productive Ottoman scholar of his time, he was a particularly prolific author of
works on the non-religious sciences; see El', IV, 760-62.

1811 For Karacelebizade Abdfilaziz Efendi, see n. 569.
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med Paya obtained the office of grand vizier during the reign of Ebiifeth following the dismissal of

Gedik Ahmed Paa"'14 from his first grand vizierate. On the death of His Majesty the abovementioned

sultan four years later, that is, in the year 886 [1481-82], he attained the rank of martyr at the hands of

rebel Janissaries.

2. The Nevbahar Mosque18 15 near the Congregational Mosque of the Haseki Sultan

Its builder was Muhyiddin Mehmed bin Isa. He was Fatih's head baker (etmekcibaz). When subsequently

the blessed mosque fell into ruin, it was repaired at the request of the concubine Nevbahar from the

materials left over when the blessed Congregational Mosque of the Haseki Sultan was built.1816 [210]
Nevbahar's daughter, who died with the name Meryem, was buried at this mosque. Because it flour-

ished due to the wish of the abovementioned [Nevbahar], it is known as the Nevbahar Mosque.

Muhyiddin Mehmed Efendi, its original builder, is also buried there. Grand Vizier 5ehla Ahmed

Paga, 81 7 one of the viziers of Sultan Mahmud Khan, installed the minbar and provided an income for its

expenses. He died while he was governor of Aleppo and was buried in the year "Paradise,"18 18 1157

[1744-45], in the zaviye of 5eyh Bekir."81" [The mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Nun Dede Mosque'10 in Molla Girani

Its builder was Haci Bahgayi Nurullah Efendi. He is also buried there. He wrote poems under the

abovementioned pen name. A lady named Ayge installed its minbar. Kfilhani Seyyid Mehmed Efendi

was buried at a separate window (pencere)182' near the founder in 1105 [1693-94]. Findik Mustafa Efendi,

who was dismissed from [the judgeship of] Filibe, is buried beside him. Kami Mehmed Efendi com-

posed a chronogram for his death. "That Mustafa Efendi ranks among the select of Paradise,"8 22 1105

[1693-94]. Among his literary compositions, the book entitled Nur al-Fetava (Light of Legal Interpre-

tations) and the Sak Mecmu'asz (Collection of Legal Documents), which he edited, are works esteemed

among kadis. His son, the famous calligrapher Findikzade Ibrahim Efendi,823 died after having been

dismissed from [office in] Medina and is buried beside his father. [The mosque] has a quarter.

1814 For Gedik Ahmed Paga, see Hadika, n. 1632.
1815 The Nevbahar Mescidi, known also as the Biber Aga Camii or Ekmekribagi Mescidi, located east of the Alti Mermer on

the present Tevfik Fikret Sokagi between Hatip Naci Sokagi and Cevdet Pasa Sokagi in the Nevbahar Quarter in 5ehremini. The

mosque was destroyed by fire in 1918; see FC, 183; IC, I, 110; OMFD, III, 476. For location, see MWmap, C 7/4 and 251.

18" The Haseki Camii in Cerrahpasa built by Hfirrem Haseki Sultan, the wife and favorite of Sultan Suleyman I; see Hadika,

114-15 and n. 873.
1817 $ehlag6z Haci Ahmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 54.
1818 Bdg-z kuds, the sum of which is 1167, the actual date of Ahmed Paa's death, rather than 1157, the numerical date given in

the text; see Vefeyat, 73.
1819 The $eyh Bekir Zaviyesi; see Hadika, n. 197.
1820 The Nuri Dede Mescidi, located northeast of Alti Mermer at the intersection of Millet Caddesi and Ahmed Vefik Paga

Caddesi in the Deniz Abdal Quarter in $ehremini. Built in the seventeenth century, the mosque was destroyed by fire in 1918. A

part of its site has since been incorporated into the right-of-way of Millet Caddesi; see FC, 186; IC, I, 111; OMFD, III, 480. For

location, see MWmap, C 6/20.
1821 Presumably a reference to what is known in Turkish as a hacet penceresi or muvacehe penceresi, a door or window in a saint's

tomb affording a view of the cenotaph, where people pray for the fulfillment of a wish.
1822 Mesned gizin-i cennet ol Mustafa Efendi.
1823 Fndikzade Ibrahim Efendi (d. 1751), eighteenth-century Ottoman calligrapher. He was a student of Kadiasker Abdfilbaki

Arif Efendi. An example of his work can be found on the gate of the Valide Sultan Camii in Uskindar; see Rado, Tark Hattatlan,

145.
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4. The Mosque of the Nazmi Tekke824 near the Congregational Mosque of 5ehremini

Its builder was Yavasca Mehmed Efendi. He built it while he was gavusbasz. He died in the year "In the
tomb,"182 1010 [1601-2], and was buried there. 5eyh Nazmi Mehmed Efendi installed its minbar. He
was buried there in 1112 [1700-1]. The aforesaid was the Friday preacher of the [Yeni] Valide Congre-
gational Mosque. When he died, the abovementioned office [of eyh] was awarded to the famous Refia
Abdurrahman Efendi, who is buried there. When, in 1136 [1723-24], he passed away to the Abode of
Eternity, his brother Abdfilmecid Efendi became eyh in his place. And, on his death, the son of Abd6l-
halim Efendi and son-in-law of Himmetzade, Seyyid Mehmed Habib Efendi, who was the preacher of
the Sileymaniye and died while he was seyh of [the Congregational Mosque of] Sultan Bayezid, was
appointed [ eyh]. Subsequent to his death in the year "Glory of Paradise,"18 26 1184 [1770-71], and his
burial in his father's tomb, [211] Haci Sirri Seyyid Mehmed Efendi of the dervish order of the Kadiriye,
the Friday preacher of the Nuruosmani [Congregational Mosque], 127 became eyh in his place.8 28

Although the blessed mosque was originally an upper-story [structure] and the devotional hall (tevhid-
hane) of the zaviye was a separate [building], defterdar Atif Mustafa Efendi demolished the abovemen-
tioned mosque, installed a minbar in the devotional hall and made it the mosque. [The mosque] does
not have a quarter.

5. The Nerdiibanlz Mosque129 near the Bezzaziye Mosque

Its builder was 5eyhulislim Molla Gfirani, whose biography was previously given in connection with his
mosque described under the letter mim.'18 0 He built a hamam nearby. [The mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Nerdidbanlz Mosquei'8 ' in Kadzrga Limanz

Its builder was Kitib Sinan. He is buried before the mihrab. The date [of his death] is not known. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

1824 The Nazmi Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Yavasca Mehmed Aga Mescidi, located on Baruthane Caddesi near its
intersection with Tath Pinar Caddesi in the Arpa Emini Quarter in $ehremini; see FC, 182; IC, I, 110. For location, see MW map,
B 5/7.

'8 2'Ddhil al-merkad.
1826 'Izzet behist.
1827 The Nuruosmaniye Camii; see Hadika, 24-25.
1828 For a fuller list of the seyhs of the Nazmi Tekkesi, see Z5E, 32-33.
' The Nerdfibanh Mescid (Mosque with a Staircase), known also as the Molla Gfirani Mescidi, located at the intersection of

Havanci Sokagi and Uzungari Caddesi in the Mercan Aga Quarter of Bayezid. The mosque is in some sources confused with
the Bezzaziye Mescidi (for which, see Hadika, 75 and n. 581, above). That the two are distinct buildings is clear from
Ayvansrayi's statement here that the Nerdfibanh Mescid is near the Bezzaziye Mescidi; see EC, 41; ISTA, V, 2740 (in both of
which the Nerdibanh Mescid is incorrectly described under the heading Bezzaziye Mescidi); also, Ayverdi, istanbul Mahalleleri,
39; IC, I, 36; OMFD, III, 461-62.

1830 See Hadika, 228-29 and n. 1637.
1831 The Nerdfibanh Mescid (Mosque with a Staircase), known also as the Kitib Sinan Mescidi, located on Katib Sinan Sokagi,

between Tahsin Bey Sokagi and Ktib Sinan Camii Sokagi, in the Ke fikayasofya Quarter in Alemdar. The site of the mosque,
which is thought to date to the latter part of the fifteenth century, is today vacant; see EC, 110-11; IC, I, 103. For location, see
MW map, F 7/32 and 283.
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7. The Congregational Mosque of Niancn Pasa32

The abovementioned mosque is known as the New Niganci (Cedid Niganci). Its builder was Boyali Meh-

med Paga, the son of Pir Ahmed Efendi, who passed away in Aleppo at the end of [the year] nine

hundred fifty [1543-44] while he was kadi there. A member of the profession of experts in the religious

law, he was subsequently, at the urging of his master Celalzade, inducted into the ranks of the clerks

(kdtib) of the Imperial Council. He was secretary to some viziers and, later in his career, became chief

secretary of the Imperial Council (reisialkttab). On the death of Celalzade, he became chief of the

imperial chancery (nisancz). Subsequently, in Ramazan nine hundred eighty-one [1573], he became

beylerbeyi of Ash-Colored Aleppo, and, in [nine hundred] eighty-four [1576-77], he was given leave to

retire to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul]. In Safer [nine hundred] eighty-five [1577-78], in place of

Muallimzade Mahmud Qelebi Efendi, he again became the head of the imperial chancery (tugrake5) of

the Ottoman State, and, in Ramazan [nine hundred] eighty-eight [1580], he became fourth vizier of

the Imperial Council. In Zilhicce [nine hundred] eighty-six [1579], he became head of the imperial

chancery for a third time, and he passed away to the Eternal World in Rebifilahir one thousand four

[1595-96],1833 while he was sixth vizier of the Imperial Council. He is buried in a separate tomb on the

grounds of the abovementioned mosque. His pen name was Nami. He was a tall, large-nosed, broad-

browed, dark-complexioned person of laudable qualities. This chronogram for his death, which was

composed by the late Sai, is written on the arch of [the tomb's] gate: [212] "They said Niganci Paga

became united with God," 1834 1004 [1595-96]. The date of the blessed mosque is written in prose on the

arch of its exalted gateway.

It was begun with the help of God, the Sovereign, the All-Bounteous, in the year nine hundred ninety-two, 992
[1584-85]. And it was completed with the help of the Lord, whose aid is implored, in the year nine hundred
ninety-seven, 997 [1588-89].

There are two brick and stone medreses in the mosque's courtyard, one upper-story, the other lower

story. Subsequently, when the vakf increased in size, the adjoining dervish lodge was built in accord

with [Mehmed Paga's] will. There is a well in its fountain court. The medrese of Umm-i Veled is located

opposite [the mosque] and the cemetery of the dervish lodge of Keskin Dede is nearby. The exterior of

the abovementioned mosque, the medreses and zaviye were repaired in the year 1251 [1835-36]

through the efforts of Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi,1.5 the administrator of the vakf [The mosque]

does not have a quarter.
This Niganci Mehmed Papa never held the office of grand vizier. Lala Mehmed Paga1836 was grand

vizier at that time. The occasion being on the whole appropriate, a brief biography of the aforesaid was

112 The Niganci Paga Camii, known also as the Niganci Mehmed Paa, Boyah Mehmed Paga or Cedid Nianci Camii, located
on Fatih Niganca Caddesi near the intersection with Meymenet Sokagi in the Koca Dede Quarter in Karagfimr-&k. The mosque

is the work of the imperial architect Mimar Sinan. An inscription over the mosque's gate states that it was begun in 992/1584

and completed in 997/1588. A further pair of later inscriptions on either side of the gate commemorate restorations carried

out in 1179/1766 by a Sikrullah Efendi, a descendant of Mehmed Paa, and in 1251/1835 by 5eyhfiislim Mekkizade Mustafa

Asim Efendi. The mosque was again restored in 1958; see DBA, VI, 85-87; FC, 183-85; IC, I, 110-11; MW, 447-49. For location,

see MWmap, C 4/5.
1833 Elsewhere, Ayvansarayi gives the date of the paga's death as 1002/1593-94; see Vefeyat, 17.
18 34 DidiLer vdstl-i Hakk oldi N4dncz Pasa.
1835 5eyhnlislHm Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi; see Hadika, n. 1006.
1836 Mehmed Paa, Manisah, Lala, known also as Tekkeli Mehmed (Qavu (d. 1595), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of

Sultan Mehmed III. Taken into the service of Murad III at the time of the latter's governorship in Manisa, he subsequently

served as Mehmed III's lala in Manisa as well. Following Mehmed's succession to the throne in 1595, he was made grand vizier

(12 November 1595) but died ten days later; see SO, IV, 131-32 and text below.
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prepared. The first Lala Mehmed Paya was the son of a fief holder (zaim) in the region of Saruhan."
He became a gavu when His Majesty Murad the Third, while a prince, was governor in Manisa. He was
known as Tekkeli Mehmed Qavu . Subsequently, at the time of [Murad's] accession, he was favored
with the office of clerk of the Sanctuary of the Kaba (kitabet-i harem-i beyt-i sen'). In the year 990 [1582-
83], at the time His Majesty 5ehzade Sultan Mehmed was affording protection to Manisa [as its
governor], he was commanded to share the gift of learning with the lofty, sun-countenanced [prince],
and he was married and became the husband of the daughter of the nurse of the Prince of the World.
With this access, he grew in influence and, during the reign of Murad Khan, was employed in illustrious
offices such as head of the imperial chancery (nisancz) and defterdar. On the accession of Mehmed Khan
the Third in 1003 [1594-95], he was made content with the rank of vizier and became grand vizier in
place of Sinan Paga'1 38 in Rebifilevvel 1004 [1595]. But his life not sufficing, he was afflicted with a large
boil and set out for the Other World. With a thousand hardships, he convened the Imperial Council
[but a] single time. He was of a vizieral disposition, of just, equitable, righteous and virtuous habit-
may God, be He exalted, have mercy on him. His predecessor [Sinan Paga] again succeeded [213] to
his place [as grand vizier] for a fifth time.

8. The Nerdiiban Mosque'... in Koska

Its builder is Mimar Kemaleddin. 1 * Although his grave was in a spot between shops near the mosque, it
disappeared because of fires, shops were built [on the site], and it was covered over. Handanzade
Ahmed Aga installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

9. The Nahlbend Mosque"41 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed

Its builder was Haci Hasan Aga, a servant of the eminent grand vizier Ibrahim Paa,1842 the founder of a
blessed mosque in Uzun Qavu ."845 He was also his weapons bearer (silahdar). He is buried in a separate
tomb in the place known as the Idris K6 kf.1 844 Because this person was the first to make artificial palm

1837 The region of Manisa and the Gediz valley in southwestern Anatolia.
88 Koca Sinan Paga; see Hadika, n. 1090.

The Nerdfibanh Mescid (Mosque with the Staircase), known also as the Mimar Kemaleddin Mescidi. Ayvansarayi states
that it was located in Koska, that is between Bayezid and Laleli, probably near the intersection of Ordu Caddesi and Koska
Caddesi, but its exact site cannot be established with certainty. Evliya Qelebi mentions the mosque (which he refers to as the
Kemal Mimar Camii), and states that "it is near Sultan Bayezid." In the Istanbul Vakzf Tahrir Defteri of 953/1546, reference is
made to a Mescid-i Mimar Kemaloglu, located in the Bayezid district. Although at first glance, it would appear to be identical
with the Mimar Kemaleddin Mescidi, such a conclusion must be rejected, given that the name of the vakf s founder is Mehmed
bin Kemal rather than Kemaleddin and its date is 867/1463, four decades earlier than the probable date of the Kemaleddin
Mescidi (assuming that its builder was Mimar Kemaleddin, the architect of the Bayezid Camii). For a discussion of the problems
involved, see Ayverdi, Istanbul Mahalleleri, 36; also Demircanh, Evliya, 115; EC, 137-38; IVTD, 144; OMBYSD, 285; OMFD, III, 457.

1840 Mimar Kemaleddin, Ottoman architect active in the early sixteenth century, said by some sources to be the builder of the
Bayezid Camii, though other sources identify the architect of that mosque as Ustad Hayreddin or Yakub bin Sultan $ah; see
Rifkl Melul Merie, "Bayezid Camii Miman," flahayat Fakfsltesi Yzlhk Arastirmalar Dergisi, 2 (1958), 4-77; idem, "L'Architect de la
Mosqu6e Bayezid d'Istanbul," First International Congress of Turkish Art: Communications (Ankara, 1961), 262-65.

1841 The Nahlbend Mescidi (Mosque of the Maker of Artificial Palms), known also as the Nakilbend Camii, located at the
intersection of Nakilbend Sokagi and Gelinlik Sokagi in the Kfinnkayasofya Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque was badly
damaged by fire in 1912 and remained in ruin until it was restored in 1962; see EC, 146-47; IC, I, 109; OMFD, III, 474-75. For
location, see MWmap, F 8/11 and 236, 313.

1842 Candarh lbrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 180.
1843 The tbrahim Paa Camii; see Hadika, 29-30.
184 For the district of Idris K6 kfn on the upper reaches of the Golden Horn; see Hadika, n. 933.
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trees for imperial feasts,1845 it is known as the Nahlbend [Mosque]. The chief of the Qur'an readers,
(reisidkurra) Yusufzade Mehmed Efendi, and subsequently his son 5erif Abdullah Efendi, [who was also]

chief of the Qur'an readers and a commentator on Buhari,846 were imams in this mosque. The

aforesaid Abdullah Efendi is buried outside the Top Kapi. This is a chronogram for his death: "May the

Almighty cause Abdullah's dwelling to be illuminated!"1847 1167 [1753-54]. Grand Vizier Defterdar Ali

Paga, known as Sfirmeli,'848 installed its minbar. He was dismissed in Ramazan 1106 [1695], while he was

governor of Edirne, and was executed in [the month of] $evval. He was buried outside the Congrega-

tional Mosque of Kasim Paga in the abovementioned city. [The Nahlbend Mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Nerd ibanli Mosque'.." in Sarmaspk

Its builder was Mfiyessir iskender Qelebi. [The location of] his grave is not known. It does not have a

quarter.

11. The Nalli Mosquel" near the Residence of the Grand Vizier (Pala Kapi)

Its builder was imam Ali Efendi, a relative of the companion of the Conqueror [Sultan Mehmed II]

Akgemseddin Efendi."' His grave is also located there. The income for its expenses is provided from

the vakf of Mahmud Paga the Saint."" Because there are three or four horseshoes (na) drawn on the

walls of its minaret, it is generally known by this name. Feyzullah Bey Efendi, the senior government

clerk (hace) and brother of Hekimzade Ali Paga, 855 installed its minbar. The former grand vizier Sofu

Mehmed Pagal 4 built the medrese opposite it. [The mosque] has a quarter. [214]

1845 Nahl-i sur, from nahl (date palm). In this context, the term refers to the artificial palms fashioned of beeswax and

decorated with the representations of people and animals, as well as with fruit, flowers, precious stones, silver and gilt-copper

wire and gold paper, which were used at wedding and circumcision celebrations. Evliya Qelebi makes mention of a guild of

makers of artificial palms (esnafz nahlciyan) in Istanbul in the time of Sultan Murad IV, consisting of fifty-five men in four shops;

see Pakahn, OTD, II, 642-44; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 220.
1846 Muhammad ibn Ismi'il al-Bukhari; see Hadika, n. 1443.
1847 Meskenin ntr ide 'Abd-Allah Efendi'nii kadir.
1848 Ali Paa, Sfirmeli (d. 1695), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Ahmed II and Mustafa II. Born in Dimetoka, he

entered the government financial administration, was appointed defterdar in 1688 and became a vizier in 1691. Subsequently, he

was governor of Cyprus and of Tripoli in Syria and became grand vizier on 13 March 1694. He was dismissed a year later (22

April 1695) and was executed on 18 May of the same year. Noted for his extravagance and love of luxury, he received his

nickname from his habit of using cosmetics; see El, I, 398; SO, III, 520.
1849 The Nerdibanh Mescid (Mosque with the Staircase), located in the present Neslilah Quarter south of the Edirne Kapi in

Karagfimrnak. No trace of the mosque survives. Its exact location is uncertain; see FC, 162; IC, 1, 103.

1850 The Nalli Mescid (Horseshoe Mosque), known also as the Imam Ali, Bab-1 Ali or Vilayet Camii, located on Ankara

Caddesi beside the Istanbul Vilayet Konagi in the Hocapaga Quarter in Emin6nfi. Although it was originally built in the Fatih

period, the present mosque dates to repairs carried out in 1868 and in 1902; see DBIA, VI, 42-43; EC, 148-49; IC, I, 109; OMFD,

III, 475. For location, see MW map, F 6/16 and 342.
"' Muhammed $emseddin Efendi; see Hadika, n. 28.
1852 For Mahmud Pala-yi Veli, see Hadika, n. 178.
1853 Nuh Efendizade Hekimzade Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 723.
1854 Mehmed Paa, Koca, Sofu (d. 1649), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Sultan Ibrahim and Sultan Mehmed IV. Raised

by Defterdar Baki Paa, he held various offices before being appointed ara of the Janissaries in 1628. He was subsequently made

governor of Buda with the rank of vizier (1630), governor of Kastamonu (1631) and basdefterdar (1636). Dismissed in 1639, he

was reappointed to that post in 1641 and designated grand vizier on 7 August 1648. He played an important role in the

deposition and execution of Sultan Ibrahim and in the conduct of government affairs during the first months of the reign of

the child sultan Mehmed IV. He attempted to control and reorganize the state treasury and executed Sultan Ibrahim's favorite,

Cinci Hoca, but was himself deposed on 21 May 1649 by rebellious Janissaries who had been instigated by the late Sultan

Ibrahim's mother, K6sem Sultan. He was exiled to Malkara and was executed shortly thereafter; see Vefeyat, 87-88; SO, IV, 163-

64.
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12. The Congregational Mosque of Neslisah"" near the Edirnekapz Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Nesligah, the daughter of Mehmed Bey. Her mother was Gevher Mfiluk Sultan, the
daughter of Sultan Bayezid Khan. Nesligah's husband, iskender Bey, built a mekteb near the Zal Paga
[Congregational Mosque in Eyfip],'.5 and the three of them are buried before it. This is the chrono-
gram on the stone basin in this mosque:

Because Cemali saw this work of art,
He composed the chronogram. "Beautiful fountain,"8

11 957 [1550-51].

[Nesligah's] upper-story mekteb adjoins [the mosque]. [Gevher Mfiluk Sultan], the mother of the afore-
said [Nesliah], is buried in the abovementioned mekteb [at Eyfip]. This is the chronogram on her grave-
stone:

Alas, 0 heart! For Gevher Miluk, Alas!
Thatjewel of understanding descended into the grave.

She was the descendant of Sultan Bayezid.
Together with the spheres, all the world laments.

Anka composed a chronogram for her death.
"That pure one plunged into the sea of mercy," 85 8 987 [1579-80].

The vakfs of these two [foundations-the mosque and the mekteb-] are separate, but both stipulate
that, in time of need, the one will come to the aid of the other. A copy of the mosque's vakfiye was in-
scribed on the wall on the right of the porch of [Nesligah's] mosque in Istinye.1859 It is dated 947 [1540-
41]. There is a fountain [fed by the] aqueduct of Sultan Sileyman in the vicinity of this mosque. It is
known as the Sultan Qegmesi, but the fountain's builder was the kethitda of the first Mesih Paga.1860 [The
Congregational Mosque of Nesligah] has a quarter.

13. The Mosque of Nisancz Mehmed Bey1 86
1

The builder of the abovementioned mosque, Mehmed Bey, was the son of a famous ulema, a cele-
brated personage known as Egri Abdi. He was born into the Transitory World in 920 [1514-15] and,
after attaining maturity, was employed in various affairs of state. Because of his loyalty and good service,
he was contented with the office of head of the chancery (nisancz) following the dismissal of Celalzade
Mustafa Papa . Subsequently, after being dismissed, he was again made nisancz in place of Ramazanzade

1855 The Nesligah Camii, located at the intersection of Nesligah Camii Sokagi and Kuru Qmar Sokagi in the Nesligah Quarter
in Karagmrilk. The mosque, which was for many years in ruin, was renovated and reopened for prayer in 1955; see DBIA, VI,
67; FC, 182-83; IC, I, 110. For location, see MW map, B 3/1 and 290.

1856 The Zal Mahmud Paga Camii; see Hadika, 277-79. For iskender Bey's mekteb, see ibid., 278.
1857 Gesme-i hnib.
"' Daldz deryd-yz rahmete olpdk. According to Ulucay (Kadinlar, 26), Gevher Mfiluk Sultan actually died in 957/1550.
... The Nesliah Mescidi; see Hadika, 449.
"' Mesih Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 467.

1861 The Niganci Mehmed Bey Mescidi. The mosque is omitted from the various manuscript versions of the text and is found
only in Ali Sati's printed edition. That the mosque is distinct from Niganci Mehmed Bey's medrese and mosque in Alti Mermer
(the still-extant Eski Niganci or Nisanci Mehmed Bey Medresesi, located on K6prfni6zade Sokagi between Task6pr~izade Sokagi
and Ali 5ir Nevai Sokagi in the Seyyid Omer Quarter in 5ehremini) is implied by Ali Sati's statement (below) that "there is a
mosque and medrese of his near the Alti Mermer in the quarter of Agik Paa." Since, however, this latter mosque is nowhere
enumerated in either the printed or manuscript texts, it is possible that the present Nianci Mehmed Bey Mescidi is, in fact, a
reference to the mosque in Alti Mermer. Oz (IC, I, 111) lists the Niganci Mehmed Bey Mescidi but gives no indication of its
location. FC (183) states that it is described as being in the vicinity of Alti Mermer Caddesi, clearly a reference to the abovemen-
tioned mosque and medrese of Nigan Mehmed Bey in that district. All sources agree that no trace of the mosque remains. For
the location of the Niganci Mehmed Bey Medresesi, see MW map, B 7/10 and 363; see also Hadika, 171 and n. 1311.
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in 970 [1562-63]. He died in Pequy18 62 in the year 974 [1566-67] and was buried there in the cemetery of

the Congregational Mosque of Kasim Aga. There is a mosque and medrese of his near the Alti Mermer

[cistern] in the quarter of Agik Paga. [215] According to tradition, although he also built a tomb, his

burial [there] was not decreed by fate. Later, Tavagi Hfiseyin Aga installed a minbar [in this mosque]

for the performance of Friday prayer. The aforesaid Niganci Mehmed Bey was the son-in-law of Bahk-

zade Mehmed Efendi. The renowned-to-the-horizons Nevi Efendi was the son-in-law of the aforesaid

Mehmed Bey. Atayi, the author of the Zeyl-i 5akayzk,1863 was Mehmed Bey's grandson. And Mehmed Bey

had a son named Ahmed.

THE LETTER VAV

1. The Veled-i Karaba Mosque"* in Lalezar

Its builder was Haci Mahmud Efendi. He was the son of 5eyh Abdurrahman Efendi, the builder of the

Karaba Mosque 1865 located in Yenibahce. [The location of] his grave is not known. Arec Ayge Hatun

installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Mosque of the Vezir Khan"'* near the Dikilitav

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Grand Vizier Fazil Ahmed Paga.'"6 He

died while he was master of the seal and was buried in the tomb of his father, K6pr6f16 Mehmed Paga.'

The date of his death is:

He was sound when he set out in the direction of Edirne.
But at Qorlu Ahmed Paga's road was cut.

Zeki heard the news of his death. He composed a chronogram.
"May the Land of Paradise be Ahmed Paga's dwelling,"' 9 1087 [1676-77].

[Fazil Ahmed Paga] also built the [Vezir] Khan. The library located near the tomb in which he is buried

is also a charitable foundation of the aforesaid. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

1862 The town of P6cs in southern Hungary.
1863 For the Zeyl-i $akayzk and its author, see Hadika, n. 1310.
18" The Veled-i Karaba Mescidi, located at the intersection of Karaba Veli Sokaoi and Aynah Bakkal Sokagi, south of the

Mevlevihane Kapi in the Veledi Karaba Quarter in $ehremini. The mosque, which was probably founded in the second half of

the seventeenth century, was rebuilt in 1903 by Sultan Abdfilhamid II; see FC, 223; IC, I, 150. For location, see MW map, A 6/5

and 291.
1865 The Karaba Mescidi; see Hadika, 188.
186 The Vezir Hani Mescidi, known also as the Fazil Ahmed Papa Mescidi, located inside the Vezir Khan off Vezir Han

Caddesi in the Molla Fenari Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque is today abandoned; see EC, 206-8; IC, I, 150. For location, see

MW F 7/12 and 270, 342, 371.
1867 K6prinlfizade Fazil Ahmed Paa; see Hadika, n. 790.
186 For K6prfnui Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 795.
186 Vatan-z cennet ola mesken-i Ahmed Pasa.
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3. The Mosque of the Valide Medrese.7 * in Sultan Selim

The abovementioned mosque, which was originally a medrese, was the charitable foundation of Grand
Vizier Ozdemiroglu Osman Paga."'' Subsequently, K6sem Valide Mahpeyker Sultan,""72 installed a
mihrab in the classroom, built a minaret and generally repaired the abovementioned medrese. She
stipulated that the person who was tutor (muid) in the medrese [should occupy] the office of its imam.
[216] She also appointed other personnel and made [it] a separate blessed mosque. It is evident from
this chronogram on the exterior of the gateway arch that the abovementioned medrese was completed

through the zeal of Hadim Mesih [Mehmed] Paga,"" following the death of the abovementioned

[Osman Paga]. [This is] the chronogram of the abovementioned medrese:

Wonderful is the transitory court and palace of this world!
Vizier, prince and sultan: although here today, tomorrow they are no more!

Behold Osman Paga! To the thoughtful he is a sufficient example!
He fought in the holy wars. He brought to mind the name of the Ottoman Dynasty.

He opened Tabriz and Shirvan.1874 He conquered Iran and Turan.
He cut down the rebel Tatar khan'... in the holy war and seized the field of battle.

He suffered [physical] annihilation, but, seeking, God, he endured.
And he departed on ajourney with the beautiful youths of Paradise.

With the help of God he left a valorous, good successor in his place,"
That beylerbeyi of Rumelia, who has the rank of vizier,

The esteemed pasa named Mehmed, the glory of the world.
Repelling injustice-may God preserve him from sin-

He founded this charitable work, and it caused the name of the deceased to be remembered in the
world.

May his name be remembered! May he be held in respect until the end of the worlds!
When out of benevolence he completed it, he composed its chronogram.
"What an elegant medrese it became! Study and learn the divine sciences!"'877 994 [1585-86].

The aforesaid valide sultan built an exalted fountain adjoining it. This is the chronogram [inscribed]

beneath its roof:

Her Majesty the valide, spring of munificence,
The felicitous sultana, auspicious personage:

Kindness and benevolence are always her occupation.
It is the mark of a generous person such as this.

How good it is that a benevolent person should create [such a pious work]!
She bestows esteem and favor with sincerity.

[217] The Believers pray for her day and night.
Women Believers praise her morning and evening.

She built this fountain on this site.
May she be fixed and enduring in her good fortune!

1870 The Valide Medresesi Mescidi, located in the Valide Medrese on Valde Medrese Sokaki at the intersection with
Darfi afaka Caddesi in the Koca Dede Quarter in Karagimrik. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 222. For location, see
MWmap, D 4/38.

1871 For Ozdemiroglu Osman Pasa, see Hadika, n. 1511.
1872 For K6sem Valide Mahpeyker Sultan, see Hadika, n. 123.
173Hadim Mesih Mehmed Paa; see Hadika, n. 1508.
1874 Khanate on the western shore of the Caspian, seized by Ozdemiroklu Osman Paga from the Safavids in 1578.
175 The Crimean Tatar Mehmed Giray Khan, whose execution was ordered by Sultan Murad III in 1584 for his failure to sup-

port the Ottomans in their war against the Safavids.
17' Hadim Mesih Mehmed Paa, who was made second vizier and kaimmakam when Grand Vizier Ozdemiroglu Osman Paga

left Istanbul to become serdar in July 1584; see Hadika, n. 1508.
1877 Ne ziba medrese oldi oku bil 'ilm-i rabbdnz.
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She brought to it limpid water, pleasant to swallow.
In its agreeableness it is like sugar and sweetmeat.

It is such savory and delicious water that
The sweet waters of the Euphrates are jealous of it.

The Voice approved of it and said,
"It is a beautiful fountain of the sky-blue water of life,"1'7 1050 [1640-41].

The aforesaid [Ozdemiroglu Osman] Paga died in Tabriz'1 79 in the month of Zilkade at the age of sixty.
Abdi composed a chronogram for his death. "God have mercy on his soul!" 1880 993 [1585].

The aforesaid Osman Paa was twice governor of Baghdad in the time of Snileyman Khan. He was the
son of a courageous warrior named Kurd Ali Paa,' 8 1 who performed many admired services. On his
mother's side, his genealogy extended back to the Abbasid caliphs. He obtained the rank of beylerbeyi at
the age of twenty and, according to one account, became governor of Egypt. In 977 [1569-70], fearing
the malice and envy of Sinan Paga, the commander (serasker) in the Yemen, over his reconquest of the
Yemen from the family of Mutahhar'18 ' and its pacification, he came to Istanbul. Although he became
the object of imperial esteem, he fell from favor as a result of the injustice of the grand vizier of the
time, Mehmed Paga-yi Tavil,'88 ' and chose to retire into seclusion for a time, summer and winter, and
became a tent-dweller outside Constantinople. Subsequently, with the help of Lala Mustafa Paga, the
conqueror of Cyprus, he was honored with the eyalets of Diyarbakir and Egypt, and in 986 [1578-79], in
the time of Murad Khan the Third, he was favored with the rank of vizier, appointed commander-in-
chief in Iran and won many victories. After the conquest [of Iran], he also subjugated many fortresses
in the direction of the Demir Kapi8 4 and dispatched the keys of seventeen of them to the [Ottoman]
State. In 992 [1584-85], he was triumphant and victorious in the war with the rebellious Crimean khan,
Mehmed Giray Khan. In Receb 992 [1584], following the execution of the abovementioned khan, he
was appointed grand vizier in place of the vizier Siyavu Paa. 18" He set out on another Iranian
campaign [in 1585] and, after completion of his duty, died in Zilhicce 993 [1585]. [218] Hadim Mesih
Paa was appointed in his place. According to the Cihanniima (View of the World), 88 the aforesaid
[Osman Paga] died a martyr in the Tabriz campaign, and, a year later, his corpse was brought to his
tomb in the Atayi Medresesi [in Diyarbakir] and buried.

4. The Voynuk $iica Mosque''7 in Vefa

The aforesaid is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was $ficaeddin Ibrahim Efendi. He is buried in the
cemetery before the mihrab. Hizir Bey Efendi, who was described earlier in connection with his

1878 Gzel ceqmedir dbi db-z haydt.
1879 Actually, Ozdemiroklu Osman Paya died while returning from Tabriz and was buried in Diyarbakir.

0 Eyliye rahuna rahmet Hddi.
1881 In fact, as his name indicates, Osman Paga was the son of Ozdemir Paa.
188 A reference to Osman Paa's campaign in the Yemen against the Zaydi imam al-Mutahhar b. al-Mutawakkil.
1883 Sokullu Tavil Mehmed Pasa; see Hadika, n. 21.
1' The Iron Gate, known also simply as Derbend (the Pass) or as the BAb al-AbwAb (the Gate of Gates), is the Caspian Gate

of antique writers, a narrow plain at the eastern end of the Caucasus mountain chain along the coast of the Caspian Sea at
Derbend in southeast Dagestan.

1885 Kanjeli Siyavu Paga; see Hadika, n. 308.
1886 The great compilation of geographical knowledge by the renowned seventeenth-century Ottoman writer, Katib (elebi;

see Hadika, n. 1812.
1887 The Voynuk $fnca Mescidi, known also as the Voynuk $ficaeddin, Vuynuk $ucag or Arabacilar Camii, located at the

intersection of the former Haci Kadin Bostam Sokagi and Kitib Qelebi Caddesi in the Haci Kadin Quarter in Kncffkpazar. The
mosque was torn down in 1956 and its site is today occupied by the Manifaturacilar Qargisi; see EC, 208-9; 1C, I, 151; OMFD, III,
515-17. For location, see MWmap, E 5/21 and 275.
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mosque,.... is also buried here. The famous poet Necati Efendi is buried below the mekteb opposite the
mosque. The date of his death is "Necati's corpse," 1889 914 [1508-9]. Another chronogram is "Alas,
Necati, you have departed!" 180 914 [1508-9]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

5. The Mosque of the Valide Khan1891

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Mahpeyker Sultan, known as K6sem
Valide,'89' the mother of Murad the Fourth and tbrahim Khan. This great khan is one of the vakfs of the
aforesaid's mosque.'... She died a martyr in the year "Carnage! Carnage!" 894 1062 [1651-52], twice
[repeated], and was buried in the tomb of her spouse, Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. There are other
charitable works of hers in addition [to this]. Her biography is recounted in detail in Naima.1 89 [The
Mosque of the Valide Khan] does not have a quarter.

THE LETTER HA

1. The Mosque of the Himmetzade Zaviyesi' near the Kadzasker Congregational Mosque

Defterdar Ibrahim Efendi built it. Himmet Efendi, who was the seyh of the abovementioned zaviye,
passed away in the year "Seal of the saints,"1897 1095 [1683-84]. He was buried in Uskfidar, in the dervish
lodge of his grandson 5tkr-i Efendi, beside his eyh, Hfiseyin Efendi, and his 5eyh, Bezcizade Mehmed
Efendi. The builder of the zaviye was a defterdar of His Majesty Mehmed Khan the Fourth. [The location
of] his grave is not known. Himmet Efendi's eldest son, the seyh of the Sitleymaniye Abdullah Efendi,
became head of the zaviye in his place. On his death in 1122 [1710-11], he was buried beside his father,
and his son Seyyid Abdfissamed Efendi became seyh in his place. He also died while he was eyh of the
Sfileymaniye and was buried beside his father. The date of his death is as follows: [219] "He composed a
chronogram. '5eyh Abdfissamed,""" 1151 [1738-39]. His son, Seyyid Nureddin, became $eyh in his
place. He died while he was seyh of the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Ahmed. The date of his death

" The Haci Kadin Camii; see Hadika, 96-97.
188 Meyt-i Necat.
1890 Gitdin Necdti dh.
1891 The Valide Ham Mescidi, located at the center of the courtyard of the Valide Khan, opening off Qakmakcilar Yokugu in

the Mercan Aga Quarter in Bayezid. The khan and mosque were built in 1650, shortly before Kbsem Valide's death. The
mosque was used by the Iranian Shi'ites of Istanbul and is therefore known as the tranhlar Camii. In the past, they would
congregate in the courtyard of the khan to celebrate Agura, the 23rd of Muharrem, commemorating the battle of Kerbala, and
flagellate themselves while the imam recounted the story of the tragic martyrdom of Hniseyin. Such public displays were banned
by the authorities beginning in 1927, and since then the ceremonies have been confined to the interior of the mosque; see EC,
203-4; Erika Glassen, "Muharram-Ceremonies ('Azadari) in Istanbul at the End of the XIXth and the Beginning of the XXth
Century," Les Iraniens d'Istanbul, ed. Th. Zarcone and F. Zarinebaf (Paris, 1993), 113-29; V. A. Gordlevski, "Les Jours de
Muharram i Constantinople," ibid., 235-42; IC, I, 130.

1892 K6sem Valide Mahpeyker; see Hadika, n. 123.
13 The Qinili Cami in Uskfidar; see Hadika, 491-92, where specific reference is made to the Valide Khan.

1894 Kztdl kztadl. Kbsem Valide was executed at the behest of her rival, Turhan Sultan, the mother of Sultan Mehmed IV and
widow of Sultan Ibrahim.

1895 For Naima, see Hadika, n. 60.
1896 The Himmetzade Zaviyesi Mescidi, known also as the Defterdar tbrahim Efendi or $eyh Emir Hfisameddin Mescidi,

located near the intersection of the present Bezmialem Caddesi and Muska Sokagi north of the Qapa Higher Teachers School
in the Ordek Kasap Quarter in $ehremini. No trace of either the zaviye or mosque survives. Its site is today occupied by
apartment buildings; see DBIA, VIII, 199; FC, 127; IC, I, 71. For location, see MWmap, C 6/23; Ayverdi, 1H, sheet D 4.

1897 Hdtime-i evliyd.
1898 5ey4 'Abd al-Samed.
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is "Preacher of Sultan Ahmed,"18"" 1180 [1766-77]. He is buried in this zaviye. His two sons named

Bahaeddin and Mecdeddin are at present eyhs in his place.' [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

2. The Mosque of the Hindiler Tekke'"' near the Congregational Mosque of Murad Pasa

The abovementioned zaviye is a lodge of the Nakebendi dervish order. His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan

Mehmed Khan built it at the request of Hoca ishak Buhari-i Hindi. The abovementioned eyh is buried

before the mihrab. The weapons bearer (silahdar) of His Majesty the aforesaid [Ebnilfeth], he was

marked by divine ecstasy and ended his life having dwelt for some time in the zaviye. He was buried

next to the street entrance to the mosque. The abovementioned gate adjoins the Horhor Fountains on

one side.1 '" The administration [of the vakJ] is entrusted to [the zaviye's] eyhs. An income for its ex-

penses is provided from the vakf of His Majesty the aforesaid sultan. Subsequently, at the request of

Seyyid Feyzullah Efendi-i Hindi, the founder of a zaviye in Uskfidar, Grand Vizier Yegen Mehmed

Paga. 5 assigned it a daily income from the customs duties . In those days, the 5eyhs of the zaviye were

from Hindustan-may God have mercy on them all. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

THE LETTER YA

1. The Yayla Mosque""4

Its builder was Aydin Kethfida, the steward (kethiida) of the mosque founder, Davud Paga."' He is

buried outside Davud Paa's tomb.19 " Seyyid Mehmed Sadik Aga, known as Qelebi Ulak, who is buried

beside Nasreddin Hoca'19 7 in Akgehir, installed its minbar. Ramazan Efendi, who made four hundred

copies of the Blessed Qur'ans and whose name, "Ramazan," 1091 [1680-81], gives the date of his death,

"9 Vd'iz-z Sultdn Ahmed.
10 For a somewhat fuller list of the seyhs of the Himmetzade Zaviyesi, see Z$E, 5-6.

190 The Hindiler Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Horhor Caddesi between Imam Murad Sokagi and Qingirakli Bostam Sokagi in

the Gureba Hfiseyin Aga Quarter in Fatih. No trace of the mosque remains; see DBIA, IV, 74; FC, 127; IC, I, 71; OMFD, III, 418.

For location, see MWmap, D 6/24 and 254.
192 The Horhor Qegmeleri; see Taniik, Ge(meler, I, 286.
"' Mehmed Paa, Gimrnikf, Yegen (d. 1745), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mahmud I. Born in Antalya, he

began public life there as a tax farmer (miltezim) and later went to Istanbul, where he was appointed commissioner of customs

(gifmrik emini) from 1728 to 1729. In 1732, Mehmed Paga became kapi kethaidasz to Topal Osman Paa, the beylerbeyi of Erzurum;

in 1733, he was appointed controller of the bureau of contributions in kind (mevkufatpz) in the Finance Office or Defterdarhk

and, still later, was again made commissioner of customs and kapt kethfidasi to K6prnflfizade Hafiz Ahmed Paa. He was

promoted to the rank of vizier in 1737, was made kaimmakam, and was finally appointed grand vizier on 19 December 1737.

Although he led a successful campaign against the Austrians in the Balkans, he was dismissed on 23 March 1739, because of the

influence of the powerful darassaade agast, Begir Aga. First exiled to Chios, he was later given the governorships of Candia,

Negroponte, Bosnia and Aydin. In 1744, he was appointed beylerbeyi of Anatolia and made commander of the army sent against

Persia. He died on 10 August 1745 during a siege of Yerevan and was buried in Kars; see Vefeyat, 85; EI2 , VI, 1002-03; SO, IV, 234-

35.
1904 The Yayla Mescidi, known also as the Aydin Kethfida or Kurgunlu Camii, located at the intersection of Mimar Kasim

Sokagi and Yayla Caddesi in the Ibrahim Qavu Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was built during the reign of Bayezid II and

was renovated at the end of the nineteenth century. It is sometimes confused with the nearby Kanbur Mustafa Paga Camii, also

known as the Yayla Camii (see Hadika, 245); see DBIA, VIII, 474; Semavi Eyice, "Istanbul'da 'Yayla' Camileri ve $ehrin Tarihi

Topografyasmin Yanhl izah Edilen bir Meselesi," TD, 7 (1954), 31-42; 1C, I, 152; JVTD, 281; OMBYSD, 177. For location, see

MWmap, B 6/13; Ayverdi, IH, sheet E 4.
190' The founder of the Davud Paya Camii in Kocamustafapaga; see Hadika, 117-18.
19 See Hadika, 118, where he is described as the builder of the Yayla Mescidi.
1907 For Nasreddin Hoca, see Hadika, n. 751.
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was this mosque's imam. When he died, he was buried near the Kadiri zaviye,"90 3 which he had recently
rebuilt, located outside the [Mevlevihane] Yeni Kapi. Gavsi 5eyh Mustafa Efendi is also buried in the
abovementioned dervish lodge. His name, "Al-$eyh Mustafa," 90 9 is likewise the date of his death. [220]

2. The Yahya Gizel Mosque"1 0 near the Vefa Meydanz

Its builder [Yahya Gfizel] is buried in his medrese, which adjoins [the mosque]. When the aforemen-
tioned mosque burned in the Unkapam fire, Osman Aga, the aga of the Janissaries of Baghdad, built it
anew. He died a year later, on the date "Lamentation," 1911 1131 [1718-19], and was buried beside the
founder. Ayge Sultan, the wife of Damad Ibrahim Paga, who was three times grand vizier and who, at his
death, was buried in a separate tomb near the mosque of 5ehzade Sultan Mehmed, installed its minbar.
The aforesaid [Ayge Sultan] is buried in the tomb of Sultan Mehmed the Third near Aya Sofya. [The
Yahya Gfizel Mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Yolgegen Mosque"1 ' near the Altz Mermer [Cistern]

Its builder was the commissioner of the register (defter emini), Omer Efendi. [The location of] his grave
is not known. This is the chronogram for the building's completion, which is on the arch of its gateway:

This chronogram of the house of God's mercy was composed.
"Abode of the Compassionate One and place of worship for the righteous,"913 961 [1553-54].

The miderris Mehmed Ismet Efendi, known as Haci Efendi, who was a teacher in the [medrese of] Izzet
Paya and is buried in the vicinity of the Congregational Mosque of Merkez Efendi,9 14 installed its
minbar while he was mitevelli, and he provided an income for its expenses from the resources of its
vakf [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

4. The Yarhisar Mosque"15 near the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mehmed

Its builder was Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi, who died in retirement [from the office of kadi] of Istan-
bul. "Paradise, Paradise,"'1" 906 [1500-1], twice repeated, is the date of his death. The abovementioned

1908 The $eyh Gavsi Tekkesi in Yayla, located near the Mevlevihane Yeni Kapi; see Z5E, 34.
9 Which gives the date 1170/1756-57; see ibid.

The Yahya Gfizel Mescidi, known also as the Hoca Teberruk Mescidi, located on the no-longer-extant Yahya Gfizel Sokagi
between Kitib Qelebi Caddesi and Atatfirk Bulvan in the Haci Kadin Quarter in Kii~ikpazar. The mosque was originally
founded in the late fifteenth century by Ibrahim Hulusi Efendi, known as Hoca Teberrfik. As noted by Ayvansarayi, the mosque
burned in the great Unkapam fire of 17 July 1718 and was rebuilt by a certain Osman Aga. An inscription discovered in 1961
states that the mosque burned again toward the end of the eighteenth century and was again rebuilt by the Janissary aga Sivasi
Mehmed Aga. It underwent further repairs in 1899 and 1904 but was once more damaged by the Vefa fire of 1908. It remained
in ruin until it was torn down in 1943. Its site is today occupied by the Manifaturacilar Qarpisi; see DBIA, VIII, 469; Eyice, TD, 26
(1972), 47-48; EC, 92-94; 1C, I, 151. For location, see MWmap, E 5/22 and 275.

1911 Figdn.
1912 The Yolgeqen Mescidi (Thoroughfare Mosque), known also as the Yahya Efendi Mescidi, located at the intersection of

Hekimoglu Ali Paga Caddesi and Altimermer Caddesi in the Seyyid Omer Quarter in 5ehremini. The mosque was renovated at
an unknown date by the defter emini Yahya Efendi and was rebuilt again at the end of the eighteenth century by Humagah Kadin,
the gasnigir ustast of Mihrigah Sultan, the mother of Sultan Selim III. The mosque is no longer extant; see FC, 228; 1C, I, 157. For
location, see MW map, B 7/12 and 363; Ayverdi, 1H, sheet E 3.1913 Beyt-i rahmdn ve ma'bed-i sulehd.

1914 The Merkez Efendi Camii; see Hadika, 255-56.
1915 The Yarhisar Mescidi, located at the intersection of $ebnem Sokaki and Kadi Qegmesi Sokaki in the Sinan Aga Quarter in

Fatih. The mosque was founded in 1461. Damaged by fire, it was extensively renovated in 1955 and again in 1981; see DBIA, VII,
439-40; Demircanh, Evliya, 260; FC, 181; IC, I, 151; OMFD, III, 517-18. For location, see MWmap, D 4/14 and 409.

1916 Cennet cennet.
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mosque sits atop a vault. [The founder] is buried nearby. The fountain located opposite the mosque is

the charitable work of His Majesty Sultan Sileyman. Because [Musliheddin] urged [the fountain's]
construction, it is generally known as the Kadi Qegmesi.'' Saliha Hanim, the mother of Kara Halilzade

Abdfirrahim Efendi, installed its minbar. A medrese, [which was built by] 5eyhifhslim Muid Ahmed

Efendi, adjoins the mosque.918 Its builder is buried in its classroom. The mekteb'919 located next to the

abovementioned fountain was built by the late Seyyidi Gfirz, a descendant of Imam-i Bagavi and a

maiderris in the medreses of the Fatih Mosque. [221] He and his son, the ulema Mehmed Efendi, are
buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

5. The. Yenibahge Mosque 2 0 near the Yenibahge Meadow (Qayzr)

Its builder was Attar Halil Aga. Originally, the abovementioned mosque was on the site of the Congre-

gatiorial Mosque of Rfistem Paga.192' In time, because the aforesaid [Rfistem Paga] wished to build a

mosque on that spot, he pulled down the abovementioned mosque, and transporting its materials to

this quarter, built it anew. Another mosque1 922 built by the abovementioned Attar Halil Aga is [located]

in the place known as Arabacilar in Unkapani. [The location of Attar Halil Aga's] grave is not known.

The adjoining fountain was the main water source for the Congregational Mosque of the Edirnekapi. 1 2
1

The dion-Muslim subject who was chief overseer of [the Yenibahce Mosque's] construction asked

permission [to build the fountain], and, on permission being granted, he caused it to flow on this spot.

[The Yenibahce Mosque] does not have a quarter.

6. The Yorgani Ibrahim Aga Mosque'24 in Haydar Paa

Its original builder was the butcher of the Pilgrimage (kasab al-hac) Ahmed Aga. Because it was subse-

quently rebuilt by Ibrahim Aga, who used a third of his wealth [for the purpose], it became known by

his name. Uskfidari Kilisi Hfiseyin Efendi, who died in retirement from [the judgeship of] Edirne,

installed its minbar. The abovementioned Hfiseyin Efendi is buried in the Congregational Mosque of

the Valide-i Atik in Edirne. [The Yorgani Ibrahim Aga Mosque] does not have a quarter.

1917 For the Kadi Qegmesi, see Egemen, Gesme, 448-49.
1919 Muid Ahmed Efendi (d. 1647), thirtieth Ottoman eyhfilisldm. Born in Kazabad in Anatolia, he came to Istanbul at an

early age and was trained in the religious sciences. He was assigned to the judgeships of Damascus (1625) and of Egypt (1629)

and, during the latter appointment, was adopted by the governor of Egypt, Mehmed Paga. When subsequently Mehmed Papa

became grand vizier, he brought Ahmed Efendi to Istanbul and presented him to Sultan Murad IV. Winning the sultan's favor,

Ahmed Efendi was appointed kadi of Edirne in 1633, became kadi of Istanbul in 1635 and was promoted to hadzasker of Anatolia

in 1637. However, his harsh and straightforward disposition resulted in his dismissal and he was exiled to Belgrade. He was

reinstated in 1642, promoted to kadtasker of Rumelia in 1644 and appointed jeyhais1dm on 16 January 1646. He remained in

that office until his death on 25 April 1647. Ahmed Efendi was noted for his uprightness and incorruptibility and for his

outspoken opposition to Cinci Hoca and others involved in intrigue at court; see Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhilisldmlarn, 69-70; SO, IV,

504.
1919 The no-longer-extant Seydi Ahmedoglu Mehmed Mektebi on Kadi Qegmesi Caddesi in Fatih; see Demircanh, Evliya, 353.
1920 The Yenibahge Mescidi, known also as the Hoca Halil Attar Mescidi, located on Arpa Emini K6pr6i Sokagi near the

intersection with Adem Baba Sokagi in the Mimar Sinan Quarter in Karagmrink. The mosque was torn down in 1957 to

provide for the right-of-way of Vatan Caddesi; see FC, 227; 1C, I, 153. For location, see MWmap, B 4/2 and 290.
1921 The Rfistem Paa Camii in Tahtakale; see Hadika, 129-30.
1922 The Arabacilar Mescidi; see Hadika, 170.
192 The Mihrimah Camii at the Edirne Kapi; see Hadika, 26.
12' The Yorgani Ibrahim Aga Mescidi, located near the intersection of Cibali Caddesi and Murgit Sokagi in the Haydar

Quarter of Fener. No trace of the mosque remains. Its site is today occupied by housing; see FC, 228; IC, I, 157. For location, see

FC map, 350.
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7. The Yazici Congregational Mosque...5 near the Fethiye Congregational Mosque

Its builder was KAtib Musliheddin. He is buried in a separate grave in the vicinity of the mekteb located
near his mosque. The abovementioned mekteb was built by a vizier named Ali Paa, founder of a mosque
in Qatalca.926 His grave is near his mosque. [The Yazici Congregational Mosque] has a quarter.

8. The Congregational Mosque of Yenikapz' 2 7 near the Yenikapi Mevlevihane

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Grand Vizier Sofu Mehmed Paa.1928

Because the aforesaid was one of the dervishes of Dogani Dede, the second myh of the Yenikapi
Mevlevihanesi, he built this mosque inside the abovementioned gate adjoining the city wall. Subsequent
to his dismissal, [Sofu Mehmed Paga] died a martyr at an advanced age, at the beginning of "Departure
of mankind," 1929 1060 [1650-51], while living in Malkara. [222] There is also a mosque of his in Sofia' 3

and a medrese of his near the Nalli Mosque." [The Yenikapi Congregational Mosque] does not have a
quarter.

9. The Yakubzade Mosque'3 2 in Yayla

Its builder was Seyyid Mustafa Efendi. His father was dismissed from [the office of kadi of] Egypt. The
aforesaid builder duly became kadi of Jerusalem. On his return, he stopped in Cyprus, and, passing
away in the year "Adherent of the Sunnah and Community,"933 1148 [1735-36], he was buried there
near the minaret adjoining the Congregational Mosque of Aya Sofya.9"4 The abovementioned mosque
was built in Zilkade seventeen years before [his death]. It does not have a quarter.

192' The Yazici Camii, known also as the Kfitib Musliheddin Camii, located at the intersection of Yazici Camii Sokak and
Emme Tulumba Sokagi in the Hamami Muhittin Quarter in Fener. Although the istanbul Vaktflar Tahrir Defteri of 953/1546
records a vakfiye for the mosque dated 920/1515, the Yazici Camii very likely dates back to the second half of the fifteenth
century; see FC, 147-48; 1C, I, 152; OMFD, III, 433-34. For location, see MWmap, D 3/21.

1926 The ancient Metra in eastern Thrace, about 50 kilometers west of Istanbul.
1927 The Yenikapi Camii, known also as the Sofu Mehmed Papa Camii, located contiguous to the Theodosian land wall just

south of the Mevlevihane Yeni Kapi in the Veledi Karaba Quarter in ehremini. Except for the base of the minaret, no trace
remains of the mosque; see FC, 228; 1C, I, 156. For location, see FC map, 348.

1928 Mevlevi Sofu Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 1854.
1929 'Azimet al-beser.

The printed text incorrectly gives the sentence as Bir cami'i dahi Aya Sofya'dadzr ("There is also a mosque of his in Aya
Sofya"). Manuscript versions of the text read, Bir cami'i Sofya'dadir ("There is a mosque of his in Sofia"), a reference to the Sofu
Mehmed Paga Camii in Sofia, Bulgaria; see Vienna manuscript, fol. 80v; AOME, IV, 99.

191 The Nalli Mescid and Medrese of Sofu Mehmed Paa; see Hadika, 235.
1932 The Yakubzade Mescidi, located at the intersection of Yayla Caddesi and Yaylak Sokagi in the Ibrahim Qavu Quarter in

5ehremini. As indicated by Ayvansarayi, the mosque was built in 1131/1718-19. But for its vacant lot, nothing remains of the
mosque; see FC, 223; IC, I, 151. For location, see MWmap, B 6/12.

1
933 Mfdzim-i sinnet ve cemd'at.

1934 The Aya Sofya or Selimiye Camii in Nicosia, which was converted from a church into a mosque at the time of the
Ottoman conquest of the city in 1570.
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10. The Congregational Mosque of Yedikule'...

Its builder was His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. Its vakf is appended to the vakf of Great Aya
Sofya. Deli Hfiseyin Paga, a boon companion of Sultan Murad, was buried there a martyr. The nazzr-z
darfissaade Maktul Begir Aga' 3 built the nearby mekteb. He is buried in a separate cemetery in the public
square (meydan) of Dogancilarl.. in Uskfidar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

11. The Yamaklar Mosque'... near the Congregational Mosque of Hurrem Qavuw
Its builder was Yamak Mehmed Efendi, the father of 5eyh Habibi ismail Dede. It does not have a
quarter.

12. The Congregational Mosque of Yayla 939

It is an upper-story [mosque]. [Beneath it] there is a great cistern remaining from former times. [The
mosque's] builder was Kanbur Mustafa Paga. The aforesaid was thrice governor of Baghdad and died in
Egypt. "The month of Zilhicce""9' is the date of his death. In its vicinity there are also a mekteb and a
fountain flowing from the Sfileymaniye aqueduct, charitable foundations of the aforesaid [Kanbur Mus-
tafa Paa]. Nureddin Efendi, known as San Gez, 94' is buried there. He passed away in the year "Blessed
month of 5evval,"1 942 921 [1515-16], while he was mfiderris [in one of the medreses of the Fatih
Complex] of Sultan Mehmed. Sinaneddin Yusuf Efendi, the author of a gloss on the Tefsir of Beyzavi,1943

is also buried there. He was the son-in-law of the previously mentioned San Gez. He was struck by a
sword while he was kadzasker of Anatolia and died three days later, in "The honored month of
Receb,"'." 986 [1578], at the age of ninety-three. [223] He built two mosques in Anadoluhisarl"45 and
other charitable foundations in his vilayet of Amasya, and he wrote many books. And many of his
descendants and members of the ulema are buried beside him. At present his genealogical line is [still]
enduring. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

13' The Yedikule Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Seven Towers), known also as the Kule or Fatih Camii, located inside
the Yedikule in Samatya. Although the mosque was still standing as late as 1905, today only the base of the minaret remains; see
Semavi Eyice, "Yedikule Hisan ve Avlusundaki Fatih Mescidi," istanbul Arkeoloji Mfizeleri Yzllzgz, 10 (1962), 80-84, 147-52; FC, 227;
IC, I, 153; /7TD, 390-91; OMFD, III, 536; Schneider, Oriens 5 (1952), 206. For location, see MWmap, A 10/1 and 292.

1936 Morah Maktul Kfifsk Begir Aka; see Hadika, n. 603.
1917 The Dogancilar Meydam in Uskfidar. It was here that the commander of the Imperial Army would pitch his tent and

review the troops before setting out on campaign to the east.
1938 The Yamaklar Mescidi (Mosque of the Auxiliary Troops), apparently located near the intersection of Yamak Sokagi and

Kececiler Caddesi in the Mimar Sinan Quarter in Karagfimrfik. No trace of the mosque remains. Its precise location cannot be
established; see FC, 224.

1939 The Yayla Camii, known also as the Kanbur Mustafa Camii, located on Sofular Caddesi just south of Pazaryeri Sokagi in
the iskender Paga Quarter in Fatih. The mosque was built in the mid-seventeenth century. It burned in the Cibali-Fatih fire of
1918 and its ruins were demolished in 1945. Its site is at present vacant; see Eyice, TD, 7 (1954), 31-42; idem, TD, 26 (1972), 158-
64; FC, 227; IC, I, 152. For location, see MWmap, D 6/5 and 282, 427.

1940 Mdh-z zi al-hicce, the numerical equivalent of which is 803/1400-1. However, other sources give the date of Kanbur Mustafa
Paa's death as 1082/1671-72; see Vefeyat, 76.

1941 Mevlana Nureddin Hamza bin Yusuf, known variously by the lakabs San Gez, San Gfirz, San G6rez and San Gfnzel; see
Hadika, n. 1139.

11 $evval-z serif, which gives the numerical date 927/1520-21, not 921/1515-16.
1943 See Hadika, n. 1145.
1944 ehr-i Receb al-mfirecceb.
1945 The Dolayi Mescidi between Kanhca and Anadoluhisar on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus, and the Sinan Efendi

Mescidi in Anadoluhisar itself; see Hadika, 471, 472.
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13. The Yakub Aga Mosque1946 near the Pismaniye Congregational Mosque

Its builder was the aga of the Eski Saray, Yakub Aga. And a brick-and-stone mekteb of his adjoins it. [The
mosque's] imams are [the mekteb's] teachers. His biography was given in connection with his other
charitable foundation, the Aga Mosque."" A palace woman, Fatma Hanim, installed its minbar. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

14. The Yavuz Mehmed Aga Mosque' near the Congregational Mosque of Davud Paa

Its builder was the sekbanbasi Yavuz Mehmed Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. Hadice
Kadin, the wife of the treasurer (kisedar) Sabih Ali Efendi, installed its minbar. [The mosque] does not
have a quarter.

15. The Yeni Mahalle Mosque' in Kadirga Limanz

Its builder was 5ehsfivar Bey. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

16. The Yemeniciler Mosque'9..

Its builder was Uzun 5fca. His biography was given under the letter fa, in connection with his other
mosque.95' This mosque is the third of the three mosques situated inside the Palace of Fazli Paga.1952 It

does not have a quarter.

17. The Yavagca ahin Mosque...3 in Uzungarz

Its builder was one of those who accompanied Fatih at the conquest of Constantinople. [Yavasca $ahin]
is buried there. The imperial imam (imam-z sultani) Haci Seyyid Mehmed Efendi installed its minbar
while he was preacher in the Sfileymaniye. The aforesaid is buried in an open-roofed tomb detached
from his house, which is next to the Aya Sofya Medrese. The mekteb of Mahmud-i Gaznevi is located
near [the mosque]. [The Yavasca $ahin Mosque] has a quarter.

1946 The Yakub Aga Mescidi, located between Selim Paya Sokagi and Yegil Tulumba Sokaki south of Gfimrnfk Emini Sokaki in
the Kemal Paga Quarter in Bayezid. No trace of the mosque remains; see IC, I, 151. For location, see MWmap, D 6/21 and 254.

'94 The Aga Mescidi; see Hadika, 44.
194 The Yavuz Mehmed Aga Mescidi, located on Hekimoglu Ali Pa.a Caddesi near the intersection with Mucit Sokagi in the

Cerrahpasa Quarter in Samatya. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 224; IC, I, 142. For location, see MWmap, C 7/19 and
251.

1949 The Yeni Mahalle Mescidi, known also as the $ehsuvar Bey Mescidi, located on $ehsuvar Bey Qikmazi in the $ehsuvar
Quarter in Kumkapi. The mosque is today in ruin; see EC, 190; IC, I, 156. For location, see MWmap, F 8/8 and 317.

195 The Yemeniciler Mescidi, located on the site of or near the later Fazli Paga Sarayi on Peykhane Sokagi near the
intersection with Klod Farer Caddesi in the Binbirdirek Quarter in Alemdar. No trace of the mosque remains, nor can its
precise location be ascertained; see Hadika, n. 166, n. 1351 and n. 1352; also, IC, I, 153; OMFD, III, 510.

1951 Hadika, 175.
1952 The Fazli Paa Sarayi; see Hadika, n. 166.
193 The Yavasca $ahin Mescidi, located at the intersection of Yavasca Sahin Sokagi and Uzungarsi Caddesi in the Tahtakale

Quarter in Emin6nfi. The mosque, the foundation of which must date to the third quarter of the fifteenth century, was
renovated in 1950; see DBIA, VI, 443-44; EC, 209-10; IC, I, 152; OMFD, III, 531-32. For location, see MW map, F 5/12 and 342,
488.
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18. The Mosque of the Yogurtcular Kdrhanesi.. near the Ahur Kapi

[224] The abovementioned mosque is inside the government-owned yogurt factory.1955 Its builder was
Sultan Sfileyman. Its minaret is of wood. It does not have a minbar. The five canonical prayers are
performed [in it]. It does not have a quarter.

19. The Yatagan Mosque19 6

Its builder was Haci Ilyas Aga, the head gunner (topgubasz) at the time of His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan
Mehmed Khan's conquest of Istanbul. Kazganci Haci Ilyas Qelebi installed its minbar in the year one
thousand seven [1598-99]. [The locations of] their graves are unknown. Omer Efendi, the son of the
first Ilyas, is buried near the mosque. Yatagan Dede dwelt there in the time of Sfileymen Khan. Because
he built an exalted fountain nearby, [people] refer to the Yatagan Qegmesi and Yatagan Congregational
Mosque. [Yatagan Dede] is also buried there, but he has no connection with the pious foundation. The
builder of the mekteb located near the abovementioned fountain was Iskender Paa, the builder of a
mosque in the village known as Kanhca19 51 on the Bosphorus. His grave is in his mosque. Fatma Hamm,
the daughter of Kara Hasanzade Mustafa Paya and esteemed wife of Qelebi Mehmed Paa, built the
mekteb above the abovementioned mosque's adzrvan. The nearby Arabacilar Hamam is its vakf
Hakikizade 5eyh Osman Efendi, the builder of the zaviye'19 5 near this Iskender Paya Mektebi, is buried
in the garden of that dervish lodge. The abovementioned $eyh was the halife of Seyyid Nizamzade Kasim
Efendi of [the Emirler Tekke at] the Silivri Kapi.1959 5eyh Mustafa, the son of the abovementioned 5eyh
Osman Efendi, is buried next to him. He was the imam in the abovementioned Yatagan Congregational
Mosque. The famous calligrapher Egrikapih Mehmed Rasim Efendi"' was the son of the aforesaid
Mustafa Efendi's daughter. He died in the year 1185 [1771-72] and was buried outside the Egri Kapi.
The abovementioned 5eyh Osman Efendi's halife, Qukadar Abdullah Efendi, is buried beside him. His

halife was Ummi Sinanzade 5eyh Hasan Efendi, who was mentioned in connection with the
Congregational Mosque of Kfirkfibapi Suleyman Aga.""61 His halife, Terzi Dede, is buried beside him.
The aforesaid Kasim Efendi was the halife of Ommi Sinan 5eyh Ibrahim Efendi. [The mosque] does not

have a quarter. [225]

1954 The Yogurtcular KArhanesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Factory of the Yogurt Makers), located inside the Yogurtcilar

KArhanesi, a government-owned yogurt factory near the Ahir Kapi in the Cankurtaran Quarter in Alemdar. No trace of either
the mosque or the factory remains. Neither can its precise location be established with certainty. On the Ayverdi map (IH, sheet
B 3), a no-longer-extant Yogurthane Sokagi is shown as opening off Qayiroglu Sokaki, and it is likely that the factory was situated
there. Evliya Qelebi notes that the factory was located below the Sultan Ahmed Camii near the Qatladi Kapi; see Evliya Qelebi,
Travels, 1/2, 143.

1955 Beglik kdrhdne.
115 The Yatakan Mescidi, known also as the Haci Ilyas Camii, located at the intersection of Yatagan Kulhani Sokagsi and

Yatagan Hamami Sokaos in the Atik Mustafa Paga Quarter in Ayvansaray; see DBIA, VII, 442-43; FC, 109-10; IC, I, 151; OMFD, III,
519-31. For location, see MWmap, C 2/7 and 302.

1957 The Kanhca or tskender Paga Camii; see Hadika, 468-70.
1958 The Hakikizade Tekkesi of the Halveti dervish order; see ZE, 65-66.
1959 See Z5E, 30.
1960 For Egrikapih Mehmed Rasim Efendi, see Hadika, n. 139.
1961 In fact, Ummi Sinanzade 5eyh Hasan Efendi is mentioned above in connection with the Kfnrken Camii built by

Kfirkfibap1 Ahmed Bey near the Top Kapi; see Hadika, 207.
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20. The Congregational Mosque of Yahni Kapan Sokak"962 near the Sultan Bayezid [Mosque]

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Hadice Usta, who was one of the female
slaves of the darissaade agasz, Maktul Begir Aga.196

3 This chronogram is written on the arch of the
fountain which she built near the abovementioned mosque:

Nimet drank and composed the date with dotted letters (micevher har).
"Hadice Usta is the one who made this limpid water flow,"1964 1162 [1748-49].

There is a separate mekteb of hers near the mosque. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

21. The Yeni Dersiye Mosque1965 near the Congregational Mosque of Kftrkgiibavz Sfleyman Aka966

Its builder was Dfilbendcizade Mustafa Efendi, a maidemis in Edirne. There is a mekteb of his located
opposite it. The office of imam of the abovementioned mosque is entrusted to the tutors of the mekteb.
Each of [the students residing in] its six rooms is assigned a separate duty in the medrese and the
mosque. The abovementioned founder is buried on the grounds of the medrese. This is the chrono-
gram on his gravestone:

0 God, may the Qur'an be his comforter in the grave!
Being the builder of a medrese and mekteb,

He strove to do good. May his exertions be acknowledged!
May God shower His grace upon him in his grave!

This chronogram gives the exact year of his death.
"May the houris be Mustafa Efendi's traveling companions!" 967 1178 [1765].

He died on the eighth day of 5evval [31 March]. The hamam inside the Egri Kapi in the Avci Mehmed
Bey Quarter, rebuilt by the late Hoca Hafiz Kfefik Halil Efendi, is one of the income-producing
properties of this vakf [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

22. The Yzldzz Dede Mosque9 '

The name of this Yildiz Dede was Necmeddin.196 9 He lived at the time of the conquest [of Constan-
tinople]. The hamam'... located inside the walls, which is still known by his name, was granted to him as
freehold (temlik) by the sultan, although it was a church at that time. He made it into a hamam, and it
was annexed to the imperial vakf of [Sultan Mehmed II] as an income-producing property. The
aforesaid died in the stokehole of the abovementioned bath [226] and was buried there. He was a

1962 The Yahni Kapan Sokaki Camii, known also as the Hatice Usta or Hatice Sultan Camii, located on Hatice Usta Sokaki in
the Balaban Aga Quarter behind the Bayezid Hamam in Bayezid. The mosque was was torn down in 1956; see EC, 80; 1C, 1, 151.
For location, see MW map, E 6/19 and 258.

1963 Morah Maktul Knfik Begir Aga; see Hadika, n. 603.
Hadice Usta'dir bu db-z ndbi eyliyen cdri.
The Yeni Dersiye Mescidi (Mosque of the New School), located near the intersection of Hallaq Hasan Sokagi and

Topkapi Caddesi in the Bayezid Aga Quarter in $ehremini. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 228; 1C, I, 155. For
location, see FC map, 347.

16 In fact, the Kfurkeibasi Ahmed Semseddin Camii in the Arpa Emini Quarter in $ehremini; see Hadika, 207.
11

7Mustafa Efendi'nih yoldapn ola hfir-i 'in.
196 The Yildiz Dede Mescidi, located next to the Yildiz Dede Tuirbesi and Yildiz Dede Hamami at the end of Zahire Borsasi

Sokagi off Hamidiye Caddesi in the Hubyar Quarter in Emin6nf. The mosque is no longer extant; see 1C, I, 156. For location,
see MWmap, F 6/3 and 342.

1969 For Yildiz Dede Necmeddin, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 128-29.
1970 Known also as the Cuhud Kapisi Hamam, Hamam-1 Yehud or Yildiz Hamam, located on Hamidiye Caddesi in Emin6nnt;

see Demircanh, Evliya, 385-86.
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person whose prayers were accepted by God, so much so that, because of his prayers, one of the basins

of the abovementioned hamam became a place of ablution for recovery from sickness and for

[purification after] sexual intercourse. Its benefits are constantly observed. There is a faience tile over

the spigot marking the abovementioned basin.
Later, a person named Seyyid Mustafa Dede, a halife of K6stendili 5eyh Ali Efendi and a 5eyh of the

Halveti dervish order, who was originally from Sinop, came and secured permission from Kemanke

Mehmed Aga, the founder of the hamam, to dwell beside the abovementioned [Yildiz] Dede's grave.

Since the imperial accession of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan 97 occurred when he was on the

point of settling [there], he submitted a petition to the imperial presence requesting the repair of the

abovementioned grave. Permission was given by pious command at the beginning of [Sultan

Mahmud's] reign, and, the cost being estimated, the adjoining dwelling of ajanissary gorbacz, the gorbacz

of the fifteenth division, was purchased and added, and a blessed mosque and tomb were built. Two

rooms were built beside the mosque as an upper- and lower-story zaviye.1972 The office of its 5eyh was

given to the aforesaid Seyyid Mustafa Efendi, and, following his death in 1166 [1752-53], the aforesaid

5eyh Mustafa was buried near the deceased Yildiz Dede. Seyyid Mehmed Dede, his halife, became 5eyh in

his place and, following his death in 1190 [1776-77], he was buried beside his master. One of his

relatives, Seyyid Omer Efendi, became head of the zaviye in his place. [The Yildiz Dede Mosque] does

not have a quarter.

The great sultans' mosques located within the walls of Istanbul are ten in number, and the particulars

of all of them were given and mentioned above. The total number of congregational mosques and

small mosques extant within the abovementioned walls and described up to this point is four hundred

eighty-one. The total number of congregational mosques and small mosques mentioned as built with

minbars installed at the time of construction is one hundred eight, the numerical equivalent of [the

word] "Truth."1 97
1 [227] One hundred sixty-three, the numerical equivalent of [the word] "Obe-

dience,"974 were made into congregational mosques by the subsequent installation of a minbar, the

result of the zeal of patrons of charitable works. In addition, at the time of our writing, two hundred

nine, the numerical equivalent of [the word] "Fortune,"1975 are small mosques (mescid). Two hundred

four, the numerical equivalent of [the word] "Holy,"19 76 have quarters. Moreover, there are one

hundred sixty-eight without quarters, the numerical equivalent of [the phrase] "In the name of

God."1977

1971 Sultan Mahmud I, who ascended the throne in 1730.
1972 The Yildiz Dede or Pazar Tekkesi, founded in 1143/1730-31. For a full list of its heyhs, see Z E, 67; DBIA, VII, 516.
1973 Hak.
1974 Inkiydd.
1
975

Dehr.
1976 

Mukaddes.
1977 Bism-Alldh.
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[CHAPTER THREE]

[THE MOSQUES OUTSIDE THE WALLS OF ISTANBUL AND ALONG THE UPPER REACHES
OF THE GOLDEN HORN]

ENUMERATION OF THE GATES OF THE WALLS OF ISTANBUL

1. Bahce Kapi,'7 8 2. Balik Pazari Kapi,979 3. Zindan Kapi," 4. Odun Kapi,9"8 5. Ayazma Kapi,982 6. Unka-
pani Kapi, 19

1
3 7. Cibali Kapi, 1984 8. Aya Kapi,1 985 9. Igeri Yeni Kap, 19 86 10. Petro Kapi, 1987 11. Fenar Kapi,1988

12. Balat Kapi,1 1
89 13. Ayvansaray Kapi, 990 14. Egri Kapi,'"' 15. Edirne Kapi, 9 92 16. Top Kapi,9 93

197' The first thirteen gates enumerated by Ayvansarayi are those located along the Golden Horn, starting in the east and
proceeding west. The Bahce Kapi or Garden Gate was the Byzantine Gate of Neorion (Gate of the Dockyard), known also in the
Ottoman period as the Qifit Kapisi orJews Gate. Located just east of the Yeni Cami at the entrance to the Golden Horn, the gate
was destroyed in the great earthquake of 1767. Its identification with the Horaia Pyle (the Beautiful Gate) has been called into
question; see Alexander van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople. The Walls of the City and Adjoining Historical Sites (London, 1899),
218-20; R. Janin, Constantinople Byzantine. Diveloppement urbain et ripertoire topographique (Paris, 1950), 274-75; Feridun Dirimtekin,
Fetihden bnce Halic Surlan (Istanbul, 1956), 23-24.

1979 The Gate of the Fish Market, the Byzantine Gate of the Peramatos (Gate of the Passage), from which one passed over the
Golden Horn to the suburb of Galata. Known by the Latins as the Porta Perama or Piscaria, it was situated opposite the entrance
to the Misir Qargi. It is no longer extant; see Millingen, Walls, 214, 216-18; Janin, CB, 274; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 22.

1980 The Dungeon Gate, known also as the Yemi Kapisi (Fruit Gate) or Hazret-i Cafer Kapisi. It got its name from the fact that
it was located near a tower in the sea wall along the Golden Horn which served as a prison (zindan). Located near the Rfistem
Paa Camii in Eminbnii, it was torn down in 1891; see Millingen, Walls, 213-16; Janin, CB, 273; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 21-22.

1981 The Firewood Gate, identified by some authorities as the Byzantine Gate of the Drungarii. It is no longer extant; see
Millingen, Walls, 213-16;Janin, CB, 273; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 19-21.

1982 The Gate of the Sacred Spring, probably opened in the early sixteenth century after the Turkish conquest of
Constantinople. It is still extant; see Millingen, Walls, 212-13;Janin, CB, 272; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 18-19.

1983 The Gate of the Flour Market, the Byzantine Porta Platea. It is no longer extant; see Millingen, Walls, 212;Janin, CB, 272;
Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 18.

1984 The Cibali Gate, referred to in Latin sources as the Porta del Pozzo or Porta Puteae. There is little doubt that its Greek
name was Ispegas. It is still extant; see Millingen, Walls, 209-10; Janin, CB, 272; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 17.

118' The Saint's Gate. It gets its name from its proximity to the church tentatively identified as Christ Euergetes, known today
as the Gfil Camii (see Hadika, 207). It was also known as the Gate of St. Theodosia or the Porta Dexiocrates, after the district in
which it stood. It is still extant; see Millingen, Walls, 208-9;Janin, CB, 271; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 17.

1986 The New Inner Gate, no doubt a mistranscription for the Yeni Aya Kapisi (New Saint's Gate), opened after the Turkish
conquest of Constantinople, in the time of Sultan Sfileyman I. It was the gate for the road going up from the Golden Horn to
the Sultan Selim Camii; see Millingen, Walls, 208;Janin, CB, 271; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 17.

1987 The Petro Gate, known also as Petri Kapisi, the Byzantine Gate of the Petrion, named for the district referred to as the
Castron of the Petrion, located between the northern front of the Fifth Hill and the Golden Horn. The gate is no longer extant;
see Millingen, Walls, 206-7;Janin, CB, 271; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 15-16.

1988 The Gate of the Lighthouse, referred to by historians of the siege of 1453 as the Porta Phani or Porta del Pharo. The gate
took its name from the adjoining quarter, known as Phanari (Turkish Fener), which was named for the beacon light which
stood at this point on the Golden Horn. The gate is no longer extant; see Millingen, Walls, 206; Janin, CB, 270-71; Dirimtekin,
Halic Surlan, 15.

1989 The Balat Gate, the gate of the Balat Boat Landing, known in Byzantine sources as the Gate of the Kynegos from the
Kynegos Quarter on the Golden Horn. It is no longer extant. For a discussion of the controversy surrounding its identification,
see Byron C.P. Tsangadas, The Fortifications and Defense of Constantinople (Boulder, 1980), 38-39; also Millingen, Walls, 198-205,
232-35;Janin, CB, 269-70; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 12-14.

1" The Ayvansaray Gate, known also as the Knfik Ayvansaray Kapisi, at the Ayvansaray Boat Landing. It stands at the head of
a short street leading south to the site of the Byzantine Church of Blachernae and was the site of the Koiliomene Gate, the
landing stage where the Byzantine emperors came ashore when proceeding by water to visit the Church or Palace of
Blachernae; see Millingen, Walls, 195-96; Janin, CB, 269; Dirimtekin, Halic Surlan, 11-12.

"' Gates 14 through 19 on the list are those of the land wall, starting in the north and proceeding south. The Crooked Gate
(known also as the Bab-i Kec) is in the mid-twelfth-century wall of Manuel Comnenus. Known in the late Byzantine period as the
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17. Mevlevihane Yeni Kapi,994 18. Silivri Kap, 199 5 19. Yedikule Kapi," 20. Narh Kapi,11 7 21. Samatya
Kapi,99 22. Davudpasa Kap, 1999 23. Bostan Kapi, the year 1178 [1764-65], 00 24. Langa Yeni Kapi,0 0' 25.
Kum Kapi,'2 00 2 26. Qatladi Kapi,21' 27. Ahir Kapi.2004

Gate of Kaligaria, it took that name from the neighboring quarter. It is still extant; see Millingen, Walls, 124;Janin, CB, 265.
1992 The Edirne Gate, the Byzantine Gate of Charisius. Located to the west of the district of Karagfimrfik, it was the gate

through which the road to Edirne exited the city. It is still extant; see Millingen, Walls, 81-92; Janin, CB, 263-64.
"' The Gun Gate, generally identified with the Byzantine Gate of St. Romanus, though Millingen disputes this. It is still

extant; see Millingen, Walls, 80-89;Janin, CB, 262.
1' The Mevlevihane New Gate, referred to in Byzantine sources as the Porta Rhousiou (the Gate of the Red Faction),

Miriandron, Polyandrion or Rhegium Gate. It is still extant; see Millingen, Walls, 78-79;Janin, CB, 259-62.
1"" The Silivri Gate, known in late Byzantine times as the Gate of Selivarias, but earlier as the Gate of Pege because the road

running through it connected the city with the celebrated shrine of Zoodochus Pege, the Life-containing Source (known in
Turkish as the Balikli Kilise or Church of the Fish because of the fish that swim in the spring) located beyond the walls. The
gate is still extant; see Millingen, Walls, 75-77;Janin, CB, 257-58.

1" The Gate of the Seven Towers, the Porta Aurea or Golden Gate, originally a Roman triumphal arch, first erected by
Emperor Theodosius I around the year 390, located some 2 kilometers beyond the Wall of Constantine and later incorporated
into the land walls of Theodosius II. The Yedikule is the fortress built by Sultan Mehmed II behind the Porta Aurea, consisting
of four towers in the Theodosian Wall plus three additional towers erected behind the wall, connected by a heavy curtain to
form a five-sided enclosure. In later Ottoman times, it served as a prison and as a storage place for a part of the state treasure;
see Millingen, Walls, 59-73; Albert Gabriel, Chateaux turcs du Bosphore (Paris, 1943), 85-114;Janin, CB, 252-55.

"' Gates 20 to 27 in Ayvansarays's list are those along the Marmara shore from the Theodosian Wall to Sarayburnu. The
Narli Kapi or Pomegranate Gate is the Byzantine Gate of St. John the Forerunner in the Stoudios Estates, used by the Byzantine
emperors each year on 29 August to visit the Stoudiou Monastery. It is still extant; see Millingen, Walls, 264-65; Janin, CB, 282;
Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 14.

1" The Samatya Gate, the Byzantine Gate of Psamathia, which derived its name from the neighboring quarter. It is no longer
extant; see Millingen, Walls, 264;Janin, CB, 282; Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 14.

"" The Davudpaga Gate, sometimes identified as the Byzantine Gate of St. Aemilianus. It is no longer extant; see Millingen,
Walls, 264;Janin, CB, 281-82; Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 13.

299 The Gate of the Kitchen Garden, a gate opened by the Turks after the conquest of Constantinople to give access to the
Langa Bostam; see Millingen, Walls, 264; Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 13. In the printed edition, as well as in some manuscript
copies of the text, the name of the gate is followed by the date sene 1178 ("the year 1178"), perhaps a marginal note, which, by
inadvertence, found its way into the main body of the work; see for example, the Tfibingen manuscript Or. quart 1107, fol. 79r.

291 The New Langa Gate, located just east of the Bostan Kapisi. The Byzantine name is uncertain. It is the gate to the Langa
(Byzantine Vlanga) quarter, occupying the filled harbor of Eleutherius. Dating back to the foundation of Constantinople, the
harbor was originally protected by a mole twelve feet thick constructed of carefully drafted masonry. It was the largest harbor on
the Marmara side of the city but had silted up by the tenth century and was later converted into an area of market gardens; see
Millingen, Walls, 263-64, 310-12; Janin, CB, 281; Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 13; Tsangadas, Fortifications, 56-58.

212 The Sand Gate, the Byzantine Gate of the Kontoscalion, named for the harbor on which it stood. It is no longer extant;
see Millingen, Walls, 263, 307-14; Janin, CB, 280-81; Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 13.

213 The Cracked Gate, the Byzantine Sidera Gate. Torn down in 1871, at the time of the construction of the railroad along
the Marmara shore, it takes its Turkish name from the fact that one of the towers flanking the gate cracked (fatladz) in the
earthquake of 1509; see Millingen, Walls, 262, 270-78; Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 12.

24 The Stable Gate, located at the southeastern tip of the Istanbul peninsula, directly east of the Sultan Ahmed Camii. Its
Byzantine name is unknown. The Turkish name derives from its location near the imperial stables. An inscription on the gate
commemorates its restoration by Damad Neveehirli Ibrahim Paa in 1135/1722-23; see Millingen, Walls, 260-61;Janin, CB, 279;
Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 11.



CHAPTER THREE

NEXT, WITH THE HELP OF GOD-BE HE EXALTED-THERE BEGINS A DESCRIPTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL

MOSQUES AND SMALL MOSQUES LOCATED OUTSIDE THE WALLS OF ISTANBUL

1. The Blessed Yedikule Congregational Mosque 005 outside the Yedikule Gate

Its builder was His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. It is attached to his great vakf.

2. The Kasablar Mosque006 outside the Abovementioned Gate

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was the former grand vizier Kara Mustafa
Paga,10 7 who built a medrese on the Divanyolu inside Istanbul. He was grand vizier at the siege of
Vienna in one thousand ninety-four [1683]. Following his return to Belgrade in disorderly flight, he
was executed, and his severed head brought into the imperial presence in Edirne. He was subsequently
buried at the Congregational Mosque of Saruca Paga. His father's name was Oruc. There is a single
hamam of his near the abovementioned mosque. The Deryayi 5eyh Ali Efendi,"0 who was among those
who participated in the conquest of Constantinople and later died, is buried opposite the hamam.
[228] May God have mercy on him.

3. The Debbaglar Mosque009 outside the Abovementioned Gate

This also is an upper-story mosque. Its builder is the still living tanner (debbag) Haci Ahmed Aga, one of
the notables of our age. It was built a year before the great earthquake which occurred in 1179 [1766].

4. The Hacz Mahmud Mosque"" near the Tekke of Merkez Efendi outside the Mevlevihane Yeni Kapi

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Haci Mahmud, a patron of charitable works in the
time of Sultan Bayezid the Saint. His grave is also there. The upper-story mekteb adjoining it is the
charitable work of Dehhani ismail Aga, a notable of our age, who lives nearby. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

20" The Yedikule Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Seven Towers), known also as the Kazhcelme or Fatih Camii, located
outside the Yedikule on the way to Bakirk6y, at the intersection of Demirhane Caddesi and Bele gi (Ocal) Sokagi in the
Kazhceime Quarter in Zeytinburnu. Originally built in the second half of the fifteenth century, the mosque was thoroughly
renovated in 1228/1813, and again in 1954. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA, IV, 513; 1C, I, 59; OMFD, III, 407.
For location, see Pervetitch map, Kazh Gesme, 2, lot 10.

200 The Kasablar Mescidi (Butchers' Mosque), known also as the Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Paga Mescidi, located near the
Marmara shore on Kazh Camii Sokagi in the Kazlheme Quarter in Zeytinburnu. The mosque, which was originally built in the
late seventeenth century, underwent substantial renovation in 1195/1780. In recent years it was completely rebuilt; see DBIA,
IV, 513; V, 403-4; C, I, 85. For location, see Pervetitch map, Kazh Qesme, 2, lot 29.

2007 Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Paia; see Hadika, n. 1485.
200 For 5eyh Ali Efendi, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 8.
200 The Debbaglar Mescidi (Tanners' Mosque). Although Ayvansarayi describes it as situated near the Yedi Kule, the mosque

and its location are otherwise unknown.
210 The Haci Mahmud Mescidi, located on Mevlevihane (Mevlanakapi) Caddesi to the Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi in the Merkez

Efendi Quarter in Zeytinburnu. Although originally built as a mosque in the time of Sultan Bayezid 11 (1481-1512), it was
converted into a Halveti-$abani tekke by a certain $eyh Salih Salaheddin Efendi in 1291/1874. It was rebuilt in the second half
of the nineteenth century (probably in 1874), and is today in ruin; see DBIA, VIII, 177; 1C, I, 65.
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5. The Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi Mosque0 "

Its builder was the chief clerk (bashalife) of the Janissaries, Malkog Mehmed Efendi. Setting off on the

blessed hajj, he arrived in Konya and vowed, "If God grants a safe return to our native country, I shall

build a lodge for the Mevlevi dervishes in Istanbul." Following his return, he brought his pledge to pass

and built this mosque. The late Emini composed this chronogram for its completion: "The scribe built

a Mevlevihane at the Yeni Kapi,"' 1 1006 [1597-98]. Grand Vizier Mehmed Paga"l" and Tirnakci Hasan

Aga, the aka of the Janissaries, were present at the time of its inauguration. The charitable patron is

buried near the $adzruan. Kemal Ahmed Dede, its first head, was seyh for four years and was buried there

when he died. Subsequently, Dogani Hfiseyin Dede was seyh for thirty years, and, when he passed away

in 1040 [1630-31], he, too, was buried there. And eight years later, Seyyid Ebu Bekir Qelebi, the head of

the [lodge of Celaleddin Rumi] in Konya, came to this zaviye by imperial command. He passed away

while visiting it and was buried there. The largest of all the cenotaphs (sanduka) belongs to him. Sabuhi

Ahmed Dede became seyh after the abovementioned Dogani Dede, and he passed away in 1054 [1644-

45]. He is buried outside the tomb [of Kemal Ahmed Dede]. Subsequently, Haci Ahmed Dede was seyh
for twenty years. [229] He passed away in Illuminated Medina in 1078 [1667-68], while returning from

the hajj, and is buried there. Subsequently, Kari Ahmed Dede became head of the tekke. He died in

1090 [1679-80] and is buried there. Kari Ahmed Dede was from a town named Dargiri in Rumelia. He

was initiated into the [Mevlevi] order in Konya by Arif Mehmed Qelebi and subsequently served Sabuhi.

Zeki Ali composed a chronogram of his death in this manner: "Say the Fatiha for the soul of the pure

Spiritual Pole Ahmed Dede!"2 14 Another [chronogram for his death is as follows]: "May it be Ahmed

Dede's fate to be forever at the Throne of God!"2 01 5

In his place, Naci Ahmed Dede, known as Pendari, became head of the lodge for thirty-three years.

When subsequently he passed away in 1123 [1711-12], he was buried there. Naci Ahmed Dede wrote

poetry. [These are] examples of his work:

The wine cup went around and the musician made harmony with the flute.
All the wine bubbles embarked upon a whirling dance like the Mevlevis.

211 The Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi Mescidi, located in the Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi on Mevlevihane (Mevlanakapi) Caddesi at the

intersection with Mevlevi Tekkesi Sokagi in the Merkez Efendi Quarter in Zeytinburnu. After the Galata Mevlevihanesi, it is the

oldest Mevlevi tekke in Istanbul and was the largest establishment belonging to the order in the Ottoman capital. The complex

included a mosque, a semahane, a tomb for the $eyhs of the tekke, an audience hall (divanhane), dervish rooms, a timekeeper's

room (muvakkithane) and a kitchen (mutfak). The tekke was originally built in the late sixteenth century and restored several

times before being completely rebuilt by Sultan Mahmud II in 1232/1816-17; see DBIA, VII, 476-85; Demircanh, Evliya, 303-4;

IC, I, 156; M. Baha Tanman, "Settings for the Veneration of Saints," in The Dervish Lodge. Architecture, Art and Sufism in Ottoman

Turkey, ed. Raymond Lifchez (Berkeley, 1992), 156-58, 160.
2012 Yeiii-kapu'da yapdz Yazzcz Beg Mevlevihune.
2013 Mehmed Paga, Elmas (1662-97), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mustafa II. Born the son of a shipmaster in

Kastamonu, he was as a young man taken into service in the sultan's treasury and quickly promoted through a series of offices,

becoming niyancz with the rank of beyierbeyi in 1689-90. He was made a vizier of the dome (kubbe veziri) and was appointed

kaimmakam in February 1695 and, three months later (2 May 1695), Sultan Mustafa II made him grand vizier. Over the next

three years, he distinguished himself in campaigns in Hungary. He was killed in the course of the bloodbath suffered by the

Ottoman army at Zenta on the Tisza River on 11 September 1697, during which a Hapsburg army commanded by Prince

Eugene of Savoy, slaughtered 20,000 Turkish troops. The Sultan fled the battle, after which the Janissaries mutinied and killed

the grand vizier and many of his officers. Mehmed Paya is described as elegant, lively, intelligent and experienced in financial

affairs but unpopular with the viziers and with the army; see EI2 , VI, 993-94; SO, I, 395.
2014Kutb-i pdk Ahmed Dede rihzna okufdtiha.
2015 Ola Ahmed Dede de-vrdnz dd'im 'ars-z Mevld'da.
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Another:

Behold your ruby lip. It desires not the Cup ofJemshid.
Behold the perfumed peach fuzz of your countenance. It recalls the curly locks on the rose.

Seyyid Yusuf Nesib Dede became head of the tekke after him. He died in 1137 [1724-25] and was
buried there. The abovementioned Seyyid Yusuf Nesib Dede ibn 5eyh Omer al-Konevi was initiated into
the order by Siyahi Mustafa Dede, the head of the order in Egypt. He emigrated from Konya and
became the reader of Bostan Qelebi Efendi's lectures on the Mesnevi.2 1

11 In the year 1106 [1694-95], he
set out on the blessed hajj from Konya with Bostan Qelebi. While residing in Konya following his
return, because Naci Ahmed Dede vacated the office, he became the head of the abovementioned
dervish lodge. Pecevizade Ahmed Dede became 5eyh in his place, and, dying as well in that same year
[1137 (1724-25)], he was buried there. His father was Pecevi 5eyh Mustafa-yi Halveti. He was born in
the abovementioned city.21 7 He subsequently became head of a tekke in Konya in place of his father,
and, still later, he became the 5eyh of the Mevlevihane of Filibe.2 1

1 Later, he became 5eyh [of the
Yenikapi Mevlevihane] in place of Nesib Dede. The reciter of the Mesnevi (mesnevihan), Mehmed Dede,
became eyh in his place. [230] He died in 1145 [1732-33] and was buried there. He was 5eyh for eight
years. And, after him, Musa Safi Dede became seyh for twelve years. He died in 1157 [1744-45] and was
buried there. Knfenk Ahmed Dede became eyh in his place. He died two years later, in 1159 [1746-47],
and was also buried there. Subsequently, the twelfth eyh was Ebu Bekir Dede Efendi, a descendant of
the Prophet Muhammed. He passed away in 1190 [1776-77], and, after him, the thirteenth eyh was
5eyh Seyyid Ali Dede Efendi. Following his death in [1219 (1804-5)], he also was buried in the above-
mentioned tekke. When his brother, Abdillbaki Efendi, became $eyh in his place, he expelled one of his
relatives, Agibasi Mehmed Dede, from the tekke. The abovementioned tekke was completely renovated
through the zeal of Sultan [Mahmud II] and was inaugurated on the ninth day of Cemaziyfilevvel of the
year twelve thirty-two [27 March 1817]. All of the seyhs were invited for the reading of the Mevlid-i $erif
and the imperial person, incognito, also honored [the proceedings] by a visit. The inscriptions in celi
script in various parts [of the Mevlevihane] were done by Kerasteci Nuri Efendi, one of the dedes of the
abovementioned dergdh. Following his death in 1231 [1815-16], 5eyh [Abdfil]baki Efendi was buried
there, and his son, Seyyid Hfisnii Dede, was seated in his father's place as a beardless youth. When, in
accord with the command of God-be He exalted-Hfisni Dede set out for the Abode of Eternity at
the end of blessed Ramazan 1245 [March 1830], he was buried at the side of his father. Subsequently,
his paternal uncle, Abdfirrahim Dede, became eyh. On his death in 1247 [1831-32], Osman Dede
Efendi, the younger brother of the abovementioned Hfisni Dede, became head of the abovemen-
tioned dergdh as a minor. 1

2016 The Mathnawi, the vast six-volume work of spiritual teaching and Sufi lore in the form of stories and lyric poetry by the
thirteenth-century mystic, Celaleddin Rumi (JalAl al-Din Rfnmi).

2017 The town of Pec (P6cs) in southern Hungary.
201 The city of Plovdiv on the Maritsa River in central Bulgaria.
2019 For an extended list of the hyhs of the Yenikapi Mevlevihane, see Z5E, 31-32.
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6. The Congregational Mosque of the Tekke of Merkez Efendi..."

Its builder was 5eyh Musliheddin Merkez Musa Efendi ibn Mustafa ibn Kili Bey ibn Haydar.0 2 The
aforesaid was born in the village of San Mahmudlu in the district of Ladikiye in the province of
Kfttahya. He was subsequently initiated as a dervish by Sfinb1l Efendi." He built the zaviye and rooms
in the courtyard of this mosque. Following the death of 5eyh Sfinbfil Efendi, while he was preoccupied
with the training of dervishes there, [Merkez Efendi] was transferred to [Sfinbill Efendi's] post [as
head of the tekke of Koca Mustafa Paa]. [231] Dwelling in the tekke of Koca Mustafa Paga, he was
occupied with guiding the servants of God. He was head of the tekke [of Koca Mustafa Paga] for a span
of twenty-three years. On entering God's presence"2 0 2 in 959 [1551-52], Ebussuud Efendi 24 performed
his funeral prayer on a Friday in the blessed Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mehmed. He also
composed the following chronogram for his death: "May God illumine the surroundings of Merkez." 225

He is buried in a separate tomb in the tekke which he built.
His son-in-law, Musliheddin Seyyid Mustafa Efendi, who became head of this zaviye in his place, was,

following his death in nine-hundred eighty-five [1577-78], buried near [Merkez Efendi]. "$ey4 Seyyid,"
984 [1576-77], is the date of his death. A son and two daughters born to one of the daughters of the
abovementioned Musliheddin Merkez Efendi are buried beside him. Finikeli Abdullah Efendi, one of
the eyhs of this lodge, is buried in the tomb adjoining the gate of the zaviye. He received the office of
halife from Yakub Efendi, who became seyh of [the tekke of] Koca Mustafa Paya in place of Merkez
Efendi. [Finikeli Abdullah Efendi] became $eyh of this zaviye and died in exactly [the year] one
thousand [1591-92]. He lived for one hundred ten years. His son, Mustafa Efendi, became head of the
tekke in his place. He died eight years later, in 1008 [1599-1600], and was buried at the gate beside his
father.

Abdfilbaki Paga, the builder of the darilkura opposite [the zaviye], is buried in its vicinity. The
aforesaid built [the daralkura] in one thousand seventeen [1608-9]. He died seventeen years later, in
1034 [1624-25], while he was governor of Tokat, and his body was transported to this place and buried.
The Qukur Qegme is also outside the gate of the zaviye and it [gives forth] delicious, flowing water.
There is an exalted ayazma 26 in the vicinity of 5eyh Merkez Efendi's tomb. One descends to it by

2020 The Merkez Efendi Tekkesi Camii, located on Merkez Efendi Caddesi in the Merkez Efendi Quarter outside the
Mevlevihane Yenikapisi in Zeytinburnu. Founded in the early sixteenth century, it was the second most important establishment
of the Sinbfili branch of the Halved dervish order in the Ottoman capital. The complex includes a mosque-tevhidhane, a pair of
tombs and a filehane. A restoration by Sultan Mahmud II is commemorated in an inscription dated 1253/1837-38 found over
the gate to the courtyard. Although the tekke was closed by the government in 1925 along with other dervish lodges, the cami-
tevhidhane continued to function as a mosque; see DBIA, V, 396-400; Demircanh, Evliya, 131; IC, I, 103; Z5E, 4-5. For location, see
Istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 10, N/7

2021 For 5eyh Musliheddin Merkez Musa Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1413 above; also Hadika, 255-56, 280.
2022 $eyh Sinbil Sinaneddin Yusuf Efendi; see Hadika, n. 45.
2021 Civdr-z Hakk'a vdstl oldukda, i.e., going to Paradise.
2024 $eyhfilislim Ebussuud Efendi; see Hadika, n. 527.2025 Ddiresin Merkez'ii nfir ide Allh.
2026 ayazma, from the Greek agiasmos, the state or quality of being holy or sacred; hence, a sacred place or sanctuary, and, most

especially, a sacred spring. Although such sacred springs are usually of Greek Christian origin, they have often become Muslim
sanctuaries as well. Popular belief going back to pre-Christian times held that the waters of such springs had curative properties,
and, as a result, in addition to a continual stream of visits by the faithful throughout the year, ayazma were venues of great
religious fairs on the days of the saints to which they were dedicated.

Large numbers of such sacred springs are to be found in and around Istanbul. Reference here is to one of the most impor-
tant of these, the Zoodochos Pege (the Life-giving Spring) of the Greeks, known among Turks as the Bahkh Ayazmasi (Sacred
Spring of the Fish), located at the intersection of Bahkh Caddesi and the Seyit Nizam Caddesi outside the Silivri Kapisi in the
Merkez Efendi Quarter in Zeytinburnu. The earliest church on the site is said to date back to the reign of the emperor Leo I
(457-74). Enlarged by the emperor Justinian in the sixth century, the church was several times rebuilt in the centuries before
the Turkish conquest of Constantinople. Murad II is supposed to have used the church as his headquarters during his siege of
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[several] steps. The abovementioned [Merkez Efendi's] subterranean halvethane, which is like a cave, is
still extant, and it is a place of pilgrimage for the Faithful. The hamam located next to [Merkez Efendi's
zaviye] is one of its vakfs. The aforesaid [Merkez Efendi] had a private room in the hamam for bathing.
At present the sick and invalid bathe [there] with purity of purpose and are restored to health.

[232] Because the late 5ah Sultan," the pious founder of a mosque and tekke 28 located near [the
tomb of] Halid bin Zeyd [Eyyub]-may God be well pleased with him-was Merkez Efendi's disciple,
she built that mosque and tekke for him. The aforesaid [5ah Sultan] is buried in a separate tomb near
the zaviye of Sultan Selim the Second. She is described in detail in the account of her zaviye.229 The
Congregational Mosque of Merkez Efendi has a quarter.

7. The Emani Mosque20 near the Congregational Mosque of Merkez Efendi

Its builder, retiring from the office of confidential secretary (szr kdtib), became divan secretary for one
of the viziers. He died in Salonika in 1000 [1591-92] while the abovementioned vizier was governor
there. Subsequently, the abovementioned mosque and its quarter were burned in a fire. [Its site] was
annexed to a garden (bostan) and it has remained in that state.

8. The Pyas Efendi Mosque"" outside the Yeni Kapz

Its builder was Ilyas 5fcaeddin ibn Ilyas. He was a native of Dimetoka. He became the mfidemis of the
Sahn Medrese in Edirne. He subsequently became deaf during the time he was miderris of [the
medrese of] Bayezid Khan there and retired. [He died] at the age of ninety. The phrase "Praising
God,"20 2 920 [1514-15], is the date [of his death]. He is buried in an open-roofed tomb near this
mosque. His two sons, named Ebu Hamid and Lutfullah, are buried beside him. He wrote glosses to all
of the works of the Sayyid 5erif.213" [The mosque] has a quarter.

the city in 1422, and, following the conquest in 1453, it was torn down. The spring remained in Greek hands, however, and in
1726-27, a small chapel was again erected on the site. In its present form, the church dates from 1833, with restorations carried
out in 1933 and again in 1955, following the anti-Greek riots which broke out in Istanbul that year over the Cyprus dispute.
Although in the past the ayazma was the site of large and animated religious fairs at Easter and on the Feast of the Blessed
Virgin (August 15), it is today little frequented because of the emigration of Istanbul's Greek population; see R. Janin, La
Giographie eccksiastique de 1' empire Byzantin, premire partie. Le sisge de Constantinople et le patriarcat oecuminique, tome II. Les eglises et
les monastres (Paris, 1953), 232-37; for a description of the Easter fair at the Bahkh Ayazamsi as it was celebrated at the
beginning of the twentieth century, see H. G. Dwight, Constantinople, Settings and Traits (New York, 1926), 332-38.

2027 $ah Sultan (d. 1572), one of the daughters of Selim I and the sister of Sfileyman I. She was married to Grand Vizier Lutfi
Paa sometime before 1523, but the marriage was dissolved in 1541; see Ulugay, Kadznlar, 32-33.

202 The $ah Sultan Camii and attached tekke; see Hadika, 279-82.
20 See Hadika, 279-80.
20.0 The Emani Mescidi. Although Ayvansarayi locates it near the Merkez Efendi Camii, Oz states that it stood near the

Yavedud Camii in the vicinity of the Eri Kapi. In fact, its precise location is uncertain. The mosque is no longer extant; see IC,
I, 51; ISTA, X, 5292.

211 The Ilyas Efendi Mescidi, known also as the tlyaszade or Sakine Hatun Mescidi, located outside the Top Kapi on tlyaszade
Camii Sokaki in the Merkez Efendi Quarter in Zeytinburnu. The mosque was earlier located at the intersection of Qirpic
Caddesi (Londra Asfalti) and Ilyaszade Sokagi but was torn down in 1956 and has only recently been rebuilt on its present site;
see DBIA, VIII, 216-17; Demircanh, Evliya, 243; IC, I, 76. For location, see Istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 10, N/8; Istanbul Euroatlas,
sheet 74, G/2.

202 Zikr.

22 'Ali bin Muhammad al-Jurjani, known as the Sayyid al-Sharif (1339-1413), Persian theologian of the late fourteenth and
early fifteenth century, who settled in Shiraz and wrote on many subjects, including logic, grammar and law; see E2, II, 602-3.
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9. The Takiyeci Congregational Mosque"" outside the Top Kapi

Its builder was the maker of felt caps (arakiyeci) Ibrahim Efendi. He is buried inside his sebil, which
adjoins [the mosque]. These are the couplets written on the side stones of his grave:

Let the patron of charitable works accept this martyr's grave!
Let Paradise be his abode!

He made and brought to life his place in Paradise.
God, make the houris his companions!

[233] According to the chronogram on the arch of its gateway, the abovementioned mosque was
completed in exactly one thousand [1591-92]. The numerical date on the sebil in which [Ibrahim
Efendi] is buried is nine hundred eighty-six [1578-79]. The sebil and well located at the side gateway of
the mosque's courtyard were built two years after the mosque. The cenotaph and gravestone with a
turban opposite the mosque are the resting place of Halil Efendi, who died in 995 [1586-87]. A salary is
provided from the vakf of the abovementioned builder with the stipulation that it be given to a eyh of
the Halveti dervish order. At present, the occupants of the office of 5eyh perform litanies of praise (zikr)
and declarations of the unity of God (tevhid) on Fridays. The founder of the charitable work [Ibrahim
Efendi] is mentioned in the book named Sergazest (Adventure) of La'lizade Seyyid Abdfilbaki Efendi. "
[The Takiyeci Congregational Mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Savak Mosque""6 outside the Eri Kap

Its builder was the aga of the Janissaries, Harami Ahmed Paga. When his father-in-law, Grand Vizier
Siyavu Paga," " died in the year one thousand three [1594-95], he was also dismissed. Although he was
subsequently favored with [the rank of vizier with] three tuk, he passed away to the Abode of Eternity
shortly after that and was buried near his mosque in the year "Six horizons," 1008 [1599-1600].'0" In
addition to this, another mosque'o" of his near the Fethiye Mosque was made from a church. The
minbar [of the Savak Mosque] was installed by the head of the office of high appointments (tahvil
kisedan) Sabih Ali Efendi, who passed away at Isakg12 0 in the year "Victorious sword," 1183 [1769-70],04
while the imperial army was there. The nearby mekteb was also [founded] by the abovementioned Sabih

203 The Takiyeci Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Maker of Felt Caps), known also as the Takiyeci lbrahim Aga or
Takiyeci Ibrahim Qavu Camii, located on Takkeci Camii Sokaki near the intersection with Topkapi Davutpaga Caddesi in the
Maltepe Quarter in Zeytinburnu. The mosque, with its wooden portico columns and its wooden dome, was spared by its remote
location from the fires which destroyed or badly damaged all other mosques of this type in Istanbul. It is noteworthy as well for
the fine tznik tile revetments on its interior. An inscription commemorates a renovation of the mosque by Sultan Mahmud II in
1246/1830-31; see DBIA, VII, 194-95; IC, I, 144. For location, see Istanbul Euroatlas, sheet 74, F/2.

2035 La'lizade Seyyid Abdfilbaki Efendi (d. 1746), Ottoman jurist, poet, calligrapher and member of the Nakebendi dervish
order. He served as a maiderris in Istanbul and later as kadi of Istanbul and kadiasker of Anatolia and wrote poetry under the pen
name Yetim; see Hadika, 296-97; Mecmua, 268-69; Rado, Tfirk Hattatlan, 146; ISTA, I, 76; SO, III, 298-99. A translation of his
Sergfizelt can be found in John P. Brown, The Darvishes or Oriental Spiritualism (Oxford, 1927), 232-49.

20" The Savak Mescidi (Mosque of the Water Distribution Cistern), known also as the Asrafzade, Israfzade or Hirami Ahmed
Paa Mescidi, located on Savaklar Caddesi at the intersection with Cebecibapi Caddesi in the Fethi Qelebi Quarter in Eyip. The
mosque also functioned as a zaviye and was headed by the Halveti seyh Cemaleddin U aki between 1742 and his death in 1751.
Following his death, Cemaleddin U aki, who was the founder of the Cemali branch of the Halveti-U aki order, was buried
there. The tekke thus became the order's grand lodge (asitane) and came to be known as the Cemali or 5eyh Cemaleddin
U aki Tekkesi; see DBIA, II, 399-400; Demircanh, Evliya, 234; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 79-82; IC, I, 120; ISTA, I, 440.

2037 Kanijeli Siyavu Paga; see Hadika, n. 308.
2038 $ej cihet, the six horizons that bound the whole of the material world.
2039 The Ahmed Paa Mescidi; see Hadika, 42.
20 The town of Isaccea on the lower Pruth in Rumania.
2041 Seyf-i glib.
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Efendi. Because this mosque was built to serve as a dervish lodge, there are rooms around it, and a
stipend for the $eyhs is provided from its vakf. Among the seyhs of the abovementioned zaviye was the
famous Seyyid Mehmed Cemaleddin Efendi, who died in our time. He was the halife of $eyh Bagdadi
Efendi. He was originally eyh for a time in his own zaviye in Edirne, and subsequently he emigrated to
Istanbul. His predecessor was $eyh Mehmed Efendi, who had been the Friday preacher of the
Congregational Mosque of Piyale Paga. 4" He passed away in the year 1155 [1742-43], after serving as
seyh in this zaviye for forty-five years. [234] Since [the office of eyh] in the abovementioned zaviye fell
vacant when he was buried opposite it, [the post] was offered to the previously mentioned Cemal
Efendi. He was seyh for nine years, and on passing away, was buried in a covered tomb before the
mihrab. Minstakimzade composed this chronogram for his death:

All the ardent lovers [of God] expressed this date in divinely inspired words.
"May Cemaleddin U aki be divinely exalted,"204 3 1164 [1750-51].

[Cemaleddin's] predecessor, $eyh Mehmed, established a Qur'an readership as a vakf for this mosque
and, in accord with the conditions of the vakf, he awarded the performance of the duty to the glory
among the righteous, 5eyh Halil Efendi, imam of the Toklu Dede quarter located inside the land wall.
This Halil Efendi was buried near [the grave of] Ebu $eybet al-Hudri 2 "-may God be well pleased with
him-in 1167 [1753-54]. [$eyh Mehmed's] namesake, Ebulkasim Hattat Hoca Mehmed Rasim Efendi,
known as Egrikapili,2 4 is buried in a raised terrace opposite the zaviye and facing the Egri Kapi. He
passed away at the age of seventy and was buried there in 1169 [1755-56]. [Others] buried in the
terrace in which the aforesaid is interred are the Janissary officer Alti Parmak Efendi and, beside him,
Kara Knicik Efendi, the imam of the Avci Bey [Mosque] 20

1 in the Egrikapi Quarter, and his son, the
imperial mevlidhan, Seyyid Mahmud Efendi. This line of poetry is a chronogram for his death: "May
God make His Paradise a mihrab for Imam Mahmud Efendi,"204 1 1182 [1768-69]. $eyh Findik Mehmed
Efendi is buried nearby. An executed khan of the Crimea was buried near him in 966 [1558-59].

Be it known that, just as they call this quarter the Savak Quarter, they also call it the Cebeci Quarter.
The reason for this is as follows. When this district was still vacant, one of the heads of the corps of
armorers (cebecibasz) built the first house here. Because this was the reason this community and quarter
came into existence and the abovementioned mosque was subsequently built, it became generally
known as the Cebecibasi Quarter. And it is so recorded in the imperial registers.

Facing this mosque and adjoining the city wall [235] is the water distribution reservoir (taksim
hazinesi) of the Kirkcegme. An exalted fountain flows outside this water distribution point (maksim).
There is a balconied pavilion belonging to the sekbanbasz in the garden of the water distribution point.
[The sekbanbasz] stands guard here for three days during the Easter of the Christians.

Although the form of the wooden minaret, which was built by the founder of this blessed mosque,
and of the charming dervish lodge was not modified until our time, Grand Vizier Silahdar Seyyid
Mehmed Paga24" built a brick minaret [in its place] during his grand vizierate. It was finished in

202 The Piyale Paga Camii; see Hadika, 350-52.
204 Cemdl al-Din 'Ugdki ide ldhnti vdld-cd.2" Abfi Shibat al-Khadri; see Hadika, n. 402.
204 Egrikapili Hoca Mehmed Rasim Efendi; see Hadika, n. 139.
2' The Egrikapi Mescidi; see Hadika, 42.2
1

4
1mdm Mahmfid Efendi'ye ide cenndtz Hakk mihrdb.

204 Mehmed Paa, Silahdar, Seyyid, Kara (1735-81), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Abdfilhamid I. Born in
Nigde, he went to Istanbul as a youth and entered the helvahane in the imperial palace. In 1759, he was enrolled in the corps of
the zfilatfl baltaczlar and was subsequently appointed a clerk of the hazine. Coming to the attention of Sultan Abdfilhamid I, he
was made a court chamberlain (mabeyinci) in the has oda and in 1774 was designated steward of the treasury (hazine kethfidasi).
He became silahdar a year later and was appointed grand vizier on 21 August 1779. He died on 19 February 1781, while still in
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Ramazan in the year "Repose of the hearts," 49 1192 [1778-79], and necessary allowances being assigned
for expenses, it attained full completion. A coffee mill and coffee house, and opposite them, at the side
of the moat, two stone water closets were also rebuilt on the Edirne Kapi road in this suburb. A garden
was made vakf to cover the expenditures needed for their repair and renovation. 5igman Mehmed Aga
ibn Baba Yusuf was the pious patron. He came from Kalacik2

1
0 and expended effort on these charitable

works while he was in the service of the clerk of the chief accountancy of the finance department
(basmuhasebe kisedan), Hafiz Mehmed Efendi. He is buried in the space before his charitable works. His
death occurred in the year "Sheltering gardens,"25 1193 [1779].

After the death of the abovementioned 5eyh Cemaleddin Efendi, his son Seyyid Mehmed Efendi
became head of the zaviye. Because of the retirement of his father's halife, Edirnevi Yazici 5eyh Mehmed
U aki, in 1192 [1778-79], this Seyyid Mehmed Efendi also became $eyh of the tekke of Hfisameddin
U aki.2 0

1
2 On the death of Seyyid Mehmed Efendi [in the same year],211' he was buried beside his

father, and the [headship of the] tekkes was conferred on the son of his eldest son, Cemali Efendi. On
his passing away to the Abode of Eternity in the year 1246 [1830-31], [headship of the tekke] was
conferred along with that of the U aki Tekke in Kasimpaga on his son, Alaeddin Efendi. On the above-
mentioned 5eyh Alaeddin's death from the plague in Cemaziyftlevvel of the year 1251 [1835], [the
office of seyh] was conferred on the Halveti seyh, Ubeyd Efendi, who had been transferred from the
Tekke of 5ah Sultan "5 to the Savaklar Tekke. [236] On his death a year later, Ali Efendi, one of the
official $eyhs, was deemed suitable [for the office]. 2055

Mehmed Nuri Efendi, the son of the abovementioned Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, was a member of the
Mevlevi dervish order. He was an excellent flute player, musician and composer, and he made excellent
designs [in the technique] known as filigree work and produced calligraphies. He was a person of taste
and was a continuous resident of this lodge. Because he was a whimsical person, he never went to the
barber to get a shave. For this reason, he clipped himself with scissors and would go about sometimes
bearded and at other times shaven. But many people, the great, the small and the lovers of pleasure,
were brought together in affection for him. Subsequently, Halet Efendi 56 showed [Mehmed Nuri
Efendi] abundant honor and esteem and also renovated the tekke. Forty days after the execution of the
abovementioned Halet Efendi, [Mehmed Nuri Efendi] also died. He never married. He is buried
beside his father-may God have mercy upon him. [The Savak Mosque] has a quarter.

office. He was known as the Kara Vezir for his dark complexion and ugly appearance; see SO, IV, 258-59.
2049 Tervihat al-kulfsb.
200 Town about 35 kilometers northeast of Ankara in Central Anatolia
201 Rav al-me'vd.
2052 The Hfisameddin U aki Tekkesi in Kasimpaga; see Z5E, 42.
2053 For the date of Seyyid Mehmed Efendi's death, see ibid.
2054 The sah Sultan Tekkesi in Eyftp; see Hadika, 279-82.
205 An extended list of the seyhs of the Cemali Tekkesi can be found in Z5E, 52.
2056 Halet Efendi, Mehmed Said (c. 1761-1822), Ottoman statesman of the reign of Sultan Mahmud II. After being educated

in the house of 5eyhfilislAm $eref Efendi, he was appointed to a variety of provincial posts and at the same time became closely
attached to Galib Dede, the seyh of the Galata Mevlevihane. In 1802, he was made ambassador to Paris and thus became
knowledgeable about contemporary developments in the West. Returning to Istanbul in 1806, he was appointed reisilkittab and
nisyancz and came in time to be a confidant of Sultan Mahmud II. Deeply conservative, he opposed the abolition of the Janissary
corps and exercised considerable influence over the selection of persons to fill the offices of grand vizier and seyhidisldm. His
urging of an expedition to depose Tepedelenli Ali Paga in 1820 was an immediate cause of the Greek revolt in the Morea a year
later, which in turn led to his deposition, exile and execution in Konya in 1822. Able, intelligent and strongly opposed to
westernization, he gained great influence in the early years of the reign of Mahmud II, but his role in precipitatini the
insurrection in the Morea led eventually to Greek independence and disaster for the Ottoman Empire; see Hadika, 372; El , III,
90-91; SO, II, 102.
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11. The Ayvansaray Mosque05* outside the Abovementioned Gate

Its original builder was Korucu Mehmed Qelebi ibn Hfiseyin. This is the date of its vakfiye: 999 [1590-
91]. His grave is located on the outskirts of the quarter named Tokmak Tepe on the side toward the
shore when going to Eyiip. These couplets in Turkish and Arabic are written on his gravestone.

The world is a guest-house.
Foolish are those who make not provision for death.

0 visitor to my grave, think about my condition.
I was yesterday like you and you shall be tomorrow like me.

Its minbar was installed by 5eyh Abdullah Efendi, the tutor in the mekteb of iskender Bey, which is
located near the tomb of Zal Mahmud Paga,20 58 and the imam of the Arpaci Hayreddin Mosque 2059 in
Q6mlekeiler. His grave is in the tomb of 5eyhoglu Edhem Baba, opposite this mosque, [and is dated]
1187 [1773-74]. Because [the mosque] burned in 1249 [1833-34], the daughter of a steward ofjudicial
offices (kadzlar kapisz kethaidasz), Muhzir Haci Bekri, renovated it. [The Ayvansaray Mosque] has a
quarter.

Because 5ah Sultan,2 "0 daughter of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, rebuilt an exalted mekteb and a
beautiful tomb next to this iskender Bey's mekteb, [237] the abovementioned mekteb was abandoned.
The aforesaid sultana, her mother and her husband Mustafa Paya are buried in the tomb.

12. The Balat Iskelesi Mosque 61 outside the Abovementioned Gate

This is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Yusuf $i caeddin Anbari. The location of his grave is not
known. ismail Efendi, the administrator (mitevelli) of its vakf, installed its minbar. He was the imam of
the Congregational Mosque of Ali Paga-yi Atik,2062 located in the vicinity of the Hirka-i serif in Istanbul,
and was known as Qolak imam Efendi. And because permission was given by the vakf of the abovemen-
tioned mosque, a salary for a preacher was provided from the original vakf and it was conferred upon
him. The abovementioned [Yusuf $ficaeddin Anbari] was one of the notables of our age. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

205 The Ayvansaray Mescidi, known also as the Korucu Mehmed Aga Mescidi, located at the intersection of Ayvansaray
Caddesi and Ayvansaray Kuyu Sokagi in the Balat Karaba Quarter in Fener. As the mosque's vakfiye is dated 999/1590, the
mosque itself must have been built around that date. The building was burned in the Ayvansaray fires of 1187/1773 and
1249/1833, following which it was, according to the Ayvansarayi's text, rebuilt by the daughter of a certain Haci Bekir. The
mosque was closed in the early years of the present century and today no trace of the building remains; see DBIA, I, 496; FC, 61-
62; 1C, I, 26; ISTA, III, 1653. For location, see MWmap, C 1/2; Schneider, Oriens, 4 (1951), map.

200 The iskender Bey Mektebi and Zal Mahmud Papa Tfirbesi in Eyiip; see Hadika, 277-78.
2059 The Arpaci Hayreddin Mescidi in Q6mlekeiler in Eyfnp; see Hadika, 304.

$ah Sultan (1761-1803), the daughter of Sultan Mustafa III by his baskadzn, Mihrigah Sultan. The older sister of Sultan
Selim III, she was betrothed to Grand Vizier Bahir Kbse Mustafa Paga in 1764 at the age of three but, because the latter was
dismissed and executed a year later, the marriage was never concluded. At age seven (1768), she was again betrothed, this time
to Yaghkeizade Mehmed Emin Paga, who became grand vizier in the same year, only to be himself dismissed and executed the
following year. Finally, in 1778, she was betrothed and married to Niganci Seyyid Mustafa Paa, by whom she had a daughter,
who, however, died in infancy; see Ulueay, Kadinlar, 101-2.

201 The Balat Iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Balat Boat Landing), known also as the Yusuf $fscaeddin Camii, located at the
intersection of Balat Vapur Iskelesi Sokagi and Demirhisar Caddesi in the Balat Karaba Quarter in Fener. The mosque was
founded by Yusuf $fscaeddin Anbari, a scholar of the period of Sultan Mehmed 11 (1451-81). An inscription over the entrance
states that it was rebuilt in 1180/1766-67 and again in 1310/1892-93. More recently still, it underwent significant restoration in
1987, when the shore of the Golden Horn was cleared; see DBIA, VII, 538; 1C, I, 32; ISTA, IV, 1970. For location, see MW map, D
2/3.

202 The Atik Ali Paa or Zincirlikuyu Camii in Karag6mrik; see Hadika, 133.
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13. The Congregational Mosque of the Yenikapz Iskelesi?.. outside the Abovementioned Gate

This too is an upper-story [mosque]. Originally it was a lower-story mosque. It subsequently burned,
and, although it stood abandoned for some time because there was no income from its vakf, Dfirrizade
Mustafa Efendi,""" the eyhflisldm of the time, renovated and returned it to use. Mustafa Khan the
Third, the sultan of the time, also ordered sums for expenses set aside from his own vakf to the extent
necessary. Mfistakimzade composed this chronogram: "Elegant mosque and charitable work of
Mustafa," 6 1179 [1765-66]. It does not have a quarter.

14. The Mosque of the Aya Kapz2* outside the Abovementioned Gate

This is also an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Ahmed Qelebi. [The location of] his grave is
unknown. Sekbanba i Abdurrahman11 7 is buried in the tomb in its lower story. He was one of those
martyred at the time of the Conquest. The grand vizier of our time, 5ehla Ahmed Paa,20 subsequently

restored and renovated it and made over as a vakf to the mosque the guard house (kulluk) in its lower

story. [The mosque] has a quarter. [238]

15. The Mosque of the Cibali Kap2069 outside the Aforesaid Gate

This too is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Osmanzade Efendi. It has a quarter.

16. The Tfifenkhane Mosque0 70 in Unkapanz

This too is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Sultan Sfileyman Khan. When he built the gun

factory facing it, he also built [the mosque]. The rents of the shops situated beneath it are set aside for

[the purchase of] wax candles and for the other expenses of the mosque. Mustafa Aga, the son of one

of the kapzczbagz of our time, installed its minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

2063 The Yenikapi Iskelesi Camii (Congregational Mosque of the New Gate Landing). It was presumably located outside the
Yeni Aya Kapisi in the Abdi Suba i Quarter in Fener. The mosque is no longer extant.

For Dfirrizade Mustafa Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1163.
Cdmi'-i zibd ve hayr-z Mustafd.
The Aya Kapisi Mescidi (Mosque of the Saint's Gate), known also as the Sekbanbayi Camii, located outside the sea wall

along the Golden Horn, immediately west of the Aya Kapi, at the intersection of Abdf6lezel Paga Caddesi and Haracibasi Sokaki
in the K&ckmustafapaa Quarter in Fener. The mosque was originally built during the reign of Sultan Mehmed II and was
rebuilt in the eighteenth century by Grand Vizier 5ehlag6z Haci Ahmed Paa. It is no longer functioning; see DBIA, I, 438; FC,
60; IC, I, 26; 1STA, III, 1380-81.

206 Sekbanbasi Abdurrahman A&a, a soldier who fell as a martyr during the siege of Constantinople in 1453. In later times his
tomb became a place of pious visitation; see ISTA, I, 156; Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 2.

2060 ehlag6z Haci Ahmed Paga, for whom, see Hadika, n. 54.
20 The Cibali Kapisi Mescidi (Mosque of the Cibali Gate), known also as the Osmanzade Mescidi, located outside the Cibali

Kapi in the Haraci Kara Mehmed Quarter in Fener. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 79; IC, I, 40. For location, see
MWmap, E 4/3.

2070 The Tntfenkhane Mescidi (Armory Mosque), located on Abdil6ezel Paa Caddesi in the Haracci Kara Mehmed Quarter in
Fener. It is listed as among the works of Mimar Sinan. No trace of the mosque remains; see FC, 218; IC, I, 148. For location, see
MW, 489.
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17. The Congregational Mosque of Unkapanz' "

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was the subasz Sfileyman. He is buried in the mekteb which he
built at the corner of the crossroad in Azablar. 0" He was one of Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First's high
officials. When the eyhilharem of the Blessed Abode of Felicity, Begir Aga,20"7 restored [the mosque], as
it had been restored several times before our age, he assigned income from his vakf for the reading of
the Mevlid-i $erif Subsequently, the nazzr-z haremeyn Maktul Begir Aga 2 " established a vakf for [reading
the Sahah of] Buhari.20

11 In addition to installing an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun), he roofed it
anew with lead in place of tile. Subsequently, his foundation for the reading of Buhari was transferred
to the Kalenderhane Congregational Mosque.2 1' The first Begir [Aga] is buried in the vicinity of the
tomb of Eyyub, and the second Begir [Aga] is buried in Dogancilar in Uskidar. Horos Mehmed Efendi
and Sefer Dede, famous Muslim gazis who came at the time of the Conquest, are buried in front of the
abovementioned [Unkapani] Gate.20" [The mosque] has a quarter.

18. The Zeytinciler Mosque" outside the Ayazma Kapz

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Hfiseyin Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known.
The running water [of the fountain] in its lower story flows from the foundation plinth of the blessed
mosque built by His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

19. The Mosque of the Ayazma Kap20 ,9 outside the Abovementioned Gate

It is above the mentioned sacred spring (ayazma). Its builder was Haci Davud Aga. A person named
Silleyman Aga installed its minbar. [239] [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

2011 The Unkapani Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Flour Market), known also as the Sfileyman Subapi Camii, located
just to the east of the south end of the Atatfirk Bridge over the Golden Horn in the Yavuz Sinan Quarter in Kfirfkpazar.
Originally built in 1571, the mosque, which is listed as among the works of Mimar Sinan, is no longer extant; see EC, 189; IC, I,
148. For location, see MW map, E 4/16 and 489.

2072 Azabkapi, a district between Kasimpaga and Galata on the north shore of the Golden Horn. It takes its name from the
barracks for the marines (azab) which were located there.

2073 Haci Bepir Aga; see Hadika, n. 327.
207' The darssaade agasi Morah Maktul Kftnfgk Begir Aga; see Hadika, n. 603.
2075 Muhammad ibn IsmA'il al-Bukhari; see Hadika, n. 1443.
071 See Hadika, 184-85, where reference is made to the fact that Maktul Begir Aga carried out a general restoration, enlarged

its vakf, introduced an imperial tribune and provided a stipend for the reading of Buhari's collection of hadith.
2077 For Horos Mehmed Efendi and Sefer Dede, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 54-55, 105.
078 The Zeytinciler Mescidi (Mosque of the Olive Merchants), located, according to Ayvansarayi, outside the former Ayazma

Kapisi, in the Yavuz Sinan Quarter in KiXenkpazar. The mosque is no longer extant. Its site cannot be established with certainty;
see IC, I, 158.

207 The Ayazma Kapisi Mescidi (Mosque of the Ayazma Gate), known also as the Haci Davud Mescidi, located on the site of
the Sebze Hah in the Yavuz Sinan Quarter in Kfinkpazar. The mosque is no longer extant; see IC, I, 26; Alfons Maria
Schneider, "Mauern und Tore am goldenen Horn zu Konstantinopel," Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in G5ttingen,
Philologisch-Historische Klasse, 5 (1950), 79 and accompanying plan 111/20; MWmap, E 5/2.
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20. The Odun Kapz Mosque080 outside the Abovementioned Gate

This also is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was the grocer Haci Salih Aga. [The location of] his
grave is not known. The income for its expenses is provided from [the vakf of] Aya Sofya. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

21. The Soganczlar Mosque'... outside the Odun Kapz

This too is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder is at present the steward of the onion merchants
(soganczlar taifesinin kethiidasz). Although originally a well was dug and a stone fountain built on the site
of this mosque, when they were on the point of falling into ruin and their renovation was desired, the
kethaida Mehmed Aga, in consultation with the abovementioned tradesmen, set about building an
upper-story mosque. It was completed at the time of our writing. Half of its costs were paid from [Meh-
med Aga's] own means and half from the common resources of the said tradesmen. "Perfect since-
rity,"2082 1194 [1780-81], is the date of its completion. The matters noted [here] were heard from a
person named Kutucu Molla Mehmed, a neighbor of ours and a righteous member of the [Muslim]
community. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

22. The Congregational Mosque of the Yogurtcula"' in Sokancilar

Its builder was Ahi Qelebi Mehmed Kemal Ahi Han.2
1
84 He was from Tabriz. He is at present known as

Ahi Qelebi. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

2080 The Odun Kapisi Mescidi (Mosque of the Firewood Gate), known also as the Nevfidan, Yumurtacilar or Qfirakelma
Camii, located outside the Odun Kapi in the Zindankapi Quarter in Kfnckpazar. The mosque was renovated in the early
nineteenth century by Nevfidan, the balkadzn of Sultan Mahmud II, and was again restored in 1924. On the Ayverdi map (!H,
sheet B 5), it is shown as located between Odun Kapi Sokagi and Sogancibap Sokaki. However, other plans, such as that found
in MW (342), identify this as the site of the Sokancilar Mescidi (see Hadika, n. 2081). The EC map (E/2, 142) locates the Odun
Kapi Mescidi on Ragip Gfimfipala Caddesi near the intersection with the former Sarraf Emin Sokagi. In any case, the Odun
Kapi Mescidi is no longer extant; see EC, 150; IC, I, 113.

2081 The Sogancilar Mescidi (Mosque of the Onion Merchants), known also as the Sogancibapi Mescidi or Qilekciler Camii,
located between Odun Kapi Sokagi and Sogancibapi Sokagi in the Zindankapi Quarter in K6;kpazar. The mosque is no longer
extant; see EC, 174-75; IC, I, 123. For location, see EC map, E/2, 166; MW, 342.

2082 Tdm al-ihids.
2083 The Yogurtcular Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Yogurt Sellers). While some sources identify the Yogurtcular

Camii as being the same as the Ahi Celebi Camii, located at the intersection of Yogurteu Hfiseyin Sokagi and Bahkpazan
Degirmen Sokagi in the Zindankapi Quarter in Kfieikpazar, others claim that the Ahi Qelebi Camii is the same as the Kanli
Finn Mescidi described by Ayvansarayi below. 1. Aydin Yfnksel, in his article on the Ahi Qelebi Camii in DBIA (I, 104-5), for
example, takes the former position, while EC (14-16) asserts that the Ahi Qelebi Camii is, in fact, the Kanli Finn Mescidi and
places the Yogurtcular Camii on the shore of the Golden Horn at the Yemi Iskelesi (see EC map, 206).

To add to the confusion, although Ayvansarayi makes no mention of an Ahi Qelebi Camii, he does state that both the
Yogurtcular Camii and Kanli Finn Mescidi were built by persons named Ahi Qelebi, whom he describes as being different
individuals. Thus, he claims the Yogurtcular Camii to have been built by Ahi Qelebi Mehmed ibn Kemal Ahi Can, while the
Kanli Finn Mescidi is described as having been founded by an Ahi Qelebi who is referred to as a physician (tabib). In this
connection, the Istanbul Vakzf TahrirDefteri of 953/1546 (106) includes a summary of the vakf of the congregational mosque of a
deceased Ahi Qelebi b. Kemal al-Tabib, described as located outside the Bab-i Meyve, i.e., Yemi iskelesi or Zindan Kapisi (Vakf-z
cami-i merhum Ahi Gelebi b. Kemal al-Tabib, der haric-i Bab-t Meyve). As the patronymic (Kemal) is identical to that of the founder of
the Yogurtcular Camii, while the nisba (the Physician) relates this Ahi Qelebi to the founder of the Kanli Finn Mescidi, it
suggests that the founders may, notwithstanding Ayvansarayi's assertion, be one and the same person. Indeed, one might
further speculate as to whether Ayvansarayi's description of the two mosques as separate and distinct foundations might not be
mistaken, in which case, the two may be the same building.

It was to the Mosque of Ahi Qelebi at the Yemi iskelesi that Evliya Qelebi claims at the beginning of his Seyahatname to have
been transported in a dream in which he beheld the Prophet Muhammed as well as other prophets and saints and was bidden
to travel to all lands, to observe their wonders and customs, and draw up an account of all that he had seen; see Evliya Qelebi,
Travels, I/1, 2-5; IC, I, 156; ISTA, I 269-71; OMBYSD, 158-60. For the location of the Ahi Celebi Camii, see MW, 342.
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23. The Kanz Fnn Mosque0. outside the Zindan Kapz

Its builder, Ahi Qelebi, is a different person from [the abovementioned] Muha i Ahi Qelebi Efendi. He
came to Istanbul and opened a shop in Mahmud Paga. While practicing medicine, he became the head
physician in the dariaifa of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mehmed Khan. Subsequently,
when His Majesty the aforesaid sultan became ill, he made [Ahi Qelebi] commissioner of the kitchen
(matbah emini) because of dietary concerns. He was later dismissed and subsequently became chief of
the physicians (reisidetibba) of the Sublime [Ottoman] State. He went on the hajj and, on his return, fell
ill in Egypt. Dying at the age of ninety-six, he was buried in 930 [1523-24] beside the grave of His
Excellency the Imam 5afi .2 ... He also built charitable works in Edirne. [240] [The mosque] does not
have a quarter.

24. The Bahk Pazan Iskelesi Mosque"'

This mosque, the charitable work of a lady [who lived during] the last part of the reign of Sultan
Mustafa Khan the Third, was built of timber. It subsequently burned during the reign of [Abdfd] hamid
Khan [the First]. Although [the site] remained vacant [for a time], it was rebuilt and brought back to
life during the grand vizierate of the second Izzet Mehmed Paga20

1 in the time of Selim Khan the Third.
A vakf was established and a minbar installed as well. When subsequently it again burned down, it was
restored from [the income of] its vakf [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

25. The Tekneciler Mosque0.9 outside the Zindan Kapz

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Originally, His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan built a single-story
[mosque on the site] and assigned incomes for its expenses from [the vakf of] Aya Sofya. The darais-

204 In this connection, the name of the Yogurtcular Camii's founder as given in manuscript versions of the text is Ahi Qelebi
Mehmed ibn Kemal Ahi Can; see Vienna manuscript, fol. 88a; Tfibingen manuscript, fol. 80b.

2" The Kanh Finn Mescidi (Mosque of the Bloody Oven). For the uncertainty over its identity and location, see Hadika, n.
2083.

2" The grave of Muhammad ibn Idris al-Shafi'i, in Cairo; see Hadika, n. 953.
2087 The Bahk Pazan Iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Fish Market Boat Landing), known also as the Balik Pazan Tekkesi

Mescidi or Izzet Mehmed Paa Camii, located on the shore of the Golden Horn between the former Peynirci Akif Sokaki and
Helvaci Bekir Sokagi in the Ahi Qelebi Quarter in Emin6nin. This is apparently the same as the izzet Mehmed Papa Camii of the
Vienna manuscript (fol. 54a), and Vefeyat (97), where it is described as an upper-story mosque located on the shore outside the
Balik Pazan Kapisi, rebuilt in 1196/1781 by Grand Vizier Izzet Mehmed Paa. The mosque was torn down in 1936 at the time of
the extension of the Emin6nfi Meydam; see EC, 34-35; 1C, I, 32; For location, see MWmap, F 5/4 and 342.

20" izzet Mehmed Papa (1723-84), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Abdfilhamid II. A descendant of the great fifteenth-
century grand vizier Rum Mehmed Paa, he was born in Qargamba on the Black Sea and came to Istanbul when he was about 20
years of age. Attracting the attention of the dariissaade agas Begir Aka, he entered the baltacdlar ocagi in the Eski Saray and, after
serving in a variety of palace-related capacities, was made grand vizier for the first time between 11 July 1774 and 7 July 1775.
Following his dismissal, he occupied a number of provincial governorships but was reappointed to the grand vizierate on 20
January 1781. Dismissed for a second time on 24 August 1782, he was sent to live in Plovdiv for four and a half months. In
January 1783, he was dispatched to Belgrade as commander of that fortress and governor of Semendire with the rank of vizier.
He died in Belgrade the following year; see Vefeyat, 97; SO, III 456.

289 The Tekneciler Mescidi (Sailors' Mosque), located outside the sea wall opposite the Yemi iskelesi in the Ahi Qelebi
Quarter in Emin6nf6. It was one of three mosques located on the Golden Horn outside the sea walls (the others being the
Gnmrink On6 Mescidi and the Kirec iskelesi Mescidi) which were built by Sultan Mehmed II for use by sailors and travelers who
came ashore from ships at night after the city gates were closed. The mosque was damaged by the earthquake of 1896, was
rebuilt in 1908, and was later torn down to make way for street construction. No trace of the structure remains; see DBIA, VIII,
433; EC, 197; 1C, I, 145; OMFD, III, 508. For location, see EC map, D/2, 185.
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saade agasz Mustafa Aga subsequently restored the abovementioned mosque and brought it to life anew.
He also installed a minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

26. The Giimrink Onii Mosque 090 on the Giimriik Meydane0 "91

Its builder was His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. The income for its expenses is provided
from the vakf of Aya Sofya. It does not have a quarter.

27. The Congregational Mosque of the Bursa Tekke2092 outside the Bahge Kap

Its builder was Gilani Mehmed Efendi. He, his brother, and his uncle Ali Efendi are buried in a sep-
arate tomb adjoining the mosque's entrance. The offices of its imam, preacher and .eyh are entrusted
to his descendants from one generation to the next. [The mosque] has a quarter.

28. The Blessed Hidayet Congregational Mosque"*5 on the Shore at the Bahge Kap Boat Landing

It is an upper-story [mosque]. It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) and a Friday preacher. And
the office of its eyh was included in the learned hierarchy. It has two imams and a separate preacher
and, as is customary in other sultans' mosques, all of its requirements are provided for. The site of the
abovementioned mosque was originally [occupied by] a boathouse. Since various types of immorality
occurred in the unoccupied rooms there, Mehmed Efendi, who, from the office of bamyazzcz became
sekbanbasz and, later, aga of the Janissaries, raided the abovementioned place at the imperial command
of His Majesty the late Sultan Mahmud Khan. 94 And because numerous prostitutes and other
forbidden things came to light inside [the boathouse], it was demolished [241] and in 1229 [1813-14]
the construction of this blessed wooden mosque was ordered in its place. Subsequent to its completion,
on the first Friday of the blessed [month of] 5aban in the abovementioned year [19 July 1814], His
Majesty the Padishah, the Refuge of the World, [conferred upon it] an imperial patent. Boarding the
imperial barge at the Meyyit Boat Landing, he disembarked before the customshouse (giimrak) and
Friday prayer was performed close to eight o'clock. In addition to this charitable work of His Majesty
the aforesaid sultan, there is a famous mosque of his named the Adliye20

1' near the 5emsi Paga Kasn in
Uskfidar and another blessed mosque of his on the Tophane Square.296 God willing, they will be
described in their place. [The Hidayet Congregational Mosque] does not have a quarter.

209 The Gfimrnak Onfi Mescidi (Mosque before the Customshouse), located on the shore of the Golden Horn opposite the
steps of the Yeni Cami and east of the Galata Bridge in the 5eyh Mehmed Geylani Quarter in Emin6nfi. One of the three
mosques built outside the sea walls by Sultan Mehmed II for sailors and travelers (see Hadika, n. 2089 above), it was torn down
around 1895. Its site is today incorporated into the Yeni Cami Meydam; see EC, 73-74; IC, I, 63; OMFD, III, 410. For location, see
EC map, D/2, 63; MW, 342.

201 The Customshouse Square.
212 The Bursa Tekkesi Camii, known also as the Arpacilar or 5eyh Mehmed Geylani Mescidi, located on Arpacilar Caddesi at

the intersection with Yah Kbeki Caddesi, in the 5eyh Mehmed Geylani Quarter in Eminfnfi. Although the mosque was founded
in the late fifteenth century, the present building dates only to 1830-31; see DBIA, II, 340-41; EC, 18-19; IC, I, 37; ISTA, II, 1052-
53; OMFD, III, 501. For location, see MWmap, F 5/2 and 342.

209 The Hidayet Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Right Way), located on Yali Kbekft Caddesi near the intersection with
Dirlik Sokagi in the 5eyh Mehmed Geylani Quarter in Eminbnfi. Although Sultan Mahmud's original mosque was of wooden
construction, the present single-domed stone structure in the late-nineteenth-century Orientalist style was erected by Sultan
Abdfilhamid II in 1887; see DBIA, IV, 71; EC, 84; IC, I, 71. For location, see MVWmap, F 5/1 and 342;

204 Sultan Mahmud II, who reigned from 1808 to 1839.
205 The Cami-i Adliye; see Hadika, 496.
2" The Tophane Meydarn. The mosque being referred to is the Nusretiye Camii; see Hadika, 384-86.
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29. The Kireg Iskelesi Mosque 09, near the Bahge Kapz

Its builder was the Paradise-dwelling Ebhlfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. Grand Vizier Mustafa Paga2098 in-
stalled its minbar and assigned an income for it from the customs duties. The aforesaid paa was
executed in Midilli 099 in 1178 [1764-65], following his third grand vizierate, and his severed head was
placed before the Bab-i Hfimayun. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

30. The Tulumbaczlar Oca z Mosque100 near the Yalz K5ikh

It is an upper-story [mosque]. It is located at the Sirkeci Boat Landing, and the ice house (buzhane),
barley storehouse (arpa anban) and storeroom of the commissioner of the imperial kitchens (matbah
emini kileri) are all in this locality. Its builder was Sultan Mahmud Khan the First. According to ancient
custom, the corps of pumpers (tulumbacz ocakz) from the ranks of the bostancz was established to
extinguish fires which broke out in the gardens of the imperial palace, and they were quartered in that
district and became a separate ocak. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

31. The Yefil Kiremidli Mosque"" near the [Barracks of the] Corps of the Bostancz

This too is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First. It was built for the
men of the corps [of the Bostanci], who were quartered beneath it and in its vicinity. Sivasi Mehmed
Aga, the bostanczbavz of the gardens of the imperial palace, installed its minbar. Because the mosque was
covered with glazed roof tiles, it came to be known by this name. Its tribune (mahfil) was installed
during the reign of His Majesty Sultan Osman Khan the Third. [242] The aforesaid aga died while
residing as an exile in Sivas following his dismissal. He also built a daridhadis and fountain near the
Demir Kapi. One of the quarters in the lower story is [that of] the plasterers (szvaczlar), and another is
that of menders [of buildings] (meremmatczlar) And the quarters of knife makers (bzgakgzlar), arrow
makers (okczlar) and bow makers (yayczlar) are in its vicinity. At the present time, on religious feast days
(id),2102 the bostanczbavz leads prayers in this blessed mosque and the soldiers of the corps go on parade
with gold-striped turbans and other displays of pomp. It is one of their official ceremonies. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

20 The Kiree iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Lime Wharf), located on Yali Kbiki Caddesi in the $eyh Mehmed Geylani
Quarter in Emin6nin. No trace of the mosque remains. Like the Tekneciler Mescidi and Gfimrfik On6i Mescidi, it was built by
Sultan Mehmed II outside the sea wall on the Golden Horn for the use of sailors and travelers at night after the city gates had
been closed; see EC, 117; IC, I, 90; OMFD, III, 437.

2098 Bahir K6se Maktul Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 118.
209 The island of Mytilene (Lesbos) in the eastern Aegean.
210 The Tulumbacilar Ocagi Mescidi (Mosque of the Corps of Pumpers), located outside the Yah Kbgkni Kapisi of the

Topkapi Palace in the Hocapaia Quarter in Eminfnni. The mosque was demolished to make way for the Sirkeci railway yards. Its
precise site cannot be established; see EC, 201; 1C, I, 147. For the location of the Yah K6 kin, see MW, 497.

21" The Yeiil Kiremidli Mescid (Mosque with Green Roof Tiles), known also as the Tibbiye Mescidi, located in the old
Medical School (Mekteb-i Tibbiye), within the confines of the Topkapi Palace, on Sarayburnu. The mosque is no longer extant;
see EC, 219-21; IC, I, 156; Schneider, Nachrichten, 5 (1950), 94. For location, see MWmap, G 6/2 and 497; Schneider, Nachrichten
5 (1950), Plan V, 1.

2102 The Id-i Fitr ($eker Bayrami) at the end of the month of Ramazan and the ld-i Adha (Kurban Bayrami), celebrated on 10
Zilhicce.
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32. The Mosque of the Tabhane of the Bostancz....

Its builder was the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First. It was built for members of the
corps of bostancz who are ill. It does not have a quarter.

33. The Ahzr Kapz Mosque104 outside the Abovementioned Gate

It is an upper story [mosque]. Its builder was the babiassaade agasz Mahmud Aga. [The location of] his
grave is not known. The dariassaade agasz Maktul Begir Aga'0 installed its minbar. [The mosque] does
not have a quarter.

34. The Catladi Kapz Mosque 6 outside the Abovementioned Gate

Its builder was the head of the butchers (kasabbasz) Piri Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known.
The head of the office of high appointments (tahvil kisedan), Sabih Ali Efendi, installed its minbar.
Mention of the him [Sabih Ali Efendi] " was made above. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

35. The Congregational Mosque of the Kum Kap 10 s outside the Abovementioned Gate

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was the headkeeper of the sultan's fur-pelisses (kiirkgiabasz),
Sileyman Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. It has a quarter.

36. The Kapudan Pasa Mosque 109 outside the Kum Kapz

Its builder was Kapudan Hasan Paa." The aforesaid is buried beneath the mekteb which he built in
Gedikpaga. One of the administrators of its vakf (miitevelli) installed [the mosque's] minbar and
provided an allowance for its expenses from the properties of its vakf [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

The aforesaid paja is Ulag Hasan Paa, who succeeded kapudan Eldem Paga, who succeeded Kilh Ali
Paa. He became kapudan-z derya in 996 [1587-88] and set off on a campaign to the Maghrib. He died in

2103 The Bostancilar Tabhanesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Bostanci's Hospital), known also as the Degirmen Kapisi or Yedekciler
Mescidi, located outside the walls of the Topkapi Palace, immediately to the south of the Odun (Hastalar) Kapi, on the
Marmara shore of Sarayburnu. The mosque was closed in the 1930's and torn down around 1945 at the time of the construction
of the shore road; see EC, 212-13; C, I, 37; ISTA, VIII, 4350. For location, see MW, 497; Schneider, Nachrichten, 5 (1950), Plan
V 2.

210 The Ahir Kapi Mescidi (Mosque of the Stable Gate), known also as the Kapi Agasi Mescidi, located on the Marmara shore
outside the Ahir Kapi in the Cankurtaran Quarter in Alemdar. The mosque was torn down in the nineteenth century; see EC,
14; C, I, 20; ISTA, I, 267. For location, see Ayverdi, 1H, sheet A 3; MWmap, G 8/1 and 313.

2101 Morah Maktul Knicik Begir Aga; see Hadika, n. 603.
210 The Qatladi Kapisi Mescidi (Mosque of the Exploded Gate), known also as the Kasabbapi Piri Aga Camii, located at the

end of Aksakal Caddesi, on the Marmara shore, outside the Catladi Kapi in the Kefikayasofya Quarter in Alemdar. No trace of
the mosque remains; see EC, 53; IC, I, 41; ISTA, VII, 3782. For location, see MWmap, F 8/13 and 313.

2107 Sabih Ali Efendi (d. 1769-70), mentioned in connection with the installation of minbars in the Manastir Mescidi and
Savak Mescidi and the founding of the Cemali Tekkesi and a mekteb. His wife is credited with installation of the minbar in the
Yavuz Mehmed Aga Mescidi; see Hadika, 224, 246.

2108 The Kum Kapi Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Sand Gate), located outside the Kum Kapi in the Bayram Qavu
Quarter in Kumkapi. No trace of the mosque survives; see EC, 119; IC, I, 94. For location, see MW, 317.

210 The Kapudan Paa Mescidi, known also as the Kapudan Paa Camii, located on the shore at the Kumkapi iskelesi in the
Bayram Qavu Quarter in Kumkapi. No trace of the mosque survives; see EC, 104; C, I, 81.

2110 For Ulag Hasan Paa, see Hadika, 252-53; Vefeyat, 38.
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the year 998 [1589-90] while on his return, and Cagalazade Sinan Paa became kapudan-z derya in his
place. [243]

37. The Mosque of the Langa Yeni Kap 2 11 outside the Abovementioned Gate

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Malkoczade Ebubekir Aga. [The location of] his grave is
not known. As with [the Qatladi Kapi Mosque], Sabih Ali Efendi, the head of the office of high appoint-
ments (tahvil kisedan), installed its minbar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

38. The Mosque of the Davudpaya iskelesi' 12 outside the Walls

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Defterdar Bekir Paa. He was killed in a place near Mosul
in 1049 [1639-40]. Grand Vizier Naili Abdullah Paga211 installed its minbar. He died while he was
governor of Jidda and is buried in the Mu'alla cemetery in Venerated Mecca. [The mosque] does not
have a quarter.

39. The Samatya Mosque114 outside the Abovementioned Gate

This, too, is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Haci Faik Sfileyman Efendi. Cemal Paa installed
its minbar. [The location of] his grave is not known. It does not have a quarter.

Thanks be to God, the congregational mosques and small mosques located outside the walls of the
Abode of the Exalted Sultanate [Istanbul] were also described in this place. They total 39 in number.

2111 The Langa Yeni Kapisi Mescidi (Mosque of the New Gate of Langa), known also as the Malkoezade Ebubekir Mescidi or
Malkoc Sfileyman Aga Camii, located on Yeni Kapi Sokagi in the Dilbentei Hfisameddin Quarter in Yenikapi. According to the
inscription over its gateway, the mosque was restored in 1285/1868-69 by Sahaflar $eyhi Hoca Ali. The Langa Yeni Kapi Mescidi
was an upper-story mosque with shops beneath. It was torn down during the construction of the Aksaray-Yenikapi Road; see EC,
131-33; 1C, I, 97. For location, see MWmap, D 8/25 and 317.

2112 The Davudpasa iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Davudpasa Boat Landing), known also as the Bekir Paga Mescidi, located
outside the Davudpasa Kapisi on the Marmara shore at the end of Davudpasa iskelesi Sokagi in the Yah Quarter in Samatya. The
mosque is said to have been torn down around 1920 and its site is today overlain by the Sahil Yolu along the Marmara shore; see
FC, 84; 1C, I, 45. For location, see MWmap, D 8/3 and 251, 317.

211 Naili Abdullah Papa (1698-1758), Ottoman poet and grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Osman III. Embarking on a scribal
career, he held a variety of offices in the chancery and financial branches of the Ottoman government before being appointed
grand vizier on 18 May 1755, replacing Hekimoglu Ali Paa. He occupied the office for only three months before being exiled
to Chios (24 August 1755). He was later sent as governor to Crete and to Jidda and died in 1758 while making the Pilgrimage to
Mecca. Naili Abdullah Paga is said to have had a keen interest in history, philosophy, music and literature. He wrote poetry
under the pen name Naili; see SO, III, 381.

2114 The Samatya Mescidi, located on the Marmara shore outside the Samatya Kapisi in the Haci Hfiseyin Aga Quarter in
Samatya. No trace of the mosque remains. Its site is incorporated into the right-of-way of the railway line which runs along the
Marmara shore; see FC, 195; 1C, I, 118.
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AFTER THIS, THE DESCRIPTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES, SMALL MOSQUES AND PLACES OF

WORSHIP IN THE DISTRICT OF HIS EXCELLENCY EBU EYUB ENSARI 2-MAY GOD BE PLEASED WITH HIM-WAS

BEGUN. AND SUCCESS IS BESTOWED BY GOD

1. The Congregational Mosque of His Excellency Halid bin Zeydn1 in the District of Eyiip

By the grace of God-be He exalted-the conquest of this pleasing city, the Abode of the Exalted
Sultanate, was facilitated for His Majesty Ebilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan Gazi ibn Murad Khan-may
God's mercy and pardon be upon him-seventh [sultan] of the House of Osman-may God the All-
Bounteous make it multiply-through the miraculous influence and favor of His Excellency 5eyh
Akemseddin""-may his grave be hallowed-in the year "Aid of the Creator," 211

' 857 [1453], and it
was purified of blasphemy and polytheism. Prior to this, $eceret al-Ruhavi was appointed the com-
mander of the gazis who came here in the time of Ibn Ebu Sfifyan21 1

1 of the Umayyad dynasty. [244] Of
the eight Companions of the Prophet who died here from among the thirty-three noble Companions-
may God be well pleased with them all-who came with the gazis in the year fifty-one [671], the noblest
and greatest was His Excellency Ebu Eyyub Ensari Halid bin Zeyd2 1 2 0-may God be well pleased with

him, and he died from dysentery on the abovementioned date and was buried at the spot where he is at
present known to be interred.

Eight hundred and six years after that date, at the time of the conquest of Istanbul, the abovemen-
tioned $eyh Aklemseddin, as a result of his divine power and miracle-working ability, established a spot
as being the blessed grave [of Ebu Eyyub Ensari Halid bin Zeyd]. Since it conformed to the accounts of
various histories, the abovementioned spot was excavated, and, at a depth of two fathoms, an inscribed
stone appeared and it became evident [that this was, indeed, Eyyub's grave]. According to tradition,
because [the words] "This is the grave of Ebu Eyyub" were inscribed on the abovementioned stone,
construction of the tomb was immediately begun. On its completion, a blessed congregational mosque,
renowned at present as the Congregational Mosque of Eyitp, was added. This is the chronogram on the
arch of its gateway:

Because in the year eight hundred sixty-three
Sultan Mehmed newly built this mosque,

This [place] became like the Paradise of Na'im,
A meeting place for the devout worshipers of God.

211 Eyap, a district of Istanbul extending along the western shore of the Golden Horn's upper reaches for about two and a
half kilometers beyond the land wall. It gets its name from the tomb of the Prophet's Companion Ebu Eyyub Ensari (KhAlid bin
Zayd Abfi Ayyftb al-AnsAri), said by tradition to have been miraculously discovered there by Akgemseddin in 1453, during the
siege of Constantinople. The site is today an important pilgrimage place and is occupied by a mosque and tomb, both many
times modified, which date back to the middle of the fifteenth century. In later times, the entire district came to be viewed as
possessed of an aura of sanctity and was favored as a place of burial by members of the Ottoman elite, who had their tombs and
numerous pious foundations erected in close proximity to the tomb of Eyyub; see DBIA, III, 245-50; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2,
32-39; Mehmet Nermi Haskan, Eyiap Tarihi, 2 vols. (Istanbul, 1992).

211 The Cami-i Hazret-i Halid bin Zeyd (Congregational Mosque of His Excellency Halid bin Zeyd), known also as the Eycip
Sultan Camii, part of a larger complex including the tomb supposed to be that of Ebu Eyyub Ensari, located on the Eyiip
Meydam in the Merkez Quarter in Eyfip. First built by Sultan Mehmed II in 1459, the mosque was torn down and rebuilt in the
Ottoman Baroque style in 1800 by Sultan Selim III; see DBIA, III, 237-44; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 49-53; 180-86; IC, I, 53-55; OMFD, III,
348-56. For location, see MW, 508.

2117 For $eyh Akgemseddin, see Hadika, n. 28.
2118 cAvn-i hilik
21119 Mu'awiya ibn Abfi SufyAn, the son of a prominent Meccan merchant family of the time of the Prophet Muhammed and

founder and first caliph of the Umayyad dynasty.2120 KhAlid bin Zayd Ab6i Ayyfib Ansari; see Hadika, n. 52.
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Subsequently, as a result of the zeal of the glorious sultans, many repairs, renovations and favors were
bestowed [upon the tomb and mosque]. The still-standing addition before the prayer area (musalla)
was built in the year 1000 [1591-92] through the zeal of another patron of pious works, Etmekcizade
Ahmed Paga,2 12

1 who was for a long time defterdar. In the year eleven thirty-six [1723-24], an imperial
decree was proclaimed stipulating that during the blessed [month of] Ramazan all the sultans' mosques
were to be provided with lights strung between their minarets (mahye). Because the height of the above-
mentioned mosque's [existing] minarets was not great and they could not support hanging lights, it
was ordered that the two minarets be built anew, each with two balconies. They were completed in
eleven thirty-six [1723-24]. The chronogram of the new minarets [is as follows]:

They announce to mankind the five times of prayer
They command with the exalted name of God.

0 Sehdi, it is proclaimed to the people of understanding.
It is adorned with sweet voices.

[245] The Voice issued forth and expressed their date to the Throne of God.
"Exalted be His state, God [who] is most great!" 2122 1136 [1723-24].

Because the minaret on the [mosque's] seaside was cracked, in some places down to its uppermost
balcony, it having by the decree of God-be He exalted-been struck by lightning at the time of mid-
afternoon prayer on Wednesday, the fourteenth of Zilkade in the year 1238 [23July 1823],"" its upper
part, from the top balcony, was by imperial command restored. According to our investigations, seven
years after this, the darissaade agasz Haci Begir Aka212' built the two tribunes (mahfil) in the mosque. And
he is buried there in a separate tomb. His Majesty Ahmed Khan the First opened up the window called
the Window of Confrontation (muvacehe penceresi) ,212 before which prayers are said three times [a day].
According to the account in the Tarih-i Subhi (History of Subhi),"2 in Receb of the year eleven forty-
four [1731-32], in accord with the right-minded decision of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First,
the footprint of the Prophet Muhammed was moved from the imperial palace to the tomb of His
Excellency Halid bin Zeyd-may God be well pleased with him-and at present it is held in safekeeping
in that place, which is a place of imperial and public pilgrimage. The exalted pavilion (kasr) over the
adzrvan of the courtyard of the sanctuary was built by Grand Vizier Sinan Paga.2 12

1 In 1033 [1623-24],
Mustafa Aka, who was twice darissaade akasz and eyhidharem, was buried inside the sebil next to the small
door of the blessed tomb. The Qur'an reading room (cizhane) next to the main door of the blessed
tomb was built by Mahfiruz Hadice Sultan, the mother of the Martyr Sultan Osman,2128 and she is also
buried there. The abovementioned Haci Begir Aga, who is also known as the Koca Aga, died in 1159
[1746-47]. The other Begir Aka,2 1

29 who [was promoted] from the office of head gentleman-in-waiting

2121 Defterdar Etmekcizade Ahmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 1403.
2122 Te'dld snihi'lldhi ekber.
212' The minaret was, in fact, damaged on 14 Zilkade 1138 (14July 1726); see OMFD, III, 353.
2124 For Haci Begir Aka, see Hadika, n. 327.
2125 A window in the wall of Eyyub's tomb affording a view of the cenotaph. The mausolea of many saints, pis and important

eyhs are equipped with similar openings, known as supplication windows (niyaz penceresi or hacet penceresi), which are intended to
facilitate face-to-face contact with the spiritual aura of the deceased and allow those visiting the tomb to pray in the saint's
presence and beg his guidance without actually entering the tomb. Such windows tend to be larger than openings for light and
ventilation and are easily identified by their ornamental metal screens; see Pakaim, OTD, II, 702; Lifchez, Dervish Lodge, 139.

212' A history of the Ottoman Empire, covering the years between 1730 and 1743, written by the official historian Mehmed
Subhi Efendi (d. 1769); see GOW, 298-99.

2127 Koca Sinan Paga; see Hadika, n. 1090.
2128 Sultan Osman II, who reigned between 1618 and 1622.
219 Begir Aga (d. 1768), Ottoman dariassaade agast. Raised in the imperial palace, he became baymusahib and, following the

execution of Dar-assaade Akasi Ebukuf Ahmed Aga in 1758, was himself appointed to the office of darfissaade agasz. He should
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(basmusahib) to dariissaade agasz and died in the year eleven eighty-two [1768-69], is buried near the
abovementioned tomb. This Begir Aga was appointed daraissaade agas when His Majesty the Paradise-
dwelling Mustafa Khan the Third executed Ebukuf Ahmed Aga13" in the year 1171 [1757-58]. There is
also a Qur'an reading room built by Grand Vizier Semiz Ali Paa""31 beside the large door of the blessed
tomb, and he was buried there, having died in the year 972 [1564-65], which is the same date as [the
death of] Sultan Sfileyman Khan. [246]

The aforesaid pasa was from Herzegovina. He also built the well-known stone-and-brick Ali Paya Qargi
in Varna."5  Gurcft Mehmed Paga"5 is buried beside him. He was executed three years after his
dismissal from the office of vizier and Hagimi composed this chronogram: "Mehmed Paga, the
commander of the shacklers of enemies, passed away," 2134 1034 [1624-25]. The second vizier (vezir-i
sani), Lala Mustafa Paa,21" the conqueror of Cyprus, is buried in a separate tomb inside the Bostan
Iskelesi Kapi. The aforesaid was dismissed because of an accusation of Sinan Paga, the conqueror of the
Yemen, to the effect that he was remiss in his duties while commanding a campaign in Persia. After
having himself been appointed commander (serdar), Sinan Paga obtained the seal of the [grand]
vizierate in 988 [1580-81], Ahmed Paga, the son-in-law of Rilstem Paga, having been relieved of it, and
Mustafa Papa died from jealousy. Hoca Sinan Paya and Muhsinzade Mehmed Paga2136 are also buried
near [Eyyub's] blessed tomb. When this Mehmed Papa died two hours' distance from Kannabad,2 13" his
corpse was transported to Edirne. Although he was buried on the grounds of the Eski Congregational

Mosque 21" next to his mother, he was moved from there ten days later and buried near [Eyyub's]
blessed tomb in 1188 [1774-75]. His wife, Esma Sultan bint Ahmed Khan the Third, was buried beside
him in 1202 [1787-88].

The basin of the 5adzrvan in the inner courtyard of the abovementioned mosque is [the charitable
work] of the former vizier Halilpagazade Ibrahim Paga,2139 who founded a congregational mosque in
Uzungarsi.2 1' The spigots on the two sides of the courtyard of the blessed mosque are the charitable
works of the head of the corporation of merchants (bazarganbasz), Ismail Efendi. The exalted pavilion
above the jadzrvan is also the charitable work of Sinan Paga. On each side [of the courtyard], below the
tribunes (mahfil) on the two sides [of the mosque], there are five medrese rooms. The abovementioned
renovation of the minarets, the arrangement of the lights strung between them and the general repair

not be confused with his predecessors Darnfssaade Agasi Haci Begir Aga or Darassaade Agasi Morah Maktul Begir Aga; see
Hadika, n. 327 and n. 603.

211 Ebukuf Ahmed Aga (d. 1758), darassaade agast from 1755 until his execution.
2131 For Semiz Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 472.
2132 Port on the Black Sea coast of Bulgaria.
21" For Gfircil Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 1540.
21' Gegdi serddr-i 'ada-bend Mehmed Pasa.
2135 For Lala Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 1064.
213 Mehmed Paga, Muhsinzade (1706-74), Ottoman statesman, the son of Grand Vizier Muhsinzade Abdullah Paa. Entering

the imperial palace at a young age, he was in time appointed kapzczbasz and kapictdar kethfidast. In 1738, he was made a vizier and
beylerbeyi of Mara and for the next twenty years held a variety of provincial posts. After marrying Esma Sultan, the daughter of
Sultan Ahmed III in 1758, he was assigned to a series of important governorships and was finally called to the office of grand
vizier on 30 March 1765 but was dismissed on 6 September 1768 because of his opposition to war with Russia over Poland.
Following the outbreak of that war, he was sent to the Danube as commander of the Ottoman army and, still later, was
appointed grand vizier a second time (November 1771). Defeated by the Russians, he was forced to open the peace negotiations
which led eventually to the Treaty of Kfiik Kaynarca (1774). He fell ill shortly after concluding the treaty and died at
Kannabad on 4 August 1774, while returning to Istanbul; see Vefeyat, 23-24; EI2 , VI, 998; SO, IV, 255-56.

2137 The town of Karnova near Shumen in northeast Bulgaria.
2138 The Eski Cami in Edirne.
2139 Qandarh Halilpagazade Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, 29-30 and Hadika, n. 180.
214 The Ibrahim Paga Camii; see Hadika, 29-30.
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of the blessed tomb and its silver latticework were the result of the zeal of Damad Ibrahim Paa. This is
the poet Izzet's couplet giving the date [of the tomb's repairs]:

Ibrahim embellished Ebu Eyyub's grave,' 14 1 1137 [1724-25].
Ibrahim Paga adorned Ebu Eyyub, 42 1137 [1724-25].

The date is produced by each of the hemistichs.
The blessed tomb is opened on Friday nights and [247] [provision for] the recitation [therein] of

the Qur'an is the charitable work of Fatih Sultan Mehmed Khan. Qorlulu Ali Paa"214
1 caused it to be

open on Monday nights as well. And Grand Vizier Hafiz ismail Paga21
44 caused it to be open on the

Night of Power (leyle-i kadir). On the abovementioned night, the blessed mosque is also open until
dawn. The aforesaid [Hafiz ismail Paga] also appointed a eyh to lead the supplementary prayer
performed after the regular evening prayer during the month of Ramazan. The aforesaid pasa became
kapudan-z derya after holding the office of bostanczbasz. Subsequently, in 1220 [1805-6], he became grand
vizier following Ziya Yusuf Paga's dismissal from the office of grand vizier.

Among the recitations of the blessed Mevlid in the blessed tomb, one is provided for by the vakf of
the imperial weapons bearer (silahdar) Ali Aga, established in the year 1234 [1818-19], and another is
provided for by the vakf of Gfimrakcfi Osman Paga, established in 1234 [1818-19]. Still another
[recitation of the Mevlid] was established by the clerk of the state treasury (hazine kdtibi), Hayri Efendi,
for [the memory of] Kapudan Hfiseyin Paga. The reading of the noble Mevlid in the blessed mosque in
the same manner as it is recited in the Sultan Ahmed Mosque is provided for by the vakf of His Majesty
Sultan Mahmud Khan the First. Two other [recitations] of the noble Mevlid are provided for under this
arrangement, one in the Arab Congregational Mosque"1 4

' and the other in the Congregational Mosque
of Zeyrek. 146 Bahri Kadin, one of the ladies of His Excellency the aforesaid [Kapudan Hfiseyin] Pasa,
also established a vakf for the complete reading of the Mevlid of the Prophet, but [the vak] is at present
extinct. She is buried outside the Bostan iskelesi Kapi, on the side toward the Blessed Tomb [of Eyyub].
The tomb of Haneerli Sultan"14

1 is also at that place. [Mihrigah] Sultan,' one of the daughters of
Sultan Ahmed, is buried in a separate tomb beside her. Tavukcu Reis Efendi is buried to the left of the
abovementioned gate. And again, the late Haci ismail Efendi, the chief clerk (bay kdtibi) of the Eyiip
kadi court, established a vakf for the reading of the noble Mevlid in the blessed mosque and he
stipulated that the head imams of the blessed Congregational Mosque of Eyab be [the vakf s] mievellis.
He founded other charitable works as well. [The readings] began in the year 1241 [1825-26]. He died
at the beginning of Safer in the abovementioned year, while he was deputy to the kadi (babnaibi) of
Izmir, and he is buried there. There is also a monetary vakf established by the former 5eyhilisldm Haci

2141 Mezdnn eyledi tezyin AbM Ayyfb'aii ibrdhim.21 2 Eb Eyyfib'i Ibrdhim Pasa eyledi tezyin.
21" For Qorlulu Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 449.
2144 ismail Paa, Bostancibap1, Hafiz (1757-1807), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Selim III. The son of a haseki

named Altin Niganli, he was enrolled in the corps of the bostancz, eventually advancing to the rank of bostancbasz. In 1804 he was
appointed kapudan-i derya with the rank of vizier and on 4 April 1805 became grand vizier but was dismissed sixteen months
later (16 August 1806). In June 1807, he was sent as vali to Konya, where he died in October of the same year. He is described as
zealous, energetic, vain and unfaithful; see SO, I, 376.

214 The Arab Camii; see Hadika, 355-57.
216 The Zeyrek Camii; see Hadika, 132.
2147 The daughter of Sultan Bayezid II's son, Prince Mahmud. Although she is sometimes said to have been the daughter of

Sultan Selim I, this has been shown to be an error. Her tomb is located on Bostan iskelesi Sokagi; see Akaku , Eyyfib Sultan, 191;
Haskan, Eyiap, I, 198-99.

214 Mihrigah Sultan (d. 1805), the baskadin of Sultan Mustafa III and mother of Sultan Selim III. Ayvansarayi apparently
confuses her with Mihrigah Emine Sultan (d. 1732), one of the kadins of Sultan Ahmed III. The tomb is located on Bostan
iskelesi Sokagi; see Hadika, 274; Akaku , Eyyfib Sultan, 215-17; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 223-30; Ulucay, Kadznlar, 81-82, 99.
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Halil Efendi"149 for the reading of the Most Glorious Qur'an from the hour at which fasting begins to
the time of the dawn prayer during the blessed Ramazan in remembrance of his name and those of his
deceased wife, Hace Hanim, and other founders of charitable works. [248] He was installed in the
office of eyhidisldm in 1235 [1819-20].

Some of the graves of great men of old located around the blessed tomb [of Eyyub]:

His Excellency Baba Yusuf Karahisari: He belonged to the Bayrami dervish order and was the first
Friday preacher in the blessed congregational mosque of Sultan Bayezid. He performed the blessed
hajj. He died at the beginning of the reign of His Majesty Selim Khan the First and is buried opposite
the great door of the Blessed Tomb [of Eyyub].

5eyh Sadreddin Acemi: He died in the year [lacuna] and is buried near the abovementioned Blessed
Tomb.

Mfieyyedzade Abdurrahman Efendi: One of the virtuous men of the age, he retired from the office
of kadiasker and died on the night of Friday, the fifteenth of blessed 5aban 922 [12 October 1516]. He
was buried near the Blessed Tomb.

The author whose blessed name is Ali bin Mehmed: He died in 875 [1470-71]. He is buried in the
sanctuary of the Blessed Tomb.

Efdalzade Efendi:"" He became seyhalisldm. He died in the year 908 [1503] and is buried in the
precincts of the Blessed Tomb.

Hitabzade: He died in the year 901 [1495-96] and he too is buried in the precincts of the Blessed
Tomb.

Hasan Samsuni: He became kadi of Istanbul. He died in the year 891 [1486-87] and he too is buried
in the precincts of the Blessed Tomb.

Ali bin Mehmed al-Ku cu:21" He died in the year 879 [1474]. He is buried in the precincts of the
Blessed Tomb. The biography of the aforesaid deceased is given in the $akayzk'" and in the Zafername-i
Fatih Sultan Mehmed Han (Book of Victories of Fatih Sultan Mehmed Khan), composed by the deceased
Hoca Sadeddin Efendi.1113 The aforesaid master [Ali bin Mehmed al-Kugeu] is the person who first
organized and put in order the medreses of the Fatih Mosque and they are still run in accord with the
abovementioned arrangements. His grave remained until the year twelve thirty-five [1819-20]. [249] It
subsequently disappeared.

Abdfilevvel Efendi, that is, Muhyiddin bin Mehmed bin Abdfilevvel Tebrizi: He was a kadi of
Istanbul. He died in the year 963 [1555-56] and was buried in the precincts of the Blessed Tomb. After

21" Haci Halil Efendi, Qerkez (d. 1821), seyhflislam of the reign of Sultan Mahmud II. The son of the nurse of Sultan Mustafa
III's daughter, Hibetullah Sultan, he was brought as a child from the Caucasus to the imperial palace, where he was educated
and became an intimate of Prince Selim (later Sultan Selim III). He was appointed hazine kethfadasz upon Selim's succession to
the throne and was subsequently made kadi of Galata, kadiasker of Anatolia and kadiasker of Rumelia. Following the dismissal of
seyhfilislAm Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi on 3 September 1819, he was himself appointed seyhflislam. Honest and modest,
Halil Efendi was, nonetheless, dismissed a year and a half later (28 March 1821) and exiled first to Bursa and later to
Afyonkarahisar, where he died; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhfaisldmlan, 181-82; SO, II, 304.

210 Efdalzade Hamideddin Efendi; see Hadika, n. 74.
2151 Ali Kuli (d. 1474), astronomer and mathematician. Born in Samarkand, he studied both subjects in his native city under

Ulugh Beg and Kidizade-i Rfimi and succeeded the latter there as director of the celebrated Timurid observatory. After Ulugh
Beg's murder, he left Samarkand and entered the service of the Ak Koyunlu Uzun Hasan, who sent him on a diplomatic mission
to the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II. Eventually settling in Istanbul, he was appointed as a professor in the medrese of Aya Sofya
and greatly influenced the development of science in Turkey; see EI2 , I, 393.

2152 The Shakd'ik al-Nu'mdniyya of Talk6prxfzade; see Hadika, n. 1319.
25 For 5eyhnlislim Hoca Sadeddin, see Hadika, n. 138.
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his son Seyyid Abdilkadir Efendi retired from the office of kadi of Yenigehir in the year 1107 [1695-96],
he died and was buried in a separate place of burial near the Blessed Tomb.

Ebfilhayr ibn al-Cezeri: He died in the year [lacuna] and was buried in the precincts of the Blessed
Tomb.

Kfiiftk Emir Efendi, whose noble name was Ibrahim: His father was a seyyid from Persia. In time, he
emigrated to Rum and settled in a village named Yenice near Amasya. His grandfather was one of God's
great saints. It is related that blindness befell him at the end of his life. Many were his miracles. The
abovementioned master, Kficfik Efendi, after serving as miidernis in several medreses, became maiderris of
the medrese of Eyiip and subsequently miadernis of one of the medreses of the Fatih Complex. He died
in 935 [1528-29]-may his grave be hallowed. A great saint of God, he was a noble worker of miracles.
The persons buried with green turbans [on their headstones] on the two sides of the abovementioned
master are the sons of Ak-Mahmud. Their father died in [the month of] Ramazan 1115 [1704], while in
retirement from the office of kadzasker of Anatolia. The date of his death is "Adornment of God's
mercy."21 54

Mehmed Zihni Efendi,2155 the son of [Ak-Mahmud]: He died on the thirteenth day of Zilhicce in the
year 1164 [2 November 1751], while in retirement from the office of eyhiislam. The date of his death
is "Good end."21 56

Her Majesty Mihrigah Sultan, the mother of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third, built a blessed
tomb, imaret and sebil in the garden of the Zeyneb Sultan Sarayi, known as the Papasoglu Garden,
located in the neighborhood of [the tomb of] His Excellency Ebu Eyyub Ensari. And with the intention
of building opposite the tomb a separate school, three houses for [the school's] teachers and one for
the tombkeepers, their foundations were laid on the twenty-sixth day of 5evval 1207 [6 June 1793] and
they were completed in the year one thousand two hundred ten [1795-96]. [250] Since he belonged to
the devriye hierarchy, 2 15

1 eytan Emin Efendi, who was the building commissioner (bina emini), was
contented with the judgeship of Galata. In the year 1230 [1814-15], he became kadzasker of Anatolia. He
subsequently died in the year [lacuna] and was buried outside the Edirne Kapi. The building occupied
by the Eyiip kadi court is one of the rent-producing properties of [Mihrigah Sultan's] vakf The
Congregational Mosque of the Barracks of the Mortar Corps2 159 is also dependent on her vakf The
shops around the abovementioned imaret are its rent-producing vakf properties. The odes of
Silnbilzade Vehbi Efendi,2160 which are inscribed on the exterior of the abovementioned imaret, are
[written in the calligraphy] of the late Yesari.1 "' The chronogram on the sebil is by Galib Efendi, 6 2 the

2154 Zinet-i rahmet.
21" Ak Mahmudzade Mehmed Zeynelabidin, (1667-1750), sixty-sixth Ottoman seyhidisldm. The son of kadzasker Manisah Ak

Mahmud Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and, after a series of medrese appointments, was assigned to the judgeships
of Egypt and of Istanbul (1715). He became nakibilesraf in 1717 and was promoted to the offices of kadwasker of Anatolia in 1721
and of Rumelia in 1727. He became eyhilisldm on 25 October 1746 but was dismissed on 20 July 1748 because of infirmity
brought on by old age. His death occurred two years later at his seaside villa in Kanhca; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhailisldmla", 131;
SO, II, 433-34.

21" Hiisn-i hdtime.
2157 The Papasoglu Baheesi.
2158 The hierarchy ofjudgeships of larger towns.
2159 The Humbaracilar Kielasi Camii, built by Mihrigah Sultan, the mother of Sultan Selim III, who was also the builder of the

Humbaracilar Kislasi; see Hadika, 326.
2160 For Sinbfilzade Vehbi Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi, see Hadika, n. 704.
211 Mehmed Esad Yesari (d. 1798), Ottoman calligrapher of the eighteenth century, renowned as the greatest talik master of

his age; see Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 182-84.
2162 Galib Dede Mehmed Esad Efendi (1757-1799), Turkish poet and mystic, the last great representative of Ottoman divan

literature. Born into a Mevlevi family in Istanbul, he served for a time as a clerk in the imperial divan, while at the same time, he
became increasingly interested in the works of Rumi. He joined the Mevlevi order in 1783 and, after journeying to Konya,
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seyh of the Galata Mevlevihane. The valide sultan [Mihrigah] died [on 22 Receb] in the year [1220 (16
November 1805)] and was buried in the abovementioned tomb. Hadice Sultan, the daughter of
Mustafa Khan the Third, died on the twenty-eighth of 5evval of the year [1]237 [18 July 1822] and was
buried in the abovementioned tomb. On the departure of her elder sister, Beghan Sultan, for the
Abode of Eternity on the sixteenth day of Rebifilevvel of the year 1240 [8 November 1824], she too was
buried in the abovementioned tomb. There are many Muslim graves around it and Kapudan Kfifnk
Hfiseyin Paa 2 1

1
3 is also buried outside it within a lattice [enclosure].

Subsequently, the kapudan kethfidasz Kara Mehmed Paa 2 1
1
4 died on 6 Zilhicce in the year [1]226 [23

December 1811], and he, too, was buried within the lattice, beside Hfiseyin Paa. On the death in
[1234/1818] of 5akir Ahmed Paa, who had been dismissed from the office of kaimmakam, he, too, was
buried opposite [the others] inside the lattice. And again, Sevdali Hanim Sultan is buried there inside a
small lattice. The saintly 5eyh Ebussuud al-Kudsi Efendi, who came to the Threshold [Istanbul] at
imperial command, was buried there following his death. He belonged to the Halveti dervish order.
For two or three years, some of his descendants used to come and perform the Halveti service (ayin-i
Halvetiye) near his grave.

Pious visits are made each year in [the month of] Rebifilevvel to the hair of the beard of the Prophet
[which is kept] in the abovementioned tomb [of Eyyub] and the Qur'an is recited there from
beginning to end. And, in addition, the valide sultan established a vakf for [the recitation of] the noble
Mevlid in the blessed Congregational Mosque of the Mortar Corps.""6 5 The biographies of most of the
noble persons mentioned above are given in the .akayzk 2 66 and in Atayi."" [251] In this connection,
some of their biographies were also given in [this] book. In addition to this, there are many other
saintly persons, virtuous notables and emirs buried in the vicinity of the abovementioned tomb.

Renovation of the Congregational Mosque of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God, be He exalted, be well

pleased with him:

The foundations of the abovementioned mosque were laid at three-thirty on the twenty-fifth day of the
sacred [month of] Muharrem in the year one thousand two hundred thirteen [9 July 1798]. Under the

supervision of the state commissioner (iimena-yz devlet) Uzun Hilseyin Efendi, the mosque, with the
exception of the minarets, was fully completed in its present form in exactly twenty-eight months . The
pavilion of Sinan Paga, the two side galleries built by Darfissaade Agasi Begir Aga, and the five medrese
rooms situated on each of the two sides of the adzrvan court of the old congregational mosque were
completely torn down. But four upper- and lower-story rooms were built outside the courtyard for the

returned to complete his gile in the Galata Mevlevihanesi. He was appointed jeyh of the Galata Mevlevihanesi in 1790 and came
to be on terms of close friendship with both Sultan Selim III, himself a poet and musician, and with Selim's sister, Princess
Beyhan. With the sultan's help, Galib was able to restore the convent and make it into the most important literary center of the
capital. His poetry, imbued with great imagination and mysticism, drew on both the "Indian School" and the "depersianized"
style of his predecessor Nedim; see EI2, II, 999-1000; HOP, IV, 175-206.

2163 Ke;fik Hitseyin Pala (1757-1803), kapudan-z derya and foster brother of Sultan Selim III. Of Circassian origin, he was
presented to Sultan Mustafa in 1767-68 by Silahdar Ibrahim Paga and was for several years one of the servants of the sultan's

privy chamber. On the accession of Selim III, he was made a mabeynci and, six months later, became balguhadar or head valet.
Attracting Selim's attention at the time of the establishment of the "New Order," he was made kapudan-z derya with the rank of
vizier (1792) and was married to Esma Sultan, the daughter of Abdiilhamid I. During the twelve years he was kapudan paya, he
worked with French and English engineers and technicians to reform the Ottoman navy and is credited as the founder of the
new Ottoman fleet; see EI , III, 627-28; SO, II, 218.

2164 Kara Mehmed Papa (d. 1811), the kethfida of Kfsii~k Hfiseyin Pala and subsequently himself kapudan-t derya; see SO, IV,
278.

21" The Humbaraciyan Camii; see Hadika, 326.
2166 For $akayzk, see Hadika, n. 1319.
2167 For Atayi, see Hadika, n. 1310.
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imams, the tombkeepers and the miitevelli, and a timekeeper's room (muvakkit odasz) and a road to the
imperial loggia (mahfil-i hiimayun) for the padishah were newly introduced. On Friday, the fifth of
Cemaziyilihir of the year one thousand two hundred fifteen [24 October 1800], the selamlik2 16 took
place, and His Majesty the late Sultan Selim Khan the Third ibn Sultan Mustafa Khan honored [the
mosque] with a visit. Friday prayer being performed, the blessed congregational mosque was
inaugurated.

The renovation of the Blessed Tomb of His Excellency Halid bin Zeyd-may God, be He exalted, be
well pleased with him:

After ascending the exalted throne of the sultanate, His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third caused
the blessed tomb to be renovated in the year [1215/1800]. A lattice of cast silver resembling silver wire
and window shutters of cast brass were fashioned and the blessed cloth coverings (kisve) and chan-
deliers were all renewed and embellished. This poem, His Majesty the aforesaid padishah's own
imperial composition, was inscribed in gold letters in the calligraphy of Yesarizade 21

1
9 on a framed tablet

and suspended in the abovementioned tomb. [252] This is the poem:

Noble standard-bearer of the shah of the clime of apostleship,
Out of consideration for the enduring truth of the Creator, he is my helper.

Selim-i ilhamil'" ever prostrates himself before this holy saint's tomb.
0, Ebu Eyyub Ensari, favor [Selim] with [your] intercession.

The great silver candlesticks at the head and foot of the felicitous grave are [the gifts] of His Majesty
the late Sultan Ibrahim Khan. Although the felicitous banner of the Prophet was [formerly] housed in
the Blessed Tomb, in the course of the troubles of the year 1115 [1703], the saray agasz carried it to the
imperial palace before rebels sought it out and only its pole remains in the Blessed Tomb.

The renovation of the blessed tomb was later begun on Monday the thirteenth day of sacred
Muharrem of the year one thousand two hundred thirty-five [1 November 1819] in the time of the
sultanate of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan Gazi.217 1 Ahmed Efendi, who was
appointed building commissioner (emin-i bina), set about carrying out [the renovation] and it was
completed on the fifth day of Rebiilhir of the abovementioned year [21 January 1820]. In addition,
the covering of the felicitous grave was also renewed in that year. The band of writing at the center of
the inscriptions on it is in the imperial calligraphy of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan himself.
Moreover, in the Blessed Tomb there is hung a plaque inscribed with his exalted calligraphy and
another is hung in the blessed mosque. There are also plaques inscribed by His Majesty Sultan Ahmed
Khan the Third in the blessed mosque and Blessed Tomb. In addition to these, there are plaques
inscribed by His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the Just in many holy places. Ahmed Efendi, the above-
mentioned building commissioner (emin-i bina), was the official messenger (kapz guhadan) of Seyyid
Mehmed Efendi, who was three times kethiida of the mother of the abovementioned sultan. He was
assigned by the commissioner of the city ( ehir emini), Hayrullah Efendi, to renovate Kagidhane. Later,
following the completion of the Blessed Tomb, he was employed in a number of offices and, later still,
he was employed in important offices such as those of intendant of the Mortar Bombardiers' School
(humbarahane nezareti), intendant of the Naval Arsenal (tophane nezareti), of the the mint and again of
the arsenal. [253]

2168 The ceremonial progress of the sultan to one of the mosques in the capital for noon prayer on Fridays.
2 169 Yesarizade Mustafa izzet Efendi (d. 1849), Ottoman calligrapher of the first half of the nineteenth century and son of the

great talik master Mehmed Esad Yesari; see Rado, Tark Hattatlan, 209.
217 The pen name used in his poetry by Sultan Selim III.
2111 Sultan Mahmud II, who reigned from 1808 to 1839.
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2. The Congregational Mosque of Zal Mahmud Pasa17 ' near the Mosque of Eyip

Its builder was Mahmud Paga'17 ' and his illustrious wife, 5ah Sultan. He retired from the office of Sultan

Sileyman's imperial weapons bearer (silahdar) to [the rank of vizier] with three tug and became the

sovereign's son-in-law. The two of them [Zal Mahmud Pasa and 5ah Sultan] are also buried in a tomb
[near the mosque]. There is a tribune (mahfil) in the blessed mosque but it is not elevated. There is a

medrese in the space before it and a jadzrvan in its courtyard. [Because it is sited on sloping ground],
the mosque has a single story on one side and has two stories on the side by the tomb. There is another

medrese of his opposite the tomb, and there is a fountain at the gate of the tomb's courtyard. This is
the chronogram on the fountain:

Parched tongues composed its date.
"Fountain of soul-reviving water of life,"27 958 [1551-52].

The aforesaid pasa died in 970 [1562-63].21 The death of his wife, 5ah Sultan, occurred in [1580]. Mus-
tafa Paga, who retired from office as kethida, is buried outside the tomb, and Qivicizade Mehmed
Efendi2176 is buried with a turban2 1 77 [on his gravestone] in a place near the public thoroughfare in front

of the tomb's medrese. This Mehmed Efendi was a renowned calligrapher, who was a student of

Suyolcuzade Eyftbi Mustafa Efendi.2178

It is related at length in La'lizade Abdfilbaki Efendi's book entitled Sergiizest (Adventures)217 1 that Pir

Ahmed Edirnevi, who is buried in a separate mausoleum on the tomb side of the abovementioned

mosque, in the direction of the tannery (debbaghane) which faces the main road, was a halife of Omer

Sikkini,180 who belonged to the Bayrami dervish order. But according to our investigation, the aforesaid

[Pir Ahmed] was a halife of His Excellency Pir Ali-i Aksarayi. 218 1 The death of the aforesaid Ahmed

Efendi occurred in 1001 [1592-93]. He belonged to the dervish order of the Melamiye-i Bayramiye, the

chain of whose spiritual descent goes back to Omer Sikkini. The aforesaid Pir Ali-i Aksarayi was the

father and seyh of Ismail Maguki,2182 who is known by the name Oglan 5eyh. He was the halife of
Binyamin Ayagi, who was buried at Aya [near Ankara]. And Binyamin was a halife of Omer Sikkini. The

2172 The Zal Mahmud Paga Camii, located between Zal Papa Caddesi and Defterdar Caddesi in the Niganca Quarter in Eyntp. It
is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan and is dated by inscription to 985/1577; see DBIA, VII, 542-43; Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 105-6;
1C, I, 157; MW, 490-91. For location, see MW, 508.

2173 Zal Mahmud Paa (d. 1580), Ottoman vizier in the reigns of Sultan Sfileyman and Sultan Selim II. Of Bosnian origin, he
was raised in the imperial palace and, after serving as governor of Aleppo and beylerbeyi of Anatolia (1564), was married to Sultan
Selim's daughter, $ah Sultan, in 1577. He and $ah Sultan are said to have died on the same day; see SO, II, 426.

2174 Gesme-i md'-i haydt-z canfeza. The date 958/1551-52 cannot, in fact, be correct, since the mosque and its dependencies must
have been built after Zal Mahmud Paa's marriage to $ah Sultan in 1577. Kuran writes that close inspection shows the

numerical date on Zal Paa's gravestone to be 998/1590. This date is confirmed by Ayvansarayi in Mecmua, where the full text of

the inscription is given along with the year in numbers. Curiously, this means that the fountain must be a posthumous

foundation; see Mecmua, 114; Haskan, Eyftp, II, 146-47; Kuran, Sinan, 202.
2175 In fact, as stated in Hadika, n. 2173 above, Zal Mahmud Paga died in 1580.
2176Actually, Qivicizade Ahmed Efendi (d. 1726), a pupil of the seventeenth-century calligrapher, Suyolcuzade Eyfibi Mustafa

Efendi. He was also known as a mathematician and astrologer; see Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 132.
2177 Kafesi destar, literally "latticed turban," a type of turban worn by senior clerks of the imperial divan. Wider at the top than

at the bottom, it gets its name from its narrow folds which resemble lattice work.
2178 Suyolcuzade Eyfnbi Mustafa Efendi, (d. 1685-86), one of the foremost calligraphers of the period of Sultan Murad IV; see

Rado, Thrk Hattatlan, 104.
21" For La'lizade and the Sergiizelt, see Hadika, n. 2035.
2180 Omer Sikkini (d. 1475-76), a halife of Haci Bayram Veli-i Ankaravi, who separated from the Bayrami order after Haci

Bayram's death and founded the heretical order known as the Melamiye-i Bayramiye; see EI2 , VI, 225-28.
2181 Pir Ali-i Aksarayi (d. 1528-29), the successor of Binyamin Ayai as head of the Melamiye-i Bayramiye.
2182 For Ismail Maguki, see Hadika, n. 269.
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order's chain of spiritual descent is as follows: Haci Bayram Veli-i Ankaravi,188 [who] died in 833 [1429-
30] in the abovementioned city [of Ankara]. He was the appointed successor of His Excellency Seyh
Hamid Kaysari. [254] And [Haci Bayram Veli's] halife was His Excellency Omer Sikkini. The Melami
order is in continuous line of succession from him. His death occurred in [1475-76] and he is buried in
the town named G6ynfik.2184 Binyamin Ayagi, who was also buried in his original place of residence in
926 [1519-20], was also his halife. Pir Ali-i Aksarayi was his halife. His death occurred in 934 [1527-28]
and he was buried in his city of origin [Aksaray]. Pir Ahmed Edirnevi was his halife. In accord with the
requirements of divine decree, his son and representative, Oglan 5eyh Ismail Maguki, died as a martyr
before the Qmarli Mosque on the At Meydam in 935 [1528-29] at the age of nineteen. 2185 A dervish
miraculously witnessed his exalted corpse being thrown into the sea and, following [Ismail Maguki's]
blessed command, he awaited it at the place named Kayalar.2 186 When it appeared [there], he took it
from the sea and buried it in the abovementioned place. According to one legend, [Ismail Maguki's]
noble head appeared one day later-may God have mercy on them all.

Originally, the kadi Haddadi Ali Efendi had a room in the abovementioned medrese. He later fell
into a state of divine ecstasy and, dying while in that state, he was buried at a spot near the tomb of the
abovementioned Pir Ahmed Efendi. The aforesaid [Haddadi Ali Efendi] was one of the noteworthy
persons of the age of Sultan Mahmud Khan the First and he wrote poems under the abovementioned
pen name [Haddadi].

The founder of the szbyan mekteb 1 7 located next to the tomb of the abovementioned paa was
iskender Bey, who is buried with his wife, the sultana Gevher Mfiluk, on the side of the mekteb facing the
main road. This mekteb was on the point of falling down. The mansion (konak) of Nafiz Feyzullah
Efendizade Hamid Molla Efendi [is located nearby]. The aforesaid Hamid Molla Efendi died in Mecca
in one thousand two hundred seven [1792-93] while he was kadi of Venerated Mecca, and his son
Ismail Efendi was a professor in one of the inner medreses.2188 [Hamid Molla Efendi's] son [Ismail
Efendi] became, in turn, the kadi of Illuminated Medina and died on his arrival in that blessed place.
After the death of Ismail Molla's youngest son and his sister, [the mansion] was rented for three or four
years to the kadi of Eyiip and to some other such [persons]. [255] Subsequently, Her Majesty 5ah
Sultan, 211 one of the daughters of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third and the elder sister of His
Majesty Sultan Selim [the Third], bought the abovementioned mansion and completely demolished it.
In its place, she built an exalted tomb for herself, and, in a place near the abovementioned mekteb, she
erected an exalted upper-story mekteb2190 and a separate dwelling for the tombkeeper. Although the lady
died when the abovementioned tomb was still unfinished, she was buried in it. And an exalted sebil was
built beneath the abovementioned mekteb. The court of [5ah Sultan's] tomb was paved with marble, and
the garden which is behind it became in its entirety a cemetery. The aforesaid sultana died on the
seventeenth day of Zilkade of the year [one thousand] two hundred seventeen [11 March 1803] and
was buried in the middle of the tomb in 1217 [1802-3]. Mustafa Paa, the husband of the aforesaid
[sultana], passed away in the year 1228 [1813] and was buried beside the aforementioned deceased.

2183 For Haci Bayram Veli-i Ankaravi, see Hadika, n. 331.
214 A town in the vilayet of Bolu in northwest Anatolia.
2185 For his execution, see Hadika, n. 269.
2186 The Kayalar Cemetery in Rumelihisar.
2187 The no-longer-extant iskender Bey Mektebi built by Dukakinzade iskender Bey (d. 1582) on Zal Paa Caddesi in the

Niganca Quarter in Eyinp; see Haskan, Eyfsp, II, 20.
'

1
8Dahil mfiderrisi, a theological college of the higher grade in the medrese hierarchy.

2189 ah Sultan (1761-1803), the daughter of Sultan Mustafa III; see Hadika, n. 2060.
2190 The 5ah Sultan Mektebi, her adjoining tomb and sebil are all located on Defterdar Caddesi, immediately to the east of the

Zal Mahmud Paga Complex in the Niianca Quarter in Eyiip; see Haskan, Eyfp, I, 265-68; II, 27,144, 157.
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The aforesaid Mustafa Paya was the brother of the former grand vizier Mehmed Paa, who was known as

the Kara Vezir.21"" He retired in memory of the aforesaid sultana and lived on the Rami Paga Qiftligi. 92

The tomb of Nakka Hasan Paa.. is [located] near the single-story side of the blessed mosque. The

aforesaid paa was one of the viziers of Sultan Ahmed Khan the First and became kaimmakam at the

time of the grand vizierate of Kuyucu Murad Paga.2194 The abovementioned tomb was built in a very

elaborate and embellished style. But because its vakf was, with the lapse of time, disturbed, it is at

present in ruin. His children are also buried in it. Because the mosque known as the Silahi Mehmed

Bey Mosque,"9 5 located opposite the gate on this side of the blessed Congregational Mosque of [Zal

Mahmud Paga], is older than this [latter] blessed mosque, the streets of this neighborhood form the

quarter of that mosque.
The nearby site, at present occupied by the shop of a seller of the brick dust used in mortar (hora-

sancz dfckkanz), was the location of the Mevlevihane built by a person named Mazak, one of the chiefs of

the rebel soldiers in the affair [which led to the overthrow and assassination] of the Paradise-dwelling

martyr Sultan Osman Khan [the Second]. But [the Mevlevihane] was demolished after a short time. A

person named Evrenos Dede, who belonged to the Mevlevi dervish order, is buried opposite it. [256]

Laz Hasan Efendi, a saintly master and pious member of the Community of Muslims, who dwelled in

the medrese of the blessed mosque, died during the reign of Selim Khan the Third. A brother of the

aforesaid, a mystic ecstatic named Hafiz Baba, survived him. On his death in the year [lacuna], he was

buried opposite the police guardhouse. A convert to the True Path, the mystic ecstatic Mehmed, known

by the name Nigan, is buried beside him. Although the abovementioned blessed congregational

mosque has previous to the present moment been many times renovated, His Majesty the Paradise-

dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan the Second, observing at the end of the blessed Ramazan in the year

1240 [May 1825] that it was in ruin, ordered its renovation with an imperial decree. The blessed

mosque and the tomb were completely renovated from his vakf and a water closet was added to the

imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun). [The Mosque of Zal Mahmud Paga] has a quarter.

3. The Congregational Mosque and Tekke of 5ah Sultan""96 in Bahariye

Its builder was 5ah Sultan. She was the daughter of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First. She was the

illustrious wife of Grand Vizier Lutfi Paa.""9 7 The aforesaid pasa became grand vizier during the time of

Sultan Siileyman the First and following the death of Ayas Paya in Zilhicce 944 [May 1538]. He was

dismissed in 947 [1540-41] and died at Dimetoka in the year 950 [1543-44]. He was of Albanian origin.

2191 Silahdar Seyyid Kara Mehmed Paa; see Hadika, n. 2048.
2192 Located beyond the land walls in Eyfip.
219 The Nakka Hasan Paga Thrbesi, located on Zal Papa Caddesi, behind the medrese of Zal Mahmud Paga; see Haskan,

Eyitp, 239-41.
2194 Murad Paa, Kuyucu, Koca (c. 1520-1611), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Ahmed I. Of Croat devsirme origin,

he was raised in the imperial palace and, after serving in a succession of provincial posts, was made beylerbeyi of Rumelia (1605)

and commander-in-chief in Hungary (1606). In that capacity, he negotiated the peace of Zsitvatorok with Austria. He was

appointed grand vizier on 11 December 1606 and, over the next three years, succeeded in suppressing the Celali rebels in

Anatolia. In 1610-11, he campaigned against the Safavids in an attempt to recover lost Ottoman territories in Transcaucasia. He

died on 5 August 1611, while at his headquarters at Qulek, and was buried in the tomb attached to the medrese (today housing

the Department of Art History of Istanbul University) which he founded in Vezneciler in Istanbul. A devout Muslim, he was a

member of the Naksbendiye and a supporter of convents of the Halvetiye and 5a'baniye as well; see Hadika, 92; Vefeyat, 11; E 2
,

VII, 600-1; SO, IV, 355.
219 The Bey Mescidi; see Hadika, 299.
2196 The Sah Sultan Camii and $ah Sultan Tekkesi, located on Silahtar Aga Caddesi in the Bahariye district in the Merkez

Quarter of Eyfip; see DBIA, VII, 127; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 85-89; IC, 1, 137. For location, see MW, 508.
2197 For Lutfi Paga, see Hadika, n. 1656.
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There is a fountain of his at a spot which belonged to him in Istanbul. The abovementioned mosque
and tekke were renovated in the time of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third. Prior to this renovation, this
chronogram was written on the arch of the abovementioned mosque's gate:

She discovered the Way to God
And set out directly for God.

5ah the daughter of Selim Shah,
Erected the building. May it be accepted!

The Voice expressed a date for it.
"And good indeed is what belongs to God!"2198 963 [1555-56].

An imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiamayun) and separate devotional hall (tevhidhane) were added during the
abovementioned renovation. There is a wooden mekteb over the courtyard gate, the foundation of the
[mosque's] builder, the aforesaid princess. [257] The rooms [of the tekke] and the house of the eyh
are located on the shore. It is related that the aforesaid [5ah Sultan] was the first owner of the well-
known seaside palace (sahilsaray) known at present as Hancarh Sultan Sarayi, which is located next to it.
There is a separate tomb belonging to the aforesaid [Hancarli Hancerli Sultan] overlooking the main
road.2199

It is related that in the year 943 [1537], at the time His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan
Sfileyman Khan set out on the Corfu campaign, the aforesaid princess was with the imperial favorites.
On her return, when coming from Yanya with her husband Lutfi Paga, she encountered a band of
robbers and fell into a state of great distress. At once, she beheld His Excellency Merkez Efendi.2200

Following her return to the Exalted Threshold, because of the joy and consolation which she had
[thereby] obtained and out of the love which from the bottom of her heart [she felt for Merkez
Efendi], inasmuch as she had witnessed this miracle, notwithstanding that she had been a believer from
the beginning, she built this blessed mosque and exalted dervish lodge for the aforesaid leyh. But the
date of the construction of this blessed mosque contradicts the truth of this account. In any case,
perhaps the tekke was built a few years before the blessed mosque. This account is reported in detail in
Atayi's supplement to the $akayzk.22 0

1

Description of the persons who were heads of the aforesaid Tekke [of 5ah Sultan]:2

5eyh Merkez Efendi was a halife of Sfinbfl Sinan. His blessed name was Musa ibn Mustafa bin Kihe Bey
bin Haydar. His honorific was Musliheddin. And his patronymic was Ebu'l-Taki. The aforesaid was born
in a village named San Mahmudlu in the district of Ladikiye in the sancak of Kfitahya. After becoming
the halife [of Sunbul Sinan], he at first became the 5eyh of the Sevindik Tekke, known [also] as the
Kogaci Tekke. Sfinbfil Efendi subsequently made him 5eyh of the zaviye of [Koca Mustafa Paga], which
was brought into existence near the congregational mosque and imare 220 built for the mother of His
Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan. The date of his death is 959 [1552]. He is buried in his tekke. Detailed
accounts of him were given in the descriptions of his own tekke and the Tekke of Koca Mustafa Paga.204

G6mleksiz Mehmed Efendi was the halife of Merkez Efendi. [258] He died in 951 [1544-45] and was
buried in the abovementioned tekke [of 5ah Sultan]. The date of death of 5eyh Bostan Efendi was 1040

2198 Wa inna al-hayra li-lidhi.
21" For descriptions of the tomb, which is located on Beybaba Sokagi near the intersection with Bostan iskelesi Sokagi in the

Eyip Sultan Quarter, see Akaku , Eyyfsb Sultan, 191-92; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 198-99.
220 For Merkez Efendi, see Hadika, 255-56 and n. 1413.
2201 For Atayi's supplement to the $akayzk, see Hadika, n. 1310.
2 2

' An extended list of the leyhs of the $ah Sultan Tekkesi is given in Z5E, 16-17.
220 The Haseki Camii and its dependencies; see Hadika, 114-15.
220 The Merkez Efendi Tekkesi and Koca Mustafa Paga Tekkesi; see Hadika, 181-82, 255-56.
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[1630-31]. Although it is related that the father of this Bostan Efendi, Seyyid Abdftlhalik Efendi,

became peyh [of the Tekke of 5ah Sultan] in place of G6mleksiz Mehmed Efendi, according to another

account, there were formerly special standard bearers for the banner of the Prophet of God-may God

commend and salute him-which stood in the tomb of His Excellency Halid [Ebu Eyyub Ensari] -may

God be well pleased with him-and the aforementioned Abdfilhalik Efendi was [one of these]

standard-bearers. The date of death of Miftahizade 5eyh Ahmed Efendi was 1072 [1661-62]. 5eyh Ismail

Efendi, the son of the aforesaid's son-in-law, [died] in 1097 [1685-86]. Cankurtaran 5eyh Abdullah

Efendi [died] in 1145 [1732-33]. Suyolcuzade Eyiibi Necib Efendi expressed the date of his death in

this manner:

Cankurtaran passed from the transitory tekke
To the bridge of eternity, saying, "0 God!"220 5 1145 [1732-33].

Nizami Efendi, the son of the aforesaid Ismail Efendi, went on the blessed hajj and died on the Pil-

grimage Road in 1135 [1722-23]. With the death of his son Abdfirrahim Efendi in the year 1159 [1746-

47], Cankurtaranzade 5eyh Mahmud Efendi became head of the tekke. He died in 1162 [1748-49], and

his brother 5eyh Abdfilkadir Efendi became peyh. With his death in 1163 [1749-50], Mehmed Efendi

became head of the zaviye. He died in 1168 [1754-55] and was buried in the Sall Tekke. He is known as

Dede Efendi. The next eyh was Mehmed Efendi, and he died in 1169 [1755-56]. His son 5eyh

Abdfirrahim Efendi died in 1181 [1767-68]. Buharizade Abdfilkerim Efendi, the devotional leader

(zakirbapz) of the [zaviye of] Koca Mustafa Paga, died in 1192 [1778-79]. This Buharizade was appointed

halife by Seyyid Kutbeddin Efendi, the $eyh of the [zaviye of] Koca Mustafa Paga. Merkezzade 5eyh

Ahmed Efendi was a pious and learned person. When tekke disputes occurred, the eyhidisldm would

refer them to him for appeal and redress. In 1228 [1813-14], he was buried in a tomb which had been

built for him. [259] Subsequently, Ubeyd Efendi, one of his halifes, became geyh.

The abovementioned congregational mosque is near a place called Taliburun and the tekke located

at the abovementioned place,22 in which the Sa'diye rite is at present performed, was first built by

Lagari Belgradi Cennet Efendi, who was a member of the Ihfa branch of the Bayrami dervish order. He

is buried there. The abovementioned tekke is at present known as the Lagari Tekke. After his death

and after one or two persons from the Bektasi dervish order had been its head, 5eyh Hfiseyin Eyinbi,

known as G6zoglu, who belonged to the dervish order of the Sa'diye, became head of the zaviye. He

died in 1151 [1738-39] and was buried in a separate tomb. Following his death, his halife, Qelebi 5eyh

Abdurrahman Efendi, became eyh. On his death in [1169 (1755-56)], his halife, 5eyh Snleyman, be-

came head of the zaviye. When he passed away in the year 1191 [1777-78], one of his halife, 5eyh Ahmed

Eyitbi, became seyh. The abovementioned 5eyh Abdurrahman Efendi is buried in the abovementioned

tekke. Prior to 5eyh Ahmed Efendi, $eyh Ismail Necati Efendi, the son of Sfileyman Efendi, became 5eyh

in his father's place. He was later marked by divine ecstasy and, when he died in this state in 1204

[1789-90], he, too, was buried in the abovementioned tekke. After this, the abovementioned 5eyh

Ahmed became peyh of the tekke at the time when he was performing the Sa'diye rite in the

Congregational Mosque of Evlice Baba220 7 in Eyiip. Subsequently, at the beginning of the reign of the

present sultan, His Majesty Mahmud Khan the Second, the abovementioned tekke was rebuilt and a

proper screened meeting place for the women of the imperial harem (kafes-i hfimayun) was introduced.

The abovementioned Ahmed Efendi set out on the blessed hajj in the year [lacuna]. On his return, he

was taken to God's mercy at a place called [lacuna]. Next, 5eyh Sfileyman, the son of the abovemen-

205 Gegdi yd Alldh deyu Cankurtaran.
2"0. The Lagari Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi at Taghburun in Eyfip; see Haskan, Eyiip, I, 131-36; ZE, 57.
2207 The Evlice Baba Camii; see Hadika, 289.
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tioned eyh, became head of the zaviye. Because he was a youth when his father died, at first various
persons served as his proxies.

The aforesaid Lutfi Paya was the author of the Asaf Name (Book of the Grand Vizier)."220 Grand Vizier
Melek Ahmed Paa,22 9 who became grand vizier in the year one thousand sixty [1650-51], is buried in
the cemetery of the quarter of the abovementioned mosque, in the neighborhood of the old barracks
of the bostancz. [260] The year 1073 [1662-63] is the date of his death. The present barracks of the
bostancz of Eynip were built in 1234 [1818-19]. In 1199 [1784-85], Qalh Ali Efendi, who was dismissed
from the office of kadi of Eyfip, was buried in the tomb opposite the main gate of the blessed mosque.
Although, in addition to these, many other persons were buried there, for fear of being verbose, we
have deemed this much to be sufficient. [The Congregational Mosque of 5ah Sultan] has a quarter.

Because the tekke and blessed mosque of the abovementioned 5ah Sultan were on the point of
falling down, they were renovated through the imperial zeal of the sultan of the moment, His Majesty
Sultan Mahmud Khan the Just.22 1 0 On [the tekke's] completion at the beginning of the year 1251 [1835-
36], 5eyh Ubeyd Efendi first occupied the office of eyh for three months. Subsequently, at the end of
Cemaziyfnlevvel in the abovementioned year, because the [office of seyh of the] U aki order's Cemali
Tekke located in Savaklar fell vacant, it was conferred on the abovementioned 5eyh Ubeyd Efendi, and
the Tekke of 5ah Sultan was seen to be suitable for 5eyh Necati Efendi of the Nakebendi dervish order.
Although the service (devran)22 " of the abovementioned tekke had been performed on Wednesdays,
the abovementioned Necati Efendi changed it to Tuesdays and the Halveti service is performed in the
blessed mosque every week.

4. The Congregational Mosque of the Murtaza Efendi Tekke 212 near the Idris K kin

Its builder was a distinguished chancellery official (hacegdn) of the Sublime [Ottoman] State, Yek~em
Haci Murtaza Efendi, who was employed in the accounting office of the Naval Arsenal (tersane) and in
other duties and died after being dismissed from the office of headkeeper of the daily accounts of the
state treasury (ruznamge-i kebir). Kaggari 5eyh Abdullah Efendi had previously come to Eynip, and, while
dwelling there, he had been made eyh of the Kalenderhane, built and brought to life by La'lizade
Seyyid Abdfilbaki Efendi.2 21

' Because the office of eyh of the abovementioned Kalenderhane was
restricted to unmarried persons and because 5eyh Abdullah Efendi wished to marry, he gave up the
office of 5eyh of the abovementioned zaviye. When, as instructed in a dream, the abovementioned

2208 A short treatise summarizing Lutfi Paa's views on the principles of sound administration and describing his reforms as
grand vizier.

220 Abaza Melek Ahmed Papa (d. 1662), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. The son of the naval
commander Pervane Kapudan, he entered the imperial palace as a child and, after holding various palace offices, was
appointed to posts in Diyarbakir, Mosul, Damascus and Aleppo. He was made a vizier of the dome (kubbe veziri) in 1640, was
married to Murad IV's daughter Kaya Sultan in 1644 and was appointed grand vizier on 5 August 1650. Dominated by the agas
of the Janissaries, who had arranged his appointment, he was unable to control the then rampant corruption, inflation and sale
of offices and was dismissed in the course of a popular revolt in the capital on 21 August 1651. He was a relative of Evliya Qelebi,
who portrayed him as personally virtuous and as a generous patron; see Vefeyat, 27; SO, IV, 509.

2210 Sultan Mahmud II, who reigned from 1808 to 1839.
2211 A type of zikr practiced by the Halvetis, Cerrahis and some Kadiris. During its performance, dervishes rotate in a circle to

the accompaniment of music with their arms on one another's shoulders.
2212 The Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi Camii, known also as the Kagari Tekkesi Camii, located near the intersection of Karyakdi

Sokagi and Idris K6 knl Caddesi in the Merkez Quarter in Eyfip; see DBIA, IV, 485-87; Haskan, Eyftp, I, 63-68; 1C, I, 107. For a list
of the eyhs of the Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi, see Z5E, 50-51. For its location, see Alaku , Eyyaib Sultan, map, no. 13.

2213 For La'lizade Seyyid Abdfibaki Efendi, see Hadika, n. 2035. Concerning the Kalenderhane, located near the Yahyazade
Tekkesi in Eyfip, see Hadika, 296-97, where it is described as having been built by Abdfilbaki Efendi's father, La'lizade Seyyid
Mehmed Efendi; also DBIA, IV, 398-99; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 126-27.
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Murtaza Efendi built this blessed mosque and the fine rooms around it and entrusted them to the
Nakebendi order, the abovementioned $eyh Abdullah Efendi became the tekke's first head. The date at
which the construction of the tekke was begun is 1157 [1744-45] and the date of its completion is 1158
[1745-46]. It was finished in a single year. [261] The date of the death of its builder, Murtaza Efendi, is
1160 [1747-48]. He is buried inside the abovementioned zaviye with a turban (kafesi destar)2214 [on his
gravestone]. His sons are buried beside him. The abovementioned congregational mosque has a
minbar, a adzrvan in its courtyard and separate quarters for the eyhs. The water [from the fountain] at
the courtyard's gate is very cold in hot weather.

Murtaza Efendi, the abovementioned founder, was originally initiated as a dervish of the Nakebendi
order in Venerated Mecca by 5eyh Ahmed Yekdest. The abovementioned 5eyh Abdullah Kaggari died
on the seventh day of the month of Safer of the year 1174 [18 September 1760]. Hattat Ibrahim Tahir
Efendi's words, "Greatest of the eyhs,"2 21 give the date. He was a peyh in this zaviye for fourteen years and
lived for seventy-four years. He was a learned, pious and saintly person. Some pleasing poems were
written by him. He is buried in a separate tomb. His son, His Excellency Ubeydullah Efendi, became
eyh after him. He died ten years later, that is, in the year [eleven] eighty-four [1770-71], when he was

forty-five years of age, and he was buried in the tomb [of his father]. Subsequently, His Excellency the
imam Geylani Isa Efendi became eyh of the abovementioned tekke. He passed away to the Abode of
Eternity on the thirteenth of Safer 1206 [12 October 1791], at the age of ninety. Many chronograms
were composed for his death. Among them, one is the beautiful chronogram of the poet Pertev, which
is given [below]:

His Excellency 5eyh Isa, one of the masters of the Nakbendi,
That incomparable person was the pole of the poles22 16 of the age.

He matured and flourished under Abdullah Efendi.
In truth, he was a saint who had awakened many souls.

World which is without permanence: surely all who halt in it will pass away.
Whether old man or youth, they will go when they are summoned.

This person without equal was also taken and passed away.
May God sanctify his blessed soul!

The pen inscribed this chronogram of dotted letters on a tablet.
Pertev, I enumerated it and the following name appeared. [262]

Sacrificing all he possessed, he joined the Lord of the World.
"5eyh Isa ascended to the highest heaven,"221 7 1206 [1791-92].

He was buried in the tekke and His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Selim Khan [the Third] built a
separate tomb [for him]. After him, Ubeydullah Efendi, known as Qelebi Efendi, the son-in-law of His
Excellency the aforesaid Abdullah Efendi, became head of the tekke. He died two years later, in 1208
[1793-94], at the age of sixty-three. He was buried outside the tekke, in a spot near the gateway.
Subsequently, Haci ismail Efendi became eyh while he was the servant and coffee maker of His
Excellency Pir [Abdullah Kaggari]. He passed away in 1212 [1797-98], at the end of four years. Later,
Nidayi Seyyid Abdullah Efendi, the grandson of His Excellency Pir [Abdullah Kaggari], became eyh for
fourteen months. He died in 1213 [1798-99], at the age of twenty-two. Isa Efendizade Lutfullah Efendi
became peyh after him. Although he had previously occupied the office of keeper of the tomb of His
Excellency Halid [Ebu Eyyub]-may God be well pleased with him-after becoming peyh, he resigned
and withdrew from that office in favor of another dervish from that lodge, a graduate of the Palace

221" See Hadika, n. 2177.221 Ekber-i meoayih.
2216 Kutb-i aktab, the foremost saint among the heads of the saintly hierarchies.
2217 'Urac-i dsmdn-i evc-i 'ulyd kildi $eyh'Isd.
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School named Celal Bey. He was removed from the office of eyh three years after his appointment, on
the testimony of several persons because of shameful sexual behavior with his daughter-in-law. His
debts were paid through the sale of his goods and possessions and the wretch, passing his days
submerged in suffering and in seclusion in Uskfidar and other places, died in the year 1220 [1805-6].
He is buried in a place near the abovementioned tekke. May God forgive him his sins. Subsequently,
Nidayi Efendi's brother, Seyyid Mehmed Egref Efendi, became leyh. Because of his youth at the
beginning of his term as eyh, Hudaverdi Efendi served as his proxy. The date of his [appointment as]
eyh was 1216 [1801-2]. [The Congregational Mosque of the Tekke of Murtaza Efendi] does not have a

quarter.

5. The Zeyneb Hatun Mosque218 in [the District of the] Idris Kbskii

Its builder, the abovementioned [Zeyneb] Hatun, was the wife of Idris-i Bidlisi.2 19 She is buried there.
The aforesaid lord, Idris Hekim bin Husameddin, was for a time [263] the inscriber of the royal seal
(muvakki) of the Ak Koyunlu sultans. He subsequently became the boon companion of His Majesty
Sultan Selim Khan the First. Just as he was an object of favor in the time of Sultan Bayezid Khan the
Saint, he was also, because of the perfection of his siilis, nesih and taclik,222 ' employed in the office of
secretary of the divan of the princes of Persia. He took refuge in the Exalted Ottoman State during the
rebellion of Shah ismail Ardabili,2221 in the time of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint,
and, being most highly esteemed, [while] under the state's protection, he arranged and composed a
history of the Ottoman dynasty in the Persian language entitled the Hest Bihist (The Eight Paradises) on
the order of Bayezid Khan the Saint. The aforesaid was able to speak Persian and Arabic and his
perfection in every branch of learning was evident. So much so that, when Shah ismail sallied forth and
gave currency to the heretical doctrines [of the Shi'ites], the abovementioned master composed the
chronogram "False doctrine."2 2 22 When this anecdote was heard of by the shah, he ordered his courtier
Kemaleddin Tayyib Shirazi to write a letter to Idris in a pleasing style and inquire about the aforesaid
chronogram. When, on the shah's command, [Kemaleddin Tayyib Sharizi] sent the letter, the above-
mentioned master wrote a reply in which he said, "In fact, I did write this chronogram. But it is an
Arabic grammatical construction. I said, "Our doctrine is a true one!""2 22 This answer pleased Shah
Ismail, but although he was eager to converse with him, Master tdris did not wish to do so and sent a
letter of apology.

When His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First appointed the abovementioned Master [Idris] to
make the nomads and tribes, however many they were, obey and submit to the Exalted [Ottoman]
State, he brought about the submission of twenty-five tribes. Ebfilfazl Mehmed Efendi, the son of the

2218 The Zeyneb Hatun Mescidi, located between Kerim Aga Sokaki and Idris K6 k6 Caddesi in the Merkez Quarter in Eyfnp;
see DBIA, VIII, 488; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 106-7; 1C, I, 158. For location, see Akaku , Eyyaib Sultan, map, no. 2.

2219 Mevlana Hakimeddin Idris bin Mevlana Husameddin Ali, known as Idris-i Bidlisi (d. 1520), Ottoman historian and official
of the reigns of Bayezid II and Selim I. Of Kurdish origin, he became nisancz at the Ak Koyunlu court of Uzun Hasan but later
fled to the Ottoman lands (1501-2) because of the growing power of the Safavid Shah IsmA'il. Commissioned to produce a
history of the Ottoman dynasty, he wrote the much admired Hasht Bihisht (Eight Paradises), an account of the reigns of the first
eight Ottoman sultans, written in Persian in a highly elegant and refined style; see El, I, 1207-8; SO, I, 309-10.

2220 Three of the most common styles of Arabic calligraphy.
2221 Shah IsmA'il I, the founder of the Safavid dynasty, who reigned from 1501 to 1524. His nisba Ardabili derives from the fact

that the Sufi brotherhood from which the dynasty sprang, the Safawiyya, founded by Shaykh Safi al-Din (d. 1334), had its origins
in Ardabil in Azerbaijan.

2222 Mezheb-i nd-hakk, which gives the date 906/1500-1, the year in which Shah tsmi'il proclaimed Twelver Shi'ism to be the
official religion of the newly established Safavid state.22 2 Mezhebu-nd hakkun.
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abovementioned Master [lidris], was also a perfect master. He died in 971 [1563-64] while he was

defterdar of the Exalted [Ottoman] State and was buried in the courtyard of the mosque.... which he
built in Tophane. The abovementioned mosque is known as the Defterdar Congregational Mosque. He
wrote an appendix to his father's Hest Bihist. It was arranged in imitation of the Divan of Hafiz.22 These
two words of the late Ali..". give the date of the aforesaid's death: "The virtuous one died,"22 7 971 [1563-
64].

Hfisameddin, the father of the abovementioned Master [Idris], was related to $eyh Ammar2 22 8 and he
wrote a blessed commentary on the language of mysticism. [264] The aforesaid Idris Efendi is at
present buried in the embankment at the side of a sweet-water fountain which he built at the place
known as Idris K6 kfi, overlooking the Bfilbfl Deresi. His death coincided with the beginning of the
reign of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sfileyman Khan. The chronogram of the mosque of
Koca Mustafa Paa 2 22

1 is the work of the abovementioned master.

$eyh Abdullah Efendi, the imam of the Arpaci Mosque 22
11 in Eyiip, installed the minbar of the above-

mentioned mosque. The late $eyhfilislAm Ali al-Arabi22 1 is buried beneath a dome on four columns
opposite the zaviye of Colak $eyh Hasan," 3 which is located near this mosque. "Death of the divine
scholar,""2 2

1 932 [1525-26], is the date of his death. The abovementioned dome can be seen from the
sea. Defterdar Ibrahim Paga, whose mosque and medrese"2 2 " are near the mosque of the dariissaade agasz
Mehmed Aka in Istanbul, is buried nearby. The abovementioned zaviye is known as the Tekke of
Karyakdi Ali Baba.2 2

" At present, its eyh is Arec (Lame) Mustafa Dede. His father was also yeyh in this
tekke. His name was Abdi and he, too, was lame. His other son was also lame.

There is a well in a house in this quarter and it is said that whatever is wished for when one looks into
it will come to pass. At present, many people peer into it. In earlier times, the water carriers of the
Silver [Spring] (gfimfia sakalar)22

" brought water to the palace for coffee from the fountain in the place
called Gfimfi Suyu located behind [the well]. Although a great many people are buried in the
surrounding cemeteries, [an account of] this length was deemed sufficient.

His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third built the abovementioned zaviye of Qolak $eyh Hfiseyin
Efendi for the aforesaid 5eyh. [Qolak] $eyh [Hfiseyin] belonged to the Halveti dervish order. He was

2224 The Defterdar or Ebfilfadil Camii in Cihangir; see Hadika, 386.
222 The collected poems of the great Persian lyric poet and panegyrist Shams al-Din Muhammad Shirazi (d. 1390).
2226 Mustafa Ali; see Hadika, n. 213.
2227 FazI 5ldi.
2228 'Ammir ibn Yasir al-Bidlisi (d. c. 1200), a disciple of the mystic Diya al-Din Abu al-Najib al-Suhrawardi and master of the

great Khwarizmian mystic Najm al-Din Kubri, the founder of the Kubrawiyya.
222 For the text of the chronogram, see Hadika, 181.
223 The Arpaci Mescidi; see Hadika, 304.
221 Qelebi Alaeddin al-Arabi; see Hadika, n. 932.
2232 The Qolak Hasan Efendi Tekkesi, known also as the tdris Kbski Tekkesi, located at the intersection of Idris K6 kf6

Caddesi and Balli Baba Sokaki in the Eyfip Sultan Quarter in Eyfip. It is no longer extant; see Hadika, 285; DBIA, VIII, 110-11;
Haskan, Eyiip, I, 117-19.

2233 Vefdt-z 'alim-i rabbani.
2234 The Defterdar Mescidi; see Hadika, 122.
223 The Karyagdi Ali Baba Tekkesi, located at the intersection of Balli Baba Sokaki and Karyagdi Sokagi in the Eycip Sultan

Quarter in Eyiip. A Bektasi tekke, it was torn down at the time of the suppression of the Janissaries in 1826 but was rebuilt
during the reign of Abdfilmecid. Although it was officially rebuilt as a Naksbendi lodge, Bektasi services continued to be

performed covertly within it. The tekke has today almost entirely disappeared. Ayvansarayi is in error when he describes it as

being the same as the Qolak Hasan Efendi Tekkesi; see DBIA, IV 475-75; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 128-30. For location, see Akaku , Eyiip
Sultan, map, no. 4.

2236 Members of the Gfimfii Suyu Ocagi, a corps of servants attached to the Inside Service of the imperial palace, charged with

bringing water from the Gfimil Suyu (Silver Spring) in Eyftp to the imperial palace for the sultan's coffee; see Pakahn, 0TD, I,
689.
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originally a soldier. He lost his fingers while he was a member of the military expedition of the vizier
Baltac22"7 against Muscovy. While he lay insensible with a high fever, two young heroes appeared and,
raising him up, gave him a bowl of water. After drinking, he asked them, "Who are you?" Making
known to him that they were Hasan and Hfiseyin,22"8 they immediately became invisible. Later in his life,
this abovementioned eyh burned with passion [for God]. He died at the beginning of the reign of
Sultan Abdilhamid Khan [the First] and is buried with his son Riza Efendi at the mouth of the two
roads above the Tekke of Murtaza Efendi. 29 [265] In 1230 [1814-15], Dolanci Dervi Mehmed of the
Mevlevi dervish order built a Mevlevihane"2 2 on a spot near the Tekke of [Qolak Seyh H seyin Efendi]
and the office of its 5eyh was conferred on him by Konya.224 But because a dispute broke out with the
5eyhs of the Exalted Grand Lodge [in Konya], it was impossible to perform the service or whirling dance
of the Mevlevi. It remained vacant after being abandoned and, by degrees, fell into ruin. The above-
mentioned eyh died in 1240 [1824-25] and was buried in the cemetery of the Mevlevihane of
Kasimpaga. 4 [The Zeyneb Hatun Mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Kasim Qavus Mosque 2 4' near the Eski Yeni Hamam

Its builder, the abovementioned Kasim Aga, was one of those who came at the time of the Conquest.
He is also buried there. His brother Ali Qavu , the builder of the Sofular Mosque," is buried beside
him. The head butcher (kasabbasz), Ali Aga, installed its minbar in the time of Sultan Mahmud Khan
the First. The mekteb next to it is [the foundation] of a patron of charitable works, the imperial
gentleman-in-waiting (musahib-i 5ehriyari) Mehmed Aga. The abovementioned mosque was destroyed by
the flood which occurred on the the thirteenth of Zilkade in the year 1239 [10 July 1824]. Because its
vakf made no provision [for repairs], it was completely renovated through the zeal of Grand Vizier
Galib Paa.22" [The mosque] has a quarter.2246

2217 Mehmed Paa, Baltaci, Teberdar (1660-1712), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Ahmed III. Born in Osmancik,
of Turkish Muslim parents, he entered the Outside Service of the imperial palace as a secretary. He was appointed by Prince
Ahmed (later Sultan Ahmed III) to the corps of baltact of the Eski Saray, became personal secretary to Darnassaade Agasi Habegi
Ali and, after the accession of Ahmed to the throne, was made a vizier (1704) and given the office of kapudan pasa. Appointed
grand vizier on 26 December 1704, he played on the sultan's fear of revolt and deposition to stay in office but was finally
dismissed on 3 May 1706. After a series of provincial posts, he was again appointed grand vizier on 10 August 1710. Although
opposed to war with Russia, he led the army in the Pruth campaign of 1711. Surrounding the Russian army at Han Tepesi, he
forced Tsar Peter to sue for peace but was afterwards accused of being too conciliatory in his terms. As a result, he was relieved
of office on 20 November 1711 and imprisoned. His possessions were confiscated and he was exiled first to Mytilene and later to
Lemnos. Ottoman historical opinion ranges from lavish praise for his military success to accusations of high treason. He seems
to have been more an Ottoman gentleman than a Turkish warrior; see El2, VI, 991-92; SO, IV, 208-9.

22
"

8 Hasan b. 'Ali b. Abi Talib and Husayn b. 'Ali b. Abi Talib, the grandsons of the Prophet Muhammed by his son-in-law and
later Caliph 'Ali. Hasan (d. 670) succeeded his father to become fifth Caliph but was forced by Mu'Awiyah, the governor of
Damascus, to abdicate. Husayn, whose martyrdom at Kerbala in Iraq on 10 Muharrem 61 (10 October 680) is a central event in
Twelver Shi'ite religious history, refused to acknowledge Mu'Awiyah's son Yazid as successor to the caliphate and was killed in
battle at Kerbala after being weakened by thirst. Numerous miracles are attributed to both brothers, and they are regarded by
many Muslims, in particular by the Shi'ites, as intermediaries between man and God.

22" The Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi; see Hadika, 282-84.
2240 The Dolanci Dervi Mehmed Efendi Mevlevihanesi, located behind the Colak $eyh Hasan Efendi Tekkesi between Idris

K6 kfi Caddesi and Karyakdi Sokaki in the Eyiip Sultan Quarter in Eynip; see Haskan, Eyiip, I, 119-20.
2241 That is, by the seyh of the asitane or Grand Lodge of the Mevlevi order in Konya.
2242 The Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi; see Hadika, 337-38.
224 The Kasim Qavu Mescidi, known also as the Eski Yeni Camii, located on Eski Yeni Dere Sokao1 at the intersection with

Bahkg1 Bakkal Sokaki in the Merkez Quarter in Eyn~p; see DBIA, IV, 480; Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 59-61; IC, I, 85; OMFD, III, 432. For
location, see Akaku , Eyyib Sultan, map, no. 26.

2244 The Sofular Mescidi; see Hadika, 290-91.
224 Mehmed Said Galib Paga (1763-1830), grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mahmud II. Born in Istanbul, he was the son of
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7. The Islam Bey Mosque24 7 near the Kaszm tavu Mosque

Its builder was one of the emirs of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sfileyman. His grave is also located
there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

8. The Defterdar Mosque"'* near the Tekke of Ummi Sinan

It has an upper story. Its builder was Sfileyman Efendi, who was defterdar in the time of Sultan Bayezid
the Saint. At present, the abovementioned mosque is known as the Tahta Minare [Mosque]. The sweet-
water fountain located beneath it, which was for a long time in ruins, was restored by Grand Vizier
Alemdar Mustafa Paga in the middle of the year 1223 [1808], and he caused its waters to flow. Next to
[the mosque] is a house which is entrusted to its imams. Sfileyman Efendi, [the mosque's] builder,
installed the minbar in the Uskilblfi Congregational Mosque 224 9 in Istanbul. [266] [The Defterdar
Mosque] has a quarter.

9. The Dbkmeciler Mosque*2 1 in Oluklu Bayzr

Its builder was Digmecizade Mehmed Bakir Efendi. He is also buried there. He died in the year 998
[1589-90], having retired from the office of kadzasker of Anatolia. He was promoted to kadzasker
following the dismissal of the famous poet Abdulbaki Efendi22 1 from his first vizierate. The date of his
[promotion to] the office of kadzasker was Cemaziyfilevvel 996 [1588], which was in the time of Sultan
Murad Khan the Third. He was dismissed at the end of the year and died one year later. Baki Efendi
was twice both kadi of Istanbul and kadzasker of Anatolia. And he was kadzasker of Rumelia three times.
This is the date of his death: "In one thousand eight, Baki Efendi set off for the Next World." 225 2 [Baki
Efendi's] name was Mahmud.

The abovementioned Di6gmecizade also held the office of kadi of Istanbul two times. He is buried
near the abovementioned mosque and Mir Mahdum ibn Ebu'l-Mekarim ibn Seyyid Ahmed Lala is
buried beside him. The date of his death was 991 [1583-84]. His brother, Seyyid Tahir, is also buried
there. The date of his death was 975 [1567-68]. Hfiseyin 5ah Efendi, one of the descendants of the

a clerk in the office of the secretary of the grand vizier. After holding a number of posts in the same office, he was sent to
France (1802) to negotiate peace following the defeat of the French expedition to Egypt of 1798. Returning to Istanbul, he
became reisilkfittab in 1806 and, with brief interruptions, remained in that office until 1814. During the next nine years, he held
a variety of provincial posts. He was appointed grand vizier on 14 December 1823 and attempted to suppress the Greek revolt in
the Morea but was dismissed on 14 September 1824 because of his reluctance to agree to the sultan's proposal to abolish the
Janissaries. An intelligent and able administrator, he was the most skilled Ottoman diplomat of his time and is regarded as the
founder of modern Turkish diplomacy; see EI2 , VI, 1003-4.

224 A marginal note printed in the Ali Sati edition reads, "With the passage of time, the abovementioned mosque fell into
ruin, and His Excellency the illustrious grand vizier Fuad Paga renovated it anew in Cemaziylevvel 1280 [1863]."

2247 The Islam Bey Mescidi, located on Islam Bey Caddesi near the intersection with Islam Bey Qegmesi Sokagi in the Islam
Bey Quarter in Eyfnp. Built in 1519, its founder was Islam Bey, an emir of the period of Sultan Sfileyman I; see DBIA, IV, 209-10;
Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 56-58; 1C, I, 77. For location, see Akaku5, Eyyfib Sultan, map, no. 24.

2248 The Defterdar Mescidi, known also as the Kara Silleyman Camii or Tahta Minare Mescidi, located at the intersection of
Tahta Minare Caddesi and Tahta Minare Bostan Sokagi in the Islam Bey Quarter in Eyftp. The mosque was torn down around
1910 and the site is today occupied by apartments; see Haskan, Eyfip, I, 43-44; IC, I, 46.

224 The Uskfiblfn Camii; see Hadika, 35-36.
2250 The Dbkmeciler Mescidi (Mosque of the Foundry Workers), known also as the Dfigmeciler or Dfigmecibasi Mescidi,

located at the intersection of Dfigmeciler Caddesi and Oluklubayir Sokagi in the Disgmeciler Quarter in Eyfip; see DBIA, III,
107; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 44-46; IC, I, 49; ISTA, IX, 4804-6. For location, see Akaku*, Eyyfab Sultan, map, no. 30.

2251 The poet Baki; see Hadika, 67-68 and n. 519. Ayvansarayi's reference to Baki's first vizierate is an allusion to his
appointment as kadiasker of Anatolia.

2252 Baki Efendi gitdi 'ukbdya bint sekizde.
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abovementioned founder, installed its minbar and was the administrator of a vakf [for it]. He donated a
garden which was his private property and leased it out to another person for a rent of two akge. And
generating one more akge from the [mosque's] original vakf, he established a preacher's position with a
stipend of three akge. In addition to earlier restorations, the original water conduits were repaired at
the urging of the humble slave [Ali Sati] and water was brought to the 5adirvan through the zeal of the
patron of charitable works Lalezar Kalfa, the second treasurer (hazinedar- salis) of the imperial harem
of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan [the Second]. In addition, in 1238 [1813-14], the blessed mosque
was renovated and new matting was laid down. Her Excellency the abovementioned Lalezar Kalfa
expended five purses of akge. [The D6kmeciler Mosque] has a quarter.

10. The [Mosque of the] Tekke of Hacz Aui 2 5 in Oluklu Bayzr

The builder of the abovementioned tekke was His Excellency Haci Ali Efendi. He occupied the office
of its eyh for many years. The laying of its foundations occurred at the beginning of the reign of Sultan
Mustafa Khan the Third. [267] He set out for the Abode of Eternity in 1202 [1787-88] at the end of
[the reign of] Sultan [Abdfil]hamid Khan [the First]. He is buried in his tekke. A person named Kagidi
Mehmed Efendi, the eyh of the abovementioned $eyh [Haci Ali Efendi], is buried in the the above-
mentioned tekke's devotional hall (tevhidhane). He was first appointed a halife by $eyh Murad Efendi
and subsequently by 5eyh Niyazi. He died in 1188 [1774-75].

The abovementioned $eyh Mehmed Efendi is said to have lived in a house in the district of Kumkapi.
The father of the abovementioned $eyh Haci Ali Efendi was Magrebi Abdfirrahim Efendi, who is
buried in the Kaggari Derghi,2 25 4 on the side facing the mountain. [The circumstances of] his death are
described as follows: One day, the late Sultan Mustafa came to the tekke. He did not see $eyh Ali
Efendi but saw the abovementioned Abdfirrahim Efendi. Because [Abdnirrahim Efendi] was a perfect
master, [the sultan] commanded him to come to the palace. After [Abdfirrahim Efendi] declared that
he would not go, he also refused to accept a gift [from the sultan]. Upon this, and after returning [to
the palace], two guards and a horse were dispatched and [Abdfirrahim Efendi] was ordered brought.
When these arrived, he was forced to mount the horse but, while returning through gardens [to the
palace], he passed away on the horse.

At present, His Excellency Seyyid Hasan Efendi is head of the abovementioned tekke. He is the halife
of $eyh Ali Efendi and they are related. Because the abovementioned tekke was in time on the point of
falling into ruin, in the year 1238 [1822-23], His Excellency the abovementioned $eyh Hasan Efendi
completely renovated it and added a ground-floor devotional hall (zikrhane) and two rooms, one above
the other.

11. The Ahmed Dede Mosque"25 5 near the Bidbil Dere

Its builder was $eyh Ahmed. He was a keeper of the tomb of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well
pleased with him. He is buried there. Ishak Efendi installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

225' The Haci Ali Tekkesi, located between Dfngmeciler Caddesi and Kara Sfileyman Tekke Sokagi in the Digmeciler Quarter
in Eynip; see DBIA, VIII, 175; Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 54-56; IC, I, 63. A list of the tekke's seyhs can be found in Z5E, 57.

22" The Kaggari Abdullah Efendi or Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi in Eynp; see Hadika, 282-84.
225 The Ahmed Dede Mescidi, known also as the Hilsam Efendi or Agah Efendi Mescidi and as the Hoca Hnlsam, Selim

Efendi or Hatuniye Tekkesi, located at the intersection of the Ey p-Gfimisuyu Yolu and Hinsam Efendi Sokagi in the Eynip
Gilmnlgsuyu Quarter in Eyip. The mosque is today in ruin; see DBIA, VIII, 15; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 20-24; IC, I, 20.
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12. The Evlice Baba Mosque25* near the Biibid Dere

Its builder was Veliyeddin Efendi, one of [Sultan Mehmed II] Fatih's high officials. He is buried in a
corner of the cemetery opposite [the mosque]. [The Evlice Baba Mosque] does not have a quarter.

13. The Bali Hoca Mosque""* near the Eski Yeni Hamam

[268] Its builder was Abdullah Bali Efendi. He came [to Istanbul] during the time of Sultan Murad the
Third. He is also buried there. The chief Qur'an reader (reisidkurra) 5eyh Abdiilkadir Efendi, to whom
the office of head of the Qur'an readers was first awarded under the terms of the vakf of Sultan Ahmed
the First, is buried in the adjoining tomb. He was the imam of His Majesty the abovementioned sultan.
The tomb's window is a sebil. It opens onto the main road. [The mosque] does not have a quarter. The
Kara Bali bin Seyyid Taceddin who is buried in the blessed medrese which was his charitable work and
is [located] near the blessed Congregational Mosque of Zeyrek22

11 is different from this [Abdullah Bali
Efendi]. He died in the year 929 [1522]. [Kara Bali bin Seyyid Taceddin] was one of the ulema of the
Fatih period. [Abdullah Bali Efendi] was born at the beginning of the reign of the Lawgiver [Sultan
Sfileyman I].

14. The Musa Cavu5 Mosque 259 near the Kirkik Hamam

[The location of] its builder's grave is not known. 5eyh Haci Mustafa Efendi, known as Kirpasi, a
dervish of the Sa'diye and relative of Hoca Neget Efendi, was one of his forbearing dervishes. From the
time of Selim Khan [the Third] until the year 1234 [1818-19], he performed the Sa'di rite in the above-
mentioned mosque on Saturdays, and, when he passed away to the Abode of Eternity on Saturday, the
eighth day of Cemaziyilihir of the abovementioned year [4 April 1819], he was buried in the cemetery
of the Dfigmeciler Congregational Mosque.22o After him, Sivaci 5eyh Sadik performed the zikr and
tevhid in the abovementioned mosque for a time. Attaining perfect humbleness, he died in Zilhicce
1237 [1821-22] and the abovementioned mosque was abandoned and fell into ruin. The nearby Kirkik
Hamam was one of Mehmed Kethfida's vakfs. However, it fell into ruin and was completely demolished.
The abovementioned 5eyh Kirpasi was a halife of 5eyh Emin Efendi of Otakcilar. The abovementioned
5eyh Emin Efendi died in the middle of the reign of Selim Khan [the Third] and was buried in the
abovementioned quarter. Because the [site of the] tekke became a kitchen garden, the grave of the
aforementioned subsequently disappeared. But it was again revealed through the efforts of the above-
mentioned Kirpasi. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2256 The Evlice Baba Mescidi, known also as the Ulice Baba or Uluca Baba Mescidi, located on Evlice Baba Mescidi Sokaoi in
the islambey Quarter in Eyip. The mosque was restored in 1967; see Haskan, Eyiip, I, 100-1; 1C, I, 53; ISTA, X, 5417-18; OMFD,
III, 513.

2257 The Bali Hoca Mescidi, known also as the Bali Hoca Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Yusuf Muhlis Paga
(Eski Yeni) Caddesi and Kemikii Qikmazi Sokagi in the islambey Quarter in Eyitp. The mosque fell into ruin following its use as
a storage facility during the First World War. It was renovated in the 1960's; see Haskan, Eyfip, I, 32; IC, I, 32; ISTA, IV, 2046.

225' Located in the Zeyrek district; see Hadika, 132.
2259 The Musa Qavu Mescidi, located at the intersection of Dfigmeciler Caddesi and Bliakci Eyfip Sokaki in the Digmeciler

Quarter in Eyiip. The mosque is no longer extant; see Haskan, Eyiip, I, 68-70; IC, I, 108.
2260 The Dfigmeciler Camii; see Hadika, 287-88.
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15. The Ali Paa Mosque"6' in Kuru Kavak

[269] Its builder was Grand Vizier Semiz Ali Paga."26 He is buried near the tomb of His Excellency Halid
[Ebu Eyyub Ensari] -may God be well pleased with him. The Ali Paga Qarsi in Edirne is one of the
works of the abovementioned pasa. The date of his death on his gravestone is 972 [1564-65]. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

16. The Mosque of the Tekke of Izzet Paa2 2
11 in the Servi Quarter

Izzet Mehmed Paa"226 4 became master of the seal [i.e., grand vizier] on the dismissal of Melek Mehmed
Paga in Rebifilevvel 1210 [1795]. He was dismissed along with 5eyhfilislAm Dfirrizade Seyyid Mehmed
Arif Efendi22 15 on the seventeenth of Rebifilevvel 1213 [29 August 1798], during the French attack on
Egypt. The abovementioned vizier built the abovementioned tekke during his grand vizierate and the
office of its 5eyh was awarded to 5eyh Seyyid Haci Omer Efendi of the Nak bendi dervish order. He built
the mosque as the tekke's devotional hall (zikrhane) and also installed the minbar. The office of its
midevelli is entrusted to his eldest male descendants. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

17. The Servi Mahallesi Mosque s6' near the Abovementioned Tekke

Its builder was 5eyhulislAm Hoca Sadeddin Efendi,2267 who will be described in detail in connection with
his other charitable foundation, the Yahyazade Tekke.2268 [The mosque] has a quarter.

18. The Sofular Mosque 2 69 near the Balc Fountain2 27 0

Its builder was Qavu Ali Aga. His grave is in the cemetery of the mosque of his brother, the abovemen-
tioned Kasim Qavu .227 ' Because its vakf was subsequently annulled, the aforementioned 5eyhfilislim

22" The Ali Paa Mescidi, known also as the Cedid Ali Paa, Semiz Ali Paga or Kurukavak Camii, located on Halit Paa
(Kurukavak) Caddesi at Sofular Bostam Sokagi in the islambey Quarter in Eyinp. The mosque was repaired in the reign of
Sultan Abdilhamid II and rebuilt in 1988; see DBIA, VI, 520; Haskan, Eyiap, I, 25-26; 1C, I, 22; ISTA, II, 698. For location, see
Akaku , Eyiip Sultan, map, no. 34.

2262 For Semiz Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 472.
2263 The izzet Papa Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Vezir Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Vezir Tekkesi Caddesi in the

Dfigneciler Quarter in Eynip. The mosque is today in ruin; see DBIA, VII, 383-84; Haskan, Eyftp, I, 58-59; IC, I, 78. For the tekke
and its leyhs, see Z5E, 51.

226 Safranbolulu izzet Mehmed Paa; see Hadika, n. 2088.
22" Dfirrizade Seyyid Mehmed Arif Efendi (1740-1800), member of a famous Ottoman ulema family of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries and eighty-seventh seyhflisldm. The son of $eyhalislAm Dfirrizade Mustafa Efendi, he was educated for a
learned career and, after teaching and judicial posts, was appointed ieyhfslisldm a first time on 23 August 1785. He was dismissed
six months later (10 February 1786) because of his political activities. After exile in Kintahya, he was made pyhilisldm a second
time on 12 July 1792. Held partially responsible for the Ottomans' unpreparedness at the time of the French invasion of Egypt,
he was replaced on 30 August 1798; see Altunsu, Osmanli eyhidisldmlan, 156-57; E12

, II, 629-30; SO, III, 267.
226 The Servi Mahallesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Servi Quarter), known also as the Hoca Sadeddin Efendi Mescidi, located on

Qbvenci Sokagi between Vezir Tekkesi Caddesi and Yusuf Efendi Qiftligi Sokagi in the Dfigmeciler Quarter in Eyinp. The
mosque was built in the 1590's and is no longer extant; see Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 82; IC, I, 121.

2267 For Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, see Hadika, n. 138.
226 The Yahyazade Tekkesi; see Hadika, 292.
226 The Sofular Mescidi, known also as the Sofu Ali Qavu Mescidi, located at the intersection of Eski Sofular Caddesi and

Zekai Dede Sokagi in the Digmeciler Quarter in Eyntp. The mosque was rebuilt in 1975; see DBIA, VIII, 402; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 83;
IC, I, 123; OMFD, III, 498. For location, see MW, 508.

227' The Balci Yokugu or Burhaneddin Qegmesi; see Haskan, Eyfip, II, 95-96.
2271 The Kasim Qavu Mescidi; see Hadika, 286.
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Hoca Sadeddin Efendi covered its expenses from the vakf of the Servi Mosque. The imam of the Arpaci

Mosque,"" 5eyh Abdullah Efendi, who was one of the men pressed for information by Hafiz Hfiseyin
Efendi, the author of [this] book, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

19. The Abdilkadir Efendi Mosque 2"7 near the Yahyazade Tekke

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was 5eyhiislam Abdf6lkadir Efendi,"2 2 " known as 5eyhi Abdf6-

kadir Efendi. His father, 5eyh Abdfirrahim Efendi, was the head of the Sivasi Tekke.2 " Following his

death in 944 [1537-38] and after his honored son, the aforementioned 5eyhi Efendi, had buried him in

the tomb beneath the abovementioned mosque, [5eyhi Efendi] built this mosque above it. [270] His
line of genealogical descent is Abdfilkadir Efendi ibn 5eyh Abdfirrahim Efendi ibn Ali bin Mfieyyed al-

Amasi bin Ali bin Siyavu bin Evran. The aforementioned Abdfilkadir Efendi was pleased with the office

of kadi of Damascus in the year nine hundred seventy [1562-63], and, four years later, he was trans-

ferred to Egypt. At the end of two years, he was favored with the office of kadi of Bursa and, one year

after that, with the office of kadi of Istanbul. He obtained his desire the next year with the office of

kadzasker of Anatolia and again, at the end of the year, with the office of kadzasker of Rumelia. He was

dismissed two years later and, on the death of 5eyhilislAim Qivizade in Cemaziyftlevvel [nine] ninety-five

[1586], he became leyhilisldm. He was dismissed in [nine] ninety-seven [1589] and Bostanzade Meh-

med Efendi was appointed to his place. Following his death in 5evval one thousand two [1594], he was

buried beside his father in the abovementioned tomb.
His father had become head [of the Sivasi Tekke] in place of the father of 5eyhfilislam Abdfirrahim

Ebussuud Efendi,2276 Mehmed Yavsi, known as 5eyh Muhyiddin Efendi, when [the latter] passed away in

920 [1514-15]. The Sivasi Tekke had originally been built for Muhyiddin Efendi. The aforesaid

Abdfilkadir Efendi was the brother-in-law of Ebussuud Efendi. His Excellency Ebussuud Efendi is

buried in front of his school (muallimhane),2" which is located next to the tomb of the sons of Ibrahim
Khan. "Master Ebussuud passed away"27 is a chronogram for his death. He died in the year 982 [1574-

75]. Muhyiddin Efendi's father was Mustafa al-Iskilibi. His father was Mehmed Efendi, who was the

father of Ali Kuei.2 2
"
9 Ali Kusi died in 879 [1474-75]. He is buried near the blessed tomb of His

Excellency Halid bin Zeyd-may God be well pleased with him. May God have mercy on them all.

2272 The Arpaci Mescidi; see Hadika, 304.
227' The Abdikadir Efendi Mescidi, known also as the $ach Abdfilkadir Efendi Mescidi, located on Kalenderhane Caddesi in

the Merkez Quarter in Eyiip; see Haskan, Eyfip, 1, 15-20; 1C, I, 17; ISTA, I, 119. For location, see MVW, 508. The printed text

numbers both this and the subsequent Kizil Mescid as 19 in the list of mosques of Eyfip; see below, Hadika, 279.
2274 Mileyyedzade Abdfilkadir 5eyhi Efendi (1514-93), nineteenth Ottoman seyhflisldm and son of the great mystic $eyh Kerim

Haci Efendi, for which reason he was known as seyhi. As a young man he studied with and married the daughter of his

maternal uncle, Ebussuud Efendi. After teaching positions in Gelibolu and in the Sfileymaniye Medrese, he held judgeships in

Damascus, Egypt, Bursa and Istanbul. He was appointed kadzasker of Anatolia in 1570 and of Rumelia in 1571, which position he

resigned in 1573. He was made maiderris of the Sileymaniye Darfilhadisi in 1583 and appointed eyhllisldm following the death

of Qivizade Mehmed Efendi on 6 May 1587. His dismissal occurred a little less than two years later, on 2 April 1589, and was

caused by the revolt of the Janissary corps known as the Beylerbeyi Incident; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhldisldmlan, 41-42; SO, III,
345.

227' The Sivasi Tekkesi in Sultan Selim; see Hadika, 135-36; Z$E, 60-61.
2276 For 5eyhntlislAm Ebussuud Efendi, see Hadika, n. 527.
2277 In the cemetery (hazire) of the Ebussuud Efendi Sibyan Mektebi on Camii Kebir Caddesi at the Eyiip Meydam in Eyftp;

see Haskan, Eyaip, II, 12-13.
2278 Kad intekale al-Mevld Ebis al-Su'fid.
2279 For Ali Kugi, see Hadika, n. 2151.
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The abovementioned mosque is under the administration of the kadis of the Exalted Domain. 80

Because the office of miitevelli of the [Abdilkadir Efendi Mosque] fell vacant in the year one thousand
two hundred twenty-two [1807-8], Ke afzade Abdfilkerim, the kadi of Eyi~p, conferred it on the noble
muderris imam Muhsinzade Abdfilhamid Efendi. At present, supererogatory night prayers are per-
formed [there] during the blessed [month of] Ramazan. [271] [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

5eyhfilislam Hoca Sadeddin Efendi228' built the adjoining tekke, the Yahyazade Tekke, as a
daridkkurra. Subsequently, 5eyhfilislim Esad Mehmed Efendi,2282 the second son of the abovementioned
[Hoca Sadeddin] Efendi, gave the abovementioned daralkkurra to Kastamonulu 5eyh 5aban Efendi as a
zaviye. In addition to laying out its rooms in accord with his own wishes, a separate apartment was built
[by him].

The aforesaid 5aban Efendi was a halife of Kastamonulu 5eyh 5aban Efendi of the Halveti dervish
order. He died in 977 [1569-70]. [5eyh 5aban] died in 1082 [1661-62] and was buried in the abovemen-
tioned lodge. His line of genealogical descent is 5eyh Haci Mehmed Efendi, 5eyh Haci Mustafa Efendi,
5eyh Mfintehi Efendi, 5eyh Yahya Efendi and 5eyh $aban Efendi. Except for 5aban Efendi, they are
buried in Kastamonu. The birth of 5eyh Yahya Efendi, the pious son of the aforesaid [5eyh $aban],
occurred in the year 1050 [1640-41]. When his father died and following his education and instruction
in the religious sciences, he received initiation as a dervish from Miftahizade 5eyh Ahmed Efendi of the
Halveti order, the head of the Tekke of 5ah Sultan, and he completed his training in the mysteries of
the Sufi orders. In CemaziyilAhir 1099 [1688], in place of Osman Efendi, the son-in-law of Qavugzade,
he obtained the post of preacher in the blessed Mehmed Paga Mosque2 2

11 in Azablar, outside Protected
Galata and, in Cemaziy6ilAhir 1100 [1689], he acquired renown and glory with the office of preacher of
the blessed mosque of His Excellency Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased with him-in place
of his predecessor. He renounced [this] perishable tekke [and mortal existence] on the eve of the
Feast [of Sacrifice] in Zilhicce 1109 [June 1698] and set out for the eternal Paradise, while serving in
that beautiful place of worship as a preacher of sermons and admonitions and an expounder on the
Traditions of the Prophet and the commentaries on the Qur'an. He was buried in the perfumed earth
in front of the window opposite the blessed mosque's pulpit. His appointment as seyh spanned 27 years
and his age totaled 59 years. His honored son, 5eyh Mehmed Emin Efendi of the Halveti dervish order,
was appointed to his vacant zaviye and Mustafa Efendi, the mufti of Amasya, was appointed its preacher.
[272] The abovementioned Mehmed Emin Efendi died in the year 1169 [1755-56] and was buried in
the abovementioned zaviye. He held office as a eyh for 59 years. After him, his exalted son Sadeddin
Efendi became head of the zaviye. On the ninth of Cemaziy6ilewel 1199 [20 March 1785], he was
favored with the office of preacher in the Eytb [Mosque] in place of Hizirzade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi.
He retired from the abovementioned pulpit and passed away to the Abode of Eternity on the fifteenth
day of blessed 5aban 1205 [19 April 1787], while in this [retired] state. His exalted son 5eyh Hasib

22 Havass-i refi'a kadzlari, the title given to the kadis of Eyiip.
2281 For Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, see Hadika, n. 138.
2282 Esad Mehmed Efendi, Hocazade (1570-1625), twenty-sixth Ottoman seyhilisldm. The second son of the celebrated

5eyhfilislAm Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, he was educated by his father and, thanks to paternal influence, advanced rapidly along the
learned career path. He was first appointed seyhidisldm on 2July 1615, succeeding his brother, but incurred the enmity of Sultan
Osman II, both for supporting the accession of Mustafa I after the death of Ahmed I in 1617 and for refusing to issue a fetva
sanctioning the execution of Osman's brother Mehmed. Despite this, Esad Mehmed Efendi opposed Osman's deposition,
protested the recognition of Mustafa I as sultan, and refused to attend Osman's funeral after the sultan's murder. Deemed
thereby to have resigned from office, he was nonetheless reappointed eyhfilisldm on 4 October 1623 but soon fell out with the
supporters of Grand Vizier Kemankeq Ali Paa. He died in office on 22 May 1625; see Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhilisldm1an, 58-59; EI2,
II, 713; SO, I, 330-31.

2283 The Azabkapisi Camii, built by Sokollu Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, 363-64.
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Efendi assumed his father's post. The aforesaid 5eyh Hasib Efendi was appointed as a halife by Edirnevi
Haci Ibi Efendi1228 of the Rufai dervish order. Haci lbis Efendi was the stepfather of the aforesaid [5eyh
Hasib Efendi]. [Ibi Efendi] performed the Rufai rite in the abovementioned dervish lodge until his
death. After he passed away to the Abode of Eternity in [1211 (1796-97)], the aforesaid Hasib Efendi
still performed the zikr of of the exalted Rufai dervishes during the daytime on Mondays; and on Friday
and Monday nights, he performed the zikr in the manner of the Halveti order. The aforesaid Haci lbi
Efendi is buried in the abovementioned lodge.

The builder of the lodge was Hoca Sadeddin Efendi ibn Hafiz Hasan Can bin Hafiz Mehmed ibn
Hafiz Cemaleddin. The aforesaid Sadeddin Efendi was the teacher of Sultan Murad Khan the Third.
Subsequently, while still the teacher of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third, he became 5eyhidisldm,
following the death of Bostanzade Efendi in 5aban 1006 [1598]. He passed away suddenly on Thursday,
the tenth of Rebifilevvel 1008 [30 September 1599], while rising to perform ablutions, having resolved
to read the Mevlid-i erif in the Aya Sofya Mosque. He was buried in the perfumed earth before his
daralkura, after Sunullah Efendi,2285 who became 5eyhidisIdm in his place, performed his funeral prayers
in the Mosque of Sultan Mehmed Khan. His father, Hafiz Hasan Can, was a boon companion of Sultan
Selim the First. He passed away after the death of the abovementioned sultan, while dwelling in Bursa,
which had been given him as a fief. He was buried near the tomb of Qelebi Sultan Mehmed Khan.
[273]

The exalted son of the aforesaid Sadeddin Efendi, Mehmed Efendi,2286 renowned as Qelebi Mftfti, was
born in 5aban 975 [1567-68]. He obtained the rank of judge of Venerated Mecca in the year 1000
[1591-92] and the rank of kadi of Istanbul in Cemaziyfilihir in 1004 [1596]. He became kadzasker of
Anatolia in CemaziyillAhir 1004 [1596] but was dismissed one year later. In Zilkade 1007 [1599], he
attained the office of [kadiasker of] Rumelia due to his paternal descent. Although he had retired [from
that office] in the blessed [month of] Ramazan 1009 [1600], he became 5eyhailisldm at the age of thirty-
six following Sunullah Efendi's dismissal in Safer 1010 [1601]. He was dismissed in Receb 1011 [1602-
3] and his predecessor again became his successor. Later, when the abovementioned Sunullah Efendi
was dismissed for a fourth time in Safer 1017 [1608], he occupied his father's office [as 5eyhilislam] for
a second time. He died from an attack of the plague at the age of forty-nine, in Cemaziyiilihir 1024
[1615], and His Excellency Hfidayi 5eyh Seyyid Mahmud Efendi performed his funeral prayer. He was
buried beside his father's tomb. Shortly before his death, he was honored with the fief (zeamet) of
Kalkandelen,228' producing a daily income of sixty-thousand akge. His first period as leyhilisldm lasted
seventeen months, during [the reign of] Mehmed Khan the Third, the conqueror of Egri, and his
second period, in [the reign of] Sultan Ahmed Khan the First, lasted seven and a half years.

Details of the biography of his brother, Esad Mehmed Efendi,2288 are as follows: He was born in 978
[1570-71]. In 1004 [1595-96], when he was promoted from [miiderris] of the darilhadis [of the
Sfileymaniye] to judge of Edirne and His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third embarked on the

2284 According to Mecuma-z Tekaya, Vekil-i $eyh al-Hac lbrahim Efendi al-Edirnevi; see Z5E, 51.
2285 For Sunullah Efendi, see Hadika, n. 788.
2286 Hoca Sadeddinzade serif Mehmed Qelebi Efendi (1568-1615), twenty-fourth Ottoman seyhilisldm. The eldest son of

$eyhfilislAm Hoca Sadeddin Efendi and elder brother of 5eyhfilislAm Esad Mehmed Efendi, he was trained for a learned career,
and, after a series of medrese appointments including professorships in the medreses of the Fatih Mosque and in the
Sf6eymaniye, he held the posts of kadi of Mecca and Istanbul and kadzasker of Anatolia and of Rumelia. He was appointed
eyhalisldm following the dismissal of Sunullah Efendi on 2 August 1601 but was dismissed a year and a half later, on 4 January

1603. Reappointed seyhilisldm on 5 June 1608, he died of the plague on 2 July 1615, while still in office; see Altunsu, Osmanz
$eyhilisldmlan, 54-55.

22" The city of Tetovo in Macedonia.
228 For Esad Mehmed Efendi, see above, n. 2282.
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conquest of Egri, the honorary rank (paye) of Istanbul was made over to him, thanks to the respect in
which his father was held. Through the patronage of kaimmakam Hadim Hasan Pasa and the Valide
Sultan, the honorary rank (paye) of Istanbul was changed to that of Anatolia. He became kadzasker of
Anatolia in fact in 1010 [1601-2]. He was dismissed at the end of the year and honored with Rumelia in
1012 [1603-4]. He was dismissed [from that office] in 5aban of the next year [1604-5]. In Safer 1015
[1606], he again became kadzasker but was dismissed in Muharrem [one thousand] seventeen [1608].
He set out on the blessed hajj in the year one thousand twenty-three [1614-15]. When, on his return, he
reached the town of Akgehir, being gladdened with good news of his appointment as eyhflisldm and
saddened with [word of] the death of his brother, he hastened to Istanbul by caravan. [274] Through
the good offices of Hfidayi Mahmud Efendi, the Martyr Sultan Osman Khan married his daughter.
After retiring into seclusion following the martyrdom of Sultan Osman Khan, [Mehmed Esad Efendi]
was appointed to the office [of seyhalisldm] with the help of Grand Vizier Kemanke Ali Paga, following
the first dismissal of Yahya Efendi in Zilhicce 1032 [1623]. He set about finishing his father's Tac
al-Tevarih (Crown of Histories), 2289 but its completion was not facilitated by God. In 5aban 1034 [1625],
at the age of fifty-six, while he was [still] eyhidisldm, he, like his father and brother, set out for the
Abode of Permanence. His first period [as eyhidisldm] spanned seven years from the end of the reign
of Sultan Ahmed Khan [through] the first sultanate of Sultan Mustafa Khan and the reign of Sultan
Osman Khan. His second appointment was for eighteen months in the time of Sultan Murad Khan the
Fourth. His predecessor, Yahya Efendi, again became his successor.

Ebu Said Mehmed Efendi,2290 the honored son of the aforesaid deceased Esad Efendi, was appointed
from the Sileymaniye to [the judgeship] of Damascus in 1030 [1620-21] and was favored with [the
judgeship of] Bursa in [one thousand] thirty-two [1622-23]. In [one thousand] thirty-four [1624-25],
he became kadi of Istanbul and he was dismissed at the end of Muharrem at the completion of one
year. He was again satisfied with the abovementioned judgeship in Cemaziyfilevvel [one thousand]
thirty-six [1627]. In Ramazan 1038 [1629], he was transferred to [the office of kadzasker of] Anatolia,
and, in Zilhicce of the following year, he attained [the rank of] kadiasker of Rumelia. He was dismissed
in Muharrem [one thousand] forty-one [1631] and became kadiasker of Rumelia a second time in
Rebiulahir 1049 [1639]. After being dismissed in Cemaziyftlevvel [one thousand] fifty [1640], he was
appointed seyhidisldm following the death of Yahya Efendi in Zilkade 1053 [1644]. He was dismissed in
Zilkade 1055 [1645] and suffered the misfortune of exile. His father-in-law and paternal uncle, Kara-
eelebizade Abdlaziz Efendi,"9 who became $eyhilisldm in his place, was dismissed in blessed Ramazan
1060 [1650]. He was banished to Chios. Although Hanefi Mehmed Efendi became 5eyhidisldm by
imperial decree, [Ebu Said Mehmed Efendi] was again appointed to the office in response to the
demands of the Bektasi dervishes. He was subsequently reprimanded by his benefactor [the sultan]
because of certain disrespectful behaviors which he showed toward Esad Efendi, a dismissed [judge] of

2289 Hoca Sadeddin Efendi's great history of the Ottoman state from its foundation to the death of Selim I; see GOW, 126.
220 Esad Efendizade Ebu Said Mehmed Efendi (1593-1662), twenty-ninth Ottoman eyhiislam. The grandson of $eyhfilislam

Hoca Sadeddin Efendi and son of $eyhfnlislim Esad Efendi, he advanced rapidly through the ranks of the ulema to become
kadtasker of Rumelia in 1629. Dismissed after a short time, he lived in retirement for some years but was reappointed to Rumelia
in 1639 and succeeded Yahya Efendi as seyhilisldm on 27 February 1644. He was removed from office on 16 January 1646 but
was reappointed on 3 September 1651, only to be caught up in the palace intrigues of Kbsem Valide Sultan and Turhan Sultan.
Again dismissed on 16 August 1652, he was appointed a third time on 2 January 1654 but was attacked in May 1655 for his
support of Grand Vizier lplir Mustafa Paa's attempt to suppress rebellious troops in the capital. Although Sultan Murad IV
approved Ebu Said Mehmed Efendi's execution, it was not carried out. Instead, he was dismissed on 11 May 1655 and sent into
exile. He died in Istanbul in 1662; see Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhalisldmlan, 67-68; ISTA, IX, 4854-55; SO, I, 187; Ugur, Ottoman Ulema,
254-56.

21 For Karaeelebizade Abdfnlaziz Efendi, see Hadika, n. 569.
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Istanbul. An assembly of ulema was held and he was dismissed and banished in Ramazan 1062 [1652].
Later, on the death of Bahayi Efendi in Safer 1064 [1653-54], [275] he was again ordered [back to] the
office of seyhilisldm for a third time. Although the administration of pious foundations was transferred
to Boluvi Mustafa Efendi, one of the previously dismissed [judges] of Istanbul, it was restored to [Ebu
Said Mehmed Efendi] by imperial decree in CemaziyClIAhir 1065 [1655], following a petition by Ibeir
Paga.292 Following the execution of Ibeir Paya in Receb of the abovementioned year, [Ebu Esad
Mehmed Efendi] was dismissed and exiled to his estate. Then, after being banished to Gelibolu, he was
appointed kadi of Venerated Mecca in the year 1067 [1656-57] and a week later was initially appointed
to the office of kadi of Damascus and again at that time to the office of kadi of Konya. Although he was
ordered to govern in person, being again pardoned and set free, he passed away in the abovemen-
tioned year while dwelling in his seaside mansion (sahilhane). He was buried beside his father. His first
period [as yeyhilisldm], during the time of Ibrahim Khan, lasted two years, his second, in the time of
Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth, lasted one year and his third lasted seventeen months.

His honored son was Feyzullah Efendi.22
1' He was generally known as Ebusaidzade. During Ebu Said

Mehmed Efendi's second term in office as eyhidisidm, while [Feyzullah Efendi] was maidemis of the
Mihrimah [Medrese], the honorary rank (paye) of Istanbul and the fief of Mytilene were both
conferred upon him at the same time. Later, in Zilkade 1064 [1654], he was favored with the judgeship
of Galata and the honorary rank (paye) of Rumelia. After being favored with the office of kadi of
Istanbul in fact in Cemaziyftlevvel 1065 [1655], he was dismissed in Receb of the same year. In
Rebifilevvel 1077 [1667], he was appointed kadzasker of Anatolia, and, in Muharrem [one thousand]
seventy-nine [1668], he was dismissed. In Rebifilevvel 1095 [1684], he was again appointed to the office
of kadiasker of Anatolia, and, in Muharrem 1097 [1685], he was dismissed. In Zilkade of the abovemen-
tioned year, he was appointed kadzasker of Rumelia, and, being dismissed in the tenth month [of his
appointment], he [again] gained the office of kadzasker of Rumelia following a lapse of four months.
He was dismissed again six months later in Cemaziyftlihir 1094 [1683], and, in Ramazan 1101 [1690],
following the second dismissal of Debbagzade Efendi294 from the office of $eyhalisldm, he was appointed
5eyhidisldm. Later, in Cemaziyfilihir 1103 [1692], he was dismissed because of his impolite behavior in
an imperial audience, occasioned by the fraud and intrigue of Grand Vizier Arabaci Ali Paga,2 2

" and

ordered to reside in his seaside mansion (yalz). [276] Although his successor as master of the fetva (fetva

sahibi), Ali Efendi,2296 was appointed eyhidisldm for a second time, following his death in 5aban 1103

2292 For Ibeir Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 1284.
2" Ebusaidzade Feyzullah Feyzi Efendi (1630-98), forty-seventh Ottoman seyhidisldm. The great grandson of seyhilislam

Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, the grandson of 5eyhfnlislAm Esad Efendi and the son of 5eyhntlislAm Ebu Said Mehmed Efendi, he was
appointed to a number of important judgeships while still a young man and was made eyhailisldm on 25 June 1690 but was
dismissed on 9 March 1692 after a confrontation with Grand Vizier Arabaci Ali Paa. After a brief exile, he was allowed to return
to the capital and was reappointed leyhailisldm on 19 April 1692. Again coming into conflict with the grand vizier, Sfirmeli Ali
Paa, he was dismissed on 22 June 1694 and exiled, first to Chios, then to Qegme and, finally, to Egypt. He died in Istanbul on 21
October 1698. In addition to his writings on Islamic law, he is remembered for various literary and astronomical works; see
Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhailisldmlan, 102; SO, IV, 30.

2294 Debbagzade Mehmed Efendi; see Hadika, n. 294.
229 Ali Paa, Arabaci (c. 1620-92), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Ahmed II. He was appointed aga of the

Janissaries in 1689 and, shortly after that, was made a vizier and kaimmakam. His elevation to the grand vizierate followed the
death of K6prnilfizade Fazil Mustafa Paga in the battle of Slankamen on 30 August 1691. He showed no desire to place himself at
the head of the army against the Austrians and succeeded in disarming his opponents at home either by bribery or by dismissal.
As a result, he eventually incurred the hostility of the sultan, was dismissed on 28 March 1692, exiled to Rhodes and executed;
see Vefeyat, 99; EI2, I, 394; SO, III, 520.

2296 Qatalcavi Ali Efendi (1631-92), forty-third Ottoman ieyhilisldm. The son of the Sufi leyh Mehmed bin Hasan al-Alai Efendi,
he was trained for a learned career. After an appointment as army judge during Grand Vizier K6priln Fazil Ahmed Paa's
Cretan campaign of 1669, he was given successively the judgeships of Salonika and Egypt and was made kadzasker of Rumelia in
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[1692], [Feyzullah Efendi] was restored to the office of the 5eyhilislam for a second time. But he was
dismissed in 1105 [1693-94] for refusing to humble himself to Grand Vizier Surmeli Ali Paga2297 and he
was banished and exiled to Chios, then to Tire and then to !brim.2 2

1' After wandering about these pro-
vinces, he returned to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul]. He died in Rebifilevvel of the year 1110
[1698] while dwelling in his seaside mansion and was buried beside his great forebears. Of his first term
in office as eyhalisldm, one year was during the time of Sultan Sfileyman Khan the Second and nine
months were during the reign of Ahmed Khan the Second. His second term also occurred in the [reign
of] Ahmed Khan the Second. He was an extremely impulsive and severe person. May God have mercy
on them all!

Another of the persons buried in the abovementioned tekke is Ayn-i Ekber Mehmed Efendi. He died
in 1134 [1721-22]. He was a halife of 5eyh Kasim Efendi, who was, in turn, a halife of His Excellency
Misri 5eyh Mehmed. In addition to him, many other persons are buried [there]. The builder of the
Kalenderhane, located opposite [the tekke], was La'lizade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi.22

1' His father was La'li
Efendi's son, Ibrahim Efendi. He drowned fording the Dil while coming to Istanbul in 1054 [1644-45]
when he was secretary to Deli Hfiseyin Paga, the governor of Baghdad. He was the brother of Abdiilaziz
Efendi, one of the ulema of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. [Ibrahim Efendi's]
son, the aforesaid builder La'lizade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, was the grandson of Abdullah Efendi, the
annotator of the Mesnevi.2 30 0 [Laclizade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi] entered upon a learned career with [an
appointment to] the medrese of Molla Kestel in Receb 1076 [1665-66]. When, in Muharrem 1094
[1682], he was appointed to the medreses of the Fatih Mosque, his seyh, 5eyh Feyzi Efendi, composed a
chronogram:

Hemistich

"With good fortune, His Excellency Laclizade set foot in the courtyard of the Fatih Mosque."40

When subsequently he became kadi of Salonika in Ramazan 1099 [1688], [Feyzi Efendi] composed this
chronogram in the form of a riddle:

An individual matured. Feyzi expressed his rank with the chronogram.
"God made La'lizade a resident of Salonika."2 0 2

[277] After that, in 5aban 1102 [1691], he became judge of Edirne. The accession of Sultan Ahmed
Khan the Second occurred one month later, and [Laclizade] was dismissed seven and a half months
after that. In Muharrem 1109 [1697], he was given the office of kadi of Venerated Mecca. Coming to
Istanbul at the end of the term [of his appointment], he was given the office of kadi of Istanbul. After
being given the office of kadzasker of Anatolia in 1115 [1703-4], he was banished to Cyprus in

1670. He was first designated seyhiisldm on 21 February 1674 and served in this capacity for almost thirteen years until 26
September 1686. Exiled after his dismissal to Rhodes and later to Bursa, he was pardoned following the accession of Sultan
Sileyman II and reappointed as seyhidisldm on 10 March 1692. His second appointment lasted until his death forty-one days
later, on 19 April 1692; see Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhilisldmlan, 94-95; SO, III, 519-20.

22" For Sfirmeli Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 1848.
2298 Kasr Ibrim, a remote fortress on the right bank of the Nile in lower Nubia, between Aswan and the Second Cataract. The

ancient Egyptian Maaman and Roman Primis Parva, it was garrisoned by Sultan Selim I to keep the local Nubian population in
check.

22" Elsewhere, Ayvansarayi states that the Kalenderhane was built by La'lizade Seyyid Abdilbaki Efendi (rather than by his
father, Seyh Mehmed Efendi, who died in 1707), and that it was completed in 1743; see Hadika, 282; Mecmua, 268-69.

200 San Abdullah Efendi (d. 1661), notable ulema and official of the first half of the seventeenth century and one of the
great commentators on the Mesnevi of Celaleddin Rumi; see SO, III, 368; Ugur, Ottoman Ulema, 234-36; Mecmua, 269-70.

2301 Kadem basdz cendb-z La' li-zde sahna devletle.
2302 Seldniki matyesser itdi La'li-zdde'ye Hddi.
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Cemaziyitlevvel 1118 [1706]. He died there in Cemaziyilevvel 1119 [1707] and is buried in an ancient
place of worship named Aya Sofya.""'

Seyyid Abdullah Efendi, the son of the late Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, died in Istanbul in the year 1139
[1726-27], after serving as kadi of Aleppo. His other son, Abdulbaki Efendi,"2 .. entered a teaching
career on the twentieth of blessed Ramazan 1117 [1705-6]. After the customary period [teaching in]
medreses, because he was a client of $ehid Ali Paga,"" [and] owing to the fact that, because of the
conquest of the Morea in the year 1127 [1715], several persons were favored in the traditional manner,
in the year following [the conquest], Abdfilbaki Efendi was given the judgeship of Jerusalem. But the
divinely decreed rout at Varadin, the martyrdom of Ali Paya and the attack on Tamesvar in 1128 [1715-
16] were the reasons for the execution and banishment of many persons, and he, too, was banished to
confinement in a fortress on the island of Limnos, and the abovementioned rank was withdrawn from
him. Subsequently, he was appointed to [the judgeship of] Bursa through the patronage of 5eyh Murad
Efendi.

[Abdfilbaki Efendi] was with Ali Paga in the abovementioned army. Then, in Receb 1143 [1730-31],
he went to Egypt, and, on his return to Istanbul at the end of the year, the honorary rank (paye) of
Venerated Mecca was given to him. Subsequently, in Zilkade 1149 [1737], he became kadi of Istanbul
but was dismissed four months later. Still later, being in retirement, he was shown deference with the
honorary rank (paye) of Anatolia. On his death in 1159 [1746-47], he was buried in the abovemen-
tioned tekke.

Among the works of the aforementioned deceased, he wrote the Melamiye Risalesi (Treatise on the
Melamiye), the Mebdi ii Mead Risalesi (Epistle on the Beginning and End) and a commentary on the
exalted ode of our noble ancestor the late Sari Abdullah Efendi, named Meslek al-Ugak (The Lovers'
Path), and he gave it the name Hediyet al-Maistak fi $ehri Meslek al-Ugak (The Yearner's Gift: Commen-
tary on "The Lovers' Path"). There are also works of poetry by him, [278] and, in all of them, he elu-
cidated many subtleties.

In the middle of the reign of Sultan Selim Khan the Third, the valide sultan's kethfida, Yusuf Aga,
repaired the abovementioned tekke and built a hamam at the request of $eyh Belhi Efendi. But he did
not think of a vakf for it, and the abovementioned hamam remained deserted. At present [the tekke's]
eyh is Haci Abdullah Efendi. He is from Bukhara. Among the learned and pious, he is a noble person.

19. The Kzzzl Mosque"" near the Cafer Pasa Medrese

Its builder is the tile maker (kiremidci) Sfileyman Qelebi, who is also buried there. Its vakfiye is dated 938
[1531-32]. Hace Fatma Hanim, the esteemed wife of Feyzullah Nafiz Efendi, installed its minbar. The
abovementioned Nafiz Efendi was the son of the imperial imam (imam-Z sultanz), 5eyhitlislim Mehmed
Efendi, who died in Bursa in Safer one thousand one hundred forty-one [1728]. In Cemaziytlihir 1130
[1718], he [completed training in] an inner (dahil) medrese and became a miiderris. Although he was
appointed to the judgeship of Tabriz with the honorary rank (paye) of Aleppo in 5aban [1] 144 [1732],
because of the Persian invasion, he was appointed to the judgeship of Plovdiv, again with the honorary
rank (paye) of Aleppo. In Safer [1] 153 [1740], he was given the judgeship of Diyarbakir; in Muharrem

""3 Aya Sofya of Nicosia on Cyprus; see Hadika, n. 1934.
"04 La'lizade Seyyid Abd6lbaki Efendi; see Hadika, n. 2035.
230 Damad $ehid Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 105.
20 The Kizil Mescid (Red Mosque), known also as the Kiremid4i Siileyman Mescidi, located at the intersection of Zal Paa

Caddesi and Kizil Denirmen Sokagi in the Niganca Quarter in Eynip; see Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 61-62; IC, I, 91. For location, see MW,
508.
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[1] 159 [1746], the judgeship of Edirne; and in Rebifilihir [1] 163 [1750], the honorary rank (paye) of
Mecca. In Muharrem [1]164 [1750], he became the kadi of Mecca in fact. At the end of Muharrem
[11]67 [1753], he was given the honorary rank (paye) of Istanbul, and, in Muharrem [11]68 [1754], he
became its kadi in fact. He was dismissed in the eighth month [of his appointment], and, in the middle
of Muharrem [1] 177 [1763], he was designated kadzasker of Anatolia. In Rebifilthir [1] 181 [1767], he
was awarded the office of kadzasker of Rumelia. He died fifty-five days later on the twenty-sixth day of
Cemaziyilevvel 1181 [1767] and was buried in Eyfip, near the villa of His Excellency Kifi~k Emir
Efendi.

The mekteb located next to the abovementioned mosque is the charitable foundation of Sekbanbapi
Ramazan Aga, who is also buried in it. And Cafer Papa is buried in the nearby tomb. The aforesaid pala
also built a medrese there, as well as a zaviye, 107 which is entrusted to the Halveti dervish order. In 937
[1530-31], the aforesaid was promoted from the rank of weapons bearer (silahdar) of the Paradise-
dwelling Sultan Suleyman [the First] to Janissary aga. He was subsequently favored [with the rank of
vizier] with three tug. He is buried with the members of his family in the aforementioned tomb. [279]
At present, all of his charitable foundations are in ruin. [The Kizil Mosque] has a quarter.

The account concerning Cafer Paya in the Tarih (History) of Pecevi 08 is as follows: Cafer Paa was
imperial weapons bearer (silahdar) at the conquest of Sigetvar, which was the last campaign of the late
Sultan Sfleyman Khan. Because his handwriting was very similar to the calligraphy of the deceased
padishah, during the sultan's illness and after his death, the aforesaid secretly wrote imperial decrees
on orders of the grand vizier. With the consent of the grand vizier, he was initially made kapzczbavz, then
aga of the Janissaries, and, [finally, the grand vizier] made him his son-in-law. He was dismissed because
of the Janissary corps' lack of effort [in fighting] the great fire which occurred in Istanbul during the
time of Selim Khan the Second. Later, again through the efforts of his father-in-law, the martyred
Mehmed Paa, the governorship of Rumelia and then the office of vizier were given to him. He was a
very dignified man. He passed away to the Abode of Eternity in 995 [1586-87], during the sultanate of
Sultan Murad Khan the Third, and was placed in the grave in a separate tomb located at the abovemen-
tioned place-may God have mercy on him.

20. The Demirciler Mosques.. near the Imperial Stables

Its builder was Zuhre Hatun, the daughter of Abdullah. And she is buried there. Her vakfiye is dated
952 [1545-46]. A geyh of the Halved dervish order performed the Halveti service (ayin) in the above-
mentioned mosque for a time at the beginning of the sultanate of Sultan Selim the Third. He later left
[the mosque], and it is at present closed up and abandoned. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

2307 The Cafer Paga Tekkesi, located at the intersection of Kalenderhane Caddesi and Kizil Degirmen Sokagi in the Merkez
Quarter in Eyinp; see Haskan, Eyiip, I, 116-17.

2308 Taih-i Pegevi, a history of the Ottoman Empire from the accession of Sfileyman I in 1520 to the death of Murad IV in 1640
by the Ottoman historian Ibrahim Pecevi (1574-c.1650). It is one of the principal sources for the period between 1590 and
1632; see GOW, 192-95.

230 The Demirciler Mescidi (Mosque of the Ironmongers), located on Feshane Caddesi between Camii Kebir Caddesi and
Kizil Mescid Sokaki in the Merkez Quarter in Eynp. Popular tradition holds that the mosque was built for Gypsy ironworkers.
The mosque is in ruin; see Haskan, Eyaip, I, 44; IC, I, 47. For location, see MW, 508.
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21. The Mosque of the Biiyidk Iskele*

The builder of the Eyip Iskelesi Mosque was a Georgian, Haci Mahmud Aga, who served as the kethfida
of tbrahim Hanzade." 1 He died at the beginning of [the reign of] Selim Khan [the Second]. The
abovementioned mosque was renovated through the intervention of the commissioner of the city (5ehir
emini), Hayrullah Efendi, following the death of Cevri Usta, using [Cevri Usta's] wealth. The abovemen-
tioned Cevri Usta was the treasurer (hazinedar) of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan." 2 He died on the
twenty-first day of Muharrem 1235 [14 October 1819] and was buried in the noble tomb of [Naksidil]
Valide Sultan, near the blessed mosque of Sultan Mehmed Khan. [The Bfiyilk Iskele Mosque] has
neither a minaret nor a quarter. As a result of its renovation, the salaries [of the mosque's servants]
were increased, and, after its renovation, a charitable donor named Eyubi al-Hac izzet Efendi installed
its minbar. [280]

22. The Bey Mosque"" near the [Congregational Mosque ofi Zal Mahmud Pasa

Its builder was Silahgor Mehmed Bey. It is also called the Surahi Mosque. He is also buried there. It has
a quarter.

23. The Congregational Mosque of Kasim Pasa2 1 in Q5mlekgiler

Its builder was Cezeri Kasim Paga."" The date of the construction of the abovementioned mosque is
921 [1515-16]; that is, during the reign of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First. The abovemen-
tioned pasa retired with three tug [and the rank of vizier] when he was defterdar. Initially, he was
honored with the rank of [governor of] Salonika, and there are charitable foundations of his in the
abovementioned city. Later, upon coming to Bursa, he built a medrese and a single hamam, and he
joined their vakf to the vakf of Emir Sultan. He is buried in the neighborhood of Emir Sultan. The
sadzrvan of the Congregational Mosque [of Kasim Paga] was built by Mehmed Efendi, the kethiida of
Hadice Sultan. The mosque's imam, Feyzi Efendi, composed this chronogram in emulation of that on
the fountain of Asik Paga:316

May the chronogram's form be like a rainbow of sun and moon!
May a crown of prayers ornament Mehmed's name!

2310 The Bfiyfik Iskele Mescidi (Mosque of the Great Boat Landing), known also as the Cevri Usta, Haci Mahmud or Kapdan
Paga Camii, located on Eyfip Iskele Caddesi in the Merkez Quarter in Eyfip. The mosque was torn down in 1984-85; see Haskan,
Eyftp, I, 33-34; 1C, I, 37-38. For location, see MW, 508.

2311 One of the sons of Sokullu Mehmed Pa.a by the daughter of Selim II, Ismihan Sultan; see Vefeyat, 28.
2312 Sultan Mahmud II, who reigned from 1808 to 1839.
2313 The Bey Mescidi, known also as the Selahi, Surahi or Silahior Mehmed Bey Camii, located at the intersection of Zal Paga

Caddesi and Selahi Mehmed Bey Sokagi in the Niianca Quarter in Eyfp. Although its foundation date is uncertain, it would
appear to predate the Zal Mahmud Paga Camii located opposite the Bey Mescidi since, as noted by Ayvansarayi (Hadika, 279),
the former does not have a quarter while the latter does. The mosque was restored in 1970-72; see DBIA, VI, 553; Haskan, Eyfsp,
I, 32-33; IC, I, 35. For location, see MW, 508.

21 The Kasim Papa Camii, known also as the Cezeri Kasim Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Cezeri Kasim Akar
Qeime Sokagi and Zal Paga Caddesi in the Niianca Quarter in Eyiip; see DBIA, II, 426; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 35-37; 1C, I, 39; ISTA, VII,
3539. For location, see MW, 508.

2315 For Cezeri Kasim Paa, see Hadika, n. 709. He should not, as is done here in the text and in the biographical sketch
below, be confused with Evliya Kasim Paa (d. 1485) or Koca Kasim Paga (d. 1552). The date given in the text for the Kasim Paa
Camii, 921/1515-16, is insupportable, given the fact that Cezeri Kasim Paia died in 887/1485; see EI2, IV, 722.

23" For the chronogram of the Apik Paga Qegmesi, see Mecmua, 109, 126, 275-76; also Tamiik, Geqmeler, I, 14; ISTA, II, 1150.
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God, with this water make his soul everjoyful!
May pious works unite him with the pure soul of Hfiseyin!' 7

One date emerges from the first couplet and two dates emerge from the second.
The abovementioned paa built an upper-story mekteb and a wooden medrese [adjoining the

mosque]. [The medrese's] maiderris, Necmeddin Mehmed Necmi, was initiated as a Sufi by Emir Bu-
hari. He became the miiderris of the abovementioned medrese in 950 [154344], died in Rebiulevvel of
the year 978 [1570-71], and was buried before its mihrab. This couplet of his is included in the Tezkire-i
.uara (Dictionary of the Poets) :2318

A piece of the slain and broken heart
Remained hanging on the butcher's lovelock hook.

[At his death] he was more than ninety [years] of age.
Because [the office of miiderris] remained vacant, the medrese was given over to his son-in-law, 5ikka-

zade Abdurrahman Efendi. When he died, he, too, was buried there. The aforesaid was one of the
virtuous persons of the age. Cafer bin Abdunnebi bin Mustafa subsequently became its miderris. [281]
His father was the paternal uncle of Ebusuud Efendi, and his father's paternal uncle was Ali Kugi.""
The abovementioned Cafer died in 978 [1570-71]. The aforesaid became kadzasker of Anatolia in the
year 958 [1551-52]. He retired in 5evval 964 [1556-57] and set out on the blessed hajj. After his return,
he became maiderris of the abovementioned medrese and built a blessed mosque opposite his garden in
Uskudar. He secluded himself there and, reaching the age of eighty, died in blessed Ramazan at the
abovementioned date. He was buried in the abovementioned mosque. This Cafer Efendi was from
Iskilib. He was the father of Sunullah Efendi," who was four times $eyhalisldm and died in Safer 1017
[1608]. The abovementioned Sunullah Efendi is buried near the At Pazan, in the walled cemetery of
the Husam Bey Mosque, the minbar of which he installed. Ebussuud's nephew, Abdfilfettah bin 5eyh
Nasrullah, is also buried there. He died in 977 [1569-70]. His father, eyh Nasrullah Efendi, died in
Zilkade 984 [1577]; that is, seven years after his son, while he was head of the Sivasi Tekke. [The
Congregational Mosque of Kasim Paga] has a quarter.

24. The Mosque of the Balgzk Tekke3 21 [near the Congregational Mosque ofi Cezeri Kaszm Pasa

This mosque was originally built as a darilhadis in the year "Discoverer of mystery, "222 863 [1458-59].
With the passage of time, it fell into ruin, and the vizier Gazi Tiryaki Hasan Paa 2 32' built it anew. The

231 Resmi tdrih ide oin mihr ile meh-i kavs-i kuza Ziver-i ism-i Mehmed ola tdc-i salavdt
Ide bu sn ile Hakk $dd revdnin her dem Rfsh-i pdkine Hniseyin'in ola vest hasendt

The chronogram gives the date 1138/1725-26. The reference in the second line to Hfiseyin, the second son of Ali, is based
on the assumption that, having been weakened and martyred in the Battle of Kerbala for lack of water, he would look with
particular favor on any pious donor who provided drink to the thirsty. For the full text of the chronogram, see Haskan, Eynzp, I,
35-36.

2318 The Tezkiret al-u'ara of the Ottoman scholar and biographer Kinalizade Hasan Qelebi (1546-1604); see Ibrahim Kutluk
edition (Ankara, 1981), II, 983-84.

2319 For Ali Kugi, see Hadika, n. 2151.
2320 5eyhfilislam Sunullah Efendi; see Hadika, n. 788.
232' The Balik Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Defterdar Caddesi and Cezrei Kasim Akar Qegme Sokagi, near

the Balik Iskelesi in the Nianca Quarter in Eyiip. The mosque is no longer extant; see DBIA, II, 14-15; Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 29-31;
1C, I, 32; ISTA, IV, 1979-80; OMFD, III, 323. For location, see MW, 508. A list of the tekke's peyhs can be found in Z5E, 56-57.

2322 Koif i esrdr.
22 Hasan Paa, Gazi, Tiryaki (1530-1611), Ottoman commander and famous defender against the Austrians of the fortress of

Kanije in Hungary. Raised in the enderun, he was appointed basmusahib to Prince Murad (later Murad III) during the time of the
latter's residence at Manisa and was later made beylerbeyi of 5igetvar and of Bosnia. In 1600 he was appointed beylerbeyi of Kanije,
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office of its imam was given along with a salary to 5eyh Mahmud Siinb6df. Because the abovementioned
Mahmud Efendi was appointed a halife by Yakub Efendi,"" the eyh of the grand lodge [of the Halved
dervish order], he occupied himself morning and evening in the abovementioned mosque with the
invocation of the Divine names and the recitation of portions of the Qur'an and performed the Halved
rite as if it were a zaviye. His name and office, "Mahmfid $eyhi," 1018 [1609-10], make the date of the
aforesaid's death. After 5eyh Mahmud, another 5eyh Mahmud became the head [of the tekke]. He
died in the year "Follower of the Law,""" 1128 [1715-16], and was buried beneath the zaviye's tribune
(mahfil). The graves of some of the aforementioned pasa's relatives are to be found there as well.

The son of the second 5eyh Mahmud, Abdullah Efendi of the $emsi dervish order, became eyh after
his father. Following his death in the year "Lodge of the dervish order,"2 2 6 1155 [1742-43], he was
buried beside his father. [282] His son, Seyyid $eyh Abdfilgani Efendi, became head of the tekke in his
place. In his time, great numbers [of people] assembled in the abovementioned tekke, and neither rich
nor poor were absent. He died on 6 Cemaziyfilevvel 1201 [24 February 1787] and was buried in the
abovementioned tekke. Subsequently, 5eyh Abdurrahman became head of the tekke. He passed away
on 10 Muharrem 1225 [12 February 1810] and was also buried there. After that, Kanbur 5eyh Salim
became head of the tekke. Deeming it sufficient to sit for the zikr on Saturdays only, the door of the
tekke was closed on other days. He died on 14 Rebifilevvel 1234 [11 January 1819] and was buried in
the tekke. Then, at the time of his first appointment as eyhilisldm, His Excellency Mekkizade Mustafa
Asim Efendi 27 conferred the vacant post on the scribe of the tanners (debbaglar yazzczsz), 5eyh Sadik
Efendi. He was appointed a halife by the abovementioned Salihi Abdi Efendi. $eyh Sadik Efendi was
seated as head of the tekke in the year [1]234 [1819]. Subsequently, while bedridden in 5evval [1]242
[1827], he gave up the abovementioned zaviye along with the office of its miitevelli in favor of 5eyh
Seyyid Mehmed Emin Efendi of the Sa'di dervish order in return for a payment of two thousand gurus,
and the abovementioned tekke was transferred from the U aki order to the Sa'di order. The above-
mentioned 5eyh Sadik died on Monday, the twenty-second of Zilkade [1]242 [17 June 1827]. 5eyh
Emin Efendi was seated [as eyh] on Saturday, the fourth of the sacred Muharrem [1]243 [29 August
1827], and he inaugurated the abovementioned tekke. On the orders of the [Ottoman] king of kings
[Sultan Mahmud II], renovation of the tekke was facilitated by God during his time. 5eyh Salih Efendi,
a halife of 5eyh Ahmed Efendi, who died on the Pilgrimage while he was 5eyh of Tagburun,2 28 was the
aforesaid Mehmed Emin Efendi's spiritual teacher. The abovementioned Salih Efendi died on the fifth
day of Muharrem [1]244 [18 July 1828]. Emin Efendi was also honored with the office of keeper of the
tomb (tiirbedarlzg) of His Excellency Our Lord Halid [Ebu Eyyub Ensari] -may God, be He exalted, be
well pleased with him. The aforesaid $eyh Seyyid Mehmed Emin Efendi passed away on Wednesday, the
first of blessed Zilkade of the year 1257 [15 December 1841] and is buried in a tomb in the tekke. 2 9

[The Balcik Tekke Mosque] does not have a quarter.

following its conquest from the Austrians. Alarmed at the loss of this important fortress, the Christians attempted to regain it a
year later, but their attempts were met by the vigorous defense conducted by Tiryaki Hasan Paga, a defense which became
famous among the Ottomans, details being recorded in the well-known Gazavat- Tiryaki Hasan Paia. Promoted after the victory
to the rank of vizier, Hasan Paga died ten years later, while he was beylerbeyi of Budin; see SO, II, 129-30. For the Gazavat-i Tiryaki
Hasan Pasa, see AgAh Sirn Levend, Gazavdt-Ndmeler (Ankara, 1956), 99-100.

2324 5eyh Yakub Efendi, known as Helvai Baba (1510-1588), a halife of Pir Ali Aksarayi and seyh of the Helvaf Tekkesi in the
Sfileymaniye; see Z5E, 48.

2325 Silftk al-ieyi'a.
22 Tekye-i tarikat.
227 For 5eyhilislim Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1006.
2328 That is, of the Lagari Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi in Tagburun. $eyh Ahmed Efendi is Ahmed Hulusi, who died in 1815-16;

see Haskan, Eyfip, I, 131-36; ZE, 57.
"2 A slightly different list of the 5eyhs of the Balkk Tekkesi is given in ZSE, 56-57.
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25. The Mosque of the $eyhilisldm Tekke330

[283] Its builder was 5eyhillislim Seyyid Mustafa Efendi,3 the son of $eyhillislAm Seyyid Feyzullah
Efendi, who died in Edirne a martyr during the events of Rebi6levvel 1115 [1703].2312 "He is without
doubt a martyr"2"3 is the date of his death. His line of genealogical descent is as follows: Seyyid Mustafa

Efendi ibn Seyyid Feyzullah Efendi ibn Mfiftfi 5eyh Mehmed ibn Seyyid 5eyh Habib Mehmed bin 5eyh
Pir Mehmed. The aforementioned Seyyid Mustafa Efendi was born in 1090 [1679-80]. When he
reached the age of twenty-two, he was discharged from the office [of judge] of Salonika and honored
with the judgeship of Venerated Mecca. There, he received initiation into dervish orders from His
Excellency 5eyh Ahmed Yekdest-i Naksbendi. Although he became kadzasker of Anatolia in esteemed
5evval 1114 [1703], six months later, following the martyrdom of his illustrious father, he was made a
prisoner for a brief time in the Yedi Kule prison. He was subsequently allowed to reside in Bursa. He
was set free twenty-eight years later, following the accession of Mahmud Khan in the middle of the year
1143 [1730-31]. He became kadzasker of Rumelia for fourteen months beginning in the auspicious
[month of] Safer [one thousand one hundred] forty-five [1732]. At the beginning of Zilhicce 1148
[1736], he ascended to the office which had been held by 5eyhfilislim Dfrri Mehmed Efendi.
"Congratulations! The glory of Mustafa has now attained the post of honor""" is the date of his [ap-
pointment as] yeyhilislam. Due to infirmity, he gave authorization for his seal to be stamped [on docu-
ments] in the place for his signature. Following his death at the beginning of the auspicious [month
of] Safer 1158 [1745], he was buried beside his mother in the vicinity of the Eski Menzilhane in
Uskfidar.

The abovementioned tekke, which is one of his charitable works, is built in the place known as the
Garden of 5eyhfilislim Molla Fenari.2 ... The adzrvan, the surrounding rooms (hucurat), the blessed
mosque and the kitchen (matbah), which is outside [the tekke], are all of masonry. He also built a
house for the eyhs and a fountain at the tekke's gate. He built another fountain in Saraehane. He also
built an open-roofed tomb for the eyhs of the abovementioned tekke facing the road. A chronogram by
the miidernis Bosnavi Halis Mehmed Efendi is written over the abovementioned tekke's main gate.

[284] Come with pure heart! Make special mention of the date!
"The gate of the 5eyhfilisldm's tekke became the gate to Sufi discipline,"336 1155 [1742-43].

The son of the aforesaid deceased founder, Seyyid Abdullah Efendi, who was dismissed from the office
of kadzasker of Rumelia, installed its minbar while he was marshal of the descendants of the Prophet
(nakibialeraj), and an allowance for its needs was assigned from his vakf This Abdullah Efendi died at
the end of Cemaziytlevvel of the year "Glory of the Muslims,"233 7 1181 [1767], and is buried beside his
father.

His son, Seyyid Emin Molla, entered upon a teaching career on the twenty-eighth of Muharrem 1183
[3 June 1769]. After a customary period in medreses, he [was appointed to] the judgeship of Yenigehir

2330 The 5eyhfilislAm Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the 5eyhilislim Mustafa Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Haydar Baba Caddesi and Balci Yokugu in the Niganca Quarter in Eyiip; see DBIA, VII, 177-78; Haskan, Eyfip, I,
93-97; 1C, I, 142. For location, see MWmap, B 1/1 and 508. A list of the tekke's seyhs is found in Z5E, 55.

231 Feyzullah Efendizade Seyyid Mustafa Efendi; see Hadika, n. 794.
2332 A reference to seyhfilislAm Seyyid Mehmed Feyzullah Efendi's execution in the Janissary revolt of 1703, known as the

Edirne Vak'asi; see Hadika, n. 841.2333 innehn sehidfin bi-ld 5inbhetin.
2

1
3

1 Mibdrek-bdd hdld sadra nfir-i Mustafa geldi.
233 The $eyhfilislAm Molla Fenari Bahcesi.23

" Bdh-t dddb oldt bdb-t tekye-i Miifti al-Endm.
2

11 Mefhar al-mislimin.
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on the first day of blessed Ramazan 1211 [28 February 1797]. After being satisfied with the jurisdiction
of Bursa beginning on the first day of Muharrem 1219 [12 April 1804], with the honorary rank (paye) of
Venerated Mecca on the fifteenth of Rebii!lhir [1]222 [22 June 1807] and with the office of kadi of
Istanbul on the fifteenth of Zilkade [1]227 [20 November 1812], and after becoming marshal of the
descendants of the Prophet (nakibidera) in place of Seyyid Mehmed Zeynelabidin Efendi, the
grandson of Celebizade, on the first day of blessed Ramazan 1228 [28 August 1813], he was dismissed
and exiled on the thirteenth of Rebifilevvel [1]231 [12 February 1816]. Seyyid Mehmed Sadik Efendi,
the grandson of Tevfik Efendi, was appointed marshal of the descendants of the Prophet.
Subsequently, on the first day of Muharrem [1]232 [21 November 1816], [Emin Molla] was shown
respect with the honorary rank (paye) of Anatolia. After passing away to the Abode of Eternity in the
year 1233 [1817-18], he was buried beside his father.

26. The Tahta Minare Mosque238

Its builder was Ibrahim Efendi,"" the defterdar of Timisvar. [The location of] his grave is not known. It
does not have a quarter.

27. The Mosque of the Darfilhadis Medrese** in Nisanczlar

Its builder was the dariissaade agasz Haci Begir Aga." 4 He was also the 5eyhilharem. [The foundation] in-
cludes student rooms (hucurat), a small library inside the mosque, an adjoining upper-story szbyan
mektebi and lower-story fountain, and other necessary things. The date on the arch of the gateway is by
Acibagizade Mehmed Mehib Efendi. [285]

0 Mehib, this pure couplet is the date.
"Beautiful school of Tradition, mosque of theory and practice," 4 1147 [1734-35].

The abovementioned founder died in 1159 [1746-47]. He was buried in a separate spot adjoining the
main gate of the blessed tomb of His Excellency Halid [Ebu Eyyub Ensari] -may God be well pleased
with him. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

28. The Baba Haydar Mosque2 4
3 near the Buruncuklz Ayazma

Its builder was His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sfileyman. He built it out of respect for the
abovementioned Baba Haydar. This Baba Haydar was a halife of His Excellency Ubeydullah Ahrar. 1"

Each blessed Ramazan for some forty years, he performed a retreat in the blessed Congregational

2338 The Tahta Minare Mescidi (Mosque of the Wooden Minaret), known as the Timisvar Tekkesi Mescidi, located between
Baba Haydar Sokagi and Baba Haydar Kuyu Sokagi in the Digmeciler Quarter in Eyixp. The mosque is no longer extant; see
Haskan, Eyfip, I, 97-98; IC, I, 143.

2339 The historian Ibrahim Pecevi (1574-c.1650), for whom, see Hadika, n. 2308.
234 The Darilhadis Medresesi Mescidi, known also as the Begir Aga Medresesi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Haydar

Baba Caddesi and Baba Haydar Mektebi Sokaki in the Digmeciler Quarter in Eyip; see DBIA, III, 468-69; Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 37-
38; 1C, I, 44; ISTA, VIII, 4247.

2341 For Haci Begir Aga, see Hadika, n. 327.
2342 Cdmi'-i 'ilm ft 'amel ddr-i hadis-i zibd.
234' The Baba Haydar Mescidi, known also as the Haydar Baba Mescidi, located at the intersection of Haydar Baba Caddesi

and Baba Haydar Camii Sokagi in the Digmeciler Quarter in Eyinp; see DBIA, I, 516-17; Haskan, Eyfap, I, 27-29; IC, I, 30-31;
ISTA, IV, 1742-43. For location, see MWmap, B 1/3 and 508.

2344 Khwaja 'Ubayd Allah Ahrar; see Hadika, n. 367.
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Mosque of Eyinb. His Majesty the aforesaid sultan, being aware of this person's piety, built the
previously described mosque in order to please him, and Baba Haydar is buried there. 5eyh Abdullah
Efendi, the imam of the Arpaci Mosque,"" installed its minbar in the time of Sultan Mustafa Khan the
Third. It was written above that there are minbars of his in other mosques as well.1 46 [The Baba Haydar
Mosque] has a quarter.

29. The Dede Mosque"41 in Nisanczlar

Its builder is Nazperver Hatun. She was one of the palace women of Murad the Third. [The location
of] her grave is not known. The fountain located nearby was built by a patron of charity named Halil
Aga, who was one of the high officials and soldiers of Murad Khan the Third. This is the fountain's
chronogram:

The humble Fedi'i composed its chronogram.
"Pure spring, fountain of the water of life,"234 1000 [1591-92].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

30. The Arpact Mosque34
1

Its builder was the barley merchant (arpacz) Hayreddin. [The location of] his grave is not known.
5eyhoglu Edhem Baba,211

0 who was trained by the same spiritual master as His Excellency Aksemseddin,
is buried opposite it in a separate tomb. They were among those joined in the conquest of Constanti-
nople. His brother, Ferah Dede,2

3
5
1 is buried in a separate tomb near a house opposite the Otakcilar

Hamam. [286] [The Arpaci Mosque] does not have a quarter.

31. The Takyeci Mosque 5 2 in Otakgzlar

Its builder was the maker of felt caps (arakzyeci) Cafer Qelebi. He is buried nearby. Darilssaade Agasi
Haci Begir Aga2

3
5

1 installed its minbar. Daye Hatun was the builder of the mekteb located opposite it, and
she is buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2.45 The Arpaci Mescidi; see Hadika, 304.2 3
" Abdullah Efendi installed the minbar in the Sofular Mescidi in Eyftp; see Hadika, 291.

2347 The Dede Mescidi, known also as the Nazperver Camii, located between Nazperver Caddesi and Ahmed Qelebi Sokagi in
the Niganca Quarter in Eyfip. The mosque was torn down in 1940; see Haskan, Eyiip, I, 40; 1C, I, 46; ISTA, VIII, 4329. For
location, see MWmap, B 1/4.

2348 'Ayn-i pdk gesme-i md' al-haydt.
2349 The Arpac1 Mescidi (Mosque of the Barley Merchant), known also as the Arpacibaps or Arpaci Hayreddin Mescidi, located

at the intersection of Arpaci Hayreddin Sokag1 and Abdurrahman serif Bey Caddesi in the Nianca Quarter in Eyap. Although
the mosque is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan, the present wooden building is of relatively recent date; see DBIA, VIII,
40; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 26; 1C, I, 24; ISTA, II, 1050. For location, see MW map, C 1/7 and 508.

230 For $eyhoglu Edhem Baba, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 32.
231 For Ferah Dede, see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 41, where he is listed as Ferruh Dede.
2352 The Takyeci Mescidi (Mosque of the Maker of Felt Caps), known also as the Takkeci Mescidi, located at the intersection

of Abdurrahman serif Bey Caddesi and Arakiyeci Camii Sokagi in the Niganca Quarter in Eyfip. The mosque was probably built
in the early seventeenth century. It was renovated in 1971; see Haskan, Eyap, I, 98-99; IC, I, 144. For location, see MW map, C
1/8.

252 For Haci Begir Aga, see Hadika, n. 327.
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32. The Defterdar Congregational Mosque'... in the Potters' Market 3 55

Its builder was Nazli Mahmud Efendi. This chronogram in Arabic is written on the arch of the gate in
his own calligraphy:

This house-fortunate its people-
Was founded for the sake of God, Lord of the Worlds.

A people good and just have built it.
May God bless the wage-how fine!-of the workers!

In verse was its date expressed thus:
"It is indeed a house for a rightly guided people!" 25 948 [1541-42].

A wooden medrese was built in the courtyard of the mosque along with an upper-story stone mekteb on
the land side.2 1

5 ' The courtyard has two gates. This Persian chronogram is on the arch of the mosque
precinct's gate, which faces the sea:

'Arifi composed a chronogram for it.
"The name of the mosque is Abode of Mahmud,"238 947 [1540-41].

And this is the chronogram of the fountain adjoining it:

This artful spring of life, which here
Flowed as if it were the Selsebil of Paradise:

May its founder be always satisfied!
May his soul attain abundant reward!

The builder, for its time of construction,
Composed a chronogram. "It is a beautiful charitable foundation,"2359 950 [1543-44].

There is also a mekteb of his in Varna.2 3
' The aforesaid founder, having received a diploma from the cal-

ligrapher 5eyh Hamdullah Efendi,"6 possessed fine penmanship. He placed an inkpot and pen on the
pinnacle of the blessed mosque's minaret, but in time the pen disappeared and only the inkpot
remained. In the course of the general renovation which took place following the great earthquake of
the year 1179 [1765-66], a pen was restored to the inkpot. [287] Because the great landing place in
front of the blessed mosque is known as the Defterdar Boat Landing (Defterdar Iskelesi), this blessed
mosque [is known by that name]. On his death, the aforesaid founder was buried in a separate, domed
tomb on the landing side of the blessed mosque's garden. The numerical date on his gravestone is 953
[1546-47]. The abovementioned medrese was, by decision of its mitevelli, made into lodgings for
married persons (miteehhilin odalan), and the abovementioned mekteb was torn down and rental prop-
erties for the vakf were built in its stead. Later, to replace the abovementioned mekteb, a wooden mekteb
was built over the sea gate. Because coffee houses and other shops were built on the two sides of the
abovementioned landing at the beginning of the reign of Sultan [Abdil]hamid [I], the abovemen-

234 The Defterdar Camii, known also as the Nazh Mahmud Efendi Camii, located between Defterdar Caddesi and
Q6mlekciler Arkasi Sokag- at Takkeci Degirmeni Sokagi in the Defterder Quarter in Eyap. The mosque is listed as among the
works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, III, 16-17; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 40-43; 1C, I, 46; ISTA, VIII, 4338-39. For location, see MW map,
C/i/5 and 508.

23" The Qarpi-yi Q6mlekciler.
2

11 Innehd ddrun li-kavmin miihtedin.
2357 That is, on the south side of the mosque.
23

58 sm-i masjid makdm-i Mahmnid est.2 59 Innehd hayrun cemil.
"' A seaport on the Black Sea coast of Bulgaria.
2361 For $eyh Hamdullah Efendi, see Hadika, n. 84.
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tioned quarter took on the character of a market. [The Defterdar Congregational Mosque] has a
quarter.

33. The Sultan Congregational Mosque'... near the Defterdar Boat Landing

It is also called the Yavedud Congregational Mosque. Its original builder was His Excellency 5eyh
Abd6ilvedud."" He fought in the siege of Istanbul along with dervishes from Bukhara, and, after the
Conquest, while dwelling in Aya Sofya, he built a mosque and zaviye outside the Ayvansaray [Kapi]. Fol-
lowing his death in 860 [1455-56], he was buried near his zaviye by order of Fatih Sultan Mehmed Khan
Gazi. Later, Tokmak Dede,2364 one of his halifes, established [the mosque's] vakf. He is buried nearby.
His place of burial is in the cemetery at present known as Tokmak Tepe. Because, with the passage of
time, the abovementioned mosque fell into decay and its vakf was disbursed, Her Majesty Hadice
Sultan, one of the honored daughters of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth, restored it to life and built
it anew at the same time as she rebuilt, opposite her seaside villa, the upper-story mekteb, the fountain
and sebil, and, beneath the mekteb, the blessed tomb of His Excellency Muhammed Ensari23"-may God
be well pleased with him. Because of this, [the mosque] came to be known as the Sultan Congre-
gational Mosque. After a time, in 1151 [1738-39], Her Majesty the aforesaid [Hadice Sultan] was also
able to install a minbar. Because numerous roofed properties were made vakf and were added and
annexed [to the mosque's pious foundation], salaried servants [of the foundation] were appointed.
[288] At present, prayers of gratitude and other services are performed for her blessed soul. The
aforesaid is buried beside her father and brothers in the exalted tomb of her father's mother near her
mosque.2366 This is the date of her death: 1156 [1743-44].

34. The Yeni Mahalle Mosque3" 7 near the Slope to the Egri Kapi

Its builder was Haci Hfisrev, who is buried in a place overlooking the main road at the top of the slope
(yokus) leading to the Egri Kapi. Grand Vizier Divitdar Mehmed Paga"23

1 installed its minbar. The afore-
said [Mehmed Paga] died in Egypt during the time he was governor there. The stipend for its preacher
was provided from the vakf of Sultan Mehmed Khan. The builder of the nearby mekteb was Grand Vizier

2362 The Sultan Camii, known also as the Abdillvedud, Vedud or Hadice Sultan Camii, located on Yavedud Caddesi in the
Defterdar Quarter in Eyfip. It gets its name, Sultan Camii, from the fact that it was restored by Hadice Sultan, the daughter of
Sultan Mehmed IV. The mosque was closed in 1990 and is no longer functioning; Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 83-85; 1C, I, 124; ISTA, 1, 144;
OMFD, III, 532-34. For location, see MW map, C 1/4.

2363 5eyh Abdilvedud, known popularly as Yavedud Sultan (d. 1455). Originally from Bukhara, he is said to have journeyed to
Istanbul in 1453, together with his murids, to participate in the siege of the city. After the Conquest, he settled in the
neighborhood of Aya Sofya and built a dervish lodge and mosque in Defterdar outside the Ayvansaray Kapi. He was buried
there at his death in 1455. His tomb was rebuilt in neo-classic style in 1876 by Valide Sultan Pertevniyal, mother of Sultan
Abdulaziz; see Haskan, Eyatp, I, 295-96; ISTA, I, 143-44; Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 125-26. For Evliya Qelebi's account of the story of
Yavedud Sultan, see his Travels, I, 44-45.

" As noted by Ayvansarayi, Tokmak Dede was a halife of 5eyh Abdnllvedud. He is said to have established the original vakf of
the Sultan Camii. His tomb is in the nearby cemetery on Tokmak Tepe; see Unver, Mutlu Askerler, 119-20.

.23 Muhammad AnsAri; according to popular legend, a Companion of the Prophet who died during one of the Umayyad
sieges of the city. His tomb is located on the Golden Horn in Ayvansaray, near the western end of the sea wall; see OMFD, IV,
760-61; Schneider, Oriens, 4 (1951), 113, 115; Unver, Sahabe Kabirleri, 45-46. For location, see MW, 302.

2366 The Yeni Cami of Turhan Valide Sultan in Emin6nfn; see Hadika, 23-24.
2" The Yeni Mahalle Mescidi (Mosque of the New Quarter), known also as the Haci Hisrev or Ummfnhan Hatun Mescidi,

located at the intersection of Yeni Mahalle Sokagi and Haci Hftsrev Camii Qikmazi in the Defterdar Quarter, just outside the
Egri Kapi, in Eyip. The mosque is today in ruin; see Haskan, Eyfip, I, 104; IC, I, 156. For location, see MWmap, C 1/9 and 302.2... A3 ibagi Mehmedpagazade Divitdar Mehmed Emin Paia; see Hadika, n. 1590.
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Damad Ibrahim Paga,2 69 who is buried at his mosque in Istanbul. The great fountain located near this

mosque is [the foundation] of a patron of charitable works named 5atir Hasan Aga. He built another

fountain in the courtyard of the Congregational Mosque of Mustafa Paga21
70 in Ayvansaray. The Kerpic

Hamami is also nearby [the mosque], for which reason they call that quarter the Kerpic Quarter.

35. The Qayzrbavz Mosque"1 in Otakgzlar

Its builder was the head of the tent sellers (otakgzbasz), Hfiseyin Aga. He was one of the servants of

Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. He is also buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

36. The Otakgzlar MosqueY 7
1

Its builder was Fethullah Efendi, known as Fethi Qelebi. He is also buried there. Mehmed Bey, the
2373 his1

founder of the nearby mosque, was his paternal uncle. The mosque of his father, Hfiseyin Aga,"7 has

been written about. Because in time the mosque and vakf fell into ruin, the babiassaade agasz Gazanfer

Aga built it anew and restored its vakf He also dug a well near it and brought that neighborhood to

life. There is also a sebil of his beside [the mosque]. Its chronogram is by Hukmi.

Lord of bounty, zealot of charity
Patron of charitable works, partisan of pious deeds,

The kapz agasz, pride of the warriors,
Namely, His Excellency Gazanfer Aga-

May God multiply his wealth and give him drink
In the hereafter from the water of Paradise-

[289] Fashioned an admirable well in this mosque of his.
He built a sebil for thirsty wayfarers.

May rich and poor all drink its water!
May they bless its founder!

Seeing it, this weak slave composed
A chronogram. "May his sebil be fine and charming!" 2 3 1008 [1599-1600].

The abovementioned aga is buried in his private tomb in Kirkgegme. A medrese adjoins it and his sebil is

at its corner. Grand Vizier Bayram Paga,2
31

6 who is buried in his zaviye in Istanbul, installed its minbar.

The accountant (muhasebeci) Abdi Efendi, who is buried outside the Silivri Kapi, is the builder of the

nearby upper-story mekteb. [The Otakcilar Mosque] has a quarter.

236 Neveehirli Damad Ibrahim Paa; see Hadika, n. 22.
2370 The Koca Mustafa Paga Camii in Ayvansaray. For the mosque and fountain, see Hadika, 186; Taniik, Geomeler, I, 92.

"7 The Qayirbapi Mescidi, located between Otakqilar Mescidi Sokaoi and NamazgAh Sokagi in the Defterdar Quarter in

Eyftp. The mosque is said to have burned around 1890 and is no longer extant; see Haskan, Eyaip, I, 34-35; IC, I, 41; ISTA, VII,

3797; OMFD, III, 326.
2372 The Otakeilar Mescidi (Mosque of the Head of the Tent Sellers), known also as the Fethi Qelebi or Gazanfer Aga Mescidi,

located at the intersection of Fethi Qelebi Caddesi and Kmmi Qegmesi Sokagi in the Fethi Qelebi Quarter in Eyfsp. The mosque

is said to stand on the site occupied by Sultan Mehmed II's tent at the time of the conquest of Constantinople. It was restored in

1983; see DBIA, VIII, 346; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 78-79; IC, I, 113; OMFD, III, 409-10. For location, see MW map, B 1/13.
2373 The Mehmed Bey Mescidi; see Hadika, 308.
2374 The Qayirbayi Mescidi; see Hadika, 307.
2375 Olsun sebili hfib u latif
2376 For Bayram Paa, see Hadika, n. 370.
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37. The Yanzk Minare Mosque'3" in Otakgzlar

Its builder is 5eyh Ahmed Nakebendi. He was originally from Task6pr-f and together with his brother
Ibrahim Efendi came to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul] in 960 [1552-53]. Following his death, he was
buried beside the minaret. Because its vakf did not permit [its restoration], when the abovementioned
mosque burned down, it remained in ruins for a considerable time, and two very small houses were
even built on its site. When, at the time of his accession, His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan
Osman Khan the Third passed it during the ceremonial procession to visit Eyyub Ensari for the Girding
of the Sword of Osman (taklid-i sey]) 278 he commanded the abovementioned houses seized and this
blessed mosque was built in their place. A minbar was installed anew, an imperial tribune (mahfil-i
hfimayun) was introduced, its minaret was renovated, and monies for its needs were transferred from
the [vakf of the] Sfileymaniye. Because the Sa'di seyh Salih Edirnevi, who [resided] next to this mosque,
was a person of encyclopedic learning, he was appointed its seyh. On his death in [1757], the year of the
accession of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, his son, Seyyid Abdullah Efendi, became eyh in his place.
[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

38. The Mehmed Bey Mosque'3 "

Its builder was the brother of the head of the tent sellers (otakzbapz), Hilseyin Aga. Otakpibapi [Hfiseyin
Aga's] mosque2 ... has already been written about. The abovementioned Mehmed Bey is buried before
the mosque's mihrab. [The mosque] has a quarter. [290]

This Mehmed Bey was called Seydi Mehmed Bey. Known [also] as Deli Bey, he retired from the
imperial palace in the time of Sultan Selim Khan the Third, was made the halife of a seyh of the Rufai
dervish order, and turned this blessed mosque into a tekke. This chronogram was composed when
performance of the [Rufai] zikr was inaugurated:

Madness found its dwelling place. That is, Deli [Bey] became peyh.
The discerning recognized him.

An ecstatic or two composed for Deli's appointment as eyh
Two chronograms in two artful hemistichs.

"He strove to perfect his glory for the sake of the Two Worlds."238'
"Our master, Seydi Bey, spread his rug in the mosque,"2382 1214 [1799-1800].

Following his death at the beginning of the reign of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the Just,2383 the
abovementioned eyh was buried there. His halife, Derzi 5eyh, became head of the tekke in his place.
After renovating the tekke in the year 1229 [1813-14], he went on the blessed hajj in the year 1234
[1818-19] and died in Mecca. His halife, 5eyh Osman Efendi, became head of the tekke in his place.

2377 The Yanik Minare Mescidi (Mosque of the Burned Minaret), known also as the Alaca Tekke, Sira Serviler or Sultan
Ucfnncft Osman Tekkesi Mescidi, located near the intersection of Alaca Tekke Sokagi and Aghane Sokagi in the Niganca
Quarter in Eyfip. The mosque is no longer extant; see Haskan, Eyfap, I, 102-3; IC, I, 151. For location, see MWmap, B 1/5.

2378 The ceremonial Girding of the Sultan with the Sword of Osman in the Eyfip Camii. The girding was a key event in the
accession of a new sultan. For the history of the ceremony and its late association with the Mevlevi dervish order, see Hasluck,
Christianity and Islam, II, 604-22; Pakilan, OTD, III, 383-85; Uzuncarpli, Saray Teskilatz, 189-200.

2179 The Mehmed Bey Mescidi, located at the former intersection of Fethi Qelebi Caddesi and Mehmed Bey Mescidi Sokagi in
the Fethi Qelebi Quarter in Eyip. The mosque is no longer extant; see Haskan, Eyfip, I, 62-63; IC, I, 101; OMFD, III, 453.

2380 The Qayirbasi Mescidi; see Hadika, 307.
21 Sa'y idfib dnnzn tekmile iki beglik ilan.
2382 Seydi Beg cdmi'ine posteki serdi begimiz. That is, Deli Bey became seyh of the tekke.
2383 Sultan Mahmud II, who came to the throne in 1808.
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39. The Congregational Mosque of the Tekke of Mustafa Pasa"' in Otakcilar

Its builder, the aforesaid pasa,385 having been dismissed from the office of grand vizier for a third time,
was executed on Mytilene and is buried there. The date of his death is 1178 [1764-65]. [The tekke]
includes a adzrvan and, around it, rooms, a kitchen (matbah) and other requirements of a dervish
lodge, as well as a house reserved for the eyhs. The son of one of the founder's teachers is buried there
with a turban (5r]) [on his headstone]. He died in the same month as his father. Lala Hfiseyin Paa,
who built the mosque in Istanbul known as the Havuzlu Congregational Mosque,11 6 is buried beside the
fountain which adjoins this dervish lodge. The aforementioned fountain and the sebil located at the
nearby corner are [the charitable works] of Molla $eref Efendi, the founder of a mosque 8

1
7 in Halicilar

K6kfi in Istanbul. His biography is given in the .akayzk. 1
3

M

The site of the abovementioned tekke was originally a garden belonging to Ali Efendi, the brother of
Hagimi. After His Excellency the aforesaid [Mustafa Paga] purchased it, [291] the digging of foun-
dations for the blessed mosque and exalted tekke for dervishes of the Nakebendi order was begun on
the seventh day of Cemaziyfilevvel 1166 [12 March 1753]. [The mosque's] construction was completed
one hundred seven days later and the office of ,eyh was conferred on the treasure of the dervishes, 5eyh
Muradzade Ali Efendi. The aforesaid [Mustafa Paga] also expended effort on the renovation of some
mosques which had been devastated by fire.

Biography of the aforesaid [Mustafa Pasa]:

He was the son of Sufi Abdurrahman Paa, a kethiada of Qorlulu Ali Paa,23 89 one of the viziers of the
Paradise-dwelling Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, and was later advanced by the sultan to the office of
vizier. He was initially a silahsor and later, in blessed Ramazan of [the year eleven] fifty-nine [1746], at
the time he held the office of kapzczbasz, he became a master of the stable (mirahur). After a time, he
became first master of the stable (mirahur-z evvel), and later, in 5aban, [eleven] sixty-five [1752], he
became grand vizier. Three months after the accession of Osman Khan the Third in [eleven] sixty-eight
[1754], [Mustafa Paga] was dismissed and exiled to the island of Lemnos. Finding escape from the
fetters of exile in Ramazan of the abovementioned year [1755], he succeeded to the office of collector
of revenues (muhassllgo) for the Morea. In Receb [eleven] sixty-nine [1756], he was seen to merit the
grand vizierate a second time, replacing Said Paga.23 9' He was dismissed from office in RebifilAhir

2384 The Mustafa Papa Tekkesi Camii, known also as the Maktul Mustafa Paa Tekkesi or Bahir K6se Mustafa Paga Mescidi,
located on Fethi Qelebi Caddesi near the intersection with Otakpibap Sokagi in the Defterdar Quarter in Eyfip. The mosque was
damaged in the earthquake of 1894 and is today in ruin; see DBIA, V, 564-65; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 70-73; IC, I, 109. For location, see
MWmap, C 2/1.

235 For Bahir Kbse Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 118.
2386 The Havuzlu Camii; see Hadika, 106.
237 The Molla $eref Camii; see Hadika, 220-21.
23' The Shakd'ik al-Nu'maniyya of Task6prazade; see Hadika, n. 1271.
29 Damad Qorlulu Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 449.
2390 Mehmed Said Paa, Yirmisekiz Qelebizade (d. 1761), Ottoman diplomat and grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Osman

III. He was the son and kethfida of Yirmisekiz Mehmed Qelebi, the Ottoman ambassador sent to France in the time of Ahmed III.
After returning to Istanbul in 1721, he held a series of posts in the capital and, in 1732, was sent to St. Petersburg to announce
the coronation of Sultan Mahmud I. Following postings in Russia and Sweden, he was sent as ambassador to Paris in 1741 and
upon his return to Istanbul was appointed defter emini, sadaret kethfidasz, nisancz (1748) and, finally, grand vizier on 25 October
1755. After a brief term in that office, he was dismissed on 1 April 1756 and exiled to 1stank6y but was eventually pardoned and
held a succession of provincial posts in the last years of his life. Said to have been the first Ottoman statesman to learn French
(or indeed any Western language), he was held in high regard for his learning (he wrote a book on medicine) and is
remembered for his innovative ideas, in particular the founding, with Ibrahim Mfiteferrika, of the first Ottoman printing press;
see Vefeyat, 74; SO, III, 29-31.
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[eleven] seventy [1756-57] and was sent to Rhodes. In Zilhicce of the abovementioned year [1757],
after Ragib Paga...' became grand vizier in his place, he became governor of the sancak of Agnboz,2392

and in 5evval [eleven] seventy-one [1758], he became governor of Egypt. Although he obstinately
opposed appointment as governor of Jidda in [eleven] seventy-three [1759-60], he was, in any case,
forgiven and was satisfied with the office [of governor] of Aleppo. After being honored with the office
of grand vizier a third time in [eleven] seventy-seven [1763-64], he was executed in the manner
described above, and Muhsinzade Mehmed Paga.... was appointed grand vizier in his place. [The
Congregational Mosque of the Tekke of Mustafa Paga] does not have a quarter.

40. The Axczbasz Mosque...4

Its builder was the head cook in the kitchen of the imperial palace (a gzbasz), Mehmed Aga. He is
buried before the mihrab. Its vakfiye is dated 999 [1590-91], that is, to the time of Sultan Murad the
Third. It has a quarter. [292]

41. The Kapi Agasz Mosque 3
11

Its builder was Babfissaade Agasi Davud Aga. He is also buried there. The date of his death is 962 [1554-
55]. The abovementioned aka also built a mekteb. [The mosque] has a quarter.

42. The Mosque of the Tekke of $eyh Murad Efendi?396 in Nisancdlar

Its builder was the son-in-law of 5eyhfilislam Minkarizade Yahya Efendi,'2 ' Kangirih Mustafa Efendi,
who died in retirement from [the office of kadzasker of] Anatolia. It was originally built as a medrese.
The son of the abovementioned founder, Ebfilhayr Ahmed Efendi,2398 became eyhidisldm at the end of
5aban eleven forty-one [March 1729] and had a term in office of twenty months. He died in Zilhicce
1154 [1742] and was buried beside his father in the abovementioned tekke. The date of his death is
"Ah, the pity! Ah, the woe! The judge has passed on,"""99 1154 [1742]. It is a curious fact that the pen
name of Mustafa Efendi, the son-in-law of the abovementioned founder, was Rasih, and that the words
"Mustafd Rdsih" give the date of his death, 1090 [1679-80]. When the famous seyh, His Excellency the

2391 Koca Ragib Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 570.
2392 An administrative district including the island of Euboea and parts of the mainland opposite it on the western shore of

the Aegean in Greece.
2393 For Muhsinzade Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 2136.
239 The Ascibay1 Mescidi (Mosque of the Head Cook), known also as the Ahmed Qelebi Camii, located at the intersection of

Aghane Sokagi and Agibapi Camii Sokagi in the Niganca Quarter in Eyfib. The present building dates to the end of the last
century; see DBIA, I, 359; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 26-27; IC, I, 24; ISTA, II, 1137. For location, see MWmap, B 1/5.

2" The Kapi Agasi Mescidi, known also as the Davud Aga Mescidi, located on Davud Aga Caddesi in the Niganca Quarter in
Eynp; see Haskan, Eyftp, I, 39-40; IC, I, 81; ISTA, VIII, 4285-86. For location, see MWmap, B 1/7.

2396 The $eyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Davud Aga Caddesi and Niganci Mustafa Paga
Caddesi in the Niganca Quarter in Eyfip; see DBIA, V, 514-16; Haskan, Eyiap, I, 89-92; IC, I, 142; Z;E, 56. For location, see MWV
map, B 1/9.

2397 Minkarizade Yahya Efendi (1609-78), forty-second Ottoman seyhfilisldm. The son of a kadi of Mecca, Minkarizade Omer
Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and after a number of medrese and judicial appointments, was himself assigned the
judgeship of Mecca (1647), followed by those of Egypt (1651) and Istanbul (1658). Promoted to the office of kadiasker of
Rumelia in 1659, he was made seyhilisldm on 21 November 1662. He remained in office for over 11 years, until forced by a
stroke to retire on 21 February 1674. He is buried beside his medrese in Uskindar; see Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhfilisldmlan, 93; SO,
IV, 637; Ugur, Ottoman Ulema, 450-52.

2398 ishak Efendizade Ebilhayr Ahmed Efendi; see Hadika, n. 256.
... Hayfdn vdhanfdt al-mfifti.
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abovementioned Murad Efendi died, the abovementioned Ebfilhayr Efendi had him buried in a
classroom of the abovementioned medrese, caused the medrese to be converted into a Nakebendi
zaviye and entrusted it to the dervishes of the Nakbendiye. Ebfilhayr Efendi was born in 1076 [1665-
66].

The biography of His Excellency 5eyh Murad Efendi:"'0

His Excellency the aforesaid 5eyh was born in Kashmir or Kabul in 1055 [1645-46]. In His wisdom,
God-be He exalted-caused him to be crippled by a cold at the age of three. After acquiring learning
and mastering the religious sciences, he set out on the blessed hajj. After performing the blessed hajj,
he emigrated to India and was initiated as a dervish by His Excellency 5eyh Muhammed Ma'sum
Efendi,2 *' one of the masters of the Nakbendiye. He again set out on the blessed hajj and, after
residing in the Holy Cities [of Mecca and Medina] for three years, traveled to Bukhara by way of
Baghdad and Isfahan. He conversed with the leyhs of Balkh and Samarkand and [subsequently]
journeyed to Baghdad a second time. After a brief sojurn, he again set out on the blessed hajj and, after
performing the hajj, went to Cairo and from there arrived at Blessed Damascus, where he settled, [293]
married and acquired fame. He came to Istanbul in 1092 [1681-82], and, after dwelling for five years
near [the tomb] of His Excellency Halid [Ebu Eyyub Ensari]-may God be well pleased with him-he
again journeyed to Damascus. Some time later, he again set out overland on the hajj without a caravan.
After a year's residence in Venerated Mecca, he returned to Damascus and, in the year 1119 [1707-8],
again turned toward Venerated Mecca. Again, after a year's residence, he returned to Damascus. Visit-
ing Istanbul again in the year 1120 [1708-9], he took up residence in the house of Bicakh Efendi, near
the Congregational Mosque of Sultan Selim. The overflowing of affection of young and old for the
aforesaid provoked the antagonism of Ali Paa.2

1
2 He gave a command to the vizier, Ibrahim Paa, who

had been promoted from the office of kethiida to kapudan, saying it was his wish that the abovemen-
tioned saint go on the blessed hajj. When [5eyh Murad] reached Alanya with the imperial fleet, he was
put ashore and, [traveling] from there by way of Konya and then Kfitahya, he was authorized to settle in
Bursa.

He came to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul] a third time on the first day of blessed Ramazan 1129
[9 August 1717]. He was shown kindness in the garden of Hfiseyin Efendizade, located in the neighbor-
hood of [the tomb of] His Excellency Ebu Eyyub Ensari, and subsequently in the seaside villa of the
former chief of the imperial physicians (reisidetibba) Nuh Efendi.*3 [5eyh Murad] died in these circum-
stances on the night of the twelfth of Rebiilihir 1132 [28 July 1720], while saying the names of God on
his rosary. His blessed corpse was brought to the blessed mosque of His Excellency Halid [Ebu Eyyub
Ensari]-may God be well pleased with him-and, after funeral prayers had been performed for him
the following Tuesday, he was buried in the abovementioned classroom. The date of his death can be
extracted as a puzzle from this hemistich: "The great seyh died in miraculous circumstances.

240 Murad b. Ali al-Hiseyini al-Buhari, known as Murad Shami (1640-1720), founder of a family of seyyids and scholars
established at Damascus in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. An ardent missionary of the Nakebendi dervish order, he
was instrumental in its spread throughout the Ottoman lands and was founder of the order known as the Muradiye; see El2, VII,
602.

21 Khwja Muhammed Ma'suim al-Firnki, Nakebendi 5eyh, the son and principal successor of the eminent Indo-Muslim
mystic Ahmad Sirhindi (d. 1624).

2402 Grand Vizier Damad 5ehid Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 105.
240' For Nuh Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1434.
2404 Kerdmet birle di4di $eyh-i Ekber. The date is not produced by totaling up the numerical values of the letters of the entire

hemistich but rather depends on an alternative reading of the line; namely, "A hint: 5eyi-i ekber with one subtracted." $eyh-i ekber
alone has a numerical value of 1133, and, by subtracting one from that total, one gets 1132, which is the date of $eyh Murad
Efendi's death.
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According to one account, when he visited Istanbul a third time, he resided in a house in the quarter of
the blessed Congregational Mosque of $ah Sultan,2 4

5 near [the tomb of] Ebu Eyyub Ensari.
The fountain at the door of the abovementioned tekke and the 5adzrvan inside it are the foundations

of Hadice Sultan's kethiida, the commissioner of the Naval Arsenal (tersane emini), Mehmed Efendi, who
lived in Ayvansaray. [294] In 1151[1738-39], he was buried opposite the main gate of the Mosque of Zal
Paga,0 6 which faced his house. This chronogram for the abovementioned 5adir'an is by Suyolcuzade
Mehmed Necib Eyfibi. Two dates can be extracted from one couplet.

"Concerning Murad [Efendi], Mehmed revered him as a spiritual master."247 1143 [1730-31].
"The man of God caused a adzrvan to flow in the tekke,"2 4 8 1143 [1730-31].

The executed Mustafa Paga, founder of the tekke, 2
1
9 installed the minbar in the abovementioned

zaviye's mosque at the time of his second vizierate. Monies for its needs were assigned from the vakf of
the zaviye which he built near [the tekke of] Emir Buhari.24

"
0 The Kugluk Hamam, located opposite the

zaviye of [$eyh Murad Efendi], was built by Grand Vizier Mehmed Said Paga,24" when he was kethfida of
the grand vizier, and it was annexed to the abovementioned zaviye. Nearby it there is a dervish lodge2 41 2

built by Sertankzade Mehmed Emin Efendi. He, his mother, Fazil Ali Efendizade Fazil 5eyh Abdullah
Efendi and Seyyid Mustafa Efendi, who became 5eyh in place of the abovementioned Emin Efendi, are
all buried there. The abovementioned Emin Efendi died in the year "Appointing as successor," 245 1172
[1758-59], while he was eyh of his father's tekke, 2414 near the Congregational Mosque of Hafiz Paga.

[At his death] the blessed age of His Excellency the aforesaid $eyh Seyyid Mehmed Murad Efendi
was seventy-six years. Following his death, his friend, Seyyid Musa Kelim Efendi, composed a chrono-
gram, and this was noted down as a blessing.

0, Kelim, learning [of Murad Efendi's death], composed the date in grief.
"Fortune again buried a longed-for treasure," 241 5 1132 [1719-20].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

On the eyhs of the abovementioned tekke:2416

$eyh Seyyid Mehmed Murad Efendi, [d.] 1132 [1719-20]; Kilisi $eyh Ali Efendi, [d.] 1147 [1734-35];
$eyh Sirri Ali Efendi, [d.] 1169 [1755-56]; the celebrated calligrapher and flute player without equal,
Omer Efendi, known as Ak Molla. He was Sirri's halife; Gelibolulu $eyh Mustafa Efendi, [d.] 1176
[1762-63]; Qanakhisari 5eyh Haci Mehmed Efendi, [d.] 1199 [1784-85]; another $eyh Mehmed Efendi,
[d.] 1208 [1793-94]; 5eyh Hasan Efendi, [d.] 1208 [1793-94]; the deceased 5eyh Mehmed Efendi; the
deceased $eyh Hfiseyin Efendi.

2405 Located in Eyfip. For the $ah Sultan Camii, see Hadika, 277-82.
2406 Located in Eyfip. For the Mosque of Zal Paa, see Hadika, 277-79.2407Eyledi pii Murdd izere Mehmed-i mfikerrem.
2408 Tekyede ehl-i dili ddzrvdn eyledi db.
240 The Mustafa Paga Tekkesi; see Hadika, 309-10. For Bahir K6se Maktul Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 118.
2410 Located in Eyinp; see Hadika, 315.
2 1 1 Yirmisekiz Qelebizade Mehmed Said Paga; see Hadika, n. 2390.
212 The Sertankzade Tekkesi belonging to the Halved order; see Haskan, Eyip, I, 140-42.
2413 istihldf.
2 4 1

4 Pederi tekkesi, the Nureddin Cerrahi Tekkesi in Karagi~mrfik, the site of the tomb of Pir Mehmed Nureddin Cerrahi (1678-
1720) and asitane of the Nureddini branch of the Halveti-Cerrahi order; see Hadika, 2034; Lifchez, Dervish Lodge, 51, 77, 132,
155, 197; Z5E, 69-70.

241 Dehr kzldi yine bir kenz-i Murddi medfun. The phrase kenz-i Murddi can be read either as "longed-for treasure" or "the
treasure, Murad [Efendi]."

241 For a slightly different list, see Z5E, 57-58.
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43. The Miizevvir Mosque" in Nisanczlar

[295] Its builder was the subasz Mfizevvir Sfileyman. He is buried nearby. The footboards (ayak tahtasz)
called sitting boards (oturak tahtasz), which are found in the courtyards of most mosques, were the
invention of the builder of this mosque. [The Mfizevvir Mosque] has a quarter.

44. The Congregational Mosque of Nisancla?'"

Its builder was the chief of the imperial chancery (nisancz), Mustafa Paya ibn Celaleddin Tosya'h.4 1 9 His
grave is also located there. This is the chronogram for his death on his gravestone: "0 God! Have mercy
on Mustafa!" 14 1 975 [1567-68]. He and his brother, Salih Efendi, were known as the chiefs of the
imperial chancery (nisancdlar). The mekteb and fountain near the abovementioned mosque were built by
Grand Vizier Rami Mehmed Papa in the year 1155 [1742-43]; that is, at the end of the reign of Sultan
Mustafa Khan the Second. There is also a farm in the vicinity of Eyftp which belonged to him and bears
his name.4 2'

During the reign of Sultan Sileyman Khan, when Grand Vizier Ibrahim Paa2422 was assigned to Egypt
to carry out some needed reforms, the abovementioned Niganci Mustafa Papa was given the office of
chief secretary of the divan (divan efendisi) and, later, that of head of the imperial chancery (ni5ancz). In
the instituting of laws and many matters, he was a counselor, fiscal officer of the divan and a steady
prop among statesmen. He retired in 964 [1556-57]. He prepared a translation from Persian to Turkish
of a truthful book named Me'aric al-Niibivve (The Ascents of Prophethood) and gave it the name
Tabakat al-Mesalzk fi Derecat al-Mamalhk (The Classes of Pathways: On the Ranks of Kingdoms). He also
wrote a book on ethics entitled Mevahib al-Hallakfi Meratib al-Ahlak (The Creator's Gifts: On the Grades
of Morality). On the accession of Sultan Selim Khan the Second, following the death of Sultan
Suleyman Khan, he was again honored with high office as head of the imperial chancery and he died
while in this office. This is the chronogram composed by his brother, Salih Efendi, when he became
secretary to the council of state (kdtib-i divan):

May His Excellency, the pasa of exalted rank and majesty,
Rejoice always in the favor of God-be He exalted!

24 The Mfizevvir Mescidi (Mosque of the Trickster), known also as the Sileyman Subapi, Minzevi or Karci S6leyman
Mescidi, located at the intersection of Sfileyman Subapi Tfirbesi Sokaki, Eytp Mescidi Sokagi and Mfinzevi Caddesi in the
Niganca Quarter in Eyfip. It is listed as among the works of Mimar Sinan. Ayvansarayi mentions elsewhere (Hadika, 202, 262)
that Sfileyman Subasi was the builder of the Kirazh Mescid in the Molla Hfisrev Quarter in Bayezid and the Unkapam Camii in
the Yavuz Sinan Quarter in Unkapam; see DBIA, VII, 94; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 73-74; IC, I, 107. For location, see MW map, B 1/12.

2418 The Nigancilar Camii, known also as the Niganci Mustafa Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Eyiip Niganca Caddesi
and Nimet Sokagi in the Dfigmeciler Quarter in Eyip. It is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, VI, 87-88; Haskan,
Eyfsp, I, 75-77; IC, I, 111. For location, see MW map, B 1/10.

2419 Celalzade Mustafa Qelebi, known as Koca Niganci (c. 1490-1567), Ottoman official and historian of the sixteenth century.
The son of a kadi from Tosya, he was trained for a learned career but, attracting the attention of Grand Vizier Piri Paa, was
appointed (1516) a clerk in the divan-z hismayun. Between 1518 and 1523, he served as secretary to Piri Paga and later to his
successor, Grand Vizier lbrahim Paa. He was made reisfslkfsttab in 1525 and, in 1534, promoted to the office of nisancz, a post
which he held for twenty-three years. The state documents which he prepared in this capacity came later to be regarded as
models of chancery style. His most ambitious historical work was a projected description of the Ottoman state and government
in thirty books, entitled Tabakat al-Mesalik fi Derecat al-Memalik, only the last volume of which survives. In addition, he wrote a
history of the reign of Selim I, a book on ethics, made translations from Persian and Arabic and wrote poetry under the pen
name Nigani; see EI', II, 400.

1
4

1 ildhi rahmet eyle Mustafa.
2421 The Rami Mehmed Paa Qiftligi, from which the district in Eyip known as Rami, located between Sagmalcilar, Topcular

and the Edirne Kapi, gets its name. For Rami Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 960.
2422 Damad Frenk Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 202.
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May he cross the seas with the victorious soldiers of the shah!
May he gain fame in the time of the King Solomon of the age!

[296] May he cause the clime devastated by oppression to prosper!
May he come and free the Muslims from all anxiety!

[Mustafa] gave inspiration, and the Unseen Voice composed a chronogram.
"May the just Asaph of the age make Egypt prosper!" 24 2 930 [1523-24].

The aforesaid grand vizier [Ibrahim Paga] was a descendant of Yanko bin Madyan. 2 4 On his
execution in Ramazan of the year 942 [1536], Ayas Paga2425 became grand vizier. The abovementioned

Salih Efendi2426 became kadi of Aleppo and of Egypt. After his dismissal, he translated the book entitled

Cami al-Hikayat (Compendium of Stories) from Persian into Turkish on the order of Prince Bayezid bin

S61eyman, and he became miidemis of [a medrese in] Eytip. On going blind, he was retired on a
pension and subsequently died. He was buried near his brother, at some distance from his house. This
hemistich by Bursali Kandi Efendi gives the date of his death: "0 God! May Paradise be Salih's
tomb!" 22

1 973 [1565-66]. There is also a poem of his named Leyla and Macnun and glosses by him of
some books of jurisprudence. He translated the legends of Firuz 5ah, which, according to the account
of Hasan Qelebi, the author of the Tezkire-i $uara (Biographies of the Poets), totaled eight hundred

nine volumes. In addition to these, he wrote [other] admired works. He used the pen names Salahi and
Salih. The life of the late [Salih Qelebi] was passed in celibacy, but, on reaching the age of sixty, prior
to becoming kadi of Aleppo, his mother gave him a concubine, and, on a son of his named ishak being

born to her, the poet Rahmi composed this chronogram: "May the glory of the son of Salih be exalt-

ed!" 2428 956 [1549-50]. [The boy] died at the age of ten.
Because he was disobedient toward his father Sultan Sileyman, Prince Bayezid, together with his

older brother Prince Sultan Mustafa, suffered the padishah's wrath. After the aforesaid [Prince
Bayezid] fled to Iran, having fought a great battle on the plain of Konya with his other brother, Sultan

Selim Khan the Second, he was martyred through the perfidy of the Iranian Shah [Tahmasp]. A
detailed account [of these events] is given in the history of Hoca [Sadeddin] *242' This chronogram was
composed for [Bayezid's] battle with his brother: "Bayezid battled with Sultan Selim,"2430 966 [1558-59].
And this is another [chronogram]: "The sedition of Bayezid was extirpated."2 3 [The Congregational

Mosque of Nigancilar] has a quarter. [297]

2423 Asaf-i devrdn-z 'ddil Mtsir'z dbdd eyliye.
24" For Yanko bin Madyan, see Hadika, n. 208.
2425 For Ayas Paa, see Hadika, n. 157.
2421 Celalzade Salih Celebi (d. 1565), Ottoman scholar, historian and poet, the younger brother of Niganci Celalzade Mustafa

Celebi. Trained for an ulema career, he passed through a series of teaching assignments before being appointed to the medrese
of the Fatih Mosque in 1536-37 and to the Bayezid Medrese in Edirne in 1542-43. There followed judicial appointments in
Aleppo, Damascus, and Cairo. He retired to Eyfip in 1550 and was made mfaderris of a local medrese in 1559 but was forced to
retire in 1561 because of failing eyesight. His works include a history of Egypt, translations from Persian and some poetry; see
El2, II, 400-1.2 27 Kabr-i Sdlih cennet ola yd lldh.242 8 alefi sdlih ide Celle Celdl.

242 For 5eyhflislam Hoca Sadeddin and his history, see Hadika, n. 138.
2 .. Eyledi Sultdn Selim ile kztdli Bdyezid.
2431 Fitne-i Bdyezid ref oldz.
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45. The Topgular Mosque""22 in Nisanczlar

Its builder was Esad Aga, who was head of the artillerymen (topgubaz) in the time of the reign of His
Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sfileyman. He is buried before the mihrab. This is the numerical
date on his gravestone: 966 [1558-59]. His son, Ismail Aga, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

46. The Congregational Mosque of the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi433

Its builder was the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sileyman. It has the appearance of a dervish lodge and has
rooms (hucurat). Mahmud Qelebi Efendi, its first eyh, is buried opposite it. He was the son-in-law of
Seyyid Ahmed Efendi, the leyh of the [Tekke of] Emir Buhari in Istanbul.2" Following the death of the
abovementioned 5eyh Seyyid Ahmed Efendi, Mahmud Efendi was appointed to his place. Mentegeli
Haci Halife, who later died in Illuminated Medina, became eyh in his place. 5eyh Ebubekir Taki Efendi
became eyh in his place and, following his death, 5eyh Sefer Efendi became head of the zaviye.
Subsequently, 5eyh Hamza Efendi became head of the zaviye, followed by Tascizade 5eyh Mehmed
Efendi, and, after him, his son 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, and, following his death, Mehmed Emin Efendi.
But because [Mehmed Emin Efendi] gave up [the office of eyh] and set out as a mendicant mystic,
5eyh Hasan Feyzi Efendi became head of the tekke. After his death in 1102 [1690-91], his son, Mehmed
5eyhi Efendi, became head of the zaviye. He wrote a supplement'.. to Atayi's appendix to the 5akayik,2436

and included in it the ulema, eyhs, poets, kings and viziers of the century. He passed away in the year
"Fortunate devotee," 23 7 1144 [1731-32]. He is buried at the foot of the minaret. The chronogram is in
the hand of the famous calligrapher Egrikapili Mehmed Rasim Efendi. 8 After that, the virtuous
5ahkadinzade 5eyh Abdurrahman Efendi became head of the tekke. He died nine years later. He also is
buried there. His son, [5eyh Feyzullah] Efendi, became 5eyh. On his death in [1184 (1770-71), the
office of seyh] was jointly conferred on his two sons.

May God be praised and commended! [298] The congregational mosques, small mosques and tekkes of
the city of Eyfip, located near the Abode of the Exalted Sultanate and adjoining the Royal Seat and
containing the blessed tomb of His Excellency Halid bin Zeyd Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may the Creator's
paradise be his-have been noted. Numbering forty-six in all, Friday prayers are performed in twenty-
three of them and the remaining twenty-three are small mosques. The abovementioned blessed city is a
judicial district of thirty-two quarters and it has seven large and small districts (nahiye).

2432 The Topular Mescidi (Artillerymen's Mosque), located on Rami Kiela Caddesi opposite incirlik Sokagi in the Topcular
Quarter in Rami in Eyfip. The mosque was rebuilt in 1974; see DBIA, VIII, 441; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 99-100; IC, I, 146.

2433 The Emir Buhari Zaviyesi Camii, known also as the Emir Buhari Tekkesi Camii, located at the intersection of Mfinzevi
Caddesi and Degirmen Sokagi in the Niganca Quarter in Eyinp. The mosque is listed as being among the works of Mimar Sinan.
It was torn down in 1941; see DBIA, III, 166-67; Haskan, Eyfip, I, 47-49; IC, I, 52; ISTA, IX, 5087-88. For its heyhs, see Z;E, 54.

244 The Emir Bukhari Tekkesi near the Fatih Camii; see Hadika, 49-50.
243 The Vakayi-i Fuzela (Circumstances of the Virtuous), an analysis of the text which was published by Ali Ugur under the

title, Ottoman Ulema in the Mid-Seventeenth Century (Berlin, 1986).
2436 For Atayi's appendix to the akayzk, see Hadika, n. 1310.
243 'Abd-i haceste.
2438 For Egrikapih Mehmed Rasim Efendi, see Hadika, n. 139.
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FOLLOWING THIS, A DESCRIPTION AND ACCOUNT OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND SMALL MOSQUES

FOUNDED IN THE PLACES NAMED DAVUDPA$A,24 9 VIDOZ,2440 ALI BEY VILLAGE,24". SA'DABAD VILLAGE2442 AND

KARAAOAQ, 244
3 WHICH ARE CLOSE BY AND IN THE VICINITY OF THE ABOVEMENTIONED CITY [OF EYJP], WILL BE

ENTERED UPON

1. The Congregational Mosque of the Davud Paa Saray,2 1

Its builder was Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. The aforesaid sultan was the honored son of His
Majesty Sultan Ibrahim Khan. He ascended the throne in Receb one thousand fifty-eight [1648]. As a
result of the subversion of some stupid persons, the aforesaid padishah was dethroned in Muharrem
1099 [1687], while the Austrian infidels attacked the frontiers of Islam and following the execution in
Belgrade of the sultan's son-in-law, Kara Mustafa Paga.2' He was the commander-in-chief of the Vienna
campaign of one thousand ninety-four [1683], which God in His wisdom had caused to be routed.
[Mehmed Khan's] brother, His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman the Second, ascended to the throne. The
length of his reign was almost forty-one years.

The aforesaid Davud Paga," 6 one of the viziers of Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint, became grand vizier
in [the year] eight eighty-eight [1483-84], following Ishak Paga. He died in the year 892 [1486-87] and

242 The plain known as the Davudpaa Sahrasi (Field of Davudpaga), located about four kilometers beyond the Top Kapi,
overlooking the old Edirne road. The name has been in use since the end of the fifteenth century because it was the site of a
palace and mosque built by Bayezid II's grand vizier Davud Paa. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the Davud-
paga Sahrasi served as a parade ground for the army before it set off for Europe, and it was used as an archery and cerid field and
as an excursion spot for the people of Istanbul. It is in the present Gfing6ren District in Bakirk6y; see ISTA, VIII, 4308.

244 Village, known also as Gfing6ren K~yi, located about six kilometers beyond the Top Kapi. Its site is today incorporated
within the Merkez Quarter of the Gfnngbren District of Bakirkby. In the eighteenth century Vidoz was notorious as a Gypsy
village to which pleasure-seekers would repair during the summer months to drink wine and enjoy the clean air; see DBIA, VIII,
465.

2"1 Village located on the west bank of the Alibey Deresi, about four and a half kilometers north of Eyip. A favorite excursion
spot, it was particularly popular in the early eighteenth century when Sultan Ahmed III, Grand Vizier lbrahim Paga and other
Ottoman notables built palaces and pavilions in its meadows. Incicyan describes it at the end of the eighteenth century as being
inhabited by Turks. It is today attached administratively to Eyiip; see DBIA, I, 203-4; P. C. Incicyan, XVI. Asirda Istanbul, trans.
Hrand D. Andreasyan, 2nd. ed. (Istanbul, 1976), 94; ISTA, II, 639-40.

212 Formerly a famous pleasure ground and holiday resort, located along the banks of the Kagithane Deresi at the head of
the Golden Horn. Known by European travelers as the Sweet Waters of Europe, the area was used as an excursion spot going
back to the sixteenth century and was the site of mansions and gardens which were a favorite resort of the court and members
of the Ottoman elite. The area was particularly popular in the Tulip Period, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, when
Ahmed III built the famed Sa'dabad Kasn there. Although the palace was destroyed during the Patrona Halil Revolt of 1730,
repairs were carried out by Mahmud I, and Sa'dabad continued to be favored as a resort into the middle of the nineteenth
century when Sultan Abdilaziz built the Qaglayan Kasn. From the late nineteenth century, however, the area was neglected and
is today an area of polluted industrial slums.

2442 District to the north of Snitlfice at the mouth of the Kagithane Deresi, in the uppermost reaches of the Golden Horn. It
takes its name from the imperial garden and seaside palace-the Karaagae Sahilsarayi and Karaagae Baheesi-initially built
there in 1672 by Sultan Mehmed IV. The area was greatly admired for its fine view, sweet water and clear air, and was much
frequented by the Ottoman sultans throughout the eighteenth century, in particular during the reign of Ahmed III. Neglected
by Selim III, both the palace and the garden fell into ruin and were torn down in 1826 by Mahmud II. Karaagae is today
incorporated within the Sfitlice Quarter of Hask6y; see DBIA, IV, 438-39; Incicyan, Istanbul, 95.

24 The Davud Papa Sarayi Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Palace of Davud Paga), located near the Davud Papa Sarayl
on the grounds of the Davud Papa Barracks outside the Top Kapi in Bakirk6y. The mosque was repaired by Sultan Mahmud II
in 1828 to serve the needs of the soldiers of the nearby barracks. The mosque is no longer extant; see Hadika, n. 655 above; also
DBIA, III, 8-9; IC, I, 45; ISTA, VIII, 4313.

24 Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 1485.2
' Koca Dervi Davud Paga; see Hadika, n. 174.
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was buried in his mosque in Istanbul, the description of which was given in its place." 7 Hersekzade
Ahmed Paga2

44s became vizier after the deceased. The aforesaid deceased built the palace,"" which still
bears his name, as a halting place on the route of the imperial army when it set out on campaign.

Later, His Majesty the aforesaid deceased Mehmed Khan the Fourth ordered the abovementioned
mosque to be built, a minbar to be installed and that neighborhood brought into existence, not doubt-
ing that, as a result of his great delight in hunting and the chase and by reason of the large numbers of
those who came and went, there would be sizable congregations at the times of prayer, especially on
Fridays. [299] U akizade Abdfilbaki Efendi composed this chronogram for the abovementioned
mosque:

Baki, I composed it in order to yield the date.
"Come to the mosque of Sultan Mehmed Khan!" 5 1061 [1650-51].

2. The Congregational Mosque of Vidoz245 1 in Davudpasa

Its builder was Sultan Osman Khan the Second, the son of Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. It was built
together with an exalted palace, and he also installed its minbar. The monies for its expenses were paid
from the imperial purse. The aforesaid padishah was born in the year 1013 [1604-5] and ascended the
throne at the age of fourteen, following the deposition of his paternal uncle, Sultan Mustafa Khan the
First, in Rebiftlevvel 1027 [1618]. He set out on the Polish campaign in the year 1030 [1620-21] and,
after the peace of 1031 [1621], returned to the Abode of the Caliphate [Istanbul]. Because of the revolt
which broke out in Receb 1031 [May 1622], as he was about to set out on the blessed hajj with the aim
of reorganizing the Egyptian army, His Majesty the aforesaid padishah died a martyr in the Yedi
Kule." The abovementioned Sultan Mustafa Khan returned to his place but after sixteen months was
again deposed. The length of [Osman's] reign exceeded four years. The length of his life was eighteen
[years].

3. The Mosque of the Village of Ali Bey245 3

Its builder was Hoca Hibetullah Hatun. [The location of] her grave is not known. Sultan Ahmed Khan
the Third installed its minbar. Monies for its support were assigned from the vakf of the Yeni Congrega-
tional Mosque,24

1
4 the celebrated mosque of the mother of his father, His Majesty Mehmed Khan the

Fourth. There was also in the abovementioned village an unpretentious palace, the building of Meh-
med Khan the Fourth, but at present no trace of the building survives.

2447 The Davud Pasa Camii; see Hadika, 117-18.
244 For Hersekzade Ahmed Paga, see Hadika, n. 1289.
2449 The Davud Paa Sarayi; see Hadika, n. 655.
241 Cdmi'-i Sultdn Mehmed IHdn'a gel.
2451 The Vidoz Camii, known also as the Gene Osman Camii, located at the intersection of Mimar Sinan Caddesi and

Doganbey Caddesi in the Merkez Quarter in Gfing6ren in Bakirk6y. The mosque was rebuilt in the 1950's; see 1C, I, 150.
2452 The revolt of 18-20 May 1622, which culminated in Osman's deposition and execution, was sparked by the sultan's plans,

following the failures of the Polish campaign, to reform the Ottoman army and bureaucracy. These reforms appear to have
included a purging of the Janissary corps and its replacement by a national militia composed of Muslim peasants from Anatolia
and Syria. The sultan's decision to undertake the hajj was believed to be a pretext for setting the reform program in motion.

2453 The Ali Bey Karyesi Mescidi, known also as the Ali Bey Kbyfn Mescidi, located at the intersection of Silahdar Aga Caddesi
and Cami Sokagi in the center of the village of Ali Bey; see DBIA, I, 204; Haskan, Eyfsp, I, 25-25; IC, I, 21-22; ISTA, II, 642.

2414 The Yeni Cami of Turhan Valide in Emin5nu.
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4. The Congregational Mosque of Sa'ddbdd"5

Its builder was Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third's most generous son-in-law and grand vizier [Damad Ibra-
him Paga] ,2456 who was grand vizier for thirteen years. The festivities"" for the circumcision of the
imperial princes took place during his vizierate. [300] The imperial feast on the Ok Meydam in Zilkade
1132 [1720] lasted fifteen days and nights, and there was rejoicing at the circumcision of the four
princes named 5ehzade Sultan Suleyman, Sultan Mehmed, Sultan Mustafa and Sultan Bayezid.

The construction of Sa'dibid was carried out through the efforts of the aforesaid vizier, and, upon it
being completed within a short time in 1135 [1722-23], all the viziers, ulema, high officials and agas of
the Janissary corps were invited, and a banquet was given by the grand vizier. The abovementioned
mosque was built at that time [and provided] with all its necessary components, such as the minbar and
minaret. On the fifteenth of Rebinlevvel 1143 [28 September 1730], at the time of the Patrona and
Mush Revolt, one hundred twenty mansions of high state officials located at Sa'dAbid were demolished.
The aforesaid vizier was also executed, and His Majesty the aforesaid padishah was deposed. Subse-
quently, in 1206 [1791-92], the abovementioned place was completely rebuilt through the royal zeal of
His Majesty Sultan Selim the Third, and, on Monday, the eighth day of Zilkade 1207 [17June 1793], he
retired to it and stayed for eight days and nights. In 1224 [1809-10], on the imperial order of His
Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan, its waterfalls, summer houses, palace, blessed
mosque and minaret were renovated and embellished in accord with a new design. Separate preachers
and miiezzins were appointed [in the mosque], and a reading stand (kursi) was also installed. Following
that, a private gathering took place [in the palace] but, because a dwarf drowned in the pool and a
female slave died during the stay of four or five days, the gathering was concluded.

This Kgidhane, which was also an excursion spot in the time of Sultan Sfileyman Khan, is described
in Pecevi's histor' 4 58 as follows. Joyful imperial festivities were twice held in the Meydan-i Esb24

1 in

Istanbul to celebrate the circumcision of the noble sons of the aforesaid padishah. The first began on
the first day of 5evval 936 [29 May 1530], and, following the circumcisions of Sultan Mustafa, Sultan
Mehmed and Sultan Selim Khan in the palace of the grand vizier and most generous imperial son-in-
law, Ibrahim Paga," which took place on the twentieth day, a [horse] race was announced on the field
of Kagidhane for the twenty-first day. [301] Prize horses were made ready, but a mare came in first. A
very tall pole was erected, a silver bowl full of gold coins was placed at its summit, and the first archer to
hit it with an arrow obtained it. Later, on the fifth of Zilkade 946 [13 March 1540], during the vizierate
of Lutfi Paa, 2461 another splendid celebration was held for the circumcision of Prince Sultan Bayezid,
and it was concluded after thirteen days.

24 The Sa'dabad Camii, known also as the Qaahyan Camii, located on the west bank of the Kigidhane Deresi just south of
the Istihkam Yedek Subay Okulu, which at present occupies the site of the old Sa'dabad Kasn, on Eyiip Sultan Caddesi in the
Merkez Quarter in $igli. The mosque was first built in 1722 during the Tulip Period, was repaired during the reigns of Selim III
and Mahmud II, and was rebuilt in 1862 by the architect Sarkis Balyan for Sultan Abdilaziz; see DBIA, VI, 386-88; 1C, I, 117. For
location, see Sedad H. Eldem, Sa'dabad (Istanbul, 1977), 34-35, $ekil 18.

246 Damad Nevhehirli lbrahim Paha; see Hadika, n. 22.
2457 The extravagant public celebrations of September 1720, which accompanied the circumcisions of the sons of Ahmed III,

the princes Sfileyman, Mehmed, Mustafa and Bayezid.2458 Pegevi Tarihi; see Hadika, n. 2308.
2. The At Meydam or Hippodrome in Sultan Ahmed.
24 Frenk Damad Ibrahim Paa; see Hadika, n. 202.
241 For Lutfi Paa, see Hadika, n. 1656.
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5. The Tekke Mosque"' near Sa'ddbdd

Its builder was Grand Vizier Kara Mustafa Paga.* 2 The head (ortabasz) of the seventy-first orta of the

Janissaries resides there, at the place named Tekke, and has charge of the copper vessels and other

equipment entrusted to its kitchen (matbah). The abovementioned mosque does not have a minaret.
Persons setting out on journeys rent copper pots from there and use them on condition that they not

carry them off to foreign lands.

6. The Mosque of the Village of Kdkzdhane*M

Its builder was Daye Hatun, the nurse of 5ehzade Sultan Mehmed, whose $ehzade Mosque is in Istan-
bul. Its incomes come from the vakf of Haseki Sultan.2 6 It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i himayun), a
mekteb and a minaret with a single balcony. Its builder's grave is on the right side of the abovemen-

tioned mosque's cemetery. These two couplets are written on the arch of its gateway:

The founder of this mosque is the nurse of Sultan Mehmed.
May God-be He exalted-grant her mercy!

May she dwell with the Prophet [Muhammed] in Paradise!
"May a Fatiha [be said] for her and for all founders of mosques,"246 951 [1544-45].

[302] The name of [the mosque's] founder is not known. The abovementioned village [of Kagidhane]
has a hamam, and there is a 5adzrvan pool fashioned from a single stone in its glassed-in vestibule. The

stone water troughs by the stream in the nearby field are also [Daye Hatun's] charitable works.

7. The Tahta Kadz Mosque* 7 in the Abovementioned Village

This mosque is a dervish lodge (zaviye). At present, it is in ruins. Its builder was Mustafa Efendi, who is

buried in the cemetery there. His gravestone is adorned with a turban of the type worn by sultans and

judges (5r]). The village hamam is one of the income-producing properties of this vakf At the time of

our writing, its salaried eyh and imam was Himmetzade Seyyid Bahaeddin Efendi, the Friday preacher

of the Congregational Mosque of Zeyrek.14
' A wall is built around the abovementioned mosque, and, at

present, a great plane-tree stands before its gate.

8. The Congregational Mosque of Karaakag469 in Sidtice

Its builder was the babiissaade agasz Osman Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. Because in

time no trace of the mosque survived, although its minaret remained standing, the darfissaade agasz

Haci Begir Aga,"' known as the Koca Aga, built it anew, and it was brought to life with an imperial

2 The Tekke Mescidi, located in Kgiithane. The mosque is no longer extant; see 1C, I, 145.
24 Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 1485.
2464 The Kagithane Karyesi Mescidi, known also as the Daya Hatun Mescidi, located between Sa'dabad Caddesi and Cami

Arkasi Sokagi in Kagithane; see DBIA, IV, 383; 1C, I, 79.
2465 Hurrem Haseki Sultan; see Hadika, n. 874.
*4 Her ki mescid sdhibini Fdtiha birle diza.

247 The Tahta Kadi Mescidi, located in the village of Kagithane. The mosque is no longer extant; see 1C, I, 143.

" The Zeyrek Camii; see Hadika, 132.
246 The Karaagac Camii, located on Karaagag Caddesi near the intersection of the present-day Avni Efendi Sokagsi in the

Sfitlice Quarter in Hask5y. Neither the mosque nor the nearby Bektasi tekke is any longer extant; see IC, I, 82. For location, see

Kauffer, Plan de Constantinople, where the two are marked Mosquie et Couvent.
2470 For Haci Begir Aga, see Hadika, n. 327.
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tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) and assigned incomes for expenses. The abovementioned eunuch was
[darissaade] aga[sz] in the time of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third. He was dismissed [from the office of
hazinedar in 1713] and, after that, became 5eyhidharem. Later, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the
First again made him darassaade agasz, all of which was mentioned in its place."7

There was [formerly] an exalted palace in the abovementioned place.47 Because the sultans moved
to it in the spring and autumn, the abovementioned palace flourished until the time of Sultan Selim
Khan the Third. Later, when His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan ordered the
restoration of Kaoidhane, because [the palace] was no longer held in royal esteem and was on the
point of falling down, its ruins were completely demolished and removed. In Muharrem [1] 242 [1826],
the remaining stones of its walls were taken to the barracks being built for the Victorious Soldiers of
Muhammed (Asakir-i Mansure-i Muhammedi) ,2473 and its site remained empty. But in [lacuna] the
bostanczbasz Halil Aga caused a barracks to be built there for the bostancz. The hamam which was built for
the servants of the palace and is located near the abovementioned mosque is at present in ruin. [303]
This couplet by His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third was inscribed above a door in the harem of
the abovementioned palace:

Distraction of the heart like the form of the beloved,
My care-dispelling garden of Karaagae.

In the last part of the reign of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, a poor dervish built a hut on the site of
the Bektasi tekke1 74 near the abovementioned place. Although it eventually became a great tekke, the
abovementioned dervish lodge was pulled down at the time of the suppression of the Bektasi order in
1241 [1825-26] ,247' and it was turned over to a person by the state treasury for use as a garden. Its 5eyh,
the vekil baba, who was an Albanian, was exiled to Aydin, together with the other [Bektagi] rebels. The
former master of the Imperial Stables (mirahur) Haci Ali Bey and the theological lecturer Uzun Ali
Efendi were directed to pull down all the Bektasi lodges in Rumelia, and former cebecibasz Ali Aga and
[lacuna] Efendi were appointed in Anatolia, and they set about their official duties in the middle of the
auspicious month of Safer of the year 1241 [1825].

2471 That is, in connection with the Begir Aga's Aga Camii; see Hadika, 55-56.
2472 The Karaagae Sahilsarayi, first built in 1672 by Sultan Mehmed IV; see DBIA, IV, 439-40; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 3940.
2473 The New Order Army, trained on Western lines and founded by Sultan Mahmud II in 1826.
2474 The Karaaae Tekkesi, the oldest and most important of the Bektasi tekkes of Istanbul. Although the date of its

foundation is uncertain, it appears that the tekke was supported by the vakf of Sultan Bayezid II and must, therefore, have dated
back to the beginning of the sixteenth century. The vekil baba mentioned below is Ibrahim Baba, who was exiled to Birgi at the
time of the suppression of the Bektasi dervish order; see Hadika, n. 2475.

2475 Because of its close links to the Janissary corps, the Bektagi dervish order was suppressed by Sultan Mahmud II shortly
after his destruction of the Janissaries in June 1826, an event known in Ottoman history as the Vaka-i Hayriye or Auspicious
Event. In Istanbul, Bektasi buildings were destroyed and their leaders executed or sent into exile (10 july 1826), while elsewhere
in the empire the order's followers were scattered and its properties confiscated.

In addition to the Karaagae Tekkesi, Bektasi convents in and around Istanbul included, on the European side of the Bos-
phorus, the Karyakdi Bayin Tekkesi in Eyiip and the Bademli Tekkesi in Sftlice, both at the head of the Golden Horn; the
Kazlieme Tekkesi near the Yedikule and the Takiyeciler Tekkesi at the Top Kapi, both outside the land wall; and the $ehidler
Tekkesi in Rumelihisar. Those on the Anatolian side were the Qamlica Tekkesi, overlooking Uskfidar; the $ahkulu Tekkesi at
Merdivenk6yni; the Pagalimam Tekkesi; and the Dilaver Baba Tekkesi in Bapbfnyflk K6yf. In time, many of the order's prop-
erties were turned over to the Naksbendi order, and it is for that reason that the Istanbul tekkes of the Bektagiye were often in
later times listed as among those belonging to the Nakebendiye; see ISTA, V, 2443-47; John Kingsley Birge, The Bektashi Order of
Dervishes (London, 1965), 77-78; Hasluck, Christianity and Islam, II, 516-18; GeorgJacob, Die Bektaschijje (Munich, 1909), 51-52.
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9. The Congregational Mosque of Staice476

Its builder was the babiassaade agasz Mahmud Aga, who is buried in the cemetery in front of the
mosque's gate. His father's name was Abdullah. This date is written on his gravestone: 957 [1550-51].
5eyh Ishak Karamani, known as Cemal-i Halveti, 7 7 one of those buried in the surrounding area, is

interred in a private tomb. He died in the year "The quintessence of the saints died,"24 78 933 [1526-27].
His son, 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, died while he was seyh in the tekke of the tomb of Emir Buhari, and he
is buried there. The year of his death was 993 [1585-86]. His Excellency the aforesaid 5eyh Ishak
Karamani Efendi was a halife of Habib Karamani. Karahisari 5emseddin Ahmed Efendi247 1 is also buried
there. The chronogram on his grave is in his own calligraphy. The numerical date of the year [304] is
by his manumitted slave and disciple, the famous Qerkes Hasan Qelebi,2480 who is also buried there. The
abovementioned Ahmed Efendi was the halife of Cemal-i Halved and he was a pupil of the famous
calligrapher Esadullah Kirmani.24 1 Ahizade Hfiseyin Efendi2*2 composed this chronogram for his death:
"Alas, Master Karahisari passed away!" 2483 963 [1555-56].

In Receb of the year nine forty-three [1542], while he was seyhilisldm, the abovementioned Ahizade
Hfiseyin Efendi suffered the wrath of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth and was exiled. The
bostancbasz caught up with him and, turning his boat around, brought him back to Filorya. He was
strangled on the order from His Majesty the abovementioned padishah and, after his death, was buried
in the abovementioned place. This couplet was also composed about the abovementioned Karahisari
Ahmed 5emseddin:

He is the essence of those who put graceful calligraphy to paper.
Among the distinguished, Karahisari is writing's crown.

The abovementioned Hasan Qelebi was the master's manumitted slave and disciple, so much so that in
writing the inscription of the blessed Sfileymaniye Mosque and inscribing his name above its portal, in
order to complement his master, he put him in place of his father and wrote Hasan bin Ahmed. He
died in the year 1002 [1593-94] and is buried beside his master.

The grave of His Excellency Yusuf Sinegak14 is also there. "Charming person,"2
1

5 953 [1546-47], is

the date of his death. He was a member of the Mevlevi dervish order and the author of the Gizide-i
Mesnevi (The Choice Mesnevis). He also wrote 11,694 couplets in emulation of Yazicizade's
Muhammediye.2 "

8 He was originally from Yenice. He was a halife of Ibrahim Gfil6eni. The slain Halet

247 The Sutfice Camii, known also as the Mahmud Aga Camii, located on Hamam Sokaki, adjoining the Hasircizade Tekkesi,
in the Sfitlfice Quarter in Hasky. The mosque is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, II, 480; IC, I, 136; IKSA, IV,
2106-7. For location, see Istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 17, L/14.

2477 5eyh ishak Karamani (not to be confused with $eyh Mehmed Aksarayi) known also as Cemal-i Halved (d. 1496), Turkish
mystic and calligrapher of the early sixteenth century. A halife of seyh Habib Karamani, he was the founder and first seyh of the
Koruk Tekkesi in Molla Gfirani; see Z5E, 27; Rado, Tark Hattatlan, 64.

2471 Mite ziibdet al-evliyd.
247 For Karahisari $emseddin Ahmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 113.
248' For Qerkes Hasan Celebi, see Hadika, n. 112.
2481 Esadullah Kirmani (d. 1486), fifteenth-century Ottoman calligrapher and teacher of Karahisari $emseddin Ahmed; see

Rado, Tfirk Hattatlan, 47.
2482 $eyhfnlislam Ahizade Mehmed Hfsseyin Efendi; see Hadika, n. 362.
2481 Gegdi hayfa Karahisdi-i pir.2484 yUSUf S nickname, Sinecak or Torn Bosom, is said to derive from the intensity of his mystic love of God. Born in Vardar

Yenicesi (Pella) in what is today Greece, he studied under $eyh Gfileeni, traveled in Persia, and eventually became seyh of the
Mevlevi Tekke in Edirne. His death occurred in 1546; see HOP, III, 61.

2481 insdn-i siin-kr.
248 The fifteenth-century Turkish mystic Yazicioglu Mehmed's versified Turkish rendering of his Arabic religious treatise

entitled Maghdrib al-Zamdn (Setting-Points of Time). The poem consists of a series of verse paraphrases of commentaries on
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Efendi, one of the greatest officials of the time of His Majesty Mahmud Khan, caused [Yusuf Sinecak's]
tomb to be repaired and a railing to be built around it, and, at present, they illumine it at night with
lamps. [Yusuf Sinecak's] brother, Hayreti, composed the chronogram "Al- ey4," 941 [1534-35], for
Gfileni Dede's death. Turnaciba i Yetim Baba Ali Efendi was an apprentice of Mimar Sinan and
became the bina emini of the Sfileymaniye Congregational Mosque. He died in the year 960 [1552-53]
and is buried there. [305] He was a halife of Cemal-i Halveti. Uyuni Seyyid 5eyh Mehmed Efendi of the
Sfinbili dervish order is buried in the nearby tekke.48

Avnullah bin Abdfilfettah, a dervish of Toklu Dede, is also buried there, as is Balizade Mustafa
Efendi,2488 who became eyhidisldm in Safer one thousand sixty-seven [1656]. He was dismissed in 5aban
of the abovementioned year and was banished to his fief (arpalzk), Filibe, together with his son, who was
the kadi of Galata. A year later, he was transferred to Yanbolu and was subsequently permitted to reside
in his seaside villa, the Murad Molla Sahilhane, in Sfitilce. Later, following his death on the twelfth day
of Rebifflihir 1073 [24 November 1662], he was buried in a terrace overlooking the highway at the rear
of the abovementioned seaside villa. However, because, in time, a great many houses were built around
it, the abovementioned grave came to be situated behind a wall.

There is a zaviye built by Damadzade Feyzullah Efendi 489 in the abovementioned place. He was twice
eyhilisldm in the time of Sultan Osman Khan the Third, and, during his second term of office, the

accession of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third occurred. On his death at the end of Cemaziyilevvel 1175
[December 1761], he was buried in the walled cemetery of the abovementioned zaviye following the
performance of his funeral prayers in the Congregational Mosque of Eynp.49 0 The name and title of the
aforesaid, "Dimidzide Feyzullih Efendi," give the date of his first term as eyhalisldm. The biography of
his father, 5eyhfilislAm Ebulhayr Efendi, was noted in connection with the Tekke of 5eyh Murad

texts from the Qur'an and Traditions having to do with Creation, the mission of Muhammed and the end of the world.
Although of no great artistic value, the Muhammediye succeeds well in giving instruction in a pleasant way and long enjoyed a
wide popularity. Its author, the elder brother of the poet Yazicioglu Ahmed Bican, was born near Gelibolu and was a halife of
Haci Bayram Veli. He is said to have spent a period of training in Iran and Transoxania before returning to Gelibolu, where he
spent his time in devotional exercises and the composition of literary works. He died in Gelibolu in 1451 and is buried beside
his brother. Their tomb is a popular pilgrimage place. For the author, a discussion of the Muhammediye and translated selections
from the text, see HOP, I, 389-410; EP, IV, 1171-72.

2487 For Seyyid Mehmed Uyuni, who died in 1166/1752-53, see Mecmua, 394.
2488 Balizade Mustafa Efendi (d. 1662), thirty-eighth Ottoman eyhiisldm. After advancing through the learned career path,

he was appointed to the judgeship of Galata and in 1648 was made kadwasker of Rumelia. This was followed by assignment to the
offices of kadzasker of Anatolia and leyhilisldm (21 November 1656). He was dismissed on 23 May 1657 and sent into exile but
was pardoned after five years and allowed to live in Sfitlice. He was the author of a number of works on religious subjects,
including a collection of traditions having to do with Ebu Eyyub Ensari; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhilishmlan, 87; SO, IV, 397.

2489 Damadzade Feyzullah Efendi (1699-1761), seventy-first Ottoman seyhalisldm. The son of $eyhfilislim Damadzade Ebulhayr
Ahmed Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and, after receiving his professorial diploma (raus-i tedris), was quickly
promoted through a number of professorships. By the age of thirty-one, he had been appointed to the prestigious judgeships of
Galata and of Bursa, and was subsequently made kadzasker of Anatolia (1749) and of Rumelia (1749 and 1754). He was finally
appointed seyhilisldm on 8 June 1755 but was dismissed on 26July 1756. Given the office a second time on 18 February 1757, he
was removed eleven months later, on 26 January 1758, but was permitted to retire to his house in Sutlfice where he died in
1761; see Altunsu, Osmanli eyhalisldmlarz, 138; SO, IV, 36. The zaviye which he built, known as the Bademli or Damadzade
Feyzullah Efendi Tekkesi, occupies a site which seems to have been formerly occupied by a zaviye dating back to the time of
S6lleyman I, known as the Caferabad Tekkesi. In later times, the Bademli Tekkesi appears to have been known as the K6mficnt
Baba and Minir Baba Tekkesi. Located between Sala Sokaki and $eker Kuyusu Sokagi in the Sitlice Quarter in Hask6y, it was
closed at the time of the so-called Vaka-i Hayriye, the destruction of the Janissary corps in June 1826. In time, however, it was
turned over to the Nakebendi order, reopened and was still functioning at the end of the nineteenth century. Its site is today
occupied by the Cemal Artitz Ilkokulu; see Bilgin Turnali and Esin Yficel, "Istanblul'daki Bazi Tekkelerin Yerlerine Dair Bir
Aragtirma," VakzflarDergisi, 19 (1984), 145-48; ISTA, VI, 3331.

2490 Turnali and Yfncel report that $eyhfilislam Feyzullah Efendi's cylindrical gravestone, dated 1175/1761-62, is still standing
in a small hazire on Sala Sokagi; see ibid., 147.
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Efendi. 9 1 Because his grandson, Arif Efendi, a holder of the honorary rank (paye) of Anatolia, gave the
abovementioned tekke to a man belonging to the Bektasi dervish order, the tekke was demolished and
the abovementioned man was exiled along with the Bektasis who were banished in Zilhicce 1241
[1826]. The abovementioned grandson was also banished and exiled to Gfizelhisar for the misdeed [of
transferring the tekke to the Bektagi].

During the time he was the head of the Lagari Tekke2
1

9 2 in the place named Taghburun, 5eyh Haci
Mustafa Izzi Efendi, who is known as Hasirizade and belonged to the Sa'di dervish order, caused a
separate zaviye492 to be brought into existence in Sfitfice. [306] The Sa'di ritual is at present performed
in the abovementioned zaviye. After His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third ordered the enlargement
and renovation of the abovementioned zaviye, it was restored and expanded through the imperial zeal
of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the Just between [1231/1815-16 and 1252/1836-37]. Following his
death in CemaziyfilAhir 1239 [1824], the aforesaid Hasirizade 5eyh Mustafa Efendi was buried in a
private tomb facing the abovementioned tekke. His son, 5eyh Sieyman Efendi, known as Sevilon
Efendi, became head of the tekke in his place. Sadeddin and Nureddin, the sons of the aforesaid Mus-
tafa Efendi, who died five or ten years before him, are buried beside Cemaleddin 49 -may God, be He
exalted, have mercy on them.

10. The Kaysunizade Mosque49 5 in Sitlice

Its builder was Kaysunizade Mehmed Efendi. When, in nine seventy-eight [1570-71], Malulzade Seyyid
Mehmed Efendi returned from the judgeship of Egypt, he brought Kaysunizade with him to Istanbul,
and, when it became evident that he was a skilled physician, he became chief of the imperial physicians
(reisiletibba-z sultani). He died in the year "Auspicious summons," 1020 [1611-12] ,249' and is buried near
his mosque. The Manzume-i Tib (Poem on Medicine), which one of his friends set to verse, is his tested
handbook. His son, Mahmud Efendi, became head of the imperial physicians (hekimbasz) in his place.
He died six years later and was buried beside his father. Kaysuni means preparer of ladanum. There is a
biography of him in Atayi's appendix to the $akayzk.2497 [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The abovementioned Malulzade, 2498 on whom by God's grace the offices of marshal of the
descendants of the Prophet (nakib) and eyhilisldm were conferred, became seyhailisldm following the
death of Kadizade Efendi in the year nine hundred eighty-eight [1580-81]. He held the office of
meyhailisldm for just one year during the reign of Murad Khan the Third. He died in the year nine
hundred ninety-three [1585-86], following dismissal [from the office of eyhidisldm], while in retirement
with only the office of marshal of the descendants of the Prophet (nikabet). He was buried in front of
the daralkura which he built between the congregational mosques of Zincirlikuyu and Niganci Mehmed
Paga2499 -[307] may God have mercy on him.

249] The 5eyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi; see Hadika, 310-12.
2492 The Lagari Tekkesi; see Hadika, 281 and n. 2328.
2493 The Hasirizade Tekkesi in Sitlfice, founded in 1199/1784, located on Elifi Efendi Sokagi in the Silthice Quarter in Has-

k6y; see DBIA, IV, 6-9; Z5E, 58; M. Baha Tanman, "Hasirizade Tekkesi," Sanat Tarihi Yzllzg, 7 (1976-77), 107-42; Lifchez, Dervish
Lodge, 90-95.

2494 $eyh Ishak Karamani known as Cemal-i Halved; see Hadika, n. 2477.
249 The Kaysunizade Mescidi, located on Gaysuni Mehmed Efendi Sokagi at the intersection with Elifi Efendi Sokagi in the

Sntlfnce Quarter in Beyoglu. The mosque is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan. An inscription of two lines over the
entrance records a restoration by a certain Ayge Hatun in 1300/1882. The mosque is today in ruin; see DBIA, IV, 511. For
location, see Istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 17, L/1424 96 Da'vet-i meymenet.

2497 For Atayi's appendix to the $akayzk, see Hadika, n. 1310.
2499 5eyhilislAm Malulzade Mehmed Efendi; see Hadika, n. 1603.
249 The Niganci Paga Camii and Zincirlikuyu Camii in Karagntmrnk; see Hadika, 133, 233-34.
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CHAPTER THREE

ACCOUNT OF THE OF THE DISTRICT NAMED HASKOY

1. The Kegeci Mosque"

Its builder was Kegeci Mehmed Aga. The abovementioned mosque has two stories on one of its sides.
[The location of] of its builder's grave is unknown. Uncu Halil Aga installed its minbar. Later, in the
course of rebuilding the abovementioned mosque, Emetullah Kadin, the baskadzn of Sultan Ahmed
Khan the Third, introduced and built the mosque's mekteb in its lower story. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

2. The Handan Aga Mosque"'

Its builder, the abovementioned aga, was an attendant of Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. [The location
of] his grave is not known. The abovementioned mosque was built overlooking the shore next to the
Tersane Saray." Kiblelizade Mehmed Bey, a high official of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the
Third, renovated it at the time of the princely circumcision feast,"" while he was commissioner of the
naval arsenal (tersane emini), and caused funds for the expenses of its minbar to be assigned from the
property of its vakf

The abovementioned [Tersane] Sarayi was completely demolished near the end of the reign of
Sultan Selim Khan the Third. Although the site was transferred to the naval arsenal (tersane), a separate
seaside villa for the commissioners of the naval arsenal was built on a spot near the abovementioned
mosque. Its back side was kept as a boat landing. The abovementioned seaside villa for the commis-
sioners of the naval arsenal was completely renovated at the beginning of 1242 [1826-27]. The demol-
ished palace was completely renovated in 1200 [1785-86], during the time of [Sultan Abdfil]hamid
Khan and the grand vizierate of Koca Yusuf Paa. His Majesty the aforesaid Sultan Selim Khan visited
the abovementioned palace at the beginning of his reign. At that time, the abovementioned mosque
was renovated and an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfmayun) was introduced. [The mosque] does not have
a quarter.

3. The Kiremidgi Mosque"

Its builder was Ahmed Aga. He is buried before the mihrab. It is evident from this chronogram on the
arch of its minbar's gate that the minbar was installed by the kapzcz Esadullah Aga and his wife Ayni
Hatun. [308]

250 The Kececi Mescidi (Mosque of the Felt Maker), known also as the Kece Mehmed Aka Mescidi, located at the intersec-
tion of Kececi Piri Camii Sokag and Kiraci Odalan Sokagi in the Kecici Piri Quarter in Hask6y; see DBIA, VIII, 252; 1C, I, 87.
For location, see istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 17; Nouveau Plan de Pera, Galata, F/4.

2011 The Handan Aga Mescidi, known also as the Kugkonmaz Camii, located between the shore of the Golden Horn and
Hask6y Camii Sokagi, immediately to the west of the Tersane in the Kecici Piri Quarter in Hask6y; see DBIA, VIII, 185; 1C, I, 67;
OMFD, III, 416-17. For location, see istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 17, K/12.

2502 The Palace of the Naval Arsenal, known more generally as the Aynah Kavak Kasn, located on the shore of the Golden
Horn in Hask6y.

2501 In the year 1720; see Hadika, n. 2457.
2504 The Kiremidei Mescidi (Mosque of the Tile Maker), known also as the Ayni Hatun Camii, Kiremidei Ahmed Celebi or

Kizil Minare Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kirmizi Minare Sokagi and Kalayc1 Bahiesi Sokagi in the Piri Paga Quarter in
Hask6y. The mosque was restored by Sultan Abd6ilhamid II in 1889; see DBIA, VIII, 259; 1C, I, 90; IKSA, IV, 2060. For location,
see istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 17, K/12.
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Two patrons of good works expended their riches and possessions,
In order that they both be remembered for their charity until the Day ofJudgement.

They built this mosque. They made it a noble congregational mosque,
In accord with the command and edict of the King of Kings:

The one, the epoch's virtuous Rabia,
Ayni Hatun, who created it out of charity;

The other, the gatekeeper of the palace of the padishah of the world, who
Is a lion of courage. He was named Esadullah.

When it was completed, the Voice proclaimed its date.
"It became a noble congregational mosque and an abode of the servants of God,"50 1000 [1591-92].

[The Kiremidei Mosque] does not have a quarter.

4. The aban Mosque""

Its builder was Haci $aban, who is also buried in the neighborhood of the mosque. It has a separate

vakf of income-producing properties. It also has a quarter.

5. The Phi Pala Mosque"

This is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Piri Mehmed Paga,2 111 who is buried in his mosque in

Silivri. The nearby single hamam was also built by the aforesaid [Piri Paga]. The former head of the

gavul (sergavusan), Hatibzade Dani Ahmed Efendi, a high official of the Exalted [Ottoman] State, who

became aga of the sipahi (sipahiyan agasz) in the imperial army at the end [of the reign] of Sultan

Mustafa Khan the Third, installed its minbar. In the year 1191 [1777-78], during the reign of [Sultan

Abdfil] hamid Khan [the First], the abovementioned aga of the sipahi was banished to Bozca Ada.2 1" He

died in "Mystery of Fate,"2 1 1 1192 [1778-79]. [The mosque] has a quarter. The biography of its builder,
the aforesaid builder vizier, was given in connection with the Congregational Mosque of Sogukkuyu in

Zeyrek,"" which is his charitable work. [309]

6. The Turlucu Congregational Mosque""

Its builder was Turgucuzade Hhseyin Aga. He is buried before the mosque's mihrab. [The mosque] has

a quarter.

2" Ayni Hatun is compared with the famous saint RAbi'a al-'Adawiyya (713-801), whose mystical sayings, noted for their pith
and clarity, have often become proverbs throughout the Islamic world.

250 Cdmi'-i hdss olub oldt cay-z 'ibdd.
2507 The $aban Mescidi, known also as the Haci $aban, 5aban Aga or Altuni Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kalayci

Bahge Sokagi and Haci $aban Camii Sokagi in the Piri Paa Quarter in Hask6y. The present mosque is of recent date; see IC, I,
136. For location, see Plan des itudes de Constantinople, Pera-Galata, feuille 2, K/13

2508 The Piri Paga Mescidi, located next to the Pir Pasa Hamami on Piri Papa Hamami Sokagi in the Piri Paga Quarter in
Hask6y. The mosque, which is said to have been built in the third decade of the sixteenth century, is no longer extant; see
DBIA, VIII, 361; IC, I, 115.

2" For Piri Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 209.
210 The island of Tendos at the mouth of the Dardanelles in the northeastern Aegean.
2511 Szrr al-kazd
2512 See Hadika, 153-55.
21 The Turgucu Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Pickle Seller), known also as the Turgucuzade Hiseyin Q.elebi Camii,

located on Turgucu Camii Sokasi in the Piri Papa Quarter in Hask6y; see DBIA, VIII, 446; IC, I, 147. For location, see Istanbul
Rehberi, 1934, sheet 17, K/13.
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7. The Abdiasselam Mosque 14

Its builder was the defterdar Abdfisselam, who is buried in a separate tomb near his imaret and medrese
in Kienkeekmece. Asci Hfiseyin Aga installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

8. The Congregational Mosque of the Barracks of the Mortar Corps (Humbaraczyan)21 5

It was built by the deceased Mihrigah Sultan, the mother of His Majesty Sultan Selim the Third, in the
middle of the barracks which he newly erected and brought into existence for his mortar corps
(humbaraczyan) and sappers (lafmczyan). " It is attached to the blessed vakf of the tomb and imaret""
which she ordered built and brought to life near [the tomb of] His Excellency Ebu Eyyub Ensari. All of
its needs are excellently provided for. The abovementioned mosque was originally built with a single
minaret. Subsequently, the late Sultan Selim Gazi Khan added one more minaret, and, at present, it has
two minarets, each with a single balcony. In the blessed [month of] Ramazan, they string beautiful
lights [between the two minarets]. The abovementioned mosque was completed in the year 1218 [1803-
4] and opened for the performance of obligatory prayer. It was built as an upper-story [mosque] and
was named the Congregational Mosque of the Barracks of the Mortar Corps (Humbaraciyan Kielasi).
There are barracks rooms on its four sides. The half [of the barracks] on its Sfttlfice side was assigned
to the sappers and the half on its Hask6y side was assigned to the mortar corps. An imperial pavilion
was built on the side [of the barracks] facing the sea, and separate rooms, the one for the head of the
mortar corps (humbaraczbasz) and the other for the head of the sappers (lag~zmczbavz), were built over the
gates on its two sides. A school of engineering (miihendishane), iron works (demirhane), hamam,
smelting works (kalhane) and a foundry (dbkimhane) were built and erected near the abovementioned
barracks. Subsequently, munitions depots were erected near the abovementioned barracks in the
period of His Majesty Mahmud Khan, and the already built barracks and depots were renovated. [310]
And, in time, after the seizure by the state treasury of the adjoining landing and shops, three more
stone and brick depots were built. In 1242 [1826-27], a site near Kirkagae was prepared for drilling the
soldiers of the abovementioned place, and, in the summer, they drill [there] twice a week. [The Con-
gregational Mosque of the Barracks of the Mortar Corps] does not have a quarter.

The end of Volume One. Volume Two follows.
M[uharrem]

Printed in the Imperial Printing Works
on the first of Ramazan of the year 1281 [28 January, 1865].

2514 The Abdfisselam Mescidi, located on Abdilsselam Sokagi opposite the intersection with Tasci Anf Sokagi in the Sftlfice
Quarter in Hask6y; see DBIA, I, 55; IC, I, 18; IKSA, I, 213-14; ISTA, I, 166. For location, see Plan des itudes de Constantinople, Pera-
Galata,feuille 2, K/13.

215 The Humbaraciyan Kielasi Camii, known also as the Humbarahane, Mihrigah Sultan or Hahcioglu Camii, formerly
located within the Humbaraciyan Kiplasi on Karaagac Caddesi on the shore of the Golden Horn, just to the east of the Hahe
Bridge of the Qevre Yolu, in the Sitlice Quarter of Hask6y; see DBIA, V, 458-59; IC, I, 73; IKSA, IV, 1917.

21 The Mortar and Sappers Corps were units of the Cebeci charged with the production and use of mortars, grenades,
bombs and portable mines, and with the construction of trenches, earthworks, gun emplacements and subterranean mines for
siege warfare. Although the Humbaraci were neglected until the beginning of the eighteenth century, attempts were made
during the reign of Sultan Mahmud I to reform them under the supervision of a French convert to Islam, Ahmed Paga
Bonneval (known also as Humbaraci Ahmed Paa). Under Selim III, as part of a general reorganization of the army along
Western lines, the Humbaraci and Lagimci were housed in new barracks at Hask6y on the Golden Horn and were given
specialized technical training in conformity with European practice; see EI2, V, 52-53; Uzungargih, Kapukulu Ocaklar, II, 117-33.

2517 See Hadika, 274-75.
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[CHAPTER FOUR]

[THE MOSQUES OF KASIMPAA, GALATA AND THE EUROPEAN SHORE OF THE LOWER
BOSPHORUS]

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE COMPASSIONATE, THE MERCIFUL

[2] ALL OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND QUARTER MOSQUES, GREAT AND SMALL, WITH AND

WITHOUT QUARTERS, IN THE LOCALITY KNOWN AS KASIMPA5A2sis IN THE PLACE NAMED KOZLUCA DERE, ONE

OF THE DISTRICTS OF GALATA,

ARE [HEREIN] DESCRIBED

1. The Congregational Mosque of Gizelce Kaszm Pasa2 1
11

The aforementioned Kasim Paga2
1
2
1 was brought up in the imperial palace in the time of the sultanate

of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sfileyman Khan Gazi. Following his retirement from service
as an imperial stirrup-holder (nkab agasz) and as a mir-i miran, he became governor of Budin. Later, he
was twice governor of Egypt. He was appointed for the first time on the twelfth day of Receb 929 [27
May 1523] and was dismissed after thirty-four days. Hain Ahmed Paya was appointed in his place.
Because of this act of usurpation,25 21 the abovementioned traitor was executed by popular demand and,

2518 District on the northern shore of the Golden Horn, extending from Galata to Hask6y and climbing inland to the slopes
of Piyale Paga and the Ok Meydani. In the Ottoman period, it was among the earliest parts of the Beyoglu shore to be developed
and one of the most important districts of the city. Known in the Byzantine period as Pegae (Springs), it was the site of an
imperial summer palace built by Basil I (867-86) and of numerous churches, none of which survive.

It is thought that during the siege of Constantinople of 1453, Sultan Mehmed II, moving his ships overland from the Bos-
phorus to the upper reaches of the Golden Horn behind the chain which blocked its mouth, transported them down to the
water's edge through the valley of the Kasimpaga (Kozlu) Dere. Following the Conquest, Mehmed established a naval arsenal
(tersane) on the shore, and this was enlarged in the sixteenth century by Sultan Sfileyman I. By the seventeenth century,
Kasimpaga had become one of the most prosperous and flourishing districts of the city.

Evliya Qelebi describes the district as so densely inhabited that no area of it remained vacant or uncultivated. Although
Kasimpaga was unwalled, it was protected by guard stations and was illuminated at night by lamps, which were set out before
every mosque, warehouse of the arsenal, shop and house. While the majority of its population was Muslim, Kasimpaga included
ten quarters of Greeks and one of Armenians. Its inhabitants included soldiers, craftsmen, tanners, ship builders and
merchants. Evliya describes it as having an agreeable climate and numerous, pleasant walks and gardens, and remarks on its vast
cemeteries, with numerous pilgrimage places, containing the graves of Muslims who had fallen during the earlier Arab sieges of
Constantinople; see DBIA, IV, 480-82; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 43-49; Incicyan, Istanbul, 97-99.

2519 The Gfizelce Kasim Paga Camii, known also as the Camii Kebir, Kasimpaga or Koca Kasim Paga Eski Camii, located on
Bahriye Caddesi between Safra Sokagi and Kasimpaga Camii Sokagi in the Camii Kebir Quarter in Kasimpaga. The mosque is
listed among the works of Mimar Sinan; see Sadi Abae, Kastmpasa'nzn Tarihgesi (Istanbul, 1935), 8-10; DBIA, III, 461-62; IC, II, 27.
For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 20, block 897.

2520 Gfizelce Kasim Papa (d. 1552), Ottoman vizier of the reign of Sultan Sf6leyman I and the person for whom the Kasimpaga
Quarter in Istanbul is named. He is known to have participated in Selim I's conquest of the Mamluk state, was appointed
beylerbeyi of Anatolia at the time of Sf6leyman's accession and took part in Sfileyman's expedition against Rhodes in 1522. In
1524, he was made governor of Egypt, followed by appointments as kapudan- derya, governor (muhafiz) of Istanbul and beylerbeyi
of Rumelia. He became third vizier in 1529 and took part in the first Ottoman siege of Vienna in the same year. For reasons
unknown, he was dismissed in 1537, was demoted to sancakbey of the Morea and retired in 1541. Although contemporary
historians do not hold him in especially high regard, he was active as a patron and began the reconstruction of the quarter
which bears his name; see Vefeyat, 78; EI2 IV, 722; SO, IV, 36-37.

2521 Ahmed Paga the Traitor (d. 1524), Ottoman vizier appointed governor of Egypt in 1523, after being passed over for the
grand vizierate following the fall of Piri Mehmed Paa. He declared his independence in January 1524 and took the title of
sultan after discovering that his rival in the capital, Ibrahim Paa, had persuaded Sultan Sinleyman to dispatch a new governor to
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in 930 [1523-24], the abovementioned eyalet [Egypt] was again conferred on Kasim Paga. A year later,
when Grand Vizier Ibrahim Papa was charged with putting Egypt's affairs in order, he was discharged
from office. He was also commander-in-chief (serasker) during the conquest of Rhodes. Because the
deceased pasa built this mosque, the abovementioned district is at present known by his name.

When, at the end of the reign of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, the abovementioned mosque
burned down, [3] it was renovated by its miitevelli, Feyzullah Bey, the noble son of Nuh Efendi, the chief
of the imperial physicians and brother of the former grand vizier, the late Ali Paga."2 " The chronogram
which he composed was inscribed on the arch of its portal.

Alexander-like captain of the gazis of the Faith, who adorns the spectacle of battle,
That exalted pasa, patron of good works, whose namesake is Kasim, 3

Whom God made to prosper and who in his day became kapudan:
He built this exalted mosque and gave new life to his name.

Nine forty [1533-34] is the date of the construction of the mosque,
Which became, in truth, a matchless place of worship for men and for angels.

It burned down in the year one thousand one hundred thirty-four [1721-22].
Fire fell upon the hearts of mankind as if the world were consumed by fire.

That virtuous and wise khedive, Abdullah Efendi,
Became the pillar of religion of the age and superintendent of vakfs.

He called for its renovation, enlargement and elevation,
And a mosque, exquisite and without equal, was built through his zeal.

When this supplicant Feyzi, a servant of the vakf and of the affairs of [its] administration,
Searched for an elegant and exceptional chronogram,

The Voice suddenly expressed its date with embellishment.
"Pure place of prayer and beautiful mosque without equal,",12 4 1135 [1722-23].

A adzrvan was also built. Originally, the abovementioned pasa also built a medrese. He entrusted in-
struction in it to his teacher, the commentator on the Divan of Hafiz and Gilistan of Sadi, Siruri $eyh
Mustafa Efendi. He also agreed to give instruction in the blessed Mesnevi2?12 after the hour of afternoon
prayer. Among the income-producing properties of the blessed mosque's vakf are a court of justice
(mahkeme), a double hamam and other rental properties in the abovementioned district. In the year
935 [1528-29], he built another blessed mosque of brick and stone in Bozburun. [4] The abovemen-
tioned pasa did not become kapudan pasa. He only received the rank of captain (kapudanlzk) with three
tur. His place of burial is in Gelibolu. The mekteb located near the abovementioned mosque was built by
his daughter Nefise Hanim. Its administration is held in mortmain by the miitevelli of her father's vakf
The abovementioned lady is buried in the courtyard of her mekteb. Following his death in 1149 [1736-
37], the kapudan-z derya Laz Ali Paga was buried in the raised terrace of this mekteb. The large fountain
near this blessed mosque is the charitable work of the abovementioned Feyzi Bey Efendi. 5uaybzade
Ibrahim Efendi, whose mekteb is located in the Agiklar Meydani, is buried in the cemetery of this
mosque. This is the numerical date on his gravestone: 1021 [1612-13]. [The Ginzelce Kasim Paya
Mosque] has a quarter.

Cairo with orders for his execution. His rebellion was short-lived, however, and although he escaped to the Banu Bakr
Bedouins, he was soon surrendered by them for execution; see Vefeyat, 121; EI2 , I, 293; SO, I, 196.

2" Nuh Efendizade Hekimoglu Ali Paa; see Hadika, n. 723.
212 The eldest son of the Prophet Muhammed by Khadija, said to have died at the age of two.
12 'ibddetgdh-z pdk ve cdmi'-i zibd-yt bi-hemtd.
2125 The Mesnevi of Celaleddin Rumi; see Hadika, n. 2016.
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2. The Siiruri Mosque5 26

Its builder was Musliheddin Mustafa ibn Hoca 5aban. When, in the year 926 [1519-20], at the time Mu-
hyiddin Fenari was kadi of Istanbul, the office of deputy judge (niyabet) was first established, he was
appointed [to it]. He was initiated as a dervish by Mahmud Efendi, the son-in-law of Emir Buhari, and
became a miidemis on his return from the hajj. The Kasim Paya Medrese was built for him. He was
appointed tutor to Prince Sultan Mustafa. Subsequently, in 5ewal 960 [1553], when the abovemen-
tioned prince suffered the wrathful sword of his father Sultan Sileyman at the place named Ak Oyk
near Eregli, the aforesaid [Musliheddin] chose retirement. Made a halife by 5eyh Abdifllatif Efendi, the
son-in-law of $eyh Mahmud Efendi, he busied himself until his death with giving lessons in the environs
of his mosque. On his death, he was buried before its mihrab by the highway. This is the date [of his
death]: "Prince of the learned in Paradise,"25" 969 [1561-62]. Another chronogram is "The prince of
the world departed,"2 2 969 [1561-62].

The works of the abovementioned master in the Arabic language include a gloss of Kadi Beyzavi's
commentary on the Qur'an, a commentary on Buhari, 25 29 a gloss on the Telvih, a commentary on the
Hidaye, a gloss on the commentary on the Mevakzf,"53 a commentary on the Mzsbah (Light),253 a com-
mentary on the Merah (Place of Repose), a commentary on the Mucez (Epitome), and a commentary on
the Giilistan (Rose Garden) ;2132 in the Persian language, a commentary on the Bustan (Fruit Garden) 2533

2534 23a commentary on the Divan of Hafiz of Shiraz, a commentary on the $ebistan (Bedchamber), 23 a
commentary on the blessed Mesnevi [of Celaleddin Rumi] ,2536 a commentary on the Muamma (Riddles)
of His Excellency Molla Cami,'23' and a commentary on the Muamma (Riddles) of His Excellency Ali-
may God's benevolence be upon him and may God be well pleased with him; and in the Turkish
language [5] the Bahr al-Maarif (Ocean of the Sciences), Ravz al-Riyazin (Garden of Gardens), Kitab-z
Niicum (Book of the Stars), Divan-z Evvel (First Collection of Poetry), Divan-z Sani (Second Collection of
Poetry), Divan-i Salis (Third Collection of Poetry), and others, for a total of thirty [works]. [This is an
extract] from one of the poems of the abovementioned master:

Do you remember that you were a guest in the village of the heart?
That you were a wretched doorkeeper at the threshold of that shah?

At times I called you a man, at other times as angel, at others still ajinn.
As to my perception, you sometimes appeared, at other times you were hidden.

They said that among the named names, Veli would cause grief.
0 Snlruri, would that I had not seen that you were merry!

.52. The Sfiruri Mescidi, located at the intersection of Sfnruri Qegmesi Sokagi and Aynah Qegme Sokagi in the Silruri Mehmed
Efendi Quarter in Kasimpaga; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 11; 1C, II, 62. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 21, block 691 (Cime-
tiere musulman).

2527 Mir-i ved be-behist.
12 Gitdi cihdn serveri.
2529 The collection of hadith known as the Sahah, compiled by the Traditionalist Muhammad ibn Isma'il al-BukhAri (d. 870);

see Hadika, n. 1443.
2520 For the commentary of Beyzavi, and for the Telvih, the Hidaye and the Mevakzf, see Hadika, n. 1145.
2211 Presumably the famous mesnevi poem Misbdh al-Anwdh (Light of the Souls), often attributed to the thirteenth-century

Persian mystic Awhad al-Din Hamid KirmAni (d. 1238), but more likely written by Shams al-Din Muhammad Bardasiri.
252 A celebrated book of stories in prose mixed with verse, one of the major works of the famous Persian poet and moralist,

Muslih al-Din Sa'di of Shiraz (1184-1292).
22 A collection of poems on ethical subjects, regarded together with the Gilistan and the Divan as one of Sa'di major works.
25.4 The collected poems of the fourteenth-century Persian lyric poet and mystic Shams al-Din Muhammad Hifiz of Shiraz.
2515 The Shabistan-i Khiydl (Bedchamber of Fantasy) of the Persian mystic poet Muhammad YahyA b. Sibak of Nishapur, known

as FattAhi (d. 1448-49), whose rhetorical embellishments, mastery of allegory, constant play on words, flourishes and hidden
meanings were much admired, especially in Central Asia, India, and Ottoman Turkey.

2" For the Mesnevi and Celaleddin Rumi, see Hadika, n. 2016.
25" The great Persian mystical poet Maulini Nfir al-Din 'Abd al-Rahman Jimi (1414-92).
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All of his books are housed in a room adjoining the mosque. [The mosque] also has a mekteb. The
steward of the grand vizier (vezir kethaidasz), Ibrahim Bey, known as Uzun Bey, installed the mosque's
minbar while he was commissioner of the naval arsenal (tersane emini). The date of the abovementioned
master's death is 1181 [1767-68]. He is buried near the Ok Meydam. Murad Paa, a commander of the
fleet, is also buried in the cemetery of this mosque. The numerical date on his gravestone is 1072 [1661-
62]. The fountain [dated] 1145 [1732-33] in the corner opposite [the mosque] is the charitable foun-
dation of the Janissary aga Abdfilbaki Aga. It was built during the time he was an aga. [The Sfiruri
Mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Congregational Mosque of Yahya Kethfida25
11

Yahya Kethida Aga was the steward (kethfida) of the former grand vizier Mehmed Paga-yi Tavil.... The
abovementioned pasa became grand vizier following the death of Semiz Ali Paa in the year 972 [1565].
He died in the divan as a martyr in 987 [1579-80]. He was mentioned in connection with his mosque.
The abovementioned steward is buried in his mosque. There is a tekke, an upper-story mekteb, and a
adzruan in the courtyard of the abovementioned mosque. It has a quarter.

4. The Tahta Kadz Mosque5
1

Its builder was Kadi Mehmed Efendi, one of those who came with Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan [at
the time of the Conquest]. He is buried in its environs. He died in the year 873 [1468-69]. A person
named Abaci Yusuf installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter. [6]

5. The Eyyiihfim Mosque 5
41

Its builder was 5emseddin Ahmed Efendi ibn Yusuf Yegani. He was employed as kadi in Amasya, Bursa
and Gelibolu. Later, when he became paralyzed, he was pensioned off and died in the year 941 [1534-
35]. The phrase "al-5ey4" is the date of his death. His grave is also there [at the Eyyfihfim Mosque].
Kamer Hatun installed its minbar. The abovementioned Kamer Hatun, the daughter of Sinan, died in
988 [1580-81]. She is buried in her mekteb overlooking the main road opposite the Mevlevihane located
in Begikta . Mehmed 5ah Riyazi, the son of the abovementioned builder, died one year after his father,
while he was a midemis in Edirne. The hamam opposite this mosque is one of the income-producing
properties of this vakf, and the Sefer Dede buried in the stokehole of this bath was one of the dervishes
of 5eyh Hasan Efendi, known as Hinsameddin Ugaki, who is buried in his zaviye in Kasimpaga.2 54 2 The
reason for [Sefer Dede's] death is related as follows. One night, for want of a place at bedtime after His

25" The Yahya Kethinda Camii, located at the intersection of Sipah Firi Sokagi and Pirineci Kahya Sokao in the Yahya Kahya
Quarter in Kasimpaga. It is listed as among the works of Mimar Sinan; see Aba,, Kaszmpaoa, 11; 1C, II, 70. For location, see
Pervititch map, III, sheet 22, block 706.

2511 Sokullu Mehmed Paia-yi Tavil; see Hadika, 214-15 and n. 21.
254 The Tahta Kadi Mescidi, known also as the Tahtkadi or Kadi Mehmed Efendi Camii, located at the intersection of

Bahriye Caddesi and Tahtakadi Sokagi in the Knegilk Piyale Quarter in Kasimpaga. The present building is of recent date; see
Abag, Kaszmpasa, 10-11; DBIA, VIII, 425; IC, II, 64; OMFD, III, 506-7. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 21, block 702.

2541 The Eyyfihfim Mescidi, known also as the Eyyinhfim Ahmed Efendi Camii, located on Ahmed Efendi Camii Sokagi at the
intersection with Ufak Kbpra Sokagi in the Siruri Mehmed Efendi Quarter in Kasimpaa. The present mosque was rebuilt in
1968 on the site of an earlier foundation; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 12; 1C, II, 23; ISTA, X, 5470. For location, see Pervititch map, III,
sheet 21, block 671.

2542 For Htisameddin Ugaki and his tekke in Kasimpapa, see Hadika, 349-50 and n. 516.
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Excellency 5eyh Hfisameddin had attended to his guests, Sefer Dede asked, "Where shall my place to
bed down be?" His seyh became angry and responded, "Yours is in the stokehole! Go to bed!" And
[Sefer] Dede came to the stokehole of this nearby hamam, lay down and never again got up. The
abovementioned dede was buried in that place, and now it is a place of pilgrimage (ziyaretgdh). [The
mosque] has a quarter.

6. The Congregational Mosque of Hact Ahmed...

Its builder is Ahmed bin Abdfissamed al-Yegani, who was the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Si6eyman's head
mat maker (haszrczbasz). He is buried before the mihrab. [The mosque] also has a mekteb. And there is a
fountain of his in a place at some distance [from the mosque]. At present it is dry. This is the
chronogram of the abovementioned fountain:

The fountain, which in its perfection is here found,
Provides its delicious water, its clear, cold water, to the mosque.

[7] It is right that he be remembered in the Two Worlds.
In the end, charitable work leaves not the donor abandoned.

The well-wisher Kandi composed the chronogram for its completion.
"God, may the fountain of Haci Ahmed flow forever," 5" 955 [1548-49].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Congregational Mosque of Emin Bey2 5
4

Its builder is Ba Hasan Efendi. He was commissioner of the naval arsenal (tersane emini). This is the
date of the building in numbers: 984 [1576-77]. The location of his grave is not known. And [the
mosque] has a mekteb and a quarter.

8. The Aga Congregational Mosque 5
46

Its builder is Hilseyin Aga, the aga of the Galata Sarayi, who became the seyhfilharam and died [in
Mecca]. This is the chronogram on the arch of its portal:

When it was completed, I ventured and composed its chronogram.
"Most blessed mosque and shelter of the improved."254 7

[The mosque] has a quarter.

2543 The Haci Ahmed Camii, located at the intersection of Haci Ahmed Karakolu Sokagsi and Kurtoglu Sokagi in the Haci
Ahmed Efendi Quarter in Taksim. The mosque was restored and enlarged in 1992; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 12; DBIA, VIII, 175; IC,
II, 27. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 15, block 481.

21* Hacz Ahmed gesmesin cdi ide dd'im Latif. In fact, the chronogram gives the date 952. The fountain is no longer extant. For
the fountain and its date, see Tamik, (eqmeler, II, 4-6.

2" The Emin Bey Camii, known also as the Hasan Qelebi Mescidi or Gazi Hasan Paa Camii, located at the intersection of
Emin Camii Sokagi and Kahyabey Sokagi in the Kayoncukullugu Quarter in Beyoglu. The mosque, which is listed among the
works of Mimar Sinan, was restored in the nineteenth century and again in 1952, and retains little of its original aspect; see
Abac, Kaszmpala, 12; DBIA, III, 562-63; IC, II, 22; ISTA, VIII, 4551-52. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 21, block 680.

2" The Aga Camii, located at the intersection of istiklal Caddesi and Sakizagaci Caddesi in the $ehit Muhtar Quarter in
Taksim. The original mosque, a single-dome structure, was built in 1005/1596-97. It was restored by Sultan Mahmud II in 1834
and in 1938 by the Directorate General of Vakfs. The jadirvan, pool and fountain in its courtyard are of particular interest. The
former, the work of Mimar Sinan, was brought from the ruined Sinan Paga Camii in Kasimpaga, while the latter comes from the
no longer extant Oluklu Bayir Tekkesi in Eynp; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 12; DBIA, I, 91; 1C, II, 1-2; ISTA, I, 230-32. For location, see
Pervititch map, III, sheet 57, block 1180.

2547 Cdmi'-i esref ve me'vd-yz 'abid al-zsldh.
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9. The Sah Kulu Mosque54

Its builder was Mehmed Qelebi. He was a boon companion (nedim) of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan
Mehmed Khan the Third. He is buried in the garden of the mekteb which he built next to his sebil,
located opposite the library of the former defterdar, the late Atif Efendi, near 5eyh Vefa. The Sinekli
Medrese, located opposite the medrese of Kemanke* Mustafa Paya in Parmakkapi, is also his charitable
work. Serrac Silleyman Aga installed the minbar during the second vizierate of the former grand vizier
Hekimbagizade Ali Paga.2549 [The mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Asma Mosque"5

Its builder was Yunus Aga, the head caulker (kalafatcbali) in the imperial naval arsenal (tersane) in the
time of Sultan Bayezid the Saint. His grave is located in the nearby cemetery. His gravestone is higher
than the other, adjacent stones. Because [the mosque] was built overlooking a public road, it is known
as the Asma (Overhanging) Mosque. [8] It is near the entrance to the crossroad. An artisan named
Omer Aga installed its minbar. The fountain located nearby is the flowing charitable source of the
nazzr-z dariassaade Haci Begir Aga.""5 It was built in 1153 [1740-41]. He died six years later and is buried
in the vicinity of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased with him. [The mosque] has a quarter.

11. The Kamer Hatun Mosque...

Kamer Hatun, the builder of the abovementioned mosque, is buried before its mihrab. The fountain
located nearby is the charitable work of Gfircfi ismail Paga,558 who retired from the office of Janissary
aga with three tug and subsequently became grand vizier. It is [supplied with water] from the stream of
Tophane. It is known as the Aynah Qegme.*5 [The mosque] has a quarter.

This ismail Papa became aga of the Janissaries in Rebifilevvel 1144 [1731], succeeding Sahin Mehmed
Paga. He was subsequently also favored with the rank of vizier. When the eyalet of Rumelia was given him

2548 The 5ah Kulu Mescidi, located on Galib Dede Caddesi near the intersection with $ah Kulu Sokagi in the $ahkulu Quarter
in Beyoglu. The mosque was founded at the beginning of the seventeenth century and was renovated in 1874 by a certain $eyh
Ataullah Efendi; see Abae, Kaszmpasa, 12; DBIA, VIII, 413-14; C, II, 62; A.M. Schneider and M. Is. Nomidis, Galata. Topographisch-
Archdologischer Plan (Istanbul, 1944), 32. For location, see MWplan, F 3/4 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 50, block 1299.

2549 Nuh Efendizade Hekimoglu Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 723.
2550 The Asma Mescidi (Overhanging Mosque), known also as the Asmah Mescid, located at the intersection of Asmah Mescid

Sokaki between Minare Sokaki and Sofyah Sokagi in the Asmah Mescid Quarter in Beyoglu. The mosque is no longer extant;
see Abaq, Kaszmpasa, 12; DBIA, VIII, 43; C, II, 6; ISTA, II, 1128-29. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 52, block 1463,
where its site is shown as occupied by the Asmah Mescit Apartmam.

2551 For Haci Begir Aga, see Hadika, n. 327. For the fountain, the Lala Begir Aga Qegmesi, see Taniik, Gesmeler, II, 107.
2552 The Kamer Hatun Mescidi, located on Arslan Sokagi, behind the British Consulate, in the Kamerhatun Quarter in

Beyoglu. The original mosque dates to the early years of the sixteenth century and was built by Kamer Hatun, the dayz of Selim
I. The present building dates to 1911 and is the work of the architect Kemaleddin Bey. The founder's grave is in the mosque's
courtyard; see Abae, Kaszmpasa, 13; DBIA, IV, 402; C, II, 34; OMBYSD, 435. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 56, block
1480.

2553 Gfircfi ismail Paga (d. 1738), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud I. A member of the Janissary corps, he joined
the rebels during the Patrona Revolt and, following the deposition of Ahmed III, became successively sekbanbapz, kul kethidasz
and aga of the Janissaries (1731). As a rival for the office of grand vizier during the first grand vizierate of Hekimoglu Ali Paa,
Ismail Paga was removed from the capital with appointments first as beylerbeyi of Rumelia (1732), followed by governorships in
Trabzon, Diyarbakir and Baghdad. On the urging of the darfissaade agasz Haci Begir Aga, he was recalled from Baghdad and
made grand vizier following the dismissal of Ali Papa on 13 July 1735 but was in turn dismissed six months later (25 December
1735) for his corrupt and violent behavior. Exiled to Chios and later to Rhodes, he was sent to Hanya on Crete in 1737 as
commander and died there in October 1738; see Vefeyat, 73; SO, I, 363.

2554 For the Aynah Qegme, dated 1145/1732, see Tanapik, Gesmeler, II, 66-68.
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at the end of Muharrem 1145 [1732], Abdillbaki Aga, the kul kethidasz, became [Janissary] aga in his
place. The abovementioned vizier was honored with several high offices and subsequently was favored
with the eyalet of Baghdad. On the dismissal of Hekimzade Ali Paa 25

11 [from the grand vizierate] for a
first time on the twenty-first of Safer 1148 [13 July 1735], he came to the [grand] vizierate from Bagh-
dad. But he was dismissed on the ninth of blessed 5aban of the abovementioned year [25 December
1735], and the imperial weapons bearer (silahdar), Seyyid Mehmed Paa,2 ... became [grand] vizier in
his place.

12. The San Lutfi Mosque55 7

Its builder is Molla Lutfullah Tokadi. He was one of the ulema of Sultan Bayezid the Saint. He was
accused of heresy during the time he was miiderris of the Muradiye in Bursa and was executed on the
testimony of kadiasker Hatibzade Mustafa Efendi. He was buried in the environs of the Yavedud Tfirbe
near the Defterdar Boat Landing in the environs of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased with
him. This is a chronogram for his death: "And I have died as a martyr," 2558 900 [1494-95]. Another

chronogram is "Nonexistence ,"2559 900 [1494-95]. He was an author. [The mosque] has a quarter.
There are by the abovementioned master a gloss containing many subtle points [entitled] erh-i

Mitalaa (Commentary on a Reading), a gloss on Seyyid serif's commentary on the Miftah, a treatise
[entitled] Aksam-z Ulum (Divisions of the Sciences) as well as annotations of other books [9] -may God
have mercy on him.

13. The Tozkoparan Mosque"

Its builder was Haci Bayezid. He died on the blessed Pilgrimage Road. He was famous for archery. The
person buried in the courtyard of the abovementioned mosque was one of the manumitted slaves of
the charitable founder. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2555 Nuh Efendizade Ali Paa, Hekimoklu; see Hadika, n. 723.
2556 Silahdar Seyyid Mehmed Papa (d. 1757), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud I (not to be confused with the

grand viziers Silahdar Seyyid Kara Mehmed Pasa who died in 1781 or Silahdar Mehmed Paa who died in 1788). Born in
Dimetoka, he was raised in the imperial palace, and having won the sultan's favor, became silahdar in 1733. He was briefly
appointed kaimmakam with the rank of vizier during the grand vizierate of Gfsrcnt ismail Paa, and on the latter's dismissal on 25
December 1735, was himself appointed in his place. Being inexperienced in state affairs, he gave little direction to the Ottoman
forces deployed against Austria and Russia when war broke out in 1736, and following a series of Ottoman reverses, was
dismissed in August 1737. He was subsequently appointed to a long series of provincial posts and died twenty years later injidda
while serving as governor; see Vefeyat, 101; SO, IV 243.

2557 The San Lutfi Mescidi, probably located in the Yahya Kahya Quarter in Kasimpaa. It was built by Mehmed II's librarian,
San Lutfullah Tokadi, who was executed in 1494. No trace of the mosque survives, nor can its exact site be established; see IC,
II, 57; OMFD, III, 494.

2558 Ve lekad mfittii sehiden.
2559 Hildf-i vdki bid.
2560 The Tozkoparan Mescidi, known also as the Bayezid Aga Mescidi, located on Tozkoparan Camii Sokagi in the Qatma

Mescid Quarter in Beyoglu. The mosque was built by the famous archer of the reign of Sfileyman I, Tozkoparan Bayezid Aga.
No trace of it remains; see Aba,, Kaszmpasa, 13; IC, II, 67. For location, see Pervetitch map, III, sheet 22, block 715.
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14. The Kapudan Mosque.5 6

Its builder was $aban Kapudan. He is buried near the mosque. This is the chronogram on his grave-
stone:

A friend composed a chronogram for his [death].
"0! Alas! $aban Kapudan departed,", 5 6 1053 [1643-44].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Qatma Mosque5
13

Its builder was Koca Kasim Paga, whose biography was given in connection with his great mosque."
The two of them have a single vakf and mitevelli. [The Qatma Mosque] has a quarter.

16. The Bedreddin Mosque165

Its builder passed away while he was a naval commander, a galley captain, and is buried in the Kayalar
cemetery in Rumelihisar. [An inscription] was hung on the walls inside the mosque stating that the
blessed mosque was completed in the year "Paradise of the lovers,"566 915 [1509-10]. [The mosque] has
a quarter.

17. The Karanlzk Mosque 16
1

Its builder was Haci Ferhad, who was one of the manumitted slaves of the abovementioned Koca Kasim
Paga.25 8 He died on the Pilgrimage Road. The person buried before its mihrab is a relative of the foun-
der. Mirzazade Seyyid Mehmed Efendi 69 installed its minbar. The aforesaid became kadi of Istanbul in

2561 The Kapudan Mescidi (Mosque of the Squadron Commander), known also as the 5aban Kapudan Mescidi, probably
located in the Bedreddin Quarter in Kasimpaga. The mosque was built in the sixteenth century. No trace of it remains, nor can
its site be established with certainty. The founder's gravestone, dated 1053/1643, is today in the Lohusa Kadin Tfirbesi on Evliya
Celebi Caddesi; see 1C, II, 35.

2562 Gitdi hey vay $a'bdn Kapftddn.
25 The Qatma Mescidi, known also as the Kasim Paga Mescidi, located at the intersection of Qatma Mescidi Sokagi and

Qatma Mescid Kuyu Sokagi in the Qatma Mescid Quarter in Kasimpaga. Although the mosque was founded in the sixteenth
century, the present building is of recent date; see DBIA, VIII, 105; 1C, II, 17; ISTA, VII, 3784. For location, see Pervititch map,
III, sheet 22, block 726.

254 The Gfizelce Kasim Paga Camii; see Hadika, 329-30.
2565 The Bedreddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of Mfsezzin Fevzi Sokagi and Bedreddin Camii Sokags in the

Bedreddin Quarter in Kasimpaga. According to its inscription, the builder was named Mahmud bin Abdfilhayy. An inscription
on the minaret commemorates repairs undertaken in 1295/1878; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 13; DBIA, II, 122; C, II, 11; ISTA, V,
2371-72; OMBYSD, 219. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 23, block 743.

26 Cenndt-z 'u$dk.
2567 The Karanhk Mescid (Dark Mosque), known also as the Haci Ferhad or Karanhk Qegme Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Ipik Sokagi (known also as Karanhk Qegme Sokagi) and Karanhk Qegme Qikmazi in the Yahya Kahya Quarter in
Kasimpaga. The mosque, originally built in the sixteenth century, is no longer extant; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 14; IC, II, 37. For
location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 22, block 705.

2" For Koca Kasim Paa, see Hadika, n. 2520.
2569 Mirzazade Seyyid Mehmed Efendi (d. 1734), fifty-eighth Ottoman eyhiisldm. The son of $eyhftlislAm Mirza Mustafa

Efendi, he was born in Istanbul and was trained by his father for a learned career. On receipt of his diploma (icazet), he was
appointed to the Sfileymaniye Medrese, and following his marriage to the daughter of the former seyhidisldm Ebussuudzade
Feyzullah Efendi, he advanced rapidly through the learned hierarchy, being given the honorary ranks (paye) of Izmir, Edirne
and Istanbul and the office of kadiasker of Anatolia. Because of disagreements with Grand Vizier Ali Paa, he was dismissed in
1713 and appointed kadi of Peravadi, but was soon pardoned and given the honorary rank of Rumelia. He was subsequently
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1120 [1708-9], kadzasker of Anatolia in the year 1123 [1711-12] and was promoted to the [office of]
kadiasker of Rumelia in 1128 [1715-16]. In Zilkade 1132 [1720], he again became kadzasker of Rumelia,
and, following the imperial accession of Mahmud Khan in Rebinilevvel 1143 [1730], he became
eyhilisldm. [10] He chose to retire after a period of seven months, due to weakness caused by old age.

He died in the year 1147 [1734-35], while occupying himself with prayers in his mansion located at the
place called Sultantepe in Uskfidar, and was buried near his illustrious father in the vicinity of
Tunusbagi, again in the abovementioned place. It is a curiosity that the date of his death is established
by his illustrious name, "5eyh Mehmed Efendi," 1147 [1734-35].

18. The Mosque of the Kaszmpaxa Mevlevihane 7 1

It is situated in the abovementioned district, and its builder was $eyh Abdullah Efendi, known as Abdi
Dede. The aforesaid was a leyh of the Galata Mevlevihane. When, subsequently, the abovementioned
office of eyh was awarded to Ismail Dede Efendi, the commentator on the blessed Mesnevi, the aforesaid
Abdi Dede built this dervish lodge in the garden which he owned in Kasimpaga. It was done in the time
of Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth. Following the aforesaid Abdi Dede Efendi's passing away to the
Abode of Immortality in 1041 [1631-32], he was buried behind the Qur'an stand (kirsi). Ibrahim Dede
became seyh in his place in 1051 [164142] .271 And on his forsaking the Transitory World in 1048 [1638-
39], Kasim Dede Efendi became head of the zaviye. On his death in 1051 [1641-42], Abdi Dedezade
Halil Dede became head of the zaviye in his place. And when [Halil Dede] passed on to the Abode of
Eternity in the year 1088 [1677-78], he was buried beside his father. His son, 5eyh Seyyid Mehmed
Dede Efendi, became eyh in his place, and he passed away in the year 1130 [1717-18] and was buried
beside his father and grandfather. His son, Seyyid Halil Salik Dede Efendi, became seyh in his place.
Dying in 1135 [1722-23], he was buried beside his father. Subsequently, because the descendants of the
deceased Abdi Dede died out, the vacant office [of head of the lodge] was awarded to Musa Dede
Efendi. Ten years later he was transferred to the Yenikapi Mevlevihane, and he died in the year 1157
while eyh at Yenikapi. His son, Mehmed 5emseddin Efendi, became eyh [of the Kasimpaga Mevlevi-
hane] in his place, following his father's transfer to the Yenikapi [Mevlevihane]. Subsequently, he set
out on the blessed hajj and died on the Pilgrimage Road in 1174 [1760-61]. Arabzade Ali Dede, the
head of the reed-flute players (nayzenbavz), became myh in his place. He departed for the Realm of
Eternity in the year 1181 [1767-68] and was buried in the abovementioned dervish lodge. Hekim Dervi
Ali Dede Efendi became eyh in his place. [11] He died in the year 1190 [1776-77] and was buried there.
He was from Mytilene. Mehmed Sadik Dede Efendi ibn 5eyh Selim Dede became head of the tekke in
his place. Following the death of his father, Selim Dede, in the year 1191 [1777], during the time he
was $eyh of the Galata Mevlevihane, he became its $eyh and his brother, Musa Dede, became 5eyh of the
Kasimpaga Mevlevihane. Subsequently, on the first day of blessed Ramazan 1197 [31 July 1783], his
appointment as seyh was unjustly taken away, and Semahat Omer Dede, the seyh of the Edirne Mevlevi-
hane, became $eyh. Although 5eyh Omer Dede was removed on the twenty-fourth of Rebiflevvel 1201

reappointed kadzasker of Anatolia and in 1716 promoted to Rumelia. Mehmed Efendi was designated seyhfflisldm by Ahmed III
on 30 September 1730, during the revolt of Patrona Halil, and continued to hold the office under Mahmud I, but resigned after
seven months on 17 May 1731 due to age and failing eyesight. He died in Istanbul in 1734 and was buried next to his father in
Uskidar. $eyhfilislAm Mehmed Said Efendi was one of his sons; see Altunsu, Osmanh $eyhfilisldmlan, 119; SO, IV, 228.

2570 The Kasimpaa Mevlevihanesi Mescidi, located in the Kasimpaga Mevlevihane on Kasimpaga Mevlevihane Sokagi in the
Sfnruri Mehmed Efendi Quarter in Kasimpaga. The Mevlevihane became a school following the closing of dervish lodges in
1925; see DBIA, IV, 482-85; IC, II, 37. For the seyhs of the Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi, see Z5E, 40-41. For location, see Pervititch
map, III, sheet 21, block 671a.

2571 In fact, in 1041.
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[14 January 1787], and the abovementioned zaviye was again awarded to Musa Dede, he was again
removed and a descendant of Mevlana [Celaleddin Rumi], 5eyh Seyyid Mehmed Dede Efendi, the seyh
of Erzincan, became 5eyh. In 1210 [1795-96], he went on the blessed hajj with his brother Seyyid
Mustafa Efendi. After performance of the sacred duty, Mustafa Efendi set out for the Abode of Decision
in Illuminated Medina, and Mehmed Dede Efendi [did likewise] in Blessed Damascus. Subsequently,
Omer Dede again succeeded Mevlanazade Mehmed Dede, and he [Mehmed Dede] became eyh of the
Edirne [Mevlevihane] and dwelled in the abovementioned city until his death. Molla Dede became eyh
in his place.

The wronged Musa Dede passed away several years later, while dwelling in a house in Kasimpaga. He
was excessively inclined to drink-may God have mercy on him. The aforesaid Seyyid Mustafa Efendi
became kadi of Eyyub in the year one thousand two hundred eight [1793-94]. He exercised jurisdiction
from the mansion of Abdfilhamid Efendi, which is in the neighborhood of the tomb of 5ah Sultan near
the Congregational Mosque of Zal Paga. In the year 1211 [1796-97], His Excellency Seyyid 5eyh Ali
Efendi, the son of 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, became 5eyh in his father's place, and, with his passing away to
the Abode of Immortality on Thursday, the second of Muharrem 1243 [2July 1827], his son 5emseddin
Efendi was seen to be suitable for the office of leyh in his place. The abovementioned 5eyh Ali Efendi's
younger brother, Nazif Efendi, the 5eyh of the Erzincan [Mevlevihane], passed away in the middle of
Cemaziyiilevvel of the abovementioned year and was buried beside his brother in the abovementioned
tekke-may God, be He exalted, have mercy on them all.

Through the imperial zeal of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third, the abovementioned tekke
was renovated in 1211 [1796-97]. [12] It has vakfs for the reading of the blessed Mevlid and the
Miraciye"72 which are established by various charitable donors. In the year 1250 [1834-35], Our Lord
the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan rebuilt the abovementioned tekke in a form even more
excellent than before.

19. The Dizdar Mosque5 7"

Its builder was the fortress commander (dizdar) Ahmed Bey. [The location of] his grave is not known.
Its servants are appointed by imperial patent. However, all of them serve for the love of God. It has no
salaried servants. Also, it does not have a quarter.

20. The Altinci Mosque5 74

Its builder was Altinci Haci 5aban. He is buried before the mihrab. There is no date on his gravestone.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

2572 A poem describing the Mirac (Miraj), the Ascension or Night Journey of the Prophet Muhammed, which occurred,
according to pious tradition, sometime before the hijra. As elaborated in later accounts, Muhammed was awakened one night
while sleeping beside the Kaba, and led to a beast called a burak, "smaller than a mule but larger than an ass," with wings.
Mounted on it, with Gabriel as his companion, he was borne through the heavens to Jerusalem, where he prayed on the site of
the Temple of Solomon together with the Prophets Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and others. Following this, he ascended through the
seven heavens to the Divine Presence, where he received a command from God that men should perform prayer fifty times a
day, later reduced to five. Numerous later accounts of the Mirac are to be found in various Islamic literatures and the journey
has often been represented in miniature paintings, especially in Iran.

257' The Dizdar Mescid (Mosque of the Fortress Commander), located on Haci Hfnsrev Caddesi in the Haci Hnisrev Quarter in
Kasimpaga. No trace of the mosque remains; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 16; IC, II, 20; ISTA, IX, 4635. For location, see Pervititch map,
block 772.

2574 The Altinci Mescidi (Mosque of the Goldsmith) in Kasimpaga. Its precise location is uncertain. No trace of the mosque
remains; see Abae, Kaszmpasa, 16; IC, II, 4.
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21. The Hacz Hiisrev Mosque575

Its builder was Haci Hfisrev Bey. His grave is in Aydin. Fatma Hatun, the daughter of his daughter's
son, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

22. The Kara Imam Mosque576

Its builder was the dealer in second-hand books (sahha) Muhyiddin. He is buried before the mihrab.
He died in 1024 [1615]. $ehid Kaymak Mustafa Paga, who was kapudan pasa until the end of the reign
of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, installed its minbar. He also added a mekteb and two
maiezzins, and he brought it to life with provision from his vakf for all [the mosque's] needs. Following
his martyrdom, he was buried in the cemetery of his charitable foundation located in Parmakkapi in
Istanbul. [The Kara Imam Mosque] has a quarter.

23. The Sakiz Agacz Mosque 57

Its builder was the dealer in second-hand books (sahha) Musliheddin. [The location of] his grave is not
known. It [the mosque] has a quarter.

24. The Kapziistu Mosque"*s near the Naval Arsenal (Tersane)

Its builder was Rabia Hatun, wife of Mehmed Emin Aga, who was commissioner of the naval arsenal
(tersane emini) and is buried in his sebil at Dolmabahce. 7" Her grave is located in the cemetery near that
of the abovementioned aga. The abovementioned mosque is over the gate opening into Kasimpaga on
the divanhane side of the naval arsenal. It does not have a quarter. [13]

25. The Divanhane Mosque..8 0

Its builder was the Paradise-dwelling Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. The council hall (divanhane) [of
the kapudan pasas] having originally been located in a different place, the area around the abovemen-
tioned mosque was vacant. The site at present occupied by the imperial naval arsenal was laid out in the
time of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sfileyman Khan Gazi. Because this place for the divan was needed

.25 The Haci Hfisrev Mescidi, located on Haci Hfisrev Sokasi at the intersection with Bfiynik Yoku Sokaki in the Haci Hfssrev
Quarter in Kasimpaga. The mosque was built by a high official of the reign of Murad IV and dates to the latter part of the
seventeenth century; see Abac, Kasimpasa, 15; DBIA, III, 477; 1C, II, 28. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 16, block 765.

2576 The Kara imam Mescidi, known also as the Karamanh or Sahhaf Muhyiddin Mescidi, located at the intersection of 1plikei
Sokagsi and Sahhaf Camii Sokaki in the Haci Hiisrev Quarter in Kasimpaa. The mosque, which was built in the mid-seventeenth
century, was restored in 1813 by Mahmud II's basaga, Salih Aga; see Abac, Kasimpasa, 15; DBIA, VI, 406; IC, II, 36. For location,
see Pervititch map, III, sheet 16, block 763.

2577 The Sakiz Akaci Mescidi (Mosque of the Mastic Tree), located in Sakizagaci Sokagi in the Haci Hfisrev Quarter in
Kasimpaga. The mosque was built in the seventeenth century and was restored in 1813 by Mahmud II's basagasz Salih Aga; see
Abac, Kaszmpasa, 15; IC, II, 57. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 16, block 785.

257' The Kapinfstft Mescidi (Gate-Straddling Mosque), located in the imperial naval arsenal (tersane) in Kasimpaga. The
mosque was built in the seventeenth century. No trace of it survives; see IC, II, 35.

2579 For the Mehmed Emin Aka Qegmesi ve Sebili in Dolmabahce, dated 1154/1741, see Affan Egemen, istanbul'un Gesme ve
Sebilleri (Istanbul, 1993), 556-62.

2580 The Divanhane Mescidi (Mosque of the Council Hall), located on the water's edge, beside the Divanhane of the kapudan
pasa in the naval arsenal, (today the headquarters of the Northern Area Fleet Command), at the Kasimpa.a Boat Landing in the
Camii Kebir Quarter of Kasimpaga. The mosque is no longer extant; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 18; 1C, II, 20; ISTA, III, 1613-14;
OMFD, III, 341. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 20, Ministere de la Marine.
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by the kapudan paxas, an exalted mansion (saray) and great divanhane were built, enclosing three sides
of this blessed mosque. The blessed mosque has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun). The great
fountain overlooking Istanbul in front of the divanhane is the edifice of Sultan Ahmed Khan the First.
Hayreddin Paa, whose name was Hizir ibn Yakub, installed [the mosque's] minbar. All the incomes for
its expenditures are assigned from the rents of the imperial naval arsenal.

The original builder of the imperial naval arsenal was the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Selim Khan the
First. It was built in the year 922 [1516]. The saray was renovated several times. However, during the
reign of Selim Khan the Third, Kfifik Hfiseyin Papa completely rebuilt it, so much so that he also
procured the mansion (konak) of Piyale Bfiyfik Hasan Paga, which was located above it, and built an
exalted private palace. There are many charitable works of the abovementioned pala in the naval
arsenal, and, in his time, a great dry dock was also introduced. But the shears (dar agacz) 2

111 were intro-
duced in the time of Hasan Paga, during the reign of Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan. In the time of Hfiseyin
Paa, two three-decker (ft( ambarz) galleons were constructed. In addition to the numerous other
things introduced and created in the imperial reign of His Majesty, Our Lord the Paradise-dwelling
Sultan Mahmud Khan [the Second], the renovation of the abovementioned saray was begun in the
middle of blessed 5evval of the year one thousand two hundred thirty-five [1820]. It was completed at
the beginning of blessed Ramazan of the next year, and Kapudan Abdullah Paga resided in it. However,
because the construction work on the blessed mosque was begun later, it was completed in 1237 [1821-

22] and inaugurated with an imperial visit on the first Friday of Rebifilevvel of the abovementioned
year [30 November 1821]. Two more three-decker [vessels] were built in addition to various other
ships, and a great dry dock, without equal, was built together with imperial pavilions flanking the dry
dock's sides. [14] Because various parts of the naval arsenal were burned in the fire which occurred by
the decree of God-be He exalted-on the fifth day of Zilkade in the year 1237 [24 July 1237], it was
renovated and reorganized by the superintendent of the naval arsenal (tersane nazzr), Ata Efendi. In
this fire one of the frigates of the fleet was burned as well.

26. The Congregational Mosque of ;orlulu Ali Pasa58 in the Imperial Naval Arsenaf...

Its builder is Qorlulu Ali Paga.2 11
4 He built an upper-story mosque in the imperial naval arsenal (tersane)

on the water's edge behind the galleons and built an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) [in it]. The

aforementioned pasa was the imperial weapons bearer (silahdar) of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan
the Second. After appointment as grand vizier on the nineteenth day of Muharrem 1118 [3 May 1706],
he was dismissed on Sunday, the seventeenth day of Rebifilihir 1122 [15 June 1710] and exiled and

banished to the island of Mytilene. He was executed on the abovementioned island in 1123 [1711-12],
and his severed head, after being displayed in front of the imperial palace, was buried in the cemetery
of the blessed mosque which was his pious work on the Divanyolu in Istanbul. An honored piece of

stone from the walls of the Revered Kaba was placed inside the arch of the mihrab of the blessed
mosque as an auspicious object of pilgrimage. This couplet by the late Sabit was written over it in

golden letters:

218' A hoisting apparatus consisting of two or sometimes more upright spars fastened together at their upper ends and having
tackle for masting and dismasting ships and lifting heavy loads such as guns.

2182 The Qorlulu Ali Paga Camii, known also as the Kigla Camii, located on the shore in the Camialti Tersanesi in Kasimpaga.

The present mosque dates in large part to renovations carried out in the 1970's; see Abag, Kasimpasa, 15; DBIA, II, 527; IC, II,
18; ISTA, VIII, 4104-5. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 19.

2583 The Tersane-i Amire.
2584 Damad Q(orlulu Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 449.
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This ruby-precious stone is proof of the sustaining purity of the Kaba.
The pala made a source of blessing an adornment of the mihrab.

The Arabic chronogram on the arch of the gateway is by Kami Mehmed Efendi.

It was composed on the date of its completion,
"This great house of worship was founded,"258 5 1119 [1707-8].

And the Turkish chronogram is by the late Sabit.

May the chronogram of Sabit, who wishes for reward, watch over the gate!
"Ali Paga's pure mosque was built for the lovers [of God] ,,2586 1119 [1707-8].

Opposite [Ali Paga's mosque in the imperial naval arsenal], Kapudan Piyale Bfiyik Hasan Pasa built a

fountain, for which the late Tevfik Efendi composed this date couplet: [15]

Tevfik composed its chronogram when its water came to the thirsty.
"Hasan Paga caused this fountain to flow for the sake of God,"5 87 1190 [1776-77].

In the middle of the sacred [month of] Muharrem of the year one thousand one hundred eighty-

nine [1775], [the construction of] uprights called a macuna 15
1 were begun on the shore of the imperial

naval arsenal, together with the prison (zindan) ,'5" and they were completed on the twenty-fourth day

of RebifilAhir of the abovementioned year [24June 1775]. They came into existence during the admin-

istration of Hasan Paga. The abovementioned congregational mosque was completely renovated and

restored by the imperial order of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan Gazi [the

Second], and an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) was also built.

The abovementioned congregational mosque is an upper-story [mosque], and there are rooms

reserved for the kapudans in the lower story. The small masting machines (macunalar) on the side

toward the naval arsenal's imperial saray and the storehouses (ambarlar) behind them were built in the

time of Kft~fck Hfiseyin Paga. An area of twelve thousand [square] cubits (zira) was taken from the

garden of the seaside mansion (sahilhane) of Ibrahim Hanzade, which adjoins the Karaagag Sarayi, and,

in the time of Hfiseyin Paga, twenty boat houses for sloops ( alupahane)5 90 with watchmen's turrets at

the four corners were also built and established.

27. The Zindan Mosque""9' in the Imperial Naval Arsenal

Its builder is Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint. The hamam inside the prison is the charitable foundation

of one of the dariassaade agras of old.

2585 Ussise hdzd al-ma'bed al-cdmi'.
2586 Yapildz ehl-i 'aska cdmi'-i pdk-i 'Ali Pdsd.
2587 Bu 'aynt kildz icrdfi sebili'lldh Hasan Pdsi.
2588 Shears, a type of large masting machine in a dockyard; from the Italian mancina.
2589 The prison in the imperial naval arsenal (tersane) in which galley slaves and rowers for the fleet were kept. Children taken

as slaves in war were given to the palace or the barracks of the acemi oglan; adults were transferred to the zindan in the imperial
naval arsenal (tersane-i amire) to work as rowers and galley slaves in the fleet; see tdris Bostan, Osmanli Bahriye Teqkilatz: XVII.

Yftzyzlda Tersane-i Amire (Ankara, 1992), 11-12, 209-12.
2'1 The term jalupa, "sloop," of unknown origin, first appears in the sixteenth century in the Mediterranean, where it is

widely spread: e.g. Portuguese and Spanish chalupa, French chaloupe, Italian scialuppa, Greek saloupa. The salupahane, located on
the shore in Sftlnice, just south of the Karaagae Sarayi, is indicated on Kauffer's Plan de Constantinople, where it is designated
Reservoir des barques du Sultan.

2591 The Zindan Mescidi (Mosque of the Prison), located in the prison (zindan) built by Bayezid II in the imperial naval
arsenal (tersane-i amire). No trace of the mosque survives; see IC, II, 72; OMBYSD, 293.
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28. The Sivrikoz Mosque 592

Its builder was Sivrikoz Mehmed Efendi. Its vakf is appended to the vakf of the Great Mosque of Kasim-
paga. 2" [The location of] his grave is not known. The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque.
Nearby, Cezayirli Gazi Hasan Paga built anew a single hamam, the date of which is "Purification of the
Sunnis,"" 4 1192 [1778]. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

29. The Ibadullah Mosquei..5

Its builder is Seyyid Ali Reis. 2596 He is buried in an open space near his mosque. This is the chronogram
on the arch of its portal: [16]

Great and small were brought together and prayed for him in gratitude.
God, make this excellent mosque auspicious for him!

The Divine Voice expressed a chronogram for its completion.
"The zeal of Seyyid Ali caused the beautiful mosque to be built,"2597 997 [1588-89].

And this is the reason this small mosque is known by this name. On the day on which the foundation of
the building was to be laid, the padishah of the time, His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Murad
Khan the Third, while enjoying the view around his exalted pavilion on the Ok Meydani, noted [the
activity], and, with a view to ascertaining the reason for the gathering, demanded, "A number of God's
servants (ibadullah) were gathered in that place. Why? Let an inquiry be made!" Now, because the
imperial utterance included the word ibadullah, [the mosque] came to be known by this name.
Darfnssaade Agasi Haci Nezir Aga built a fountain nearby, the Arabic date on the high arch of which is
as follows: "One thousand one hundred fourteen," 2598 1114 [1702-3]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2592 The Sivrikoz Mescidi, known also as the Seferikoz or Gfnmrirsk Mescidi, located near the intersection of the Kasimpaga-
Hask6y Yolu and Kasimpasa Kabristan Sokago in the Kulaksiz Quarter in Kasimpaga. The mosque was built in the seventeenth
century; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 15; IC, II, 58. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 19, block 850.

259. The Cami-i Kebir of Kasimpaga, that is the Gfizelce Kasim Paa Camii; see Hadika, 329-30.
25' Tahdret-i ehl al-sfinne.
2595 The tbadullah Mescidi (Mosque of the Servants of God), known also as the Seyyid Ali Reis Camii, located on Seyyid Ali

Mescidi Sokagi in the Kulaksiz Quarter in Kasimpaga. The mosque was renovated in 1984; see Abac, Kastmpasa, 16-17; DBIA,

VIII, 210; IC, II, 31-32. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 19, block 845.
2596 Galatah Seyyid Ali Reis, Seydi (d. 1562), Ottoman naval captain, famous for an account of his travels in India and for his

works on navigation and maritime geography. Born in Galata, his father was tersane kethaidasi, and, at an early age, he too
entered service in the naval arsenal. He participated in the conquest of Rhodes in 1522 and later fought under Barbarosa
Hayreddin Paga at Preveze (1538) and under Sinan Papa in the conquest of Tripoli (1551). He is best known for his attempt in
1554 to extricate the Ottoman fleet from Basra and break through the Portuguese blockade of the Persian Gulf. Driven east

across the Arabian Sea by storms and the Portuguese squadron, he landed with a remnant of the ships under his command at
Surat in western India, where the fleet was disbanded. Those of his men who wished to enter the service of local Muslim rulers
were permitted to do so, while Seydi Ali Reis and those remaining with him made their way back to Istanbul via the Punjab,
Afghanistan, Iran and Anatolia. He recounted his exploits in a book entitled Mirat al-Memalik (Mirror of the Countries) which
he presented to Sfileyman I soon after his return. His other works include a text on navigation and geography entitled Muhit

(Ocean), and a book on astronomy named Mirat-i Ka'inat (Mirror of the Universe). The Mirat al-Memalik was printed in Istanbul
in 1313/1895-95 and was published in an abridged English translation by Arminius Vambery under the title The Travels and

Adventures of the Turkish Admiral Sidi Ali Reis in India, Afghanistan, Central Asia and Persia during the years 1553-1556 (London,

1899); see IA, X, 528-31.
2597 Himmet-i Seyyid 'Ali yapdzrdi zibd mescidi.
2598 For the Nezir Aga Qelmesi, see Tanirk, Gesmeler, II, 40.
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30. The Yeldegirmeni Mosque509

Its builder was the imperial imam Abdfilkerim Efendi. Wishing to build a mosque on the site of ajewish
cemetery near the Muslim quarter, he obtained all the necessary [materials], and, removing traces of
the graves, its beginning and completion occurred within a single night in the year 1000 [1591-92].
Because the abovementioned founder, Abdfilkerim Efendi, who flourished in the time of Sultan Murad
Khan the Third, was a despotic person, he caused the blue and yellow skullcaps of the Christians and
Jews to be changed to black and red broadcloth in order to humble them. Thinking it amusing, he
impaled wretched apes wherever he saw them. Consequently, he became known as the Ape-Killing
Imam. And, after killing a slavish Jew who, at that time, interfered in some affair, the red skullcaps of
the Jews were changed to purple. The aforesaid [Abdulkerim Efendi] attained the honorary rank (paye)
of kadzasker. And this is the date of his death: "The sultan's imam arrived at God's Paradise,"** 1002
[1593-94]. [17] He is buried in the Kasim Qavu Quarter near [the tomb of] Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may
God, be He exalted, be well pleased with him. He assigned the abovementioned mosque's income for
necessary expenses from the vakf of the great Congregational Mosque of [Gfizelce Kasim Paga] located
in Kasim Paa. For this reason, the mosque's construction was [incorrectly] attributed to the abovemen-
tioned pasa. The adjoining upper-story mekteb is the foundation of Mehmed Aga, the kethiada of the
kapudan pala Piyale Papa the First. [The Yeldegirmeni Mosque] has a quarter. After a time, a person
who was one of the miitevellis of the abovementioned vakf installed its minbar.

31. The Yeni Gejme Mosque**

Its builder was Kadi Mehmed Efendi. He died in the year "God's forgiveness," 20 2 974 [1566-67]. His
grave is also there. A secretary of the Janissaries (yenigeri efendisi) installed its minbar. The there-located
Yeni Qegme2

11 is the charitable work of the executed Kapudan Uzun Piyale Paga. In the year 1052
[1642-43], during the reign of Sultan Ibrahim Khan, the aforesaid advanced from the office of steward
of the naval arsenal (tersane kethiidasz) to kapudan-z derya, and, during that year, set out into the
Mediterranean Sea with the fleet. On his return, Sultanzade Mehmed Paa,260 4 who, in the abovemen-

tioned year, had come to the office of grand vizier from [that of beylerbeyi of] Damascus, because of his
previous hatred [of Piyale Paga], accused him of seizing goods from Tunis. He put the poor wretch to
death as a martyr on the fifth day of Muharrem of the aforementioned year [5 April 1644]. He is buried
in his mekteb in Zincirlikuyu in Istanbul. [The mosque] has a quarter.

Sultanzade Mehmed Paya was a descendant of Rfistem Papa and Cagalazade Sinan Paa. The above-
mentioned pasa was brought up in the imperial palace and in the year 1030 [1620-21], when Sultan
Osman Khan the Second set off on the Hotin campaign, retired with the office of kapzczbasz. Because he
was comely of face, he was called Civan (handsome young man) Kapiciba i. He subsequently became a
vizier of the dome (vezir-i kubbenisin), and, in the middle of Cemaziyftlihir 1047 [1638], he succeeded

2599 The Yeldegirmeni Mescidi (Mosque of the Windmill), known also as the Abdilkerim Efendi Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Arka Sokagi and Babadai Yokugu in the Kadi Mehmed Efendi Quarter behind the Bahriye Merkez Hastanesi in
Kasimpaga. The present building was founded by Sabiha Hamm, the daughter of Hasan Hisnfn Paa, and dates to 1889; see
Abac, Kaszmpasa, 17-18; DBIA, VIII, 475; 1C, II, 70. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 20, block 869.

260 Vdszl-i cennet-i Hakk oldt imdm al-sultdn.
2601 The Yeni Qegme Mescidi (Mosque of the New Fountain), known also as the Kadi Mehmed Efendi Mescidi, located on

Ibadullah Caddesi near the intersection with Arda Caddesi in the Kulaksiz Quarter in Kasimpaga. The mosque is no longer
extant; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 20; C, II, 71. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 19, block 859.2

12 Bah-i Yezddn.
2603 For the Yeni Qegme, known also as the Uzun Piyale Paga Qegmesi, dated 1048/1638, see Tamipk, Gesmeler, II, 23-24.
264 Sultanzade Civan Kapicibagi Mehmed Paa; see Hadika, n. 80.
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Deli Hfiseyin Paya as governor of Egypt. He was dismissed in the middle of Cemaziyfilihir, 1050 [1640],
and Nakka Mustafa Paya was appointed in his place. After arriving at the Exalted Threshold, the
aforesaid dismissed was charged with the recovery of the fortress of Azak'" 5 from the hands of the
infidel Cossacks, and the title of commander-in-chief (serasker) was granted him. Hearing of his
departure from the Exalted Threshold, the Unbelievers emptied the abovementioned fortress long
before the arrival of the soldiers of Islam. [18] With their flight, and on the abovementioned fortress
being reconquered without the sharp sword's affliction or saber's distress, Kara Mustafa Paga, the grand
vizier of the time, ordered the detention of the abovementioned soldier [Sultanzade Mehmed Paga] in
the fortress of Ozi"O' because of some secret fears. Following the execution of the aforesaid grand vizier
in Zilkade 1053 [1643-44], [Mehmed Paa] returned to Istanbul in 5aban of the abovementioned year
and obtained the imperial seal [i.e., became grand vizier] in his place. He was subsequently dismissed
in 5evval 1055 [1645] as a result of the action of defterdar Salih Paga, and, on Salih Paga's attaining his
office, the aforesaid was made commander-in-chief (serasker) in Crete as a form of banishment. He was
overcome with grief following his arrival and died in CemaziyalAhir 1056 [1646]. His corpse was
brought to Istanbul and buried in the environs of the Tekke of Hidayi Mahmud Efendi.2"'

32. The Congregational Mosque of Sagh Emir Efendi2608

Its builder was Seyyid Osman Hagimi-i Sivasi. He renounced teaching while a mfiderris, passed his Sufi
novitiate (miinib) and subsequently became a halife of Gazanfer Efendi of the Bayrami dervish order.
Later, he built a tekke2

11 in the vicinity of the abovementioned mosque. He died in Zilhicce 1003
[1595]. He is buried in a separate tomb next to the blessed mosque, and the office of its 5eyh is
entrusted to his descendants. His son, Seyyid Cafer Efendi, became 5eyh after his death. His death
occurred in the year 1040 [1630-31]. He is buried beside his father. His son, Seyyid Ibrahim Efendi,
became head of the dervish lodge in his place. He died in 1099 [1687-88] and was buried beside his
forefathers. His sister's son, Gazanfer Efendi, became jeyh in his place. And he died in 1112 [1700-1]
and is buried beside his forefathers. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

33. The Kulaksiz Mosque 61
1

Its builder was Ahmed Reis. But he is buried in the place called Zincirlikuyu, which is also in Kasim-
paga. Gfimriikcfl Hflseyin Pasa, who set out for the Abode of Decision in the year "Independence,"261'
1092 [1681], while he was governor of Basra, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

26" The fortress of Azov on the north shore of the Black Sea at the mouth of the Don.
26" The fortress of Ochakov on the north shore of the Black Sea near the mouth of the southern Bug.
2607 The Hnidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi in UskNidar; see Hadika, 498-502.
260 The Sach Emir Efendi Camii, known also as the Hagimi Dergihi Camii, located on Kadi Mehmed Sokaki at the

intersection with Kulaksiz Tekkesi Qikmazi in the Kadi Mehmed Efendi Quarter in Kasimpaga; see Abag, Kastmpasa, 20; DBIA,
VI, 383-84; IC, II, 54-55. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 18, block 825.

26" The Saeh Emir Efendi or Hagimi Dergihi; for its eyhs, see Z5E, 41-42.
210 The Kulaksiz Mescid, located on Kulaksiz Caddesi near the intersection with Kulaksiz Cegmesi Sokagi in the Kulaksiz

Quarter in Kasimpaga. The mosque is no longer extant; see Abai, Kaszmpasa, 20; IC, II, 42. For location, see Pervititch map, III,
sheet 18, block 813.

2611 stikil.
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34. The Ok Meydanz Mosque2612

[19] Its original builder was Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan Gazi. Later, Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint
established a separate vakf for it and built a kitchen (matbah) and a tekke. And subsequently, kings and
viziers and some other patrons of charitable works, by adding to its vakf, augmented its provisions and

enlarged its area. In the year 1184 [1770-71], one of the kadzasker's summoner's (kadzasker muhziri),
Haci Ebu Bekir Aga, built a minaret. In the year 1234 [1818-19], the sultan of the time and padishah of

the age, His Majesty Our Lord Sultan Mahmud Khan [the Second], built its minaret in a new form,
while renovating the blessed mosque and abovementioned tekke. Subsequently, on Thursday, the
seventh of Cemaziyillewel of the abovementioned year [5 March 1819], following evening prayer,
because a violent wind blowing from the southwest threw down more than half the minaret, it was again

built. At that time, some other minarets located on elevated spots were also demolished. His Majesty
Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third ordered the construction of the minbar in the abovementioned place.
Because the abovementioned [Ok] Meydani was used as winter quarters in the year 1127 [1715], at the

time His Majesty the abovementioned sultan set out on the Austrian campaign, the minbar was built for
Friday prayer. Subsequently, [the army] wintered in Eytib. Ali Paga, the conqueror of the Morea,
departed with the imperial army at the beginning of spring. He was martyred near Varadin on the

fifteenth day of the blessed Saban of the year 1128 [3 August 1716]. His corpse was transported to
Belgrade, and he was buried in the walled cemetery of the blessed mosque of Sultan Sfileyman. A
chronogram for his death is as follows: "Damad Ali Paga became a martyr setting out for the Next
World."21 3 Because Eyiib served as his winter quarters, a blessed Mevlid 4" was read [for him] in the

blessed Mosque of Eyub. There is a well beneath the [mosque's] imperial pavilion (kasr-z hiimayun), and
the tekke has two gates. The original builder of its previously mentioned minbar was the dismissed
grand vizier and kaimmakam Gurcft Mehmed Paga, 6 1

1 who was martyred at the hands of rebels in

Zilkade 1035 [1626]. The aforesaid deceased is buried in the vicinity of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God,
be He exalted, be well pleased with him. This chronogram is written above the gate of the aforesaid

minbar: [20]

When Gfirci Mehmed Paga had built this abode,
It was deemed suitable [and] greatly approved.

In truth, it now became the place of prayer for the Ok Meydam.
He sowed stars of charity in this matchless space.

Previously, attention had never been paid to it.
[Now, people] saw this building and prayed with sincerity.

Seeing this place, the Voice proclaimed its date.
"0, he built a wonderful mihrab and minbar on the spot,"2 16 1034 [1624-25].

2612 The Ok Meydam Mescidi, located in the Okgular Tekkesi (known also as the Aticilar, Tirendezan or Okmeydam

Tekkesi), opposite the intersection of Fatih Sultan Minberi (formerly Kulaksiz) Caddesi and Yay Gecidi, on the slopes of the Ok
Meydam in the Kadi Mehmed Efendi Quarter in Kasimpaga. Although the tekke resembled a dervish lodge and had a resident

leyh, it was in fact the hall or clubhouse of the archer's guild. The Ok Meydam or Archery Field was established by Mehmed II at

the time of the conquest of Constantinople. The guild house and mosque were first founded by iskender Paga, during the reign
of Bayezid II, renovated by Murad IV (1623-40) and again restored by Mahmud II (1808-39). They both subsequently fell into

decay, and today all that remains is the base and a part of the shaft of the minaret; see Abag, Kaszmpasa, 21; DBIA, VI, 124; IC, II,

50, Paul E. Klopsteg, Turkish Archery and the Composite Bow, 3rd ed. (Manchester, 1987), 106-18; OMFD, III, 480. For location, see

Plan des itudes de Constantinople, Pera-Galata, feuille 3, J/12.
2613 $ehid-i 'azm-i 'ukbd eyledi Ddmdd 'Ali Pasd.
261" For the Mevlid, a poem about the nativity of the Prophet Muhammed, see Hadika, n. 395.
261 For Gfirc6i Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 431.
2
616Hdy mahallinde 'aceb mihrdb ve minber yapdlar.
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Around it are archers' target stones (kemanke lerii taslan), on the majority of which dates are inscribed.
It should be mentioned that this couplet is written on the stone of the late Tozkoparan Ahmed Aga:

The master of the range-marker on the field
Is named Tozkoparan.

The late Tozkoparan died in the year [lacuna]. 5eyh Ali, known as Idris, the famed head of the Bayra-
miye, is also buried on the lower part of the abovementioned [Ok] Meydani, behind the naval arsenal.
He died in the year 1024 [1615]. Following his departure for the Abode of Eternity on the fourth of
Rebiftlihir of the year 1134 [22 January 1722], Fazil Sfileyman Efendi, the preacher of the Great Aya
Sofya, who was a famous exemplar of righteousness, was buried in his grave in the abovementioned
field. And there are many other well-known graves [on the Ok Meydam], and there are many
monuments of former padishahs. In particular, there are the [target] stones of His Majesty Sultan
Selim Khan the Second. His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the Second ordered a great banquet [here]
on Tuesday, the fifth of Cemaziyiilihir of the year 1233 [13 March 1818],2617 at the time he took
possession of the sword [of Osman at Eyiip and ascended the Ottoman throne]. The customs
commissioner (gimriakcii) Ekinli Osman Aga was appointed commissioner of the feast (ziyafet emini),
and gifts and presents were bestowed by the sultan on all the exalted ranks of archers. Three years later,
this Osman Aga retired with [the rank of vizier with] three tug. By the wisdom of God, be He exalted, at
the beginning of blessed Ramazan 1237 [1822], Hafiz Efendi, who, as a sign of imperial favor, had been
made at that time [1226] seyh of the Ok Meydani, killed himself with a pistol out of suffering from
melancholy. [21]

35. The Congregational Mosque of Sinan Paa2618

Its builder, the aforementioned pasa, was five times grand vizier..261 He died at the end of Rebiilevvel
1005 [1597] and was buried in a separate tomb adjoining his daridhadis on the Divanyolu in Istanbul.
This is the chronogram on the arch of the abovementioned mosque's gate:

Sinan Paga, patron of charitable works,
Helper of the Faith, of sincere resolve,

Built this blessed congregational mosque.
May it be the sum of the mosques of the Community of the Faithful!

May the Prophet be the intercessor in the Next World
Of those who here observe God's Law!

The Unseen Voice proclaimed the date.
"House of God and place toward which the needy turn,"26 20 987 [1579-80].

The congregational mosque was completed in the year nine hundred eighty-seven [1579-80]. The
mosque was constructed one year before his first vizierate. He [also] built a sadirvan and, nearby, in the
Kulaksiz Qargisi, a double hamam, as well as other works. The nearby mekteb is the charitable foundation
of Kapudan Papa Ulue Qelebi Hasan Paga, who died in the year 998 [1589-90]. The abovementioned

2617 A misprint for 1223. Mahmud II succeeded Mustafa IV as sultan on 28 July 1808, and the festivities took place a day later,
on 29July 1808.

261 The Sinan Paya Camii, located opposite the intersection of Sinan Pa a Yumak Sokagi and Bftynk Sinan Paga Sokagi in the
Kaptan Quarter in Kasimpaga. The mosque was renovated in 1959. Previously, while it was in ruin, the mosque's jadirvan had
been moved to the Aga Camii in Taksim; see Abac, Kasimpaya, 22; IC, II, 59; Hadika, n. 2546. For location, see Pervititch map,
III, sheet 17, block 806.

2619 For Sinan Paa, see Hadika, n. 1090.
2620 Beyt-i Hddi ve kible-i hdcet.
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Sinan Paga was twice governor of Egypt and, during his second term, also became commander-in-chief
(serasker) for the conquest of the Yemen, which occurred in the year 980 [1572-73]. The previously
mentioned Hasan Paya was, at his death, buried near his mekteb in Gedikpaga. In 1122 [1710-11],
Abdullah Paga, one of the commanders of the fleet (umera-yi derya), was buried in the cemetery
opposite it. [The Congregational Mosque of Sinan Paga] does not have a quarter.

36. The Gazanfer Aga Mosque2621

Its builder, a gorbacz of the Janissary corps, was a summoner (muhzzr aka) employed at the Paga Kapis1.2122

It does not have a quarter.

37. The Kiigiik Piyale Paa Mosque"122

Its builder was Piyale Paga, the builder of the blessed mosque named Bilyak Piyale.2 1
24 The vakfiye of this

mosque was registered in Ramazan 972 [1565]. The mekteb located opposite [the mosque] and the
fountain beneath it2"25 were [founded by] a patron of charitable works named Kadri Qavu , a gavu of
the imperial naval arsenal. [22] His name was Abdfilkadir. The date on the arch of this fountain is 1115
[1703-4]. The other mekteb located nearby is a charitable work of a steward of the naval arsenal (tersane
kethiidasz) Sefer Kethfida, who grave is also there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

38. The Gedik Abdi Mosque6 2 1

Its builder was Gedik Abdullah Aga. He was a naval commander (kapudan). He built it in the year "The
Straight Path,""2 62 1031 [1621-22], and, dying eight years later, he was buried in its environs. Qavugzade
Mustafa Efendi installed its minbar fifty years after the date of the mosque's construction. [The Gedik
Abdi Mosque] does not have a quarter.

39. The Pismaniye Mosque 628

Its builder was Mumcuzade Yorganci Mehmed Qelebi. He is buried before the mihrab. It [the mosque]
does not have a quarter.

2621 The Gazanfer Aga Mescidi, in Kasimpaga. No trace of the mosque remains. Its precise location cannot be established; see
Aba,, Kaszmpasa, 22; IC, II, 26; ISTA, XI, 6027.

2622 The Bab-i Ali or Sublime Porte, residence of the grand vizier; see Hadika, n. 328.
262 The Kgafk Piyale Paga Mescidi, located at the end of K&wiek Piyale Camii Qikmazi, off the Kasimpaa-Zincirlikuyu Yolu, in

the Kiefik Piyale Quarter in Kasimpaga. In recent years the original mosque was torn down and a completely new structure was
built on the site; see Abag, Kaszmpasa, 22; DBIA, VIII, 270; C, II, 43. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 18, block 815.

2624 For Bftyftk Piyale Mosque, see Hadika, 350-52.
2625 The Kadri Qavu Qegmesi; see Tamiik, Gesmeler, II, 40-42.
2626 The Gedik Abdi Mescidi, located on the Kasimpaga-Zincirlikuyu Yolu, between Pismaniye Sokagi and Altm Top Sokagi in

the Kfsefsk Piyale Quarter in Kasimpaga. It was completely rebuilt in 1906 and was again renovated still more recently; see Abac,
Kaszmpasa, 23; DBIA, VIII, 164; IC, II, 26; ISTA, XI, 6064. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 18, block 827a.

2627 Al-sirdt al-mfistakim.
2628 The Pigmaniye Mescidi (Mosque of Repentance), known also as the Mumcuzade Camii, located at the intersection of

Piemaniye Sokagi and Tahtakadi Sokagi in the Kiink Piyale Quarter in Kasimpaga. The date of its foundation is uncertain. The
present building is of recent date and retains none of its original character; see Abac, Kastmpasa, 23; DBIA, VIII, 361; IC, II, 53.
For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 18, block 829.
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40. The Sirkeci Mosque62 9

Its builder was the vinegar merchant (sirkeci) Musliheddin. He is buried in its vicinity. Haci Hasan Aga
installed its minbar. It has income-producing vakf properties, and it was stipulated [by its vak] that,
should these ever be lawfully disposed of by the vakf, ten gurus should be given to each of its salaried
servants from the resultant sum of money, and the remainder should be divided among [the founder's]
sons. If that which is disposed of constitutes half the vakf proprieties, five gurus are to be given to each
of the salaried servants, and again the remainder is to be divided among the sons. The mekteb which
stands opposite [the mosque] is the charitable work of the second Piyale Paga, who was grand admiral
(kapudan pasa). His biography was given in connection with the Yeni Qegme Mosque."3" The double
hamam located nearby belonged originally to the vakf of this [mosque]. With the passage of time, it was
transferred to the vakf of the Ahmediye. The nearby Yeni Qegme is also the pious foundation of the
executed [Piyale Paga]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

41. The Nalincz Mosque631

Its builder was Haci Hasan Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] became
generally known by the name Nalinci, the founder of the nearby fountain. [23] [The mosque] does not
have a quarter.

42. The Kurd Qelebi Mosque63 2

Its builder was Kurd Kapudan, a naval commander (fimera-yz derya) who died in 1020 [1611-12] and is
buried in the mosque. The phrase, "One who sets out on a journey,"2 33 is the date of his death. On his
gravestone he is described as "the brave seaman Kurd Kapudan." The wall of the adjoining fountain, 3 4

which was built by Sultan Murad the Third, became the mihrab of this mosque. This is the chronogram
of the abovementioned fountain:

The sincere friend Nihadi composed its chronogram.
"Spring of benevolence, fountain of Sultan Murad,"26 35 994 [1585-86].

The abovementioned mosque was built as a dervish lodge in the time of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan
Ahmed Khan the First, and, originally, Bagmakci Ali Dede Efendi, a halife of Hagimi 5eyh Osman
Efendi, was its seyh. The blessed name of the abovementioned 5eyh Hagim Efendi was Seyyid Osman.

262 The Sirkeci Mescidi (Mosque of the Vinegar Merchant), known also as the Zincirlikuyu Mescidi, located at the
intersection of the Kasimpaga-Zincirlikuyu Yolu and Nahnci Bayiri Sokagi in the Kiifik Piyale Quarter in Kasimpaa. The
mosque was founded in the seventeenth century and underwent repairs in 1821. It was rebuilt in the 1950's and retains none of
its original character; see Abac, Kasimpala, 23; DBIA, VIII, 400; 1C, II, 60. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 18, block
828.

2630 Uzun Piyale Paga (d. 1644); for his biography, see Hadika, 343.
2611 The Nalinci Mescidi (Mosque of the Clog Maker), located on Nahnci Bayin Sokagi in the Kfiiik Piyale Quarter in

Kasimpaga. No trace of the mosque remains. Neither its date of foundation nor its precise site can be established with certainty;
see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 23; IC, II, 49. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 18.

262 The Kurd Qelebi Mescidi, known also as the Aci Qegme Camii, located at the intersection of Kulaksiz Caddesi and Kurd
Celebi Camii Sokaki with Mutbak Kapisi Caddesi in the Kadi Mehmed Efendi Quarter in Kasimpaga; Abac, Kaszmpasa, 23; DBIA,
VIII, 267; IC, II, 42. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 20, block 864.

2633AZim.

264 The III. Murad Qegmesi; see Tamipk, (Gesmeler, II, 10-11.
2635 'Ayn-z ihsdn gesme-i Sultdn Murdd.
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He belonged to the Bayrami dervish order. He died in 1004 [1595-96] and was buried in his tekke.
[The Kurd Qelebi Mosque] has a quarter.

43. The Mosque of the Tekke of Hfisameddin U saki 611

Its builder was Hfisameddin 5eyh Hasan Efendi. He was a native of Bukhara. Following his education,
he arrived in Erzincan as a religious wanderer. There he joined His Excellency Seyyid Ahmed Semer-
kandi, and received initiation and appointment [as his halife]. His Excellency Seyyid Ahmed was a halife
of Pir Mehmed Erzincani. Because in time [Hfisameddin 5eyh Hasan Efendi] emigrated to the city of
Ugak and settled there, he became known as being connected with the abovementioned city. The
dervish order of the U akiye derived from the Kfibreviye and Nurbahgiye. Subsequently, he came from
Ugak and was appointed a halife in the dervish order of the Halvetiye. He died in Konya while returning
from the blessed hajj, and his blessed corpse was transported to Istanbul and buried in his house in the
year "Cheerfulness,"2 637 1003 [1594-95]. Mustafa Efendi, the eldest son of the aforementioned, became
kadi of Istanbul in the year one thousand thirty-three [1623-24]. He subsequently retired and went into
seclusion in his father's abode. The abovementioned house, which he inherited from his father, was
entrusted to his children. [24] Designating and making vakf some other income-producing properties,
he established a salaried office of tomb keeper [for his father's tomb] and entrusted it to his sons. On
the death of the aforesaid Mustafa Efendi at the end of "Words of piety,"63 8 1037 [1627-28], he was
buried beside his father. Subsequently, one of his descendants, Abah 5eyh Hfisameddin, became tomb
keeper. Although he had no male offspring, because one of his three daughters was given in marriage
to a person named 5eyh Abdullah Hfisami, the office [of tomb keeper] was transferred to him.
Following the death of the abovementioned seyh in the year [lacuna], his son, 5eyh Ahmed Efendi,
became seyh in his place. Because the abovementioned house was on the point of falling down, Yusuf
Efendi, who was commissioner of the naval arsenal (tersane emini) at that time and traced his spiritual
lineage to the same master [Hilsameddin U aki], demolished it down to its foundations and building
anew the mosque, a house for the seyh and a wooden minaret, and establishing a stipend for an imam
and miezzin, became the second founder [of the Tekke of Hfisameddin U aki]. When the aforesaid
5eyh Ahmed Efendi passed away, he was buried in the abovementioned tomb. [These are] chrono-
grams of his death: "Ahmed Efendi made the tekke of Paradise his abode for eternity,"26

1 1168 [1754-
55]. "God, make him a fellow-suffering dervish of the Prophet," 2 1 1168 [1754-55]. The aforesaid Yusuf
Efendi was defterdar and kethfida bey in the period of Sultan Mahmud Khan the First. Following his
death, he was buried in Karacaahmed in Uskfidar. This is a chronogram for his death:

At that time, like the blind Yakub, the pen wrote a chronogram.
"Yusuf Efendi passed away and became a saint in the Egypt of Paradise," 4 1162 [174849].

2636 The Hiisameddin U aki Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Pir Hfisameddin Mescidi. The tekke was located on Pir
Hftsameddin Sokagi near the intersection with Kurtulu Deresi Sokaki in the Haci Ahmed Efendi Quarter in Taksim. Its site is
today occupied by workshops; see Abac, Kaszmpasa, 23; DBIA, IV, 105-6; IC, II, 31. The seyhs of the tekke are listed in ZE, 42-43.
For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 15, block 674.

2637 Besdset.
2638 Kelimet al-takvd.
2 639 Ebed Ahmed Efendi tekye-ifirdevsi kdldz cdy.2
'Resfli~i eyilye kuddnis dnz hemhdl'udsdki.

2641 Geg tb YftsufEfendi Mzsr-z Firdevs'e 'aziz oldz. While the word 'aziz may be translated as "saint," the title al-'Aziz, "great one" or
"lord," is the epithet given in the Qur'an to Yusuf (XII:88) as grand vizier of Egypt. The last line of the chronogram can thus be
taken as stating that Yusuf Efendi was a saint, or that, as the Yusuf of the Qur'an became the grand vizier of Egypt, Yusuf Efendi
became the grand vizier of the Egypt of Paradise.
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After the death of 5eyh Ahmed, his son became head of the lodge. Subsequently, when this office fell
vacant for a time because of [5eyh Ahmed's son's] absence, a eyh of Edirne, Yazici 5eyh Mehmed
U aki, a halife of Cemaleddin U aki, who is buried in a tomb adjoining his tekke outside the Egri Kapi,
was appointed in his dream, and came to Istanbul. The office was conferred on him and on his death,
after serving as head of the abovementioned tekke for many years, he was buried in the earth which
had been prepared in a nearby field. Mfistakimzade [25] Sfileyman Efendi composed this chronogram:

Pilgrims, recite the final prayer and read the chronogram!
'Yazici $eyh Mehmed said, '0 God!' and passed away to the tomb,"2 "2 1192 [1778].

Because [the office of eyh] was vacant, it was awarded to $eyhzade Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, the seyh of
the Savaklar Tekke,2 6 4

1 located outside the Ekri Kapi. He died in the year [1199 (1784-85)] and is buried
in the Savaklar Tekke. Subsequently, his son Cemaleddin Efendi became seyh of the two tekkes. The day
[for the performance of the zikr] in the Tekke of Husameddin [U aki] in Kasimpaga is Thursday, and
the day [for its performance] in the Cemaleddin Tekke in Savaklar is Monday. A sitting zikr and
invocations are performed in both of them. The Savaklar Tekke has a vakf of one hundred gurus a year
for the reading of the Blessed Mevlid.

When Abdiaziz Efendi, who had been dismissed from office in Aleppo, died in Rebiilevvel 1045
[1636], he was buried in his father [Hisameddin's] tomb. [Abdfilaziz Efendi's] eldest son died in 1065
[1654-55] in a place named Payas, on his return [to Istanbul], having been dismissed from office in

Jerusalem. His second son died in the year 1084 [1673-74], while he was kadi of Anatolia. And his son,
Laleci Osman Efendi, was kadi of Baghdad and subsequently of Damascus. He died in Zilhicce 1122
[1711]. Abdinrrahim Efendi, the third son of His Excellency Hfisameddin, was dismissed from office in
Uskfidar and died in the year 1087 [1676-77]. He was buried outside the Edirne Kapi. [Abdiirrahim
Efendi's] son Abdilbaki Efendi, known as U akizade, became the son-in-law of the marshal of the
descendants of the Prophet (nakibidesraf), Seyrekzade Abdurrahman Efendi. He became kadi of Mecca
and died while proceeding there in 1090 [1679-80]. His son-in-law, Mahir Abdullah Efendi, died in the
year 1122 [1710-11], after being dismissed from office in Mecca. And the line of descent of the U aki-
zade proceeds from Abdfilbaki Efendi.

44. The Congregational Mosque of Piyale Pasa"

Its builder was a grand admiral (kapudan pasa), Vizier Piyale Paya ibn Abdurrahman.2 ... He is buried in
a separate tomb before its mihrab. He died on the twelfth of Zilkade 985 [21 January 1578]. [26] The
late Ulvi composed this chronogram for his death:

262 Yazicz 5eyh Mehmed didi yd-his gecdi me'vdyd.
2" The Savaklar Tekkesi; see Hadika, 257-59 above.
264 The Piyale Paa Camii, known also as the Tersane Camii, located at the intersection of the Zincirlikuyu-Baruthane

Caddesi and Sel Sokagi in the Kaptan Quarter in Kasimpaa. The mosque is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan. Oz,
however, contends that the Piyale Paga Mosque was originally a naval warehouse, built during the reign of Selim I, which was
then converted by Sinan into a mosque when the Kasimpaga River became unnavigable, and the dockyards were moved to the
shore of the Golden Horn. It is for this reason, he argues, that it is referred to as the Tersane Mescidi. The probability of this
being the case seems rather remote, given the fact that the structure is properly oriented and valuable granite columns were
used on the interior, when, had the building originally been a warehouse, common stone piers would have served just as well;
see Aba,, Kaszmpasa, 24-25; DBIA, VI, 254-56; 1C, II, 54; Kuran, Sinan, 123-26; G. Martiny, "Die Piyale Pascha Moschee," Ars
Islamica, 3 (1936), 157-71. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 17, block 791.

2" Kapudan Damad Piyale Papa (to be distinguished from Uzun Piyale Paga, sometimes referred to as Piyale Paga-yi Sani, who
died in 1644); see Hadika, n. 618.
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Ulvi, while everyone was leading a life of pleasure in the banquet of the world,
"Piyale Paga suddenly drank the cup of death."2'6

The abovementioned Piyale Paga was of Croatian origin. He retired from the Inside Service of the
imperial palace in the year 954 [1547-48] with the office of kapzczbap, and, following the death of Sinan
Paya in 962 [1554-55], he became grand admiral (kapudan) with the sancak of Gelibolu. Three years
later he was given the eyalet of Cezayir24 7 with the rank of beylerbeyi as a reward for service which he had
seen on the Spanish coasts. In the year 967 [1559-60], he conquered the island of Jerba. On bringing
the grand admiral of Naples [to Istanbul, following raids on the Italian coast], His Majesty Sultan
Sileyman Khan Gazi, as a mark of honor, married the daughter of his son, Sultan Selim Khan the
Second, to the aforesaid [Piyale Paga]. With the conquest of the island of Chios in 973 [1565-66], he
was promised the rank of vizier.

The celi calligraphies inside the blessed mosque are [the work of] Cerkes Hasan Efendi, one of the
pupils of the famous calligrapher Karahisari Ahmed Efendi, whom we mentioned in the account of the
Congregational Mosque of Sfitlfice.M8 It was also mentioned that the inscriptions of the Sf6leymaniye
Congregational Mosque are by him. The abovementioned Hasan Efendi died in the year 1000 [1591-
92] and was buried beside his master in Sitlce.

An imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayiin) and other needs of a blessed mosque are fully provided for. It
is an artistically fashioned blessed mosque of six domes supported by two piers. There is a row of bays
[opening] on the courtyard in front of [the mosque]. The rooms of the medrese are on one of [the
courtyard's] sides, and the cells of the dervish lodge are on the other side. There is a sebil outside the
gate and a well, stone spigot and privies in its courtyard. In the cemetery of the [founder's] tomb there
is an upper-story mekteb overlooking the market, and there is an exalted double hamam in its market.
There is also a tribune (mahfil) opposite its imperial tribune [in the mosque], and it stands on six piers.
Galleries were also built on the right, left and above the miiezzin's tribune (miiezzin mahfili). There are
also two high galleries outside the mosque, to the right and left, and each was built on twenty-five
columns. In addition to the abovementioned columns, there are also twelve piers beneath the arcades
[to right and left on the exterior first story]. The arcades on the tekke side were built on twenty-nine
piers; [27], the arcades on the medrese side were built on eighteen piers, and the roof over the
ablution spigots is built on two piers. There are twenty-two columns around the exterior of the tomb.
[Piyale Paga's] sanduka and that of one of his sons are in the first row [of cenotaphs] on the interior of
the tomb, the sandukas of four [more] of his sons and one of his daughters are in a second row, and
two of his sons and two of his daughters are buried in a third row. According to that which is written in
its vakfiye, the blessed mosque was completed in blessed Receb in the year "The most charitable
deed," 2

11
9 981 [1573]. It was completed four years before the death of the aforementioned founder.

Because the abovementioned founder was successful in many conquests, one of the poets of the period
praised and eulogized him with these couplets:

While I was in this state of sleep, this cry came to my ear:
"Open your eyes!" it said. "Pray humbly!"

One by one he plundered the Spanish fleets.
Piyale Paga conquered the fortress ofJerba.

2646 (ekmiy ecel dolisin ndgeh Piydle Paa.
2" 7 Algiers in the Maghrib.
2648 For the Sitlice Camii; see Hadika, 321; for Karahisari Ahmed Efendi, see n. 113.2649

1ayr al-'amel.
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In addition to occupying the office of grand admiral for ten years and later serving as third vizier for
ten years, and conquering sixty-seven islands in fourteen years, he took captive, as mentioned above,
the grand admiral of Naples and brought him to the Threshold of the State [Istanbul]. Following his
dismissal, Mfiezzinzade Ali Paya became grand admiral. The island of Chios was initially conquered by
the hand of [Piyale Paga]. He built a blessed mosque and a single hamam there. There is also a
congregational mosque of his at Kilid-i Bahr.2... The embellished garden called Tunus Bagi in Uskfidar
was also built by him. It is stipulated that in order that the tax levy from the quarter of the blessed
Congregational Mosque of [Piyale Paga] not be a burden to the people of the quarter, that it be paid
from his vakf As was written above, the Kfifik Piyale Papa Mosque..' in Kasimpaga and the sebil and
upper-story szbyan mektebi near the Mercan Qargi at the entrance to the Uzungarsi in Istanbul are also
charitable works of the aforesaid pasa. The grand admiral Abdurrahman Paga is buried outside his
tomb. When, on the twenty-eighth of Ramazan of the year 1117 [13 January 1706], at beginning of the
reign of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, the timber magazine [in the naval arsenal] burned, the late
[Abdurrahman] Paga [was executed] on the seashore. [28] The executed pasa had been grand admiral
while he was a commander of the fleet.

Amongst the blessed Qur'ans of the abovementioned blessed mosque, there is a blessed Qur'an with
glosses written between the lines in the calligraphy of 5eyh Mahmud ibn Murad, a pupil of the late 5eyh
Mahmud Hamdullah. The dervish lodge known as the Muabbir Tekke,*5 which is located near this
mosque, was built by Mehmed Qelebi Efendi. The abovementioned Qelebi Efendi died in 1020 [1611-
12]. Bostan Efendi was the first geyh of the abovementioned dervish lodge. At his death this chronogram
was composed:

0 God, make the abode of this slave in the rose garden of Paradise!
And let the Intercessor for Sinners [Muhammed] be his enduring refuge!

The Divine Voice expressed the year of his parting.
"May God make Eden Bostan Efendi's abode!"26 53 1065 [1654-55].

Alaiyeli Muabbir 5eyh Ibrahim Efendi became head of the tekke in his place. He passed away in the
year 1132 [1719-20] and his halife, 5eyh Hfiseyin Efendi, became 5eyh in his place. Following his death,
Arabaci 5eyh Mustafa became head of the tekke in his place, and, on his death, Arabacizade Mustafa
Efendi, a deputy of Sivasizade Abdiilbaki Efendi, became head of the tekke. He died in 1146 [1733-34],
and, because of the vacancy [in the office], the abovementioned lodge was conferred on 5eyh Ali al-
Vahidi. Following his death in the year 1178 [1764-65], he was buried in the environs of the Akarca
Mosque2 5 4 near the Congregational Mosque of Cihangir. After his death, [the office] was conferred on
his son, 5eyh Seyyid Mehmed Emin Efendi.

2" Fortified town on the Gallipoli peninsula, on the European shore of the Dardanelles, opposite Qanakkale.
2651 See Hadika, 347.
2652 The Muabbir Tekkesi; see Z5E, 42.
2652 'Adni mesken eyliye Bostdn Efendi'ye ldh.
265 The Akarca Mescidi; see Hadika, 394.
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45. The Congregational Mosque of the Kalyoncular Kzulasi.... in the Imperial Naval Arsenal (Tersane-i Amire)

Its builder was Cezayirli Piyale Biyik Hasan Paa.2 " It was built in the middle of the barracks [of the
kalyoncu, seasonally conscripted sailors of the fleet]. There are stairs on two of its sides. A mekteb and
beneath it the room of the head aga [of the kalyoncu], as well as rooms of the gavu , a floor for the
troops and a prison were laid out in front of the blessed mosque's well. [29] It has nine ablution
spigots. A stone minaret with one balcony was built in the year "Angels' form,"265

1 1198 [1783-84], and
wells were dug on each of two sides of the mosque. Because [the founder] wished to enlarge the above-
mentioned mosque in every way, it was completely pulled down and built anew in the year "Wretched
of God,"2 5 1199 [1784-85], and an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) was installed. Its minaret was
built of stone and embellished with faience above the balcony. A large chiming clock was placed in [the
Kalyoncular Kielasi Camii] and servants were appointed [to the mosque] with separate salaries.

Because the abovementioned pala was deserving of honor for his rescuing of the island of Lemnos
from the attacks of the unbelievers, he was appointed grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) in the year 1184
[1770-71]. Later, during the time of Sultan Abdilhamid Khan, he appeared suddenly with the imperial
fleet and routed the Egyptian Mamluks, who were starting to assert independence. Following this,
moreover, he arrived with the imperial fleet before the fortress of Akka, killed Tahir Omer, who was
fleeing to Damascus, and brought his head and all of his possessions to the Threshold of the State
[Istanbul]. Subduing and devastating the rebelling Christians of the Morea in the year [1780], and,
after that, the Albanians who were transgressing the bounds of forbearance, and, after fighting a great
battle with the Muscovite fleet in the Black Sea, the imperial seal was forwarded to him in the year 1203
[1789], following the dismissal of Ruscuklu Hasan Paga. In Rebifilevvel 1204 [1789], he joined the
imperial army at Ruscuk with the rank of grand vizier. His execution of the steward of the grand vizier
(kethfida-z sadr-z ali), the chief secretary of the grand vizier (mektubi-i sadr-z ali) and other officers without
cause after the bringing of the banner of Muhammed to the abovementioned city from Babadagi [in
Rumania] gave rise to the padishah's anger. A new secretary (mektubi) arrived from the Threshold
[Istanbul] with an imperial decree and, as a show of favor, a jeweled box containing silvered pastilles of

265 The Kalyoncular Killasi Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Sailors' Barracks), known also as the Cezayirli Hasan Paga
Camii, located at the center of the courtyard of the Kalyoncular Killasi on Bahriye Caddesi between Havuz Kapisi Sokagi and
Tali Sokagi in the Bedreddin Quarter in Kasimpaga. The Kalyoncular Killasi, built by Cezayirli Gazi Hasan Papa in 1783 to house
sailors conscripted each sailing season for the fleet, was the first modem military barracks erected in Istanbul; see Abac,
Kaszmpaya, 26; DBIA, II, 425. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 23, block 738.

265 Cezayirli Gazi Hasan Pala (d. 1790), Ottoman naval commander and grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Selim III. Born
the slave of a Muslim merchant in Tekirdag, he was manumitted and, after taking part as a Janissary in the war of 1737-38
against Austria, went to Algiers, where he was received by the Dey and in time appointed bey of Tlemcen. Forced by the Dey's
persecution to seek refuge in Spain, he returned to Constantinople in 1760 and was given command of a warship. After
distinguishing himself in the Battle of Qegme (1770), he succeeded in recapturing the island of Lemnos at the mouth of the
Dardanelles from the Russians, for which he received the title of gazi and was made kapudan-i derya. He fought against the
Russians at Rusquk in Bulgaria in 1773-74 and, after the Treaty of Kaynarca (1774), reasserted Ottoman authority over Acre in
Palestine (1776). In 1779, he was charged with pacifying the Morea and was appointed kaimmakam in 1781, 1785 and 1786. At
the same time, he worked to reorganize the navy and renovate the forts at the Black Sea entrance to the Bosphorus. In 1786 he
was sent to reassert Ottoman control over the virtually independent Mamluk beys of Egypt but was recalled to the capital
following the outbreak of new hostilities with Russia in 1787. He worked to relieve the Russian siege of Ochakov in June 1788,
but was recalled to Constantinople at the end of the year and dismissed as kapudan-i derya by the new sultan, Selim III (1789).
Appointed serasker of Ismail, he was promoted to grand vizier on 22 September 1789 but, after wintering with the army at
Shumla, fell ill (perhaps poisoned by order of the sultan) and died on 30 March 1790. He was buried in the Bektasi convent
which he built outside the gates of Shumla. He is remembered for his courage, his military and political skill and his efforts to
reorganize the Ottoman navy; see El, II, 533-34; SO, II, 159-60; 1.H. Uzunearlili, "Cezayirli Gazi Hasan Paga'ya dair," Thrkiyat
Mecmuasz, 7-8 (1940-42), 17-40.

2657 Sfiret al-meld'ike.
2658 mdstemndiyy-i Iudd.
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incense and other imperial gifts. He gave them to [Hasan Paga] before the aforesaid had gotten up
from his prayer rug while performing the mid-afternoon prayer. The instant [the pasa] broke open the
seal and smelled the pastilles of incense in the box, he fell down, and he gave up the ghost before
sunset on 14 Receb of the year 1204 [30 March 1790]. He was buried in the abovementioned city. He
occupied the office of grand admiral for more than eighteen years and the office of grand vizier for a
period of four and a half months.

[30] Subsequently, the imperial seal was seen to be merited by Ruscuklu Seyyid Hasan Paa. The age
of the aforesaid deceased exceeded eighty years. He also held the office of kaimmakam once or twice.
The abovementioned vizier had a lion, and it would wander unrestrained about the naval arsenal. [The
vizier] would always amuse himself with [the lion], which would lie at his side and in his lap. The
steward of the grand vizier (kethiada-yz sadr-z ali) Sfileyman Ragid Efendi, and the chief secretary of the
grand vizier (mektubi-i sadaret-penahi), who were the murdered ones mentioned above, were slain in the
winter quarters of Sumni on Sunday, the fifteenth of Rebiillhir 1204 [2 January 1790]. The severed
heads of Kara Ahmed Paa and Zagrahzade Abdullah Paa, [who were executed] because of their
negligence in the defense of Bender, arrived on the thirteenth of Cemaziyilevvel of the abovemen-
tioned year [29 January 1790]. The execution of Tayfur Paga occurred in the pass of Ismail on the
twenty-second day of Rebifilevvel in the abovementioned year [10 December 1789], again because of
his negligence in the defense of the fortress of Akkirman.

UP TO THIS POINT, THE FORTY-FIVE BLESSED MOSQUES AND SOME DERVISH LODGES AND CONVENTS LOCATED
IN KASIMPAMA WERE NOTED AND DESCRIBED. FOLLOWING THIS, THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND SMALL
MOSQUES WITHIN AND OUTSIDE GALATA,"" TOGETHER WITH SOME TEKKES AND DERVISH LODGES LOCATED

IN THE ABOVEMENTIONED PLACE ARE NOTED

2659 District occupying the promontory on the north side of the mouth of the Golden Horn. Originally called Sykai (Sycae,
"fig grove"), it had become an integral part of Constantinople by the early fifth century, forming the city's Thirteenth Region. It
may have been abandoned in the seventh century and seems to have been replaced by a fort on the shore, which served as the
point of attachment for the chain barring the Golden Horn's mouth. In the eleventh century, Galata appears to have become a
Jewish quarter, but when the Crusaders captured the fort in 1203, the Jewish quarter was destroyed. Galata was occupied by
Michael VIII in 1261 and was granted by him to the Genoese in 1267 as a semi-independent colony with a Genoese podesta or
governor. Although the Genoese were expressly forbidden to fortify the the Galata, they nonetheless did so almost immediately
after taking possession of the suburb and, over the next century, gradually extended its area and defenses. In the late Byzantine
period the city became extremely prosperous thanks to international trade.

Galata capitulated to the Turks in 1453. Although its walls were partially destroyed, it continued to retain many of its
privileges and in time became the Frankish quarter of the Ottoman capital. It was here that foreign merchants had their houses
and commercial establishments, that the European powers built their embassies, and that the Jewish and Moorish refugees
expelled from Spain in the sixteenth century settled, joined by Greeks and Armenians from Anatolia and the Balkans. As a
result, Ottoman Galata had a polyglot character, in which Muslims always remained a minority. Although in time the foreign
ambassadors and rich merchants began to move out of its crowded neighborhoods and into the hills and vineyards of Pera
(Turkish Beyoglu) beyond Galata's walls, prints and drawings show this latter region to have remained quite rural well into the
eighteenth century.

Evliya Qelebi remarks that in the seventeenth century Galata had eighteen Muslim, seventy Greek, three Frankish, one Jewish
and two Armenian quarters, with a total population of 200,000. The inhabitants of the Muslim andJewish quarters were in large
part made up of refugees from Catholic persecution in Spain. Much of the population worked as sailors, merchants and
handicraftsmen. The tavern keepers were Greeks, the merchants and bankers Armenian and the matchmakers Jews. The non-
Muslim inhabitants of Galata, Evliya observes, were prone to riot and rebellion and many of them could be seen lying drunk in
the streets. There were 200 taverns and wine shops, where they diverted themselves with music and drinking. There were also
seventy churches and several convents, plus two synagogues. The district contained no gardens, but had 3,080 shops, and, in the
harbor, which Evliya describes as protected against winds from all quarters, a thousand ships rode at anchor during the winter
months; see Evliya Qelebi, Travels, I/1, 49-54; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 1-4.
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1. The Arab Congregational Mosque"'

Its builder was Mesleme bin Abd6idmelik of the Umayyad Dynasty."' He crossed the narrows of Gallipoli
with the army of Islam in the year ninety-seven of the hijra of the Prophet [715-16] and, after
plundering in the environs of Edirne and Salonika, besieged Istanbul. But when his brother Snileyman
came by sea with the fleet and victory was near, he consented to peace because of an attack by the
Bulgarian unbelievers and the onset of want and famine. However, the conquest of Galata was
facilitated by God and he immediately afterwards built this blessed mosque. The aforementioned
Mesleme died in Blessed Damascus in the year 121 [738]. The martyrdom of Seyyid Gazi 66 2 and

Mehmed Battal also occurred in this year. Because the provisions connected with the abovementioned
mosque are completely set forth in the verses of one of the poets of old, [the poem] is here noted down
in its entirety. [31] It was hung as a framed inscription on the interior of the blessed mosque. The
poem is as follows:

Let me make known to you the circumstances of this place of worship,
That you may understand its worth and show honor to this beautiful house.

For many years it suffered misfortune in darkness,
And, subsequently, the Lord God showed it favor.

For that reason, may you do honor to its renown,
So that God also honors you at His throne!

Humbly persevere in prayer and salutation!
As to its purpose, it is the Way to God.

It is our hope that He forgives our sins and accept us.
He does not drive from His throne those who humble themselves.

Ninety-six years2663 had passed since the hijra.
This Religion had barely been saved from rebel ion.

2' The Arab Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Arabs), located at the intersection of Galata Mahkemesi Sokaki and
Hoca Hanim Sokagi in the Arap Camii Quarter in Galata. Although popular traditions hold that the mosque dates to the Arab
siege of Constantinople of 716-17, there is absolutely no historical support for these accounts. Rather, the mosque was originally
a Latin church dedicated to Saint Paul, built during the Latin Empire in the first half of the thirteenth century. A monastery
belonging to the Dominicans was established nearby around the year 1233, and, in time, the church came to be known by both
names, as Saint Paul and Saint Dominic. In Turkish sources dating to the period immediately following the conquest of
Constantinople, the church is referred to as Mesa Domeniko. Around 1475, however, it was converted into a mosque with the
name Galata Camii. Because the area around the mosque came in the sixteenth century to be settled by Arab refugees from
Andalusia, the mosque became known as the Arab Camii. Originally built in the Gothic style, the mosque is a rectangular
basilical hall, the square minaret of which served as its bell tower; see DBIA, I, 294-95; Hasluk, Christianity and Islam, II, 718-21;
IC, II, 5; ISTA, II, 936-47; Janin, Giographie ecclisiastique, 598-600; MW, 79-80; Benedetto Palazzo, L'Arap-Djami ou iglise Saint-Paul &
Galata (Istanbul, 1946); Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 19, 25-26. For location, see MWmap, F 4/22; Pervetitch map, III, block
1422; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, map, C/3.

261 Maslama bin 'Abd al-Malik bin Marwin (d. 739), the son of the Umayyad caliph 'Abd al-Malik, and military commander
of the Arab siege of Constantinople of 716-18.

2662 Seyyid Battal Gazi (d. given variously as 113/731-32, 121/738-39 and 123/740-41), Arab warrior of the Umayyad period,
who distinguished himself in the border struggles with the Byzantines and, from the twelfth century onward, became the locus
of a popular cult in Anatolia, particularly among the Alevi and Bektasi. Following the Seljuk conquest of Anatolia, his legendary
adventures were elaborated into a Turkish epic cycle, and popular tradition holds that his tomb, miraculously discovered by a
shepherd in the early thirteenth century, is located in the village of Seyyid Gazi near Eskilehir; see EI2, I, 1102-3. For the tomb-
tekke in Seyyid Gazi, see Theodor Menzel, "Das Bekt5i-Kloster Sejjid-i GhAzi," Mitteilungen des Seminars fir Orientalische Sprachen
zu Berlin, 28 (1925), 92-125.

2663 In fact, the line of the poem as given in manuscript versions of the Hadika (Vienna manuscript, fol. IIa, for example)
and in the Mecmua (203) reads, "Sixty-six years had passed since the hijra" (Kim altmi4 sene gegmi4 idi hicretten). This has been
changed, probably by Ali Sati, in the printed text to read "ninety-six years," bringing the date into conformity with that given at
the beginning of Ayvansarayi's account of the Arab Camii. The contradiction is addressed below in the text, where the authority
of Kara Qelebizade Abdfilaziz Efendi and of Kitib Qelebi is cited in support of the latter date; see also Palazzo, L'Arap Djami, 12.

2664 The Umayyad caliph al-Walid died in the year 96/715, and was succeeded without interruption by his brother Sulayman.
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Velid bin Abdfilmelik 665 had become Caliph of the Faith,
And the seditions of Yezid 666 had been pacified.

At that moment, [Velid] resolved on the conquest of Constantinople,
And he made the celebrated Mesleme commander-in-chief.

One day [Mesleme] delivered a sermon to the Muslims and the Believers.
"By setting out for the land of Rum, we gain in stature.

We offer mankind this abundance of God's compassionate mercy.
We are obliged to battle those who do not accept it."

The fifty thousand Bedouin Arabs who listened to this sermon
Undertook at that time, along with their followers,

And even many of the Companions of the Prophet, to set out on campaign.
They put their trust in God and were given guidance.

Proceeding by fits and starts, summoning to the Faith
Those peoples who declared, "I witness that there is no god [but God],"

[32] They came to the land of Rum and conquered this city [of Galata].
[Mesleme] shared out among the soldiers the riches found therein.

With rich spoils, he made this mosque to flourish.
It came to be called the Arab Congregational Mosque.

The emperor of Rum came and prostrated himself in [Mesleme's] court.
He undertook to pay the tribute tax without interruption.

[The Emperor] agreed to [Mesleme's] request and gave his pledge.
To those who say, "Safe conduct! Safe conduct!" this is divine command.

For seven years [the Arabs] resided in this city.
They worshiped in this divine place of audience.

Then, in Damascus, rebellion broke out,
Which made the world tremble and hearts go mad.

[Mesleme's] brother, Sileyman, became Caliph of Damascus.
By the perfection of his justice, he gave strength to Islam.

And he summoned Mesleme to his side.
With a thousand riders, [Mesleme] mounted and returned,

And many plagues befell the remaining soldiers.
The unbeliever [the Emperor] broke and breached the oath of safe conduct.

Giving them no rest, he tormented those soldiers.
With this anxiety, each of them repeatedly suffered affliction.

They longed for peace but it was not established.
And none were unwavering among the leaderless soldiers.

They understood that there was no solution. Weakness came upon Islam,
And the remaining soldiers went straight to Damascus.

The Emperor learned of [their departure] and came. He examined the city.
He demolished [the mosque's] minbar and mihrab. He made it a church.

[33] For many years [the Emperor] performed his blasphemies there.
God in His wisdom knows what He knows!

Subsequently, from the glorious, pure line of the House of Osman,
A world conqueror came forth as a divine blessing:

Namely, His Majesty Sultan Mehmed the Second.
His glory and majesty made the world prosper.

God caused him to succeed in the conquest of this Constantinople.
It was fit that that padishah be called the Father of Conquest (Ebulfeth).

2" Al-Walid, the eldest son of 'Abd al-Malik, succeeded his father as caliph in 705.
2"Yazid ibn Mu'awiya, the second Umayyad caliph (r. 680-83). Noted for his frivolity and dissipation, his legitimacy as caliph

was disputed by the sons of 'Ali as well as by others. It was to him that the head of Husayn was sent following the latter's
martyrdom at Karbala in 680. Later, when revolt broke out in the Hijaz, it was Yazid who ordered Mecca besieged, in the course
of which the Kaba was burned. He was succeeded as caliph, following the brief reigns of Mu'Awiya II and MarwAn I, by 'Abd al-
Malik (685-705) of the MarwAnid branch of the Umayyad Dynasty.
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He conquered this city in eight hundred fifty-seven [1453].
He imprinted his mark on the world in marble and departed.

He built many congregational mosques and small mosques.
Let us pray! May he prosper till the Day ofJudgment!

May God have compassion on the pure soul of that shah!
And may he find glory and honor at His throne!

It is my hope that the brethren who glance at [this] narrative,
May favor the versifier of [these] words with the Fatiha.

Although the deceased versifier wrote that this holy war [of Mesleme's] occurred in the year sixty-six
[685-86] of the hijra of the Prophet-peace and prayers be upon him-the authoritative works of the
late Katib Qelebi Mustafa Efendi and Kara Qelebizade Abdilaziz Efendi state that this expedition
occurred in the year ninety-six [714-15]. Because this congregational mosque is the largest of the
blessed mosques of Galata, it is also called the Great Mosque (Cami-i Kebir). It has an imperial tribune
(mahfil-i hiimayun), a minbar atop a single column, a miezzin's tribune (miaezzin mahfili), galleries for the
congregation and a adzrvan. The court of justice (mahkeme) of Galata is opposite this mosque. When
Saliha Sultan, the mother of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, built a sebil and
fountain117 with an upper-story mekteb and various other pious works of this sort inside the Azab Kapi,

she also renovated and enlarged this blessed mosque. She established a vakf to supplement the salaries
of the [mosque's] servants and to provide for the reading of the blessed Mevlid and the parts of the

blessed Qur'an. [34] This is the chronogram inscribed around the 5adzrvan:

Every person admired [the renovation] and pronounced the date of its completion.
"The mother of the sultan enlarged this most beautiful mosque,"6 68 1147 [1734-35].

Because the abovementioned congregational mosque burned in the fire which occurred on the eighth
day of Cemaziyilevvel 1222 [12 July 1807], it was again renovated by the Two Holy Cities.66 9 [The
mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Galata Yeni Congregational Mosque.2 17 0 Known as the Valide Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Gfilnu Emetullah Sultan, one of the wives of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth and the
mother of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa the Third2 7

' and His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third. The

Yeni Congregational Mosque2 7 2 of Uskntdar was built for this valide sultan. God willing, it will be

described in its place. Her grave is in Uskfidar. Originally, there was a church2 67 1 on the site of this

267 The Saliha Sultan Qeimesi in Azapkapi; see H. Orcfin Banita, Azapkapz $aliha Sultan Gesmesi (Istanbul, 1995); Tamik,
(esmeler, II, 73-75.2

' Bu ahsen cdmi'i tevsi' kildi vdlide Sultdn.
2669 Presumably by the imperial vakfs established to support pious foundations in Mecca and Medina.
2670 The Galata Yeni Camii (New Congregational Mosque of Galata), known also as the Valide Camii, located at the inter-

section of Yuzbayi Sabaheddin Evren Caddesi (the former Camii Cedid Sokagi) and Bereketzade Medresesi Sokagi in the Bere-
ketzade Quarter in Galata. The mosque was torn down in 1937; see IC, II, 26; ISTA, XI, 5954; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata,
30. For location, see MWmap, F 4/11 and 321; Pervitich map, III, block 1328; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, map, D/4, 37.

2671 In fact, Sultan Mustafa II.
2672 The Yeni Cami; see Hadika, 493-94, below.
2673 The Church of St. Francis. Although no mention of the church is found in documents before 1304, it probably dates to

the second quarter of the thirteenth century (but in any case, after 1230, the date of the canonization of the saint to whom it
was dedicated, St. Francis of Assisi). It remained in the hands of the Franciscans after the fall of the Latin Empire in
Constantinople in 1261, and also after the Turkish conquest of the city in 1453. The church was partly destroyed by fires in 1639
and again in 1660, but was rebuilt in 1670. Following the great fire of 1696, which left it intact, Sultan Mustafa II ordered it
demolished (6 March 1697) and in its place Gilnfi Emetullah Sultan built the mosque; see Janin, Giographie eccksiastique, 595-
96.
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mosque. Later, when it burned, legal permission for its reconstruction was not given and a vacant plot
of land remained. Subsequently, this mosque was built. [This is] a chronogram for its completion: "May
the place of worship of the mother of the sultan be an abode of pious acts!"2 74 1109 [1697-98]. It has an

imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) and spigots, and there is a fountain at the gate of the mosque's
precinct. Mehmed Paga, [Gfilnu Emetullah's] kethiida, who later became a vizier, built the medrese
opposite [the mosque] as a source of blessing. The abovementioned pasa is also buried in Uskfidar.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

3. The Manastzr Mosque 67
1

Originally, it was a church and later it became a mosque. Its founder was His Excellency 5eyhfilislam
Molla Gurani 5emseddin Ahmed Efendi.6 76 The aforesaid became eyhilisldm in 893 [1487-88], succeed-
ing Molla Hfisrev, and he passed away to the Abode of Eternity in the year 885 [1480-81]. The aforesaid
built many mosques and medreses in Istanbul and he is buried in his great mosque.26 7 7 [The Manastir
Mosque] does not have a quarter.

4. The Alaca Mosque2 678

Its builder is 5eyhfilislim Zenbilli Ali Efendi.1 7' His biography was given in connection with his blessed
mosque known by the name Miifti Ali, located in Istanbul. [35] His grave is located near his mekteb,
which is situated at the edge of Zeyrek. "Death of the devout savant"2 o68 is the date of his death. 5eyh
Hfiseyin Efendi, who was the Friday preacher of the Congregational Mosque of Kasim Paga68' and
imam of this mosque, installed its minbar in 932 [1525-26]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

5. The Hacz Aver Mosque 682

Because its builder had one eye, he was thus known as aver (blind-in-one-eye). The aforesaid was also
called Haci Ama (blind). His [true] name and grave are unknown. Mehmed Tahir, a high officer of
Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan, who was dismissed from the office of the commissary-general of the army
(nizal-i emanet) and was the son of a high official of a Ottoman state, the aka of the sipah ocag, Mehmed
Eminzade Mehmed Sadik Aga, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2
11 Ma'bed-i vdlide sultdn ola ddr al-hasendt.

2675 The Manastir Mescidi (Mosque of the Monastery), known also as the Molla Gfirani Mescidi, located near the Arab Camii.
Its precise location is uncertain. The mosque is no longer extant; see C, II, 45; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 30.

2676 For Molla Gfirani 5emseddin Ahmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1637.
2677 The Molla Gftrani Camii; see Hadika, 228-29.
2678 The Alaca Mescid (Varigated Mosque), located on the south side of Tersane Caddesi at the intersection with Uskfcf6ifi

Sokagi in the Arab Camii Quarter in Galata. The mosque was torn down during the widening of Tersane Caddesi in 1957; see
DBIA, VIII, 24; IC, II, 3; ISTA, I, 574; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 28. For location, see MWmap, F 4/27 and 321; Pervititch
map, III, sheet 47, block 1372; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan no. 15.

2679 Zenbilli Ali Efendi; see Hadika, n. 83.
268 Vefdt- 'dlim-i rabbdni.
261 The Kasim Paga Camii; see Hadika, 329-30.
262 The Haci Aver Mescidi, known also as the Haci Ummi Mescidi, located near the Azab Kapi in Galata. Its exact location is

unknown. The name Aver means 'blind in one eye.' No trace of the mosque survives; see 1C, II, 27; Schneider and Nomidis,
Galata, 29.
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6. The Emek Yemez Mosque683

Its builder was Hfisameddin Efendi. He is also buried there. This is the numerical date on his
gravestone: 999 [1590-91]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Yolcuzade Mosque 4

Its builder was Haci Omer Efendi. His grave is also there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

8. The Okgu Mosque"'

Its builder was the head of the archers (okcubasz), Musa Aga. His grave is also there. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

9. The Bereketzade Mosque 6'

Its builder was Haci Ali bin Hasan. His name is not on his gravestone. The name [Bereketzade] is
found in the vakfiye of a small pious foundation nearby.""87 The abovementioned pious founder was the
first [person] to retire with the office of warden of the fortress (dizdar) of Galata at the time of the
Conquest. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Emek Yemez Mescidi, located at the intersection of Yfiksek Minare Sokagi and Tutsak Sokagi in the Emek Yemez
Quarter in Galata. An inscription over the entrance states that it was renovated in 1302/1884; see DBIA, VIII, 136; IC, II, 22;
ISTA, VIII, 4538; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 29 (where the mosque is incorrectly listed as the Etmek Yemez Mescidi. In fact
the Tntbingen manuscript [fol. 104r] and the Vienna manuscript [fol. 116v] both show the name clearly to be Emek Yemez).
For location, see MW map, F 4/24 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 48, block 1401; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no.
108.

214 The Yolcuzade Mescidi, known also as the Omer Efendi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Yolcu Hamami Sokagi and
Gfimfi Gerdan Sokaki in the Emek Yemez Quarter in Galata; see IC, II, 71; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 30. For location, see
MWmap, F 4/25 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 48, block 1403; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan no. 2.

2" The Okcu Mescidi (Mosque of the Archer), known also as the Okcubapi Musa or Okgu Camii, located on Midilli Sokagi at
the intersection with Okeu Musa Caddesi in the Bereketzade Quarter in Galata. Although some sources date it to the period of
Sultan Mehmed II (late fifteenth century), it seems more likely that it was founded in the seventeenth century. The mosque was
rebuilt by the Directorate General of Vakfs in 1939; see DBIA, VIII, 340; IC, II, 50; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 30. For
location, see MWmap, F 4/23; Pervititch map, III, sheet 44 - 49, block 1310; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 102.

268 The Bereketzade Mescidi, located at the intersection of Camekan Sokagi and Bereketzade Sokagi in the Bereketzade
Quarter in Galata. The mosque, which took its name from the nearby fountain, was, according to an inscription, renovated in
1241/1825 and remained open for worship until 1940. It was torn down in 1948; see IC, II, 11; IKSA, II, 1185; ISTA, V, 2539;
OMFD, III, 325; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 29. For location, see MW map, F 4/13; Pervititch map, III, sheet 44 - 49, block
1318; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, D/3.

267 The Bereketzade Qegmesi, located on the Kuledibi Meydam at the intersection of Bfiyfikhendek Caddesi and Fireaci
Sokagi. It was moved to this spot in 1958 from its original location beside the Bereketzade Mescidi. The fountain was built in
1145/1732 by the defterdar- pzkk-z evvel Mehmed Efendi on the site of an earlier fountain, the work of Sultan Mehmed II's chief
maiezzin (mftezzinbayz) Bereketzade al-Hac Ali Efendi, and was restored by Bezm-i Alem Valide Sultan in 1260/1844. The mosque
takes its name form the fountain, but otherwise there is no connection between the two; see H. Orcfn Banta, Istanbul (ejmeleri.
Bereketzade Gesmesi (Istanbul, 1989); DBIA, II, 156; ISTA, V, 2534-37; Tamipk, Ge:meler, II, 77-79; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata,
40.
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10. The ehsiivar Mosque 68
8

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was one of those who came with Fatih at the
time of the Conquest. He was employed in various important naval affairs. [The location of] his grave is
not known. [The mosque] has a quarter. [36]

11. The Kiirekciler Mosque2 9

Its builder was Ali Aga, who belonged to the abovementioned guild.261 [The location of] his grave is
not known. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

12. The Bekta5 Efendi Mosque691

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Bekta Efendi, its builder, is buried in a separate tomb
opposite the Congregational Mosque of Hadice Sultan outside Ayvansaray. He was the imam and tutor
of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sleyman Khan. At present the office of [the mosque's] mitevelli is held
by his descendants. The abovementioned Bekta Efendi was a person of influence in the reign of Sultan
Sileyman Khan. Because matters having to do with the regulation and ordering of the Janissary corps
were for the most part realized in accord with the word and opinion of the abovementioned person, it
is said that the reliance of the abovementioned group [the Janissaries] on the famous Haci Bekta Veli
originated with him. As the abovementioned master was also a haji, he was identical to Haci Bekta Veli
in name and in appellation. The hamam located in Sandikcilarbasi inside the Kurgunlu Mahzen [Gate],
as well as several buildings opposite it, are among the vakfs of this mosque. The blessed mosque is
opposite the abovementioned hamam. Hafiz Hfiseyin Efendi, the author of [this] book, was one of the
servants of this vakf [The Bekta Efendi Mosque] does not have a quarter.

26" The $ehsftvar Mescidi, located on Bfiynk Hendek Caddesi at the intersection with Lakardaci Sokaki in the Bereketzade
Quarter in Galata. The mosque was built by $ehsilvar Mehmed Bey, a naval commander of the reign of Mehmed II. The present
building is thought to date to the period of Sultan Abd6daziz. It was renovated in 1954; see DBIA, VIII, 417; IC, II, 62; OMFD, III,
500; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 30. For location, see MW map, F 3/5 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 44 - 49, block 1308
(yanmi4 cami); Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, C/2, 105.

2689 The Kfirekciler Mescidi (Mosque of the Oarsmen), known also as the Kilrkfi Mescidi (Mosque of the Furriers), located
inside the walls in the vicinity of the Yelkenci Ham (Pervetitch map, III, sheet 46, block 1350; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata,
plan, no. 23) in the Arab Camii Quarter in Galata. There was formerly a Kfirekciler Kapisi, and a Kfirekciler Sokagi and
Kfirekciler Kapisi Sokagi are indicated (Istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 15) in the vicinity of the Yelkenci Ham. No trace of the
mosque remains, nor is its precise location known; see 1C, II, 44; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 29.

2690 I.e., the guild of the oarsmen or rowers.
2691 The Bekta Efendi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Necati Bey Caddesi and Gfimrak Sokagi in the Kemanke Kara

Mustafa Paa Quarter in Galata. The mosque, which was built in the sixteenth century, was torn down in 1957 during the
widening of Necati Bey Caddesi; see IC, II, 11; ISTA, V, 2442; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 29. For location, see MW map, F
4/9 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 41-42, block 1248; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 50.
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13. The Congregational Mosque of Kemankeo Mustafa Pasa692

Its builder was the abovementioned [Kemanke Mustafa] Paga.693 The abovementioned mosque was

transformed from a church.... and has an upper story. The abovementioned pasa, who was grand

admiral (kapudan pasa) at the time of the conquest of Baghdad in the reign of Sultan Murad Khan the

Fourth, became grand vizier following the martyrdom of Tayyar Paa. Subsequently, His Majesty Sultan

Ibrahim Khan executed him in the year 1053 [1643-44]. The date of his death is "May Paradise be

Mustafa Paa's abode."1 6 5 He is buried in a separate tomb on the Divanyolu in Istanbul. He also built a

mosque and a medrese and a fountain. 9 Details of his biography are given above in the description of

the small mosque in his medrese located near Parmakkap. 9 7 [The Congregational Mosque of

Kemanke Mustafa Paga] has a quarter.

14. The Sultan Bayezid MosqueY 698

Its builder was the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint. The abovementioned mosque is

administered by the vakf of his great mosque in Istanbul. [37] The late Haci Begir Aga,269 9 the

$eyhilharem and nazzr-z dariissaade, installed its minbar. The abovementioned aga is buried in the vicinity

of the blessed tomb of His Excellency Halid bin Zeyd-may God be well pleased with him. [The

mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Mosque of Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint20
1

This [mosque] was also built by His Majesty the abovementioned sultan. The abovementioned Beeir

Aga installed its minbar as well. And [the Mosque of Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint] has a quarter.

262 The Kemanke Mustafa Paga Camii, located on Gfimrfik Sokagi near the intersection with Galata Mumhanesi Caddesi in

the Kemanke Kara Mustafa Paga Quarter in Galata. An inscription over its entrance commemorates a renovation carried out in

1186/1772; see DBIA, IV, 522; 1C, II, 38-39; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 29. For location, see MW, 321; Pervititch, III, sheet

41-43, block 1246; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 48.
269 For Kemanke Kara Mustafa Paa, see Hadika, n. 78.
264 The Church of St. Anthony (St Anthony the Hermit or St. Anthony of Padua), dating from the middle of the fourteenth

century. The church was transformed into a mosque in 1636; seeJanin, Giographie ecclisiastique, 592-93.
269 Mustafa Pa4d'ya cennet cdy ola.
269 The Odalar Mescidi in Karagfimrik, and the Kemanke Mustafa Paga Medresesi and sebil in Qarikap; see Hadika, 46,

201-2.
2697 See Hadika, 202.
2698 The Sultan Bayezid Mescidi, known also as the Kavaflar or Bayezid Cedid Mescidi, located on Necati Bey Caddesi between

D6lemeci Sokag1 and Derici Sokagi in the Kemanke Kara Mustafa Paga Quarter in Galata. The mosque was originally built in

the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century, and was renovated in the eighteenth century, in the nineteenth century, following

the great Galata fire of 1292/1875, and, most recently, in 1957. No trace remains of the original structure; see DBIA, VIII, 406;

C, II, 60-61; ISTA, IV, 2248-50; OMBYSD, 217; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 30. For location, see MW map, F/5 and 321;

Pervititch map, III, sheet 34, block 1059; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 71.

269 For Haci Begir Aga, see Hadika, n. 327.
270 The Sultan Bayezid Han-i Veli Mescidi. Reference to such a mosque does not appear in either the Tfibingen or Vienna

manuscripts (see fols. 104v and 117r respectively) nor can the identity or location of such a mosque be established using other

sources. Yiksel points out that as both it and the Sultan Bayezid Mescidi (no. 14 above) are described as having quarters and as

being furnished with minbars by the nazzr darassaade Haci Belir Aga, it is likely that the Sultan Bayezid Han-i Veli Mescidi and

Sultan Bayezid Mescid are, in fact, one and the same mosque; see OMBYSD, 217; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 30.
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362 CHAPTER FOUR

[THE ACCOUNT OF] THE FIFTEEN SMALL MOSQUES WITHN THE FORTRESS OF THE CITY OF GALATA BEING HERE

COMPLETED, MENTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND SMALL MOSQUES, AND, IN

THIS CONNECTION, NOW AND THEN, OF THE TEKKES LOCATED AT THE GATES AND OUTSIDE THE WALLS OF

GALATA BEGINS

[The Gates of Galata" 7 ]

1. The Tophane Kapi;7"" 2. the Azab Kapi;27  3. the Kfik Kule Kapi;27"4 4. the Bfiyftk Kule Kapi;270 5.
the Meyyit Kapi;27" 6. the Kfirekci Kapi;27 7 7. the Yagkapani Kapi;27"0 8. the Balikpazan Kapi;27 11 9. the
Karakby Kapi;2 7 1

1 10. the Kurgunhi Mahzen Kapi;27 1 11. the Mumhane Kap;2 71 2 12. the Kire Kap; 2713

270' The walls of Galata, with a perimeter of about 2800 meters and averaging two meters in width, enclosed an area of 37
hectares. Although the Genoese, by their agreement of 1267 with the Byzantines, were expressly forbidden to fortify the suburb,
they nonetheless proceeded to do so almost immediately after that date, and, over the next century and a half, gradually
enlarged Galata's area by extending its walls. Since the enlargement took place by degrees, divisions within Galata were formed
as areas beyond the fortifications were enclosed by new walls. Ultimately, five walled subdivisions were formed within Galata's
outer defenses, each of which could defend itself independently in case of emergency. The fortifications system, in addition to
having square and semicircular towers ranged along the walls at regular intervals, also included a large castle on the shore, on
the site of the Yeralti Camii, and a tower bastion, the Galata Tower, on the north defending the city's land side. The outer walls
of Galata were pierced by sixteen gates, of which thirteen are enumerated by Ayvansarayi. The interior gates between the walled
quarters of the town numbered eight, of which six are mentioned in the Hadika. Although the outline of Galata's defenses are
today still visible in the street plan, and some meagre remains of the walls survive, the fortifications were in large part
demolished in 1864.

The Genoese period names of the gates of Galata have for the most part not been handed down. Early Turkish lists of the
gates of Galata include those given by Mehmed ibn Omer Agik and Evliya Qelebi. For a discussion of the sources as well as of the
names themselves, see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 15-18. In listing the gates, Ayvansarayi begins with the main eastern and
western gates (the Tophane and Azab), followed by the two gates flanking the Galata Tower on the north. He next lists the
eight gates on the south, sea-facing, side of the enceinte, beginning in the west with the Kfirekci Kapisi and proceeding east to
the Kiree Kapisi, and finally enumerates six of the gates in the interior walls which separate the different wards of the town.

2702 The Cannon Foundry Gate, located on Necati Bey Caddesi, connected Galata with the district known as Tophane,
situated to the northeast of Galata along the Bosphorus shore; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 17 and plan, no. 67.

2703 The Gate of the Naval Marines, located at the southwest angle of Galata, at the north end of the Atatfirk Bridge. On a
woodblock print published by the Venetian Vavassore and dated c. 1520, which in turn was based on an earlier print of c. 1490,
the gate is designated Porta de San Antonio, a name which reappears as S. Antonis Pforten on the panoramic drawing of
Constantinople dated 1559 by Melchior Lorichs; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 15 and plan, no. 10; Eugen Oberhummer,
Konstantinopel unter Sultan Suleiman dem Grossen aufgenommen imJahre 1559 durch Melchior Lorichs aus Flensburg (Munich, 1902), 22,
pl. X.

2704 The Small Gate of the Tower, located on the Yfiksek Kaldinm to the east of the Galata Tower, on the north side of the
enceinte; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 17 and plan, no. 77.

270 The Large Gate of the Tower, located immediately to the northeast of the Galata Tower, on the north side of the
enceinte; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 17 and plan, no. 90.

2706 The Corpse Gate, located opposite the intersection of Tersane Caddesi and Galata Yeni Kapisi Caddesi, on the west side
of the enceinte. It was so named because it was the gate leading to the cemeteries outside Galata's walls; see Schneider and
Nomidis, Galata, 15 and plan, no. 9.

2707 The Oarsman's Gate (or Kfirkci6 Kapi, Gate of the Furrier), located on the no longer extant Kfirekciler Kapisi Sokagi, on
the south side of the enceinte, along the shore; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 15 and plan, no. 24.

2708 The Gate of the Oil Market, designated the Porta Comego on the Vavassore woodblock print of c. 1520 and the Lorichs
drawing of 1559 (Hadika, n. 2704). It was located on the south side of the enceinte, along the shore, on the no longer extant
Eski Yagkapam Sokagi; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 16, and plan, no. 31; Oberhummer, Konstantinopel, 22, pl. VIII.

270 The Gate of the Fish Market, located on the south side of the enceinte, on the no longer extant Kardesim Sokagi; see
Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 16, and plan, no. 35.

"7" The Karak6y Gate, designated Porta Sta Chiara on the Vavassore woodblock print of c 1520 and Lorichs drawing of 1559.
It was located at the northern end of the Galata Bridge, on Karak6y Caddesi; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 16, and plan,
no. 41; Oberhummer, Konstantinopel, 22, pl. 2.

2711 The Gate of the Lead Covered Cistern, referred to by Evliya Qelebi as Aya Niko Kapi (Porta di San Nicola), located on
Gfimrntk Sokagi, on the southeast side of the enceinte; see Schnieder and Nomidis, Galata, 16-17, and plan, no. 52.

2712 The Gate of the Chandlery, located on Galata $arap Iskelesi Sokagi, on the southeast side of the enceinte; see Schneider
and Nomidis, Galata, 17 and plan, no. 54.
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13. the Egri Kapi."" And these are the gates separating the divisions [inside Galata]: 1. the Knfc k
Karak6y Kapi; 71' 2. the Mihal Kapi;" 16 3. the Meydancik Kapi; 1" 4. the Kilise Kapi;27 18 5. the I Azab
Kapi;2719 6. the Sank Kap.2 72

1 In all there are nineteen gates.

1. The Meyyit Iskelesi Mosque*72 1

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was the firewood seller (gupcu) Musa Qelebi. [The location of]
his grave is not known. Although it was originally an open air place for public worship (namazgdh), one
of the commissioners of the imperial naval arsenal (tersane emini), with canonical consent, took
possession of it and built [the mosque]. The office of its maitevelli is entrusted to his descendants. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

2. The Congregational Mosque of Azabkap"2722

Its builder is Tavil Mehmed Paa,"" who became grand vizier at the end of the reign of Sultan
Sileyman Khan and was the son-in-law of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Second and grand vizier
during the time of his reign. He was the husband of Ismihan Sultan. As was stated in his biography,
which was given in connection with the blessed mosque known by his name located near Kadirga
Limani in Istanbul, [38] he became grand vizier in Zilkade nine hundred seventy-two [1565]. Later, in
5aban nine hundred eighty-seven [1579], at the beginning of the reign of Sultan Murad Khan the

2713 The Lime Gate, located on Fransiz Geeidi, on the southeast side of the enceinte; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 17,
and plan, no. 56.

2714 The Crooked Gate, located on Kirec Kuyusu Sokagi, on the southeast side of the enceinte; see Schneider and Nomidis,
Galata, 17, and plan, no. 58.

271 The Little Karak6y Gate, known also as the hq Karak6y Kapisi, located at the intersection of Karak6y Caddesi and Necati
Bey Caddesi, connecting the town's southern ward with the eastern ward; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 18, and plan, no.
40.

2716 The Mihal Gate, known also as the Horoz Kapisi, located on Horoz Sokagi, connecting the eastern and northern wards of
the town; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 17-18, and plan, no. 76.

2717 The Gate of the Small Public Square, known also as the Voyvoda Kapi, located at the intersection of Voyvoda Caddesi and
Haraeei Ali Sokagi, south of the Mihal Kapisi, connecting the eastern and northern wards of the town; see Schneider and
Nomidis, Galata, 18, and plan, no. 75.

271' The Gate of the Church, known also as the Yanik Kapi, located on Voyvoda Caddesi, a little to the east of the intersection
with Yanik Kapi Sokao, and connecting the northern and northwestern wards of the town; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata,
18, and plan, no. 99.

271 The Inner Gate of the Naval Marines, located on Tersane Caddesi, near the intersection with Yolcuzade Sokagi. It
connected the western and southern wards of Galata; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 18, and plan, no. 14.

2720 The Turban Gate, known also as the Harup Kapisi, located at the intersection of Yanik Kapi Sokagi and Harup Sokagi. It
connected the northwest and west wards of the town; see Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 18, and plan, no. 4.

2721 The Meyyit iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Corpse Landing). It was located outside the Meyyit Kapi and within the walls
of the present-day naval arsenal (tersane). It was torn down in the course of the arsenal's enlargement. Its precise location is no
longer certain; see IC, II, 47; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 32.

2722 The Azabkapisi Camii, known also as the Sokullu Mehmed Pasa Camii, located on Galata Yeni Kapisi Caddesi (formerly
between Kalafatqilar Caddesi and Ustfipiicfiler Sokagi) at the northern end of the Atatfirk Bridge, in the Arap Camii Quarter of
Galata. One of the most noteworthy mosques of Istanbul, it is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan and was restored after the
great Galata fire of 1807. Damaged in the earthquake of 1894, it was for many years closed, but underwent extensive
restorations in 1941. The minaret was restored in an Ottoman Baroque style in the second quarter of the nineteenth century,
but because this did not fit well with the otherwise classical appearance of the mosque, it was replaced by a more traditionally
classical minaret in 1958; see DBIA, VII, 30-31; IC, II, 7-8; ISTA, III, 1675-79; Kuran, Sinan, 143-47; Schneider and Nomidis,
Galata, 31. For location, see MW map, F 4/29 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 47, block 1377; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata,
A/3.

2723 Sokullu Mehmed Paa, for whom, see Hadika, n. 21.
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Third, a madman martyred him while he was in the divan. A son named Ibrahim was born to him by
the abovementioned sultana. At first, [the birth] was hidden, but, subsequently, in the time of Selim
Khan, it was revealed to the public, and [the son] was retired [with the rank of vizier with] three tug.
He was known by the name Ibrahim Khan. Both of them [father and son] are buried in a separate
tomb located near the blessed mosque of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased with him. The
celebrated theological college known as the Yazih Medrese, which is located near his tomb, is one of his
charitable foundations. In addition to his numerous vakfs in Anatolia and Rumelia, there are many
charitable foundations of his in the Two Esteemed Holy Cities. The imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun)
and other requirements of the abovementioned mosque being complete, it was finished in the year
"Paradise of the Qur'an,"""14 985 [1577-78]. [The mosque's detached] minaret, built of stone with a
single balcony, is to its left, on the other side of an alley. In addition to being repaired many times, it
was completely renovated due to the fact that it cracked in the fire which occurred on the eighth day of
Cemaziyinlevvel of the year 1222 [14 July 1807]. Because it was struck by lightning in the year [lacuna],
it was pulled down, and, because [the mosque's] vakf lacked money, it has still not been [re]built at the
time of our writing, which is Cemaziyilevvel of the year 1242 [1826]. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

3. The Nisancz Mosque725

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Niganci Mehmed Paga.27 2
' His grave is in the mosque

known as the Yeni Niganci Congregational Mosque in Istanbul."" There is a mekteb of his nearby. 5iSkri
Efendi, a manumitted slave of Fevzizade, the grandson of Kinmi Efendi, who was one of the
descendants of the founder and was miitevelli in accord with the stipulations [of the vak], installed its
minbar with incomes assigned from the capital of the vakf [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

4. The Yelkenci Khan Mosque7 2
1

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Grand Vizier Kemanke Mustafa Pasa.272' His great mosque
inside the walls [of Istanbul] has been noted.2 ".4 The khan is one of [the great mosque's] rent-
producing vakf properties. [The Yelkenci Khan Mosque] does not have a quarter. [39]

2124 Cennet al-Kur'dn.
2725 The Niganci Mescidi (Mosque of the Chancellor). The mosque was located at the intersection of the no longer extant

Kalafateilar Caddesi and Kirekciler Kapisi Sokaki in the Arap Camii Quarter, outside the walls of Galata and along the shore of
the Golden Horn. No trace of the mosque remains; see 1C, II, 50; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 32. For location, see MW
map, F 4/21 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 45-46a, block 1358; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 21.

272 Nianci Karamani Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 1810.
2727 The Yeni Niganci Camii, located in Kumkapi; see Hadika, 230.
2728 The Yelkenci Ham Mescidi (Mosque of the Sailor's Khan), located in the Yelkenci Ham, near the intersection of the no

longer extant Knirekciler Kapisi Sokaki and Makaracilar Caddesi, just outside the sea wall in the Arap Camii Quarter. No trace of
the mosque survives; see IC, II, 50; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 34. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 45-46a, block
1350; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 23.2" Kemanke Kara Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 78.

27 The Odalar Mescidi in Karagfimrnk; see Hadika, 46.
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5. The Eski Yagkapanz Mosque""

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Grand Vizier Makbul Ibrahim Paga,"" whose genealogy
extends back to Yanko bin Madyan, the first builder of Constantinople. In addition to this, there is a
mosque of his in Salonika known as the [Congregational Mosque of] Aya Sofya,"" and mosques, imarets
and other charitable foundations of his in Kavalla and Hezargrad. He was master of the seal [i.e., grand
vizier] for thirteen years and was killed on the Night of Power in blessed Ramazan of the year 942 [21
March 1536]. His grave is in the place known as the Canfeza Zaviyesi, behind the naval arsenal. He is
buried on a separate raised terrace and later, following his execution in Ramazan in the year 1023
[1614], Grand Vizier Nasuh Papa was buried beside him. [The mosque] does not have a quarter

6. The Congregational Mosque of Yagkapan"27
3
4

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Grand Vizier Kara Mustafa Paga.27 5 His medrese and small
mosque without minaret located in Istanbul were mentioned [above]."6 [The Congregational Mosque
of Yagkapani] does not have a quarter.

7. The Congregational Mosque of the Kursunlu Mahzen2 111

Its founder, Grand Vizier Mustafa Paa,27
3
8 obtained the imperial seal three times and was executed on

Midilli in the year 1170 [1756-57]. His biography was given in connection with the account of his
tekke.75 It is related that on God's facilitating the conquest of Galata, which occurred according to
tradition in the one hundredth year of the hijra [718-19], the abovementioned mosque was built in
order to make possible the performance of the five obligatory acts [of daily prayer]. 5eyh Mehmed

2731 The Eski Yagkapam Mescidi (Mosque of the Old Oil Market), known also as the Ibrahim Paa or Makbul Ibrahim Paga
Camii, located contiguous to Galata's walls at the Yagkapam Kapisi, on Fermeneciler Caddesi between Arap Kayyum Sokagi and
Diki ei Sokagi in the Yeni Camii Quarter in Galata. The mosque was built in 1536 by Snileyman I's son-in-law and grand vizier
Makbul Damad Ibrahim Paa, was renovated in the early nineteenth century by Sultan Mahmud II and was rebuilt in 1913; see
DBIA, V, 277; IC, II, 22-23; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 31. For location, see MW map, F 4/20 and 321; Pervititch map, III,
sheet 43a - 46, block 1348; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 33.

2732 Damad Frenk Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 202.
2733 The probably eighth-century Church of the Holy Wisdom in Salonika, converted into a mosque by lbrahim Paga in

930/1523-24; see AOME, IV, 256-57.
2734 The Yagkapam Camii, known also as the Kara Mustafa Paga Camii or Karak6y Camii, located on Karak6y Caddesi at the

north end of the Galata Bridge, between Kemanke Caddesi and Halil Paga Sokaki in the Kemanke Mustafa Papa Quarter
outside the sea wall in Galata. The mosque was torn down in 1958; see IC, II, 69; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 29-30. For
location, see MWmap, F 4/8 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 41-42, block 1253; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 42.

2735 Merzifoni Maktul Kara Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 1485.
2736 The Kara Mustafa Paga Dar-flhadisi in Qargikapi and the Kara Mustafa Paga Mescidi in Hocapaga; see Hadika, 190-91.
277 The Kurgunlu Mahzen Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Leaded Cistern), known also as the Yeralti Camii, located at

the end of Karantina Sokaki in the Kemanke Kara Mustafa Papa Quarter in Galata. The mosque stands on the foundations and
cistern of the square fort (the kastellion) which was the point of attachment for the chain which in Byzantine times stretched
across the mouth of the Golden Horn from Sarayburnu to Galata. Following the conquest of Constantinople in 1453, a popular
legend spread to the effect that Vahb ibn Husayra (Wahb ibn Hushayra) and Sufyan ibn Uyayna (Sufyin ibn 'Uyayna), two
Muslim martyrs who fell before the walls of of the city during the Arab siege of 716-17, were buried there. According to Evliya
Qelebi, their graves were discovered during the seventeenth century and Murad IV wished to build a mosque on the site.
However, as Ayvansarayi notes, the present mosque was built by Grand Vizier Bahir K~se Mustafa Paga between 1754 and 1756;
see Hasluck, Christianity and Islam, II, 726-28; Unver, Sahabe Kabirleri, 47-48; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 167; also DBIA, VII, 502;
IC, II, 42; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 31-32. For location, see MW map, F 4/7 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 41-42,
block 1246; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 47.

2738 Maktul Bahir K6se Mustafa Paa. He was, in fact, executed in 1179/1765. See Hadika, n. 118.
2739 The Mustafa Paga Tekkesi outside the Edirne Kapi; see Hadika, 309-10.
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Efendi, the son of 5eyh Murad, who came to the Threshold [Istanbul] from the Blessed Damascus in
the time of Mahmud Khan the First, gives the following narrative from his father, 5eyh Murad Efendi.
"My father, 5eyh Murad Efendi-may his grave be hallowed-beheld in his dreams a bridge being built
from Uskfidar to Galata and angels passing over it. When he asked them for an explanation, they
answered, 'Some of the Companions of the Prophet were buried in the Kurgunlu Mahzen. We are on
our way to make a pilgrimage to them."' And [5eyh Murad Efendi] explained and wrote out this dream
for the abovementioned vizier [Mustafa Paga], who was grand vizier. [40] After the memorandum [was
delivered], because, in fact, some noble graves were found, when, following its directions, the above-
mentioned cistern was cleaned, emptied and searched, recourse was had to histories. It was found that
several of the celebrated persons who came with the Muslim commander to conquer Constantinople in
the year 96 [714-15], during the time of the Umayyad Caliphate, were buried in the abovementioned
place. The army of Islam settled down in the abovementioned city [of Galata] for a period of seven
years, and, when they returned to Damascus, they put some goods in the abovementioned cistern,
closed it up with the permission of the Emperor and caused [molten] lead (kursun) to be poured [to
seal it up]. This is the reason it is known as the Kurgunlu Mahzen (Leaded Cistern).

Because the renovation and adornment of the abovementioned mosque were desired by the sultan, a
minbar and imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) were built. And because one of the there-located
towers of the fortress of Galata was in the form of a minaret, it was made into a minaret and oil lamps
were put [in it]. When later, as the result of an earthquake, it fell down, a minaret was built again in its
place. The abovementioned mosque being completed, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan honored it
with a visit on the commencement of the first prayer. After the performance of Friday prayer, because
the work of the abovementioned vizier met with imperial satisfaction, [the sultan] gave a sable coat [to
Mustafa Paga]. This is the chronogram on the arch of its gate:

Shah of the shahs of the world, Sultan Mahmud Gazi,
The radiance of whose charitable works illumines the world,

When he worked his imperial zeal in this place,
He matchlessly renovated this captivating mosque of the Companions.

Withal, the justice-adorning padishah was successful.
He set to work with vigor for good purpose.

And let this be the fortunate destiny of the king of kings of the world:
May the World Conqueror obtain reward in his time for such a pious work!

May God always make his pure person the object of divine help and guidance!
May he, like Alexander, enchant the world from end to end!

[41] Abdi, I composed a date for it with this brilliant hemistich:
"Sultan Mahmud renovated this beautiful mosque," 40 1166 [1752-53].

Because the abovementioned vizier belonged to the Nakebendi dervish order, he stipulated that each
Thursday [the litany known as] "the seal of the masters" (hatm-i hacegdn) be recited as a prayer for his
soul. Details of the founder's biography were given in connection with his exalted dervish lodge"2 1

4

located in the place named Otakcilar in the vicinity of [the tomb of] Ebu Eyyub Ensari.
The abovementioned mosque has four gates. Two of them open in the direction of the sea and two

open on the land side. One descends through them by steps. In addition to these, there is also a
separate door for the imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayiin). Ablution spigots were made to flow in its
courtyard and a great fountain was made to flow outside its gate. There are three graves on the interior

27" Bu zibd cdmi'i Sultdn Mahmfd eyledi ta'mir.
2741 The Mustafa Paa Tekkesi in Otakpilar; see Hadika, 309-10.
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of the mosque. One of them is laid out as a separate tomb and, in another place, two are [enclosed]
with grills. The upper-story pavilion, built during the vizierate of Grand Vizier 5ehid Ali Paga,"' became
a place of repose. Guns are installed at the seashore as at Tophane, and they are used at various
religious festivals and times of celebration. [This] is the chronogram composed by the late Hakim for
the completion of the blessed mosque: "Pure and beautiful mosque of the virtuous Sultan Mahmud,"""
1166 [1752-53]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The late 5ehid Ali Paya built the abovementioned pavilion in Rebifilahir 1128 [1716]. In Cemazi-
yilevvel of the abovementioned year, the aforementioned [pasa] set out on the Austrian campaign [of
that year] and obtained the rank of martyr in blessed 5aban. Subsequently, at the beginning of the year
twelve hundred thirty-five [1819], the abovementioned pavilion burned, and Dervi Paga,27" who was
grand vizier, renovated it. In the year 1237 [1821-22], an unpretentious clerical office for the inspec-
tion of passing ships was established next to the abovementioned pavilion, and it was completed at the
end of blessed 5aban of the abovementioned year.

8. The Yazzcz Congregational Mosque4
1

[42] Its builder was Mehmed Efendi, one of the Mfieyyedzade.27" He was a kadi. His father, the miiderris
Alaeddin Efendi, renowned as Eyyub Isa, was the grandson of Kadiasker Mfieyyedzade Abdurrahman
Efendi and the nephew of the 5eyhilislAm 5eyhi Abdfilkadir Efendi."4 He died in his high office in the
year "Regulator,"27 990 [1582]. The person buried under the brick and stone dome in the cemetery
opposite this mosque is Meyyitzade. The statement that it is Mfieyyidzade is an error. And he is the
reason that the landing place opposite it is called Meyyit iskelesi. When, in the year 1004 [1595-96], the
father of this Meyyitzade set out on the Egri campaign with Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third, his wife
was pregnant. Learning on his return that his wife had died, her grave was opened by imperial com-
mand, and because his son was found to be alive, the abovementioned child was famed as the son of
the corpse (Meyyitzade). Following his death in the year 1075 [1664-65], he was again buried beside his
mother. This event is written about at length in the history of Evliya Efendi.2749 Because the clerk (yazzcz)
Mehmed Efendi built a mekteb and a single hamam there, the blessed mosque was known by his name.
But by no means was he the founder of the mosque. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2742 Damad $ehid Ali Paa; see Hadika, n. 105.27
1 Pk ft zibd cdmi'-i Sultdn Mahmfid al-hisdl.

274 Dervi Mehmed Paga (d. 1837), grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud II. Born in Anapoli in the Morea, he became the
private secretary (miihiirdar) of Moralh Salakba Ahmed Papa and was subsequently governor of Bahkesir, Antakya, Kfitahya and
Bursa. He was appointed grand vizier on 31 December 1817, following the dismissal of Mehmed Rauf Paa, and held that office
for two years. Following his dismissal (28 December 1819), he was exiled from the capital with the governorships of Damascus,
Kfntahya and Karahisar. Pardoned in 1837, he was dispatched to the Hijaz as seyhalharem and died in Yanbu; see SO, II, 336.

27" The Yazici Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Scribe), known also as the Mineyyedzade Camii, located at the inter-
section of Yfnksek Kaldinm Caddesi and Serdar Ekrem Sokagi, outside the Kniefk Kule Kapisi in the Mfneyyedzade Quarter in
Galata. The mosque was rebuilt in 1960; see DBIA, VIII, 474; IC, II, 70; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 34. For location, see MW
map, F 4/3 and 321; Pervetitch map, III, sheet 50, block 1300 (ruines cami); Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan no. 84.271 An important ulema family of the sixteenth century.

2747 For Mfneyyedzade 5eyhi Abdnilkadir Efendi, see Hadika, n. 2274.
2748 Nazm.
2749 Tarih-i Evliya Efendi, i.e., the Seyahatname of Evliya Qelebi; see Hadika, n. 1149. For the passage in question, see Evliya

Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 48.



CHAPTER FOUR

9. The Mosque of the Galata Mevlevihane 5 *

Its builder was iskender Paga. 7" The aforesaid was executed in 921 [1515-16]. He is buried in his
mosque in the town of Kanhca."" God willing, his biography will be mentioned in that place.
"Constant," 897 [1491-92], is the date of construction of this tekke. His Excellency Divani Semai
Mehmed Dede Efendi, one of the heads of the Grand Lodge (asitane) of Mevlana in Konya, dwelled for
a time on the site which is at present [occupied by] the tekke, prior to his term in the office as master
[of the tekke] in Konya. He planted the great cypress, which is at present extant there. The abovemen-
tioned dervish lodge was built through the efforts of Iskender Paya at that time, and initially His
Excellency Sultan Divani became the eyh.

The abovementioned Semai Mehmed Dede Efendi was from Karahisar. He was a descendant of
Mevlana. With his subsequent appointment to the office of eyh in Konya, he became head of the Grand
Lodge of Mevlana in Konya [43] and passed on to the Abode of Eternity in the abovementioned city in
the year 936 [1529-30]. In the year 955 [1548-49], Mesnevihan Mahmud Dede Efendi became head of
the Galata lodge in his place, and His Excellency Veli Dede, who is buried in the Aegean Islands
became head cook (asgzbasz)."" After a time, the dervish lodge fell into ruin and was deserted, and
subsequently it became a Halveti tekke. Later, when it had become a schoolroom, Abdi Dede Efendi,
the builder of the Mevlevihane in Kasimpaga, came to the Exalted Threshold with a petition from
Konya, and, proving that the abovementioned lodge was a Mevlevihane, it was awarded to him. After
occupying the office of its eyh for a time, Abdi Dede Efendi was dismissed when ismail Dede Efendi,
the commentator on the Mesnevi, came with a petition from Konya, and Ismail Dede Efendi became
5eyh. When this happened, the abovementioned Abdi Dede Efendi built his Kasimpaga tekke in the
manner described above."114 Ismail Dede Efendi died in 1041 [1631-32]. The date of his death is "The
mosque's shining lamp was pleased.""" He was buried in the abovementioned dervish lodge.
Subsequently, Adem Dede Efendi became seyh. He died in Egypt on his return from the blessed hajj.
Mfistakimzade composed this chronogram for his death: "Dancing, Adem Dede attained the
Paradises,"" 1063 [1652-53]. He was buried in the Mevlevihane in Egypt. Arzi Mehmed Dede became
5eyh in his place. A poet of the time, the late Nisari, composed this chronogram: "It is not the epoch of

27.0 The Galata Mevlevihanesi Mescidi, located at the promontory of the Pera hill on Galib Dede Caddesi near the
intersection with the Tinel Meydan in the 5ahkulu Quarter in Beyoglu. The Galata Mevlevihanesi was one of four grand lodges
belonging to the order in Istanbul (the others being the Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi, the Bahariye-Eycip (formerly the Begikta )
Mevlevihanesi and the Uskftdar Mevlevihanesi). Founded in 897/1491-92, it is also the oldest Mevlevi lodge of the former
Ottoman capital. The structures which at present make up the complex date for the most part to a rebuilding of the lodge
which took place following the fire of 1855. In the second half of the nineteenth century, the tekke became one of the
obligatory stops for foreign travelers in the city, and it was described at some length by the Italian journalist and writer
Edmondo de Amicis, the French poet, novelist and critic Th6ophile Gautier and the American academic Edwin A. Grosvenor,
among others. Closed in 1925, at the time of the abolition of the Sufi orders, it was reopened in 1975 as the Divan Literature
Museum (Divan Edebiyati Mfizesi); see DBIA, III, 362-67; 1C, II, 25; ISTA, XI, 5912-16; Can Kerametli, Galata Mevlevihanesi. Divan
Edebiyat Mfizesi (Istanbul, 1977); Lifchez, Dervish Lodge, 101-13; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 32, Z5E, 43-45. For location, see
MWmap, F 3/3; Pervititch map, III, sheet 50, 1294; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 88.

2751 For the confusion surrounding tskender Paa's identity and his place of burial, see Hadika, n. 596.
2752 The mosque referred to here is the Kanhca or iskender Paya Camii in Kanhca, on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus. The

iskender Paa buried beside that mosque was not the founder of the Galata Mevlevihanesi, however, but rather Qerkes iskender
Paa, who died in 979/1571-72; see Hadika, 77, 468-70.

2753 The aggbasz or ags dede took his title from the fact that he was the chief cook of a Mevlevi tekke, charged with preparing
food for its residents. Because the preparation and consumption of food were so important in tekke life, especially among the
Mevlevis and Bektagis, the agzbapo's responsibilities extended beyond food preparation and included the training of initiates and
the overall management of the tekke.

2754 See Hadika, 337-38.
2755 Sevindi cdmi'ini rs en-i geragi.2756 Adem Dede raks eyliyerek irdi cindnd.
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Adem. That passed. It is the epoch of Mehmed,"" 1063 [1652-53]. When Arzi Mehmed Dede Efendi
passed away in 1075 [1664-65], the late Mistakimzade composed this chronogram:

Thinking of his patent from [his] predecessor, the heart composed the date.
"Arzi, approaching and being united with the God, is cheerful."27 58

The aforesaid [Arzi] is buried there in a separate tomb. Pendari Naci Ahmed Dede became ,eyh in his
place. This Naci Ahmed Dede was initiated as a dervish by 5eyh Ahmed Efendi, and, completing [in-
struction in] the customs of the order, he set off on the blessed hajj together with his seyh. After
returning, he came to Istanbul when Adem Efendi died in Egypt and stayed in the service of Arzi
Mehmed Dede. [44] He became 5eyh of the Begikta Mevlevihane in the year 1071 [1660-61], and, upon
his journey to the Crimea in the year [10] 73 [1662-63], his office as yeyh [in Besikta ] was given to Yusuf
Dede. He later returned to Istanbul in 1075 [1664-65] and became eyh of Galata in place of Dervi
Qelebi. Seven years later, in [ten] eighty-two [1671-72], his office as eyh was taken away. It becoming
necessary with the passage of time to honor him again, he became seyh of the Yenikapi Mevlevihane,
and he was mentioned there in connection with the place in which he was buried.27 " When his office as
eyh [in Galata] was taken away, Qelebi Dervi Efendi, a descendant of Mevlana, became meyh in his

place. [Qelebi Dervi Efendi] died one year later at a place named Hacioglu Pazan, while officially
traveling with the imperial army on the Kamanice campaign. He is buried there. According to the
statement in 5eyhi Efendi's continuation of Atayi,27

1 Qelebi Dervi Efendi became 5eyh before Naci
Ahmed Dede. And following his removal, the abovementioned office of seyh was conferred on Gavsi
Ahmed Dede Efendi. This Gavsi Ahmed Dede was one of the descendants of Ahmed Bican.2 76' The late
Nazim composed this chronogram for his death: "May Ahmed set out for the sublime Paradise,"2 7

1
2 1109

[1697-98].
He was initiated [as a dervish] by Salih Dede, the leyh of the Mevlevihane in Protected Bursa. Nayi

Osman Dede Efendi, his son-in-law and the author of the Manzume-i Mi'raciye (Poem of Muhammed's
Night Journey), became seyh in his place. He passed away to the Abode of Eternity in the year 1142
[1729-30], and his son Abdfilbaki [Sirri] Dede Efendi276 3 became the occupant of his father's office. The
late Vehbi Efendi composed this hemistich [as a chronogram for Osman Dede's death]: "Osman Dede
passed away. May Sim endure.""2 7 Another chronogram of dotted letters (tarih-i mu'cem): "Dede Osman
exchanged the transitory cycle of existence for immortality,"2 765 1142 [1729-30]. When the abovemen-
tioned [Sirr] Abdilbaki Dede Efendi died, Tatar Rahmi Mustafa Efendi composed this chronogram:
"Sirri departed the World. His name endured in the World,"2 7 66 1164 [1750-51]. Another [chronogram

2 75 7 Degildir devr-i Adem Gegdi o Devr-i Mehmed'dir.
2758 Takarriibde visdl-i hazrete 'arzi beq arttkdzr.
2759 See Hadika, 253.
2760 The Vakai al-Fuzala (Circumstances of the Virtuous) of Mehmed $eyhi Efendi, which continues the Hadd'ik al-Hakd'ikfi

Takmildt al-Shakd'ik (The Gardens of Truths in Completion of the Peony) of Atayi, and contains the biographies of outstanding
members of the Ottoman ulema from the reign of Ahmed I to that of Ahmed III. For Atayi, see Hadika, n. 1310; Ugur, Ottoman
Ulema, is a study of $eyhi's text.

2761 Ahmed Bican, Turkish mystic writer of the mid-fifteenth century. With his brother, the famous Yazicioglu Mehmed, he
was a disciple of Haci Bayram Veli. Later, the brothers retired to Gelibolu, where Ahmed lived a simple and ascetic existence,
becoming so frail and emaciated that he came to be known as "The Lifeless" (bi-can). His most important literary work is the
Enver al-Alikin (Lights for Lovers), a Turkish prose translation in a simple and direct style of his brother's Arabic religious
treatise entitled Maghdrib al-Zamdn (Setting-points of Time); see Hadika, n. 2486; EI2 , I, 1202; HOP, I, 391-98.

2762 Ahmed ola 'dzim-i huld-i berin.
2763 See Z5E, 44.
2764 'Osmdn Dede gb9di Ola Sim bdki.2765Degi5di bdki ile devr-ifdniyi Dede 'Osman.
2766 Cihdndan gitdi Sim Adi bdki kaldi dfinydda.
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is as follows]: "Whirling, Baki Dede went to Eternity,"767 1164 [1750-51]. He is buried beside his father
and grandfather.

[Abdfilbaki Dede Efendi's] son, Mehmed 5emseddin Efendi, who became eyh [of the Kasimpaga
Mevlevihane] replacing 5eyh Musa Dede, who had been transferred to the Yenikapi Mevlevihane while
he was yeyh of the Kasimpaga Zaviyesi, became eyh of this dervish lodge in his place. He subsequently set
out on the blessed hajj. He passed away to the Abode of Eternity while on the road, in the course of his
return, in 1174 [1760-61]. His brother, Isa Dede, forsaking the career of kadi, became 5eyh in his place.
[45] During his time [as eyh] the abovementioned tekke was burned together with the tekke of
Abdfilkadir Rumi. In the year 1179 [1765-66], Yenigehirli Osman Efendi was appointed building
commissioner (bina emini) through the imperial zeal of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third,
and the abovementioned tekkes were renovated and completed in blessed 5aban of the abovemen-
tioned year. The abovementioned 5eyh Isa Efendi occupied the office of 5eyh in the abovementioned
dervish lodge for ten years and, following his death, was buried in the abovementioned tekke. This is
the chronogram composed for his passing by the deceased Mftstakimzade:

The Messiah-breath of the pen168 spells out its date to mankind.
"Turning and turning, Isa Dede reached the angels,"1 69 1185 [1771-72].

Selim Dede, his brother-in-law, became head of the tekke in his place. He died in Receb in the year
"Loss has befallen you," 2770 1191 [1777]. He is buried there, and his son, Mehmed Sadik Dede Efendi,
was transferred to his office from the tekke of Kasimpaga. He passed away one year later due to the
plague. Seyyid Abdiflkadir Halebi was transferred to his post from the office of seyh in Cairo. After him,
in the year 1192 [1778], 5eyh Hfiseyin Efendi, the head cook (asczbasz) of Konya, became head of the
tekke, and, following his death in the fourth year [of his appointment], Bakkalzade became eyh.
Bakkalzade was the son of a grocer (bakkal) in Konya, and, after coming to Galata, he became its 5eyh.
His name was Ali. He became eyh in the year 1197 [1782-83]. The office was taken away from him on
the eleventh day of Safer 1201 [3 December 1786]. Nu'man Bey, the builder of the Mevlevihane in
Uskudar, became 5eyh in his place. When, subsequently, Nu'man Bey gave up the post of eyh of Galata,
it was awarded to a person named Abdullah Dede. He died on the road while coming to Istanbul, and it
was again awarded to Bakkalzade and subsequently, on the ninth day of 5evval 1205 [11 June 1791], to
Galib Dede. 277 Because the late 5eyh Galib Efendi's moral quality had come to the imperial notice of
His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Selim Khan the Third, he was honored with the abovemen-
tioned office of eyh. Debbagzade Mehmed Resid Efendi composed [for his appointment] this
chronogram in which only the dotted letters are counted: [46] "Men disputed over its eyhs and Galib
was seated without question,"2772 1205 [1791]. In the year 1210 [1795-96], the abovementioned tekke
was renovated by order of the padishah, and the semahane, kitchen (matbah) and cells (hucurat) were
changed. The house which is at present reserved for the eyhs was the original semahane.

The aforesaid [Galib Dede] was a virtuous person and there is an eloquent divan of his [poetry].
When he passed away to the Abode of Eternity, he was buried in the abovementioned tekke. He was a
person of medium height, graceful and comely of face. Subsequently, $eyh Ruhi Dede from the city of

2
1

6 Bdki Dede devr eyliyerek gitdi bekaya.
27"8 Mesiha-dem-i kalem, that is, the words inscribed by the pen are likened to the miracle-working breath of the Messiah Jesus,

or alternatively, the pen's scratching is likened to the sound of his miraculous words.
2769 Dane dane vardt rzfhanilere 'Is Dede.2
1 *Massa-kum al-darr.

271' Galib Dede Mehmed Esad Efendi; see Hadika, n. 2162.
2772 Ihtelefa al-ndsat fi mesihatihi ve celes al-6dlib5t muhakkakd. In fact, the date 1205 is produced by the dotted letters of the

second clause of the chronogram alone.
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Konya became head of the abovementioned dervish lodge. At first, he was a clerk. Later, renouncing all

but God and with love for the tekke of Mevlana, he obtained the office of 5eyh of Galata. He many times

initiated devotees in the abovementioned lodge. He was also a person of laudable qualities, who was

comely of face and of medium height. It is related that he wrote some poems. On his death in the year
[1225 (1810)], he also was buried in the abovementioned tekke. [The office of its $eyh] was subsequent-

ly conferred on Seyyid 5eyh Mahmud Efendi, a relative of 5eyh Yusuf Efendi, master of the Besikta
Mevlevihane and son-in-law of the abovementioned [Yusuf Efendi]. 5eyh Mahmud was from Tripoli in

Syria and he was a person proud of his learning and virtue to the utmost degree. He renounced the

Galata tekke in the year 1232 [1816-17], following the death of his father-in-law Yusuf Dede Efendi,
master of the Begikta Mevlevihane, and became its 5eyh in [Yusuf Dede's] place in the month of Receb

of the year 1232 [1817].
Kudretullah Efendi became the occupant [of the office], the convocation for his investiture and

gathering for the reading of the Miraciye occurring together on a Tuesday in the middle of blessed

Receb of the abovementioned year. The abovementioned 5eyh Seyyid Kudretullah Efendi was the son

of Haci Dede, the head cook (asczbapz) of the Yenikapi [Mevlevihane]. Although the abovementioned

Haci Dede was a person who had reached old age and had been employed as alczbapz in the lodge of

Yenikapi for a long time, when the late 5eyh Baki Efendi became 5eyh of the abovementioned tekke, he

discharged the Haci Dede, who was his paternal uncle, from the post, and, because he expelled him

from the tekke, [Haci Dede] had to dwell in a house in the quarter of the drug sellers. He died with his

friends, occupying himself with the invocation "Glory to God." [47] He was buried in the cemetery near

the Yenikapi Tekke. Subsequently, Halet Efendi773 built a separate tomb for the deceased [Haci Dede].

The initiation [into the Mevlevi order] of the abovementioned Halet Efendi was performed by the

late $eyh Galib Efendi. At the time of his admission, he treated the dervishes of the exalted orders with

respect, and, in particular, because he belonged to the Mevleviye, he showed honor and treated with

special favor those connected with that order. For example, the previously mentioned Kudretullah

Efendi became $eyh of the Galata lodge due to [Halet Efendi's] effort and assistance. Because of his

great affection for the abovementioned order, he built an exalted mekteb over and a sebil adjoining the

gateway of the abovementioned tekke, and caused the tekke's courtyard to be paved with marble. He

further caused the tomb which he built for himself and the sides of the cemetery to be embellished

with gilded brass lattice work. He restored the shrouds [on the graves] of the noble seyhs and repaired

their tombs and the cells of the abovementioned tekke. On the completion of this construction in

blessed 5evval 1234 [1819], the 5eyhs of all the order were invited. After a meal was served, a piece of

cloth was presented to each of the abovementioned [seyhs], a payment of six gurus was made to each of

the dervishes, and Seyyid Hafiz Murad Efendi, master of the Tekke of Murad Molla prayed before the

tomb of 5arih Hazretleri."7 After all of them recited a Fatiha, they returned to their abodes. In addition

to being a seyh of the Nakebendi dervish order, the aforesaid 5eyh Murad Efendi is a preaching 5eyh and

is at present the Friday preacher of the Valide Congregational Mosque in Uskudar. A teacher has been

appointed to the library of this lodge to give instruction on the blessed Mesnevi [of Celaleddin Rumi]

and the Arabic and Persian languages twice a week to those desirous of knowledge.

2173 Mehmed Said Halet Efendi; see Hadika, n. 2056.
2774 "His Excellency the Commentator," 5arih-i Mesnevi Rfisuhi Ismail Dede Efendi, who was seyh of the Galata Mevlevihane

from 1019/1610 to 1041/1631; see Hadika, 368; Kerametli, Galata Mevlevihanesi, 29-30, 76.
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Biography of Halet Mustafa Efendi:

Because it was stipulated, according to the requirements of the New Order (Nizam-z Cedid), which was
settled upon in the period of Selim Khan the Third, that an ambassador from the Ottoman Empire be
found in each of the Christian states and be exchanged once every three years, the aforesaid Halet
Efendi was dispatched to France. [48] After completion of the customary term of service, he returned
to the Sublime Porte in the middle of blessed $aban 1222 [October 1807]. In the middle of blessed
Ramazan of the abovementioned year, he became reisilkuttab through the effort of serif Efendizade
Seyyid Ataullah Efendi, the pyhilisldm of the moment, the steward of whose father's harem (harem
kethiidasz) he had been. The abovementioned Halet Efendi also built an unpretentious tomb for his
father, Haci Hfiseyin Efendi, who is buried in Otakcilar. He was dismissed from his ministerial office on
the seventh day of Muharrem 1223 [6 March 1808] and was exiled to Kfitahya within the week. After
more than a year's residence [there], he was appointed to Baghdad, it having become known to the
state that Abdurrahman Paa, the governor of Baghdad, was secretly in a state of rebellion. The above-
mentioned [Halet Efendi] was charged with his removal on some pretext and he executed the above-
mentioned pasa in conformity with a harsh imperial decree. This work of his pleased the sultan and
became the express reason for his high rank. Following this, in addition to twice being steward of the
grand vizier (kethiida-yz sadr-z ali) in the imperial presence and three times head of the imperial
chancery (tevkii), he administered all important affairs of the Ottoman state and acquired a degree of
personal influence such that his gate became the protecting refuge of the world and all affairs of state
were accomplished through him. Subsequently, his luck and good fortune declined, and he was exiled
to Konya at the beginning of Rebifilevvel 1238 [1822]. The head of the Janissary veterans (korucubaz)
of Uskfidar went after [Halet Efendi] with an imperial decree and, on the day of his arrival in the
abovementioned city, executed him. His severed head was placed before the Imperial Porte. Although
the severed head was [at first] buried in a raised terrace which he had prepared for himself in the
abovementioned [Galata] Mevlevihane, it was removed from there on imperial order fifteen days later.
It is presumably buried in a place near the tomb of Yahya Efendi. His brother, who was one of those
obsessed by divine love, is buried in the raised terrace of the aforesaid tekke.

Those found in the cemetery of the aforesaid dervish lodge:

5eyda Dede died in the year 1040 [1630-31]. Fasih Dede's name is Ahmed. Although he was originally a
client of K6prfilfizade Fazil Ahmed Paa, on being overcome with divine ecstasy, he renounced all
things save the love of God and dwelled in a room in the abovementioned lodge for forty years. [49] He
renounced the world entirely [and died] in 1111 [1699-1700]. The poet Nihadi Mehmed Efendi
composed this chronogram for this death: "May the rose garden of Paradise be the place where God
manifests himself to Fasih."" 7 $ahingiray composed [the following] chronogram, caused it to be
inscribed on a stone, and, dispatching it to be placed on the grave of the aforementioned [Fasih Dede]
as a show of respect, set it up beside the stone which previously had been placed [over his grave]. Now
his grave is distinguished from the others by two stones. This is the chronogram which was composed
by the abovementioned [5ahingiray]: "The Mevlevi Dervi Fasih moved to the Eternal Realm."27 7 6 The
eloquent divan arranged by the abovementioned [Fasih Dede] is well known.

Moreover $eyda Dede and the head flute player (nayzenbapz) Ak Molla Omer Efendi, and another
head flute player (neyzenbapz), Haleli Dervi Mehmed Dede, are also buried [there]. The abovemen-

2775 Cilvegdh ola Fasih'e gilsen-i ddr-i na'im.
2776 Gb9di bdki mfilkfine Dervi4 Fasih-i Mevlevi.
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tioned Ak Molla was a halife of Sirri Ali Efendi, the jeyh of the Tekke of 5eyh Murad.17" He died in 1191
[1777]. 5eyh Sirm Ali Efendi became eyh [of the Tekke of 5eyh Murad] following the death in 1147
[1734-35] of Kilisi 5eyh Ali Efendi, and he died in 1169 [1755-56]. He was the second 5eyh [of the Tekke
of 5eyh Murad] after His Excellency 5eyh Murad Efendi.

10. The Bozacz Sokapz Mosque 77

Its builder was Makrizade Haci Hfiseyin ibn Mustafa. Its dome is a concave ceiling made of masonry. At
night the abovementioned Street [of the Boza Sellers] is closed off. Although originally there were
through streets on three sides [of the mosque], two sides [of the area around the mosque] were closed
up and lodgings (oda) were built. After the construction and completion of the abovementioned
blessed mosque, its builder prayed in it for seventeen days, and prayed during those nights as well, and
after that he died. The upper-story mekteb and, beneath it, the flowing fountain, located in the corner
over the gate to the lodgings, are charitable foundations of the former commissioner of the Imperial
Kitchen (matbah emini), Hasan Aga, and he is buried there. This is the numerical date on his
gravestone: 1166 [1752-53]. The grave of the builder of the mosque is inside a railing in the cemetery
opposite this mekteb. This is its numerical date: 1121 [1709-10]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

11. The Hendek Mosque77
1

Its builder was Hoca Ali Kapudan, whose grave is also there. [The mosque] has a quarter. [50]

12. The Karanlik Mosque 780

Its builder was Haci Memi Qelebi, who was the brother of Ilyas Efendi, the builder of the Akarca
Mosque2 7 1

1 located near the Congregational Mosque of Cihangir. He is buried before the mihrab. The
mekteb located opposite it is [the work of] a charitable founder named Ayni. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

2777 The $eyh Murad Tekkesi in Nilanca in Eyftp; see Hadika, 310-11. Sirn Ali Efendi was seyh of the tekke from 1169/1755-56
to 1176/1762-63; see Z5E, 56.

2778 The Bozaci Sokaki Mescidi (Mosque of the Street of the Boza Sellers), known also as the Makri or Ali Hoca Mescidi,
located on Ali Hoca Arahgi (the former Bozaci Sokagi, referred to in some sources as Hoca Ali Arahgi or Ali Hoca Sokagi)
between Tatarbeyi Sokagi and Ali Hoca Sokagi in the Mfieyyedzade Quarter in Galata. The Ali Hoca Arahgi gave access off of
both Tatarbeyi Sokagi and Ali Hoca Sokagi to an open square, around which stood lodgings for unmarried men (bekar odalan).
The mosque is situated on the southwest of the square. The present building is of recent date; see IC, II, 13; ISTA, VI, 3051-52;
Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 31. For location, see MW map, F 4/2 and 321; Pervitich map, III, sheet 37 - 39, block 1217;
Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 79.

2779 The Hendek Mescidi (Mosque of the Moat), known also as the Hoca Ali Mescidi, located at the intersection of Lfileci
Hendek Caddesi and Ali Hoca Sokagi in the Mfieyyedzade Quarter in Galata. The date of the mosque's foundation is unknown.
The present structure dates to repairs carried out in 1984; see DBIA, VIII, 197; IC, II, 30; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 31. For
location, see MWmap, F 4/1 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 37-39, block 1216; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 81.

2780 The Karanhk Mescidi (Dark Mosque), known also as the Haci Mimi Mescidi, located on Haci Mimi Camii Sokagi near the
intersection with Kumbaraci Yokugu in the Haci Mimi Quarter in Galata. The mosque was built in the sixteenth century and was
renovated in the nineteenth century. The present building is of recent date; see DBIA, VIII, 177; 1C, II, 37; Schneider and
Nomidis, Galata, 31. For location, see MW map, F 3/1 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 37, block 1194; Schneider and
Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 82.

2781 The Akarca Mescidi; see Hadika, 394.
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13. The Palamut Mosque7
11

Its builder was the merchant Haci Mustafa Aga. His grave is located in front of the mihrab. Palavut and
palamut mean 'large tub' or 'bucket.' Because [the founder] was a fat person, [Palamut] became his
nickname. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

14. The Mosques of the Galata Saray 2 78
3

There are two Galata Sarayi mosques. One is inside the palace (saray), and the other is outside. The
one inside is an ancient mosque, reserved for the pages of the three dormitories (ft( odanzii agavat). '78
And the one outside the palace was built by His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third.

Although the site of the abovementioned [Galata] Sarayi was originally the location of a church,
when His Majesty Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint built [the palace], he also ordered the blessed mosque
situated inside it to be brought into existence. Later, in the time of the sultanate of Sultan Selim Khan
the Second, the pages in [the Galata Sarayi] were transferred to another place and their quarters were
made into medreses. It is related that although, as regards the palace, the pages were subsequently
returned, in 1076 [1665-66], in the time of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth and during the grand
vizierate of K6prlfizade Fazil Ahmed Paga,2 7

11 the pages of the the Old Palace (Saray-i Atik), the Galata
Sarayi, Edirne Sarayi and Ibrahim Paga-yi Atik Saray 7

11 were all removed, and the Galata Sarayi and
Ibrahim Paga Sarayl were [again] made into medreses. In Rebifilevvel 1129 [1717], the Ibrahim Paya
Sarayi was made into ten medreses. Each was given to a midemris, five with the rank of dahil being
assigned a daily allowance of forty akge, and the others with the rank of harin being assigned twenty
akge.278 7 [51]

In Muharrem 1127 [1715], an exalted [new] palace was built through the effort of 5ehid Ali Paga,27'
the conqueror of the Morea, who had been seen as suitable and worthy of being promoted from the
office of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed the Third's weapons bearer (silahdar) to imperial son-in-law and
grand vizier. The abovementioned inner and outer mosques were brought to life, and an exalted
imperial pavilion was also built. This chronogram, composed by the late Bahri, one of the poets of the
age, was suspended inside it in the form of a framed inscription:

His Majesty Sultan Ahmed bin Mehmed, Shah of the Faith,
May he endure on the Ottoman throne with imperial majesty!

2782 The Palamut Mescidi (Barrel Mosque), known also as the Haci Mustafa Aga Mescidi. It was apparently located near the
Karanlik Mescidi. The mosque is no longer extant. Its precise location cannot be established, although it was presumably in the
Haci Mimi Quarter in Galata; see IC, II, 52; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 32.

2783 The Galata Sarayi Mescidleri, on istiklal Caddesi in the Kuloglu Quarter in Beyoglu. One is described as being located
inside the Galata Sarayi, the other as being outside the palace. The former was founded toward the end of fifteenth or early in
the sixteenth century and was built by Bayezid II, while the latter was built by Ahmed III in the early eighteenth century. Their
precise locations are uncertain. No trace survives of either mosque; see IC, II, 26; ISTA, XI, 5945; OMBYSD, 295. For location,
see Pervititch map, III, sheet 32, block 1269.

27 The Palace School known as Galata Sarayi was founded by Sultan Bayezid II for the training of acemi oglan for imperial
service. Students or pages (ig ojlan or i( aga) were divided between three dormitories or halls (oda), named kfigik, orta and
biyfk, each housing at the beginning about three hundred boys; see Uzungarglli, Saray Teskilatz, 302-6; EI2, II, 996-97.

2785 For K6prslfizade Fazil Ahmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 790.
2786 The Saray-i Atik, Galata Sarayi and Ibrahim Papa Sarayl in Istanbul, and the Edirne Sarayi in that latter city were all used

as schools for the preliminary training of acemi oglan, originally Christian youths enrolled for service as slaves of the Porte (kapl
kulu). Following completion of this training, graduates would, according to ability, be appointed to the palace service, to the
various corps of the standing army or to the bostancz of Edirne or Istanbul.

27 That is, five of the medreses belonged to the more advanced and prestigious group of "inner" medreses and five to the
less advanced "outer" group; for the terms dahil and hang, see Glossary.

27 88Damad $ehid Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 105.
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That padishah of land and sea, Shadow of the God of mankind:
Omnipotent God made him with his sultanate the shah of the world.

East and West, land and sea execute your command.
God's power was seen in your moon-bright brow.

God-be He exalted-placed the crown of felicity on his head.
With glory and fortune, he is sovereign of the world.

The people of the Faith are totally and completely obedient to his command.
Great and small, all are wholly vanquished by him.

Because he treats with respect the divine, pure Law of Mustafa, 9

Let that Nourisher [Muhammed] increase his life and prosperity!
May God open his way wheresoever he journeys!
May he crush and may he humble all the enemies of religion!

May the religion of Ahmed 79 0 forever be honored in his state!
May his enemies always be plundered with the sword of power!

May the favor of the saints and prophets be his companion!
With God's help, may favorable winds reach him from every side!

May all enemies of religion recognize the majesty of the Islamic Faith!
May Zulfikar, 791 with victory and conquest, be always in his hand!

0 God, let the Four Pure Friends'79' be [his] forerunners!
In his conquests of however many places, may he rout the unbelievers!

[52] With Ahmed's miracles, let every direction be conquered,
Such that not a single unbeliever remains in his abode or land!

May all the unbelievers flee to the West! May it become filled [with them]!
May they, with groans, weep bitterly until the Day ofJudgment!

With the help of the Creator, may all the soldiers of the Believers
Hunt their enemies with the sword, wheresoever they be!

Let not a [single] trace of misbelief or polytheism remain in the domain of Islam!
Let the religion of Muhammed become manifest in the land of the unbelievers!

May [the unbelievers] prostrate themselves before the Threshold of the Glorious State!
May they fall to the earth with a thousand mortifications and be disconcerted!

May God-be He exalted-increase the life of the padishah!
And may he enjoy prosperity without limit in the time of his reign!

May he at every moment act with justice and equity in conformity with the pure Law of
Muhammed!

May the entire world endure in his justice and equity!
May divine guidance be his companion at all times!
And may the zeal of the pious be his companion in adversity!

May the lands of the peoples of Islam prosper under his justice!
May the rose garden of the world be renewed as by the spring!

Thanks be to God, he made many desolate lands to flourish.
That dignified [king] favored [them] with care.

In particular, this palace of Galata had been deserted.
By its visible condition, it always evoked sighs and tears.

For many years this palace was a home to the owl.
With a sigh, no dignity had remained [to it].

For forty years it remained abandoned, closed up and completely in ruin.
Its every part was demolished and hardly a wall remained.

What austerities and exile it suffered in the winter [of its existence],
Awaiting the arrival of its season of prosperity!

2789 "The Chosen," one of the names of the Prophet Muhammed.
2790 "The Most Praiseworthy," one of the names of the Prophet Muhammed.
2791 The name of the magical sword which Muhammed obtained as booty in the battle of Badr and which later passed to Ali,

whose attribute it became. In Muslim iconography it is represented as having two points.
2792 The Rightly Guided Caliphs, Abfi Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthmin and 'Ali.
2793 That is, the Prophet Muhammed's miracles.
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[53] When its winter came to an end, its horoscope was opened.
All of its intricacies were examined and a mature person was sought.

God inspired the heart of the padishah of the world.
Opening [the horoscope], the sovereign commanded, "Let it flourish!"

The palace of Bayezid Khan the Saint was restored to life.
The monument that was built at that time was examined,

And for this purpose [the sultan] came to this palace. He appointed
The successful vizier, Grand Vizier Ali Paga, [to renovate it].

With one look, he thus exerted himself to bring [the palace] to life.
May God bless him! He opened that imperial gate of his.

Since [the palace] was a place admired by the padishah of the world,
Honor and favor befell [it]. Day by day it met with attention.

His zeal was due to the perfection of his munificence and favor.
His sublime favor decided on its renovation.

He commanded and ordered that successful vizier,
"Let an estimate be made of the cost of construction! Let masters be brought together from wherever

they be!"
By order of his decree, all came hither and were gathered together,
All the masters and diligent engineers, wherever they were.

Instantly, they all entered upon [the palace's] construction.
Night and day they exerted themselves and persevered till its completion.

Praise be to God! God facilitated its completion.
O God, may the builder's dwelling be the Abode of Permanency!

May God bless this exalted building, this divine good work!
It endured as a worldly monument of Sultan Ahmed Khan.

What happiness to be instrumental in [the creation of] such a good work!
And may this manner of gift from the grand vizier [Ali Paga] endure!

Because he was the son-in-law of that noble-hearted shah,
He acquired fame through imperial favor.

[54] Because God conferred a grace and radiance upon this garden-like palace,
It always calls forth prayers of thanks from those who see it.

He gave a pleasing order to all aspects in this palace.
At all times, mankind takes pride in that order.

He showed high esteem to the illustrious palace.
He treated it with favor and caused a fountain to flow beside it.

He made it pleasingly cheerful. He extended its plan.
The rosy-cheeked palace was built for the shah of the world.

This palace flourishes because of the sultan's command.
Abundant expenditures were scattered and dispersed for its sake.

This joy-giving palace was esteemed by the king.
He approved of it and favored that successful [vizier].

Praise be to God, this eulogy was written and completed!
May those who see it read and partake of my words!

O God, may the Ottoman dynasty be everlasting!
May it endure with good fortune, glory and prosperity!

May the pillars of the state always find high rank under its protection!
May they be honored with its favor, night and day!

Let us compose two chronograms for this joy-giving palace!
One of them is set out in words, the other is produced from some letters.

O Bahri, this date emerged from this line of my verse.
When one thousand is added to kdf, 4df and vdv, the date is attained.2794

2794 The numerical values of the letters kdf, kdf and vdv are respectively 20, 100 and 6, the sum of which, plus 1000, gives the
date 1126/1714.
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One hundred twenty-six and an elif is its date.
Literally and as regards meaning, two dates come into being. Read! Understand! 1126 [1714].

[The poem] inscribed over the main gate of the abovementioned palace is a beautiful chronogram

composed by the poet Rahmi.

[55] What good fortune! What pure kindness of the Lord God,
Who guided the shah of the age to this pious deed!

That sultan, protector of the world, mighty adornment of the throne, whose
Every judgment and command is just,

In his age the desolation of the world came to flourish.
The foundations of the Ottoman State were consolidated anew.

His Majesty Ahmed Khan Gazi, as a result of whose justice
There is no injustice, no grief or wretchedness:

Is not this also divine guidance to that king of kings,
[That] a palace such as this be renovated and inaugurated?

Former decay had concealed its divine form.
What a pity that the school had thus been desolated!

Here skill was to be acquired, learning and knowledge gained.
It was a mine for the precepts of kings, for the way of the ascetic.

Was it right for that nest of the phoenix to become the owl's abode?
Was it proper for this palace of Solomon to fall silent?

Take note with cautioning eye! This was a new victory!
Because of its renovation, the lands of the infidels are desolated.

God, may it flourish and prosper until the Day ofJudgment!
May it always be filled with those who pray for the state!

May God bless with long life the king of kings of the world and his state!
May his every moment be passed in peace, with joy, pleasure and happiness!

0 Rahim, the Unseen Voice expressed the date of its renovation.
"This imperial, auspiciousness-increasing palace was inaugurated."79 6

And, in the same way, [this] is the chronogram composed by the abovementioned poet for the foun-

tain,797 which is located next to [the gate]:

His magnanimous Imperial Majesty
Expended effort on doing good works.

That is to say, Sultan Ahmed Khan Gazi,
That fortunate, miracle-working king,

[56] Exerted himself to give new life to the world.
He had seen its foremost needs.

That World Conqueror became the lord of the age.
He, together with the grand vizier, promoted good works.

In all his judgments, he was a mine of wisdom,
This excellently named one of laudable qualities.

In the shadow of the padishah's favor
May all the world be at ease!

The pure heart of the sultan
Was inspired to a good work of this sort.

He built this life-giving spring.
He made this blessed gift for the sake of God.

2795 One hundred twenty-six preceded by one, the numerical value of the elif, produces the date 1126/1714.2796Aci!,t bu sardy-t meymenet-efzd-yi sultdni.
2797 The no longer extant Galata Sarayi Qegmesi; see Tanipk, (emeler, II, 48.
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Without doubt he apportioned the waters of Galata.
Certainly, [the district] yearned for a good many draughts.

0 Rahim, he composed its chronogram.
"Munificent work of the firmament of benevolence,"79 1126 [1714].

As in the New Palace, 2799 there are three [pages'] dormitories (oda)-a great and a middle and a small

dormitory-and each dormitory is provided with a hamam and other necessities. Further, there is an

infirmary, and it has its own separate hamam. It was on the point of falling into ruin in 1167 [1753-54],
and His Majesty Sultan Mahmud the First restored it to life, building a library and a school room

opposite the large dormitory of the abovementioned palace and introducing two fountains, [one] to its

right and [the other] to its left. And at that time, the abovementioned hamam was also repaired. When

they were completed at the end of the abovementioned year, beautiful books were deposited there and

a teacher and librarian were appointed. The chronogram which the poet Seyyid Mehmed Hakim

Efendi composed for the completion of the abovementioned library is [as follows]:

Hakim, he caused the date to be recorded.
He wrote, " The munificent Sultan Mahmud built it." 2800

The quarters of the aga of the palace (saray agasz) are separate. When the blessed call to prayer is made

from the mosque of the pages (ig agalan), the pages of the great dormitory, followed by the pages of

the middle dormitory and the pages of the small dormitory, perform obligatory prayer in due order,

[after which they] again return to their quarters in order. And after mid-afternoon prayer, [the pages]

are permitted some amusements, and they play and walk about the palace grounds. All of them wear

conical caps ( eb-kilah)2 101 on their heads. [57]

Several teachers are appointed for lessons, along with calligraphers for the varieties of calligraphy,

doctors for the sick, and masters for the other arts. The senior pages and some of those who have

acquired exceptional learning are, from time to time, with imperial permission, transferred to the New

Palace. Likewise, pages of the [Galata] Sarayi are transferred to the New Palace when they fall ill. And

the saray agasz of [the Galata Sarayi] is appointed from among the former chief white eunuchs (ak aga).

The mothers, relatives and families of pages who are ill are permitted to visit, usually on Tuesdays.

Some unneeded places in the surroundings of this palace were sold to non-Muslim subjects and [the

incomes from the sales] were transferred to the blessed Selimiye Congregational Mosque. In blessed

5evval 1235 [1820], the abovementioned palace was completely demolished. Its renovation, begun

through the imperial effort of the padishah of the time, His Majesty, Our Lord Sultan Mahmud Khan,

was completed in the middle of the following year under the supervision of Yusuf Efendi, a high official

of the Exalted [Ottoman] State. The Galata Tower was also repaired at this time, and it was completed

in Cemaziyillevvel of the year 1127 [1715].

2798 Eser-i cazd-i dsman kerem.
271 Saray-i Cedid, i.e., Topkapi Palace.
2800 Kad bend al-Sultdn Mahmaid al-nidd.
2801 Literally "night cap," a type of conical black cap worn by the pages.
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The Galata Towe 0

According to tradition, when the astronomer Takiyeddin built the abovementioned tower for astro-
nomical observation, the late imperial tutor, Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, communicated to the padishah
that which was on his mind, saying, "Good fortune deduced from astronomical observation has always
perished in a short time." [As a result, permission to carry out observations] was annulled and canceled
by imperial order in Zilhicce of the year 987 [1580], but the tower was left standing. According to
another account, the abovementioned tower was an infidel construction, and the site of the observatory
was above Tophane. Again, at the abovementioned time, [the observatory] was completely demolished,
but the tower was preserved. The abovementioned astronomer, Takiyeddin, died in Istanbul in the year
993 [1585]. In addition to being repaired from time to time, because the conical roof of the abovemen-
tioned tower burned in the fire which occurred around it on the night of the twenty-eighth of Zilkade
1210 [4June 1796], it was repaired by the state treasury following a new design.

The total number of the places of prayer in the abovementioned city which were described is fourteen.
[58] Eleven have quarters, and the remainder are without quarters. Six of the fifteen mosques located
outside the abovementioned city, on the shore and in the other direction, are congregational mosques
in which Friday prayer is performed. The rest are small mosques. And Friday prayer is performed in six
of those described as located inside the walls of the fortress [of Galata].

DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPERIAL TOPHANE2803

According to one tradition, [the Tophane] was extant before the conquest [of Constantinople by Meh-

2802 Located at the summit of Galata Kulesi Sokagi in the Bereketzade Quarter in Beyoglu, the tower was built as the main
bastion on the north defensive wall of the Genoese colony of Galata, and lay at the highest point of this sector of the enceinte. It
is covered by a conical roof and measures 16.5 meters at the base and 62.6 meters in height. Referred to as the Tower of Christ
(Christea Turris) in Genoese sources, and the Main Tower (Megalos Pyrgos) in Greek, it was built by the Genoese in 1348 and
was later heightened and strengthened by them in 1446. It was damaged by an earthquake during the reign of Bayezid II, and
was repaired in 1510, and again after the Galata fires of 1794 and 1831. During the sixteenth century it was used as a prison to
house captives working in the imperial naval arsenal (tersane) in Kasimpaa, and, in the seventeenth century, it became a storage
depot for the naval arsenal. Beginning in the eighteenth century, the tower was used as a fire observation post and as quarters
for a military band. The assertion that it served as the observatory of the astronomer Takiyeddin is unsupported. In fact,
Takiyeddin's observatory is known to have been located in the Gritti mansion on the hills of Tophane; see Semavi Eyice, Galata
ve Kulesi (Istanbul, 1969), 60-77.

2803 The Imperial Cannon Foundry, once the principal military arsenal of the Ottoman Empire, founded by Mehmed II soon
after the conquest of Istanbul. Located just north of Galata at the intersection of the present Necati Bey Caddesi and
Bogazkesen Caddesi in the Kihe Ali Paa Quarter in Beyoglu, the arsenal was extended and improved by Bayezid II and later
demolished and rebuilt by Sfileyman I. It is this latter structure that is described by Evliya Qelebi, who says that it consisted of a
large square building, forty cubits high, enclosed by powerful walls and covered by four domes, through which chimneys carried
out the smoke of the smelting furnaces within. The present structure was built by Selim III, as part of his program to modernize
and reform the Ottoman army, and consists of a large rectangular stone and brick building covered by eight great domes
supported by three massive interior piers.

The district of Tophane, which took its name from the Imperial Cannon Foundry, began to develop shortly after the
conquest of Constantinople on the slopes along the shore between Galata and Fndikh. Described in the mid-seventeenth
century as a well-wooded suburb with many gardens, palaces, seaside villas, markets, mosques and baths, it was by then inhabited
by traders, fruit-sellers, sailors and artillerymen, many of them from towns of the Black Sea coast such as Sinop, Eregli, Bafra
and Samsun, and large numbers of Georgians and Abkhasians. Together with Fndikh, the suburb immediately to its north, the
district contained at that time 70 Muslim quarters, 20 Greek quarters, 7 Armenian quarters and several houses ofJews, but not a
single Frank or Gypsy.

Writing at the end of the eighteenth century, the Armenian Mkhitharist historian and geographer Gugas Incicyan describes
the Tophane as inhabited entirely by Turks and remarks on the barracks of the artillerymen, the residence of the topgubap, the
cannon foundry, the congregational mosque complex of Kihe Ali Papa and the fountain of Sultan Mahmud I. With regard to the
last, he notes that the open space before the fountain had formerly been covered with plane trees, under which guns taken as
war trophies were laid out in rows. In the years 1792 and 1793, however, the guns were removed, and a part of the area was
given over to training of Selim III's New Order troops; see Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 54-62; Incicyan, Istanbul, 112.
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med II], and, after the conquest of Constantinople, it was again made flourishing. According to
another tradition, the building of the Tophane occurred after the conquest of Istanbul, and, being
enlarged little by little, and becoming flourishing through the imperial effort of the padishahs of the
Ottoman dynasty, a great many industries were set up [there], and gun castings and artistically
fashioned gun and ammunition wagons are produced in the most effortless manner. Because resistance
to enemies of the dynasty and religion, and defense against the hurtful evil of the enemies of the Faith
requires and depends upon the study of the science of war, Ibrahim Efendi,""4 who first introduced the
printing of books at the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul], composed a treatise on the science of war. And
because it was approved when it was presented to Maktul Damad Ibrahim Paga,"" and since His Majesty
Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, the padishah of the time, decreed that this glorious science be put into
practice in the Exalted Ottoman State, when [the book] was formally offered to the imperial presence,
the reorganization of the army was begun, and two or three hundred drill instructors were appointed.
Drill practice was begun in the place known as the Haydarpaga Meadow (Haydarpaga Qayin) in
Uskfidar. Later, as a result of the Patrona and Mush Rebellion, which occurred on the fifteenth day of
Rebifilevvel 1143 [28 September 1730], the abovementioned soldiers were dispersed and scattered.
Although the study of this necessary science was not again held in esteem until the time of His Majesty
Sultan Selim Khan the Third, through the imperial effort of His Majesty the aforementioned sultan, the
aforesaid science [again] became manifest. First, he built the Tophane and Humbarahane 2 '0 barracks,
and each of them was arranged and ordered with every one of their needs being provided for. An
exalted barracks was also built on the seashore for the gun carriage drivers (arabacz), and within it an
unpretentious blessed mosque 210 with one minaret was erected, an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun)
was installed and a seyh was appointed. Its seyhs were subsequently assigned the duty of delivering
sermons [as well].

2804 Ibrahim Mnteferrika (d. 1745), Ottoman reformer, diplomat and founder of the first Turkish printing press. A
Transylvanian, possibly Unitarian, convert to Islam, he was born in Cluj around 1670, and, after being educated in the seminary
there and secretly studying anti-Trinitarian texts, concluded that the coming of the Prophet Muhammed had been predicted in
the Bible and apparently converted to Islam. Fleeing Transylvania out of antipathy for the Catholic Hapsburgs, he probably
joined the forces of T6k6ly Imre, and, after coming into contact with the Ottomans, entered Turkish service around 1715.
Made a mitefemika, a member of the corps of guards attached to the person of the sultan, who were used for special public and
political tasks, he was sent on diplomatic missions to Austria, Russia, the Ukraine and Dagestan, and was involved in the anti-
Hapsburg Hungarian struggle for independence, and the promotion of Turkish-French and Turkish-Swedish alliances against
Austria and Russia. He is best remembered, however, for his establishment in 1727 of the first Turkish printing press, which he
set up with the support and encouragement of the grand vizier and eyhilisldm in order to promote learning and advance
reform. In addition to his pioneer work as a printer, he wrote, translated, compiled and edited a number of works for his press
and was active in the dissemination of geographical knowledge and intelligence about conditions in Europe; see EI2, III, 996-98.

2805 Neveehirli Damad tbrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
2806 The Tophane Barracks were located along the Bosphorus shore immediately to the north of the cannon foundry and the

Nusretiye Camii of Sultan Mahmud II. First built in the fifteenth century by Mehmed II, and later renovated by Bayezid II, the
barracks were completely rebuilt in the sixteenth century by Sileyman I. They burned in the mid-eighteenth century, after
which they were rebuilt, first by Mustafa III, and then, at the end of the eighteenth century, by Selim III. These were destroyed
in the Firuz Aga fire of 1823 but were rebuilt still one more time by Mahmud II; see Hadika, 396-97; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2,
57; Uzungarpoh, Kapukulu Ocakaln, II, 3940. For the Humbarahane, the barracks in Hask6y, see Hadika, 326.

2807 The Top Arabacryan Kielasi Mescidi in the Barracks of the Gun Carriage Drivers, located on the shore at the Tophane
Boat Landing. Both the mosque and the barracks burned down in the Tophane fire of 1823. For a further reference, see below,
Hadika, 384.
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1. The Congregational Mosque of Tophane".

[59] Its builder was Kil Ali Paa."*2 * The aforesaid was one of the servants of Hayreddin Paga, and he
learned the science of navigation from his master. Because of the martyrdom of his predecessor,
Muezzinzade Ali Paga, in the rout [at Lepanto] of the year 979 [1571], when [Kilie Ali Paa] was a
famous squadron commander in Algiers, the office of grand admiral (kapudan) was conferred on the
him when he arrived at the Threshold of the State [Istanbul]. Originally, the aforesaid was known as
Ulue Ali Paga. Subsequently, the name Ulue was changed to Kilc. He attained the rank of governor-
general (beylerbeyi) of Algiers and was present with twenty or so galleys in company with the imperial
fleet at the conquest of Cyprus.

After the conquest of the abovementioned island, the infidel fleet was pursued, and in the ensuing
battle [Ali Paga] sank by gun damage the small war galley in which the infidel Venetian admiral was
riding. After some fifty of their corrupt vessels were scattered, the Gulf of Kefalonya and other islands
were despoiled with fire, sack and plunder. Saying it was not possible that [the infidels] would have the
courage to continue after a defeat of this order, leave was given to the army of Rumelia. Following the
arrival of [Turkish] ships from the irregular fleet opposite the deserted [town of] Prevenze [Lepanto],
three hundred Venetian and Spanish ships appeared. When, by the grace of God-be He exalted-
victory and conquest for Islam seemed imminent, the grand admiral (kapudan pawa) [Mfiezzinzade Ali
Paga] rashly pushed his small war galley forward among the enemy ships. He obtained the rank of
martyr with a rifle ball, and defeat became manifest. The fire ships deserted, and Pertev Paa, the
commander-in-chief of the army (serasker), fled on land. Because the remaining soldiers were scattered
and dispersed, one hundred ninety galleys fell to the lot of the infidels. But from the beginning of this
battle, fifty infidel ships and more than twenty thousand enemies were drowned beneath the waves of
death.

The coming to pass of this state of affairs was a cause of disappointment in the hearts of the
Believers. The abovementioned Pertev Paga, on his arrival at Istanbul, forsaken and fallen from favor,
was dismissed from the rank of vizier, and attaining God's mercy a year later, he was buried in 980
[1572-73] in a separate tomb located in the vicinity of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased with
him.

As was written above, on the arrival of Kihe Ali Papa at the Threshold of Felicity [60] in 979 [1571],
the office of grand admiral (kapudan pasa) was conferred upon him. With divine assistance and
imperial effort, more than one hundred fifty excellent and regularly outfitted galleys were built in four
months. On the day of the vernal equinox, the new grand admiral set out for the Aegean with more

2" The Tophane Camii, known also as the Kihe Ali Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Necati Bey Caddesi and
Tophane iskelesi Caddesi in the Kihe Ali Paga Quarter in Galata. The mosque is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan; see
DBIA, IV, 557-59; C, II, 39-41; MW, 430-32; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 33. For location, see MW map, G 4/1 and 321;
Pervititch map, III, sheet 34, block 1066; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 63.

2" Kihe Ali Paa, Ulug (c. 1500-87), Ottoman corsair and admiral. Born in Calabria, he was taken captive by Algerian corsairs
and made a galley slave until his conversion to Islam. He entered the service of Turgut Reis in 1548 and fought in the defense of
Mahdiya and the conquest of Jerba. Coming to Istanbul with Turgut Reis in 1551, he worked in the imperial naval arsenal
(tersane) as a kapudan and participated in the conquest of Tripoli and in raids on the Italian and Sicilian coasts. Following the
death of Turgut Reis in 1565, he was appointed beylerbeyt of Cezayir and in 1570 seized Tunis from the Hafsids and their Spanish
allies. In the following year, he took part in maritime expeditions against the Venetians and in October 1571 was a commander
at the battle of Lepanto. His success in rescuing a part of the Ottoman fleet from that disaster and bringing it back to
Constantinople resulted in his promotion to kapudan pasa, his predecessor Muezzinzade Ali Papa having been killed at Lepanto.
In that capacity, he was responsible for the rapid rebuilding of the Ottoman fleet and commanded a series of naval expeditions
in the Mediterranean, including one to reconquer Tunis in 1574. After occupying the office of kapudan-z derya for sixteen years,
he died unexpectedly in his mosque in Tophane on 21 June 1587; see Vefeyat, 38; SO, II, 502-3.
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than two hundred vessels, and he was content that year with defending its shores. In the following
years, a great many victories came to pass due to the efforts and perseverance of the abovementioned
pasa. Details are recorded in the histories. Let us return to our purpose.

The abovementioned blessed mosque is spacious and is constructed of brick and stone. It is built
somewhat larger in breadth than in length and has an upper-story imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiamayun),
three gates, a portico (son cemaat yen), a 5adzroan and ablution spigots in its courtyard, and a sebi12810 in
one of the gates to its sanctuary. A mekteb, medrese and hamam were also built. This chronogram is
written on the arch of the gate which opens onto the public square:

In the state of Murad Khan, with his justice-
Thanks be to God-the world found order.

Each of his subjects partakes of his glory and sublime nature.
How can not every abode prosper?

He exerted himself and built this beautiful mosque:
That lion of the world named Ali Paa.

Men of God composed its chronogram.
"The mosque's sanctuary became most excellent ,"2811 988 [1580-81].

And this is the chronogram inscribed on the summit of the arch of the gate on the market side:

Because the lord of the sea, that is to say Ali Paga, grand admiral of the time,
Built this mosque, let Paradise be his abode!

Alevi saw it, and the Divine Voice composed its chronogram.
"May this abode be a place of worship for the Faithful." 81 988 [1580-81].

The aforesaid [K1h4 Ali Paga] became grand admiral in Cemaziyidlhir of the year 979 [1571], during
the reign of Sultan Selim Khan the Second. On attaining God's mercy in Receb 995 [1587], he was
buried in his separate tomb, located near his blessed mosque. tbrahim Paga, 81' the honored son-in-law
of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Third, became grand admiral in his place with the rank of vizier.
[61] Ibrahim Paga, who obtained the seal [of the grand vizierate] following the death of Sinan Papa in
$aban 1004, during the reign of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third, was subsequently discharged [from
the office of grand admiral], and Uluc Hasan Paya became grand admiral in his place. Following his
death in blessed Ramazan of the year 998 [1590], he too was buried in the tomb of Kill Ali Paga. His
predecessor, Ibrahim Paga, became grand admiral for one year and subsequently, becoming grand
vizier in one thousand four [1595-96], went off on the Egri campaign. During the time of Sultan
Mehmed Khan the Third, he was three times grand vizier. He died in 1009 [1600-1], during his third
term in office, while commander-in-chief (serdar-z ekrem) at Belgrade, and his corpse, being sent to
Istanbul, was given over to divine mercy in the sanctuary of the $ehzade Mosque. Yemi ci Hasan Paa 8 14

became grand vizier in his place.
The fountain and sebil located opposite the sebil of the blessed [Tophane] Mosque are charitable

works of Mustafa Paga, 81
1 the weapons bearer (silahdar) of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth,

who was appointed [vizier] with three tug. This is the chronogram which was composed for the

2810 The Kili Ali Paga Sebili; see Affan Egemen, istanbul'un Geqme ve Sebilleri (Istanbul, 1993), 133.
21z Okd a'ld cdmi'ini beyt al-hardm.2812Ehl-i imdma'ibddetgdh olsun bu makdm.
2813 Damad Gazi Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 99.
2 For Yemigi Hasan Paa, see Hadika, n. 620. For the sebil and fountain (the Biyikh Mustafa Paga Qegmesi), see Tamnik,

Gelmeler, II, 23.
21 Tficcarzade Silahdar Biyikh Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 273.
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foundation by Cevri: "Joy-giving, soul-reviving fountain of life,"2816 1046 [1636-37]. Another chronogram
is "Spring of Kevser, fountain of limpid water." 281 7

The previously mentioned Mustafa Paga was a favorite of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan. He became
grand admiral after Kara Mustafa Paga.i8 s In the year 1047 [1637-38], during the reign of Sultan
Ibrahim Khan, Kara Mustafa Paga, while he was grand vizier, conferred the eyalet of Rumelia on the
aforesaid [Mustafa Paga]. Deli Hfiseyin Paya became grand admiral for a second time in his place.
Subsequently, in 1049 [1639-40], he gave [Mustafa Paga] the eyalet of Timisvar, and he was executed in
Muharrem 1052 [1642], while he was there.

In addition, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First ordered newly built and brought to life a
large, four-sided fountain2 1

1 of delicious water in the abovementioned public square. This chronogram
by Nahifi is written on its summit:

Nahifi composed a chronogram for this beautiful fountain.
"Sultan Mahmud built pious works on the Way of God,"28 20 1145 [1732-33].

There is a fountain of one of Sultan Murad the Fourth's viziers, Siyavu Paga, located behind the above-
mentioned fountain. And this is its chronogram: "Well of Zemzem, joy-giving fountain of the water of
life,,"2821 1042 [1632-33]. [62] The abovementioned mosque does not have a quarter.

2. The Mosque of the Karaba Tekke in Tophane'822

Its builder was Karaba Mustafa Aga ibn Korkud Bey. He is also buried there. He became babiissaade
agasi in the period of Sultan Sfileyman the First. He died in the year "The one buried in the the dervish
lodge,"2 82

1 937 [1530-31]. Ayge Hatun, the daughter of Havec, first installed its minbar. She came from
Iran. With the passage of time, [the minbar] was subsequently neglected, and in 1193 [1779], following
the death of his wife 5erife Fatma Hatun, Mirzazade Abdullah Aga created a vakf from his own property
for himself and the abovementioned deceased, installed the minbar anew and assigned an income [for
it].

The calligrapher Demirci Kulu Haci Yusuf Efendi,2821 the slave of Karahisari, who inscribed the celi
calligraphy on the interior and exterior of the Congregational Mosque of [Tophane], which is located
opposite [the Karaba Tekke], is buried in this tekke. His master, [Dervi Mehmed], and the master of
his master, [Ahmed Karahisari], are mentioned on his gravestone. He died in the year "Glorious,"28 2

1

2816 Dil-kids'ayn-t haydt cdnfezd.
2817 Menba'-i kevser sebil-i db-z ndb.
2818 Kemanke Kara Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 78.
2819 The I. Mahmud Han Qegmesi; see Egemen, Gelme, 495-503; Tamipk, Gesmeler, II, 103-5.
2 820 Rdh-z Hakk'da hasendt eyledi Sultdn Mahmftd.
2821 (dh-z zemzem menbd'-i db-z haydt-l dil-kidd.
2822 The Karaba Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Karaba Mektebi Sokagi in the Haci Mimi Quarter in Galata; see 1C, II, 36;

Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, 31. For the seyhs of the Karaba Tekke, see Z E, 46-47. For location, see MW, G 3/3 and 321;
Pervititch map, III, sheet 34, block 1048; Schneider and Nomidis, Galata, plan, no. 65.2

1
2 Medffn-i hdnikdh.

2824 Demirci Kulu Haci Yusuf Efendi (d. 1611), Ottoman calligrapher of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. The
inscription on his gravestone states that he perfected his sidis and nesih scripts under the guidance of Dervi Mehmed, known as
Karahisari Dervigi, himself a student of Ahmed Karahisari. In addition to the celi inscriptions on the tomb of Sefer Kethilda and
the Tradition predicting the conquest of Constantinople on the Fatih Mosque, he executed the celi inscriptions on the Kili Ali
Paga Camii in Tophane and the &hadet (the formula, "There is no god but God. Muhammed is the Messenger of God") over
the window of the tomb of the Paymake1 Ali Dede Tekkesi opposite the Kfnfik Piyale Camii in Kasimpaga; see Rado, Thrk
Hattatlan, 85.

2825 cAiM
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1020 [1611-12]. [Demirci Kulu Haci Yusuf Efendi] was known by this name because he was the
purchased and manumitted slave of one of the agas of the ironmongers employed in the foundry in the
Tophane. He penned the celi calligraphy on the windows of the tomb of Sefer Kethilda, founder of the
mekteb located in the Kfic~ik Piyale Paya Quarter in Kasimpaga, which [tomb] is there located, and the
blessed Tradition of the Prophet having to do with the Conquest 2 6 on the wall outside the window of
the house of the caretaker (kayyzmhane) at the blessed mosque of His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed
Khan. Although this calligraphy is generally said to be the work of the deceased master [Ahmed
Karahisari], in fact it is [Yusuf Efendi's], inasmuch as it was written a hundred years after the master
[Karahisari's] death.

A daily stipend of forty akge and food is assigned in mortmain to the eyhs of this tekke for saying
prayers at the time of the casting [of guns] in the gun maker's workshop (topcular karhanesi). The
abovementioned Haci Yusuf Efendi was the source of this philanthropy.

3. Description of the Nusretiye Congregational Mosque8 2 1 of the Barracks of the Gun Carniage Drivers (Arabacz) of
the Imperial Tophane

Previous to this, it has been explained in detail that the builder of the congregational mosque of the
Barracks of the Gun Carriage Drivers (Arabaciyan Kielasi) was His Majesty the late Sultan Selim Khan
the Third, and that the Imperial Tophane first flourished as a result of his imperial effort. [63]
Subsequently, through the imperial effort of Our Lord, Sultan Mahmud Khan the Just, the Friday
preachers of the abovementioned mosque were included in the hierarchy of eyhs. The fire, which, by
the decree of God-be He exalted-broke out near the Tophane at three o'clock on Saturday, the
twelfth of Cemaziyftlihir of the year twelve thirty-eight [24 February 1823], and spread to the surround-
ing area, continued until seven-thirty of the following day. It burned this blessed mosque and the
blessed mosque of the Barracks of the Artillerymen (Topcu Kielasi) in the course of consuming forty-
eight mosques, the Barracks of the Gun Carriage Drivers, the two Tophane Barracks and many houses
and shops as far as the environs of Dolmabahce. Through the sovereign effort of His Majesty the above-
mentioned sultan, [the Nusretiye Congregational Mosque] was [re]built more excellently than before,
in accord with the present incomparable plan. And by the grace of God-be He exalted-it was com-
pleted.

Description of the blessed Nusret[iye] Congregational Mosque:

The abovementioned blessed mosque was begun in the middle of Revered 5evval of the year 1238

[June 1823]. It is a blessed upper-story mosque of brick and stone, much embellished, with a single
dome. The celi calligraphy and the Qur'anic suras 78 through 104 (sure-i amme) on its interior are the
work of the pen of His Majesty the abovementioned sultan's writing master, the retired kadzasker of
Anatolia Mustafa Rakim Efendi.2828 By the decree of God-be He exalted-the aforesaid [Mustafa
Rakim Efendi] died at the moment he was nearing the completion of the inscriptions of the blessed

2826 For the Traditions predicting the conquest of Constantinople, see Hadika, n. 2.
2827 The Nusretiye Camii (Congregational Mosque of Divinely Aided Victory), located on the shore on Necati Bey Caddesi

opposite the intersection with Tipa Sokagi in the Kihe Ali Pasa Quarter in Galata. Constructed between 1822 and 1826 on the
site of Selim III's Arabacilar Kielasi Camii, which had burned down in 1804, it was the first major work of Kirkor Balyan, the
founder of a dynasty of Ottoman-Armenian imperial architects active throughout the nineteenth century, and was built in a
mixed Baroque and Empire style. Completed just after the Vaka-i Hayriye, the suppression of the Janissary corps, it was named
to commemorate that event; see DBIA, VI, 105-7; IC, II, 50. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 34, block 1050.

2828 For Miezzinzade Mustafa Rakim Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1185.
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mosque. He was buried near his medrese in Karagfmrnfk on Thursday, 14 5aban of the year 1241 [24
March 1826]. The remaining inscriptions were completed by one of his assistants, 5akir Efendi.

The imams and preacher of the burned mosque were appointed from the hierarchy of kadis with the
rank of sitte.21

2
' Three imams and a preacher, Hafiz Mustafa Efendi, the younger son of Kasideci Hafiz

and imam of Tahir Bey Efendi, who was the brother of Grand Vizier Rauf Paa 850 and former head of
the gavu (ser-gavu$anan), were newly appointed by examination. And ten mfiezzin and ten Qur'an
readers (devirhan), along with a singer of the Prophet Muhammed's praises (tarijhan), a reciter of
poems eulogizing the Prophet (naathan), caretakers (kayyum) and a separate teacher (ders hocast) were
appointed. [64] Because the abovementioned preacher, Hafiz Mustafa Nuri Efendi, became second
imam (imam-z sani) of His Majesty the Ruler of the World in the middle of Muharrem 1243 [1827], his
son, Izzet Efendi, preacher of the blessed Congregational Mosque of Beylerbeyi,8 5 ' was appointed
preacher of the abovementioned mosque.

The great candlesticks of the abovementioned blessed mosque were made from a type of green
stone, and its imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) is on the minbar-side [of the mosque]. Its lattice work
is fashioned from a single piece of brass and is gilded. The blessed mosque is [built] entirely of marble,
and its carved places are embellished with gilt. It has two entrances. One is reserved for the imperial
tribune and the other opens onto the courtyard. The courtyard is paved in its entirety with marble. Two
excellent and well-proportioned, fluted minarets were built, each with two balconies. But because the
mosque's dome obstructed the lights when they were strung between minarets during religious feasts
(mahye), [the minarets] were demolished down to their lower balconies on the sixth day of 5evval 1241
[10 September 1826] and built higher. Many chronograms were composed for the blessed mosque, but
because the chronogram of Izzet Efendi was especially esteemed by the sultan, it was inscribed in the
calligraphy of Yesarizade.2832

The blessed mosque was inaugurated on Friday, the twenty-ninth of blessed 5aban of the year one
thousand two hundred forty-one [9 April 1826], His Majesty the abovementioned sultan honoring it by
a visit of his glorious and felicitous person. When he approached the blessed mosque from the landing
quay, brocades and shawls were spread beneath the hoofs of his horse. Following the visit, all of the
high-ranking kapzczbasz, silahkor and other imperial servants who were present were objects of imperial
favor. A sable coat was conferred upon the preacher and squirrel coats were given to each of the
imams. And fur coats were also given to both the $eyh and the teacher. And ulema's cloaks (ferace) and
gifts were given to the other servants. A fur coat was conferred on each of the imperial imams (hiinkar
imamlan), the aga of the Janissaries, the head of the artillerymen (topcubasz), the head of the artillery
wagon drivers (arabaczbasz), to Sadik Efendi, the superintendent (nazzr) of the Tophane and to the
superintendent of the mint (darbhane nazir), Esad Efendi, who was mitevelli of the imperial mosques.

28" "Six," the highest grade of kadi.
2830 Rauf Mehmed Emin Pa5a (1775-1860), Ottoman grand vizier of the reigns of Mahmud II and Abdfilmecid. Born in

Istanbul, the son of the gavusbapt Said Efendi, he was trained for a career in the bureaucracy and became a clerk in the Bab-i Ali.
Advancing to defterdar-z pzkk-i evvel, he was appointed grand vizier for a first time on 30 March 1815. His dismissal three years
later (6January 1818) was followed by a series of provincial appointments. He subsequently occupied the office of grand vizier a
second time between 18 February 1833 and 30 March 1838, a third time between 8 June 1840 and 6 December 1841, a fourth
time from 3 September 1842 to 28 September 1846, and a final, fifth time from 27January to 7 March 1852. He died on 28 May
1860 and was buried in Eyfip. Accounts describe him as honest, forward looking, intelligent, inquisitive and courteous; see SO,
II, 368-69.

2831 The Beylerbeyi Camii; see Hadika, 380-86.
28 32 Yesarizade Mustafa Izzet Efendi (d. 1876), calligrapher, son of Mehmed Esad Yesari; see Hadika, n. 2169.
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And Grand Vizier Mehmed Selim Paga2833 went [to the mosque] on the first Friday of blessed 'id and
gave fur coats and gifts to its servants.

Subsequently, an exalted sebil'834 was begun opposite the great gate of the abovementioned blessed
mosque, and it was completed a year later, in 1242 [1826-27]. [65] Because an imperial command was

given for the renovation of the barracks which had burned in the abovementioned fire, the ser-
bostaniyan Ali Bey, who had retired from the office of head of the sappers (lagmcbasz), and the former
head of the butchers (kasabbasz) Ali Efendi, the brother of Hasan Paa, were appointed building com-
missioners (emin-i bina) on the twelfth day following the abovementioned fire. Construction was begun
on the twenty-fourth of Cemaziyfilihir 1238 [8 March 1823], and the abovementioned barracks were
completed the next year more excellently than originally. With the assistance of God-be He exalted-
through the creation of many good works, this Imperial Tophane was made to flourish. A separate
imperial vakf was established for the charitable works of His Majesty the aforesaid sultan. [The Nusre-
tiye Congregational Mosque] does not have a quarter.

4. The Congregational Mosque of the Defterdaf' 5 near the Nusret[iye] Congregational Mosque

Its builder was Ebfilfazl Mehmed Efendi, the son of Idris-i Bidlisi..36 and founder of the fountain which
is near the famous [Idris] K6 ki in Eyup. His grave overlooks the main road in front of the abovemen-
tioned mosque. The date of his death is not inscribed on his gravestone, but the deceased Ali Mustafa
Efendi1 3 ' declares that the phrase "Fazli lived,"2838 971 [1563-64], is a chronogram for his death. There
are poems by the abovementioned [written] under his pen name Fazli. He [wrote] an appendix to his
father Idris-i Bidlisi's history, Hest Behist (The Eight Paradises) 2839 translated a commentary on the

Qur'an by Hfiseyin Va'iz, 28 40 collected the Esma'-i Enbiya (Names of the Prophets) and translated the
Ahlak-z Muhsin (The Ethics of Muhsin) 28 41 and the Zahire-i Harezmsah (Treasure of Harzemgah). It is said
that lyric by lyric [his poetry] resembled exactly the Divan of Hafiz of Shiraz. The abovementioned
Ebfilfazl Mehmed Efendi died during the reign of Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First, while he was
defterdar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2833 Benderli Mehmed Selim Sirm Paa (d. 1841), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud II. The son of Hotinli
Mustafa Aga, he rose to the governorship of Silistre before being appointed grand vizier on 15 September 1824. He was grand
vizier during the time of the Vaka-i Hayriye, the suppression of the Janissaries, but was dismissed on 26 October 1828, and was
subsequently appointed to a series of provincial governorships.

2834 The Nfisretiye Sebili; see Egemen, qesme, 667-69.
2835 The Defterdar Camii, known also as the Ebfilfazl Camii, located opposite the Italian Hospital on Defterdar Yokugu near

the intersection with Batarya Sokagi in the Kihe Ali Paa Quarter in Galata. The mosque burned in 1912, and in 1916 the ruins
of the building were torn down. It is listed as among the works of Mimar Sinan; see 1C, II, 19; ISTA, VIII, 4339. For location, see
MWmap, G 3/1 and 321; Pervititch map, III, sheet 34, block 1015 (djami en ruines).

2" Hakimeddin Idris bin Husameddin Ali; see Hadika, n. 2219.
2837 Gelibolulu Mustafa Ali; see Hadika, n. 213.
28 38 Fazli oldz, meaning he lived in the past but died and is no more.
2839 Idris-i Bidlisi's history of the first eight reigns of the Ottoman dynasty; see Hadika, 284-85.
2840 Kamil al-Din Husayn b. 'Ali V'iz Kishifi (d. 1504-5), Persian writer and preacher renowned for his eloquence and for his

numerous works of Persian prose. He is perhaps best known for his translation of the Kalhla wa Dimna stories into Persian under
the title Anwdr-i Suhaylh (The Lights of Canopus). He was the author of two commentaries on the Qur'an, the Mukhtasar al-
Jawdhir (Epitome of Precious Things) and Jdmi' al-Sittin (Compendium of the Sixty), the latter a commentary on the Sfirat Yfisuf.

2841 The treatise on moral philosophy completed in 1494-95 by Kamil al-Din Husayn b. 'Ali V'iz and named after Abu '1-
Muhsin, one of the sons of the Timurid Sultan Husayn BAykarA.
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5. The Bostanigi Mosque'... in Tophane

Its builder was Sefer Kethfida. He was a steward of the imperial naval arsenal (tersane kethiadasz). He is

buried in the courtyard of the mekteb which he built in the Kficfik Piyale Paga Quarter. [The mosque]
has a quarter.

6. The Tomtom Mosque8 * in Tophane

Because this mosque is built on an embankment, it has an upper story on one side. Its builder was one

of the grand admirals (derya kapudanz), Mehmed Aga. [66] [The location of] his grave is not known.

[According to] that which the deceased 5eyhfilislim Mehmed Esad Efendi wrote in his Tezkire-i

Hanendegan (Biographical Dictionary of the Singers), the master of the sciences of music and com-

position Tomtom Abdullah Efendi was the imam of this mosque. He died in 1123 [1711-12]. The mekteb

in the lower story of the abovementioned mosque was [built by] the head of the artillerymen (topcu-

basz), Bali Aga. Although the minaret of the abovementioned mosque was originally of wood, the

charitable patron Fatma Hatun rebuilt it from brick. Its date, 1173 [1759-60], is inscribed on its wall in

numbers. [The mosque] has a quarter.

7. The (:ukurcuma Congregational Mosque'.. near the Imperial Tophane

Its builder was a former $eyhilisldm, His Excellency Molla Fenari.2 ... His blessed name was Mehmed. His

grandfather, 5emseddin Mehmed bin Hamza, came into the world in the prosperous [month of] Safer,

seven hundred fifty-one [1350]. He was appointed the first veyhilisldm and mufti of mankind of the

Sublime [Ottoman] State. He set off on the blessed hajj in 833 [1429-30] and passed away to the Abode

of Eternity in Bursa in 834 [1431]. According to that which is written in the Devhat al-Mesayih (The

Orchard of the Seyhs) of the deceased Mfistakimzade, the builder of the abovementioned mosque was

Muhyiddin Mehmed bin Ali bin Yusuf Bali ibn al-Fenari. 28 4
' His esteemed mother was the daughter of

2842 The Bostanici Mescidi (Mosque of the Garden Interior), known also as the Sefer Kethfida or Kethfida Mescidi, located at

the intersection of Bostanicerisi Sokagi and Cicim Qikmazi in the Tomtom Quarter in Beyoglu. Although the date of its initial

construction is uncertain, an inscription states that it was renovated in 1290/1874; see DBIA, VI, 489; IC, II, 13; ISTA, VI, 3010-

12. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 34, block 1038. As a misprint, the numbering of mosques in the Ali Sati edition

skips from 4 to 6.
2843 The Tomtom Mescidi, located at the intersection of Bogazkesen Caddesi and Babaocagi Sokaki in the Tomtom Quarter

in Beyoglu. The mosque was built in the seventeenth century. As noted in the text, its wooden minaret was replaced by a brick

structure in 1759-60, and the mosque itself was repaired in 1855 and again in 1878, such that the present building has lost

completely its original form; see DBIA, VIII, 440; IC, II, 66. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 32, block 1071 (where it is

marked yzkzk cami).
284 The Qukurcuma Camii, known also as the Qukurceme or Molla Fenari Camii, located on Qukurcuma Caddesi near the

intersection with Qukurcuma Camii Sokagi in the Firuz Aga Quarter in Beyoglu. The mosque is listed among the works of

Mimar Sinan as the Muhiddin Qelebi Camii. The form of the present structure probably dates to a rebuilding of the mosque

which took place after the Firuz Aga fire of 1823. Its most recent renovation occurred in 1967-68; see DBIA, II, 593; IC, II, 19;

ISTA, VIII, 4164. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 32A, block 1083. Numbering the Qukurcuma Camii as seventh

among the mosques of Tophane is a misprint.
284 5emseddin Mehmed Fenari, the first Ottoman seyhfalisldm; see Hadika, n. 1357.
288 Fenarizade Muhyiddin Mehmed Efendi (1447-1548), thirteenth Ottoman 5eyhilislcm. A member of the prominent family

of Ottoman scholars and jurists founded by the first $eyhilisldm, Molla 5emseddin Mehmed Femari, he was born in Bursa, and,

after training for a learned career, was appointed to medreses in Istanbul and Bursa. In 1519 he was made kadi of Edirne, and

this was followed by the judgeship of Istanbul, and the office of kadiasker of Anatolia (1522-23). He was promoted to kadzasker of

Rumelia the next year and remained in that office for fourteen or fifteen years, until retirement in 1537-38. He was recalled a

year later and appointed eyhilislam, which office he held until retirement at his own request in 1545. Following his death on 5

January 1548, he was buried in Eyfnp. As a poet, Muhyiddin Mehmed Efendi wrote under the pen name Muhyi; see Hadika,
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Ebfilhayr, the son of Ibn Cezeri. He became jeyhaisldm on the retirement in 948 [1541-42] of
5eyhfilislim Kadiri Efendi.2 ... He served as $eyhidisldm for rather more than three years during the
sultanate of Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First, and, following his retirement in the year 952 [1545-46],
Ebussuud Mehmed Efendi' 8 ascended to his post. On his death in 954 [1547-48], he was buried near
the blessed tomb of Kfqfik Emir Ibrahim Efendi. His father, Alaeddin Ali ibn Yusuf Bali, became
kadzasker of Rumelia in the year 900 [1494-95] and died in the year 903 [1497-98]. [Alaeddin Ali's]
father was 5emseddin Mehmed bin Hamza. Ahmed Paga, whose small mosque 2 8

' adjoins the Valide
Hamam on the Divanyolu, was the paternal uncle of Muhyiddin Efendi's father. Mehmed 5ah Fenari
was another son of the abovementioned Master 5emseddin Mehmed bin Hamza. [67] He became kadi
of Constantinople in the year 925 [1519], was transferred to Anatolia at the same date and was again
transferred, to Rumelia, in the abovementioned year. In the year 929 [1522-23], he actually became
kadzasker and set out for the Abode of Eternity. "Alas, you have gone, 0 5ah Efendi,"2 11 929 [1522-23], is
the date of his death.

Biography of the abovementioned Muhyiddin Mehmed bin Ali:

After being honored with [a professorship in] one of the medreses of the Fatih Mosque, [the office of
kadi of] Edirne was conferred on him in 925 [1518-19], and, one year after that, the office of kadi of
Istanbul was conferred on him. In 929 [1522-23] the office of kadzasker of Anatolia was conferred on
him. And again, in the abovementioned year, on the death of Molla Abdfilvasi, the office of kadzasker of
Rumelia was conferred on him. According to one account, he held the office of kadzasker for fifteen
years. And according to another account, it was for rather more than eight years. As was mentioned
above, he subsequently became seyhidisIdm in the year 948 [1541-42]. His Excellency Ebussuud
Mehmed Efendi succeeded His Excellency, the subject of the biography, both in the office of kadzasker
of Rumelia and in the office of eyhidisldm. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

8. The Etmekcibavz Mosque""5' in Tophane

Its builder was Ali Aga, who is also buried there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

below; Altunsu, Osmanli eyhfilisldmlan, 25-27; EI2, II, 879; SO, IV, 344.
2847 Hamdi Abdfilkadir Qelebi Efendi (d. 1548), twelfth Ottoman seyhfilisldm. Born to a poor family in Isparta, he journeyed to

Bursa as a young man, where he attracted the attention of his teachers. He was appointed to several professorships and later
given judgeships in Bursa (1520) and Istanbul (1522), before being appointed kadzasker of Anatolia (1522). With a reputation
for honesty, he remained in that office for fourteen years. After dismissal in 1536, he undertook the Pilgrimage and, following
his return to Istanbul, was appointed seyhfilisldm in October 1542, but retired three months later in January 1543 due to poor
health; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhfilisldmlan, 24; SO, III, 345.

2848 For Ebussuud Mehmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 527.
2849 The Dikilita Mescidi; see Hadika, 129.
2850 Gitdin ey sdh efendi eyvdh.
281 The Etmekcibasi Mescidi (Mosque of the Head of the Imperial Bakehouse), located at the intersection of Ekmekcibasi

Sokagi and Yagci Sokagi in the Firuz Aga Quarter in Beyoglu. The mosque is today in ruin; see 1C, II, 21; ISTA, IX, 4976. For
location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 34, block 1030.
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9. The Mosque of the Kadinhane5 2 in Tophane

This mosque is a tekke. Because it was originally converted from a church, the building still has the
form of a church. His Excellency Tosyah 5eyh Ismail Rumi built and brought to life the abovemen-
tioned tekke after coming to Istanbul from his native country. This chronogram was composed on his
passing away to the Abode of Eternity: "Ismail Efendi moved to the rose garden of Paradise," 2853 1053
[1643-44]. He is buried in a separate tomb in the abovementioned tekke.

In addition to this dervish lodge, there are tekkes of his in Edirne, Bursa, Tosya and other places. In
fact [he built tekkes] in forty-eight places, equal [in number] to the number of saints. Originally, this
tekke did not have a minaret. The sipahiler agasz Mehmed Aga built the minaret in the time of Mustafa
Khan the Third, prior to [the mosque's] burning [which occurred in 1764]. The abovementioned
officer is buried in his sebi285 at the Dolmabahee Boat Landing.

After the death of His Excellency the abovementioned 5eyh [Ismail Rumi], the first of the 5erifs
(serif-i evvel), 285 Halil Efendi, became head of the tekke in his place. [68] He died in 1064 [1653-54],
after occupying the office of seyh for eleven years, and was buried in the abovementioned tekke. His son
Kadi Mehmed Efendi became seyh in his place. The aforesaid also had the office of tutor (hoca) in the
New [Topkapi] Palace (saray-z cedid). He fled to his place of official appointment, Seydigehir, during
the Siyavu Paga Incident,2 85 6 one of the periods of disorder which occurred during the time of Mehmed
Khan the Fourth, and died there in 1099 [1687-88]. His son, the second serif (serif-i sani), Abdurrah-
man Efendi, became seyh in his place. [Abdurrahman] was the son-in-law of Ummi Sinanzade Hasan
Efendi, and having studied the religious sciences and been initiated under his guidance as a dervish, he
was also honored by being named one of his halife. He passed away to the Abode of Eternity on the
blessed night of the Prophet's birth of the year 1123 [30 April 1711] and was buried in the abovemen-
tioned dervish lodge. His eldest son, Hfiseyin Efendi, became seyh in his place and died three years
later, in 1126 [1714]. He was buried beside his father, and his brother Halil Efendi became seyh in his
place. He subsequently set out on the blessed hajj and passed away in Illuminated Medina. They
expressed this chronogram for his death:

The soul of the joyous serif passed away in the city of Batha [Mecca].2857
"May the abode of Paradise shelter Halil bin al-$erif,"2 858 1145 [1732-33].

2852 The Kadirihane Mescidi, known also as the Haci Piri Tekkesi Mescidi, located on Kadiriler Yokugu between Tombaz Ate
Sokagi and Sfingii Sokagsi in the Firuz Aga Quarter in Beyoglu. The Kadirihane was the Grand Lodge (asitane) of the Kadiri
dervish order in Istanbul, and, together with the mosque, which also served as the tevhidhane, was first built in the middle of the
seventeenth century. The complex burned in 1764 and was repaired by Mustafa III, burned again in 1822 and was repaired a
second time by Mahmud II, and burned a third time in 1894, following which it was restored by Abdnllhamid II. The tekke was
closed in 1925, and, since that date, the mosque-tevhidhane has been used exclusively as a mosque; see DBIA, III, 369-72; IC, II,
33-34. For the succession of its eyhs, Z5E, 45-46. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 33, block 1010.

2853 Kzlds Ismi'il Efendi nakl-i gizar-i cindn.
2834 The Mehmed Emin Aga Sebili, opposite the congregational mosque of Bezmialem Valide Sultan in Dolmabahee; see

Egemen, (e:me, 556-62.
285 That is, ismail Rumi was the first of the so-called Dynasty of the 5erifs ($erfi&er Hanedant), which administered the

Kadirihane from the seventeenth century until the closing of the tekkes in 1925.
2856 The revolt of the army against Grand Vizier Sari Snileyman Paga in 1687, culminating in the deposition of Sultan Mehmed

IV. Brought on by the defeats suffered by the Ottoman army at the hands of the Austrians in Hungary, and by the Venetians in
the Morea and the Archipelago, the rebels proclaimed Siyavus Paa, the governor of Aleppo, grand vizier (September 1687)
and, abandoning the front, marched on the capital. Before they reached Istanbul, however, Siyavu Paga's brother-in-law,
K6prna zade Fazil Mustafa Paa, together with $eyhilislAm Debbagzade Mehmed Efendi and other religious dignitaries,
deposed the sultan and installed his brother Sfileyman II. Siyavu Papa was subsequently himself killed by disaffected rebels in
Istanbul inJanuary 1688. He was buried in Uskfidar; see SO, III, 117.

2857 Gci69b rah-i seif-i bd-siiari gshr-i Bathd'da.
2858 Haril bin al-$eyife hfscre-i Firdevs ola me'vd.
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The period of his [term as] eyh was nineteen years. With two sons of Halil Efendi surviving, the above-
mentioned tekke was conferred on the two of them at the same time. One of them was named Seyyid
Mehmed and the other Seyyid Ahmed.

5eyh Ahmed izzi Efendi Bursavi, one of the Egrefzade, is buried near the builder of the abovemen-
tioned tekke, His Excellency 5eyh ismail Rumi. He died on the Night of Berae.. of the year 1152 [16
November 1739], while dwelling as a guest in the Grand Lodge [the Kadirihane in Tophane], and was
buried in the perfumed earth in the abovementioned place the next day. [The following] is the chro-
nogram for his death which is inscribed on his gravestone and was composed by Bahayzade Rahmi
Efendi: [69] "Egrefzade Izzeddin Efendi passed away while he was the pole of the saints." 2" There is a
blessed commentary on the Qur'an and divan composed by the aforesaid [5eyh Ahmed Izzi Efendi].

The builder of the fountain2 6 1 adjoining the gate of the abovementioned tekke was Topcubai Ismail
Aga, who died in Belgrade in 1152 [1739-40], while on campaign, during the reign of Mahmud Khan.
There is a mekteb of his near the tekke, and a fountain of his at the summit of Defterdar Yokusu. The
fire which broke out on the seventeenth of blessed 5evval of the year one thousand one hundred
seventy-eight [9 April 1765] in the house in Tophane of the executed commissioner for the siirre (sairre
emini), Hasan Aga, lasted for fifteen hours and, in the course of razing many quarters, burned down the
abovementioned tekke and the Galata Mevlevihane. Two days later, a fire also broke out in Cihangir
and it lasted ten hours. The renovation of the abovementioned tekke and the Mevlevihane was
subsequently initiated as a result of the imperial zeal of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, the
high state official Yenigehirli Osman Efendi being appointed building commissioner (bina emini). The
two were completed in blessed 5aban of the year one thousand one hundred seventy-nine [1766].
When, subsequently, the abovementioned Kadirihane burned down again in the great Tophane fire
which broke out on the twelfth day of Cemaziyilhir of the year one thousand two hundred thirty-eight
[12 June 1823], the padishah of the time, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan, once again ordered and
commanded its renovation, and it was rebuilt and brought to life in 1239 [1823-24] through the skill of
the imperial architect (mimar aga).

10. The Firuz Aga Mosque862 near the Imperial Tophane

Its builder was the aga of the palace Firuz Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. A founder of
charitable works, Emine Hatun, installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2. Leyle-i berat; see Glossary.
2 Gi5di Esref-zdde 'Izz al-Din Efendi kutb iken.

281 The Topcubasi Ismail Aga Qegmesi dated 1144/1731; see Egemen, Gejme, 439; Tamipk, tesmeler, II, 65.
26 The Firuz Aga Mescidi, located in the small square formed by the intersection of Defterdar Yokugu, Akarsu Yokugu, Sira

Serviler Caddesi, Tnirk Ocagi Sokagi, Tfirkgficfi Sokagi and Aga Hamami Sokagi in the Firuz Aga Quarter in Beyoglu. Oz
identifies the mosque's founder as Sultan Bayezid II's hazinedarbapu, Firuz Aga, the founder of the Firuz Aga Camii on the
Divanyolu in Istanbul. Ayvansarayi's assertion that the location of the grave of the founder of the Beyoglu Firuz Aga Mescidi is
unknown suggests that Oz is mistaken, as hazinedarbapu Firuz Aga's grave is located beside his congregational mosque in Sultan
Ahmed. Although the date of the mosque's foundation is uncertain, an inscription states that it was restored by Sultan Mahmud
II in 1239/1823; see DBIA, III, 321; IC, II, 24; ISTA, XI, 5798-99. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 33, block 1006.
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11. The Rast Mehmed Aga Mosque862 near the Imperial Tophane

This is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was a man of learning, Sipahizade Mehmed Aga. His grave is

located there. The couplet which is the chronogram on his gravestone is as follows:

This line of poetry is the chronogram of his death. Pray!
"Make Mehmed's abode the rose garden of Paradise," 28 64 1040 [1630-31].

[70] His wife Fatima Hatun subsequently added fifteen houses to the [vakf of the] mosque from her

own property as an endowment. She entrusted houses, each in mortmain, to both its imam and miiezzin.

The date of the registration of her vakfiye was "Peace-giving,"2 6 1075 [1664-65]. She is buried [at the

mosque]. The builder of the nearby hamam was Atik Yakub Aga. The abovementioned aga was

babftssaade agasz. He also built the well-known Aga Hamam in Samatya in Istanbul. There is also a

mosque of his in Harami Deresi. [The mosque] probably also has a quarter.

12. The Kuloglu Mosque near the Imperial Tophane

Its builder was Kuloglu Mustafa Bey, the head of the laundryman of the imperial palace (camesuycubasz),

whose grave is also there. The phrase "Most exalted,"26 7 1011 [1602-3], is the date of the registration of

its vakfiye. Muammere Hatun, who is buried there, endeavored to perfect the abovementioned vakf and

supplied oil and wax candles for the mosque and minaret with a [separate] vakf The builder of the

nearby mekteb was the aga of the imperial larder (kileri), Haci Ferhad Aga, who is buried there. [The

mosque] has a quarter.

13. The Yeni Mahalle Mosque8 6' near the Imperial Tophane

Its builder was Ktib Mustafa Efendi who served as secretary (kdtib) to the builder of the nearby foun-

tain, the 5eyhfilharam Hfiseyin Aga. The abovementioned aga died in Illuminated Medina. And the grave

of the founder of the mosque, Mustafa Aga, is beneath the upper-story mekteb, which he built in a

corner opposite the Congregational Mosque of Firuz Aga.1 6
1 [The Yeni Mahalle Mosque] has a quarter.

2863 The Rast Mehmed Aga Mescidi, described by Oz as located near the Aga Camii (intersection of Istiklal Caddesi and Sakiz

Aga Sokagi) in Beyoglu. According to Mehmed Raif Bey, it was located near a hamam built by the darassaade agasz Yakub Aga.

The mosque, which must have dated to the early seventeenth century, is no longer extant. Its precise location is uncertain; see

IC, II, 54-55; MI, 392-93.
286 Gilzdr-z cennet eyle makdm-i Mehmedi.
2865 Safd bahsd.
286 The Kuloglu Mescidi, located at the intersection of Kuloglu Sokagi and Turnacibap1 Sokagi, in the Kuloglu Quarter in

Beyoglu. The mosque, which had fallen into ruin, was torn down between 1911 and 1913 and replaced by the Ugfsncfs Vakif

Ham; see DBIA, VII, 334-35; IC, II, 13 (Bostanci Camii); For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 26, block 1093.
2867 Aczam.
2868 The Yeni Mahalle Mescidi, known also as the KAtip Mustafa Qelebi Mescidi, located on Qukurlu eme Sokagi in the

Kitib Mustafa Celebi Quarter in Taksim. According to Oz, the mosque is no longer extant; see IC, II, 71. For location, see

Pervititch map, III, sheet 35, block 1099.
286 See Hadika, 390, above.
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14. The Sakabasz Mosque870 near the Imperial Tophane

Its builder was Baba 5emseddin. He was head of the imperial water carriers (sakabasz) and subsequently
died in Damascus, while returning from the hajj. The phrase "Munificence of God,"8 1

1 999 [1590-91],
in the Persian chronogram on the arch of the [mosque's] gateway is the date of the building's
completion. The tekke of the Gfileni dervishes2872 located opposite [the mosque] was built with the aid
of Grand Vizier Damad Ibrahim Paa."' Tatar Hasan Efendi, who was one of the dervishes of His
Excellency Sezayi, the eyh of Edirne, was known and renowned as Cabi Dede. [71] He came to the
Exalted Threshold [Istanbul], and, when His Excellency the abovementioned eyh honored the Exalted
Porte with a visit, he appointed the aforesaid [Cabi Dede] as a halife and installed him [as eyh] in the
abovementioned lodge. The abovementioned [Cabi Dede] died in Safer 1180 [1766] and was buried
with his wife in a tomb near the [mosque's] mihrab. [The Sakabapi Mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Congregational Mosque of Sormagir'7' near the Imperial Tophane

Its builder was Qegmi Hfiseyin Efendi. He retired from the office of confidential secretary (sir kdtipligi).
He built this mosque in the place known as the Sormagir Market, in the manner shown him in a
dream, and he brought a separate water supply to it. The blessed mosque was completed in the year
"Honor of completion," 2875 1132 [1719-20]. The abovementioned Hilseyin Efendi became commis-
sioner of the sArre (sArre emini) shortly after completion of the mosque and died while returning from
the blessed hajj. Having been trained by the famous calligrapher, the late Hafiz Osman Efendi, he
penned a blessed Qur'an in his own calligraphy and made it a vakf for the Qur'an readers (devirhans) in
the mosque. Because his eyes were comely, he was known by the nickname Qegmi (Fair-eyed). [The
mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Sirkecibasz Mosque8 76 near the Imperial Tophane

Its builder was the head of the vinegar merchants (ser sirkeciyan), Mustafa Aga. His grave is also there.
Ali Aga, the barley commissioner (arpa emini) in the period of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, installed
its minbar. The master of the Qur'an readers (seyhilkura) Haci Sfnleyman Efendi, who was one of the
imams of this small mosque, is buried there. He died in 1168 [1754-55]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2870 The Sakabayi Mescidi (Mosque of the Head of the Water Carriers), located next to the Gfnlgeni Tatar Efendi Tekkesi at
the intersection of the present Anahtar Sokaki and Tfnfekci Salih Sokagi in the Kihe Ali Paa Quarter in Tophane. The mosque
burned in the early twentieth century, and its site was sold in 1936; see C, II, 57. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 33,
block 1004 (djami ruine).

2871 Feyydz-z Hakk.
2872 The Gigleni Tatar Efendi Tekkesi, the main lodge of the Gftleni dervish order in Istanbul. The nineteenth-century

Tophane tekke is believed to have first been built in the early eighteenth century, but was destroyed by fire in the early and
again at the end of the nineteenth century. It was subsequently rebuilt at the beginning of the twentieth century, but after being
destroyed by fire still again, its site was left vacant and is today occupied by an apartment building; see DBIA, III, 442-43; Ekrem
Ism, "Bogazigi'nde Ortadan Kalkan Tekkeler," istanbul Armaganz, ed. Mustafa Armagan (Istanbul, 1996), 166-67.

2873 Damad Gazi lbrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 99.
2874 The Sormagir Camii, located on Gfinegli Sokagi in the Cihangir Quarter in Taksim. The mosque is no longer extant; see

1C, II, 60. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 31, block 962 (Ruines de la Mosquie Sormaguir).
2875 $eref-i istikmdl.
2876 The Sirkecibapi Mescidi (Mosque of the Head of the Vinegar Makers), located on Siraselviler Caddesi at the intersection

with Sirkeci Mescid Sokagi in the Cihangir Quarter in Taksim. The mosque was built in 1082/1671-72 by a certain Sirkecibasi
Mustafa Aga and Hatice Hatun. Although it fell into ruin and was for many years closed to worship, it was rebuilt in 1963. The
present structure retains none of the mosque's original architectural character; see DBIA, VIII, 400; 1C, II, 60. For location, see
Pervititch map, III, sheet 31, block 960.
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16. The Topgu Odalan Mosque 8"

Its builder was the head of the artillerymen (topgubasz), Haci Ali Aga. He built twenty rooms for married
people (mfiteehhil odalan) near the abovementioned small mosque and, by distributing them among his
manumitted slaves, brought its vakf to life. The date of [Ali Aga's] vakfiye is 1086 [1675-76]. He died on
one of the campaigns in Rumelia. Its superintendents (nazzrlar) are chosen from among the heads of
the artillerymen (toppubasz). The abovementioned mosque is in Cihangir.1 7

1 It does not have a quarter.
[72]

17. The Congregational Mosque of Cihangi8 79

Its builder was His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First. He built it for the soul of the fortunate
Prince Sultan Cihangir.2... This is the date of the construction: 967 [1559-60]. The abovementioned
prince's death occurred in Aleppo. His corpse was subsequently sent to the Exalted Threshold
[Istanbul], and he was buried in 960 [1552-53] in the tomb of his brother Prince Sultan Mehmed,
located near the blessed 5ehzade Congregational Mosque, which was built for the soul of his above-
mentioned eldest brother. This hemistich is a chronogram of [Cihangir's] death: "Illustrious One,
make Paradise the abode of that world-conqueror (cihangir)."2881 In blessed Ramazan of the year 960
[1553], when the abovementioned prince set out on the Persian campaign with his father, His Majesty
Sultan Sfileyman Khan Gazi, Prince Mustafa, the governor of Amasya, who was the eldest of the princes,
came to a place named Ak Oyiik near Eregli with the aim of meeting his highly honored father.
Because of the treachery and injustice of the grand vizier, Rfistem Paa, he was afflicted with the wrath
of the padishah and obtained the title of martyr. Following the burial of his corpse in the vicinity of his
illustrious forefather Sultan Murad in Bursa, the abovementioned Prince Cihangir also passed away to
the Abode of Eternity, a month after his arrival in Ash-colored Aleppo. The date of his birth was 937
[1530-31]. His felicitous age [at his death] was nearly twenty-four years-may God have mercy on him!

The blessed mosque has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) and mekteb-i szbyan. There was also a
dervish lodge on one side of its courtyard, and it later burned. The first seyh in the abovementioned
lodge was a person known as Cihangiri Hasan Efendi. He was buried beside the blessed mosque
following his death. This is a chronogram for his death: "And Hasan Efendi became a world-conqueror
in Paradise,"2882 1074 [1663-64]. The abovementioned Cihangiri Hasan Burhaneddin Efendi was born
in 970 [1562-63] in a place named Perjih, one of the villages of Harput. He emigrated to Bursa at the
age of puberty and, in [the year] 1000 [1591-92], received the title of halife from Yakub Halved, the
third halife of 5eyh Ramazan Efendi. He came to Istanbul with his eyh at the time of the Celali invasion
of Bursa in 1068 [1657-58]. A dervish lodge was built for the Congregational Mosque of Cihangir

2877 The Topeu Odalan Mescidi (Mosque of the Artillerymen's Barracks), located according to Ayvansarayi in Cihangir.
Mehmed Raif Bey states that it was no longer extant at the end of the nineteenth century. No trace of the mosque remains, nor
can its exact location be established with certainty; see IC, II, 66; Mt, 373.

2878 District in Beyoglu on the slopes behind Tophane and Findikh. It takes its name from the mosque which was built there
by S6ileyman I in the name of his son Cihangir; see DBIA, II, 430-31; ISTA, VII, 3563-64.

287 The Cihangir Camii, located between Cihangir Yokugu and Ozogul Sokagi in the Pnirtela Hasan Efendi Quarter in
Cihangir. Although the original mosque was the work of Mimar Sinan, it was damaged by fire in 1719, 1765, 1771, 1823 and
1874, so that nothing remains of the sixteenth-century structure. The present Empire-style building is the result of a
reconstruction carried out by Sultan Abdfilhamid II, dating to 1307/1890; see DBIA, II, 431-33; IC, II, 16; ISTA, VII, 3564-65. For
location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 31 and 33, block 988.

2880 The ailing youngest son of Sfleyman I, who fell ill in distress at his father's execution of his brother Prince Mustafa at Ak
Oyfik near Konya on 6 October 1553, and himself died the following month.

2881 Firdevs ide makdm-z Cihangir'i ol Cedil.
2882 Oldt Hasan Efendi cennet'de de cihangir.
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during the time he was dwelling in the tekke of Baba Haydar Nakebendi. [73] He passed away to the
Abode of Eternity on the night of Saturday, the twenty-third of Rebiflithir of the year 1074 [23
November 1663], while dwelling as a hermit in [the Cihangir tekke], and he was buried there. Rtildi,
one of the poets of the age, composed a chronogram for his death in this manner:

If it has no defect, the exact date of his death was,
0 Rildi, "The master of the adepts has died." 2883

He was nearly ninety years of age. May God-be He exalted-have mercy on him. His halife became seyh
in his place. He was both his manumitted slave and his son-in-law. His name is Fethullah Efendi. He
died in 1115 [1703-4] and was buried beside his master.

The blessed Congregational Mosque of Cihangir has been burned three or four times since it was
first built. It was burned for a first time in 5evval 1132 [1720], and another time in the great Tophane
fire which occurred on the twelfth day of CemaziyiilAhir 1238 [24 February 1823]. Grand Vizier
Silahdar Ali Papa built it anew and enlarged it after this fire. The original building was square, with a
tall, slim wooden dome. It was roofed with lead and enclosed by a brick and stone wall. It was not
flanked by porticoes but had only a small courtyard at its back. The present building is greatly embel-
lished and has a spherical wooden dome, two side porticos and sufficient open space on its four sides.
Its railings were also introduced and the minaret was built anew. It was completed at about the time of
the abovementioned pasa's dismissal, which occurred on the tenth day of Rebifilahir 1239 [14
December 1823]. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

19. The Akarca Mosque18 8
' near the Congregational Mosque of Cihangir

It is a dervish lodge. Its builder was Ilyas Efendi, the clerk of the sailors (kalyoncular defterdan). His grave

is also there. Ali Vahidi, who died while he was 5eyh of the Muabbir Zaviyesi near the Congregational
Mosque of Piyale Paga in Kasimpaga, is buried beside him. The abovementioned seyh became a dervish
[disciple] of Cankurturan Abdullah Efendi, the 5eyh of the [Tekke of] 5ah Sultan [in Eyfip], and subse-
quently of 5eyh Mehmed Akil Mekki. [74] He became a halife in the dervish order of the Kadiriye, and,
when Halil Efendi, the 5eyh of the grand lodge (asitane) of Ismail Rumi, 8

11 set out on the blessed hajj,
the aforesaid was appointed locum tenens (vekil) in his place. Subsequently, on news of Halil Efendi's
death, in addition to being the guardian of his master [Halil Efendi's] son Qelebi, [Ali Vahidi] married
his sister. Later, he became seyh of the Muabbir Zaviyesi, and he twice went on the blessed hajj. Mustafa
Efendi, the former $eyh of the [Akarca] Zaviyesi, which is [Ali Vahidi's] place of burial, was his halife and

the imam of the quarter. Invocations and litanies are recited in the abovementioned tekke on

Wednesdays. When Mustafa Efendi passed away, he too was buried there. His death occurred after the

passing away of his eyh, Ali Vahidi Efendi, who died in the year "Most noble of eyhs,"2 88 1177 [1763-64].
[The Akarca Mosque] has a quarter.

288 Kad-mate Mevla al-'Arifin.
2884 The Akarca Mescidi (Mosque of the Flowing Fountain), known also as the Ilyas Gelebi Zaviyesi Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Ilyas Celebi Sokagi and tlyas Celebi Camii Sokagi in the Kihei Ali Paga Quarter of Cihangir. Although Oz dates its

foundation to the sixteenth century, this is unconfirmed by either inscription or other historical sources; see DBIA, I, 147-49; IC,
II, 3. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 33, block 1018.

2885 The Kadirihane in Tophane, the Grand Lodge of the Kadiri order in Istanbul; see Hadika, 389-90.
"8' Ekrem-i sInyfih.
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20. The Ketencizade Omer Pasa Mosque8 * near the Congregational Mosque of Cihangir

Its builder was Omer Paga, who passed from the office of imperial weapons bearer (silahdar) to gov-
ernor of Baghdad with two tug. He was first distinguished with the rank of [governor of] Egypt after
serving as weapons bearer of His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. Although he became
governor of Egypt in Ramazan of the year 1074 [1664], following the dismissal of Defterdar Ibrahim
Paga, he was dismissed in $aban 1077 [1668], and Sofi Ibrahim Paya was appointed in his place.
Subsequently, after passing eleven years in the administrations of Diyarbakir and Erzurum, the vilayet
of Baghdad was conferred on him in blessed Ramazan 1088 [1677], following the dismissal of Kaplan
Mustafa Paga. Although disorders broke out in the abovementioned year in connection with the
reappointment of fortress commanders, some of the miscreants' chiefs were killed and executed, and
the fire of rebellion was pacified. Because the abovementioned pasa was inclined to charity, he
renovated and repaired the blessed tomb of the Great imam"' and the exalted surrounding fortress,
and built, and created anew the exalted dome of the grave of His Excellency Imam Ebu Yusuf.288 In
addition to appointing servants anew and fixing stipends, he rebuilt an exalted medrese near the
Kameriye Congregational Mosque, assigned a miidemis, Traditionalist (muhaddis) and students, and
arranged for their stipends with some vakfs. [75] This is the [medrese's] chronogram, which is in the
form of a riddle composed by Tayyibi, the aforesaid [Omer Paga's] deceased secretary of the council of
state (divan kdtibi):

From the horizon there reached my ear sound [and] echo [to the effect] that
"Omer Paya built this abode of religious science,"2 890 1091 [1680].

He also mended and renovated the great rampart of the town of the Great imam.2 81
' He also built a

blessed mosque in SerimesnA [?]. Again, this is the chronogram which the abovementioned poet
composed for the rampart:

The slave Tayyibi expressed its date in years.
"Distinguished rampart and new work of Muslim charity,"2892 1092 [1681].

When the celebrated caravanserai known as the Azad Khan fell into ruin, he renovated it and
appointed a staff. The abovementioned pala was dismissed in Cemaziyiilevvel 1092 [1681]. Although
Ibrahim Paya was appointed in his place, [Omer Paga] again became successor to his predecessor in
5evval 1095 [1684]. He was dismissed for a second time in Zilkade 1098 [1687], and the steward of the
grand vizier (vezir kethiidasz), Ahmed Paga, was appointed in his place. There are numerous charitable
works of [Omer Paga's] dating to this time. In Zilkade 1099 [1688], he again succeeded his successor
and for a third time became celebrated as governor of Baghdad. [During] his first administration he
had two tug. His second and third were both with three tuy. The chronogram which Nazmizade
composed for the great [Azad] Khan, located between the fortress of Behruz and the fortress of
Baghdad, which was begun during his second term [as governor] and completed in his third, is as
follows:

2887 The Ketencizade Omer Papa Mescidi (Mosque of Ketencizade Omer Paa), located off of Akarsu Yokugu in the Kih Ali
Paga Quarter in Tophane; see Vefeyat, 80; 1C, II, 29; M!, 350-51. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 33, block 1004.

2888 Abfi Hanifa al-Nu'man ibn Thibit (700-67), Islamic jurist and founder of the Hanifi school of Islamic law. Known
popularly as the Great Imam (imam-z a'zam), he is buried in Baghdad, in the quarter known after him as al-A'zamiyya.

288' Abfi Yasuf Ya'kfib al-Ansari al-Kfifi (d. 798), Islamic jurist and one of the founders of the Hanifi school of Islamic law. As
kadi of Baghdad under the caliph H~rCin al-Rashid, he was the first to be honored with the title of Grand Kadi (kddi 'l-kuddt).28

'
2 Bu ddr-i 'ilmi bind eyledi 'Omer Pd.

2891 That is, of Baghdad, the city in which Abu Hanifa died.
2892 Sedd-i gfizin ii hayr-t cedid-i Mehmedi.
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The exaltedly dwelling Shah Sultan Suleyman Khan Hakan's
Vizier of open perception, Omer Paga of high rank,

Was three times governor and defender of the Bastion of the Saints.2 93

With many charitable works, he made a place of rejoicing and a paradise of prosperity.
He expended effort and made secure the Way of the Muslims.
In pursuit of his wish, he built this khan for the love of God.

[76] This world is a worn out halting place. All who stop pass on.
Only in the eternal world is there such a wished-for pious foundation.

A well-wishing servant appeared and composed the date of its completion.
"Omer Paga built this place for the sake of God,", 8 94 1100 [1688-89].

And Ahmed Aka, the steward (kethiida) of the aforesaid vizier, acquired abundant reward with his

renovation and enlargement of the exalted mosque and blessed tomb of His Excellency 5eyh Maruf

Kerhi-may God's mercy be upon him. The abovementioned vizier [Omer Paga] was subsequently dis-

missed at his own request in Zilhicce 1102 [1691], and, after building another mosque in the town of

Elmah, he died there. The minbar of the abovementioned mosque in Tophane was installed by Top-

eubasi Abdi6lkerim Aka, and he built a hamam in its vicinity and established a vakf [for it]. His grave is

in Babaeski. This blessed [Ketencizade Omer Paga] Mosque has a quarter.

21. The Tophane Ocagz Mosque...5

Its builder was Sultan Sfileyman Khan, who took the abovementioned foundry (ocak) from the Janis-

saries and transferred it to the artillerymen (topgular). When he built this foundry, he also separately

built this mosque. But subsequently it was ruined because of a fire. Not being attended to for a con-

siderable time, it remained neglected until the great Tophane fire of the time of Sultan Mustafa Khan

the Third, which was described above. Because this area was completely burned over in the abovemen-

tioned fire, Yenigehirli Osman Efendi was appointed building commissioner (bina emini). A barracks

(kisla), military ward (orta sofa) and kitchen (matbah) were built and created anew for each of the

artillery corps (topgu ortasz). In the year 1186 [1772-73], at the time he was head of the imperial chan-

cery (nisancz), the abovementioned Osman Efendi was appointed first plenipotentiary (murahhas-z evvel)

[to the Russians], and Yasinci Efendi, the seyh of Aya Sofya, was appointed second plenipotentiary

(murahhas-z sani), and they were commissioned to conduct diplomatic negotiations. They set out on the

twelfth day of Rebifilevvel in the abovementioned year but returned without a peace agreement. After a

time, the aforesaid Osman Efendi retired with the rank of vizier, and subsequently, in 1189 [1775-76],
he was executed. Yasinci Efendi died in 5aban 1187 [1774]. [77] Haci Mehmed Aka, who was head of
the artillery corps (topgubasz) for thirty years and retired as a steward (kethiida) of the abovementioned

foundry, caused the minaret of the abovementioned mosque to be built. The following couplets were

written on the wall of the abovementioned minaret:

In this foundry of the artillery corps, the benefactor Mehmed Kethuda
Endured through his pious work. Remember him, 0 heart!

2893 Baghdad.

289 Bind kildz 'Omer Pasa bu cdyzfi sebil-Alldh.
2895 The Tophane Ocagi Mescidi (Mosque of the Tophane Foundry), located in the Barracks of the Artillerymen (Topqular

Kilasi) adjoining the Imperial Cannon Foundry (Tophane) in the Kihe Ali Paga Quarter in Tophane. Neither the barracks nor
the mosque is extant; see IC, II, 66; M1, 372; Uzunearpih, Kapukulu Ocaklan, II, 39-41. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet
34, block 1049.
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He was a client of Asaph Ibrahim Paga.
He erected a monument which the world admired.

He planted a tree, the fruit of which is divine prayer. 89 6

The Three, the Seven and the Forty8 97 were together in it.
"He built a minaret from which they proclaimed, 'God is great.' 28 98 The year 1183 [1769-70].

The barracks [of the artillery corps] are its quarter. Because the abovementioned foundry was much
esteemed in the period of Selim Khan the Third, all the barracks were renovated and enlarged, and the
abovementioned quarter flourished anew with the erection of many charitable works. God be praised!

22. The Qivici Limanz Mosque""99 in Salhpazan

Its builder was a person named Mahmud Qavu . Although the abovementioned place was originally a
grassy, open-air place for public worship (namazgdh), the abovementioned Mahmud Qavu built a
simple roof over it to protect it from the rain, and, after a time, it became a small mosque. It later
burned, and Izari Haci Mehmed Efendi, the head of the office of high appointments (tahvil kalemi
kisedan), built and brought it to life as an upper-story [mosque] of brick and stone. In 1153 [1740-41],
he also installed a minbar. The aforesaid passed away sixteen years after the abovementioned year, in
the year "Wonderful work,"2900 1169 [1755-56], and he was buried in the abovementioned place. He also
built a mekteb near the abovementioned mosque. [The Qivici Limam Mosque's] quarter consists of
shops.

23. The Aralik Mosque"0 ' in ivici Limanz

Its builder was Yusuf Aga, the brother of the valide sultan,2902 who built the blessed mosque called the
Yeni Congregational Mosque, located near the main customs house (gftmrak-i kebir) in Istanbul. [78]
[The location of] his grave is not known. His vakfiye is dated to the year 1090 [1679-80]. Because the
abovementioned mosque is located on the edge of an embankment, it has an upper story on one of its
sides, and the other side consists of boat houses. Since the mosque burned completely in the great fire
which occurred six days before the beginning of the date "Inexorable decree of providence,"29 8 1184
[1770-71], Ahmed Aga, the superintendent of the Imperial Tophane (tophane nazir), built it anew and
enlarged it at the beginning of the reign of Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan. It does not have a quarter.

2896 The second line of the couplet is missing in the printed text.
2897 Ugler, Yediler and Kirklar, the Three Saints, Seven Saints and Forty Saints, three of the ranks of Invisible or Hidden Ones

(Gayb Erenler) in the Sufi hierarchy of saints, who by means of their powerful influence work to preserve the order of the
universe. The Three, Seven and Forty also refer at times to localized groups of saints in various parts of the Muslim world, such
as the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus and the Forty Martyrs who fell for the Prophet and whose graves are at Medina; see Hasluck,
Christianity and Islam, II, 390-402; Louis Massignon, "Les Sept Dormants d'Ephese en Islam et en Chr6tient6," Revue des Etudes
Islamiques, 22 (1954), 59-112.2

8
98 Bir mindre yapdz kim AlldhiG ekber didiler.

2899 The Civici Limam Mescidi, known also as the Mahmud Aga, tzari Mehmed Efendi or Qavugbapi Mescidi, located on Necati
Bey Caddesi between Tophane iskelesi Caddesi and the Sahpazan Iskelesi, just north of the Nusretiye Camii in the Kili Ali Papa
Quarter in Tophane. The mosque was torn down during the widening of Necati Bey Caddesi in 1957; see 1C, II, 18; ISTA, VIII,
4040; A. Bilgin Turanh and Esen Yficel, "tstanbul'da Az Bilinen BAzi Tekkelerin Yerlerine Dair bir Aragtirma, II, Thrk Dfanyasz
Arastzrmalan, 70 (1991), 188-90; Beheet Onsal, "Istanbul'un Iman Eski Eser Kaybi," Tark Sanat Tarihi Arasthrma ve Incelemeleri, 2
(1969), 50. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 33, block 1023; Unsal, TST, map D, 11.

2
9

M Eser-i hikmet.
" The Arahk Mescidi, located on the shore in the vicinity of the Nusretiye Camii in the Kihe Ali Paga Quarter in Tophane.

No trace of the mosque remains; see Oz, IC, II, 6.
202 Turhan Hadice Sultan; see Hadika, n. 128.2903Kazdi midbrem.
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24. The Congregational Mosque of Salzpazan in FindiklIz2904

Its builder was Sfiheyli Bekir, a lord of the sea (derya bey),295 whose father, [lacuna] Aga, was steward of
the imperial naval arsenal (tersane kethidasz). [The location of] his grave is not known. The fountain
located opposite it is the charitable work of Mehmed Aga, one of the imperial gentlemen-in-waiting
(musahiban-i 5ehriyari). [The mosque] has a quarter.

25. The Hatuniye Mosque906 in Fndzklz

Its builder was the palace woman (saraylz) Perizad Hatun, who was the wife of the naval commander
Arab Ahmed Paa. The mosque is located on the site of the aforementioned pasa's garden, which he
had given to his wife as a gift. After the death of the abovementioned founder, Haci Mehmed Aga, the
executor of her will, using one third of her property, built a dervish lodge and, adjoining it, an exalted
mosque. The vakf has an income of three hundred gurwu a year. The abovementioned founder is buried
together with her husband in a tomb near the abovementioned mosque. The fountain located opposite
it is a charitable work of the aforesaid pasa. Its chronogram is as follows: "The fountain of Ahmed Paga
became the Selsebil. Drink!"2 97 983 [1575-76].

The date of the vakfiye is the phrase "Divine pious deed,"29 8 1008 [1599-1600]. The first leyh of this
tekke was 5eyh Hasan Efendi. With his death in the year [lacuna], 5eyh Seyyid Cafer Keefi Efendi, the
halife of 5eyh Hasan Adli, became 5eyh in his place. On his death in the year 1053 [1643-44], he was
buried in a corner opposite the abovementioned mosque. This hemistich is a chronogram for his
death: "Saying, 'Hu,' Cafer Efendi set out for Paradise."29 9 5eyh Receb Efendi became head of the tekke
in his place. [79] And on his death at the beginning of 1055 [1645], Fazlullah Efendi became leyh. And

" The Sahpazan Camii, known also as the Sfiheyl Bey Camii, located at the intersection of Necati Bey Caddesi and Findikh
Yokuiu in the Pfirtela Hasan Efendi Quarter in Findikh. The mosque was originally built in 1591 and is said to have been the
work of Mimar Sinan. It was rebuilt in octagonal form by Sultan Abdinlaziz in 1873 but was torn down during the widening of
Necati Bey Caddesi in 1957; see DBIA, VIII, 409; 1C, II, 57; Unsal, TST, 50. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 33, block
988.

The district known as Findikh is located on the European shore of the Bosphorus and extends from Sahpazan to Kabata .
Formerly a seaside village, it was known in Byzantine times as Argyropolis (the City of Silver), so named for the fact that it stood
directly across the Bosphorus from Chrysopolis (the City of Gold), today's Usknidar. Its southern part is known as Salipazan, the
commercial center of Findikh, named for the fact that a market was held there on Tuesdays. According to most accounts,
Findikh is named for the numerous hazelnut trees (findzk agapz) that grew along the stream that ran down into the Bosphorus at
this point, although other sources claim that the name's etymology had to do with the fact that there was at one time a hostelry
(fondoca) there for foreign merchants. In the second half of the sixteenth century, because of its beauty and proximity to
Istanbul, Findikh came to be favored as an excursion spot by members of the Ottoman elite. As a result, numerous mosques,
fountains, schools, hamams, gardens and seaside villas were built there. The district has today been engulfed in the urban
sprawl of Istanbul; see Cengiz Orhonlu, "Findikh Semtinin Tarihi Hakkunda bir Aragtirma," Istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiltesi
Tarik Dergisi, 10 (1954), 61-78; 11 (1955), 51-70.

.... A sancak bey in of the Eyalet-i Bahr-i Sefid (Eyalet of the White or Mediterranean Sea), consisting of islands and territories
in the Aegean and around the coasts of the Levant, many of which had been conquered from the Venetians in the sixteenth
century and had come under the jurisdiction of the kapudan-i derya.

2906 The Hatuniye Mescidi, known also as the Perizad Hatun or Tekke Mescidi or Kelfi Cafer Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi, located
on Meclisi Mebusan Caddesi opposite the intersection with Tekke Yokugu in the Pfirtela Hasan Efendi Quarter in Findikh. The
mosque, which also served as the tekke's tevhidhane, formed part of a complex of buildings, including the tombs of Arab Ahmed
Papa and Perizad Hatun and of Kelfi Cafer Efendi. After the Turkish government closed the tekkes in 1925, the complex was
incorporated into the Istanbul Fine Arts Academy (Gnizel Sanatlar Akademisi, today Mimar Sinan Universitesi). It was torn
down to make way for the widening of Meclisi Mebusan Caddesi in 1956; see DBIA, IV, 549-51; IC, II, 30; Orhonlu, TD, 10
(1954), 71-76; Unsal, TST, 50; Z5E, 18-19. For location, see Pevititch map, III, sheet 31, block 983; Unsal, TST, map D, 13.

" Selsebil oldi igin gesme-i Ahmed Pasa. Selsebil is the name of a fountain in Paradise mentioned in the Qur'an (LXXVI: 18).
2" Hasendt-fettdh.2909Ha deyfib Ca'fer Efendi 'azm-i Firdevs eyledi. The word Hu ('He') is used as an invocation of the divine essence.
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on his death in theyear 1065 [1654-55], his halife, Blind Hfiseyin Efendi, became master of the lodge.
He occupied the office of geyh for 53 years, until the year 1118 [1707-8]. Subsequently, on his drinking
the cup of death, Fazli Efendi's second halife, Mustafa Efendi, became $eyh. And following his death in
1140 [1727-28], Mehmed Efendi became 5eyh. He died in 1149 [1736-37], and Ibrahim Efendi became
seyh in his place. With his passing away in the year 1178 [1764-65], Seyyid Mehmed Nebi Efendi became
head of the tekke. Following his [death and] arrival before God in the year 1189 [1775-76], his halife
Hafiz Efendi became head of the tekke, and, on his passing away to the Next World in the year [1]234
[1818-19], his halifeYunus Efendi was appointed yeyh.

The aqueduct of the abovementioned fountain being in ruin, 5ehid Hfiseyin Efendi, one of the
commissioners of the imperial naval arsenal (tersane emini), brought water to the fountain anew at the
same time that he built a mekteb above it, and he restored the abovementioned fountain to life again.
The abovementioned person also installed the minbar of the Qakir Dede Mosque in Kabata .

The marshal of the descendants of the Prophet (nakibiilesra) Kigi Mirzade Yahya Efendi is buried in
a separate tomb near this tekke. He was seen to be suitable for this noble rank in 995 [1586-87],
following the death in Illuminated Medina of His Excellency Muineddin Egref, known as Mirza Mah-
dum, who came to have the honorific rank (paye) of Rumelia when he was a miiderris in the preparatory
medreses of the Fatih Complex (musile-i sahn miademisi). Following [Kiqi Mirzade Yahya Efendi's] death,
after having occupied the office of marshal of the descendants of the Prophet (nikabet) for twelve years,
he was buried in the abovementioned place. The office of marshal was conferred on Kayseriyeli Abdill-
kadir Efendi in 1008 [1599-1600]. The abovementioned Yahya Efendi was able to obtain the judgeship
of Uskfidar.

Biyilki Ali Paa, who retired from the rank of weapons bearer (silahdarlz) of His Majesty Sultan
Osman Khan the Third to the grand vizierate, built the new fountain and the mekteb above it, located
near the abovementioned tekke. Since at his death by execution on the twelfth day of Muharrem 1169
[18 October 1755], the abovementioned charitable work remained incomplete, Zevki Kadin, the third
consort (kadin) of His Majesty the abovementioned padishah, provided for its remaining needs and its
incomes were assigned from the vakf of the blessed Nur-i Osmani Congregational Mosque."10 [80]

The great seashore villa adjoining [the tekke] was probably the palace of a sultana. Subsequently,
after passing into the possession of Ahmed Paa, the husband of the abovementioned tekke's builder,
and then into the hands of several other persons, it passed into the possession of Megaleci Ibrahim
Paa, prior to his vizierate. He later obtained the rank of vizier, died in the year [1190 (1776-77)], while
he was governor of Erzurum and was buried there in a private spot. [The villa] was subsequently
transferred to his son, the miiderris Mehmed Esad Bey. He obtained the rank of miaderris of the highest
degree in the medreses of the Sfileymaniye (musile-i Sileymaniye), and died on the twenty-third day of
Cemaziyfithir 1208 [26 January 1794]. He is buried in the abovementioned tekke. Because the above-
mentioned seaside villa was given over to his mother, following her death a year or two later, it [passed]
to her three daughters. Subsequent to the transfer, it was turned over by sale to Omer Aga, the steward
(kethiida) of Esma Sultan and brother of Giridi Yusuf Aga, the steward of Mihrigah Sultan, mother of
His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third. With the death of the abovementioned aga in the year
[lacuna], it was transferred to his oldest son, the head gatekeeper (ser bevvabin) Habegi Emin Beg and
his brother, the midernis [lacuna] Beg. The abovementioned Emin Bey died five or six years later, and,
after him, it passed to the grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) Hfisrev Mehmed Paa. The abovementioned
pasa renovated and enlarged the aforesaid seaside villa. When, following his first dismissal, the above-

2910 The Nuruosmaniye Camii; see Hadika, 24-25.
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mentioned tekke burned down in the great Tophane fire of Cemaziyilihir 1238 [1823], the abovemen-
tioned pasa built it anew.

26. The Selime Hatun Mosque 11 in the Valley of Findikh

Its founder was one of the wives of the previously described founder of mosques, the late Kile Ali
Paga.912 Because she died on a ship while accompanying the abovementioned pasa on a naval expedi-
tion, she was buried on an island. It was built as an upper-story mosque in a place named Findikh
Deresi (Valley of Findikh). It has a quarter.

27. The Pismaniye Congregational Mosque""1 in Fndzklz

[81] Its builder was Abdullah Efendi, [who was] dismissed from the judgeship of Bursa. He was
dismissed from Bursa in one thousand ninety-seven [1685-86], and passed away four years later, that is
in blessed 5aban 1101 [1690]. Because the site of the abovementioned blessed mosque is the place of
the abovementioned [Abdullah Efendi's] birth, he built and created an upper-story mosque by which
he wished to commemorate that spot. He is buried beneath the blessed mosque. This chronogram is
inscribed on his gravestone:

He expended his best effort and built this mosque.
May God, whose aid is beseeched, accept him in His presence!

When the summons to return [to God] reached his ears,
His pure soul set out for the eternal Paradise.

He raised the hand of prayer and composed the date.
"May the mansion of Paradise be the abode of Abdullah Efendi!"2914 1101 [1690].

[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

28. The Hacz Receb Mosque 15 in Fndzklz

It was built as an upper-story [mosque]. Although a vakf was prepared at the time [of its founding],
because it was subsequently lost the mosque fell into ruin, its minaret disappeared and it ceased to
exist. It has a quarter.

'" The Selime Hatun Mescidi (Mosque of Selime Hatun), located on Selime Hatun Camii Sokag near the intersection with
Bol Ahenk Sokagi in the Cihangir Quarter in Taksim. The mosque burned in the Cihangir fire of 1912, and its ruins were torn
down in 1934 to make way for the building of the tn6nni Primary School; see 1C, II, 58; Orhonlu, TD, 10 (1954), 77-78. For
location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 31, block 976.

912 For Kihe Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 2809.
"" The Pigmaniye Camii (Congregational Mosque of Repentance). The mosque was still extant at the end of the nineteenth

century and probably burned in one of the fires at the beginning of the present century. Its exact location cannot be
established; see 1C, II, 53; Orhonlu, TD, 11 (1955), 56.

14 Ddr-z cennet ola 'Abd-Alldh Efendi'ye mekdn.
"2 The Haci Receb Mescidi, located next to the Sofu Baba Tfirbesi at the intersection of Somuncu Sokagi and Tavuk Ucmaz

Sokagi in the Cihangir Quarter in Taksim. The mosque was probably built in the early seventeenth century. By the late
nineteenth century it was in ruins, and it disappeared in the Cihangir fire of 1912; see 1C, II, 28; Orhonlu, TD, 11 (1955), 54.
For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 31, block 971.
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29. The Algak Dam Mosque916 in Findzklz

Its builder was Pfirtela Hasan Efendi, and he is buried there. There is no date on his gravestone. He
served as a clerk (kdtib) while the Congregational Mosque of Kih Ali Paya located in Tophane was
being built. [The mosque] has a quarter.

30. The Emir Imam Mosque""17 in the Abovementioned Place

Its builder was Seyyid Yahya Efendi. [The location of] his grave is not known. It has a quarter.

31. The Kazgancz Congregatioal Mosque""18 likewise [in Findzklz]

Its builder was Haci Ali Aga, the head of the kettle-makers' [guild] (kazganczbasz), who is also buried in
the vicinity of the ablution spigots located near [the mosque]. [82] This is the numerical date on his
gravestone: 1068 [1657-58]. Subsequently, one of [the mosque's] maitevellis, the artillery colonel (toppu
Corbaczsz) Ziftci Haci Ibrahim Aga, restored that place to life with a brick minaret, a mekteb and an
increase in income. Because he was the second founder, "second superintendent" (mitevelli-i sani) is
written on his grave, [which is located] before the mihrab. The numerical date [of his death] is 1124
[1712]. K6prftlfizade Kaimmakam Ahmed Pasa built a great brick-and-stone fountain2 1

11 in the corner
opposite the abovementioned mosque. This is its date: 1145 [1732-33]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

32. The Congregational Mosque of Fndzklz29 20

Its builder was Molla Qelebi. He was dismissed from the office of kadzasker of Anatolia. His name was
Mehmed. The name by which he was known was Mehmed Vfisuli. Upon his marriage to Her Excellency
Hubbi Ayge Hatun, a lady-in-waiting (musahibe) of Sultan Murad Khan the Third, he also became
known by the nickname Hubbi Mollasi. The abovementioned judge obtained the judgeship of Bursa in
place of Muallimzade Ahmed Efendi in Cemaziyfilevvel 974 [1566], when he was kadi of Kfitahya.
Although he became kadi of Istanbul in Zilhicce of the abovementioned year, in place of Hasan
Beyzade, in blessed Receb of the year 976 [1568-69] he succeeded his predecessor [Hasan Beyzade]

"' The Alcak Dam Mescidi (Mosque with the Low Roof), known also as the Pfirtela Hasan Efendi Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Pfitela Sokagi and Aleak Dam Yokugu in the Cihangir Quarter in Taksim. The mosque was originally built in the
sixteenth century by the bina emini of the Kihr Ali Paia Camii, Pfirtela. Hasan Efendi. After falling into ruin, it was rebuilt in
1946; see DBA, VIII, 364; IC, II, 4; ISTA, II, 585; Orhonlu TD, 10 (1954), 77. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 31, block
972 ("mosquie en ruine").

917 The Emir imam Mescidi, located on Kazanci Yokuiu opposite the intersection with Ufak Sokagi in the Cihangir Quarter
in Taksim. Mehmed Raif Bey records inscriptions on the mosque's minaret and adzrvan dated 1299/1881-82, and an
inscription over the door of the two rooms behind the mosque dated 1310/1892-93. The mosque was destroyed in the Cihangir
fire of 1912. No trace remains of it; see IC, II, 22; ISTA, IX, 5100; M, 345-46; Orhonlu, TD, 10 (1954), 76-77. For location, see
Pervititch map, III, sheet 31, block 965 ("djami en ruines").

" The Kazganci Camii, known also as the Kazancibapi al-Hac Ali Aga Camii or Kazanci Mescidi, located at the intersection of
Kazanci Yokuiu, Kazanciba 1 Camii Sokagi and Kazanci Camii Arkasi Sokagi in the Gfimfiisuyu Quarter in Taksim. The mosque
must date from before 1643. According to an inscription, it was renovated at an indeterminate time by a certain Qorbaci
Ibrahim Aga, and again in 1753 by Topeu Ahmed Paa; see IC, II, 38; Orhonlu, TD, 11 (1955), 54-55. For location, see Pervititch
map, III, sheet 28-35, block 955.

2919 The Ahmed Papa Qegmesi; see Egemen, Gelme, 99-102; Taniik, Ge:meler, II, 73. For K6prfilnzade Fazil Ahmed Paa, see
Hadika, n. 790.

920 The Findikh Camii, known also as the Molla Qelebi Camii, located on the Bosphorus shore at the intersection of Meclisi
Mebusan Caddesi and Omer Avni Camii Meydam in the Omer Avni Quarter in Fmdikh. It was built in 1565-66 and is listed
among the works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, V, 483-84; 1C, II, 24-25; ISTA, X, 5750-52; Orhonlu, TD, 10 (1954), 66-71; Unsal,
TST, 51-53. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 31, block 981.
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and became kadzasker of Anatolia for close to two years. Following his dismissal, 5eyhi Efendi was
appointed in his place. Subsequently, in Muharrem 979 [1571], on Kinahzade Ali Efendi being
transferred to Anatolia, the abovementioned molla became kadi of Istanbul for a second time. He was
dismissed in Zilkade 982 [1575], and his predecessor, Hasan Beyzade, took his place a second time.
Upon the dismissal of Ivaz Efendi for a second time in the year 988 [1580-81], he attained the post of
kadi of Istanbul for a third time. With his dismissal again in the abovementioned year, Zekeriya Efendi
took his place. In Cemaziyiilevvel 995 [1587], he was honored with the judgeship of Constantinople for
a fourth time in place of Sinanzade Ali Efendi. Renouncing the Transitory World on the eleventh of
blessed Receb nine hundred ninety-eight [16 May 1590], he was buried in a private spot opposite the
tannery (debbaghane) in [the district of] Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased with him. [83] His
separate dervish lodge is nearby.2921 His wife, Hubbi Ayge Hatun, is buried in a private tomb located
nearby. After his death, his office was seen to be fitting for Sinanzade Ali Efendi for a third time.

The noble family of the abovementioned Sinan Efendi is linked to His Excellency Haci Bayram Veli.
He was the son-in-law of Kadri Efendi ibn Sinaneddin Yusuf bin 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, the author of a
collection offetvas, who was kadzasker of Rumelia three times in the days of the sultanate of His Majesty
Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. His Excellency Dftrri Efendizade Mustafa Efendi, 2 2 who was three
times ,eyhilisldm, was the son of this Kadri Efendi's daughter. The abovementioned Mustafa Efendi was
the son-in-law of the late $eyhfilislim Paymakcizade Seyyid Abdullah Efendi. 23

The father of the deceased Molla Qelebi was the head gatekeeper (kapzczbaz) Abdullah Aga. The
practice by the kadis of Constantinople of wearing a [type of cloak known as a] ferace924 and a [type of
turban known as a] miiceveze925 while at the gate of judicial decree [i.e., when in court] first came to
pass as a result of his decision. He translated the books named Sirac (Lamp), Hac (Pilgrimage) and
Leme'at (Flashes). The abovementioned Molla Qelebi Mehmed Efendi was known as Mirem K6sesi. He
became a candidate for a post in the learned hierarchy (milazim) in 945 [1538-39], and subsequently
became a mfiderris in Bursa and then in the Ibrahim Paya Medrese in Istanbul, with [a salary of] forty
akge. Later, he was employed in office as a kadi when His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Second was a
prince in the provinces of Konya and Kfitahya. After [Selim's] accession to the imperial throne, the
aforesaid was honored with the office of kadi of Bursa and then of Istanbul. There are poems by him
[written] under the pen name Vusuli.926

[84] The abovementioned mosque is located on the shore. It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i
hiimayun) and other required things. The nearby mekteb and hamam are also part of [Molla Qelebi's]
vakf There is also a vakf consisting of separately bound volumes of a blessed Qur'an given by his
descendant, the late Sadreddinzade Ruhullah Efendi, who became kadi of Istanbul after the dismissal
of Minkarizade Yahya Efendi on the seventeenth day of Zilhicce 1069 [5 September 1659]. He was

2921 The Molla Celebi Tekkesi on Feshane Caddesi in the Cezeri Kasim Paga Quarter in Eyfnp; see Haskan, Eyiap Tarihi, I, 136-
37. For the tombs of Mehmed Vusuli and Hubbi Ayge Hatun, see ibid., II, 205, 220-22.

922 For Dfirrizade Mustafa Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1163.
2 Paymakcizade Seyyid Abdullah Efendi (1680-1732), fifty-ninth Ottoman seyhilisldm. The son of $eyhilislim Paymakeizade

Seyyid Ali Efendi, he was trained for a learned career and, after a number of medrese appointments, was assigned the judgeship
of Yenigehir in 1712. This was followed by appointments as kadi of Egypt and of Istanbul (1715). He was made nakibilesraf in
1718, kadiasker of Anatolia in 1720, of Rumelia in 1725, and became seyhilisldm on 17 May 1731. Proud, harsh and sharp-
tongued, he quickly alienated both the sultan and the ulema. He was dismissed on 24 February 1732 for objecting to a peace
treaty with Iran. Following his dismissal he set out on the hajj for Mecca and died in Konya on his return; see Altunsu, Osmanli
$eyhldisldmlan, 120; SO, III, 375.

1
24 A long, full robe with wide sleeves, sometimes edged with sable, which was worn by ulema on ceremonial occasions.

2925 A tall, cylindrical turban worn by high state and palace officials. It was constructed of pasteboard, over which white muslin
was wrapped, with a flat top of red broadcloth, from the center of which a small cone of the same material projected.

22 Six couplets, examples of Molla Celebi's poetry, are here omitted from the translation.
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dismissed on the nineteenth day of Zilkade 1070 [26 July 1660], and Dahki Mustafa Efendi took his
place. In 1161 [1748], the late 5eyhfilislim Qelebizade ismail Asim Efendi 2 27 established a separate vakf
for the abovementioned mosque, while he was kadi of Istanbul. In addition to being repeatedly
renovated and repaired, because some of its surroundings were damaged in the great fire which
occurred in Cemaziyftlihir 1238 [1823], it was completely repaired and its imperial tribune was
enlarged and renovated. The office of administrator of its vakf (tevliyat) is entrusted to [Molla Qelebi's]
descendants. [The mosque] has a quarter.

33. The Kadz Mosque9 28 in Fzndzklz

Its builder was Kutb Ibrahim Efendi. He held the honorary ranks (paye) of Mara , Illuminated Medina
and Venerated Mecca, subsequently became kadi of Istanbul and died shortly after his dismissal. The
written chronogram on his gravestone is "Overcome,"'29 2 which adds up to 1078 [1667-68]. The head
clerk (bashalife) of the chief accountant's office in the finance department (basmuhasebe kalemi), Haci
Abdi Efendi, installed its minbar. The abovementioned Abdi Efendi died in the time of Sultan
Abdfilhamid Khan. [85] The abovementioned mosque is known as the Kadi Mosque. It has a quarter.

34. The Mosque of the tjizmeciler Tekke 930 in Kabata

This is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was a person named Qizmeciba.i Badreddin Mahmud Aga,
who is buried in front of the gate of the abovementioned dervish lodge. His biography, describing him
as head of the boot-makers' [guild] (reis al-cermukzyan), is inscribed on a large stone. The date of the
completion of his lodge and mosque is inscribed as "Esteemed charity," 29 31 which gives [the date] 904
[1498-99]. With the passage of time, the abovementioned lodge fell into ruin, but its date stone
survived. Subsequently, its site was protected with a railing. At present it is a vacant site. The office of
administrator of its vakf (tevliyet) is held by the head of the boot-makers' guild (gizmecibasz), but it is not
an inalienable trust.

During his first vizierate, the late Grand Vizier Hekimzade Ali Paga diverted a quantity of sweet water
from the Tophane aqueduct and built a great, two-sided fountain...2 adjoining [the mosque]. An
admirable chronogram, composed by one of the poets of the time, the select Seyyid Hfiseyin Vehbi
Efendi, is traced on its high arch on the [fountain's] sea side, and is as follows:

"" For Qelebizade Ismail Asim Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1273.
2928 The Kadi Mescidi, known also as the Kutb Ibrahim Efendi or Ayas Paa Mescidi, located at the intersection of Selime

Hatun Camii Sokagi and Ayaspaga Camii Sokagi in the Gfimisuyu Quarter in Taksim. The mosque was closed to worship in
1933 and its minaret was torn down, but it was subsequently reopened; see DBIA, IV, 328-29; 1C, II, 34; Orhonlu, TD, 11 (1955),
55. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 30, block 947.

2929 Maginb.
"3 The Qizmeciler Tekkesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Tekke of the Boot Makers), located along the Bosphorus shore between

Meclis-i Mebusan Caddesi and inebolu Sokagi (former Kabata Mezarlik Sokagi) at the Kabata Boat Landing in the Omer Avni
Quarter in Kabata . The tekke was built by Mehmed II's head boot maker (gizmecibasz) and is mentioned by Evliya Qelebi. It
must still have been extant at the time Ayvansarayi composed the Hadika in 1768-69, but in the Bostancbayz Defterdan of 1814-15
its site is described as vacant. In Ali Sati's printed version of Ayvansarayi's text (dated 1864-65), it is stated that the tekke had at
some indeterminate earlier moment fallen into ruin and been torn down and that its site was empty. It is for that reason that
the tekke is not mentioned in Z5E. Today, but for the grave of the founder, no trace of the tekke remains. Hekimoglu Ali Paa's
fountain is still extant, however; see DBIA, VIII, 110; IC, II, 18; ISTA, VI, 2987; VIII, 4043-44; OMBYSD, 232. For location, see
Pervititch map, III, sheet 30, block 940.

29 Iayr- 'aziz.
2932 The Hekimoglu Ali Paa Qegmesi on the iskele Meydam in Kabata ; see H. Orcin Banta, istanbul (Gesmeleri. Kabata$ Heki-

moglu Ali Pasa Meydan Geomesi, (Istanbul, 1993); Egemen, Gesme, 374; Tampik, Gemeler, II, 85-89; Unsal, TST, 54.
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Glory of the viziers of the world, the abundantly just
Agent of the sultanate, praiseworthy chief minister of the shadow of God:

The fingers of his hand made the distribution spigot a Nile source.
The bounteous waters satisfied the thirsty on land and sea.

It brought life to the name of the cup-bearer of the water of Kevser.
Come to the fountain of Ali Paga! Drink the water of the elixir of life!

His justice is dispensed unto the world. His abundant water streams over the world.
May God bless that grand vizier with a Noah-like long life.

0 Vehbi, if they are totaled, the date emerges from each line of poetry.
Yet again, you incised a design in marble with the pen.

[86] "This water of life flowed for the soul of Muhammed Mustafa."29 3

"What a captivating fountain did Ali Paga build for the sake of God."2934 1145 [1732-33].

A chronogram composed by the late 5akir Hfiseyin is written on the other side of the abovementioned
fountain. The abovementioned Vehbi Efendi died in the year 1148 [1735-36]. The quarter of the
[Mosque of the Qizmeciler Tekke] is Kabata .

35. The Congregational Mosque of Kabatae 131

Its builder is Avni Omer Efendi. Its vakfiye is dated 1062 [1651-52]. In the vakfiye the aforesaid builder is
described as, "At present the chief among the seekers after spiritual knowledge, who is retired from the
rank of head of the imperial chancery (nisanczhk), senior clerk of the world of meanings and explana-
tion, matchless secretary, the second Badi-i Hamadani,2 3

1 Omer Efendi ibn Mustafa Aga." The above-
mentioned vakfiye and aforesaid mosque are recorded in the register of the small endowments accoun-
tancy (kfiaik evkaf kalemi). And there is a mekteb-i sibyan of [Omer Efendi's] built over the gateway. His
death occurred in the abovementioned year. He is buried before the mosque's mihrab. [The Con-
gregational Mosque of Kabataf] has a quarter.

The piece of masonry found on the shore in front of this blessed mosque is a piece of the
Gfing6rmez Kilise. According to tradition, because the church named Gfing6rmez, which was located
near the At Meydam, was as solid as could be, it was, following the conquest of Istanbul, made into a
storeroom for gunpowder. In Muharrem of the year 895 [1489], by a decree of God-be He exalted-
the abovementioned church was struck by lightning and blown into the air. While sixteen of its
fragments fell in the Atalar Quarter and one fragment fell near the Kizil Kulesi, the largest fragment of
all fell in this place. Its dome fell in Kizil Atalar. All the houses, streets and shops which were around it
were leveled to the ground, and it is said that five or six thousand people died. The location of the
abovementioned church is now the site of the blessed mosque of Sultan Ahmed. The abovementioned
stone remained in its [original] form until the middle of the reign of Sultan Selim Khan the Third.
Then, at the time of the repairs of his seaside villa, which is located near the stone, the high official of
the Ottoman state and renowned linguist Qelebi Efendi, known as K6se Kethfida, whose name was
Mustafa Necib, had its sides trimmed, [87] causing it to be formed into a landing place, and it is at
present a separate quay on the abovementioned shore.

3 Muhammed Mustafa rfihuna bu db-z haydt akdt.
"93 Ne dilci gejme yapdt fi sebil-Alldh 'Ali Pdji.
"' The Kabata Camii, known also as the Avni Omer or Omer Avni Camii, located opposite the Kabata Boat Landing, at the

intersection of Inebolu Sokagi (former Kabata Mezarlik Sokagi) in the Omer Avni Quarter in Kabata ; see DBIA, IV, 327; IC, II,
33. For location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 30, block 939.

2 .. Ahmad Badi' al-ZamAn al-HamadhAni (968-1008), Arabo-Persian writer and epistolographer, renowned for his eloquence.
He was the creator of the literary genre known as makamat.
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The aforesaid Necib Efendi died on the sixteenth day of Rebifilahir of the year 1234 [14 February
1819] and is buried in the raised terrace which he prepared opposite the cemetery of the Hekim
Kutbeddin Mektebi in [the district of] Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased with him. He also
arranged a large raised terrace behind the tomb of [Mihrigah] Valide Sultan. He stipulated that it be
the burial place of his family. His son-in-law, Yenigehirli Abdurrahman Bey ibn Mustafa Paa, became
superintendent (nazir) of the imperial naval arsenal and the mint (darbhane). Although he became
steward of the grand vizier (kethiada-yz sadr-z azam) for fifteen days, he was subsequently confined in the
Qavu Paya Konagi, and seventeen days later he was banished to the fortress of Dimetoka. After his
property was seized and his severed head was place before the Imperial Porte, he was buried beside his
father-in-law. He was confined on the twenty-seventh of Zilkade 1234 [25 December 1818] and his exile
and execution occurred at the end of the abovementioned month. Although one of his sons who was a
miiderris survived him and became the son-in-law of the former kaimmakam, 5akir Ahmed Paa, he died
five years later. A younger child of his survived him, and there is a brother of his, a molla named
Osman Bey. The aforesaid Necib Efendi was the son-in-law of Yagikgi Emin Paga. His Majesty Sultan
Mustafa Khan the Third executed the abovementioned pala in Edirne in Cemaziyilevvel 1183 [1769].
The abovementioned congregational mosque has a quarter.

36. The Bazargdn Mosque93 7 in Kabata

Its builder was Haci Ali Aga. His grave is also there. Because one of the imams of the abovementioned
mosque was known as Ali ispir, its quarter was also known by this name. [The mosque] has a quarter.

37. The Bag Odalan Mosque95 Likewise [in Kabata5]

Its builder was Fatma Hatun, the daughter of Maktul Hfiseyin Efendi. The words "Garden of Para-
dise"2939 give the date of the building: 1117 [1705-6]. Although it was originally built with a wooden
minaret, this was changed to a brick minaret before her death. The son of the abovementioned
founder, Ibrahim Efendizade Ahmed Efendi, the imam of Elmas Mehmed Paga,29

4 became in our own
time the miiderris of Aya Sofya. [88] The grave of the abovementioned founder is located in the vicinity
of the raised burial terrace of the head of the lead-casters' [guild] (kursunczbasz),241 Ali Aka, opposite
the serif Kapi.... in Uskfidar. Her gravestone is inscribed in the following manner: "Hace Fatma Hanim
is the noble child of the late Hfiseyin Efendi, former commissioner (emin) of the imperial naval arsenal,

11 The Bazargkn Mescidi (Mosque of the Merchant), known also as the Bezirgan or Ali ispir Camii, located in Kabata . Its
date of foundation is unknown. According to Mehmed Raif Bey, it was located opposite a fountain known as the Aci Qegme, on
the slope between Kabata and the Gfimfisuyu Hospital. No trace of the mosque remains, nor can its exact location be estab-
lished; see IC, II, 13; IKSA, III, 1255; M, 330.

2938 The Bak Odalan Mescidi, known also as the Fatma Hatun or Haci Fatma Hatun Mescidi, located at the intersection of Bey
Odalan Sokagi and Bak Odalan Sokaki (Tank Zafer Tunaya Sokaki) in the Omer Avni Quarter in Kabata . An inscription
records that it was renovated in 1255/183940 by a certain Ali Paga following a fire; see DBIA, I, 534; IC, II, 9; ISTA, X, 5578. For
location, see Pervititch map, III, sheet 30, block 933.

2939 Bdg-t kuds.
* For Elmas Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 2013.

The casting of lead (kursun dikmesi) is popularly believed to be a remedy against illness and mental disorders brought on
by sorcery and the evil eye. Illness could be purged, it was thought, by a lead caster (kursuncu), usually an elderly woman with
special powers, who poured molten lead into a bowl of water held over the affected parts of the body while pronouncing prayers
and incantations; see Pakahn, OTD, II, 324-25.

2942 $erifKuyusu in manuscript versions of the text; see Vienna manuscript, fol. 127b.
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and the late esteemed wife of the deceased Ibrahim Efendi, imam of the praiseworthy martyr Elmas
Mehmed Paga, 1179 [1765-66]." [The mosque] has a quarter.

38. The Dolmabahge Mosque943

Its builder was a founder of charitable works named Qakir Dede, and his grave is also there. The
mosque was originally a single-story building. With the passage of time it fell into ruin, and the
commissioner of the imperial naval arsenal (tersane emini), Maktul Hfiseyin Aga, [re]built it as an upper-
story [mosque] during the reign of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third and brought it to life by installing a
minbar. After a time, the aforesaid aga was executed in Magosa," and his severed head arrived at the
Threshold of the State in Edirne. He was buried at the Sirik Meydani in 1127 [1715]. 5eyh Mustafa
Efendi, the Friday preacher of the Great Mosque of Kasimpaga and the [Farideddin] Attar-like
teacher2 111 of our age, who was a halife of the late Bektasi Dfilgerzade Hoca Mustafa Rizaeddin Efendi,
built a devotional hall for dervishes (tevhidhane) in the lower story of the abovementioned mosque. He
died in the year [lacuna], while performing devotions (tevhid) and invocations (zikr) there on Friday
nights and Thursdays after noon worship in the manner of the exalted Nakebendi dervish order and
the Halvetiye. The adjoining sebil and fountain2 4 are the charitable works of Haci Mehmed Emin Aga
ibn Haci Hfiseyin Aga, who was dismissed from the rank of aga of the imperial cavalry (sipahiyan agast).
His seaside villa is nearby. This is the chronogram of the abovementioned fountain and sebil:

The namesake of the Glory of Creation, the illustrious commissioner of the agas,
Created this work when he was aga of the imperial cavalry.

On its completion, Kadri proclaimed its date to the thirsty.
"Drink health and life-increasing water from the sebil and fountain,"29  1154 [1741 42.

[89] The death of the abovementioned founder of charitable works, Emin Aga, occurred in 1156 [1743-
44]. He is buried in the abovementioned sebil. Hfiseyin Aga, the second son of the abovementioned
deceased, became a high official of the Exalted [Ottoman] State. He repeatedly obtained his desire
with the illustrious offices of commissioner of the imperial naval arsenal (tersane emaneti) and steward of
the grand vizier (vezir kethiadalzoz). He was known by the name Mehmed Eminoglu. Contiguous to his
father's pious foundation and joined to it, he built a mekteb, a single hamam and, in the abovemen-
tioned sebil, a adzrvan of a single piece of marble. Following his death in the year "Completion of
work," 2948 1181 [1767-68], he was buried in the cemetery between his father's charitable foundation and

his own charitable foundation. [The Dolmabahce Mosque] has a quarter.
The well-known place called Dolmabahe 2

111 was filled in (doldurulmusdur) on the imperial command
of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. The reason for this is related as follows: The filling in of

"' The Dolmabahce Mescidi, known also as the Qakir Dede, Qakir Baba, Abai, Attarzade, Attar Mustafa Efendi or Karaabah
Tekkesi Mescidi, located opposite the Dolmabahee Camii of Bezm-i Alem Valide Sultan, on the embankment above the Haci
Emin Aga Sebili on Karaabah Sokagi in the Omer Avni Quarter in Dolmabahce. The mosque and tekke were restored in
1254/1838 by Mahmud II and again rebuilt between 1876 and 1896 by Abdilhamid II. They were torn down in 1958; see DBIA,
IV, 438-39; IC, 1I, 21; Im, Istanbul Armaganz, 172-74; ISTA, 4674-75; Turnah, VD,153-56. Located on Pervititch map, III, sheet 29,
block 921.

'" The port city of Famagusta on Cyprus.
" Farid al-Din 'Attir (d. c. 1229), Persian mystical poet and author of the celebrated spiritual allegory Mantik al-Tayr (The

Language of the Birds).
" The Mehmed Emin Aga Sebili; see Egemen, Gejme, 556-62.
24 Sebil ft gemeden db-z hayat-efzd icin sahhd.
29 Hitdm- 'amel.
"4 Literally the Filled Garden, located on the shore of the Bosphorus between Kabata and Begikta . The site originally
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this bay was thought to be appropriate because each year, when the fleet sailed out, the grand admirals

(kapudan pasa) stayed at this place for a few days, and, more particularly, they held their official feasts
there. During the second term as grand admiral of Halil Paa,"" who was kapudan four times and twice
master of the seal, workmen were assembled, the mountain near the bay was thrown into the sea, and
the area between Begikta5 and the Karabali Gardens...1 was filled in and made into an imperial garden.
The biography of the abovementioned Halil Paya will be recorded, God-be He exalted-willing, when
the tekke of Hfidayi Mahmud Efendi.... is discussed.

Near the Dolmabahee Boat Landing, in the corner of the garden which overlooks the main road and

is one of the exalted charitable works of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Abdilhamid Khan,
there is a fountain which is a foundation of Her Majesty Hfimagah Kadin,2"" the illustrious mother of

His Majesty Sultan Mehmed, the eldest of the imperial sons of the abovementioned padishah. The

raised terrace above the nearby cistern was also built [by her]. The captain (blkiikbasz) of the Karabali

gardeners (bostancz) was charged with tasks such as hanging the abovementioned fountain's cup and
cleaning its trough. In compensation, he was given an allowance from the imperial vakf of fifteen akge
per day. [90] The commissioner of the city (jehir emini) Haci Hafiz Mustafa Efendi, who was appointed
[the fountain's] building commissioner (bina emini), was also designated building commissioner of the

imperial vakfs (evkafz xahane). The noble verse from the Qur'an, "And their Lord will slake their thirst
with a pure drink,"29 4 1193 [1779], is the date of the abovementioned fountain.

The congregational mosques and small mosques between Tophane and Dolmabahee which were

described are thirty-eight in number. Of these, twenty-eight have quarters and the rest are without

quarters. Friday prayer is performed in eighteen. And twenty of them are without minbars.

formed a small bay, which was filled in on the order of Ahmed I, who also built an imperial garden there at the water's edge.
Filling work continued with barges and lighters in the time of Osman II and the site was made into a cerit field. By the early
nineteenth century, there was a large imperial summer residence there and Mahmud II seems to have preferred it to the old
Topkapi Palace. His son and successor Abdiilmecid decided to move out of the Topkapi Palace altogether and in 1842
commissioned Karabet Balyan and his son Nigokos to replace the existing structure with a new palace. This Dolmabahee Palace
was completed in 1853, whereupon the sultan and the imperial household abandoned the Topkapi. It subsequently served as
the residence of all but one of the late Ottoman sultans, the exception being Abdfnlhamid II, who preferred the more secluded
Yildiz Palace further up the Bosphorus; see DBIA, III, 89-96; ISTA, IX, 4675-79; Evliya Celebi, Travels, 1/2, 62.

"5 Kayserili Halil Paga; see Hadika, 499-500 and n. 836. His second appointment as kapudan-i deiya was from 1613 to 1616.
2951 The Karaabali Bahceleri, an imperial garden on the European shore of the Bosphorus in the vicinity of Kabata . Archival

documents refer to it as early as the late sixteenth century. It underwent significant renovations in 1704 at the command of

Sultan Ahmed III; see DBIA, IV, 440.
"' The Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi in the Ahmed Qelebi Quarter in Dogancilar in Uskfidar; see Hadika, 498-502.

15 The consort of Sultan Abdilhamid I. She is recorded as having built another fountain in 1197/1782 at Emirgin; see

Ulucay, Kadinlar, 106.
2954 Ve sekahfim rabbihimn $araben tahura (Qur'an, LXXVI:21).
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FOLLOWING THIS, THERE BEGINS AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND SMALL MOSQUES OF

BE$IKTA 29 . AND ITS VICINITY

1. The Congregational Mosque of Besikta2956

Its builder was the grand admiral (kapudan) Sinan Paga,95 who was the brother of Rfistem Paga, the
husband of Sultan Silleyman Khan's daughter Mihrimah Sultan. When Mehmed Paga-yi Tavil258

became beylerbeyi of Rumelia in 955 [1548-49], the aforesaid Sinan Paga became grand admiral
(kapudan-z derya) in his place. He expended effort on construction of the mosque and medrese in the
abovementioned place but [died and] attained the mercy of God two years before its completion. He is
buried before the mihrab of the blessed congregational mosque of Mihrimah Sultan, located at the
Uskfidar Boat Landing.2 59 A chronogram for the death of the abovementioned pasa, which was
composed by the reisidkittab of the time, the late Sihn Mehmed Efendi, called Kiz Memi, is as follows:

In the end Fate delivers up the body to annihilation,
Even if it be the boatman Noah.9 6 0

The sword of death carries off each fleeting moment.
Drop by drop, the Ocean of Non-Existence comes to him.

To his friends he was a secondJoseph.9 6 '
To the eye of his foe, he would appear as Sinan.

Come, 0 Sihn! Let us invoke blessings!
God, may his pure soul be joyful!

District on the European shore of the Bosphorus between Dolmabahee and Ortak6y. Because of its natural beauty, it
acquired special importance from early times and was known as Daphne and, later, as Diplokion (Twin Columns), named for a
pair of lofty Theban granite columns surmounted by crosses that were erected there by the Emperor Romanus II Lecapenus in
the first half of the tenth century. An important port in the Byzantine period, it had an imperial summer palace, a hippodrome
and a large church dedicated to Ayios Mamas, none of which survive, however.

Traditionally, the Ottoman fleet would assemble off of Begikta and Dolmabahee prior to setting out to sea, and there be
reviewed by the sultan, grand vizier, eyhatlisldm and other high state officials. For this reason, the kapudan-z derya maintained a
seaside villa at Begikta . Beginning with the reign of Bayezid II, a series of imperial villas and summer palaces were built at
Begikta , which in later times became one of the principal places of imperial residence. Sultan Ahmed I, who was born in the
Begikta Sahilsarayi and had a special affection for the place, built a beautiful kiosk there; it was later enlarged and added to by
Mehmed IV, Mahmud I, Selim III and Mahmud II.

According to Evliya Qelebi, the majority of the inhabitants of Begikta were from Anatolia, and many were occupied with
gardening. He notes that the town contained some 160 gardens, which he describes as being like paradise, filled with fragrant
roses, narcissus and sweet-smelling herbs. At about the same time, Eremya Qelebi K6mfirciyan comments on the gardens, the
palaces and the Mevlevihane, and states that in the upper part of Besikta there were many Armenians and a small Armenian
church. Jews were numerous there, he adds, and there was a Greek church and sacred springs. However, Oagus incicyan,
writing at the end of the eighteenth century, states that while Turks, Greeks and Jews still remained in Begikta , the Armenians
had left after their church, Surp Asduadzadzin, was torn down in 1759; see Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 62-65; Eremya Qelebi
K6mfnrciyan, Istanbul Tarihi. XVII. Asirda Istanbul, 2nd ed. (Istanbul, 1988), 39-40; incicyan, Istanbul, 115.

2956 The Begikta Cami-i Kebir, known also as the Sinan Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Besikta Caddesi and
Barbaros Bulvan in the Sinan Paa Quarter in Begikta . The mosque is listed among the works of Mimar Sinan; see DBIA, VII, 2-
4; IC, II, 11-12; MW, 458-59. For location, see Pervititch map, III, Begikta , sheet 4, block 26.

" Sinan Pasa (d. 1553-54), kapudan-i derya from 1548 until his death, and builder of the no longer extant Sinan Papa Mescidi
in the Molla Fenari Quarter in Alemdar; see Hadika, 141; Vefeyat, 41.

2958 Sokullu Mehmed Paa-ys Tavil; see Hadika, n. 21.
2959 For the Mihrimah Sultan Camii at the Uskfsdar Boat Landing, see Hadika, 492-93.
" Noah is reputed in Islamic and Old Testament legend to have had an extraordinarily long life. According to the Qur'an

(XXIX: 14), he was 950 years of age at the time of the Flood, and according to later legend, lived 1,450 years.
"96 In the Qur'an (XII) as well as in later Muslim legend, Joseph (Yusuf), the favorite son of Jacob, is represented as

handsome beyond description. Sold into slavery in Egypt, he was so dazzling in his beauty that when women saw him, they cut
their hands with their serving knives in their distraction. The wife of his master Fitfir (Potiphar), likewise overcome by his
beauty, made advances to Joseph, which, however, he resisted, his innocence being proved by the fact that his shirt was torn at
the back where she had grabbed it.
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The Unseen Voice expressed the date.
"The grand admiral plunged into the sea of mercy,"2962 961 [1553-54].

The abovementioned congregational mosque's date of completion, inscribed on the arch of its gate, is

nine hundred sixty-three: 963 [1555-56]. The first Piyale Paga2963 became grand admiral (kapudan-z

derya) in his place. The abovementioned mosque has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun), an exalted

medrese and, outside, an upper-story mekteb. And there is a square adzrvan made of a single piece of

marble in the medrese's courtyard. [91] This chronogram is inscribed around it:

For the love of God, he was a generous patron.
His wealth, flowing like water, built the sebil.

Today he was the source of many works of charity.
May God have mercy on him tomorrow.

If it be said that he is one destined for Paradise, it is true,
For his works are proof of it.

He was grand admiral and governor-general.
He humbled many non-believers.

As to being a second Joseph, there is no dispute,
Since good character and great comeliness are his?

For the sake of the people of Merve and Safa,29 4
The Friend2965 built the spring of Zemzem in the Ka'ba.

0 Sihn, the Voice expressed its date.
"Selsebil, fountain of the water of life,"2966 963 [1555-56].

The builder of the ablution spigots on the left portico of the medrese's two raised porticos was the

darassaade agasz, the eyhidharam Haci Begir Aga.967 It was mentioned above that the aforesaid aga was

buried in the vicinity of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God, be He exalted, be well pleased with him-and

that he built a blessed mosque in Istanbul. The privately owned house of the late 5eyh Haci Mustafa

Riza Efendi, one of the imams of this blessed congregational mosque, became his tekke.968 It is located

opposite the court ofjustice (mahkeme), on the left of the abovementioned congregational mosque. His

tomb is also there. The phrase, "Nakebendi of Begikta ," 2969 1159 [1746], is the date of his death.

Although the abovementioned 5eyh first became the halife of the late Fenayi 5eyh Mustafa Efendi,
known as the Odaba i 5eyhi, who belonged to the Celveti dervish order, was the preacher of the Orta

Congregational Mosque, and was the halife of Selami Ali Efendi, the 5eyh of the Grand Lodge (asitane)

of Hfidayi [in Uskfidar], [92] he was [also] initiated by Arabzade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi of the
Nakebendi order, one of the 5eyhs of Edirne, and permitted to perform the Seal of the Masters. 70 Until

his death, he was diligent in reciting the Qur'an from beginning to end. His son, 5eyh Mehmed Siddik

Efendi, subsequently performed the religious rites of the two orders [the Celveti and the Nakebendi]

on Mondays after noon worship. The death of the abovementioned Arabzade occurred in the year 1165

[1751-52], and the abovementioned 5eyh Mehmed Siddik Efendi departed for the Abode of Eternity in

162 Taldi rahmet deffizine kapfiddn.
96' Kapudan Damad Piyale Paga (to be distinguished from Uzun Piyale Paa, known also as Piyale Paga-yi Sani, who died in

1644); see Hadika, n. 618.
' The two hills outside Mecca to which Hagar, the wife of Ibrahim, went in her frantic search for water for her infant son

Ismail. Reference here to people of Merve and Safa is a metaphor for persons making the hajj, who ritually circumambulate the
two hills and, more broadly, for all Muslims.

"6 lbrahim, the Friend of God, the husband of Hagar and father of Ismail.
"" Gejme-i db-z haydt selsebil.
" Haci Begir Aga; see n. 327 above.
" The Neccarzade Tekkesi in Begikta . For its leyhs, see Z;E, 47.
2969 Naksbendi-i beoiktdsi.
2 70Hatm-i hacegdn, the prayer sequence obligatory for Naksbendi initiates.
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the year [1208 (1793-94)]. Mustafa Pagazade Abdfilkadir Paga, the steward of the imperial naval arsenal
(tersane kethiidasz), was buried in the cemetery on the left side of the abovementioned mosque in 1163
[1749-50]. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

2. The Befikta Iskelesi Mosque9 71

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Mehmed Sadik Efendi, a clerk in the
chancery of the grand vizier (mektubi kalemi). He matured at the beginning of the time of Sultan
Abdfilhamid Khan. He is buried in Uskfidar. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

3. The Hayreddin iskelesi Mosque'17

Its builder was the famous grand admiral (kapudan) Gazi Hayreddin Paa.1 7' His name was Hizir, and

later he was called Hayreddin. There is a blessed medrese of his at the abovementioned [Hayreddin
Boat Landing] and the aforesaid mosque is the classroom of this medrese. The abovementioned
[Hayreddin Paga] came from Algiers in the year nine hundred forty [1533-34] and became grand

admiral after Kemanke Ahmed Bey. He died in the year 953 [1546-47] and was buried in his private
tomb, which is on the public square (meydan) of Begikta . "The captain of the sea died"9 74 is the date of
his death. Among the righteous, the abovementioned pala was a saint of the holy warriors. He was

shown extraordinary honor and respect in the time of Sultan Sfileyman Khan Gazi, and, when His
Majesty the abovementioned sultan requested the aforesaid's biography and an account of the events of
the holy wars, [Hayreddin] even caused events to that time to be written down, and he humbly sub-

mitted [the account] to the sultan.2975

His father, Yakub Aga, was a cavalryman (sipahi). He participated in His Majesty Fatih Sultan Meh-

med Khan's conquest of the island of Mytilene in the year 866 [1461-62]. He subsequently settled on

the abovementioned island, and four sons, named ishak, Orue, Hizir and tlyas, were born to him. [93]
[Hizir] engaged in commerce, and, after a time, while traveling by ship with Orue back and forth to

Tripoli in Syria and to Alexandria, the Christians of Rhodes came out before them. In the course of the

battle, Ilyas was martyred, Hizir was made prisoner, and Orue escaped. ishak had stayed on Mytilene.
Hizir remained a prisoner for some time, and, after escaping, he asked prince Sultan Korkud, who was

in Antalya at that time, for permission to set out as a corsair with an eighteen-seat galley. After

plundering many ships and pillaging many islands, because of the martyrdom at the accession of His

Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First of the abovementioned Korkud and the prohibition of expeditions
by Muslim corsairs in the Mediterranean Sea, the aforesaid met with his brother Oru on the island of

Jerba. The two brothers arrived at Tunis with the agreed purpose of waging the Holy War, and, asking

its governors the Beni Hafs2976 for a base of operations, the fortress of Hulk al-Vad was given to them as

"" The Besikta iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Begikta Boat Landing), known also as the Sadik Efendi Mescidi, located

beside the Tomb of Barbaros Hayreddin Paa near the intersection of Begiktas Caddesi and Barbaros Hayreddin Caddesi in the
Sinan Paga Quarter in Begikta . The mosque, which dated from the second half of the eighteenth century, is no longer extant;
see 1C, II, 12; ISTA, V, 2582. For location, see Pervititch map, III, Besikta , sheet 1, block 49.

12 The Hayreddin iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Hayreddin Boat Landing), located in the medrese of Hayreddin Paa on

the shore near his tomb in the Sinan Paa Quarter in Begikta . Neither the mosque nor the medrese is extant; see IC, II, 30. For

location, see Pervititch map, III, Begikta , sheet 1, block 48.
1" Gazi Hayreddin Paa, Barbaros (c. 1466-1546), famous Turkish corsair and grand admiral; for his biography, see E12 , IV,

1155-58.
" Mdte re'is al-bahr.
"9 Hak-z pay-t haimayuna irsal eylemiydir, literally, "submitted [the account] to the dust beneath the sultan's feet."
296 The Hafsids, an Arab dynasty which ruled what is present-day Tunisia and eastern Algeria from the early thirteenth
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a refuge. Just as when [earlier] they had carried out many raids and conquered many fortresses, so

subsequently when His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Selim Khan the First conquered Algiers,
Hizir was seen to be exceedingly courageous and was appointed first governor there. He also

performed many praiseworthy services in the conquest of Tunis. His brothers Ishak and Orue became

martyrs in the battle of Tlemsen. May God-be He exalted-have mercy on them both. It is related

that the abovementioned pasa was a person especially knowledgeable concerning the Qur'an. By
writing [a verse] on a piece of paper in times of need and throwing it into the sea, he would cause the

desired winds to blow or to be calm and would attain his desire. Detailed accounts of his admired

services are written in books of history. The high arch of his tomb is inscribed in this manner: "This is

the tomb of the conqueror of Algiers and Tunis, the deceased Gazi Hayreddin Paga-may God have

mercy on him!" The well-known Qinili Hamam in Istanbul.... is one of his charitable works.
After his death, Mehmed Paga-yi Tavil [was appointed to] the office of governor-general [of Algiers]

and [94] became grand admiral (kapudan), and he conquered Trablugarb. 7 8 His biography was given
in connection with his mosque."7" Hayreddin Paa's predecessor, Ahmed Bey, was a person of strong

body, so much so, it is related, that two sheep were attached to his two fingers, and he restrained them

until they were flayed. He was also skillful in archery, and there is a distance marker of his in the

western part of the Ok Meydani. The abovementioned commander died shortly after Hayreddin Paya
became grand admiral. He led but a single expedition into the Mediterranean and pillaged some

localities.

The reason Begikta is so named:

When, at the time the late Hayreddin Paa was setting out for the Mediterranean, ships [were]

anchored in this place, and five stone posts were set up at the shore for them to attach their hawsers to.

Although, for a considerable period, it was called Be Ta (Five Stones), since the ships were moored to

these posts by chains, with the passage of time Be Ta was changed to Begikta , and the abovemen-

tioned place is at present known by the name Besikta . There are also other traditions [having to do

with the origin of the name] beside this. The abovementioned congregational mosque of the [Hay-

reddin iskelesi] does not have a quarter.

4. The Arab iskelesi Mosque980 in Besiktas

Its builder was Tekerlek Mustafa Efendi. Dying sometime after the construction of the abovementioned

mosque, he was buried in front of its mihrab. Nearby is his upper-story mekteb. The office of clerk of its

vakf is entrusted to the mosque's imam. His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third once wished rashly

to perform Friday prayer in this mosque, and a minbar was immediately installed, and an imperial

tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun) fashioned by placing a latticework around half the maiezzin mahfeli. When the

condition of the mosque became known to the sultan after he had performed prayer there, he assigned

seventeen akge daily from the vakf of the 5ehzade Congregational Mosque as an allowance for the hatib

century until the Turkish conquest in 1574.
" Located in Zeyrek; see DBIA, II, 516; ISTA, VII, 4014-19; MW, 327.

17' The coastal city of Tripoli in present-day Libya.
" The Mehmed Papa Camii in Kadirga. For his biography, see Hadika, 215 and n. 21.
2980 The Arab iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Arab Boat Landing), located on the grounds of the park (Barbaros Ant

Meydam) at the Begikta Boat Landing (formerly also known as the Arap iskelesi). The mosque was torn down in 1943, at the

time the statue of Barbaros Hayreddin Paga was erected; see IC, II, 6; ISTA, II, 954; IKSA, II, 757. For location, see Pervititch

map, III, Begikta , sheet 1, block 48 (ruine).
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and miiezzin and for oil for the mihrab's candles and the lamps, and the abovementioned mosque was
again brought to life by means of repairs.

When subsequently, in the year 1161 [1748], His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First ordered the
renovation of the imperial seaside villa of Besikta and appointed Ali Efendi, the accountant of the
vakfs of the Two Holy Cities (haremeyn muhasebecisi), and [95] several building commissioners (emin-i
bina), many buildings were added and appended to the abovementioned villa, and it was renovated and
enlarged. The Qinili K6 k, the construction of which was ordered by His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan
the Fourth,1 8 1 was also repaired and embellished at this time. On Thursday, the eleventh of
Cemaziyilevvel of the abovementioned year [9 May 1748], the sultan's change of residence occurred.
From among the chronograms inscribed above the windows [of the Qinili K6 k], a few couplets from
the chronogram composed by Nimet Efendi are included in this place.

0 Nimet, with but few words, your inadequacy is manifest,
Even though mankind is envious of your verse.

Make it the felicitous ornament of the mansion of glory and power!
May God, with His personal seal, cause this new palace to endure forever!

May it be continually shrouded in fortune and prosperity!
May that sultan's pleasure and delight be increased!

Two dates are inserted into this pure couplet,
When its hemistichs come to the assistance of one another.

"It is a new type of place. May it be the bringer ofjoy to Sultan Mahmud!"2 982

"The priceless palace of Begikta is an imperial abode,"293 1161 [1748].

Together with the palace, the abovementioned mosque was enlarged and renovated. And [Sultan
Mahmud] commanded the minaret, the imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun) and other needs [of the
mosque] to be perfected anew, and he embellished it with a chandelier and oil lamps, and provided
allowances from the imperial vakf The abovementioned Nimet Efendi also composed a chronogram
for the renovation of this blessed mosque, and it was noted down in its entirety in this place.

The padishah of the age, who brings together theory and practice:
[His] reputation for munificence ascended the minbar of the heavens.

His pledge is to bring prosperity to the inhabited quarters of the world.
His person is the All-Loving God's pure gift to the world.

For example, out of his perfect munificence, he restored this mosque to life,
When it had ceased to be a place of prostration.

[96] He planned and built it with breadth and expansiveness.
It became a charming, illumined place of worship.

Lo, may he spread out the prayer rug of the mihrab of good works!
Let [mankind] stand and kneel in prayer for his worldly acts of piety!

May he who adorns the tribune of the world be always munificent!
May that shah's imperial person be divinely blessed!

Nimet, the two-tongued pen wrote its chronogram.
"The mosque of Sultan Mahmud became a work of virtue,"984 1161 [1748].

2981 The Qinili Mebeyn K5 ki, known also as the Kagili, !ran or Acem Kbekfi, located on the Bosphorus shore at the northeast
corner of the grounds of the Besikta Sarayi. The palace was built by the architect Ismail Aga for Sultan Mehmed IV in 1679-80
and underwent significant changes during repairs in 1748, 1776 and 1808-9, before being torn down in 1855; see DBIA, II, 517;
Sedad H. Eldem, K61kiler ve Kasirlar (Istanbul, 1974), II, 125-50. For location, see map of Dolmabahce and Begikta palaces c.
1800 in Sedad Hakki Eldem, Bogazigi Yalzla. Rumeli Yakasi (Istanbul, 1993), I, 24-25.

2982 Cdy-z nevdir ola evkdver-i Sultdn Mahmfsd.
2983 Bi-bahd kasr-z Besiktas hfzmdyftn-dbdd.
2984 Od Pdkize eser cdmi'-i Sultdn Mahmfnd.
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[The sultan] performed worship (selamlik) in this blessed mosque on Friday, the day after the cere-
monial visit to the abovementioned palace.

The biography of Nimet Efendi:

The aforesaid [Nimet Efendi] was born in the year 1112 [1700-71]. After the death of his father, he was
educated and trained in virtue by his grandfather and entered a teaching career in the year [one thou-
sand one hundred] forty-three [1730-31]. Although he was subsequently expelled from the [teaching]
hierarchy in the time of the 5eyhnilislim Damadzade Feyzi Efendi,2 ... he entered it again after a time
and was employed in a variety of capacities. For example, in the time of Maktul Beir Aga, he [was
charged with] the inspection of the Two Holy Cities, and in 1168 [1754-55] he was given the post of
judge of Galata. Later, after being made content with the posts of kadi of Egypt and of Venerated
Mecca, he became the judge of the army (ordu kadzsz) in place of Abdullah Efendi, with the honorary
rank (paye) of kadi of Istanbul. He died on the twelfth day of 5evval 1186 [6January 1773]. The above-
mentioned deceased was a person renowned for his learning and virtue, whose poetry was especially
admired by the public. Because the chronogram which he composed for the dam built by His Majesty
Sultan Mahmud Khan is worthy of note, it was recorded in this place. "On all sides, this dam parted the
water of life,"986 1163 [1749-50]. The imperial pavilion called the Bayildim K6 kfi, 98 located in the
excursion spot named Dolmabahge, was rebuilt and reconstructed in the year in which the abovemen-
tioned seaside palace of Begikta was renovated, and it was completed near the time of the blessed Feast
of Id of the abovementioned year. Before its construction, [97] a canopy was erected on the abovemen-
tioned spot at the time of each imperial visit. In the summertime, before the construction of these
pavilions, the second day of the blessed Feast of Id had been celebrated by the sultan in Gfilhane. Here
is a chronogram which was composed for this new pavilion by the former historian Izzi Efendi, who was
honored in our time with the office of master of ceremonies (terifatpzllk).

Sultan Mahmud, Shah of the Shahs of the world,
Bright sun, Kaykavus and Husrev:

The shadow of his favor enlivens the regions of the world.
His heroic deeds resound overpoweringly to the horizons.

His benefaction and munificence continually [shower] God's servants.
His unyielding soldiers advance on [foreign] lands.

Each of his works is praised throughout the world,
Praised by the tongues of pens of those who hear of them.

On arrival, they say concerning this beautiful place,
"That imperial [villa]! That inviolable [pavilion]! That [mansion] full of delight!"

May the sun and crescent of felicity,
Thisjoyous holiday ground ever renew!

Axis of the sun of the sovereign:
Let it illumine the firmament as long as the heavens turn!

izzi, two chronograms like leaf and bud,
Mimicked these rose-resembling works.

"Two beautiful and elegant pavilions were inaugurated."
"What ajoy-increasing new Gilhane!"

2989

2985 Damadzade Feyzullah Efendi; see Hadika, n. 2489.
2

98 6 End-bend itdi bu bend db-z haydtz sfs be-sfi.
2987 For the Bayildim K6 kfi, see DBIA, II, 96-98; Eldem, Kbsk, II, 230-37.
298 8 Du zibd kasr ile ra'nd azlmq.
2989 Ferah-fezd zihi gniihane-i nev.
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The aforesaid izzi Efendi died in CemaziyilAhir 1168 [1755], while he was still master of ceremonies,
and he was buried near the blessed tomb of His Excellency 5eyh Murad Efendi. The abovementioned
deceased had been appointed a halife of the late son of 5eyh Murad. There exists an edited divan by
him. He was the brother of the deceased historian Subhi Efendi."9 O The lady-in-waiting (musahibe)
Raziye Kadin is buried in the tomb opposite the blessed mosque and her daughter is buried beside her.
Raziye Ayge Hatun is buried in another tomb located next to [Raziye Kadin's tomb]. The poet Nasibi
composed this chronogram for her death:

God, again a pride of womankind, Raziye named Ayge,
Passed away from the abode of vileness to the dominion of immortality.

Her daughter's daughter, in order to bring her soul to life,
Built from the water of life a beautiful and exalted fountain.

[98] May God-be He exalted-make her alwaysjoyful and cause Paradise to be
The abode of her living soul. Let her not suffer torment or affliction.

And may the countenance of eternity exalt them both!
May the Creator favor them with Paradise!

May the happiness of the creator of good works increase,
Bountiful God, as long as that deceased lies in the earth.

0 Nasibi, parched tongues composed its date.
"May the pure, fresh water from this elegant fountain be the elixir of life!"299' 1008 [1599-1600].

During the days of the sultanates of each of the glorious padishahs, whenever annually this abovemen-
tioned pavilion [at Dolmabahce] was partially or totally renovated and repaired, the abovementioned
mosque was also restored. [The mosque] has a quarter.

5. Vinezade Mosque9"' in Belikta$

This mosque was built inside the barracks (odalar) located in the abovementioned district. There are
seventy rooms in the abovementioned barracks, and they have two gates. In it there is an old stone
trough, to which they later added an ablution spigot. A charitable patron of good works named Halil
Aga, one of the heads of the bostancz (ser-bostaniyan), also caused a separate aqueduct to be constructed.
The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Vignezade Mehmed [Izzet] Efendi. On the twenty-fifth
day of Muharrem 1073 [9 September 1662], he became kadi of Istanbul in place of Abdullah Efendi,
the son-in-law of Kecdehan. He was dismissed on the twenty-seventh day of Safer 1074 [30 September
1663], and Ahmed Efendi, the brother of Bahayi Efendi, was appointed in his place. He subsequently
became kadzasker of Anatolia, following the dismissal of Feyzullah Nafiz Efendi on the fifteenth day of
Muharrem 1079 [25 June 1668]. Following the dismissal of Kadri Efendi for a second time in Cema-
ziynlevvel 1080 [1669], he was transferred to the office of kadzasker of Rumelia. Zeyrekzade Abdur-
rahman Efendi was appointed [kadzasker of Anatolia] in his place. He again became kadzasker of Rume-
lia after Ankaravi Mehmed Efendi on the fifteenth of Cemaziyfilevvel 1087 [26 July 1676]. His first
appointment as kadzasker was for four months and his second appointment extended for two and a half
years. [99] Hamid Efendi was appointed to his place after his dismissal.

" Mehmed Subhi Efendi the author of the Tarih-i Subhi; see Hadika, n. 2126.
2991 Nfi-i cdn ola ziddl-i nev bu zibd gesmeden.
"2 The Vignezade Mescidi (misspelled in the printed text as Fignezade), located near the intersection of Vignezade Camii

Oni Sokagi and the Vignezade Camii Meydani in the Vignezade Quarter in Besikta The mosque has undergone numerous
repairs so that little remains of its original structure; see DBIA, VIII, 466; C, II, 69. For location, see Pervititch map, III, Begikta ,
sheet 13, block 175.
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The name by which the aforesaid is known is Vignezade Mehmed izzeti Efendi. His father, Lutfullah
Efendi, who was known as Vigne Efendi, was the second son of $eyhfilislam Zekeriya Efendi." His
eldest brother was Yahya Efendi,29"9 who was leyhilisldm three times, for close to nineteen years, during
the reigns of Sultan Mustafa Khan the First, Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth and Sultan Ibrahim Khan.
His death occurred at the end of 1053 [1644], and he was buried in the tomb of his father. His father,
Zekeriya Efendi, occupied the office of leyhidisldm for a period of sixteen months in the time of Sultan
Murad Khan the Third. Following his sudden death during the spring felicitation of the sultan [at
Nevruz],2995 Hoca Sadeddin Efendi ibn Hasan Can299 became seyhilislam in his place. The abovemen-
tioned deceased [Zekeriya Efendi] was buried in a separate tomb adjoining the medreses located near
the blessed Mosque of Sultan Selim. A chronogram for his death is "Zekeriya Said departed from the
court of the world."2997 Another is "Suddenly, in an instant, Zekeriya Efendi passed away." 2998

The abovementioned Viene Lutfullah Efendi was kadi of Filibe. Following the death of the above-
mentioned Mehmed Izzeti Efendi in 1097 [1685-86], 5eyh Naci Ahmed Dede composed this
chronogram in the form of a line of poetry: "Alas, izzeti departed the world!"2 99 The abovementioned
[Izzeti Efendi] died suddenly and was buried in the tomb of his paternal uncle. The abovementioned
5eyh Naci Ahmed Dede was previously mentioned in connection with the Yenikapi Mevlevihane.3' The
late poet Fevzi composed this chronogram for the construction of the abovementioned mosque:

izzeti Efendi, virtuous man, sea of piety and kindness,
Built this auspicious mosque worthy of adornment.

May God, who is without equal, be pleased with that one who contemplates goodness.
That is the excellent wish of the learned knower of truth!

For that heart-attracting mosque Fevzi composed an elegant couplet,
Each line of which, when it is totaled, gives the date.

[100] "May He accept this heart-attracting place of worshig!"
"May this mosque bring blessings to Izzeti Efendi! Amen!" 002 1075 [1664-65].

There is also another Vignezade Seyh Mehmed Efendi. When 5eyh Hizir Efendi, who was initially the
seyh of the zaviye of 5emsi Ahmed Paga, was transferred to the zaviye of Mehmed Aka2003 in Istanbul, [this
other] Vignezade became myh in his place. His death occurred in the year 1010 [1601-2]. His father,
Viene Mehmed Efendi, was the halife of Kastamonulu 5eyh 5aban Efendi. The office of Friday preacher
of the Valide-i Atik Congregational Mosque in Uskidar was first conferred on him. In 991 [1583], he
became the first head of its dervish lodge.0 4 He was executed a year later. The biography of the above-
mentioned Hizir Efendi is given in the appendix to [the description of] the Congregational Mosque of
Mehmed Aga.

13 Bayramzade Zekeriya Efendi; see Hadika, n. 1476.
Zekeriyazade Yahya Efendi; see Hadika, n. 1102.
The formal ceremony which took place at New Year's (March 22), in which the grand vizier, viziers, governors of eyalets

and other high state officials offered congratulations to the sultan and presented him with a horse and other gifts known as the
Nevruziye Piikesi or Hediye-i Nevruziye; see Pakahn, OTD, III, 689.

2996 For Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, see Hadika, n. 138.
2997 Gitdi divdn-z cihdndan Zekeriyyd Sa'id.
2998Fiic'eten Zekeriyyd Efendi g5cdi hemdn.

'Izzeti gitdi cihdnii hayfa.
30 $eyh Pendari Naci Ahmed Dede; see Hadika, 253.

300' Kabil ide bu dilke4 ma'bedi ol. In Mecmua (295), the full hemistich is given as Kabul ide bu dilke$ md'bedi ol Rabb-z lutfdyin.3002 Bu mescid cizet Efendi'ye mes'id ola Amin.
3003 The Mehmed Aga Zaviyesi in Qariamba; see Hadika, 218-19; also Z5E, 14.
"' The Eski Valide or Valide-i Atik Tekkesi in Uskfidar, built in 991/1583; see Z5E, 74.
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The patron of charitable works Izzeti Efendi was a poet, and there is a collected divan of his [poetry].
This couplet is a sample from it.

Make not the mosque of the heart an idol-temple of desire!
0 Izzeti, may his spiritual abode always flourish!

The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

6. The Sdleymaniye Congregational Mosque"' in Besikta5

Its builder was His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sileyman Khan Gazi. The requisite allowances
for the abovementioned mosque are appended to his vakf The occasion for its construction was Kara
Abali Mehmed Baba of the Bektasi dervish order, who dwelled in the abovementioned quarter. One
day, while His Majesty the abovementioned padishah was on an excursion in those environs, the above-
mentioned Mehmed Baba requested and asked that a mosque be erected, and the abovementioned
congregational mosque was built. Most of the cypresses in Dolmabahce were planted by Mehmed Baba.
The abovementioned baba died in the year [lacuna], and he is buried at the rear of the garden adjoin-
ing the open prayer-place (namazgdh) near the Dolmabahce Boat Landing. His grave is visible from the
road. The place now occupied by this congregational mosque is known as Kara Bagi. [101] [The
Sileymaniye Congregational Mosque] has a quarter.

7. The Magka Mosque... in Besikta5

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was 5enlik Dede, whose grave adjoins the
abovementioned mosque. The patroness of charitable works $erife Rabia Hatun installed its minbar.
This short poem is suspended on the mihrab wall:

If from laziness you allow in your worship the alteration of basic principles,
Then, at once, it proves beyond doubt the weakness of your faith.

Being careless in prayer is an evil. [Prayer] is a demanding duty.
Be steadfast in obedience to God! It is the cure of affliction!

The builder of the adjoining zaviye" was 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, a halife of Kastamonulu $eyh 5aban
Efendi. He is buried in his separate tomb in the abovementioned lodge. The late poet Sabri composed
this chronogram for his death: "Dervi Mustafa drank the cup of death,""'6 1122 [1710-11]. His son,
Mehmed Fahreddin Efendi, one of the halife of Nasuhi Efendi, became seyh in his place. His death

" The Sfileymaniye Camii, known also as the Karabagi or Kara Abali Camii, located in what is today the Taghk Parki,
bordered by Dolmabahce Caddesi, Vigneli Tekke Sokagi, Vignezade Camii Oni Sokagi, Bayildim Caddesi and Kadirgalar
Caddesi in the Vignezade Quarter in Begikta . Built by Sultan Silleyman I, the site was taken over in the mid-nineteenth century
by Sultan Abdnlaziz, who began construction of his Aziziye Mosque in its place. Work on this mosque came to a halt when
Abdfilaziz was dethroned in 1876, and the structure remained unfinished until 1943, when it was torn down and its site turned
into a park; see DBIA, VIII, 429 (Taghk Parki); 1C, II, 61. A view of Dolmabahee and Besikta photographed from Sultantepe in
Uskfidar around 1875 and showing the Aziziye's completed foundation terrace and surrounding construction site is published
in Sedad Hakki Eldem, Bogazigi Anzlan (Istanbul, 1979), 34, Fig. 16.

' The Magka Mescidi, known also as the $enlik Dede Mescidi, located between Senlik Dede Dere Sokagi and Qatlak Cegme
Sokagi in the Vienezade Quarter in Besikta . The mosque is thought to have been built in 1092/1680. An inscription
commemorates repairs carried out in 1316/1898. The inscription on the base of its minaret is dated 1216/1797-98. Most
recently the mosque was repaired in 1984; see DBIA, VIII, 419; 1C, II, 44. For location, see Pervititch map, III, Begikta , sheet 12,
block 156.

* The Maeka Halvet Tekkesi; see Z E, 72.3008Merg cdmtn igdi Dervii Mustafa.
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occurred in "Miraculous work ofjoy,"3m 1164 [1750-51]. The sweet-water fountain located opposite the
zaviye is the work of Maktul Sfileyman Aga. The date of its construction was the year 1164 [1750-51]. A
year after the abovementioned date, the aforesaid aga was killed, together with his master, the daras-
saade akasz Begir Aga, [both of them] on the same day. [The Macka Mosque] has a quarter.

8. The Etmekcibalz Mosque010 in Beyiktas

Its builder was the baker in the imperial bakehouse (etmekci) Ali Aga. He was one of the servants of
Fatih Sultan Mehmed Khan. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

9. The Uzuncaova Mosque" in Besiktas

Its builder was Rum Ali Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Sormagir Odalan Mosque"' in the Abovementioned Quarter

This is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was the grand admiral (kapudan) Ibrahim Aga. The above-
mentioned lodgings (odalar) and the nearby garden (bostan) are among the vakfs of the mosque.
Mehmed Aga, the treasurer (hazinedar) of the former grand vizier Haci Mehmed Paa,"" installed its
minbar. [102] The abovementioned paa was known as Sultanzade Mehmed Paa. He was appointed
grand vizier at the time he was governor of Damascus, following the execution of Kara Mustafa Paga in
Zilkade 1053 [1644]. In Zilhicce 1055 [1646], he was appointed commander-in-chief (serdar) of the
expedition against Crete, and Salih Paa" 14 was appointed grand vizier in his place. The aforesaid died
on the abovementioned island. The abovementioned treasurer, Mehmed Aga, came to Istanbul after
the death of his pasa and became the son-in-law 5ehri Mehmed Aga, a senior clerk in government
service. Because Mehmed Aga was appointed voyvoda of Galata at this time in place of Arabgirli Ibrahim
Aga, who was appointed to the imperial army, he was known as Voyvoda Mehmed Aga. Hamid Hamza
Paa, 3 0 1 who became grand vizier in place of Ragib Mehmed Paga,""16 following the latter's death on the

3 'Kerdmet b4r.
301 The Etmekciba 1 Mescidi (Mosque of the Head of the Imperial Bakehouse), known also as the Ekmekgibagi or Dibek

Mescidi, located on Dibekci Kamil Sokagi in the Vignezade Quarter in Begikta . The present mosque is of masonry and of recent
date; see C, II, 21; ISTA, IX, 4976-77; OMFD, III, 345-46. For location, see Pervititch map, III, Besikta , sheet 13, block 169.

" The Uzuncaova Mescidi, known also as the Tuz Baba or Rumeli Mescidi, located on Uzuncaova Caddesi near the
intersection with Tfirk Cegmesi Sokagi in the Tnrk Ali Quarter in Begikta . The date of its construction is uncertain. The tomb
of Tuz Baba, said to have been Sultan Mehmed II's tuzcubapz or head salt provisioner, is located beside it; see DBIA, VIII, 446; IC,
II, 67. For location, see Pervititch map, III, Begikta , sheet 7, block 90.

31 The Sormagir Odalari Mescidi, known also as the Kaptan Ibrahim Aga Camii, located on Sinan Pasa K6pri Sokagi near
the intersection with 5air Nedim Caddesi in the Sinan Paga Quarter in Begikta . The mosque was built in 1622 and, according to
an inscription over its entrance, was restored by Sultan Abdfilhamid II in 1899; see DBIA, VIII, 242; IC, II, 60. For location, see
Pervititch map, III, Begikta , sheet 2, block 10.

3013 Sultanzade Civan Kapiciba i Haci Mehmed Paa; see Hadika, n. 80.
3014 For Salih Paa, see Hadika, n. 162.
" Hamid Hamza Paga (d. 1769), grand vizier during the reign of Sultan Mustafa III. Although some sources refer to him as

$ehri Hamid Hamza Paa, implying that he was from Istanbul, he was, in fact, born in the town of Develi near Kayseri in
Anatolia. He was trained as a clerk in the office of the grand vizier's general secretary (sadaret mektubi) and in time advanced
through the bureaucratic hierarchy to become reisfilkittab in 1745. This was followed by successive promotions to the offices of
sadaret kethaidasn, defter emini, biiyiik ruznameci, gavusbasz and nisancz. In 1762 he was made a vizier of the dome and, as Grand
Vizier Ragib Paa's health began to fail, was made kaimmakam. After the latter's death on 7 April 1763, he was appointed grand
vizier, but remained in office only seven months and was dismissed on 1 November 1763. His last years were spent in a series of
provincial posts in Crete, the Morea andJidda and Ethiopia; see SO, II, 255.
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twenty-fourth day of blessed Ramazan 1176 [8 April 1763], rebuilt the abovementioned blessed
mosque. The abovementioned vizier was dismissed on the twenty-fourth of Rebifilihir 1177 [1 October
1763]. He was dispatched to the high office [of governor] of Kandiye, and in his place the governor of
Aleppo and former grand vizier Mustafa Paga"17 was appointed grand vizier for a third time. The
dismissed [Hamid Hamza Paga] set out for his high office, and, entering Resmo [in Crete] because of
contrary winds, he fell ill for several days and died there.

The sweet-water fountain located opposite [the mosque] is the charitable work of Safiye Sultan, the
daughter of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Second. The abovementioned sultana was married to Maktulzade
Ali Paga on the tenth day of RebifilAhir 1122 [8 June 1710] and died in the year [1192 (1778)]. The
seaside villa located at the Begikta Boat Landing belonged to the abovementioned sultana. Following
her death, it was given as a gift to her daughter Hanim Sultan, and, with one daughter and one son of
hers surviving at her death, the abovementioned seaside villa was made a gift to them. The sebil,
fountain and upper-story mekteb built opposite the great bridge at Begikta are the charitable works of
Rami Kadin, the sixth consort (kadin) of Sultan Mahmud Khan the First.

11. The Congregational Mosque of Abbas Aga"0 18 in Besikta

[103] Its builder was the dariassaade agasz Abbas Aga, who became aga in the year 1078 [1667-68] and
was dismissed in 1082 [1071-72]. He was exiled to Egypt. Following his death there, he was buried near
[the tomb of] His Excellency Imam $afii."l" The abovementioned mosque was built shortly before he
became aga. The mosque's date is "Flourishing Abode, Aksa Mosque,"30 20 1076 [1665-66]. He also built
an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun), a mekteb-i sibyan and a sweet-water fountain.0 2' In addition to
these, there are sweet-water fountains of his in twelve places in Istanbul and two places in Uskfidar. 22

Moreover, there is a double hamam of his in the quarter named Laleli in Istanbul,3 0 23 a single hamam of
his near the guardhouse (n5bethane), and nearby it a mekteb and sebi 24 of his. A solid cistern was also
built beneath this blessed mosque. Later, through the efforts of the glorious padishahs, the reservoirs
[of the Istanbul water supply system] were rebuilt, and, because many fountains were built by them in
that district [of Begikta ], there was no longer a need for [collecting] rain water. The abovementioned
mosque has a quarter.

301' For Ragib Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 570.
017 K6se Bahir Maktul Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 118.

3018 The Abbas Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Abbas Aga Camii Sokagi and Selamhk Caddesi in the Sinan Paa
Quarter in Begikta . The mosque was repaired by Sultan Mahmud II in 1250/1834; see DBIA, I, 7-8; 1C, II, 1; ISTA, I, 9. For
location, see Pervititch map, III, Begikta sheet 5, block 57.

" Muhammad ibn Idris al-Shafi'i (767-820), Islamic jurist and architect of systematic Islamic law. He is buried in Cairo.3 020 Beyt-i ma'mfir cdmi'-i aksd.
302' The Abbas Aga Qegmesi, dated 1080/1669; see Egemen, Gelme, 7; Tamnik, Gesmeler, II, 32.
3022 Of these, the following are attested, although in some cases they are no longer extant: (1) The Abbas Aga Qegmesi on

Vezir Caddesi in the Seyyid Omer Quarter in ehremini, dated 1032/1622; (2) The Abbas Aga Qegmesi in the Hayreddin
Quarter in Uskfndar, dated 1080/1669; (3) The Abbas Aga Qegmesi on Diviteiler Caddesi in the Inadiye Quarter in Uskfidar,
dated 1080/1669; (4) The no longer extant Abbas Aga Qegmesi on Gazi Refik Sokagi in the Cihanninma Quarter in Belikta ,
undated; see Egemen, Gesme, 7,10; ISTA, I, 10; Tanipk, Geomeler, I, 68; II, 274, 276.

3023 The no longer extant Abbas Aga or Kizlar Agasi Hamami on Kizlar Sokagi in the Mesih Paa Quarter in Koska in
Emin6nfn, dated by its inscription to 1080/1669-70. The hamam was destroyed by fire in 1911; see Eyice, TD, 27 (1973), 156-67;
IKSA, I, 21-22; ISTA, I, 11.

3024 The no longer extant hamam, mekteb and sebil of Abbas Aga, which was located near the intersection of Dervigler Sokagi
and Kargili Sokagi in the Hocapaga Quarter in Emin6nfn. All were destroyed by fire in 1909. The sebil's inscription as recorded
by Evliya Qelebi gives the date 1059/1649; see IKSA, I, 22-23; ISTA, I, 11-13; Egemen, Qesme, 13 (which incorrectly places the sebil
in 5ehzadebayi).
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12. The Hazinedar Aga Congregational Mosque... in Besikta$

Its builder was the head treasurer (hazinedarbavz) Sfileyman Aga. He built the abovementioned mosque
in the year 1113 [1701-2]. He also built a mekteb in a corner opposite the Kitabci Hamam. The above-
mentioned founder later became kapi agasz. He died in 1133 [1720-21] and was buried in the cemetery
of his mekteb.

13. The Topal Hoca Mosque0 26

Its builder was Nalbend Haci Hfiseyin Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. Because Topal
Hoca held the office of imam in the abovementioned mosque, it is remembered by his name. Although
its vakf was originally administered by the kadis of Galata, it was subsequently annexed to [the vakf of]
the Two Holy Cities (Haremeyn) and is at present supervised by the mfitevellis of the Two Holy Cities.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

14. The Sinan Pasa Mosque 27 in Besiktay

Its builder was the repeatedly mentioned grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) Sinan Paa. There are also
two mosques built by the abovementioned [Sinan Paga] in Istanbul.0 2

1 Q6mlekcizade Mehmed Efendi
installed its minbar. The nearby mekteb is the charitable work of the martyr Mahpeyker Sultan, famed as
K6sem Valide. It was built in the year "Freedom from want,"3 29 1051 [1641-42]. [104] The biography of
the aforesaid [Mahpeyker Sultan] will be mentioned, God willing, in connection with her charitable
work, the Qinili Congregational Mosque in Uskfidar." 3 [The Sinan Paga Mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Canakcz Limanz Mosque"31 in Befikta5

This is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was the superintendent (nazir) Hfiseyin Aga. [The location
of] his grave is not known. The abovementioned mosque was originally located next to the seaside villa
of the grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) Kara Mustafa Paa. The abovementioned pasa moved the above-
mentioned mosque to the place where it now stands, built it anew as an upper-story mosque, and added
its old site to his seaside residence (yalz). The abovementioned [Mustafa Paga] died in Vidin and was
buried in the cemetery of the great mosque known as the Hfinkar Congregational Mosque on the
abovementioned frontier. [The Canakci Limam Mosque] has a quarter.

3023 The Hazinedar Aga Camii, known also as the Sileyman Aga, Amber Aga or Serencebey Mescidi, located on Serencebey
Yokugu at the intersection with Muhtar-i Evvel Sokagi in the Cihannuma-Yildiz Quarter in Begikta . The mosque was built in
1113/1701-2 by Sfileyman Aga, and according to an inscription, was repaired in 1277/1860-61 by the dariissaade agasz Amber
Aga; see DBIA, VII, 92; IC, II, 30. For location, see Pervititch map, III, Begikta , sheet 6, block 63 (Amber Agha Djamissi).

302' The Topal Hoca Mescidi, known also as the Hfiseyin Aga or Nalbantbap Mescidi, located opposite the Mihrigah Valide
Sultan Qegmesi on Sinan Paa Mescidi Sokagi in the Kihe Ali Paa Quarter in Begikta . The mosque is no longer extant; see
Egemen, Geome, 601; IC, II, 66.

3027 The Sinan Pasa Mescidi, located on Sinan Paya Mescidi Sokagi at the intersection with Eski Konak Sokagi in the Yildiz
Quarter in Begikta . No trace of the mosque remains; see 1C, II, 59. For location, see Plan des itudes de Constantinople, Pera-Galata,
feuille 11, 7100-7200/48004900.

3028 The Sinan Pasa Mescidi in Yenibahe, and the Sinan Paga Mescidi in Knenkmustafapaa, neither of which is any longer
extant; see Hadika, 142, 143.

3029 Gana.
3030 The Qinili Camii; see Hadika, 491-92. For Mahpeyker Sultan, known as K6sem Valide, see Hadika, 491 and n. 123.
" The Canakci Limam Mescidi, known also as the Hfnseyin Aga Mescidi, on the Bosphorus shore in Begikta . Its precise

location is uncertain. The mosque is no longer extant; see IC, II, 17; ISTA, VII, 3726.
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16. The Kzlzg Ali Pasa Iskelesi Mosque'... in Beikta

Its builder was the famous grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) Kihe Ali Paga, the founder of the
Congregational Mosque of Tophane. Originally, it was in the environs of the nearby palace. Because
the abovementioned mosque blocked the extension of the palace, it was removed from its [original]
site with permission given in a blessed fetva, and, through the efforts of Grand Vizier Ibrahim Paga,3 033 it

was built anew with provision for all its needs on the site on which it now stands. Only the allowance for
the office of imam is given from the vakf of the original founder. The rest [of its funds] are provided
from the vakf of Ibrahim Paga. The abovementioned pasa is Ibrahim Pasa, the son-in-law of His Majesty
Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third. He died a martyr in the year 1143 [1730-31]. He was previously
mentioned in connection with his mosque in Istanbul.3 0 3

' There is also a hamam of his nearby. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

17. The Mosque of the Besikta Mevlevihane"35

Its builder was Ohrili Hfiseyin Pasa,0" who was promoted to vizier from the office of bostanczbasz. He was
appointed grand vizier RebifilAhir 1029 [1619], following the death of Gfizelce Ali Paa,30 37 and was
dismissed in Zilkade 1030 [1619], during the war with the Poles, in the time of the sultanate of His
Majesty Sultan Osman Khan the Second. Dilaver Paga 30

1 was appointed in his place. Although the
aforesaid [Hfiseyin Paga] became grand vizier for a second time following Dilaver Paa's death by
strangulation, which had been demanded by [Janissary] rebels during the events [leading to the
deposition of] Osman Khan [105] in 1131 [1719],33' he became a martyr at the hands of the Janissaries
when, next day, he arrived at the residence of the aga of the Janissaries (aga kapi). He was buried near
the blessed tomb of Yahya Efendi.

032 The Khlsc Ali Paga iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Kohei Ali Paga Boat Landing), known also as the Asariye Camii, located
at the intersection of Asariye Caddesi and Asariye Camii Qikmazi in the Yildiz Quarter in Besikta . Built in a Baroque style, the
present mosque has a round plan and dates to the reign of Mahmud II; see DBIA, I, 339; IC, 1I, 41; ISTA, II, 1095-97.

13 Damad Nevlehirli Ibrahim Paga; see Hadika, n. 22.
" The tbrahim Paga Darnlhadisi Mescidi; see Hadika, 46-48.

33 The Begikta Mevlevihanesi Mescidi, the third Mevlevi tekke to be established in Istanbul after those of Galata and
Yenikapi. Founded on the Bosphorus shore at Begiktas in 1622 by Grand Vizier Ohrili Hfiseyin Paga, it was situated on a site
north of the Begikta Boat Landing which is today occupied by the Qirakan Palace. The tekke continued to function at Belikta
until 1867, when it was torn down to make way for the palace, at which point the lodge was transferred to the Karacehennem
lbrahim Paga Konaki in Findikh. In 1871 it was again moved, this time to new quarters which had been built for it in Macka, but
in 1874 this tekke was also torn down to make way for the construction of the Macka Barracks (Maeka Killasi) and the lodge was
moved to the yalzs of Hatib Emin Mustafa and Hfiseyin Efendi in Eyip, while a new tekke was built in the Bahariye district in
Eyfsp. The Bahariye Mevlevihane was completed in 1877 and continued to function until the suppression of the dervish orders
in 1925; see DBIA, II, 168-71; Haskan, Eyiip, I, 112-16; ISTA, V, 2585-87.

" Ohrili Hfiseyin Paga (d. 1622), Ottoman grand vizier during the reign of Osman II. Born in Ohrid in Macedonia, he was
the son of a sipahi, was raised in the corps of the bostancz, and in time became its head. He was appointed aga of the Janissaries
in the Yerevan campaign of 1617 and later became beylerbeyi of Rumelia and a vizier of the dome. Promoted to grand vizier on 9
March 1621, he was charged with Osman's Polish campaign, but was dismissed six months later for failing to support Karaka
Mehmed Paa's attack on Hotin (17 September 1621). Following the killing of Grand Vizier Dilaver Paga by rebel Janissaries and
sipahis on 19 May 1622, he was made grand vizier a second time, but was himself killed by the rebels the next day; see SO, II,
187-88.

" In fact, as noted above, he became grand vizier in RebifilAhir 1030/1621. For Gfszelce Ali Paa's biography, see Hadika,
425-26.

3038 Dilaver Paga (d. 1622), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Osman II. Of Croatian origin, he was raised in the imperial
palace and rose to the rank of gasnigirbasz before retiring from the palace service. After serving in several provincial governor-
ships, he was promoted to grand vizier on 17 September 1621, during the Polish campaign, following the dismissal of Ohrili
Hfiseyin Paga, but was executed by rebel Janissaries nine months later, on 19 May 1622, at the time of the deposition of Osman
II; see EI2, II, 276-77; SO, II, 339.

9 In fact, the correct date of Osman's deposition was 8 Receb 1031/19 May 1622.
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The construction of the abovementioned dervish lodge was completed in Cemaziyiilahir 1131
[1719] .30 But it had no kitchen (matbah), and it consisted of only a semahane. It was enlarged in the
course of subsequent repairs and renovations. Agazade Mehmed Dede Efendi became the first eyh of
the abovementioned tekke. The abovementioned [Hfiseyin] Paya brought 5eyh [Mehmed Dede] when
he was master of the Mevlevi lodge which he had built at Gelibolu, and he made him leyh in his tekke.
Later, following the abovementioned [Hftseyin Paga's] martyrdom, [Mehmed Dede] returned again to
the tekke which he had built in Gelibolu, and he died in the abovementioned city in 1063 [1652-53].
5eyh Hasan Dede Efendi became head of the tekke in his place, and, following his death in the year
1071 [1660-61], he was buried in the abovementioned lodge. Pendari Naci Ahmed Dede Efendi be-
came head of the tekke in his place. The post of eyh was taken away from him after three years and he
journeyed to the Crimea. He returned to Istanbul two years later and was subsequently honored with
the office of eyh of the Galata [Mevlevihane]. A detailed account was given above.30 4' The late Naci
Dede also wrote highly regarded poetry. This short poem from the sum total of his poetry is an
example:

Surely, a slave who is freed rejoices.
Yet a slave who is Your [God's] slave rejoices.

Perchance, the Ruler of Creation would favor us with intercession.
Intercede for Your slave Naci, that he should rejoice!

Subsequently, Yusuf Dede Efendi became head of the lodge of Mevlana in his place. The aforesaid
wrote a versified composition of ten thousand couplets in the Persian language on the miracles of His
Excellency the Prophet, most perfectly saluted with "May God commend and greet Him." It is called
the Ravzat al-Nur (Garden of Light). There is also a divan of his poetry. The abovementioned Yusuf
Dede was originally from Konya and he was born in 1014 [1605-6]. He was initiated as a dervish by His
Excellency Qelebi 5eyh Bostan Efendi. [106] He subsequently arrived in Istanbul and became head
flute player (nayzenbapz) in the Galata Mevlevihane. He was taken into the Inside Service of the imperial
palace in the time of the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth, but subsequently left
it at the time of the accession of Sultan Ibrahim Khan and retired to the Begikta Mevlevihane. In
Rebifilevvel 1070 [1659], he became 5eyh in place of Naci Ahmed Dede. He passed away in 1080 [1669-
70] and was buried in the abovementioned tekke. [This is] Nazmi's chronogram for his death: "May
Yusuf Dede become a saint of the tekke of God's land." 0 4 ' Another is "Turning [as in the Mevlevi sema],
our Yusuf Dede went to the pit of death."3 4 3 Another is "A Fatiha for the soul of the Mevlevi Yusuf
Dede.""4 [This is] the chronogram composed by the Qur'an reader Abdfisselim Efendi:

As a chronogram for the death of Dede Yusuf
All said, "May God's mercy be upon him!"3 0 4

1

[This is] the chronogram composed by Fenni Mehmed Efendi: "Our Yusuf Dede became a saint in the
land of God's bounty."30"' Eynibi Mehmed Memi Dede Efendi became peyh in place of the aforesaid
deceased. He died after occupying the office of 5eyh for fifty-six years and was buried in the abovemen-
tioned tekke in 1136 [1723-24]. There are heart-seizing poems by him [written] under the pen names

3 The correct date is 1031/1622 as confirmed by Z5E and by the dates of succession of the eyhs who headed the Begikta
Mevlevihane as given below; see Z5E, 71-72.

3041 See Hadika, 369.
3042 cAziz-i tekye-i Msr- hidd ola Dede Yflsuf.
3043 Gitdi YftsufDedeimiz gdh-tfendya denerek.
30"Mevlevi Yasuf Dede rahiginn al-Fdtiha.
3045Didiler heb rahmet-Alldhi 'aleyh.
3046 Oldz YfsufDede'miz Msr- na'im igre 'aziz.
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5eyhi and Lali."' His son, Seyyid Ahmed Dede, became geyh in his place. When he passed away to the
Abode of Immortality in the year 1177 [1763-64], after occupying the office of leyh for forty-one years,
Mfistakimzade composed a chronogram for his death in this manner:

Last year he died, and they said,
"Ahmed Dede turned from this abode of trouble to the Godhead."3 0 "

He too is buried in the abovementioned dervish lodge, and, in his place, his daughter's son, Seyyid
Mehmed Sadik Dede Efendi, became eyh. He acted as master of the lodge of Our Lord Mevlana for
fifteen months and died when he was twenty years old. He was buried in the perfumed earth of the
abovementioned lodge in [1]178 [1764-65]. [107] After that, the office of gyh of this tekke was
conferred on the gyh of the Tokat Mevlevihane, Fazil Seyyid Abdfilahad Dede Efendi, who came from
the abovementioned city to Istanbul. Thirteen months later, in 1180 [1766-67], he passed away to the
Abode of Eternity and was buried. Sabih Ahmed Efendi composed a chronogram for his death in this
manner:

0 Sabih, like his name, his chronogram was unique.
"Abdnilahad Efendi finished the cycle of his existence."3049

The geyh of Tripoli, Ahmed Dede Efendi, became head of the lodge in his place. With his death in
Muharrem 1185 [1771], after he had served as guiding master for four years, he was buried beside his
predecessor. His highly esteemed son, Hattat 5eyh Yusuf Dede Efendi, became $eyh in his place. The
abovementioned master was a virtuous, renowned, ascetic and sagacious person of laudable qualities.
He wrote a useful, abridged commentary in Arabic on the blessed Mesnevi [of Celaleddin Rumi].
"Dervish lodge of monotheism,"0 5 1185 [1771], is the date of his appointment. On setting out to the
Abode of Eternity on Thursday, the second of Cemaziyilevvel 1232 [20 March 1817], after forty-eight
years, the abovementioned 5eyh Yusuf Efendi was buried in the perfumed earth of the abovementioned
tekke. On the twenty-seventh day of the abovementioned month, Seyyid Mahmud Efendi of Tripoli in

Syria, the son-in-law of the abovementioned deceased and $eyh of the Galata Mevlevihane, became
master [of the lodge] of Our Lord Mevlana in his place. Seyyid Kudretullah Efendi was also seen fit for
his place. And there are works of poetry by the abovementioned Seyyid 5eyh Mahmud Dede. He passed
away on Saturday, the sixteenth of 5evval 1234 [8 August 1819] and was buried in the abovementioned
tekke. Seyyid 5eyh Mehmed Kadri Efendi, the son of the 5eyh of Ermenak, became leyh in his place. He
was installed on Wednesday, the fourteenth of Zilhicce 1234 [9 October 1819]. Until then, the above-
mentioned $eyh had resided in the Yenikapi Mevlevihane. The abovementioned tekke was built anew
two years after the repair and renovation of the seaside villa of Begikta , in the time of the sultanate of
His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third. [108] The chronogram for its renovation by the poet named
Esad is [as follows]:

Shah of the climes of fate, padishah of the sea of kindness,
His Majesty of generous habit, Sultan Selim Khan:

An abundance ofjustice, beneficent kindness, benign generosity,
Compassionate favor and blessed affection are in him innate.

All the rulers of the world are slaves of his command.
If Alexander were living, he would be obedient to his command.

The sample of Eyfibi Mehmed Memi Dede Efendi's poetry that follows in the printed text is omitted here.3048 Dbndft Ahmed Dede ldhfita bu mihnetgededen.
STekmil kzldz dein 'Abd al-Ahad Efendi.

** Hankdh-t tevhid.
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Thus, he is God's yellow sun of grace to the world.
The sum of the light of the sun and moon gains from his grace.

By God, such ajust shah never [before this] came to the world.
In the time of his imperial majesty everyone, old and young, was happy.

Because of his munificent effort, that shah, full of generosity, in Qiragan
Last year erected with felicity a new-built palace.

What a sublime palace it is, the like of which the ages have not seen!
The natural temperament of the shah of shahs created it in this manner.

What a splendor-increasing mansion of ornament and adornment, which
Imparts sublime joy and anguishingly wounds the jealous heart!

If he had but once seen the form of that faultless palace,
Bihzad 30 51 would have understood his faults and proclaimed his lack of ability.

The castle of Havernak3 05
1 cannot compare to that heart-attracting palace,

The builder of which was His Majesty Sultan Selim.
Although that matchless palace had not a fault,
There was a ruined Mevlevihane beside it.

Because of the sultan's great, imperial zeal for goodness,
It now became anew a prosperous and people-filled tekke.

Is it not fitting that it glory in its imperial surroundings,
This new-built tekke, exalted as compared with other tekkes?

[109] Because imperial ardor was manifested upon this sublime tekke,
The sound of the flute cries out like the nightingale in its calm.

0 nourisher of kindness, indulger of your servants, discerning shah,
The tekke of your munificence is a refuge to slaves and to those without kith or kin.

0 creation-adorning shah, you are the benefactor of the world!
Now prayers for your imperial majesty are mankind's most oft-repeated expressions.

May God cause the natural life of that most noble shah
To prosper on the throne of the sultanate with power and glory!

Esad is your slave. He is your eternal servant. He is your client.
Be that as it may, if one goes to [the poem's] end, its date is introduced.

An enlightened saint appeared and composed a chronogram for its completion.
"Sultan Selim built this decrepit dervish lodge anew,"053 1219 [1804-5].

18. The Hanm Kadin Mosque'... near the Abovementioned Palace

This was an upper-story mosque. The grave of the founder, on the stone of which is written Hanim
binti Mehmed, is in the adjoining cemetery. "Time of death,',155 992 [1584], is the date of her passing
away. Agribozlu Haci Ahmed Aga, a merchant from Egypt, built the upper-story mekteb near the mosque
in the year "Work of sanctity,"056 1179 [1765-66]. Subsequently, in the year 1252 [1836-37], this mosque

"' Kamil al-Din UstAd BihzAd, the greatest of Persian miniature painters, active in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries, first in late Timurid Herat under Sultan Husayn BaykarA, and later in early Safavid Tabriz under Shah IsmA'il and
Shah Tahmisp. In contemporary and later Persian and Turkish literature his name became a metaphor for unmatched
excellence in painting and in the arts in general.

3052 The legendary palace of the fifth-century Lakhmid ruler Nu'mAn, located near Najaf in Iraq. Said to have been built by a
Greek architect, Sinimmir, it was reputed to be unsurpassed in its craft and artifice and is frequently referred to by the pre-
Islamic Arab poets as among the "thirty wonders of the world."

3053 Yeniden kzldt bu dergd h-i pin eh-i Selim biinyad.
3054 The Hanim Kadmn Mescidi, located on the grounds of the Qiragan Sarayi. The mosque was torn down and its site

incorporated into the Qiragan Sarayi at the time of the palace's enlargement by Mahmud II in 1836-37. No trace of the mosque
remains; see DBIA, II, 170; IC, II, 29.

3011 Vdkt-i mevt.
"056 Eser al-vildye.
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and mekteb, together with other surrounding buildings, were annexed to the imperial seaside palace.30
51

[The mosque] has a quarter.

19. The Yahya Efendi Mosque0 58

Its builder was the famous Yahya Efendi." He was born in Trabzon in the year 900 [1494-95]. After
reaching the age of discretion, he emigrated to Istanbul. The abovementioned gentleman ascended to
Paradise in Zilhicce 977 [1570]. His Excellency Ebussuud Efendi, 30 ' the ,eyhilisldm of the time, after
leading prayers in the blessed Sfileymaniye Congregational Mosque for the Feast of Id, performed
[Yahya Efendi's] funeral prayer, and he was buried in the place [by the Yahya Efendi Mosque] which
has today become a ziyaretgdh. [110] On the imperial command of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the
Second, an exalted tomb was built over [his grave]. After obtaining the rank of professor in the
medreses of the Fatih Mosque (sahn-z semaniye), the abovementioned master [Yahya Efendi] forsook the
[learned] hierarchy and retired with a daily stipend of sixty-two akge. By coincidence, he had also
reached the age of sixty-two that year. After leaving Istanbul, the abovementioned master bought a
garden in the district of Begikta and, in addition to building a dwelling for himself, erected a mosque
nearby. The abovementioned master was a person of laudable qualities, exceptionally predisposed to
feeding the poor and honoring guests. In addition to being knowledgeable in the mysteries of Truth,
he was acquainted with various of the sciences having to do with the world of phenomena. In
particular, he was an accomplished master of various arts and the sciences of medicine, physics and
geometry. His blessed person also restored the ill to complete health. After retiring, he would say, "I
used to receive fifty akge daily for my witticisms. Now they cut off our bread. At least for a few days let us
drink our soup without bread." Sometimes he would cry out when in his state of ecstasy, and speech
mingled with wise sayings would involuntarily spring from his blessed tongue. In particular he would
recite these words: "0, You of the valley, have you no guide?"

His father, who was named Omer Efendi, was from blessed Damascus. It is related that at the time of
the birth of his abovementioned son, [Omer Efendi] was kadi of Trabzon, and [Yahya Efendi's] mother
was the wet nurse of Suleyman Khan Gazi, the fortunate prince of His Majesty Selim Khan the First,
who was governor of the country [around Trabzon]. The abovementioned lord's pen name was Mider-
ris. He was also known to the tongues of people as Molla 5eyhzade. On building a fountain for the
water of life..' near his house in Besikta , he composed this chronogram:

3057 Qiragan Sarayi or Palace of Lamps, located on the Bosphorus shore about a half kilometer north of the Begikta Boat
Landing. The site gets its name from the night festivities with candles and lamps which were held there during the reign of
Ahmed III. The palace and gardens were subsequently several times rebuilt and enlarged until 1863-71, when the present palace
was built by Sultan Abdfilaziz. After the promulgation of the Constitution of 1908, the palace housed the Ottoman parliament,
but in 1910 it was gutted by fire and remained in ruin until the mid-1980's when it was renovated as a luxury hotel; see Qelik
Gilersoy, The G:erdgan Palaces (Istanbul, 1992).

3058 The Yahya Efendi Mescidi, located on Yahya Efendi Qikmazi near the intersection with Qlragan Caddesi in the Yildiz
Quarter in Begikta . The mosque, which doubled as the tevhidhane of the Yahya Efendi Tekkesi, is part of the complex that
includes the tombs of Yahya Efendi and Gfizelce Ali Paa. The tekke was founded in 1538 by the mystic poet Begiktah $eyh
Yahya Efendi (1496-1570) and was subsequently restored several times, including in 1873 by Sultan Abdftlaziz and in 1905 by
Sultan Abdfilhamid II. The contiguous tomb of Yahya Efendi was built by Sinan on the orders of Sultan Selim II; see DBIA, VII,
409-12; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 64-65; IC, II, 69-70; Lifchez, Dervish Lodge, pp.149-53. For location, see Plan des itudes de
Constantinople, P6ra-Galata, feuille no. 11, 4200-4300/7200-7300.

3059 Begiktasi 5eyh Yahya Efendi (1496-1570), Turkish mystic, religious scholar and poet. The author of poetry on mystic
themes written under the pen-name Mfiderrris, his work is collected in a divan; see Mecmua, 18.

" For $eyhfilislam Ebussuud Efendi, see Hadika, n. 527.
300 The Yahya Efendi Qegmesi; see Egemen, (eyme, 814-17; Tamik, (Gesmeler, II, 6-8.
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I built this fountain as a sebil.
Perchance it is the fountain of the Selsebil [of Paradise].

This water within an arch on the road,
Opened the door to the treasure of the world.

[111] Come and rest within this arch
Let it be accessible to mankind! Let it be taken as an example!

Let this composition be the date of its construction:
"Let those who stop and drink enjoy good health!"30 6 945 [1538-39].

[112] There is an edited divan of poetry by the abovementioned saint-may God sanctify him-which,
it is related, was collected after his death. He passed his time in solitude, and it is recorded that he was
an Uveysi. 101

In addition to the [grave of the] abovementioned [Yahya Efendi], there are the sanduka of four
women and four men in his tomb. [113] Tabib Yusuf Sinan Rahiki,'3 1 the well-known expert on
narcotic preparations, who was the manumitted slave of the abovementioned [Yahya Efendi], is buried
outside the blessed tomb. The abovementioned Rahiki was initially a member of the cavalry of the
Janissary corps. Subsequently, when his pay was cut off, following the execution of the Janissary aga
Mustafa Aga, he went into business, opening a shop in Mahmudpaga and producing narcotic paste. He
was also the maker of medicinal drinks for the lunatic asylum (timarhane). Because the abovementioned
types of narcotics were swallowed, he was named Rahiki (Wine Maker). And, as the abovementioned
[Rahiki] wrote much-loved poetry, some examples are included in this place.

My heart soars and flies with the love of friends.
In place of words, the parrot of my nature scatters sweets.

If I see His face, my secret becomes manifest with bitter weeping.
Certainly, the nightingale, which comes to the rose garden, reveals secrets.

Call upon Rahiki, since he is the physician to the world!
Every year he drinks a cup or two of calamity.30 65

[114] There is a divan of his poetry. His death occurred in the year 953 [1546-47].

The masonry tomb located near the abovementioned tomb [of Yusuf Efendi] is the tomb of Qelebi
Ali Paga, who died while he was master of the seal (sahib-i miihr) of His Majesty Sultan Osman Khan the

Martyr.3 0 6
' He died in RebifilAhir of the year 1030 [1621]. The abovementioned vizier was from

Istank6y. He was known as Gfizelce Ali Paga.06 He was the first grand vizier to be a descendant of the

Prophet. His father was Istankbylfi Ali Paga. The aforesaid became a martyr at the hands of the rebel

Yahya in the year 996 [1587-88], while he was beylerbeyi of Tunis. The previously mentioned Qelebi Ali
Paga was initially governor of Damietta [in Egypt] for five years and subsequently became beylerbeyi of

the Yemen in 1011 [1602-3]. Still later, he was governor of Tunis for two years, and, after that,

mutasarnf of the sancaks of the Morea and Cyprus. Subsequently, when Grand Admiral (kapudan-z derya)

302 Konub igenlere sahdlar ohun. The printed edition here includes eleven couplets on p. 111, examples of Yahya Efendi's
poetry, which have been omitted from this translation.

31 A dervish initiated directly by God, who providentially guides such persons to Himself. The term derives from Uwais al-
Karani, a Yemeni contemporary of the Prophet, who, although unacquainted with Muhammed, is said to have been initiated by
the spirit of the Prophet after the latter's death; see Hadika, n. 448.

""Yusuf Sinan Rahiki (d. 1546), Ottoman poet of the sixteenth century; see Mecmua, 18.
305 In the printed edition, this is followed by a second sample of Rahiki's poetry, seven couplets which have been omitted

from this translation.
06 Sultan Osman II, who reigned from 1618 to 1622.
" Gfizelce Celebi Ali Paga (d. 1621), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Osman II. He was notorious for his confiscations

of property and his extortion of money from both Muslims and Christians, including the Venetian dragoman Borissi, the Greek
provider of the Janissaries Skarlati and the Greek patriarch, see Vefayat, 39; EI2 , I, 395; SO, III, 509.
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Halil Paga.... became grand vizier on the ninth day of Muharrem 1026 [17 January 1617], at which time
[Qelebi Ali Paga] was a vizier of the divan (divan veziri), he became grand admiral in his place. He was
dismissed on the accession of Sultan Mustafa Khan the First in Zilkade of the abovementioned year,
and Kara Davud Paa, the governor of Rumelia, was appointed in his place.

This Kara Davud Paga was grand vizier at the time of the abovementioned padishah's second acces-
sion. According to tradition, he was the express cause of the martyrdom of Sultan Osman Khan. In any
case, [Kara Davud Paga] was grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) for forty days, and, upon his being again
dispatched to the governorship of Rumelia, the previously mentioned Ali Papa became grand admiral a
second time in 1027 [1617-18]. The accession of Sultan Osman Khan occurred in Rebifilevvel of the
abovementioned year [1618]. Setting out onto the Mediterranean Sea the following year, [Ali Paga]
protected its coasts. After returning again to the Threshold [Istanbul], he became grand vizier on the
sixteenth day of Muharrem of the year 1029 [23 December 1619]. His predecessor, Kara Mehmed Paa,
was appointed governor of Aleppo, and Halil Paga was appointed grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) a
third time. May God have mercy upon him!

Another Ali Paga3
1
6

1 is buried near the tomb of the aforesaid esteemed [Qelebi Ali Paa]. He became
grand admiral (kapudan) on the eleventh day of 5evval 1060 [7 October 1650], while he was governor
of Rhodes, succeeding Haydar Agazade Mehmed Paa. [115] He was dismissed at the end of $evval 1062
[1652], and Dervi Mehmed Paya was appointed grand admiral in his place. He subsequently became
grand admiral [a second time] on the fifth day of 5aban 1070 [16 April 1660]. He died on the twenty-
second day of Cemaziyilihir of the abovementioned year [16 March 1660], was buried in the above-
mentioned place, and his son Abdilkadir Paga was appointed grand admiral.

Another Ali Paa, a galley captain, is also buried in the vicinity of the esteemed tomb. The numerical
date on his gravestone is 1078 [1667-68]. A courageous warrior, the naval commander Murad Paa, and
the abovementioned Grand Vizier Hfiseyin Paa, the builder of the Begikta Mevlevihane,30 7 0 are also
buried [there]. A patron of charitable works named Velizade Ahmed Efendi installed the minbar of the
abovementioned mosque.

The blessed abode of His Excellency the abovementioned saint [Yahya Efendi] is today a tekke, and
it has its own gyhs. With the enlargement and the addition of rooms at the time of the renovation and
embellishment of the blessed tomb, which was due to the imperial zeal of His Majesty the Paradise-
dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan, this also became a separate zaviye. The Mevlid-i $erif is recited [in it]
each year, and a great congregation gathers. There is a wishing well (niyyet kuyusu) nearby, into which,
should a person wishing for something look, it will, whatever it be, become apparent. There is this [sort
of] well in two other places [in Istanbul], and they were described in [connection with] their loca-
tions. 0

7
1 This blessed mosque has a quarter.

3068 Kayserili Halil Paga; see Hadika, n. 836.
3069 Hnsambeygzade Ali Paga; see Vefayat, 102.
307 For Hntseyin Paa, see Hadika, 420-23 and n. 3036.
3071 See Hadika, 285.
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20. The Gazall Mosque" 7 in Besiktas

Its builder was Bursah Mehmed Efendi, 7
' known as Deli Biradir (Brother Madcap), who was a judge,

poet and person of wit. This couplet, which was composed by the aforesaid, is the reason he was known
as Deli Biradir:

3074Majnun, who passed through the desert of misfortune from end to end,
Came to my house of affliction. "How are you brother (birader)," he asked?

After this couplet, the wits of the time began to call him Deli Birader. He was one of the banquet-
adorning courtiers of His Majesty Prince Sultan Korkud ibn Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint, who was
governor of Magnisa.30 7

' He composed his treatise entitled Ddfi' al-Ghumfin wa Rdfi' al-Human (Dispeller
of Sorrows and Reliever of Cares) for the abovementioned prince. [116] Subsequently, he became geyh
of the tekke of Geyikli Baba3

1
7
' and composed this couplet at that time:

With doe-eyed visions, we always,
0 friend, turned to Geyikli Baba.

A little later, he again took up the career as kadi and went to Seferihisar3 7 7 and Ak ehir with judicial
appointments. He composed the following couplets at that time:

"" The Gazali Mescidi, which was built along with Bursah Mehmed Efendi's zaviye in Begikta . Both mosque and zaviye dis-
appeared completely at an indeterminate date. Indeed, the zaviye is included in no list of tekkes subsequent to the end of the
eighteenth century. Their precise locations cannot be established; see DBIA, VIII, 164; 1C, II, 26.

3073 Bursali Mehmed Efendi, (d. 1534-35), Ottoman ulema and poet, known by the pen-name Gazali. He was remembered less
as a poet, however, than as ajovial, pleasure-loving wit and boon companion, for which he earned the nickname Deli Birader or
Brother Madcap. Resigning a teaching position in Bursa, he journeyed to Manisa, where he won the favor of Prince Korkud,
whose close companion he soon came to be. Following Korkud's death, he settled in Beikta , where he built a bath, which
became such a rendezvous for the dissolute characters of the capital that the grand vizier sent a hundred Janissaries to level it.
After the execution of his benefactor Defterdar iskender Qelebi, Mehmed Efendi retired to Mecca, where he died. In addition
to various longer poetical works, he is especially known for his epigrams and chronograms; see HOP, III, 37-40.

""Epithet meaning "madman" or "man possessed by jinns." It is preeminently associated in Arabic, Persian and Turkish
literature with the story of Kais b. al-Mulawwah of the of the Arab tribe of the Band 'Amir b. Sa'sa'a, the story of whose ill-fated
love for LailA is still well known throughout the Islamic world. Having been denied LailA by her father, who gave his daughter in
marriage to another man, Kais, crazed with despair, spent the rest of his days wandering in the solitude of the desert. The story
became a popular theme of Persian romantic and mystic poetry, the best known version being that of Nizimi of Ganja in his
Khamsa. Turkish versions of the story were done by Fuzuli and by Hamdi.

075 Korkud (1470-1513), the eldest of the eight sons of Bayezid II. Born in Amasya, he received his early education in
Istanbul under the supervision of Mehmed II. He was briefly placed on the throne following Mehmed's death in 1481, but
remained there only until the arrival of his father from Amasya. Later, he was appointed to the governorships of Saruhan (1491-
1502) and Antalya (1502-9), but, aware that his father and leading state officials favored his brother Ahmed to succeed to the
throne, he sought permission to go on the hajj and traveled to Cairo. After a brief stay there, he was persuaded to return to
Ottoman territory and arrived back in Antalya in 1511. In the meantime, Bayezid had decided to proclaim Selim his successor.
Following Bayezid's abdication in April 1512, the disappointed Korkud was given the governorships of Manisa and Mytilene, but
dissatisfied, he demanded in addition Aydin and Tekke. Selim, considering him a threat to the throne, thereupon marched
secretly to Manisa, but Korkud was able to escape to Antalya, only to be captured there and strangled in his sleep in March
1513. He was buried in Bursa. Highly educated and skilled as a poet and musician, he was the author of several works in Arabic.
His poetry, written under the pen-name Harimi, was collected in a divan; see EI2 , V, 269.

307 The tekke and tomb of Geyikli Baba (Stag Saint) located on the slopes of Ulu Dagi above Bursa. Evliya Celebi states that
Geyikli Baba came from Azerbaijan and was a follower of Ahmed Yasevi. Legend holds that he passed his time in seclusion in a
cave, with no companions but wild animals, which he tamed, and that he assisted in the capture of Bursa by Sultan Orhan
mounted on a deer. In later times, he came to be linked with Haci Bekta and the Bektasi dervish order. Mehmed Efendi took
up residence at the tekke in Bursa after having been dismissed by his patron, Prince Korkud, who had been shocked by the
erotic content of the Dafi' al-Ghuman wa Rdfi' al-Humfin. Latifi claims that he assumed the literary pseudonym Gazali (He of the
Gazelle) as a result of his stay in the tekke of Geyikli Baba. For Geyikli Baba, see Evliya Qelebi, Travels, II, 24.

307 In fact, Sivrihisar in the vilayet of Eskigehir.



CHAPTER FOUR

Thanks be to God! He sent divine favor.
The light of His love gave ardor to my soul.

My palate tasted a sample.
My yearning fixed upon a peculiar journey.

A wondrous figure appeared before my eyes.
It alighted, said, "Regard!" and offered up its beauty.

Seeing it, I knew not what I longed for,
Since because of it, I wearied completely of the world.

Its fairy-like love-lock bewildered me.
Seeing it, my composure was shattered.

It made her moon-face manifest.
She made me drunk and mad with love.

My desire increased at dawn.
I set out on foot on the valley road.

It was Akgehir's autumn time.
It was a time of new beauty in the world.

I made the journey in utter confusion,
With thoughts of divine creation, I was amazed.

Requesting high office from Kadri Efendi, the kadiasker of the time, he presented this poem with the

jest that he could not rest in the post,"" and obtained his desire with a position.

If the rain of benevolence falls not at the right time,
The charm of green field is not fresh.

[117] Among the great and small in the world,
Nothing resonates more perfectly than kindness.

Sir, perform a kindness! Consider the matter and and approve it!
There is no measure to the substance of favor.

Later, resigning from the judicial hierarchy, he was satisfied with an allowance of a thousand akge a

month, given by imperial favor. He built and brought to life a garden, a hamam, a mosque and a zaviye

in Begikta . At this time, he presented an ode to the grand vizier of the age, Ibrahim Paga, the first verse

of which is as follows:

As I became the prince of those without official duties,

A princely employment is required for me.

And, in addition to abundant gifts from His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan and from [Ibrahim Paga],

he obtained gifts from all the members of the divan following the appointment by the abovementioned

vizier of a gavu5 named Sofioglu. Indeed, when Mustafa Paga, who was about to build a bridge near

Edirne, died before giving his gift, his heirs gave [Bursali Mehmed Efendi] ten thousand akge from his

estate. Later, when the abovementioned bridge had been completed, the abovementioned [Bursali

Mehmed] Efendi composed a chronogram. Presenting it to the esteemed wife of the abovementioned

pasa, Her Excellency [lacuna] Sultan, he again received one hundred gold coins. [This is] the chrono-

gram of the abovementioned bridge:

The late Mustafa Paga understood that
This world is, in fact, a bridge.

.078 The passage alludes to an incident when, following his appointment as a mfiderris in Sivrihisar, he returned to Istanbul to
request another appointment. When the kadzasker inquired what was wrong with the post he currently occupied, Mehmed
Efendi is supposed to have replied, "It is so sharply pointed a post that no one could rest there quietly," a play on the name of
the town of Sivrihisar, which means Pointed Castle; see HOP, III, 38.
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He expended his substance and built a bridge,
In order that it might hint at this truth.

And before the bridge was completed,
The flood of annihilation assaulted him.

The deceased passed away. They composed a chronogram.
"Mustafa Paga crossed the bridge."00 79

In addition to the hamam which he erected in Begikta , [Bursali Mehmed Efendi] built a much-embel-

lished pool of the choicest marble. [118] Because a competition occurred with other builders of

hamams, and because he also wrote a satire on Piri Pagazade Mehmed Bey, who built a pool for his

hamam in Hask5y, the keepers of public baths unanimously made a formal demand that his pool be

torn down. As a result of that furor, he recited these couplets:

Friends, in what state should I be? I built a house.
I caused to flourish a marvelous pavilion of the mind's desire.

Thirty akge a day, four months' pay in a week,
I expended on stone and paid for construction and workmen.

Consider the senselessness of it! It was like naming a son before his birth.
I deemed it a beautiful place to retire to.

When still not a completed work, I also established a vakf [for it].
Thinking it blessed, I made the result free from defect.

Subsequently, he turned over his zaviye to a dervish named Ategi and set out on the blessed hajj. Con-

verting his stipend into a purse of money, he passed his time now in Venerated Mecca and then in Illu-

minated Medina. He also erected in Mecca a blessed mosque and a pleasant garden and composed this

chronogram:

By the grace of God, this building
Have I built on this high hill.

In the name of His Majesty Sultan Sleyman,
I have struck it like a gold coin on a stone.

I have composed the chronogram for it.
"No place is as delightful as Mecca."3080

This is another chronogram:

The servant has built a mosque for God,
In praise and thanks for His bounty.

He composed a chronogram at its completion.
"A mosque solely for the sake of God." 008

One day, a year later, he prepared a feast in his garden and invited many persons from among the

inhabitants of Mecca. In the course of conversation, he said to his friends, "Do not lose your enthu-

siasm for conversation and amusement. But I feel rather unwell. It is my hope that if I nap, it will go

away." He lay down and, opening his eyes a bit later, [119] said, "0 friends, listen to me! Praise be to

God! We arrived talking. We departed talking. We arrived in friendship. We departed in friendship."

And he closed his eyes with [words of] repentance and requests for God's forgiveness, reciting prayers

and glorifying God. Setting foot in the realm of the soul in 941 [1534-35], he was buried in the walled

30 79 Kbpriden gegdi Mustafa Pasa.
3080 Teferric-gdh bi mdnend-i Mekkeh.
3081 Mesciden halisan li-vech-illdhi.
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cemetery of his mosque. His age exceeded seventy [years]. He passed his time in solitude. Subse-
quently, some of his friends collected his poems and compiled his divan. His pen name was Gazali.

Twenty places of worship were described in Besikta and its environs. Friday prayer is performed in
nine of these. The remainder are without minbars. And fifteen have quarters. The remainder are with-
out quarters.



[CHAPTER FIVE]

[THE MOSQUES OF THE UPPER BOSPHORUS]

FOLLOWING THIS, THERE BEGINS A DESCRIPTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND SMALL MOSQUES

LOCATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF ORTAKOY 3 0 82-SUCCESS IS GRANTED BY GOD!

1. The Congregational Mosque of Ortak y308 3

A patron of charitable works named Mahmud Aka built and constructed the abovementioned as an
upper-story mosque. [The location of] his grave is not known. Subsequently, during the reign of Sultan
Ahmed Khan the Third and the time of the vizierate of His Excellency Ibrahim Paga, who was the grand
vizier of the sultanate and son-in-law of His Imperial Majesty, Mehmed Aga, who was honored with the
rank of steward of the grand vizier (devlet kethaidasz)3 ..4 and was known as Mehmed Kethfida, built and
constructed the abovementioned mosque at the sea's edge, along with a minaret having a single bal-
cony, an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) and other necessities. The dome of the abovementioned
mosque is not hemispherical. It consists of a lead-covered groin vault. This incomparable chronogram
by the famous poet Vehbi al-Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi"8 is written and inscribed on the arch of its gate:

Adornment of the glorious country, Sultan Ahmed Gazi,
Who made a dilapidated house of God an imperial place of worship,

That sultan of the world's son-in-law, his eminent grand vizier,
The kindness-adorning Asaph, Ibrahim Paga, father of charitable works,

Made the world prosper in the time of his power.
In the worn-out world there remained not a languishing place.

[120] But there was a mosque in a heart-attracting place, which,
From door to mihrab, was yet in ruin.

He cleaned away the dirt of unbelief and polytheism from its surroundings,
And ordered that it become a graceful, pure mosque.

302 Village on the European shore of the Bosphorus between Belikta and Kurucegme. In Byzantine times it was called Ayios
Phocas for the monastery dedicated to the famous saint which was located there. However, the present church of Ayios Phocas,
situated on the shore road, dates only to 1872. Evliya Qelebi describes Ortak6y as being filled with Jews and Greeks, an
observation confirmed by Eremya Gelebi K6mfirciyan, who adds that there were few Turkish inhabitants in the mid-seventeenth
century. A large Jewish community continued to flourish there into the twentieth century. The synagogue Etz ha Hayim is
located on the shore road at the Ortak6y Boat Landing. Although the present building dates only to 1913, the congregation
must be much older. Evliya further adds that after a mosque (presumably a reference to the Defterdarburnu Mescidi of
Defterdar lbrahim Paa; see Hadika, 433-34) was built there by Sileyman Khan's defterdar, many great men built yalls and took
up residence in the village. In the mid-seventeenth century, Ortak6y is described as having some two hundred shops, as well as
many taverns and gardens, but as being without medreses, imarets, khans or bedestans; see DBIA, V, 130-32; Janin, CB, 434-35.
Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 65; incicyan, istanbul, 114-15; K6mfirciyan, Istanbul Tarihi, 40-41.

303 The Ortak6y Camii, located on the Bosphorus shore immediately to the north of the Ortak6y Boat Landing, in the
Mecidiye Quarter in Ortak6y. The site is today occupied by the Empire-style Bfiyfik Mecidiye Camii (known also as the Ortak6y
Camii), built for Sultan Abdfilmecid in 1854 by Nigogos Balyan, the architect of the Dolmabahee Palace. According to
Ayvansarayi, a certain Mahmud Aga was the builder of the original Ortak6y Camii, which was then rebuilt in 1721 by Mehmed
Kethfida, the steward and son-in-law of Grand Vizier Nevlehirli Ibrahim Paga. It is this latter building, mentioned in the
Bostancbalt Defteri of the early nineteenth century as the "Mehmed Kethfida Cami-i $erifi," which is described here; see DBIA,
VI, 143-44; IC, II, 51.

04 The same as vezir-i azam kethaidast; see Glossary.
3 0 Vehbi Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi (d. 1736), the well-known Mevlevi poet of the early eighteenth century; see Hadika, n. 704.
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His honored steward, his inspector, his honorable relation by marriage,
His Excellency Mehmed Aga of praiseworthy disposition,

Opened the door to the tekbir with much ardor.
He built this beautiful mosque with sincerity of purpose.

What a mosque! With it Ortak6y became a distinguished town,
Despite the fact that it was formerly known as a useless place.

The khedive of the world and noble grand vizier, the philanthropist:
God, make him successful in many works of this sort!

Vehbi, on its completion, the divine nightingale composed a chronogram.
"A place of worship beautiful as a rose was built in Ortaky,"008

1 1134 [1721-22].

The abovementioned aga was the son-in-law of the aforesaid vizier. After he was martyred in the

Patrona and Mush affair,0 88 he was buried in the garden of his mansion (konak) near the Sileymaniye.

When, after a time, his son-in-law Divitdar Mehmed Paa 08
' became grand vizier in place of Firarizade

Abdullah Paga,30
1
0 on the twenty-fourth day of Muharrem 1163 [3 January 1750], he renovated his

father-in-law's grave and made it visible by opening a window onto the main road. Because this

Mehmed Papa was originally the keeper of the inkwell (divitdar) of the executed Ibrahim Paga, he was

known by this nickname [Divitdar]. Upon his death, on Saturday, the nineteenth of $aban 1166 [21

June 1753], while distributing salaries in the public pay office, Mustafa Bey, the first master of the stable

(mirahur-i evvel), who was described in connection with his tekke in Otakcilar, 3 obtained the imperial

seal [in his stead]. This is the chronogram which was presented by izzet on the completion of the

mansion which the abovementioned aka built near the seaside palace of Topkapi:

[121] Steward of the grand vizier, governor of exalted zeal,
Who is diligent-may his fortune increase-

Namely the distinguished son-in-law of the glorious Asaph,0'9 2Who
Submitted to the Porte, and to whom perverse fate manifested itself;

Munificent Asaph,309 4 vizier like the legendary Tay:3095

Of generosity comparable to the Porte: it is fitting that he should be proud of it.
Benefactor of religion and the state, which are one and the same,
He demarcated the border in the gap on Islam's frontier.

Doubtless, the challenges to the state would have remained unresolved,
Had the talon of his sound judgment not decided and settled them.

Now people who speak not even a single useless word,
Are, all of them, limited in their discourse to praise of his person.

It would be impossible to create such a person among the intelligent,
However prolific mother time might be!

As long as the wind of favor and the munificence-scattering waves last,
The infinite sea of his kindness, in fact, will know no calm.

His divine beneficence manifests itself again and again.
In every matter, he bestows his divine help.

3086 The affirmation Allahu ekber, "God is most great."
3087 Yapzldz Ortakiy'de gi1 gibi bir ma'bed-i zibd.
3088 The revolt of Patrona Halil of 1730, in the course of which Grand Vizier Nevgehirli Ibrahim Paga was murdered.
3'08 9 Acibai Mehmed Emin Paa. In fact, he was not, as stated here, the son-in-law of Neveehirli Ibrahim Paa, but his divitdar

and the son-in-law of lbrahim Paa's kethaida and son-in-law, Mehmed Paa; see Hadika, n. 1590.
" For Grand Vizier Firarizade Abdullah Paa, see Hadika, n. 1140.
01 See Hadika, 309.
= Grand Vizier Neveehirli Damad Ibrahim Paa; see Hadika, n. 22.
13 A reference to the arrest and execution of Grand Vizier lbrahim Paga on 30 September 1730, ordered by Ahmed III

during the revolt of Patrona Halil in a vain attempt to save his throne.
* Grand Vizier Ascibapi Divitdar Mehmed Emin Paa; see Hadika, n. 1590.

The sixth-century Arab poet HAtim al-TA'i, who was renowned for his generosity; see Hadika, n. 211.
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Although he aided that brother-in-law of the sultan,
He desires not to make known his orthodoxy, right conduct or intelligence.

Imagination could not match his least rank,
Even if in the first step it ascended the ladder of the throne of God.

For as long as the seven spheres and four elements have existed,
There has arisen in the world no one so excellent as this!

The patron is like one of the benefactors of old,
Such that all his works, whatever they be, are deserving of praise and blessing.

Now he built a beautiful abode of sublime quality,
The ceiling decoration of which is covered with azure blue.

[122] So excellent is it, that if you look into the ceiling's highest reaches,
It is difficult to distinguish it from the heavens. Is it [filled with] mist? I wonder.

Wonderful! Exalted pure mansion, which is worthy!
Should the underside of its vault be struck by the dawn's first rays,

[And] had he entered this mansion,
Ridvan without doubt would have endeavored to change his abode.

Words fail. There is no place to go.
Although my being is filled with its essence, of what use is that?

o izzet, God is witness that I am a sincere slave,
Who in a place of refuge am overwhelmed by awe and joy.

In showing piety, I am compelled to put aside false display.
If the envious heart be grieved, so be it!

o God, when in praise Your humble slave stands before this new abode,
He humbly prostrates himself in prayer.

I, Your slave, came with a chronogram. My purpose is to offer a prayer.
"All-Loving, Eternal God, may Your abode always flourish!" 30 97 1139 [1726-27].

[The mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Miilki Hatun Mosque3 098

This is an upper-story mosque and it is located at the water's edge. A road passes below it. Its minaret is
of wood. Its builder was a woman of the palace (sarayli). [The location of] her grave is not known. A
clerk (kdtib) named 5aban installed its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

There are but two mosques in Ortak6y, and they were described.

1. The Congregational Mosque of Defterdarburnu3 09 9

Its builder was Defterdar Ibrahim Paga.3 10
' The aforesaid was also the original builder of the seaside villa

(sahilsaray) located next to it. The blessed mosque has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun).
Subsequently, [123] in the time of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, a private palace (halvetsera) was built

* Grand Vizier Neveehirli Ibrahim Paa, whom he served as divitdar.
Beytiii ma'mnir ktlsun dd'imd Hayy-i Vedfsd.

3098 The Mfilki Hatun Mescidi, described here as located on the Bosphorus shore in Ortak6y. No trace of the mosque re-
mains. Its precise location cannot be determined; see 1C, II, 49.

" The Defterdarburnu Camii, known also as the Ibrahim Paga or ihmal Paga Mescidi, located on the Ortak6y-Kurucegme
Caddesi at ihmal Paga Sokagi in Ortak6y. Although Evliya Qelebi states that the mosque was built in the time of Sultan
Sfileyman, a seventeenth-century date is more probable. It was repaired in the early nineteenth century, during the reign of
Mehmed II, and again in 1941; see DBIA, IV, 127-28; Evliya Qelebi, Seyahatname, 1/2, 65; IC, II, 19-20. For location, see Eldem,
Bokazigi Yaltlan, I, 66, 70; Plan des itudes de Constantinople, P6ra-Galata, feuille no. 11, 3000-3100/7800-7900.

10 For Defterdar Ibrahim Paa, see Vefayat, 86, where, however, the date of his death is given as 1013/1604-5 rather than
1074/1664 as found below.
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on this site, and it was named Negatabad."1' At the time the renowned high official of the Ottoman
state in the reign of Sultan [Abdfil]hamid Khan, Selim Efendi, who was subsequently pensioned off
with three tug, renovated and embellished a great seaside mansion located nearby, he built an
embankment, a beautiful fountain and a namazgdh between the palace and the seaside mansion. Later,
in the era of Sultan Selim Khan, one of his honored sisters, Her Majesty Hadice Sultan, bought the
abovementioned seaside mansion and renovated it in accord with an elaborate and most excellent new
design. After the seaside mansion of Selim Papa passed into the possession of the abovementioned
[Hadice] Sultan, persons related to her resided there. Following the sultana's death, the famous
calligrapher Rakim Efendi' 10 ' became the owner. Ibrahim Paga, the builder of the mansion, became
governor of Egypt in "Perfecting of pious deeds,"31 3 1071 [1660-61], following Gfircu Mustafa Paga.
After his death on the fifth day of blessed Ramazan 1074 [1 April 1664], Silahdar Omer Paga was
appointed in his place. [The mosque] has a quarter.

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE QUARTER NAMED KURUQE ME'10 WAS BEGUN

1. The Congregational Mosque of Kurugesme"'

Its builder was Tezkireci Osman Efendi. [The location of] his grave is not known. The builder of the
nearby mekteb was the babussaade agasz Ahmed Aga, who is buried at the mosque, which is his own
charitable work, located in the Ibrahim Aga Qayin in Uskfidar. The numerical date on his gravestone is
1066 [1655-56]. Another mekteb of his adjoins the mosque which was built by his mother, Kerime Hatun,
in Qengelky. 31 ' He also installed a minbar and placed a set of volumes of the blessed Qur'an in the
Emin Sinan Mosque at Kadirga Limani in Istanbul and provided candles for this blessed mosque.
Because the water conduit for the fountain"10' near the abovementioned mosque was broken and dry,
the abovementioned district was known as Kurucegme. Later, during the grand vizierate of K6prf16li

31 The palace of Negatabad was located on the site of the later Hatice Sultan Sarayi at Defterdarburnu between Ortakby and
Kurucegme. The site is known to have been occupied as early as the reign of Sultan Ahmed I by the mansion of Ekmekcioglu
Ahmed Paa (d. 1619). In the 1690's it was occupied by the yak of the voyvoda of Moldavia, Demetrius Kantimur, and later by
the mansion of the Defterdar Ibrahim Paga mentioned by Ayvansarayi. This was subsequently given to Grand Vizier Ali Paa,
and, following his death in 1716, passed to Neveehirli Damad Ibrahim Paa, the brother-in-law of Sultan Ahmed III. In the late
eighteenth century, the palace passed to Selim III's sister, Hadice Sultan, who rebuilt it in 1793. Its appearance is shown in a
well-known engraving by Antoine-Ignace Melling. In the late nineteenth century, Abdflhamid II built yaks on the site for the
princesses Zekiye Sultan and Naime Sultan; see DBIA, VIII, 333.

302 For Rakim Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1185.
30 istikmdl-i hasendt.
31" District on the European shore of the Bosphorus between Defterdarburnu and Arnavutk6y. It was renowned in Byzantine

times for two famous stylites or pillar-sitting Christian saints, Simeon the Stylite, who perched atop a column there from 433
until his death in 460, and Daniel, who replaced Simeon for the next thirty-three years, from 460 to 493. Evliya Qelebi describes
it in the seventeenth century as having one Muslim quarter, three Greek quarters and a small Jewish community, served
respectively by one mosque, two Greek churches and three synagogues. The seaside villas of various members of the court and
high state officials stood along the shore, and there were a great number of gardens. In addition, there were two hundred
shops. Its name, which means "dry fountain," reputedly derives from the fact that the fountain built by Tezkireci Osman Paga
and located next to his mosque remained for a long time dry due to a break in its water conduit; see DBIA, V, 130-32; Evliya
Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 65; incicyan, Istanbul, 115.

3105 The Kurucegme Camii, known also as the Tezkireci Osman Efendi Camii, located on the Arnavutkby-Kuruceme Caddesi,
at the intersection with Alay Emini Sokaki in Kurucegme. The mosque dates to the eighteenth century; see DBIA, VII, 261; 1C, II,
42. For location, see Eldem, Bogazifi Yallan, I, 67, 72.

" The Qengelkby Mescidi, which is described below as being founded by Omer Efendi himself; see Hadika, 479.
3107 The K6prfilfi Hemgire Qegmesi. The chronogram by Behceti reads, "Captivating fountain, beautiful source of divine

merit" (Ge(me-i dilci gizel'ayn-i sevdb), which gives the date 1093/1682; see Egemen, Geme, 637; Tamipk, Ge:meler, II, 14.
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THE OTHER MOSQUES OF ISTANBUL

Mehmed Pagazade Fazil Ahmed Paga,3108 his sister renovated this fountain [124] and caused water to
flow [from it]. The late executed grand vizier Ibrahim Paya built a fountain near this fountain. The
numerical date at the top of its arch is 1141 [1728-29], which is two years before his martyrdom. [The
Congregational Mosque of Kurucegme] has a quarter. Other than the here described blessed mosque,
there are no [other] congregational mosques or small mosques in Kuru~eme.

FOLLOWING THIS, ALTHOUGH MENTION MUST BE MADE OF ARNABUDKOY," BECAUSE THERE ARE NO

CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES OR SMALL MOSQUES IN THAT VILLAGE, [THIS ACCOUNT] WILL PROCEED TO

BEBEKO"

1. The Congregational Mosque of Bebek" "

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third. And it has an imperial
tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun). Below it, there is a mekteb, and there is a fountain below its minaret. Water
flows to the minaret from its reservoir. The numerical date on the arch of the fountain is 1128 [1715-
16]. The single hamam located opposite [the mosque] is one of the rent-producing properties of this
vakf There is an exalted palace (kasr) named Hfimayunabad 1 adjoining the blessed mosque. It is
popularly known as the Bebek K6 kfi. Because originally the officer in this village was a biliakbasz named
Bebek, who was appointed by Sultan Mehmed Khan, the abovementioned village came to be known by
his name. [The mosque's] quarter is the village of Bebek.

K5prftl6zade Fazil Ahmed Papa was grand vizier from 1661 to 1676; see Hadika, n. 790.
Aranvutk6y; a district on the European shore of the Bosphorus between Kurucegme and Akntiburnu. In the Byzantine

period it was known as Anaplous and was the site of one of the most important churches on the Bosphorus, dedicated to the
Archangel Michael and said to have been built by Emperor Constantine. The church was later restored by the Emperor
Justinian in the middle of the sixth century, and again by Isaac II Angelus (1185-95, 1203-4), but was demolished by Sultan
Mehmed, who used its spolia in the construction of Rumeli Hisari.

Just when and why it was that the village came to be known as Arnavutk6y (Albanian Village) is uncertain. According to one
tradition, in 1468 Mehmed II settled Albanians whom he had brought from the western Balkans there. Evliya Qelebi makes no
mention of Albanians in the seventeenth century, but states that the majority of Arnavutky's inhabitants were Greeks and Jews;
there were few Muslims. For that reason, although it contained about a thousand houses, it had neither mosque, medrese nor
imaret. The Greeks, he adds, were mainly Laz from the Black Sea coast; the Jews were famous as musicians; see DBIA, I, 313-16;
Evliya Celebi, Travels, 1/2, 66; incicyan, Istanbul, 115-16.

"" Village on the European shore of the Bosphorus, north of Akntiburnu, between Arnavutk6y and Rumelihisar. Known as
Challae in Byzantine times, the present name, according to tradition, derives from a certain Bebek Qelebi, appointed b5laikbasz
of the district at the time of the siege of Constantinople, who is supposed to have built a kbik and garden there; see DBIA, II,
113-16; incicyan, Istanbul, 116; ISTA, 2326-29.

""3 The Bebek Camii, known also as the Sultan Ahmed Han Camii, located at the Bebek Boat Landing in Bebek. Contrary to
Ayvansarayi's statement, the original mosque was built by Grand Vizier Nevgehirli Ibrahim Pala in the name of Ahmed III in
1138/1725-26. The present mosque, which dates to 1331/1913, is located on the site of the eighteenth-century building and was
designed by the architect Kemaleddin Bey; see DBIA, II, 116; IC, II, 10-11; ISTA, V, 2332-33. For location, see Eldem, Bogazigi
Yallan, I, 118, 119.

3112 Hfimayunabad, the Bebek Kasr or summer palace of Bebek, located on the Bosphorus shore at what is today the Bebek
Boat Landing. According to Evliya Celebi, it was Selim I, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, who was the first to build a
summer palace in the Bebek Garden. The palace was enlarged in the second half of the sixteenth and the seventeenth
centuries, and was rebuilt in contemporary style and renamed Hfimayunabad in 1725. Although Hftmayunabad was abandoned
in 1730, following the abdication of Ahmed III, it was again restored in the reign of Abdfilhamid I, and it is this building that is
depicted by Antoine-Ignace Melling in his Voyage Pittoresque de Constantinople et des Rives du Bosphore (Paris, 1819); see DBIA, II,
117-18; Eldem, Kiskler ve Kasirlar, II, 286-307; ISTA, V, 2337-39.
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2. The Kayalar Mosque' in Bebek

This is also an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Siddiki Ahmed Efendi, who in the course of his
career was chief secretary of the divan (reisidkittab) and subsequently, in the period of Mehmed Khan
the Fourth, became chancellor (nisancz pasa) with three tug. He died at Timisvar following his dismissal
and was buried there. "The sacred month of Muharrem,"3 1073 [1662], is the date of his death. A
sacred spring (ayazma) which comes down from Kayalar""1 flows beneath the abovementioned mosque.
The fountain located on the shore nearby is the charitable work of the reisidkittab Mustafa Efendi, who
was known as Tavukcu Reis. The grave of the abovementioned gentleman is enclosed within a lattice on
the left when entering the gate of the blessed mosque of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well pleased
with him-from the direction of the Bostan Boat Landing. [125] The date of construction of the above-
mentioned fountain is 1177 [1763-64]. His Excellency Ismail Maguki, known as Oglan 5eyh, the son of
Pir Ali Aksarayi, is buried in the cemetery near the abovementioned mosque.3 1" He was executed in 935
[1528-29] on the basis of afetva of Kemalpagazade.31 " His corpse was thrown into the sea and appeared
at the abovementioned place three days later. A dervish was commanded in a dream to bury it there. A
day after the burial of his headless corpse, [Ismail Maguki's] blessed head also appeared, and again, in
the manner in which he was commanded, the abovementioned dervish buried his head beside his
blessed body. In addition to the aforesaid, a great many other noble persons are buried there. The
abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

FOLLOWING THIS, THERE BEGINS AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND SMALL MOSQUES OF

RUMELIHISARW" 8

The builder of the abovementioned fortress was Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan Gazi, who built it one

3113 The Kayalar Mescidi, located on the Bosphorus shore on the Bebek-Rumelihisar Caddesi at the northern edge of Bebek.
As Ayvansarayi states, it was built by Niganci Siddiki Ahmed Paa, who was killed at Timisvar in 1662. This original building was
torn down at an unknown date, and, in its place, seyh Ahmed Niyazi Efendi built a wooden mosque-tekke in 1294/1877, which
was used by the Kadiri dervish order. Known variously as the $eyh Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi, the Kayalar Tekkesi and the Ahmed
Siddiki Efendi Tekkesi, it was closed in 1925 but restored and reopened as a mosque in 1987; see DBIA, IV, 498-99; IC, II, 38. For
location, see Eldem, Bogazigi Yallan, I, 125.

3114 $ehr-i Muharrem al-Hardm.
"" Kayalar, a quarter on the slopes overlooking the Bosphorus between Bebek and Rumelihisar.
31" For Ismail Maluki, see Hadika, 38-39 and n. 269.
3117 For Kemalpagazade, see Hadika, n. 897.
318 Rumelihisar, village on the European side of the Bosphorus immediately to the north of Bebek. It was called Phoneus

("Clamorous") in Byzantine times, perhaps an allusion to the violent $eytan Akntisi or Devil's Current that sweeps through the
Bosphorus at this point. Its present name, Rumelihisar or Fortress of Europe, derives from the castle which Mehmed II built
there at the time of the conquest of Constantinople. Known also as the Bogazkesen Hisan (Cutter of the Bosphorus), it stands
directly opposite the fortress of Anadolu Hisan on the Asian shore, and together they controlled passage through this narrowest
point along the Bosphorus.

Writing in the seventeenth century, Evliya Qelebi asserts that the fortress contained 105 guns and was garrisoned by a
commander and three hundred men. One hundred eighty houses stood within it, along with a congregational mosque built by
Mehmed II, two mescids and two grain storehouses. Outside the walls of the fortress, 1,060 houses without gardens crowded the
shore line. The village contained three congregational mosques, eleven mescids, seven schools, one bath, two hundred shops
and the tekke of Durmu Dede. Its inhabitants included a small number of Greeks, but no Jews. Otherwise the population was
made up entirely of good Muslims, and for that reason there were no wineshops in Rumelihisar. The wealthy owners of the yalts
along the shore, he says, spent the winters in Constantinople. Otherwise, the population consisted of fishermen, the soldiers of
the garrison, boatmen and craftsmen; see DBIA, VI, 355-59; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 66-68; Incicyan, Istanbul, 117-18; Janin,
CB, 435. For the fortress, see Sidney Toy, "The Castles of the Bosphorus," Archeologia, 80 (1930), 215-25; Albert Gabriel, Chateaux
turcs du Bosphore (Paris, 1943), 29-75.
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year before the conquest of Istanbul. "Edifice of Mehmed Khan,"31
"
9 856 [1452], is the date of its

construction. The abovementioned fortress has three gates, and one is unused. One is the sea gate,
near the customs house, and the one adjoining the Great Tower (Bityuk Kule) is on the land side and
leads to the quarter named 5ehidlik. Inside the fortress there is a guardhouse (n5bethane), the house of
the commander (serdar menzili) and dwellings for the fortress garrison. The blessed mosque at the
center of the fortress3120 is one of the charitable works of His Majesty the abovementioned padishah.
The stipends for its servants come from the vakf of the blessed Congregational Mosque of Aya Sofya.

The Tekke of Durmu Dede,1 2 1 located on the shore at the edge of the Kayalar Cemetery' near the
abovementioned fortress, is a place of pilgrimage (ziyaretgdh). [Durmu Dede] was one of those
obsessed by divine love, and, one day, while dwelling in the city named Akkirman, he set off for
Istanbul in one of its ships. Because a person named Ali Baba, a fellow countryman [from Akkirman],
was head of the abovementioned dervish lodge, he furnished [Durmu Dede] with a dwelling nearby.
Persons on the ships which passed back and forth [through the Bosphorus], who knew [that Durmu
Dede dwelled there] gave things such as provisions as gifts and procured blessings, and these pious
dedications by sailors are not lacking [even] in the present time. [126]

The aforesaid [Durmu Dede] arrived in Istanbul in the time of Sultan Ahmed Khan the First, and
he also passed away in 1025 [1616], in the time of the aforesaid padishah. Following his burial in the
perfumed earth outside the dervish lodge, one of his affectionate friends built a wooden tomb over his
[grave]. This couplet is written on the wall of his tomb:

Dede rubbed his face in the dust of the saint's feet.
His Excellency Durmu Dede became the spiritual axis (kutb) of this fortress.

The abovementioned dervish lodge is still celebrated on the tongues of the people because of the re-
nowned character of this praiseworthy person. But its builder was Hasan Zarifi Efendi. The aforesaid
was a halife of Ibrahim Gfileni."1 23 The date of his death is given [by] this hemistich: "Alas, Zarifi's soul
departed,"3 1 2 977 [1569-70]. There was also a Bektasi tekke3 1 2

' at the summit of the hill in the quarter

3119Bfinydn-z Mehmed IHdn.
111 The Fatih Sultan Mehmed Camii, located within Mehmed's Bogazkesen fortress (Rumeli Hisan) at Rumelihisar. Evliya

Qelebi refers to the mosque as the Ebfilfeth Camii, and states that it had a single minaret. It was square in plan; only the foun-
dations of the mosque and the shaft of its minaret are still standing; see ISTA, X, 5542-43; OMFD, IV, 658. For location, see
OMFD, IV, plan opposite 656; Eldem, Bogazigi Yalzlan, I, 180-81.

312' The tekke was founded in 935/1528 by $eyh Hasan Zarifi Efendi (d. 1569), the halife of $eyh Ibrahim Gfileeni (d. 1533),
the pir of the Gfileeni dervish order. During the reign of Ahmed I, at the time Akkirmanh Ali Baba was leyh of the tekke, Durmu
Dede took up residence in it, and, as his reputation spread, the tekke came to be known by his name. After his death in 1616,
he came to be regarded in Istanbul folklore as the patron saint of sailors. The tekke was closed when the dervish orders were
banned in 1925, and, together with the tomb of Hasan Zarifi Efendi, it was torn down in 1938 to make way for a widening of the
Bebek-Rumelihisar road; see DBIA, III, 106-7; ISTA, IX, 4769-70.

312 Located on the slopes overlooking the Bosphorus immediately south of the fortress of Rumeli Hisari. It is also known
today as the Rumelihisar Mezarhgi.

""3 For Ibrahim Gfsleeni, see Hadika, n. 1522.
314 Zarfi'nin dirigd gitdi rfhz.
3125 The no longer extant $ehidlik Tekkesi (Tekke of the Place of the Martyrs), known also as the Ali Baba, GayyCir Baba or

Nafi Baba Tekkesi, located near the upper entrance of Bogaziqi Universitesi in ehitlik in Rumelihisar, on a spot where,
according to tradition, Janissary-Bektasi skirmishers were buried after being killed in a raid just prior to the conquest of
Constantinople in 1453. The tekke was one of the most important Bekatei centers of the capital and was said date back to the
time of Sultan Mehmed II. However, the earliest leyh of the tekke whose identity can be established was a certain Ali Baba, who
died in 1771. The tekke was closed in 1826, at the time of the Vak'a-i Hayriye, but was reactivated by Ismail Baba (d. 1855),
during the reign of Sultan Abdfilmecid. It seems to have flourished over the next seventy-five years, and old photographs show it
to have been a large, single-story wooden structure atop a masonry plinth. Along with other dervish lodges, the tekke was closed
by the government in 1925 and was torn down in 1945; see John Kingsley Birge, The Bektahsi Order of Dervishes (London, 1937),
247-48 and illustrations 21, 23; DBIA, VIII, 416; Ihsan Kesedar, Rumelihisar Kyfi (Istanbul, n.d.), 34-35.
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named 5ehidlik. The tekke was demolished in 1241 [1826], when the head of the lodge, Mahmud
Baba, was exiled to the city named Birgi. A timekeeper's house (muvakkithane) was erected in the year
[lacuna], it being a charitable work of Beyhan Sultan. By imperial command, a gun is fired [from
Rumelihisar] during the blessed [month of] Ramazan, at both the time of the breaking of fast (vakt-z
iftar) and the time at which fasting begins (vakt-z imsak). 1 In time, this practice also spread to the Yedi
Kule. They also fire [guns] from Anadoluhisar.

2. The iskele Mosque"2 near the Abovementioned Fortress

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Haci Kemaleddin. His grave is also there. When it
subsequently burned down in the time of Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, a sublime, blessed upper-
story mosque was built by imperial command. The abovementioned place was honored with the
introduction of an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) and a minbar. It has two gates. A chronogram by
Nimetullah Efendi is written on the arch of the main gate. And this is the line [containing] the date:
"Exalted congregational mosque of the sultan of the time, Mahmud Khan,""" 1159 [1746].

Because originally [Rumeli]hisari did not have a market caique (pazar kayzz),312" one was built and
introduced by the vakf of this blessed mosque. [This] is the chronogram composed for this blessed
mosque by the late poet Nevres Efendi:

[127] Compendium of zeal and goodness, sun-like Cyrus of the world,
Servant of the Lord of the Planets, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud:

Thatjewel-bright world-ruler's bosom,
Through God's blessing, was made a mirror of the image of existence.

His thoughts turned to the repair of ruined places.
His mind in every thought [concerned itself with] procuring God's approval.

Did [God in] His kindness ruins make that they might be renovated?
But ruined buildings remained, a reminder of stubborn enemies.

He installed mihrabs and minbars in many churches.
He opened the gates of many mosques when they were closed up.

Above all, no matter how many ruined temples had been built,
That happy shah demolished those idol houses.

In this regard, you have not seen the equal of his name.
His shadow secures justice. May his shadow extend across the world!

With pomp one day, that Cyrus of illustrious fortune
Brought good fortune to this shore with his presence.

He saw a blaze of sparks and the flame of burning hell-fire,
Like the burned-out soul of the lover dead to love.

Flames like burning plane trees rose to the sky.
Yes, the fire was a cypress, the blue smoke its leaves.

The Teacher of Wisdom of the observatory of existence and non-existence,
Mixed water with fire by at the edge of the sea.

The water carriers juggled [buckets of water] in the fire.
The conjurer of fate appeared in person.

3126 That is, at sun down and sun up.
12 The iskele Mescidi (Mosque of the Boat Landing), known also as the Haci Kemaleddin or Qaryi Camii, located on the

shore near the Rumelihisar Boat Landing, at the intersection of Kemaleddin Camii Sokagi and the Bebek-Rumelihisar road in
Rumelihisar; see DBIA, VI, 359; IC, II, 33; Kesedar, Rumelihisar, 27-28. For location, see Eldem, Bogazigi Yahlan, I, 182.

3128 Cdmi'-i vdld-yl Sultdn-z zamdn Mahmfid Hdn.
3129 A large, heavy rowboat used to transport passengers and freight to villages of the Bosphorus. They were frequently used

by charitable patrons as income-producing vakfs to fund pious foundations.
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Was the fire great? In fact, it was like a retort.
Water ascended from the pump to the ball of fire.

[The mosque] was so devastated, that those in its vicinity who saw it said,
"This building will never again be a proper [mosque]."

[128] Alas, because of the fire, [Rumeli]hisari became a golden treasure!
The flames had become a serpent lying in wait.

When His Majesty, the king of Alexander-like zeal, saw
This best of places engulfed in lightning-like flame,

He personally made a gift of silver and gold,
And an imperial command of his arrived as follows:

"Let an exalted mosque be immediately begun!
Let this hearth of the flame of Nimrodl"0 be the envy of the rose garden!"

After the fire abated, the geometer's deliberations conjured up a discerning plan,
Which [the sultan] wished to see.

Only the splendor-annihilating palace of Havernak1
13 had a roof [its equal].

Its carpets increased the heart's ardor like the throne of Belkis.3132

Its bright window was like a mirror to thought.
It presents a festive smile to the disk of the sun.

The legendary Sinimmr31 33 would be astounded at the purity of its stone,
At that azure vault of its threshold gate.

Mankind admired the curved brow of its mihrab.
The arch of its vault is envied by the houri's curved eyebrow.

[This] house of God is a seat of the beauty of the ranks of cherubim.
It would be fitting if the column in its high arch were of light!

Did the angels remain in Paradise or did they go forth to welcome it?
Lo, they carry a censer of aloe wood on the seashore.

What is that well-proportioned minbar? Each time the preacher mounts it,
It is as though he were climbing to the Throne of God at which prayer is accepted.

To the firmament-like shade of its walls, to the charming pavilion's
Overhanging eaves is one attracted, as to the Ayaz-like [Sultan] Mahmud.

May God, be He exalted, make him a successful padishah
On the throne of felicity until the coming of the Appointed Day!

[129] Poets saw [the mosque's] elegant final form,
And among them there was much debate concerning a chronogram.

Some saw it as an occasion for a hemistich, some thought a couplet appropriate.
Both types [of chronogram] were composed.

I too completed in couplet form two chronograms,
From the words of which, enumeration is made in an extraordinary way.

It was such a heart-ravishing couplet, that if
The beholder is careful in extracting the date,

Altering neither its words nor its meaning,
It becomes the date in neither more nor less than eight ways.

Each of the couplet's two elegant lines is
Independent and gives the date of completion.

[A third way of computing] gives the correct date like the previous [method of calculation].
It should not be computed on a different basis.

3"3 The enormous fire of vast and consuming heat into which Nimrod, the cruel tyrant of Muslim legend, who was steeped in
sorcery and idolatry, threw lbrahim in punishment for smashing idols in the temple. The story can be found in the Kisas al-
Anbiyd' of al-KisA'i; see The Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisa'i, tr. W.M. Thackston, Jr. (Boston, 1978), 146-48.

""3 Havernak the mythic palace of the fifth-century Lakhmid ruler Nu'min near Najaf in Iraq; see Hadika, n. 3052.
3132 Bilqis, the name by which the Queen of Sheba is known in Arabic literature.
313 The legendary Greek architect who built the palace of Havernak; see Hadika, n. 3052.134Ayaz Abu '-Najim, a figure in Persian literature who is a symbol of true love, loyalty and sagacity, the Perfect Man.
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If one totals the ones and tens in the first line
And the hundreds in the second,

Then carefully adds them up and totals them,
A correct date is also produced in this way.

If one totals the hundreds and tens from the first line
And the ones from the second, in the stipulated manner,

That too is the newly built mosque's date.
If the worn-out pen counts and enumerates

The second line as the first line,
Reversing the previous order,

That too gives the date in the manner described.
In total there are eight [ways to compute the date], neither less nor more.

[130] 0 Nevres, this is that heart-adorning chronogram, which,
Were it an azure vault, would the nine heavens be.

"He built this captivating congregational mosque with sincerity,"01 35 1159 [1746].
"The perfection-encompassing effort of Sultan Mahmud,"01 6 1159 [1746].

0 Nevres, again the reed pen wrote a couplet as a postscript.
And it could be calculated in four ways.
It will be understood by the articulate. Let us not be verbose.
This is not inaccessible to the accomplished.

"He built [the mosque] with the expenditure of gold and silver," 1159 [1746].
"Mahmud Khan, the sultan of the age, built this place of worship,"3138 1159 [1746].

The chronogram for the minaret of the abovementioned mosque is:

Sultan Mahmud built this mosque,
And raised the two minarets to the heavens.

0 Nevres, it is right that the date be written.
"Exalted is all that concerns Him-Who is supreme!" 13 1159 [1746].

The chronogram for the blessed imperial tribune (mahfil) of the exalted mosque is:

Fortune of the human condition, ornament of the title of shah,
Shah of the world, axis of the age, sultan of Feridun-like3 1

40 zeal:
He built this exalted mosque and this high, heart-attracting tribune,
A private edifice envied like the gallery of a heavenly pavilion.

Its mihrab is like the eyebrow of an angel. Its minbar is like the nine levels of heaven.
Before this moment, a two-story Irem 1 of this sort had never been built.

313 Kildz ihids ile bu cdmi'-i dilcityz bind.
3136 Himmet-i dmile-i kdmil-i Sultdn Mahmfid. Curiously, the chronograms in this couplet produce the date 1160/1747, rather

than 1159/1746 as given in the text. In each line the total of the single-digit numbers (the ones) is 40, that of the double-digit
numbers (the tens) is 420 and that of the triple-digit numbers (the hundreds) is 700. Thus, the couplet can, as Nevres claims,
be computed in eight ways to give the date 1160: by totaling each line separately; by totaling the ones and tens of the first line
and the hundreds of the second; by totaling the ones and tens of the second line and the hundreds of the first; by totaling the
tens and hundreds of the first line and the ones of the second; by totaling the tens and hundreds of the second line and the
ones of the first; by totaling the ones and hundreds of the first line and the tens of the second; and finally, by totaling the ones
and hundreds of the second line and the tens of the first.

17 Sarf-z nakdine-i sim iz zer ile kildz bind. In fact, the chronogram gives the date 1165/1751-52.
" Yapdz bu ma'bedi Sultdn-z zamdn Idn-z Mahmad. The actual numerical equivalent of the chronogram is 1158/1745. The

single-digit numbers (ones) in the first line total 35 and in the second line 58. The double-digit numbers (tens) in the first line
total 530 and in the second 500. The triple-digit numbers (hundreds) in both lines total 600. Thus, as Nevres claims, the date
can be computed in four ways, that is line by line or by totaling the ones and tens of the first line with the hundreds of the
second line and the ones and tens of the second line with the hundreds of the first line, to produce 1158/1745 and 1165/1751-
52 respectively.

31" Te'ala anehu'llahfi Ekber.
34 That is, like the king of ancient Iran, described at length in Firdawsi's Shah Name, who delivered his country from the

usurper tyrant Zahhak.
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Nevres, each of its hemistichs is a date. Make the calculation.
God caused the messiah of the pen to execute this miracle.

"He built this pure mosque and this heart-attracting tribune,"" 4 1159 [1746].
"His Majesty Sultan Mahmud is the just ruler of the age,"" 4 1159 [1746].

[131] Another chronogram for the abovementioned mosque is:

Shah of shahs of the world, Sultan Mahmud, support of the heavens,
Whose court became the refuge of the God's sultans:

The equal of thatjust, virtuous Mahmud of celestial dignity
Has not appeared. He built this mosque like the nine vaults of heaven,

And made desolate places flourish to the fullest extent possible.
In the spheres, only the abodes of his enemies remained in ruins.

For example, he built this beautiful mosque, which is worthy
Of the cherubim, should they come to the chanting of the Qur'an in its exalted tribune.

Its minaret is like a bouquet of roses, its roof a rose garden. Its tribune sparkles.
Here and there are chandeliers that resemble the shining sun.

God, may that justice-working sovereign felicitously
Impose lawful command on the arrogant rebels of the revolving spheres!

Nevres, I put two heart-embellishing dates in one couplet, which,
Had [clever] Mercury written them, would be suitable for the exalted Throne of Mercy.

"Shah of exalted lineage, Sultan Mahmud of glorious renown,"314 1159 [1746].
"He built this magnificent, beautiful mosque like the nine vaults of heaven,"1 45 1159 [1746].

3. The Fenari Mosque inside the Fortress""4

Its builder was Molla Fenari, whose biography was given in connection with the renowned Qukurcuma
Congregational Mosque in Tophane."14

' The builder of the Hamam-i Cedid (New Hamam) in the

vicinity of this mosque was Nalbur Mehmed Efendi, who is buried in a tomb in that place. He was a

member of the Bektasi dervish order. His wife is buried beside him. He died in the year "May He

forgive us," 3148 1182 [1768-69]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

3141 The Iram DhAt al-'Imad (Iram with the Pillars) of the Qur'an (LXXXIX: 6), the bald reference to which was later greatly
elaborated in various accounts, until it came in legend to denote a terrestrial paradise, built by the impious Arab king Shaddad
b. 'Ad to rival the celestial Paradise. A common story places it in south Arabia near Aden and describes its destruction and
burial by a tornado in punishment for its builder's pride. In later times Irem became a metaphor for a garden or palace of sur-
passing magnificence.3142 tdi bind bu cami'-i pdk ft bu dilkes mahfili.

3 143 Dd-ver-i ray-i zamdn Sultan Mahmfid al-siyem.
3144 $eh-i vdld-neseb Sultan Mahmnid celil al-san.

"1 Bind itdi bu zibd cdmi'-i ndih-tdkt yshdne.
314 The Fenari Mescidi, located according to Ayvansarayi inside the Rumeli Hisan. The mosque is no longer extant, nor can

its precise location within the fortress be ascertained. Evliya Qelebi mentions that in addition to the mosque of Fatih Sultan
Mehmed (the Ebfilfeth Camii; see Hadika, 437 and n. 3120 above), there were two mescids in the fortress. Ayvansarayi's Fenari
Mescidi is, perhaps, a reference to one of these. That the mosque could not have been built, as Ayvansarayi claims, by Molla
Fenari is clear, however, from the fact that the latter died in 1431, some 20 years before the construction of the fortress. Oz
apparently confuses this mosque with the Fatih Sultan Mehmed Camii referred to above; see IC, II, 23; ISTA, X, 5612-13.

3147 The Qukurcuma Camii; see Hadika, 387-88.
"1' Ta'allukun intikadfn.
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4. The Arpa Emini Mosque'149

Its builder was Defterdar Mustafa Efendi. There is also a charitable work of his known as the Emin-i Cev
Mosque inside the Top Kapi in Istanbul, which was described in its place." [132] His tomb is located
beside the school known as the Ta Mektebi, which is a pious foundation of his in the [quarter of the]
Kalenderhane Kapi. He was buried in its garden. The date of his death is "May He forgive us our evil
deeds,""" 949 [1542-43]. At present, the Kametizade, who are among his descendants, are its mitevellis.
[The mosque] has a quarter.

5. The Torlak Dede Mosque""2

Its builder was a patron of charity named Ali Dede. [The location of] his grave is not known. He built
the abovementioned as an upper-story mosque. It has a quarter.

6. The Hamam Mosque'"

Its builder was the naval commander (iimera-yz derya) Pertev Ali Bey. Bayram Paya installed its minbar.
Bayram Paa's biography was given in connection with his mosque.315" The abovementioned double
hamam [for which the mosque is named] is a vakf of Sultan Bayezid Khan. The nearby Ta Mektebi is
[the foundation] of Qoban Mustafa Paa,"5 who is buried near his blessed mosque in Gegebfize.31"
Rakim Paga built the fountain31 in the corner of the mihrab wall of this mosque for the soul of his
father Ibrahim Efendi. This is the chronogram in the form of a hemistich on the summit of its arch:
"Drink water from Ibrahim's fountain as if it were Zemzem," 3 158 1182 [1768-69]. [The mosque] has a
quarter. Rakim Paga was one of the viziers of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third.

""4 The Arpa Emini Mescidi, known also as the Defterdar Mustafa Efendi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Sireaci
Arahgi Sokagi and Arpa Emini Kuyu Sokagi in Rumelihisar. According to Kesedar, the mosque had fallen into decay before
1940, when it burned down; see IC, II, 6; Kesedar, Rumelihisar, 189. For location, see Istanbul Rehberi, 1934, sheet 22, 11900-
12100/1200-1400.

3150 See Hadika, 37-38.
3151 Ve keffir 'annd seyyi'dtind.
3152 The Torlak Dede Mescidi, located, according to Tahsin Oz, on Kiglak Sokak in Rumelihisar. The same author adds that

the mosque, having fallen into ruin, was sold in 1934, and is no longer extant; see IC, II, 66.
3153 The Hamam Mescidi, known also as the Hamam Ali Pertev or Ali Pertek Camii, located on the Bosphorus shore at the

intersection of the Baltalimam-Rumelihisar Caddesi with Arpaci Qegmesi Sokagi just north of the Rumelihisar Boat Landing. In
view of the fact that Bayram Paa, whom Ayvansarayi credits with the installation of the mosque's minbar, died in 1638, the
mosque must have been built before that date. It was renovated in 1177/1763 and was in use until 1937, at which point it was
closed because of disrepair. It was reopened in 1960, following restoration; see DBIA, III, 536; IC, II, 29; Kesedar, Rumelihisar,
188. For location, see Eldem, Bogazigi Yalhlan, I, 182.

""4 The Bayram Paga Tekkesi Mescidi; for the mosque and Bayram Paa's life, see Hadika, 65-66 and n. 370.
3155 Qoban Mustafa Paga (d. 1529), Ottoman vizier and brother-in-law of Sultan Sntleyman I. A prot6g6 of Grand Vizier Piri

Mehmed Paa, he was made third vizier at the latter's behest and later participated as second vizier in the siege of Belgrade
(1521) and the conquest of Rhodes (1522). Appointed in the same year as governor of Egypt, he suppressed a rebellion of the
Egyptian Mamluks and was later recalled to the capital as second vizier. He is best remembered for the impressive building
complex, including a mosque, tomb, medrese and imaret, the work of the imperial architect Acem Ali, at Gebze, and the Qoban
Mustafa Papa Bridge, built by Sinan over the Meric River, near Mustafapaga (Svilengrad) in southeastern Bulgaria; see Vefayet,
68; SO, IV, 372.

"" The town of Gebze on the Gulf of tzmit about 45 kilometers east of Istanbul.
... For the Rakim Paga Qegmesi, see Egemen, Gejme, 699; Tampk, Gejmeler, II, 50-51. For Rakim Paa, see Hadika, 125 and n.

951.
3158 Hem-gf zemzem nf4 4d ma 'ayn-z lbrdhim'den. The printed edition transposes the order of the last two digits of the date. In

fact, the chronogram totals 1128/1715-16, which is the actual date of the construction of the fountain.
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There are only six congregational mosques and small mosques in Rumelihisar. All were noted and
described. All of them have quarters. Friday prayers are performed in three of them. The remainder
are small mosques.

1. The Baltaliman Mosque" near the Fortress [of Rumelihisar]

According to that which is related, the reason this place is known by the name Baltalimani is because at
the time His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan Gazi besieged Istanbul, as it was necessary that
[the city] be further assaulted from the direction of the sea, and, as a chain was stretched between
Istanbul and Galata to prevent the passage of boats [into the Golden Horn], Sfileyman Bey, known as
Baltaoglu, prepared seventy ships at imperial command [133] in the abovementioned place, caused
them to be moved overland by sledges and launched into the sea opposite the Fener Kapi. Because
[Baltaoglu] built ships at the abovementioned place, it is referred to by his name.

Among strange events that are recorded, it is related that at the time Constantine built that fortress
of Constantinople and made it his capital, he tried to ascertain Constantinople's fate from a magician
residing in the place known today as Kadik6y. When the aforementioned [magician] said, "This new
city will remain to your descendants and your people until ships move across the land," [Constantine]
said, "But if such be the case, it will remain so until the Day ofJudgment, for it is not possible for ships
to move over land." Because he was happy in the fullest degree, he instituted public rejoicing. But in
fact, the abovementioned [magician's] prediction was to come to pass, because after ships moved
across the land, [the city] was conquered.

After the abovementioned Sfileyman Bey, a gazi named Has Yunus became grand admiral (kapudan).
In 858 [1454], he conquered the islands named In6zfi and Ta 6z, from which the [Ottoman's] first
maritime campaigns were initiated. At that time, the preparation of ships was for the most part
organized at Gelibolu. The place at present named Kadirga Liman 316 being at that time an important
harbor, galleys were maintained there. Subsequently, during the time of Sultan Selim Khan the First,
with the building and construction in the year 922 [1516] of the place which is the present Tersane, the
abovementioned harbor was abandoned and was subsequently filled up. Details of this are recorded in
the histories.

The abovementioned is an upper-story mosque. Its builder was Pasmakci 5ficaeddin, who is buried
before its mihrab. The imperial imam (imam-z sultani) Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, known as Haci Imam,
installed its minbar. The aforesaid is buried in a private place, separate from his house, which adjoins
the medrese of Great Aya Sofya. He died in the year 1141 [1728-29]. He was one of the imams of Sultan
Ahmed Khan the Third. The open air place for public worship (nisimengdh)161 and the sweet-water
fountain in the abovementioned place are the charitable works of the vizier known as Hezarpare

3159 The Baltalimam Mescidi, located on the north bank of the Kanhkavak Deresi, where it is crossed by the Boyacik6y-
EmirgAn Caddesi. According to an inscription over its entrance, the mosque was restored in 1242/1826. It was again rebuilt in
1953. The present mosque has completely lost its original architectural character; see DBIA, II, 34; 1C, II, 9; ISTA, IV, 2077-79.
For location, see Eldem, Bogaigi Yahlan, I, 200.

Baltalimam itself is a village located between Rumelihisar and Emirgin, at the point where the Kanhkavak Deresi flows into
the Bosphorus. As Ayvansarayi notes, its name comes from the fact that at the time of the conquest of Istanbul it was there that
Mehmed II's fleet commander, Baltaoglu Sfileyman Bey, readied the ships which were then dragged overland and launched in
the upper reaches of the Golden Horn. K6milrciyan describes Baltalimani in the seventeenth century as being the site of
gardens and mansions, and incicyan, writing a century later, adds that it was inhabited by Greeks and Armenians, but few Turks;
see DBIA, II, 33-34; incicyan, istanbul, 117; Kbmlrciyan, Istanbul Tarihi, 42.

31
1 An important harbor formed by a mole on Istanbul's Marmara shore at Kumkapi. Its use as a naval arsenal continued into

the late sixteenth century; see Dirimtekin, Marmara Surlan, 55-56.
" Literally "place of assembly." In Vefeyat (21), Ayvansarayi refers to it as a namazgdh.
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Ahmed Paa." The abovementioned paa also planted its mulberry trees. [134] Although the
aforesaid [Ahmed Paga] was [but] defterdar with the rank of vizier, when the grand vizier Salih Paga met
with the wrathful sword of Sultan Ibrahim Khan on the sixteenth day of blessed 5aban of the year 1057
[16 September 1647], he was seen to be worthy of the imperial seal. Subsequently, on the seventeenth
day of blessed Receb 1058 [7 August 1648], when Sultan Ibrahim Khan was dethroned, and after
[Ahmed Paga] had been strangled by order of Mevlevi Mehmed Paga, who was appointed grand vizier
with the consent of the mob, [Ahmed Paa's corpse] was surrendered into the hands of the rebels.
After being hung up by hooks in the At Meydani, [the rebels] cut the wretched man into a thousand
pieces and sold his meat saying, "Human meat cures pains of the joints." For this reason he is known by
the name Hezarpare (Thousand Pieces).

Various charitable persons built and created a well and another fountain in the abovementioned
place. Giridi Yusuf Aga, the steward (kethiida) of Her Majesty Mihrigah Sultan, the mother of His
Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third, built an unpretentious audience pavilion for the abovemen-
tioned padishah in a great meadow behind the abovementioned harbor. Yusuf Aga went on the blessed
haj in the year of the dethronement of the abovementioned Selim Khan [1807]. Because the
Wahhabis"" invaded that auspicious region [surrounding Mecca] in that year, he was unable to
complete the hajj and returned to Damascus. The accession of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Fourth oc-
curred at the time of his return from [Damascus] to the Imperial Threshold, and the abovementioned
aga was exiled and banished to Bursa. Thirty or forty days later, in 1222 [1807-8], he was executed on
the decision of the kaimmakam Musa Paga. His corpse was buried near [the tomb of] His Excellency
Emir Sultan,3 16 4 and his severed head was placed before the Bab-1 Hfnmayun. 16

1 One year later, Musa
Paga was executed through the efforts of Alemdar Paa, while dwelling as an exile in Izmir. The battery
(tabya) on the abovementioned harbor was built in the year 1236 [1820-21].

3162 Hezarpare Ahmed Pasa (d. 1648), Ottoman grand vizier of the last years of the reign of Sultan Ibrahim. Born in Istanbul,
the son of a sipahi, he became, because of his attractive and rapid handwriting, the prot6g6 first of Defterdar Omer Efendi and
later of Grand Vizier Kara Mustafa Paa. In 1646 he became defterdar with the rank of vizier, and in 1648 was appointed sadaret
kaymakami and became a son-in-law (damad) of the sultan. Ahmed Paa's efforts to raise money in order to satisfy tbrahim's
extravagant whims led to the imposition of heavy taxes and to increasing discontent in both the provinces and the capital. As a
result of these abuses, various Janissary officers and members of the ulema joined in a plot against the sultan, who was deposed
on 8 August 1648 and executed ten days later. At the same time, the grand vizier was strangled, and his corpse torn to pieces,
for which fact he was subsequently given the epithet Hezarpare ("Thousand Pieces"); see Vefeyat, 21; SO, I, 216.

"" An austerely fundamentalist sect of Islam, founded in the Najd in the eighteenth century by 'Abd al-Wahhib (1703-87),
and today dominant in Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Adherents center their creed on the assertion of Divine Oneness (tawhid) and
refer to themselves as Muwahhidfin ("Unitarians"). They do not take into doctrinal consideration any opinions other than those
expressed by the Prophet, his Companions and members of the generation immediately following them, and they therefore
reject the principle of ijmd' as a basis for Islamic law. The alliance of 'Abd al-WahhAb and the emirs of the House of Sa'fid in the
latter half of the eighteenth century marked the beginning of the sect's rapid military expansion and encroachment on the
territories of the Ottoman Empire. Kerbala was captured by the WahhAbis in 1802, and Mecca was occupied in 1803. Only
through the efforts of Muhammad 'Ali of Egypt and his son Ibrahim Paga was this first WahhAbi state suppressed, and the Hijaz
reconquered in 1813.

316 The tomb of Emir Sultan (d. 1429), the patron saint of Bursa. The mausoleum remains one of the most popular and
frequently visited pilgrimage places in Turkey.

31" The Imperial Gate, the outermost gate of the Topkapi Palace in Istanbul.
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1. The Emirgfinoklu Mosque"6

At the time of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth's conquest of the fortress of Revan31 6
1 in

Rebifilevvel of the year 1045 [1635], Emirgilnoglu Tahmas Kuli Khan,31
11 who was appointed by the

[Safavid] shah to the defense of the abovementioned fortress, together with his lieutenant (kethfida),
Murad Aga, wishing for mercy, surrendered at the Threshold of the Padishah together with more than
a thousand of his followers. [135] In addition to being forgiven all of their offenses, kind consideration
and imperial favor were bestowed on the aforesaid pair. The eyalet of Aleppo and three tug were
bestowed on Emirgilnoglu Yusuf Paga, and the rank of provincial governor (mir-i miran) and the eyalet
of Tripoli in Lebanon were bestowed on Murad Kethida. After the execution of Murad Kethfida and
the dismissal of Yusuf Paga, [the latter] was favored with a grant of fiefs and was honored with the office
of gentleman-in-waiting to the king of kings (musahib-i $ehinsahilik). Because the padishah built a
seaside mansion for the abovementioned [Yusuf] Papa in the abovementioned place, it became known
by the name Emirg-fnoglu. Subsequently, on the sixteenth day of honored $evval 1049 [9 February
1640], Gazi Sultan Murad Khan passed away to the Abode of Immortality, and, following the execution
of the aforesaid [Yusuf] Paga at the time of the accession of [Sultan Murad's] brother Sultan Ibrahim
Khan, [the mansion] was given into the possession of the former eyhidislam Mirza Mustafa Efendi.31 9

The judgeship of Kamaniqe Kalesi317" was conferred on our abovementioned master [Mirza Mustafa

Efendi] at the time of the conquest of the abovementioned city in 1082 [1672]. Subsequently, he was
favored with the judgeship (kaza) of Yenigehir, and later, with the judgeships of Egypt and Mecca. Still
later, he was favored with the judgeship of Istanbul but was subsequently dismissed and exiled to
Cyprus. After a time, he was set free, and between 5aban 1106 [1695] and 5aban 1109 [1698] he was
gratified with the office of kadzasker of Rumelia. He was subsequently banished to the fortress of Sinop,
and later, being set free, and following appointment as kadzasker for a third time from the beginning of
Zilhicce 1120 [1709] to Muharrem 1122 [1710], he was seen fit for the office of eyhilisldm, [which had
been held by] Mahmud Efendi3171 in Zilhicce 1126 [1714]. The date [of his appointment] was "The
office of fetvas3172 became the seat of the light of Mustafa."3 1 73 He was subsequently dismissed on a
written petition presented by the kadzaskers and was exiled to Trabzon. He was permitted to return to
his seaside mansion after a time and, setting out for the Abode of Decision while he was dwelling there
in 1135 [1722-23], [the mansion] was bestowed on his son, Mehmed Emin Salim Efendi. The above-

316 The Emirgfinoglu Mescidi, known today as the Emirgin Camii, located just north of the Emirgin Boat Landing at the
intersection of the Emirgin-Boyacik6y Caddesi and Dogru Muvakkithane Sokagi in Emirgin. According to an inscription over
its entrance, the mosque was built by Sultan Abdfnlhamid I in 1196/1781 in memory of his son, $ehzade Mehmed, and his
mother, HinmAah Kadin; see DBIA, III, 169-70; IC, II, 22; ISTA, IX, 5093-94. For location, see Eldem, Bogazigi Yalzlan, I, 207.31 7 Yerevan in Armenia.

31' Tahmisp Kuli KhAn (d. 1641), known in Ottoman history as Emirgfinoglu Yusuf Paa, commander of the Safavid fortress
of Yerevan, which was besieged by Murad IV in July 1635. Although the fortress was heavily garrisoned, TahmAsp Kuli
surrendered it to the sultan twelve days after the beginning of the siege. As a reward, Murad conferred the rank of vizier on
TahmAsp Kuli and appointed him governor of Aleppo. Dismissed two months after his appointment because of complaints
about his dissolute behavior, TahmAsp Kuli was recalled to Istanbul and given the garden of Feridun Bey at istinye. There he
lived in debauchery until the beginning of the reign of Sultan lbrahim, when he was executed; see SO, IV, 655.

3169 For $eyhnilislam Mirza Mustafa Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1446.
3170 Kamieniec or Kamenetz Podolski, a fortress town in Podolia in the Ukraine, located on a high spur of rock a little above

the confluence of the River Smotric and the Dnestr. It was conquered from the Poles by Grand Vizier Ahmed K5prnlu in 1672
but was returned to Poland at the Peace of Karlowitz in 1699.

3171 tmam-i $ehriyan Mahmud Efendi; for details of his life, see Hadika, n. 66.
112 That is, the office of seyhilisldm
3173 Cd-yzfetevd oldt nfir-i Mustafd'ya cilvegdh.
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mentioned deceased was buried in the walled cemetery of the mekteb""4 which was his own charitable
foundation, located in front of the Kalenderhane Tekke in Istanbul.

His son, Mehmed Salim Efendi, was satisfied with the judgeship of Galata in Zilhicce 1126 [1714],
during the time his father was eyhidisldm. [136] He was subsequently favored with the honorary rank
(paye) of Mecca, and later, with [that of] Istanbul. He was appointed kadi of Istanbul in fact in Zilhicce
1134 [1722], and on Saturday, the fourth day of Cemaziyillevvel 1143 [15 November 1730], following
the dismissal of the kadzasker of Anatolia Zfilali Hasan Efendi, he was appointed kadzasker of Anatolia.
After being favored with the honorary rank (paye) of Rumelia in the middle of Rebifilhir in the year
1116 [1704], he was exiled to Chios, which was his fief (arpalzk). One year later, the judgeship of
Venerated Mecca was conferred [on him], and at the completion of his term [there], the fief (arpalzk)
of Tripoli in Lebanon was given [to him]. After being authorized to reside in that city, a firman was
dispatched in the year 1151 [1738-39] with the emiridhac Hfiseyin Paga, commanding him to come to
Damascus. He passed away to the Abode of Eternity at a place named Mafrak"17" in Muharrem 1152
[1739].

After him, the abovementioned seaside mansion was given into the possession of Vassaf Abdullah
Efendi."7 This Abdullah Efendi was from Akhisar. Coming to Istanbul to study the religious sciences,
he [was admitted into] the circle of instruction of Kara Halil Efendi, one of the famed ulema of the
time. After being examined in the great examination of 5eyhfilislAm Seyyid Feyzullah Efendi,31" of the
year 1111 [1699-1700], he embarked on a teaching career and was satisfied with the harig medrese 17 8 of
Yunus Paga. After the customary period [teaching] in medreses, he was favored with the judgeship of
Salonika in 5aban 1137 [1725]. In Ramazan 1144 [1732], he was appointed to the office of
commissioner of fetvas (fetva-emaneti) ,3179 and later, on being given the honorary rank (paye) of Edirne,
he was appointed to the judgeship of Egypt. In Muharrem 1147 [1734], he was favored with the
honorary rank (paye) of Venerated Mecca. Subsequently, in the year 1149 [1736-37], at the time Kara
Mehmed Pagazade Mirahur-i Evvel Mustafa Bey was given the rank of vizier and sent with an embassy to
Persia, the aforesaid [Vassaf Abdullah Efendi] was favored with the honorary rank (paye) of Anatolia,
and sent with the abovementioned paa as an escort. At the end of Rebiftlevvel 1154 [1741], following
his return to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul], he became [kadzasker of] Anatolia in fact, and, in Receb

3174 The Arpa Emini Mustafa Efendi Sibyan Mektebi; see Hadika, 185.
3175 Town in the north ofJordan, three stages south of Damascus on the road to Amman.
3171 Vassaf Abdullah Efendi (1662-1761), Ottoman religious scholar, poet and seventieth seyhfilisldm. He was born in Akhisar

and received his education there and later in Istanbul, under the guidance of the famous teacher Kara Halil Efendi, whose son-
in-law he became. In 1699, he entered upon a teaching career and subsequently became kadi of Salonika in 1724 and of Egypt
in 1727. In 1733 he was made fetva emini and in 1736 was dispatched to Iran as a member of an Ottoman embassy headed by
Imrahor Mustafa Paga, charged with the negotiation of religious differences. On his return, he was appointed kadiasker of
Anatolia (1741), and, although he was dismissed in 1742, he was made kadasker of Rumelia in 1746. He was given the office of
peyhulislam by Osman III on 12 January 1755, but was dismissed five months later (8 June 1755) due to old age. He was at first
sent to live in Bursa but was subsequently permitted to reside in EmirgAn, where he remained until his death six years later. He
was buried beside the grave of his teacher and father-in-law Kara Halil Efendi in the cemetery of the Siyavu Paga Tfirbesi in
Eyfip. Renowned as a meticulous and vigilant scholar and as a calligrapher, he also wrote poetry in Turkish, Persian and Arabic
under the pen names Abdi and Vassaf; see Altunsu, Osmanli eyhfilisldmlan, 136-37; SO, III, 382.

3177 5eyhnilislim Seyyid Mehmed Feyzullah Efendi; for details of his life, see Hadika, n. 841.
3178 That is, an "outside" medrese, an entry level institution in the enlarged medrese system developed after the opening of

the Snileymaniye in Istanbul in 1557. Examinations normally decided appointments to these medreses when several candidates
vied for vacant professorships.

3179 The Fetvahane in the $eyhinlislAm Kapisi or residence of the $eyhilisldm, the head of which was known as the fetvd emini or
commissioner of fetvas. His duties included the preparation of legal opinions (fetvd) on questions of religious law, answering
questions of religious law raised in petitions posed by private parties (as opposed to the government), and the preservation of
judicial decrees in a special archive (the Fetvahane), where they could be referred to as the occasion required; see Pakaln,
OTD, II, 621.
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of the year 1162 [1749], he became kadzasker of Rumelia. Although he retired at the end of his term, he
was seen to merit the office of kadzasker again in blessed Ramazan 1165 [1752]. On the accession of
Sultan Osman Khan the Third in Safer of the year 1168 [1754], he was appointed eyhidisldm in place of
Murtaza Efendi."5 [137] Mfistakimzade composed this chronogram on his [appointment to] the office
of 5eyhidisldm. "Excellent! Afttva in the name of the learned Abdullah became a source of light."31 81 He
was dismissed on the thirteenth day of blessed $aban of the abovementioned year [25 May 1755], and
Damadzade Feyzullah Efendi'82 was appointed [seyhilisldm] a second time in his place. After the above-
mentioned master [Vassaf Abdullah Efendi] passed away in Zilkade 1174 [1761], he was buried in the
vicinity of the tomb of Siyavu Paa near the blessed tomb of Ebu Eyyub Ensari-may God be well
pleased with him. "Death of a scholar! Death of the world!"" is the date of his death. Among his
written works are his nazire 14 [entitled] Unvan al-5eref (Mark of Honor), his Behcetname (Epistle ofJoy),
which exceeds one thousand five hundred couplets, and beloved works under the pen names Abdi and
Vassaf.3185

After the abovementioned master [Vassaf Abdullah Efendi], the aforesaid seaside mansion passed to
his highly esteemed son Mehmed Esad Efendi.318 This Esad Efendi embarked on a teaching career in
CemaziyfilAhir 1143 [1730-31], and, after the customary period in medreses, he was appointed to the
judgeship of Galata in Rebifilevvel 1164 [1750]. In Cemaziy6devvel 1168 [1755], he was appointed to
the honorary rank (paye) of Edirne and, following that, to the honorary rank (paye) of Venerated
Mecca. At the end of blessed $aban 1171 [1758], he was appointed to the honorary rank (paye) of
Istanbul and, in RebiftlAhir 1182 [1768], to the office of kadzasker of Anatolia. In the middle of blessed
Ramazan 1186 [1772], he was appointed to the rank of kadzasker of Rumelia, and, on the dismissal of
Salihzade Mehmed Emin Efendi 187 on the nineteenth day of Revered 5evval 1190 [1 December 1776],
he was appointed eyhilisldm. He subsequently passed away to the Realm of Eternity on the third day of
blessed Receb 1192 [28 July 1778], following his dismissal on the twenty-fifth day of Cemaziy6ilAhir of

"" Feyzullah Efendizade Seyyid Murtaza Efendi (1694-1757), sixty-ninth Ottoman seyhiilisldm. He was the son of the forty-
sixth seyhilisldm, Seyyid Mehmed Feyzullah Efendi, and the brother of the sixty-third eyhailisldm, Feyzullah Efendizade Mustafa
Efendi. Born in Istanbul, he was trained by his father and by Yenilehirli Mftfti Abdullah Efendi, and was appointed to a medrese
in 1725. Although his father was executed during the Janissary revolt of 1703 known as the Edirne Vak'asi, Murtaza Efendi was
left unharmed because he was still a child. After appointments as mfiderris in several medreses, he became kadi of Galata. In
1741 he was made kadi of Istanbul, and in 1747, kadzasker of Anatolia. Although he was dismissed after a time and withdrew into
retirement, he was finally promoted to the office of seyhfilisldm on 2 June 1750. He remained in office for over four and a half
years, until 12 January 1755. Following his dismissal, he retired to his yah. He was buried beside his mother at the Mosque of
Eylip. Murtaza Efendi was remembered for his honesty, his just and unassuming nature and his piety; see Altunsu, Osmanlz
$eyhfilisldmlan, 135; SO, IV, 361-62.

3 Zihi nfir oldzfetvd nam-z 'Abd-Allah Ddnd'dan.
3182 For $eyhfilislam Damadzade Feyzullah Efendi, see Hadika, n. 2489.
1181 MeVt-i 'aliM! MeVt-i caleM!
" 4 An imitative piece of verse written to resemble another poem in form or subject.
318' The printed edition includes here a sample couplet of Vassaf's poetry, which is omitted from this translation.
3186 Vassafzade Mehmed Esad Efendi (1707-78), eighty-second Ottoman seyhailisldm. His biography is given below in the text;

see also Altunsu, Osmanlh $eyhilisldmlan, 151; SO, I, 334.
"" Salihzade Mehmed Emin Efendi (1705-77), known as Cam G6z ("Glass Eye") because of his use of eyeglasses. He was the

eighty-first Ottoman seyhilisldm. The son of seyhfilislAm Topkapih Salih Efendi, he was born in Edirne in 1705 and, after
completing his training, was appointed to a teaching post in 1719 at the early age of fifteen. After a long career as a teacher, he
was made kadi of Salonika in 1747, and this was followed by appointments to judgeships in Damascus (1752), Medina (1760),
and Istanbul (1760). In 1767 he was given the honorary rank (paye) of Anatolia and in 1770 was made kadtasker of Anatolia,
which was followed in 1774 by the chief judgeship of Rumelia. Mehmed Emin Efendi became eyhilisidm following the dismissal
of Ivaz Pagazade tbrahim Bey on 28 July 1774. He remained in office for sixteen months, only to be himself dismissed on 1
December 1776 for his inability to control his staff due to his old age. He was exiled to Bursa, died there a month later, and was
buried in the cemetery of the Emir Buhari Camii. He was remembered as loyal to friends, kind, generous and helpful to the
needy; see Altunsu, Osmanz $eyhadis1dmlan, 150; SO, I, 411.
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the abovementioned year [21 July 1778] and Esad Efendizade Mehmed serif Efendi's 3 1
88 appointment

in his place.
The abovementioned seaside mansion being left without heir, His Majesty Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan

commanded that the place become a village with its land a tax farm. An unpretentious village with a
blessed congregational mosque, a hamam and shops was newly created, and subsequently, in the period
of Selim Khan the Third, it gained more distinction and became larger in extent. [138] The abovemen-
tioned congregational mosque has a quarter.

FOLLOWING THIS THERE BEGINS AN ACCOUNT OF THE MOSQUES LOCATED IN ISTINYE311

1. The Dervi4 Reis Mosque"'90

Its builder was a patron of charitable works who was the captain of a ship. He is buried before the
mosque's mihrab. There is no date on his gravestone. [The mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Kiirkfiibasz Mosque31 1
1

Its builder was Ahmed Bey, who became the head keeper of the fur pelisses (kiirkgiabasz) of His Majesty,
the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Silleyman Khan the First. There is another blessed congregational mosque
of his at the Top Kapi in Istanbul, and a mosque of his near Cerrah Paa, the descriptions of which are
found in their places.3 1" His grave is in blessed Damascus. [This mosque] has a quarter.

3188 Esad Efendizade Mehmed serif Efendi (1717-90), eighty-third Ottoman leyhfilisldm. The son of the sixty-seventh
peyhnlislam, Mehmed Esad Efendi, and the grandson of the fifty-sixth eyhailisldm, Ebu ishak Ismail Efendi, Mehmed serif Efendi
was born in Istanbul in 1717 and, after training under his father, became a mfiderris at the age of twenty-one. Benefiting from his
father's influence, he was appointed to the judgeships of Diyarbakir (1753), Bursa (1764) and Istanbul (1766), and in 1771 was
made kadtasker of Anatolia. Four years later, in 1775, he was promoted to kadtasker of Rumelia and, following the dismissal of
Vassafzade Mehmed Esad Efendi (20 July 1778), was made seyhailisldm. He held that office for just over four years, resigning on
12 September 1782 with the claim that he had been seyhalisldm for too long. At the accession of Selim III, he was reappointed
seyhfslisldm (19 August 1789), but due to advanced age and failing memory, and to the sultan's need for a strong and active
administrator to assist in carrying out his reforms, he was dismissed two months later, on 17 October 1789. Nonetheless, in his
prime, Mehmed serif was a learned, witty and sagacious individual. He wrote poetry in Arabic, Persian and Turkish, and was the
brother of the poet Fitnat Hanim and father of the ninety-sixth seyhfilisldm, Mehmed Ataullah Efendi; see Altunsu, Osmanlz
$eyhdilisIdmlan, 152; SO, III, 142-43.

3189 Village and natural harbor on the European shore of the Bosphorus between Emirgan and Yenik6y. Gyllius in the
sixteenth century described it as, "after the Golden Horn.. .the largest bay and the safest port of the entire Bosphorus." Because
the bay is deep and protected, it was used at various times as a base and refuge by the Byzantine, Genoese and Ottoman fleets. It
was known to the Greeks as Sosthenion, a name which was shortened in the Byzantine period to Stenos, from which the Turkish
Istinye is derived. The village was the site of monasteries dedicated to St. Michael and St. Daniel, a church dedicated to the
Mother of God and an imperial palace, which was destroyed by the Bulgars in 921. Evliya Qelebi in the seventeenth century
describes it as a place of about a thousand houses, with three congregational mosques, seven mescids, a bath, twenty shops and
many gardens. Its inhabitants lived by gardening and fishing. tstinye's air, he claims, was not good because the village was
virtually landlocked at the head of the bay. In winter, he adds, some two or three hundred ships rode at anchor there for
shelter. In the eighteenth century incicyan describes istinye as inhabited mainly by Turks and Greeks with a few Armenians, and
states that the shore was lined with gardens and kiosks as far as Yenik6y; see DBIA, IV, 275-77; Janin, CB, 436; Evliya Qelebi,
Travels, 1/2, 69; incicyan, Istanbul, 118.

"' The Dervi Reis Mescidi, no longer extant, the precise location of which cannot be fixed with certainty. An elderly
respondent interviewed in istinye in 1966 recollected that until the late nineteenth century the ruins of a mosque, supposed to
be those of the Dervi Reis Mescidi, were still standing in the vicinity of the Gfimrfnk Kapisi of the tersane or naval arsenal; see IC,
II, 20; ISTA, VIII, 4512.

3191 The Kfirkfibasi Mescidi (Mosque of the Head Keeper of the Sultan's Fur Pelisses), located on Qayin Sokagi in istinye. It
must date to the sixteenth century; see IC, II, 44. For location, see map, DBIA, IV, 276.

3192 The Ahmed Kethfida Mescidi in Cerrahpasa and the Kntrkefi Camii near the Top Kapi; see Hadika, 41, 207.
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3. The Cavuw Mosque""

Its builder was Mahmud Qavu , whose place, time and period of burial are not recorded. The above-
mentioned was built as an upper-story mosque. A patron of pious works named Osman Efendi installed
its minbar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

4. The Neslisah Mosque194

Its builder was Hanim Sultan. Her father, Mehmed Bey, was a son-in-law of His Majesty Sultan Bayezid
the Saint. This is the line of the couplet on the arch of the mosque's gate which contains the chrono-
gram: "It was a pious deed for the sake of God,"3195 947 [1540-41]. A copy of its vakfiye is inscribed on
the wall of the portico on the exterior of the mosque. It reads [as follows]: "[The vak] includes four
houses (hane), a small chamber (hficre), a bakery (ftnn-z diikkan), two upper chambers (gurfe), and a well
(kuyu) and its walled enclosure (muhavvat) near the Jews Gate (Bab-1 Yehud)"196 in the Hubyar Quarter
in Guarded Constantinople. Let the maitevelli of the buildings give four akge daily from their income to
[the mosque's] imam, to its preacher and to the teacher in the mekteb. And let the esteemed reciter of
the call to prayer, the imam and the mfiezzin of the abovementioned Kftrkcf6 Mosque assemble each
morning in my mosque, and give them each one akge for each of them to read one part (catz) of the

Qur'an. [139] And let a hundred akge be spent for wax candles for berat gecesi. Give half a dirhem daily
[to cover] the cost of rush mats [for the mosque's floor], and let the mfatevelli receive two akge [daily] as
remuneration for administration. Let the imam dwell in the chamber near the congregational mosque,
and let him be the master of the garden (bag) on its east side. And let the kadis oversee [the vak]]. Let
them examine the mfitevellis' accounts at the end of the year. Let them take one hundred twenty akge in
return. And let the maitevelli take possession of the surplus after [payment of the mosque's] expenses
and use it in a prudent manner for repairs and renovation. Let him expend the remainder on the
reading of the parts (ciiz) of the Qur'an in the manner written. Let that person be damned who, being
salaried [by the vak]], does not act in accord with it." The date of the building of this blessed mosque is
947 [1540-41]. It has a quarter. There is another congregational mosque built by the abovementioned
founder near the Edirnekapi Congregational Mosque in Istanbul. It was described in its place.319

3193 The Cavui Mescidi, known also as the Mahmud Qavu Mescidi, located on the Bosphorus shore on istinye Caddesi in
istinye. Between 1948 and 1955, the mosque functioned as a school, and later it was used as a house. The present mosque dates
to a rebuilding between 1972 and 1974; see DBA, VIII, 106; IC, II, 17; ISTA, VII, 3793. For location, see Eldem, Bogazigi Yalzla,
I, 225.

3194 The Nesligah Mescidi, known also as the Nesligah Sultan Mescidi, located at the intersection of istinye Camii Sokaki and
istinye Degirmeni Sokagi in istinye. The mosque was torn down during road construction in 1957. Subsequently, a new mosque
bearing the same name was built on the site; see DBIA, VIII, 333; IC, II, 49. For location, see map, DBIA, IV, 276.

3195 Lilldhi kdne hayrd.
31' Known also as the Qifit Kapisi or Bahge Kapi in Emin6nfi; see Hadika, n. 1978.
3197 The Nesligah Camii near the Edirne Kapi; see Hadika, 236.
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FOLLOWING THIS, THERE BEGINS AN ACCOUNT OF THE MOSQUES LOCATED IN THE PLACE NAMED YENIKOY...

Although the abovementioned place is one of the districts (nahiye) of Galata, it has its own separate
court (mahkeme) and police superintendent (subasz). The greater part of the district is a Christian
quarter.

1. The Congregational Mosque of Osman Reis...9

Its builder was Haci Osman bin Abdullah. He was a sea captain. There is a mekteb of his beside [the
mosque], and he is buried in its vicinity. The numerical date on his gravestone is 1055 [1645-46]. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

2. The Congregational Mosque of Ali Pa a

Its builder was Grand Vizier Qelebi Ali Paa." ' He is buried in his tomb near the blessed tomb of His
Excellency Begiktasi Yahya Efendi."" The biography of the abovementioned pasa was given in
connection with his tomb. After a time, because the abovementioned congregational mosque burned
down and its vakfs were dispersed, a patron of charitable works built it [anew] and brought it to life for
the love of God, and the garden (bahge) was given to the imams in mortmain. At present, prayer is
performed [there] three times a day, but, as in a mescid, it is not performed on Friday. The father of the
abovementioned pasa was Istank6yli Ahmed Paa. He died in 1030 [1620-21] [140] from a disease of
the bladder. The word "Pressure" 32 3 is the date of his death. He was two times grand admiral (kapudan-z

derya). [The mosque] has a quarter.

3198 Village on the European shore of the upper Bosphorus between istinye and Tarabya. The village was rebuilt in the
sixteenth century by order of Sf6leyman I, at which time it was given the name Yenik6y or "New Village," a translation of its
Byzantine Greek name, Neapolis. According to Evliya Qelebi, in the seventeenth century Yenik6y was a pleasant town of three
thousand houses and many gardens. A large proportion of its population were from Trabzon, and Evliya describes them as
quarrelsome people, but adds that they included many wealthy captains of merchant ships, who had built fine houses there.
Among Yenik6y's quarters, three were Muslim and seven were Christian. There were three mosques, a hamam, a khan, lodgings
for bachelors (bekdr odalan) and two hundred shops, a hundred of which lined the shore and were engaged in the making of
ships' biscuits. A garrison ofJanissaries was stationed there by order of Murad IV following the Cossack raid into the Bosphorus
of 1624, at which time a thousand prisoners and five richly laden ships had been carried off. Eremya Qelebi K6mforciyan
describes the town in the late seventeenth century as being inhabited by a large number of Greeks as well as by Turks, but with
few Armenians. The majority of the Greeks were boatmen, captains of merchant ships and men of wealth. Their ships journeyed
to the River Don, the Black Sea coasts and to Kefe for cargoes of firewood, barley, millet and wheat. The town had three Greek
churches, one of which belonged to the Greek patriarch ofJerusalem. Incicyan states that by the end of the eighteenth century
there was an Armenian church dedicated to Surp Asduadzdzin in the town; see DBIA, VII, 485-88; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 69;
Incicyan, Istanbul, 118-19; Janin, CB, 433; K6mirciyan, Istanbul Tarihi, 42-43, 264-66.

"19 The Osman Reis Camii, located on the Bosphorus shore on K6ybayi Caddesi between istinye Burnu and the Arahk Boat
Landing. The mosque was founded in 1045/1635-36 by a certain Osman Reis and subsequently underwent a number of
restorations, the latest dating to 1903-4. The present building is entirely of recent date; see DBIA, VI, 164-65; IC, II, 52. For
location, see Eldem, Bogazici Yalzlan, I, 236.

3" The Ali Paga Camii, located in the Gfizelce Ali Paga Quarter in Yenik6y; see DBIA, VIII, 29; IC, II, 4.
320' For Qelebi Gfizelce Ali Paa, see Hadika, 425-26 and n. 3067.
... For Yahya Efendi and his mosque, tomb and tekke in Begikta , see Hadika, 424-26.
3203 Szklet.
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3. The Congregational Mosque of Molla Qelebi?...

Its builder was the son of the late 5eyhulislim Zenbilli Ali Efendi,3205 Fazil Efendi, who was distinguished
for his virtue.320 His name.... gives the date of his birth. He entered on a teaching career in the year 940
[1533-34]. After becoming kadi of Baghdad in 960 [1552-53], he became kadi of Aleppo in the year 961
[1553-54], and, following retirement, became the miidemis of the medrese of the blessed 5ehzade
Mosque. Although the office of eyhilisldm fell to his lot after his appointment to the judgeship of
Venerated Mecca in RebifilAhir 969 [1561-62], he resigned it in 975 [1567-68]. He subsequently chose
retirement and became a devotional recluse with a daily pension of 130 akge. He died on the thirteenth
of Muharrem 991 [6 February 1583] and was buried beside his father. Among his works, he composed
the Tenvi' al-Usul fi '11[ al-Viisul (Classification of Principles: On the Science of Quitclaims), 'Ayn al-
Fera'iz fi 'lm al-Fera'iz (Wellspring of Testamentary Distribution: On the Law of Testamentary
Distribution) and other books. He put all of his books in a cabinet in the blessed Sultan Mehmed
Congregational Mosque and made them vakf The abovementioned deceased was short of stature and
hunchbacked-may God have mercy on him.

The double hamam near the abovementioned mosque is one of the vakfs of iskender Paga, who is
buried in his mosque in Kanhca.320

8 The Tekke of 5eyh ismail Efendi, one of the halife of Uskfidari 5eyh
Seyyid Ahmed Ra'ufi, is near this mosque. Its founder, Mehmed Emin Atif Efendi, a retired kadzasker of
Anatolia, was a dervish of the abovementioned Ismail Efendi. He built the abovementioned tekke for
his eyh. The abovementioned eyh died at the beginning of the year 1185 [1771] and was buried in the
abovementioned tekke. The abovementioned founder, Mehmed Emin Atif Efendi, entered a teaching
career in Cemaziyillihir 1141 [1728-29]. After serving for the customary period in medreses, he
attained the rank of musila120 of the Sieymaniye and was appointed inspector of the Two Holy Cities
[of Mecca and Medina]. He was honored with the judgeship of Izmir in 5evval 1161 [1748], with the

judgeship of blessed Damascus in Muharrem 1167 [1753], [141] with the jurisdiction of Venerated
Mecca in Safer 1173 [1759], with the judgeship of Istanbul in 1176 [1762-63], and with the office of
kadzasker of Anatolia in RebiilAhir 1184 [1770-71]. However, he died before becoming [kadzasker of]
Rumelia. He rebuilt in timber the blessed Congregational Mosque of Mfifti Ali," which had burned on
the twenty-seventh day of Receb one thousand thirty-six [14 April 1627]. [The Congregational Mosque
of Molla Qelebi] has a quarter.

120 The Molla Qelebi Camii, located on K6ybasi Caddesi at the intersection with Yenik6y Camii Sokagi in the Molla Qelebi
Quarter in Yenik6y. Built in the fifteenth century, it was renovated in 1036/1626 and again, by Mahmud II, in 1237/1821. It was
torn down in 1958 when K6ybasi Caddesi was widened; see 1C, II, 48. For location, see Eldem, Bogazigi Yahlan, I, 238.

320 For Zenbilli Ali Efendi, see Hadika, n. 83.
32 The wordfazdl means "virtuous."32

17 Fazd gives the numerical date 911/1505-6.
3208 Qerkes iskender Paga, whose biography is given in Hadika, 469, and in Vefeyat, 78, where mention is made of his having

built a double hamam at Yenik6y.
320 Meaning "introductory," or "leading to," a teaching grade in the medrese hierarchy preparatory to appointment as a

miderris in the medreses of the Suileymaniye.
3210 The Mfifti Ali Camii or Mntfti Ali Mescidi in the Knfgnkmustafapaga Quarter in Fener; see Hadika, 226.
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FOLLOWING THIS, THERE BEGINS AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUE IN THE VILLAGE
NAMED TARABYA21

1. The Congregational Mosque of Hac Osman""1

Its builder was the merchant (tficcar) Haci Osman Aga. Originally it was built as a small mosque
(mescid). Later, in the time of the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, a person
named Alacaci Hfiseyin Aga installed a minbar and it was deemed to be a congregational mosque. Still
later, in the year 1244 [1828-29], because it was on the point of ruin, the imperial weapons bearer
(silahdar) Ali Aga rebuilt and enlarged it. It has a quarter.

FOLLOWING THIS, THERE BEGINS AN ACCOUNT OF THE SMALL MOSQUE OF THE VILLAGE OF KEFELI3 21
1

1. The Hasan Pasa Mosque 2 14

The builder of the abovementioned mosque was Ulue Hasan Paa, who was appointed grand admiral
(kapudan pasa) in the time of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Murad Khan the Third, following Ibrahim
Paga, who was grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) after Kihe Ali Paa. 2

" He went on campaign to the Magh-
rib and, dying on his return, was buried in the enclosed cemetery of the mekteb which was his charitable
work, located between Gedikpasa and Akar4eme in Istanbul. His daughter Meryem Hanim is buried
beside him. Another mekteb of his 2 16 is located near the Congregational Mosque of Sinan Paga in the Ok
Meydam. The abovementioned pasa came from Algiers, became a grand admiral in the year 996 [1587-
88] and died in the year 998 [1589-90]. After his death, Cagalzade Sinan Paa2 17 was promoted to grand
admiral from the office of beylerbeyi of Van. 5eyhfilislim Damadzade Ebfilhayr Ahmed Efendi 218 installed
the abovementioned mosque's minbar. The abovementioned dignitary died in the year 1154 [1741-42].
It was recounted in detail in its place that he was buried in the Tekke of 5eyh Murad Efendi. [142]
Another blessed congregational mosque 121 built by the abovementioned pala is located outside the

"211 Village between Yenik6y and Kireeburnu on the European shore of the Bosphorus. The name derives from the old Greek
designation for the village, Therapeia, meaning "cure" or "healing," supposedly given in the fifth century by the Patriarch
Atticus. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Tarabya was famous as a resort of the Phanariote Greeks of Istanbul, who
went there to spend the summer. Beginning in the early nineteenth century, several of the European embassies, including those
of the French, British, Italians, Germans, Swedes and Danes, built summer residences there. Writing in the seventeenth century,
Evliya Qelebi describes Tarabya as consisting of 800 houses and eight quarters: one Muslim and the other seven Greek. It had
but one mosque and no hamams or imarets. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, incicyan states that it was a Greek
village with some Turks and a small number of Armenians. The village remained predominantly Greek until the middle of the
twentieth century, but now only a few Greek families remain; see DBIA, VII, 207-9; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 70; incicyan,
Istanbul, 119.

3212 The Haci Osman Camii, located at the intersection of the Yenik6y-Tarabya Caddesi and Tarabya Deresi Sokagi in
Tarabya. The date of the mosque's foundation is uncertain. It was renovated in 1828 by Silahdar Ali Aga; see 1C, II, 28. For
location, see Eldem, Bogazici Yahlan, I, 283, 286.

32" Kefeli Karyesi, a small village on the European shore of the Bosphorus at the southern edge of the plain known as the
Bfiyfikdere Cayin. According to tradition, it got its name from the fact that Turkish refugees from Kefe in the Crimea settled
there; see incicyan, istanbul, 119.

32" The Hasan Papa Mescidi, located in Kefelik6y; see 1C, II, 29.
32" For Kilh Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 2809.
3216 The Ulae Qelebi Hasan Paa Mektebi; see Hadika, 347.
3217 Qagalzade Yusuf Sinan Paga; see Hadika, n. 584.
3218 For Damadzade Ebfilhayr Ahmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 256.
3219 The Kapudan Pasa Mescidi; see Hadika, 267-68.
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Kum Kapi in Istanbul. It was described in its place. This village of Kefeli is a vakf of the blessed Congre-
gational Mosque of 5ehzade Sultan Mehmed. [The Hasan Paga Mosque] has a quarter.

AND FOLLOWING THIS, THERE BEGINS AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES LOCATED IN THE

PLACE CALLED BUYUKDERE32 2 0

1. The Congregational Mosque of Cerrah Mahmud Efend 22 '

Its builder was the surgeon Mahmud Efendi, one of the servants of the famous grand admiral (kapu-
dan) Kili Ali Paga. The following couplets are written on the arch of the abovementioned congrega-
tional mosque's gateway.

Out of respect for the Holy Law, that munificent man
Renovated it. It became an excellent place of worship.

He performed an act of charity. May God favor him!
The pious founder named Haci Mahmud.

The grave of the aforementioned [Mahmud Efendi] overlooks the main road. [The mosque] has a
quarter.

2. The Congregational Mosque of Kara Kethfida...

Its builder was Mehmed Aga, who was steward of the grand vizier (sadr-z azam kethfidasz) in the time of
the sultanate of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third. Because he was martyred as a
result of a general insurrection, [the location of] his grave is not known.

Like the previously mentioned village of Kefeli, this village is also one of the vakfs of the blessed Con-
gregational Mosque of $ehzade Sultan Mehmed. The market caique (pazar kayzgz) of the abovemen-

.22. Village at the head of a deep bay on the European shore of the upper Bosphorus, between Kirecburnu and Sanyar, at the
point where the Bosphorus is at its widest. Located on the northern edge of the broad plain known as the Bftyfikdere Qayin, it is
referred to in Byzantine sources as Kalos Argos or Beautiful Meadow, a name surely attributable to the beauty of the spot. It is
here that Godefroy de Bouillon and the knights of the First Crusade camped before crossing the Bosphorus on their way to Asia
Minor in 1096. Evliya Qelebi describes it as a captivating excursion spot of meadows and flowing springs, and states that Selim II
enjoyed outings there. In the seventeenth century, the village consisted of approximately a thousand houses, divided among
eight quarters, one Muslim and the others non-Muslim, inhabited by fishermen, boatmen and gardeners. Non-Muslims
continued to constitute majorities into the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as testified to by incicyan, who notes that
in addition to Turks, Bflyfikdere was populated by Franks, Greeks and a small number of Armenians. Today, these latter
communities have been much reduced, but their earlier importance is attested by four churches, Greek Orthodox, Armenian
Gregorian, Armenian Catholic and Roman Catholic, in the village. As at Tarabya, several European embassies built summer
residences at Biiyfikdere, including the Russians, Austrians, Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch; see DBIA, II, 359-61;Janin, CB, 430;
ISTA, VI, 3240-42; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 70-71; incicyan, Istanbul, 120.

3221 The Cerrah Mahmud Efendi Camii, known also as the Qayirbasi or Kapudan-i Derya Cezayirli Gazi Hasan Paa Camii,
located on Qayirbasi Caddesi at the intersection with Camii serif Sokaki in Qayirbayl in Bfiyikdere. Although the mosque was
founded in the sixteenth century, it was renovated several times in the eighteenth century by Kapudan-i Derya Cezayirli Gazi
Hasan Paa, hero of the Battle of Qegme, and others, and retains none of its original architectural character. Adjoining the
mosque is Hasan Paa's fountain built, according to its inscription, in 1197/1782; see DBIA, II, 410; 1C, II, 16; IKSA, III, 1450-51;
Taniik, Gesmeler, II, 130-32. For location, see map, DBIA, II, 360.

3222 The Kara Kethilda Camii, known also as the Bfiyfikdere or Mahmud Kethfida Camii, located on Qayirbayl Caddesi
opposite the intersection with Bftyfikdere Camii Sokaki in Bfiyftkdere. The mosque was built in the third quarter of the
eighteenth century, but has been renovated several times. The present structure is of recent date; see DBIA, II, 363; IC, II, 36.
For location, see Eldem, Bogazigi Yahlan, I, 308.
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tioned place is a vakf of Mustafa Efendi, who died in 1175 [1761-62], while he was clerk of the finance
office (maliye kalemi halifesi), and was buried in the cemetery of Rumelihisar. [The market caique] is
farmed out for eighty gurus a year, and twenty gurus [from this income] are assigned to the imam and
other servants of the Congregational Mosque of Molla Qelebi in Yenik6y. Another twenty gurus are
assigned to the servants of the Congregational Mosque of Osman Reis, again situated in the abovemen-
tioned village." 2 [143] And the remainder is retained in [Mustafa Efendi's] vakf

AFTER THIS, THERE BEGINS A DESCRIPTION OF [THE MOSQUES OF] SARIYAR"2'

1. The Congregational Mosque of Ali Kethiida2 2
1 of Sanyar

Its builder was the abovementioned steward (kethfida). [The location of] his grave is not known. Later,
when Maktul Mehmed Kethfida,2 2 6 the steward (kethilda) of Grand Vizier Maktul Damad Ibrahim
Paa,3 22 7 repaired the abovementioned mosque in 1133 [1730-21], he built a brick minaret.

There are three sweet-water fountains in the abovementioned place, and one of them flows opposite
the abovementioned mosque. Its builder was the imperial gentleman-in-waiting (musahib-i ehriyari)
Mesud Aga. The date at which it was built is recorded by this hemistich: "He brought a bountiful
fountain to life in one thousand fifty-five."'2 2 ' 1055 [1645-46]. The abovementioned dignitary was a
gentleman-in-waiting of Sultan Ibrahim Khan and, subsequently, of His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan
the Fourth.

The water for the spigots on the raised terrace adjoining this fountain is more abundant than this
fountain's. The spigots are the charitable work of the late darassaade agas, Haci Begir Aga. It was stated
in its place1 229 that the abovementioned aga passed away in 1159 [1746], and that he was buried in a
separate place in the vicinity of Hazret-i Halid-may God be well pleased with him.

Another fountain is located in the village, and still another is located outside the village at the
entrance to the cemetery. The double hamam located in the abovementioned village is part of the vakf
of the blessed congregational mosque in the village of Zekeriya.1 2

1
0 $eyhfilislAm Hocazade Mehmed

Efendi, known as Qelebi Mfifti, built and brought to life the village of Zekeriya and the blessed mosque
which is located in the abovementioned village. The biography of the aforementioned was noted
above. 23 Sanyar also has a market caique (pazar kayzgz), the foundation of a pious lady, which belongs

3223 For the mosques of Molla Qelebi and Osman Reis in Yenik6y, see Hadika, 451-52 above.
3224 Village on the European shore of the upper Bosphorus, between Bfiyfikdere and Rumelikavagi. According to Evliya

Qelebi it consisted in the seventeenth century of a thousand houses with gardens ranged along the shore. The majority of the
population was at that time non-Muslim, there being seven Christian and two Muslim, but no Jewish quarters. The Muslims were
for the most part gardeners from Anatolia; the Greeks made their livelihood as fishermen, from shipping, and from keeping
wine-houses. Evliya notes the existence of a congregational mosque, a mescid, a hamam and a small market. According to
incicyan, writing at the beginning of the nineteenth century, although there was formerly a substantial Armenian community in
Sanyar, it had by his time converted to Islam; see DBIA, VI, 466-67; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 71; incicyan, Istanbul, 120.

322' The Congregational Mosque of Ali Kethfida, known also as the Sanyar Camii, located on Yenimahalle Caddesi in Sanyar.
The mosque was built by a certain Ali Kethfida, who, according to some sources, was a sadrazam kethaidasz during the reign of
Mustafa 11 (1695-1703). It was rebuilt in the middle of the nineteenth century, to which the present structure dates; see DBIA, I,
193-94; 1C, II, 4; ISTA, II, 674-76.

322' For Maktul Mehmed Kethfida, see Hadika, 175, 203.
227 Neveehirli Damad Ibrahim Pasa; see Hadika, n. 22.

3228 :esme-i cidi biii elli bede ihyd eyledi.
3" For Haci Begir Aga (d. 1746) and his place of burial, see Hadika, 270 and n. 327.
1231 Zekeriya Karyesi, village to the northwest of Sanyer on the road to Kilyos and the Black Sea.
321 Hoca Sadeddinzade serif Mehmed Qelebi Efendi, for whom, see Hadika, 293 and n. 2286. The congregational mosque is

known as the Zekeriya Kby or $eyhfilislAm Qelebi Mehmed Efendi Camii; see IC, II, 71.
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to the vakf of the blessed Congregational Mosque [of Ali Kethfida]. The abovementioned congre-
gational mosque has a quarter.

[2.] The Karakay Mosque'... of Kale-i KaVak3233

The old congregational mosque of Kavak Kalesi,3 23
1 which was rebuilt and brought to life in the time of

the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth, [144] was the upper-story charitable work of the
abovementioned padishah. This Karaka Mosque was built at a later date. Its builder was Karaka
Mustafa Qelebi ibn Haci Abdullah Aga. The place of his burial is not known. [The mosque] does not
have a quarter.

3. The Valide Congregational Mosque 2 3
1 in the Abovementioned Place

Its builder was the honored mother of His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan, Turhan Hadice Sultan,32 36

who is the founder of the great and famous congregational mosque known as the Yeni Congregational
Mosque located in Istanbul. The aforesaid [Turhan Hadice Sultan] built this blessed congregational
mosque for her brother, Yusuf Aga. The needs of this congregational mosque are supplied from the
vakf of the Yeni Congregational Mosque. The hamam in the suburbs of this fortress (kale) is the work of
the steward of the market (bezzazistan kethfidasi) Haci Mehmed Aga.

3232 The Karaka Mescidi, located in Rumelikavagi; see IC, II, 36.
3233 The village and fortress of Rumelikavagi (Kavak Kalesi, the ancient Serapion), on the European shore of the upper

Bosphorus, opposite Anadolukavagi on the Asian shore. Because of its strategic location at the Black Sea entrance into the
Bosphorus, both it and Anadolukavagi were fortified, and served as customs control points for ships entering the narrows.
Traces of the Byzantine fortress, known locally today as Karata and dating back at least to the time of Manuel I Comnenus
(1143-80), are found on the hill above the village of Rumelikavagi. The Genoese were given control of the fortress by John VI
Cantacuzenos in 1352, but Ruy Gonzales de Clavijo, the Spanish ambassador to the Timurid court, who passed by it on his way
to Samarkand in 1403, observed it to be abandoned and in ruin. Although a fishing village existed there following the conquest
of Constantinople, it was apparently not until after the Cossack raid into the Bosphorus of 1624 that new fortifications were
built on the shore at Rumelikavagi, as well as at Anadolukavagi. These were modernized and strengthened by French military
engineers in 1783 and again in 1794 , but were torn down in the course of the nineteenth century. Writing in the seventeenth
century, Evliya Qelebi describes the fortress of Anadolukavagi as square in plan, with a circuit of a thousand paces. He adds that
there were sixty houses for the garrison, all located outside the fortress, as well as a mosque built by Murad IV, two granaries, an
arsenal and two hundred guns. Otherwise, the village contained neither khan, hamam, market or other public buildings; see
DBIA, VI, 359-60; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 71-72; Gabriel, Chateaux turcs, 81-83; incicyan, Istanbul, 120-21.

3231 Kavak Kal'as'nin cami-i kadimi, referring to the congregational mosque of Rumelikavagi dating back to the middle of the
seventeenth century, which was already no longer extant in Ayvansarayi's time.

32" The Valide Camii, known also as the Rumelikavagi or Yusuf Aga Camii, located in Rumelikavagi. The mosque was built
between 1682 and 1688 by Valide Turhan Hatice Sultan and was subsequently repaired several times; see 1C, II, 69.

32" For Turhan Hatice Sultan, see Hadika, n. 128.
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THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND SMALL MOSQUES LOCATED ON THE RUMELIAN SIDE [OF THE

BOSPHORUS] HAVING BEEN COMPLETED, AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES AND SMALL

MOSQUES LOCATED ON THE ANATOLIAN SIDE IS BEGUN

1. The Anadolukava Mosque**.

Its builder was Mahpeyker Sultan, known as K6sem Valide.25 8 The aforesaid was the wife of Sultan
Ahmed Khan the First and the honored mother of Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth and Sultan Ibrahim
Khan. God willing, her biography will be given in connection with her charitable work, the Qinili Con-
gregational Mosque, in Uskidar."239 This blessed upper-story mosque was built at the same time as the
fortress [of Anadolukavaki]. The abovementioned mother of sultans died a martyr and is buried in the
tomb of Sultan Ahmed Khan. This Kavak Kalesi was built in 1033 [1623-24] together with Rumelikavagh
Kalesi."2 1

2. The Congregational Mosque of Ali Reis3241 outside the Abovementioned Fortress

Its builder was Midillili Haci Ali Reis. He is also buried there. The word "Approval,"2 4 2 1001 [1592-93],
gives the building's date. It was built thirty-two years before the construction of the fortress [of
Anadolukavagi]. [145]

32" The Mosque of Anadolukavaki, located in Anadolukavaki; see IC, II, 5. The village and fortress of Anadolukavagi
(Hieron) are located on the Asian shore of the upper Bosphorus, opposite Rumelikavagi, about 7 kilometers south of the
entrance to the Black Sea. Together with Rumelikavagi on the European shore, it served to defend the Black Sea entrance of
the Bosphorus and was used to collect tolls and customs from Bosphorus shipping. The ruins of the Byzantine fortifications,
known today as Yoros Kalesi, are located on a rocky promontory to the north of the village. Along with the Byzantine fortress at
Rumelikavagi, it was turned over to the Genoese in 1352 byJohn VI Cantacuzenos, but was occupied by Bayezid I in 1391. Ruy
Gonzales de Clavijo, the Spanish ambassador to the court of Timur, describes it in 1403 as being inhabited. It was repaired by
Bayezid II at the end of the fifteenth or beginning of the sixteenth century, and renovated again in 1576 along with its mosque,
fountain and hamam. Following the 1624 Cossack incursion into the Bosphorus, Murad IV built a new fortress on the shore.
Evliya Qelebi describes it as square in plan with walls 20 cubits (zira) in height and an iron gate opening to the south. Within it
were barracks for the garrison, a mosque built by Murad I, two granaries, three hundred soldiers and a hundred guns. Like the
fortress at Rumelikavagi, it was rebuilt and strengthened in 1783 and again in 1794 by the French military engineers Toussaint
and Monnier. Both of these later fortresses were demolished during the nineteenth century.

The village of Anadolukavagi is situated on the shore to the south of the ruins of the Byzantine fortress and, in Evliya Qele-
bi's time, consisted of eight hundred houses with gardens, all of them belonging to Muslims. All of the inhabitants were from
Anatolia and included mariners, gardeners, and merchants. Public buildings included one congregational mosque, seven
mescids, one hamam, two hundred shops, quarters for bachelors, a mekteb and a fountain. There were, he adds, never less than
three hundred ships in the harbor, a statement confirmed by Eremya Qelebi K6minrciyan, who writes that because north and
east winds sometimes blew for four months at a time, boats could not sail out of the Bosphorus. These ships, he continues,
sailed to ports on the Black Sea coast of Anatolia such as Giresun and Sinop, as well as to Azak and the Don, from where they
brought wood, fruit, maize, straw, barley and quantities of wheat; see DBIA, I, 260-62; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 72-73; Gabriel,
Chateaux turcs, 77-83; incicyan, Istanbul, 124-25; ISTA, II, 828-31; K6mfirciyan, Istanbul Tarihi, 45-46, 269-70; Toy, Archaeologia, 80
(1930), 226-28.

323 For Mahpeyker Sultan, see Hadika, n. 123.
3239 The Qinili Camii; see Hadika, 491-92.
1
2
' As remarked (n. 2327) by Sultan Murad IV.

3241 The Ali Reis Camii, located on Mirgah Hamami Sokagi at the iskele Meydam in Anadolukavagi. The present building
dates only to the last century; see DBIA, VIII, 30; IC, II, 4; ISTA, II, 700-1. For location, see ISTA, II, 829, map.

3242 Rzza.
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3. The Yeni Congregational Mosque" outside the Abovementioned Fortress

Its builder was Haci Mehmed Aga, ajanissary officer (usta) of Kavak. The word "Bright,"""4 1106 [1694-
95], is the date of its construction. He also built a mekteb nearby. The abovementioned Mehmed Aga set
out on the blessed hajj two years after that date and died in a place called Mafrak."' The abovemen-
tioned place is three stages from Damascus. The dariissaade agasi Yusuf Aga assigned an allowance from
his vakf for instruction in the abovementioned mekteb. The single hamam located in the abovemen-
tioned place is one of the vakfs of this congregational mosque. Maktul Mehmed Aga, known by the title
steward of the grand vizier (devlet kethfidasz) in the time of the grand vizierate of Damad Ibrahim Paga,
who died a martyr in the year 1143 [1730-31], mended and repaired the [nearby] khan, which was built
for travelers to stay in." This chronogram by the famous poet Vehbi Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi is inscribed
over [the khan's] gateway.

Ahmed Khan's grand vizier Ibrahim Paga's
Appointed steward, His Excellency deserving of honor, the ara

Named Mehmed, the fortunate administrator of praiseworthy virtue,
Whose world-enfolding goodness is like the light of the celestial sun:

On riding one day and approaching this place,
He saw lined up, row upon row, many ships without equal.

Their sailors, watching for a favorable breeze,
Waited for the northeast wind. Being without inn or abode, they spoke up.

Seeing them, he asked whether there was not a place for them to stay.
Had not a patron of charitable works once built an inn [here]?

There was one, they said. But it fell into total ruin.
No one ever attended to its repair.

Becoming aware of this state of affairs, that second founder instantly
Brought [the khan] to life anew. May God acknowledge his effort!

[146] He demolished [the old inn] to its foundations and caused it to be rebuilt,
Such that its soaring dome was the envy of the azure vault [of heaven].

O Vehbi, let its date be written in the register of good works!
"For the sake of God, this khan was built more excellently than before," 1133 [1720-21].

In the year 1163 [1749-50], Maktul Begir Aga, 2
' the noble dariassaade agasi of the time of Sultan Mah-

mud Khan the First, stipulated that soup and bread be provided to the guests sheltering in the above-
mentioned khan.

The Yoros Kalesi Mosque3224 near Kavak

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint. The salaries of the imam,
the preacher and the maiezzin are provided from the timar of [Yoros] Kale. The abovementioned

3243 The Yeni Cami (New Congregational Mosque), known also as the Haci Mehmed or Anadolukavagi Camii, located on
Kavak Yah (Yfnksek Yah) Caddesi, a short distance north of Mirgah Hamam Sokagi, in Anadolukavags. The mosque burned
down in 1944 and is no longer extant; see 1C, II, 70; 1STA, II, 831. For location, see ISTA, II, 829, map.

3244 Zahir.
3245 Town in Jordan, about 70 kilometers north of Amman on the road to Damascus.
324 For Maktul Mehmed Aga and Damad Ibrahim Paa, see Hadika, 175, 203 and n. 22.
3247 Yapzldzfi sebili'llah bu han evvelkiden a'kd.
324 For Maktul Begir Aga, see Hadika, n. 603.
3249 The Yoros Kalesi Mescidi, described by Evliya Qelebi as being located inside the fortress of Yorus Kalesi. Although

Ayvansarayi gives its builder as Bayezid II, Evliya Qelebi claims that it was founded by Yildinm Bayezid-Bayezid I-who first
seized the fortress for the Ottomans in 1391. No trace of it survives, nor can its precise location be established; see DBIA, VIII,
482; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 73; 1C, II, 71. For Yorus Kalesi, see n. 3237 above.
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fortress (kale) was built before the conquest [of Constantinople]. Presumably it is known by the name
of its builder. Inside the fortress there are thirty Muslim houses, a sweet-water fountain and a single
hamam built by Haci Mehmed Aga, one of the wardens (dizdar) of the abovementioned fortress. The
cemetery near the fortress contains for the most part the graves of martyrs and the tombs of Muslim
gazis, and it is a blessed place where prayers are accepted. [The mosque] has a quarter.

The Yusa Dagi Mosque"

Its builder was Grand Vizier Mehmed Said Paga,32 5' who obtained the seal [of the grand vizierate] on
the nineteenth day of Muharrem 1169 [25 October 1755], during the reign of Sultan Osman Khan the
Third, while he was steward of the grand vizier (kethfida-yz sadr-z ali). He succeeded Niganci Ali Paga.""
He was dismissed on the first day of Receb of the abovementioned year [1 April 1756], and the founder
of the Tekke of [Mustafa Paga in Otakeilar], Mirahur Mustafa Paga,25 was seen as suitable for the grand
vizierate for a second time. The construction of this blessed mosque came to pass through the urging of
His Excellency 5eyh Mehmed Efendi, the esteemed son of His Excellency 5eyh Haci Mehmed Murad
Efendi. And the chronogram for its inauguration on the arch of its gateway is by Mehmed Bey. It is as
follows:

The Lord of the Universe is the glorious Sultan Osman Khan,
Now the unique Shadow of God in the World.

[147] Let not for one moment that Shadow of God be remote from the God!
Surely, the servant of Muhammed is possessed of divine protection!

Cannot this witness aspire to imperial munificence,
Seeing that the grand vizier [Mehmed Said Paga] is also disposed to charitable works out of the love of

God?
His Excellency 5eyh Mehmed bin Murad Naksbendi's
Blessed words were, with God's permission, the cause of this charitable work.

320 The Yuga Dag Mescidi (Mosque of Mount Joshua), located atop the mountain of the same name, a short distance south
of the village of Anadolukavaki. According to the inscription on its gateway, the mosque, which also functioned as a Kadiri
tekke, was founded in 1755-56 by the grand vizier Yirmisekiz Qelebizade Mehmed Said Paa. It was rebuilt in 1280/1863-64, after
a fire, apparently following more or less the original plan, but more recent repairs have substantially modified it. Adjoining the
mosque, there is a walled enclosure containing the grave of a saint named Yuga (Joshua), incorrectly taken by the credulous (as
Ayvansarayi notes) to be that of the Prophet Joshua, because he is said to have been of giant stature and Yuga's grave is some
twelve meters long and is marked by green-painted stele at his head and feet.

That the site was associated with Yua long before the foundation of the eighteenth-century mosque is clear from the state-
ment of the French Orientalist Antoine Galland, who visited it in the summer of 1673 and found there "un Turc seul avec sa
femme, lequel nous dit qu'il estoit lA pour garder ce lieu qui est un Teki6 ou monastere nomm6 'Joucha peyamber': c'est A dire
Josu6." Likewise, Evliya Celebi records that people set out from Anadolukavags "to climb Mount Yuga and to visit the ziydret of
the Prophet Joshua. It takes two hours to ascend to the tomb of the Prophet Joshua. The mountain is that high. Atop it is the
tomb of the Prophet Joshua, a tekke and dervishes. There is a well, three fathoms deep, at the very top of that high mountain,
the water of which is very sweet."

Yuga Daki (MountJoshua) itself is the highest peak along the upper Bosphorus, (summit 202 m. above sea level). As noted
by Hasluck, the site appears to have been associated with some sort of cult from very ancient times, probably because of its
conspicuousness and the fact that it commands a panoramic view, especially of the entrance to the Black Sea. In antiquity, it was
known as the Bed of Hercules and is supposed to have been the location of an altar to Zeus. Emperor Justinian built a church
dedicated to Saint Michael there in the sixth century, and its sacred associations continued into Turkish times. Indeed, Yuga
Dagi continues to be a popular place of pilgrimage to the present day; see DBIA, VII, 538; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 73; Antoine
Galland, Journal d'Antoine Galland pendant son sojour i Constantinople (1672-1673), ed. Charles Schefer (Paris, 1881), II, 128-33;
Hasluck, Christianity and Islam, I, 303-8; IC, II, 71; incicyan, Istanbul, 125-26.3 2 1 Yirmisekiz Qelebizade Mehmed Said Paga; see Hadika, n. 2390.

3252 Grand Vizier Nianci Biyikh Ali Paa; see Hadika, n. 816.
3253 Kbse Bahir Mustafa Paa, for whom see Hadika, 309-10 and n. 118.
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All the angels came and Akif composed this hemistich as a chronogram.
"Said Paga built this abode of Yuga for the sake of God," 254 1169 [1755-56].

Along with the edifice [of Said Paga's mosque], a masonry wall was built around the grave of the blessed

person named Yuga, a separate tomb keeper and a servant to light oil lamps were appointed, [tekke]

rooms were built and a eyh for the tekke was assigned to it as well.

The builder [of the mosque] was the abovementioned vizier [Mehmed Said Paga], the son of Yigir-

misekiz Qelebi,32 5 known as Mehmed Efendi, a high official of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third. Fol-
lowing his grand vizierate, [Mehmed Said Paga] died in Cemaziyntlihir of the year 1175 [1761-62], while
he was governor of Mara , and he was buried in the abovementioned city.

Even though the blessed person who is buried in the abovementioned place is generally referred to

as the Prophet Yuga [Joshua], the [real] Prophet Yuga-peace be upon him-was Yuga bin Nuh bin

Efraim bin Yusuf bin Yakub, the nephew, personal disciple and sincere companion of His Excellency

the Prophet Musa [Moses]-may the prayers of God be upon him and the [other] prophets-and his

felicitous name was Yegu, subsequently pronounced as Yuga. His Excellency the aforesaid [Yuga bin

Nuh] did not come here [to Istanbul]. Since he was one hundred years old at the time of the departure

for the Abode of Eternity of the Prophet Musa-peace be upon him-and was his successor for twenty-

seven years, he departed for the Abode of Eternity when he was one hundred twenty-seven years old.

According to one tradition, his blessed grave is in one of the villages of the city of Nablus near blessed

Jerusalem, and in another tradition it is in the city of Mara near Aleppo.3 256 His Excellency the Yuga who

is buried here may be one of the blessed noble saints or one of the disciples [of the prophets].

Whatever the case, it appears [he was] a praiseworthy, saintly person. [148]

Nearby is the place which is at present called Macar Kales.32 ' Although it was [formerly] called the

Ma-i Cari Bahcesi (Garden of Running Water), [its name] was subsequently corrupted in the language

of the common people, and it became known as the Macar Bahcesi. There is an excellent stream near

this place, known as the Ab-1 Hayat (Water of Life).

A pious person established a vakf for the reading in the abovementioned blessed mosque of the

Mevlid-i $erzf, and usually it was read in the summer. Because of this, by degrees, crowds would gather,

which would stretch like an army of men and women from the Hunkir Iskelesi 258 to Yuga. Among the

3254 Sa'id Pasa makaim-i Yuwa'z yapdz li-vechi'lldh.
11 Yigirmisekiz Qelebi Mehmed Efendi (d. 1732), Ottoman statesman of the early eighteenth century, best known for the

diplomatic mission which he led to the French court of Louis XV in 1720-21. His account of the embassy, which he wrote during
his mission and revised after his return to Istanbul, had an important influence in acquainting members of the Ottoman elite
with Western ideas and tastes. In particular, the embassy served to introduce the court of Ahmed III to aspects of the European
rococo, and led to the establishment in 1727 of the first Ottoman printing press using Arabic type by tbrahim Miteferrika and
Mehmed Efendi's son Mehmed Said Efendi; see EI2 , VI, 1004-6; SO, IV, 226.

3251 In addition to Nablus and Ma'arrat al-Nu'mAn (Ma'ra), the location of the tomb of Joshua was at various times identified
as being at Tiberias, at Busr in the Hawran and at Sarafah in the Malb (Moab), east of the Dead Sea; see Guy LeStrange,
Palestine under the Muslims (London, 1890), 337, 404, 425, 496 and 531.

325" One of a series of forts known as the Kila-i Erba'a (Four Forts) on the upper Bosphorus, constructed or strengthened by
the French military engineer Monnier in the late eighteenth century as part of the defenses of the capital. In addition to Macar
Kalesi (known also as Macar Tabyasi or Yuga Tabyasi) at Macar Burnu, one kilometer south of Anadolukavagi, Monnier built a
second battery, the Telli Dalyan Tabyasi, on the European shore opposite and repaired the Turkish forts at Anadolukavagi and
Rumelikavagi. Macar Burnu itself is the Byzantine Argyronion; see A, II, 684, 691; Joseph von Hammer, Constantinopolis und der
Bosphoros (Pest, 1822) , II, 288 and appended map of upper Bosphorus;Janin, CB, 440.

3258 The Imperial Boat Landing on the Bosphorus shore at the mouth of the Tokat Deresi on the northern edge of Yahk6y. It
was the boat landing for the imperial garden known as the Tokat Bahcesi (see below), first founded in the late fifteenth century
by Mehmed II. In 1833, the Russian army camped there during the crisis provoked by the advance of Ibrahim Paa and the
Egyptian army toward Constantinople. Subsequently, the Ottoman-Russian treaty of 8 July 1833, known as the Treaty of Hfinkar
iskelesi, was signed there. The grounds are today occupied by the Beykoz Kasn, built by the imperial architects Nigogos and
Sarkis Balyan for Sultan Abdnlmecid between 1855 and 1866; see Pars Tuglaci, Osmanlt Mimarlzginda Batdllasma Dbnemi ve Balyan
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seyhs invited to the [reading of the] Mevlid-i 5enzf, the eyhs of the Rufaiye and Sadiye would come and,
raising their standards, would perform religious services together with their dervishes. Since disorder
was anticipated because of the growing size of this crowd year after year, [public readings of the Mevlid]
were prohibited in the middle of the sultanate of Selim Khan the Third, and it was ordered that the
recitation of the legend of the blessed birth be clandestinely performed.

At the foot of this mountain there is an imperial pavilion, a great pool and an incomparable
ornamental fountain known as Tokat Baheesi."' A sublimely restful place, it has its own Janissary
officer (usta) and [garrison] of soldiers and is a place of private audience. The reason it is called Tokat
is because, five years after his conquest of Istanbul, the good news that the city of Tokat in Anatolia had
been freed from the hands of enemies reached His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan on this
spot. And because of this, an imperial decree was issued that this place also be named Tokat, and a
restful audience hall was built. Although it fell from favor after the [reign of the] abovementioned
padishah and was, with the passage of time, on the point of ruin, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the
First wished that it again should become flourishing, and it was [re]constructed and [re]built in a
sumptuous manner. Nevres Efendi, one of the poets of that time, composed this chronogram:

King by lineage, Alexander of the world in rank,
Ruler of the spheres, Mahmud, locus of pure disposition,

That auspicious sovereign of the munificent universe,
Built an earthly, column-filled building, the envy of !rem. 2

[149] He is the imperial servant of the Two Holy Cities.
Great king [like] Alexander, Cemsid, Feridun and Kubad, 6

He established eternal peace with freedom from rebellion.
There was [formerly] sedition, but in his time there was security.

He brought prosperity and the heart was rent [with joy].
The souls of the obstinate were rent by his just decree.

As an example, although to kings of old it was a place of excursion,
This best seat of beauty, this exhilarating pure building,

Cruel fate made into a ruin,
Such that not even an inspired architect could cause it to flourish.

The pool, pretty to the eye as a picture, was empty of water.
In it, the fountain was congealed like the brush of a miniature painter.

Fashioning needed ornament, [Sultan Mahmud] made it such, that
All reason called it Hfimayunabad.

The space before it is a copy of the meadows of Paradise.
[With regard to] this [garden], concerning which [they ask], "Does it not resemble the

palace of $eddad 32 6 -may he perish?"

People respond, "Compared with Farahabad it is a wonder. Go and see it!"
Well then, wherever it be, go see this Sa'dabad!S36

Ailesi (Istanbul, 1981), 174-77.
32" The Tokat Baheesi was located in the upper reaches of the meadow of the Tokat Deresi, about three kilometers from the

Bosphorus shore. It consisted of a formal garden enclosed by high walls, with a long, narrow, rectangular pool at the center, fed
by cascades and waterfalls in the west end and overlooked by a kiosk in the east. For a description of the garden, a plan, a view
of the remains of the kiosk as it was in 1940 and a map of the Beykoz meadows and the valley of the Tokat Deresi, indicating the
garden's location, see Sedad Hakki Eldem, Thrk Bahgeleri (Ankara, 1976), 6-7, 188-89; Muzaffer Erdogan, "Osmanli Devrinde
istanbul Bahceleri," VakzflarDergisi, 4 (1958), 179-80.

36 For Irem, see Hadika, n. 3141 above.
326' Four of the great kings of the Persian national epic, the Shah Name.
36 The impious and tyrannical Arab king Shaddtd b. 'Ad, who built the garden of Irem.
3263 "Place ofJoy," the name of one of the seashore palaces built in the Kandilli Hasbahee during the Tulip Period of the early

eighteenth century; see ISTA, X, 5653.
1" "Abode of Auspiciousness," the name of the renowned imperial summer palace and garden at Kagithane (Sweet Waters
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A clever architect would be enamored of its charming plan.
Behzad 265 would be confounded by its newly invented, many-colored ornament.

In comparison to its ceiling, the satin sky is unadorned.
Compared to its spacious esplanade, the expansive desert appears confined.

This new pavilion made Tokat the envy of Damascus.
It caused Sfileyman Khan's soul to be happy and his name to be remembered.

God, may the daily-expanding power of the star of his prosperity
Increase with his life and success!

Reaching a good stopping place, I composed two lines of poetry,
Such that people of refinement may tally [the garden's date].

[150] In addition to each [line] separately producing a date,
That is neither deficient nor excessive, their letter and spirit stir the soul.

When one totals each of the two lines, they give the date.
Finally, transpose the ones, the tens and the hundreds.

Nevres, what need is there for a detailed explanation? In all there are eight [ways of computing
the date].

The discriminating will understand its solution.
He said, "Here is the admired chronogram, which
Poets would deem incredible, were it written as a framed inscription."

"May God bless it! Wonderful edifice! Embellished pavilion!"0166 1159 [1746].
'Joy-giving, pure palace! Palace of Hfimayunabad!" 67 1159 [1746].

Evliya Qelebi affirms in his history' 6
1 that [the palace] was one of the works of the abovementioned

Paradise-dwelling Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan. Because it was again held in high regard in the time

of Sultan Sfileyman Khan, it was enlarged and embellished and a separate place of audience was built.

Subsequently, in the time of Sultan Mahmud Khan, because it was universally admired, it became

generally known by the name Hfimayunabad. But now, it has fallen from favor.

of Europe), at the head of the Golden Horn. It was built by Ahmed III during the Tulip Period at the beginning of the

eighteenth century; see Hadika, 318.
3261 UstAd Kamil al-Din Bihzid (d. 1536-37), the most famous of Persian miniature painters, active first at the court of the late

Timurid Sultan Husayn BaykarA in Herat, and later in Tabriz during the reigns of the Safavid shahs Ismi'il and Tahmisp. Later

sources praise BihzAd in extravagant terms and emphasize his great refinement and power of lifelike representation. Along with

Mini, he came in the Irano-Turkish world to be a metaphor for the perfect artist.
3" Bdrek-Alldh 'acib kda-i mizeyyen bfinydd.
3267 Dilkiisd pdk sardy kasr-z himdyatn-abdd. In each line the total of the single-digit numbers (the ones) is 29, that of the two-

digit numbers (the tens) is 330, and that of the three-digit numbers (the hundreds) is 800. Thus, the couplet can, as Nevres

asserts, be computed in eight ways so as to give the date 1159: by totaling each line separately; by totaling the ones and tens of

the first line and the hundreds of the second; by totaling the ones and tens of the second line and the hundreds of the first; by

totaling the tens and hundreds of the first line and the ones of the second; by totaling the tens and hundreds of the second line

and the ones of the first; by totaling the ones and hundreds of the first line and the tens of the second; and finally, by totaling

the ones and hundreds of the second line and the tens of the first. The multiple solutions to the chronogram are identical to

those of the iskele Mescidi in Rumelihisar; see Hadika, 440, and n. 3136.
" The Seyahatname; see Hadika, n. 1149.
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The Ak Baba Congregational Mosque"269 near Yua Dagz

Its builder was Canfeza Kadin, who was lady intendant (kethiida kadin) in the imperial harem during the
sultanate of Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. It was noted and stated above that there is also a mosque of
hers in Karagnfmrfk and a sebil of hers in Saraehane."7' There is also a single hamam of hers in this
village. The place of her burial is not known. The reason this village is known by this name [Akbaba] is
because of Ak Baba Mehmed Efendi, whose grave is a magnificent tomb near the abovementioned
mosque. His gravestone is devoid of a date. According to tradition, the aforesaid [Ak Baba] was one of
the gazis who came with His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Ebulfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan.

The Dereseki Mosque32 71

Its builder was Molla Fenari Mehmed Efendi.3 27 2 He became eyhilisldm in the year 949 [1542-43],
following Abdulkadir Efendi. [151] He choose retirement in 952 [1545-46] and died in the year
"Death's glory," 73 954 [1547-48]. After a time, a pious patron named Burnar Ibrahim Aga installed its

minbar. There are a great number of hazelnut trees and nightingales in this village. In a nearby garden
there is a flowing stream known as the Kara Kulak Suyu. In point of fact, because it was an excellent
stream, Giridli Yusuf Aga, the steward of the sultan's mother (valide sultan kethiidasz) in the period of
Sultan Selim Khan the Third, caused it to be dammed up with marble stones and made it to flow from a
lion-mouthed spout. He also built unpretentious kiosks on either side of [the stream].

The Hiinkdr Iskelesi Mosque2 74

This HfinkAr iskelesi is a well-known pleasure ground. It has its own Janissary officer (usta), garrison of
soldiers, and an unpretentious mosque without a minaret. The officer (usta) in charge of the nearby
water-powered grist mills is known as the head miller (uncubasz). There is also a separate battalion of
the bostancz there. It is generally known as the grist mill battalion (degirmen ocagz). This battalion has a
mosque without a minaret. In the time of Mahmud Khan the First, the late customs commissioner

126 The Ak Baba Camii, known also as the Canfeda Kadin Mescidi, located in the village of Akbaba, about 5 kilometers from
the Beykoz Boat Landing, in the upper reaches of the valley of the Beykoz Deresi. The present mosque is of recent date; see
DBIA, II, 384; C, II, 3.

The village of Akbaba was a much admired excursion destination on the Anatolian shore of the Bosphorus. It takes its name
from a certain Ak Baba Mehmed Efendi, a warrior-dervish from Rumelia, who is supposed to have fought alongside Mehmed II
at the time of the conquest of Constantinople. He is said to have subsequently built the Bektasi Ak Baba Tekkesi in the village
and was buried there following his death. Concerning the village of Akbaba, Evliya Qelebi writes that in the seventeenth century,
in the season of white cherries and chestnuts, many thousands of wagons brought visitors to it, and that they would spend two or
three months there. At that time, the village consisted of one hundred houses, a mosque, twenty shops and a hamam. The tekke
of Ak Baba is described as a flourishing place and a well-known ziydret, where at least some of the visitors to the village could
stay; see DBIA, I, 153-54; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 89; ISTA, I, 504. For Canfeda Kadin, see Hadika, 203-204, and n. 1592.

3270 The Kethfida Kadin Camii in Karagfimrfik and the Canfeda Kadin Qegmesi in Gedikpaga; see Hadika, 203-4; Tanipk,
Ge3meler, I, 206-7.

3271 The Dereseki Mescidi, located in the center of the village of Dereseki, on the road to Karakulak. The present building
appears to be of recent date; see 1C, II, 20; ISTA, VIII, 4475-76. The village of Dereseki is situated in the valley of the Beykoz
Deresi about seven kilometers from Beykoz. According to tradition, it was founded about a century before the conquest of
Constantinople by a saint known as Kirklar Sultan, whose grave is said to be located on a terrace (seki) on the bank of the
Beykoz Deresi; hence the name of the village, Dereseki, meaning "River Terrace" or "River Embankment;" see ISTA, VIII, 4474-
75.

3272 Fenarizade Muhyiddin Mehmed Efendi, the thirteenth Ottoman 5eyhaiisldm; see Hadika, n. 2846.
3273 'izzet al-mevt.
3274 The HnnkAr Iskelesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Imperial Boat Landing), located at the Hfinkfir iskelesi. The mosque is no

longer extant; see 1C, II, 31.
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(gimriikgia) ishak Aga built a fountain and open air places for public worship (nisimengh).27 5 at three
sites in the abovementioned countryside. In the period of Sultan Selim Khan the Third, a paper mill
was also built and brought to life [there], and, after it was farmed out to someone, paper was manu-
factured.

The Yalzk5y Mosque2 76 near the Hainkar Iskelesi

Its builder was the head of the imperial gardeners (ser-bostaniyan-i hassa) Mustafa Aga. The congrega-
tional mosque in Beykoz3 2" is also a charitable work of the aforesaid [Mustafa Aga]. Izzet Paya installed

the minbar [of the Yahk6y Mosque]. Uncubasi Haci Mehmed Aga made the nearby hamam and water-
powered grist mill (su degirmen) vakfs of the abovementioned mosque. The person named Gazi Yunus,
who is buried in the cemetery in the abovementioned place, was one of the gazis present at the con-
quest of Istanbul. [152]

1. The Congregational Mosque of Beykoz 271

Its builder was Mustafa Aga, the chief of the bostancz (ser-bostaniyan), who was also mentioned above in
connection with the Yahk6y Mosque.1 279 The [location of] the abovementioned aga's place of burial is
not known. In addition to this, there is also a congregational mosque of his in a village named Sina
Pinan. The mekteb which is contiguous to this congregational mosque is also [the work] of one of the
chiefs of the bostancz (bostanczbasz), the patron of charity named Ahmed Aga, who was subsequently
retired with [the rank of pasa with] three tug. As was mentioned above, there is also a congregational
mosque built by him at the Demir Kapi in Istanbul.128

" The market caique (pazar kayzgz) of Beykoz is one
of the aforesaid's vakfs. [Mustafa Aga] died at Kanije Kales.121

' The great fountain located at the above-
mentioned place1212 is one of the charitable works of Behruz Aga, whose congregational mosque is in

1
27 A "place of assembly," that is a namazgdh.

327' The Yahkbyfi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Yahk6y Qayin Sokagi and Gazi Yunus Sokagi in Yahk6y. Although the
date of its foundation is uncertain, it must antedate the mid-seventeenth century, since its founder, Mustafa Aga, was also the
founder of the Beykoz Camii (see below) mentioned by Evliya Qelebi. According to the inscription on the base of its minaret, it
was renovated in 1269/1853 by the ba$kadin of Sultan Mahmud II. Oz states that it underwent further repairs around 1940. The
present mosque retains none of its original character; see C, II, 70; ISTA, V, 2669-70. For location, see map, Eldem, Bogazici
Yalilan, II, 14, 16.

3277 See Hadika, 463-64.
327 The Beykoz Camii, located at the Beykoz Boat Landing, at the intersection of Karaca Burun Caddesi (Ibrahim Kelle

Caddesi) and Beykoz Camii Sokagi. As the congregational mosque mentioned by Evliya Qelebi (Travels, 1/2, 74) is presumed to
be the same Beykoz Camii, its original foundation must antedate the mid-seventeenth century. The present structure is dated by
an inscription commemorating a renovation carried out in 1224/1809-10; see DBIA, II, 195-96; ISTA, V, 2644. For location, see
map, Eldem, Bokazigi Yalzlan, II, 15, 18.

Beykoz itself is the largest village on the Asian shore of the upper Bosphorus. Evliya Qelebi describes it in the seventeenth
century as a flourishing town of eight hundred houses, with gardens and vineyards. In addition to the congregational mosque,
there was a mescid, a hamam, a mekteb, and a small, tree-lined market. The inhabitants were employed as gardeners, woodcutters
and fishermen. incicyan notes that while the inhabitants of Yahk6y were Turks, both Turks and Armenians were to be found at
Beykoz, and further states that the latter had a church dedicated to Surp Nigogos; see Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 74; Incicyan,
Istanbul, 126-27.

3279 The Yahk6yn Mescidi; see Hadika, 463.
3280 The Ahmed Paga Camii; see Hadika, 51.
3281 The fortress of Kanizsa, south of Lake Balaton in western Hungary.
3282 The On Qelmeler or Mahmud I Qegmesi, so named for the fact that it was restored by Sultan Mahmud I; see Tamipk,

Geomeler, II, 348-50.
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the Otabasi Qarsi in Istanbul."" The single hamam in its vicinity is one of the abovementioned
fountain's vakf properties. After some time, the mending and repair of the abovementioned fountain
became the imperial desire of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, and it was rebuilt and
renovated under the supervision of the customs commissioner (gamriik emini) Seyyid Ishak Aga. Nevres
Efendi composed this chronogram for its renovation:

Abounding source ofjustice, beneficent sea of munificence,
Pride of the empire, mostjust khedive of the world,

His Majesty Sultan Mahmud, emperor of destiny, whose
Brow the lightning flash of spiritual power and numinous radiance strikes:

His temperament is like the Mirror of Alexander, which at all times
Makes manifest the abode of divine radiance.

King experienced injustice, praiseworthy dispenser ofjustice, in comparison to whom
The justice of Umar 384 and the liberality of A 3285 are insignificant,

He delivered up his favors and his wrathful commands like rain and lightning.
One of his hands is always on the sword, the other disburses kindness.

Shahs give the servants of their courts belts for daggers.
Yes, that strength, that visible power is the quality of the Caliphate.

[153] Disseminating kindness, he makes the desert a limitless sea.
God, he makes the sea to flourish! Protector, preserve his power!

In his reign, illusory ripples became a surging sea.
The wellspring of his universal munificence seized the world from end to end.

One day, for instance, this fountain's water ceased to flow.
Withered, thirsty lips had become listless.

Thus had its water, which had not been valued, failed.
Neither its beginning nor its end, neither its start nor its finish,

They could not find its fountain-of-life-like source, though
The lantern of the sun was in Alexander's hand.

So little [water] remained, that they named it the dry fountain,
With a handsome dome and several solid spigots.

May God, be He exalted, increase the padishah's life, and
May He totally eradicate his enemies, wherever they are!

With zeal, he rebuilt [the fountain] more excellently than before.
Its neglected and summary [form] became detailed and excellent.

So beautifully did he build it, that eyes had not beheld its equal,
Since the great mill, the vault of heaven, turned.286

Such was its cold water that in the days of summer
The people of Beykoz would look forward to going to it.

It was like the fountain of life amongst the cruelties of the world.
With the zeal of Hizr,3287 Mahmud Khan the Saint created it.

Seeing its completion, they composed a chronogram for it,
The poets of the time, the perfect men of the age.

I also admired it and wrote last of all.
0 Nevres, two bright chronograms in one pure couplet:

3283 The Odabap Camii in Macuncu in $ehremini; see Hadika, 33.
3284 'Umar b. al-Khattib (d. 644), the second of the Rightly Guided Caliphs, known for his strong will, for his direct and

unambiguous manner and for his simple, puritan character.
3285 'Ali ibn Abi TAlib (598-661), the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammed, and fourth of the Rightly Guided

Caliphs, renowned for his piety, courage, nobility and learning. He is remembered in particular as a model of chivalry, who
acted toward his enemies with generosity and magnanimity.

3286 That is, since time's beginning.32 8 7Al-Khidr ("The Green One"); see Hadika, n. 29.
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"He built this heart-attracting fountain. Its waters reached Beykoz,"3288 1159 [1746].
"Shah of exalted station, Sultan Mahmud the Saint,"3289 1159 [1746].

[154] 2. The Meryemzade Mosque321 in Beykoz

Its builder was Mehmed Efendi. He died on the blessed hajj road. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

The pleasure-ground known as Sultaniye2 1
' near Beykoz has its own Janissary officer (usta) and there

is a [garrison of] soldiers, an unpretentious barracks and a small mosque without a minaret. The re-

freshing stream celebrated as Gfimfigsuyu flows from the mountain near this place. Mehmed Bey
Efendi, the son of the vizier Pir Mustafa Paga, built a fountain of refreshing water near the abovemen-

tioned place.292 He also built raised terraces (sofa) of stone and was the cause of the abovementioned

place's distinction.

The abovementioned Mehmed Bey was the son-in-law of the former 1eyhilisldm Pirizade Osman

Sahib Efendi.1 293 He embarked on a teaching career on the seventeenth day of Muharrem of the year

1163 [27 December 1749]. After serving the customary period in medreses, he was appointed to the

office of kadi of Galata in Muharrem 1186 [1772-73], to the rank of judge of Edirne in Receb 1193
[1779], to the honorary rank (paye) of Venerated Mecca on the first day of 5aban 1196 [12 July 1782],
to the honorary rank (paye) of Istanbul in 5evval 1202 [1788], and again, in 5aban of the abovemen-

tioned year, to the office of kadi of Istanbul. After having been pleased with the honorary rank (paye) of

Anatolia on the first day of Muharrem 1207 [19 August 1792], he died on the twenty-second day of

blessed Ramazan 1209 [12 April 1795]. The poet Feyzi composed this chronogram for the fountain

which he built in the abovementioned place:

Namesake of the Glory of the World [the Prophet Muhammed], son of Pir Mustafa Paga,
Honored emir, he is filled with joy. His family is esteemed.

He caused clear, pure water to flow in Sultaniye.
Drink the water for the love of Muhammed Mustafa. It is a spring like Zemzem.294

Feyzi, its spigot's tongue expressed the date to the thirsty.
"Pure water flowed. Drink! This is the fountain of the honored lord,"3295 1177 [1763-64].

1
2
' Beykozun buldu suyun yapdz bu dilkes gesmeyi.3289 dh-z bdld-menzilet Sultdn Mahmfid-i Veli.

" The Meryemzade Mescidi, located on Karacaburun Caddesi south of the Beykoz Boat Landing in Beykoz; see C, II, 46.
For location, see map, Eldem, Bogazigi Yaltian, II, 15, 19.

" An excursion spot between Beykoz and Pagabahce, at the mouth of the Sultaniye Deresi. According to Evliya Qelebi, it was
a Paradise-like garden, originally built by Bayezid II, with cypresses so tall they seemed to reach the heavens. When Ozdemiroglu
Osman Paga conquered Azerbaijan during the reign of Murad III, he found there a matchless kiosk, the dome, windows and
doors of which he sent back to the sultan in Istanbul. In order that its workmanship not be lost, Murad ordered a kiosk built on
the shore in the Sultaniye Garden. Evliya adds that it remained standing until his own day, and that those who saw its painted
decoration and animal likenesses were astonished. The garden is said to have been much in favor in the times of Sfileyman I
and Ahmed III, but iniciyan describes it in his day as a desolate place that had fallen into ruin. Nonetheless, Selim III is
supposed to have practiced archery there and, for this reason, had archery markers (nisantasz) set up and terraces (sed) built;
see Erdogan, VD, 4 (1958), 179; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 74; Hammer, Constantinopolis, II, 294-95; incicyan, istanbul, 127. For
site and location, see Eldem, Bogazigi Yahlan, II, 21; idem., Thrk Bahgeleri, 16, 18-19 (including enlarged plan of the fountain,
pool and namazgdh).

1292 The Mehmed Bey Qegmesi located before the namazgdh of Sultaniye. It is dated by inscription to 1179/1765-66; see
Tamipk, (Gesmeler, II, 366-68.

3293 For Pirizade Osman Sahib Efendi, see Hadika, n. 25.
3294 Zemzem, the name of the well in the Great Mosque of Mecca, situated near the Station of Abraham (Makam IbrAhim),

the water of which is considered to be possessed of curative properties and is carried by pilgrims back to all parts of the Islamic
world.

31 Zfill akdz igini bu gesme-i mir-i mi~erremdir.
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Subsequently, in the time of Sultan Selim Khan, a stone commemorative marker (nisantasz) was set up
[at Beykoz], the fences were repaired and the fountain was renovated. [155]

The Congregational Mosque of Incirky2 96 near Sultaniye

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder was Sinan Aga, a chief of the bostanci (ser-bostaniyan). The
grave of the abovementioned aka is in the cemetery opposite [the mosque]. After a time, Derzi Hfiseyin
Aga, another head of the bostancz (bostanczbasz), rebuilt the abovementioned congregational mosque as
an upper-story structure and built a mekteb beneath it. The grave of the abovementioned Hilseyin Aga is
in a spot opposite the meadow near Karacaahmed in Uskfidar. His death occurred in Receb of "River of
Kevser of Paradise,"3297 1179 [1765-66]. The abovementioned aga also became steward of the grand
vizier (kethiida-yz sadr-z azam). The builder of the mekteb located in the village was the trader (muameleci)
5eyh Mustafa Efendi, whose biography was noted in connection with the mosque which is his charitable
work located in Mesih Papa in Istanbul."" But the abovementioned mekteb is now in ruins. The single
hamam located in the abovementioned village is owned as private property. There is a great deal of
malaria in this village. Although it produces much fruit, it is not cared for out of fear of malarial fever.
Pagabahgesi adjoins this village.

The Congregational Mosque of Pasabahgesi2 99 near Incirk5y

Its builder was His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, who ordered it rebuilt and brought to life
anew in the year 1177 [1763-64]. He also built a single hamam, a fountain of refreshing water, a mekteb
and an unpretentious bazaar in the abovementioned place. At the end of the bazaar is a pleasant pool
and, beside it, a sunken fountain.3 " The market caique (pazar kayzgz), fountain, seaside mansions and
hamam of Incirli Kariyesi are among the vakfs of this great congregational mosque.

The Qubuklu Ocakz Mosque""

This mosque is the congregational mosque of the soldiers' barracks, located in the abovementioned
excursion spot. The head of the bostancz (bostanczbasz), Halil Aga, installed its minbar and assigned seven

3' The incirk6yin Camii, known also as the Sinan Aga Camii, located at the intersection of Sahip Molla Caddesi and K6y Oni
Sokagi at the incirkby Boat Landing in Paabahee. In addition to the restoration carried out by Hniseyin Aga in the eighteenth
century, the mosque was also renovated in 1939; see IC, II, 32. For location, see map, DBIA, VI, 228.

'9 Kevser-i cennet.
3298 The Muameleci Mescidi; see Hadika, 225.
" The Pagabahge Camii, known also as the Ueicni Mustafa Camii, located at the intersection of the Pagabahee-Qubuklu

Caddesi and the Pagabahce iskele Caddesi at the Pasabahce Boat Landing. The present mosque dates to 1971; see DBIA, VIII,
356; 1C, II, 52. For location, see map, DBIA, VI, 228.

"' The Qukur Qegmesi of Mustafa III; see Tamipk, Gesmeler, II, 360-61.
31 The Qubuklu Ocagi Mescidi (Mosque of [Bostanci] Corps of Qubuklu), located on Cami Sokagi in Qubuklu. The mosque

was built for the soldiers of the barracks known as the Feyzabad Kielasi in Qubuklu. The date of its original foundation is
uncertain. The mosque fell into ruin in the early nineteenth century. It was completely rebuilt in 1964; see DBIA, VIII, 111-12;

1C, II, 19; ISTA, VIII, 4142-44. For location, see map, DBIA, II, 533.
The village of Qubuklu, on the Asian shore of the upper Bosphorus, is located between Pagabahee and Kanhca. In Byzantine

times it was known as Irenaeon or "Peaceful" and was the site of a famous monastery of the order of the Akoimetai, the
"Unsleeping," in which monks prayed continuously day and night in relays. According to Janin, the monastery was still in
existence as late as the thirteenth century. The Ottoman sultans used Qubuklu for hunting and built an imperial garden and
kiosk there, which were known as Feyzabad. Evliya Qelebi states that the name Qubuklu derives from the fact that when Bayezid
II was bringing the young Selim I from Trabzon, he became angry with the prince and struck him on this spot eight times with a
cane (gubuk), which was then stuck in the ground with the statement that the number of strokes would equal the number of
years of Selim's reign. In time, the cane miraculously took root and bore fruit, from which fact the spot came to be known as
the Qubuklu Baheesi; see DB/A, II, 533-35; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 75; incicyan, Istanbul, 127-28; Janin, CB, 443; idem,
Gographie eccksiastique, 20-21.
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akge daily as a stipend for the office of its preacher. The pool, water spout and fountain of refreshing
water in the abovementioned place are the charitable works of Maktul Ibrahim Paga,"" the grand vizier
and most generous son-in-law of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third. Beside [the fountain],
there is a date stone, [156] upon which is inscribed a chronogram composed by the famous poet Vehbi
Seyyid Hfiseyin Efendi. The name Feyzabad was given to this place.33 3 The abovementioned chrono-
gram is as follows:

His Majesty, the sovereign of the seven climes,
The axis of the world, the khedive of Chosroes-like munificence,

That is to say, Sultan Ahmed the Third-
May the Four Pillars304 favor him:

He was agadishah so sagacious that
Bayezid33 would have asked to be guided in the True Path by him.

His invocation of fortune and prosperity became
Glorifications of the inhabitants of Paradise.

His unsparing munificence becoming visible in the world,
The God of mankind made him successful.

Mercy-working and generous
Asaph, predisposed to thoughts of munificence,

Exalted son-in-law, unique in the world,
Source of learning, mildness, orthodoxy and rectitude,

The grand vizier Ibrahim,
Sea of charity, Asaph of munificent habit:

Because of the spring cloud3 306 of his kindness,
This ingenious garden became verdant.

Slave and free, they rejoiced at the wellspring of bountiful charity
In the garden of the world.

That is to say, he expended zeal in Qubuklu.
He built a source of pure and limpid [water],

A wonderful seat of incomparable beauty,
Commanding the envy of Khallukh and Nevead

[157] Moreover, with a pool, he now made
To increase the beauty of that excursion spot.

A pool, but what a small sea!
A pool, but what a noble stream's pool!

One day, that most excellent lion of the holy war
Came auspiciously to that exalted hilly spot.

Joyously, he arrived for an outing.
As soon as he reached the pool, he dismounted.

Said that Baykara-like vizier,
"[This spot's] blessed abundance makes it auspicious.

Henceforth, let this private excursion slot's
Name among mankind be Feyzabad," 0

302 Neveehirli Damad Ibrahim Paa, for whom, see Hadika, n. 22. For the fountain, see Tam ik, Gesmeler, II, 304-6.33 Feyzabad was a name by which Qubuklu was frequently referred to in the eighteenth century; see ISTA, X, 5728.
3304 Evtad, the plural of veted, literally "pegs," the third category of saints in the Sufi hierarchy of the abddl after the kutb and

the two imams. By their powerful influence, the evtad are believed to help maintain the order of the universe. Unknown to the
masses, they are referred to as "the men of the mystery" (rical-i gayb). The evtad, referred to as well as imad, "the pillars," each
rule one of the four cardinal points, north, east, south and west.

3301 Sultan Bayezid II (r. 1481-1512), often referred to with the epithet veli (saint), because of his narrow and dogmatic piety.
3306 The source of abundant rain that nourishes the earth, like Ibrahim's munificent generosity.
3' Legendary cities famous for the beauty of their inhabitants.

330" That is, like the Timurid prince Husayn BiykarA, renowned for his courage, intelligence and beauty.
3" Literally "Abode of Abundance."
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By his ardor, Baykara made a paradise.
I totaled up the year of its date.

0 God, Who is without equal, the date is,
"Captivating place, abode of Feyzabad."3 310 1134 [1721-22].

In the grassy meadow adjoining this fountain, there is another fountain of refreshing water, which is
again one of the charitable works of the abovementioned vizier, who built it one year before this
[Qubuklu fountain]. Its chronogram is likewise by the aforesaid Vehbi Efendi.

Khedive ofJamshid33 1 1-like pomp, Sultan Ahmed Khan Gazi, whose
Equal among the clime-adorning kings has not come to the world:

His grand vizier, the minister of ministers, the prop of the state is
His honored son-in-law, his confidant in form and essence.

Even if we were not generous, we enjoyed [his] great charity and munificence.
We saw not the equal of his justice in the physical world, in dreams or in whimsy.

By his worldly effort, he made the earth to flourish.
How many works did he build in every exhilarating and beautiful place!

[158] This place became like a great folio manuscript,
And this single, concluding couplet became a match for [this] abode of Chosroes.

0 Vehbi, may he write a most beautiful chronogram!
"In the time of Ibrahim Paga, Qubuklu acquired its source," 3 1

1 1133 [1720-21].

The Sinan Efendi Mosque"3 13 in Kanlzca

Sinan Efendi, its builder, followed the way of the Sufis. There is a famous treatise on mysticism by him.
There is also a mosque, mekteb and medrese of his in Istanbul."" The aforesaid is buried in the enclosed
cemetery of his mekteb. The date of his death is "May God have mercy on him,""33 1 974 [1566-67]. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

The Congregational Mosque of Kanzca33 16

Its builder was Iskender Paga, who was the head of the bostancz (bostanczbasz) in the time of the Paradise-
dwelling Sultan Sfleyman Khan the First. He became governor of Egypt on the eleventh day of
RebifilAhir of the year 963 [23 February 1556], following the dismissal of Dukakin Mehmed Paga. After
his dismissal on the thirtieth day of blessed Receb of the year 967 [26 April 1560], Hadim Ali Paya was
appointed in his place. Subsequently, on arriving at the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul], he was favored
with the eyalet of Anatolia. Later, in the year 978 [1570-71], he was charged, together with the soldiers

3310 Cd-yt dilcfi makam Feyz-dbdd.
331 Jamshid, mythic Iranian hero, one of the first four kings of the dynasty of the PishdadyAn in Firdawsi's Shah-Name.

331" Suyun buldi Qubuklz devr-i Ibrdhim Pdsd'da.
3" The Sinan Efendi Mescidi, located in Kanhca As the founder died in 1566, the mosque must date to the mid-sixteenth

century; IC, II, 59. Kanhca is itself a village between Qubuklu and Anadoluhisar on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus, at the
northern end of the Narrows. Long held in high regard as an excursion spot, in the mid-seventeenth century it included,
according to Evliya Celebi, almost 2,000 houses with gardens and vineyards and was notable for its many yalzs along the water's
edge. There were, he adds, seven quarters in Kanhca, all of them Muslim; see DBA, IV, 415-17; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 75; IA,
II, 685-87.

314 The Kepenekei Sinan Mescidi and Kepenekei Sinan Medresesi; see Hadika, 199.
33

" Alldh ide rahmetler.
3316 The Kanhca Camii, known also as the iskender Paa Camii, located on the Simavi Meydani at the Kanhca Boat Landing in

Kanhca. The mosque, which is dated by inscription to 978/1570, was built by Mimar Sinan and originally formed part of a
complex including Iskender Paa's tomb, a muvakkithane and a hamam; see DBA, IV, 207-8; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 75; IC, II,
35. For location, see map, Eldem, Bogazigi Yalhlan, II, 36, 39.
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of the eyalet, with the conquest of the fortress of Famagusta on the island of Cyprus. He died in the
abovementioned place from shortness of breath two days after the conquest of the fortress. It is [thus]
written in histories.

There was another iskender Paga in that time, who was of the Circassian tribe named Kabartay. While
a slave of Divane Hfisrev Paga, who became governor of Egypt in 5aban of the year 941 [1534-35] in
place of Hadim Sitleyman Paga, he became [Hfisrev Paga's] head gatekeeper (kapucbapz). He was
subsequently appointed head of the gavu (ser-gavusan) and, still later, was made finance director
(defterdar) of Ash-colored Aleppo. Coming to the Gate of Felicity [Istanbul] following his dismissal, he
was appointed finance director (defterdar) of Anatolia, and, in the course of the campaign against Elkas
Mirza"" in the year 955 [1548-49], the eyalet of Van was conferred [on him]. Subsequently, he was
appointed beylerbeyi of Erzurum and governor of Diyarbakir. In 970 [1562-63], after having been
governor in the abovementioned place continuously for ten years, [159] he became governor of
Baghdad in place of Hizir Paga. During the rebellion at that time of the bedouin Arab tribe of the
Ulyanzade in the region of Basra, the aforesaid was appointed commander (sipehsalar) of the soldiers
dispatched from the Exalted Gate [Istanbul] and those other regions. He was dismissed after bringing
the said nomad tribes into submission, and, in his place, the vizier Murad Paga was appointed governor
of Baghdad. This Murad Paya built a blessed congregational mosque in the Meydan Quarter of Bagh-
dad."" The abovementioned congregational mosque's construction chronogram, which was composed
by Fuzulizade Fazli, was noted down in this place as a blessing.

Fortunate sultan, just shah, Selim the First:
Exalted destiny is the slave of his court.

That prince of Islam, lord of the nations,
Darius of the sanctuary of religion, refuge of the world,

Made governor of Baghdad a philanthropist,
Whose zeal caused the construction of this mosque.

Pasa of destiny, of most exalted dignity: from eternity
The Lord God favored him with power and eminence!

Fazli correctly composed a chronogram for this mosque.
"0 come to the mosque. Salute the purity of its intention,"031 978 [1570-71].

Following this, the abovementioned Iskender Papa became governor of Egypt, on the twenty-third of
Cemaziyftlihir 976 [13 December 1568], when Sinan Paga, the governor of Egypt was commissioned to
[re] conquer and recover the lands of the Yemen from the hands of Imamzade Mutahhar,"" who was
invading the abovementioned countries. Later, when the abovementioned Sinan Papa becoming gov-
ernor of Egypt a second time, on the thirtieth of Muharrem of the year 979 [7June 1571], following his
conquest and subjugation of the lands of the Yemen, iskender Paga returned to Istanbul in retirement
and died. He was an intelligent, mature, courageous and brave person, inclined to friendship with the
ulema. He was known as Qerkes iskender Paga-may God have mercy on him.

[160] This is the date of the construction of the abovementioned congregational mosque:

Ridvan al-Ali composed its chronogram.
"We said, 'In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate,"'"3 989 [1581].

3 3 Alka Mirza, the son of the Safavid Shah Isma'il (r. 1501-24); see Hadika, n. 1115.
3318 The MurAdiyya Mosque, built in 978/1570; see EI2 , I, 904.
339 Gel mescide ey pdk-i murdd eyle temennd.3 2 0 Al-Mutahhar b. al-Mutawakkil 'alA 'illAh (d. 1572), the Zaydi imam of the Yemen.
312 Kuind bi'sm-illdh al-Rahmdn al-Rahim.
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One of the iskender Paas who was mentioned [above] is buried in the courtyard of the congrega-
tional mosque [of Kanhca], in a private tomb with windows on three sides. Because Qerkes iskender
Papa died in Istanbul, it is more reasonable to suppose that it is him. Gazi iskender Paya is written on
the gravestone. And his son Ahmed Paya is buried beside him. There are no numerical dates [on their
gravestones]. In addition, his medrese and mekteb are contiguous to the congregational mosque.
Although it is said that the famous Muhgi Lari is also buried in the courtyard of this congregational
mosque, the abovementioned pious person, who died in 989 [1581], while he was mufti of Diyarbakir,
was buried near the congregational mosque of Iskender Paya in the abovementioned city. The market
caique (pazar kayzgz) of this village is one of the income-producing vakfs of this congregational mosque.

$eyhfilislam Yenigehirli Abdullah Efendi"22 is buried on the right side of the congregational mosque.
The aforesaid master came to Istanbul from Yenigehir. After entering the circle of the giver of fetvas,
the late 5eyhfilislim Ali Efendi,"" and through his efforts embarking on a teaching career, [Abdullah
Efendi] was employed in various functions. After the customary period in medreses, he became kadi of
Ash-colored Aleppo in Honored 5evval 1117 [1706], and kadi of Bursa in Zilkade 1123 [1711-12]. He
was appointed kadi of the army (ordu kadisz) in the course of the campaign in the Morea, which came
to pass near the end of 1126 [1714]. After being contented with the honorary rank (paye) of Anatolia
on the fourth of Rebifilihir 1128 [28 March 1716], and subsequently with the honorary rank (paye) of
Rumelia, he was appointed mufti of mankind1 2

1 on the sixth day of Cemaziytlevvel 1130 [7 April 1718],
following the dismissal of 5eyhfilislim Ebu Ishak Ismail Efendi.1 2

' The line of poetry, "The fetva33 26 was

bestowed on Abdullah Efendi and he attained the office," gives the date [of his appointment]. He
was subsequently dismissed at the time of the accession of Sultan Mahmud Khan in Rebifflevvel of the
year 1143 [1730] and was exiled to Gelibolu. Mirzazade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi 328 was honored with his
office. The length of the abovementioned master's term in the office of eyhidisldm was thirteen years
and two months. [161] Among the written works of the aforesaid is the esteemed book named Behcet al-
Fetava (Splendor of Legal Decisions). In the year 1141 [1728-29], he gave permission for the printing
and copying of Islamic books, with the exception of commentaries on the Qur'an, the Traditions of the
Prophet (hadis) and books on Islamic law. The aforesaid [Abdullah Efendi] set out on the blessed hajj
from his place of exile in Gelibolu, and, after returning again to his place of exile following the
performance of the pious act, he came to the Exalted Gate [Istanbul] in 1155 [1742-43] and was per-
mitted to dwell in his seaside mansion in Kanlica. He died in the year 1165 [1751-52], while dwelling in
the abovementioned seaside mansion, and was buried in the enclosed cemetery of the abovementioned
congregational mosque.

Bursah Mehmed Emin Efendi, who died after retiring from the office of kadi of Uskfidar, is also
buried in this blessed congregational mosque's enclosed cemetery. He died in the year "Offering
prayer,"33 29 1186 [1772-73]. There are some written works by him and an edited divan of his poetry.""
The abovementioned gentleman was a person from whom laudable qualities were to be expected. His
blessed grave it is well known because it is a place where prayers are accepted. This village's water
source is a vakf of the large barracks located in the residence of the head of the bostancz (bostanczbasz).

322 For Yenigehirli Abdullah Efendi, see also Hadika, n. 829.
12 Qatalcavi Ali Efendi; see Hadika, n. 2296.

3324 In other words, gyhfilisldm.
325 Ebu ishak Kara ismail Naim Efendi; see Hadika, n. 227.

3326 That is, authority to dispense fetvas, which is to say, the office of seyhfilisldm.
3 27 Makdmin buldz 'Abd-Alldh Efendi'ye gelib fetvd.
3328 Mirzazade Seyyid Mehmed Efendi; see Hadika, n. 2569.
" 'An-z du'i.
113 The printed text here includes an example of his poetry, a couplet which has been omitted from this translation.
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The Dolayi Mosque'..' on the Bahai Krfezi

Its builder was Muhgi Sinan Efendi, details of whose biography are noted in connection with his blessed
mosque in the town of Anadoluhisar."" At present the abovementioned mosque is in ruins. The
quarter of this mosque consists of seaside mansions.

On this bay [Bahai Kbrfezi], there is a beautiful spot named Mirabad,"" which, being an esteemed
locality in the time of Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, became a place of audience. After the time of the
abovementioned padishah, visits were occasionally made by the glorious, magnificent, embellishment-
increasing padishahs. The summit of the mountain named Kavacik, which is located behind the above-
mentioned place, is also an excursion spot. The Tekke of Kanlicali 5eyh Ata Efendi is near this place.
Following the death of the aforesaid [eyh] in the year 1204 [1789-90], [162] he was buried in his tekke.

The Congregational Mosque of Anadoluhisa"3 4

The abovementioned was built as an upper-story congregational mosque overlooking the sea in front of
the fortress. Its builder was Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan Gazi. It has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i
himayun). The salaries of its servants are provided from the vakf of the Great Aya Sofya. There is also an
open air place for public prayer (namazgdh) on the square (meydan), located on the canon side of the
fortress. A lady named Yasemin, who was a patron of charitable works, built the mekteb located on the
corner opposite the abovementioned congregational mosque. Her grave is also there. The double
hamam located in [Anadoluhisar's] bazaar and the single hamam located in Kanlica are among the
vakf properties of this mekteb. The market caique (pazar kayz) of [Anadolu] hisar is a vakf of this lady. A
person was appointed miitevelli under the supervision of the inhabitants of the village. In accord with
the stipulation of the founder of the vakf, [its income] is expended to pay for the trousseaus of orphan
girls and for the funeral expenses of the poor. Some of the houses located in the abovementioned
village form the quarter of this blessed congregational mosque.

333 The Dolay Mescidi, thought to have been located on the present Mihrabad Caddesi in Kanlica. The mosque is no longer
extant. Until the end of the nineteenth century, the Kanhca K6rfezi was known as the Bahai K6rfezi because of the location
there of the splendid yalt of SeyhnilislAm Mehmed Bahai Efendi; see ISTA, IX, 4666.

" The Sinan Efendi Mescidi; see Hadika, 472.
" Mihrabad, located to the north of Kanhca, on the slopes overlooking the valley of the Kavacik Deresi; see map, Eldem,

Bogazigi Yallan, II, 37.
"" The Anadoluhisar Camii, originally located at the Anadoluhisar Boat Landing, just north of the fortress. At the end of the

nineteenth century, it was torn down together with a portion of the fortress wall and gates to make way for the construction of
the road along the Bosphorus shore. The mosque was rebuilt on its present site north of the village on the Hisar-Kanhca Yolu,
near the intersection with Pazar Sokagi. An inscription on the base of the minaret states that the mosque was rebuilt by
Abdftlhamid II in 1301/1883; see DBIA, I, 258-59; IC, II, 5; ISTA, II, 818-20. For both the original and current locations, see
maps, Eldem, Bogazigi Yahlan, II, 77, 78.

The fortress known as Anadolu Hisan is also referred to as Gfizelce or Akca Hisar, and is located on the Asian shore of the
Bosphorus opposite the Rumeli Hisan. It was originally built by Bayezid I in 797/1394-95 in order to cut off communication
between Constantinople and the Black Sea. Improvements were made by Mehmed II in 856/1452, during the construction of
the Rumeli Hisan, but, after the conquest of Constantinople, the two fortresses lost their military importance, and, when in the
seventeenth century it became necessary to protect the Black Sea entrance to the Bosphorus, Murad IV built the fortresses of
Rumelikavagi and Anadolukavagi further to the north. Although the fortifications of Anadolu Hisan had, by the seventeenth
century, fallen into disrepair, Evliya describes the walls as still high and strong and says that it was garrisoned by some 200
soldiers. The surrounding village consisted of 1,080 houses and included large palaces and yalts. The population of the village,
Evliya says, was entirely Muslim. Public buildings included the Congregational Mosque of Fatih Mehmed Khan (i.e., the
Anadoluhisan Camii) and several mescids. In addition, there were seven mektebs, a small hamam and twenty shops; see DBIA, I,
256-58; Gabriel, Chdteaux turcs, 9-28; ISTA, II, 802-18
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The Sinan Efendi Mosque'... in Anadoluhisar

Its builder was Muhgi Sinaneddin Yusuf bin Hfisameddin Efendi, who arrived in the Exalted Threshold

[Istanbul] from Amasya, and, after embarking on a teaching career and attaining some high offices,
obtained the office of kadi of Istanbul in the year 954 [1547-48] and became kadzasker of Anatolia in

958 [1551]. He subsequently chose retirement, and, with his death in auspicious Safer 986 [1578-79],

while busy with acts of piety and worship, he was buried in the enclosed cemetery of the blessed congre-

gational mosque, his own charitable work, known as the Yayla Congregational Mosque, located near the

Yeni Odalar in Istanbul."116 The grave of his father-in-law, the late San Musliheddin Efendi, is located

near [his grave]. The abovementioned Sinaneddin Efendi died at the age of ninety-three. There is a

commentary by him on Kadi Beyzavi's blessed commentary on the Qur'an. He also built an upper-story

mekteb adjoining the mentioned blessed mosque. Seyyid Mahmud Dede Efendi installed this mosque's

minbar. [163]
The abovementioned gentleman [Seyyid Mahmud Dede Efendi] was the son-in-law of Seyyid Feyzul-

lah Efendi,33 3 7 the eyhilisldm and tutor of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mustafa Khan, who

was dethroned in Edirne in the [Janissary] revolt of 1115 [1703-4]. [Mahmud Dede] was kadi of

Istanbul during the abovementioned revolt and was exiled to Bursa, and Ahmed Efendi, the tutor of

the royal princes, was appointed in his place. Six months later, he too was exiled to Cyprus. The above-

mentioned Mahmud Dede Efendi, after residing in Bursa for thirty years in the utmost poverty, was

appointed marshal of the descendants of the Prophet (nakibilegra) on the twentieth day of blessed

Ramazan of the year 1144 [18 March 1732], following the dismissal of Boluvizade Kebiri al-Seyyid

Mehmed Emin Efendi from the office of marshal. He was subsequently favored, one after the other,

with the honorary ranks (paye) of Anatolia and of Rumelia. When, on the fourth day of CemaziyiilAhir

1147 [2 November 1734], Dfrri Mehmed Efendi3 33 became eyhiislam in place of Ishak Efendi,3339 the

office marshal of the descendants of the Prophet was conferred upon Ak Mahmudzade Zeynelabidin

Efendi, who had been dismissed from [the office of kadzasker of] Rumelia. The aforesaid [Mahmud

Dede] died on the twenty-seventh day of Cemaziyilihir of the year 1165 [12 May 1752].

"' The Sinan Efendi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Hisar Camii Sokagi and Setfistii Sokaki in Anadoluhisar; see IC,

II, 59. For location, see map, ISTA, II, 804.
3336 For the Yayla Camii, see Hadika, 245, where the foundation is correctly attributed to Kanbur Mustafa Paga. For an

extended biography of Muhgi Sinaneddin Yusuf, see ibid., I, 134-35.
3" $eyhinlislAm Seyyid Mehmed Feyzullah Efendi; for details of his life see Hadika, n. 841.
3338 Dfrri Mehmed Efendi (d. 1736), sixty-second Ottoman 5eyhiilisldm and founder of a famous family of Ottoman ulema,

which flourished in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. According to some sources, he was born in Ankara and, after he

was trained in the medreses of Istanbul, became the son-in-law of the kadzasker of Anatolia, Babazade Abdf6lkadir Efendi.

Following appointment to judgeships in Aleppo, Egypt, Mecca and Istanbul, and to the offices of kadzasker of Anatolia and

Rumelia, he was made ieyhiisldm upon the death of Ebu ishak ismail Efendizade ishak Efendi on 31 October 1734. He was

stricken with apoplexy in February-March, 1736, retired from office a month later, and died in the same year. Among his

descendants, his son Dfirrizade Mustafa Efendi, his grandsons Mehmed AtAullah Efendi and Mehmed Arif Efendi, and his great-

grandson Dfnrrizade Abdullah Efendi all held at various times the office of geyhfilisldm; see Altunsu, Osmanlz $eyhfilisldmlan, 125-

26; E[ 2 , II, 629-30; SO, II, 338.
13' Ebu Ishak ismail Efendizade Ishak Efendi; see Hadika, n. 314.
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AFTER THIS, THERE BEGINS A DESCRIPTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUE OF FINDIKLI AND OF THE

PLEASURE GROUNDS WHICH ARE IN AND AROUND THE ABOVEMENTIONED VILLAGE

Desciption of the Excursion Spot Known as Kiksu"*

One or two pavilions (kasr) have survived in the abovementioned pleasure ground from an earlier
period, and, as Sultan Mahmud Khan the First admired the abovementioned excursion spot, the grand
vizier of the time, Divitdar Mehmed Paga, exerted himself in the rebuilding of the abovementioned
place. He appointed and assigned Yusuf Efendi, the dismissed commissioner of the city ($ehir emini) and
brother of Amedci, who was chief accountant of the finance department (muhasebe-i evvel), to be
building commissioner (emin-i bina), and a great pavilion (kasr) was built on a piece of vacant land
measuring eight hundred forty cubits."" A stream was made to flow from the mountain to its south,
and, with the construction of a pool, an ornamental water jet and a Paradise-like fountain, a most
perfect beauty was given [to the site]. [This] is the chronogram which the poet Rasih Mehmed Efendi
composed for its construction:

Great shah of shahs, most illustrious and generous padishah:
The world became the object of favor and munificence at his bountiful gate.

[164] Foundation ofjustice, moon of pleasant countenance, Sultan Mahmud Khan:
The caliphate became more splendid with his magnificent person.

[That] felicitous architect made all the world flourish.
How many were the agreeable charitable works of his that appeared on every side!

As required for the delight of the sovereign's pure disposition,
Many places became joyful with an abundance of cheer-giving works.

For example, a great affection for Kuenksu became manifest.
And now it became the object of [his] discerning eye.

In gaiety it had no equal. Its air and water were truly matchless.
In all its aspects, whatever they be, it is most felicitous.

In the same way that the reflection of its green fields made the sea appear as land,
The graceful waves broke, and the deep green sea became a plain.

The meadow's rose perfume is carried on each zephyr.
Gaily worked windows became passages for the eastern breeze.

Above all, of such a sublime building and incomparable pavilion,
The world has seen no equal. It became a wonderful seaside palace.

There are many imperial pleasure grounds on the Bosphorus, but
This new design was the distilled essence of them all.

Excellent, beautiful arrangement! Well-arranged, admirable place of repose,
The heart-attracting design of which was like ajoy-increasing rose garden!

In profusely gilded paintings and inscriptions written entirely in gold,
Its designs manifest themselves. It became an alluring heart-ravisher.

Does gloom's tarnish remain? The scene was enjoyed in the mirror of the heart!
Like a delightful road, this became an exhilarating place.

Because the musing pen was taken up by the hand of the inspired designer,

"* The meadow along the Asian shore of the Bosphorus, immediately south of Anadoluhisar, formed by the valleys of the
Gbksu and the Kfnfnksu and referred to in European sources as the Sweet Waters of Asia. With its arcadian setting, it was a
popular excursion spot and pleasure ground, especially in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but was largely abandoned
in the years following World War I; see G6nfil Aslanoglu-Evyapan, Eski Thrk Bahgeeri ve Ozellikle Eski Istanbul Bahgeleri (Istanbul,
1972), 4142; Qelik Gilersoy, Kiafksu (Istanbul, 1985); DBIA, III, 411-12; Erdokan, VD, 4 (1958), 178. For site plan, see Eldem,
Thrk Bahgeleri, 10.

.34" The present Empire style Kfiefiksu Kasn was built in 1856 for Sultan Abdfilmecid by the imperial architect Nigokos Balyan
on the site of the earlier wooden palace of Mahmud I; see DBIA, V, 162; Pars Tuglaci, Balyan Ailesi, 187-93; Eldem, Kbskler ve
Kasirlar, II, 238-58. For Divitdar Mehmed Paga (Ascibasi Mehmed Emin Paa), see Hadika, n. 1590.
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This fresh plan appeared unique and was exemplary.
May God by his favor make the world-protecting shah blessed!
This edifice was built in this place. In truth it is fitting.

[165] Independently, from the two pleasing hemistiches of this couplet,
0 Rasih, two brilliant chronograms appeared as divine bounty.

"Since its restoration by the august Sultan Mahmud Khan,"3 34 1165 [1751-52]
"Kiefiksu became a vast pleasure ground, a mine of delight,"33 43 1165 [1751-52].

In addition to all the other times when the abovementioned imperial pavilion was repaired, it was reno-
vated by the imperial command of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Selim Khan the Third and
by His Majesty, the padishah of the time, Our Lord Sultan Mahmud Khan. There is also an indepen-
dent battalion (ocak) of the bostancz in the abovementioned pleasure grounds, and there is a blessed
mosque33 reserved for the battalion.

In the excursion spot named G6ksu, located near this heart-adorning pleasure ground, there is a
small mosque, a bridge and numerous fountains. There is a commemorative archery marker (nisantasz)
on the summit of the hill, [indicating the distance] which was hit [by an arrow shot] from this palace by
the padishah of the age, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan. A grassy embankment and a fountain of
delicious water3 34

1 were also built for this place. There is also a commemorative archery marker
(nijantasz) of His Majesty the deceased Sultan Selim the Third. A patron of charity built the little kiosk
near the boat landing. With the passage of time, the mosque known as the Degirmen Mosque31
located at the entrance to the bridge [over the G6ksu] was on the point of falling into ruin, and Salih
Aga, the chief of the biscuit-makers (beksimatczbasz) in the biscuit factory in Bebek, rebuilt it and
brought it to life. The grist mill (degirmen) belongs to the biscuit factory. Abdfirrahim Efendi, the chief
secretary (mektubcu) of 5eyhfilislim Dfirrizade Mustafa Efendi,"4 installed the minbar [in the Degirmen
Mosque] at the time he was dismissed from [office in] Bursa. The abovementioned Salih Aga died in
1180 [1766-67].

334 (:in ihydsn olub Sultdn Mahmnd Hdn-z Cemcdhii.
3 Kii ik-su bir biiyfsk nfszhetgeh kdn-z safd oldt.
31 Presumably a reference to the Kneiksu Camii, located on Kfieksu Caddesi, behind the kasr and adjoining the Kfiniksu

Kislasi or Barracks. Built by the valide sultan Mihrigah Sultan, the wife of Mustafa III and mother of Selim III, who also built the
Kfnfiksu Qegmesi, it had masonry walls and a wooden roof. The mosque was torn down in 1956; see 1C, II, 43; Konyah, Uskidar,
I, 207. For location, see Eldem, K65kler ve Kasrlar, II, 253. The mosque's minaret is visible in the photographs in Gfilersoy,
Kikisksu, 4, 8.

34 The Kiefiksu Qegmesi, on the shore north of the Kiiksu Kasri, built by the valide sultan Mihrigh Sultan in 1221/1806-7;
see Tampik, Gesmeleri, II, 402; DBIA, V, 161. For location, see map, Eldem, K5ikler ve Kasrar, II, 253.

"' The Degirmen Mescidi (Mosque of the Mill), presumably at the south end of the bridge over the G5ksu from
Anadoluhisar, or at the west end of the bridge over the G~ksu going to the ruins of the Sultan Mahmud K6 knt. The mosque is
no longer extant. For its approximate location, see map, Eldem, Bogazigi Yalzlan, II, 105.

"4 For Durrizade Mustafa Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1163.
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The Congregational Mosque of Kandill?"

The abovementioned is an upper-story congregational mosque. Its builder was Sultan Mahmud Khan
the First. The reason the abovementioned place is known by the name Kandilli Bahee (Lamp-Illumi-
nated Garden) is because His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth ordered the construction of an
exalted palace in the abovementioned place at the time he set out to conquer Yerevan. On his return
from the abovementioned campaign in the year 1042 [1632-33], and following his move to the new
palace which had been built there, [166] a festive illumination took place for seven nights to celebrate
the birth of a fortunate prince named Mehmed. For this reason, the abovementioned place was cele-
brated as Kandilli (Illuminated). Later, in the time of the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud
Khan, the abovementioned palace was on the point of ruin. When His Majesty the abovementioned
padishah ordered that it be rebuilt and renovated, the areas surrounding it on three sides were
annexed to his imperial vakf following a survey. The areas on the water's edge were rented out for
double rents and the other areas for one rent. Shops, a hamam and a fountain were built in its market
in response to need, and the abovementioned place was given the name Nevabad. At that time, orders
were given for the abovementioned blessed congregational mosque to be rebuilt and revived. Nimet
Efendi composed this chronogram for the completion of the abovementioned fountain:

With edifices, His Majesty the Sultan of praiseworthy nature
Made the Kandilli Bahce a light-filled place.

0 Nimet, to satisfy its inhabitants with drink, with a beautiful plan,
"He built a heart-attracting fountain. He made clear water flow freely,"3349 1165 [1751-52].

The builder of the mekteb located near the hamam was Mehmed Efendi, the chief clerk (bashalife) of the
office of the accountant of Anatolia, who, from the customs duties on coffee, assigned to it eighteen
akge for a teacher's salary and six akge for the cost of rush mats and charcoal. The builder of the well,
located in the open space of the abovementioned mekteb, was Hadice Hatun. In addition to this, there
are six other wells in the abovementioned place. Siyavu Aga,33

11 the weapons bearer (silahdar) of His
Majesty Sultan Murad Khan, built one of them. The aforesaid [Siyavu Aga] became grand admiral
(kapudan-z derya) with the rank of vizier in Cemaziyilevvel 1050 [1640], at the beginning of the reign of
His Majesty Sultan Ibrahim Khan, following the second dismissal of Deli Hniseyin Paga. Following his
own dismissal on the fourth day of blessed Ramazan 1061 [21 August 1651], and the appointment of
Kftnik Piyale Kapudan, the steward of the naval arsenal (tersane kethiidasz), in his place, he became

334 The Kandilli Camii, known also as the Birinci Sultan Mahmud Camii, located at the Kandilli Boat Landing in Kandilli.
The mosque was first built in 1042/1632, and was renovated by order of Sultan Mahmud I in 1165/1751-52. The present
mosque was built in 1931, following a fire which destroyed the earlier structure; see DBIA, IV, 410; 1C, II, 34-35; Konyali,
Uskfidar, I, 176-77. For location, see maps, Eldem, Bogazigi Yahlan, II, 110, 115.

The village of Kandilli is located on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus between Kfnfiksu and Vanik6y, astride the cape of the
same name. The Bosphorus enters its most confined and deepest stretch off the Kandilli Burnu, around which flows a powerful
current known to Bosphorus mariners as the seytan Akrntisi or Devil's Current. Referred to in Byzantine sources as Brochthoi
or Proochthoi, for the steep slopes that come down to the Bosphorus shore at this point, its Turkish name is said, according to
some sources, to derive from the fact that, in earlier times, a lamp (kandil) was placed on the Kandilli Burnu to warn mariners
of the dangers of the $eytan Akintisi. According to Ayvansarayi, however, the name derives from Sultan Murad IV's illumination
of the Kandilli Palace to mark the birth there in 1043/1633 of $ehzade Mehmed.

Until the middle of the eighteenth century, the site seems to have been unoccupied save for the imperial garden of Kandilli,
originally built by Murad III, but renovated and enlarged in the reigns of Murad IV, Mehmed IV and Ahmed III. Evliya
describes the garden as being the like of !rem, with many kiosks on the slopes overlooking the cape. Incicyan states that, at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, the village of Kandilli was settled by Turks, Armenians and a small number of Greeks; see
DBIA, IV, 408-10; Evliya Celebi, Travels, 1/2, 76; IA, II, 687-88; incicyan, Istanbul, 129-30;Janin, CB, 441.

3 Yap dil-kenl eime erd eyledi db-z safd.
33.. For additional biographical details on Siyavu Aga, see Hadika, n. 1279.
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grand vizier, succeeding Melek Ahmed Paga. After his dismissal [from that office] on the fifth day of
Zilkade of the abovementioned year [20 October 1651], [167] and Gfirci Mehmed Paga's appointment
as master of the seal in his place, he was again appointed grand vizier in place of Sfileyman Paya on the
second day of Cemaziyfilevvel 1066 [28 March 1656]. Following his death fifty-seven days later, he was
buried in the cemetery of the blessed Congregational Mosque of Ali Paga-1 Atik. Boynu Egri Mehmed
Paga, the governor of Damascus, was appointed [grand vizier] in his place. The abovementioned
deceased caused the previously mentioned well to be dug during the period of his appointment as
weapons bearer (silahdar) at the end of the reign of Murad Khan. [This] is the chronogram composed
[for it] by the famous poet, the late Cevri Efendi:

Murad Khan the First, padishah of righteous temperament, whose
Pure disposition divine blessing made a source of delight:

The good works of the weapons bearer of that king of kings, Siyavu Aga,
Are always manifest.

And among them he built a cheer-giving well.
God, that which he built in this place is an astonishing gift and grant!

An aquifer came to this well as if from the spring of Kevser.
Thus, its water was desirable, delicious and soul-reviving.

Because this work was a manifestation of that generous one,
Let his prosperity and success continue until the Day ofJudgment.

May the ajas who after him are weapons bearers also
Perform acts of generosity, and may they emulate him in their behavior!

Cevri described its pure water and composed its chronogram.
"Fountain of the water of life and joy-giving Zemzem well,"3351 1048 [1638-39].

Divitdar Mehmed Papa built a fountain overlooking the sea in the abovementioned place. The water of
the abovementioned fountain is drawn by a waterwheel from wells which were dug by the chief aka (bay
aga) of K5sem Valide Sultan, the mother of Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth. Its date is inscribed on the
columns of the waterwheel. [168] Following the repair of the abovementioned palace, [which was
carried out] through the imperial zeal of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, the late writer of
chronograms, Izzi Efendi, composed this date of two lines:

Izzi, an elegant line of poetry suffices to note down the date.
"Dilapidated Kandilli again became a blazing shore."035 2

With the passage of time, the abovementioned palace again fell into ruin, and, at the beginning of the
era of Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan, its site was surveyed and sold to buyers, and [the income from the
sale] was added to the imperial vakf

31 Cdh-i zemzem menba'-i db-z haydt ve dilkiitd.
3352 Yehiden u'le-bdr sdhil oldi k6hne Kandilli.
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The Vanikby Mosque'..

Originally, this place called Vanik6y was referred to as the Papas Bahee. Later, in the time of Mehmed
Khan the Fourth, the king of kings made the abovementioned place the freehold (temlik) of the impe-
rial $eyh ($eyh-i sultani) Seyyid Mehmed Vani Efendi, and the aforesaid built himself a seaside palace and
some houses, together with the still extant blessed congregational mosque on the seashore and the
medrese which is near it. When, subsequently, His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Second gained the
Ottoman throne, he suspended a framed inscription written in his own noble calligraphy in the above-
mentioned mosque as a compliment. His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First honored the above-
mentioned blessed mosque with the construction of an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun), and, later,
in the year 1166 [1752-53], Divitdar Mehmed Paa, one of the viziers of Sultan Mahmud Khan,
renovated this blessed congregational mosque after restoring the palace of King iksu."" It was again
repaired when, subsequently, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan made imperial sojourns to it in the
summertime.

In the year 1072 [1661-62], K6prnflfi Mehmed Pagazade Fazil Ahmed Paga,"" who was grand vizier in
the time of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth, brought the abovementioned master, Vani Efendi, from
Van."" Later, the aforesaid [Vani Efendi] became connected to 5eyhfilislAm Minkarizade Yahya
Efendi,"" and, little by little, he acquired fame and was assigned to give lessons in the imperial
presence, both in the palace and while [the sultan] was traveling. [169] He was the first person
appointed to the office of Friday preacher in the blessed Yeni Congregational Mosque,3358 which had
been built for the mother of His Majesty the aforesaid sultan near the Bahee Kapi. He was also
appointed tutor (hoca) of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Second, while [the latter] was a prince.
After the death of the aforesaid 5eyhfilislrm [Minkarizade Yahya Efendi], Seyyid Feyzullah Efendi3359

was appointed tutor. The aforesaid 5eyh [Vani Efendi], being an influential person, caused the
prohibition in the year 1076 [1665-66] of the sema of the Mevlevis and the dancing of the Halvetis, and

31 The Vanikbyft Mescidi, located at the Vanik5y Boat Landing in Vanik6y; see DBIA,VII, 368; IC, II, 69; Konyah, Uskiidar, I,
307-9' For location, see map, Eldem, Bogazigi Yahlan, II, 142. The village of Vanik6y is situated on the Anatolian shore of the
Bosphorus between Kandilli and Qengelkby and takes its name from Vani Efendi, the tutor of the princes of Mehmed IV, to
whom the district was given in the late seventeenth century. Previously, the area had been a royal domain, its wooded slopes,
known as the Papas or Papaz Korusu, being used for hunting and excursions. Selim I is said to have founded the Kuleli Baheesi
there, in which, according to Evliya Celebi, Sfileyman I built an ornamented pavilion of several stories. According to Incicyan, at
the beginning of the nineteenth century, the inhabitants of the village were exclusively Turks; see DBIA, V, 117-18, and VII, 367-
68; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 76; K6miirciyan, Istanbul Tarihi, 47, 275; incicyan, Istanbul, 130.

3. For Divitdar Mehmed Paga (Ascibapi Mehmed Emin Paa) and the restoration of the Kfigfiksu Kasn, see Hadika, 473 and
n. 1590.

.. K6prftlf6 Mehmed Pagazade Fazil Ahmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 790.
" Fazil Ahmed Paa, who had received an ilmiye education, met Vani Efendi in Erzurum, where he was a scholar and

preacher in the Lala Mustafa Paga Camii. Fazil Ahmed was impressed by the magnetic older man, and the two became friends.
When Fazil Ahmed became grand vizier, he invited Vani to join him in the capital. Once at court, Vani Efendi became Sultan
Mehmed's personal syh, offering him spiritual guidance and instruction, and served as well as Fazil Ahmed's spiritual counselor
and confidant. Of a puritanical outlook, he enjoyed great influence because of his closeness to both the sultan and the grand
vizier. He was particularly antagonistic toward the Sufi brotherhoods, which he accused of abetting unbelief and ignoring
religious law, and managed to have at least one lodge destroyed and its brethren scattered. In 1665, he had public perfor-
mances of Sufi music forbidden and dance rituals-the sema, raks and devran-banned. He also had the sale of wine prohibited
within the walls of Istanbul and renewed the ban on smoking. Vani was energetic in promoting the conversion of non-Muslims
in the empire and was among the Muslim interlocutors of the Jewish false messiah Sabbetai Sevi at Edirne prior to his con-
version to Islam; see Madeline C. Zilfi, The Politics of Piety: The Ottoman Ulema in the Postclassical Age (1600-1800) (Minneapolis,
1988), 146-59.

31 For $eyhinlislam Minkarizade Yahya Efendi, see Hadika, n. 2397.
3358 The Yeni or Valide Sultan Camii in Emin6nfi; see Hadika, 22-24.
.... Seyyid Mehmed Feyzullah Efendi, who was briefly seyhiaisldm for a first time in 1688, and for a second time between 1695

and 1703; for details of his life, see Hadika, n. 841.
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he had the Bektasi tekke in the village of Babaeski near Edirne demolished. In the year 1081 [1670-71],
he caused an imperial command to be issued banning the sale of wine in the lands of Islam. Following
the death of the abovementioned Fazil Ahmed Paga, Kara Mustafa Paga,3360 who had become kaimmakam
of the grand vizier at the time he was first master of the stable (mirahur-z evvel), was appointed master of
the imperial seal on the twenty-fifth day of blessed 5aban 1087 [1 November 1677]. At the time of the
campaign against Austria in the year 1094 [1683],"6 the abovementioned 5eyh [Vani Efendi] was
appointed eyh of the army (ordu eyhi). Following the crushing defeat ordained by the wisdom of
God-be He exalted-at Vienna, he was banished and exiled by imperial decree to his estate in the
village named Kestel, near Bursa. He died in the middle of Zilkade 1096 [1695], while dwelling there,
and was buried in the enclosed cemetery of his blessed congregational mosque in the abovementioned
[village]. There are also a medrese and an imaret of his near this congregational mosque. This couplet
is a chronogram for his death:

Angels composed a chronogram for the death of that eminent one of high rank.
"Vani Efendi ascended to the Throne in Paradise," 336 2 1096 [1684-85].

The aforesaid deceased wrote the Arayi5-i Kur'an, (Adornment of the Qur'an), Hulasat al-Tefasir (Sum-
mary of Commentaries on the Qur'an) and other works.

The Saksoncular Mosques 6 s near the Kule Bah~esi

Its builder was Sultan Sileyman Khan the First. When he built the Saksonhane,"33 " he also built this
blessed congregational mosque nearby. [170]

The Kuleli Bah~e Mosque36
1

Its builder was Grand Vizier Ibrahim Paga's son-in-law, Kaymak Mustafa Paga, who became grand
admiral (kapudan-z derya) in Zilkade 1133 [1721], while he was head of the imperial chancery (nisancz),
following the death of Vizier Hoca Silleyman Paga. Following [Mustafa Paga's] martyrdom in the
Patrona and Mush Revolt of Rebifilevvel 1143 [1730], he was buried together with his father-in-law in
the cemetery of the medrese of his forefather, Kara Mustafa Paga, located near Parmakkapi on the
Divanyolu."" He also built and brought to life the fountain 6  of delicious water near the abovemen-
tioned mosque. Celebizade Ismail Asim Efendi,3368 who became 5eyhidisldm at the beginning of Zilkade

" Grand Vizier Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Paga, who was executed in December 1683, following the Ottoman defeat before the
gates of Vienna; see Hadika, n. 1485.

3361 The campaign culminating in the second siege of Vienna ofJuly-September 1683.336 Kiirsiye Vdni Efendi tzkdz cennetde.
"" The Saksoncular Mescidi (Mosque of the Mastiff Keepers), located in the vicinity of the Kuleli Baheesi. The mosque is no

longer extant, nor is its precise location known; see 1C, II, 57.
The Quarters of the Mastiff Keepers; see Pakahn, OTD, III, 112; Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, 314-15.

" The Kuleli Bahce Mescidi, known also as the Kuleli Ocaki Mescidi or Kaymak Mustafa Paga Camii, located on the shore
side of the Qengelk6y-Kuleli Caddesi at the intersection with Kuleli Mektebi Sokagi, south of the Kuleli Askeri Lisesi. An
inscription over the doorway commemorates Mahmud II's renovation of the mosque in 1253/1837-38 and his installation at
that time of an imperial tribune (hfinkar mahfili); see DBIA, V, 117; 1C, II, 42; ISTA, VII, 3835-36. For location, see map, Bograzigi
Yahlan, II, 152.

" See Hadika, 190-91.
3367 The no longer extant Kaymak Mustafa Paga Qegmesi; see Hatice Aynur and Hakan T. Karateke, III. Ahmed Devri Istanbul

Gejmeleri (1703-1730) (Istanbul, 1995), 163.
33 For Qelebizade ismail Asim Efendi, see Hadika, n. 1273.
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in the year 1172 [1759] and took leave of the Transitory World on the thirtieth day of CemaziyilAhir
1173 [1760], composed its chronogram at the time he was its miderris.

God, make the king of kings of the age, Sultan Mahmud Khan Gazi's
Pure being secure from fault!

The Asaph-ranked regulator of the state, tbrahim Paga:
To the whole of the rose garden of the world, his benevolence is like a rain-filled cloud.

That minister with the disposition of a Barmakid3 69 made his distinguished son-in-law,
Kapudan Mustafa Paga, his companion one day.

While journeying here and there upon the sea in a boat with a countenance like a bird-of
paradise,

He took happy shelter in this beautiful pleasure ground.
They rested a little, and, in the course of conversation, in astonishment,
[Mustafa Paga] asked, "How is it, I wonder, that although that world adorning minister

Has everywhere built fountains during the time of Sultan [Ahmed's] reign,
He has not caused a [fountain of] pure water to flow in this pleasure spot?"

From that very moment, Mustafa Paga resolved upon this charitable work.
With that life-giving speech and his great zeal, he brought [the fountain] to life.

He built this captivating fountain with [the sultan's] noble consent,
And quenched many a parched lip with the water of life.

[171] The most humble servant, the slave Asim, composed a chronogram.
"Kapudan Mustafa Paga built this exalted fountain," O 7 1137 [1724-25].

Voyvoda Ahmed Agazade Hattat Hasan Efendi installed the abovementioned mosque's minbar.

The Mosque of Qengel Kariyesi""

Its builder was a patron of charity named Omer Efendi. His grave is also there. However, his time and
epoch are not known since they were not recorded on either his gravestone or the arch of the gateway
of his mosque. Subsequently, Saliha Hatun, the mother of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First,
installed the minbar, built a brick minaret and caused the abovementioned congregational mosque to
be repaired. There are some houses in the abovementioned village that are among the vakfs of the
abovementioned congregational mosque.

In the year one thousand two hundred thirty-four [1818-19], the grand admiral (kapudan-z derya)
Abdullah Paga also built a blessed congregational mosque at the Qengel Karyesi Boat Landing and
excellently provided for all of its needs.3 7' The aforesaid pawa was the son of an inhabitant of the above-

" That is, of exceeding generosity like the Barmakids; see Hadika, n. 212.
-

70 Bu vdld gesmeyi yapdz kapudan Mustafa Pd.
3371 The Qengel Kariyesi Mescidi (Mosque of Cengel Village), known also as the Qengelk6y or Haci Omer Mescidi, located on

the shore on Kaptan-i Derya Seydi Ali Paga (Kaynana) Sokagi in Qengelk6y. In addition to the restoration and modifications
carried out by Saliha Sultan, mother of Mahmud I, noted by Ayvansarayi, a ta'lik inscription on the base of the minaret states
that the mosque burned to the ground in 1296/1878, and that it was rebuilt by the inhabitants of CQengelk6y in 1312/1894; see
DBIA, III, 478; 1C, II, 17; ISTA, VII, 3831; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 158-59.

Qengelk6y, the village in which the mosque is located, is situated on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus between Vanik6y and
Beylerbeyi. Evliya Qelebi describes it in the seventeenth century as a flourishing place of 3,060 stone houses, with a little mosque
on the shore. Only a few of the inhabitants of Cengelk6y were Muslims, the majority being Greeks. As a whole, the populace is
described as noisy and quarrelsome, but the village was, nonetheless, a pleasant and charming place, with gardens and richly
adorned palaces. As to its name, Evliya relates that at the time of the conquest of Constantinople, a set of anchors (gengel) from
the time of Yanko b. Madyan were found there, and for that reason the village came to be known as the Qengelk6y (Village of
the Anchors); see DBIA, II, 485-87; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 76-77.

3372 The Qnarlh Mescid (Mosque with the Plane Tree), known also as the Hamdullah Paga Camii, located near the Bosphorus
shore between Qmarli Cami Sokagi and Pazar Kayagi Sokagi in Qengelk6y. It takes its name from the great plane tree which
stands before it; see DBIA, VIII, 108; 1C, II, 17; ISTA, VII, 3916-17. For location, see map, Bogazigi Yalzlan, II, 155.
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mentioned village. He was subsequently included in the ranks of the sultan's bodyguard (haseki), and
later became chief of the bostancz (serbostaniyan). Four or five years later, he became chief inspector of
the finance department (bal bakz kulu) and, after that, commander of the corps of sipahi (sipahiler
agasz). Still later, he became grand master of the stable (mirahur-i kebir). On Monday, the twentieth day
of blessed Ramazan 1234 (13 July 1819), he was appointed grand admiral (kapudan-z derya), and on
Saturday, the twenty-seventh day of Safer 1238 [13 November 1822]," following the dismissal of Haci
Salih Paga,"13 4 he was appointed grand vizier. He was dismissed on Monday, the twenty-seventh of Cema-
ziyfilahir of the abovementioned year [11 March 1833], and Silahdar Ali Paga3 111 was appointed in his
place. He died in Izmid. His name was Hamdullah, but he acquired fame as Abdullah.

The Blessed Congregational Mosque of Beylerbey?..

Its builder was His Majesty, the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan-may God's pardon and
mercy be upon him. [172] He ordered it built with a single minaret on the site of the Chamber of the

Abdullah Hamdullah Paa, Deli (d. 1823), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud II. He was appointed on 12
November 1822, but was dismissed three months later, on 4 March 1823, because of the great Cihangir fire of 11 March 1823,
and exiled to Izmit. His nickname Deli ("Crazy") was given him because of his violent temper. He was the builder of the
Abdullah Aga Yalisi, located on the water's edge near the Qmarh Mescid; see SO, III, 394-95.

1" The printed text erroneously gives the date 1038.
3" Haci Salih Paga (d. 1858), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud II. Born in tzmir, he came to Istanbul and in

time was appointed to a series of high offices including kapzczbasz and arpa emini. He served as sadaret kaimmakaml to Grand
Vizier Benderli Ali Papa and, following the latter's dismissal and execution, was himself appointed grand vizier (30 April 1821).
Removed from that office a year and a half later (11 November 1822), he was exiled from the capital, first as governor of
Gelibolu and then as governor of Damascus, after which he was made emir al-hac and sent to the Hijaz. He was later exiled a
second time to Gelibolu, where he died; see SO, III, 213-14.

"' Silahdar Ali Paga (d. 1829), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud II. The son of Ruscuklu Izzet Ahmed Paa, he
was raised in the enderun and, after appointments as dilbend agast and silahdar, was made grand vizier on 4 March 1822, but was
dismissed less than a year later, on 13 January 1824. Following his dismissal, he was appointed to the governorship of Konya,
and later, to the command of the Dardanelles forts; see SO, III, 561-62.

3376 The Beylerbeyi Camii, known also as the Sultan Abdfilhamid Han Camii, located at the point where the Beylerbeyi-
Qamlica Yolu comes down to the Bosphorus shore. The mosque occupies the site of the Chamber of the Mantle of the Prophet
(Hirka-i serif Dairesi) of the Istavroz Palace, which was torn down in the middle of the eighteenth century. According to an
inscription over its outer gate, the mosque was built by Sultan Abdilhamid I for the soul of his deceased mother, the valide
$ermi Rabia Sultan. Actual construction was begun by the imperial architect Mehmed Tahir Aga, who worked in a Baroque
style, on 3 April 1777, and the mosque was inaugurated on 15 August 1778. Sultan Mahmud II rebuilt the mosque's porch and
two minarets in 1810-11, and added a muvakkithane and fountain. In 1969 the mosque underwent a thorough restoration, but
on the night of 13 March 1983, its wooden dome burned along with the adjoining tsmail Paa Yalisi. Repairs were carried out in
1983 by the Vakf Administration, and, following their completion, the mosque was again opened to worship; see Mehmed Rebii
Hatemi Baraz, ed., Beylerbeyi, I, 110-18; DBIA, II, 203-5; IC, II, 12; ISTA, 2676-81. For location, see map, Bogazigi Yallar, II, 184

Beylerbeyi itself is located on the Anatolian shore of the Bosphorus between Qengelk6y and Kuzguncuk. The source and
date for the first use of the name is uncertain. It is found in neither Evliya Qelebi nor in Emerya Qelebi Kbmarciyan, who refer
to the area as Istavroz, but the name was in use by the second half of the eighteenth century. Evliya correctly notes that istavroz
is a corruption of the Greek stavros (cross), and mentions that the village contained many gardens as well as a mosque. Emerya
Qelebi mentions the presence there of the Istavroz Palace, as well as a mosque, and says that it was a Turkish village. He also
notes the ruins of a Greek church and a sacred spring (ayazma).

The earliest Ottoman building erected in istavroz appears to have been a palace built by Gevher Sultan, one of the daughters
of Selim II, on the summit of the hills overlooking the Bosphorus. In the seventeenth century the imperial garden of istavroz
(Istavroz Hasbahgesi) was favored as an excursion spot, and Ahmed I built the $evkabad Kasn on the hills above the shore.
Murad IV and Mehmed IV frequented the spot for hunting and pleasure outings, and, in the reign of Ahmed III, Grand Vizier
Nevgehirli Ibrahim Paa's son-in-law Mustafa Papa is known to have built kiosks, fountains, pools and a yalh there in the garden
known as Ferahabad. Mahmud I built the Ferahfeza Kasn in Beylerbeyi for his mother, Saliha Sultan, but in the reign of
Abdfilhamid I, with the exception of the sites of the congregational mosque and hamam of Beylerbeyi, the grounds of the
Istavroz Palace were sold. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, however, Mahmud II reacquired the grounds of the old
Istavroz Palace and between 1829 and 1832 built a new palace on the shore, south of the Beylerbeyi Boat Landing. Sultan
Mahmud's Beylerbeyi Sarayi burned in 1851 and its ruins were subsequently torn down to make way for a new Beylerbeyi Sarayi
in a pompous Empire style, completed in 1864 by Agop and Sarkis Balyan for Sultan Abdfilaziz; see Mehmed Rebili Hatemi
Baraz, Beylerbeyi (Istanbul, 1994), I, 153-56, 158-70; DBIA, II, 200-3, 206-10; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 77; ISTA, V, 2690-98;
Tuglaci, Balyan Ailesi, 207-32
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Mantle of the Prophet (hzrka-i jerfi) in the Istavroz Palace. As with the other imperial congregational
mosques, all of its needs were provided for and two imams, a preacher, several mfiezzin, caretakers
(kayyzm), Qur'an readers (devirhan) and a Friday preacher (cuma vaizi) were assigned to it. An upper-
story mekteb was built next to it. Subsequently, His Majesty, the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan
the Just." ordered the enlargement and repair of the abovementioned blessed congregational mosque,
the addition and construction of another exalted minaret and the addition of a masonry boat landing
and a timekeeper's room (muvakkithane). Its renovation began on the first of 5evval 1235 [12 July
1820], and it was completed and inaugurated in the year 1236 [1820-21]. Among the chronograms
which were composed at the time of its initial construction, [this] is the chronogram inscribed on its
middle gate:

Splendor of the throne of the shahs, ornament of the mihrab of religion,
Who unites all praiseworthy qualities, namely Abdfilhamid Khan:

He is the king of kings of the age, before whose most fortunate court,
The rulers of the world are as servants.

Beneath his protecting canopy, all people, high and low, are at ease.
The world benefits from his exalted court.

[The mosque] emerged on the margin of the land from the sea of his liberality,
T A matchlessly unique pearl, beloved, without equal.

That is to say, on the shore of the sea, he built this new congregational mosque,
Which, with thisjoy-giving plan, is unique in the world.

[Its] star-like lamps radiate light.
The gold and silver chandelier is like the gold and silver sun and moon.

The moon borrows light from the candle of its mihrab.
All the auspicious stars anoint their eyes with the smoke of its lamp.

Each time its doors and windows are opened, it is like the true dawn.
Glorious God, make the padishah of the world happy!

[173] May God-be He exalted-cause to flourish many such pious works!
May [the sultan's] life increase in the capital of the sultanate!

From the garden of divine inspiration, my senses
Were given two lines of poetry, perfumed like the willow flower.

When each of them was totaled, the date of the [mosque's] completion appeared.
God, chastely, they became a beautiful, polished couplet.

"It caused the Kaba to be remembered. Indeed, it became a captivating abode,"3378 1192 [1778].
"Abdfilhamid Khan's charming and newly built place of worship,"3379 1192 [1778].

From the following chronogram, written on the high arch of the outer gate, it is understood that His
Majesty, the abovementioned sultan, ordered [the Congregational Mosque of Beylerbeyi] built for the
soul of his mother, the Paradise-dwelling 5ermi Rabia Sultan.

For the noble essence of the soul of the sultan's mother (valide sultan),
His Majesty Abdillhamid, like a mansion of Paradise,

This pure congregational mosque built. Cause her to attain her reward,
Rabia Sultan, that shah's mother, 0 Most Glorious One!

The tomb of the abovementioned [5ermi Rabia] Valide was described in connection with the descrip-
tion of the Yeni Congregational Mosque.3380 [The following] is the chronogram above the door of the
imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun):

." Sultan Mahmud Han-i Adli, i.e., Mahmud II.337 8 Ka'beyi ydd itdirir dil-cfi mekan oldi hele.
3

1 Ma'bed-i matbfi ve nev-bdinydd-z Idn-z 'Abd al-Hamid.
3380 The Yeni Cami; see Hadika, 22-24.
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Exalted place of worship, most noble tribune of the sultan,
Reaching full completion in accord with this pure plan,

o Tevfik, the date was written on this gate in pointed letters (cevheri).
"May this tribune be blessed for the fortunate king of kings." 33 81

And this chronogram is written on the arch of the abovementioned mekteb's gateway,

When, in his utmost goodness, the king of kings of the world, Abdfilhamid,
Enthusiastically completed this place for the study of the Qur'an,

A sun-like chronogram of pointed letters (cevherdar) came to mind.
"Illustrious new mekteb, place of the sunrise of the glories of the Qur'an."

[174] The date above the outer gate below the abovementioned mekteb is [as follows]:

Guide to the Sunnis, just ruler,
Munificent shah, Abdulhamid Khan,

Generous sovereign, who
Bestows good on the world by his bounty and righteousness.

This, for example, is an instance of his kindness,
This beloved, new and elegant congregational mosque.

It brings joy to the soul.
It is not far-fetched for us to call it a bit of Paradise.

The lively reflection of the lamps of the two minarets
Are like a string of unique pearls fallen into the water.

For as long as this is a mosque for the Believers,
0 God, extend Your felicitous protection.

0 shah, there are two chronograms in the extended meter,
And they were included in a couplet in which only pointed letters are tallied.

"He resolved to perform charity on the Way of God,"3383 1192 [1778].
"In truth, [Abdil]hamid Khan brought to life a place of worship,"3384 1192 [1778].

This chronogram by Namik Efendi is inscribed on the upper part of the blessed congregational
mosque's gateway which opens onto the main road:

Padishah of the seven climes, inclined to charitable works,
That is to say, the justice-adorning Abdinlhamid Khan, the Shadow of God:

In that kindness-dispensing shah's succor-filled age,
It is now the world's Night of Power and dawn of the feast day.

Since he ascended the throne of the exalted destiny of Osman,
He sincerely increased, time and again, goodness and righteousness.

[175] This abode was brought to life with imperial zeal.
[Beylerbeyi] became a new and flourishing city, when [before] it had been a valley of sighs.

He built a new congregational mosque, from which the light of God
Is seen to emanate by free and slave.

Since the recording of the year is necessarily an important thing,
The humble slave Mektubi Namik carefully considered [the matter].

An Unseen Voice came. It expressed its date in this manner.
3385"Abdnilhamid Khan's newly built place of Muslim worship," 1192 [1778].

An exalted hamam, a rare and unequaled work, was built and constructed on the [mosque's] mihrab
side. And the commissioner of the city (pehir emini) Hafiz Haci Mustafa Efendi was assigned as building

3381 Sa'ddetle sehinpiha hiimdynn ola bu mahfel.
3
11 Minevver mekteb-i nev masnk-l envdr-zofnrkdn8.3383 Rh-i Hakk'da hayzr niyyet eyleyfib.

3 4 Ma'bed ihyd itdi hakk Hdn-i Hamid.33
1 Ma'bed-i Islam-i nev-bfinydd-z Idn-i 'Abd al-Hamid.
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commissioner (bina emini) for the construction of the abovementioned congregational mosque. The
aforesaid had been appointed and assigned the previous year to be the building commissioner (emin-i
bina) for [Sultan Abdilhamid Khan's] blessed tomb, medrese, imaret and sebil in Baheekapi in Istan-
bul.38 The beautiful chronogram, which hangs on a wall of the room reserved for the mfitevellis in the
abovementioned [Congregational Mosque of Beylerbeyi], is by the late Fitnat Zfibeyde Hanim,338 7 the
sister of the late Seyyid Mehmed serif Efendi ibn 5eyhfilislAm Esad Efendi,""8 who was eyhidisldm at that
time. It recounts [the mosque's] building and construction.

Guide of all the shahs, imam of the Muslims,
Candle of the mihrab of the caliphate, His Majesty Sultan [Abdil]hamid,

Who brings together kindness and generosity, defender of the True Religion,
Servant of the exalted Law and shadow of the Most Glorious God:

He acquired honor through his works of imperial pomp and glory.
He exults in his accession to the throne and his auspicious destiny.

It would be fitting if Harun Rashid 3389 became a slave to the illustrious court
Of such a sultan of Alexander-like majesty.

That king of kings of incomparable wisdom, that object of divine guidance,
Sincerely expended his means on charitable deeds.

[176] On the site, for the sake of God, he built
With sincerity of purpose, this manner of new and pure congregational mosque.

Wonderful, bright, new congregational mosque, the like of which exists nowhere else!
The radiance of faith and the light of mercy are manifest to those who prostrate themselves in it.

Whom amongst the pure-hearted who are suppliants in it
Rejects its hope-filled invitation?

Prayers for [the founder's] prosperity are a duty at the five times of prayer.
God, prolong his life and the lives of his princes!

Eternal God, from the throne of the state
Let his shadow felicitously extend over the races of mankind until the Day ofJudgment!

God, let his dominion be filled forever with joy and pleasure!
In his time, let not his tranquil countenance encounter any obstinate foe!

God, may he be honored and glorified, and may his enemies be defeated!
May his glorious person be always remote from sin!

Make his imperial eulogy be the occasion for a prayer for his success!
O pen, be not useless! That which was said and heard is enough!

May his life, glory and imperial majesty increase every moment!
May the Everlasting and Most Glorious One grant him success in such works of charity!

O Fitnat, I composed a chronogram for its completion with this hemistich.
"The mosque of Sultan Hamid is a place of mercy for the Believers,"3 390 1192 [1778].

Another beautiful chronogram composed by the abovementioned Fitnat Hanim for the incomparable
imperial imare"' is noted in this place.

His Majesty Abdulhamid Khan, whose
Like and equal fate has not brought to the world,

To whoever one be, an Alexander or a mean beggar,
That glorious shah's court is not closed.

.... The no longer extant Hamidiye or Abdfilhamid Imareti, on the site today occupied by the D6rdfincn Vakif Ham in
Bahcekapi.

3387 Fitnat Zilbeyde Hanim (d. 1780), regarded as the finest of Ottoman women divan poets; see Hadika, n. 147.
3388 For $eyhilislAm Seyyid Mehmed serif Efendi, see Hadika, n. 3188.
3389 Harfnn al-Rashid, the 'Abbasid caliph of the late eighth and early ninth centuries, renowned for his power and grandeur.
3390 Mii'minine cd-yz rahmet ma'bed-i Sultdn Hamid.
3391 A soup kitchen for the poor.
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[177] His Milky Way-like table of charity, weighted with
The signs of his munificence, contented all the people of the world.

The emperor of China is a bowl-in-hand beggar at his gate.
The Hakan is a scrap-picker of the bounty of his kitchen.

He is distinguished by purity of devotion to the Most Glorious God.
The glorious shah succeeded in dispensing astonishing charity.

When he built it, this exalted imaret of his made
Happy the souls of his mother and pure forefathers.

May he be divinely guided to many charitable works like this!
May God protect his person from sin!

Cause him to endure on his throne with joy and happiness!
May his enemies be crushed, All-Bounteous Lord!

Fitnat, morning and evening, with purity of heart,
Repeats constantly a prayer for his prosperity and glory.

God, if she composes a chronogram in this form, a [date] emerges.
"Excellent, exalted imaret of the padishah of the age," 392 1197 [1782-83].

The abovementioned imaret [of Sultan Abdfilhamid I in Emin6ni] has two gates. One of them opens

in the direction of Baheekapi, and the other opens on the Hocapaga side, behind the sebil. A fountain

was built outside each of the two gates. A fountain was also built beside the sebil. The water for all of

them is provided from the Kirkgegme aqueduct. Snow is also supplied to the abovementioned sebil to be

given to the thirsty on hot days. A Paradise-like tomb and heaven-increasing place of burial was built in

the corner facing the open area opposite the sebil, around the three sides of which are the burial places

of esteemed servants who passed away to the Abode of Eternity. For instance, Seyyid Mehmed Paga,
known as the Kara Vezir,3393 is buried in the abovementioned place. The aforesaid became grand vizier

at the time he was imperial weapons bearer (silahdar) and following Aga Mehmed Paga. [178] The

period of his vizierate was eighteen months and six days. His death occurred on Monday, the twenty-

fifth of Safer 1195 [20 February 1781]. "He [God] is the Self-Sufficient, the All-Laudable" 33
1
4 is a

chronogram for his death. Izzet Mehmed Paga was appointed grand vizier a second time in his place.

The aforesaid deceased [Seyyid Mehmed Paga] was from Kayseri. After coming to the Imperial Privy

Chamber (has oda) via the Inside Service of the imperial palace (enderun-i haimayun), he attained the

rank of weapons bearer (silahdar), and subsequently that of grand vizier. Following his death from

jaundice on the abovementioned date, he was buried opposite the sebil outside the abovementioned
tomb. Mustafa Paga, the brother of the abovementioned [Seyyid Mehmed] Paga, was mentioned in

connection with the description of the tomb of 5ah Sultan in Eyip. 3
11

The abovementioned padishah's oldest prince of exalted parentage, Sultan Mehmed, died of small-

pox on the same day as the abovementioned [Seyyid Mahmed] Paga's death and was buried in the

[same] blessed tomb. $ehzade Sultan Sfileyman also died of smallpox and was buried in the abovemen-

tioned tomb. In addition to the several princes and princesses buried [there], [Abdfilhamid Khan] was

also buried in the perfumed earth in the middle of the blessed tomb when, on Tuesday, the eleventh of

blessed Receb 1203 [7 April 1789], he took leave of the Transitory World. He ruled for fifteen years,

seven months and three days, and his felicitous age was sixty-six [years]. One of [Sultan Abdfilhamid

Khan's] glorious sons, His Majesty, the lord of the imperial throne Mustafa Khan the Fourth, was

buried in the pure earth at the side of his illustrious father following his death on the thirtieth of

3392 Zihi 'imdret-i vdld-yz pdd4dh-z zamdn.
' Grand Vizier Seyyid Kara Mehmed Paa, known as the Kara Vezir (d. 1781); for biographical details, see Hadika, n. 2048.

3394Hdive al-ganiy al-hamid.
* The $ah Sultan Tfirbesi; see Hadika, 260, 278. For Niganci Seyyid Mustafa Paa, who was the husband of Mustafa III's

daughter $ah Sultan, see ibid., n. 2060.
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blessed Ramazan 1223 [19 November 1808]. The period of his sultanate was one year, two months,
thirteen days, and the date of his birth was the twenty-fifth of Receb 1193 [8 August 1779]. He was
thirty [years] of age. His death occurred four months after his dethronement. Following the death of
the abovementioned sultan, a princess named Emine was born to him, and, following her death three
or four months later, she was buried in the abovementioned tomb. Still later, a prince was born of him
[by another wife]. [179] Following his death at that time, he also was buried in the abovementioned
place.

Ebu Bekir Aka, who entered the Inside Service of the imperial palace (enderun) by way of the office
of head gatekeeper (ba5 kapz oglanz) of Hadice Sultan, and died on the twenty-sixth day of Zilkade 1240
[12 July 1825], while he was darfissaade agasz, and Haci Mehmed Aka, who died on the thirtieth of
Receb of the next year [10 March 1826], while he was chief valet of the Imperial Privy Chamber (ser-
gukadar-z ehriyari) and head of the bostancz (bostanczbasz), are also buried outside the tomb. Seyyid Yahya
Tevfik Efendi, who was dismissed from the office of kadi of Venerated Mecca, composed this beautiful
chronogram for the exalted medrese and unmatched library which were built and erected on the other
side of the abovementioned blessed tomb:

Padishah of the House of Osman, Shadow of the Most Glorious God,
His Majesty Abdflhamid Khan of well-guided judgment:

His blazing state is like the first verse of a majestic collection of3oetry.
His peerless person is like a polished couplet in the Shah Name. 96

A medrese, mekteb, imaret, sebil and library
He built, and obtained the blessings of free and slave.

It is a medrese in form, but its charming aspect
Is like a most rare and pithy compendium.

Wonderful! He caused a sublime medrese to be built,
The piers of which he erected, the high arch of which he plastered.

He makes it without flaw. The abode and storeroom of books is ready.
Let students make abundant effort to acquire learning!

Out of the love of God, he held blessed learning in high regard.
He showed manifest honor to those who expound on the Sacred Law.

Tevfik composed a chronogram for its completion, hardly equaled by one in a thousand.
"Shah Abdfilhamid built a medrese for the learned," 3 97 1194 [1780].

This Seyyid Yahya Tevfik Efendi3398 was known as Eyyub Efendizade. He embarked upon a teaching
career on the ninth of $evval 1149 [10 February 1737], [180] and after serving the customary period in
medreses, the office of kadi of Salonika was conferred on him on the first day of Rebifilevvel 1180 [7
August 1766]. The judgeship of blessed Damascus was conferred upon him in Zilkade 1186 [1773]; the
office of kadi of Venerated Mecca on the first day of Muharrem 1192 [30 January 1778]; the honorary
rank (paye) of Istanbul in Ramazan 1199 [1785]; and the honorary rank (paye) of Anatolia in Zilkade
1200 [1786]. Eight and a half months later, on the death of his brother's son, Yakub Efendi, who had
been kadzasker of Rumelia for twenty days, the office of kadzasker [of Rumelia] was awarded him. Osman

3396 The Book of Kings, the versified Persian national epic of Firdawsi.
3397 Ehl-i ilme medrese yapdzrdi jeh-i 'Abd al-Hamid.
..9. Seyyid Yahya Tevfik Efendi (1715-91), ninety-second Ottoman seyhilisldm. Born in Istanbul, he was the son of the mfiderris

Eyyub Efendi, and himself became a mfidemis after examination in 1149/1736. Following a series of judicial appointments, he
was made seyhnilisalm on 14 March 1791, but died thirteen days later, and was buried in the medrese which he built in Kfncfk
Karaman. Possessed of an encyclopedic knowledge of many branches of learning, he was particularly interested in mathematics
and chemistry, and was an accomplished poet in Arabic, Persian and Turkish; see Altunsu, Osmanli $eyhilisldmlan, 163-64; SO,
IV, 642-43.
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Efendizade Seyyid Mehmed Kamil Efendi.... became his successor at the end of the year. Forty days
later, when, following Mehmed Mekki Efendi's second term of appointment, the abovementioned
Kamil Efendi was appointed 5eyhidisIdm, his offices of kadzasker and marshal of the descendants of the
Prophet (nikabet) were conferred on Seyyid Mehmed Dervi Efendi. His Excellency Tevfik, the subject
of this biography, became kadzasker a second time on the second day of Receb 1203 [29 March 1789],
following the abovementioned Dervi Efendi, and after he completed his term, Mustafa Agir Efendi
became his successor. After the death of the abovementioned Dervi Efendi on the sixteenth day of
Cemaziyilihir 1204 [3 March 1790], the office of marshal of the descendants of the Prophet (nikabet)
was seen to be suitable for [Tevfik Efendi]. Subsequently, on the dismissal of Hamidizade Mustafa
Efendi, [Tevfik Efendi] attained the highest of ranks with the office of 5eyhidisldm. His predecessor was
sent to Incirkoy, and his office of marshal of the descendants of the Prophet (nikabet) was changed to
the honorary rank (paye) of Illuminated Medina. Two days later, he conferred it on Bicakcilar
Imamzade Seyyid Mehmed Faiz Efendi, who had been honored with the honorary rank (paye) of Istan-
bul. With the death of the abovementioned Yahya Tevfik Efendi thirteen days later in 1205 [1790-91],
Mekki Mehmed Efendi became 5eyhilisldm for a second time. This is the chronogram composed by
Lutfullah Efendi, which is written on the gateway arch of the mekteb located near the sebil outside the
abovementioned imaret:

Gracious shah of shahs, Hakan of praiseworthy qualities,
Jamshid40 -like sultan, Alexander-like worshiper of celestial gravity:

[181] Obedient to divine command, he was guided by the Qur'an.
And that unique imperial person was taken as a model.

That padishah full of kindness seized the world.
This time, he laid out a new plan and exerted himself in good works.

Like Lutfi, the pen wrote a most pleasing chronogram for its completion.
"Abdillhamid, the shah of the world, built his mekteb for children," "' 1191 [1777].

The abovementioned tomb has three tombkeepers (tfirbedar), and each of them has a separate room.

The Congregational Mosque of Istavro31

Its builder was a patron of charitable works named Abdullah Aga, a senior officer of the bostancz (ser-bos-
tanzyan). The abovementioned aga also built mosques in the quarters named Fistikh and Langa in
Istanbul.3 4 0

' His grave is in the enclosed cemetery of his mosque in Fistikh. This is the numerical date
written on his gravestone: 1000 [1592-93]. After a time, the vakfs of the abovementioned charitable

"1 Osman Efendizade Seyyid Mehmed Kamil Efendi (1728-1800), ninetieth Ottoman pyhiiislam. The son of the kadzasker of
Rumelia, Osman Efendi and the daughter of 5eyhfnlislAm Feyzullah Efendi, he was born in Istanbul and, after being trained
under the outstanding scholars of the period and taking the required examinations, became a miderris in 1155/1742. He was
subsequently given judicial rank and became kadi of Galata in 1185/1771, followed by appointment to the judgeship of Egypt in
1191/1777. In 1201/1786, he became kadzasker of Anatolia, but was dismissed a year later. While in retirement in Istanbul,
$eyhfilislAm Mekki Mehmed Efendi was dismissed, and Mehmed Kamil Efendi was appointed in his place (4 March 1788). He
was removed from office on the accession, a year later, of Sultan Selim III (19 August 1789) and was exiled to Kegan, but was
eventually allowed to return to the capital, where he passed his last days in his yalh in Uskfidar; see Altunsu, Osmanlz
&eyhfaisldm1an, 161; SO, IV, 67-68.

" ForJamshid, see Hadika, n. 3311.
40 Szbydna yapdz mektebi 5dh-t cihdn Abd al-Hamid.
32 The istavroz Camii, known also as the Abdullah Aga Camii, located opposite the Beylerbeyi Sarayi at the intersection of

Abdullah Aga Caddesi and Bey Bostani Sokagi in Beylerbeyi. The mosque dates to the end of the sixteenth century. It was
restored in the eighteenth century by Mahmud I and Abdilhamid I, and in 1248/1832 by Sultan Mahmud II; see Baraz,
Beylerbeyi, I, 20-21; DBIA, IV, 256-57; IC, II, 33; ISTA, I, 34. For location, see map, Bogazigi Yalhlan, II, 181.

" The Bostan Camii in Langa and the Kisikh Mescid in Fistikh; see Hadika, 64, 545.
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foundations were annexed to the blessed Valide Congregational Mosque, known as the Yeni Congrega-
tional Mosque, in Istanbul. This mosque was completely renovated in the time of the Paradise-dwelling
Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, and an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) was introduced. The
annexation of the abovementioned vakfs to the Valide Congregational Mosque was annulled in the
time of Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan, and, after they were annexed to His Majesty the abovementioned
padishah's own blessed vakf, the blessed mosque was repaired and renovated. Yenigehirli Osman
Efendi, a high state official of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, built and constructed a new open air
place of public worship (namazgdh) with a fountain with spigots on its two sides, at the entrance to the
boat landing. The abovementioned gentleman was employed as chief secretary of the imperial council
of state (reis[ilkuttab]), head of the imperial chancery (tevkii) and in other capacities. After going to
Russia with an embassy at the beginning of the reign of Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan, he was pleased with
the office of vizier. He was subsequently executed. His severed head is buried near Zeyrek. Later, Ham-
dullah Paga renovated and enlarged the abovementioned blessed congregational mosque. The above-
mentioned Hamdullah Papa was celebrated as Deli Abdullah Paga." 4 [182] He was chief of the imperial
bostanci (serbostaniyan-z hassa), commander of the corps of the sipahi (sipahiler agasz), chief of the heralds
(ser-gavusan), first master of the stable (mirahur-i evvel), and subsequently grand admiral (kapudan-z
derya). Still later, he became grand vizier in place of Salih Paga on Saturday, the twenty-fourth of
auspicious Safer 1238 [10 November 1822]. He was dismissed three months later and died after three
or four months, while living in retirement in Iznikmid. Ali Paga, who was promoted from the office of
imperial weapons bearer (silahdar), obtained the seal in his place. The abovementioned congregational
mosque has a quarter.

Because Muslims do not live in the village named Kuzguncuk, " 5 there are no congregational mosques
or small mosques [there]. The [inhabitants in] the abovementioned village are exclusivelyJews.

The Congregational Mosque of Pasalimanzs3 6

Its builder was Abdurrahman Aga, [who was] promoted from the office of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa
Khan the Third's weapons bearer (silahdar). The following chronogram was hung inside the congrega-
tional mosque:

Fehmi, the matchless chronogram was heard from the Unseen:
"Let this abode be a place of worship for the Community of the Prophet,"3

4
7 1180 [1766-67].

* For Deli Abdullah Paa, see Hadika, n. 3372.
A village on the Anatolian shore of the Bosphorus between Beylerbeyi and Pagalimam. According to Evliya Qelebi, the

name derives from a certain Kuzgun Baba, who lived there in the time of Mehmed II. The village seems to have been the first
significant Jewish settlement in Istanbul's Anatolian districts. The date of their first arrival in the village is uncertain, although
by the seventeenth century Kuzguncuk is described by Eremya Qelebi K6mnirciyan as being a Jewish village. In addition,
Kuzguncuk is said to have contained a Greek population in the seventeenth century, and, beginning in the eighteenth century,
a number of Armenians settled there as well. According to incicyan, at the end of the eighteenth century, most of the wealthy
Jews lived along the shore, but there were also Greeks and Jews living further inland. Because of its long Jewish associations,
many Jews chose to be buried there, and a large Jewish cemetery grew up on the slopes above the shore. Although the village
retained its large minority population into the 1930's, most of them have since emigrated, and the village is today almost
entirely Muslim and Turkish; see Cengiz Bekta , "Kuzguncuk," Istanbul, 1 (1993), 105-15; DBIA, V, 145-46; Evliya Qelebi, Travels,
1/2, 77; incicyan, Istanbul, 133; K6mfnrciyan, Istanbul Tarihi, 47, 277-78.

3406 The Pagalimam Camii, known also as the Okfiz Limam or Silahdar Abdurrahman Aga Camii, located on Pagalimam
Caddesi between Nacak Sokagi and Hntseyin Baykara Sokagi in the Hace Hesna Hatun Quarter in Uskfidar; see DBIA, VI, 230;
IC, II, 52; ISTA, I, 156-57; Konyah, Uskiidar, I, 242-46. For location, see map, Eldem, Bogazigi Yahlan, II, 227.

117 Secdegdh olsun resfsliiii dmmetine bu mekdn.
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The abovementioned builder is buried in a private enclosed cemetery situated in the vicinity of the
Yanuk Omer Kapi, near Dedeler in Uskudar. His death [occurred in] "Glory of Paradise,"3 48 1184
[1770-71]. Later, some patrons of charitable works built a fountain and an open air place of public
prayer (namazgdh) near the abovementioned congregational mosque. A Bektasi tekke was also
established nearby. Subsequently, at the time of the destruction of the Bektasi lodges at the end of 1241
[1826], this lodge was also demolished. A granary with six chambers was built in the middle of the
abovementioned site and a guardhouse for the New Order troops (Nizam-z Cedid)" 9 was also
introduced. Twenty years after this, it was assigned to the Victorious Soldiers (Asakir-i Mansure).3410 This
blessed congregational mosque does not have a quarter.

3408 cIzzet-beh4t

"' The new infantry force developed by Selim III and trained on European lines as a counterweight to the old Janissary
corps. Its establishment constituted one of the key elements of the broader program of reforms which Selim III instituted at the
end of the eighteenth century.

34" The Asakir-i Mansure-i Muhammediye, the Victorious Soldiers of Muhammed, the Western-style military units founded by
Mahmud II in June 1826, which precipitated the Janissary revolt of the same month and led to the suppression of the Janissary
corps in the episode known in Ottoman history as the Auspicious Event (Vaka-z Hayriye).
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[CHAPTER SIX]

[THE MOSQUES OF USKUDAR AND ITS ENVIRONS]

FOLLOWING THIS, THERE BEGINS AN ACCOUNT AND DESCRIPTION OF ALL THE CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUES,

SMALL MOSQUES AND FAMOUS DERVISH LODGES LOCATED IN THE CITY OF USKUDAR 411

1. The Valide-i Atik Congregational Mosque"'

Its builder was Nurbanu Sultan, the mother of His Majesty Sultan Murad the Third [183] and a lady of
the harem of Sultan Selim the Second. Originally, the abovementioned blessed congregational mosque
was built with one dome, but after a person named Pir Ali became its mfatevelli, two domes were added
to each of its two sides. [Its dependencies] include a medrese, darilhadis, darilkura, imaret, darifa,
mekteb-i sibyan and a great khan for travelers. It has two minarets, each with one balcony, and bays
around its fountain court. This is the chronogram on the arch of its gate:

Nurbanu, that person full of purity,
Resolved to perform charitable works.

She built this charming place of worship.
Wonderful sight, most beautiful and charming!

This peerless work of charity is an imperial foundation.
Its date was "Excellent, sublime paradise!" 4 13 991 [1583].

Among its vakfs are the nearby double hamam, the Yegil Direkli Hamam near the Valide-i Cedid Con-
gregational Mosque in Uskfidar, the well-known Qifte Hamam on the Divanyolu in Istanbul and the
single hamam with a pool, located inside the Yeni Kapi of Langa. The patroness of charitable works, the
deceased sultana, is buried in the great tomb of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Second near Great
Aya Sofya. The date of her death was in Zilkade 991 [1583]. His Excellency 5eyh Abdfilkadir al-Hfiseyni
al-Nakebendi-may his grave be hallowed-who died in 1151 [1738-39], while dwelling in one of the
chambers around the fountain court of this blessed congregational mosque, was appointed a halife in
the dervish order of the Kadiriye. He was a descendant of His Excellency Abdfilkadir Geylani"-may

341 District on the Asian shore at the southern end of the Bosphorus, and chief Anatolian suburb of Istanbul. Known
originally as Chrysopolis, Usknidar came in the late Byzantine period to be called Scutari, of which the Turkish name, Uskfidar,
is a corruption. The name Scutari appears to date from the twelfth century and derives from the palace of the Byzantine
emperor Manuel I Comnenus, the Scutarion, located directly across the strait from Sarayburnu, on the promontory south of the
harbor of Chrysopolis. Uskfidar, along with Kadik6y (Chalcedon), located immediately to the south, was already in Ottoman
hands by the middle of the fourteenth century. Following the conquest of Constantinople, it was made into one of the four
judicial districts (kadzk) of the capital and, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, became an important commercial
center as the western terminus of the overland route through Anatolia. Evliya Qelebi describes it as a large city and the place of
passage from Anatolia, the Arab lands, Iran, India and Sind. It contained, he adds, seventy Muslim, eleven Greek and one
Armenian quarter. Uskfidar was unwalled, but was garrisoned by a regiment of Janissaries, who had a barracks there and a
guardhouse in the market. The market is described as containing 2060 shops. In addition, there were eleven caravanserais and
no less than 500 khans; see DBIA, VII, 343-46; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 77-83; incicyan, Istanbul, 133-36; Janin, CB, 450;
K6mrciyan, Istanbul Tarihi, 4749.

3412 The Valide-i Atik Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Old Valide), better known as the Atik Valide or Eski Valide
Camii, located on Kartal Baba (Baglarbagi) Caddesi, between Valde Kahyasi Sokagi and Qinili Camii Sokagi, in the Valide-i Atik
Quarter in Uskfidar; see DBIA, I, 407-12; IC, II, 68-69; ISTA, X, 5300-3; MW, 402-3. For location, see Pervititch map, Uskaidar,
sheet 56, block 497.

341 Zihi behi4t-i bern.
3414 Shaykh 'Abd al-KAdir al-Jilkni (1077-1166), the founder of the dervish order of the KAdiriyya; see Hadika, n. 1418.
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God sanctify him. Because he saw an apparition of Hizir-peace be upon him-on the right side of the
abovementioned mosque's porch (son cemaat yeni), near the door to the miiezzin mahfeli and the mihrab,
these couplets, inscribed in a framed inscription, are hung in that place:

This exalted place of worship became the abode of His Excellency Hizir.
It is a summons to abstinence and a place where prayers are accepted.

Men of God assembled here with the pole of poles.
The Two Imams, the Forty and the Seven3 416 came.

[184] Sincerely address oneself to God in this delightful place!
May God be venerated in this world, and may He fill the wishes [of those who worship here]!

When in supplication hands are raised with heart and soul, first
Salute with prayer the pure soul of [Muhammed] Mustafa!

0 Bahri, Come hither! Make obeisance and offer submission!
May that Lord of Mankind make your wishes come true in the Two Worlds!

The abovementioned seyh is buried before the abovementioned congregational mosque's mihrab. The
commissioner of the smelter (kare emini), Haci Ibrahim Aga, caused this blessed mosque to be reno-
vated during the time he was its mitevelli. Likewise, Kehhal Mehmed Efendi, who was one of those who
dwelled in the abovementioned chambers [around the fountain court] and died in 1182 [1768-69], is
also buried in the cemetery of the abovementioned congregational mosque. Kilisli Hfiseyin Efendi, who
died in 1179 [1765-66], the year he was dismissed from the judgeship of Edirne, is also buried [there].
[The mosque] has a quarter.

The abovementioned founder [Nurbanu Sultan], with the donation-related imperial assistance of
His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Third, paid extraordinary attention to the vakf of this blessed
congregational mosque, and all the needs of both its hospice (tabhane) and darfi$zfa were excellently
provided for. At the time the New Order Corps (Nizam-z Cedid Ocaki) was inaugurated during the reign
of Sultan Selim Khan the Third, the hospice (tabhane), lunatic asylum (timarhane), khan (misafirhane)

and kitchen (tabhane) were used as barracks for cavalry troops. Subsequently, in conformity with the
demands of the time, the New Order Corps (Nizam-z Cedid) was abolished. Since the abovementioned
place was vacant, when, fourteen months later, Alemdar Mustafa Paga3 1" organized the Cihadiye
Sekbam,34 18 it was reoccupied, and it was later repaired and renovated as an abode and shelter for the
cavalry of the Imperial Order Soldiers (Asakir-i Nizamiye-i $ahane)."

" Kutb al-Aktdb, in Islamic mysticism the cosmic pole, the head of the hierarchy of saints known as the Abdal (Substitutes) or
Ehl-i Gayb (Hidden Ones), who, by their powerful influence, insure the preservation of the order of the universe.

" The Two Imams (iki imam), the two assistants of the kutb in the hierarchical order of the abdal. The Seven refers to the
seven Eftad, the Incomparables, who are fourth in the same hierarchy, while the Forty are the $f heda, the Martyrs, in the
hierarchy of abdal.

" Alemdar (Bayrakdar) Mustafa Paga (c.1750-1808), reforming Ottoman grand vizier, who deposed Sultan Mustafa IV and
installed Mahmud II in his place. Born to a wealthy Janissary family in Ruscuk, he distinguished himself in the Russo-Turkish
war of 1768-74 and later retired to his estates near Rusquk. In 1806, he was promoted to the rank of pasa of Silistre and
appointed serasker of the Danube frontier. A zealous supporter of the reforms of Selim III, he marched against the capital after
the deposition of the sultan and, on 28 July 1808, overthrew Sultan Mustafa IV and the reactionary government of Grand Vizier
Qelebi Mustafa Paa. Recognizing Mahmud II as sultan, he initiated a brief regime as grand vizier with a great imperial
conference of high officials in the capital and the formation of a new Western-style military corps, the Sekban-i Cedid. Although
the reforms gained the approval of the seyhidisldm, Mustafa Paa's haste and tactlessness gave rise to opposition, in particular
from among the ulema and the Janissaries, who revolted on 14 November 1808. Surrounded in his residence, he perished in

the fire set by the rebels. Although his brief regime was followed by a period of reaction, Mahmud II was ultimately able to
initiate a cautious program of reforms that culminated in the suppression of the Janissaries in 1826; see EI2 , VII, 719; SO, IV,
460.

3418 A typographical error in the printed text for Cedidiye Sekban (Sekban- Cedid), the New Sekbans, the reformed and
modernized infantry corps raised by Alemdar Mustafa Paga in 1808. The corps was, in fact, a restoration of Selim III's disbanded
Nizam-i Cedid army, abolished in May 1807, and was named after the extinct corps of sekban (Keepers of the Hounds), which
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2. The Cinili Congregational Mosque... near the Atik Valide Sultan

Its builder was Mahpeyker Sultan. She was the esteemed wife of Ahmed Khan the First, and His Majesty
Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth and His Majesty Sultan Ibrahim Khan were born to her. She lived
through both of their reigns and, following them, set out for the rose garden palace of Paradise at the
beginning of the reign of her grandson, His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. [185] The
abovementioned deceased, being the support of the abode of prosperity and good fortune for more
than forty years,"" was, as described above, assisted by God in building a great many charitable works.
She built and completed this blessed congregational mosque in 1050 [1640-41]. A chronogram
composed by the poet named Himmet, one of the poets of the time, is inscribed on the arch of the
abovementioned congregational mosque's gate. It has a mekteb, fountain, darilhadis, double hamam,
sebil and imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun).

Her exalted Majesty the valide sultan always
Performed glorious acts of charity out of the sincere love of God.

She built this congregational mosque and made vakf for its many estates.
Divine guidance assisted her in her acts of charity.

0 Himmet, the Unseen Voice composed its chronogram when it was completed.
"May those who worship in this congregational mosque be pleasing to God!"3 422

This is the chronogram by the poet Fevzi recorded on the gate of the courtyard:

Mother of Sultan Ibrahim Khan,
Her Majesty the Sultana, the most munificent mother of the sultan:

She constructed this divine edifice as an act of charity.
Lo, let it be a house of prayer for the servants of God!

May they be summoned to God's mercy at the five times [of prayer]!
May it be a halting place for worshippers and ascetics!

She built a mekteb, fountain, hamam and sebil,
For which let God grant her favor and benevolence!

Philanthropists and those who worship in it,
0 God, take them into the eternal Paradises!

0 Fevzi, he composed the date in words and meaning.
"The charitable work of the sultan's mother was completed in one thousand fifty,"4 3 [1640-41].

had in earlier times been attached to the Janissary corps. In order to avoid resistance from the Janissaries, the new force was
made part of the old order by attaching it organizationally to the kapi kulu army. Its existence, nonetheless, gave rise to
conservative opposition, and their first public appearance at the evening meal breaking the fast on the last day of Ramazan (14
November) 1808 precipitated a revolt by the outraged Janissaries who saw this event as an open flaunting of their enemies. In
the ensuing fighting, large areas of the Sultan Ahmed, Aya Sofya and Divanyolu quarters were destroyed by fire, thousands of
civilians died, and Alemdar Mustafa Paga was himself killed. By an agreement between the Sultan Mahmud II and the
Janissaries, the Sekbans were disbanded, but their members were to be allowed to leave Istanbul without harm. Nonetheless, as
they exited the palace, disarmed and without their uniforms, they were set upon by the mob waiting outside, while others
attacked and destroyed their barracks, killing those inside as well as notables who had supported the military and other reforms
of Alemdar Mustafa; see ibid.

319 The Cedidiye Sekbam were also designated the Nizamh Asakir or Asakir-i Nizamiye.
420 The Qinili Cami (Tiled Congregational Mosque), located at the intersection of Qavugdere Caddesi and Qinili Mescid

Sokaki in the Murad Reis Quarter of Uskindar. It forms part of a larger complex, including a medrese, sebil, stbyan mektebi,
fountain and double hamam, and was presumably the work of Kasim Aka, who was imperial architect at the time of its
construction; see DBIA, II, 519-22; IC, II, 18; ISTA, VII, 4009-11; Nayir, Sultan Ahmet, 178-83. For location, see Pervititch map,
Uskfidar, sheet 70, block 711.

3421 A allusion to the role in public affairs played by Mahpeyker Sultan from the reign of Ahmed I until her murder at the
hands of Turhan Sultan, the mother of Mehmed IV, in 1651.

3422 Bu cdmi'de olan td'at ola makbfil-i Siibhdni.
3423 Oldi biii ellide hayr al-vdlide.
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[186] The great khan known as the Valide Khan in Istanbul is one of the vakfs of this congregational
mosque, and the mosque which is inside the khan is also one of the charitable works of the abovemen-
tioned sultana. Among the charitable works of the abovementioned mother of the sultan is the reading
in the presence of the padishah of a verse from the glorious Qur'an by each of the imams and preach-
ers of the imperial congregational mosques on the day the sarre42 sets off from Istanbul, and, for the
Muslim pilgrims, the designation each year from the corps of halberdiers (teberdaran) of two persons,
called the great water carrier (biiyiik saka) and the lesser water carrier (kaiigk saka), to offer and provide
water and, in some places, sweetened sherbets to thirsty pilgrims on the road. She also provided
abundant gifts for the inhabitants of the Two Holy Cities. As mentioned above, Kavak Kalesi, which is
located on the Anatolian shore at the Black Sea end of the Bosphorus, and the blessed mosque outside
it are [works] of the abovementioned deceased.3 42 5

3. The Mihrimah Sultan Congregational Mosque"'

Its builder was Mihrimah Sultan, the honored daughter of His Majesty Sultan Sileyman Khan the First
and the revered wife of Rfistem Paga."" She completed the abovementioned congregational mosque in
954 [1547-48], during Rfistem Paga's first grand vizierate. It is located on the seashore and has a
medrese, mekteb, imaret, two single-balcony minarets and other requirements. This composition is
inscribed on the gateway arch of the blessed congregational mosque:

The foundation was laid for the construction of this lofty-columned congregational mosque by the mistress of
good deeds and benefactions, impeccable in matters secular and religious, Hamm Sultan-may God, the
Exalted, distinguish her with the utmost beneficence-the daughter of the sovereign of sovereigns of the East
and West, the sultan of sultans of the Orient and Occident, who causes the world to prosper with justice and
benevolence, who lays the foundations of safety and security for those of the Faith, the Sultan, son of the
Sultan, Sultan Sileyman Khan ibn Sultan Selim Khan-may his caliphate be eternal! It was completed by the
grace of the God in the sacred month of Zilhicce in the year nine hundred fifty-four [1548].

The aforesaid [Mihrimah Sultan] also built a blessed congregational mosque inside the Edirne Kapi.
Mention was made of it in its place.428 Her father passed away to the highest heaven in the year "Occur-
rence of death in his life," 429 964 [1556-57]."" [187] Her exalted father was buried in the pure earth in
his tomb at the Sfileymaniye. Her husband, the abovementioned [Rfistem] Paga, died four years
later,4 1

1 while in office as vizier. He is buried in his tomb at the 5ehzade Congregational Mosque. [His
son] Osman Bey, who was born to another of [Rfistem] Paga's wives, died at the beginning of the reign
of Murad Khan the Third, and was buried at the foot of the right minaret of this blessed congregational
mosque. The poet Hakemi composed a chronogram for his death.

Lord of pure lineage, His Excellency Osman Bey's
Soul, taking flight to the Gardens of Paradise,

3424 The gift sent annually by the sultan to the serifs of Mecca with the pilgrim caravan.
" Mahpeyker Sultan's Anadolukavagi Mescidi; see Hadika, 456.
34" The Mihrimah Sultan Camii, known also as the iskele Camii, located on the Bosphorus shore at the Uskfndar Boat

Landing in Uskindar. The mosque, the work of the imperial architect Sinan, formed part of a complex that included a medrese,
a mekteb, a no longer extant imaret and a khan; see DBIA, V, 456-57; IC, II, 47. For location, see Pervititch map, Uskfadar, sheet 66,
block 643.

"427 For Rnistem Paa, see Hadika, n. 101.
3428 The Edirnekapi Camii; see Hadika, 27.
3 4 Haydtmnda hudfis-i mevt.
343 In fact, S5leyman died in 974/1566.
" He died in 968/1561, that is, four years after the above date, and 6 years before the death of Sultan Sfileyman.
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Hakemi offered sincere prayers for his soul.
He composed a chronogram. "May the Paradises be Osman's abode!" 2 984 [1576-77].

The famous grand admiral (kapudan) Gazi Sinan Paga, the date of whose death was "The captain
plunged into the sea of divine mercy,"3433 961 [1553-54], is buried before the mihrab of this blessed con-
gregational mosque. The aforesaid became grand admiral succeeding his brother Rfistem Paga. Details
of his biography were mentioned in connection with his blessed congregational mosque in Begikta .344

San Babazade Seyyid Abdftrrahim Kayseri, who belonged to the Bayrami dervish order and was known
as Abaza $eyhi, is buried at the abovementioned congregational mosque. He died a martyr in the year
1047 [1637-38]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter. The granary located near the abovementioned
congregational mosque was built and erected in the time of Sultan Selim Khan the Third.

4. The Valide-i Cedid Congregational Mosque343 5

His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third built [this mosque] for his mother
Gfilnfi Emetullah Sultan. Her eldest son, His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan,34 36 also ordered built for
the aforesaid a blessed wooden congregational mosque with one minaret.3 7 It is mentioned in its
place. The two minarets, imperial tribune (mahfil-i hfimayun), sebil, fountain, imaret, mekteb-z szbyan and
other facilities of the abovementioned congregational mosque are excellent in all points. Poets
composed a great many chronograms to mark its completion. [188] For example, Karamanizade 5eyh
Ahmed Efendi, the 5eyh of the [dervish lodge of] Emir Buhari, composed this artistically fashioned
chronogram, [from which] the date can be extracted in ten ways.

"The congregational mosque of the Valide Sultan is an astonishing, exalted work."
"It is an abode of the needy and halting-place of the supplicant,3 43

E" 1120 [1708-9].

The abovementioned valide sultan, set out for Edirne with her son of exalted glory, His Majesty Sultan
Ahmed Khan the Third, seven years after the completion of the abovementioned blessed mosque, that
is in Rebijilevvel 1127 [1718]. She passed away to the Abode of Immortality at nine o'clock on the night
of Tuesday, the eighth of Zilkade of the abovementioned year [5 November 1718]. Her noble corpse
was carried to Istanbul and, following its burial at five o'clock on Friday, the eleventh of the abovemen-
tioned month [8 November 1718], in a separate tomb overlooking the main road near the abovemen-
tioned blessed mosque, [that place] was adorned with an excellent latticework-may God have mercy
on her. The abovementioned queen mother lived through the reigns of her esteemed husband, His

Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth, and her honored sons, Their Majesties Sultan Mustafa Khan
the Second and Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third-may God have mercy on them all. Kaimmakam

3432 Cindn ola makaim-z 'Osmdn.
13 istaldi rahmet denizine kapfiddn.
" The Begikta Cami-i Kebir; see Hadika, 408-10.

The Valide-i Cedid Camii (Congregational Mosque of the New Valide), known also as the Cedid Valide or Yeni Valide
Camii, located on Hakimiyet-i Milliye Caddesi at the intersection with Balaban Caddesi on the Uskfndar Meydam in Uskfidar.
The mosque forms part of a larger complex, including an imaret, szbyan mektebi, shops, a muvakkithane, a sebil and the tomb of
Gilnfi Emetullah Sultan, the mother of Ahmed III; see DBIA, VII, 468-70; IC, II, 15. For location, see Pervititch map, Uskidar,
sheet 64, block 619.

3436 Sultan Mustafa 11 (1695-1703).
33 The Galata Yeni Camii; see Hadika, 357-58.
3438 Cdmi-i Vdlide Sultdn 'aceb bdla eser./ Ddr-z ehl-i iktidd ve menzil-i ehl-i reca. Although Ayvansarayi claims that the date can be

extracted from the chronogram in ten ways, it appears possible to compute it in only four. Thus, each hemistich of the couplet
gives the date 1120/1708-9. Likewise, both the dotted letters of the two lines and the undotted letters of the two lines, when
totaled separately, also give the date.
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Kayseriyeli Mehmed Paga, who was promoted to the rank of vizier from the office of her steward
(kethiida), is buried outside her tomb. He died in 1135 [1722-23]. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

5. The Blessed Ayazma Congregational Mosque'4 39

Its builder was His Majesty, the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third ibn Ahmed Khan the
Third. As with the other sultans' mosques, the needs of the abovementioned blessed congregational
mosque are excellently provided for. There is a separate timekeeper's room (muvakkit hiacresi), and a
mekteb and single hamam were built nearby. In 1189 [1775-76], a year after the death of His Majesty the
abovementioned padishah, another gate was added and appended to it on the side of the ablution
spigots. His Majesty the abovementioned padishah ordered this blessed congregational mosque built
for the victorious souls of his honored mother, the deceased and pardoned Mihrigah Emine Sultan-
may she rest in peace-and his elder brother, His Majesty the late and deceased Prince Sultan Sfiley-
man-on whom be mercy and pardon. [189] This Arabic composition is inscribed on the arch of its
gate:

The construction of this magnificent monument took place in the year one thousand one hundred seventy-
four of the hijra of he [the Prophet Muhammed] who embodies every fine quality.

Following the death in the year 1145 [1732-33] of Her Majesty the abovementioned queen mother, she
was buried in her tomb at Istanbul's Yeni Congregational Mosque. The fountain opposite [that tomb]
is a charitable work of the abovementioned sultana." 5ehzade Sultan Sfileyman was buried inside the
abovementioned tomb following his death on the twenty-third day of CemaziyitlAhir 1145 [1732]. The
abovementioned prince was born in CemaziyfilAhir 1122 [1710]. He was twenty-three years of age. A
chronogram composed by Grand Vizier Ragib Mehmed Paga3

11 is inscribed on the upper part of the
middle gate of the blessed congregational mosque.

Because he was a guide to the Sunnis, who united all charity,
He built this beautiful place of worship in good faith.

The minister of the age, the slave Ragib, composed a chronogram for it.
"Shah Sultan Mustafa's edifice is a beautiful congregational mosque,"442 1174 [1760-61].

Most of those who are buried in the cemetery of the abovementioned congregational mosque are high
officials of the Inside Service of the imperial palace (enderun-i hfimayun). [The mosque] has a quarter.

3439 The Ayazma Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Sacred Spring), located between Mehmed Papa Degirmeni Sokagi and
Ressam Ali Riza Bey Sokagi in the Ayazma Quarter opposite the Kiz Kulesi in Uskfidar. The mosque is built in the Ottoman
Baroque style and is adjoined on the left by a large imperial kiosk (hfinkar kbski); see DBIA, I, 471-72; 1C, II, 6-7; 1STA, 1505-11.
For location, see Pervititch map, Uskaidar, sheet 59, block 564.

' For the fountain, which is no longer extant, see Hadika, 23.
3"1 For Ragib Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 570.
1442 Cdmi'-i ra'nd bind'-i $dh Sultdn Mustafd.
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6. The Selimiye Congregational Mosque'"'

Its builder was His Majesty, the deceased Paradise-dwelling Sultan Selim Khan the Third ibn Sultan
Mustafa Khan the Third. After renovating and restoring the blessed congregational mosque of His
Excellency Our Lord Halid bin Zeyd"--may God be well pleased with him-Uzun HfIseyin Efendi, a
high official of the Exalted [Ottoman] State, who was its building commissioner (emin-i bina), was
appointed building commissioner for this blessed congregational mosque. Construction was begun in
the year 1216 [1801-2], and it was completely finished and the performance of obligatory prayer
inaugurated on the fifth day of sacred Muharrem 1220 [5 April 1805]. [190] As with other sultans'
mosques, the abovementioned congregational mosque was excellently provided with all necessities: an
imperial tribune (mahfil-i haimayun), a miiezzin's tribune (mfiezzin mahfili), a pair of excellently
proportioned minarets, each with a single balcony, a fountain court, a separate timekeeper's room, a
nearby mekteb-i szbyan, an exalted tekke reserved for the Nakebendiye, a single hamam, shops in the
requisite number in the market and houses for the imams and preachers. Following ancient custom,
His Majesty the abovementioned Sultan [Selim III] performed Friday prayer (selamlzk) [in it] a few
weeks after its inauguration.

The first eyh of the abovementioned tekke was Kangirili Abdullah Efendi. He embarked upon a
teaching career in the medrese of Ahmed Paya on the fifth day of blessed 5aban 1222 [8 October
1807], following the dethronement of the abovementioned padishah, and was [later] awarded the
judgeship of blessed Jerusalem, taking firm hold of it on the first day of Rebifilihir 1238 [16 December
1822]. He died at the end of his period of tenure, while on the road returning [to the capital]. He was
a person eminent among the ulema-may God have mercy on him.

The mansions, houses, textile workshops and other shops built on the four sides of the abovemen-
tioned congregational mosque were given to it as vakf properties. At that time, some unnecessary tracts
of the Galata Saray were also sold for fifty guru a square cubit (zira) [and the incomes] were annexed
to the abovementioned vakf."' There are many other properties belonging to its vakf in other places.

Opposite the abovementioned congregational mosque was built and constructed a great barracks for
the New Order Troops (Nizam-i Cedid Asakir). After the completion of the abovementioned congrega-
tional mosque, because its minarets were thick, their outer surfaces were shaved, and they were made
slender. One of [the minarets] was broken at its mid-point, and the other was broken at its base, due to
a violent southwesterly gale which blew at that time on Monday, the twenty-first of CemaziyfilAhir 1238
[5 March 1823], and they breached the blessed congregational mosque. The minarets of thirteen other
blessed congregational mosques inside and outside of Istanbul were broken by this [same] wind. Later,
the abovementioned minarets and damaged parts of the blessed congregational mosque were repaired
and restored by the vakf [to a condition] even more excellent than they were originally. [191] [The
Selimiye Congregational Mosque] does not have a quarter.

.". The Congregational Mosque of Sultan Selim, located on the east side of the Selimiye Barracks, on a site bounded by
Qeme-i Kebir Sokagi, Selimiye Camii Sokagi, serif Kuyusu Sokagi and Selimiye Kislasi Sokagi in the Selimiye Quarter in
Uskfidar. Built in the Ottoman baroque style, the mosque formed part of a complex which originally included a large imperial
kiosk (hinkar k5jkai), mekteb, muvakkithane, fountain and sebil; see DBIA, VI, 512-15; IC, II, 58. For location, see Pervititch map,
Uskiidar, sheet 51, block 402.

"" The Eyfip Sultan Camii; for Selim III's renovations, see Hadika, 275-76.
" For a reference to these sales, see Hadika, 378.
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7. The Adliye Congregational Mosque in 5emsi Pasa

Its builder was His Majesty, the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mahmud Khan the Just."' In the year 1232
[1816-17], at the moment the matchless pavilion named for 5emsi Paga 3"8 was being renovated by
imperial command, the construction of a blessed congregational mosque nearby was also required by
imperial decree, and this matchless congregational mosque was built and constructed on the seashore.
As with the congregational mosques of bygone sultans, every one of its needs was excellently provided
for, and it has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiimayun) and pulpit for sermons delivered after Friday
prayer. It has a single minaret with one balcony. It does not have a quarter.

8. The Congregational Mosque of $emsi Pasa"

Its builder was 5emsi Ahmed Paga.3 0 He was one of the companions and royal courtiers of His Majesty
the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First. His chain of genealogical descent goes back to
His Excellency Halid bin Velid 341-may God be well pleased with him. Initially [5emsi Paga] was trained
in the imperial harem, and, subsequently, he retired with the rank of head of the royal hunters
(avczbasz). Later still, he was attached to the ranks of commanders of the standing cavalry divisions
(b5fiik akalan). Then, while serving in offices such as those of commander of the paid cavalry (idufeciyan
agasz) and commander of the landed cavalry (sipahiyan agasz), he was appointed mir-i miran of
Damascus, with a lump-sum grant of ten times a hundred thousand akge. After being satisfied with the
offices of emir al-iimera of Sivas and Anatolia, he became mir-i miran of Rumelia.

Among the masters of science and spiritual knowledge, the aforesaid [5emsi Paga] was a person of
accomplishment. Being skilled in prose and poetry, and being unusual for his love of hunting and his
ability as a warrior, he was always present at the stirrup of the abovementioned Sultan [Sfileyman], so

"' The Adliye Camii, known earlier as the $erefabad Mescidi, located on the shore adjacent to the no longer extant
$erefabad Sarayi, about 200 meters west of the $emsi Paga Camii in Uskfidar. The earlier name derived from the mosque's
proximity to the $erefabad Kasri (see Hadika, n. 3448 below), which was renovated by Sultan Mahmud II in 1232/1816-71, and
thereby came to be known by his title, Adli, 'Just." Curiously, the printed edition of the text retains an entry for the $erefabad
Mescidi (Hadika, 522), Ali Sati apparently being unaware that it was the same as the Adliye Camii (which because of its late date
is not included in Ayvansarayi's original enumeration of the mosques of Istanbul). According to Konyah, the Adliye Camii was
torn down around 1930. Its site is approximately at what is today the intersection of the Uskfidar - Harem Sahil Yolu and $emsi
Pasa Bostani Sokagi in the Rumi Mehmed Paga Quarter of Uskfidar; see IC, II, 14; Konyah, Uskiidar, I, 81-82. For location, see
Pervititch map, Uskfidar, sheet 61, block 598a (ruines d'un minaret).

"" Sultan Mahmud Han-i Adli, i.e., Mahmud II.
3448 The $erefabad Kasn, located on the shore about 150 meters east of the mosque of $emsi Papa in Uskfidar. Although the

exact date of its first construction is uncertain, it was probably founded by $emsi Paga a little before 1580. A new palace was built
on the site by Neveehirli Ibrahim Paga in 1709-10, to which the name 5erefabad was given. The palace was renovated in 1775
and again, by Mahumd II, in 1816. Although it was still standing in 1849, a photograph of the site taken in 1865 shows it to be
no longer extant. A lithograph by Eugene Flandin in L'Orient (Paris, 1858) gives the appearance of the palace as seen from the
sea at the beginning of the nineteenth century, with the minaret of the Adliye Camii rising behind it; see DBIA, VII, 162-63;
Eldem, Kb5kler ve Kasirlar, II, 374-88.

4' The $emsi Pasa Camii, located on the Bosphorus shore immediately to the south of the Uskfidar Boat Landing in the
Rumi Mehmed Paga Quarter in Uskfndar. The work of the imperial architect Sinan, the mosque forms part of a larger complex
that includes a medrese and the tomb of the founder; see DBIA, VII, 157-59; IC, II, 62-63. For location, see Pervititch map,
Uskatdar, sheet 61, block 600.

3450 $emsi Ahmed Paa, Isfendiyaroglu (d. 1580), Ottoman vizier and poet of the late sixteenth century. A descendant of the
Isfendiyar family, he was the grandson of Kizil Ahmed Bey and the son of Mirza Paa. Taken into the enderun as a boy, he was in
time appointed avczbasz, biliak agast and sipahiler agasz, and eventually became governor of Damascus and beylerbeyi of Rumelia
and of Anatolia. A companion and vizier of Selim II, he also enjoyed the confidence of Murad III, but won the enmity of
Sokullu Mehmed Paa. He was known for his witty and clever verses; see Vefeyat, 41; see SO, III, 170.

3451 KhAlid b. al-Walid (d. 642), famous commander of the Arab armies in the early Islamic conquest of Syria, who came to be
known by the epithet Sayf AllAh (Sword of God) or the Sayf al-Islam (Sword of Islam).
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much so that the deceased Ali quotes the abovementioned pasa's own words in his abridged history
entitled Mahasin al-Adab (Beauties of Polite Observance).... to this effect: "His Majesty Sultan Sileyman
Khan knew that I loved mushrooms very much. When one day mushrooms were found in many places
in the hunting grounds, His Majesty the sultan ordered an imperial guard to collect them and put them
in a bath towel embroidered with silver thread so as to protect them. When I saw that His Majesty the
sultan liked mushrooms so much, [192] I regretted that I had not previously offered him the
mushrooms which had fallen to my lot. When the time to return arrived, I rode at the side of the
imperial stirrup and approaching the imperial palace, [the sultan] took out the mushrooms and
presented them to this slave as a gift, saying, 'Because I knew you loved mushrooms, I caused them to
be kept for you.' I at once humbly prostrated myself in the imperial presence, and when I asked the
reason for my thus being the object of imperial favor, he said, 'Recently, you made a gift worthy of a
thousand such favors of mine. Earlier, while riding at my side during our hunt and chase, I was telling
you a short story. After I ended, I said that today we had not come across any game animals, and we had
not been able to find any prey. You said, "I saw game in such and such a place." When you said this, I
thought you were lying. In fact, returning to that place immediately afterwards, game was spotted in the
location you described. We much appreciate that, in order not to interrupt our speech, you did not
announce that there was game, and that you announced it following the completion of my discourse.
Although between hunters it is beyond endurance not to shout out when game is seen, and despite the
fact that a moment's delay is not possible, you did not announce the location of the prey and did not
interrupt me, but showed respect for my imperial speech."'

The aforesaid was initially a boon companion to Sultan Sfleyman Khan and was later a gentleman-in-
waiting to Sultan Selim bin Sfileyman Khan and Sultan Murad Khan ibn Selim Khan. His particulars are
set forth in Ali's history. The aforesaid pasa built the famous palace which bears his name for His
Majesty the abovementioned sultan. In connection with it, he was also assisted by God in building the
nearby blessed congregational mosque and exalted medrese. This is the chronogram for its completion
on the arch of the abovementioned congregational mosque's gateway. He passed away to the abode of
immortality during the time the abovementioned congregational mosque was being built.

[193] Because $emsi Paga built this congregational mosque,
It is our hope that the Abode of Peace will be the deceased's estate.

0 Ulvi, as soon as the Unseen One saw it, he pronounced its date.
"May this abode be a place of worship for the Community of Lovers!"45 988 [1580-81].

He is buried in a separate tomb in its vicinity. This is the date on the tomb:

His tomb on the seashore
$emsi built for himself.

When they pass along this shore,
May friends remember him with a prayer.

0 God, by the truth of the light of the Prophet,
Free that slave of Yours from hell-fire.

This is the date of his death: "Today, $emsi Papa passed from view,"34 54 988 [1580-81]. This too is a chro-
nogram for his death: "Eclipse of the sun of spiritual knowledge," 5 988 [1580-81].34 [195]

3452 An adapted translation by the sixteenth-century official and man of letters Gelibolulu Mustafa Ali of a work attributed to
JAhiz known as the Kitdb al-Tdj (The Book of the Crown), which was one of the earliest exemplars of Islamic "mirror for princes"
literature. Ali reorganized the work, updating it to describe Ottoman usages, and giving it a topical arrangement; see Fleischer,
Bureaucrat, 166.

.. Secdegdh olsun habibiii fimmetine bu makam.

... Bugfsn gbzden tulundt $emsi Pasa.
" Kdisff-i sems al-ma'adnrf.
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9. The Congregational Mosque of Rum Mehmed Pasa345
1

Its builder was Rum Mehmed Paa,34 58 one of the viziers of Fatih Sultan Mehmed Khan. According to
one account, he became grand vizier following Mahmud Paga-yi Veli's first dismissal from the grand
vizierate, and, after his own dismissal and execution in the year 875 [1470-71], he was buried in a
separate tomb located outside the abovementioned congregational mosque. After this, Ishak Paa
obtained the seal of the vizierate, and, after a lapse of two years, Mahmud Papa again became grand
vizier. This account is given in the history [entitled] the Takvim.3459 However, the late Karacelebizade
Abdflaziz Efendi34 0 does not make mention of the grand vizierate of the abovementioned vizier. He
does mention Ishak Paga in the middle of the grand vizierate of Mahmud Paga. The abovementioned
congregational mosque is unpretentiously built and has a medrese and, nearby it, a hamam, a adzrvan
and other necessities. At present, its medrese is in ruin. [The mosque] has a quarter.

10. The Congregational Mosque of the Tekke of Hiidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi41

The abovementioned tekke, blessed congregational mosque and imaret for the dervishes of His Excel-
lency Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi are his own charitable works. He ordered them built and con-
structed in 1007 [1598-99]. His Excellency the aforesaid [Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi] was initiated by
Uftade Efendi,4

11 and Uftade Efendi was authorized [as a deputy] by His Excellency Sfinbfd Sinan
Efendi, one of the founders of the Halved [dervish order in Anatolia]." [Mahmud Efendi] subse-

345 Pages 193 and 194 of the printed edition contain eighteen of 5emsi Paa's couplets as examples of his poetry. They have
been omitted from this translation.

31 The Rum Mehmed Paya Camii, located on the slopes overlooking the 5emsi Paga Camii and the Bosphorus at the
intersection of $emsi Papa Caddesi and $emsi Paga Bostam Sokagi in the Rumi Mehmed Paga Quarter in Uskfndar. Originally,
the mosque was part of a larger complex, including the tomb of the founder, a medrese, a hamam and an imaret. Today, only
the mosque remains standing; see DBIA, VI, 346-47; IC, II, 6; Konyah, Uskfadar, I, 249-52; OMFD, III, 482-90. For location, see
Pervititch map, Uskfsdar, sheet 61, block 599.

3458 Rum Mehmed Paga (d. 1478), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mehmed II. Ajanissary of Greek or Albanian origin,
he was appointed second vizier by Mehmed II in 1466 and, following the Karaman campaign of 1468, was charged with the
repopulation of the new capital, Istanbul, with inhabitants of Konya and Larende. His harsh treatment of Muslim deportees is
depicted in Ottoman sources as revenge for the fate of the Istanbul Greeks following the conquest. A rival of Mahmud Paa,
whom he replaced as grand vizier in 1468-69, he continued in that latter capacity the confiscation of property and harsh
treatment of Karaman Muslims, activities which led in time to armed resistance, to Mehmed Paa's defeat at the hands of the
Varsak Tarkmen and to his dismissal. He was given command of the expedition to conquer Negroponte in 1470, but his rivalry
with Mahmud Paga and Karamani Mehmed Paga led to his downfall and execution in 1472-73. A talented administrator, he is
described as an efficient instrument of Mehmed II's centralizing policies; see Vefeyat, 41; EI2 , VI, 1000; SO, IV, 104.

4' Presumably the Takvim al-Tevarih (Calendar of Histories), a series of chronological tables compiled by the seventeenth-
century Ottoman historian, bibliographer and geographer Kitib Qelebi, covering events from the creation of Adam to the year
1058/1648.

"' A reference to the Ravzat al-Ebrdr (Garden of the Righteous), a history of events from Adam to the time of Sultan
tbrahim, by $eyhfilislam Karaqelebizade Abdftlaziz Efendi, for whom, see Hadika, n. 569.

"' The Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi Camii, known also as the Aziz Mahmud Hfidayi Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the
intersection of Aziz Mahmud Efendi Sokagi and Aziz Efendi Mektebi Sokagi in the Ahmed Celebi Quarter in Dogancilar in
Uskndar. The mosque, which also functioned as the tevhidhane of the tekke and adjoins the tomb of Celveti pir Aziz Mahmud
Hfidayi (d. 1628), is part of a larger complex, which includes the pyh's residence, an imperial pavilion (hiinkar kasn), an imaret
and a library. The present complex dates in large part from renovations carried out by Sultan Abdilaziz in 1272/1855; see
DBIA, I, 507-10; 1C, II, 31; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 104-7, 325-41; Lifchez, Dervish Lodge, 113-17. For Hnidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi, see
Hadika, n. 842. For location, see Pervititch map, Uskaidar, sheet 62, block 586.3 2 Mehmed Muhyiddin Oftade (1477-1580), sixteenth-century Turkish mystic. Born in Bursa, he was apprenticed as a young
man to a silk weaver and later became acquainted with a seyh of the Bayramiye, Hizir Dede (d. 1494), whose halife he became.
He served as a mfsezzin and imam in mosques in Bursa and, following the death of his seyh, embarked on a career of instruction
in mysticism. The seyh of Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi, he is held to be the founder of the Cilvetiye; see El, II, 542-43.

... $eyh Sinbil Sinaneddin Yusuf (d. 1529), founder of the dervish order of the Sninbfiliye; see Hadika, n. 45.
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quently meet His Excellency Hizir Dede, of the [dervish order of the] Bayramiye, and was also intro-
duced to the spiritual influence of His Excellency Haci Bayram Veli. They describe the initiation of
Mahmud Efendi as follows: First, he was a candidate for a post in the learned hierarchy (midazzm) as a
prot6g6 of Nazirzade Efendi, one of the official ulema. After his master [Nazirzade Efendi] had been
satisfied with the judgeship of Egypt, 5eyh Mahmud Efendi was appointed deputy judge (naib), and,
following his arrival in Egypt, he completed [his study of mysticism's] most illustrious fundamental
principles with 5eyh Kerimeddin Halvetiye. He returned to Istanbul on the completion of his term in
office, and, after his master [Nazirzade Efendi] attained the judgeship of Bursa, he was again employed
in the office of deputy judge and executed the statutes of Muslim religious law in the lower court. He
was sometimes present at the sermons of Uftade Efendi, who preached in the blessed Kaygan Congre-
gational Mosque." 4 [196] He subsequently approached Oftade Efendi one day, and, exchanging the
kaftan (kaba) for a woolen homespun cloak (aba),"' he began struggling for Islam. According to this
account, he originally came from Kochisar, a district of Aksaray. Later, he permanently settled in Usknt-
dar. His felicitous age [at death] was ninety-two [years]. There was no end to his miracles. His Majesty
Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth's girding of the sword of Osman (taklid-i seyf) at the tomb of His Excel-
lency Halid-may God be well pleased with him-in conformity with the ancient state custom of the
Ottoman Dynasty, [which took place] at his accession in 1032 [1623], was carried out by His Excellency
5eyh [Mahmud Efendi], and he was employed in many exalted offices.

[Mahmud Efendi] also installed the minbar of his blessed congregational mosque. A pair of malezzins
perform the call to prayer from its minaret, and every night the temcid4 66 is performed. A recitation of
the Qur'an follows the Friday prayer. The blessed congregational mosque has a sadirvan in its
courtyard, and high and low tribunes (mahfel) around it. There are several fountains at the tekke's gate,
and the rooms of the tekke are ranged around the congregational mosque. The residence of the $eyh is
separate, and [the complex] also has separate hostels (menzil) as inalienable endowments. It is not
stipulated that the head of the tekke come from among [Mahmud Efendi's] descendants. There is a
mfitevelli. The eyhs, who are [also] the mfitevellis, are chosen from among [the tekke's] dervishes, and
they have supervision of the vakf Its monies, given in trust for charitable use, are considerable. [The
vak] has separate clerks (kdtib) and rent collectors (cabis). Its dervishes are also always servants of the
vakf

Near the abovementioned tekke, there is another dervish lodge known as the Kapici Tekke, built by
Vizier Halil Paga.36 a dervish of His Excellency the 5eyh [Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi], which is
annexed and joined to the property of the tekke. It consists of several rooms. The abovementioned pasa
has a separate tomb, and his sebil is beneath his tomb. There is another tomb adjoining it, in which
Mahmud Bey, the son of the abovementioned vizier, is buried.

The abovementioned vizier first passed out of the imperial palace with the office of head falconer
(gakirczbasz). Subsequently, in 1016 [1607-8], he became aga of the Janissaries, succeeding Maryol
Hfiseyin Aga, and, in the year 1018 [1609-10] he became grand admiral (kapudan-z derya), succeeding
Hafiz Ahmed Paa. Diraki Mehmed Aga became aga of the Janissaries in his place. In the abovemen-
tioned year, he went out into the Mediterranean with the fleet. Following his arrival at Chios, [197] he

3464 The Kaygan Camii in Bursa, founded in the late fifteenth century by a merchant, Kaygan Musaoglu Mehmed; see Kazim
Baykal, Bursa ve Anitlan, 2nd ed. (Istanbul, 1982), 126.

3" Kaftan is used here as a metaphor for the Learned Establishment. The aba was a type of stout woolen homespun cloak
worn by Sufis.

'* A prayer glorifying God sung from the minarets of mosques after the early morning call to prayer during the months of
Receb, 5aban and Ramazan.

' Kayserili Halil Paga; see Hadika, n. 836.
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received news that the infidel captain Kara Cehennem was off Cyprus with five galleons. He ap-
proached [Kara Cehennem] with the greatest of speed, and, after a great battle of two days, with God's
favor, all [the infidels] were conquered and more than five hundred prisoners were inscribed on the
roll of captives. This time, as an honor, the rank of vizier was bestowed on him. Later, in the year 1019
[1610-11], he was dismissed, and Okuz Mehmed Papa became grand admiral in his place. Still later, in
1022 [1613-14], he was appointed grand admiral a second time, and, after plundering and looting the
island of Malta in the year 1023 [1614-15], he set out for the Maghrib and killed the tyrant named Sefer
Dayi, who was the chief of the rebel Arabs. In the year 1026 [1617], he obtained the grand vizierate.
Two years after this, in Safer 1028 [1619], he was dismissed from the office of vizier, and, in his place,
his predecessor Kara Mehmed Paya was made his successor. Subsequently, in Rebifilihir 1036 [1626-
27], while the imperial army was in winter quarters in Aleppo, he obtained the [grand] vizierate a
second time, following Hafiz Ahmed Pasa. He was dismissed in the year 1037 [1627-28], and, on his
death in the year 1038 [1628-29], he was buried in his private tomb-may God have mercy on him.

The felicitous spiritual guide of the aforesaid [Halil Paga], His Excellency 5eyh Hftdayi Mahmud
Efendi-may God sanctify him-passed away to the Abode of Eternity one year earlier, in Rebifilevvel
1038 [1628]. He composed this chronogram for the death of His Excellency the 5eyh:

Adorned were the garden and palaces of Eden
With parks and accessible pools.

A passing stranger inquired about the owner.
A Voice replied, "$eyh Mahmud's,"0 46 8 1038 [1628-29].

Following His Excellency the abovementioned 5eyh [Mahmud], one of his halife, Balikesirli Makad
Ahmed Efendi, became head of the abovementioned tekke. He died in the year "Meeting death,"3

1
9

1049 [1639-40], and was buried in a separate tomb near the blessed tomb of His Excellency the Saint-
may God have mercy on him.3 4"7 His Excellency $eyh Mahmud Efendi's daughter's son, Seyyid Mesud
Efendi, became head of the tekke in his place. He was initiated as a dervish and appointed as a halife by
His Excellency 5eyh Ahmed Efendi. [198] He died in the year "Death of the soul,"347' 1068 [1657-58].
He was buried beside his grandfather. The one who became head of the tekke in his place was Fenayi
Mehmed Efendi ibn ishak, known as Cennet Efendi, who was the carrier of His Excellency Hfidayi's
staff. He was initiated as a dervish and appointed as halife by His Excellency the sainted [Hfidayi
Mahmud Efendi]. Nal Mehmed Efendi composed this chronogram for his death: "The saint caught
the scent of Paradise,"3 4

1 1075 [1664-65]. He is buried in his separate tomb. There is a divan of his
poetry. 5eyh Gafuri Mahmud Efendi became the head of the tekke in his place. He was from Gelibolu.
He was initiated as a dervish and appointed as halife by 5eyh Ahmed Efendi. He was transferred to the
Grand Lodge (asitane)34 13 while he was Friday preacher in the blessed Congregational Mosque of Sultan
Mahmud located [in Gelibolu]. The abovementioned poet, Nal Mehmed Efendi, composed this chro-
nogram at his death: "Recite a Fatiha for the soul of Mahmud Efendi," 34

1
4 1078 [1667-68]. He is buried

in the tomb of Makad Efendi. He is the author of works of poetry. Devatcizade 5eyh Mehmed Talib
Efendi became head of the tekke in his place. He was initiated as a dervish and appointed as a halife by
Fidanci $eyh Mehmed Efendi, who was the halife of his father, Devatci. His late father Devatci was made

3
' Li-$eyh Mahmfid.

'" Mddkat al-mevt.
37 That is, near the tomb of Aziz Mahmud Hidayi Efendi.
147 intikal al-cindn.
347 Ehl-i cennet aldi bfiyun cennetiii.
3" The Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi in Uskfidar.
"' Agnzz Mahmfid Efendi rifhuna al-Fdtihd.
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a halife by 5eyh Makad Ahmed Efendi. His given name was Mustafa. The blessed congregational
mosque known as the 5eyh Congregational Mosque in Uskfidar is [the charitable foundation] of this
5eyh Mustafa Efendi,"" and his private tomb is situated near his congregational mosque. The above-
mentioned Devati 5eyh Mustafa Efendi died in 1070 [1659-60]. The abovementioned Talib Mehmed
Efendi built a blessed congregational mosque in the vicinity of the Ahmediye Congregational
Mosque.347 As will be mentioned, it was ordered brought to life anew by His Majesty Sultan Mahmud
Khan the First. [Talib Mehmed Efendi] was the author of some odes (kaside) and some hymns. This
couplet of his gives the date of his death:

A chronogram, beautiful in word and meaning, came to him.
"In one thousand ninety, the pole of the adepts set out for God,"34" 1090 [1679-80].

[This] is the chronogram which Vahyi Efendi composed: "The pole of those joined to God in spirit
departed in one thousand ninety reciting, '0 God!'" 4 78 1090 [1679-80]. 5eyh Selami Ali Efendi became

head of the tekke in his place. [199] The aforesaid came from among the ranks of the kadis. 34 ' He was
initiated as a dervish by Zakirzade 5eyh Abdullah Efendi while he was mufti of istank6y. Later, he was
also honored with appointment as a halife, and became head of the Grand Lodge of Hfidayi (Asitane-i
Hiidayi). Following him, 5eyh Halil Efendi was promoted to the office of its seyh and was appointed
[head of the lodge] in his place, and, later still, with his appointment to the office of 5eyh, Erzincani
5eyh Mustafa Efendi became head of the lodge in [5eyh Halil Efendi's] place. He was initiated as a
dervish and appointed halife by Devatcizade 5eyh Mehmed Talib Efendi. Subsequently, the abovemen-
tioned 5eyh Selami Ali Efendi was again made head of the lodge by imperial decree, and his
predecessor, Mustafa Efendi, returned to his native country. Selami Ali Efendi died in 1104 [1692-93]
and is buried in the tekke which he built in Fistik. 3 48

" He built a congregational mosque and tekke in
the place called Selamsiz," 1 and again, in Uskudar, a blessed congregational mosque in Acibadem,"8 a
mosque in the village named Bulgurlu and a dervish lodge in Bursa. He was a man of charity-may
God have mercy on him.

Abdfilhayy Efendi ibn Sach Ibrahim Efendi became head of the lodge in his place. There are some
hymns and some blessed commentaries in Turkish on the chapters of the Qur'an by this 5eyh
Abdfilhayy Efendi, [and they were written] under the pen name Abdi. He died in blessed Receb of the
year 1117 [1705] and is buried in the tomb of the abovementioned Halil Pagazade Mahmud Bey.
Erzincani 5eyh Mustafa Efendi again became head of the lodge in his place. Following his death in
1123 [1711-12], he was buried before the mihrab of the blessed congregational mosque of his spiritual
guide, Davetcizade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi.3483 

5eyh Mehmed Saburi Efendi, known as Qelebi, became

head of the lodge in his place. Nahifi Suleyman Efendi composed this chronogram on [Mehmed
Saburi Efendi's] death in 1130 [1717-18]: "May Dede Qelebi be gratified by nearness to God."3'3 4 He was
buried beside his spiritual guide, Gafuri Efendi. 5eyh Seyyid Osman Efendi became head of the lodge
in his place. His came from Bilecik. He was initiated as a dervish and appointed as a halife by Selami

17 The $eyh Camii; see Hadika, 528-29.
476 The Ahemdiye Camii, known also as the Sultan Mahmud Camii; see Hadika, 505-6.

17 'Azim-i Hakk oldt bii toksanda kutb al-'drnfin.
3478 Gitdi bin toksanda Yd H deyft kutb al-vdstlin.
3479 That is, he originally belonged to the Learned Hierarchy.
348 The Selami Ali Efendi Dergahi in Qamlica; see Hadika, 545-48; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 258; Z5E, 78.
3481 The Selamiye Camii; see Hadika, 536-37.
3" The $iica Bagi Mescidi; see Hadika, 531.
313 The Sultan Mahmud Camii; see Hadika, 506.
31 Ola Dede (elebi kdmbin-i kurb-i Hudd.
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5eyh Ali Efendi. The aforesaid rebuilt and brought to life a blessed congregational mosque near the
Atpazan in Uskfidar.115 The phrase, "$eyh of the dervish convent,"3 486 1140 [1727-28], is the date of his
death. He is buried beside Dede Qelebi in the tomb of Makad Ahmed Efendi. [200] His son-in-law and
proxy as preacher, 5eyh Yakub Gafuri Efendi ibn 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, became head of the lodge in his
place. He was initiated as a dervish and appointed halife by his father-in-law, Osman Efendi. His father,
5eyh Mustafa Efendi, was initiated as a dervish and appointed halife by Selami eyh Ali Efendi. The date
of his death was "Master who departs,",1 7 1149 [1736-37]. He is buried beside his mother, opposite the
tomb of Karaca Ahmed.3488 5eyh Yusuf Efendi, who was the Friday preacher of the Congregational
Mosque of Sultan Selim in Edirne, became head of the lodge in his place. His spiritual guide was Sacli
Ibrahim Efendi. The date of his death was "Repose of the spiritual guide," 48

1 1153 [1740-41]. He is
buried in a raised embankment opposite the tomb of His Excellency Hudayi. Fistikh 5eyhi Mehmed
Efendi became head of the lodge in his place. He was initiated as a dervish and appointed as a halife by
Selami 5eyh Ali Efendi, and his death occurred in "Death of the Sunni," 1159 [1746]. The Fistikh
Tekke is the charitable foundation of Selami Efendi. He is buried beside his spiritual guide, the above-
mentioned Selami Efendi. His son, 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, became head of the lodge in his place. He was
from Bursa. He was appointed as a halife by his father. "May God make His Paradise Mustafa's
abode,"3491 1188 [1774-75], is the date of his death. He is buried in the garden adjoining the tomb of
His Excellency Hfidayi. Mudanyali 5eyh Mehmed Rugen Efendi, the preacher of the Sultan Ahmed
Congregational Mosque, became head of the lodge in his place. After ten years, however, the headship
was taken away from him because of his sensual relations with the ser-gavusan Nazif Efendi, and he was
exiled to another country. By imperial decree, Bektasi Naccarzade Efendi was appointed in his place in
1198 [1783-84]. After a short time, [5eyh Mehmed Rugen Efendi] was again set free and was again
given the office of head of the tekke. He died in the year 1208 [1793-94], and $ehabeddin Efendi ibn
Rugen Efendi became head of the lodge in his place. [5ehabeddin Efendi's] teacher was his father. He
abandoned the Transitory World in Rebifilevvel of the year 1233 [1818], and his son Abdurrahman
Besim Efendi was appointed to the post of head of the tekke on Sunday, the thirteenth of the above-
mentioned month [21 January 1818]. The abovementioned 5eyh Besim Efendi's Erdebil Tekke,3492
located near Aya Sofya, was conferred on his paternal uncle, 5eyh Abdi Efendi, by order of the
seyhilisIdm. [201]

There are eloquent poems and other works by His Excellency Hfidayi Mahmud Efendi-may his
grave be hallowed.3493 [203] [At his death,] the noble age of His Excellency Hnidayi Mahmud Efendi-
may his grave be hallowed-was ninety-two years. [204] "$eyh Mahmud Hfidayi," 1038 [1628-29], is the
date of his passing away.

The death in Bursa of His Excellency the abovementioned Uftade Efendi occurred in the year 989
[1581]. May God-be He exalted-sanctify him. He is buried in his private tomb.

'* The Osman Efendi Camii, known also as the Atpazan Mescidi, in the Atpazan district in Uskidar; see Hadika, 516.
3

486 &yh-i dergah.
48 $eyh-i rdhil.

3488 In the Karacaahmed Cemetery in Uskfidar; see Hadika, 514.489 Rdhat-z murlid.

intikaN- ehl-i sdinnet.
3491 Mustafa'ya ide Hakk huldi makam.
3491 See Hadika, 10.
.4. Pages 201-3 of the printed edition include seven couplets of Hfndayi Mahmud Efendi's poetry followed by a tahmis or

commentary poem by San Abdullah Efendi, the commentator on the Mesnevi of Celaleddin Rumi, and an extended biography
of the same San Abdullah Efendi. They have been omitted from this translation.
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11. The isfendiyar Mosque 94 near the Balaban Boat Landing

Its builder was a person named Isfendiyar. He provided it with vakf properties in a sufficient amount
and assigned an imam and maiezzen. After a time, in the reign of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, 5eyh
Seyyid Ahmed Efendi, known as Yagcizade, who belonged to the dervish order of the Sadiye and
became the imam and maiezzen of the abovementioned mosque, began to perform the Sadi service
(ayzn) in the mosque. It is [for that reason] known at present as the Sadiler Tekke. The [location of
the] grave and date of the death of the original builder are not known. The death of the abovemen-
tioned Seyh Ahmed occurred in the year 1191 [1777]. May God-be He exalted-have mercy on him.
[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

12. The Geredeli Mosque495 near the Valide-i Cedid Congregational Mosque

This mosque is known as the Kizil Mosque. Its builder, Geredeli Qelebi, died in the year "God-fearing
reticence,"3496 998 [1589-90]. He is buried in a cemetery of Uskfidar.

13. The Congregational Mosque of the Babaissaade Agasz,3 4'

Its builder was the kapi agasz Sfileyman Aga. This Arabic chronogram was inscribed on the arch of the
abovementioned congregational mosque's gate:

Seeking God's mercy, the foundations were laid for the construction of this blessed place by Suleyman Aga
ibn Abdullah, and it was completed in Receb of the year nine hundred twelve, 912 [1506]. At the beginning
of Cemaziyalihir.

The abovementioned high official was kapi agasz in the time of Sultan Bayezid Khan the Saint, and he
built the abovementioned congregational mosque at that time. [205] His grave is also there. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

4' The tsfendiyar Mescidi, known also as the Balaban or Yakcizade Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the intersection of 5emsi Paya
Caddesi and Dogancilar Caddesi in the Rumi Mehmed Paa Quarter, between the Yeni Valide Complex and the $emsi Paga
Complex in Uskidar. The mosque was probably built in the first quarter of the seventeenth century by $eyh Balaban Ahmed
Baba (d. 1637). The adjoining Yagcizade Tekke was founded in 1177/1763-64 by a seyh of the Sadi dervish order, Yagcizade 5eyh
Seyyid Ahmed Efendi (d. 1191/1777). 1.H. Konyah, who examined the tekke in 1941, describes it as a three-story wooden
building, which, though still standing, was in a ruined state. Since then, it has completely disappeared, the only remaining
traces of its existence being some graves in what was the tekke's hazire, and a small fountain; see DBIA, VII, 396-97; 1C, II, 33;
Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 173; Z$E, 26. For location, see Pervititch map, Uskaidar, sheet 61, block 602.

34 The Geredeli Mescidi, known also as the Kizil Mescid, located at the intersection of Imam Nasir Sokagi and Uncular
Caddesi in the Gfilfem Hatun Quarter near the Yeni Valide Camii in Uskntdar. The mosque is described as having been in ruin
in the middle 1930's and was torn down in 1939; see 1C, II, 26; ISTA, XI, 7012; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 154. For location, see
Pervititch map, Uskftdar, sheet 64, block 619a.

3496 Sftkit-i etktyd.
3497 The Babfissaade Agasi Camii, known also as the Selman Aga or Horhor Camii, located at the intersection of Hakimiyet-i

Milliye Caddesi and Selman-i Pak Caddesi in the Selman Aga Quarter in Uskidar; see IC, II, 8-9; Konyah, Uskiidar, I, 269-71. For
location, see Pervititch map, Uskfidar, sheets 65, block 637.
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14. The Congregational Mosque of Gfifam49 8

Its builder was one of the female slaves in the imperial harem of His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling
Sultan Suleyman Khan. Her tomb is located near the abovementioned congregational mosque and
overlooks the main road, and her mekteb adjoins it. "Founder of charitable works, the fortunate witness,
Gfilfam Hatun, in the year nine hundred sixty-nine, 969 [1561-62]," is written on her gravestone. [The
mosque] has a quarter.

15. The Congregational Mosque ofDavud Pasa4 "

Its builder was Davud Paga, who was known as Kara Niganc." He died in Gegibuze [Gebze] in the year
"Virtuous,"350 ' 911 [1505-6], and was buried there. The courtyard of the abovementioned
congregational mosque has two gates. The upper-story mekteb near the gate which opens toward [the
mosque's] quarter is the pious work of Thrk Ahmed Paa, who was a martyr in the Varadin

campaign. [The Congregational Mosque of Davud Paga] has a quarter.

16. The Aga Mosque 3 50 3

Its builder was the babiissaade agasz Hfisrev Aga. He is buried before its mihrab. Haci Ahmed Aga, who is
known as Kalnoglu, installed its minbar. He also added a mekteb. [The mosque] does not have a
quarter.

17. The Yeni (esme Mosque'...

Its builder was the darfissaade agasz Mehmed Aga. 5" He died in the year 999 [1590-91]. It was
mentioned above that he was buried in his tomb, which is located in the vicinity of his congregational

3498 The Gntlfem Camii, known also as the Gftlfem Hatun Camii, located at the intersection of Gfilfem Sokaki and Uskfidar
Mahkeme Arkasi Sokasi in the Gntlfem Hatun Quarter in Uskfndar. The inscription over its entrance states that the mosque was
restored in 1285/1868, having earlier been destroyed by fire; see DBIA, III, 438; IC, II, 27; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 154-57. For
location, see Pervititch map, Uskidar, sheet 62, block 612.

* The Davud Paga Camii, known also as the Kara Davud Paga or Uskfidar Aya Sofya Camii, located on Hakimiyet-i Milliye
Caddesi opposite the intersection with Tepsi Firni Sokagi in the inkilab Quarter in Uskfidar. The mosque, which according to
various sources was built in 911/1505-6, bears inscriptions which mention restorations in 1233/1817 and 1285/1868.
Restorations were also carried out in the 1960's by the Directorate General of Vakifs. By a typographical error, the mosque is
numbered 16 in the printed text rather than 15; see DBIA, IV, 438; IC, II, 19; ISTA, VIII, 4296-99; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 137-39. For
location, see Pervititch map, Uskidar, sheet 62, block 611.

3 0 Niganci Kara Davud Paa, Damad (d. 1505-6), Ottoman high official of the reigns of Mehmed II and Bayezid II. Raised in
the enderun, he was appointed nisancz in 899/1493-94, became governor of a sancak in 903/1497-98, and kapudan-z derya in
908/1502-3. He was appointed a vizier of the dome (kubbe veziri) in the same year and died in Gebze, where he is buried, in
911/1505-6. In addition to his mosque in Usknidar, he built a mosque and imaret in Uskfib in Macedonia; see Vefeyat, 93; SO, II,
324.

3501Fddtl.
3102 The battle of Varadin in Croatia of 6 August 1716.
3 The Aga Mescidi, known also as the Hfisrev Aga or Eski Hamam Mescidi, located on Kavakh Iskele Sokagi at the

intersection with Dari Sokagi in the Rumi Mehmed Paga Quarter in Uskildar. It takes the name Eski Hamam Mescidi from the
nearby bath of that name; see IC, II, 2; ISTA, I, 248; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 163. For location, see Pervititch map, Uskidar, sheet 61;
block 602.

3"* The Yeni Qegme Mescidi (Mosque of the New Fountain), located on Hakimiyet-i Milliye Caddesi near the intersection
with Tavukeu Bakkal Sokagi in the Inkilap Quarter in Uskfidar. The mosque was torn down in 1935; see DBIA, VIII, 12 (where it
is confused with the Aga Mescidi, listed as 34 below); IC, II, 71; Konyal, Uskfidar, I, 309. For location, see Pervititch map,
Uskfzdar, sheet 69, block 616.

3... Habegi Mehmed Aga; see Hadika, n. 1704.
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mosque in the Qargamba Pazari." Although the administration of the [imperial] vakfs and the
inspectorship of the Two Holy Cities were held by the kapz agas until he came to the office of
[dariissaade] agasz, they were assigned to the kzzlar agalan in his time. The darfissaade agasz Haci Begir
Aga.... installed its minbar. The abovementioned Begir Aga twice became dariissaade agasz. He died in
the year 1159 [1746], and, as was mentioned in its place, he was buried in the vicinity of Hazret-i
Halid-may God be well pleased with him. [206] [The Yeni Qegme Mosque] does not have a quarter.

18. The Ahmediye Congregational Mosque'.0

Originally there was on the site of this congregational mosque a[nother] mosque built by Mehmed
Dede, who is buried in its vicinity. Subsequently, in the time of the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Ahmed
Khan the Third, a patron of charity, the commissioner of the naval arsenal (tersane emini) Ahmed Aga,
brought this district to life by rebuilding this blessed congregational mosque and introducing and
adding a medrese, sebil, library and fountains. This is the chronogram inscribed on the arch of the
congregational mosque's gate:

May God reward Ahmed bin al-Emin.
"He has built anew for the devotees a mosque 1134 [1721-22].

The abovementioned Ahmed Aga died in the year 1146 [1733-34], during the reign of Sultan Mahmud
Khan. He is buried in the abovementioned congregational mosque. It has a quarter.

When the abovementioned [Ahmed] Aga installed the abovementioned congregational mosque's
minbar and pulpit, he appointed Bursavi 5eyh Ismail Hakki Efendi to be its Friday preacher. He passed
away to the Abode of Eternity at Bursa in the year 1137 [1724-25]. Following his death, one of his
servants was awakened from a dream with the saying, "I sacrificed a marble ram to God,"5 10 and, on
working out its numerical value, the date of [Ismail Hakki Efendi's] death appeared. There is no doubt
that this was one of his excellent miracles. The abovementioned eyh set down his exalted lineage in
one of his collected works in the following manner, and it is here noted down in the same way: "The
5eyh Ismail Hakki al-Celveti bin Mustafa bin Bayram Qavu ibn 5ah Hudabende. According to what I
heard from my late father, they descended originally from the seyyids. Then they were scattered during
the great conflagration which broke out in Protected Constantinople." The fire [referred to] was one
of the fires which occurred in the time of Ahmed Khan the Third.""

[208] The place of origin of His Excellency [Bursavi al-5eyh Ismail Efendi]-may his grave be
hallowed-was Protected Constantinople. He was initiated as a dervish by His Excellency Atpazari 5eyh
Osman Efendi, one of the eyhs of the Celvetiye. He immigrated to Bursa as a halife following
completion of [instruction] in the rules and customs of the order, and, after a time, he went to Egypt.
[There] he debated and studied the religious sciences and spiritual knowledge with the ulema of the
age, [following which] he returned again to the abovementioned Protected [Constantinople]. He

The Mehmed Aga Camii; see Hadika, 218-19.
10 For Haci Begir Aga, see Hadika, n. 327.
50 The Ahmediye Camii, sometimes referred to as the Kefee Dede Camii because the mosque of Mehmed (Kefee) Dede (d.

947) formerly occupied its site. The mosque is part of a larger complex that includes a medrese, tekke, library, sebil, fountains,
the tomb of the founder and a walled cemetery (hazire). It is located at the intersection of Gfindogumu Caddesi and Esvape1
(Ehram) Sokagi in the Kefee Dede Quarter in Uskfidar; see DBIA, I, 136-37; IC, II, 2-3; ISTA, I, 378-82; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 87-89.
For location, see Pervititch map, Uskfidar, sheet 60, block 579a (Kefge Dede Camisi).

"' Kad bend cdmi'an 1i'1-'dkifine mdiceddeden.
10 Keb-i rhum Hakka kurbdn eyledim.

"11 There follows in the printed edition (206-8) an extended list of the titles of ismail Hakki Efendi's written works, plus
seven couplets of his poetry. They have been omitted from this translation.
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traveled to blessed Damascus in 1128 [1715-16], and, after dwelling there for a time, he returned to

Uskfidar. A short time later, he again returned to Bursa. In the year 1134 [1721-22], following his

return and settling down again in Uskfidar, he was ordered to reside in Tekfur Dagi, because of his

treatment of the subject of the Unity of Being. 1 He returned to Uskfidar after his pardon and release

and, after a time, was officially sent to Protected Bursa. Hastening to the Highest Heaven in Zilkade

1137 [1724-25], he was buried in the perfumed earth in a private tomb."

[209] 19. The Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mahmud.." near the Ahmediye

Its original builder was Devatcizade Mehmed Efendi, one of the eyhs of the Grand Lodge (asitane) of

Hfidayi. In 1090 [1679-80], he was buried beside his father, 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, outside the congrega-

tional mosque known as the 5eyh Congregational Mosque, one of his father's charitable works, located

in Bilbfil Deresi.3 1" His father Devatci 5eyh Mustafa Efendi's death occurred a little earlier [in 1070

(1659-60)]. When, after a time, the abovementioned blessed congregational mosque was on the point

of ruin, His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, the padishah of the time, was petitioned, and, after

it had been built anew and brought back to life, Nimet Efendi composed this chronogram:

Zealous sovereign, hakan of auspicious character,
Munificence-filled padishah, sultan of the Faith, Mahmud Khan:

When hearing of this sublime, prosperity-filled place of worship's
Decline into ruin, that king, the pivot of the court,

Ordered its matchless renovation and repair.
He made joyful the pure soul of 5eyh Devati.

That gloriously burnished place with beautiful plan,
Became a pure, new congregational mosque, an abode of abundance.

Therefore, cause that generous king of kings' many ever-new
Works to prosper, Everlasting Lord and God!

[210] The slave Nimet wrote its chronogram at one stroke.
"Mahmud Khan brought to life this embellished congregational mosque,"5 16 1162 [1748-49].

This chronogram is inscribed on the arch of the abovementioned congregational mosque's gate. [The

mosque] does not have a quarter.

3512 Vahdet-i viicud, unity of being or existential monism, the doctrine ascribed to Ibn 'Arabi that is central to all of Islamic
mysticism, but is held to be the equivalent of pantheism by many of the orthodox.

3513 There follows in the printed text (208-9) five couplets of Bursavi's poetry, which have been omitted from this translation.
3" The Sultan Mahmud Camii, at the intersection of Diviteiler Caddesi and Harmanhk Sokagi in the Arakiyeci Haci Cafer

Quarter in Uskntdar. The mosque is no longer extant; see 1C, II, 61; Konyah, Uskftdar, I, 276-77. For location, see Pervititch,
Uskiidar, sheet 54, block 482 (ruines).

3" The Seyh Camii; see Hadika, 528-29.
11

16Kid ihyd bu mfazeyyen cdmi'i Mahmid Idn.
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20. The Congregational Mosque of the Bandzrmalz Tekke"517

It is an upper-story [mosque]. Although it was originally the house of a person known as Bandirmah
5eyh Yusuf Nizameddin Celveti, Grand Vizier Hekimzade Ali Paga.... rebuilt it as a tekke for the above-
mentioned 5eyh during his first grand vizierate, and, installing a minbar in it, obligatory prayer is per-
formed there. The abovementioned vizier provided for the abovementioned congregational mosque's
needs and the stipends of its servants from the vakf of the blessed congregational mosque which he
built in Istanbul.519 The date of its construction is recorded in this couplet by Bahri:

Two people come from one mouth. 0 Bahri, [this] verse gives the date.
"Ali Paga brought to life the abode of Celveti,"05 0 1145 [1732-33].

Later, the son of the abovementioned 5eyh composed this chronogram for its reconstruction and reno-
vation, carried out by 5ehla Ahmed Paga,3

121 who was promoted to kaimmakam from the rank of gavusbasz

on the twenty-third day of Zilkade, one thousand one hundred fifty [14 March 1738]:

0 Nazif, this chronogram is inspired by the [tekke's] form.
"Joy-giving dervish lodge of the saints,"35 22 1169 [1755-56].

The abovementioned [5ehla Ahmed Pasa] became ser-gavusan when the second Silahdar Mehmed
Paa"3 52" was grand vizier and commander-in-chief. Subsequently, in the year 1150 [1737], when
Mehmed Paga was dismissed and Yegen Mehmed Paa 35 2

1 was appointed grand vizier, Ahmed Paya
became kaimmakam while [the latter] was away from the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul], traveling with
the imperial army. In Cemaziyfilihir of the abovementioned year, he was ordered against the rebel
known as San Beyzade, who had appeared in the region of Aydin, and the grand admiral (kapudan-z
derya) Sfileyman Paga was appointed to the office of kaimmakam's proxy. Later, in the year 1152 [1739-
40], [211] during the grand vizierate of Ivaz Paga, 52

1 [Ahmed Paga] became head of the imperial
chancery (tevkii). He obtained the imperial seal [and became grand vizier] following the dismissal of
Ivaz Mehmed Pasa on the twenty-fourth day of Rebifilevvel 1153 [19 June 1740]. He was dismissed and
his property was confiscated in the middle of Safer 1155 [1742], and he was sent to the island of
Rhodes. In his place, Hekimzade Ali Paga obtained the imperial seal a second time. His tugs35 2

' were

3517 The Bandirmah Tekkesi Camii, known also as the Hagim Efendi Tekkesi or tnadiye Mescidi. It was located on
Gnindogumu Caddesi at its intersection with Inadiye Mezarhk Sokagi in the Tavai Hasan Aga Quarter in Inadiye in Uskidar.
The mosque-tevhidhane was already in need of repair when tekkes were closed by the government in 1925, and it is said to have
fallen down in 1930. The remains of the structure burned in 1942, and today no trace of them remain; see DBIA, IV, 15-16; 1C,
II, 10; ISTA, IV, 2102; Konyali, Uskfsdar, I, 168-69; Turnah, A. Bilgin and Esin Yficel Turnali, "Celvetilik ile Bektigiligi Birlestiren
tlgi Qekici Bir Dal: Higimiyye Kolu ve Uskidar'da Bandirmah Tekkesi," Turk Dainyast Arastzrmalan, 66 (1990), 111-20. For
location, see Pervititch, Uskazdar, sheets 3, 57, block 521 ("ruines" and "tfirbe")

"" Nuh Efendizade Ali Paa, Hekimoglu; see Hadika, n. 723.
3519 The Hekimoglu Ali Paga Camii in the Kasap 1lyas Quarter in Istanbul; see Hadika, 93-96.
"' Makdm-t Celvetiyi eyledi ihyd 'Ali Pasa.
3521 5ehlag6z Haci Ahmed Paa, who was grand vizier between 1740 and 1742; see Hadika, n. 54.
3522 Hdnikdh-i dil-kfsd-yz evliyd.
3523 Silahdar Seyyid Mehmed Paa, identified here as Silahdar Mehmed Paga-yi Sani in order to distinguish him from the

Silahdar Mehmed Paa, who was grand vizier in 1730-31; for details, see Hadika, n. 2556.
3124 For Yeken Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 1903.
3525 Haci tvaz Mehmed Pa.a (d. 1743), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mahmud I. Born into an old Turkish family in

Serbia, he held a series of posts, including gavusbapu (1732-33), kaimmakam (1735) and vali and serasker of Vidin before being
appointed grand vizier on 22 March 1739. Dismissed fourteen months later (23 June 1740), he was almost immediately made
vali ofJidda, and this was followed two months later by appointment to Hanya on Crete. Finally, at age 60 in 1743, he was made
muhafzz of inebahti (Lepanto) in Aetolia in Greece, where he died a few months later. He was remembered for his courage and
justice; see Vefeyat, 101; SO, III, 607-8.

3526 That is, his appointment as pasa.
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confirmed in Cemaziyftlihir 1156 [1743], and [he was appointed] to the governorship of Rakka for the
purpose of urging forward the army in the campaign against Persia. He was appointed to the office of
commander-in-chief (serasker) of Erzurum in Muharrem 1157 [1744] and was made commander-in-
chief in Iran following the death of commander-in-chief Yegen Mehmed Paga in Receb 1158 [1745]. At
the end of the abovementioned year, Hekimzade Ali Paga [was appointed] commander-in-chief, and
the aforesaid [Ahmed Paga] went to Ash-colored Aleppo as successor to his successor, [Hekimzade Ali
Paga]. Subsequently, in the middle of Zilkade 1159 [1746], he was appointed [governor of] the eyalet of
Kandiye, 5" and, in the middle of Cemaziyilevvel 1160 [1747], he was appointed [governor of] the
eyalet of Diyarbakir. With the arrival on the sixteenth day of Zilkade of the abovementioned year [19
November 1747] of news of the death of Ahmed Paga, who had been governor of Baghdad and Basra
for thirty years, the eyalet of Baghdad [was conferred on] the aforesaid, and Haci Ahmed Paga, the
ambassador to Iran, was appointed to the eyalet of Basra. Following [5ehla Ahmed Paga's] resignation,
due to the disorders which broke out in Baghdad in Rebifilevvel 1161 [1748], the governorship of Ic-
i15328 was given to him, and Baghdad was seen to be suitable for the governor of Basra, Kesriyeli Haci
Ahmed Paga. [5ehla Ahmed Paya was appointed governor of] the eyalet of Egypt in blessed Ramazan of
the abovementioned year and was dismissed in the middle of Cemaziyfilihir 1163 [1750]. In Zilkade of
the abovementioned year, after the former grand vizier Abdullah Paga became governor of Egypt in his
place, he was granted [the governorship of] the eyalet of Adana. In the middle of evval 1165 [1752], he
was honored with appointment [as governor of] the eyalet of Aleppo. Some time after that, he died.

Firari Hasan Payazade Abdullah 15' repaired and renovated the abovementioned tekke and the poet
Nevres Efendi composed this chronogram:

By his sincerity, he made this abode a Kaba of the lovers:
"Grand vizier of exalted justice, noble Abdullah Paga." 5 30

The abovementioned Abdullah Paga was the son of the vizier Firari Hasan Paga of Kirkuk [in Iraq].

[212] [After] having been honored as a guard in the imperial suite (silahsor), and with the offices of
head of the gatekeepers (kapuczbasz) and steward of the gatekeepers (kapicilar kethfidasz), in Muharrem
of the year 1151 [1738] he was employed in the office of master of the stable (mirahur) and other
important duties. When, in Zilhicce 1158 [1745], he was assigned the rank of vizier and charged with
the [governorship of the] eyalet of Cyprus, the late Nevres Efendi composed two chronograms, the last
couplets of which are here recorded:

I called to the inhabitants of the abode of the soul as follows:
"With his luck and fortune, my lord became a pasa."05 3

1

The other [is as follows]:

It is suitable that the graceful pen writes this chronogram after prayer.
"Abdullah Paga came. He caused the divan to be exalted."353

Subsequently, in Zilkade 1159 [1746], he was appointed to the [governorship of the] eyalet of Rakka
and, one month later, to Cyprus again. After being honored with the governorship of Aydin in Rebifi-

3..7 Candia in Crete.
3528 tcel, the mountainous sancak opposite Cyprus known in antiquity as Rough Cilicia, the capital of which was Silifke.
31 Seyyid Boynu Egri Firarizade Abdullah Paga; see Hadika, n. 1140.
3530 Sadr-z vdld-'adl'Abd-Allah Pdid-yz kerim.
3531 Yfimnile devIetile oldi efendim Pasa.
35.2 Mu'alld itdi 'Abd-Allah Paoa geldi divdnz.
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levvel 1160 [1747], he obtained the imperial seal on the tenth day of 5aban of the abovementioned
year [17 August 1747], and the late Izzi Efendi composed this chronogram:

Thanks be to God that cheerfulness is the destiny of the world!
The seal [of the grand vizierate] was a divine gift to the vizier, son of a vizier.

It is good news, that delights the eyes like the first glimmerings of dawn,
A sun-like light ofjoy, bathing the world in splendor.

0 Izzi, there is no need for a detailed explanation. Recite its date!
"Abdullah Paga became a breath of life animating the grand vizierate."

He was subsequently dismissed on the second day of Safer 1163 [11 January 1750] and banished to
Rhodes. Later, [he became governor] of Egypt and, still later, of Rakka and Diyarbakir. He set out for
the Abode of Decision in aban 1174 [1761], while he was governor of Ash-colored Aleppo.

In addition to the cenotaphs of other eyhs, KAmil Ahmed Pasa built and brought to life, during the
lifetime of the eyh Yusuf Seyyid Nizameddin Efendi, the tomb in which the abovementioned 5eyh Yusuf
Efendi was buried. The abovementioned pala's vizierate was taken away while he was commander of
Kandiye. [213] Subsequently, his vizierate was confirmed [again] following the death of Ragib Mehmed
Paga. 5 34 After being favored with the sancak of Hanya, he set out for his appointment by sea from
Resmo, which had been his place of exile. After traveling for several miles, he returned to Resmo again
because of adverse winds and was ill for several days. He set out for the Abode of Decision in
Cemaziyftlevvel 1177 [1763]. The abovementioned deceased was a man always diligent in prayer and
the recitation of the Qur'an and faithful to the state and religion. So much so, that Sultan Osman Khan
the Third, during the time of his reign, while [Ahmed Paga] was chief secretary of the imperial council
(reisidkaittab), esteeming his pleasing manner, said, "He is a perfect (kdmil) man," and [KAmil] became
his nickname. When [Ahmed Paga] became governor of Egypt in 1173 [1759-60], the late Nevres com-
posed this chronogram.

0 Nevres, what sort of poem does one compose on such an occasion?
What word did this Nizami 535 desire and long for?

One [hemistich] is the date of his appointment, the other is of his taking possession [of the office].
In the two lines of poetry the pen issued ajudgment.

"Ahmed Paga received the name thanks to perfection," 53 6 1173 [1759-60].
"Kimil bestowed this pomp and glory on Egypt,"053

1 1173 [1759-60].

The abovementioned Yusuf Efendi passed away to the Abode of Eternity in the year "Light of virtue,"3538
1166 [1752-53]. He was survived by three of his sons. When his eldest son became head of the Selami
Zaviyesi, his middle son, Seyyid Mehmed Hagim Efendi, known as Hagim Baba, became head [of the
Bandirmali Tekke] in his father's place. Because the tekke is located in the district in Uskfidar known
as inadiye, it is known today as the inadiye Tekke. Its tomb is very old,353

1 and one of those buried
within it is the person who performed the first Friday prayer and delivered the first sermon (hutbe) after
the conquest of Istanbul. Those buried around it are the children and relatives of that person. This
tekke's congregational mosque does not have a quarter.

3" Oldt 'Abd-Allah pdsd sadnii ihydsina rfh.
31 3"Koca Ragib Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, n. 570.
33 Nizami Ganjavi, Persian poet whose life spanned the late twelfth and early thirteenth century, the author of several

masterworks of Persian literature, most notably the five epic poems totaling some 30,000 couplets brought together in his
Khamsa (Quintet) or the Panj Ganj (Five Treasures).

3
1

3 6fiknzr kim ndm dlub kdmile Ahmed Pasa.
31 MSir'a debdebe ve 'izzeti Kdmil virdi.
3538 Nar-ifazl.
31 Presumably an otherwise unmentioned tomb in the vicinity of the tekke.
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21. The Hayreddin Mosque *

[214] Its builder was Hayreddin Qavu , who was a high state official and gavu5 in the time of Sultan
Sfileyman Khan. He is buried beside the mosque. He died in the year 964 [1556-57]. [The mosque] has
a quarter.

22. The Mosque of the Kaymakgi Tekke

Its builder was Mehmed Efendi, who was employed as Janissary officer (efendi) and held other posts in
the time of the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Sileyman Khan. He died in the year "Glory of death," 4

955 [1548-49], and is buried there [at the Kaymakci Tekke]. The Sufi eyh iskender Baba is buried near
him. In time, the abovementioned mosque became a Halveti tekke. Because a person known as
Kaymakci $eyh became the head of the tekke, it is at present known as the Kaymakci Tekke. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

23. The Aga Congregational Mosque'...

Its builder was the white eunuch (ak aga) Malatyah Ismail Aga, who was aga of the blessed Abode of
Felicity.15 " A double hamam and exalted fountain of his*54 5 are near [the mosque]. There is also an

imaret and a tekke of his near the Bab-i Hitmayun.1" He founded these charitable works while he was
aga of the inner larder (ig-kilar agasz) in the Inside Service of the imperial palace. "For the gnostic, a
hint is enough,"3 54 7 1045 [1635-36], is the date of the construction of this congregational mosque. The
grave of the abovementioned aga is located in his home province of Malatya. 54

1 [The mosque] does not
have a quarter.

3 The Hayreddin Mescidi, known as the Hayreddin Qavu Mescidi, located on Beygirciler Sokagi in the inadiye Quarter in
Uskfidar. The mosque is no longer extant; see IC, II, 30; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 163. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 69,
lot 696.

3541 The Kaymakci Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the iskender Baba Dergihs Mescidi, consisting of a mosque-tevhidhane, a
tomb and a small cemetery. It was located at the intersection of Kabile Sokagi and Pirnal Sokagi with Gfindogumu Caddesi in
the tnadiye Quarter in Uskfidar. Although the mosque-tevhidhane continued in use for a short time in the early years of the
Turkish Republic, it was soon abandoned and is no longer extant; see DBIA, IV 506; IC, II, 38; Konyah, Uskadar, I, 187. For
location, see Pervititch, Uskiidar, sheet 57, lot 514.

11zzclet ai-mevt.
"4 The Aga Camii, known also as the Malatyah ismail Aga Camii, part of a complex that originally included the mosque,

hamam, fountain and no longer extant tekke. The mosque is located at the intersection of D6nmedolap Sokaki and 5air Naili
Sokaki in the Tavasi Hasan Aga Quarter in Uskfidar. An inscription states that it was restored by a certain 5evket Paga in
1320/1902; see DBIA, V, 279-80; 1C, II, 2; Konyah, Uskiadar, I, 83-84. For location, see Pervititch, Uskfidar, sheet 57, block 517.

1"4 That is, the dariissaade agast of the imperial palace.
3"4 The Ismail Aga Qegmesi; see Egemen, Gelme, 439; Tamipk, Geomeler, II, 296.
3546 The Kapi Agasi Malatyah Ismail Aga Tekkesi; see Hadika, 10 and n. 41.
3'4 Al-'drifi yekfihi al-isdre.
3548 In fact, the founder was buried in the mosque's cemetery, where his grave is marked by an inscribed stone; see Konyah,

Uskidar, I, 83.
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24. The Tavafi Congregational Mosque'...

Its builder was Tavasi Hasan Aga. He built it in the year "Permanent abode,"" 995 [1586-87]. He is
buried before the mihrab. [The mosque] has a quarter.

25. The Ahmed :elebi Mosque....

Its builder, a patron of charitable works named Ahmed Qelebi, is buried before its mihrab. The above-
mentioned mosque was built in 975 [1567-68]. The tomb of Minkarizade 5eyhfilislam Yahya Efendi is
located opposite the abovementioned mosque."" His Excellency the aforesaid [Yahya Efendi] became
5eyhailisldm on the ninth day of RebifilAhir 1073 [22 November 1662], in the time of the sultanate of
Mehmed Khan the Fourth, following Sunizade Mehmed Efendi,"" [215] and he was dismissed in the
middle of Zilkade 1084 [1674]. He occupied the office of eyhilisldm for a period of eleven years, and,
after setting out for the Abode of Eternity in the year 1088 [1677-78], he was buried in the abovemen-
tioned tomb. It was mentioned that a wooden mosque of the abovementioned Ahmed Qelebi is also
located in the capital. [The Ahmed Qelebi Mosque] has a quarter.

26. The Mosque of the Nakgacz Tekke. 5

Its builder was Nalhaci $eyh Halil Efendi. He was the halife of the saint named Vahhab Ummi, who lived
in Antalya, and it is inscribed on his tombstone that he died in the year "Seal," 555 1040 [1630-31]. His
grave is also there. Abdullah Paga, who died on the seventh day of Receb 1169 [7 April 1756], while he
was governor of Mara , installed the minbar of the abovementioned mosque prior to [his] vizierate.
The abovementioned pasa was born in the district of Kocamustafapaga. After reaching the age of
discretion, he was honored with the office of commissioner of mines (emanet-i maden) and the rank of
senior clerk (hacegdn) through the efforts of the defterdar of the time, Sadullah Efendi. He was subse-
quently distinguished with the offices of secretary of the sipahi (sipahi kdtibi), secretary of the silahdar
(silahdar kdtibi),"" commissioner of the finance office (maliye emini), commissioner of the naval arsenal

The Tavasi Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Eunuch), known also as the Tavasi Hasan Aga Camii, located at the
intersection of Gfindogumu Caddesi and Inadiye Mektebi Sokagi in the inadiye Quarter in Uskfidar. An inscription over the
entrance states that the mosque was restored by a certain Hatice Hatun in 1893/1310; see DBIA, VIII, 430; 1C, II, 65; Konyah,
Uskidar, I, 302-3. For location, see Pervititch, Uskidar, sheets 3, 57, block 519 (where it is incorrectly marked as Inadiye Camii).

50 Huld-i daiydn.
51 The Ahmed Qelebi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Hnidayi Mahmud Sokago and Acik Tnirbe Sokaoi in the Ahmed

Qelebi Quarter in Uskfndar. The mosque has been many times restored and modified, and the present building dates to the
second half of the nineteenth century; see DBIA, I, 121; IC, II, 2; ISTA, 347-48; Konyah, Uskiidar, I, 86. For location, see
Pervititch, Uskftdar, sheet 60, block 586.

3552 For Minkarizade $eyhfnlislim Yahya Efendi, see Hadika, n. 2397.
.. Sunizade Seyyid Mehmed Efendi (d. 1665), forty-first Ottoman seyhilislam. The son of the kadi of Aleppo, Kara Sunullah

Efendi, he was trained for a learned career, and, following a series of medrese appointments, was given in succession between
1645 and 1648 the judgeships of Edirne, Bursa, Aleppo, Egypt and Istanbul. In 1653 he was made kadiasker of Anatolia and, a
year later, was appointed to Rumelia. Dismissed in 1657, he retired into seclusion but was reappointed as kadzasker of Rumelia in
1659. On 3 February 1662, following the retirement of Esiri Mehmed Efendi, he was made eyhflislam but remained in office for
less than a year. He was dismissed on 21 November 1662 as too old to serve; see Altunsu, Osmani Seyhailisldmlarz, 92; SO, IV, 175.

." The Nalhac Tekkesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Horseshoe Maker's Tekke), located on Nalcaci Hasan Sokagsi in the
Tabaklar (Debbaglar) Quarter in Uskfndar. The mosque served as the tevhidhane of the zaviye of the same name, but is no longer
extant; see DBIA, VI, 41-42; 1C, II, 49; Konyali, Uskatdar, I, 237, 372-73. For location, see Pervititch, Uskiadar, sheet 57, block 524
(tfsrbe).

35 Hatem.
" The sipahi kdtibi and the silahdar kdtibi were respectively the heads of the sipah kalemi and silahdar kalemi and were

responsible for keeping the financial accounts of the kapukulu cavalry and of the silahdar; see Pakahn, OTD, III, 286.
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(tersane emini) and commissioner of the mint (darphane emini). Although he was later, at the end of
Zilhicce 1168 [1755], appointed to the office of steward of the grand vizier (vezir kethfsdasz), during the
first grand vizierate of Mustafa Paga,11 7 he was removed to the eyalet of Mara with the honorary rank
(paye) of beylerbeyi of Rumelia, and Hfiseyin Aga, one of the dismissed bostancbasz, was made happy with
the rank of steward of the grand vizier in his place. The aforesaid deceased was diligent each day in the
reading of two sections (ciaz) of the Qur'an and the Deld'il al-Hayrat (Proofs of the Blessings),"" [which]
serves to improve character, and he was a man skilled in fine calligraphy-may God's mercy be upon
him. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

27. The Takiyeci Mosque"..

Its builder was a founder of charitable works named Mehmed Aga. Because his manumitted slave, [the
skullcap maker] Cafer Aga, later renovated [the mosque], it became known as the Takiyeci Mosque.
His grave is before its mihrab."' [Mehmed Aga] died in 944 [1537-38]. A fief holder (zaim) named
Seyyid Mehmed Emin Aga installed its minbar at the end of the reign of His Majesty the Paradise-
dwelling Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third. [216] [The mosque] has a quarter.

28. The Tabaklar Mosque""

Its builders were a person named Haci Ferhad and his brother Haci Mehmed. They were originally
natives of Konya. Their arrival in Istanbul coincided with the time of the construction of the blessed
Valide-i Atik Congregational Mosque in Uskfidar,3562 and they were employed in various duties [relating
to its construction]. After the abovementioned mosque had been completed, they requested its leftover
materials, and, having gained the agreement of the abovementioned founder of charitable works, Her
Majesty the deceased valide, they succeeded in building this mosque. The construction of the mosque
occurred four years after the completion of the abovementioned [Valide-i Atik] Congregational
Mosque, that is, in the year 990 [1582]. The graves of the abovementioned brothers are in a place
known as the Seyyid Ahmed Deresi, outside Uskfidar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

29. The Murad Reis Mosque""

Its builder Murad Reis, a warrior for the faith who was a naval commander, was a well-known person, so
much so that following his dismissal from the sancak of Katif,""1 in Basra, during the reign of Sultan

3" Bahir Kbse Maktul Mustafa Paga; see Hadika, n. 118.
3558 A popular collection of prayers by the fifteenth-century Maghribi mystic Abf6 'Abd Allah Muhammad ibn SulaimAn al-

Jazfdi (d. 869/1465), from whom sprang a devotional school based on intense concentration on the Prophet and the
acquisition of power through the recitation of the Dald'il al-Khairdt; see Mecmua, 15-16.

"' The Takiyeci Mescidi (Mosque of the Skullcap Maker), known also as the K6r Bakkal or Arakiyeci Cafer Mescidi, located
at the intersection of K6r Bakkal Sokaki and Divitciler Caddesi in the Haci Cafer Aga Quarter in Uskfidar; see IC, II, 64-65; ISTA,
II, 962-63; Konyalh, Uskidar, I, 300-1. For location, see Pervititch, Uskiidar, sheet 54, lot 484.

The inscription on Cafer Aga's gravestone states that he died in 1012/1603-4; see Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 300.
361 The Tabaklar Mescidi (Mosque of the Tanners), known also as the Konyah Kardegler or Konyah Biraderler Mescidi,

located on Tabaklar Camii Sokaks opposite the intersection with Tabaklar Qikmazi in the Tabaklar Quarter in Uskfidar; see IC,
II, 19; Konyah, Uskazdar, I, 297. For location, see Pervititch, Uskidar, sheet 56, block 508.

3562 The Valide-i Atik Camii; see Hadika, 489-90.
356 The Murad Reis Mescidi, located at the intersection of Qinili Mescid Sokagi and Tahtiravanc1 Sokagi in the Murad Reis

Quarter in Uskidar. The mosque was closed in 1935, but was rebuilt and reopened in 1973; see DBIA, VIII, 318; IC, II, 49. For
location, see Pervititch, Uskfidar, sheet 55, block 475.

3 " Al-Katif, a large oasis on the southern shore of the Persian Gulf in what is today Saudi Arabia.
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Sileyman Khan, he was favored with the office of admiral of the Egyptian fleet (kapudan-z Mzsir). In 959
[1551-52], Piri Reis, who was admiral of the Egyptian fleet before him, reached Jidda from the port of
Suez with a total of thirty ships, [including] galleys, bastards, galliots and galleons, and proceeded to
Aden via the Bab al-Mandab. Although the ships were scattered while passing Ra's al-Hadd by way of
5ihr and Zufar,"" there being much fog and haze along the route, and a large galley was broken into
pieces near the island named 5ihr, he reached the fortress named Muscat on the Persian Gulf. After
conquering the abovementioned castle, imprisoning its inhabitants, and plundering the islands named
Barhat and Hurmuz,3566 he reached Basra. However, the enemy fleet arrived and seized the Strait of
Hurmuz when he was about to return from Basra, and since it would not let [the Ottoman ships] pass,
Piri Kapudan left the fleet at Basra. In the course of returning to Egypt with only three galleys, one was
wrecked near Bahrain, [217] and he arrived in Egypt with two galleys. Because of this, Piri Reis was
ordered punished, and his property was seized by the state treasury. The abovementioned Murad Reis
was seen to be suitable to replace him as admiral of the Egyptian fleet, and, with orders to transfer the
imperial warships remaining in Basra back to Egypt, the abovementioned admiral left Basra with fifteen
galleys and two barks from among the remaining warships. When he arrived opposite Hurmuz, he
encountered enemy ships. Although he was extremely energetic in the battle which followed, because
the enemy ships were locked [to one another], he returned again to Basra and submitted an account of
the events to the agreeable imperial presence. 7 Subsequently, the office of admiral of the Egyptian
fleet was conferred on a person named Seydi Ali Kapudan. At the end of the year 960 [1553], he set out
for Basra by land with the commission. Let those who wish an explanation of his exploits refer to the
books which the aforesaid wrote under the titles Fethiye (An Account of Conquest) and Muhit (The
Ocean)."

There are many other charitable works of the abovementioned builder Murad Reis in addition to
this [mosque]. Originally, he came from the Maghrib, and he is buried in a private tomb on the island
of Rhodes. At his death, the poet 5ami Muhyi composed this phrase as a chronogram: "Murad Re'is
died,"3569 1012 [1603-4]-may God have mercy on him. The abovementioned mosque has a quarter.

30. The Alaca Minare Mosque"70

Its builder was a naval captain (kapudan) named Hoca Murad. [The location of] his grave and the date
of his death are unknown. In time, [the mosque's] minaret fell into ruin, and Her Majesty Saliha
Sultan, the mother of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, rebuilt and restored it. The tekke of

3365 Al-Shihr and Zufar, port towns on the South Arabian coast. Al-Shihr (misspelled in the printed text as Shijr), located c.
540 kilometers east of Aden, was after the latter the most important roadstead on the Hadramawt coast. Zufar (Dhofar), a port
town some 550 kilometers east of al-Shihr, near Salilah in Oman, was the center of the horse trade to India. For accounts of the
Ottoman fleet's trip to Basra, see Longworth Dames, "The Portuguese and the Turks in the Sixteenth Century," Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society (1921), 1-28; Cengiz Orhunlu, "Hint Kaptanhli ve Piri Reis," Belleten, 34 (1970), 235-54; Salih Ozbaran, "XVI
Yfnzyilda Basra K6rfezi Sahillerinde Osmanhlar Basra Beylerbeyliginin Kurulugu," TD, 25 (1971), 51-72.

3" The islands of Barkhat (Kishm) and Hurmuz at the mouth of the Persian Gulf.
157 That is, to Sultan Sfileyman.
"' Seydi Ali Reis, for whom see Hadika, n. 2596.

69 Murdd Re'is teveffd.
3570 The Alaca Minare Mescidi (Mosque of the Variegated Minaret), known also as the Murad Kaptan Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Baklarbasi Caddesi and Alaca Minare Sokagi in the Arakiyeci Mahmud Quarter in Uskfidar. Although portions
of the walls and the base of the minaret of the mosque survived into the middle of the present century, there is today no longer
any trace of its structure; see DBIA, VIII, 24-25; IC, II, 3; ISTA, I, 574; Konyah, Uskazdar, I, 90-91. For location, see Pervititch,
Uskidar, sheet 55, block 478 (minaret en ruins).
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Haci Ibrahim Efendi of the dervish order of the Nakebendiye, which is known as the Alaca Minare

Tekke,"" is located opposite the abovementioned mosque. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

31. The Pazarbagz Mosque....

Its builder was Pazarbay1 Ahmed Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The mosque] has a

quarter. [218]

32. The Arakiyeci Mosque5*3

Its builder was the skullcap maker (arakiyeci) Mehmed Aga. He is buried before its mihrab. His death

occurred in the year 950 [1543-44]. The reis[ilkittab] Abdullah Efendi installed its minbar. The above-

mentioned Abdullah Efendi was the seal keeper (mithitrdar) of Grand Vizier Maktul Damad Ibrahim
Paga. 5

1
4 After the death of the abovementioned vizier, [Abdullah Efendi was] employed in illustrious

offices such as clerk of the Divan-i Hfimayun (tezkireci), defterdar and reis[ialkattab]. He imbibed the wine

of death on the second day of auspicious Safer 1178 [1 August 1764], while drinking coffee in the

sultan's presence in the imperial palace. Mehmed Emin Efendi, the chief secretary (mektubi) of the

grand vizier, was satisfied with his office. The abovementioned deceased died in the year "Helper"3 57 5

1178 [1764], and was buried in Uskfidar. [The mosque] has a quarter.

33. The Congregational Mosque of Haci Beki?,5 7 6

It is an upper-story [congregational mosque]. Originally it was a small mosque (mescid). Its original

builder was a patron of charitable works named Kurbagi Nasuh, and he is buried there. With the

passage of time, the abovementioned mosque was on the point of ruin, and a patron of charitable

works named Haci Ebu Bekir restored it. He installed a minbar, assigned a new vakf and restored the

abovementioned mosque to life. He also built a mekteb. His grave is near that of Karaca Ahmed." [The

mosque] does not have a quarter.

3571 Known also as the Pazar Tekkesi; see Z5E, 27, and Konyah, Uskf dar, I, 420-21.
3572 The Pazarbagi Mescidi, located on Kabzimal Sokagi in the Pazarba i Quarter in Uskfidar. Its builder was a certain Mirza

Ahmed (d. 1109/1709-10), whose gravestone was, in fact, located in front of the mosque's mihrab. No trace of the mosque

remains; see DBIA, VIII, 357; IC, II, 53; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 246-47. For location, see Pervititch, Uskidar, sheet 55, block 767.
3" The Arakiyeci Mescidi (Mosque of the Skullcap Maker), known also as the Kapi Agasi Mescidi, located at the intersection

of Toptasi (Gi~ndogumu) Caddesi and Harmanlik Sokagi in the Arakiyeci Haci Mehmed Quarter in Uskfidar. At the end of the

eighteenth century, the Cerrahi seyh Seyyid Mehmed Arif Dede Efendi (d. 1813) was appointed seyh of this mosque, and from

that time it came to be known as the Kapi Agasi Tekkesi or the Arif Dede Tekkesi. The mosque burned early in the twentieth

century and was later torn down. Its site is today occupied by apartments; see DBIA, IV, 431-32; 1C, II, 5; Konyah, Uskiadar, I, 89-

90. For the 5eyhs of the tekke, see Z E, 23-24. For location, see Pervititch, Uskfadar, sheet 55, block 481 (ruines).
11 Nevgehirli Damad Ibrahim Paa; see Hadika, n. 22.
357 Ab-mazahir.
35" The Haci Bekir Camii, known also as Kurbaga Nasuh, Kurban Nasuh or Qargamba Tekkesi Mescidi, located at the

intersection of Bfiyak Selim Paya Caddesi and Ayn Sokagi in the Hayreddin Qavu Quarter in Uskfidar. It was known as the

Qarlamba Tekkesi Mescidi because, from the early nineteenth century, Rufai services (ayin) were conducted there on

Wednesday. Following the government's closing of the tekkes in 1925, the mosque-tevhidhane fell into disrepair. In 1974, a new

mosque was built on its site; see DBIA, V, 125; IC, II, 28; Konyah, Uskfsdar, I, 193-205. For location, see Pervititch, Uskidar, sheet

56, block 511.
." Legendary Bektasi Turkish warrior and saint, said to have been killed in the middle of the fourteenth century, in the

course of the Ottoman conquest of Chrysopolis and Chalcedon. His grave, miraculously discovered in later times, became the

site of a tekke and tomb and his name came to be connected with the vast Karacaahmed Cemetery, the oldest and largest

Turkish cemetery in Istanbul, stretching across the hills behind Uskfidar. Chosen as a place of burial by many of the famous
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34. The Aga Mosque578

This too is an upper-story [mosque]. Its builder is Mehmed Aga, who was aga of the blessed Abode of
Felicity.35 9 There also exists a congregational mosque and tomb of his near the Qaharganba Pazan in
Istanbul.358 0 He died in 999 [1590-91] and was buried in his tomb. Details of his biography were given in
connection with the abovementioned congregational mosque. There is also a fountain of his near this
mosque.5

1 Mustafa Efendi, an imam of the Valide-i Atik [Congregational Mosque], installed its minbar.
[The mosque] does not have a quarter.

35. The Darfi4ffa Mosque near the Valide-i Atik [Congregational Mosque]....

Its builder was Nurbanu Sultan, known as the Valide-i Atik.583 Details of her biography were given in
connection with her blessed congregational mosque.3584 [219] The stipends for the servants of this
mosque are provided from the vakf of her great mosque. [The Darin ifa Mosque] does not have a
minaret.

36. The Salih Efendi Mosque near the (znarli Tekke!...

It is an upper-story [mosque]. It is near the Qmarli Tekke in the district named Qavugdere. Its builder,
Salih Efendi, was the secretary of the person who was building commissioner (emin-i bina) while the
Valide-i Atik Congregational Mosque was being built. He subsequently built and brought to life this
blessed mosque. He was buried there following his death. He died in the year 1000 [1591-92]. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

men and women of the Ottoman Empire, the Karacaahmed Cemetery is said to date back to the fourteenth century, although
its oldest surviving tombstone, that of the calligrapher $eyh Hamdullah, only dates to 1521. With its thousands upon thousands
of tombstones shaded by stands of ancient cypresses, the cemetery remains today a place of serenity and haunting beauty; see
DBIA, IV, 444-47; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 361-70; II, 481-502.

3578 The Aka Mescidi, known also as the Yeni Qegme Mescidi, located on Topta i Caddesi in the KizlaraCasi Quarter in
Uskfidar. The mosque was torn down in 1936; see DBIA, VIII, 12; IC, II, 2; IKSA, I, 322; ISTA, I, 248; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 84.

317 That is, dariissaade agasz of the imperial palace.
3580 The Mehmed Aga Camii; see Hadika, 218-19.
3581 The Mehmed Aga Qegmesi; see Egemen, Gesme, 541; TamIk, Gelmeler, II, 260.
3582 The Darni ifa Mescidi (Mosque of the Hospital), located in the darissifa of Nurbanu Valide in the Atik Valide Complex

on Baklarbasi Caddesi at the intersection with Valde Kahyasi Sokagi opposite the Atik Valide Camii in the Valide-i Atik Quarter
in Usknsdar. Between 1800 and 1865, the building in which it was found, the old hospital of the Atik Valide Complex, was used
as a barracks for the Nizam-i Cedid cavalry, the soldiers of the Cihadiye Sekbam and the cavalry of the Asikir-i Nizamiye. Later
still, it served as a lunatic asylum (1865-1927) and as a tobacco warehouse for the State Monopoly Administration (Tekel
tdaresi) (1935-76). In 1977, it was given to the Usknidar Imam Hatip Lisesi. No trace of the mosque remains; see Hadika, 490;
DBIA, I, 411; IC, II, 19; Konyah, Uskiadar, I, 136-37. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 56, block 504.

3583 The Old Queen Mother. Nurbanu Sultan was the mother of Sultan Murad III.
58 The Valide-i Atik Camii in Uskfndar; see Hadika, 489-90.

3585 The Salih Efendi Mescidi, apparently located near the intersection of Qavu Dere Caddesi and Qmarh Tekkesi Sokasi in
the Atik Valide Quarter in Uskfndar. The mosque was described as in ruin early in the present century and is now no longer
extant. In an enumeration of the immovable vakfs of Uskfidar compiled in 1924, its site is described as open land (arsa); see IC,
II, 57; ISTA, VII, 3918-19; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 67, 252. For location, see Pervititch, Uskfidar, sheet 56, block 494.
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37. The Congregational Mosque of Osman Efendi?... near the At Pazan

Osman Efendi, its builder, was one of the .eyhs of the Grand Lodge (asitane) of His Excellency Hfidayi
Mahmud Efendi. His noble qualities were mentioned in connection with the account of the abovemen-
tioned dervish convent.""7 In addition to this [mosque], he also built a medrese. The aforesaid died in
1140 [1727-28] and was buried beside Dede Qelebi. The poet named Behigti composed this chrono-
gram for the construction of the abovementioned mosque:

His Excellency, the soul's knowing guide, Osman Efendi,
One distinguished by true knowledge of the mystery of the Hidden Treasure,

Exerted himself on behalf of charity and built this joy-giving, exalted abode.
May he achieve divine success and be favored by God!

Thanks be to God, a Kaba for the angels was built,
An abode of the pious, a stopping-place for the lovers of God.

Excellent! It produces ecstasy. It is a beautiful mosque filled with spiritual power.
Here, the travelers of the Way attain knowledge of Divine Providence.

Night and day appear like lamps in this tekke's vault.
If one sees the stars and moon here, the continuing cycle of the cosmos would stop.

Lord, may the pious men of God always here
Be immersed in the spiritual power of Your existence and awareness of Your majesty.

[220] Behieti, a man of God composed a chronogram for its completion.
"Abode of righteous obedience, station of God's saints," 3589 1133 [1720-21].

At present this place is a tekke, and it does not have a quarter.

38. The Kavsara Mosques90

Its builder was Kavsarazade Mustafa Dede. He is also known by the nickname Kavsara. Kavsara means
"basket." Later, when his grandson became its maitevelli, he repaired this blessed mosque, which was his
grandfather's work of charity, and hung these verses [in it] on an inscribed panel:

Just as you might imagine, as regards Mustafa Dede,
His grave is filled with the light of the truth.

The one who is buried here is that slave
Of God known as Kavsara.

In one thousand sixty-seven, he passed away
To the Abode of Eternity. Do not suppose that he is dead.

In one thousand one hundred seventy-five, a descendant of his
Restored [this mosque]. His grandfather was most great!

3586 The Osman Efendi Camii, known also as the Atpazan Mescidi, located in the Hayerddin Qavu Quarter of Uskftdar,
probably in the vicinity of the At Pazan. The mosque served as the tevhidhane of the Celveti tekke known as the At Pazan
Tekkesi. A tabulation of the immovable vakfs of Uskfidar compiled in 1924 states that, other than four walls, nothing remained
of the mosque; see DBIA, VIII, 48 (Atpazan Tekkesi); IC, II, 52; Konyali, Uskazdar, I, 242. For the location of the At Pazan, see
Pervititch, Uskidar, sheet 56, lot 501.

35". See Hadika, 501.
-" Kuntu kanza, i.e., God. The phrase comes from the famous Tradition which records that God, in answer to a question of

David's as to why He had created man, replies, "I was a Hidden Treasure and wanted to be known. Therefore I created the
world;" see HOP, I, 16-17.

... Mahall-i ta'at al-ebrdr cdy-z evliyd' Alldh.
359 The Kavsara Mescidi, located near the intersection of Qavugdere Caddesi and Baglarbapi Caddesi in the Hayreddin Qavu

Quarter in Uskfsdar. The tomb of its founder, Kavsarazade Mustafa Dede (d. 1656), was located beside it. According to an
inscription over its entrance, the Kavsara Mosque was repaired by Bezmiilem Valide Sultan, the mother of Sultan Abdfitmecid,
in 1257/1841. No trace of the mosque remains; see DBIA, VIII, 249; IC, II, 41 (where it is referred to as the Kosra Mescidi);
Konyali, Uskfadar, I, 185-86, 369-70.
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It is hoped that, considering it with favor,
A Fatiha will be said by those who pass it by.

This blessed mosque does not have a quarter.

39. The Congregational Mosque of the Fendyi Tekke 591

Its builder was 5eyh Seyyid Ali Efendi of Kfitahya, who, after having been initiated as dervish in Uskfidar
by his namesake, Selami 5eyh Ali Efendi, emigrated to Manisa, and, with the intention of dwelling in
the abovementioned city, caused a blessed congregational mosque and charming dervish lodge to be
built [there]. He also caused a well to be dug, which is at present known as the 5eyh's Well (5eyh
Kuyusu). After a time, with the death in 1104 [1692-93] of his seyh, Selami Ali Efendi, Kfitahyah 5eyh Ali
Efendi came back to Uskfidar [221] and became head of the Selami Tekke, one of the charitable works
of his $eyh.3592 After a time, he relinquished this tekke to someone from his order, and building this
blessed congregational mosque opposite the Qavugbasi mekteb and constructing several rooms, it
became a new Celveti tekke. The date of its construction is 1126 [1714]. He was the first head of this
new dervish lodge. He passed away to the highest heaven after remaining in the office of guide for
thirty-two years, and was buried in a private tomb located in the abovementioned place. Kilisi Hfiseyin

Efendi, who died in the year one thousand one hundred seventy-nine [1765-66], having retired from
the office of kadi of Edirne, and is buried in the cemetery of the [Valide-i] Atik Congregational

Mosque, composed this chronogram for the death of the aforesaid and, inscribing it on a framed
panel, hung it in his tomb.

Feniyi 5eyh Ali Celveti, perfect spiritual guide,
Follower of the Way of Truth, exemplar to high and low:

He was not given to the ornaments of this transitory world.
Morning and evening, he passed his time praising God.

In seclusion from all but God, he renounced familiar companionship.
He disciplined himself with the adornment of his piety.

He withdrew from the banquet of abundance and became a recluse.
In solitude, he continually struggled with the mystery of annihilation.

Night and day, he spent his life in praiseworthy pious acts.
To the end he idled not his time away.

When the command "Return!" reached his ear, he gave up his life.
His wish was fulfilled, and the highest heaven became [his] place of burial.

May all his acts of piety be accepted at the Throne of God!
God, may the garden of the Abode of Peace be his place of repose!

[222] The Voice from the Unseen World communicated the good news and expressed the date.
"Seyyid Fenayi made the abode of Paradise a dwelling place," 5 3 1158 [1745].

There are poems and hymns written by the abovementioned 5eyh [Seyyid Ali Efendi] under the pen

name Fenayi. The aforesaid fought in the war with Russia which took place in the year 1123 [1711-12],
during the second grand vizierate of Baltaci Mehmed Paga.3594 The standard which he captured at the

time of the war is at present installed and set up at his head in his tomb, and the flag covers his

cenotaph. His halife, 5eyh Abdullah Rifki Efendi, became head of the lodge in his place and departed

"39 The FenAyi Tekkesi Camii, known also as the Yaldizli Tekke Mescidi, the mosque-tevhidhane of the Feniyi Tekkesi, located
opposite the Qavugbasi (Seyyid Ahmed Paga) Sibyan Mektibi on Boybeyi Sokagi in the Pazarbapi Quarter in Uskfidar; see DBIA,
VII, 414-15; IC, II, 24; Konyah, Uskatdar, I, 151-52, 348-50. For location, see Pervititch, Uskiadar, sheet, 55, block 474.

352 The Selami Ali Efendi Tekkesi in Qamlica; see Hadika, 545-48; Z5E, 78.
5' Ktldz al-Seyyid Fendyi ddr-z firdevsi makam.

3' For Teberdar Baltaci Mehmed Paa, see Hadika, n. 2237.
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for the Abode of Eternity in the year 1184 [1770-71]. The period during which he held the office of
leyh spanned twenty-six years. His son, $eyh Mehmed Nazif Efendi, became master of the tekke in his
place.35 95

In 1180 [1766-67], the minaret was cracked when it was struck by lightning and thunder. With the
appointment of one of the senior clerks (hacegdn) of the exalted divan, the late Tifli Mehmed Emin
Efendi, as building commissioner (emin-i bina), following a formal request to the padishah of the time,
His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third, the blessed congregational mosque, tomb, minaret and
[tekke] rooms were renovated and brought back to life. In the year 1116 [1704-5], the vizier Tfirk
Ahmed Paa, while [still] gavusbaz and prior to his appointment as vizier, built the mekteb which is
opposite the abovementioned blessed congregational mosque. At present, it is known as the Qavugbasi
Mektebi. Later, following his promotion to the rank of vizier, he died together with the late $ehid Ali
Paya in the Varadin campaign of 1128 [1716]. 596 [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

40. The Kadiasker Mosque597

Its builder was Muallimzade Ahmed Efendi, who became kadzasker of Anatolia in Rebi6tlevvel 974 [1566]
and kadiasker of Rumelia in Zilhicce of the same year [1567]. He was dismissed in Muharrem of [nine]
seventy-nine [1571], and following his sudden death in the year 980 [1572-73], at the age of seventy,
and performance of funeral prayers in the blessed congregational mosque of Fatih Sultan Mehmed
Khan, he was transported to Bursa. He was buried beside the blessed grave of his father, His Excellency
$eyh Musliheddin Efendi, in Zeyniler.598 [223] His son, the abovementioned Ahmed Efendi, also died
in Rebifilevvel of the abovementioned year [1572]. This hemistich was composed as a chronogram for
his death: "May the highest Paradise be his dwelling place!" 3599

Ahmed Aga, the commissioner of the naval arsenal (tersane emini), who built the Ahmediye Con-
gregational Mosque, installed its minbar. Details of his biography were mentioned in connection with
the description of the Ahmediye Congregational Mosque."" [The Kadiasker Mosque] has a quarter.

41. The Asczbasz Mosque*

Its builder was Mehmed Aga, the chief cook of the imperial palace (reis-i tabbahin) in the time of Sultan
Mehmed Khan the Fourth. His grave is in the enclosed cemetery of the abovementioned mosque.
"Hour of liberation,"36 2 1062 [1651-52], is the date of his death. Selim Aga, who was the chief cook of
the imperial palace (ser-aczyan) in the time of Ahmed Khan the Third, installed its minbar in the year

35" For an extended list of the leyhs of the Feniyi Tekkesi, see Z5E, 22.
" In which the Ottomans were disastrously defeated by the Austrians. For Damad $ehid Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 105.
...7 The Kadiasker Mescidi, known also as the Kazasker or Diviteiler Mescidi, located on Diviteiler Sokagi in the Arakiyeci

Haci Cafer Quarter in Uskftdar. The mosque burned in 1927. Although some gravestones remained in its enclosed cemetery,
and its drafted stone minaret was still standing when the site was visited by Konyah in 1941, no traces of of the mosque remain
today; see DBIA, VIII, 251; IC, II, 38; Konyali, Uskaidar, I, 64, 139-41. For location, see Pervititch, Uskfidar, sheet 54, block 461
(ruines d'un cami).

3598A mosque and quarter in the eastern part of Bursa.
"" Makarr olsun dna Firdevs-i a'ld.
* For Ahmed Aga and the Ahmediye Camii in Oskildar, see Hadika, 505-6.

3*1 The Ascibasi Mescidi, located at the intersection of Tunusbasi Caddesi and Gfindogumu Caddesi in the inadiye Quarter
in Uskfidar. The mosque was torn down in 1943; see 1C, II, 6; ISTA, II, 1137; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 95. For location, see Pervititch,
Uskaidar, sheet 54, block 445.

360 Sd'at-t seldmet.
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"Abundance."36 3 His grave is in the Cemetery of the Indian Ambassador.60 4 The vakf of the abovemen-
tioned mosque is an inalienable trust of the chief cook of the imperial palace (a gzbasz), and its mitevelli
is the chief cook [of the time]. It has a quarter.

42. The Tasczlar Congregational Mosque"'

Its builder was Mehmed Aga, who was appointed building commissioner (emin-i bina) for the construc-
tion of the blessed Congregational Mosque of Mihrimah Sultan at the Uskildar Boat Landing.36 6 The
numerical date on his gravestone is 955 [1548-49], and he is buried before the mihrab of his con-
gregational mosque. There is a fountain beside this blessed congregational mosque, which was built by
Rfistem Paga,"0 who was twice master of the seal [grand vizier] in the period of Sultan Sfileyman Khan.
The chronogram inscribed on the arch of its gate is [here] recorded as a blessing.

Patron of charitable works, Asaph of shining character,
His Excellency Rilstem, generous like Hatem:360 8

He built this [fountain] for the sake of God.
God, let the Selsebil be his reward!3

6
0

Thirsty lips composed its chronogram.
"Fountain of soul-reviving water of life,"310 952 [154546].

A person known as Himmet Dede is buried opposite this congregational mosque, in the tomb which he
prepared for himself before his death. Hagimi composed this chronogram [for his death]:

[224] Exemplar of the pure of heart, His Excellency Himmet Dede, who
Caused his tomb to be built during his lifetime:

The supplicant Hagimi composed the date of his tomb.
"Pray for the soul and tomb of Himmet Dede,"06 11 1041 [1631-32].

His Excellency the abovementioned [Himmet] Dede passed away to the Abode of Eternity while dwel-
ling in the Valide-i Atik Congregational Mosque. Selimzade Emin Qelebi composed this chronogram
[for his death]: "Himmet Efendi set out for the Abode of Eternity."3 12 A person named Hoca Mikail bin
Mahmud 5irvani is buried in the corner opposite his tomb. He died in 1041 [1631-32]. [The Tascilar
Congregational Mosque] does not have a quarter.

3
13 Kesret, which gives the date 1120/1708-9.

31 Hindehcisi Mezaristam.
3" The Congregational Mosque of the Stone Cutters, known also as the Eski Gazanfer Aga Camii, apparently located on

Inadiye Camii Sokaoi at its intersection with A.cibayi Mektebi Sokagi in the Acibagi Quarter in Uskfndar. The mosque is no
longer extant; see DBIA, VIII, 429; IC, II, 65; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 301-2. For location, see Pervititch, Uskidar, sheet 54, block 455.

The Mihrimah Sultan Camii at the Uskndar Boat Landing; see Hadika, 492-93.
60 The Rntstem Paga Qegmesi; see Egemen, Gesme, 713; Tampik, Gesmeler, II, 256-58. For Rfnstem Paa, see Hadika, n. 101.

3608 The fabled paragon of generosity; see Hadika, n. 211.
60 One of the rivers of Paradise, used here as a metaphor for Paradise itself.
610eme-i md'-i hayd cdnfezd.

361 Canile meshed-i Himmet Dede'ye eyle du'd.
1

12Himmet Efendi oldt ddr-z bekdya 'dzim.
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43. The Congregational Mosque of the Tazzcilar OcagY 613 in Haydarpasa

Its builder was His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan the First. It was built as an upper-story [mosque].
Petitions having been submitted during the first grand vizierate of Hekimzade Ali Paa,3 614 an order was
given to Bostanciba i Omer Aga, and he rebuilt it. The abovementioned aga died in 1143 [1730-31]
and was buried in the cemetery of Uskfidar.

44. The Kavak Saray Mosque 615

Its builder was His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. The abovementioned congregational mosque
has an imperial tribune (mahfil-i hiamayun) and is provided with other necessities. Its vakf is attached to
[that of] the abovementioned padishah's great mosque in Istanbul. 16

45. The Kavak Iskelesi Mosque 617

Its builder was Lala Begir Aga, who was treasurer (hazinedar) in the era of Sultan Mehmed Khan the
Fourth. It was built in the year "Conclusion,"3 18 1077 [1666-67]. Haci Begir Aga, the darissaade agasz and
$eyhilharem, installed its minbar in the year "Abode of glory,"3 61 1133 [1720-21], in the time of Ahmed
Khan the Third. [225] The abovementioned [Haci Begir] Aga twice held the office of [daraissaade]
agasz. Details of his biography were mentioned above in several places.1 2

' The year 1159 [1746] is the
date of his death. He is buried in his private tomb in the vicinity of Hazret-i Halid bin Zeyd [Eyyub]-
may God be well pleased with him. There are also congregational mosques built by him in Istanbul.11'

46. The Harab Mosque3622 near the Kavak Iskelesi

Its builder was the aga of the blessed Abode of Felicity (daraissaade) Haci Ibrahim Aga, who is known as
Qaiu Ibrahim Aga. He became [daraissaade] agasz in the year 1048 [1638-39], in the reign of Mahmud
Khan the Fourth. He was dismissed two years later, and Sfinbfil Aga was appointed in his place. This

"" The Tazicilar Ocasi Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Corps of Keepers of the Greyhounds). Attached to the bostanct,
the taztclar oca6i was charged with care of the sultan's greyhounds (tazz). Their kennels (Tazicilar Ahin) were located in the
vicinity of the present Veterinary School (Veteriner Saglik Teknisyenligi Meslek Lisesi) and the Selimiye Barracks in Dogancilar.
No trace of either their quarters or their mosque survives; see IC, II, 65; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 303; Pakahn, OTD, III, 427.

3614 Between 12 March 1732 and 14July 1735. For Hekimzade Ali Paa, see Hadika, n. 723.
36" The Kavak Sarayi Mescidi, located in the Kavak Sarayi on shore near the Harem Boat Landing in Uskfidar. Known also as

the Uskfidar Bahcesi, the Kavak Saray1 was, after the Eski Saray and Topkapi Sarayi, the third large imperial palace of the city. It
was originally built in the sixteenth century but was torn down at the end of the eighteenth century to make way for the Selimiye
Barracks, the quarters of Selim III's new Nizam-i Cedid troops. No trace of either the palace or the mosque remains; see DBIA,
IV, 494-95; Erdogan, VD 4 (1958), 171-73; 1C, II, 37; Konyah, Uskaidar, II, 265-72.

1616 The Sultan Ahmed Mosque, for which, see Hadika, 21-22.
3617 The Kavak Iskelesi Mescidi (The Mosque of the Kavak Boat Landing), known also as the Kavak iskelesi Camii, located on

the shore at the no longer extant Kavak Boat Landing to the south of Kavakburnu. The mosque was torn down in 1959 and the
shore road now passes over its site; see DBIA, VIII, 249; IC, II, 37; Konyah, Uskazdar, I, 182-84. For location, see Pervititch,
Uskatdar, sheet 3, block 388.

3618 Al-hdtime.
3619 'Izzet-hane.
3620 See Hadika, 55-56 and n. 327.
3621 The Begir Aga Camii in the Alemdar Quarter near the Bab-i Ali, and the Darinlhadis Medresesi Mescidi in the Dntgmeciler

Quarter in Eynp; see Hadika, 55-56.
622 The Harab Mescidi (Ruined Mosque). As the name implies, the mosque was already in ruins at the time of Ayvansarayi's

writing in the eighteenth century. No trace of the mosque survives. Although its precise location cannot be established, it was
apparently situated near the Selimiye Barracks and Kavak Boat Landing; see IC, II, 29; Konyah, Uskfadar, I, 161.
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Sfinbfil Aga was dismissed in the year 1054 [1644] and, on being banished to Egypt, he set out with the
kadi of Venerated Mecca, Mehmed Efendi. Attacked en route by Maltese pirates, the abovementioned
aka was martyred along with his dependants, and Mehmed Efendi was taken prisoner. These events
were the cause of the campaign against Crete, and the next year Kapudan Yusuf Paga, who had been
promoted from the rank of imperial weapons bearer (silahdar), was designated [its] commander-in-
chief (serasker)."' He set out with a vast fleet with the apparent intention of a campaign against Malta.
It subsequently became clear that the sultan's desire was that the island of Crete be conquered, and,
with soldiers being transported by other boats from Rumelia and Anatolia, combat was begun
immediately. Within one or two months, by the grace of God-be He exalted-many districts were
conquered, and the fortress of Hanya asked for quarter and passed into Muslim hands. The office of
commander-in-chief of Crete was [subsequently] given to Deli Hfiseyin Paga, who had been dismissed
from Budin,"2 and in Zilhicce of the abovementioned year, after the abovementioned Kapudan
[Yusuf] Paga had returned to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul] with the imperial fleet in 5evval, he met
with the imperial wrath because of jealous intrigue. Possession of the whole of the abovementioned
island was facilitated by God in the twenty-seven years between the abovementioned date and one
thousand eighty [1669].

In time, this abovementioned mosque fell into ruin. With but one mihrab and one of its gates re-
maining on the small public square between the [quarters of the] corps of tazzczla 625 and the [quarters
of the] zagarclar,"26 the chronogram on it was copied and recorded.

[226] Ibrahim Aga of exalted rank, patron of charitable works,
Watchman of the Abode of Felicity, that one distinguished by generosity,

Built for God this place of worship.
Let the Faithful come to prayer at the time of the call to Friday prayer!

Cevri, the Divine Voice expressed its date.
"Exalted mosque, excellent, meritorious abode of the worshipers,"36" 1049 [1639-40].

The salaries of the servants of this mosque are provided from the vakf of the Great Aya Sofya. The
potters' workshop located next to it was originally built for the abovementioned founder's grooms. The
nearby fountain3 6 2

1 is the charitable work of the late Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. The open-air place
of public worship (namazgdh) on the other side of the road and the fountain"'2 beneath it are the work
of a patron of charity named Hazinedar Ali Aga.

3623 War came in September 1644, when a ship carrying a number of high-ranking pilgrims on their way to the Hijaz was
seized by Christian pirates, who brought their captives and booty to the island of Kerpe (Karpatos) northeast of Crete. In
retaliation, the Ottomans assembled a huge fleet of some 400 ships and over 100,000 soldiers, which began landings on Crete
on 24 June 1645. The conquest of the island from the Venetians was to drag on over the next twenty-four years and was only
concluded with the occupation of Candia in September 1669 following a long siege.

1
2 Buda in Hungary.

12 The tazzczlar ocagk, (keepers of the greyhounds), whose kennels (the Tazicilar Ahin) were located in Dogancilar; see Ha-
dika, n. 3613.

326 The zagarcilar ocagi (keepers of the imperial hounds), the 64th orta of the Janissary corps. They received their name from
the fact that they were charged with the care and breeding of the sultan's hunting hounds. Since, beginning in the eighteenth
century, the sultans ceased to go out on the hunt, the keepers of the imperial hounds lost their earlier importance; see Pakahn,
0TD, III, 645-46.627 Mescid-i vdld zihi ddr al-sevdb-z 'dbidin.

362' The Birinci Ahmed Han or Sultan Ahmed Qegmesi; see Egemen, Qejme, 70
'2 The Musahip Ali Aga Qegmesi; see Tamipk, Genmeler, II, 270-72; Egemen, Ceqme, 108-11; Konyah, Uskfidar, II, 11-12.
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47. The .erefabad Mosque at the Palace of the Harem Iskelesi?...

The abovementioned mosque was built prior to the construction of the Kavak Saray, known as 5erefa-
bad."" Because it was located next to the abovementioned palace, the salaries of the servants were
provided by the corps of bostancz.

48. The Salacak Mosque632

Its builder was the master of ceremonies (tesrifatz) Akif Mehmed Bey Efendi. He died in the year
"Work's end,""" 1181 [1767-68]. He is buried beside the dervishes of His Excellency Hfidayi Mahmud
Efendi near Fistikh.

49. The Congregational Mosque of Sinan Payas611

Its builder was the famous Sinan Paa, conqueror of Yemen, who was grand vizier five times and whose
grand vizierates lasted a total of eight years. 36 " He died in the year 1004 [1595-96], during the time of
Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third, and was buried in his private tomb near Sedefciler on the Divanyolu.
[The mosque] has a quarter. [227]

50. The Fatih Mosque 66

Its builder was His Majesty Ebfilfeth Sultan Mehmed Khan Gazi. His Excellency Hekimba izade Ali Paga
installed its minbar during his first grand vizierate.3637 [The mosque] has a quarter.

36" The 5erefabad Mescidi, the earlier name for the Adliye Camii, located immediately south of the no longer extant
5erefabad Sarayi in the Rumi Mehmed Paga Quarter in Uskfidar. In manuscript versions of the text, it is stated that the mosque
adjoined the 5erefabad Sarayi, which is mistakenly conflated in the entry below with the Kavak Sarayi at the Harem Boat
Landing. In fact, there is no connection whatsoever between the two palaces. The confusion can probably be attributed to Ali
Sati, who was responsible for revising and expanding the original manuscript text. In this connection, it is noteworthy that the
entries for the 5erefabad Mescidi in manuscript versions of the texts contain no mention of the Kavak Sarayi or Harem Boat
Landing. Thus, for example, in the Vienna manuscript (fol. 149b) the mosque is described as follows: "46. $erefabad Mescidi. It
is an old mosque and its incomes and servants are provided by the corps of the bostancz. In time the adjoining imperial seaside
palace known as the $erefabad was built and in this manner it acquired the name by which it is known." For the mosque's
precise location and mapping, see Hadika, n. 3446 above; also 1C, II, 63 (where its relationship to the Adliye Camii in not
mentioned); Konyah, Uskidar, I, 923-24; II, 255-56.

" For the Kavak Sarayi and $erefabad Kasn, see Hadika, nn. 3448 and 3615. For Ali Sati confusion of the two, see Hadika, n.
3630 above.

3632 The Salacak Mescidi, known also as the Tegrifatqi Mescidi, located on the shore at the entrance to the Salacak Boat
Landing in the Salacak Quarter in Uskfidar; see DBIA, VIII, 378-79; 1C, II, 37; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 252. For location, see
Pervititch, Uskfidar, sheet 59, block 551.

3633 Hitam-z 'amel.
3634 The Sinan Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Halk Dershanesi Sokagi and Toprakh Sokagi in the Sinan Paga

Quarter in Uskfidar. The mosque was restored in 1975; see DBIA, VIII, 399; 1C, II, 57; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 271-74. For location,
see Pervititch, Uskfsdar, sheet 58, block 546a (tekke).

13 For Sinan Paa, see Hadika, n. 1090.
3636 The Fatih Mescidi, located on Salacak Iskelesi Arka Sokagi in the Salacak Quarter in Uskfndar. According to a long

inscription by the poet $ehrizade Mehmed Said Efendi, the mosque was renovated by Sultan Mahmud I in 1166/1752; see
DBIA, III, 270-71, 1C, II, 23; OMFD, III, 407 (all of which confuse the Fatih Mescidi with the Defterdar Tahir Efendi Camii dated
1242/1826-27 located on Selimiye Iskele Caddesi at the Harem Boat Landing); also IKSA, III, 1718, and Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 149-
51 (which correctly locate the mosque on Salacak Iskelesi Arka Sokagi). For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 59, block
553a.

3637 That is, between 1732 and 1735; for Hekimbagizade Ali Paga see Hadika, n. 723.
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51. The Mirahur Mosque638

Its builder was Haci Mehmed Aga, Grand Vizier Cagalazade Sinan Paa's master of the stable (mirahur).
[The location of] his grave is not known. Ayge Sultan's darilkura is opposite it. A mekteb built by
Mihrimah Sultan, the founder of the congregational mosques,. 3 is also opposite it. The abovemen-
tioned Sinan Paya became master of the seal following the first dismissal of Damad Ibrahim Paga at the
beginning of Rebiftlevvel, 1005 [1596], following the conquest of Egri. He was in turn dismissed at the
end of the abovementioned month, however, and his predecessor was reappointed. Before and after his
grand vizierates, [Sinan Paga] held the rank of grand admiral (kapudan). He subsequently died in
Diyarbakir in Ramazan 1013 [1604], while he was commander-in-chief [of the army sent] against
Iran.3 " [The mosque] has a quarter.

52. The Congregational Mosque of the Kapudan Paa64 1

Its original builder was a person named Hamza Fakih. Following the death of the abovementioned
expert in canon law (fakih) in 905 [1499-1500], he was buried before the mihrab of the abovemen-
tioned congregational mosque. Later, with the passage of time, because the blessed congregational
mosque was on the point of ruin, Kaymak Mustafa Paga, the son-in-law of Maktul Ibrahim Paga, the son-
in-law and most great minister of the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, rebuilt it
from its foundations and installed a minbar."' The abovementioned vizier [Kaymak Mustafa Paga]
became grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) in Zilkade 1133 [1721]. He acquired the rank of martyr during
the Patrona Revolt of Rebifilevvel 1143 [1730] and was buried in the cemetery of the medrese of
Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Pasa, one of his glorious ancestors, located on the Divanyolu. In the year 1140
[1727-28], he succeeded, with God's help, in the repair of the abovementioned congregational
mosque. It has a quarter. [228]

3638 The Mirahur Mescidi (Mosque of the Master of the Stable), located at the intersection of Dogancilar Caddesi and O6dul
Sokagi in the Imrahor Quarter in Uskfidar. Although there is no inscription on the mosque giving the date of its foundation,
Oz writes that it was built in 1006/1597. Konyah found it to be in ruins in 1941, but it was restored in 1966 by the Uskfndar Islam
Abidelerinin Koruma Cemiyeti; see DBIA, IV, 168-69; IC, II, 48; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 166-68. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar,
sheet 59, block 560.

3639 The Mihrimah Sultan Camii at Usknidar Boat Landing and the Mihrimah Sultan Camii at the Edirne Kapi; see Hadika, 26,
492-93.

" For Cagalzade Sinan Paga, see Hadika, n. 584.
"1 The Kapudan Pala Camii (Congregational Mosque of the Grand Admiral), known also as the Kaymak Mustafa Paa

Camii, located on a sloping site at the intersection of Kaptan Pasa Sokaki and Kaptan Paga Camii Sokagi in the Ahmed Qelebi
Quarter in Uskfidar. According to the inscription over its entrance, the Kapudan Paga Camii was originally built by a certain
Hamza Fakih. Restored by Kaymak Mustafa Paa, it burned in 1305/1887, but was repaired in 1308/1890 by a certain $erife
Nefise Hamm; see DBIA, IV, 506-7; 1C, II, 35; Konyah, Oskiadar, I, 45, 177-81. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 59, block
591.

3" For Maktul Ibrahim Paga and Kaymak Mustafa Paga, see Hadika, 191, 339, 478-79 and n. 22.
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53. The Tunusbagz Mosque64
1

Its builder was a patron of charitable works named Hoca Bali. He is buried by the side of the road
opposite the mosque. The date of his [death] is not recorded on his gravestone. [The mosque] does
not have a quarter.

54. The Ihsaniye Congregational Mosques

Its builder was His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Osman Khan the Third. It was erected [by him]
along with the buildings in the district known as Ihsaniye. This chronogram was composed for its
completion:

When his Majesty the Sultan, magnanimous in the manner of the Ottomans,
Honored the destiny of the Ottoman throne with his presence,

He first faced the Holy Land, the kzble.
He made manifest the mysteries of mankind.

He bestowed favor and built a flourishing new city.
His heart sprinkled [the earth with] pious edifices.

Here is a monument auspicious until the Day ofJudgment, which
Causes the account book of divine mercy never to close.

[Ihsaniye] became an quarter with various sorts of shops.
Together, they make the coral markets envious.

May God-be He exalted-make it flourish in outward appearance and inward quality!
This charitable work of his calls to mind all the Ottoman shahs.

The pen's tongue inscribed a chronogram in the Ottoman manner.
"Sultan Osman built Ihsaniye for the sake of God,"364 5 1169 [1755-56].

55. The Ihsaniye Mosque3646 near the abovementioned congregational mosque

This too is one of the charitable works of the abovementioned padishah, His Majesty Sultan Osman
Khan the Third. It was built together with the abovementioned congregational mosque in 1169 [1755-
56]. [229] The salaries of the servants of this blessed mosque and the abovementioned congregational
mosque are taken from [the vakf of] the blessed Osmaniye Congregational Mosque3 64 7 in Istanbul. The
buildings in this quarter are vakfs of the mekteb, sebil, and nearby blessed congregational mosque built by
Hadice Sultan, the daughter of Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth and paternal aunt of the abovemen-

'"' The Tunusbagi Mescidi, located on Tunusbagi Caddesi in the Tavgi Hasan Aga Quarter in Uskfndar. An enumeration of
immovable vakfs compiled in 1924 describes the Bali Qavu Mescidi as being in need of repair. The mosque is no longer extant.
Behceti Ismail Hakki al-Uskadari states that the mosque's founder died in 1006/1597-98, and that he is buried in the cemetery
before the mosque's mihrab; see Behceti Ismail Hakki al-Uskfidari, Merdkid-i Mu'tebere-i Uskidar (Istanbul, 1976), 44; IC, II, 67;
Konyah, Uskidar, I, 61, 304.

3644 The Ihsaniye Camii, located on Qatmacilar (Sultaniye) Sokagi in the Ihsaniye Quarter in Uskfidar. Sultan Osman III, who
established a new district with houses, shops and a market in this area, founded this mosque in 1169/1755 along with the now
nonexistant ihsaniye Mescidi (see below). The Ihsaniye Camii burned in 1277/1860 and, according to the inscription over its
gateway, was rebuilt ten years later; see IC, II, 32; Konyali, Uskfidar, I, 164-66. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheets 52, 58,
block 424.

3
11 Hakk ifin Sultdn 'Osmdn yapdz Ihsdniyyeyi.

36 The ihsaniye Mescidi, known also as the K6fik Ihsaniye Mescidi or Ihsaniye-i Sagir Camii, located on Ihsaniye Camii
Sokagi near the intersection with thsaniye iskelesi Sokaki in the Ihsaniye Quarter in Uskfidar. In the enumeration of Uskfidar's
immovable vakfs compiled in 1924, the thsaniye-i Sagir Camii is described as under repair. Since that time, the mosque has
disappeared; see DBIA, VIII, 215; IC, II, 43; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 63. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 58, block 422
(cami).

3" The Nuruosmaniye Camii in Istanbul; see Hadika, 24-25.
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tioned Sultan Osman Khan, located near her seaside mansion outside Ayvansaray. Details of the above-

mentioned sultana's biography were mentioned in connection with the account of her charitable

works." His Majesty the abovementioned padishah and the abovementioned [Hadice] Sultan are

buried in a tomb at the Cedid Congregational Mosque"'49 located near the customs house (gfimrak) in

Istanbul.

56. The Congregational Mosque of Siieyman Paas3 65 0 in Doganczlar

Its builder, the abovementioned vizier, was one of the [grand] viziers of His Majesty Sultan Mehmed

Khan the Fourth. He was executed in Zilhicce 1098 [1687] and is buried in the enclosed cemetery of

this blessed congregational mosque. Siyavu Paga became grand vizier in his place. The abovemen-

tioned Sfileyman Paga was grand vizier for close to two years. This chronogram is written on the wall of

his tomb:

That Snileyman Paga, renowned for justice and mildness:
What a pity that he moans with abundant wrongs!

He had pity for the Believers in the fortress of Egri.
He ordered the army to transport stocks of provisions [to it].

His command fell harshly on the soldiers of evil intention.
All of them had designs against their chief. They became his enemies.

At the Feast of Sacrifice, they put that modest one to death as a martyr.
He attained God's mercy and obtained God's pardon.

The compassionate vizier departed the world without sin.
0! Alas! To the iniquitous world, he was like flashing lightning!

People of understanding expressed the date of his [death].
"He arrived in the Paradise of Eden and there became a Solomon," 65 1098 [1686-87].

[230] Maktul Receb Paga, 36
1
3 [who died] in 1041 [1631-32], is buried beside the abovementioned Sfiley-

man Paga. The abovementioned Receb Paga was promoted to the rank of vizier from the office of

5 For Hadice Sultan and her mosque, the Sultan Camii in the Defterdar Quarter of Eyfip, see Hadika, 306.
34 The Cami-i Cedid (New Mosque), i.e., the Yeni Cami of Turhan Valide in Emin6ni; see Hadika, 22-23.
30 The Sfileyman Paga Camii, located at the intersection of Halk Caddesi and Viran Saray Sokaki in the Kefee Dede Quarter

in Uskfidar. According to the 1924 list of immovable vakfs published by Konyah, it was at that time in need of repair. Oz states

that it was restored in 1957-58; see C, II, 61-62; Konyah, Uskfadar, I, 70, 277-79. For location, see Pervititch, Uskfadar, sheet 60,

block 579.
"5 San Bosnak Snleyman Paa (d. 1687), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV. Born in Herzegovina, he

was taken into the imperial palace and in time became the kethfada of the sultan's musahib, Tavgan Aka. In 1080/1669, he was

appointed gavusbapz and subsequently became kethfida of Fazil Ahmed Paga. Following the latter's death, he was made mirahur-i

evvel (1676), and, because of his service seizing and registering the property of Grand Vizier Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Paa,

following the latter's execution, he was given the post of kaimmakam in March 1684. He was appointed commander in the war

against Poland, in the course of which he successfully scattered the Polish army, and, on returning to Istanbul, was designated

grand vizier on 18 December, 1685, following the dismissal of Kara Ibrahim Paa. As commander-in-chief of the war against

Austria, however, he was unable to prevent the loss of Buda (1686) or an Austrian victory at Sikl6s in southern Hungary (the so-

called second battle of Mohics) in August 1687. A revolt of the army at its headquarters at Varadin following this setback caused

Sfileyman Pa a to flee to Belgrade and then to Istanbul, where he was dismissed (18 September 1687) and strangled a few days

later by command of the sultan. Contemporary sources describe him as sly, underhanded and avaricious; see SO, III, 69.

1652 Cennet-i 'adne varub anda Sfileymdn oldi.
"' Topal Receb Papa (d. 1632), briefly grand vizier during the reign of Sultan Murad IV. Of Bosnian origin, he was trained in

the corps of the bostanct and was ultimately promoted to bostancbapz in the reign of Sultan Ahmed I. Although forced to retire

for a time due to gout (topal), he was eventually able to return to service as commander-in-chief of the fleet in the Black Sea

and, later, as kapudan pasa (1623-26). In 1626, he organized a revolt ofJanissaries in the capital and was promoted to the office

of kaimmakam. As such, he instigated another uprising of the Janissaries in 1631, which led to the murder of Grand Vizier Hafiz

Ahmed Paga in the presence of Murad IV and the massacre of several of Receb Paa's enemies among the sultan's favorites (10

February 1632). The candidate of the rebels, Receb Paga was made grand vizier the same day, but, as anarchy continued, he was
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bostanczbasz. And on Kapudan Halil Paa's departure for the Mediterranean Sea in the year 1031 [1621-
221, he was appointed to the Black Sea with the rank of deputy to the grand admiral (kapudan pasa).
Because of his prior good service in the war, he became grand admiral in 1032 [1622-23]. He
subsequently became kaimmakam and still later, following the execution of Hafiz Ahmed Paa, he
became grand vizier. One month later, he too was executed. Details of Receb Paa's biography are set
forth in Naima's history and of Sfileyman Paya in Ragid's history. 5 4 [The mosque] has a quarter.

57. The (Qakzrczbasz Congregational Mosque3 655 in Ihsaniye

Its builder was Mirmiran Hasan Paa, who, having procured a tug, became a mir-i miran after having
been head falconer (gakzrczbasz) and was assisted by God in the construction of this blessed congrega-
tional mosque. With the passage of time, the mekteb which he built nearby was on the point of ruin, and
they made an anteroom of the abovementioned congregational mosque a mekteb. Although the roof of
the blessed congregational mosque was originally covered with lead, one of its miitevellis, a person
named Qelebi Feyzi, caused it to be covered with tiles during the time of his administration of the vakf
The abovementioned [Hasan] Paga is buried near the medrese which he built in Edirne. This blessed
congregational mosque was built in 966 [1558-59]. Koca Mehmed Paa, one of the viziers of His Majesty
Sultan Mehmed Khan the Third, who was a participant in the Egri campaign together [with Hasan
Paa], is buried before the mihrab of the abovementioned congregational mosque, and the severed
head of Izmirli Ali Paya is buried near the gate of the blessed congregational mosque which opens in
the direction of Ihsaniye. The abovementioned paa twice occupied the office of governor of Egypt.
The first time was following the dismissal of Rami Mehmed Paya in Cemaziyilevvel 1118 [1706], and
the second time was after the dismissal of Abdi Paga in Receb 1129 [1717]. He was executed in 1132
[1720], following his dismissal on the sixth day of Zilkade 1132 [9 September 1720] and the
appointment of Receb Paga. This is the chronogram written on his gravestone: "Ali Paa became a
martyr. May God make Eden his abode!,"3  1133 [1720]. He also built a fountain in the vicinity. The
builder of the hamam opposite the blessed congregational mosque [231] was Haci Ahmed Paa. He is
buried in his private tomb in the abovementioned place. The abovementioned hamam was built in 993

deposed and strangled on 18 May 1632, following which order was restored by the sultan and a new grand vizier, Tabamyassi
Mehmed Paga; see EI2 , VIII, 480; SO, II, 370.

3654 The Tarih-i Ramid by the Ottoman historian and poet Ragid Mehmed Efendi (d. 1735). Ragid was born into an ulema
family in Istanbul around 1670 and was trained for a learned career, following which he held a series of medrese appointments
and was finally assigned to the Sf6leymaniye in 1718. In 1723-24 he served as kadi of Aleppo, but because of his close ties to the
grand vizier, Neveehrili Ibrahim Paa, his later career came to diverge from the normal course associated with the learned
career path. Thus, in 1828-29 he was dispatched to Isfahan on a diplomatic mission. He was made kadi of Istanbul following his
return, but was dismissed after the rebellion of Patrona Halil of 1730 and was exiled to Bursa and later to Lemnos. He returned
to favor in 1735, when he was made kadzasker of Anatolia, but died the same year. His significance derives from his appointment
in 1714 as court historiographer (vak'anaivis), under the terms of which he was charged with writing a continuation of the
history of his predecessor, Mustafa Naima. His work, which deals with the period from 1071/1660-61 to 1134/1721-22, is
particularly important as a source for the reign of Ahmed III; see EI2 , VIII, 441; GOW, 268-70. For the Tarih-i Naima, see Hadika,
n. 60.

2655 The Qakircibap Camii, known also as the Dogancilar Camii, located on Dogancilar Caddesi at the intersection with Halk
Caddesi opposite the Dogancilar Park in the Kefce Dede Quarter in Uskfidar. An inscription over the mosque's entrance states
that the mosque was rebuilt in 1276/1859 by Abdf6lmecid's ikbal, 5ayeste Hamm. The tomb of Doganciba s Haci Ahmed Paa,
built by Mimar Sinan, stands before the mosque's north facade; see DBIA, II, 461-62; 1C, II, 16; ISTA, VIII, 4642-64; Konyah,
Uskaidar, I, 70, 124-26. For location, see Pervititch, Uskiidar, sheet 60, block 575.

3616 $ehid oldt 'Ali Pasa mahallin 'adn ide Mevid.
1 The tzmirli Ali Papa Qegmesi; see Tampk, (eymeler, II, 290-92.
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[1585], during the time of Sultan Murad Khan the Third. Its builder died a few years after this. [The
Qakirciba i Congregational Mosque] has a quarter.

58. The Congregational Mosque of the Nasuhi Tekke...

Its builder was Damad Hasan Paa, the husband of Hadice Sultan, the esteemed daughter of His
Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. The abovementioned vizier was originally from the Morea.
He entered the imperial palace in his youth and, after duly attaining the rank of imperial weapons
bearer (silahdarlzk), became [a vizier with] three tug in Muharrem 1099 [1687] and was favored with the

office of beylerbeyi of Egypt in place of the steward of the the imperial favorite (haseki sultan kethiidasz),
Hasan Paga. He was dismissed in Muharrem 1101 [1689], and, with the dispatch of the steward
(kethiida) Ahmed Paga in his place, he returned to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul]. Upon his mar-
riage to the abovementioned [Hadice] Sultan in 1102 [1690-91], during the time of the sultanate of
His Majesty Sultan Sfileyman Khan the Second, he was honored with the rank of imperial son-in-law

(damad). He was assigned to the defense of Chios in the year 1105 [1693-94], and later to the island of
Azov. Following the accession of Sultan Mustafa Khan the Second in CemaziyftlAhir of the abovemen-
tioned year [1694], he was summoned to Edirne and in Ramazan was made happy with the rank of

kaimmakam of the imperial presence. In Rebiftlahir 1109 [1697], he was appointed governor of Ash-

colored Aleppo in place of Osman Paga. Subsequently, in blessed Receb 1115 [1703], during the time
of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, he was appointed grand vizier following Nianci Ahmed Paa. He was

dismissed in Cemaziyftlevvel 1116 [1704], and was pensioned off with the fief (arpalk) of lznikmid.
Kalayli Ahmed Papa became grand vizier in his place. Following the first dismissal of Maktul Ali Paya in
CemaziyilAhir 1119 [1707], he became governor of Egypt. In 5aban 1121 [1709], Tripoli in Lebanon

was conferred [on him], and Egypt was given to Kapudan Ibrahim Pasa. Egribozlu Mehmed Paya
became grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) in the latter's place. In Zilkade 1123 [1711-12], he was sent to

Kfitahya, and Kara Mehmed Papa was appointed in his place. [232] When, in 5evval 1124 [1712], the

[governorship of the] eyalet of Rakka was bestowed [on him] replacing Topal Yusuf Paga, his

predecessor was appointed in his place. He passed away one year later. His governorship was given to

Qerkez Mehmed Paa, the governor of Aleppo, and his office was given to K6sec Halil Paga, who had

been retired on pension on the island of Lemnos. The phrase "Entering paradise,"3659 1125 [1713], is
the date of his passing away.

Details of the biography of his esteemed wife, Her Majesty Hadice Sultan, were mentioned in

connection with the blessed congregational mosque which she ordered renovated near her seaside

mansion located near Ayvansaray."" She passed away in 1156 [1743-44], during the reign of her

brother's son, Sultan Mahmud Khan the First. Haci ismail Efendi, the father of the late Hafiz Huseyin

3658 The Nasuhi Tekkesi Camii, the mosque-tevhidhane of the Nasuhi Tekke on Tunusbagi Caddesi, opposite the intersection

with Belediye Oni Sokagi in the Ihsaniye Quarter in Uskfidar. This tekke was the asitane and pir makami of the Nasuhi branch of

the Halved dervish order and was built in 1099/1687-88 by Grand Vizier Damad Morah Hasan Papa for the order's founder,
$eyh Nasuhi Mehmed Efendi (d. 1713). The principal tekke of the order, it was originally built of wood but, following a fire, was

rebuilt in masonry construction in 1280/1863-64 by one of the important officials of the period, Ebubekir Rfistem Paa (d.
1863). It was renovated again in 1320/1902, but was closed by the government in 1925 at the time of the suppression of the

dervish orders. Nonetheless, the mosque-tevhidhane continued to function as a mosque. The tomb was closed as a ziyaret, but the
harem and selamlik sections of the tekke continued to be used as dwellings for the Nasuhizade, the descendants of Nasuhi
Mehmed Efendi; see DBIA, VI, 50-51; 1C, II, 49; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 239-41; 373-75; Z$E, 21-22; Ayvansarayi, Mecmud, 64; Lifchez,

Dervish Lodge, 153. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 58, block 542.
6
59 Dihul al-cennet.
0 See Hadika, 306.
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Efendi, who first composed this book, was the steward (kethiida) of the abovementioned [Hadice]

Sultan's halberdiers (baltacdlar).
The abovementioned 5eyh Nasuhi Haci Mehmed Efendi was a descendant of Kastamonulu 5eyh

5aban Efendi, who died in Kastamonu in the year 977 [1569-70]. He was appointed as a halife by His

Excellency Ummi Sinan. Following his death in the year 976 [1568-69], 5ftca Efendi, a[nother] halife of

the abovementioned 5aban Efendi, became head of the tekke in his place. Upon his passing away to the

Abode of Eternity in the year 996 [1587-88], Veli Efendi, the son of his spiritual master, became eyh.

This chain of spiritual succession comes to an end with the abovementioned 5eyh Haci Mehmed

Efendi. The abovementioned 5eyh Haci Mehmed Efendi was a halife of the Qur'an reciter Karaba 5eyh

Ali Efendi, who died in 1097 [1685-86]. He belonged to the Halved dervish order. The aforesaid vizier

[Damad Hasan Paga] built the abovementioned tekke for the aforesaid Haci Mehmed Efendi. This

Mehmed Efendi died in the year "Traveler of the Way,"366 1 1130 [1717-18]. He is buried in a private

tomb located next to his tekke, and his wife is buried beside him. Subsequently, his son, $eyh Ali

Efendi, became head of the tekke in his place, and, following his death in the year 1165 [1751-52], he

rested in his father's tomb. His son 5eyh [Mehmed Fazlullah] Efendi became head of the tekke in his

place. The previously mentioned Karaba Ali Efendi's son Mustafa Manevi Efendi died in 1114 [1702-

3], while he was preacher of the Istanbul Yeni Congregational Mosque, 11 and he was buried near the

abovementioned tomb.6 6 [233]

59. The $eyh Congregational Mosque664

Its builder was the keeper of the inkwell (devatcz) 5eyh Mustafa Efendi. He was appointed as a halife by
Makad Efendi, who became eyh [of the tekke of Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi] in place of His Excel-

lency Hfidayi 5eyh Aziz Mahmud Efendi. It was recorded in the appropriate spot that his son, $eyh

Mehmed Talib Efendi, became 5eyh of the Hfidayi Asitanesi in his place.3 " The abovementioned 5eyh

Mustafa Efendi died in the year "Rest," 1070 [1659-60], and is buried in his private tomb. His son, the

abovementioned Talib Mehmed Efendi, is buried beside him. Erzincani Mustafa Efendi, who was also

one of the eyhs in the Hfidayi Efendi Asitanesi, is buried before the mihrab of the abovementioned

congregational mosque. Beyazizade Ahmed Efendi is buried in the separate, ruined tomb adjoining

[5eyh Mustafa Efendi's] tomb.
The aforesaid [Beyazizade Ahmed Efendi] became kadzasker of Rumelia in Muharrem 1091 [1680],

following Hamid Efendi, and he was dismissed in RebiilAhir 1094 [1683]. On the third day of

Muharrem of the year in which he became kadzasker, the wife of a shoemaker was stoned to death in the

Meydan-1 Esb3 66 because of his proof and sentence. His death occurred in the year "Way of glory,"3 6 67

1098 [1686-87]. His father, Beyazi Bosnavi Hasan Efendi, is also buried in the abovementioned tomb.

Following his dismissal from the office of kadi of Istanbul on the twenty-second day of blessed Ramazan

366 Rehrev-i tarikat.
32 The Yeni Cami of Turhan Hadice in Eminbnnl; see Hadika, 22-24.
""' For an extended list of the hyhs of the Nasuhi Tekkesi, see Z5E, 21-22.
3" The $eyh Camii, the mosque-tevhidhane of the Devati Mustafa Efendi Tekkesi (known also as the Seyh Camii Tekkesi),

located at the intersection of Selman-i Pak Caddesi and $eyh Camii Sokagi in the Selman Aga Quarter in Bilbfilderesi in

Uskftdar. The tekke was built in 1061/1650 by Kethlda Arslanagazade Mustafa for the Celveti eyh Devati Mustafa Efendi (d.

1657). Although it was closed by the government in 1925 along with other zaviyes, the mosque-tevhidhane continued to function

as a mosque; see DBIA, III, 42-43; IC, II, 63; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 294-96, 344-47. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 68,

block 667.
31 See Hadika, 498-502.
3' The Hippodrome or At Meydam in Istanbul.
366 Tdrik-i 'izzet.
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1062 [8 September 1651], Ismeti Efendi was honored with the abovementioned office. Mustafa Efendi,
the steward (kethiada) of the valide sultan [Turhan Hadice], the founder of the Istanbul Yeni Con-
gregational Mosque, and his son, Mehmed Munir Efendi, known as Kethfidazade, are buried in the
cemetery near this tomb. The abovementioned Mehmed Efendi became kadi of Istanbul in Cemazi-
yiilevvel 1138 [1726], succeeding the imperial imam (imam-z sultani) Abdurrahman Efendi. He was
dismissed at the end of the year, and Vardari $eyhzade Mehmed Efendi was appointed [in his place].

Tekeli Mustafa Papa is buried near the tomb of 5eyh Mustafa Efendi. The formulation, "May God
overlook his sins,""" 1080 [1669-70], is a chronogram for his death. The abovementioned Mustafa Paga
came to Istanbul from the region named Teke 6 " and entered the corps of the imperial stable (has ahur
ocagz). In time, he became steward of the imperial stable (ahur kethfidasz), and subsequently, in the year
1048 [1638-39], at the end of the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Fourth, [234] when
Ibeir Mustafa Aga, who was second master of the imperial stable (mirahur-z sani) became first master of
the imperial stable (mirahur-z evvel), he [Mustafa Pasa] became second master of the imperial stable.
Still later, he became aga of the Janissaries. The aforesaid built the pavilion at the Aga Kapisi known
today as the Tekeli K6 kni. [This] is the building's chronogram, composed by Cevri [Ibrahim Efendi],
the author of [the work entitled] Midhime (The Revealer): 3670

Exalted is God! What success! The beautiful palace mansion!
Only in the highest Paradise is there such a palace!

That layout and arrangement is heart-attracting and delight-increasing, such that
Those looking upon it are amazed by its architect's craft.

The heavens would acquire sublime knowledge from its exalted canopy,
Should the angels circuit the border of its roof.

Its tiles were adorned with various of flowers,
As though an ode to spring were inscribed on its walls.

Every round, crystal window pane, in its exalted aspect,
Is a luminous moon in the night, a world-illuminating sun in the morning.

God, bless its founder with fortune and prosperity!
Let fortune make him joyful as long as he dwells in this house!

Cevri composed a chronogram for its renovation in the form of a prayer.
"May this exalted house be always prosperous and flourishing,"3 6 1 1050 [1640-41].

Again:

Tekeli Mustafa Aga, who
Administers the court with sublimity and glory,

Built thisjoy-giving pavilion.
God, make him prosper until the Day ofJudgment!

Cevri composed its chronogram with this eulogy.
"Captivating pavilion, charming place of rest,"36 2 1050 [1640-41].

When subsequently, in Zilkade, 1051 [1642], he was honored with the eyalet of Erzurum, the sekbanbasz
Bekta Aga was appointed aga of the Janissaries in his place.

3' Tecdvez-Alldhfi 'an seyyi'dtihi.
9 The region on the southern Anatolia coast incorporated in the fourteenth century into the Turkoman principality of the

Tekeoglu. It consisted of the territories Finike, Elmah, tstanoz, istavroz and the ports of Antalya and Alanya.
3670 Incorrectly given as Melhame (Slaughter) in the printed edition. For the poet and his works, see HOP, III, 297-301; also

Mecmua, 187.
671 Ola bu beyt-i 'dli dd'imd ma'milr ve dbdddn.
672 Kas dil-cfi latif niizhetgdh.
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60. The Qingene Fmnz Mosque "

Its builder was Kadi Alaeddin. His grave is also there. He died in 1000 [1591-92]. [235] A person named
Mustafa Efendi, known as Imamzade, installed its minbar. Haci ismail Aga, the steward of the fodder
gatherers of the imperial stable (arpacilar kethidasz), subsequently built a mekteb nearby. Still later,
Diyarbakirh Seyyid Feyzullah Efendi made the abovementioned mosque into a dervish lodge (zaviye).
And he is buried there. He died in 1051 [1641-42]. There are some poems and hymns written by this
person. [The mosque] has a quarter.

61. The Toygar Hamza Mosque3 6,4

Its builder was Hamza Qelebi, known by the nickname Lark (toygar). He is buried before the mosque's
mihrab. Because of this, the area surrounding it is called Toygar Tepesi. Haci Hafiz Halil Efendi, the
commissioner of the imperial kitchen (matbah emini) in the time of Sultan Mahmud Khan the First,
installed its minbar. Following the death of the aforesaid in the year 1167 [1753-54], while he commis-
sioner of the register (defter emini), he was buried in the cemetery of the Congregational Mosque of Agik
Paa, located opposite his house. [The Toygar Hamza Mosque] has a quarter.

62. The Fatma Hatun Mosque3 675

Its builder was Fatma Hatun. [The location of] her grave is not known. Subsequently, after it burned, a
halberdier (teberdar) from the ziiliflii ocagz0 67 6 named Haci Mustafa, who was known as Sirma Biyik, built

it anew. A commander of the solaks (solakbayz), Haci Mehmed Aga, known as Samur Ka , built anew a
[congregational mosque and] darilhadis in the environs of Parmakkapi in Istanbul, and he is buried
there [at the Fatma Hatun Mosque]. The abovementioned congregational mosque6 77 was described
among the mosques of Istanbul. [The Fatma Hatun Mosque] does not have a quarter.

3673 The Qingene Finni Mescidi (Mosque of the Gypsy Bakery), known also as the Kara Kadi Mescidi or Kara Kadi Alaeddin
Camii, located on Selamsiz (Selami Ali Efendi) Caddesi at the intersection with Kassam Qegmesi Sokaki in the Tembel Haci
Mehmed Quarter in Uskildar; see IC, II, 17; ISTA, VII, 4001-2; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 55, 130. For location, see Pervititch, Uskidar,
sheets 3, 68, block 684 (incorrectly labeled Kara Kadm Camii on sheet 3).

367' The Toygar Hamza Mescidi, located at the intersection of Selamsiz (Selami Ali Efendi) Caddesi and Toygar Hamza
Sokags in the Toygar Hamza Quarter in Uskfidar. Konyah states that, at the time of his visit in 1941, it was no longer
functioning, and describes it as being in a state of decay. The mosque is no longer extant; see C, II, 67; Konyali, Uskazdar, I, 54,
304. For location, see Pervititch, Uskiadar, sheet 68, block 682.

36" The Fatma Hatun Mosque, located at the intersection of Selamsiz (Selami Ali Efendi) Caddesi and Hatmi Sokagi in the
Selami Ali Quarter in Uskfidar. An inscription dated 1176/1762, commemorating the mosque's renovation by a certain Haci
Mustafa Aga, is at present set into the facade of the Selami Ali Efendi Qegmesi, opposite the mosque at the intersection of
Selamsiz (Selami Ali Efendi) Caddesi and Tekke lei Sokags. The mosque was rebuilt in 1967; see DBIA, VI, 491; ISTA, X, 5578;
Egemen, :elme, 738; Konyali, Uskidar, I, 59; II, 85. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 3, block 725 (Tekke Kapzsz).

3676 The ziilfflai baltacdlar or corps of lock-wearing wood-cutters, a company of guards attached to the Inside Service of the
imperial palace. Before the conquest of Constantinople, it had been employed in the construction of roads, the draining of
swamps and the felling of trees. After the conquest, although it continued to discharge these duties when the sultans were on
military campaigns, the corp's primary responsibility was the guarding of the harem. The corps took its curious name from the
fact that its members wore long thin locks of hair on either side of the face, the term zil iflia coming from the Persian zulf,
meaning a curling lock of hair.

3677 The Solakbapi Camii; see Hadika, 153.
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63. The $iica Bagi Mosque6,8 in Acnbadem

Its builder was Selami 5eyh Ali Efendi. It was noted in an appropriate place.... that he was twice head of
the Grand Lodge (asitane) of His Excellency Hfidayi Mahmud Efendi, and that he was assisted by God
in numerous charitable works. On his death in the year 1104 [1692-93], he was buried in his dervish
lodge in Fistikh .

64. The Serga Mosque3  in Bilbfil Deresi

[236] Its builder was Seree Hoca Mehmed Efendi. [The location of] his grave is not known. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

65. The Kumru Mosque 1 near Kfigik Yoku

Its builder was Kumru Mehmed Aga. His grave is in a cemetery outside Uskfidar. [The mosque] does
not have a quarter.

66. The Tenbeller Mosque 2

Its builder was Haci Mehmed Efendi. His grave is also there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

67. The Mumcubasz Mosque3683 in Sultantepe

Its builder was Mumcubasi Mehmed Aga. [The location of] his grave is not known. The abovemen-
tioned [Mumcubayi] Mosque was built as an upper-story mosque. It does not have a quarter.

3678 The fica Bagi Mescidi, the mosque-tekke known also as the Selami Ali Efendi, Bfilbinlderesi or Acibadem Tekkesi, located
in the Selami Ali Quarter in Uskidar. In the 1924 enumeration of immovable vakfs in Uskfidar published by Konyah, its site is
described as vacant land (arsa); see DBIA, VI, 492, IC, II, 64; Konyah, Uskiidar, I, 60.3679 Hadika, 501.

"0 The Seree Mescidi, known also as the $erce Hatun Mescidi, located on Bnilbfilderesi Caddesi at the intersection with
Tophanelioglu Sokaki in the Selman Aga Quarter in Uskfsdar. Although it is described in the 1924 enumeration of Uskidar's
immovable vakfs as still flourishing, it is today no longer extant; see 1C, II, 59; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 56, 271. For location, see
Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 68, lot 674.

61' The Kumru Mescidi, located at the intersection of $eyh (Kncfik) Yokugu and $eyh Camii. Sokagi in the Selman Aga
Quarter in Uskfidar. The mosque was torn down in 1941; see DBIA, VIII, 267; C, II, 42; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 193. For location,
see Pervititch, Uskfadar, sheet 68, block 662 (cami).

362 The Tenbeller Mescidi, known also as the Tenbel Haci Mehmed Mescidi, in the Tembel Haci Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi,
founded in the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century by Tembel Halimi 5eyh Haci Mehmed Efendi (d. 1721) of the
Naksbendi dervish order, but belonging by the late nineteenth century to the Celveti order. It was located on a site, today
occupied by a primary school, at the intersection of Tenbel Haci Mehmed Sokagi and Selami Ali Efendi Caddesi in the Tenbel
Haci Mehmed Quarter in Uskfndar. The site is described in the 1924 list of Uskfidar's immovable vakfs as vacant land (arsa); see
DBIA, VIII, 434; IC, II, 65; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 55, 304. For location, see Pervititch, Uskiidar, sheet 65, block 633.

3613 The Mumcubapi Mescidi, located in Sultantepe in Uskfndar. The mosque is no longer extant. Its site cannot be established
with certainty; see IC, II, 48; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 237.
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68. The Hadice Hatun Mosques" in Sultantepe

The name of its builder is Hacce Hadice Hesna Hatun. She was of slave origin. Her grave is before its

mihrab. [The mosque] has a quarter.

69. The Solak Sinan Mosque"

Its builder was Solakbasi Sinan Aga. This phrase is written on an inscribed plaque suspended inside the

blessed congregational mosque: "Blessed congregational mosque, edifice of Solak Sinan."3"' The nume-

rical date of the building's final completion is 955 [1548-49]. A patron of charitable works named

Mehmed Aga, a market superintendent (ihtisab aga) in the time of Sultan Mahmud Khan the First,

installed its minbar in 1166 [1752-53]. [The mosque] has a quarter.

70. The Durbali Mosque687

Its builder was a patron of charitable works named Ali Bali, who is one of those who came with the

Father of Battles and Conquests, His Majesty Gazi Sultan Mehmed Khan. Although his blessed tomb

was [originally] a place of pious visitation (ziyaretgdh) in a private place in Kavakcilar, in time it came to

be surrounded by shops. [The mosque] has a quarter.

71. The Evliya Mosque3 688

[237] Its builder was Evliya Hoca Mehmed Efendi. His grave is also there. [The mosque] has a quarter.

72. The Bulgurlu Mosque 9

The name of its builder and [the location of] his grave are unknown. In the documents of the Uskindar

tax levy and the vakf office of the finance department (kiifitk evka]) it is registered as the Bulgurlu

Mosque. A patron of charitable works named Mehmed Aga built the nearby mekteb in the year 1090

[1679-80]. After a time, Ragib Mehmed Paya rebuilt the abovementioned congregational mosque as an

" The Hadice Hatun Mescidi, known also as the Hacce Hesna Hatun or Hadice Hesna Hatun Mescidi, located on Hacce

Hesna Camii Sokaki in the quarter of the same name in Sultantepe in Uskfidar. According to an inscription, the mosque was

rebuilt by Sultan Abdfilhamid II in 1318/1900. It was restored again in 1957; see DBIA, VIII, 192; IC, II, 29; Konyah, Uskaidar, I,

57, 157-58. For location, see Pervititch, Uskiidar, sheet 67, block 659.
" The Solak Sinan Mescidi, located at the intersection of Selamsiz (Selami Ali Efendi) Caddesi and Cami Sokaki in the

Solak Sinan Quarter in Uskfidar. Between 1938 and 1942, the mosque was used as a storehouse for straw. It was restored by the

Directorate-General of Vakfs in 1993; see DBIA, VII, 35-36; IC, II, 60; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 274-75. For location, see Pervititch,

Oskidar, sheet 68, block 677.
3686 Cdmi-i erif bind-yz Solak Sinan.
- The Durbali Mescidi, known also as the Tarbali Mescidi, located on Dfirbali Camii Sokagi in the Toygar Hamza Quarter

in Uskndar. The mosque was torn down in 1950; see C, II, 21; ISTA, IX, 4824; Konyah Uskaidar, I, 67, 141; OMFD, III, 341. For

location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheet 69, block 689 (vieux cami ruine).

' The Evliya Mescidi, located on Evliya Hoca Sokagi at the intersection with Kuloglu Yokulu in the inkilhb Quarter in

Uskfidar. The mosque was torn down in 1921; see IC, II, 23; ISTA, X, 5428; Konyali, Uskaidar, I, 149. For location, see Pervititch,

Oskiidar, sheet 69, block 686.
3" The Bulgurlu Mescidi, located opposite the Safiye Sultan Qemesi at the intersection of Qavugdere Caddesi and Tavukcu

Bakkal Sokagi in the inkilab Quarter in Uskndar. Although the date of the mosque's foundation is uncertain, Ayvansarayi states

that it was rebuilt in the mid-eighteenth century as an upper-story mosque by Grand Vizier Koca Ragib Paa. This upper-story

mosque was torn down (or burned down) in the mid-nineteenth century, but was rebuilt in 1268/1852-53 by a certain

Bagdadlizade Haci Ahmed Bey. This structure was in turn replaced by a new building in 1958-59; see 1C, II, 13; ISTA, VI, 3125-

26. For location, see Pervititch, Uskidar, sheet 69, block 694.
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upper-story [structure]. The biography of the aforesaid was noted in connection with his library in
Istanbul."" [The mosque] has a quarter.

73. The Congregational Mosque of Baki Efendi691

Its builder is a patron of charitable works named Abdfilbaki Efendi. [The location of] his grave and the
date of his death are not known. This chronogram, composed for its completion by Cevri Efendi, the
author of the Midhime (The Revealer),"" is inscribed on the arch of the abovementioned congrega-
tional mosque's gate:

With sincere purpose, a philanthropist
Was guided by the Prophet's command.

He exerted himself in the construction of this place of worship,
And built it. May God approve of it with felicity!

Let the angels always proclaim,
"This congregational mosque became an enduring work of charity!"

May God give its builder a magnificent reward
For as long as the five obligatory prayers are performed!

Cevri, pondered and composed its date.
"House of piety, place of worship of the Community of God,"693 1054 [1644-45].

There is also a mekteb of his nearby. [The mosque] does not have a quarter. There is an edited divan of
the abovementioned Cevri Efendi's poetry. He died [238] in the year 1065 [1654-55]. His name was
Ibrahim. He belonged to the dervish order of the Bayramiye.

74. The Mirzazade Congregational Mosque694 in the District of Hacce Hatun

Its builder was Mirzazade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi."9' His own name, that is "5eylj Mehmed Efendi," 1147
[1734-35], is a chronogram for his death. The father of the aforesaid gentleman was Mirza Mehmed
Efendi, who was dismissed from [the judgeship of] Istanbul and took leave of the transitory world in
1093 [1682]. [Mirzazade] was the son-in-law of 5eyhilislim Seyyid Feyzullah Efendi. 9 He was awarded
the honorary rank (paye) of Istanbul in the year 1114 [1702-3], the office of kadi of Venerated Mecca in
the year 1119 [1707-8], and the office of kadi of Istanbul on the first day of Safer 1122 [1 April 1710].

' Koca Ragib Mehmed Paga; see Hadika, 198-99 and n. 570.
3691 The Baki Efendi Camii, known also as the Abdfilbaki Efendi Camii, located on Servilik Caddesi near the intersection with

Yegilba Bayin Sokagi in the Haci Hesna Hatun Quarter in Uskfidar. Although Ayvansarayi gives the date of the mosque's
foundation as 1054/1644-45 and states that the builder was a certain Abd6ilbaki Efendi, the marker on the grave of the person
of the same name in the mosque's cemetery gives his date of death as 1142/1729-30, which would seem to call the date of the
mosque's construction into question. An inscription over the mosque's entrance states that the Baki Efendi Camii was restored
in 1292/1875; see DBIA, II, 2-3; IC, II, 9; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 108-9. For location, see Pervititch, Uskaidar, sheets 4, 67, 68, block
665.

3692 See Hadika, n. 3670.3693 Beyt-i td'at ma'bed-i ehl-i Hudd.
3" The Mirzazade Camii, known also as the 5eyhfilislAm Camii, located on Servilik Caddesi at the intersection with Kiri ei

Sokagi in the Hacce Hesna Hatun Quarter in Sultantepe in Uskildar. Mirzazade Mehmed Efendi had a farm and vineyard in
Sultantepe, and the mosque and nearby Mirzazade Kfitftphanesi must have been built on its grounds. According to a versified
composition of the west wall of the mosque's sanctuary, Mirzazade built the mosque after seeing a dream. The mosque has
undergone numerous repairs. Many of the tiles of the mihrab wall were stolen during the occupation of Istanbul following the
First World War; see DBIA, V, 475; IC, II, 48; Konyah, Uskfidar, I, 232-34. For location, see Pervititch, Uska~dar, sheets 4, 68, block
754.

9 For $eyhfilislam Mirzazade $eyh Mehmed Efendi, see Hadika, n. 2569.
9696 Ebfisaidzade Feyzullah Feyzi Efendi, forty-seventh seyhilisldm; see Hadika, n. 2293.
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Requesting retirement sixteen months later, he was satisfied with the rank of kadtasker of Anatolia in
Safer 1125 [1713], and was dismissed [from it] fourteen months after that. In RebiftlAhir 1129 [1717],
he was gratified with the office of kadzasker of Rumelia for one year, and, in Zilkade 1132 [1720], he
became kadzasker of Rumelia for a second time. Following the imperial accession of Mahmud Khan in
the year 1143 [1730] and the dismissal of 5eyhfilislim Yenigehirli Abdullah Efendi, 9 the author of the
Behcet al-Fetava (Splendor of Legal Decisions), he was seen to be deserving of the rank of seyhidisldm.
The hemistich, "In my opinion he is a sea of wisdom and legal decision follows his precedent,""" is the
date [of his appointment]. Because he was overcome at that time by weak eyesight, however, he
requested dismissal in 5ewal of the abovementioned year. Paymakcizade Seyyid Abdullah Efendi39 9

became his successor, and [Mirzazade Mehmed Efendi] set out for the Abode of Eternity in the above-
mentioned year [1147/1734-35], while busy with prayer and acts of piety in his house near the above-
mentioned blessed congregational mosque in Uskfidar. He was buried in the perfumed earth beside his
parents near the Tunus Bagi. His term as eyhilisldm lasted seven months.

At the time of his death, his son Seyyid Mehmed Said Efendi was dismissed from [his office in] Bursa.
He subsequently became 5eyhilisldm following the death, in the year 1183 [1769-70], of 5eyhfilislam
Pirizade Osman Sahib Efendi. On the fifth day of Cemaziyfilihir 1187 [24 August 1773], he too forsook
the office and went to the mansion which he had inherited from his father located in the district
named Sultantepe in Uskildar. He set out for the next world on the eighteenth day of Zilkade 1188 [20
January 1775], after having settled [there], and was hidden in the perfumed earth beside his mother.
[239] [Seyyid Mehmed Said Efendi] occupied the office of marshal of the descendants of the Prophet
(nikabet) two times and the office of kadzasker [of Rumelia] three times-may God have mercy on him.

It is mentioned in a detailed poem on an inscribed panel hung in the blessed congregational
mosque that, prior to its construction, the abovementioned late Mirzazade Mehmed Efendi saw this
blessed mosque in his dream, that he was subsequently assisted by God in its construction, and that the
performance of Friday prayer [in it] was authorized [by imperial command]. This is the text of the
petition, drawn up as an imperial decree, which was submitted to the sultan and is inscribed at its top,
"It has my imperial permission." This too was hung in the form of an inscribed panel as a blessing.

"This is the petition of the suppliant of the sovereign: In the district of Hacce Hatun, a quarter in
Protected Uskfidar, guarded from affliction in the Exalted [Ottoman] State, this suppliant was assisted
by God in the construction of a blessed mosque. And a minbar was installed in the abovementioned
mosque in order to facilitate the performance of Friday prayer and the prayers of the two Ids." " It is the
request of him who supplicates the sovereign that the foregoing part of the petition be honored and
graced with a most august imperial mandate conveying imperial permission for the performance of the
Friday sermon (hutbe), Friday prayer and the prayers of the two Ids. Evermore, command belongs to my
generous, brave, pious, majestic Lord. The suppliant 5eyh Mehmed-may he be forgiven."

The text of the abovementioned poem:

Mirzazade, deceased man of virtue,
Mufti of the world, savant of the Community,

3697 Yenigehirli Abdullah Efendi, fifty-seventh seyhadisldm; see Hadika, n. 829.
3698 Haive 'indi bahra- 'ilmin ve 'aleyhi al-fetevd, which, however, gives the date 1134/1721-22 rather than 1143/1730, the actual

date of Mirzazade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi's appointment.
" Paymakcizade Seyyid Abdullah Efendi, fifty-ninth leyhfilisldm; see Hadika, n. 2923.

37 The two feasts, the id-i adha and Id-ifrtr.
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Saw one night the Bearer of Good News, 701 in whom
Are found all the good things of the Two Worlds.

That is, on this blessed spot
The Lord of Creation, Master of the Celestial Garment

Was in an instant manifest.
It filled with illumination. It became full of light.

From that eloquent, divine tongue
The subject of divine love was expounded upon.

He asked the meaning of divine love.
That Master of Divine Union talked of ecstatic love for God.

This dream went on for a long time.
The Guide of the Ways created a state of mystic excitement.

For [Mirzazade Mehmed Efendi] this act was the result.
He diligently built a mosque on this site.

Alemi, when he heard of this dream,
That poor dervish and humble servant

Made allusion to this story
Without delay. Although the rhyme was weak,

He composed a chronogram with enlightenment and divine inspiration.
"Illuminated congregational mosque, celestially garbed mosque."702

[240] The late Hekimzade Ali Paga,37
1
3 who was grand vizier at the time of the completion of the above-

mentioned congregational mosque, provided the salaries for the maiezzin, imam and preacher (hatib),
each of whom receives ten akge [a day], from the blessed vakfs of the congregational mosques of Sultan
Selim, Sultan Mehmed and the Sileymaniye. The appointment of a miitevelli to carry out necessary
repairs with revenues from escheated properties is entrusted to [the founder's] direct descendants.
[Mirzazade 5eyh Mehmed Efendi's] son, the abovementioned Seyyid Mehmed Said Efendi, became
mitevelli after him. The date of death of the abovementioned Said Efendi was "Seal of the ulema,"3 7

1
4

1188 [1774-75]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

75. The Mosque of the Tekke of Hacz Hoca70 5 of Sultantepe

Its builder was the commissioner of the mint (darbhane emini) Abdullah Paga, who became governor of
Mara with the rank of mir-i miran in Zilhicce of the year 1167 [1754], having [first] held the office of
steward of the grand vizier (sadr-z azam kethiidasz). He died in the abovementioned city in the year 1168
[1754-55]. His biography was noted in connection with the mosque of the Nalcaci Tekke, one of the
mosques of Uskfidar.37

1 Rebuilding this tekke and bringing it to life again in the year 1166 [1752-53],
he gave it as freehold (temlik) to $eyh Seyyid Abdullah Efendi, known as Haci Hoca, of the Nakebendi
dervish order. After a person named Qeprasth Hasan Aga examined its expenses in 1171 [1757-58], the

3701 The Prophet Muhammed.
3702 Cami' i nfir mescid al-hulle.
37" Nuh Efendizade Ali Paa, Hekimoglu; see Hadika, n. 723.
""0 Hdtime-i 'ulemd.
"0 The Haci Hoca Tekkesi Mescidi, known also as the Ozbekler Tekkesi, located on Servili K6 k (Minir Ertegfin) Sokagi in

the Hacce Hesna Hatun Quarter in Sultantepe in Uskidar. Like two other establishments in Istanbul which are known by the
name Ozbekler Tekkesi (the Buhara Tekkesi in Sultan Ahmed and the Kalenderhane Tekkesi in Eynp) this tekke had nominal
links with the Nakebendi order and was used by dervishes who came to Istanbul from Central Asia; see DBIA, VI, 199-202; IC, II,
52; Konyah, Uskiadar, I, 57-58, 354-56, 424-27; G.M. Smith, "The Ozbek Tekkes of Istanbul," Der Islam, 57/1 (1980), 130-37; Th.
Zarcone, "Histoire et croyances des derviches turkestanais et indiens A Istanbul," Anatolia Moderna, 2 (1991), 147-50. For
location, see Pervititch, Uskidar, sheets 4, 73, block 756.

" See Hadika, 511-12.
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abovementioned $eyh, for the love God-be He exalted-made the abovementioned tekke a vakf of the
Nakebendi dervish order. He installed a minbar and the abovementioned $eyh assumed the offices of its
imam (imamet) and preacher (hitabet). Subsequently, its area was extended as a result of numerous
annexations, and it became a great dervish lodge. The abovementioned tekke, located on an elevated
site adjoining the Mirzazade Bagi in the district named Sultantepe, overlooks the sea. At present, a
person from the Nakebendi dervish order is the guiding master of the tekke, and it continues to be
used for the initiation of novices into the Nakebendi order.""? It is a beautiful tekke.

76. The Haydar Dede Mosque7 "8

Its builder was 5eyh Haydar Buhari. It is an exalted dervish lodge, restricted to members of the Nak -
bendi dervish order. [The founder's] grave is also there. The word "Pardoned,", 70 9 1112 [1700-1], is a
chronogram for his death. His poems, written under the pen name Resa, are admired by the poets.
[241] The late Hekimzade Ali Paa"3 7 1

1 installed the abovementioned mosque's minbar. Following the
abovementioned Resa 5eyh, a person named 5eyh Mehmed Niyaz became the master of the tekke.
Upon his death, he was buried in the perfumed earth beside 5eyh Haydar. A person named Galatali
Hafiz Efendi composed this chronogram in the form of a hemistich for his death: "Shah Niyaz prayed
submissively and went to God in glory,"37 11 1116 [1704-5]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

77. The Selamiye Congregational Mosque71 2

Its builder was Selami $eyh Ali Efendi, one of the eyhs of the Grand Lodge (asitane) of Hfidayi Mah-
mud Efendi. It was mentioned time and again that he was repeatedly the master of the abovemen-
tioned Grand Lodge. The shops, hamam and houses located in the abovementioned locality were all
built by the abovementioned eyh and are amongst the income-producing properties of his vakf

In all, there are in Uskfidar, respectively, in the manner related, thirty-one small mosques without
minbars and forty-six blessed congregational mosques in which the Friday prayer is performed. In sum,
they total seventy-seven. However, of the imperial palace famed as $erefabad and referred to as the
Kavak Saray,"" only the pavilion known as the Mehmed Paga K65kfQ is at present extant. The other
buildings of the abovementioned palace fell down and barracks and other buildings were erected in
their places. Originally, there were numerous palaces of the sultan and flower gardens between the
Uskfidar Boat Landing and Kavak Saray1. The exalted palace named 5erefabad immediately behind the
Harem Boat Landing was built in the time of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third. Now, at

present, not a trace remains of the congregational mosques and small mosques around these palaces,

"' For a list of its Ieyhs, see Z E, 76.
3708 The Haydar Dede Mescidi, a part of the Haydar Dede Tekkesi, the site of which is today occupied by the Haydarpaga

railroad station in the Rasim Paa Quarter of Kadik6y. The mosque and zaviye were torn down when the railroad terminal was
built at the end of the nineteenth century. However, a tomb, said to be that of Haydar Dede, still stands between the the
railroad tracks to the east of the terminal; see DBIA, VIII, 194; IC, II, 30; Konyah, Uskftdar, I, 162, 357-59; Semavi Eyice, "Istanbul
-$am-Bagdad Yolu Uzerindeki Mimari Eserler, TD, 9 (1958), 86.

3709 Maffur.
371' Grand Vizier Hekimzade Ali Paga; see Hadika, n. 723.
17 Niydz idfib Hakk'a ndz ile gitdi 5dh Niydz.
3712 The Selamiye Camii, the mosque-tekke of the Selami Ali Efendi Tekkesi, located on Kitibim Aziz Bey (Tekke 4iJ) Sokagi

in the Selami Ali Quarter in Usknidar. The registration of its vakfiye is dated 1092/1681. Except for some of the graves formerly
in its hazire, no traces of the mosque-tekke remains; see DBIA, VI, 492; IC, II, 58; Konyah, Uskfsdar, I, 60. For the seyhs of the
tekke, see Z E, 74.

3713 Concerning Ali Sati's mistaken conflation of the $erefabad Kasn with the Kavak Sarayi, see Hadika, n. 3630 above.
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some of which were mentioned in passing. However, in the manner related, there are at present in the
3714abovementioned district [of the Kavak Sarayi] the blessed Selimiye Congregational Mosque, one of

the charitable works of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the Third, together with a blessed mosque, built
by a charitable donor in the year 1122 [1710-11], at the Harem Boat Landing.

The Congregational Mosque of Haydar Paa 7 15

Its builder was Mehmed Efendi. His father was Omer Efendi. It was built for the soul of Omer Efendi,
an official of the corps of armorers (cebehane ocagi) and a high official of the period of His Majesty
Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third. [242] At the end of the sultanate of Abdfilhamid Khan, a person
named Topal Mahmud Aga, a slave trader, built a pavilion near the boat landing with a fountain in its
lower story. There are other charitable foundations made by this man as well. Originally, this district
was one of the imperial gardens. Because it passed into the possession of the vizier Haydar Paga, it is at
present referred to by the his name.

The Mosque of the Ibrahim Aga taym"3 71
1

Its builder, the abovementioned [Ibrahim] Aga, became babaissaade agasz in the reign of the Paradise-
dwelling Sultan Murad Khan the Third. This is the numerical date which is on the arch of [the
mosque's] gate: 888 [1483]. The grave of the aforesaid [Ibrahim Aga] is also there. After the construc-
tion of the blessed mosque, he built ten rooms for married people (mfiteehhil odalan) and ten rooms for
unmarried people (maicerred odalan). Subsequently, 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, one of the eyhs of the Kadi-
riye order, made the abovementioned mosque a dervish lodge. Still later, in the time of Mahmud Khan
the First, Haci Veliyeddin Aga, a groom of the late Haci Begir Aga, aga of the blessed Abode of Felicity,
installed its minbar. The abovementioned Veliyeddin Aga died in the year "Passage to the Last Judg-
ment,"37 1 7 1161 [1748], and was buried in the public square near the abovementioned place. Detailed
accounts of the late Haci Begir Aga were given in several places. 71' He died in the year 1159 [1746].
The gift sent annually by the Ottoman sultan to the Two Holy Cities (sirre) is blessed each year on
being sent off from the abovementioned place, and there is a vast gathering [of people to see it off].
Because the majority of the travelers [who go on the hajj] take leave of their friends and relatives at this

3714 The Selimiye Camii of Sultan Selim III; see Hadika, 495.
11 The Haydar Paa Camii, located on the site of the Haydarpaga Railroad Station in Haydarpasa. The mosque was torn

down in 1873, when the old Haydarpasa terminus of Anatolian Railroad was being built. Construction of a new Haydarpaga
Camii was begun on the shore at Haydarpaga in 1991; see DBIA, VIII, 195; IC, II, 30; Konyah, Uskiadar, I, 162.

The district known as Haydarpasa is located on the shore between Uskfidar and Kadik6y and was in earlier times a broad
meadow extending to Hasanpaa and Acibadem. Known for its gardens, it was popular as an excursion spot and used to graze
the horses belonging to the palace and the army. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, it was customary for horses
belonging to the palace to be put out to pasture in the Haydarpaga Qayiri in the spring, for tents to be pitched on the meadow
and for torchlight evening entertainments to be organized there. The Haydarpaga Qayin also functioned as a gathering place
for the army when it prepared to set out on campaign into Anatolia. According to one explanation, the district's name derives
from the fact that one of Selim III's viziers, Haydar Paa, built a barracks there, and the area took its name from the barracks. A
second tradition holds that the district was named for the garden of Hadim Haydar Paa, an explanation that seems more
plausible, given the fact that it is referred to by this name in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century documents and accounts such
as that of Eremya Qelebi K5mfirciyan.

" The Ibrahim Aga Qayin Mescidi (Mosque of the Ibrahim Aga Meadow), located at the intersection of Dr. Eyinb Aksoy
Caddesi (Ibrahim Aga Qegmesi Sokagi) and Dinlene Sokagi in the Ibrahim Aga Quarter in Kadik6y. The mosque was part of a
complex that included a mekteb and fountain. DBIA, IV, 123-24; IC, II, 32. For location, see Pervititch, Haydarpasa, sheet 2, block
380.

3
11 intikal al-mahker.

3718 See Hadika, 55-56.
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place, it is known as Ayrihk."" The place known as S6giith6 Qeme, located a quarter stage beyond the
abovementioned place, is also referred to as Ayrihk Qegmesi. The abovementioned congregational
mosque includes a separate mekteb. However, because it is at present on the point of ruin, they made the
entrance portico of the blessed congregational mosque the mekteb-z szbyan.

There is an imperial pavilion in the famous garden known as Aga Bagi, which is located near this
place, and the sultan sometimes rides to it in state. The grave of His Excellency the second imperial
imam (imam-z sani-i hazret-i 5ehiyari), the late Zilevi Haci Seyyid Osman Efendi, is also near this place.
[243] His noble male and female descendants and some relatives are buried beside him. Because the
aforesaid gentleman was the grandfather of myself, the humble Seyyid Ali Sati, the editor of [this]
book, his biography is given with the hope of God's mercy.

At the beginning of Rebiftlevvel 1172 [1758-59], following the dismissal of the first imperial imam
(imam-z evvel-i 5ehriyayi) Hasan Efendi and the appointment of Qavugzade Mehmed Efendi, who had
been second imperial imam (imam-z sani) to the office of first [imperial imam], the aforesaid [Osman]
Efendi, who was head imam of Aya Sofya, became second imperial imam. He filled the office of imam
for His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third for nearly sixteen years, and subsequently His Majesty
Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan also retained him in the office of imam, and he was honored by the most
perfect imperial kindness, so much so, that at the beginning of [Sultan Abdfilhamid's] sultanate, with
permission being granted by imperial command for him to organize a feast in Haydarpaga, he instantly
expended great effort to prepare the abovementioned feast. His Majesty the padishah, the Refuge of
the Universe, with a perfection of pomp and magnificence, honored his imperial tent, which was set up
in the abovementioned excursion spot [the Ibrahim Paya Meadow], with a visit and gave other royal
audiences. Following the state ceremony, after first communicating his wish to take early lunch, Seyyid
Mahmud Esad Efendi, the son of the abovementioned gentleman and the father of this weak slave
[Seyyid Ali Sati Efendi], brought prepared food to his trays. He led the way, despite the fact that he was
only ten years old, and, upon nearing the front of the imperial tent, was admitted into the imperial
presence on a sign from the imperial weapons bearer (silahdar aga) and obtained the honor of rubbing
his face in the dust of the king's foot.

After the seyhilisldm 5eref Efendizade Mehmed Molla Efendi received an imperial command that he
be admitted to a teaching career, [Seyyid Mahmud Esad Efendi] received his teaching diploma. My late
father was the first mfiderris of the [medrese of] His Majesty Sultan Abdfilhamid Khan. Subsequently,
one of the distinguished ulema acted with spite and enmity toward the aforesaid deceased, my
grandfather, so much so, that when, on the thirteenth day of Cemaziyilevvel 1189 [12 July 1775],
Topkapih Salih Efendizade Mehmed Efendi 720 became 5eyhilisldm in place of tvaz Pagazade Ibrahim
Bey Efendi, 7

1 he petitioned the sultan to banish him to Famagusta. [244] But because His Majesty the

"" Literally "Place of Parting," located at the intersection of what is today tbrahim Aga Qegmesi Sokagi (the old Bagdad
Yolu), Saray Ardi Sokagi and Haydarpasa Qayirn Sokagi. Known also as Aynhk Qegmesi, it takes its name from the fountain of the
same name, and in earlier times was a large, open meadow which marked the end of the first stage of the Istanbul-Damascus-
Baghdad highway across Anatolia to the Holy Cities of the Hijaz and Iraq. In the life of Muslim Istanbul, it was a place rich in
memories as the spot where each year family, relatives and friends took leave of the pilgrim caravan setting out on the hajj. It
was also the place where travelers departing with caravans for the east said their last prayers in the capital before leaving
Istanbul, and where high officials taking up posts in Anatolia and the army setting out on eastern campaigns passed in review.
For the fountain itself, see DBIA, I, 488; Semavi Eyice, "Istanbul- am-Bagdat Yolu Uzerindeki Mimari Eserler," TD, 13 (1958),
90-92; ISTA, III, 1631; Tanipk, Gesmeler, II, 346.372 0Topkapilh Salih Efendizade Mehmed Emin Efendi, known as Cam G~z, eighty-first seyhilisldm; see Hadika, n. 3187.

3721 Ivaz Pagazade Ibrahim Bey Efendi (1719-97), eightieth Ottoman leyhilisldm. The son of the grand vizier 1vaz Mehmed
Paa and the brother of Grand Vizier Ivazzade Halil Paa, he was born in Istanbul and was trained for a learned career. After a
number of medrese appointments, he was made kadi of Yenigehir Feneri in 1740, and this was followed by the judgeships of
Bursa (1749), Medina (1751) and Istanbul (1752 and 1759) and appointments as kadzasker of Anatolia (1761) and of Rumelia
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appreciative padishah did not give permission [for Zilevi Haci Seyyid Osman Efendi's exile to Famagus-
ta], the abovementioned [Mehmed] Efendi again entreated the sultan to banish him to Bursa. Imperial
approval was likewise not given for this, but [Osman Efendi] was banished to reside in Beykoz, and
Mehmed Said Efendi, the imam of 5eyhfilislim Dfirrizade Mustafa Efendi, who had entered the
teaching hierarchy on the third day of 5aban 1184 [22 November 1770], was appointed second
imperial imam (imam-z sani) in his place, while he was a miaderris of the higher harig grade (hareket-i hang
maidernisi).

It is said that the aforesaid [Mehmed Said Efendi] had perfect skill in the science of music. Subse-
quently, in the middle of blessed 5aban [1779], following the dismissal of first imperial imam (imam-z
evvel) Qavugzade Mehmed Emin Efendi, who obtained the rank of kadzasker of Anatolia, he became first
imperial imam, and Mehmed Dervi Efendi was appointed from the Inside Service of the imperial
palace (enderun) to be second imperial imam (imam-z sani). On the first day of Safer 1195 [27 January
1780], the abovementioned Mehmed Said Efendi obtained the office of kadi of Eyfip. Following his
death in the middle of 5aban of the abovementioned year, however, the aforesaid Dervi Efendi was
satisfied with [the office of] first imperial imam, and Mehmed Nurullah Efendi, who again came from
the Inside Service of the imperial palace and was originally a professor in the harig [medrese] of Sinan
Paa, was satisfied with the office of second [imperial imam]. The abovementioned Dervi Efendi
served as imam for nearly thirty years, and Nurullah Efendi was imam until the accession of His Majesty
Sultan Selim Khan.

The subject of the biography, my grandfather Seyyid Haci Osman Efendi, was set free by imperial
command after four months. While residing in his seaside mansion located near [the mosque of] His
Excellency Halid [Eyyub] -may God be well pleased with him-His Excellency Vassaf Abdullah
Efendizade Mehmed Said Efendi"".. conferred on him the rank of kadi of Galata, which he took
possession of at the beginning of Muharrem 1191 [1777]. Having reached the age of sixty-seven, he
abandoned the transitory world on the twenty-third day of Zilhicce 1196 [1782], after completing his
term [as kadi of Galata] and while dwelling now in his mansion located near Kazganci in Istanbul and
then again in his abovementioned seaside mansion near [the mosque of] His Excellency Halid-may
God be well pleased with him. He was buried in the perfumed earth in a place which he had earlier
readied and prepared. The aforesaid deceased was a person of righteous behavior and character, who
was familiar with the science of Qur'anic commentary, with the art of recitation of the Qur'an and with
the fundamentals of Tradition. [245] I heard from my late father that he twice requested a judgeship
from His Majesty the Paradise-dwelling Sultan Mustafa Khan, and that both times [the sultan] bestowed
forty purses [on him]. Deeming it improper to break the heart of the poor miderris, [the sultan] said
"It is the money desired from a judgeship. I have favored you because it is not proper to cause people
melancholy. May you attain your desire in your career!"

(1766). Although dismissed from this latter office for a time, he was reappointed to Rumelia in 1771 and finally made
peyhalislam by Sultan Abdfilhamid I on 29 September 1774. He was dismissed ten months later due to a falling out with Grand
Vizier izzet Mehmed Paga, after which he resided in his yalt in Beykoz until a second posting as 5eyha11isldm on 31 March 1785.
This second appointment lasted less than three months, however, for he was dismissed on 22 June of the same year because of
differences in temperament and character between himself and the sultan. Following his dismissal, he was exiled first to Ankara
and later to Bursa, but was allowed to return to the capital after the accession in 1789 of Selim III. Upon his death in 1797, he
was buried in the cemetery of the Sultan Bayezid Camii in Istanbul. As the son of a pasa, he was addressed as bey, while his
membership in the ulema is the reason for his being referred to as efendi. He is described in contemporary sources as being a
person of difficult temperament, egotistical, obstinate and conceited; see Altunsu, Osmanz $eyhilisldmlan, 148-49; SO, I, 14344.

1
7 Vassaf Abdullah Efendizade Mehmed Esad Efendi (d. 1778), the son of $eyhfilislAm Vassaf Abdullah Efendi and eighty-

second seyhailisldm; see Hadika, 446-47 and n. 3186.
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My late father took possession of the judgeship of the city of Izmir in blessed 5aban 1215 [1800-1].
He was dismissed at the end of the year, and lspanakci Mustafa Pagazade Tahir Bey Efendi became his
successor. His predecessor was ismail Beyzade Mehmed Suada Bey Efendi, who was the grandson of
[Grand Vizier] Hekimzade Ali Paa. In blessed 5aban of [twelve] twenty-four [1809] my father,
Mahmud Molla Efendi, took possession of the judgeship of Edirne, succeeding Ahishavi Sfileyman Bey,
and, on completing the customary term of office, was awarded an extension of four months as acting
judge. The reason for this had to do with the fact that, in consequence of his personal military
operations against the Russians, Our Lord, His Majesty the mighty and noble Sultan Mahmud Khan
Gazi had, by imperial decree, assigned allowances for four months to the leyhiilislam for all senior

judgeships, allowances for four months to the kadzasker of Rumelia for each of the kadis of Rumelia,
and to the kadiasker of Anatolia for the kadis of Anatolia. For various reasons, the imperial campaign
was later abandoned. After these four months, [Mahmud Molla Efendi] took an extension of three
more months, which had been granted earlier, and after he had occupied [the judgeship of Edirne] for
nineteen months, Yusufzade 5eyh Yusuf Efendi became his successor. Subsequently, in 1228 [1813],
with the Wahhabi war"3 11 concluded, the judgeship of Venerated Mecca was conferred on Mehmed
Siddik Efendi, the grandson of Tevfik Efendi, and the judgeship of Illuminated Medina was conferred
on my father, Mahmud Efendi, for eighteen months, beginning on the first day of blessed Receb of the
abovementioned year [30 June 1813]. After performing the sacred obligation of the blessed hajj in the
abovementioned year, [246] he set out for the Next World in the second month after his arrival in that
city [Medina], worthy of respect and attention, which was the place of his jurisdiction. May God, be He
exalted, have mercy on him! He was buried in the perfumed earth, in the blessed place named Baki,"2
near the felicitous remains of His Excellency Our Master Osman bin Affan3

1
2 -may God be well

pleased with him. The aforementioned deceased, in addition to being endowed with worthy qualities,
handsome, dignified and being of good company, was more excellently acquainted than his peers with
every science, and, in particular, he was unique in all ages with regard to the science of music. He had
attained the age of fifty-three years. May God have mercy on them all! Amen!

The abovementioned congregational mosque [of the Ibrahim Aga Qayin] has a quarter.

The Dedeler Mosque7 2
1

It is known as the Miskinler Mosque."" Its builder was His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan the First, the con-
queror of Egypt. It was built in 920 [1514-15]. This term miskin does not mean "pauper," but rather
refers to a particular disease, which occurs in a group of people such as a family-God forbid! If [the
disease] should manifest itself in someone, if the mark of that disease appears, they quarantine him in

3723 The reconquest of the Hijaz from the first WahhAbi state in 1813 by Muhammed 'Ali of Egypt and his son tbrAhim Paga;
for the Wahhibis, see Hadika, n. 3163.

3724 Baki', a well-known cemetery in Medina, in use since the seventh century.
3721 'Uthmin bin 'Affan, one of the earliest converts to Islam and the third of the Rightly Guided Caliphs, elected following

the death of 'Umar in 644. He was assassinated in Medina in 656.
3726 The Dedeler Mescidi, known also as the Miskinler Mescidi, located on Doktor Eyfip Aksoy Caddesi south of Nuh Kuyusu

Caddesi in the Karacaahmed Cemetery in Uskfidar. The mosque formed part of the complex known as the Miskinler Tekkesi,
which included a number of dwellings (hficre), a hamam, wash house (gamapzrhane) and fountain. Dead lepers were buried in
the garden behind the tekke. Repairs are recorded as having been carried out in 1810 and again in 1843. The tekke continued
in use until 1927, when it was closed. It later fell into ruin, although, according to Eyice, some traces of its walls and its ruined
minaret still stood in the 1940's; see DBIA, II, 456; N. Ersoy, "Uskfidar Cfizzamhanesi'nin Bugnnku Durumu," L Turk Tzp Tarihi
Kongresi Bildirileri (Ankara, 1992), 207-10; Eyice, TD, 1958, 87-88; IC, II, 19; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 235-37, 428; II, 74-75; S. Unver,
Thrkiye'de Cfizzam Tarihi Uzeine Arastzrmalar (Istanbul, 1961), 1-14.

3727 The Miskinler Mescidi (Lepers' Mosque).
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[this mosque], and, otherwise, no one enters it. It is inevitable that all of them [who show symptoms],
both males and females, become leprous. Neither divine benevolence nor charity is lacking! One of
[the inmates of the mosque] acts as its 5eyh, and they have their own religious services. Their wives and
children are all in that place.

Yaghkci Mehmed Emin Paa12
1 installed the mosque's minbar in the year "Divine grace," 29 1172

[1758-59]. The abovementioned vizier, the son of Haci Yusuf Aga, who was renowned as ambassador to
India and known for his wealth, set foot in the World of Existence in the year eleven thirty-six [1723-
24]. After reaching the age of discernment, he labored and exerted himself in pursuit of learning and
knowledge. From time to time he visited [different] lands and engaged in trade along with his father,
and he performed the sacred obligation of the blessed hajj five times. In eleven fifty-seven [1744-45], he
went on a journey to India for purposes of trade. After traveling about there for six months, he
returned to the port of Jidda and from there journeyed back to the Felicitous Threshold [Istanbul].
When subsequently Salim Efendi, who was sent by the Exalted [Ottoman] State on an embassy to India,
requested that the abovementioned Yusuf Aga accompany him on the journey, [247] [Yusuf] Aga again
made his son his attendant, and they reached the city named Awrangabad7

1" in the abovementioned
clime. With the death of the abovementioned ambassador, Salim Efendi, at that time, [the Indian]
grand vizier, a person named Nizam al-Mulk, 7 31 transferred the ambassadorship to the abovementioned
Yusuf Aga. After carrying out the embassy as a proxy, he was obliged to reside there for a period of six
years due to [the fact that the embassy] coincided in time with wars and struggles with the Indian Nadir
Shah."3 Later, on his return to Jidda, the abovementioned Yusuf Aga surrendered the things that had
been entrusted to him into the hands of his son [Emin Mehmed Efendi]. He sent him on to the
Exalted [Ottoman] State, and, as the aforesaid [Emin Mehmed] was approaching Egypt by sea, his
ships broke up because of a change in the weather. Only by the grace of God was he able to save his
life. He subsequently arrived in Egypt and from there reached the Exalted Threshold. After submitting
the documents which he carried and reports which he had drawn up to the agreeable sultan, his merit
became apparent and he was appointed to [the staff of] the chancery office clerks (mektubi kalemi
hulefasz). He attained the rank of chief clerk (bas halifelik) on the tenth day of Cemaziyllevvel 1171
[1758], and in Safer 1175 [1761] he attained the rank of secretary of the grand vizier (sadr-z azam
mektubcu). In Safer 1178 [1764] he became chief secretary of the divan (reisidkttab). In Zilhicce of the
abovementioned year, he became the head of the imperial chancery (tevkii) with the rank of vizier and
was also made happy with the office of revenue collector (muhasszl) of the Morea. Following the

3728 Yaglikci Haci Damad Mehmed Emin Paga (d. 1769), grand vizier from 20 October 1768 until his execution by order of
Mustafa III on 12 August 1769; for biographical details, see text below; also SO, I, 409.

' Fazl-z rabbdni.
37" AwrangAbAd, city in west central India, named for the Mughal Emperor Awrangzib, who rebuilt it during his second

viceroyalty of the Deccan. In the mid-eighteenth century, at the time of Salim Paa's embassy to India, it was one of the main
cities of the nominally Mughal, but virtually independent, domains of the Nizams of Haydarabad.

71 Nizam al-Mulk, the title conferred by Awrangzib on the Mughal noble Kamar al-Din Qin Kilic Khan, the Asaf JAh, who
became governor of the Deccan in 1720. The title, later shortened to Nizam, became in time that of the hereditary rulers of the
Indo-Muslim state of Haydarabad.

3732 Nadir ShAh AfshAr (1688-1747), Persian military conqueror and ruler of Iran from 1736 until his murder in 1747. Born
into modest circumstances among the Afshar Turkoman of Khurasan, he was in time able to make himself protector and later
regent of the last of the Safavids and finally had himself proclaimed shah in 1736. In perhaps conscious emulation of Timur, he
embarked on a career of conquest, restoring Persian lands seized earlier by the Ottomans, occupying Afghanistan and
territories north of the Oxus, and, between 1738 and 1740, campaigning in northern India, in the course of which he decisively
defeated the Mughal emperor Muhammad Shah at Karnal (24 February 1739) and occupied Delhi. Although he later
reinstated Muhammad ShAh as ruler of Hindustan east of the Indus, his humiliation of the Mughals hastened the breakup of
their empire and the creation of more or less independent Muslim states ruled by hereditary nawabs and the nizams in the
Awadh, and the Deccan; see EI2, VII, 853-56.
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dismissal of Tosun Mehmed Paya as grand admiral (kapudan-z derya) in 5aban 1180 [1767], he
expended much effort in the capacity of proxy (vekil) arranging the affairs of the fleet, and, until the
arrival [of] the grand admiral, he did not neglect his duties and showed the utmost zeal and
perseverance. Upon the betrothal of Her Majesty the seven-year-old 5ah Sultan to the abovementioned
Emin Paya on the tenth day of 5aban 1181 [1 January 1768], his dignity was further exalted with the
title of imperial son-in-law (damad). Some months later, he was satisfied with the eyalet of Aleppo.
Subsequently, on the twentieth day of Rebifilihir [eleven] eighty-two [26 August 1768], he became
kaimmakam of [Grand Vizier] Silahdar Hamza Paga. In Cemaziyfilihir of the abovementioned year, he
was made grand vizier and most noble commander-in-chief. Although he was sent off with the imperial
army, he was dismissed due to conduct contrary to the imperial desire. While he was traveling to
Dimetoka, [248] a decree ordering his execution was issued by the sultan, and the kapzczbasz 5irin Halil
Aga was commissioned by a secret order [to carry it out]. He was executed on his arrival at Edirne, and
his entire corpse was brought to the Threshold [of the imperial palace]. The abovementioned vizier
was a person grave in the highest degree, conceited in his own acumen and disparaging of others,
devoted to his equals, opinionated and haughty. He wrote a book called Gidsen-i Hayal (Rose Garden of
the Imagination), which is admired by people of ability. Moldovani Ali Paga"".. obtained the imperial
seal in his place. May God-be He exalted- have mercy on him!

The Congregational Mosque of Kadzky 37 34

Its builder was the babiissaade akasz Osman Aga. The matchless incense which is dispatched each year
from the Exalted [Ottoman] State to the Two Esteemed Holy Cities with the person appointed sfirre
emini was the innovation of the abovementioned aga. This chronogram by the late Vehbi Seyyid
Hfiseyin Efendi is inscribed on the arch of the abovementioned congregational mosque's gateway:

In the just age of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan,
The gatekeeper is the most favored of imperial slaves:

That Osman Aga, the keeper of the gate,
A patron of exalted charitable works, who brings together benevolence.

By order of the sultan of the world, he built this congregational mosque.
It is the reason for his pardon by the Lord God.

That fortunate deceased [Osman Aga] built during his lifetime a Kaba-resembling [mosque].
This is a place to worship the All-Merciful. May God accept it!

May God have mercy on its cause and founder!
Because of God's grace, his abode is Paradise.

His pure name expressed the date of completion of his works
"Know that it is the mosque of Osman,"07 3 1021 [1612-13].

13 Moldovani Ali Paga (d. 1773), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Mustafa III. Born in Kastamonu, he entered the
bostancz in Istanbul and was in time appointed bina emini in charge of the construction of the Aga Kbgkni in the imperial palace.
He received the nickname Moldovani at the beginning of the grand vizierate of Ragib Paa, when, like certain Moldavian
merchants, he sold into concubinage a number of prostitutes he was charged with conveying from Istanbul into exile in Bursa.
His appointment as bostanczbapz in 1760 was followed by governorships of Rumeli, Bosnia, Diyarbakir, Konya, Adana and Mara .
In 1768 he was given military commands in the northern Balkans. His victory over the Russians at Hotin on the Dniester in 1769
gained him renown and appointment as grand vizier on 12 August of the same year. But his lack of success against a Russian
counterattack led to his dismissal and loss of vizierial rank four months later, on 12 December. He was pensioned off to
Gelibolu, but in May 1770 he was again made a vizier and commander of the Dardenelles forts. In 1772, he retired to Tekirdagi,
where he died a year later. He is described as brave, generous and energetic; see SO, III, 544-45.

1" The Kadikbyft Camii, known also as the Osman Aga Camii, located on Sogitli Qeme Caddesi at the intersection with
Uzerlik Sokagi in the Osman Aga Quarter in Kadikby; see Mecmua, 391-92; DBIA, VI, 159; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 84; IC, II,
34. For location, see Pervititch, Kadzkby, sheet 8, block 156.

373 Bil cdmi'-i 'Omdndir.
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It was built in the time of the sultanate of His Majesty Sultan Ahmed Khan the First. Another Osman
Aga, Misirh, again one of the babissaade agas, built the spigots for the abovementioned mosque, and he
built a fountain nearby and caused it to flow. 7 36 [249] This is the chronogram on the fountain's high

arch:

Because Misirli Osman Aga is predisposed to charitable works,
He built for God this place of abounding springs.

To every thirsty person who passes by and drinks [from it],
"May God give the water of Kevser in Paradise,"03

3 1030 [1620-21].

The abovementioned [Misirli Osman] Aga flourished in the time of His Majesty Sultan Osman Khan
the Second. Originally, the blessed mosque of a patron of charity named Kadi Mehmed Efendi was on
the site of this mosque. Now, the abovementioned village [of Kadik6y] is known by the title of the
abovementioned kadi. In time, the abovementioned mosque fell into ruin, and in its place the above-
mentioned kapz agasz Osman Aga built and brought to life this blessed congregational mosque. [The
locations of] the graves of the abovementioned Kadi Mehmed Efendi and Osman Aga are not known.
[The Congregational Mosque of Kadik6y] has a quarter.

The original name of the abovementioned village was Kalcadonya,'3 3' and it is related that it was built
4,861 years after the fall of Adam-peace be upon him- [that] is, one thousand years before the con-
struction of the walls of Constantinople. It is thus certain that it was built by Bozantis, the original
founder of the city of Constantinople.3 [The date of] Constantine's foundation was one thousand
twenty years after the construction of Bozantis. The abovementioned village is very prosperous. It is
surrounded by gardens and orchards. Its climate is mild. On the seashore between this village and the
Fener Baggesi"' there is an ayazma named Kalami , which flows for a fixed time each year. In addition
to the many gatherings [at the ayazma at other times], there are gatherings there every day in the
summertime and especially on Sundays.

Fener Bahgesi

In addition to being a place of solitude, there is an unpretentious palace in the abovementioned loca-
lity. Although [the palace] flourished until the time of Sultan Mahmud Khan the First, it subsequently

3736 The Osman Aga Qegmesi in S6gfttlfi Qegme Caddesi in Kadik5y; see Tamipk, Qelmeler, II, 264; Egemen, Gesme, 674.
33 Cindnda db-z kevser vire Bdri.
37 District on the Asian shore of the Marmara, between Uskidar and Kartal. The Byzantine Chalcedon, it had been in

Turkish possession for at least a century at the time of the fall of Constantinople. It gets its name from the circumstance that
following the conquest it was given as an arpaltk to Hizir Bey, the first kadi of Istanbul. Evliya Qelebi describes it in the
seventeenth century as consisting of eight hundred houses and eight quarters, seven of which were Greek and one Muslim. He
notes that in the market there was a small mosque built by the dariissaade agasz Osman Aga, as well as a bath and a hundred
shops; see DBIA, IV, 329-39; Evliya Qelebi, Travels, 1/2, 83-84.

3" The Byzas of Greek legend, and the eponymous founder of Constantinople, who is described in antique sources as a son
of Poseidon and Ceroessa, the daughter of Zeus and Io. In Turkish legends that begin to make their appearance at the end of
the fifteenth century, he is referred to as Bozantis or Buzantin, and is described as the son of Yanko bin Madyan the Amalekite,
one of the earlier builders of the city, which Bozantis is said to have rebuilt after a great earthquake; see Hadika, n. 208, and
Evliya Qelebi, Travels, I/1, 5-8

"" The Garden of the Lighthouse, the name of a former imperial garden and present-day district on the peninsula
projecting out into the Marmara south of Kalmil in Kadik6y. The garden was named for the beacon at the peninsula's southern
tip. A garden and kiik were first erected on the peninsula during the reign of Mehmed II and were rebuilt in the time of Selim
I, Sfileyman I and Ahmed III, but they subsequently lost favor, so that by the early nineteenth century all of its buildings were in
ruin. Today, only traces of the k5lk and a bath can be seen; see DBIA, III, 281-83; Eldem, Kbjkler ve Kaszrlar, II, 67-87; ISTA, X,
5623-24.
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fell from favor, and at present [nothing but] two pools and two grassy raised terraces remain from
among its buildings. It has a separate Janissary officer (usta), garrison of soldiers, barracks and a
mosque for them. [250] There is a separate lighthouse, in the upper story of which a great lamp burns
for ships passing back and forth in the night.3 7 41

[255] The Qakzr Aga Mosque37 4
2 in the Abovementioned Village

The [location of the] grave of its builder, the abovementioned [Qakir] Aga, is not known. [The
mosque] does not have a quarter.

The Cafer Aga Mosque'74
3

[256] Its builder is the babiissaade agasz Cafer Aga. His grave is also there. The date of his death is not
inscribed on his gravestone. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The Congregational Mosque of Sultan Mustafa37"

Its builder was His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the Third. It was built as an upper-story [mosque].
"Glorious congregational mosque," 74' 1174 [1760-61], is the date of its construction. A primary school
for boys (mekteb-i szbyan) was also added and joined [to it]. [The mosque] does not have a quarter.

The Bulgurlu Mosque7 46

Its builder was a patron of charity named Mehmed Aga, who was from the corps of the halberdiers
(teberdaran). [The location of] his grave is not known. The vizier Bayram Paya installed its minbar. A
biography of the abovementioned vizier was included with the account of his tomb in Istanbul. 47 The
salaries of the servants of the abovementioned mosque are allocated from the abovementioned village.
In 1164 [1750-51], Sfileyman Aga, one of the imperial weapons bearers (silahdar) of His Majesty Sultan

371 Following the account of Fener Bahce, the printed text includes a poem of sixty-three couplets (250-55) entitled Sahil
Namesi (Mirror of the Shore) by the poet istanbulu Mehmed Dede Efendi, known by the pen name Fenni (d. 1120/1708-9),
describing the shores of Istanbul from Galata to Fenerbahce, followed by a biography of the poet. Because the poem derives its
meaning in large part from punning and word play, it loses its effect when rendered into English and has been omitted from
this translation.

3742 The Qakir Aga Mescidi, located in Kadik6y. The mosque is no longer extant. Its precise location cannot be established;
see DBIA, VIII, 102; 1C, II, 16.

"7 The Cafer Aga Mescidi, located on Moda Caddesi near the intersection with Cafer Aga Mescidi Sokaki in the Cafer Aga
Quarter in Kadikby. The mosque is thought to have been built between 1760 and 1773. It was damaged by fire in 1298/1881,
but repaired by the vakf administration in 1900; see IC, II, 14; ISKA, III, 1331; ISTA, VI, 3332. For location, see Pervititch,
Kadzkby, sheet 7, block 139.

1" The Sultan Mustafa Camii, known also as the Mustafa III or iskele Camii, located on Tavus Sokagi near the intersection
with Yasa Caddesi in the vicinity of the Kadik6y Boat Landing in the Cafer Aga Quarter in Kadikay. The mosque was built in the
Ottoman baroque style by the imperial architect Mehmed Tahir Aga in 1174/1760 for Sultan Mustafa III. It was damaged by fire
in 1270/1853 and remained in ruin until restoration by Sultan Abdfilmecid in 1275/1858. It was again restored in 1975 by the
Directorate-General of Vakfs; see DBIA, V, 554-55; IC, II, 61. For location, see Pervititch, Kadzk~y, sheets 6, 8, block 143.

'745 Cdmi-i zisdn.
' The Bulgurlu Mescidi, located on the Kisikh-Dudullu Yolu in Bulgurlu Village in Uskfidar; see DBIA, II, 333; IC, II, 13;

ISTA, VI, 3117-19; Konyah, Uskazdar, I, 120-21. The village of Bulgurlu lay southeast of K&fi~k Qamlica and is said to have taken
its name from the stone mortar in the garden of the Bulgurlu Mescid used for the pounding of cracked wheat which was
presented to the village by $eyh Aziz Mahmud Hfidayi. The village has today been engulfed by the urban sprawl of Uskfidar.

'17 See Hadika, 65 and n. 370.
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Mahmud Khan the First, was assisted by God in the construction of the primary school for boys (mekteb-i
szbyan) located in its vicinity. The single hamam located nearby and the greater part of Bulgurlu's
quarters are properties of the blessed vakf of His Excellency Aziz Mahmud Efendi. There are a number
of small public squares as well as one or two plane trees in the abovementioned village, and a patron of
charitable works also caused water to be brought to it. He also installed a large marble mortar for the
inhabitants of the village for pounding [grain] in the making cracked wheat (bulgur).

The Kzszklz Mosque*

Its builder was Abdullah Aga. He was a bostanczbaz of His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the Third. He
died in the year 1000 [1591-92] and was buried in the enclosed cemetery of this mosque. There are also
blessed congregational mosques of his in both istavroz and in Langa. They are described in their
places."49 [The Kisikh Mosque] does not have a quarter. [257]

The Selami Efendi Mosque3750

Its builder was $eyh Selami Ali Efendi, whose biography was given in connection with the description of
the seyhs of the grand lodge (asitane) of His Excellency Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi. Other
charitable works of his were noted in various places. However, he did not live to assign incomes for this
blessed mosque, and, renouncing the transitory world in 1104 [1692-93], he was buried in this blessed
mosque and exalted dervish lodge. At present, it is a place of pious visitation (ziyaretgdh). Damad
Mehmed Pagazade Izzet Ali Paga subsequently installed a minbar in the abovementioned mosque and
assigned incomes for it. The abovementioned vizier was the son of Mehmed Paga, one of the sons-in-law
(damad) of His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth. He embarked on a career as a renowned
high official of the Exalted [Ottoman] State in the era of Sultan Ahmed Khan the Third, and attained
the office of defterdar in the year 1140 [1728-29]. He concealed himself during the Patrona Revolt,
which occurred in Rebi[filevvel] of the year [one thousand one hundred] forty-three [1730].
Subsequently, on the accession of Sultan Mahmud Khan, he continued to hold his high office, and,
[on] Tuesday, the twenty-first of Rebifilevvel of the following year [23 September 1731], he was invited
to the vizierial palace after the hour of afternoon prayer and, in addition to the office of defterdar,
obtained the rank of vizier. Following his dismissal on Thursday, the seventh of Zilkade of the above-
mentioned year [2 May 1732], Mehmed Efendi, who was commissioner of the finance register (defter
emini), was deemed worthy of the office of defterdar. The abovementioned vizier [Izzet Ali Paga] was
appointed to the defense of the fortress of Yerevan, and, following his death in Cemaziyillahir 1147
[1734], while he was resident in the abovementioned fortress, he was buried in the pure earth in the
enclosed cemetery of the blessed congregational mosque of Saliha Sultan [in Yerevan]. The abovemen-
tioned sultana was the mother of His Majesty Sultan Mahmud Khan, and she restored to life this

3748 The Kisikh Mescidi, located at the intersection of Bniynkeamhca Caddesi and Kiskh Cami Sokaki in Kisikh in Uskfidar.
The mosque was built at the end of the sixteenth century by Bostancibasi Abdullah Aga. A dated inscription over its entrance
commemorates the mosque's renovation in 1346/1927; see DBIA, V, 6-7; IC, II, 41; Konyah, Uskaidar, I, 188-91.

174 The Bostan Camii in the Knirkfibapi Quarter of Knienk Langa and the Istavroz Camii in Beylerbeyi; see Hadika 64, 486-87.
3" The Selami Efendi Mescidi, the mosque-tevhidhane of the Selami Ali Efendi Tekkesi in Kisikh, located at the intersection

of Selami Tekkesi Sokaki and Selami Tilrbesi Sokagi in the Kisikh Quarter in Uskindar. The tekke was the last of the three
founded in Uskfndar by 5eyh Selami Ali Efendi, and it was there that he was buried following his death in 1692. A part of the
tekke was torn down between 1912 and 1917, and the rest disappeared sometime after the closing of the tekkes in 1925. Today,
only the tomb of the founder, one of the most visited ziyarets in Istanbul, can be seen in what was the tekke's hazire; see DBIA, VI,
492; IC, II, 58; Konyah, Uskiadar, I, 72, 258. For the eyhs of the tekke, see ZE, 78.

3711 See Hadika, 501.
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blessed congregational mosque in the abovementioned fortress. The late Mfinif Efendi composed this
chronogram for the death of the abovementioned vizier. It was noted down in this place as a blessing.

The jeweled37 52 chronogram couplet came to mind.
0 Munif, its dotted letters are like pearls.

"Glorious God, make Ali Paga's
Grave a place where the sun of divine perfection appears!" 75 3

Receb Paga, the commander-in-chief (serasker) of Iran, is buried beside the aforesaid [Izzet Ali Paga].
This Receb Paga became governor of Egypt in Zilkade 1132 [1720], following Kethfida Ali Paga. [258]
After his dismissal in Receb the following year [1721], the former grand vizier Niganci Mehmed Paa"37

11

became governor of Egypt in his place. Subsequently, the defense of Yerevan and the office of
commander-in-chief (serasker) were conferred on his steward (kethiida) Ibrahim Paga, and, following
[Ibramim Paga's] death, he was buried beside his master, Receb Paga. The vizier Beyli Mustafa Paga was
also buried there following his death.

In the year 991 [1583], during the sultanate of Sultan Murad Khan the Third, Ferhad Paya seized
and conquered the mentioned fortress of Yerevan from the hands of the Safavid Shah Muhammed
Hudabende."" Subsequently, in 1014 [1605-6], during the sultanate of Sultan Ahmed Khan the First,
Shah Abbas ibn Hudabende3 7

1
6 besieged it for seven months [and] conquered it, and its defender, the

mir-i miran Yusuf Paga, became a victim of captive's bonds. Ten years later, during the first grand
vizierate of the noble commander Kara Mehmed Paga, the abovementioned fortress was again besieged,
but victory was not facilitated by God. Still later, in 1045 [1635-36], His Majesty Sultan Murad Khan the
Fourth conquered it after a siege of seven days. In the same year, after the return of His Majesty the
abovementioned padishah to the Exalted Threshold [Istanbul], and following the appointment of the
vizier Murtaza Paga to the defense of the abovementioned fortress, Shah Safi 7

1
7 again besieged it.

Reducing it to extremity [after] two and a half months, he reconquered it. Following his death at the
time of the siege, the abovementioned commander was buried in the abovementioned fortress.
Subsequently, in the year 1132 [1719-20], it was reconquered and subjugated by the hand of Arifi
Ahmed Paga, the commander-in-chief (serasker) of Iran. However, it again passed into the hands of the
Red Heads (surh-seran)375 1 in the time of Sultan Mahmud Khan [the First].

.. Beyt-i murassa, a couplet in which only the dotted letters are totaled for the date.
3 53Rabb-i 'izzet 'Art Psd'nifi ide/Melhedin cilvegdh-i mihr-i cemdl. The dotted letters of the couplet give the date 1137/1724-25.
3" Niganci Mehmed Paa, known also as Tevkii Mehmed Pasa (d. 1728), Ottoman grand vizier of the reign of Ahmed III.

The son of a merchant from Kayseri, he settled in Istanbul and became a prot6g6 of Abaza Sfileyman Paa, who had been
appointed governor of Aleppo. He was subsequently assigned to a number of subordinate posts and, at the same time, became
acquainted with Mevkufatei Ibrahim Efendi (the future Nevgehirli Damad tbrahim Paa), who aided him in gaining
appointment in February 1717 to the post nisancn with the rank of vizier. Following the loss of Belgrade to the Austrians in
August 1717, he was appointed grand vizier and commander-in-chief of the army (26 August 1717), but the defeats in the north
led to the ascendency of a peace party in the capital, led by Damad Ibrahim Paa, who replaced Mehmed Papa as grand vizier on
9 May 1718. Although briefly appointed governor of Van and muhafz of Kandiye, Mehmed Paga was finally given the
governorship of Egypt in 1721, where he succeeded in suppressing rebels and restoring order. In July 1728, he was transferred
to the governorship ofJidda, where he died a few months later. He was buried in the Mualla cemetery in Mecca; see SO, IV, 223-
24.

75 Shah Muhammad Khudabanda, the weak, mild and somewhat unworldly son of the Safavid Shah TahmAsp, who ruled
from 1578 to 1588 as SultAn Muhammad Shah.

3756 Shah 'Abbis ibn Khudabanda, the Safavid Shah 'Abbas I, who reigned from 1588 to 1629.
"1 Shah Safi, the grandson and successor of Shah 'Abb5s I, who reigned from 1629 to 1642.

758 A synonym for kuzdl ba$, a term used to denote supporters of the Safavid house, because of the distinctive scarlet or
crimson hat (tac) with twelve gores commemorating the Twelve Imams of the Ithna-'ashari Shi'is worn by the murids of the
Safavid seyhs.
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Because the water of the fountain located in the abovementioned Kisikli Village is most delicious,
people carry it off to many places. His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan the Fourth caused a fountain to
flow in the famous excursion spot called Bfiytk Qamlica, near the abovementioned village."" It is a
fountain the equal of which cannot be found. However, [the water flow] is not abundant. The poet
named Nali, one of the poets of the time, composed this chronogram for the abovementioned foun-
tain:

His Majesty Sultan Mehmed ofJemshid-like3
16 magnificence,

Defender of the Law of the Prophet, Shadow of God:
[259] Each morning, his noble disposition, like a rosebud,
Manifests itself in this prosperous, joy-giving place.

He issued an imperial command. It flowed.
An exhilarating fountain fit for a shah!

Its Kevser-adorning water is the envy of the Selsebil.
Its paradise-of-irem3  -resembling pool is a source of health.

MayJemshid's elixir of life be the sultan's in perpetuity!
Lord God, preserve his person!

May it always flow like wine until the Day ofJudgment!
May his order and command to the world be eternal.

I asked [its date] from Nali. He said, the date is,
"Fountain of the soul-reviving spring of life,"3 63 1071 [1660-61].

Hafid Efendi, the son of Agir Mustafa Efendi,3 7 " who was seyhidisldm in the days of the sultanate of his
Majesty Sultan Selim Khan, praised it in his Su Risalesi (Epistle on Water), saying, "The sultan of
fountains is the fountain of Qamlica." The aforesaid deceased Hafid Efendi also wrote a book named
Galatat (Linguistic Barbarisms). There are at present at this Qamlica a number of embankments and
grassy terraces. Moreover, in the era of the abovementioned Sultan Selim Khan, Benlizade Ahmed
Ragid Efendi caused another grassy terrace and a fountain to be built."3 7

' But very little water flows
[from it]. The year 1215 [1800-1] was the date of its construction. The abovementioned gentleman
held the offices of kadi of Galata and of Egypt and obtained the rank of the Two Holy Cities (harameyn
raitbesi). In the middle of Zilkade one thousand two hundred eighteen [1804], he was distinguished
with the honorary rank (paye) of the Abode of the Caliphate [Istanbul], and subsequently, near the
middle of Rebifilevvel of the year [one thousand] two hundred thirty-one [1816], he was pensioned off

7' The Mehmed Han Qegmesi in Bfiyilk Qamlica; see Tamipk, Gesmeler, II, 274; Egemen, GeCme, 562-64. Biiyink Qamlica, itself,
located about 4 kilometers from the Uskfidar Boat Landing, was and remains a favored excursion spot on the Asian side of the
Bosphorus. With an elevation of 267 meters, it is the highest point in Istanbul's immediate environs and affords a magnificent
view of the Bosphorus and city, particularly toward evening, when the sun sets almost directly behind Istanbul's domes and
minarets.

"7 For Jamshid, see Hadika, n. 3311.
3761 Kevser and Selsebil, two of the rivers of Paradise.
3762 For Irem, see Hadika, n. 3141 above.
3763 Gesme-i 'ayn al-haydt-z cdn-fezd.
3764 Reiszade Agir Mustafa Efendi (1728-1804), ninety-third Ottoman eyhftlisldm. The son-in-law of the reisailkfittab

Tavukeubapi, he was trained for a learned career and received his diploma (rius) following examination at the early age of
fifteen. Between 1768 and 1785, he was given a series of judicial appointments, including Yenigehir Fenari, Bursa, Mecca and
Istanbul, followed by promotion to kadiasker of Anatolia. In 1789, he became kadzasker of Rumelia, but was exiled to Kastamonu
shortly after. Following the dismissal of 5eyhnlislAm Mustafa Efendi in 1791, he was pardoned and restored to office, and was
himself made eyhailisldm on 30 August 1798. He was dismissed by Selim III two years later (11 July 1800) and retired to his yall
on the Bosphorus, where he died in 1804. He was buried beside the library which he founded in Bahcekapi. A skilled
calligrapher, he wrote in Turkish, Arabic and Persian and had a reputation for politeness, philanthropy and virtue; see Altunsu,
Osmanlz $eyhfilisIdmlan, 166-67; SO, III, 281.

"6 The Benlizade Ahmed Ragid Efendi Qegmesi in Bntyfik Qamlica; see Tamipk, Geymeler, II, 400-1; Egemen, esme, 188.
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with a monthly allowance of 1,500 gurus, which is the income (arpalzk) of the village of 5ehir. Passing
away to the Abode of Eternity a short time later, he was buried in his private tomb located near the
Qarganba Pazan. Three male children survived [him], and in 1242 [1826-27], at the time of our writing,
one is kadi of Damascus and another is kadi of Aleppo. [260] One of them has already died.

There are some large houses and gardens in the abovementioned excursion spot. This place is also
called Eski Qamlica (Old Qamlica). Opposite it is Qamlica-i Cedid (New Qamlica), which is known as
Kfiefik Qamlica (Little Qamhca). Although this place, was previously a tekke, His Majesty Sultan Meh-
med Khan the Fourth ordered the construction of an unpretentious palace in its place, for the
construction of the fountain of which the late Cevri Efendi composed this chronogram:

His Majesty Sultan Mehmed Khan of the Alexander-like throne:
He is the sun of the apogee of the sultanate, the Shadow of God.

To the garden of the world the blossoms of that shah of shah's justice
Impart splendor. May he always be pleased!

Qamlica was esteemed for its lushness.
This open place of pleasing clime met with the abundance of his favor.

This unequaled mansion of his was deemed worthy of his favor.
He built a hall and fountain. It was brought to life.

He created a rose garden of Paradise-resembling ornament in the world.
It became a royal excursion spot, ajoy-giving place of pleasure.

Cevri composed a chronogram for this abode and fountain.
"Exhilarating Cennetabad, spring of soul-refreshing water,"3 66 1064 [1653-54].

At present, however, not a trace of the abovementioned palace remains. There is an archery marker
(nisangdh) of the padishah of the time, Our Lord, His Majesty Gazi Sultan Mahmud Khan, near this
place. Because the abovementioned village of Kisikh is situated between these two Qamlica [hills], it was
called "squeezed" (kzszklz). The garden known as San Kaya located near this village was built by Dervi
Efendi, who was first imperial imam (imam-z evvel) in the era of the Martyr Sultan Selim Khan.7 67 On
orders of His Majesty the abovementioned sultan that it be rebuilt and renovated for his honored
mother, Her Majesty the virtuous valide sultan, it subsequently became an exalted private palace. [261]
Later, following the death of Her Majesty the abovementioned sultana, it was given to Her Majesty
Esma Sultan, the sister of the padishah of the world.

There is a sweet-water [fountain] known as the Tophanelioglu Qegmesi near this place," which on
clear days has its own coffee house, and they provide coffee [there]. It is a place that resembles a
mountain pass. In the era of Sultan Selim Khan, a person named Tahir Baba, who belonged to the
Bektasi dervish order, rebuilt a Bektasi tekke behind the gardens which are opposite it. Subsequently,
on the raising and demolition of the other Bektasi tekkes at the end of the year 1241 [1826], this too
was demolished.3 6 A spring known as Kayi Pinar flows from beneath the mountain known as Kayi
Dagi,"7 one hour's distance from the village of Kisikli. Nowadays they bring [its water] to Istanbul and
Uskfidar. At a distance of one hour from this place there is a mountain known as Alem Dagi,"7 which is
a place of pious visitation (ziyaretgdh) of the Armenian community.

1 Cennet-dbdd-z miferrih 'ayn-z db-z cdn-fezd.
Selim III, who was murdered by rebels in 1808.

3 The Tophanelioglu Meydan Qegmesi, dated by its inscription to 1140/1727-28; see Tamipk, (e:meler, II, 310-11; Egemen,
Gesme, 799.

"7 For the destruction of the Bektapi tekkes in 1826, an episode which accompanied the so-called Vak'a-i Hayriye or
Auspicious Event, see Hadika, n. 2475.

3770 A hill with an elevation of 438 meters, located about 10 kilometers east of Kadik6y and 5 kilometers north of Maltepe on
the Sea of Marmara; see DBIA, IV, 504-5.

"7 A well-known excursion spot on the Asian side of the Bosphorus and the source of one of the most highly regarded spring
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The Mosque of the San Kadz Karyes""1

This [Sari Kadi] is a village in the vicinity of Uskfidar, near the abovementioned Alem Dagi. The son of
5eyh Ilyas Bey of the dervish order of the Kfibreviye and Mustafa Dede Efendi, the son of the late San
Kadi Mehmed Dede Efendi, who was Ilyas Bey's halife and a disciple of the same spiritual master, are
buried in a private tomb in the abovementioned place. He died in the year "Longing for the divine, ""

887 [1482-83]. He was one of the companions who fought along with His Majesty Gazi Ebfilfeth Sultan
Mehmed Khan at the seige of Constantinople. The abovementioned 5eyh Ilyas's line of spiritual
descent goes back through eight intermediaries to His Excellency the Great $eyh Necmeddin." 4 And
His Excellency Necmeddin's [spiritual lineage] goes back to His Excellency 5eyh CfIneyd Baghdadi 77

1

-may his grave be hallowed-again through eight intermediaries. After a time, the patron of
charitable works Nurbanu Sultan, the mother of Sultan Murad Khan the Third and builder of the Atik
Valide Congregational Mosque in Uskfidar,"77" enlivened this village with the construction of a blessed
mosque. Later, Bosnavi Osman Efendi, the writing teacher of His Majesty Sultan Mustafa Khan the
Third, installed its minbar while he was mfitevelli of the [mosque's] vakf [262] The abovementioned
Osman Efendi died in the year "Osman is nonexistent,",3" 1181 [1767-68], while he was a maiderris. He
is buried before the mihrab of the blessed Ayazma Congregational Mosque, which is a charitable work
of the abovementioned padishah.7' The abovementioned $eyh, His Excellency Mustafa Efendi, is
buried alone in the abovementioned tomb. There is a turban-wrapped, conical cap (destarli kilah) on
his grave. His esteemed wife and noble sons are buried outside the blessed tomb. Isa Dede Efendi, the
most noble brother of 5eyh Mustafa Efendi, is buried outside, near [Mustafa Efendi's wife and sons] in
a cemetery near a great tree. May the mercy of God be upon them all!

The spiritual lineage of His Excellency Necmeddin al-Kfibra-hallowed be his supreme secrets-
goes back to His Excellency Cfineyd in the following manner: His Excellency Necmeddin al-Kfibra, His
Excellency Ammar bin Yasir Bidlisi, His Excellency Ebu al-Necib Sfihreverdi, His Excellency Ahmed
Gazali, His Excellency Ebu Bekir Nessac, His Excellency Ebu Osman Magribi, His Excellency Ebu Ali
Katib, His Excellency Ebu Ali Rudbari, His Excellency Cfineyd Baghdadi-hallowed be their secrets.

His Excellency Necmeddin al-Kfibra died a martyr in 618 [1221-22]. The reason [for his death] had
to do with the fact that some persons connected with him urged him to flee to a place of refuge when
news of the invasion of the lands of Iran by the seditious Cengiz 77 ' reached Gurgan.3 7 80 And [Necmed-

waters of Istanbul. Located east of Kandilli, it is 442 meters high and was particularly popular as an excursion spot in the time of
Sultan Mahmud II, when visitors brought by ox cart would pitch tents in its meadows and forests and camp during the summer
months.

372 The San Kadi Karyesi Mescidi (Mosque of the Village of San Kadi), known also as the San Gazi Mescidi, located near the
children's park in the village of Sangazi in Umraniye. In place of the no longer surviving sixteenth-century mosque, a new,
single-domed mosque known by the same name was built in 1972. An inscription from the earlier building commemorates
repairs carried out in 1275/1858 by the balkadin of Selim III; see DBIA, VIII, 384; IC, II, 57; Konyah, Uskidar, I, 254-57.

The village of San Kadi (or Sangazi) is located to the east of Kfngfik Qamlhca Tepesi and Kisikh and to the north of Bulgurlu
in Umraniye. Until the 1970's, it lay beyond the limits of Istanbul but has since been incorporated into the city's urban sprawl.

3773 Mfstdk-i ildhi.
"7 Shaykh Abu '-JannAb Ahmad b. 'Umar Najm al-Din KubrA (1145-1220), Khwarazmian religious scholar and mystic, the

eponymous founder of the Central Asian Sufi order of the Kubrawiyya.
77 Abu 'l-Kisim ibn Muhammad al-Junayd (d. 970), one of the most famous of early Islamic mystics, especially important in

the development of Sufi doctrine, who taught in Baghdad and was an advocate of the integration of mysticism into ordinary life.
He was the leading exponent of the "sober", as opposed to the ecstatic, type of Sufism.

37 See Hadika, 489-90 above.
3" Nist 'Osmdn.
3778 For the Ayazma Camii, see Hadika, 494.
377 The thirteenth-century Mongol conquer Cenghiz Khan.
3780 City in Mazandarmn in northern Iran, about 30 kilometers east of the Caspian Sea coast.
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din Kfibra] replied, "After we found pleasure together with so many Muslims in times of tranquility,
shall we, on the other hand, in times of suffering, look back [from safety and watch] that infidel with-
out religion annihilate thousands of the Faithful? For us such a life is not proper. To be joined together
with all [the Community] is a great blessing." He obtained the rank of martyr together with Sadeddin
Hamavi, Radiyeddin Ali Lala and other children, illustrious ones, disciples and friends-may God
hallow their secrets.

The chain of spiritual descent proceeded from His Excellency 5eyh Necmeddin in this manner: 5eyh
Ali bin Lala was initiated into dervish orders by the abovementioned $eyh; 5eyh Ahmed Zakir Curfani
received [initiation] from him; and 5eyh Nureddin Abdurrahman Isferani received it from him; [263]
and 5eyh Ala al-Devlet al-Semnani received it from him; and 5eyh Mahmud Mezdifani received it from
him; and 5eyh Seyyid Ali Hfidayi received it from him; and 5eyh Hoca Ishak Hatlani received it from
him; and $eyh Seyyid Mehmed Nurbah received it from him; and 5eyh Mehmed bin Yahya bin Ali
Ceylani-i Lahci received it from him. According to tradition, the abovementioned 5eyh Ilyas was also
initiated into the dervish order [of the Nurbahgiye] by His Excellency $eyh Seyyid Mehmed Nurbah .
The fact that this exalted dervish order is referred to as the Nurbaheiye has to do with its descent from
His Excellency 5eyh Seyyid Mehmed.""

From His Excellency 5eyh Cfineyd Baghdadi back to His Excellency Our Master, [Muhammed], the
Seal [of those] in whom the office of Prophet resides-may prayers and peace be upon him-the chain
of spiritual descent is as follows: His Excellency Cfineyd received the grace of truth from His Excellency
Sari al-Sakati; and he received it from Maruf Kehri; and he received it from His Excellency the imam
Ali Riza; and he received it from His Excellency the Imam Musa Kazim; and he received it from His
Excellency the imam Cafer-i Sadik; and he received it from His Excellency the imam Mehmed Bakir;
and he received it from His Excellency the Imam Zeyn al-Abidin; and he received it from His
Excellency the imam Hfiseyin, the martyr of Kerbala; and he received it from His Excellency the imam
Ali Murtaza; and he received it from His Excellency Our Master [the Prophet Muhammed]-upon
whom be prayers and peace. And Our Master received the grace of truth from the Lord God.

The death of His Excellency Cfineyd occurred in the year 297 [909-910], during the reign of the
Abbasid [caliph] Mu'tazid bi-'llah Ebu '-Hftseyin Ahmed bin al-Muvaffak. 1 82 My Lord, may the
felicitous spiritual influence of His Excellency, Our noble Master [Muhammad] always be present and
protect us! May he include [us] through his intercession among those saved in the Eternal World!
Amen!

By the grace of God, be He exalted,
this book came to completion at the

village of Sari Kadi.

With the support of the royal delight in knowledge, this truthful book was printed and reproduced in
the Imperial Printing Office on 7 Zilhicce of the year 1281 [3 May 1865], during the administration of

the felicitous Lutfi Efendi.

3781 The Nfarbakhshiyya was a Shi'i offshoot of the Kubrawiyya. Its origins are traced back to Sayyid Muhammad b.
Muhammad Nfirbakhsh (1392-1464), a charismatic figure who declared himself to be the Mahdi and tried several times to raise
popular revolts and seize power in Iran. The order has lasted longest in Kashmir and Balistan. It has been erroneously claimed
that the Bukharan saint Emir Sultan (d. 1429), who married the daughter of Bayezid I and is buried in Bursa, belonged to the
Nurbakhshira. The order was virtually unknown in Turkey, where it was frequently misidentified as a branch of the Khalwa-
tiyya; see El , VIII, 134-36.

3782 Mu'tadid bi-'llAh Abu '-'AbbAs bin al-Muwaffak was, in fact, Abbasid caliph between 279/892 and 289/902. Junayd
(Cfineyd) died during the reign of the caliph Muktadir bi-'llAh, who reigned from 295/908 to 320/932.
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abdesthane
acemi aga
acemi oglan

aga

aga kapisz
ahi

ak aga
akge

alemdar
Anadolu agasz

arpa emini

arpalzk

asitane

asitane guumrgik ba5 kdtibi
azbapz

avczbasz

ayazma

azab

baba
bab-z ali

Place for ablutions.
Commander of the acemi oglan (q.v.).
Foreign boy, the term applied to Christian youths enrolled through the dev-
irme (q.v.) for service in the sultan's palace troops.

Chief or master; title used for ranking for persons of varying importance
employed in government service, often of a military or non-bureaucratic
character, including eunuchs of the imperial palace, pages of the privy
chamber and commanders of the Janissary corps.
Residence of the commander of the Janissary corps.
Member of one of the semi-religious fraternities or guilds organized in
Anatolia in late Seljuk and early Ottoman times which adopted the ideals of
chivalry and generosity.
See babissaade agasz.
A small Ottoman silver coin, often referred to in European sources as an
asper.
See mir-i alem.
Janissary officer responsible for the training of recruits conscripted from
Asia.
Literally barley commissioner, a high official of the birun (q.v.) in the im-
perial palace charged with maintaining the supply of fodder to the imperial
stables and to some extent with the control of officials who purchased grain
at fixed prices in the provinces for consumption in the capital.
Barley money, an allowance made to the principal civil, military and reli-
gious officers of the Ottoman state in addition to their salary when in office
or as a pension on retirement or while unemployed.
Threshold; the grand lodge or principal tekke of a dervish order; also, the
imperial capital, Istanbul, and the imperial court.
Chief clerk of the Istanbul customs.
The head cook in the kitchen of the imperial palace or in a tekke (asgz
dede).
Head of the huntsmen; the head of the thirty-third orta (q.v.) of the

Janissary corps.
A sacred spring, usually of Greek Christian origin, although these have
often evolved into Muslim sanctuaries as well. Their waters are often
thought to possess curative properties and for that reason they are visited
by the faithful throughout the year.
Literally unmarried or virgin, a term applied to several types of fighting
men, especially naval marines, who were in theory (though not always in
practice) forbidden to marry before retirement.
Elder, venerable man, peyh of a religious order.
The name given to the pasa kapzsz (q.v.) from the time of Sultan Abdfil-
hamid I.
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babnaibi
babiassaade agast

bahge
baltaci

ba aga

ba baki kulu
baguhadar
basdefterdar
bashalife
baskadin
basmuhasebe

basmusahib
basyazcz

bazargdnbapz
bedestan
bekdr odasi
berat gecesi

bey

beylerbeyi

beylikgi

bina emini
birun

bodrum
bostan
bostancz

bostanczbapz

Head deputy of a kadi; see naib.
The aga of the Gate of Felicity, known also as the kapi agasz (aga of the
gate) or ak aga (white aga), the chief white eunuch and overseer of the im-
peril palace. He was the sole mediator between the sultan and the world
outside the palace and had authority to petition the sultan for
appointment, promotion and transfer of palace servants.
Garden, park.
Ax men, halberdier, known also as teberdar (q.v.); members of various com-
panies of palace guards, who were originally employed as engineers in the
army, with duties such as felling trees, building roads and filling swamps.
Head aga, the assistant to the chief eunuch of the apartments (daire) of the
harem in the imperial palace.
Inspector of the finance department (defterdarlik).
Head of the sultan's valets; see guhadar.
See defterdar- pzkk-z evvel.
Chief clerk.
The tide of the eldest of the haseki (q.v.) in the sultan's harem.
The chief accountant and therefore the most important of the secretaries
of the finance department or defterdarlzk (q.v.).
Head gentleman-in-waiting; see musahib.
The chief clerk of the Janissary corps, known also as the yenigeri efendisi or
yenigeri kdtibi.
Head merchant; the chief of the corporation of merchants.
A covered market in which valuable goods are sold.
Lodgings for bachelors.
The night between the fourteenth and fifteenth days of the month of
5aban, during which the revelation to Muhammed of his mission is cele-
brated.
A military commander, governor of a sancak (q.v.), or hereditary ruler of an
independent or autonomous principality.
Commander of the commanders, the governor-general of a province, vilayet
or eyalet (q.v.).
The head of the divan kalemi, one of the chancery offices under the
reisidkiittab (q.v.), charged with the preparation of imperial orders called
beylik (perhaps a corruption of bitik, meaning document) and the
conservation of dynastic laws promulgated by the sultan (kanun).
See emin-i bina.
The Outside Service, the name given to the outer departments and services
of the imperial household. The birun was, thus, the meeting point between
court and the state.
Subterranean vault, basement.
Garden.
The corps of gardeners, one of the ocak (q.v.) filled through the devoirme
(q.v.) and charged with the maintenance of law and order on the shores of
the Golden Horn, Bosphorus and Sea of Marmara and with care of the
grounds of the imperial palace.
Literally chief of the gardeners, the senior officer of the bostancz (q.v.).
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b5lik

b~lakbapz
cadde
cami
cebeci
cebecibasz
cebehane ocag~z

celi

cemaat
cerid

cerrahbapz

gadzr mehterleri

gakzrczbapz

gar~z
gasnigirbapz

gavus

gavusbapz

gesme
gilehane

gorbacz

guhadar (gukadar)

dahil
damad
darbhane

Literally a division. In the Janissary corps, each ocak (q.v.) of 1,000 was divi-
ded into ten bliak of 100 men each commanded by a biliakbapz (q.v.) or
yayabavz (q.v.).
See yayabapz.
A main road in a city, thoroughfare.
A congregational mosque, Friday mosque.
A member of the cebehane ocagz (q.v.).
Head of the corps of armorers; the commanding officer of the cebeci (q.v.).
The corps of armorers, responsible for the manufacture and repair of arms
and munitions for the Janissary corps.
Name given to every large type of script, but used in particular for the large
type of sfilas calligraphy found in monumental inscriptions on public build-
ings.
A company or regiment of the Janissary corps.
A game popular in the Ottoman Empire between the sixteenth and nine-
teenth centuries in which mounted players fought mock battles by throw-
ing wooden darts orjavelins (cerid) at one another.
Head imperial surgeon.
A section of the Qur'an for purposes of recitation.
Corps of tent pitchers; a company of grooms attached to the Outside
Service of the palace and charged with the pitching and striking the
sultan's tents on campaign, and later, when the sultans no longer led their
armies to battle, in the gardens of the palace or on excursions.
Literally head falconer, one of the non-military akas of the Outside Service
or birun (q.v.) of the imperial palace.
A bazaar or market quarter.
Head imperial taster, charged with the inspection of food prepared for the
sultan and with the distribution of food from the palace kitchen. He was
responsible for organizing and setting the tables for the sadrazam (q.v.) and
viziers on the days when the divan-z hfimayun (q.v.) met.
The corps of messengers or heralds of the divan-z hfimayun (q.v.), who also
formed a part of the official ceremonial escort of the sultan and were used
to convey and carry out the orders of the sultan and grand vizier.
The head of the corps of gavus (q.v.), an aga of the Outside Service, who
acted as a deputy to the grand vizier, particularly with respect to the
administration ofjustice.
A fountain with a spout or spigot.
The cell in a hanekdh (q.v.) in which novices undergo spiritual exercises for
forty days prior to induction into a dervish order.
Commander of a company in the Janissary corps.
The sultan's valet, one of the most important agas of the has oda (q.v.). He
was charged with accompanying the sultan in processions and would scatter
handfuls of newly minted silver coins among the crowd when the sultan
rode to the mosque.
Inside, a medrese of the higher grade.
Son-in-law, the husband of one of the daughters or sisters of the sultan.
The mint.
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darbhane emini
darbhane-i amire emini
darldhadis
daridkura
darissaade agas

darilszfa
daye
debbag
defter emini

defterdar

defterdar-z pzkk-i evvel

defterdar-z pzkk-z sani
dellalbayz
dergdh
devirhan
devlet kethidasz
devran

devriye

devsirme

divan

divan efendisi
divan-z hiimayun
divan kdtibi
divan muhasebecisi
divanhane

Commissioner of the mint, the functionary in charge of the imperial mint.
See darbhane emini.
A school for instruction in Muslim Tradition (hadis).
A school for the training of Qur'an readers.
The aga of the House of Felicity, known also as the kzzlar agas (aga of the
women), the chief of the black eunuchs of the imperial palace, in charge of
the sultan's harem. He was in practice the chief officer of the entire palace
and, from the last years of the sixteenth century, enjoyed the rank of vizier
and came third in order of precedence, after the grand vizier and seyh-
idisldm.
A hospital.
A child's nurse, the title given to the wet nurses of the imperial household.
Tanner.
Commissioner of the register, known also as the defterhane emini, the func-
tionary in charge of the government office in which the records of cadastral
land surveys used for tax purposes (tahrir) were kept.
Literally, register keeper, though often translated as finance director, the
officials responsible for the sultan's finances. The term was applied to three
categories of functionaries: (1) defterdars of the Porte, i.e., those of Rumelia,
Anatolia, the East and the Second Branch, with the finance director of
Rumelia being the treasurer and chief financial officer of the empire
(basdefterdar); (2) finance directors and representatives of the central
treasury in the provinces (hazine defterdari, mal defterdan); and (3) the
registrars of timars in each of the provinces (timar defterdan).
Chief finance officer of the first division, known also as the defterdar-z zkk-z
ula, corresponding to Rumelia and hence the chief finance officer of the
empire (basdefterdar).
Chief finance officer of the second division, that is, of Anatolia.
Head of the public criers.
A dervish convent or tekke.

Qur'an reader.
Steward of the grand vizier.
A type of zikr (q.v.) performed to the accompaniment of music, practiced
by members of the Halveti, Cerrahi and Kadiri dervish orders.
Judgeships held on a rotational basis in the larger towns by members of the
judicial hierarchy.
The periodic levy of Christian children, enslaved, converted and trained to
fill the ranks of the Janissary corps and posts in the Ottoman
administration. The term is also used to describe the recruits themselves.
In literature, a collection of poetry or prose; the holding of a court, the
public sitting of a governor, council or judge; see also the divan-z hfimayun.
The chief secretary of the grand vizier or of a beylerbeyi.
The Imperial Council of State, presided over by the grand vizier.
Secretary to the imperial council of state (divan).
Keeper of the accounts of the imperial divan.
Council hall, hall in which a divan (q.v.) meets.
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divitdar

dizdar
d5kiiciibapz
didbend agasz

emin

emin-i bina

emin-i matbah
emin-i sidrre
emirilhac
enderun

enderun agalanr
enderun mevkufat hocasz
etmekci
etmekcibapz
eyalet

fakih
fatiha

ferace
fetva

fttva emini

fetva sahibi
gazi

gurus

The keeper of the royal inkwell; also certain functionaries with scribal
duties in the chancery.
Fortress commander, warden of a fortress.
Head gun-caster in the Imperial Arsenal or tophane (q.v.).
The aga of the turban, one of the superior pages of the has oda. He was the
sultan's deputy in charge of the Chamber of the Prophet's Cloak (hzrka-z
saadet odasz) and followed the sultan in procession carrying the imperial
turbans.
Literally commissioner or intendant, an Ottoman administrative title given
to salaried officers appointed by or in the name of the sultan to administer,
supervise or control a department, function or revenue source.
Building commissioner, a functionary who supervised imperial or state
building projects. His role was not that of architect, involved in the design
of a building and its actual construction, but rather he was concerned with
overseeing a project's finances.
Commissioner of the imperial kitchens.
See surre emini.
The leader of the Pilgrimage caravan to Mecca.
The Inside Service, the name given to the personal and private services of
the sultan in the imperial household, comprising the Privy Chamber,
Treasury, Privy Larder and Great and Little Chambers.
Pages and officers of the Inside Service of the imperial palace.
Master of retained revenues of the Inside Service of the imperial palace.
Baker in the imperial bakehouse.
Head baker in the imperial bakehouse.
The largest administrative division in the Ottoman Empire, governed by a
beylerbeyi (q.v.). An eyalet was composed of a number of sancaks (q.v.).
An expert on canon law (fikh).
The Opening, the name of the first sura of the Qur'an. The term is often
included in chronograms for the death of an individual or is inscribed on
gravestones as a request that the reader recite the sura as a blessing for the
deceased.
A type of cloak worn by members of the ulema.
A legal opinion on a point of law issued by the seyhidislam (q.v.) or a matfti
(q.v.).
Commissioner of fetvas, the head of the fetvahane, the records office in the
eyhidisldm kapzsz or residence of the seyhidisldm, charged with the

preservation ofjudicial decrees. His duties also included the preparation of
legal opinions on questions of religious law and answering questions on
religious law raised in petitions submitted by private parties (as opposed to
the government).
Master of legal opinion, i.e., the seyhilislam.
A fighter for the faith; one who takes part in the Holy War against the
infidels. In later times it became a title of honor used by the Ottoman
sultans and other rulers.
The name of a small Ottoman coin, referred to in European sources as a
piaster.
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gfimruk
gimrk emini

gamriikcG
hace
hacegan
haftanczbavz
hadis
hakan
halife

halvethane

halvetsera
hamam
han
hanekdh
harem

haremeyn mufettifi ba5 kdtibi
haremeyn muhasebecisi
hang
has oda
has odabapz

has odalh
haseki
hassa silahsor
hatib

hatm-i hacegdn
havass-z refi'a kadzlan
hazine-i amire kdtibi
hazine kethidasz

hazinedar

hazinedarbapz

hazire
hekimbapz
helvaczbasz
hil'at

Customhouse.
Commissioner of the Istanbul customs.
Customs commissioner.
See hacegdn.
Senior clerk, a chancery official.
Keeper of the imperial wardrobe.
Tradition, an account of what the Prophet said or did.
Khan, sultan, emperor.
Successor or deputy; an advanced initiate in a Sufi brotherhood and lieute-
nant of the head of a dervish lodge, who was authorized to propagate the
teachings of the brotherhood.
A place of retirement or cell used for private religious devotions; see also

gilehane (q.v.).
A private palace.
A public bath.
Turco-Mongolian title for supreme ruler; khan
A dervish lodge or tekke (q.v.).
Sacred territory; the precinct of a mosque; the women's apartments in a
house.
Chief clerk of the inspector of the Two Holy Cities
Accountant of the vakfs of the Two Holy Cities.
Outside; the lowest of the twelve medrese grades.
The Privy Chamber of the imperial palace.
Head of the Privy Chamber, one of the five principal white-eunuch lieute-
nants of the babiissaade agasz (q.v.) in the Inside Service of the Imperial
Palace. His duties included the guarding of the Prophet's mantle (hzrka-z
eriz), waiting on the person of the sultan, and serving as master of cere-

monies.
A page in the Privy Chamber of the imperial palace.
The title of the four senior or favored consorts of the sultan in the harem.
See silahsor.
The mosque preacher who delivers the hutbe (q.v.) at Friday prayer in a
congregational mosque.
The seal of the masters, a litany performed by the Naksbendi.
Kadis of the Exalted Domain, i.e., the kadis of Eyitp.
Clerk of the State Treasury.
The steward or lieutenant of the hazinedarbapz (q.v.), the head treasurer of
the sultan's Inner Treasury in the imperial palace.
Treasurer; also title of the second black eunuch of the imperial household
staff, charged with supervision of the expenditures of the harem.
Literally head treasurer, the head of the sultan's Inner Treasury in the
imperial palace.
An enclosed graveyard, especially on the grounds of a mosque or a tekke.
Head physician; the chief physician of the imperial court.
Head of the halva cooks.
A robe of honor presented by a ruler as a reward or mark of distinction.
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humbaraczyan

hutbe
icazet

id

id-i adha
id-i fitr
ilmiye

imam-z sultani
imam-z $ehriyari
imaret

iskele
kadiasker

kadzilk
kadzn
kadr gecesi

kaimmakam

kalem
kalemiye

kallavi
kapz
kapz agasz
kapz kulu

kapzcz

kapzczbapz

The mortar corps, a unit of the cebeci ocakz (q.v.) charged with the pro-
duction and use of mortars, grenades, bombs, portable mines and artificial
fire.
The address delivered from the minbar in the mosque after Friday prayer.
A license or diploma conferred on a medrese graduate declaring him fully
conversant with whatever works he had been studying and authorizing him
to teach those books.
Literally feast or festival, referring to the two major celebrations of the
Muslim religious calendar: (1) the id-i adha (Turk. kurban bayrami) or feast
of sacrifice, celebrated on 10 Zilhicce, the day on which pilgrims sacrifice in
the valley of MinA outside Mecca; and (2) the id-ifitr (Turk. leker bayrami)
or festival of the breaking of the fast, marking the end of the hardships of
the month of Ramazan.
See id.
See id.
Men of Learning; the religious learned establishment, consisting of the
educational and judicial organization of the ulema and comprising kadis,
miiderrises and mfiftis (q.v.)
Imperial imam, the personal imam or prayer leader of the sultan.
See imam-z sultani.
In Ottoman usage, a soup kitchen erected as a charitable foundation for
the distribution of food to the needy.
A boat landing, wharf, quay.
One of the two chief militaryjudges (of Rumelia and Anatolia) in charge of
all pedagogical and judicial appointments in their respective regions.
Ajudicial district overseen by a kadi.
Consort of the sultan; lady.
The Night of Power, 27 Ramazan, the anniversary of the date on which the
Qur'an was revealed.
Known also as the sadaret kaimmakamz or kaimmakam paa, an official who
remained in the capital as deputy of the grand vizier when the latter was
away on military campaign. He enjoyed almost all of the authority of the
grand vizier, including issuing fermans (q.v.) and nominating functionaries
for appointment.
A financial or chancery office in the central or provincial administration.
Men of the Pen, the financial and chancery bureaucracies of the central or
provincial governments.
Vizier's turban.
Door, gate; government office.
See babfissaade agasz.
Slave of the Porte; a devsirme (q.v.) or a slave employed in the administrative
or standing military establishment of the sultan.
Gatekeeper; the corps of guards placed at the main gates of the imperial
palace.
Head gatekeeper; the head of the kapzcz (q.v.) corps, the guards placed at
the main gates of the imperial palace.
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kapzczlar kethiadasz

kapudan-z derya
kapudan kethfidasz

kapudan pasa

karcbapz
karye
kasabbapz
kaside

kasr
kassam
kdtib
kdtib-i divan
kdtibet-i harem-i beyt-i erif
kayyzm
kaza

kazganczbapz
kemhaczbasz
kethaida

kethfida bey
kethfida hatun
kethfida kadzn

kethfida kdtibi
kethfida-yi sadr-z ali
kzble

kzzlar agasi
kilar agasz (kileri aga)

kilar kethidasz
kiremidcibapz
kisve
konak
k5$k
kiy
kubbe veziri

Steward of the gatekeepers, one of the principal officers of the Outside
Service of the imperial palace, charged, among other things, with the
carrying of messages between the sultan and grand vizier.
See kapudan paa.
Steward or deputy of the kapudan pasa or grand admiral of the Ottoman
fleet.
The title of the commander-in-chief or grand admiral of the Ottoman navy,
known also as the kapudan-z derya.
Chief of the ice provisioners of the imperial palace.
A village.
Head butcher of the imperial kitchen.
Purpose poem; an ode, usually of between 15 and 99 couplets, consisting of
several parts, including a lyric prologue (nesib) and an encomium or pane-
gyric (mehdiye).
A pavilion or palace.
Trustee charged with the division of estates.
A secretary or clerk.
See divan kdtibi.
Office of clerk of the sanctuary of the Kaba.
The caretaker in a mosque.
A sub-district of a sancak (q.v.); district over which a kadi exercised admin-
istrative authority.
The head of the kettle makers.
Head of the imperial brocade makers.
Steward, intendant or authorized deputy of an important government
official or influential person, who looked after that person's affairs.
See kul kethidasi.
See kethiida kadin.
Lady intendant, stewardess of the harem; one of the two principle female
office holders of the imperial harem, responsible for the discipline of its
occupants.
See Vezir-i azam kethiidasz.
See vezir-i azam kethiidasz.
The direction of Mecca (or more precisely the western corner of the Kaba),
toward which the worshiper orients himself in prayer; hence the wall of a
mosque with that orientation.
See darnissaade agasz.
The aga of the imperial larder, one of the most important agas of the
Inside Service of the imperial palace.
Steward of the kilar agasz in the imperial palace.
Head of the tile makers.
The black cover of the Kaba.
Mansion.
A villa, summerhouse, pavilion.
A village.
See vezir-i kubbe-nisin.
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kul kethiadasz

kulluk
kuyumcubapz
kidliye
kiarkiibapz
kfirsi
lakab
lala
leyle-i berat
leyle-i kadr
mahfil

mahfil-i haimayun

mahkeme
mahya

maliye kalemi halifesi
maliye tezkirecisi
matbah

matbah emini

matbah-z amire kdtibz
mekteb
mektubi-i sadr-z ali
mektubi kalemi
mescid

mevlidhan

meydan
mimarbapz
mir-i alem

mir-i miran
mirahur

muallimhane
muhaddis
muhafzz
muhasebe-i evvel
muhasebeci

Chief lieutenant of the aga of the Janissary corps, known also as the kethfida
bey, ocak kethiidasz or yenigeri agasz (q.v.).
Guardhouse.
Head of the goldsmiths.
A building complex.
Head of the keepers of the sultan's fur pelisses.
A reading stand on which the Qur'an is placed in a mosque.
Nickname or honorific title.
The tutor and regent of a prince during his minority.
See Berat gecesi.
See kadr gecesi.
A raised platform, tribune or gallery on the interior of a mosque used by
miiezzins or as an imperial tribune; see maiezzin mahfili and mahfil-i himayun.
An imperial tribune or gallery on the interior of a mosque, usually
screened off from the rest of the prayer hall and used by the sultan for
worship.
Law court.
The lamps strung between the minarets of a mosque during the month of
Ramazan to form words or pictures.
A clerk in the finance office (defterdarlik).
See maliye kalemi halifesi.
A kitchen and, as regards the tekkes of the Mevlevi and Bektasi dervish
orders, one of the basic components of their lodges.
Commissioner of the kitchen, a functionary of the birun (q.v.) of the
imperial palace responsible for the palace kitchens.
Clerk of the imperial kitchens.
A Islamic primary school in which the elements of Arabic were taught.
See sadrazam mektubcu.
Chancery of the grand vizier.
A mosque; more specifically a small, neighborhood or quarter mosque not
intended for Friday congregational prayer.
Reciter of a mevlid, a panegyrical poem celebrating the birth of the Prophet
Muhammed.
An open space, public square.
The head imperial architect.
Commander of the standard, one of the agas of the stirrup (agaydn-z rikab-z
hiimayun), who was among the principal officers of the Outside Service of
the imperial palace, charged with the care of the horse-tail standard and
pennants carried before the sultan.
See beylerbeyi.
Master of the stable; one of the principle officers of the Outside Service of
the imperial palace and chief equerry of the imperial household.
School for teachers.
A Traditionalist; an expert in the Traditions (hadis [q.v.]) of the Prophet.
Warden, commander of a fortress.
See basmuhasebe.
Accountant in the finance department.
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muhasszllzgz
muhtesib
muhzir
muid
mukassim
murid
musahib

musalla
musila

mutasamff
muvakki

muvakkit

muvakkit odasz
muvakkithanesi

miidens
miiezzin

miiezzin mahfili

mifti
mihfirdar
midazim

milk
mailtezim
mineccimbapz
miteehhilin hucuratz
miteehhilin odalanr
mitevelli
naathan
nahiye
naib
nakib
nakiblesraf

namazgdh
nazzr
nazar-z darassaade

Office of collector of revenues.
Market inspector.
Summoner (of the Janissary corps or of a kadi).
A recapitulator or tutor for medrese students.
Water-distribution tank.
A novice or disciple in a dervish order.
Gentleman-in-waiting (fem. musahibe), a royal companion or confidant of a
sultan or prince, chosen from among the royal entourage for his elegance,
wit, quickness at repartee and experience.
A prayer area.
Introductory, or leading to; a teaching grade in the medrese hierarchy
preparatory to appointment as a miidemis (q.v.) in the medreses of the
Sfileymaniye.
Governor of a sancak (q.v.).
The inscriber of the royal seal, the chief of the imperial chancery; see
n4ancz.
The timekeeper in a mosque whose task it was to determine accurately the
times of prayer.
See muvakkithanesi.
The room of the timekeeper of a mosque, also referred to as the muvakkit
odasz.
A teacher or professor at a medrese (q.v.).
A functionary of a mosque charged with the summoning believers to public
worship at the five daily canonical times of prayer.
The platform on the interior of a mosque used by the miaezzin when
pronouncing the call to prayer in the mosque at the Friday service.
Ajuroconsult or specialist in Islamic law.
Keeper of the seal, the private secretary of a high official.
A medrese graduate admitted to candidacy for an ilmiye (q.v.) position, that
is a candidate for office in the Ottoman learned hierarchy.
Private property.
A tax farmer.
Chief court astrologer.
Same as mfiteehhilin odalan (q.v.).
Quarters for married persons.
The administrator of a vakf (q.v.).
A singer of poems eulogizing the Prophet.
A district; in Ottoman administration a subdivision of a vilayet or province.
A deputy, especially of ajudge or kadi.
See nakibidesraf
The marshal of the descendants of the Prophet, an office instituted by
Bayezid II in imitation of Abbasid and Mamluk usage. The office
functioned as the head of a privileged corporation made up of the
descendants of the Prophet Muhammed.
Prayer place; an open air place for public prayer.
Superintendent, inspector.
Superintendent of the House of Felicity; see daraissaade arasz, above.
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nazzr-z harameyn

nazire
nesih
nevruz

neyzenbasz
n4ancz

n4angdh
n4antasz
nifimengdh

n5bethane
ocak

ocak agas

ocak kethidas
oda
okgubapz

ordu kadisi
orta
ortabapz
otakgzbapz

brf
pasa

pasa kapisz
paye
pazar kayaft

pir
pirdas

reis-i etibba
reis-i $atzran
reis kalemi
reisiletibba
reisilkura
reisidkiittab

Superintendent of the Two Holy Sanctuaries, the title given to the admin-
istrator of the revenues of the Blessed Sanctuary (Harem-i serif) in Mecca
and the Tomb of the Prophet (Ravza-i Mutahhare) in Medina. This
function was among the duties of the office of the darfissaade agasz.
A parallel poem; a poem written in emulation of one by another writer.
In calligraphy, a rounded, flexible script favored by scribes.
The first day of the Persian solar year, marked by popular celebrations at
the vernal equinox.
Head flute player.
Chancellor, the head of the imperial chancery, also responsible for in-
scribing the sultan's tugra or monogram on official documents.
An archery marker; see nisantaz.
Commemorative archery marker, indicating the distance of an arrow shot.
Place of assembly; an open-air place for public worship, i.e., a namazgdh
(q.v.).
Guardhouse.
Literally a hearth, but better translated as corps. In the Ottoman military
establishment an ocak was a unit of recruitment.
The name given to important agas of the Janissary corps, including the
yenigeri agas (q.v.), sekbanbapz (q.v.), kethiida bey (q.v.) and others.
See kethinda bey.
Barracks, lodgings.
Head of the archers, the twenty-eighth ocak (q.v.) of the Janissary corps;
also, the head of the guild of archers (known also as the okgular $eyhi) and
of the Okgular Tekkesi in the Ok Meydam, the Archery Field, located
above Kasimpaga.
Judge of the army.
Literally center, a company or battalion of the Janissary corps.
The head of an orta (q.v.) or battalion of the Janissary corps.
Head of the tent sellers.
A type of turban worn by officials.
Title given military officers and administrators of the rank of beylerbeyi or
vizier.
The official residence and office of the grand vizier.
An honorary rank.
Market caique; a large, heavy rowboat used to transport passengers and
freight to the villages of the Bosphorus.
Spiritual master, the founder of a dervish order.
One who traces his spiritual lineage to the same master as another; one
who was trained by the same spiritual master as another.
Chief of the imperial physicians; see hekimbasz.
Chief of the sultan's running attendants; see $atzrbaz.
Chancery office of the divan-z hfimayun, overseen by the reisidkiittab.
Chief of the imperial physicians; see hekimbaz.
Chief of the Qur'an readers.
Chief secretary of the imperial council or divan-z hiimayun (q.v.) and
director of the chancery under the nisancz (q.v.).
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ribat

rikabdar
ruznamge-i kebir

ruznamge kisedanr

ruznamgeci

sadaret kaimmakami
sadaret kethfidasi
sadrazam
sadrazam kethidasi
sadrazam mektubcu
sahib-i miihr
sahilhane
sahilsaray
sahn-i seman
sakabapz
saman emini

sancak

sancakbeyi
sanduka
saray
saray agasz

saray hocasz
sarayli
sebil
sekban

sekbanbapz

selamlik

semahane
serasker
serbevvabin
serbostaniyan
sercebeciyan
sergavusan
sergukadar-z sehriyari

Originally a type of frontier fortress or stronghold used by gazis (q.v.) to
fight the Holy War, but in later time a term which came to be synonymous
with khan or caravansary.
Holder of the imperial stirrup, one of the akas of the has oda (q.v.).
Head keeper of the daily accounts of the state treasury, known also as the
biiyfik ruznameci; see ruznamge kisedan.
Keeper of the daily accounts, the official charged with keeping the daybook
that recorded all transactions in the Outer or State Treasury (hazine-i
amire).
Keeper of the daily account book in a government office; the clerk in
charge of financial transactions.
See kaimmakam.
The steward of the grand vizier; see vezir-i azam kethfidas.
The grand vizier.
See vezir-i azam kethnidast.
Chief secretary of the grand vizier.
Master of the seal, i.e., the grand vizier.
Same as sahilsaray (q.v.).
Seaside villa, seaside palace.
The Eight Courtyards, the eight medreses of the Fatih Mosque in Istanbul.
Head of the imperial water carriers.
Straw commissioner, the official charged with the provision of straw to the
army.
Literally, flag or standard, a provincial unit governed by a sancakbey (q.v.),
several of which joined together constituted an eyalet (q.v.) or beylerbeyilik.
The military governor of a sancak (q.v.).
A cenotaph, usually in the form of a sarcophagus, on the interior of a tomb.
Palace, mansion, government office.
The aga of the palace, one of the five principle lieutenants of the babaissaade
agasi (q.v.) in the Inside Service of the imperial palace.
Palace tutor.
Palace woman, woman of the imperial harem.
A fountain house which provided free drinking water for public use.
The keepers of the hounds for the royal hunt; an ocak (q.v.) attached to the
Janissary corps.
The commander of the sixty-fifth orta of the Janissary corps as well as all
thirty-four companies of the ocak of the segmen or sekban (q.v.).
The public procession of the sultan to one of the imperial mosques for
noon prayer on Fridays.
Hall where the sema, the zikr (q.v.) performed by the Mevlevis, takes place.
The commander-in-chief of the Ottoman army.
Head gatekeeper; same as kapicibasv (q.v.).
Head of the bostancz; same as bostancibapz (q.v.).
Head of the cebeci; same as cebecibapz (q.v.).
Head of the gavu; same as gavusbajz (q.v.).
The chief valet of the Imperial Privy Chamber; see guhadar.
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serdar

serhad agasz
seyyid

szbyan mektebi
szr kdtibi
silahdar

silahor
simkeq esnafznzii kethiidasz
simkeqhane

sipah

sipah kalemi bashalifesi
sipah ocaoz
sipahi
sipehsalar
sitte
sofa
sokak
solak

son cemaat yeri

su nazin

subapz

sufi
siilis

sfirre

sirre emini

adzrvan

,atzr

athrbapz
phir emini

Field marshal or campaign commander; a military commander appointed
to lead the army in a campaign in which the sultan did not take the field in
person.
Commander of a frontier garrison.
A title of respect used for descendants of the Prophet through his daughter
FAtima and 'Ali ibn Abi Tilib; a title of address, the equivalent. of master.
A mekteb (q.v.) for boys.
Confidential secretary of the sultan or a vizier.
The sultan's personal weapons bearer, the highest ranking page of the
Inside Service of the imperial palace after the has odabapz (q.v.).
A guard in the imperial suite.
Steward of the gold and silver thread-makers' guild.
The imperial workshop of gold and silver thread embroiderers, first located
on the Divanyolu and later on Ordu Caddesi.
The kapz kulu (q.v.) cavalry corps, made up of the standing mounted units
of the sultan's military establishment.
Head clerk of the cavalry office.
The kapi kulu (q.v.) cavalry corps.
A member of the sipah (q.v.) corps, the kapz kulu (q.v.) cavalry corps.
Commander-in-chief, a commander of the army.
Six, the highest grade of kadi.
A bench; also a terrace.
Road, street, alley.
Literally lefthanded, the four ortas (q.v.) belonging to the Janissary corps,
specially charged with guarding the sultan.
A narthex; the raised and covered porch or portico before the entrance of
a mosque for use by those arriving late for prayer.
Superintendent of the water supply, the chief lieutenant of the pehir emini
(q.v.), responsible for the water supply of the capital.
Literally head of the army, but in Ottoman usage a provincial admini-
strator, usually under a sancakbeyi (q.v.), who commanded the sipahi (q.v.)
of his district and preserved order there in peacetime.
A dervish, a practitioner of Islamic mysticism.
Literally one third; in calligraphy a type of cursive script favored for monu-
mental inscriptions.
Purse; the sum sent annually by the Ottoman sultan as a gift to the erifs of
Mecca for distribution to the needy.
Commissioner of the siirre, the official charged with conducting the siarre
(q.v.) to Mecca.
A tank or reservoir with spigots at its sides, usually in the courtyard of a
mosque and used for ablutions.
A running attendant, a member of the sultan's retinue in state ceremonies
and processions.
The head of the sultan's running attendants.
Commissioner of the city, an official of the Outside Service of the imperial
palace charged in particular with control of the erection of new and the
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5ehzade
5ernfs of Mecca

5eyh

5eyhidisldm

5eyhilkura
tabhane
tahir
tahsildar
tahvil kisedan
taklid-i seyf

talik

tarzjhan
teberdar
teberdarlar kethfidasz
tekbir
tekke

tersane emini

tersane kethiidasz

tepnfatgzlzk

tetimme
tevhid
tevhidhane

tevkii
timar

top arabaczlar ocagoz
top arabaczlar kdrhanesi

repair of old buildings in the capital and with the maintenance of the city's
water supply.
Shah-born; royal prince.
Descendants belonging to the line of Abu Numayy, who ruled the Hijaz as
sovereign dynasts under the suzerainty of the Ottoman sultans.
Literally elder, shaykh, a general designation for a master in the scholastic
community. Also a title used for Sufi elders and for the leaders of dervish
brotherhoods.
The chiefjurisconsult or mifti (q.v.) of the Ottoman Empire, responsible to
the sultan, who from the middle of the sixteenth century controlled the
entire ilmiye hierarchy.
Master of the Qur'an readers.
A hostel or hospice, often part of a mosque complex.
Cadastral survey.
A collector of taxes.
Head of the office of high appointments attached to the divan-z hfimayun.
The ceremonial girding of the Ottoman sultan with the Sword of Osman in
the Eynp Camii at the accession of a new ruler, the equivalent of a corona-
tion ceremony.
Literally suspended; a Persian style of calligraphy characterized by sinuous
letter forms and used in particular for the writing of books and letters and,
in the chancery, for official correspondence.
A chanter of the praiseworthy qualities of the Prophet Muhammed.
See baltac.
Steward of the halberdiers (teberdar [q.v.]).
The affirmation God is most great (Allahu ekber).
A dervish lodge belonging to a particular order, usually including
residential, educational and ceremonial areas and supported by vakfs.
Commissioner of the naval arsenal, the chief lieutenant of the kapudan
pasa, charged with management of the naval dockyard in Kasimpaa on the
Golden Horn.
Superintendent of the naval arsenal, the keeper of accounts under the
tersane emini (q.v.).
Office of master of ceremonies, originally attached to the divan-i hiimayun
(q.v.), but transferred to the pasa kapisz (q.v.) in the time of Ahmed III. The
official who held this office was known as the tesfrfatgz efendi and was
charged with overseeing protocol in official ceremonies in the palace, the
divan-i hiimayun and pasa kapsz.
A preparatory school leading to admission to higher medrese education.
The formula of divine unity (There is no god but God).
The place in a tekke where the tevhid (q.v.) and other devotions are
performed.
See nisancz.
A grant of agricultural revenue from a specified portion of state land which
was made over to a sipahi (q.v.) in return for military service.
Corps of artillery-wagon drivers.
Workshop of the artillery-wagon drivers, located in Tophane.
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topcu

topgubapi

tophane-i amire.

tophane nazir
tug

tulumbaci ocagi

turnacbapz

taitfin gazmragG mukataast
emini

ulema
usta
iaskiif
vaiz
vakf

vakfiye

vakzf
vakt-z iftar

valide-i atik
valide sultan

veli
vezir-i azam kethiidasz

vezir-i kubbe-nisin

vezir-i sani

vezir kethiidasn

vilayet

The artillerymen; the corps of artillerymen in the sultan's standing military
establishment.
Head of the artillerymen; the head of the corps of topgu (q.v.) in the
sultan's standing military establishment.
The Imperial Arsenal, founded by Sultan Mehmed II on the European
shore of the Bosphorus between Galata and Findikh.
Superintendent of the Imperial Arsenal or Tophane.
Horse-tail, an ancient Turkish emblem of rank, which was suspended from
a standard surmounted by a golden ball. In the Ottoman service, varying
numbers of tug indicated various ranks within the hierarchy. Thus, a
sancakbeyi had the right to one tuk, a beylerbeyi to two, viziers to three, the
grand vizier to five and the sultan to as many as nine.
The corps of pumpers, the fire brigade founded in the capital in 1722,
during the grand vizierate of Damad Ibrahim Paa, by a renegade Frank,
Gergek Davud.
The commander of the cemaat (q.v.) of the turnac, the seventy-third
regiment in the Janissary corps.
Commissioner of the tobacco customs tax-farm.

Scholars, especially men learned in the religious sciences.
Master of a trade or craft; a minor officer in the Janissary corps.
The knitted cap with tassels worn byjanissary officers.
Preacher in a mosque.
A pious endowment, usually consisting of immovable property, established
in perpetuity by an individual to maintain a pious foundation such as a
mosque or medrese.
The deed establishing and describing the purpose, incomes and admin-
istration of a vakf (q.v.).
The founder of a vakf or pious endowment.
The time for breaking the fast of Ramazan.
The mother of a deceased sultan and, hence, a former queen mother.
The mother of the reigning sultan and the ruler of the women's portion of
the harem; queen mother.
A saint, a friend of God; one of the titles of Sultan Bayezid II.
Steward of the grand vizier, known also as the sadaret kethaiasz, kethfida kdtibi,
kethaida-yz sadr-z azam or kethfida-yz sadr-i ali, the general deputy of the grand
vizier, concerned particularly with home and military affairs.
Literally, vizier of the dome, the designation of a vizier of the divan-1
hiimayun (q.v.), which met in a domed chamber on the west side of the
second court of the imperial palace.
Second vizier, the vizier second in rank to the grand vizier in the divan-i
hiimayain (q.v.), who was generally appointed kaimmakam (q.v.) or substitute
for the grand vizier in the capital when the latter was absent.
See vezir-i azam kethfidasz.
A large province, also called an eydlet or beylerbeyilik, governed by a beylerbeyi
(q.v.) and made up of a number of sancaks (q.v.).
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voyvoda

yalz
yayabavz

yenigeri a.asz
yenigeri efendisi
yol
zaim
zakirbapz
zaviye
zeamet

zikr

zikrhane
zimmet vekili

ziydret (ziyaretgdh)
zidiaflia baltaczlar

Title given to the native princes of Walachia, Moldavia and Transylvania,
who enjoyed autonomy under Ottoman suzerainty; also, the administrator
of a mukataa or tax farm.
A seaside villa.
The commander of an Ottoman infantry units known as bilak (q.v.), a unit
of 100 men in ajanissary division or ocak (q.v.) of 1,000 men.
The head of the Janissary corps.
Chief clerk of the Janissary corps; see basyazzcz.
Road, path, street.
A holder of a zeamet (q.v.).
A devotional leader in a zaviye (q.v.).
See tekke.
A timar or grant of agricultural revenues valued at between 20,000 and
99,999 akge (q.v.).
Invocations and remembrances of God performed by members of the
dervish orders.
Devotional hall of a zaviye (q.v.) or tekke.
The head of the office charged with the collection of state debt under the
chief accountant or bamuhasebeci (q.v.) of the defterdarlzk (q.v.).
A place of pilgrimage or pious visitation.
The blinkered halberdiers, an elite company of baltacz (q.v.) employed as
guards in the imperial palace. They were distinguished by their literacy and
had various special duties, including standing behind the sultan's throne at
his accession and on bayrams, guarding the Standard of the Prophet
(sancak-i gen']) and taking charge of the belongings of harem ladies when
they and the sultan journeyed to and from one of the sultan's summer
kbsks.
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Baklali Mescidi (Baklah Kemaleddin Mescidi, Samatya), 77
Bala Mescidi (Bala Sileyman Aga Camii, $ehremini), 65
Balaban Aga Mescidi (Bayezid), 69
Balaban Mescidi. See Isfendiyar Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Balat Camii (Fener), 62, 183
Balat iskelesi Mescidi (Fener), 260
Balat Tekkesi (Fener), 62
Balci Yokugu Qegmesi (Eyfip), 290
Balik Tekkesi Mescidi (Eyfip), 300
Balik Pazan iskelesi Mescidi (Balik Pazari Tekkesi Mescidi,

Emin6nfi), xxviii, 264
Bali Aga Mektebi (Galata), 387
Bali Hoca Mescidi (Bali Hoca Tekkesi Mescidi, Eyiip), 289
Bali Paa Mescidi (Bali Paa Camii, Fatih), 71-73
Baltalimam Mescidi (Baltalimani), 443-44
Bandirmali Tekkesi Mescidi (Uskfidar), 12, 507-9; tekke,

507-9
Barbaros Hayreddin Paa Tfirbesi (Begikta ), 410
Baruthane ($ehremini), xxvii, 227
Baruthane Camii ($ehremini), xxvii
Bagci Mescidi (Baeci Mahmud Camii, $ehremini), 61
Baekadin Emetullah Sultan Mescidi. See Simkeghane

Mescidi (Bayezid)
Bagmakeizade Mescidi. See Ibni Meddas Camii (Fener)
Bayezid Aga Camii. See Bayezid Camii ($ehremini)
Bayezid Aga Mescidi. See Tozkoparan Mescidi (Beyoglu)
Bayezid Camii (Bayezid), 6, 16-17, 28, 123, 232, 248;

Bayezid Camii Imareti, 16; Bayezid Camii Medresesi,
16; Bayezid Camii Tabhanesi, 16; Seliuk Sultan
Tfirbesi, 16

Bayezid Camii (5ehremini), 64
Bayezid-i Cedid Mescidi (Samatya), 36, 74, 88
Bayildim K6 ki (Dolmabahre, Galata), 413
Bayram Paa Medresesi (Karag-imrink), 65
Bayram Paa Sebili (Karagimrnk), 65
Bayram Paa Tekkesi (Karagfimrak), 65, 307
Bayram Papa Tekkesi Mescidi (Karagamrilk), 65-66, 442
Bayram Paa Tilrbesi (Karagfimr-ak), 65, 176, 207, 544
BazargAn Mescidi (Fener), 70; medrese, mekteb, 70
Bazargin Mescidi (Kabata , Galata), 405
BazargAn Mescidi (Bazarginbagi Camii, Samatya), 74
BazargAn Tekkesi (Samatya), 75
Bebek Camii (Bebek), 435; mekteb, gesme, hamam, 435
Bebek K6 kf. See Hfimayunabad (Bebek)
Bedreddin Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 336
Behram Aga Mescidi. See Behram Qavu Camii (Kumkapi)
Behram Qavu Camii (Kumkapi), 76
Behruz Aga Camii. See Odabayi Camii ($ehremini)
Bekir Paa Camii ($ehremini), 61, 177
Bekir Paa Mescidi. See Davudpaga iskelesi Mescidi

(Samatya)
Bekta Efendi Mescidi (Galata), xviii, 360
Benlizade Ahmed Ragid Efendi Qegmesi (Bfiynk Qamlica,

Uskidar), 547
Bereketzade Qegmesi (Galata), 359
Bereketzade Mescidi (Galata), 359
Begikta Cami-i Kebir (Begikta ), 142, 408-10, 493; medrese,
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mekteb, jadzrvan, 408-9
Begikta iskelesi Mescidi (Begikta ), 410
Begikta Mevlevihanesi (Begikta ), 332, 369, 371, 420-23,

426
Begikta Sarayi (Begikta ), 412
Begir Aga Qegme and Mekteb (Samatya) 88
Begir Aga Imaret and Mekteb (Fener), 178
Begir Aga Medresesi Mescidi. See Darlhadis Medresesi

Mescidi (Eyfip)
Begir Aga Tirbesi (Eyinp), 270, 520
Bey Mescidi (Eyftp), 279, 299
Beycegiz Mescidi (Fener), 66
Beykoz Camii (Beykoz), 463
Beylerbeyi Camii (Beylerbeyi), 64, 385, 480-86; mekteb, 481-

82
Beylerbeyi Hamami (Beylerbeyi), 482
Bezirgin Mescidi. See Bazargin Mescidi (Kabata , Galata)
Bezzaziye Mescidi (Bezzaz-i Cedid Mescidi, Emin6ni), 75
Bicakci Alaeddin Mescidi (Fatih). See Alaeddin Mescidi

(Fatih)
Bicakci Alaeddin Mescidi (Fener). See Bicakci Mescidi

(Fener)
Bicakci Mescidi (Eyilp), xxviii
Bieakei Mescidi (Fener), 76
Bicakdi Efendi Menzili (Fatih), 311
Biyikdi Ali Paa Mekteb and Qegme (Findikli, Galata), 399
Biyikli Hfisrev Mescidi (Samatya), 66
Biyikli Mustafa Paa CQemesi (Alemdar), 39
Biyikli Mustafa Paa Qegmesi (Findikli), 39
Biyikli Mustafa Paa Sebili (Galata), 39, 82-83
Biber Aga Camii. See Nevbahar Mescidi ($ehremini)
Birinci Ahmed Han Qegmesi (Uskidar), 521
Birinci Sultan Mahmud Camii. See Kandilli Camii

(Kandilli)
Bitlice Mescidi (Fener), 69, 88
Bodrum Camii (Kumkapi), 62
Bodrum Mescidi (Kilxcikpazar), 60, 70
Bosnavi Mustafa Efendi Mektebi (Eminbnfl), 116
Bostan Ali Camii. See Bostan Mescidi (Alemdar)
Bostan Camii (Samatya), 64, 486, 545
Bostanci Kislasi (Sitlice), 320
Bostan Mescidi (Abdi Qelebi Quarter, Samatya). See

Bostanzade Mescidi (Samatya)
Bostan Mescidi (Alemdar), 68
Bostan Mescidi (Kirkgilbasi Quarter, Samatya). See $ah u

Geda Mescidi (Samatya)
Bostanci Tabhanesi Mescidi (Alemdar), 267
Bostancibai Ali Aga Camii. See Bostan Mescidi (Alemdar)
Bostani Ali Camii. See Bostan Mescidi (Alemdar)
Bostanici Mescidi (Beyoglu), 387
Bostanzade Mehmed Efendi Tfirbesi. See $ehzade Camii

(Bayezid)
Bostanzade Mescidi (Samatya), 70
Boyaci Kapisi Cemetery. See Fatih Camii (Fatih).
Boyali Mehmed Paa Camii. See Niganci Paa Camii

(Karagiimrfik)
Bozaci Sokagi Mescidi (Galata), 373
Bucakbagi Mescidi (Bucak Aga Mescidi, Samatya), 69
Bulgurlu Mescidi (Kadik6y), 544-45
Bulgurlu Mescidi (Uski~dar), 532-33

Burhaneddin Qegmesi. See Balci Yokugu Qegmesi (Eyfip)
Burmah Mescid (Burmali Minare Mescidi, Bayezid), 73
Bursa Tekkesi Camii (Emin6nfn), 265
Buruncukh Ayazmasi (Eyap), 303
Bfilbfnlderesi Tekkesi. See 5uca Bagi Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Buyfik iskele Mescidi (Eyilp), 299
Buyik Postahane Camii. See Hubyar Mescidi (Emin6nfi)
Buyukdere Camii. See Kara Kethuda Camii (Bilyntkdere)

Cafer Aga Mescidi (Kadik6y), 544
Cafer Aga Mescidi (5ehremini), 92-93
Cafer Qelebi Camii. See Eski Niganci Camii (Fener)
Cafer Paa Medresesi (Eyfip), 297, 298
Cafer Pa.a Thrbesi (Eyiip), 298
Cafer Paa Tekkesi (Eyiip), 298
Cafer Subapi Mescidi. See Camci Mescidi (Fener)
Cakaloglu Sarayi (Cagalzade Sarayi, Emin6nfi), 50, 76, 90,

111
Camci Ali Mescidi. See Camci Mescidi (Bayezid)
Camci Qegmesi (Fener), 82
Camci Mescidi (Camci Kara Ali Mescidi, Bayezid), 92
Camci Mescidi (Fener), 82
Camcilar Mescidi (Fatih), 90
Cameguycu Camii (Bayezid), 86
Cami-i Aya Sofya-i Kebir. See Aya Sofya (Alemdar).
Cami-i Hazret-i Halid bin Zeyd. See Eyfip Sultan Camii

(Eyftp).
Cami-i Kebir (Galata). See Arab Camii (Galata)
Cami-i Kebir (Kasimpaa). See Gfizelce Kasim Paa Camii

(Kasimpaga)
Cami-i Sultan Bayezid Han-i Veli (Bayezid). See Bayezid

Camii.
Cami-i Sultan Mehmed Han-i Sani. See Fatih Camii (Fatih)
Canbaziye Mescidi (Canbaz Mustafa Aga Camii, Canbaziye

Quarter, Samatya), 87
Canbaziye Mescidi (Canbaziye Camii, Kilrkefbai Quarter,

Samatya), 87, 91
Canfeda Kadin Hamami (Akbaba), 462
Canfeda Kadin Mescidi (Akbaba). See Ak Baba Camii

(Akbaba)
Canfeda Kadin Mescidi (Karagfimrfik). See Kethuda Kadin

Camii (Karagfimrnik)
Canfeda Kadin Sebili (Fatih), 136, 203, 462
Canfeda Kadin Thrbesi (Eyiip), 203
Canfeda Tekkesi (Galata), 32, 365
Cankurtaran Mescidi (Alemdar), 89
Cankurtaran Mescidi (Kicfkpazar), 81
Cebecibasi Mescidi (Fener), 89
Cedid Ali Paa Medresesi (Karagiimrfik), 133
Cedid Niganci Camii. See Niganci Paga Camii

(Karagimrfik)
Cedid Valide Camii. See Valide-i Cedid Camii (Uskidar)
Cemali Tekkesi (Eyfip), 258-59, 282
Cerrah ishak Camii. See Kazganci Mescidi (Kumkapi)
Cerrah Mahmud Efendi Camii (Bilyi:kdere), 453
Cerrah Paa Camii (Samatya), 80-81, 207; (elme, 80;

hamam, 81; tairbe, 80
Cevri Usta Camii. See Buynk Iskele Mescidi (Eyinp)
Cezayirli Ahmed Paa Camii (Emin6n6l). See Ahmed Paa

Camii (Emin6ni)
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Cezayirli Ahmed Paga Medresesi (Beykoz), 51
Cezayirli Ahmed Paga Mektebi (Beykoz), 51
Cezayirli Hasan Paga Camii. See Kalyoncular Kielasi Camii

(Kasimpasa)
Cezayirli Hasan Paga Hamami (Kasimpaa), 342
Cezeri Camii (Alemdar), 91-92, 109, 155
Cezeri Kasim Paga Camii (Alemdar). See Cezeri Camii

(Alemdar)
Cezari Kasim Paga Camii (Eyilp). See Kasim Paga Camii

(Eyfip)
churches, 36, 69, 107, 114, 135, 142, 143, 144, 147, 162,

186, 201, 212, 214, 226, 248, 257, 358, 389; Christ
Akataleptos, 184; Christ Euergetes, 207; Christ of the
Chora, 178; Christ Pantocrator, 132; Christ the All-
Seeking, 36; Gastria, 140; Gbng6rmez Kilise, 404; Holy
Apostles (on the site of the Fatih Mosque), 11; Mother-
of-God of Lips, 176; Mother-of-God of the
Bronzeworkers' District, 165; Mother-of-God the All-
Blessed, 175; Myrelaion, 62; St. Anthony, 361; St.
Dominic, 355; St. Francis, 357; St. Isaiah, 73; St. John
the Forerunner at the Dome, 42; St. John the
Forerunner in the Stoudios Estates, 216; St. Laurentius,
148; St. Lawrence, 73; St. Mary Diakonissa, 184; St.
Mary of Constantinople, 46; St. Nicholas, 206; St. Paul,
355; St. Polyeuktos, 106; St. Thekla, 159

Cibali Mescidi (Fener), 82, 261
Cihangir Camii (Cihangir, Galata), 18, 39, 352, 373, 393-

94, 395; tekke, mekteb, 393
Cism-i Latif Tekkesi, 143
Cuhud Kapisi Hamami (Emin6nni), 248

Qadir Mehterhane Kasri (Alemdar), 229
Qadirci Mescidi (Qadirci Ahmed Qelebi Mescidi,

Kumkapi), 84, 153
Qaghyan Camii. See Sa'adabAd Camii (KAgidhane)
Qakir Aga Mescidi (Ayvansaray, Fener), 35-36, 82, 83;

mekteb, 82
Qakir Aga Mescidi (Cibali, Fener). See Uskflbli Mescidi

(Fener)
Qakir Aga Mescidi (Kadik6y), 544
Qakir Aga Mescidi (Samatya), 83
Qakir Baba Mescidi. See Dolmabahce Mescidi

(Dolmabahce, Galata)
Qakir Dede Mescidi. See Dolmabahce Mescidi

(Dolmabahce, Galata)
Qakirbasi Mescidi. See Egrikapi Mescidi (Fener)
Qakircibasi Camii (Uskfidar), 526-27; mekteb, 526
Qakmakcilar Camii. See Saka Qegmesi Mescidi (Bayezid)
Qamagirci Camii. See Cameguycu Camii (Bayezid)
Qamlica Sarayi (Bilyilk Qamlica, Uskfidar), 548
Qamhca Tekkesi (Bfiyftk Qamlica, Usknidar), 320, 548
Qanakci Limam Mescidi (Begikta ), 419
Qandarh Ibrahim Paga Camii. See Ibrahim Pasa Camii

(Bayezid)
Qandarh Ibrahim Paga Hamami (Fatih), 29
Qardakhi Hamam (Samatya), 66
Cargamba Tekkesi Mescidi. See Haci Bekir Camii

(Uskiidar)
Cari Camii. See Iskele Mescidi (Rumelihisar)
Cari Qegmesi. See Qukur Qegmesi (5ehremini)

Qartakh Hamam (Alemdar), 209
Qagnigir Mescidi (Alemdar), 91
Qagnigir Odalar (Alemdar), 91
Qagnigir Osman Aga Tfirbesi (Fatih), 116
Qatal Qegme Mescidi (Alemdar), 89
Qatladi Kapisi Mescidi (Alemdar), 267
Qatma Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 336
Qavu Camii (Tophane), 133
Qavu Mescidi (Fener), 83
Qavu Mescidi (Istinye), 449
Qavu Mescidi (Samatya), 86
Qavu Mescidi (5ehremini), 83
Qavugbayi Mescidi. See Qivici Limam Mescidi (Tophane,

Galata)
Qavupzade Mescidi (Samatya), 91
Qayrbai Camii. See Cerrah Mahmud Efendi Camii

(Bilyftkdere)
Qayirbagi Mescidi (Eyiip), 307
Qelebi Mescidi. See 5ah-i Huban Odalan Mescidi (Fatih)
Qelebioglu Alaeddin Mescidi. See Alaca Mescidi

(Emin6nfi)
Qemberlita . See Dikilita (Column of Constantine,

Alemdar)
Qemberlita Hamam (Alemdar), 89, 129, 388, 489
Qengel Kariyesi Mescidi (Qengelk6y), 434, 479-80
Qengelk5y Mescidi. See Qengel Kariyesi Mescidi

(Cengelk6y)
Qiknkri Kemaleddin Mescidi. See San Gez Mescidi (Fatih)
Qmar Mescidi (Samatya), 81
Qmarh Qeme Mescidi (Fener), 85
Qmarli Tekke (Uskntdar), 515
Qiplakzade Zaviyesi (Alemdar), 50
Qiragan Sarayi (Begikta ), 420, 423, 424
Qiragi Mescidi. See Malci Mescidi (Samatya)
Qirak1i Mescidi (Qiragi Mescidi, Qrakqi Hamza Mescidi,

Fener), 90
Qiknkci Mescidi (Samatya), 88
Qircir Mescidi (Fatih), 84-85; daralkura, 85
Qifte Qukur Hamami (Fener), 108
Qifte Gelinler Camii. See Ibrahim Paga Camii (Kumkapi)
Qifte Hamam (Alemdar). See Qemberlita Hamami

(Alemdar)
Qilekciler Camii. See Sogancilar Mescidi (Kficiikpazar)
Qilingirler Mescidi (Samatya), 87
Qingene Finni Mescidi (Uskfidar), 530
Qinili Cami (Uskiidar), 240, 419, 456, 491-92; mekteb, gelme,

dariilhadis, hamam, sebil, 491
Qinili Hamam (Fatih), 411
Qinili Kbek (Begikta ), 412
Qivici Camii. See Ekserci Mescidi (Fener)
Qivici Limam Mescidi (Tophane, Galata), 397
Qivizade Mescidi (Fatih), 82, 83; medrese, 83
Qivizade Mescidi (Samatya), 88
Qivizade Mescidi (Sehremini), 82
Qizmeciler Tekkesi Mescidi (Kabata , Galata), 403-4; tekke,

403
Qoban Qavu Mescidi (Kumkapi), 81
Qolak Hasan Efendi Tekkesi. See Idris K6 kin Tekkesi

(Eyilp)
Qorlulu Ali Paga Camii (Alemdar), 86-87, 190; daralhadis,
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tekke, kitiphane, 86-87
Corlulu Ali Paga Camii (Kasimpaa), 59, 87, 340-41
Qorlulu Ali Paa Qegmesi (Karagilmrnik), 87
Qorlulu Ali Paga Imareti, (Karagftmrnik), 59
Qubuklu Ocagi Mescidi (Qubuklu), 466-68
Qukacilar Hani (Quhacilar Ham, Bayezid), 89
Qukacilar Ham Mescidi (Quhacilar Ham Mescidi,

Bayezid), 89
Qukur Bostan (Cistern of Aspar, Samatya), 88, 179
Qukur Bostan Mescidi (Fener), 88
Qukur Qegmesi (Fatih), 132
Qukur Qegmesi (Paabahce), 466
Qukur Qegmesi ($ehremini), 105
Qukur Qegme (Zeytinburnu), 255
Qukur Qegme Mescidi (Bayezid), 90, 151
Qukur Hamam (Fatih), 196
Qukur Medrese, 48, 144
Qukurcuma Camii (Qukurcegme Camii, Beyoglu), 387-88,

441
Q riikelma Camii. See Odun Kapisi Mescidi (Kficikpazar)

Dal Camii. See Akseki Mescidi (Karagnimrlk)
Dal Mehmed Efendi Mektebi ($ehremini), 58
Daltaban Mescidi (Kumkapi), 125-26
Daltaban Mustafa Paa Qegmesi (Kumkapi), 125, 205
Daltaban Mustafa Paa Konagi (Kumkapi), 125
Daltaban Sinan Bey Mescidi. See Daltaban Mescidi

(Kumkapi)
Damad Ali Paa Kutuphane (5ehzade), 19
Damad Ibrahim Papa Darilhadisi Mescidi. See Ibrahim.

Paa Darfilhadisi Mescidi (Bayezid)
Damad Ibrahim Paa Tilrbesi. See 5ehzade Camii

(Bayezid)
Damad Mehmed Efendi Medresesi (Fener), 134, 137
Damad Okuz Mehmed Paa Camii (Damad Mehmed Paa

Camii, Karagfimrfik), 30, 188
Darbhane (Bayezid), 28, 86
Darbhane Mescidi. See Simkeghane Mescidi (Bayezid)
Darfilhadis Medresesi Mescidi (Eyiip), 55, 303, 520;

daralhadis, mekteb, gesme, kitbhhane, 55
Darulhadis Mescidi. See Ibrahim Paa Darfilhadisi Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Darfilhadis Mescidi (Bayezid), 121
Darilssaade Agasi Camii. See Mercan Aga Camii (Bayezid)
Darfissaade Mehmed Aga Camii. See Mehmed Aga Camii

(Fener)
Darfigifa Mescidi (Uskfidar), 515
Davud Aga Mektebi, 310
Davud Aga Mescidi. See Kapi Agasi Mescidi (Eyfip)
Davud Bey Mescidi. See Qmar Mescidi (Samatya)
Davud Paa Camii (Samatya), 100, 116, 117-18, 120, 241,

317; medrese, imaret, mekteb, geme, tfirbe, 117, 241
Davud Paa Camii (Uskfidar), 504
Davud Paa Sarayi (Bakirk6y), 85, 317
Davud Paa Sarayi Camii (Bakirk5y), 316-17
Davudpaga iskelesi Mescidi (Samatya), 164, 268
Daye Hatun Camii. See Tarakqilar Camii (Bayezid)
Daye Hatun Mektebi (Eyntp), 304
Daye Hatun Mescidi (Alemdar). See Qagnigir Mescidi

(Alemdar)

Daye Hatun Mescidi (Eminon6). See Demirkapi Mescidi
(Emin6nd)

Daye Hatun Mescidi (Bayezid), 119
Daye Hatun Tfirbesi (Bayezid), 155
Debbag Yunus Mescidi (Fener), 120, 143
Debbaglar Mescidi (Zeytinburnu), 252
Debbagzade Camii (Debbagzade Haci Hfiseyin Kethfida

Camii, Samatya), 126
Debbagzade Mehmed Efendi Medresesi (Fener), 41
Dede Mescidi (Eyinp), 304
Dedeler Mescidi (Uskfidar), 540-42
Defterdar Camii (Eyfip), 305-6; medrese, mekteb, gesme, tairbe,

305
Defterdar Camii (Galata), 285, 386
Defterdar Ibrahim Efendi Mescidi. See Himmetzade

Zaviyesi Mescidi ($ehremini)
Defterdar Ibrahim Paga Mescidi. See Defterdar Mescidi

(Karagimriik)
Defterdar Kapisi (Alemdar), 89, 124
Defterdar Mescidi (Eyfnp), 36, 287
Defterdar Mescidi (Karaginmrfik), 122, 285
Defterdar Mustafa Efendi Mescidi. See Arpa Emini Mescidi

(Rumelihisar)
Defterdar Sebili (Bayezid), 112
Defterdarburnu Camii (Ortakby), 434-35
Degirmen Kapisi Mescidi. See Bostancilar Tabhanesi

Mescidi (Alemdar)
Degirmen Mescidi (Fatih), 120
Degirmen Mescidi (Kficiksu), 474
Dehhani ismail Aga Mektebi (Zeytinburnu), 252
Deli Hfisrev Paa Tfirbesi (Fatih), 72; gesme, mekteb, 72
Dellalbapi Mescidi. See Mi~nadi Mescidi (5ehremini)
Demirciler Mescidi (Fatih), 129
Demirciler Mescidi (Eynip), 298
Demirhan Mescidi (Fener), 120; gesme, 120
Demirkapi Mescidi (Emin6nf), 78, 155, 185
Demirta Mescidi. See Timurta Mescidi (Kfi4fkpazar)
Deniz Abdal Mescidi (5ehremini), 126, 148
Dereseki Mescidi (Dereseki), 462
Dervi Ali Mescidi (Karagilmriik), 122
Dervi Reis Mescidi (Istinye), 448
Devati Mustafa Efendi Tekkesi (Uskidar), 528-29
Deveoglu Ali Aga Qegmesi (Emin6nft), 124
Deveoglu Qegmesi Mescidi (Emin6n6), 124
Diragman Camii (Diragman Yunus Camii, Karagomrak),

127-28; tekke, 127
Dibek Mescidi (Begikta ). See Etmekcibapi Mescidi

(Begikta )
Dibek Mescidi (Fatih). See tvaz Kasab Mescidi (Fatih)
Dibekli Emin Bey Mescidi (Dibekli Mescid). See Emin Bey

Mescidi (Bayezid)
Dikilita (Column of Constantine, Alemdar), 89, 166, 237
Dikilita Camii. See Atik Ali Paa Camii (Alemdar)
Dikilita Mescidi (Alemdar), 89, 129, 388
Divanhane Mescidi (Kasimpapa), 339
Diviteiler Mescidi. See Kadiasker Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Divitdar Mehmed Papa Konagi (Bayezid), 432
Dizdar Mescidi (Kasimpapa), 338
Dizdariye Mescidi (Alemdar), 123
Dogancilar Camii. See Qakircibapi Camii (Uskfidar)
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Dolanci Dervi Mehmed Efendi Mevlevihanesi (Eynip), 286
Dolay Mescidi (Kanlica) 150, 245, 471
Dolmabahce Mescidi (Dolmabahoe, Galata), 399, 406-7
D6kmeciler Mescidi (Eyfip), 287, 289
Duhaniye Mescidi (Duhani Mustafa Bey Mescidi,

Duhanizade Mescidi, Samatya), 121
Durbali Mescidi (Uskfidar), 532
Durmu Dede Tekkesi (Rumelihisar), 437
Dfigmeciler Mescidi (Dimecibapi Mescidi). See

D6kmeciler Mescidi (Eyinp)
Dfilbendci Hisameddin Mescidi. See Dilbendci Mescidi

(Kumkapi)
Dfilbendci Mescidi (Kumkapi), 123, 219
Dfilbendci Mescidi (5ehremini), 121
Dfilbendcizade Mustafa Efendi Mektebi (5ehremini), 248
Dilgeroglu Mescidi (Dilgerzade Camii, Fatih), 61, 119-20,

150; medrese, 119
Durrizade Konaki, 117

Ebe Kadin Camii (Fatih), 60
Ebu 5eybet al-Hudri Tntrbesi (Fener), xvii, 52, 159, 161
Ebu Zerr al-Gifari Mescidi. See Qmarhi Qegme Mescidi

(Fener)
Ebfnlfazl Camii. See Defterdar Camii (Galata)
Edirnekapi Camii (Karag-amr-ik), 26, 142, 188, 243, 449,

492; hamam, medrese, mekteb, 26, 295
Efdalzade Hamideddin Mescidi. See Keskin Dede Mescidi

(Karagiimriik)
Efdalzade Hamideddin Tilrbesi (Eyftp), 205
Efdalzade Mescidi. See Keskin Dede Mescidi

(Karagfimr-ak)
Efdalzade Seyyid Hamideddin Efendi Medresesi (Fatih),

15, 205
Egri Minare Mescidi (Fatih), 57
Egrikapi Mescidi (Fener), 42
Ekmekciba2i Mescidi. See Etmekcibayi Mescidi (Begikta )
Ekmel Tekkesi (Fatih), 152, 177, 211
Ekserci Mescidi (Fener), 33
Elvan Qelebi Mescidi (Emin6nnl). See Elvan Mescidi

(Emin6nfi)
Elvan Qelebi Mescidi (Fener). See Azablar Camii (Fener)
Elvan Mescidi (Emin6nfn), 52, 164
Emani Mescidi (Zeytinburnu), 256
Emek Yemez Mescidi (Galata), 359
Emetullah Kadin Mektebi (Kumkapi), 28; gesme, sebil, 28
Emetullah Kadin Mektebi (Hask6y), 324
Emin Aga Sebili. See Mehmed Emin Aga Sebili

(Dolmabahce, Galata)
Emin Bey Camii (Beyoglu), 333; mekteb, 333
Emin Bey Mescidi (Bayezid), 28
Emin Efendi Qelmesi (Kasimpa a), 6
Emin Nureddin Osman Mescidi. See Burmah Mescid

(Bayezid)
Emin Sinan Mescidi (Alemdar), 45, 434
Emin-i Cev Mescidi ($ehremini), 37-38, 442
Emir Buhari Mescidi (Emir Buhari Tekkesi, Ayvansaray,

Fener), 52-54, 160, 187, 199, 493
Emir Buhari Tekkesi (Fatih), 49-50, 101
Emir Buhari Tekkesi Mescidi (Emir Buhari Camii, Fatih),

15, 49

Emir Buhari Tfirbesi (Fatih), 49, 120, 186
Emir Buhari Zaviyesi (Eyfip), 312, 315
Emir Buhari Zaviyesi Camii (Eyfip), 315
Emir Imam Mescidi (Taksim), 401
Emir Mescidi (Emin6nf), 51
Emirgfinoglu Mescidi (Emirgin), 445-48
Emirgfinoglu Yusuf Paa Sahilsarayi (EmirgAn), 445-48
Erdebil Tekkesi. See Aya Sofya (Alemdar).
Eregli Camii. See $ehremini Camii (5ehremini)
Ese Kapisi Mescidi. See Manastir Mescidi (Samatya)
Esir Ali Camii. See Mimar Camii ($ehremini)
Esir Kemal Camii. See Tathkuyu Mescidi (Mimar

Hayreddin Quarter, Kumkapi)
Esir Pazan (Alemdar), 42, 98, 209
Esir Pazan Mescidi (Alemdar), 42
Esirci Kemaleddin Camii. See Tathkuyu Mescidi (Mimar

Hayreddin Quarter, Kumkapi)
Esirci Mescidi. See Esir Pazan Mescidi (Alemdar)
Eski Ali Paa Camii. See Atik Ali Pasa Camii (Alemdar)
Eski Gazanfer Aga Camii. See Tascilar Camii (Uskfidar)
Eski Hamam Mescidi. See Aga Mescidi (Rumi Mehmed

Paa Quarter, Uskfidar)
Eski Imaret Mescidi (Fener), 36
Eski Niganci Camii (Fener), 32, 89
Eski Niganci Medresesi (Samatya), 171
Eski Odalar (Bayezid), 190, 200, 219
Eski Saray (Bayezid), 44, 195, 228, 374
Eski Valide Camii. See Valide-i Atik Camii (Uskfndar)
Eski Valide Tekkesi. See Valide-i Atik Tekkesi (Uskfidar)
Eski Yagkapani Mescidi (Galata), 365
Eski Yeni Hamam (Eyfip), 286, 289
Et Meydam Camii. See Orta Cami (Fatih)
Et Meydam Mescidi (Fatih), 60
Etmekcibapi Mescidi (Belikta ), 417
Etmekcibasi Mescidi (Beyoglu), 388
Etmekcibagi Mescidi ($ehremini). See Nevbahar Mescidi

($ehremini)
Etmekcizade Ahmed Paa Medresesi (Emin6nfn), 222
Etyemez Tekkesi Mescidi. See Bayezid-i Cedid Mescidi

(Samatya)
Evlice Baba Camii (Eyfip), 281, 289
Evliya Camii ($ehremini), 35
Evliya Qegmesi ( ehremini), 35
Evliya Mescidi (Uskfidar), 532
Eyiip Sultan Camii (Eyfip), 11, 105, 145, 181, 219, 269-76,

304, 311, 322, 345, 436, 495
Eyfip Sultan Tfirbesi (Eyfip), 11, 116, 198, 276, 281, 283,

290, 291, 303, 310, 326, 343, 361, 366, 499
Eyyilhfim Ahmed Efendi Camii. See Eyyiham Mescidi

(Kasimpaga)
Eyyfihfim Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 332-33

Fatih Camii (Fatih), 11-16, 17, 48, 107, 112, 113, 116, 122,
129, 150, 196, 221, 242, 255, 293, 299, 384, 451, 535;
Boyaci Kapisi Cemetery, 13; Fatih Camii Darilgifasi,
264; Fatih Camii Darigifasi Mescidi, 11, 122; Fatih
Camii Medreses (Sahn-i Seman), 11, 12, 36, 48, 134,
200, 273, 274, 296, 399, 424; Fatih Camii Tabhanesi
Mescidi, 11, 79; Gilbahar Sultan Tfirbesi, 12; Mehmed
II T-frbesi, 190; Viran Tfirbe, 14
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Fatih Camii (Samatya). See Yedikule Camii (Samatya)
Fatih Mescidi (Uskfidar), 522
Fatih Sultan Mehmed Camii (Rumelihisar), 437
Fatma Hatun Mescidi (Bayezid), 24
Fatma Hatun Mescidi (Kabata , Galata). See Bag Odalari

Mescidi (Kabata , Galata)
Fatma Hatun Mescidi (Uskildar), 153, 530
Fatma Sultan Camii (Emindnfi), 174
Fatma Sultan Camii ($ehremini), 159, 175, 222
Fatma Sultan Mektebi (Karagfimrfik), 159, 175, 222
Fazli Pa a Sarayi (Alemdar), 27, 110, 246
Fazli Paga Sarayi Mescidi (Alemdar), 56, 175
Fenari Isa Mescidi (Fatih), 65, 90, 176
Fenari Mescidi (Rumelihisar), 441
Fenarizade Mescidi. See Qatal Qegme Mescidi (Alemdar)
FenAyi Mescidi (5ehremini), 174
FenAyi Tekkesi (Uskfidar), 517-18
FenAyi Tekkesi Camii (Uskfidar), 517-18
Fener Bah4e Mescidi (Fenerbahce), 544
Fener Kapisi Mescidi (Fener), 173
Ferhad Aga Mescidi. See Sekbanbapi Mescidi (Fatih)
Ferhad Papa Turbesi (Eyfup), 223
Ferruh Kethuda Camii. See Balat Camii (Fener)
Fethi Qelebi Mescidi. See Otakeilar Mescidi (Eyiip)
Fethiye Camii (Fener), 121, 175, 244, 257; medrese, mekteb,

eqme, 175
Fetva Emini Camii. See Karagfimrak Mescidi

(Karagiitmr-ftk)
Feyzi Bey Efendi Qegmesi (Kasimpaa), 330
Feyzullah-i Hindi Tekkesi (Uskidar), 241
Findikh Camii (Findikh, Galata), 401-3; mekteb, hamam, 402
Fil Yokugu Medresesi Mescidi. See Hamid Efendi Medresesi

Mescidi (Fener)
Firuz Aga Camii (Alemdar), 39, 173
Firuz Aga Mektebi (Alemdar), 173
Firuz Aga Mescidi (Beyoglu), 390, 391
Firuz Aga Mescidi (Fatih), 176

Galata Kulesi (Beyoglu), 378, 379
Galata Mevlevihanesi (Beyoklu), 116, 368-73, 390, 421, 422
Galata Mevlevihanesi Mescidi (Beyoglu), 368-73
Galata Sarayi (Beyoglu), 374, 495
Galata Sarayi Cegmesi (Beyoglu), 377
Galata Sarayi Mescidi (inside Galata Sarayi, Beyoglu), 374-

78
Galata Sarayi Mescidi (outside Galata Sarayi, Beyoglu),

374-78
Galata Tower. See Galata Kulesi (Beyoglu)
Galata Yeni Camii (Galata), 357-58, 493
Gazali Hamam (Begikta ), 428, 429
Gazali Mescidi (Beikta ), xxix, 427-30
Gazali Zaviyesi (Begikta ), xxix, 428, 429
Gazanfer Aga Medresesi (Fatih), 14
Gazanfer Aga Mescidi. See Otakqilar Mescidi (Eyftp)
Gazanfer Aga Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 347
Gazi Ahmed Paga Camii. See Top Kapi Camii (5ehremini)
Gazi Hasan Paga Camii. See Emin Bey Camii (Beyoglu)
Gazi Mahmud Medresesi (Karagfimrnk), 207
Gedik Abdi Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 347
Gedik Paga Camii (Kumkapi), 207-8

Gedik Paga Hamami (Kumkapi), 207
Gene Osman Camii. See Vidoz Camii (Bakirk6y)
Geredeli Mescidi (Uskfidar), 503
Gevher Han Sultan Medresesi (Samatya), 80
Gureba Hilseyin Aga Camii. See Camcilar Mescidi (Fatih)
Gfil Camii (Fener), 205, 207
Gfilbahar Suiltan Turbesi. See Fatih Camii (Fatih).
Gfilfem Camii (Gulfem Hatun Camii, Uskidar); 504,

mekteb, 504; tairbe, 504
Gfileni Tatar Efendi Tekkesi (Tophane, Galata), 392
Gfilgeni Tekkesi (5ehremini), 195-96
Gfilgeni Tekkesi Mescidi (5ehremini), 195-96
Gfimrfik Baskitibi Mehmed Efendi Mescidi. See Oksfnzce

Hatib Mescidi (Samatya)
Gumriik Mescidi. See Sivrikoz Mescidi (Kasimpaga)
Giimrfik On6 Mescidi (Eminbnii), 265
Gumfnghaneli Dergihi Mescidi. See Fatma Sultan Camii

(Emin6nfi)
Gfingfirmez Mescidi. See Kanh Mescidi (Alemdar)
Gfizelce Ali Paga Tilrbesi (Beikta ), 425, 450
Gfizelce Kasim Paga Camii (Kasimpaga), 329-30, 336, 342,

343, 358, 406

Hacce Hesna Hatun Mescidi. See Hadice Hatun Mescidi
(Uskildar)

Hacegi Mescidi (Fatih), 116, 131, 206
Hacegi Rakim Efendi Mescidi. See Hacegi Mescidi (Fatih)
Haci Abdullah Camii. See Lalezar Mescidi ( ehremini)
Haci Ahmed Aga Mektebi (Uskfidar), 504
Haci Ahmed Camii (Taksim), 333; mekteb, 333
Haci Ahmed Paga Hamam (_Uskfidar), 526
Haci Ahmed Paga Tfnrbesi (Uskfidar), 526
Haci Ali Tekkesi Mescidi (Eyilp), xxviii, 288
Haci Aver Mescidi (Galata), 358
Haci Bayram Haftani Mescidi (Haci Bayram Kaftani

Camii, Samatya), 99, 207
Haci Bekir Camii (Uskfidar), 541
Haci Begir Aga Camii. See Aga Camii (Alemdar)
Haci Begir Aga Qegmesi (Sanyar), 454
Haci Davud Mescidi (Demirta Quarter, Kfiwikpazar). See

$eyh Davud Mescidi (Knici kpazar)
Haci Davud Mescidi (Yavuz Sinan Quarter, K fikpazar).

See Ayazma Kapisi Mescidi (K&;fnkpazar)
Haci Evhad Camii (Samatya), 96; zaviye, hamam, 96
Haci Evhaddin Camii. See Haci Evhad Camii (Samatya)
Haci Evliya Camii. See Evliya Camii (5ehremini)
Haci Fatma Hatun Mescidi. See Bag Odalari Mescidi

(Kabata , Galata)
Haci Ferhad Mescidi (Haci Ferhad Aga Camii, Fener), 104
Haci Ferhad Mescidi (Kasimpaa). See Karanlik Mescid

(Kasimpaga)
Haci Halil Aga Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 129
Haci Halil Mescidi. See Arabacilar Mescidi (Kfi4;fkpazar)
Haci Hamza Camii (Samatya), 107
Haci Hasanzade Mescidi (Haci Hasanzade Mehmed

Efendi Mescidi, Fatih), 99, 229
Haci Hoca Tekkesi Mescidi (Uskfidar), 535-36
Haci Huseyin Aga Mescidi (Haci Hfiseyin Aga Quarter,

Samatya). See Arab Kapisi Mescidi (Samatya)
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Haci Hilseyin Aga Mescidi (Yedikule, Samatya). See Kntrkc6i
Mescidi (Samatya)

Haci Hfisrev Mescidi (Eyiip). See Yeni Mahalle Mescidi
(Eyilp)

Haci Hfisrev Mescidi (Kasimpapa), 339
Haci Ilyas Camii (Fener). See Yatagan Mescidi (Ayvansray)
Haci ilyas Mescidi (Fatih), 98; medrese, mekteb, gelme, 98
Haci Ilyas Mescidi (Samatya), 107
Haci Isa Mescidi. See Kfirkc6i Mescidi (Fener)
Haci ismail Aga Mektebi (Uskiidar), 530
Haci Kadin Camii (Samatya), 97, 100
Haci Kadin Hamami (Kfi4ikpazar), 97
Haci Kadin Mescidi (Kii cnkpazar), 96-97, 240
Haci Kemaleddin Camii. See Iskele Mescidi (Rumelihisar)
Haci K fik Mescidi. See K&;c k Mescidi (Bayezid)
Haci Mahmud Camii. See Bflyik iskele Mescidi (Eyfip)
Haci Mahmud Mescidi (Zeytinburnu), 252
Haci Mehmed Aga Hamami (Anadolukavagi), 457
Haci Mehmed Aga Hamami (Rumelikavagi), 455
Haci Mehmed Aga Hamami (Yalikby), 463
Haci Mehmed Aga Mektebi (Anadolukavagi), 457
Haci Mehmed Camii. See Yeni Cami (Anadolukavagi)
Haci Mimi Mescidi. See Karanhk Mescidi (Galata)
Haci Muhyiddin Mescidi (Karagilmrilk), 109
Haci Mustafa Aga Mektebi (Uskidar), 123
Haci Mustafa Aga Mescidi. See Palamut Mescidi (Galata)
Haci Mfibin Aga Mescidi. See Iskender Aga Mescidi

(5ehremini)
Haci Osman Camii (Tarabya), 452
Haci Omer Aga Mektebi (Fener), 226
Haci Piri Mescidi. See Leylek Yuvasi Mescidi (Samatya)
Haci Piri Tekkesi. See Kadirihane (Beyoglu)
Haci Piri Tekkesi Mescidi. See Kadirihane Mescidi (Galata)
Haci Receb Mescidi (Taksim), 400
Haci 5aban Mescidi. See 5aban Mescidi (Hask6y)
Haci Timur Mescidi (Haci Timur Camii, Samatya), 106
Haci Timurta Mescidi. See Timurta Mescidi

(Kn4cikpazar)
Haci Ummi Mescidi. See Haci Aver Mescidi (Galata)
Hacivat Camii. See Haci Evhad Camii (Samatya)
Hadice Hatun Mescidi (Hadice Hesna Hatun Mescidi,

Uskidar), 532
Hadice Sultan Camii (Bayezid). See Yahni Kapan Sokagi

Camii (Bayezid)
Hadice Sultan Camii (Eynp). See Sultan Camii (Eyilp)
Hadice Sultan Mekteb and Sebil (Uskfidar), 524
Hadice Sultan Mekteb, Sebil and Qegme (Eyftp), 306
Hadice Sultan Mescidi. See Sultan Camii (Karagnimrfik)
Hadice Sultan Sahilsarayi (Ortak6y), 434, 525
Hadice Usta Camii. See Yahni Kapan Sokagi Camii

(Bayezid)
Hadice Usta Mektebi (Bayezid), 248
Hadim Ali Paa Camii. See Atik Ali Paa Camii (Alemdar)
Hadim Hasan Papa Mescidi (Alemdar), 111; medrese, 111
Hadim Ibrahim Paa Camii. See Ibrahim Paga Camii

(Samatya)
Hafiz Paga Camii (Hafiz Ahmed Paga Camii, Fatih), 98-99,

312; medrese, daridkura, sebil, gesme, 98-99
Hafsa Sultan Turbesi. See Selimiye Camii (Fener).
Hagia Sophia. See Aya Sofya (Alemdar)

Hakikizade Tekkesi (Fener), 257
Hakim Qelebi Tekkesi Mescidi. See Hekim Qelebi Tekkesi

Mescidi (Bayezid)
Halici Hasan Mescidi (Kumkapi), 84, 105, 153, 201
Halicioglu Camii. See Humbaraciyan Klelasi Camii

(Hask6y)
Halil Efendi Medresesi (Karagfnmrfik), 57
Halil Paga Camii (Fatih), 109-10, 217
Halil Paga Tfirbe, Sebil and Qegme (Uskfidar), 109, 499
Haliliye Medresesi (Fatih), 147
Hamam Mescidi (Rumelihisar), 442-43
Hamam-i Cedid (Rumelihisar), 441
Hamam-i Yehud. See Cuhud Kapisi Hamami (Emin6n6l)
Hamami Muhyiddin Camii. See Kesmekaya Mescidi

(Fener)
Hamamiye Medresesi (Fener), 86
Hamamizade Yusuf Efendi Tfirbe, Mekteb and Sebil

(Eminbna), 75-76
Hamid Efendi Medresesi Mescidi (Fener), 106-7; medrese,

106
Hammal Hayreddin Camii. See Ebe Kadin Camii (Fatih)
Hamza Paga Mescidi (Alemdar), 107
Hancarli Sultan Sarayi (Eyilp), 280
Hancarli Sultan Tfirbesi (Eyfip), 106, 272, 280
Handan Aga Mescidi (Hask6y), 324
Hanim Kadin Mescidi (Begikta ), 423-24
Harab Mescidi (Uskildar), 520-21
Haracci Mescidi (Fatih), 112
Haracci Mescidi (Fener), 113
Haracci Muhyiddin Mescidi. See Haracci Mescidi (Fatih)
Harbi Mescidi ($ehremini), 104
Has Odabagi Camii. See Odabapi Camii ($ehremini)
Hasan Aga Darfilhadisi (Bayezid), 121
Hasan Aga Mektebi (Galata), 373
Hasan Aga Mektebi ($ehremini), 37, 105
Hasan Qelebi Mescidi. See Emin Bey Camii (Beyoglu)
Hasan Efendi Medresesi (Karagfimrik), 223
Hasan Halife Camii (Fatih), 40, 98
Hasan Hinseyin Mescidi (Fener), 108
Hasan Paa Medresesi (Bayezid), 100; sebil, gesme, mekteb,

100
Hasan Paa Medresesi Mescidi. See Hasan Paa Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Hasan Paga Mektebi (Karagfsmrnlk), 213
Hasan Paga Mescidi (Bayezid), 100
Hasan Paga Mescidi (Tarabya), 452-53
Haseki Camii (Samatya), 88, 114-15, 176, 231; daragifa,

mekteb, imaret, 5adzrvan, 114
Hasirci Mescidi ($ehremini), 104
Hasirizade Tekkesi (Sfitlfice), 323
Hagimi Dergahi. See Sali Emir Efendi Tekkesi

(Kasimpaga)
Hagimi Dergahi Camii. See Sach Emir Efendi Camii

(Kasimpaga)
Hagim Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi. See Bandirmali Tekkesi

Camii (Uskildar)
Hatib Emin Mustafa Efendi Yalisi (Eynip), 420
Hatib Musliheddin Mescidi. See Qukur Bostan Mescidi

(Fener)
Hatuniye Mescidi (Findikli, Galata), 398-400; zaviye, gesme,
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tfirbe, 398-400
Hatuniye Mescidi (Samatya), 117
Hatuniye Tekkesi (Eyfip), 288
Havuzlu Mescid (Kumkapi), 106, 309
Haydar A~a Mescidi (Samatya), 100
Haydar Baba Mescidi. See Baba Haydar Mescidi (Eyilp)
Haydar Dede Mescidi (Uskfidar), 536; tekke, 536
Haydar Efendi Mescidi (Fatih), 99
Haydar Kethfida Mescidi. See Haydar Aga Mescidi

(Samatya)
Haydar Paga Mescidi (Fener), 108; gesme, 108
Haydar Paya Mescidi (Haydarpaga), 537
Haydarhane Mescidi (Fatih), 106
Hayreddin Camii. See Bodrum Mescidi (Kivenkpazar)
Hayreddin Iskelesi Mescidi (Begikta ), 410-11; medrese, 410
Hayreddin Mescidi (Hayreddin Qavu Mescidi, Uskildar),

510
Hayreddin Paa Tfnrbesi. See Barbaros Hayreddin Paa

Tfirbesi (Begikta )
Hazinedar Aka Camii (Begikta ), 419
Hazret-i Cabir Camii. See Koca Mustafa Paa Camii (Fener)
Hekim Celebi Tekkesi Mescidi (Bayezid), 101
Hekim Kutbeddin Mektebi (Eyip), 405
Hekimbapi Nuh Efendi Medresesi (Samatya), 184
Hekimoklu Ali Paa Camii (Samatya), 86, 93-96, 126, 507;

5adirvan, sebil, kiitaiphane, tairbe, 93
Hekimoglu Ali Paa Qegmesi (Kabata , Galata), 403-4
Hekimoklu Ali Papa Tekkesi (Samatya), 93
Hekimoglu Mescidi. See Qavu Mescidi (Samatya)
Hekimzade Ali Paa Camii. See Hekimoklu Ali Paa

(Samatya)
Helvacibayi Mescidi (Alemdar), 99-100
Hendek Mescidi (Galata), 373
Hersek Bodrum Mescidi. See Terziler Karhanesi Mescidi

(Alemdar)
Hezarpare Ahmed Paa Qegmesi (Baltalimani), 443
Hirami Ahmed Paa Camii. See Ahmed Paa Camii (Fener)
Hirami Ahmed Paa Mescidi. See Savak Mescidi (Eyftp)
Hirka-i serif, 59, 159, 190, 222, 260, 481
Hizir Bey Camii. See Haci Kadin Mescidi (Kfifi~kpazar)
Hizir Qavu Mescidi. See Cavu Mescidi (Fener)
Hidayet Camii (Eminbnfn), 265
Himmetzade Zaviyesi (5ehremini), 240-41
Himmetzade Zaviyesi Mescidi (5ehremini), 240-41
Hindiler Tekkesi Mescidi (Fatih), 241; tekke, 241
Hobyar Camii. See Hubyar Mescidi (Eminbni)
Hoca Ali Mescidi (Galata). See Hendek Mescidi (Galata)
Hoca Ali Mescidi (Fener), 112
Hoca Ferhad Mescidi. See Asmali Mescid (Alemdar)
Hoca Giyaseddin Camii. See Mehmed Paa Mescidi

(Kfiekpazar)
Hoca Halil Mescidi. See Arabacilar Mescidi (Karagilmrlk)
Hoca Hamza Mescidi (Alemdar). See Hamza Paa Mescidi

(Alemdar)
Hoca Hamza Mescidi (Emin6nfi). See Deveoglu Qegmesi

Mescidi (Emin6nfi)
Hoca Hayreddin Camii. See U Mihrabli Mescidi

(Kfinikpazar)
Hoca Hayreddin Mescidi. See Bodrum Mescidi

(Kuc kpazar)

Hoca Hayreddin Mescidi (Mimar Sinan Quarter,
Karagftmrfik), 60, 111-12,

Hoca Hayreddin Mescidi (Nesligah Quarter,
Karagnimrik), 114

Hoca Hubyar Camii. See Hubyar Mescidi (Emin6niu)
Hoca Husam Tekkesi. See Ahmed Dede Mescidi (Eyinp)
Hoca Kasim Camii. See Tekke Mescidi (Balat, Fener)
Hoca Kasim Gfinani Camii (Emin6ni). See Tekke Mescidi

(Emin6nft)
Hoca Kasim Gunani Medresesi (Emin6nfi), 79
Hoca Kasim Mescidi. See Tekke Mescidi (Emin5nfi)
Hoca Mustafa Mescidi. See Alaca Mescidi (Kumkapi)
Hoca Paa Camii (Emin6nil), 115
Hoca Piri Camii. See Makascilar Mescidi (Bayezid)
Hoca Rilstem Mescidi (Alemdar) 110-11, 218
Hoca Sadeddin Efendi Mescidi. See Servi Mahallesi

Mescidi (Eyfip)
Hoca Sinan Mescidi. See Samanveren Mescidi (Bayezid)
Hoca Teberrfk Mescidi. See Yahya Gnzel Mescidi

(Kiikpazar)
Hoca Uveys Camii. See Hoca Paa Camii (Emin6nfi)
Hoca Uveys Hamami (Fatih), 116
Hoca Uveys Mescidi (Fatih), 115, 116
Hocazade Mustafa Efendi Mescidi. See Haceoi Mescidi

(Fatih)
Horhor Camii. See Babfissaade Agasi Camii (Uskfidar)
Horhor Qegmeleri (Fatih), 241
Hoekadem Camii (Bayezid), 66, 112
Hubyar Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 115-16
Hubyar Mescidi (Samatya), 12, 116
Humbaraciyan Kielasi (Hask6y), 326, 380
Humbaraciyan Kielasi Camii (Humbarahane Camii,

Humbaracilar Kiglasi Camii, Hask6y), 274, 275, 326
Hurrem Qavu Camii (Karagilmrfik), 113-14, 245; mekteb,

gelme, 113
Hurrem Sultan Camii. See Haseki Camii (Samatya)
Hurrem Sultan Tfirbesi. See Sfnleymaniye Camii (Bayezid).
Hidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi (Uskidar), 110, 344,

407, 409, 498-502, 531, 536, 545
Hidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi Camii (Uskfidar),

498-502, 506
Huma Sultan Camii. See Bali Paa Mescidi (Fatih)
Hfimaah Kadin Qemesi (Dolmabahee, Galata), 407
Hnlmayunabad (Anadolukavagi). See Tokat Bahgesi

(Anadolukavagi)
Hntmayunabad (Bebek), 435
Hunkar iskelesi Mescidi (Hfinkar iskelesi), 462
Hinsam Bey Mescidi (Fatih), 102, 300
Hfisam Efendi Mescidi. See Ahmed Dede Mescidi (Eyftp)
Hilsam Tulumcu Mescidi. See Tulumcu Hisam Mescidi

($ehremini)
Hilsameddin U aki Tekkesi (Taksim), 259, 332, 349-50
Hfiseyin Aga Camii (Alemdar), 98, 209
Hfiseyin Aga Camii (Emin6ni). See Karaki Mescidi

(Emin6ni)
Huseyin Aga Camii (Karagiimrlk). See Kizil Mescid

(Karagftmrftk)
Hfiseyin Aga Qegmesi (Taksim), 391
Hiiseyin Aga Mescidi (Begikta ). See Qanakci Limani

Mescidi (Besikta )
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Hiseyin Aga Mescidi (Kihie Ali Paa Quarter, Begikta ). See
Topal Hoca Mescidi (Kili Ali Paa Quarter, Begikta )

Hnseyin Efendi Yahsi (Eyiip), 420
Huseyin Paa Medresesi (Fatih), 102-4; kiataphane, sebil,

mekteb, 102
Hfiseyin Paa Medresesi Mescidi (Fatih), 102
Hfiseyin Paa Sebili (Eyfip), 106
Hfisrev Aka Mescidi. See Aka Mescidi (Rumi Mehmed Paga

Quarter, Uskfidar)
Hfisrev Qelebi Camii. See BazargAn Mescidi (Samatya)
Hfisrev Kethfida Sebil and Dar6ilkura (Eminbn f), 222
Hfisrev Mehmed Paa Sahilhanesi (Fndikli, Galata), 399

Ibadullah Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 342
Ibni Meddas Camii (Fener), 27
Ibrahim I Tfirbesi. See Aya Sofya (Alemdar).
Ibrahim Aka Qayin Mescidi (Kadik6y), 53740
Ibrahim Qavu Mescidi. See Qavu Mescidi (5ehremini)
Ibrahim Efendi Darilhadisi (Fatih), 180
Ibrahim Hanzade Sahilhanesi (Kasimpaa), 341
Ibrahim Paa Camii (Bayezid), 29-30, 234, 271; geqme,

medrese, mekteb, 29, 402
Ibrahim Paa Camii (Galata). See Eski Yakkapam Mescidi

(Galata)
Ibrahim Paa Camii (Kumkapi), 31-32, 224; zaviye, 31
Ibrahim Paga Camii (Samatya), 32
Ibrahim Paa Qayin Mescidi (Kadik6y), 434, 537-40; mekteb,

538
Ibrahim Paa Qegmesi (Qubuklu), 467-68
Ibrahim Paa Qegmesi, (Fatih), 41
Ibrahim Paa Darilihadisi (Emin6nfi), 58
Ibrahim Paa Darillhadisi Mescidi (Bayezid), 46-48, 420;

darilhadis, 46
Ibrahim Paa Hamami (Begikta ), 420
Ibrahim Paa Konaki (Findikli, Galata), 420
Ibrahim Paa Mekteb and Sebil (Emin6nfi), 58
Ibrahim Paga Mektebi (Eyiip), 307
Ibrahim Paa Mescidi. See Defterdarburnu Camii

(Ortak6y)
Ibrahim Paa Mescidi. See Manastir Mescidi (Samatya)
Ibrahim Paa Sahilsarayi (Ortak6y), 433-34
Ibrahim Paa Saray (Bayezid), 374
Idris-i Bidlisi Qegmesi (Eyfip), 285, 386
Idris K6 k6 (Eyftp), 122, 234, 282, 284, 285, 386
Idris K6 kfs Tekkesi (Eyiip), 285, 286
Igciler Mescidi (Aksaray), 44
ihmal Paa Mescidi. See Defterdarburnu Camii (Ortak6y)
Ihsaniye Camii (Uskftdar), 524
Ihsaniye Mescidi (Ihsaniye-i Sagir Camii, Uskfidar), 524
Iksirci Camii. See Ekserci Mescidi (Fener)
Ilyas Bey Mescidi. See Mirahur Mescidi (Samatya)
Ilyas Camii. See Haci Ilyas Mescidi (Samatya)
Ilyas Qelebi Mescidi. See Haci Ilyas Mescidi (Fatih)
Ilyas Efendi Mescidi (Zeytinburnu), 256; tfirbe, 256
Ilyaszade Mescidi. See Ilyas Efendi Mescidi (Zeytinburnu)
Imam Ali Mescidi. See Nalli Mescid (Emin6ni)
Imam Ham (Bayezid), 45
Imam Ham Mescidi (Bayezid), 45
imaret-i Atik Camii. See Eski imaret Mescidi (Fener)
Imrahor Mescidi. See Mirahur Mescidi (Samatya)

Inadiye Hamami (5ehremini), 92-93
Inadiye Mescidi (Uskfidar), 507, 509
incebel Camii. See Mahmud Aga Camii (Fener)
incirk6y Camii (Pasabahce), 466
Iran Kbekfi. See Qinili K6 k (Begikta )
Isa Kapisi Mescidi. See Manastir Mescidi (Samatya)
Isfendiyar Mescidi (Uskfidar), 503
ishak Aga Qegmesi (Hinkar iskelesi), 463
ishak Paa Mescidi (Alemdar), 28
iskele Camii (Kadik6y). See Sultan Mustafa Camii

(Kadik6y) _
Iskele Camii (Uskfidar). See Mihrimah Sultan Camii

(Uskftdar)
iskele Mescidi (Rumelihisar), 438-41
iskender Aga Mescidi (Alemdar). See Helvacibapi Mescidi

(Alemdar)
iskender Aga Mescidi ($ehremini), 35
iskender Baba DergAhi Mescidi. See Kaymakci Tekkesi

Mescidi (Usknidar)
iskender Bey Mektebi (Eyftp), 236, 260, 278
iskender Qelebi Camii. See Agac Kakan Mescidi (Samatya)
iskender Paa Camii (Kanlica). See Kanlica Camii

(Kanlica)
iskender Paa Hamami (Yenik6y), 451
iskender Papa Mektebi (Alemdar), 192
iskender Paa Mektebi (Fener), 247
iskender Paa Mescidi. See Terkim Mescidi (Fatih)
Islam Bey Mescidi (Eyiip), 287
Ismail Aga Camii. See Ismail Efendi Mescidi (Qargamba,

Fener)
Ismail Aga Qegmesi (Uskfidar), 510
ismail Aga Mescidi. See Orue Gazi Mescidi (Fatih)
ismail Efendi Mescidi (Fener), 43; mekteb, 5adzrvan and

darilhadis, 43
ismail Rumi Tekkesi. See Kadirihane (Tophane)
israfzade Mescidi. See Savak Mescidi (Eyap)
Istavroz Camii (Beylerbeyi), 64, 486-87, 545
Istavroz Sarayi (Beylerbeyi), 481
Ivaz Efendi Camii (Fener), 162-63; medrese, mekteb, geqme,

162
Ivaz Kasab Mescidi (Fatih), 165
lyine Bey Mescidi (Bayezid), 37
Izari Mehmed Efendi Mescidi. See Qivici Limani Mescidi

(Tophane, Galata)
Izmirli Ali Paa Qegmesi (Uskfidar), 526
izzet Mehmed Pasa Camii. See Balik Pazan iskelesi Mescidi

(Emin6n6)
Izzet Pa.a Medresesi, 242
Izzet Pa a Tekkesi Mescidi (Eyftp), xxviii, 290; tekke, 290
Izzi Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi. See Aydmoglu Tekkesi Mescidi

(Emin6nfi)

Kaba (Mecca), 43, 65, 118, 158, 214
Kaba Halil Efendi Medresesi (Karagfimr-fk), 133
Kabakulak Mescidi (Karaginmrfik), 190; gesme, 190
Kabasakal Mescidi (Alemdar), 192
Kabata Camii (Kabata , Galata), 404-5; mekteb, 404
Kadi Qegmesi (Fatih), 243
Kadi Qegmesi (Fener), 34
Kadi Hani Mescidi (Alemdar), 187
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Kadi Hilsameddin Camii. See Cameguycu Camii (Bayezid)
Kadi Mehmed Efendi Camii (Kulaksiz Quarter,

Kasimpaga). See Yeni Qegme Mescidi (Kasimpaga)
Kadi Mehmed Efendi Camii (Kfifik Piyale Quarter,

Kasimpaga). See Tahta Kadi Mescidi (Kasimpaa)
Kadi Mehmed Efendi Mescidi (Kadik6y), 543
Kadi Mescidi (Taksim), 403
Kadi Sadi Mescidi (Kadi Sadi Tekkesi Mescidi, Fener),

189; mekteb, 189
Kadiasker Camii (5ehremini), 49, 186, 240
Kadiasker Ebulfazl Kara Qelebizade Mahmud Efendi

Medresesi (Bayezid), 73
Kadiasker Hamidzade Abdullah Efendi Tilrbesi

(Karagfimrik), 205
Kadiasker Ivaz Efendi Camii. See Ivaz Efendi Camii (Fener)
Kadiasker Kizil Abdurrahman Efendi Mektebi

(5ehremini), 186
Kadiasker Mehmed Efendi (Parmakkapi) Mektebi

($ehremini), 70
Kadiasker Mescidi (Uskfidar), 518
Kadiasker Mustafa Efendi Medresesi (Karagfimrfik), 189
Kadik6y Camii (Kadik6y), 542-43
Kadri Qavu Qegmesi (Kasimpaa), 347
Kadiri-Halveti Oglanlar 5eyhi Ibrahim Efendi Tekkesi. See

Cism-i Latif Tekkesi
Kadirihane (Beyoglu), 34, 389-90, 394
Kadirihane Mescidi (Beyoglu), 389-90
Kigidhane Karyesi Mescidi (KAgidhane), 319; mekteb, 319
Kagni Mescidi. See Kanli Mescidi (Alemdar)
Kalaycizade Mescidi. See BazargIn Mescidi (Qargamba,

Fener)
Kalburcu Mehmed Pasa Camii. See Qivizade Mescidi

($ehremini)
Kalenderhane (Eynp), 282-83, 296
Kalenderhane Camii (Bayezid), 37, 184-85, 446; medrese,

185
Kalyoncular Kielasi (Kasimpaa), 353
Kalyoncular Kielasi Camii (Kasimpaga), 353
Kamer Hatun Mektebi (Begikta ), 332
Kanbur Mustafa Camii. See Yayla Camii (Fatih)
Kanbur Mustafa Paga Qegmesi (Fatih), 245
Kanbur Mustafa Paga Mektebi (Fatih), 245
Kandilli Bahcesi (Kandilli), 495
Kandilli Camii (Kandilli), 495; gesme, hamam, 475-76
Kandilli Guzel Mescidi. See Pur Kuyu Mescidi (Fener)
Kangili Mescidi. See Kanli Mescidi (Alemdar)
Kanh Finn Mescidi (Emin5ni), 264
Kanli Medrese Mescidi. See Sogukkuyu Camii (Fener)
Kanlica Camii (Kanlica), 108, 247, 368, 451, 468-70; tfirbe,

medrese, mekteb, 470
Kanhcali $eyh Ata Efendi Tekkesi (Kanlica), 471
Kantarcilar Mescidi (KfI4nkpazar), 187-88
Kapi Agasi Camii (Alemdar). See Aga Camii (Alemdar)
Kapi Agasi Malatyali ismail Aga Hamami (Uskfidar), 510
Kapi Agasi Malatyali ismail Aga Tekkesi. See Aya Sofya

(Alemdar).
Kapi Agasi Mescidi (Alemdar). See Ahir Kapi Mescidi

(Alemdar)
Kapi Agasi Mescidi (Eyn&p), 310

KapiAgasi Mescidi (Uskfidar). See Arakiyeci Mescidi
(Uskildar)

Kapici Tekkesi (Uskildar), 499
KapiiIsti Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 339
Kaptan Ibrahim Aga Camii. See Sormagir Odalari Mescidi

(Begikta )
Kaptan Papa Mescidi. See Sinan Papa Mescidi (5ehremini)
Kaptan Sinan Paya Mescidi. See Sinan Paga Mescidi

($ehremini)
Kapudan Damad Bekir Papa Mektebi (Samatya), 83
Kapudan Hasan Paga Mektebi (Kumkapi), 267, 452
Kapudan Ibrahim Paga Camii (Bayezid), 195; mekteb,

hamam, 195
Kapudan Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 336
Kapudan Paga Camii (Eyfnp). See Bfiyiik iskele Mescidi

(Eyfip)
Kapudan Paga Camii (Kumkapi). See Kapudan Paga

Mescidi (Kumkapi) _
Kapudan Paya Camii (Uskildar), 523
Kapudan Paga Divanhanesi (Tersane, Kasimpaga), 339
Kapudan Paga Mescidi (Kumkapi), 267
Kapudan-i Derya Cezayirli Gazi Hasan Paga Camii. See

Cerrah Mahmud Efendi Camii (Buyuikdere)
Kara Abali Camii. See Sfileymaniye Camii (Begikta )
Kara Ahmed Paga Camii. See Top Kapi Camii ($ehremini)
Kara Ahmed Paa Tiirbesi ($ehremini), 158
Kara Ali Mescidi. See Kizil Mescid (Karagfimrilk)
Kara Bali bin Seyyid Taceddin Medresesi (Fatih), 289
Kara Davud Paga Camii. See Davud Paya Camii (Uskfidar)
Kara Emin Mektebi (Fatih), 99
Kara Halil Mescidi. See Kizil Mescid (Karagfimrfik)
Kara Iman Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 339; mekteb, 339
Kara Kadi Mescidi (Kara Kadi Alaeddin Camii). See

Qingene Finni Mescidi (Uskildar)
Kara Kethnda Camii (Bfiyikdere), 453
Kara Mehmed Camii. See Haracei Mescidi (Fener)
Kara Mehmed Paa Camii (Samatya), 194; zaviye, mekteb,

gesme, 194
Kara Mustafa Paga Camii. See Yagkapani Camii (Galata)
Kara Mustafa Paa Darinlhadisi (Kumkapi), 190-91, 478,

523; mekteb, sebil, 190
Kara Mustafa Paga Darnilhadisi Mescidi (Kumkapi), 190-91,

365
Kara Mustafa Paga Mescidi (Emin6niG), 191, 193
Kara Mustafa Paga Sahilhanesi (Begikta ), 419
Kara Nohud Mescidi ($ehremini), 177
Kara Sarraf Iskender Mescidi. See Sarraf iskender Mescidi

(Alemdar)
Karaabali Tekkesi (Karaabah Tekkesi Mescidi). See

Dolmabahce Mescidi (Dolmabahce, Galata)
Karaagac Camii (SItIfice), 319-20
Karaagac Mescidi (5ehremini), 180
Karaagae Sahilsarayi (Siitlice), 122, 320, 341
Karaagac Tekkesi (Sitlfice), 320
Karabagi Camii. See Sileymaniye Camii (Besikta )
Karabagh Mescidi (Fener), 179
Karaba Mescidi (Fener), 180
Karaba Mescidi (Karagfimr-fk), 188, 237
Karaba Veli Camii. See Karaba Mescidi (Karagfmrfik)
Karag6z Camii (Samatya), 185
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Karagbz Mescidi (Karag6z Mehmed Paga Camii,
$ehremini), 179

Karagoz Mehmed Paa Qegmesi (5ehremini), 179
Karagiimrfik Mescidi (Karagilmrfik), 114, 193-94
Karaka Mescidi (Rumelikavagi), 455
Karaki Huseyin Celebi Camii. See Karaki Mescidi

(Emin6nnl)
Karaki Mescidi (Emin6ni6), 100, 193; mekteb, 100
Karak6y Camii. See Yakkapam Camii (Galata)
Karaman Hamami (Fatih), 15
Karamanh Mescidi. See Kara Imam Mescidi (Kasimpaga)
Karanlik Qegme Mescidi. See Karanlik Mescid (Kasimpaa)
Karanlik Mescid (Fener), 192; zaviye, 192
Karanlik Mescidi (Galata), 373
Karanlik Mescid (Kasimpaga), 336-37
Karci Sfileyman Mescidi (Bayezid). See Kirazh Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Karci Sileyman Mescidi (Eyi~p). See Mfzevvir Mescidi

(Eyfip)
Kariye Camii (Ayvansaray, Fener), 130, 166, 178; medrese,

178
Karyagdi Ali Baba Tekkesi (Eyfip), 285, 320, 322, 323
Kasab Demirhan Mescidi. See Demirhan Mescidi (Fener)
Kasab Halil Mescidi. See Kasabbapi Mescidi (5ehremini)
Kasab Ilyas Camii (Samatya), 195
Kasab Ivaz Dibekli Camii. See Ivaz Kasab Mescidi (Fatih)
Kasabbap1 Mescidi (5ehremini), 177
Kasabbagi Piri Aka Camii. See Qatladi Kapisi Mescidi

(Alemdar)
Kasablar Mescidi (Zeytinburnu), 191, 252
Kasim Aga Medresesi (Bayezid), 112
Kasim Aka Mescidi (Karagmr-fk), 179
Kasim Bey Mescidi. See Kasim Aka Mescidi (Karagamrfik)
Kasim Qavu Mescidi (Eyfip), 286, 287
Kasim Qavu Mescidi (Samatya). See Aga Qayiri Mescidi

(Samatya)
Kasim Paa Camii (Eyfip), 92, 299-300; medrese, mekteb, 92,

300
Kasim Paa Camii (Kasimpapa). See Gfizelce Kasim Paya

Camii (Kasimpaa)
Kasim Paga Hamami (Kasimpaa), 330
Kasim Papa Medrese (Kasimpaa), 330, 331
Kasim Paga Mescidi. See Qatma Mescidi (Kasimpaga)
Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi (Kasimpaa), 164, 286, 337-38,

368, 370
Kaggari Tekkesi. See Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi (Eyntp)
Kaggari Tekkesi Camii. See Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi Camii

(Eyntp)
Kagili K6 k. See Qinili K6 k (Begikta )
Katirci Ham Mescidi (Kumkapi), 192
KAtib Hiseyin Aga Qegmesi, 143
Kitib Hiisrev Mescidi. See Pur Kuyu Mescidi (Fener)
Kitib Kasim Mescidi (Kumkapi), 210
Katib Mehmed Efendi Qegmesi (5ehremini), 105
Katib Mehmed Efendi Mektebi (5ehremini), 78
KAtib Murad Mescidi. See Hasirci Mescidi (5ehremini)
Katib Musliheddin Mescidi (Qakiraga Quarter, Samatya).

See Sinekli Mescid (Qakiraga Quarter, Samatya)
Katib Musliheddin Mescidi (Davudpasa Quarter,

Samatya). See Uzuncaova Mescidi (Samatya)

KAtib Musliheddin Mescidi (5ehremini). See Tatikuyu
Mescidi (5ehremini)

KAtib Mustafa Aga Mektebi (Taksim), 391
Katib Mustafa Qelebi Mescidi. See Yeni Mahalle Mescidi

(Taksim)
Katib Sinan Mescidi. See Daltaban Mescidi (Kumkapi)
KAtib 5emseddin Kasim Camii. See Cankurtaran Mescidi

(Kii4;nkpazar)
Kavak iskelesi Mescidi (Kavak Iskelesi Camii, Uskfidar),

xxviii, 520
Kavak Kalesi. See Anadolukavagi Kalesi (Anadolukavagi)
Kavak Sarayi (Uskidar), 520, 522, 536
Kavak Sarayi Mescidi (Uskildar), 520
Kavsara Mescidi (Uskfidar), 516-17
Kayalar Mescidi (Bebek), 436
Kaymak Mustafa Paa Camii (Kuleli). See Kuleli Bahce

Mescidi (Kuleli)
Kaymak Mustafa Paa Camii (Uskfidar). See Kapudan Paa

Camii (Uskfidar)
Kaymak Mustafa Paa Qegmesi (Kuleli), 478
Kaymakci Tekkesi (Uskildar), 510
Kaymakci Tekkesi Mescidi (Uskildar), 510
Kazanci Mescidi. See Kazganci Camii (Taksim)
Kazancibapi al-Hac Ali Aga Camii. See Kazganci Camii

(Taksim)
Kazancilar Camii. See U Mihrabli Mescidi (Kficfikpazar)
Kazasker Abdulkadir Efendi Mescidi. See Kececi Piri

Mescidi (Karagfimriik)
Kazasker Camii. See Kadiasker Camii (5ehremini)
Kazasker Mescidi. See Kadiasker Mescidi (Uskidar)
Kazganci Camii (Taksim), 401; mekteb, 401
Kazganci Mescidi (Kazgani Sadi Camii, Fatih), 193
Kazganci Mescidi (Kumkapi), 180
Kazhigegme Camii. See Yedikule Camii (Samatya)
Kazlheme Tekkesi (Samatya), 320
Kebeci Ham Mescidi (Bayezid), 210; han, 210
Kececi Mescidi (Kege Mehmed Aga Mescidi, Hask6y), 324
Kececi Piri Mescidi. See Sarmapik Mescidi (Karagfimr-ak)
Kececiler Odasi Mescidi. See Hoca Hayreddin Mescidi

(Karagnmrilk)
Keei Hatun Mescidi (Keci Mescidi; Samatya), 206
Kefge Dede Camii. See Ahmediye Camii (Uskfndar)
Kefeli Mescidi (Kefevi Camii, Karagfimr-ik), 206
Kemal Papa Mescidi (Bayezid), 200-1
Kemanci Mehmed Aga Mektebi (Samatya), 120
Kemani Mescidi (Kemani Ahmed Aga Mescidi, Kumkapi),

121, 209
Kemanke Mustafa Paa Camii (Galata). See Kurgunlu

Mahzen Camii (Galata)
Kemanke Mustafa Paa Mescidi. See Odalar Mescidi

(Karagilmr-ak)
Kemanke Mustafa Paa Tilrbe, Medrese and Sebil

(Kumkapi), 46, 201-2, 222, 334, 361
Kemha Mescidi (Kemhaci Mescidi, Kemhacibapi Mehmed

Aga Mescidi, Fener), 209
Kepek4iler Mescidi (Fatih), 196
Kepenekci Mescidi (Kepenekci Sinan Mescidi,

Knclikpazar), 199, 468
Kepeneki Mescidi (Kepenekri Mescidi, Kepenekcj Ishak

Mescidi, Kumkapi), 205
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Kerpic Hamam (Eyftp), 307
Keskin Dede Mescidi (Karagftmrftk), 151, 205
Keskin Dede Tekkesi (Karagamrnfk), 233
Kesmekaya Mescidi (Fener), 200
Kegfi Cafer Efendi Tekkesi (Kegfi Cafer Efendi Tekkesi

Mescidi). See Hatuniye Mescidi (Findikh, Galata)
Ketenciler Mescidi. See Alaca Mescidi (Emin6ni)
Ketencizade Omer Paa Mescidi (Tophane, Galata), 395-

95
Kethfida Kadin Camii (Karagiimrfik), 136, 203-4, 462;

mekteb, 203
Kethfida Mescidi. See Bostanici Mescidi (Beyoglu)
Keyci Hatun Mescidi. See Ke4i Hatun Mescidi (Samatya)
Keysunizade Mescidi (Sidfice), 323
Kihe Ali Paa Camii. See Tophane Camii (Tophane,

Galata)
Kili4 Ali Pa a iskelesi Mescidi (Begikta ), 420
Kihie Ali Paa Sebili (Tophane, Galata), 382
Ki1hi Ali Paa Tfirbesi (Tophane, Galata), 382
Kilh Yusuf Mescidi. See Harbi Mescidi (5ehremini)
Kirimi Mescidi (Bayezid), 190
Kirkik Hamami (Eyilp), 288
Kirmasti Mescidi (Fatih), 206
Kisikh Mescidi (Uskntdar), 64, 486, 545
Kiela Camii. See Qorlulu Ali Paa Camii (Tersane,

Kasimpaga)
Kiz Ahmed Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi (5ehremini), 193
Kizil Abdurrahman Efendi Mektebi (Fatih), 49
Kizil Mescid (Eyiip), 297
Kizil Mescid (Fener). See Sinan Paa Mescidi (Fener)
Kizil Mescid (Hask6y). See Kiremidgi Mescidi (Hask6y)
Kizil Mescid (Karagftmrnk), 186
Kizil Mescid (Uskfidar). See Geredeli Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Kizil Minare Mescidi (Fatih), 178
Kzilta Mescidi (Kumkapi), 176-77; mekteb, tfzrbe, 177
Kizlar Agasi Hamami. See Abbas Aga Hamami (Emin6nil)
Kile Hilseyin Aga Camii. See Karaki Mescidi (Emin6nfi)
Kileri Haci Ferhad Aga Mektebi (Taksim), 391
Kilise Camii (Hasan Halife Quarter, Fatih). See Fenari Isa

Mescidi (Fatih)
Kilise Camii (Sinan Aga Quarter, Fatih). See Zeyrek Camii

(Fatih)
Kilise Camii (Haydar Quarter, Fener). See Eski Imaret

Mescidi (Fener)
Kilise Camii (Katip Musliheddin Quarter, Fener). See

Ahmed Paa Mescidi (Fener)
Kilise Mescidi (K&;iikpazar), 208, 228
Kilise Camii (Samatya). See Mirahur Mescidi (Samatya)
Kilise Mescidi ($ehremini). See Manastir Mescidi

(5ehremini)
Kirazli Mescidi (Bayezid), 202
Kirec Iskelesi Mescidi (Emin6nft), 266
Kiremidei Mescidi (Hask6y), 324
Kiremidei Ahmed Qelebi Mescidi. See Kiremidej Mescidi

(Hask6y)
Kiremidgj Sfileyman Mescidi. See Kizil Mescid (Eyfnp)
Kiremidoibagi Mescidi. See Kizil Minare Mescidi (Fatih)
Kitabci Hamami (Besikta ), 419
Kitabhane Mescidi (Kumkapi), 83, 198

Koca Haci Mustafa Efendi Darfilhadis and Mekteb
(Kumkapi), 223

Koca Hfisrev Camii. See BazargAn Mescidi (Samatya)
Koca Kasim Paa Eski Camii. See Guzelce Kasim Paa Camii

(Kasimpaga)
Koca Mustafa Paa Camii (Fener), 63, 186, 307
Koca Mustafa Paa Camii (Samatya), 33, 100, 180-84, 217,

280, 285; medrese, 1adzrvan, mekteb, imaret, 181
Koca Mustafa Paa Tekkesi (Samatya), 10, 62, 63, 148, 181,

182, 255, 280, 281
Koca Sinan Paa Tirbesi (Alemdar), 143, 220, 522
Kogaci Dede Ti rbesi Mescidi (Karagfimriik), 188-89; tairbe,

54, 88, 188
Kogaci Mescidi (Qakir Aga Quarter, Samatya). See Baklah

Mescidi (Samatya)
Kogaci Mescidi (Inebey Quarter, Samatya), 177
Kogaci Tekkesi. See Sevindik Tekkesi (Kumkapi)
Kogacilar Mescidi. See Revani Efendi Mescidi (Bayezid)
Konyali Biraderler Mescidi. See Tabaklar Mescidi

(Usknldar)
Konyali Kardegler Mescidi. See Tabaklar Mescidi

(Uskfidar)
Kor Bakkal Mescidi. See Takiyeci Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Korucu Mescidi. See Koruk Mescidi (5ehremini)
Koruk Mahmud Mescidi. See Koruk Mescidi (5ehremini)
Koruk Mescidi ($ehremini), 186
Koruklu Tekke ($ehremini), 154, 229
Kovaci Dede Camii. See Kogaci Dede TfIrbesi Mescidi

(Karaguimriuk)
Kovaci Dede Tilrbesi. Kogaci Dede Tilrbesi (Samatya)
Kovaci Mescidi. See Kogaci Mescidi (Inebey Quarter,

Samatya)
Kovacilar Mescidi. See Payzen Yusuf Paa Mescidi (Fatih)
K6cek Mescidi. See Kufik Mescidi (Bayezid)
Koprfift Hemgire Qegmesi (Kuruieme), 434
KMpruflf Mescidi (Kopril6i Mehmed Paa Camii,

Alemdar), 197-98; tirbe, sebil, ge1me, medrese, kitaiphane,
197, 237

K6sem Valide Mektebi. See Mahpeyker Sultan Mektebi
(Begikta )

Kuburbeli Camii. See Mahmud Aga Camii (Fener)
Kul Camii (Fatih), 179
Kulaksiz Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 344
Kule Camii. See Yedikule Camii (Samatya)
Kuleli Bahce Mescidi (Kuleli Ocagi Mescidi, Kuleli), 478
Kuloglu Mescidi (Beyoglu), 391
Kum Kapi Camii (Kumkapi), 82, 267
Kumru Mescidi (Uskfidar), 531
Kumrulu Mescidi (Karagiimriik), 190
Kurbaga Nasuh Mescidi. See Haci Bekir Camii (Uskfidar)
Kurban Nasuh Mescidi. See Haci Bekir Camii (Uskfidar)
Kurd Celebi Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 348-49
Kurgunlu Camii. See Yayla Mescidi ($ehremini)
Kurgunlu Mahzen (Galata), 201, 366
Kurgunlu Mahzen Camii (Galata), 130, 201, 365-67
Kurucegme Camii (Kurucegme), 434-35
Kugkonmaz Camii. See Handan Aga Mescidi (Hask6y)
Kugluk Hamami (Eyilp), 312
Kutb Ibrahim Efendi. See Kadi Mescidi (Taksim)
Kuyuci Murad Paa Tftrbesi (Bayezid), 92
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Kuyumcu Mescidi (Bayezid), 185
Kiicuk Aya Sofya (Alemdar), 98, 209; zaviye, mekteb, imaret,

209
Kfirk Emir Efendi Kasn (Eyiip), 298
Kficik Emir Ibrahim Efendi Tfirbesi, 388
Kfiilk Huseyin Paa Konagi (Kasimpapa), 340
Kfiriik Ihsaniye Mescidi. See Ihsaniye Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Kuciik Mescidi (Kficik Haci Mescidi, Bayezid), 205
Kfifik Mustafa Paa Hamami (Fener), 205
Kfiifnk Mustafa Paa Mescidi (Fener), 205
Kfifik Piyale Paa Mescidi (Kasimpapa), 347, 352
Ki;iiksu Camii (Knc iiksu), 474
Kfiicksu Qegmesi (Kfnciksu), 493, 494
Kuc ksu Kasn (Knc ;fiksu), 473, 477
Kirekciler Mescidi (Galata), 360
Kurk6i Camii (5ehremini), 82, 105, 207, 448; medrese,

mekteb, 207
Kfirk6fi Cegmesi (Fener), 204
Krk6i Mescidi (Fener), 204
Kfirk6fs Mescidi (Samatya), 196-97, 207, 210, 247
Kurkfi Ham Mescidi. See Kfirkentler Ham Mescidi

(Emin6nfi)
Kfrk6 Suileyman Aka Camii. See Kum Kapu Camii

(Kumkapi)
K rkcitbayi Ahmed $emseddin Camii. See K-frke Camii

($ehremini)
Kfirkcfi'bagi Mescidi (Arpa Emini Quarter, Samatya). See

Kfirk;f6 Mescidi (Samatya)
Kfirkcubayi Mescidi (Istinye), 448
Kurkefbasi Mescidi (Kfirkcfibapi Quarter, Samatya), 210
Kurk6ller Ham (Emin6nfi), 204
Kfirkenler Ham Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 204

Lagari Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi (Eyfip), 281, 323
Lala Begir Aka Qegmesi (Beyoklu), 334
Lala Hayreddin Mescidi. See Acem Aka Mescidi (Alemdar)
Lala Hilseyin Paa Mescidi. See Havuzlu Mescid (Kumkapi)
Lala Hfnseyin Paa Sebili (Eyisp), 221
Lala Mustafa Paa Tfirbesi (Eyiip), 139
Laleli Camii (Bayezid), 25, 185, 192; imaret, 25
Laleli Qegme (Bayezid), 178, 192
Lalezar Mescidi ($ehremini), 179, 211
Lali Efendi Qegmesi (Eyfnp), 68
Langa Yeni Kapisi Mescidi (Kumkapi), 268
Leblebici Mescidi. See Ahizade Camii (Fatih)
Leylek Yuvasi Mescidi (Samatya), 212
Lokmanci Dede Tekkesi Mescidi. See Oyma Kapi Mescidi

(Fener)
Lutfi Paa Qegmesi ($ehremini), 210
Lutfi Paa Hamami (Samatya), 145
Lutfi Paa Mescidi ($ehremini), 34, 135, 210-11

Macar Kalesi (Anadolukavagi), 459
Macuncu Camii ($ehremini), 227
Macka Halveti Zaviyesi (Begikta ), 416
Macka Mescidi (Begikta.), 416
Mahlulzade $eyhilislam Seyyid Mehmed Efendi Medresesi

(Karagismrfik), 205
Mahmud I Qqemesi (Beykoz), 463-65
Mahmud Aga Camii. See Stlffice Camii (Sitlice)

Mahmud Aga Camii (Fener), 226
Mahmud Aga Mescidi. See Qivici Limam Mescidi

(Tophane, Galata)
Mahmud Qavu Mescidi. See Qavu Mescidi (Istinye)
Mahmud Han Qegmesi (Galata), 383
Mahmud Kethuda Camii. See Kara Kethfida Camii

(Buyfikdere)
Mahmud Paa Camii (Alemdar), 119, 141, 142, 212-23;

mekteb, mahkeme, gelme, hamam, sebil, gelme, 121
Mahmud Paa Tfirbesi (Alemdar), 212
Mahmud-i Gaznevi Mektebi (Emin6ni), 246
Mahpeyker Sultan Mektebi (Beqikta ), 419
Makascilar Mescidi (Bayezid), 222
Makbul Ibrahim Paa Camii. See Eski Yagkapam Mescidi

(Galata)
Makri Mescidi. See Bozaci Sokagi Mescidi (Galata)
Maktul Mustafa Paa Tekkesi Mescidi. See Mustafa Paa

Tekkesi Camii (Eyfip)
Maktul Sileyman Aga Qegmesi (Begikta ), 417
Malatyah ismail Aga Camii. See Aga Camii (Tavasi Hasan

Aga Quarter, Uskfidar)
Malci Mescidi (Malci Qiragi Mehmed Paa Camii,

Samatya), 217
Malko4 Silleyman Aga Camii. See Langa Yeni Kapisi

Mescidi (Kumkapi)
Malkoczade Ebubekir Mescidi. See Langa Yeni Kapisi

Mescidi (Kumkapi)
Malulzade Seyyid Mehmed Efendi Darilkurasi

(Karaguimruk), 323
Manastir Mescidi (Galata), 358
Manastir Mescidi (Samatya), 32, 224
Manastir Mescidi (5ehremini), 226
Manav Ivaz Efendi Camii. See Ivaz Efendi Camii (Samatya)
Manisah Mehmed Paa Mescidi (Fatih), 179
Marpuccular Mescidi. See Alaca Mescidi (Emin6nf6)
Medrese Mescidi (Bayezid), 217
Medrese-i Cedid (Fatih), 14
Mehmed II Tirbesi. See Fatih Camii (Fatih).
Mehmed III Tfirbesi. See Aya Sofya (Alemdar).
Mehmed IV. Qegmesi (Hask6y), 6
Mehmed Aga Camii (Alemdar). See Sarraf Iskender

Mescidi (Alemdar)
Mehmed Aga Camii (Fener), 66, 69,110, 218-19, 505, 515;

tfarbe, darlhadis, hamam, 110
Mehmed Aga Qegmesi (Uskildar), 515
Mehmed Aga Medresesi (Alemdar), 110; mekteb, sebil,

geqme, 110, 218
Mehmed Aga Mescidi. See Uskilbiye Mescidi (Alemdar)
Mehmed Aga Mektebi (Eyfsp), 286
Mehmed Aga Mektebi (Kasimpaa), 343
Mehmed Aga Mektebi (Uski dar), 532
Mehmed Aga Tekkesi (Fener), 218, 415
Mehmed Bey Qegmesi (Beykoz), 465
Mehmed Bey Mescidi (Eyfip), 307, 308
Mehmed Qelebi Mekteb and Sebil (Emin6ni), 334
Mehmed Efendi Qegme and 5adirvan (Eyiip), 312
Mehmed Efendi Mektebi (Kandilli), 475
Mehmed Emin Aga Qegme and Sebil (Dolmabahce,

Galata), 75, 339, 389, 406
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Mehmed Emin Aga Sahilhanesi (Dolmabahre, Galata),
406

Mehmed Eminoglu Hfiseyin Aga Mekteb and Hamam
(Dolmabahe, Galata), 406

Mehmed Han Qegmesi (Bfiyfik Camlica, Uskftdar), 547
Mehmed Paa Qegmesi (Galata), 358
Mehmed Paa Mescidi (Ki~eikpazar), 222
Mehter Qegmesi (5ehremini), 177
Mehterhane Mescidi (Alemdar), 229
Melek Hatun Camii. See Karaagac Mescidi (5ehremini)
Memi Qelebi Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 217
Mercan Aga Camii (Bayezid), 79, 221
Mercimek Mescidi (Kumkapi), 35, 226
Merdivenli Mescidi. See Karaba Mescidi (Fener)
Merkez Efendi Hamam (Zeytinburnu), 256
Merkez Efendi Tekkesi (Merkez Efendi Hanekahi,

Zeytinburnu), 96, 107, 148, 182, 255- 56
Merkez Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi (Zeytinburnu), 182, 242,

255-56
Merkez Efendi Tfirbesi (Zeytinburnu), 255
Meryemzade Mescidi (Beykoz), 465
Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Paa Hamami (Zeytinburnu), 252
Merzifoni Kara Mustafa Paa Mescidi. See Kasablar Mescidi

(Zeytinburnu)
Mesih Ali Paa. See Mesih Paa Camii (Muhtesip iskender

Quarter, Karagfimrnk)
Mesih Mehmed Paa Camii (Hatice Sultan Quarter,

Karagimrilk). See Karagfimr-ak Mescidi (Karagfnmrfik)
Mesih Paa Camii. See Bodrum Camii (Kumkapi)
Mesih Paa Camii (Mesih Mehmed Paa Camii, Muhtesip

iskender Quarter, Karagilmr-ik), 213; 5adiman, 214;
tfirbe, 214

Mesih Paa Qegmesi (Karagfimrik), 213
Mesih Paa Hamami (Karaginmrnik), 213
Mesih Paa Mescidi (Hatice Sultan Quarter, Karagnmrik).

See Karagftmr-ak Mescidi (Karagftmrnak)
Mesud Aga Qegmesi (Sariyar), 454
Megeli Mescidi (Samatya), 220
Mevlanakapi Camii. See Evliya Camii (5ehremini)
Meydancik Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 152, 224
Meydancik Mescidi (Fener). See Hasan Huseyin Mescidi

(Fener)
Meyyit iskelesi Mescidi (Galata), 363
Mihrimah Camii (Karagfnmrnak). See Edirnekapi Camii

(Karagimrfik)
Mihrimah Mektebi (Karagimrik), 188
Mihrimah Sultan Camii (Uskfidar), 26, 408, 492-93, 519,

523
Mihrimah Sultan Mektebi (Uskfidar), 523
Mihrinaz Hatun Mescidi (Karagftmrfik), 221
Mihrigah Emine Sultan Tirbe and Qegme (Emin6nfn) 23,

494
Mihrigah Haci Kadin Camii See Haci Kadin Camii

(Kocamustafapaga, Samatya)
Mihrigah Kadin Hamami (Fener), 100
Mihrigah Kadin Tekkesi (Fener), 100
Mihrigah Sultan Camii (Hask6y). See Humbaraciyan Kielasi

Camii (Hask6y)
Mihrigah Valide Sultan Tirbesi (Eyfnp), 107, 272, 274, 326,

405; imaret, sebil, 274, 326

Mimar Acem Camii. See Mimar Camii (5ehremini)
Mimar Aga Mescidi (Bayezid), 215
Mimar Atik Sinan Mescidi. See Kumrulu Mescidi

(Karagiimrfnk)
Mimar Ayas Mescidi. See Sarachanebapi Mescidi (Fatih)
Mimar Camii (5ehremini), 138, 227
Mimar Hayreddin Mescidi (Kumkapi), 220
Mimar Ilyas Camii. See Deniz Abdal Mescidi ($ehremini)
Mimar Kemaleddin Mescidi. See Nerdubanli Mescidi

(Kumkapi)
Mimar Sinan Mescidi (Fatih), 219-20; tairbe, mekteb, sebil, 20-

21, 219-20
Mirahur Mescidi (Samatya), 216
Mirahur Mescidi (Uskildar), 523
Mirzazade Camii (Uskildar), 533-35
Mirzazade Mehmed Efendi Konagi (Uskfidar), 337
Miskinler Mescidi. See Dedeler Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Mismarci Camii (Mismarci Sicaeddin Camii). See Ekserci

Mescidi (Fener)
Migeli Mescidi (Samatya), 220
Molla Aski Mescidi (Fener), 61, 216
Molla Qelebi Camii (Findikli, Galata). See Findikli Camii

(Findikli, Galata)
Molla Qelebi Camii (Yenikby), 451, 454
Molla Qelebi Tekkesi (Eyilp), 402
Molla Fenari Camii. See Fenari Isa Mescidi (Fatih)
Molla Fenari Mescidi (Alemdar Quarter, Alemdar). See

Qatal Qegme Mescidi (Alemdar)
Molla Fenari Mescidi (Molla Fenari Quarter, Alemdar).

See Dikilita Mescidi (Alemdar)
Molla Feniyi Mescidi. See FenAyi Mescidi (5ehremini)
Molla Gurani Camii (Kfi4enkpazar). See Kilise Mescidi

(Kic fskpazar)
Molla Gntrani Camii (5ehremini), 154, 174, 208, 228-29,

358
Molla Gfirani Mescidi (Bayezid). See Nerdfibanh Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Molla Gftrani Mescidi (Galata). See Manastir Mescidi

(Galata)
Molla Hiisrev Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 221-22
Molla Hfisrev Sofular Camii. See Sofular Mescidi (Fatih)
Molla Kestel Camii (Bayezid), 219
Molla Murad Sahilhanesi (Sitlice), 322
Molla 5emseddin Camii. See Kilise Mescidi (Kfnckpazar)
Molla serif Camii (5ehremini), 57, 220-21, 309, mekteb,

(eqme, 221
Molla Zeyrek Camii. See Zeyrek Camii (Fatih)
Muabber Tekkesi (Kasimpaa), 352, 394
Muameleci Mescidi (Karagnmriik), 225, 466
Muameleci 5eyh Mescidi. See Muameleci Mescidi

(Karagnmrik)
Mudurni Mehmed Efendi Darfilhadisi (Alemdar), 134
Muhammed Ensari Thrbesi (Eyfip), 306
Muhasebeci Camii (Kumkapi), 230
Muhsine Hatun Camii. See Ibrahim Paa Camii (Kumkapi)
Muhtesib iskender Camii. See Kabakulak Mescidi

(Karagnmrfik)
Muhyiddin Hamami Mescidi. See Kesmekaya Mescidi

(Fener)
Muhyiddin Kocavi Mescidi. See Karanlik Mescid (Fener)
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Mumcubapi Mescidi (Uskfidar), 531
Mumcuzade Camii. See Pigmaniye Mescidi (Kasimpaga)

Murad III Qegmesi (Kasimpaga), 348
Murad Kaptan Mescidi. See Alaca Minare Mescidi

(Uskfidar)
Murad Molla Tekkesi (Fener), 371
Murad Paa Camii (Fatih), 41, 62, 225, 241; medrese,

hamam, $adirvan, 225
Murad Paa Camii (Samatya), 143, 177
Murad Reis Mescidi (Uskfidar), 512-13
Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi (Eyfip), 282-84, 286
Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi (Eyfnp), 282-84
Musa Qavu Mescidi (Eyiip), 289
Musahip Ali Aga Qegmesi (Uskidar), 521
Musalla Mescidi (Kumkapi), 223
Musliheddin Mescidi (Karagfimrfik), 159, 175, 222
Mustafa I Tfirbesi. See Aya Sofya (Alemdar).

Mustafa III Camii. See Sultan Mustafa Camii (Kadik6y)

Mustafa Aga Qegmesi (Karagmrfik), 57

Mustafa Aga Dariilkurasi (Karaginmriik), 127
Mustafa Aga Sebili (Eyftp), 50
Mustafa Bey Mescidi (Fatih), 217
Mustafa Qavu Mescidi. See Manastir Mescidi (5ehremini)

Mustafa Efendi Camii (Fatih), 230
Mustafa Necib Efendi Sahilhanesi (Kabata , Galata), 404

Mustafa Paga Tekkesi Mescidi (Eyitp), 221, 309-10, 312,
365, 366, 432; tekke, 309-10, 458; $adzrvan, matbah, 309

Mustafa Rakim Efendi Medresesi (Karagfimrnk), 385

Mieyyedzade Camii. See Yazici Camii (Galata)

Mfnfti Ali Efendi Mescidi (Mfnfti Ali Mescidi, Fener), 132,
226, 451

Mifti Ali Hamami (Fener), 73, 148, 179
Mfifti Qivizade Hanesi (Fatih), 112
Mftfti Mfieyyedzade Abdurrahman Efendi Camii. See

Kadiasker Camii ($ehremini)
Mulki Hatun Mescidi (Ortak6y), 433
Minadi Mescidi (5ehremini), 227
Mfineccim Sadi Mescidi (5ehremini), 227
Mnneccimzade Mehmed Efendi Mektebi (Fatih), 120
Munzevi Mescidi. See Mfizevvir Mescidi (Eynip)
Milrekkebciler Mescidi (Bayezid), 216
Mfistedam Qavus Mescidi. See Qinar Mescidi (Samatya)

Muzevvir Mescidi (Eyfip), 313-14

Nabi Qelebi Mescidi. See Mimar Aga Mescidi (Bayezid)
Nafiz Feyzullah Efendizade Hamid Molla Efendi Konagi

(Eyfip), 278
Nahlbend Mescidi (Alemdar), 234
Nakilbend Camii. See Nahlbend Mescidi (Alemdar)
Nakka Hasan Paa Tfirbesi (Eyilp), 279
Naksidil Valide Sultan Tekkesi Mescidi. See Qinarli Qegme

Mescidi (Fener)
Naksidil Valide Sultan Tirbesi (Fatih), 299
Nalbantbapi Mescidi. See Topal Hoca Mescidi (Begikta )

Nalbend Camii. See Kazganci Mescid (Kumkapi)

Nalhaci Tekkesi Mescidi (Uskidar), 511-12, 535
Nahnci Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 348

Nalini Dede Tfirbesi (Fener), 113
Nalli Mescid (Eminnfi), 235, 245
Nasuhi Tekkesi (Uskftdar), 215, 527-28

Nasuhi Tekkesi Camii (Uskfidar), 527-28
Nazh Mahmud Efendi Camii. See Defterdar Camii (Eyfnp)
Nazmi Tekkesi (5ehremini), 157, 232
Nazmi Tekkesi Mescidi (5ehremini), 232
Neccarzade Tekkesi (Begikta ), 409
Nefise Hanim Mektebi (Kasimpaa), 330
Nerdfibanli Mescid (Alemdar), 232
Nerdfibanli Mescid (Bayezid), 36, 228, 232
Nerdfibanh Mescid (Fener). See Karaba Mescidi (Fener)
Nerdfibanli Mescidi (Karagnmrnftk), 235
Nerdfibanli Mescid (Kumkapi), 234
Nesligah Camii (Karagntmrik), 236, 449; mekteb, 236
Neslipah Mescidi (Nesligah Sultan Mescidi, Istinye), 236,

449
Neatabad Kasn (Ortakby), 7, 433-44
Nevbahar Mescidi (Sehremini), 12, 231
Nevfidan Camii. See Odun Kapisi Mescidi (K&efnkpazar)
Nevperver Camii. See Dede Mescidi (Eyftp)
Nevruz Kadin Mektebi (Bayezid), 203
Nezir Aga Qegmesi (Kasimpapa), 342
Niganci Cafer Qelebi Mektebi (near the Eski Niganci

Camii, Fener), 32
Niganci Camii (Kumkapi), 230, 364
Niganci Mehmed Bey Mescidi (Fatih), xxviii, 236-37
Niganci Mehmed Papa Camii (Karagfimrik). See Niganci

Paa Camii (Karagfimrik)
Niganci Mehmed Paa Camii (Kumkapi). See Nianci Camii

(Kumkapi)
Niganci Mehmed Paa Mektebi (Galata), 364
Niganci Mescidi (Galata), 364
Niganci Mustafa Paa Camii. See Niancilar Camii (Eyftp)
Niganci Papa Camii (Nianci Paa-yi Cedid Camii,

Karaginmrfik), 67, 133, 190, 205, 233-34, 323; medrese,
zaviye, 233

Nigancilar Camii (Eyfip), 219, 313-14
Nureddin Cerrahi Tekkesi (Karagfimr-k), 203-4, 312
Nureddin Hamza Mescidi. See Ucba Mescidi

(Karaginmr-ak)
Nuri Dede Mescidi (5ehremini), 231
Nuruosmaniye Camii (Bayezid), 12, 24-25, 232, 399, 524;

imaret, 24; kitphane, 24; medrese, 24
Nfisretiye Camii (Tophane, Galata), xxix, 265, 384-86;

sebil, 386

Odabapi Camii (5ehremini), 33, 187, 463-64
Odalar Mescidi (Karagimr-k), 46, 202, 364
Odun Kapisi Mescidi (Kfi fkpazar), 263
Odun Yaricizade Mescidi (Balat), 61
Ok Meydam Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 345-46; tekke; matbah,

345
Okcu Mescidi (Okcubasi Musa Camii, Galata), 359
Onsekiz Sekbanlar Camii. See Cameguycu Camii (Bayezid)
Orta Cami (Fatih), 40-41, 225, 409
Orta Sofa Mescidi (Uskfidar), xxviii
Ortak6y Camii (Ortak6y), 431-33
Oru, Gazi Mescidi (Fatih), 44
Osman Aga Camii. See Kadik5y Camii (Kadik6y)
Osman Aga Qegmesi (Kadik6y), 543
Osman Qelebi Mektebi (Samatya), 217
Osman Efendi Camii (Usknidar), 502, 516
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Osman Reis Camii (Yenik6y), 450, 454
Osmanzade Mescidi. See Cibali Kapisi Mescidi (Fener)
Otakcilar Hamami (Eyilp), 44, 304
Otakpilar Mescidi (Eyinp), 65, 307; medrese, sebil, 307
Oyma Kapi Mescidi (Fener), 54

Okuz Limam Camii. See Paalimani Camii (Uskfidar)
Okfiz Limani Tekkesi. See Paalimani Tekkesi (Uskfidar)
Okiz Mehmed Paa Camii. See Damad Okndz Mehmed

Paa Camii (Karagfimriik)
Oksuzce Hatib Mescidi (Samatya), 54, 56
Oksfszce Mescidi (Fatih), 56; mekteb, 56
Omer Avni Camii. See Kabata Camii (Kabata , Galata)
Omer Efendi Mescidi. See Yolcuzade Mescidi (Galata)
Ordek Kasab Mescidi ($ehremini), 37
Oruciilere Camii. See Mercan Aga Camii (Bayezid)
Oriimceksiz Camii. See Mimar Camii (5ehremini)
Ozbekler Tekkesi. See Haci Hoca Tekkesi Mescidi

(Uskfidar)

Palamut Mescidi (Galata), 374
Papazoglu Medresesi Mescidi (Kumkapi), 64
Papazoglu Mescidi (Fener), 64, 67; medrese, 64, 67
Parmakkapi Mescidi. See Pur Kuyu Mescidi (Fener)
Parmakhkli Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 75
Paa Qelebi Camii. See Mehmed Paa Mescidi

(Kffkpazar)
Paa Kapisi. See Bab-i Ali (Alemdar)
Paabahce Camii (Papabahce), 466
Paalimani Camii (Uskidar), 487-88
Papalimani Qegmesi (Uskildar), 488
Papalimani Tekkesi (Uskfidar), 320, 488
Paymakcizade Hfisameddin Tokadi Mektebi (Fener), 27
Payzen Yusuf Paa Mescidi (Fatih), 64
Pazar Tekkesi (Emin6nf6). See Yildiz Dede Tekkesi

(Emin6ni)
Pazar Tekkesi (5ehremini), 207
Pazar Tekkesi (Uskfidar). See Alaca Minare Tekkesi

(Uskfidar)
Pazarbapi Mescidi (Uskfidar), 514
Perakende Kasim Mescidi. See Kasim Aga Mescidi

(Karagiimrfik)
Perizad Hatun Mescidi. See Hatuniye Mescidi (Findikli,

Galata)
Pertev Paa Ham (Eminbni), 71
Pertev Paa Ham Mescidi (Emin5nfi), 70-71
Pertev Pasa Tirbesi (Eyiip), 71
Peykhane Mescidi (Alemdar), 76-77
Pir Husameddin Mescidi. See Husameddin U aki Tekkesi

Mescidi (Taksim)
Pir Kapi Mescidi. See Pur Kuyu Mescidi (Fener)
Piri Mehmed Paa Camii. See Terlikciler Mescidi (Bayezid)
Pir Mustafa Paga Mektebi (Fener), 137
Piri Mehmed Papa Medresesi Mescidi. See Sogukkuyu

Camii (Fener)
Piri Paa Hamami (Hask6y), 154, 429
Piri Paa Mescidi (Hask6y), 154, 325
Piri Pagazade Mehmed Bey Hamami. See Piri Paa Hamami

(Hask6y)
Pirincei Mescid (Fatih), 71

Pirincoi Sinan Mescidi. See Pirincei Mescid (Fatih)
Pigmaniye Camii (Bayezid), 246
Pigmaniye Camii (Findikli, Galata), 400
Pigmaniye Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 347
Pitnahor Mescidi. See Bostanzade Mescidi (Samatya)
Piyale Hasan Paa Qegmesi (Tersane, Kasimpaga), 341
Piyale Paa Camii (Kasimpaga), 258, 347, 350-52, 394;

tirbe, mekteb, sebil, 351
Piyale Paa Mekteb and Sebil (Bayezid), 351
Piyale Paa Mektebi (Kasimpaa), 343, 348
Pfir Kuyu Mescidi (Fener), 73
Purtela Hasan Efendi Mescidi. See Alcak Dam Mescidi

(Taksim)

Rabia Hatun Qegmesi (Fener), 73
Ragib Mehmed Papa Kftlliyesi (Kumkapi), 83, 198-99, 533;

kiitaibhane, tfirbe, mekteb, sebil, 83, 198-99
Rakim Paga Qegmesi (Rumelihisar), 442
Ramazan Efendi Camii. See Bazargin Mescidi (Samatya)
Rami Kadin Mekteb and Sebil (Begikta ), 418
Rami Mehmed Paa Mekteb and Qegme (Eyfsp), 313
Rast Mehmed Aga Mescidi (Beyoglu), 391
Reisilletibba Omer Efendi Medrese, Sebil, Mekteb Qegme

and Hamam ($ehremini), 229
Resmi Mescidi (Resmi Mahmud Mescidi, Fatih), 131
Revani Efendi Mescidi (Revani Qelebi Mescidi, Bayezid),

64, 131-32, 178
Rukiye Hanim Medresesi (Karagnimrfik), 189
Rum Mehmed Paa Camii (Uskildar), 498; tairbe, medrese,

hamam, jadzrvan, 498
Rumeli Hisan (Rumelihisar), 436-38
Rumeli Mescidi. See Uzuncaova Mescidi (Begikta )
Rumelikavagi Camii. See Valide Camii (Rumelikavagi)
Rumelikavagi Kalesi (Rumelikavagi), 455, 456
Ristem Qelebi Qegme and Mekteb (Galata), 130
Rfistem Qelebi Mescidi (Fener), 130
Rfistem Paa Camii (Emin6nfi), 79, 129-30, 210, 243
Rilstem Paa Qegmesi (Uskildar), 519
Rilstem Paa Hani (Emin6n6t), 130
Rfistem Paya Ham Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 130
Rfistem Paga Medresesi (Emin6ni), 129
Rfstem Paa Sebili. See 5ehzade Camii (Bayezid)
Rnstem Paa Tfirbesi. See ehzade Camii (Bayezid)

Saat;i Yokugu Camii. See Bodrum Mescidi (Kfi4ekpazar)
Sabih Ali Efendi Mektebi (Eynip), 257-58
Sac1i Abd6iikadir Efendi Mescidi. See Abdfilkadir Efendi

Mescidi (Eyftp)
Sachi Emir Efendi Camii (Kasimpaga), 344; tfirbe, 344
Sach Emir Efendi DergAhi (Kasimpaga), 344
Saeh Emir Muhyiddin Mescidi. See Aydinoglu Tekkesi

Mescidi (Emin6nnt)
Saci 5eyh Mustafa Efendi Turbesi (Bilyilk Karaman), 15
Sa'dAbAd Camii (KAgidhane), 47, 318
Sa'dAbAd Kasn (KAgidhane), 7
Sadik Efendi Mescidi. See Begikta iskelesi Mescidi

(Beqikta )
Sadi Kazgani Camii. See Kazganci Mescidi (Fatih)
Sadiler Tekkesi. See isfendiyar Mescidi (Uskntdar)
Safiye Sultan Qegmesi (Begikta ), 418
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Safiye Sultan Sahilhanesi (Begikta ), 418
Sagncilar Camii (Kffikpazar), 151
Sahhaf Muhyiddin Mescidi. See Kara imam Mescidi

(Kasimpaga)
Sahhaf Sfileyman Efendi Mescidi. See Aci Musluk Mescidi

(4Qagaloglu)
Sahn-i Seman. See Faith Camii (Fatih).
Saka Qegmesi Mescidi (Bayezid), 141
Saka Qegmeleri (Alemdar), 38
Sakabapi Mescidi (Tophane, Galata), 392
Sakiz Agaci Mescidi (Kasimpapa), 339
Sakine Hatun Mescidi. See Ilyas Efendi Mescidi

(Zeytinburnu)
Saksoncular Mescidi (Kuleli), 478
Saksonhane (Kuleli), 478
Salacak Mescidi (Usknidar), 522
Salipazan Camii (Findikh, Galata), 398
Salih Efendi Mescidi (Uskfidar), 515
Salih Paa Qegmesi (Fener), 27
Salih Pa a Mescidi. See ibni Meddas Camii (Fener)
Saliha Sultan Qegmesi (Galata), 357
Salkims6g-at Mescidi. See Aydinoglu Tekkesi Mescidi

(Emin6nfi)
Samanveren Mescidi (Sileymaniye Quarter, Bayezid). See

Qukur Qegme Mescidi (Bayezid)
Samanveren Mescidi (Mercan Quarter, Bayezid), 90, 151
Samanveren-i Evvel Mescidi. See Qukur Qegme Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Samanveren-i Sani Mescidi. See Samanveren Mescidi

(Mercan Quarter, Bayezid)
Samatya Mescidi (Samatya), 268
Sancakdar Hayreddin Mescidi. See Sancakdar Mescidi

(Samatya)
Sancakdar Mescidi (Samatya), 140
Sankiyedim Mescidi. See Qilingirler Mescidi (Samatya)
Sarac Dogan Mescidi (5ehremini), 138
Sarac Ishak Mescidi (Kumkapi), 138
Sarachane Mescidi (Alemdar), 141
Sarachane Mescidi (Fatih), 139
Sarachanebasi Mescidi (Fatih), 106, 136
Saray Agasi Mustafa Aga Medresesi (Emin6nfi), 193
Saray-i Atik. See Eski Saray (Bayezid)
Saray-i Cedid. See Topkapi Sarayi (Alemdar)
Sari Bayezid Mescidi (Kficilkpazar), 150
San Demirci Mescidi. See Kantarcilar Mescidi

(Kft clkpazar)
San Gazi Mescidi. See San Kadi Karyesi Mescidi (Sangazi,

Umraniye)
San Gez Mescidi (San Gerz Mescidi, San Gfizel Mescidi,

Fatih), 120, 149-50
San Kadi Karyesi Mescidi (Sangazi, Umraniye), 549
San Lutfi Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 335
San Musa Mescidi ($ehremini), 153
San Nasuh Mescidi. See Degirmen Mescidi (Fatih)
San Osman Efendi Mektebi (Karagfimrak), 205
Sari Timur Mescidi. See Kantarcilar Mescidi (Kf ckpazar)
Sanyar Camii. See Ali Kethuda Camii (Sanyar)
Sarmapik Camii Tekkesi (Karagnimrfik), 152, 224
Sarmapik Mescidi (Karagilmrfik), 151
Sarraf iskender Mescidi (Alemdar), 155

Savak Mescidi (Eyntp), 42, 257-59
Savaklar Tekkesi. See Cemali Tekkesi (Eyftp)
Sebzehane Katibi Mescidi. See Oyma Kapi Mescidi
Sedefeiler Camii. See Atik Ali Paga Camii (Alemdar)
Sefer Dede Hamami (Kasimpaa), 332-33
Sefer Kethnda Mektebi (Kasimpaga), 347, 384, 387
Sefer Kethfida Mescidi. See Bostanici Mescidi (Beyoglu)
Sefer Kethuda Tfirbesi (Kasimpaa), 384, 387
Seferikoz Mescidi (Fener). See Cibali Mescid (Fener)
Seferikoz Mescidi (Kasimapa). See Sivrikoz Mescidi

(Kasimpaa)
Sekbanbapi Camii (Fener). See Aya Kapisi Mescidi (Fener)
Sekbanba i Mescidi (Fatih), 93, 142, 144
Sekbanbapi Mescidi (Kumkapi), 143-44
Sekbanbapi Ferhad Aga Mescidi. See Sekbanbagi Mescidi

(Fatih)
Sekbanbapi Hfiseyin Aga Mescidi (Fener), 140
Sekbanbai Ibrahim Mescidi. See Sekbanbapi Mescidi

(Fatih)
Sekbanbapi Mehmed Aga Camii. See Hoskadem Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Sekbanbapi Ramazan Aga Mektebi (Eynp), 298
Sekbanbai Yakub Aga Mescidi. See Sekbanbasi Mescidi

(Kumkapi)
Selahi Camii. See Bey Mescidi (Eyntp)
Selami Ali Efendi Tekkesi (Kisikli Quarter, Uskftdar). See

Selami Efendi Mescidi (Kisikli Quarter, Uskildar)
Selami Ali Efendi Tekkesi (Selami Ali Quarter, Uskntdar).

See 5fica Bagi Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Selami Ali Efendi Tekkesi (Tekke 1ci Sokagi, Selami Ali

Quarter, Uskfidar), See Selamiye Camii (Uskfidar)
Selami Efendi Mescidi (Kisikh Quarter, Uskfidar), 501,

502, 509, 517, 545-48
Selamiye Camii (Uskiidar), 501, 536-37
Selkuk Hatun Camii. See Abbas Aga Camii (Fatih)
Selhuk Sultan Camii. See Abbas Aga Camii (Fatih)
Selquk Sultan Tirbesi. See Bayezid Camii (Bayezid).
Selim I Tfirbesi. See Selimiye Camii (Fener).
Selim II Tfirbesi. See Aya Sofya (Alemdar).
Selime Hatun Mescidi (Findikli, Galata), 400
Selimiye Camii (Fener), 17, 63, 90, 120, 162, 311, 378, 535,

537; Hafsa Sultan Tirbesi, 17; Selim I Tfirbesi, 17;
imaret, 17; mekteb, 17; tabhane, 17

Selimiye Camii (Uskfidar), xxix, 495; muvakkithane, mekteb,
hamam, tekke, 495

Selman Aga Camii. See Babfissaade Agasi Camii (Uskfidar)
Semiz Ali Paa Tfirbesi (Eyfp), 203
Serce Mescidi (Serce Hatun Mescidi; Uskiidar), 531
Serencebey Mescidi. See Hazinedar Aga Camii (Begikta )
Sertankzade Tekkesi (Eyap), 312
Servi Mescidi (Servili Mescid, Alemdar), 142
Servi Mahallesi Mescidi (Eyntp), 290, 291
Sevindik Tekkesi (Kumkapi), 280
Seydi Ahmedoglu Mehmed Mektebi (Fatih), 243
Seydi Bey Qeumesi (5ehremini), 141
Seydi Bey Mescidi (5ehremini), 141
Seyyid Ali Reis Camii. See Ibadullah Mescidi (Kasimpaga)
Seyyid Bey Mescidi. See Seydi Bey Mescidi (5ehremini)
Seyyid Hasan Mescidi. See Cankurtaran Mescidi (Alemdar)
Seyyid Hasan Paa Ham (Kumkapi), 143
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Seyyid Omer Camii (5ehremini), 137
Seyyid Velayet Efendi Tirbesi (Fener), 171
Seyyid Velayet Tekkesi Mescidi. See Asik Paa Tekkesi

Mescidi (Fener)
Sira Serviler Mescidi. See Yanik Minare Mescidi (Eyinp)
Sirmake Mescidi. See Simke Mescidi (5ehremini)
Silahdar Abdurrahman Aga Camii. See Pagalimam Camii

(Uskildar)
Silahgor Mehmed Bey Camii. See Bey Mescidi (Eyip)
Simke Mescidi (Arpa Emini Quarter, $ehremini), 135
Simke Mescidi (Melek Hatun Quarter, 5ehremini), 138
Simkeghane (Bayezid), 28, 64, 86, 139, 151, 222
Simkeghane Mescidi (lower mosque, Bayezid), 139
Simkeghane Mescidi (upper mosque, Bayezid), 139
Sinan Aga Camii (Fener), 137; mekteb, 137
Sinan Aga Camii (Pagabahce). See Incirkby Camii

(Pagabahce)
Sinan Aga Mescidi (Alemdar), 134
Sinan Efendi Mescidi (Anadoluhisar), 245, 471, 472;

mekteb, 472
Sinan Efendi Mescidi (Kanlica), 468
Sinan Paga Camii (Begikta ). See Begikta Cami-i Kebir

(Begikta )
Sinan Paya Camii (Kasimpaa), 346-47, 452
Sinan Paga Camii (Uskfidar), 522
Sinan Paga Dar-lhadis and Tilrbe (Kumkapi), 224, 346
Sinan Paga Hamami (Kasimpaga), 346
Sinan Paga Mescidi (Alemdar), 141
Sinan Papa Mescidi (Begikta ), 419
Sinan Paga Mescidi (Fener), 143, 419
Sinan Paga Mescidi (5ehremini), 142-43, 419
Sinekli Medresesi (Kumkapi), 332
Sinekli Mescidi (Bayezid). See Mimar Aga Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Sinekli Mescidi (Samatya), 33, 143
Sirkeci Camii. See Emir Mescidi (Emin6nft), 51
Sirkeci Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 348
Sirkeci Tekkesi Mescidi (Fener), 136-37; tekke, 136-37
Sirkecibapi Mescidi (Taksim), 392
Sitti Hatun Medresesi (Samatya), 135
Sitti Hatun Mescidi (Samatya), 135
Sivasi Mehmed Aga Qegme and Dariilhadis (Emin,5n&),

266
Sivasi Tekkesi (Fener), 135, 291, 300
Sivasi Tekkesi Mescidi (Fener), 135-36
Sivrikoz Mescidi (Fener). See Cibali Mescidi (Fener)
Sivrikoz Mescidi (Tersane, Kasimpaa), 342
Siyavu Paa Qegmesi (Galata), 383
Siyavu Paga Medresesi (Emin5nfn), 124
Siyavu Paga Tirbesi (Eyfip), 447
Softa Hatip Camii. See Bodrum Mescidi (K&;cikpazar)
Softa Sinan Mescidi. See Egri Minare Mescidi (Fatih)
Sofu Ali Qavu Mescidi. See Sofular Mescidi (Eyfip)
Sofu Baba Tfirbesi (Taksim), 400
Sofu Mehmed Paga Medresesi (Emindni6), 235, 244
Sofular Camii. See Katib Kasim Mescidi (Kumkapi)
Sofular Mescidi (Eyilp), 286, 290-91, 304
Sofular Mescidi (Fatih), 152, 164, 211
Sogan Aga Mescidi (Sogan Aga Camii, Kumkapi), 151

Sogancilar Mescidi (Sogancibapi Mescidi, Kfi4;ckpazar),
263

Soguk Kuyu Medresesi . See Aya Sofya (Alemdar).
Sogukkuyu Camii (Fener), 53, 79, 153-54, 229, 325
Sokullu Mehmed Paga Camii (Alemdar),7, 214-15, 332,

363, 411; medrese, tekke, adzrvan, 214
Sokullu Mehmed Paa Camii (Galata). See Azabkapisi

Camii (Galata)
Sokullu Mehmed Paga Tfirbesi (Eyfip), 7, 364
Solak Sinan Mescidi (Uskfidar), 532
Solakbapi Camii (Kumkapi), 153, 530
Sormagir Camii (Samatya). See Debbagzade Camii

(Samatya)
Sormagir Camii (Taksim), 392
Sormagir Odalari (Samatya), 126
Sormagir Odalan Mescidi (Begikta ), 417
S6gitlni Qegme. See Ayrhk Qegmesi (Haydarpaga)
Suhte Sinan Mescidi. See Egri Minare Mescidi (Fatih)
Sultan Abdfilhamid Han Camii. See Beylerbeyi Camii

(Beylerbeyi)
Sultan Ahmed Camii (Alemdar), 12, 21-22, 124, 192, 229,

234, 272, 404, 502, 520; daTasifa, 21, 124; imaret, 21;
mekteb, 21; tabhane, 21; tftrbe, 21, 240, 456

Sultan Ahmed Qegmesi (Kasimpaa), 340
Sultan Ahmed Qegmesi (Uskildar), 521
Sultan Ahmed Han Camii. See Bebek Camii (Bebek)
Sultan Ahmed I Tilrbesi. See Sultan Ahmed Camii.
Sultan Bayezid Hamami (Rumelihisar), 442
Sultan Bayezid Mescidi (Galata), 361
Sultan Bayezid Han-i Veli Mescidi (Galata), 361
Sultan Camii (Alemdar). See Kabasakal Mescidi (Alemdar)
Sultan Camii (Eydp), 119, 306, 360, 525, 527
Sultan Camii (Karagiimrfik), 142
Sultan Camii (Samatya), 134
Sultan Qegmesi (KaragfTmrfik), 236
Sultan Mahmud Camii (Uskfidar), 501, 506
Sultan Mustafa III Mektebi (Pagabahce), 466
Sultan Mustafa Camii (Kadik6y), 544; mekteb, 544
Sultan Mustafa Mescidi. See Munadi Mescidi (5ehremini)
Sultan Osman III Tekkesi Mescidi. See Yanik Minare

Mescidi (Eyinp)
Sultan Selim Hamam, 86
Sultan Selim Medresesi Mescidi (5ehremini), 140; medrese,

140
Sultan Sileyman Qegmesi (Fener), 78, 201
Sultaniye Mescidi (Beykoz), 465
Sunullah Efendi Camii. See Husam Bey Mescidi (Fatih)
Siheyl Bey Camii. See Sahpazari Camii (Findikli, Galata)
Sileyman I Tnirbesi. See Sileymaniye Camii (Bayezid).
Sfileyman Aga Qegmesi (Eyilp), 287
Sfnleyman Aga Mektebi (Bayezid), 44
Snileyman Aga Mescidi. See Hazinedar Aga Camii

(Begikta )
Sfnleyman Paga Camii (Uskidar), 525-26
Sileyman Paga Mektebi (Fatih), 120, 149
Sileyman Paga Mektebi (Kadik6y), 545
Sileyman Paga Tfirbesi (Fatih), 120, 150
Sfnleyman Subagi Mektebi (Galata), 262
Sntleyman Subapi Mescidi (Bayezid). See Kirazli Mescidi

(Bayezid)
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Sileyman Subapi Mescidi (Eyiip). See Mnizevvir Mescidi
(Eyfip)

Sfileyman Subapi Mescidi (Kicikpazar). See Unkapani
Camii (Knciikpazar)

Sfileymaniye Camii (Bayezid), 10, 19-21, 124, 150, 207,
226, 232, 308, 322, 351, 451, 492, 535; Hurrem Sultan
Tfirbesi, 20, 115; Snileyman I Tfirbesi, 20, 115;
daridhadis, 19, 84; darii4ifa, 19; hamam, 19; imaret, 19;
medrese, 19, 84; mekteb, 19;

Sileymaniye Camii (Begikta ), 416
S6tleymaniye Tabhanesi Mescidi, xxvii
Sinbfnl Efendi Camii. See Koca Mustafa Paa Camii

(Samatya)
Silnni Esir Ali Camii. See Mimar Camii (5ehremini)
Sfirahi Camii. See Bey Mescidi (Eyfnp)
Sinruri Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 331-32; mekteb, mekteb,

$adzrvan, 332
Sfitci Murad Mescidi. See Karagfimrn-k Mescidi

(Karagimrik)
Sfidtice Camii (Sftlnice), 321, 351
Sfizekci Mescidi. See Fener Kapisi Mescidi (Fener)
Sizgecci Yusuf Yazici Mescidi. See Fener Kapisi Mescidi

(Fener)

5aban Aka Mescidi. See 5aban Mescidi (Hask6y)
5aban Kapudan Mescidi. See Kapudan Mescidi

(Kasimpaa)
5aban Mescidi (Haskby), 325
5adirvan Mescidi (Alemdar), 89, 147
5ah-1 Huban Medresesi (Alemdar), 145
5ah-i Huban Mektebi (Fener), 145, 161
5ah-1 Huban Mektebi (Samatya), 145
5ah-i Huban Odalari Mescidi (Fatih), 145
5ah-i Huban Tfirbesi (Ayvansaray, Fener), 145
5ah Kulu Mescidi (Beyoglu), 334
5ah Sultan (daughter of Mustafa III) Tilrbesi (Eyfsp), 260,

278
5ah Sultan (daughter of Selim I) Camii (Eyfip), 71, 148,

256, 279-82, 312; mekteb, 280; tekke, 256, 259, 279-82,
292, 394; tNirbe, 148, 256, 338, 484

5ah Sultan Camii (Samatya), 148; zaviye, medrese, 148
5ah Sultan Qegmesi (Samatya), 148
5ah Sultan Mektebi (Eyfip), 260, 278
5ah Sultan Mektebi (Samatya), 148
Sah u Geda Mescidi (Samatya), 145
5ahbaz Paa Zaviyesi, 140
5ahkulu Tekkesi (Merdivenk6yX), 320
5amdanci Hasan Aka Mescidi. See Malci Mescidi (Samatya)
5atir Hasan Aka Qegmesi (Eyfnp), 307
5atir Hasan Aka Qegmesi (Fener), 186, 307
5eftali Camii. See Azablar Camii (Fener)

ehdane Mektebi, 60
5ehid Hfiseyin Efendi Mekteb and Qegme (Findikli,

Galata), 399
5ehid Mehmed Paa Camii. See Mehmed Paa Camii

(Alemdar)
5ehidlik Tekkesi (Rumelihisar), 320, 437-38
5ehlag6z Haci Ahmed Paa Mektebi (Samatya), 116
5ehremini Camii ($ehremini), 104, 148-49, 232; gesme,

5adirvan, 148

5ehsfivar Mescidi (Galata), 360
5ehzade Camii (Bayezid), 9, 18-19, 185, 319, 382, 393, 411,

453; imaret, 18; medrese, 18, 451; mekteb, 18; tabhane, 18;
Bostanzade Mehmed Efendi Tfirbesi, 19; Damad
Ibrahim Paya Tiirbesi, 242; Destari Mustafa Paa
Tfirbesi, 9; Rulstem Paa Sebili, 129; Ristem Paa
Tfirbesi, 18, 129, 492; 5ehzade Sultan Mehmed
Tilrbesi, 18; 5ehzadeler Tarbesi, 17

5ehzade Sultan Mehmed Tfirbesi. See 5ehzade Camii
(Bayezid)

5ehzadeler Tfirbesi (for sons of Sfileyman I). See 5ehzade
Camii (Bayezid)

$ekerciler Ham (Karagftmrlk), 205
semi Molla Camii. See Ahmed Kethuda Mescidi (Samatya)
5emseddin Habib Efendi Camii. See Dlgeroglu Mescidi

(Fatih)
5emsi Paa Camii (Uskidar), 496-97; medrese, tfirbe, 497
5emsi Paa Kasri. See $erefabad Kasn (Uskfidar)
5emsi Paa Zaviyesi (Uskidar), 415
5enlik Dede Mescidi. See Macka Mescidi (Begikta )
$erefabad Kasri (Uskidar), xxix, 265, 496, 522, 536
5erefabad Mescidi. See Adliye Camii (Uskildar)
$eyh Abdfilkadir Efendi Tfirbesi (Eyfip), 289
$eyh Alaeddin Mescidi. See Alaeddin Mescidi (Fatih)
5eyh Camii (Uskldar), 501, 506, 528-29
5eyhCamii Tekkesi. See Devati Mustafa Efendi Tekkesi

(Uskildar)
5eyh Davud Mescidi (Ki4efkpazar), 147
$eyh Emir Hfisameddin Mescidi. See Himmetzade Zaviyesi

Mescidi (5ehremini)
$eyh Ferhad Mescidi. See Musalla Mescidi (Kumkapi)
$eyh Gavsi Tekkesi (5ehremini), 242
$eyh Hisameddin Camii. See Tulumcu Hisam Mescidi

($ehremini)
5eyh ismail Efendi Tekkesi (Yenik6y), 451
5eyh Mehmed Geylani Mescidi. See Bursa Tekkesi Camii

(Emin6ni)
5eyh Mehmed Geysudari Mescidi. See Sirkeci Tekkesi

Mescidi (Fener)
5eyh Muhyiddin Kocavi Mescidi. See Karanlik Mescid

(Fener)
5eyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi (Eyiip), 17, 310-13, 322-23,

373, 452
$eyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi Mescidi (Eynip), 310-13
5eyh Murad Mescidi (Fener), 148
$eyh Mustafa Efendi Mektebi (Incirk6y), 225, 466
$eyh Mustafa Paa Mektebi (Paabahce), 466
$eyh Resmi Mahmud Camii. See Resmi Mescidi (Fatih)
$eyh Selim Efendi Mescidi. See Emir Buhari Mescidi

(Ayvansaray, Fener)
$eyh S6tleyman Mescidi (Fatih), 147
5eyh Sileyman Mescidi (Kfi ickpazar), 147
$eyh Vefa Camii (Kicikpazar), 146-47; medrese, imaret,

hamam, geme, tfirbe, 146
$eyhoglu Edhem Baba Tnrbesi (Eyi~p), 260, 304
5eyhillharem Mescidi (Samatya), 145
$eyhilislAm Camii. See Mirzazade Camii (Uskildar)
$eyhfilislam Ebussuud Efendi Hamam ($ehremini), 227
5eyhilislAm Ebussuud Efendi Mektebi (5ehremini), 92
$eyhilislam Esad Efendi Darinlkurasi (Fatih), 14
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$eyhfilislAm Kapisi. See Bab-i Megihat (Ki'ifikpazar)
$eyhiilislAm Muid Ahmed Efendi Medresesi (Fatih), 243
$eyhnlislim Mustafa Efendi Qegmesi (Fatih), 103, 302
$eyhfilislam Seyyid Mehmed Feyzullah Efendi Medresesi

(Fatih), 110; kitftphane, mekteb, gelme, 110
$eyhfilislAm Tekkesi (Eyip), 302
5eyh6t1islam Tekkesi Mescidi ($eyhfilislam Mustafa Efendi

Tekkesi Mescidi, Eyinp), 302
$irmerd Qavu Mescidi (5irmerd Bey Qavu Mescidi,

Samatya), 149
$uaybzade Ibrahim Efendi Mektebi, 330
5fnca Baki Mescidi (Uskidar), 501, 531
$fheda Mescidi (Karag~imrfik), 144

Tabak Yunus Camii. See Debbak Yunus Mescidi (Fener)
Tabaklar Mescidi (Uskifdar), 512
Tabakzade Medresesi (Fener), 64
Tahiriye Tekkesi Mescidi (Tahir Aka Mescidi, Tahir Aga

Tekkesi Mescidi, Fener), 158
Tahta Kadi Mescidi (Kagidhane), 319; zaviye, hamam, 391
Tahta Kadi Mescidi (Kasimpaga), 332
Tahta Minare Camii. See Abbas Aga Camii (Fatih)
Tahta Minare Mescidi (Alemdar). See Hamza Paga Mescidi

(Alemdar)
Tahta Minare Mescidi (Dfigmeciler Quarter, Eyip), 303
Tahta Minare Mescidi (Fener), 78, 199
Tahta Minare Mescidi (Islam Bey Quarter, Eyinp). See

Defterdar Mescidi (Eyiip)
Tahta Minare Mescidi (Karagfimrnk). See Musliheddin

Mescidi (Karagfnmrfik)
Tahtkadi Camii. See Tahta Kadi Mescidi (Kasimpaga)
Takiyeci Ahmed Qelebi Mescidi. See Megeli Mescidi

(Samatya)
Takiyeci Camii (Zeytinburnu), 61, 257; sebil, 257
Takiyeci Mescidi ($ehremini), 78
Takiyeci Mescidi (Uskfidar), 512
Takiyeciler Tekkesi (Zeytinburnu), 320
Tarakqilar Daye Hatun Camii. See Tarakcilar Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Tarakcilar Mescidi (Bayezid), 78, 155
Tarsus Mescidi (5ehremini), 155
Ta Mektebi (Rumelihisar), 442
Tascilar Camii (Uskfidar), 519
Tati Kuyu Mektebi (Karagfnmrfik), 207
Tathkuyu Mescidi (Arpaemini Quarter, Kumkapi), 143,

157
Tathkuyu Mescidi (Mimar Hayreddin Quarter, Kumkapi)

157
Tavagi Camii (Kumkapi), 156
Tavasi Camii (Tavasi Hasan Aga Camii, Uskfidar), 511
Tavasi Mehmed Aga Camii. See Mehmed Aga Camii

(Fener)
Tavagi Mustafa Paga Tfirbesi (Uskfidar), 46
Tavasi Sieyman Aga Camii. See Tavagi Camii (Kumkapi)
Tavgan Aga (Bi-zeban) Sebili (Alemdar), 51
Tavukcu Reis Mustafa Efendi Qegmesi (Bebek), 436
Tazicilar Ocagi Camii (Uskiidar), 520
Tekeli K6 kft (KnX4ikpazar), 529
Tekerlek Mustafa Efendi Mektebi (Begikta ), 411
Tekfur Sarayi (Fener), 82, 178

Tekfurdagh Mustafa Paa Zaviyesi (Fener), 137
Tekke Mescidi (Emin6ni), 79
Tekke Mescidi (Fndikli, Galata). See Hatuniye Mescidi

(Findikli, Galata)
Tekke Mescidi (KAiidhane), 319
Tekneciler Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 264
Tembeller Mescidi (Tembel Haci Mehmed Mescidi,

Uskfidar), 531
Tercniman Yunus Camii. See Diragman Camii

(Karagntmrfk)
Terctman Yunus Mektebi (Karagntmrilk), 127
Terkim Mescidi (Fatih), 77
Terlikciler Mescidi (Bayezid), 79, 154
Tersane Camii. See Piyale Paga Camii (Kasimpaga)
Tersane Sarayi. See Aynah Kavak Sarayi (Hask6y)
Terziler KArhane Mescidi (Alemdar), 118
Tegrifatci Mescidi. See Salacak Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Tevkii Cafer Qelebi Camii. See Eski Niganci Camii
TezgAhcilar Camii. See Hfisam Bey Mescidi (Fatih)
Tezkireci Osman Efendi Camii. See Kurucegme Camii

(Kurur~e~me)
Tibbiye Mescidi. See Yegil Kiremidli Mescid (Emin6ni)
Timigvar Tekkesi Mescidi. See Tahta Minare Mescidi

(Digmeciler Quarter, Eynp)
Timurhan Mescidi. See Demirhan Mescidi (Fener)
Timurta, Mescidi (K6enikpazar), 79
Tokat Bahcesi (Anadolukavagi), 460-61
Toklu Dede Mescidi (Fener), xviii, 52, 159-62
Tomtom Mescidi (Beyoglu), 387
Top Arabaciyan Kielasi Mescidi (Galata), 380
Top Kapi Camii ($ehremini), 158-59, 175; medrese, mekteb,

(eqme, $adirvan, 158
Topal Hoca Mescidi (Kihe Ali Paga Quarter, Begikta ), 419
Top4u Kiglasi (Tophane, Galata), 384
Topcu Kielasi Mescidi (Tophane, Galata), 384
Topcu Odalan Mescidi (Cihangir, Galata), 393
Top4ubagi Abdilkerim Aga Hamami (Tophane, Galata),

396
Topcubayi Ismail Aga Qegmesi (Tophane, Galata), 390
Topcubai Ismail Aga Mektebi (Tophane, Galata), 390
Topeular Mescidi (Eynp), 315
Tophane Camii (Tophane, Galata), 39, 381-83, 401, 420;

mekteb, medrese, hamam, 382
Tophane Ocagi Mescidi (Tophane, Galata), 396-97
Tophane-i Amire (Tophane, Galata), 177, 379, 380, 384,

386, 387, 390
Tophanelioglu Qegmesi (Binyink Qamlica, Uskfidar), 548
Topkapi Sarayi (Alemdar), 378
Torlak Dede Mescidi (Rumelihisar), 442
Toygar Hamza Mescidi (Uskftdar), 530
Tozkoparan Mescidi (Beyoklu), 335
Tulumbacilar Ocagi Mescidi (Eminbnfi), 266
Tulumcu Hfisam Mescidi (5ehremini), 156
Tunusbagi Mescidi (Uskfidar), 524
Turhan Hadice Sultan Camii. See Yeni Valide Camii

(Emin6nfl)
Turhan Hadice Sultan Turbesi. See Yeni Valide Camii

(Emin6nfs)
Turgucu Camii (Hask6y), 325
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Turgucuzade Hfiseyin Qelebi Camii. See Turgucu Camii
(Hask5y)

Tuti Abdfillatif Camii. See Tuti Latif Mescidi
(Karagfimrfik)

Tuti Latif Medresesi (Fatih), 157
Tuti Latif Mescidi (Karagftmrik), 157
Tuz Baba Mescidi. See Uzuncaova Mescidi (Begiktas)
Tficcar Mehmed Efendi Tinrbesi (Fatih), 72
Tfifenkhane Mescidi (Fener), 261
Tilbentci Mescidi. See Dfilbentci Mescidi (5ehremini)
Tfirbali Mescidi. See Durbali Mescidi (Uskfidar)
Tirbe-i 5erife-i Hazret-i Halid bin Zeyd. See Eyfip Sultan

Tfirbesi (Eyfip).
Tfirbe-i 5ehzadegin. See Aya Sofya (Alemdar).
Turk Ahmed Paa Mektebi (Uskildar), 504

Ulac Hasan Paa Mektebi (Kasimpaa), 346, 452
Ulac Hasan Paa Mektebi (Kumkapi), 347, 452
Uluca Baba Mescidi. See Evlice Baba Mescidi (Eyfip)
Unkapam Camii (Kficiikpazar), 262
Uzun Piyale Papa Qegmesi. See Yeni Qegme (Kasimpaga)
Uzun $tica Mescidi (Alemdar), 56, 175
Uzun Yusuf Mescidi (5ehremini), 35
Uzuncaova Mescidi (Begikta ), 417
Uzuncaova Mescidi (Samatya), 33

Uc Mihrabli Mescidi (Ki4fikpazar), 59
Ucba Medresesi (Karagimrnfik), 57

Jcba, Mescidi (Karagilmrk), 57
Ugler Mescidi (Alemdar), 38-39

Jler NamazgAhi Mescidi. See Ueler Mescidi (Alemdar)
Ucfincfi Sultan Mustafa Mescidi. See Saka Qegmesi Mescidi

(Bayezid)
Jlice Baba Mescidi. See Evlice Baba Mescidi (Eyfip)

Urmm-i Veled Medresesi (Karagimrnik), 233
Jmmi Sinan Tekkesi (5ehremini), 174, 207

Ummgn ls m Camii. See Qivizade Mescidi (Fatih)
Ummfihan Hatun Mescidi. See Yeni Mahalle Mescidi

(Eyfip)
Uncfi Mustafa Camii. See Pagabahce Camii (Pagabahce)
Uskfibi Qakir Aga Camii. See Ukkfiblfi Mescidi (Fener)
Uskfibiye Mescidi (Alemdar), 51
Uskfiblfi Mescidi (Fener), 35-36, 226, 287
Uskfidar Aya Sofya Camii. See Davud Paa Camii (Uskfidar)

Valide Camii (Galata). See Galata Yeni Camii (Galata)
Valide Camii (Rumelikavagi), 455
Valide Qegmesi (Karagmnmriik), 238
Valide Hamami. See Qemberlita Hamami (Alemdar)
Valide Ham Mescidi (Bayezid), 240; han, 240
Valide Medresesi Mescidi (Karagfimrfik), 238-39; medrese,

238
Valide Sultan Camii. See Yeni Valide Camii (Eminbn6if)
Valide Sultan Mescidi. See Simkeghane Mescidi (Bayezid)
Valide-i Atik Camii (Uskindar), 44, 68, 243, 415, 489-90,

512, 515, 549; medrese, darfilhadis, darilkura, imaret,
daraiifa, mekteb, han, 489, 490

Valide-i Atik Tekkesi (Uskidar), 415
Valide-i Cedid Camii (Uskildar), 42, 357, 371, 489, 493-94,

503; sebil, gesme, imaret, mekteb, tfirbe, 493, 494

Vani Efendi Sahilhanesi (Vanik6y), 477
Vanik6y Mescidi (Vanik6y), 477-78; medrese, imaret, 478
Vedud Camii. See Sultan Camii (Eyfip)
Vefa Camii. See $eyh Vefa Camii (Knfenkpazar)
Vefa Kilise Camii. See Kilise Mescidi (Kicikpazar)
Veled-i Karaba Mescidi (5ehremini), 237
Veliyeddin Efendi Kfitfiphanesi (Bayezid), 16
Velizade Mektebi (Fatih), 14, 206
Verdinaz Kadin Sebil and Mekteb (Fatih), 225
Vezir Ham (Alemdar), 237
Vezir Ham Mescidi (Alemdar), 197, 237
Vezir Tekkesi. See Izzet Paa Tekkesi (Eyfip)
Vezir Tekkesi Mescidi. See Izzet Paa Tekkesi Mescidi

(Eyinp)
Vezirhane Camii. See Atik Ali Paa Camii (Alemdar)
Vidoz Camii (Bakirk6y), 317
Vilayet Camii. See Nalli Mescid (Emin6nfi)
Viran Cami. See Lalezar Mescidi ($ehremini)
Viran Tfnrbe. See Fatih Camii (Fatih).
Vignezade Mescidi (Begikta ), 414
Voynuk 5isca Mescidi (Voynuk 5iicaeddin Camii,

Ki4fnkpazar), 97, 239

Yagcizade Tekkesi Mescidi. See Isfendiyar Mescidi
(Uskfidar)

Yagkapani Camii (Galata), 191, 365
Yahni Kapan Sokagi Camii (Bayezid), 248
Yahya Efendi Mescidi (Begikta ), 424-26; tekke, 426
Yahya Efendi Mescidi (5ehremini). See Yolgecen Mescidi

($ehremini)
Yahya Efendi Tfirbesi (Begikta ), 420, 424, 450
Yahya Efendi Zaviyesi (Eyfip), 65
Yahya Guzel Mescidi (Kicilkpazar), 242; medrese, 242
Yahya Kethfida Camii (Kasimpaa), 332; tekke, 332
Yahya Paa Hamami (Karag-fmrfik), 69
Yahya Paa Mektebi (Karagntmrnik), 69
Yahyazade Tekkesi (Eyftp), 290, 291, 292
Yakub Aga Camii (Mercan Quarter, Bayezid). See Aga

Mescidi (Bayezid)
Yakub Aga Qegmesi (Bayezid), 44
Yakub Aga Hamami (Beyoglu), 391
Yakub Aga Hamami (Samatya), 391
Yakub Aga Mektebi (Eyntp), 44
Yakub Aga Mescidi (Bayezid), 246; mekteb, 246
Yakubzade Mescidi (5ehremini), 244
Yaldizli Tekke Mescidi. See FenAyi Tekkesi Camii

(Uskfidar)
Yalik6y Mescidi (Yalik6y), 463
Yamaklar Mescidi (Karaginmrik), 245
Yanik Minare Mescidi (Eyilp), 308
Yarhisar Camii (Fatih), 169, 242-43
Yaricizade Mescidi. See Odun Yaricizade Mescidi (Fener)
Yatagan Dede Qegmesi (Fener), 247
Yatagan Mescidi (Fener), 247
Yavasca $ahin Mescidi (Emin6ni), 246
Yavedud Camii. See Sultan Camii (Eynip)
Yavedud Tekkesi (Eyftp), 306
Yavedud Tfnrbesi (Eyiip), 335
Yavuz Mehmed Aga Mescidi (Samatya), 246
Yavasca Mehmed Aga Mescidi ($ehremini). See Nazmi
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Tekkesi Mescidi ($ehremini)
Yavuz Selim Camii. See Selimiye Camii (Fener)
Yavuz Sultan Selim Mescidi. See Terziler Karhanesi Mescidi

(Alemdar)
Yayla Camii (Fatih), 245, 472
Yayla Mescidi (5ehremini), 118, 241-42
Yazici Camii (Galata), 367
Yazici Mehmed Efendi Mekteb and Hamam (Galata), 367
Yazici Mescidi (Fener), 143, 244
Yazih Medrese (Eyap), 364
Yazma Kapisi Mescidi. See 5eyh Davud Mescidi

(K6cikpazar)
Yedekeiler Mescidi. See Bostancilar Tabhanesi Mescidi

(Alemdar)
Yedi Kule (Samatya), 37, 54, 96, 196, 212, 438
Yedikule Camii (Samatya), 245, 252
Yeldegirmeni Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 343
Yelkenci Ham Mescidi (Galata), 364; han, 364
Yemeniciler Mescidi (Alemdar), 56, 246
Yeni Cami (Anadolukavagi), 457
Yeni Cami (Eminbnfi). See Yeni Valide Camii (Emin6nn)
Yeni Qegme (Kasimpaa), 343, 348
Yeni Qegme (5ehremini), 227
Yeni Qegme Mescidi (Inkilab Quarter, Uskfidar), 504-5
Yeni Qegme Mescidi (Kasimpaa), 343, 348
Yeni Qegme Mescidi (Kizlaragasi Quarter, Uskfidar). See

Aga Mescidi (Kizlaragasi Quarter, Uskfidar)
Yeni Dersiye Mescidi ($ehremini), 248
Yeni Hamam (Fener), 137
Yeni Han Mescidi. See Kfirkciler Ham Mescidi (Eminbni)
Yeni Mahalle Mescidi (Eyfip), 306
Yeni Mahalle Mescidi (Taksim), 391
Yeni Odalar (Fatih), 40, 77, 472
Yeni Valide Camii (Emin6nfi), 6, 12, 22-24, 64, 232, 317,

455, 477, 487, 525, 528, 529; Ahmed III Kiltfiphanesi,
23; darilkura, 22; mekteb, 22; sebil, 22; Turhan Hadice
Sultan Tfirbesi, 22, 174

Yeni Valide Camii (Uskfidar). See Valide-i Cedid Camii
(Uskildar)

Yenibahce Mescidi (Karagamrnik), 243
Yenikapi Camii (5ehremini), 244
Yenikapi Iskelesi Camii (Fener), 261
Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi (Zeytinburnu), 155, 182, 227, 244,

253-54, 337, 369, 370, 371, 415, 422
Yenigehirli Abdullah Efendi Sahilhanesi (Kanlica), 470
Yenigehirli Osman Efendi Qegmesi (Beylerbeyi), 487
Yeralti Camii. See Kurgunlu Mahzen Camii (Galata)

Yerebatan Mescidi. See Uskfibiye Mescidi (Alemdar)
Yegil Direk Camii. See Tekke Mescidi (Emin6nfi)
Yegil Direkli Hamami (Uskfidar), 489
Yegil Kiremidli Mescid (Eminbnfi), 266
Yildiz Dede Hamam. See Cuhud Kapisi Hamami

(Emin5nu)
Yildiz Dede Mescidi (Emin6nin), 248-49; tekke, 249; tirbe,

249
Yokurtcular Camii (Kiikpazar), 263
Yogurtcular Karhanesi Mescidi (Alemdar), 247
Yolcuzade Mescidi (Galata), 359
Yolgecen Mescidi (5ehremini), 54, 242
Yorgani Ibrahim Aka Mescidi (Fener), 243
Yorus Kalesi Mescidi (Anadolukavagi), 457-58
Yumurtacilar Camii. See Odun Kapisi Mescidi

(Kfi~fkpazar)
Yunani Hoca Kasim Gfrnani Camii. See Hasan Hfiseyin

Mescidi (Fener)
Yusuf Aka Camii. See Valide Camii (Rumelikavagi)
Yusuf Aga Hamami (Eyftp), 297
Yusuf Efendi bin Husrev Mektebi (Fatih), 206
Yusuf Fakih Mescidi. See Cafer Aka Mescidi ($ehremini)
Yua Dagi Mescidi (Anadolukavagi), 458-61
Yua Dagi Mescidi Tekkesi (Anadolukavagi), 459

Zal Mahmud Paa Camii (Eyfip), 149, 236, 260, 277-79,
299, 312, 338

Zal Mahmud Paa Tfirbesi, 149, 277
Zekeriya Efendi Medresesi (Karagi~mrfk), 189
Zekeriya Ky Camii (Zekeriya Ky), 454
Zenbilli Ali Efendi Mektebi (Fatih), 132, 135, 226, 358
Zenbilli Ali Efendi Mescidi. See M fti Ali Efendi Mescidi

(Fener)
Zenburcu Mescidi. See Zenburcubapi Mescidi (Eminbnfi)
Zenburcubapi Mescidi (Emin6nfi), 133
Zeyneb Hatun Mescidi (Eyinp), 284
Zeyneb Sultan Camii (Alemdar), xxvii
Zeyneb Sultan Sarayi (Eyfip), 274
Zeyrek Camii (Fatih), 132, 272, 289, 319, 358
Zeyrek Zaviyesi (Fatih), 132
Zeytiniye Mescidi (Kficiikpazar), 262
Zeytuniye Mescidi. See Pitnahor Mescidi (Samatya)
Zihgirci Kemal Mescidi. See Zihgirci Mescidi ($ehremini)
Zihgirci Mescidi ($ehremini), 58, 133
Zincirlikuyu Camii (Karagamrik), 133, 166, 260, 323
Zindan Mescidi (Tersane, Kasimpapa), 341
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Abah 5eyh Hfisameddin (d. 1737-38), peyh of the Hftsam-
eddin U aki Tekkesi, 349

Abaza Paa, 168
Abbas Aga, darassaade agasz, 169, 418
Abdi, seyh of the Karyagdi Ali Baba Tekkesi, 285
Abdi Dede Efendi. See Abdullah Efendi, 5eyh (d. 1631-32)
Abdi Efendi, Defterdar (d. 1764-65), 124
Abdi Efendi, Haci, bashalife, installer of minbar in Kadi

Mescidi, 403
Abdi Efendi, Salihi (d. 1828), 301
Abdi Efendi, 5eyh (d. 1760-61), peyh of the Nureddin

Cerrahi Tekkesi, 203
Abdi Subapi, builder of Mahmud Aga Camii in Fener, 226
Abdullah, son of Ahmed III, 23
Abdullah, son of Selim II, 9
Abdullah, Seyyid, jeyh of the Mehmed Paa Tekkesi, 215
Abdullah Aga (late 16th century), musahib, 111
Abdullah Aga, Bostancibapi (d. 1591-92), 64, 486, 545
Abdullah Aga, Gedik (d. 1629-30), kapudan, 347
Abdullah Aga, Mirzazade, vakif of the Karaba Tekkesi

Mescidi, 383
Abdullah Alehi (d. 1491), Nakybendi 5eyh, 49, 132
Abdullah al-Baki Efendi, Tursunzade (d. 1610-11), 169
Abdullah Bali Efendi, builder of the Bali Hoca Mosque,

289
Abdullah Bey, Haci, installer of minbar in Haracci

Mescidi, 113
Abdullah bin Abdurrahman, Qelebi (d. 1533-34), builder

of the Qilingirler Mescidi, 87-88
Abdullah Dede (d. 1790-91), 5eyh of the Galata

Mevlevihanesi, 370
Abdullah Efendi (d. 1623-24), jeyh of the BazargAn

Tekkesi, 75
Abdullah Efendi (d. 1690), kadi, 400
Abdullah Efendi (d. 1710-11), peyh of the Himmetzade

Zaviyesi, 240
Abdullah Efendi (d. 1742-43), seyh of the Baleik Tekkesi,

301
Abdullah Efendi (d. 1748-49), kadzasker, son of

5eyhfilislim Imam-i 5ehriyari Mahmud Efendi, 14
Abdullah Efendi (d. 1764), reisfilkittab, 514
Abdullah Efendi, kadi of Istanbul, 414
Abdullah Efendi, son-in-law of Kecdehan, 189
Abdullah Efendi, $eyh of the Mimar Acem Tekkesi, 228
Abdullah Efendi, Cankurtaran, eyh (d. 1732-33), seyh of

the 5ah Sultan Tekkesi, 281, 394
Abdullah Efendi, Qivizade, defterdar, 14, 69
Abdullah Efendi, Qivizade, Seyyid, kadzasker, son of Bitlice

Ali Efendi, 69
Abdullah Efendi, Qukadar, 5eyh of Ummi Sinanzade 5eyh

Hasan Efendi, 247
Abdullah Efendi, Dedezade (d. 1663-64), $eyh of the Balat

Tekkesi, 63
Abdullah Efendi, Finikeli (d. 1591-92), peyh of the Merkez

Efendi Tekkesi, 255
Abdullah Efendi, Gazalizade (d. 1569-70), 172
Abdullah Efendi, Haci Hoca, $eyh, Seyyid, Nakebendi geyh,

535-36
Abdullah Efendi, Hacim, jeyh of the Yahyazade Tekkesi,

297
Abdullah Efendi, Himmetzade, $eyh, 23
Abdullah Efendi, Kandi, poet, 38
Abdullah Efendi, Kangirili, jeyh of the tekke of the Selimiye

Camii in Uskfidar, 495
Abdullah Efendi, Kaggari, $eyh (d. 1760), geyh of the

Kalenderhane and Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi, 282-83
Abdullah Efendi, La'lizade, Seyyid (d. 1139), 297
Abdullah Efendi, Niyadi, Seyyid (d. 1798-99), geyh of the

Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi, 283
Abdullah Efendi, Pagmakcizade, Seyyid (d. 1732),

seyhfdisldm, 402, 534
Abdullah Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1767), kadzasker, son of

$eyhfilislAm Feyzullah Efendizade Mustafa Efendi, 302
Abdullah Efendi, Seyyid, $eyh of the Yanik Minare Mescidi,

308
Abdullah Efendi, serif (d. 1753-54), imam of the

Nahlbend Mescidi in Alemdar, 235
Abdullah Efendi, $eyh (d. 1773-74), imam of the Arpaci

Mescidi in Eyitp, 260, 291, 285, 291, 304
Abdullah Efendi, $eyh, Abdi Dede (d. 1631-32), founder

and jeyh of the Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi and $eyh of the
Galata Mevlevihanesi, 337, 368

Abdullah Efendi, Tomtom (d. 1711-12), imam of the
Tomtom Mescidi, 387

Abdullah Efendi, Vassaf (d. 1761), seyhilisldm, 446-47
Abdullah Efendi, Yenigehirli (d. 1743), 5eyhidisldm, 108,

470, 534
Abdullah Efendi, Zakirzade, $eyh, 501
Abdullah Efendi, Zeynelabidin Hamidzade (d. 1719-20),

223
Abdullah Efendi, Zeyrekzade, Seyyid (d. 1674), 41
Abdullah Hfisami, $eyh of the Hiisameddin U aki Tekkesi,

349
Abdullah ibn Fazlullah al-Hilseyini, Hoca (d. 1669-70),

$eyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in Fatih, 50
Abdullah Paga (d. 1710-11), emir-i derya, 347
Abdullah Paga (d. 1738-39), 221
Abdullah Paga (d. 1756), sadr-i azam kethfidasz, mir-i miran,

511-12, 535
Abdullah Paa, Firarizade, Seyyid, Boynu Egri (d. 1761),

grand vizier, 149, 432, 508-9
Abdullah Paa, Deli, Kapudan (d. 1823), grand vizier, 340,

479-80, 487
Abdullah Paa, Nailli (d. 1758), grand vizier, 268
Abdullah Rifki Efendi, 5eyh (d. 1770-71), seyh of the

FenAyi Tekkesi, 517-18
Abdurrahman Aga, silahdar, 487
Abdurrahman Aga, Sekbanbapi, gazi of Mehmed II in
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conquest of Constantinople, 261
Abdurrahman Besim Efendi (d. 1842-43), seyh of the

Erdebil and Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi tekkes, 502
Abdurrahman Bey ibn Mustafa Paa (d. 1818), kethfida-yz

sadr-z azam, 405
Abdurrahman Efendi (d. 1711), beyh of the Kadirihane,

389
Abdurrahman Efendi, maiderris, 208
Abdurrahman Efendi, seyh of Aya Sofya, 114
Abdurrahman Efendi, Arabzade, poet, 47
Abdurrahman Efendi, Cincizade, calligrapher, mevlidhan,

95
Abdurrahman Efendi, Qelebi (d. 1755-56), yeyh of the

Lagari Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi, 281
Abdurrahman Efendi, Karaba , builder of the Karaba

Mescidi, 188, 237
Abdurrahman Efendi, Kizil (d. 1506-7), kadasker, 186
Abdurrahman Efendi, Mfieyyedzade (d. 1516), kadasker,

273,367
Abdurrahman Efendi, Refia (d. 1723-24), seyh of the

Nazmi Tekkesi, 232
Abdurrahman Efendi, 5ahkadinzade (d. 1740-41), seyh of

the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi in Eyiip, 315
Abdurrahman Efendi, $eyh (d. 1800-1), seyh of the

Nureddin Cerrahi Tekkesi, 204
Abdurrahman Efendi, 5eyh, Qelebi 5eyhzade (d. 1748-49),

seyh of the Hekim Qelebi Tekkesi, 101
Abdurrahman Efendi, $ikkazade, mideris of the Kasim

Paga Camii Medresesi, 300
Abdurrahman Efendi, Tulumcuzade, Koca Hfisamzade (d.

1670), seyhalisldm, 156
Abdurrahman Efendi, Zeyrekzade, kadiasker, 414
Abdurrahman ibn Abd6iikebir al-Hiiseyini, Hoca, 5eyh (d.

1774-75), seyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in Fatih, 50
Abdurrahman Pasa (d. 1706), kapudan pasa, 352
Abdfilahad Dede Efendi, Fazil, Seyyid (d. 1766-67), seyh of

the Begikta Mevlevihanesi, 422
Abdfilaziz Efendi (d. 1636), son of Hfisameddin U aki,

350
Abdfilaziz Efendi (d. 1816-17), seyh of the BazargAn

Tekkesi, 75
Abdfilaziz Efendi, Karacelebizade (d. 1657), seyhilisldm,

73, 230, 294, 357, 498
Abdfilbaki Aga, yenigeri agasz, 335
Abdtilbaki Bey Efendi, mfitevelli of the Sogukkuyu Camii,

154
Abdiilbaki Efendi (d. 1710-11), seyh of the Sivasi Tekkesi,

136
Abdfilbaki Efendi (d. 1798-99), seyh of the Sivasi Tekkesi,

136
Abdfilbaki Efendi (d. 1815-16), seyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 254, 371
Abdfilbaki Efendi, La'lizade, Seyyid (d. 1746), jurist, poet

and calligrapher, 257, 277, 282, 297
Abdfilbaki Efendi, Sivasizade, 352
Abdiilbaki Efendi, U akizade, poet, 317
Abdfilbaki Paa (d. 1624-25), 255
Abdf6lbaki Sirn Dede Efendi (d. 1750-51), seyh of the

Galata Mevlevihanesi, 369
Abdilfettah bin 5eyh Nasrullah (d. 1569-70), 300

Abdfilfettah Pasa, Kapudan, Gazi, Haci (d. 1704-5),
kapudan-z derya, 82

Abdfilgani Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1787), seyh of the Balhik
Tekkesi, 301

Abdilhalik Efendi, seyh of the $ah Sultan Tekkesi, 281
Abdfilhalim Efendi, 216
Abdfilhalim Efendi, seyh of the Nazmi Tekkesi, 232
Abdiilhalim Efendi, Ahizade (d. 1604-5), kadzasker, 48
Abdfilhalim Efendi, Yedikulelizade, Seyyid (d. 1755),

calligrapher, 25
Abdfilhalim Efendi ibn Ramazan Efendi (d. 1651-52), seyh

of the BazargAn Tekkesi, 75
Abdiilhamid I, sultan, 5, 23, 407, 476, 480, 484-86, 487,

538
Abdfilhamid Efendi, imam, Muhsinzade, miderris, mfitevelli

of the Abdilkadir Efendi Mescidi, 292
Abdflhayy Efendi ibn Sach Ibrahim Efendi (d. 1705), seyh

of the Hidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 194, 215,
501

Abdilhayy ibn Mehmed Emin Efendi, Seyyid, seyh of the
Mimar Acem Tekkesi, 228

Abdilkadir, $eyh, al-Hiseyini, al-Nakebendi (d. 1738-39),
489

Abdiilkadir Efendi, (d. 1749-50), seyh of the 5ah Sultan
Tekkesi, 281

Abdilkadir Efendi, kadzasker, founder of the Sarmaik
Camii Tekkesi, 152, 224

Abdilkadir Efendi, nakibilesraf, 399
Abdilkadir Efendi, reisfilkurra, 289
Abdilkadir Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1695-96), son of Muhyiddin

bin Mehmed bin Abdilevvel, 274
Abdfilkadir Halebi, Seyyid, seyh of the Galata

Mevlevihanesi, 370
Abdnilkadir Kadri Qavu , 347
Abdfilkadir Paa, Mustafa Pagazade (d. 1749-50), tersane

kethidasz, 410
Abdilkadir $eyhi Efendi, Mfieyyedzade (d. 1593),

seyhilisldm, 291, 367
Abdilkebir ibn Fazlullah al-Hfiseyini, Hoca (d. 1718-19),

seyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in Fatih, 50
Abdfilkerim Aga, Topcubapi, 396
Abdftlkerim Efendi (d. 1593-94), imam-z sehriyari, 343
Abdiilkerim Efendi, Buharizade (d. 1778-79), seyh of the

$ah Sultan Tekkesi, 281
Abdfilkerim Efendi, Bfilbiilcfizade, Fethi, seyh of Aya Sofya,

79
Abdfilkerim Efendi, Feraizci Hfiseyin Efendizade, 38
Abdilkerim Efendi-i h tibi (d. 1606-7), seyhfslharem, 214
Abdiillatif Efendi, Hoca (d. 1663-64), seyh of the Emir

Buhari Tekkesi in Fatih, 49, 186
Abdfillatif Efendi, $eyh, son-in-law of Emir Buhari, 331
Abdf6llatif Efendi, Tuti Latif, (d. 1670-71), 157
Abdfilmecid Efendi (d. 1736-37), seyh of the Sivasi Tekkesi

in Fener, 136
Abdfilmecid Efendi, seyh of the Nazmi Tekkesi, 232
Abdfilmecid Efendi, Sivasi, (d. 163940), seyh of the Sivasi

and Mehmed Aga tekkes, 135, 219
Abd6ilmelek, son of Ahmed III, 23
Abiilmfimin Efendi, Bosnavi (d. 1595-96), founder of the

Diragman Tekkesi, 127
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Abdfilvasi, Molla, kadzasker, 388
Abdillvedud, 5eyh, Yavedud Sultan (d. 1544), gazi of

Mehmed II at the conquest of Constantinople, 306
Abdfirrahim Bey, Tezkireci, Habegizade, 183
Abdfirrahim Dede (d. 1831-32), seyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 254
Abdfirrahim Efendi (d. 1537-38), seyh of the Sivasi

Tekkesi, 291
Abdfirrahim Efendi (d. 1676-77), son of Hfisameddin

Ugaki, 350
Abdfirrahim Efendi (d. 1746-47), seyh of the 5ah Sultan

Tekkesi, 281
Abdfirrahim Efendi (d. 1767-68), seyh of the 5ah Sultan

Tekkesi, 281
Abdilrrahim Efendi, mektubcu of 5eyhfilislAm Dfirrizade

Mustafa Efendi, 474
Abdfirrahim Efendi, Kara Halilzade, 243
Abdirrahim Efendi, Magrebi, 288
Abdfirrahim Kayseri, San Babazade, Seyyid, Abaza 5eyhi

(d. 1637-38), Bayrami seyh, 493
Abdfirrahim Rahmi Efendi, poet, 93
Abdfissamed Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1738-39), seyh of the

Himmetzade Zaviyesi, 240
Abdfisselam, defterdar, 326
Abdisselim Efendi, poet and Qur'an reader, 421
Abdfiekur Efendi, (d. 1773-74), 5eyh of the Nureddin

Cerrahi Tekkesi, 204
Abid Qelebi (d. 1497), mystic, 169
Abide Hatun, wife of Debbagzade Huseyin Efendi, 126
Acem Ali (d. 1537), mimar, 227
Adem Dede Efendi (d. 1652-53), 5eyh of the Galata

Mevlevihanesi, 368
Afife Hanim, wife of 5eyhfilislAm Yenigehirli Abdullah

Efendi, 108
Ahi Qelebi (d. 1523-24), builder of the Kanli Finn Mescidi,

264
Ahi Qelebi Mehmed Kemal Ahi Han, builder of the

Yogurtcular Camii, 263, 264
Ahmad Khin, Sayyid, xv
Ahmed I, sultan, 182, 270, 406, 491, 520, 521
Ahmed II, sultan, 20
Ahmed III, sultan, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 23, 46, 55, 95, 128, 163,

276, 317, 320, 345, 374, 380, 411, 435, 443, 493, 494
Ahmed (d. 1566-67), kadz of Medina, founder of Ahaveyn

Mescidi, 37
Ahmed, Bakkal, builder of the Bakkal Ahmed Aga

Mescidi, 67
Ahmed, Mekki, jeyh of the Mehmed Paga Tekkesi, 215
Ahmed, Seyyid, 5eyh of the Kadirihane, 390
Ahmed, 5eyh, keeper of the Eyfip Tnarbesi, 288
Ahmed Aga (d. 1529-30), musician, builder of the Kemani

Mescidi, 209
Ahmed Aga (d. 1733-34), tersane emini, 505, 518
Ahmed Aga, builder of Qadirci Mescidi, 84
Ahmed Aga, builder of the Kiremidei Mescidi, 324
Ahmed Aga, kasab al-hac, 243
Ahmed Aga, kethfida of Has Murad Paa, 41
Ahmed Aga, kethaida of Ketencizade Omer Paa, 396
Ahmed Aga, tophane nazmn, 397
Ahmed Aga, Agnbozlu, Haci, tfaccar, 423

Ahmed Aga, Arec, terzibamz, 119
Ahmed Aga, Attar, 173
Ahmed Aga, Balcizade, Haci, 37
Ahmed Aga, Bosnak (d. 1655-56), babaissaade agast, 45,

116, 165, 434, 537
Ahmed Aga, Ebukuf (d. 1758), darssaade ajast, 271
Ahmed Aga, Haci, debbak, 252
Ahmed Aga, Haci, Kalnoglu, installer of minbar in the

Aga Mescidi, 504
Ahmed Aga, Handanzade, installer of minbar of

Nerdfibanh Mescidi, 234
Ahmed Aga, Kaicfsk, silahdar, 205
Ahmed Aga, Melek, builder of Kesmekaya Mescidi, 200
Ahmed Aga, Pazarbapi, builder of the Pazarbapi Mescidi,

514
Ahmed Aga, Tozkoparan, 346
Ahmed Aga, Tugcizade, Haci (d. 1769-70), 112
Ahmed Aga, Voynuk, 192
Ahmed Bey, dizdar, 338
Ahmed Bey, Kemanke (d. 1546-47), kapudan- derya, 410,

411
Ahmed Bey, Kfirkeibapi, 82, 207, 209, 448
Ahmed Bey Efendi, sipah kalemi bashalifesi, 145
Ahmed Bican, mystic writer, 369
Ahmed bin Abdfissamed al-Yegani, haszrcbapi, 333
Ahmed bin Muhammed al-Hfiseyini al-Buhari, 5eyh,

Seyyid, Emir Buhari (d. 1516), 49, 52, 169, 186, 300
Ahmed Qavu , 57
Ahmed Qelebi, builder of Aya Kapisi Mescidi, 261, 511
Ahmed Qelebi, Ziver, poet, 154
Ahmed Qelebi Efendi, Defterdar (d. 1524-25), 210-11
Ahmed Dede, founder of the Arab Kapi Mescidi, 162
Ahmed Dede, Gavsi (d. 1697-98), jeyh of the Galata

Mevlevihanesi, 369
Ahmed Dede, Haci (d. 1667-68), geyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 253
Ahmed Dede, Kari (d. 1679-80), $eyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 253
Ahmed Dede, Kfi4;fk (d. 1746-47), jeyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 254
Ahmed Dede, Pecevizade (d. 1724-25), Ieyh of the

Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi, 254
Ahmed Dede, Sabuhi (d. 1644-45), jeyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 253
Ahmed Dede, Seyyid (d. 1763-64), 5eyh of the Begikta

Mevlevihanesi, 422
Ahmed Dede Efendi (d. 1771), 5eyh of the Begikta Mev-

levihanesi, 422
Ahmed Edirnevi, Pir (d. 1592-93), 277-78
Ahmed Efendi (d. 1613-14), maiderris, son of Seyfullah

Hamidi Efendi, 14
Ahmed Efendi, (d. 1615-16), $eyh of the Hekim Qelebi

Tekkesi, 101
Ahmed Efendi, (d. 1751-52), $eyh of the Hacegi Camii, 131
Ahmed Efendi (d. 1754-55), geyh of the Husameddin

U aki Tekkesi, 349
Ahmed Efendi, emin-i bina of the Eyup Camii and sehir

emini, 276
Ahmed Efendi, kadi of Istanbul, 414
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Ahmed Efendi, muhasebeci, builder of the Muhasebeci
Camii, 230

Ahmed Efendi, Akovalizade, 27
Ahmed Efendi, Alemi, poet, 47
Ahmed Efendi, Arnavud, Voyvodazade, maiderris, installer

of minbar in Kfiienk Mescidi, 205
Ahmed Efendi, Balikesirli, Makad (d. 1639-40), seyh of the

Hidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 500, 528
Ahmed Efendi, Bekirzade (d. 1769), 5eyhfilisldm, 14
Ahmed Efendi, Beyani (d. 1664-65), 32
Ahmed Efendi, Beyazizade, d. 1686-87, kadiasker, 528
Ahmed Efendi, Qarhaci, Halveti 5eyh, 50
Ahmed Efendi, Defterdar, defterdar, 34
Ahmed Efendi, Firdevsi, hace, son of Mahmud Paa-yi Veli,

212
Ahmed Efendi, Gici Mustafa Qelebizade, 183
Ahmed Efendi, Haci, arakiyeci, 220
Ahmed Efendi, Ibrahim Efendizade, miiderris of Aya Sofya,

husband of Fatma Hatun, builder of the Bag Odalari
Mescidi, 405-6

Ahmed Efendi, ishak Efendizade, Damadzade, Ebilhayr
(d. 1742), 5eyhiDisldm, 36, 310, 322

Ahmed Efendi, Karahisari (d. 1556), calligrapher, 20, 68,
321, 351, 383, 384

Ahmed Efendi, Karamanizade (d. 1736-37), 5eyh of Emir
Buhari Mescidi in Ayvansaray, Fener, 52, 160, 493

Ahmed Efendi, Kiz, builder of the Kiz Ahmed Efendi
Tekkesi Mescidi, 193

Ahmed Efendi, Kyli (d. 1782-83), $eyh of the Diragman
Tekkesi, 128

Ahmed Efendi, Kuru, gaimrakgia, 91
Ahmed Efendi, Merkezzade, $eyh (d. 1813-14), 5eyh of the

$ah Sultan Tekkesi, 281
Ahmed Efendi, Mestcizade (d. 1760), calligrapher, saray

hocasz, 212
Ahmed Efendi, Miftahizade (d. 1661-62), 5eyh of the 5ah

Sultan Tekkesi, 281, 292
Ahmed Efendi, Muallimzade (d. 1572-73), kadzasker, 518
Ahmed Efendi, Pir (d. 1543-44), father of Boyah Mehmed

Paa, 233
Ahmed Efendi, Seyyid, father of Mehmed Muhyiddin

Efendi, 190
Ahmed Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1555-56), seyh of the Koca

Mustafa Paga Tekkesi, 182
Ahmed Efendi, Seyyid, 5eyh of the Mehmed Paga Tekkesi,

215
Ahmed Efendi, Seyyid, Vecdi (d. 1702-3), seyh of the

Mimar Acem Tekkesi, 228
Ahmed Efendi, Siddiki (d. 1662), nisancz pasa, 436
Ahmed Efendi, 5eyh, Agikpagazade (d. 1490), historian,

170
Ahmed Efendi, Tefsiri (d. 1704-5), 211
Ahmed Efendi, Umidi, vaiz of the 5ehzade Camii, 196
Ahmed Efendi, Yagcizade, 5eyh, Seyyid (d. 1777), imam of

the isfandiyar Mescidi, 503
Ahmed Efendi, Yenikapih, Arec, 73
Ahmed Efendi-i Nakebendi, Kirimi (d. 1743-44), $eyh of

Emir Buhari Mescidi in Ayvansray, 53
Ahmed al-Ensari, Companion of the Prophet, 161

Ahmed Eyubi (d. 1815-16), meyh of the Lagari Mehmed
Efendi Tekkesi, 281, 301

Ahmed Fasih Dede (d. 1699-1700), 372
Ahmed Hakki Efendi (d. 1710-11), jeyh of the Hekim

Qelebi Tekkesi, 101
Ahmed Izzi Efendi Bursavi, $eyh (d. 1739), 390
Ahmed Nakebendi, 5eyh, builder of the Yanik Minare

Mescidi, 308
Ahmed Nesibi, Ahizade, Seyyid, mfidemis of the Qukur

Medrese, 48
Ahmed Nuri Efendi ibn Mehmed Emin Efendi (d. 1795-

96), 5eyh of the BazargAn Tekkesi, 75
Ahmed Paa (d. 1747), governor of Baghdad, 508
Ahmed Paa, defterdar, son of Mehmed Bey, 152
Ahmed Paa, son of Hizir Bey Qelebi, 97
Ahmed Paa, Abaza, Melek (d. 1662), grand vizier, 282,

476
Ahmed Paa, Alti Bogacazade (d. 1491-92), 34
Ahmed Paa, Arab, 398
Ahmed Paa, Cezayirli, Bostancibayi (d. 1656), 51, 463
Ahmed Paa, Etmekcizade (d. 1617), defterdar, 181, 270
Ahmed Paa, Fenarizade, 89, 129, 388
Ahmed Paga, Gedik (d. 1482), grand vizier, 207-8, 231
Ahmed Paa, Haci (d. 1592-93), 526
Ahmed Paa, Hafiz (d. 1628-29), grand vizier, 499, 500,

526
Ahmed Paa, Hafiz, Hadim (d. 1613), kapudan-i derya,

vizier, 98,
Ahmed Paa, Hain (d. 1524), vizier, 329
Ahmed Paa, Hersekzade (d. 1517), grand vizier, 168, 184,

317
Ahmed Paa, Hezarpare (d. 1648), grand vizier, 443-44
Ahmed Paa, Hirami (d. 1600), vizier, 42, 257
Ahmed Paa, Istankylt (d. 1620-21), kapudan-z derya, 450
Ahmed Paa, Kara (d. 1555), grand vizier and husband of

Fatma Sultan, daughter of Selim I, 130, 158-59, 175
Ahmed Paa, Semiz (d. 1580), grand vizier, 26
Ahmed Paa, 5akir (d. 1818), 275, 405
Ahmed Paa, 5ehlagbz, Haci (d. 1753), grand vizier, 12,

116, 209, 231, 261, 507, 508
Ahmed Paa, $emsi (d. 1580), musahib of Sfileyman I,

Selim II and Murad III, 496-97
Ahmed Paa, Tarhuncu, San (d. 1653), grand vizier, 167
Ahmed Paa, Tnrk (d. 1716), gavusbasz, vizier, 504, 518
Ahmed Paa, Voynuk (d. 1649), kapudan-z derya, 40
Ahmed Ragid Efendi, Benlizade (d. 1816), kadi, 547-58
Ahmed Ra'ufi, Uskidari, $eyh, Seyyid, 451
Ahmed Reis, builder of the Kulaksiz Mescidi, 344
Ahmed Regid Efendi, Sitkizade, 5eyhfilisldm, xviii, xxiii
Ahmed Sadik Efendi ibn Mehmed Abdfissemi al-Hilseyini,

Hoca (d. 1585-86), peyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in
Fatih, 50, 113, 315

Ahmed Yekdest-i Naksbendi, Nakebendi $eyh, 302
Ak Baba Mehmed Efendi, gazi of Mehmed II in the

conquest of Constantinople, 462
Akif Mehmed Bey Efendi (d. 1767-68), terifatz, 522
Aksemseddin, Muhammed $emseddin, 5eyh (d. 1459),

Sufi saint and preacher, 8, 11, 13, 45-46, 222, 235, 269,
304
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Alaeddin (d. 1757-58), $eyh of the Koca Mustafa Paga
Tekkesi, 183

Alaeddin, Kadi (d. 1591-92), 530
Alaeddin, Seyyid (d. 1690-91), 5eyh of the Koca Mustafa

Paa Tekkesi, 183
Alaeddin Ali al-Arabi Efendi, Qelebi (d. 1496), geyhilisldm,

122, 285
Alaeddin Ali ibn Yusuf Bali, Fenari (d. 1497), kadiasker, 89,

176, 388
Alaeddin Ali Kefevi ibn Mustafa Sinbfili, $eyh (d. 1562-

63), founder of the Alaeddin Tekkesi, 164
Alaeddin Avnullah Hasan-i Adli (d. 1617-18), jeyh of the

Koca Mustafa Paga Tekkesi, 182-83
Alaeddin Efendi, Qelebioglu, 55
Alaeddin Efendi, Eyyub Isa, maiderris, 367
Alaeddin Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1835), seyh of the Cemali

Tekkesi, 259
Alaeddin Esved, kadzasker, 30
Alemi, poet, 533
Ali, Idris (d. 1615), Bayrami 5eyh, 346
Ali Aga, builder of the Etmekcibagi Mescidi, 388
Ali Aga, arpa emini, 392
Ali Aga, cebecibapz, 320
Ali Aga, etmekci, 417
Ali Aga, kasabbayz, 286
Ai Aga, kursunczbapi, 405
Ali Aga, kirekci, 360
Ali Aga, silahdar, 452
Al, son of Ahmed II, 23
Ali Aga, Bursah, Mfizehheb (calligrapher), 25
Ali Aga, Cavu , builder of the Sofular Mescidi, 286, 290
Ali Aga, Deveoglu, builder of Deveoglu Ali Aga Qegmesi,

124
Ali Aga, Haci (d. 1657-58), kazgkanczbapz, 401
Ali Aga, Haci, builder of the Bazargan Mescidi, 405
Ali Aga, Haci, topgubapz, 393
Ali Aga, Hazinedar, builder of the Musahip Ali Aga

Qegmesi, 521
Ali Aga, Kurguncubayi, Haci, 37
Ali Aga, Rum, builder of the Uzuncaova Mescidi, 417
Ali Aga, Semmurka , solak, 79
Ali Aga, Uskftbi, 52
Ali Aga, Yapraksiz, 55
Ali Aga ibn Abdfi ikur, bostancbasz, 68
Ali Aksarayi, Pir, father of Ismail Maguki, 277-78, 436
Ali Baba, peyh of the Durmu Dede Tekkesi, 437
Ali Bali, builder of the Durbali Mescidi, 532
Ali Bey, mirahur, 320
Ali Bey, midevelli of the Edirnekapi Camii, 26
Ali Bey, ser-bostaniyan, bina emini for Tophane Kielasi, 386
Ali Bey Efendi, poet, 107
Ali bin Hasan, Haci, builder of the Bereketzade Mescidi,

359
Ali Qelebi, builder of the Camci Mescidi, 92
Ali Qelebi, servant of Rfistem Paa, 91
Ali Qelebi, Haci, Hoca, tficcar, builder of Hoca Ali Mescidi,

112
Ali Dede (d. 1714-15), 5eyh of the Gileni Tekkesi, 196
Ali Dede, builder of the Torlak Dede Mescidi, 442

Ali Dede, Arabzade (d. 1767-68), seyh of the Kasimpaga
Mevlevihanesi, 337

Ali Dede, Bakkalzade, seyh of the Galata Mevlevihanesi,
370

Ali Dede Efendi (d. 1804-5), $eyh of the Yenikapi
Mevlevihanesi, 254

Ali Dede Efendi, Bagmakci, jeyh of the tekke of the Kurd
Qelebi Mescidi, 348

Ali Efendi (d. 1618-19), kadzasker, 17
Ali Efendi, builder of the Karaba Mescidi, 180
Ali Efendi, cerrahbapz of Mehmed II, builder of Demirciler

Mescidi, 129
Ali Efendi, divan kdtibi, builder of the Gedik Paa Camii,

207
Ali Efendi, imam of the Arab Kapi Mescidi, 162
Ali Efendi, kasabbasz, bina emini for Tophane Kislasi, 386
Ali Efendi, Bitlice, Qivizade (d. 1591-92), kadi of Istanbul,

69
Ali Efendi, Qalh, kadi of Eyiip, 282
Ali Efendi, Qatalcavi (d. 1692), 5eyhilisldm, 295, 470
Ali Efendi, Deryayi, 5eyh, gazi of Mehmed II at the

conquest of Constantinople, 252
Ali Efendi, Gelibolulu, Mustafa (d. 1600), historian, man

of letters, 32, 386, 497
Ali Efendi, Haci (d. 1787-88), builder of the Haci Ali

Tekkesi, 288
Ali Efendi, Haddadi, kadi, 278
Ali Efendi, Imam, builder of the Nalli Mescid, 235
Ali Efendi, Karaba , $eyh (d. 1685-86), Halveti 5eyh, 528
Ali Efendi, Karakizzade (d. 1628-29), 71
Ali Efendi, Kilisi, (d. 1734-35), 5eyh of the 5eyh Murad

Efendi Tekkesi, 312, 373
Ali Efendi, K6stendili, 5eyh, 249
Ali Efendi, Kfitahyah, Seyyid, Feniyi (d. 1745), 5eyh of the

Selami Tekkesi and builder of the FenAyi Tekkesi, 517
Ali Efendi, Muradzade, 5eyh of the Mustafa Paa Tekkesi,

309
Ali Efendi, Paymakizade, Seyyid (d. 1712), 5eyhfilisldm, 187
Ali Efendi, Sabih (d. 1769-70), tahvil kisedan, 224, 246,

257-58, 267, 268
Ali Efendi, Sahi, jeyh of the Cemali Tekkesi, 259
Ali Efendi, Selami (d. 1692-93), jeyh of the Hudayi Aziz

Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 409, 501, 517, 531, 536, 545
Ali Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1827), 5eyh of the Kasimpaa

Mevlevihanesi, 338
Ali Efendi, 5eyh (d. 1504-5), halife of $eyh Vefa, 147
Ali Efendi, $eyh (d. 1751-52), seyh of the Nasuhi Tekkesi,

528
Ali Efendi, $eyh, imam of the Etyemez Tekkesi Mescidi, 36
Ali Efendi, $eyh, Sirn (d. 1755-56), 5eyh of the $eyh Murad

Efendi Tekkesi, 312, 373
Ali Efendi, Turnacibapi, Yetim Baba, apprentice to Mimar

Sinan, bina emini of the Sileymaniye, 322
Ali Efendi, Uzun, 320
Ali Efendi, Yorgani, installer of minbar in Kogacilar

Mescidi, 178
Ali Efendi, Zenbilli, Mevlana Alaeddin, Cemali Ali Qelebi

(d. 1525), 5eyhilislam, 16, 92, 132, 135, 172, 200-1, 226,
358, 451

Ali Fakih, gobanbasz, 155, 163
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Ali ibn Sufi (d. 1478), calligrapher, 11
Ali Ispir, imam of the Bazargan Mescidi, 405
Ali Kadiri, $eyh, 94
Ali Kapudan, Hoca, builder of the Hendek Mescidi, 373
Ali Kemali, (d. 1603-4), seyh of the Koruklu Tekke, 154
Ali Kuei (d. 1474), astronomer, mathematician, 273, 291,

300
Ali Nazmi Efendi, kadi, son of Bitlice Ali Efendi, 69
Ali Niyazi Efendi, Nakgbendi $eyh Arabzade al-Hac (d.

1788), xxviii
Ali Paga (d. 1662), kapudan paya, 102
Ali Paga, Arab, kaimmakam, 95
Ali Paa, Arabaci (d. 1692), grand vizier, 295
Ali Paga, Atik, Hadim (d. 1511), grand vizier, 84, 133, 165,

168, 178
Ali Paa, Bezzaz-i Cedid, 75
Ali Paa, Qandarli (d. 1406), grand vizier, 30
Ali Paa, Damad, Qorlulu (d. 1711), grand vizier, 59, 86-

87, 116, 161, 195, 272, 309, 340
Ali Paga, Damad, 5ehid (d. 1716), grand vizier, 19, 85, 95,

297, 311, 345, 367, 374, 518
Ali Paa, Gfizelce (d. 1621), grand vizier, 420, 425-26, 450
Ali Paga, Hadim, 468
Ali Paa, Hekimoglu, Nuh Efendizade (d. 1758), grand

vizier, 93, 94, 95-96, 164, 204, 207, 235, 330, 335, 403,
507, 508, 520, 522, 533, 536

Ali Paa, Izmirli (d. 1720), 526
Ali Paa, Kemanke , Kara (d. 1624), grand vizier, 166, 167,

294
Ali Paa, Kili, Ulag (d. 1587), kapudan-i derya, 267, 381,

400, 420, 452, 453
Ali Paa, Kurd, 239
Ali Paa, Laz (d. 1736-37), kapudan-z derya, 330
Ali Paa, Maktulzade, husband of Safiye Sultan, the

daughter of Mustafa II, 418
Ali Paa, Moldavanci (d. 1773), grand vizier, 484, 542
Ali Paa, Monlacikzade (d. 1767-68), 202
Ali Paga, Mflezzinzade (d. 1571-72), kapudan-z derya, 352,

381
Ali Pasa, Niganci, Biyikh (d. 1755), grand vizier, 106, 165,

399, 458
Ali Paa, Semiz (d. 1565), grand vizier, 62, 63, 133, 271,

290, 332
Ali Paa, Silahdar (d. 1829), grand vizier, 480, 487
Ali Paa, Surmeli (d. 1695), grand vizier, 235, 296
Ali Reis, Midillili, Haci (d. 1592-93), builder of the Ali Reis

Camii, 456
Ali Reis, Seyyid, Galatali, Seydi (d. 1562), kapudan, 342,

513
Ali Sati, Seyyid, xvi, xxii, 3, 288, 538
Ali Vahidi (d. 1764-65), 5eyh of the Muabbir Tekkesi, 352
Alicenab Ayge, Hacce, baskadin of Mahmud II, 15
Alti Parmak Efendi,Janissary officer, 258
AltMncizade, 5eyh of the AltMnci Zaviyesi, 200
Amedci, emin-i bina for the Kcii ksu Kasn, 473
Anber Aga, musahib, 111
Arif Abdfilbaki Efendi, poet, 103
Arif Dede Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1822-23), peyh of the

Nureddin Cerrahi Tekkesi, 204

Arif Efendi, grandson of 5eyhfilislAm Ebfilhayr Ahmed
Efendi, 323

Arzi Mehmed Dede Efendi (d. 1664-65), geyh of the Galata
Mevlevihanesi, 368-69

Asar al-Sanddid, of Sayyid Ahmad Khin, xv, xvi
Asari, poet, 158
Asim, Kadi, poet, 48
AsiyeHatun, Daye, nurse of Mihrimah Sultan, 91
A5zk Omer Divanz, compiled by Hafiz Hntseyin bin Ismail al-

Ayvansarayi, xix, xxvi
Apikpagazade, Dervi Ahmed bin Yahya bin Agik Paga. See

5eyh Ahmed Efendi (d. 1490)
Agki Dede, 94
Ata Efendi, tersane nazmr, 340
Atayi (Ataullah bin Yahya bin Pir Ali bin Nasuh, known as

Nevizade Atayi, d. 1635), poet and biographer, 86, 237,
275, 323, 369

Atif Mustafa Efendi, defterdar, 232
Atik Sinan, Mimar, architect of the Fatih Mosque, 190
Avnullah bin Abd6lfettah, dervish of Toklu Dede, 322
Ayas (d. 1486-87), mimar, 136
Ayas Paa (d. 1539), grand vizier, 26, 279, 314
ayazma, 255, 262, 303, 436, 480, 543
Aydin Kethnda, kethfida of Davud Papa and builder of Yayla

Camii, 118, 241
Ayni Hatun, installer of minbar in Kiremid4i Mescidi, 324
Ayniah Sultan, daughter of Bayezid II, 56
Aynilhayat Hatun, haseki of Mustafa III, 192
Ayge Hatun, installer of minbar in Karaba, Tekkesi

Mescidi, 383
Ayge Hatun, installer of minbar in Nuri Dede Mescidi, 231
Ayge Hatun, Arec, installer of minbar in Veled-i Karaba

Mescidi, 237
Ayge Hatun, Hubbi, musahibe of Mehmed III, 401-2
Ayge Sultan, builder of Karagagh Mescidi, 179
Ayge Sultan, daughter of Ahmed II, 20, 242
Ayge Sultan, daughter of Murad III, 9, 523
Aziz Efendi (d. 1853-54), 5eyh of the Nureddin Cerrahi

Tekkesi, 204

Baba Haydar, 303-4
Baba Nakka (Mehmed ibn 5eyh Bayezid Naksbendi), 123
Baba 5emseddin, sakabapz, 392
Baghdadi Efendi, 5eyh, 258
Bahaeddin Efendi, Himmetzade, Seyyid, (d.1805-6), 5eyh

of the Himmetzade Zaviyesi and the Tahta Kadi
Mescidi, 241, 319

Bahri, poet, 178, 374, 376, 490, 507
Bahri Kadm, wife of Kapudan Hfiseyin Paa, 272
Baheayi Celebi, kuyumcubasz, 185
Baki (d. 1600), poet, 68-69, 287
Balaban Aga, sekbanbapz, 69
Bali, Hoca, builder of the Tunusbagi Mescidi, 524
Bali Aga, topcubavz, 387
Bali Efendi, Sarho (d. 1572-73), builder of Altinci

Zaviyesi, 200
Bali Mehmed Efendi, KAtib, husband of Ferahead Sultan,

the daughter of 5ehzade Sultan Korkud, and builder of
the Kizilta Mescidi, 176

Bali Papa (d. 1494), vizier, 71
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Battal Gazi, 355
Bayezid II, Veli, sultan, 6, 11, 12, 16, 49, 74, 135, 145, 146,

160, 176, 188, 284, 316, 341, 345, 360, 374, 442, 457
Bayezid, son of Ahmed I, 22
Bayezid, son of Ahmed III, 318
Bayezid, son of Sfileyman I, 314
Bayezid Aga, Tozkoparan, Haci, archer, 335
Bayezid, Arabaci, founder of Arabaci Bayezid Mescidi, 162
Bayram Haftani, Haci (d. 1496), haftancbapz, 99
Bayram Paga (d. 1638), husband of Hanzade Sultan, the

daughter of Ahmed I, 10, 49, 65-66, 71, 98, 99, 164,
176, 196, 307, 442, 544

Bayram Veli, Haci, 45
Bebek, bblfkbasz, 435
Bedreddin, emir-i derya, 336
Bedreddin Mahmud Aka, Qizmecibagi, builder of the

Qizmeciler Tekkesi, 403
Beghan Sultan (d. 1824), daughter of Mustafa III, 275
Behcet Mehmed Efendi, defterdar, installer of minbar in

Kemal Paga Mescidi, 200
Behigti, poet, 516
Behram Qavu , gavu5 of Grand Vizier Tavil Mehmed Paa,

76
Behruz Aka, has odabapz, 33, 463-64
bekdr odalan. See maicerred odalan (lodgings for unmarried

persons)
Bekir Paga (d. 1615-16), 61
Bekir Paa, Defterdar, builder of the Davudpaga iskelesi

Mescidi, 268
Bekir Paa, Kapudan, Damad (d. 1757), kapudan- derya, 83
Bekta Aga, sekbanbapz, yenigeri agasi, 529
Bekta Efendi, imam, aistaz, builder of the Bekta Efendi

Mescidi, 360
Belhi Efendi, $eyh, 297
Begir Aga (d. 1768), daraissaade agasi, 270-71
Begir Aga, Haci, Koca (d. 1746) darfsssaade agasz, 45, 55,

175,178,262,270,275,303,304,319,334,360,409,
454, 505, 520, 537

Begir Aga, Lala (d. 1666-67), hazinedar, 520
Begir Aga, Maktul, Morah, Ki1cnk (d. 1752), dariissaade

agasz, 78, 88, 150, 184, 185, 222, 245, 248, 262, 267, 413,
417, 457

Beyhan Sultan, 438
Bostan Efendi (d. 1630-31), 5eyh of the $ah Sultan Tekkesi,

281
Bostan Efendi (d. 1654-55), 5eyh of the Muabbir Tekkesi,

352
Bostan Efendi, Qelebi, $eyh, nayzenbapz of the Galata

Mevlevihanesi, 421
Bozantis, eponymous founder of Constantinople, 543
Burnaz Atike Sultan, daughter of Ahmed I and wife of

Kenan Paa, 10

Cabir bin Abdullah al-Ensari, Companion of the Prophet,
186

Cafer, arakzyeci, builder of Takyeci Mescidi, 78
Cafer, subapz, 82
Cafer Aga, babaissaade agasz, builder of the Soguk Kuyu

Medresesi, 10, 216, 544
Cafer Aga, yayabayz, builder of Cafer Aka Mescidi, 92

Cafer bin Abdunnebi bin Mustafa (d. 1570-71), mfidernis of
the Kasim Paa Camii Medresesi, 300

Cafer Qelebi, arakzyeci, 304, 512
Cafer Qelebi, Nianci (d. 1514-15), kadasker, 32
Cafer Efendi, katib, 133
Cafer Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1630-31), seyh of the Sali Emir

Efendi Tekkesi, 344
Cafer Kegfi Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1643-44), jeyh of the tekke of

the Hatuniye Mescidi, 398
Canabi-i Bursavi, poet, 113
Canbaz Baba, 26
Canfeda Saliha Hatun (d. 1600), kethfida kadzn, 136, 203,

462
Cazim ibn Isa (d. 1546-47), hoca of Siuleyman 1, 111
Celal Bey (d. 1805-6), peyh of the Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi,

284
Cemal Paa, installer of minbar in the Samatya Mescidi,

268
Cemaleddin Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1750-51), jeyh of the

Cemali Tekkesi, 259, 350
Cemali Efendi (d. 1830-31), eyh of the Cemali Tekkesi,

259
Cemal-i Halveti. See $eyh Ishak Karamani
Cennet Efendi, Lagari, Belgradi, jeyh of the Lagari

Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi, 281
Cevri, poet, 476, 529, 548
Cevri Usta (d. 1819), hazinedar, 299
chronograms (hisab-z cmmel), xxix
Cihangir, son of Selim II, 9
Cihangir, son of Sileyman I, 18, 393
Cinci Hoca Hinseyin (d. 1648), favorite of Ibrahim I, 202
commemorative marker (nisantapz), 346, 411, 466, 474,

548

Qakir Aga, gakzrbapz, sekbanbapz, 35, 82, 83, 226, 544
Qakir Dede, builder of the Dolmabahee Mescidi, 406

Dani Ahmed Efendi, Hatibzade, gavuj, 325
Davud, $eyh, jeyh of grooms and torchbearers of Mehmed

II, 147
Davud Aga (d. 1554-55), babaissaade agast, 310
Davud Aga, Haci, builder of the Ayazma Kapi Mescidi, 262
Davud Aga, Mimar (d. 1598), 218, 219
Davud Paa, Damad, Kara Niganci (d. 1505-6), vizier, 504
Davud Paa, Kara (d. 1623), grand vizier, 225
Davud Paa, Koca, Dervi (d. 1498), grand vizier, 28, 117-

18,241, 316-17
Daye Hatun, 56, 119, 304, 319
Debbag Yunus, builder of the Debbag Yunus Mescidi, 120
Deniz Abdal, gazi of Mehmed II at the conquest of

Constantinople, 126-27
Dervi Ali, 122
Dervi Ali Dede Efendi, Hekim (d. 1776-77), jeyh of the

Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi, 337
Dervi Celebi, 5eyh of the Galata Mevlevihanesi, 369
Dervi Efendi, imam-i evvel of Selim III, 548
Dervi Efendi, Tatar (d. 1621-22), jeyh of the Koruklu

Tekkesi, 154
Dervi Mehmed Dede, Haleli, neyzenbap, 372
Dervi Mehmed Paga (d. 1655), grand vizier, 167-68
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Dervi Mehmed Paga (d. 1837), grand vizier, 367
Dervi Mirza Baba ibn Omer al-Buhari, gazi of Mehmed II

at the conquest of Constantinople, 36
Dervi Paga, kethfida bey, 151
Dervi Reis, builder of the Dervi Reis Mescidi, 448
Derzi 5eyh, (d. 1818-19), peyh of the Mehmed Bey Mescidi,

308
Dii fib Saliha Sultan (d. 1592-93), mother of Sfileyman II,

20
Dilaver Paga (d. 1622), grand vizier, 420
Durmu Baba, Seyyid, Ahi, 45
Durmu Dede (d. 1616), 437
D-frri, Ahmed Efendi (d. 1823), poet, 87

earthquakes: of 1766, 12, 156, 227, 252, 305; of 1894, 66
Ebu Bekir (d. 1768), enderun mevkufat hocasi, son of

Karagoz Mehmed Paga, 179
Ebu Bekir, Haci, restorer of the Haci Bekir Camii, 514
Ebu Bekir Aga (d. 1825), darfssaade agasz, 485
Ebu Bekir Aga, Haci, kadiasker muhziri, 345
Ebu Bekir Aga, Malkoezade, 268
Ebu Bekir Qelebi, seyh of the Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi, 253
Ebu Bekir Dede Efendi (d. 1776-77), peyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 254
Ebu Bekir Efendi ibn Ahmed (d. 1706-7), kadzasker, father

of 5eyhilislam Bekirzade Ahmed Efendi, 14
Ebu Eyyub, Companion of the Prophet. See Halid bin Zeyd

Ebu Eyyub Ensari
Ebu Eyyub Receb Efendi (d. 1744-45), father of Ebu

Tevfik Eyyub, 151
Ebu Hamid, son of Ilyas $iicaeddin ibn Ilyas, 256
Ebu Said al-Hudri, Companion of the Prophet, 178
Ebu Said Mehmed Efendi, Esad Efendizade (d. 1662),

leyhailisldm, 294, 295
Ebu $eybet al-Hudri, Companion of the Prophet, 186, 258
Ebu Tevfik Eyyub, installer of minbar in Sarmagik Mescidi,

151
Ebu Zerr al-Gifari, Companion of the Prophet, 85
Ebussuud Efendi, Mehmed, Hoca Qelebi (d. 1574),

peyhidisldm, 68, 92-93, 127, 135, 148, 149, 227, 291, 300,
388

Ebussuud al-Kudsi, Halveti peyh, 275
Ebilicevad al-Halebi ibn Abdurrahman ibn Mehmed al-

Hanefi al-Sufi al-Ulvani (d. 1629-30), mufti of Aleppo,
180

Ebulfazl Mehmed Efendi, Fazli (d. 1563-64), son of Idris-i
Bidlisi, 284-85, 386

Ebfilhayr ibn al-Cezeri, 274
Ebinlyntmn Efendi, brother of Ebulcevad al-Halebi, 180
Edhem Baba, 5eyhoglu, gazi of Mehmed II at the

conquest of Constantinople, 304
Edib Mustafa Efendi, tezkire-i evvel of Grand Vizier tvaz

Mehmed Paa, 108-9
Egri Abdi, builder of the Niganci Mehmed Bey Mescidi,

236
Eldem Paga, kapudan-z derya, 267
Elkas Mirza (d. 1549), brother of Shah Isma'il, 145, 150,

469
Elvan Qelebi. See Sinan Efendi (d. 1517)

Emetullah Kadin (d. 1718), baskadin of Ahmed III, 28,
139, 324, 357, 493-94

Emin Bey, Habegi, ser-bevvabin, 399
Emin Bey, Nasuhizade, Haci (d. 1513-14), bina emini for

the Bayezid Camii, 28
Emin Qelebi, Selimzade, poet, 519
Emin Efendi, poet, 7
Emin Efendi, 5eytan, bina emini of the Mihrigah Sultan

complex in Eyiip, 274
Emin Molla, Seyyid (d. 1817-18), grandson of $eyhillislam

Seyyid Mustafa Efendi, 302-3
Emin Paa, Yagliki (d. 1769), 405
Emine, daughter of Abdulhamid I, 485
Emine Hatun, installer of minbar of Firuz Aga Mescidi,

390
Emine Sultan (d. 1739), daughter of Mustafa II and wife

of Qorlulu Ali Paa, 87, 227-28
Emini, poet, 253
Emir Buhari. See Ahmed bin Muhammed al-Hiseyini al-

Buhari
Erzi, Ihsan, Inspector-General of Vakfs in Istanbul, xxiii
Esad, poet, 422-23
Esad Aga (d. 1558-59), topgubasi, 315
Esad Efendi, darbhane nazmr, 385
Esad Efendi ibn Mehmed Emin Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1788),

jeyh of the Bayram Paga Tekkesi, 65
Esad Mehmed Efendi, Hocazade (d. 1625), 5eyhailisldm,

292, 293
Esadullah Aga, kapzcz, installer of minbar in Kiremidei

Mescidi, 324
Esadullah Kirmani (d. 1486), calligrapher, 321
Esma Sultan (d. 1787-88), daughter of Ahmed III and wife

of Muhsinzade Mehmed Paa, 271, 399
Esmahan Sultan, daughter of Murad IV, 10
Esma Sultan, daughter of Mustafa III, 548
Esmahan Sultan, daughter of Selim II and wife of Sokullu

Mehmed Paa, 9
EI'arname-i Maistezad, of Hafiz Hfiseyin bin Ismail al-

Ayvansarayi, xix, xxvi
Evliya Celebi (Evliya Hafiz Mehmed Efendi, d. 1684), xv,

151, 367
Evliya Mehmed Efendi, imam of Murad IV, 215
Evrenos, Gazi (d. 1417), 189
Evrenos Dede, Mevlevi leyh, 279

Fahreddin Yahya Efendi (d. 1755), calligrapher, 24
Fahri Sultan, daughter of Murad III, 9
Faik Si6leyman Efendi, Haci, builder of the Samatya

Mescidi, 268
Faiz Ali Aga, kapiczbapz, 191
Fatma Hanim, daughter of Kara Hasanzade Mustafa Paa,

247
Fatma Hanim, daughter of Nevgehirli Ibrahim Paa, 217
Fatma Hanim, daughter of ehzade Sultan Mehmed, 18
Fatma Hanim, saraylz, 246
Fatma Hanim, wife of Feyzullah Nafiz Efendi, 297
Fatma Hatun, 387, 530
Fatma Hatun (d. 1765-66), builder of the Bag Odalari

Mescidi, 405-6
Fauna Hatun, doner to Molla Aski Mescidi, 216
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Fatma Hatun, installer of minbar of Rast Mehmed Aga
Mescidi, 391

Fatma Hatun, wife of Haci Hntsrev Bey, 339
Fatma Sultan, daughter of Ahmed III and wife of Damad

Ibrahim Paa, 7, 174
Fatma Sultan, daughter of Murad III, 9
Fatma Sultan , daughter of Mustafa III, 25
Fatma Sultan, daughter of Selim I and wife of Kara Ahmed

Paa, 159, 175
Fatma Sultan, daughter of Selim II and wife of Siyavu

Paa, 9
Fazil Abdullah Efendi, Fazil Ali Efendizade, Seyh, 312
Fazil Ahmed Paa, Koprilizade (d. 1676), grand vizier,

102, 138, 191, 237, 372, 401, 435, 477, 478
Fazil Efendi (d. 1583), eyhiilisldm, 451
Fazil Sil6eyman Efendi (d. 1722), vaiz of Aya Sofya, 346
Fazi, Fuzulizade, poet, 469
Faz Efendi (d. 1727-28), eyh of the tekke of the Hatuniye

Mescidi, 399
Fazli Paa, Kara, founder of the Fazli Paga Sarayi, 27
Fazlullah Efendi (d. 1654-55), jeyh of the tekke of the

Hatuniye Mescidi, 398
Fazlullah Efendi, Ahizade (d. 1583-84), 48
Fazlullah ibn Abdullah al-Hiseyini, Hoca, Seyyid (d. 1709-

10), jeyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in Fatih and
Hekim Qelebi Tekkesi in Bayezid, 50

Fazlullah ibn Mehmed Said ibn Mehmed Abdfissemi al-
Hilseyini, Hoca (d. 1636-37), $eyh of the Emir Buhari
Tekkesi in Fatih, 15, 50

Fehmi, poet, 487
Ferah Aga, kethaida of Grand Vizier Semiz Ali Paa, 62
Ferah Dede, gazi of Mehmed II at the conquest of

Constantinople, 304
Ferahead Sultan, daughter of Sultan Korkud and wife of

Bali Mehmed Efendi, 176-77
Ferhad, Haci, builder of the Karanlik Mescid, 336
Ferhad, Haci, builder of the Tabaklar Mescidi, 512
Ferhad, Hoca, founder of the Asmali Mescid, 27
Ferhad Aga, builder of the Sekbanbapi Mescidi, 144
Ferhad Aga, Kileri, Haci, builder of mekteb in Taksim, 391
Ferhad Qelebi, Bicakci, xxviii
Ferhad Paga (d. 1595), grand vizier, 223
Fetullah Efendi, Fethi Qelebi, builder of the Otakcilar

Mescidi, 307
Fevzi, poet, 491
Feyzi, poet, 465
Feyzi Efendi, imam of the Kasim Papa Camii in Eyfip, 299
Feyzullah Bey Efendi, brother of Hekimoglu Ali Paga and

installer of minbar in the Nalli Mescid, 235, 330
Feyzullah Efendi (d. 1767-68), son of 5eyhfilislim Imam-i

5ehriyari Qavugzade Mahmud Efendi, 14, 153
Feyzullah Efendi (d. 1770-71), jeyh of the Emir Buhari

Zaviyesi in Eyip, 315
Feyzullah Efendi, Damadzade (d. 1761), 5eyhidislam, 322,

413, 447
Feyzullah Efendi, Diyarbakirli, Seyyid (d. 1641-42), 530
Feyzullah Efendi, Kadiasker, son of Kadiasker Arab Yahya

Efendi, 155
Feyzullah Efendi, Okcizade, son-in-law of 5eyhilislAm

Malulzade Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, 205

Feyzullah Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1729), jeyh of the Balat
Tekkesi, 63

Feyzullah Efendi-i Hindi, Seyyid (d. 1748), founder of the
Feyzullah-i Hindi Tekkesi in Uskfidar, 241

Feyzullah Feyzi Efendi, Ebusaidzade (d. 1698), leyhaisldm,
295-96, 533

Feyzullah Nafiz Efendi (d. 1767), kadzasker, 297-98, 414
Fitnat Zubeyde Hanim (d. 1780), poet, 25, 483-84
fires: Balat fire (1729), 31, 128, 190, 201; Cibali fire

(1756), 15, 86, 140, 147, 179, 215; Cihangir fire (1767),
390; Fatih fire (1918), 48, 98; Gedik Paga fire (1752),
105; Great fire (1633), 15; Hocapaga fire (1865), 78;
Tophane fire (1765), 390, 396; Tophane fire (1771),
397; Tophane fire (1823), xxix, 384, 390, 400, 403;
Unkapam fire (1747), 178

Firuz Aga, hazinedarbapz, 390
Firuz Aga bin Abdilhayy (d. 1512-13), hazinedarbapz, 173,

176

Galib Dede Mehmed Esad Efendi (d. 1799), poet, jeyh of
the Galata Mevlevihanesi, 274-75, 370, 371

gates: in the walls of Istanbul, 250-51; in the walls of
Galata, 362-63

Gazanfer Aga, babiissaade agasz, 14, 307
Gazanfer Aga, gorbacz, 347
Gazanfer Efendi (d. 1700-1), peyh of the Sach Emir Efendi

Tekkesi, 344
Gazanfer Efendi, Bayrami eyh, 344
Geredeli Qelebi (d. 1589-90), builder of the Geredeli

Mescidi, 503
Gevher Milluk Sultan, daughter of Bayezid II, 236, 278
Gevherhan Sultan, Hacce, daughter of Selim II and wife of

Piyale Paga 9, 80
Giyaseddin Mehmed Efendi, Paya Qelebi (d. 1520-21), 222
Gulfam Hatun (d. 1561-62), concubine of Sileyman I, 504
GilnC Emetullah Sultan (d. 1715), bakadzn of Mehmed

IV, mother of Mustafa II and Ahmed III, 42

Habib Karamani, 321
hacetpenceresi (window of supplication), 231, 270
Haci Aver (Haci Ama), builder of the Haci Aver Mescidi,

358
Haci Bayram Veli, 499
Haci Bekta Veli, 360
Haci Dede, asczbamz, 371
Haci Evhad, builder of Haci Ilyas Mescidi, 107
Haci Evhad, kasab ustadi, 96
Haci Hamza (d. 1579-80), builder of Haci Hamza Mescidi,

107
Haci Isa, builder of the Kurkeii Mescidi, 204
Haci Kfi'ick, silahdar, builder of the Kfirkciler Hain

Mescidi, 204
Haci Pir, builder of the Leylek Yuvasi Mescidi, 212
Haci Timur, gazi of Mehmed II at the conquest of

Constantinople, 106
Hadice Hatun, builder of mekteb at Ki1fiksu, 475
Hadice Hesna Hatun, Hacce, kul, builder of the Hadice

Hatun Mescidi, 532
Hadice Kadin, wife of kisedar Sabih Ali Efendi, 246
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Hadice Sultan (d. 1822), daughter of Mustafa III, 275,
434, 485

Hadice Sultan, daughter of Ahmed III, 23
Hadice Sultan, daughter of Bayezid II, 142
Hadice Sultan, daughter of Mehmed IV, xvii, 63, 160, 186,

306, 524, 527
Hadice Sultan, daughter of Selim I, 17, 134
Hadice Usta, builder of the Yahni Kapan Sokagi Camii,

248
Hadikat al-Cevami, of Hafiz Hfiseyin bin Ismail al-

Ayvansarayi, xv, xvi, xix-xxiii, 3, 4, 5
Hafiz Baba, 279
Hafiz Efendi (d. 1818-19), 5eyh of the tekke of the

Hatuniye Mescidi, 399
Hafiz Efendi, Galatalh, poet, 536
Hafid Efendi, son of 5eyhillislAm Air Mustafa Efendi, 547
Hafsa Sultan, mother of Sfileyman 1, 17
Hakemi, poet, 9, 492
Hakim Efendi, poet, 24, 367, 378
Hakki Mehmed Efendi, poet, 124
Halet Efendi, Mehmed Said (d. 1822), 259, 321-22, 371,

372
Halife, Mentegeli, Haci, eyh of the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi in

Eyftp, 315
Halid bin Zeyd Ebu Eyyub Ensari, Companion of the

Prophet, 8, 11, 159, 178, 186, 269
Halil Aga, bostanczbasz, 320, 466
Halil Aga, installer of minbar in Kizil Minare Mescidi, 178
Halil Aga, installer of minbar in Dede Mescidi, 304
Halil Aga, Attar Hoca, 170, 243
Halil Aga, Hamami, installer of minbar in Sekbanbapi

Mescidi, 144
Halil Aga, Uncu, installer of minbar in the Kececi Mescidi,

324
Halil bin Ibrahim (d. 1547-48), kasabbapz, 177
Halil Dede, Abdi Dedezade (d. 1677-78), jeyh of the

Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi, 337
Halil Efendi (d. 1586-87), 257
Halil Efendi (d. 1653-54), seyh of the Kadirihane, 389
Halil Efendi (d. 1732-33), kethiida kdtibi, 124, 190
Halil Efendi (d. 1732-33), $eyh of the Kadirihane, 389, 394
Halil Efendi, (d. 1753-54), 5eyh of the Cemali Tekkesi, 258
Halil Efendi, imam of the Toklu Dede Mescidi, xviii, 160
Halil Efendi, ser-bostaniyan, 414
Halil Efendi, eyh of the Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi

Tekkesi, 501
Halil Efendi, Qerkez, Haci (d. 1821), peyhilisldm, 273
Halil Efendi, Haci, Hafiz (d. 1753-54), defter emini, 530
Halil Efendi, Hakizade, installer of minbar of Mimar

Sinan Mescidi, 219
Halil Efendi, Hoca, Hafiz, Kic fik, 248
Halil Efendi, Kaysari, Hafiz (d. 1753-54), 172-73
Halil Efendi, Nalhaci, $eyh (d. 1630-31), 511
Halil Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1767-68), 5eyh of the Selimiye

Camii, 35
Halil Hadim Paa, grand vizier, xxvii
Halil ibn Hibetullah, Haci, 61
Halil Muradi (d. 1749-50), 5eyh of the Emir Buhari Mescidi

in Ayvansaray, 53
Halil Paa, Qandarli (d. 1453), grand vizier, 29, 212

Halil Paga, Qandarli, Kara (d. 1387), grand vizier, 29-30
Halil Paa, Demir-Kazik (d. 1636), vizier, 168
Halil Paa, Kayser, Kayserili (d. 1628-29), grand vizier, 109-

10, 407, 499-500, 526
Halil Sadik Dede Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1722-23), jeyh of the

Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi, 337
Halil Ugaki, seyh of the Gulgeni Tekkesi, 196
Hamdi Abdulkadir Qelebi Efendi (d. 1548), peyhilislam,

388
Hamdi Efendi, son of $eyh Aksemseddin, 8
Hamdullah, 5eyh, calligrapher, 16, 117, 305, 352, 515
Hamdullah ibn Abdurrahman al-Hfiseyini, Hoca (d.

1798), peyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in Fatih, 50, 173
Hamid Efendi, kadzasker, 414
Hamid Hamza Paga (d. 1769), grand vizier, 417-18
Hamid Mahmud Efendi, Konevi (d. 1577), leyhilisIam, 84,

106-7
Hamideddin Efendi, Efdalzade, Seyyid (d. 1503),

geyhilisldm, 15, 181, 205, 273
HammerJoseph von, orientalist, xx, xxiii, xxvii, xxviii
Hamza, Hoca, builder of Deveoglu Qegmesi Mescidi, 124
Hamza Aga, $amdancdar kethidasz, 90
Hamza Celebi, Toygar, 530
Hamza Efendi, $eyh of the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi in Eyfip,

315
Hamza Efendi, Malatyavi, seyh of the Bayram Paa Tekkesi,

65
Hamza Fakih (d. 1499-1500), builder of the Kapudan Paa

Camii, 523
Hamza Paa, Mzsir valisi, 107
Hand Hatun binti Ahmed Bey, Daye Hatun (d. 1486), wet

nurse of Mehmed II, 155
Handan Aga, attendant of Mehmed II, 324
Handan Sultan, mother of Ahmed I, 9
Hanim binti Mehmed (d. 1584), builder of the Hanim

Kadin Mescidi, 423
Hanim Sultan, builder of the Nesligah Mescidi, niece of

Bayezid II, 449
Hanzade, daughter of Ahmed I and wife of Bayram Paa,

10
Hasan, companion of Ebu Eyyub Ensari, 108
Hasan, Kara, 70
Hasan, $eyh, halife of Abdal Yakub and son of $eyh

Akilezade, 94
Hasan Aga (d. 1752-53), matbah emini, 373
Hasan Aga, builder of Darilhadis Mescidi, 121
Hasan Aga, has odabapz, 123
Hasan Aga, sfirre emini, 390
Hasan Aga, tiitfin gnzmrign mukataasz emini, 193
Hasan Aga, Alemdar, Baba, 66
Hasan Aga, Cankurtaran, Haci, Seyyid, toppubaz of

Mehmed II, 89
Hasan Aga, Haci, 348
Hasan Aga, Haci (d. 1519-20), builder of the Halici Hasan

Mescidi, 105
Hasan Aga, Haci, builder of the Nahlbend Mescidi, 234
Hasan Aga, Haci, dellalbapz, 227
Hasan Aga, Haci, simke$ esnaftnzn kethaidasz, 138
Hasan Aga, Haseki, kapuczbapz, 159
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Hasan Aga, Kazgani, builder of 5eyh Sleyman Mescidi,
147, 179

Hasan Aga, Kprfilfi, brother of Kbprlfi Mehmed Pasa,
103

Hasan Aga, 5atir, 186, 307
Hasan Aga, Tava4, 511
Hasan Aga, Tirnakci, yenigeri akast, 253
Hasan Aga, Yaghkei, Haci, installer of minbar in Mustafa

Bey Mescidi, 217
Hasan Bey, bevvab-z sultani, 114-15
Hasan Burhaneddin Efendi, Cihangiri (d. 1663-64), seyh of

the tekke of the Cihangir Camii, 393
Hasan Can, Hafiz, father of Hoca Sadeddin Efendi and

boon companion of Selim I, 293
Hasan Qelebi, author of the Tezkire-i Suara, 314
Hasan Celebi, builder of the Qikrikci Mescidi, 88
Hasan Qelebi, $amdancz, 217
Hasan Qelebi, Qerkes (d. 1594), calligrapher, 20, 321, 351
Hasan Dede, father of Celebi $eyh Mehmed Efendi, 114
Hasan Dede, Eskici (d. 1639-40), 13
Hasan Dede Efendi (d. 1660-61), $eyh of the Begikta

Mevlevihanesi, 421
Hasan Efendi (d. 1753-54), peyh of the Emir Buhari

Mescidi in Ayvansaray, 53-54
Hasan Efendi (d. 1793-94), peyh of the 5eyh Murad Efendi

Tekkesi, 312
Hasan Efendi (d. 1822), 346
Hasan Efendi, eyh of the tekke of the Hatuniye Mescidi,

398
Hasan Efendi, Adli (d. 1600-1), seyh of the Balat and Koca

Mustafa Pa a tekkes, 62-63
Hasan Efendi, Ba , tersane emini, 333
Hasan Efendi, Beyazi, Bosnavi, kadi of Istanbul, 528
Hasan Efendi, Cedd (d. 1677-78), $eyh of the Ummi Sinan

Tekkesi, 174
Hasan Efendi, Irakizade, 38
Hasan Efendi, Kadi (d. 1767-68), harameyn miifettifi ba

kdtibi, calligrapher, 112
Hasan Efendi, Kaysariyyeli (d. 1690-91), seyh of the Hekim

Qelebi Tekkesi, 101
Hasan Efendi, Pftrtela , kdtib, 401
Hasan Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1831-32), seyh of the Haci Ali

Tekkesi, 288
Hasan Efendi, Tatar, Cabi Dede (d. 1766), $eyh of the

Gfilgeni Tatar Efendi Tekkesi, 392
Hasan Efendi, Ummi Sinanzade. See Ummi Sinanzade

Hasan Efendi
Hasan Efendi, Voyvoda Ahmed Agazade, Hattat, installer

of minbar of the Kuleli Bahge Mescidi, 479
Hasan Efendi, Zfilali, kadzasker, 446
Hasan Feyzi Efendi (d. 1690-91), $eyh of the Emir Buhari

Zaviyesi in Eyfip, 315
Hasan Halife, bina emini of the Sultan Bayezid Camii, 98
Hasan Necmeddin Efendi, Yumni (d. 1610-11), geyh of the

Koca Mustafa Paga Tekkesi, 182
Hasan Nuri Efendi, $eyyid (d. 1688-89), seyh of the Balat

Tekkesi, 63
Hasan Paga, builder of the Karag amrik Mescidi, 194, 213,

214

Hasan Paa, Cezayirli, Gazi, Piyale (d. 1790), grand vizier,
342, 353

Hasan Paga, Damad (d. 1713), husband of Hadice Sultan,
xvii, 527

Hasan Paa, Gazi, Tiryaki (d. 1611), 300
Hasan Paa, Hadim, Sokullu (d. 1598), grand vizier, 80,

111, 294
Hasan Paa, Mirmiran, fakzrcibapz, 526
Hasan Paa, Ruscuklu, grand vizier, 353-54
Hasan Paa, Seyyid (d. 1748), grand vizier, 100, 174
Hasan Paa, Seyyid, yenigeri agasz, 221
Hasan Paa, UlaQ (d. 1589-90), kapudan-i derya, 267-68,

346, 382, 452-53
Hasan Paa, Yemi gi (d. 1601), grand vizier, 80-81, 382
Hasan Samsuni (d. 1486-87), kadi of Istanbul, 273
Hasan Unsi, Arec (d. 1724), peyh of the Aydmoglu Tekkesi,

34
Hasan Zarifi Efendi (d. 1569-70), builder of the Durmu

Dede Tekkesi, 437
Hasib Efendi (d. 1834-35), jeyh of the Yahyazade Tekkesi,

292-93
Hagim Ali Bey Efendi, emin-i bina for reconstruction of the

Fatih Camii, 12
Hagimi, poet, 19, 271, 519
Hatibi, poet, 31, 105
Hayali Bey (d. 1557), poet, 145
Haydar Aga, kethfida bey, 100
Haydar Buhari, Resa 5eyh (d. 1700-1), Nakebendi leyh, 536
Haydar Dede, gazi of Mehmed II in the conquest of

Constantinople, 106
Haydar Efendi, builder of Hayder Efendi Mescidi, 99
Haydar Paya (d. 1523-24), vizier, 108, 537
Hayreddin, arpaci, 304
Hayreddin, Hoca (d. 1469-70), 70
Hayreddin, Lala, emin-i ceo, 165
Hayreddin, Mimar, 220
Hayreddin Qavu (d. 1556-57), gavu$, 510
Hayreddin Efendi, alemdar, 140
Hayreddin Efendi, soldier of Mehmed II in the conquest

of Constantinople, 76
Hayreddin Efendi, Hoca (d. 1475-76), tutor of Mehmed

II, 59
Hayreddin Paa, Hizir, Gazi, Barbaros (d. 1546), kapudan-I

derya, 340, 410-11
Hayri Efendi, hazine kdtibi, 272
Hayrullah Efendi, gehir emini, 299
Hekim Qelebi. See Mehmed ibn Seyyid Ahmed, 5eyh,

Seyyid
Hellert,J.-J., orientalist, xxiii
Hizir (al-Khidr), 8, 166, 490
Hizir Bey, Kfieik, son of Hizir Bey Qelebi, 97
Hizir Bey Celebi (d. 1458), ulema, 96, 97, 239-40
Hizir Dede, Bayrami seyh, 499
Hizir ibn Ilyas, Yayabapizade (d. 1596-97), seyh of the

Mehmed Aga and 5emsi Ahmed Paga tekkes, 219, 415
Hizir Paa, 469
Hibetullah Hatun, Hoca, builder of the Ali Bey Karyesi

Mescidi, 317
Himmet, poet, 491
Himmet Dede (d. 1631-32), 519
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Himmet Efendi (d. 1683-84), yeyh of the Himmetzade
Zaviyesi, 240

Hitabzade (d. 1495-96), 273
Hiybetullah Sultan, daughter of Mustafa III, 25
Hubyar Bey, Hoca, founder of Hubyar Mescidi in

Eminon6t and Hubyar Mescidi in Samatya, 115, 116
Hudaverdi Efendi, geyh of the Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi, 284
Hurrem Qavu (d. 1560-61), divan gavuwu, 113
Hurrem Sultan, haseki of Silleyman I, 20, 114-15, 319
Hildayi Efendi. See Mahmud Efendi, Hildayi, Usknidari
Hilkmi, poet, 307
Hfnma Sultan, daughter of Bayezid II and wife of Bali Paa,

71
Hilmagah Kadin, kadzn of Abdfilhamid I, 407
Hiimaah Sultan, daughter of Sileyman I, 18
Hunkar Delisi (d. 1737-38), 208
Hilsameddin Bey Efendi, builder of the Hfisam Bey

Mescidi, 102
Hfisameddin Qelebi, builder of the Dlbendci Mescidi,

123
Hilsameddin Efendi (d. 1590-91), 359
Hisameddin Efendi, Tulumcu (d. 1670-71), miiderris, 156
Hilsameddin Hasan U aki, $eyh (d. 1592), Halved eyh,

67, 189, 332-33, 349
Hilsameddin Tokadi, Pagmakcizade (d. 1455-56), 27
Hftseyin, companion of Ebu Eyyub Ensari, 108
Hfiseyin, son of Ahmed III, 23
Hinseyin Aga, babfissaade agasz, founder of Kngc ik Aya Sofya

Camii, 98, 209
Hilseyin Aga, builder of the Kizil Mescid, 186
Huseyin Aga, builder of the Zeytinciler Mescidi, 262
Hilseyin Aga, cebeciyan gorbaczsi, 192
Hilseyin Aga, gorbacz, 211
Hftseyin Aga, gureba-z yemin agasz, 90
Hfiseyin Aga, nazir, builder of the Qanakci Limam

Mescidi, 419
Hfiseyin Aga, otakgzbapz, 307, 308
Huseyin Aga, seyhilharam, 333, 391
Huseyin Aga, Acem, bazargdnbapz, 70
Hilseyin Aga, Alacaci, installer of minbar in the Haci

Osman Camii, 453
Hfiseyin Aga, Asci, installer of the minbar in the

Abdilsselam Mescidi, 326
Hfiseyin Aga, Derzi (d. 1765-66), bostanczbaju, kethfada-yz

sadr-z azam, 466
Huseyin Aga, Haci, vakzf of the Arab Kapi Mescidi, 162
Hfiseyin Aga, Haci, Nalbend, builder of the Topal Hoca

Mescidi, 419
Hfiseyin Aga, Kileci, 193
Hfiseyin Aga, Maktul (d. 1715), tersane emini, 406
H-fseyin Aga, Maryol, yenigeri agas, 499
Hfiseyin Aga, Mehmed Eminoglu (d. 1767-68), vezir

kethaidasz, tersane emini, 406
Huiseyin Aga, Tavagi, babaissaade agasz, 131, 170, 237
Hfiseyin Aga, Turgucuzade, builder of the Turgucu Camii,

325
Hfiseyin Aga, Yek Qegm, 105
Hfiseyin bin al-Hac Ismail al-Ayvansarayi, Hafiz, xv, xvii-

xix, 3, 4, 160, 162, 291, 360, 527
Huseyin Dede, Dogani (d. 1630-31), 5eyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 244, 253
Hiiseyin Efendi (d. 1675-76), 5eyh of Emir Buhari Mescidi

in Ayvansaray, 52
Huseyin Efendi (d. 1693-94), 5eyh of the zaviye of the Haci

Evhad Camii and vaiz of the Sftleymaniye, 96
Hilseyin Efendi (d. 1707-8), 5eyh of the tekke of the

Hatuniye Mescidi, 399
Hilseyin Efendi (d. 1714), 5eyh of the Kadirihane, 389
Hfiseyin Efendi (d. 1820-21), jeyh of the 5eyh Murad

Efendi Tekkesi, 312
Hfiseyin Efendi, jeyh of the Muabbir Tekkesi, 352
Hfiseyin Efendi, Ascibagi (d. 1782-83), eyh of the Galata

Mevlevihanesi, 370
Hilseyin Efendi, Qegmi, szr kdtibi, sfirre emini, 392
Hilseyin Efendi, Qolak, $eyh of the tdris K6 ki Tekkesi,

285-86
Hntseyin Efendi, Debbagzade (d. 1718-19), 5eyhfilisdm

kethfidasz, 126
Hiseyin Efendi, Fenni (d. 1674-75), 5eyh of the Bazargan

Tekkesi, 75
Hfiseyin Efendi, Garc6, miderris, 142
Hilseyin Efendi, Kilisli (d. 1765-66), 490, 517
Hilseyin Efendi, Maktul, tersane emini, 405-6
Hilseyin Efendi, $ehid, tersane emini, 399
Hftseyin Efendi, $eyh, vaiz of the Gfizelce Kasim Paa

Camii, 358
Hfiseyin Efendi, Uzun, emin-i bina charged with renovation

of the Eyftp Camii, 275, 495
Hfiseyin Efendi, Uskfndarf, Kilisi, Hoca, installer of

minbar in $eyh Murad Mescidi, 148, 188, 243
Hilseyin Eyfibi, Gazoglu (d. 1738-39), 5eyh of the Lagari

Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi, 281
Hilseyin ibn Mustafa, Makrizade, Haci, builder of the

Bozaci Sokagi Mescidi, 373
Hilseyin Lamekani, $eyh (d. 1624-25), 148
Htiseyin Paa, 183
Hfiseyin Paa, Amucazade (d. 1702), grand vizier, 102,

104, 228
Hilseyin Paa, Deli (d. 1659), grand vizier, 40, 245, 296,

344, 383, 475, 521
Hilseyin Paa, Gfimrukcu (d. 1681), 344
Hftseyin Paa, Kapudan, Kciik (d. 1803), kapudan- derya

and foster brother of Selim III, 272, 275, 341
Hinseyin Paa, Lala, vizier of Si6eyman I, 106, 309
Hfiseyin Paa, Merre (d. 1623), grand vizier, 167, 168
Hiiseyin Paa, Nasuhpagazade (d. 1643), 202
Hfiseyin Paa, Ohrili (d. 1622), grand vizier, 420
Hi~seyin ah Efendi, installer of minbar of D6kmeciler

Mescidi, 287
Hilseyin Vehbi Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1746-37), poet, 48, 91,

94, 186, 274, 369, 403-4, 431-32, 457, 467, 468, 542
Hfnsnfi Dede, Seyyid (d. 1830), jeyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 254
Hfisrev, Haci, builder of the Yeni Mahalle Mescidi, 306
Hfisrev Aga, babfissaade ajasz, 504
Hfisrev Bey, kethfida of Ristem Paa, 158
Hiisrev Bey, Haci, builder of the Haci Hftsrev Mescidi, 339
Hfisrev bin Faramurz bin Ali, Molla (d. 1480), 5eyhidis1dm,

152, 205, 221, 358
Hiisrev Qelebi, 74
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Hisrev Kitib, 73
Hfisrev Mehmed Paa, kapudan-z derya, 399
Hfisrev Paa, Bosnevi (d. 1632), 72-73, 197
Hfisrev Paa, Deli (d. 1545), vizier, 72
Hfisrev Paa, Divane, 469

Ibi Efendi, Haci (d. 1796-97), Rufai eyh), 293
Ibn Battfita, xv
Ibn Khaldan, xv
Ibrahim I, sultan, 10, 27, 202, 214, 276, 361
Ibrahim (d. 1755-56), Nakebendi jeyh of the Emir Buhari

Mescidi in Ayvansaray, 53
Ibrahim, son of Ahmed II, 10
Ibrahim, son of Ahmed III, 23
Ibrahim, jeyh of the Mehmed Paa Tekkesi, 215
Ibrahim Aga (d. 1496-97), 142
Ibrahim Aga, babissaade agast, 537
Ibrahim Aga, installer of minbar of Qirakci Mescidi, 90
Ibrahim Aga, kapudan, 417, 452
tbrahim Aga, su nazm, 86
Ibrahim Aga, Arabgirli, voyvoda of Galata, 417
Ibrahim Aga, Burnar, 462
Ibrahim Aga, Queu, Haci, daraissaade agas, 520-21
Ibrahim Aga, Haci, installer of minbar in Mfti Ali Efendi

Mescidi, 226
Ibrahim Aga, Haci, kire emini, mfitevelli of the Valide-i Atik

Camii, 490
Ibrahim Aga, $ehzadeli (d. 1753), calligrapher, 73
Ibrahim Aga, Yorgani, builder of the Yorgani Ibrahim Aga

Mescidi, 243
Ibrahim Aga, Ziftci, Haci (d. 1712), topgu gorbactsz, 401
Ibrahim Bey, Cagalzade, 210
Ibrahim Bey, Uzun (d. 1767-68), tersane emini, 332
Ibrahim Bey Efendi, Ivaz Pagazade (d. 1797), $eyhiiisldm,

538-39
Ibrahim Qavu , builder of Qavu Mescidi, 83
Ibrahim Dede (d. 1638-39), 5eyh of the Kasimpaga

Mevlevihanesi, 337
Ibrahim Efendi (d. 1764-65), geyh of the tekke of the

Hatuniye Mescidi, 399
Ibrahim Efendi (d. 1779-80), 5eyh of the Nureddin Cerrahi

Tekkesi, 204
Ibrahim Efendi, arakzyeci, 257
Ibrahim Efendi, installer of minbar of Cibali Mescidi, 82
Ibrahim Efendi, geyh of the Diragman Tekkesi, 127
Ibrahim Efendi, jeyh of the Hekim Qelebi Tekkesi, 101
Ibrahim Efendi, Alaiyeli, Muabbir (d. 1719-20), 5eyh of the

Muabbir Tekkesi, 352
Ibrahim Efendi, Defterdar, builder of the Himmetzade

Zaviyesi, 240
Ibrahim Efendi, Findikzade (d. 1751), calligrapher, 231
Ibrahim Efendi, Kutb (d. 1667-68), kadi of Istanbul, 403
Ibrahim Efendi, Mentegeli, 216
Ibrahim Efendi, Sanm, emin-i bina for reconstruction of

Fatih Camii, 12
Ibrahim Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1687-88), jeyh of the Sach Emir

Efendi Tekkesi, 344
Ibrahim Efendi, $uaybzade (d. 1612-13), 330
Ibrahim Efendi, Teknecizade (d. 1688), calligrapher, 6
Ibrahim Efendi, Ummi Sinan, $eyh (d. 1568-69), 247, 528

Ibrahim Guleni Dede (d. 1534), mystic and poet, 321,
322, 437

Ibrahim Hanzade, son of Sokullu Mehmed Paa, 299, 364
Ibrahim Mfiteferrika (d. 1745), reformer, diplomat and

founder of first Turkish printing press, 380
Ibrahim Paa, Qandarh (d. 1429), grand vizier, 29
Ibrahim Paa, Qandarh (d. 1499), grand vizier, 29, 234,

270
Ibrahim Paa, Damad, Frenk, Makbul, Maktul (d. 1536),

grand vizier, 31-32, 40, 155, 313, 314, 318, 330, 365
Ibrahim Paa, Damad, Gazi (d. 1601), husband of Ayge

Sultan, the daughter of Murad III, 18, 111, 242, 382,
392, 523

Ibrahim Paa, Defterdar (d. 1664), 395, 433-34
Ibrahim Paa, Defterdar, builder of the Karaakac Yalisi in

Sitldice, 122
Ibrahim Paa, Hoca, Kapudan (d. 1713), grand vizier, 195,

311
Ibrahim Paa, Kabakulak (d. 1742), grand vizier, 183
Ibrahim Paa, Kara (d. 1687), grand vizier, 125
Ibrahim Paa, Megaleci (d. 1776-77), vizier, 399
Ibrahim Paa, Nevgehirli, Damad, Maktul (d. 1730), grand

vizier, 7, 41, 46, 58, 89, 95, 174, 175, 191, 203, 306-7,
318, 380, 420, 432, 435, 454, 457, 467, 478, 514, 523

Ibrahim Paa, Sofi, 395
Ibrahim Paa, Tavagi, Hadim (d. 1553), 32, 224
Ibrahim Pecevi (d. c. 1650), defterdar of Timigvar, historian,

298, 303, 318
Ibrahim Tahir Efendi, calligrapher, 183, 283
Ibrahim Tennuri, seyh of Muhyiddin Mehmed Efendi, 135
Idris-i Bidlisi, 181, 284, 285, 386
Ilyas, builder of the Haci Ilyas Mescidi, 98
Ilyas, kasab, companion of Mehmed II, 195
Ilyas Aga, Haci, topcubavz, 247
Ilyas Bey, mirahur, 37, 216
Ilyas Bey, Kfnbrevi leyh, 549
Ilyas bin Abdullah, Mimar (d. 1551-52), 126
Ilyas Qelebi, Kazganci, Haci, installer of minbar of Yatagan

Mescidi, 247
Ilyas Efendi, kalyoncular defterdan, 373, 394
Ilyas Efendi, Edirneli, 5ixca Efendi, Revani (d. 1524), poet,

131, 178
Ilyas Efendi, Sakizh, 5eyh (d. 1706-7), 50-51
Ilyas ibn Yakub, brother of Hayreddin Paa, 410
Ilyas 5ncaeddin ibn Ilyas (d. 1514-15), mftderis, 256
imperial tribune. See mahfil-i hiimayun
Isa, son of Ahmed III, 23
Isa Dede (d. 1771-72), geyh of the Galata Mevlevihanesi,

370
Isa Dede Efendi, 549
Isa Efendi (d. 1613-14), 5eyh of the Bayram Paga Tekkesi,

65
Isa Efendi, Geylani (d. 1791), 5eyh of the Murtaza Efendi

Tekkesi, 293
Isa al-Mahvi, 5eyh of the Diragman Tekkesi, 128, 176
Isazade Efendi, 5eyh of the Bayram Paga Tekkesi, 65
isfendiyar, builder of the isfendiyar Mescidi, 503
ishak, Sarac, builder of the Sarae ishak Mescidi, 138
Ishak Aga, builder of the Kepeneki Mescidi, 205
ishak Aga, gnmrakgQt, 463, 464
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ishak Buhari-i Hindi, Hoca, 5eyh of the Hindiler Tekkesi,
241

ishak Efendi (d. 1540-41), mfineccimbapz, 227
ishak Efendi, installer of the minbar of the Ahmed Dede

Mescidi, 288
ishak Efendi, Cerrah, builder of Kazganci Mescidi, 180
ishak Efendi, Ebu ishak ismail Efendizade (d. 1734),

peyhfilisldm, 43, 93, 492
ishak ibn Yakub, brother of Hayreddin Paa, 410
ishak Karamani, Cemal-i Halved (d. 1526-27), Halved eyh,

153, 321, 322, 323
ishak Paa (d. 1483), grand vizier, 28
iskender Aga, helvaczbapz, 99
iskender Aga, ihtisab agasz, 190
iskender Baba, Sufi seyh, 510
iskender Bey, Dukakinzade (d. 1582), husband of

Nesligah, the daughter of Bayezid II, 236
Iskender Qelebi, builder of the Simke Mescidi, 135
iskender Qelebi, Mfiyessir, builder of the Nerdfibanli

Mescid, 235
iskender Paa (d. 1516-17), vizier, 368
iskender Paya (d. 1570-71), bostanczbasz, 468-69
iskender Paa, builder of Terkim Mescidi, 77
iskender Paa, Qerkes (d. 1571-72), 77, 368, 451, 469
ismail, Dalkavuk, Monla (d. 1747-48), 160-61
Ismail Aga (d. 1617-18), serhad agasi, 44
ismail Aga, installer of minbar in Topcular Mescidi, 315
ismail Aga, Haci (d. 1752), father of Hafiz Hiseyin al-

Ayvansarayi, xvii, 160, 505, 527
ismail Aga, Haci, arpacdlar kethiidasz, 530
ismail Aga, Kazgani, Haci, yazzcz, 70
Ismail Aga, Malatyah, ak aga, 10, 510
ismail Aga, Topcubagi (d. 173940), 390
ismail Asim Efendi, Qelebizade (d. 1760), gyhilisldm, 166,

229, 403, 478-79
ismail Bey Efendi, son of Hekimoglu Ali Paa, 94
ismail Dede Efendi (d. 1631-32), 5eyh of the Galata

Mevlevihanesi, 337, 368
ismail Efendi (d. 1611-12), 5eyh of the Sirkeci Tekkesi, 137
ismail Efendi (d. 1685-86), $eyh of the $ah Sultan Tekkesi,

281
ismail Efendi (d. 1771), jeyh of the 5eyh ismail Efendi

Tekkesi, 451
ismail Efendi, bazargdnbapz, 271
Ismail Efendi, reisilkittab, 185
ismail Efendi, Atpazan, 196
ismail Efendi, Qolak imam Efendi, installer of minbar in

Balat iskelesi Mescidi, 260
ismail Efendi, Habibi, jeyh of the Mimar Acem Tekkesi,

228
Ismail Efendi, Haci (d. 1797-98), 5eyh of the Murtaza

Efendi Tekkesi, 293
Ismail Efendi, Haci, (d. 1825-26), bas kdtibi of the Eyfip

kadi court, 272
ismail Efendi, Reis, installer of minbar in Rfistem Qelebi

Mescidi, 130
Ismail Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1770-71), eyh of the Mimar Acem

Tekkesi, 228
Ismail Hakki Efendi, Bursavi, 5eyh (d. 1724-25), cuma

vaizi, 505

Ismail Maguki, Oglan $eyh (d. 1528-29), 38, 277-78, 436
ismail Naim Efendi, Kara, Ebu ishak (d. 1725), 5eyhf1lisldm,

33, 43, 99, 470
ismail Necati Efendi (d. 1789-90), $eyh of the Lagari

Mehmed Efendi Tekkesi, 281
ismail Paa, Ayash (d. 1689), grand vizier, 138
Ismail Paa, Bostancibapi, Hafiz (d. 1807), grand vizier,

272
ismail Paa, Gfircu (d. 1738), grand vizier, 334-35
Ismail Rumi, Tosyah, $eyh (d. 1643-44), 389
ismihan Sultan, daughter of Selim II and wife of Sokullu

Mehmed Paa, 214, 363
Ivaz Aga, builder of the Ivaz Kasab Mescidi in Fatih, 165
Ivaz Efendi, Manav (d. 1586), kadzasker, 162-63
Ivaz Mehmed Paga (d. 1629), grand vizier, 108-9
Ivaz Mehmed Paa (d. 1743), grand vizier, 507
tyine Bey, founder of Lyine Bey Mescidi, 37
Izari Haci Mehmed Efendi, tahvil kisedan, 133
Izzet, poet, 272, 385, 432-33
izzet Ali Paa, Mehmed Pagazade, Damad (d. 1734), 545
izzet Efendi, hatib of the Nftsretiye Camii, 385
izzet Efendi, Eyfibi, al-Hac, 299
izzet Mehmed Bey Efendi, darbhane emini and emin-i bina

for reconstruction of Fatih Camii, 12
izzet Mehmed Paa, Safranbolulu (d. 1784), grand vizier,

xxviii, 264, 290, 484
izzet Pasa, 463
izzi Efendi (d. 1755), historian, terifatgz, 413-14, 476, 509

Kadri Efendi, kadzasker, 414
Kadri Efendi, kadiasker, 428
Kadri Mehmed Bey, son of Ali Sati, xxii
Kamakci 5eyh, geyh of the Kaymake1 Tekkesi, 510
Kamer Hatun (d. 1580-81), daughter of Sinan, 332, 334
Kamergah Kadin, daughter of 5irmerd Qavu , 149
KAmil Ahmed Paga (d. 1763-64), 509
Kandi Efendi, Bursali, poet, 314
Kara Bali bin Seyyid Taceddin (d. 1522), 289
Kara Emin, builder of mekteb, 99
Kara Kfnfik Efendi, imam of the Egrikapi Mescidi, 258
Kasim (d. 1566-67), maiderris, builder of the Ahaveyn

Mescidi, 37
Kasim, son of Ahmed III, 9
Kasim, Ktib, sir kdtibi, 81
Kasim Abdullah Aga (d. 1529-30), builder of the Macuncu

Camii, 227
Kasim Aga, gazi of Mehmed II at the conquest of

Constantinople, 286, 290
Kasim Aga, sekbanbapz, 179
Kasim Qavu Aga, builder of the Aga Mescidi, 54
Kasim Dede Efendi (d. 164142), 5eyh of the Kasimpaga

Mevlevihanesi, 337
Kasim Efendi, 5eyh in the tekke of the Atik Ali Paga Camii,

166
Kasim Efendi, Seyyid, Nizamzade (d. 1601-2), seyh of the

Emirler Tekkesi, 247
Kasim Efendi, 5eyh, 296
Kasim Gubari Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1624), calligrapher, 22
Kasim Ginani, Hoca, tutor of Rilstem Paa, 79
Kasim, KAtib, companion of Mehmed II, 210
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Kasim Paua, Cezeri, Safi (d. 1485), 91-92, 299-300
Kasim Paa, Evliya (d. 1485), 299
Kasim Paa, Koca, Gfizelce (d. 1552), 299, 329-30, 336
KAtib Qelebi, historian, 213, 230, 357
Kauffer, Francois (d. 1802), French engineer and

cartographer, xxxi
Kaya Sultan, daughter of Murad IV, 10
Kececi Piri Aga, founder of the Sarmapik Mescidi, 151
Kemal Hfiseyin Dede, jeyh of the Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi,

253
Kemal Paa, builder of Kemal Paga Mescidi, 200
Kemaleddin, Baklaci, soldier of Mehmed II at the

conquest of Constantinople, 77
Kemaleddin, Qiknkci (d. 1493-94), 149
Kemaleddin, Esirci, builder of the Tathkuyu Mescidi, 157
Kemaleddin, Haci, builder of the Iskele Mescidi, 438
Kemaleddin, Mimar, builder of the Nerdfibanh Mescidi,

234
Kemaleddin Efendi, companion of Mehmed II, 58
Kemaleddin Efendi, Seyyid, builder of the Zihgirci

Mescidi, 133
Kemalpa azade. See 5emseddin Ahmed bin Sfileyman
kemankellerin taslan. See commemorative markers
Kenan Bey, Hfidayi, lala of Sfileyman I, 71
Kenan Paa, husband of Burnaz Atike Sultan, daughter of

Ahmed I, 10
Keskin Dede, companion of Mehmed II, 205
al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, xv
Kirimi Efendi, descendant of Niganci Mehmed Paga, 364
Kirameddin ibn Yfimni Hasan Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1641-42),

5eyh of the Koca Mustafa Paa Tekkesi, 183
Korkud, son of Bayezid II, 176, 410, 427
K6mfirciyan, Eremya Qelebi, xv
K5sem Valide. See Mahpeyker Sultan
Kudretullah Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1871-72), 5eyh of the

Begikta and Galata mevlevihanes, 371, 422
Kurd Kapudan (d. 1611-12), emir-i derya, 348
Kfcfik emir Efendi, Ibrahim (d. 1528-29), maiderris, 274

Lalezar Kalfa, hazinedar- salis, 288
Lutfi, poet, 486
Lutfi Paa, grand vizier, 145, 148, 210-11, 279, 280, 282,

318
Lutfullah, son of Ilyas 5ficaeddin ibn Ilyas, 256
Lutfullah Efendi, kadiasker, son of $eyhntlislAm ismail

Naim Efendi, 43
Lutfullah Efendi, Isa Efendizade, 5eyh of the Murtaza

Efendi Tekkesi, 283
Lutfullah Efendi, Viene Efendi, 415
Lutfullah Tokadi, San, Molla (d. 1494), 335

Maden Dede (d. 1718-19), 57
mahfil-i hftmayun (imperial tribune), xxviii, 7, 11, 12, 20,

24, 25, 55, 78, 93, 114, 132, 158, 181, 185, 207, 279, 280,
308, 319, 320, 324, 340, 341, 351, 353, 357, 358, 364,
366, 380, 382, 385, 393, 402, 409, 411, 412, 418, 431,
433, 435, 438, 471, 477, 481, 487, 491, 493, 495, 496,
520

Mahfiruz Hadice Sultan, mother of Osman II, 270
mahkeme, 62, 118, 120, 330, 357, 409, 450

Mahmud I, sultan, 7, 8, 12, 23, 25, 124, 249, 266, 270, 272,
366, 378, 838, 412, 438, 460, 461, 464-65, 473, 474, 475,
476, 477, 487, 501, 506

Mahmud II, Adli, sultan, 59, 207, 254, 276, 279, 282, 318,
320, 322, 323, 326, 338, 340, 341, 345, 346, 378, 384,
385, 390, 481, 496, 540, 548

Mahmud, son of Sfileyman I, 17
Mahmud, Haci, builder of the Haci Mahmud Mescidi, 252
Mahmud, 5eyh (d. 1715-16), eyh of the Balcik Tekkesi,

301
Mahmud Aga (d. 1550-51), babfissaade agasz, 58, 267, 321
Mahmud Aga, bina emini of Siileymaniye Su Kemeri, 226
Mahmud Aga, builder of the Koruk Mescidi, 187
Mahmud Aga, Gazi, Alem Bey, mir-i alem, 44
Mahmud Aga, Haci, kethfida of Ibrahim Hanzade, 299
Mahmud Aga, Topal, 537
Mahmud Baba, eyh of the 5ehidlik Tekkesi, 438
Mahmud Bey, son of Grand Vizier Kayserili Halil Paa, 499
Mahmud Qavu , builder of the Qivici Limam Mescidi, 397,

449
Mahmud 3elebi Efendi, meyh of the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi in

Eyftp, 315
Mahmud Dede Efendi, Mesnevihan (d. 1548-49), seyh of

the Galata Mevlevihanesi, 368
Mahmud Dede Efendi, Seyyid, installer of the minbar in

the Sinan Efendi Mescidi, 472
Mahmud Dede Efendi, Seyyid, pyh of the Galata and

Begikta Mevlevihanesi, 371, 422
Mahmud Efendi, kdtib of sebzehane, 54
Mahmud Efendi, son-in-law of Emir Buhari, 331
Mahmud Efendi, Cankurtaranzade (d. 1748-49), jeyh of

the 5ah Sultan Tekkesi, 281
Mahmud Efendi, Haci, builder of the Veled-i Karaba

Mescidi, 237
Mahmud Efendi, Hoca (d. 1531-32), 5eyh of the Emir

Buhari Tekkesi, 49, 186
Mahmud Efendi, Hfidayi, Uskfidari (d. 1628-29), founder

of Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 110, 293, 294,
498-502, 528

Mahmud Efendi, Imam-i 5ehriyari (d. 1717), 5eyhilisldm,
13

Mahmud Efendi, Karacelebizade (d. 1653), 73
Mahmud Efendi, Nazli (d. 1546-47), builder of the

Defterdar Camii, 304
Mahmud Efendi, Sagir (d. 1644-45), seyh of the Diragman

Tekkesi, 127
Mahmud Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1768-69), mevlidhan-z jehryari,

42, 258
Mahmud Efendi, $eyh Ferhad (d. 1568-69), 223
Mahmud Efendi, 5eyh, Gafuri (d. 1667-68), seyh of the

Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 500
Mahmud Esad Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1813), molla, father of Ali

Sati, xxii, 538
Mahmud Hulvi (d. 1653-54), builder of the Gfllgeni

Tekkesi, 195
Mahmud ibn Murad, $eyh, calligrapher, 352
Mahmud ibn Sinan, Haci (d. 1494-95), baczbapu of

Mehmed II, 61
Mahmud Paa, Gndzelce, aga of the Janissaries, 80
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Mahmud Paa, Veli (d. 1474), grand vizier, 28, 142, 204,
212-13, 235, 498

Mahmud Sinb6ili (d. 1609-10), seyh of the Balpik Tekkesi,
301

Mahpeyker Sultan, Kbsem Valide, mother of Murad IV
and Sultan Ibrahim, 21, 22, 238, 240, 419, 456, 491-92

mahya (illuminations of mosques), 7, 20, 21, 24, 25, 270,
326, 385

maps, of Istanbul, xxxi-xxxiv
Mazak, builder of a Mevlevihane in Eyfip, 279
Mecdeddin (d. 1800-1), 5eyh of the Himmetzade Zaviyesi,

241
Mecmua-z Tevarih of Hafiz Huseyin bin ismail al-

Ayvansarayi, xviii, xxiv
Mehdi Efendi, 5eyh of the Bayram Paya Tekkesi, 65
Mehmed II, Ebfilfeth, sultan, 4, 6, 7, 36, 59, 78, 83, 97,

104-5, 132, 139, 148, 155, 163, 173, 184, 241, 245, 252,
264, 265, 266, 269, 272, 306, 339, 345, 435, 436, 437,
443, 461, 471, 498, 522

Mehmed III, sultan, 9, 293
Mehmed IV, sultan, 23, 316, 317, 412, 493, 545, 547
Mehmed, son of Abdi6hamid I, 484
Mehmed, son of Ahmed I, 22
Mehmed, son of Ahmed III, 23, 318
Mehmed, son of Murad III, 475
Mehmed, son of Mustafa III, 25
Mehmed, son of Selim II, 20
Mehmed, son of Sileyman I, 18, 188, 319, 393
Mehmed, Altuncizade, Hafiz, poet, 221
Mehmed, Dolanci, Dervi (d. 1824-25), seyh of the Dolanci

Dervi Mehmed Efendi Mevlevihanesi, 286
Mehmed, Dugenbeh, $eyh of the Bayram Paga Tekkesi, 65
Mehmed, Haci, builder of Dfilbendci Mescidi, 121
Mehmed, Haci, builder of the Tabaklar Mescidi, 512
Mehmed, Kerimezade (d. 1730-31), peyh of the Sivasi

Tekkesi, 136
Mehmed, Kutucu, Molla, 263
Mehmed, Misri, $eyh, 296
Mehmed, Nigan, mystic ecstatic, 279
Mehmed, Seyyid, peyh of the Kadirihane, 390
Mehmed, 5eyh (d. 1532), son of Seyyid Velayet, 172
Mehmed Asa, 55
Mehmed Aka (d. 1537-38), builder of the Takiyeci

Mescidi, 512
Mehmed Aka (d. 1548-49), emin-i bina of the Mihrimah

Sultan Camii, 519
Mehmed Aga (d. 1651-52), reis-i tabbahin, 518
Mehmed Aga, builder of mekteb in Bulgurlu, 532
Mehmed Aga, derya kapudanz, 387
Mehmed Aga, executor of the will of Perizad Hatun, 398
Mehmed Aga, hazinedar, 417
Mehmed Aga, ihtisab aga, 532
Mehmed Aka, kethaida of Kapudan Piyale Paa, 343
Mehmed Aga, musahib-i pehriyari, 286, 398
Mehmed Aka, sadr-z azam kethaidasz, builder of the Kara

Kethntda Camii, 453
Mehmed Aga, son-in-law of Neveehirli Damad Ibrahim

Paa, 175
Mehmed Aka, sattrbayz of Mehmed II, 51

Mehmed Aga, teberdar, 544
Mehmed Aga, voyvoda of Galata, 263
Mehmed Aga, Anber, dariissaade agast, 56
Mehmed Aga, Diraki, yenigeri agasi, 499
Mehmed Aga, Habegi, Haci (d. 1590-91), darfissaade agasz,

218, 504, 515
Mehmed Aga,
Mehmed Aka,
Mehmed Aka,
Mehmed Aka,
Mehmed Aga,
Mehmed Aka,
Mehmed Aga,
Mehmed Aka,

396-97

Haci (d. 1591), darassaade agas, 110
Haci (d. 1826), ser-gukadar-z eriyari, 485
Haci, bezzazistan kethfidasz, 455
Haci, dizdar, 458
Haci, mahzenci, 79
Haci, mirahur, 523
Haci, ser-cebeciyan-i dergdh-z ali, 76
Haci, topgubapz, kethfida of the Tophane,

Mehmed Aga, Haci, usta, 457
Mehmed Aga, Haci, Samur Ka (d. 1764-65), solakbapz, 84,

153, 530
Mehmed Aga, Kececi, builder of the Kececi Mescidi, 324
Mehmed Aga, Kemanci (d. 1529-30), 121
Mehmed Aga, Kemanke , builder of the Cuhud Kapisi

Hamam, 249
Mehmed Aga, Kilari, installer of minbar in the

Sarachanebapi Mescidi, 136
Mehmed Aga, Koca Mimar, 215
Mehmed Aga, Kumru, builder of the Kumru Mescidi, 531
Mahmed Aga, Mumcubapi, builder of the Mumcubapi

Mescidi, 531
Mehemd Aga, Sekbanbapi, 112
Mehmed Aga, Seyyid (d. 1781-82), kapzczbasz, builder of

the Tahiriye Tekkesi, 158
Mehmed Aga, Sipahizade (d. 1630-31), 391
Mehmed Aga, Sivasi, bostanczbasz, 266
Mehmed Aga, Solak, Kapudan, 44
Mehmed Aga, $ehri, hacegan, 417
Mehmed Aga, Uncubapi, Haci, 463
Mehmed Aga, Yavuz, sekbanbapz, 246
Mehmed Aga ibn Baba Yusuf, 5igman (d. 1779), 259
Mehmed Akil Mekki, $eyh, 394
Mehmed Arif Efendi, Durrizade, Seyyid (d. 1800),

$eyhidisldm, 290
Mehmed Baba, Kara Abah, Bektasi 5eyh, 416
Mehmed Bakir Efendi, Df6gmecizade (d. 1589-90),

kadzasker, 287
Mehmed Bey (d. 1566-67), nisancz, builder of the Niganci

Mehmed Bey Mescidi, 236
Mehmed Bey, avczbayz of Mehmed II, 42
Mehmed Bey, builder of the Beycegiz Mescidi, 66
Mehmed Bey, installer of the minbar of the Molla Hfisrev

Mescidi, 221-22
Mehmed Bey, muhtesib, 185
Mehmed Bey, Hakani (d. 1606), poet, 26
Mehmed Bey, Kiblelizade, tersane emini, 324
Mehmed Bey, Niganci, Egri Abdi Efendizade (d. 1566),

xxviii, 171
Mehmed Bey, Seydi, Deli Bey, Rufai peyh, builder of the

Mehmed Bey Mescidi, 308
Mehmed Bey, Silahgor, builder of the Bey Mescidi, 299
Mehmed Bey Efendi, Ahmedpagazade, installer of minbar

in K&ifik Mustafa Paga Mescidi, 206
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Mehmed Bey Efendi, Defterdar Hfiseyinpagazade (d. 1732-
33), 224

Mehmed Bey Efendi, Kara, builder of the Haracei Mescidi,
113

Mehmed Bey Efendi, Pir Mustafapapazade, 465
Mehmed Bey ibn Mustafa Paa, Gazi (d. 1586), husband of

Fatma Sultan, the daughter of 5ehzade Sultan
Mehmed, 18

Mehmed bin Muhyiddin Kocavi, 5eyhzade (d. 1544-45),
son-in-law of Muhyiddin Kocavi, 192

Mehmed bin Murad, 5eyh, poet, 458-59
Mehmed bin Mustafa ibn Haci Hasan (d. 1505-6),

kadzasker, 99
Mehmed bin Omer, 5eyh, known as Kurd Efendi (d. 1587-

88),214
Mehmed Cemali, Aksarayi Qelebi Halife (d. 1493-94), jeyh

of the Koca Mustafa Paga Tekkesi, 182
Mehmed Celebi, nedim, boon companion of Mehmed III,

334
Mehmed Qelebi, Mumcuzade, Yorganci, builder of the

Pigmaniye Mescidi, 347
Mehmed Qelebi Efendi (d. 1611-12), builder of the

Muabbir Tekkesi, 352
Mehmed Celebi Efendi, Hoca Sadeddinzade, Qelebi Mfifti

(d. 1615), seyhfilisldm, 293, 454
Mehmed Qelebi ibn Hfiseyiin, Korucu, founder of

Ayvansaray Mescidi, 260
Mehmed Dede (d. 1732-33), seyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 254
Mehmed Dede, Agibapi, 254
Mehmed Dede, Kefge, builder of the Ahmediye Camii,

505
Mehmed Dede, Seyyid (d. 1776-77), $eyh of the Yildiz Dede

Tekkesi, 249
Mehmed Dede Efendi, Agazade (d. 1652-53), eyh of the

Begikta Mevlevihanesi, 421
Mehmed Dede Efendi, Divani, Semai, Sultan Divani (d.

1529-30), eyh of the Galata Mevlevihanesi, 368
Mehmed Dede Efendi, Mevlanazade, Seyyid (d. 1795-96),

jeyh of the Kasimpaa Mevlevihanesi, 338
Mehmed Dede Efendi, Sari Kadi (d. 1482-83), gazi of

Mehmed II at the conquest of Constantinople, 549
Mehmed Dede Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1717-18), yeyh of the

Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi, 337
Mehmed Dervi Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1790), kadiasker,

nakibaileraf, 486
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1548-49), yenigeri efendisi, 510
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1687-88), 5eyh of the Kadirihane, 389
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1736-37), jeyh of the tekke of the

Hatuniye Mescidi, 399
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1738-39), tersane emini, 312
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1742-43), peyh of the Cemali Tekkesi,

258
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1755-56), jeyh of the Nureddin

Cerrahi Tekkesi, 203
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1755-56), eyh of the $ah Sultan

Tekkesi, 281
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1793-94), 5eyh of the $eyh Murad

Efendi Tekkesi, 312
Mehmed Efendi, arpa emini, 60

Mehmed Efendi, asitane gaimrifik bakdtibi, 54
Mehmed Efendi, azzade, 310
Mehmed Efendi, bashalife, 475
Mehmed Efendi, builder of the Haydar Paa Camii, 537
Mehmed Efendi, builder of the Meryemzade Mescidi, 465
Mehmed Efendi, (igekcilerbasz, 211
Mehmed Efendi, divitdar, 34
Mehmed Efendi, kethfida of Hadice Sultan, 299
Mehmed Efendi, kiremidcibasz, builder of Kizil Minare

Mescidi, 178
Mehmed Efendi, muhzzr, installer of the minbar in the

Karagfsmrnk Mescidi, 194
Mehmed Efendi, son of Seyyidi Gfirz, 243
Mehmed Efendi, peyh of the 5eyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi,

312
Mehmed Efendi, yenigeri agasz, 265
Mehmed Efendi, Agazade, installer of the minbar in Sitti

Hatun Mescidi, 135
Mehmed Efendi, Akbaba, builder of the Fenayi Mescidi,

174
Mehmed Efendi, Arabzade (d. 1751-52), Nakgbendi peyh,

409
Mehmed Efendi, Aski, founder of Molla Aski Mescidi, 216
Mehmed Efendi, Aydinzade, 5eyh, 34
Mehmed Efendi, Ayn-i Ekber (d. 1721-22), 296
Mehmed Efendi, Bahayi (d. 1654), seyhilisldm, 14, 295,

414
Mehmed Efendi, Bosnavi, Halis, maiderris, poet, 302
Mehmed Efendi, Bostanzade (d. 1598), 5eyhilisldm, 19, 70,

291
Mehmed Efendi, Bursah, Gazali, Deli Biradir (d. 1535),

poet, xxix, 427-30
Mehmed Efendi, Bursavi, Esiri (d. 1681), $eyhilisldm, 101
Mehmed Efendi, Qanakhisan, Haci (d. 1784-85), jeyh of

the 5eyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi, 312
Mehmed Efendi, Qelebi, 5eyh of the Sultan Ahmed Camii,

114
Mehmed Efendi, Qivizade, $eyh (d. 1587), $eyhalisldm, 69,

82, 83, 88, 91, 277, 291
Mehmed Efendi, Qbmlekcizade, installer of the minbar in

the Sinan Paga Mescidi, 419
Mehmed Efendi, Dal, reisfilkitab, 58
Mehmed Efendi, Damad, Mudurni (d. 1613), kadzasker,

134, 137
Mehmed Efendi, Debbagzade (d. 1702), seyhilisldm, 41,

295
Mehmed Efendi, Dede Efendi (d. 1754-55), peyh of the $ah

Sultan Tekkesi, 281
Mehmed Efendi, Desterecizade Eynbi (d. 1737-38), 105
Mehmed Efendi, Dinrri (d. 1736), leyhilisldm, 302, 472
Mehmed Efendi, Esiri (d. 1686-87), seyhilisldm, 189
Mehmed Efendi, Evliya (d. 1628-29), imam-z sultani,

builder of the Evliya Camii, 35
Mehmed Efendi, Evliya, Hoca, builder of the Evliya

Mescidi, 532
Mehmed Efendi, Findik, 5eyh, 258
Mehmed Efendi, Fistikh (d. 1746), eyh of the Hfidayi Aziz

Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 502
Mehmed Efendi, Gilani, builder of the Bursa Tekkesi

Mescidi, 265
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Mehmed Efendi, G6mleksiz (d. 1544-45), seyh of the $ah
Sultan Tekkesi, 280

Mehmed Efendi, Hacegin (d. 1749-50), gehir emini, 209
Mehmed Efendi, Haci, builder of the Tenbeller Mescidi,

531
Mehmed Efendi, Haci, kadi of Istanbul, 78
Mehmed Efendi, Haci imam, Seyyid (d. 1728-29), imam-z

sultani, 209, 246, 443
Mehmed Efendi, Haci, Sirn, Seyyid, peyh of the Nazmi

Tekkesi, 232
Mehmed Efendi, Hamidi (d. 1718-19), geyh of the

BazargAn Tekkesi, 75
Mehmed Efendi, Hizirzade, $eyh, vaiz of the Eyftp Camii,

292
Mehmed Efendi, Horos, gazi of Mehmed II at the

conquest of Constantinople, 262
Mehmed Efendi, istanbulu, ser-etibba, 95
Mehmed Efendi, Izari, Haci (d. 1755-56), tahvil kisedan,

397
Mehmed Efendi, Kadi (d. 1468-69), 332
Mehmed Efendi, Kadi (d. 1566-67), 343
Mehmed Efendi, Kadiasker, 67, 80
Mehmed Efendi, Kadizade (d. 1628-29), eyh of Aya Sofya,

35
Mehmed Efendi, Kagidi (d. 1774-75), jeyh of the Haci Ali

Tekkesi, 288
Mehmed Efendi, Kametizade Abdurrahman Efendi (d.

1678-79), 187
Mehmed Efendi, Kami, poet, 231, 341
Mehmed Efendi, Kehhal (d. 1768-69), 490
Mehmed Efendi, Kepekcizade Muhyiddin Kadi (d. 1647-

48), 196
Mehmed Efendi, Keysunizade (d. 1611-12), reisfletibba-i

sultani, 323
Mehmed Efendi, Keysunizade (d. 1617-18), hekimbapz, 323
Mehmed Efendi, Kinmi, jeyh of the Mehmed Paa Tekkesi,

215
Mehmed Efendi, Kogacizade (d. 1617), jeyh of the Ekmel

Tekkesi and founder of the Kogaci Mescidi, 177
Mehmed Efendi, Kfieuk Qelebi (d. 1706-7), reisailkittab,

father of 5eyhilislam ismail Asim Efendi, 166
Mehmed Efendi, Killhani, Seyyid, 231
Mehmed Efendi, La'lizade, 5eyh (d. 1707), father of

La'lizade Seyyid Abdfilbaki Efendi, 296
Mehmed Efendi, Malci, installer of minbar of Malci

Mescidi, 217
Mehmed Efendi, Malko4, builder of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 253
Mehmed Efendi, Mekki, pyhfilisldm, 132, 486
Mehmed Efendi, Mirza (d. 1682), kadi of Istanbul, 533
Mehmed Efendi, Mirzazade (d. 1734-35), geyhfilisldm, 336-

37, 470, 533-34
Mehmed Efendi, Molla Qelebi, Hubbi Mollasi, Vfisuli, (d.

1590), kadi of Istanbul, 401-2
Mehmed Efendi, Moravi (d. 1794-95), jeyh of the

Nureddin Cerrahi Tekkesi, 204
Mehmed Efendi, Mieyyedzade (d. 1582), kadi, 367
Mehmed Efendi, Mfineccimbapi, Arabzade, ser-etibba, 95
Mehmed Efendi, Mfineccimzade, $ekib (d. 1667-68), 120
Mehmed Efendi, Milnei, builder of the 5eyhfilharem

Mescidi, 145

Mehmed Efendi, Nadiri (d. 1626-27), 169
Mehmed Efendi, Nalbur (d. 1768-69), 441
Mehmed Efendi, Nah, poet, 500
Mehmed Efendi, Nasuhi, Haci (d. 1717-18), $eyh of the

Nasuhi Tekkesi, 34, 528
Mehmed Efendi, Nihadi, poet, 372
Mehmed Efendi, Pirizade, $eyhfdisldm, 8, 92
Mehmed Efendi, Serce Hoca, builder of the Serve

Mescidi, 531
Mehmed Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1657-58), son of Ankaravi

Mehmed Esad Efendi, 118
Mehmed Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1778-89), 5eyh of the Cemali

and Hftsaameddin U aki Tekkes, 259
Mehmed Efendi, Seyyid, $eyh of the Koruklu Tekke, 154
Mehmed Efendi, Seyyid, jeyh of the Mehmed Paga Tekkesi,

215
Mehmed Efendi, Seyyid, Malulzade (d. 1585), 5eyhidisldm,

205, 323
Mehmed Efendi, Sihn, Kiz Memi, reisfilkattab, 408-9
Mehmed Efendi, Sivrikoz, 82, 342
Mehmed Efendi, Sunizade (d. 1665), 5eyhilisam, 511
Mehmed Efendi, 5ehrizade, 209
Mehmed Efendi, $eyh, kadzasker, son of 5eyhiilislam ismail

Naim Efendi, 43
Mehmed Efendi, $eyhzade, kadwasker of Anatolia, 70
Mehmed Efendi, $eyhzade, son of $eyh Mustafa-yi Kocavi,

222
Mehmed Efendi, $eyhzade, Seyyid (d. 1784-85), eyh of the

Savaklar and Hntsameddin U aki tekkes, 350
Mehmed Efendi, $igman, bayazzcz, 37
Mehmed Efendi, Tacbeyzade (d. 1587-88), 212
Mehmed Efendi, Talibi, 4
Mehmed Efendi, Taecizade, geyh of the Emir Buhari

Zaviyesi, 315
Mehmed Efendi, Uryani, Seyyid (d. 1752-53), 5eyh of the

Bayram Paa Tekkesi, 65, 322
Mehmed Efendi, Vankulu, poet, 106
Mehmed Efendi, Vardari (d. 1664-65), 5eyh of the zaviye of

the Kogaci Dede Tilrbesi Mescidi, 188-89
Mehmed Efendi, Vignezade (d. 1601-2), seyh of the $emsi

Ahmed Paga and Valide-i Atik tekkes, 415
Mehmed Efendi, Yamak, builder of Yamaklar Mescidi, 245
Mehmed Efendi, Yavagca (d. 1601-2), gavusbapu, 232
Mehmed Efendi, Yusufzade, imam of the Nahlbend

Mescidi, 235
Mehmed Efendi, Zeyni, ruznamgeci, 215
Mehmed Efendi, Zeyrek, Molla (d. 1506), 132
Mehmed Efendi ibn Cemaleddin Ishak-i Karamani (d.

1585-86), 5eyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi, 321
Mehmed Efendi ibn ishak, FenAyi, Cennet Efendi (d.

1664-65), seyh of the Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi
Tekkesi, 500

Mehmed Emin Aga, Haci (d. 1743-44), tersane emini,
sipahiyan agast, builder of sebil in Dolmabah4e, 75, 339,
389, 406

Mehmed Emin Aga, Seyyid, installer of the minbar in the
Takiyeci Mescidi, 512

Mehmed Emin Atif Efendi, kadzasker, builder of the $eyh
ismail Efendi Tekkesi, 451
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Mehmed Emin Efendi (d. 1755-56), jeyh of the Yahyazade
Tekkesi, 292

Mehmed Emin Efendi (d. 1758-59), jeyh of the Nureddin
Cerrahi Tekkesi, 203

Mehmed Emin Efendi (d. 1765-66), peyh of the Bazargan
Tekkesi, 75

Mehmed Emin Efendi (d. 1805-6), peyh of the Nureddin
Cerrahi Tekkesi, 204

Mehmed Emin Efendi, $eyh of the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi,
315

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Ankaravi (d. 1687), eyhhilisldm,
112, 414

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Bursah (d. 1772-73), kadi of
Uskfidar, 470

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Boluvizade Kebiri, Seyyid,
nakibfilesraf, 472

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Hafiz (d. 1770-71), peyh of the
Diragman Tekkesi, 128

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Himmetzade, Bayrami, $eyh of the
Bayram Paga Tekkesi, 65

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Sertarikzade (d. 1758-59), peyh of
the Nureddin Cerrahi Tekkesi, 312

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1756-57), $eyh of the
Mimar Acem Tekkesi, 228

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1841), peyh of the Balik
Tekkesi, 301

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Seyyid, syh of the Muabbir Tek-
kesi, 352

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Tifli, emin-i bina for the restoration
of the Fenayi Tekkesi, 518

Mehmed Emin Efendi, Topkapih, Salihzade, Cam G6z (d.
1777), seyhilisham, 447, 538

Mehmed Emin Pasa, Agcibapi, Divitdar, Mehmedpagazade
(d. 1753), grand vizier, 203, 306, 432, 473, 476, 477

Mehmed Emin Paga, Yaglikci, Haci, Damad (d. 1769),
peyhilisldm, 541

Mehmed Emin Tokadi, Hoca (d. 1745-46), peyh of the
Emir Buhari Mescidi in Ayvansaray, 53, 154

Mehmed Esad Bey, midemis of the Sfileymaniye, 399
Mehmed Esad Efendi (d. 1752), peyhailisldm, 43, 387
Mehmed Esad Efendi, Ankaravi, Sufi, Emir (d. 1647-48),

118
Mehmed Esad Efendi, Vassafzade (d. 1778), 5eyhilislam,

447
Mehmed Esad Yesari (d. 1798), calligrapher, 274
Mehmed Egref Efendi, Seyyid, $eyh of the Murtaza Efendi

Tekkesi, 284
Mehmed Eyfibi, Seyyid (d. 1628-29), seyh of the Koca

Mustafa Paga Tekkesi, 183
Mehmed Fahreddin Efendi (d. 1750-51), peyh of the Maeka

Halveti Tekkesi, 415
Mehmed Fahri Efendi (d. 1735-36), seyh of the Koruklu

Tekke, 154
Mehmed Faiz Efendi, Bicakcilar imamzade, Seyyid,

nakibii1egraf, 486
Mehmed Fazlullah Efendi (d. 1796-97, $eyh of the Nasuhi

Tekkesi, 538
Mehmed FenAyi-yi Halved (d. 1614), peyh of the Ummi

Sinan Tekkesi, 174

Mehmed Feyzullah Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1703), peyhilisldm,
125, 302, 446, 472, 477

Mehmed Garib, Timarhanecizade (d 1742-43), seyh of the
Aydmoglu Tekkesi, 34

Mehmed Geysudari-i Geylani, Yorgani (d. 1569-70), $eyh of
the Sirkeci Tekkesi, 136-37

Mehmed Habib Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1770-71), 5eyh of the
Nazmi Tekkesi, 232

Mehmed Halved, Memi, Seyh, Yatagan Dede, Nalim Dede
(d. 1621-22), 113, 247

Mehmed Hagim Efendi, Seyyid, Hagim Baba, peyh of the
Bandirmah Tekkesi, 509

Mehmed Hagim ibn Feyzullah ibn Mehmed Vehbi, Seyyid
(d. 1784-85), peyh of the Koca Mustafa Paga and Balat
tekkes, 63, 183

Mehmed Hfiseyin Efendi, Ahizade (d. 1634), peyhailisltim,
48, 144, 321

Mehmed ibn Abdurrahman Efendi (d. 1753-54), peyh of
the Hekim Celebi Tekkesi, 101, 114

Mehmed ibn Seyyid Ahmed, Seyyid (d. 1566-67), halife of
Emir Buhari, $eyh of the Hekim Qelebi Tekkesi, 101

Mehmed ibn 5eyh Bayezid Nakebendi. See Baba Nakka
Mehmed Ismet Efendi, Haci Efendi, 242
Mehmed Izzet Paa, Safranbolulu, Haci (d. 1812), grand

vizier, xxviii
Mehmed izzet Efendi, Yesarizade (d. 1849), calligrapher,

276
Mehmed izzed Efendi, Vignezade, 5eyh (d. 1685-86),

kadiasker, 189, 414, 415, 416
Mehmed Kadri Efendi, Seyyid, seyh of the Begikta

Mevlevihanesi, 422
Mehmed KAmil Efendi, Osman Efendizade, Seyyid (d.

1800), peyhilisldm, 485-86
Mehmed Kethfida, son-in-law of Neveehirli Ibrahim Paa,

203, 289, 431-32, 454, 457
Mehmed Memi Dede Efendi, Eyilbi, Lali, $eyhi (d. 1723-

24), seyh of the Begikta Mevlevihanesi, 421
Mehmed Mehib Efendi, A gibagizade, poet, 303
Mehmed Muhyiddin Efendi, miiderris, builder of Kinmi

Mescidi, 190
Mehmed Muhyiddin Uftade (d. 1580), Bayrami seyh, 498,

499, 502
Mehmed Nagid Efendi, poet, ulema, 94
Mehmed Nazif Efendi, 5eyh of the FenAyi Tekkesi, 518
Mehmed Nebi Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1775-76), peyh of the tekke

of the Hatuniye Mescidi, 399
Mehmed Necib Efendi, Suyolcuzade, Eyfibi, poet, 91, 281,

312
Mehmed Niyaz (d. 1704-5), jeyh of the Haydar Dede

Tekkesi, 536
Mehmed Nureddin Efendi, Muftizade (d. 1795), jeyh of

the Bayram Paga Tekkesi, 65
Mehmed Nuri Efendi, musician, composer, 259
Mehmed Odabapi, 27
Mehmed Paa, Abaza (d. 1634), rebel governor of

Erzurum, 72
Mehmed Paa, Baltaci, Teberdar (d. 1712), grand vizier,

286, 517
Mehmed Paa, Beylerbeyi, Maktul (d. 1589), vizier, boon

companion of Murad III, 110
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Mehmed Paa, Boyah (d. 1595-96), 233
Mehmed Paa, Boynu Ekri (d. 1662), grand vizier, 166-67,

168, 198, 476
Mehmed Paa, Cerrah (d. 1604), grand vizier, 80, 111
Mehmed Paa, Qerkes (d. 1624-25), 17
Mehmed Paa, Damad (d. 1769-70), son of Neveehirli

Ibrahim Paa, 48
Mehmed Paa, Damad, Okftz, Kara (d. 1620), grand vizier,

30, 500
Mehmed Paga, Defterdar (d. 1650-51), vizier, 168
Mehmed Paa, Dukakin, 468
Mehmed Paa, Elmas (d. 1697), grand vizier, 253, 405, 406
Mehmed Paa, Gumriikni, Yeken (d. 1745), grand vizier,

241, 507, 508
Mehmed Paa, Gfircfi, Hadim (d. 1626), grand vizier, 56,

197, 271, 345, 476
Mehmed Paa, al-Hac, Tiryaki (d. 1751), grand vizier, 28
Mehmed Paa, Haci, vizier, 19
Mehmed Paa, Kara (d. 1721-22), 194
Mehmed Paa, Kara (d. 1811), 275
Mehmed Paa, Karag,5z, defterdar, 179
Mehmed Paa, Kayseriyeli, Kaimmakam (d. 1722-23), 493-

94
Mehmed Paa, Koca, 526
Mehmed Paa, Kprilfi (d. 1661), grand vizier, 103, 191,

197-98, 237
Mehmed Paa, Manisah (d. 1494-95), 179
Mehmed Paa, Manisah, Lala, Tekkeli Mehmed Qavu (d.

1595), grand vizier, 233
Mehmed Paa, Melek (d. 1801-2), grand vizier, husband of

Zeynep Sultan, xxviii, 290
Mehmed Paa, Mevlevi, grand vizier, 444
Mehmed Paa, Muhsinzade (d. 1774), grand vizier, 271,

310
Mehmed Paa, Niganci (d. 1728), grand vizier, 546
Mehmed Paa, Niganci, Karamani (d. 1481), historian,

grand vizier, 230, 364
Mehmed Paa, Rakim (d. 1769), son-in-law of Daltaban

Mustafa Paa, 125
Mehmed Paa, Rami (d. 1706), grand vizier, 126, 313
Mehmed Paa, Rum (d. 1478), grand vizier, 498
Mehmed Paa, Silahdar, Seyyid, Kara Vezir (d. 1781),

grand vizier, 258, 279, 335, 484, 507
Mehmed Paa, Sofu (d. 1649), grand vizier, 235, 244
Mehmed Paa, Sokullu, Tavil (d. 1579), grand vizier, 7, 9,

63, 214-15, 239, 332, 363, 408, 411
Mehmed Paa, Sultanzade, Civan Kapucibagi (d. 1646),

grand vizier, 15, 27, 343-44, 417
Mehmed Paa, Tabam Yassi (d. 1639), grand vizier, 66,

167
Mehmed Paa, Tayyar (d. 1638), grand vizier, 66
Mehmed Rasim Efendi, Hoca, Egrikapili (d. 1755),

calligrapher, 24, 128, 247, 258, 315
Mehmed Refi Efendi, KAtibzade (d. 1769), kadzasker of

Anatolia, calligrapher, 25, 53
Mehmed Rei ibn Abdfilkebir al-Hfiseyini, Hoca (d. 1719-

20), 5eyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi, 50
Mehmed Regid Efendi, Debbagzade, poet, 370
Mehmed Riza Efendi, 5eyh, vaiz of the Kocamustafapaga

Camii, 93, 94

Mehmed Rugen Efendi, Mudanyah (d. 1793-94), 5eyh of
the Hftdayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 502

Mehmed Saburi, $eyh, Dede Qelebi (d. 1673-74), 152
Mehmed Saburi Efendi, 5eyh, Celebi (d. 1717-18), geyh of

the Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 501, 516
Mehmed Sadik Aka, Seyyid, Qelebi Ulak, installer of the

minbar of Yayla Mescidi, 241
Mehmed Sadik Dede Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1764-65), jeyh of

the Begikta Mevlevihanesi, 422
Mehmed Sadik Dede ibn $eyh Selim Dede (d. 1778), peyh

of the Kasimpaga and Galata mevlevihanes, 337, 370
Mehmed Sadik Efendi, Bektagi, Naccarzade, 5eyh of the

Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 502
Mehmed Sadik Efendi, $eyh (d. 1793-94), 409-10
Mehmed Sahib Molla, eyhalislam, 8
Mehmed Said bin Ibrahim Efendi, yenigeri efendisi, keeper

of accounts for the construction of the Sultan Bayezid
Camii, 123

Mehmed Said Efendi (d. 1516-17), 32
Mehmed Said Efendi (d. 1570-71), 169
Mehmed Said Efendi (d. 1757-58), kadiasker, reis-i etzbba-yz

5ehriyari, 90
Mehmed Said Efendi, Vassaf Abdullah Efendizade, Seyyid

(d. 1775), 5eyhailisldm, 534, 535, 539
Mehmed Said Galib Paga (d. 1830), grand vizier, 286-87
Mehmed Said Paa, Yirmisekiz Qelebizade (d. 1761),

grand vizier, 7, 309, 312, 458, 459
Mehmed Salih Efendi, (d. 1761), geyhailislam, 137
Mehmed Salih Sahavi (d. 1759-60), 5eyh of the Dirakman

Tekkesi, 128
Mehmed Salih Sahavi-i Sani (d. 1773-74), seyh of the

Diragman Tekkesi, 128
Mehmed Salim Efendi, Kadiasker (d. 1739), son of

$eyhfilislam Mirza Mustafa Efendi, 121, 185, 445-46
Mehmed Selim Sirn Paa, Benderli (d. 1841), grand vizier,

386
Mehmed Sofavi, Kadizade (d. 1630-31), 5eyh of the

Mehmed Paa Tekkesi, 214
Mehmed $ah, kapicz, beloved of the poet Yahya Bey, 145
Mehmed $ah Efendi, Fenari (d. 1522-23), kadiasker, 388
Mehmed 5ah Riyazi (d. 1535-36), maiderris, 332
Mehmed 5emseddin Efendi (d. 1760-61), 5eyh of the

Kasimpaga and Galata mevlevihanes, 337, 370
Mehmed serif Efendi, Esad Efendizade (d. 1790),

leyhilis1tm, 448, 483, 538
Mehmed $eyhi Efendi (d. 1731-32), 5eyh of the Emir

Buhari Zaviyesi in Eyip, 315, 369
Mehmed Tahir, nfazid emini, 358
Mehmed Tahir Aga, imperial architect, xxvii
Mehmed Talib Efendi, Devatcizade (d. 1679-80), jeyh of

the Hudayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 500-1, 506,
528

Mehmed U aki, Edirnevi Yazici (d. 1778-79), $eyh of the
Hfisameddin U aki Tekkesi, 259, 350

Mehmed U aki, 5ikri, 5eyh (d. 1728-29), 55
Mehmed Vani Efendi, Seyyid, leyh-i sultani, 477
Mehmed Vayhi Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1717-18), seyh of the

Balat Tekkesi, 63
Mehmed Zeynelabidin Efendi, Ak-Mahmudzade (d. 1750),

5eyhfalisldm, 118, 472
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Melek Hatun, builder of the Karaagac Mescidi, 180
Mercan Aka, builder of the Mercan Aka Camii, 221
Merkez Efendi, Musliheddin Musa Efendi (d. 1551-52),

5eyh of the Merkez Efendi Tekkesi, 228, 255, 280
Meryam, daughter of Nevbahar, builder of the Nevbahar

Mescidi, 231
Meryam Hanim, daughter of Kili4 Ali Paa, 452
Mesih Ali Paa (d. 1501), grand vizier, 62, 168, 194, 225,

236
Mesih Mehmed Paa, Hadim (d. 1589), grand vizier, 193-

94, 213-14, 238
Mesleme bin Abdulmelik (d. 739), Umayyad commander

in the siege of Constantinople, 355
Mesud Aga, musahib-i ehriyari, 454
Mesud Efendi, maidemis, son of 5eyhfilislam ismail Naim

Efendi, 43
Mesud Efendi, Hocazade, 5ehid (d. 1656), $eyhidisldm, 20
Mesud Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1657-58), seyh of the Hfidayi Aziz

Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 500
Meyyitzade (d. 1664-65), 367
Mihriban Sultan, daughter of Murad 111, 9
Mihrimah Sultan, daughter of Mustafa III, 25
Mihrimah Sultan, daughter of Sfileyman I, wife of Rfistem

Paa, 20, 26, 130, 188, 408, 492
Mihrinaz Hatun, saraylt, builder of the Mihrinaz Hatun

Mescidi, 221
Mihrigah (d. 1540-41), daughter of iskender Paga and

builder of Haci Kadin Camii, 100
Mihrigah Emine Sultan (d. 1732), kadin of Ahmed III and

mother of Mustafa III, 23, 272, 494
Mihrigah Sultan (d. 1805), baskadin of Mustafa III and

mother of Selim III, 272, 274, 275, 326, 399, 444
Mihriah Sultan, daughter of Mustafa III, 25
Mikail bin Mahmud 5irvani, Hoca (d. 1631-32), 519
Mimi Qelebi, Haci, builder of the Karanlik Mescidi, 373
Mir Mahdum ibn Ebu'l-Mekarim ibn Seyyid Ahmed Lala

(d. 1583-84), 287
Mirza Mustafa Efendi (d. 1722-23), eyhilisldm, 185, 445
MirzA ShAh Rfikh Beg, xv
Molla Fenari. See $emseddin Mehmed Efendi, Molla

Fenari
Molla Gurani, 5emseddin Ahmed (d. 1488), eyhadisldm,

208, 228-29, 232, 358
Molla Yegan, 97
Muammere Hatun, vakzf of the Kuloglu Mescidi, 391
Muhammed Ensari, Companion of the Prophet, 306
Muhsine Hatun, wife of Damad Frenk Ibrahim Paa, 31
Muhsine Hatun, wife of Hekimoglu Ali Paa, 94
Muhgi Lari (d. 1581), 470
Muhterem Efendi, Molla Taskendi, Seyyid (d. 1534-35),

nakibatlegraf, 51
Muhyiddin (d. 1615), sahhaf, 339
Muhyiddin, brother of Uzun Yusuf, 35
Muhyiddin, hazinedar, builder of Harace1 Mescidi, 112
Muhyeddin, Haci, etmekcibapu of Mehmed II, 109
Muhyiddin bin Mehmed bin Abdilevvel Tebrizi (d. 1555-

56), kadi of Istanbul, 273
Muhyiddin Efendi, high official of Mehmed II, 50
Muhyiddin Efendi, K6stendili Ali Efendizade, Seyyid (d.

1760-61), jeyh of the Aydinoglu Tekkesi, 34

Muhyiddin Hamami, builder of the Kesmekaya Mescidi,
200

Muhyiddin Kocavi (d. 1480-81), 192
Muhyiddin Mehmed bin Isa, etmekcibapz of Mehmed II, 231
Muhyiddin Mehmed Efendi (d. 1514-15), geyh of Sivasi

Tekkesi, father of Ebussuud Efendi, 135, 291
Muhyiddin Mehmed Efendi, Fenarizade (d. 1547-48),

$eyhfais1dm, 331, 387-88, 462
Muhyiddin Mehmed ibn Abdullah Efendi, Sali, Emir,

kadi, 34
Muhzir Sinan Kulu. See Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi, Hafiz
Muid Ahmed Efendi (d. 1647), Ieyhilisldm, 243
Muineddin Egraf, Mirza Mahdum (d. 1586-87),

nakibalhraf, 399
Munif, Vehbizade, son of poet Vehbi, 94
Murad III, sultan, 9, 39, 113, 158, 175, 261, 293, 342, 348,

489, 490, 497
Murad IV, sultan, 6, 21, 144, 321, 475, 499, 546
Murad, son of Ahmed III, 23
Murad , son of Sileyman 1, 17
Murad, Hoca, kapudan, 513
Murad, $eyh, builder of the $eyh Murad Mescidi, 148
Murad Efendi, bina emini, builder of the Hasirci Mescidi,

104
Murad Efendi, Seyyid, Hafiz, seyh of the Murad Molla

Tekkesi, 371, 373
Murad Efendi, $eyh, whose dream located graves of

martyrs buried in the Kurgunlu Mahzen in Galata, 366
Murad Efendi, $eyh, al-Hilseyini, al-Buhari (d. 1719-20),

310-11, 312
Murad Kethilda, lieutenant of Emirgimoglu Yusuf Paa,

445
Murad Paa, vali of Baghdad, 469
Murad Papa (d. 1661-62), emir-i derya, 332
Murad Paa, Has (d. 1475), vizier, 41
Murad Paa, Kuyucu, Koca (d. 1611), grand vizier, 279
Murad Reis (d. 1603-4), kapudan-t derya, 512-13
Murtaza Efendi, Feyzullah Efendizade, Seyyid (d. 1757),

jeyhadis1dm, 447
Murtaza Efendi, Yekgegm, Haci (d. 1747-48), ruznamge-i

kebir, 282-83
Musa Aga, okcubasi, 359
Musa Qelebi, gupcu, 363
Musa Dede, 5eyh of the Kasimpaga and Yenikapi

mevlevihanes, 337, 370
Musa Kelim Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1728-29), 166, 312
Musa Paga (d. 1807-8), kaimmakam, 444
Musa Safi Dede (d. 1744-45), eyh of the Kasimpaga and

Yenikapi mevlevihanes, 254
Musa $iikri Efendi, Celveti (d. 1678-79), 5eyh of the

BazargAn Tekkesi, 75
Musliheddin, sahhaf, 339
Musliheddin, sirkeci, 348
Musliheddin Efendi, KAtib, bina emini of the Koca Mustafa

Paga Camii, 33, 143, 157, 244
Musliheddin Efendi, Sari, 472
Musliheddin Musa Efendi, Merkez (d. 1543-44), 5eyh of the

Koca Mustafa Paga Tekkesi, 182
Musliheddin Mustafa Bey (d. 1469-70), reisilbevvabin, 217
Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi (d. 1500-1), kadi, 242
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Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi (d. 1657-58), seyh of Emir
Buhari Mescidi in Ayvansaray, 52

Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi, Hafiz (d. 1566), imam of the
Sultan Bayezid Camii, hatib of Haseki Camii, Sultan
Selim Camii and Sftleymaniye, 88

Musliheddin Mustafa Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1577-78), jeyh of
the Merkez Efendi Tekkesi, 228, 255

Musliheddin Mustafa ibn Hoca $aban (d. 1561-62), 331
Musliheddin Mustafa al-Kestelani (d. 1495-96), kadiasker,

219
Musliheddin Mustafa Vefa Efendi, Haci (d. 1491), 146-47
Mustafa I, sultan, 10, 317
Mustafa II, sultan, 5, 22, 95, 477, 493
Mustafa III, sultan, 13, 23, 25, 128, 227, 285, 370, 390, 405,

466, 472, 518, 538, 539, 544
Mustafa IV, sultan, 484
Mustafa, son of Ahmed III, 318
Mustafa, son of Selim II, 9
Mustafa, son of Sfileyman I, 314, 331, 393
Mustafa, Alacaci, Hoca, 36
Mustafa, Arabaci, jeyh of the Muabbir Tekkesi, 352
Mustafa, Haci, Sirma Biyik, teberdar, 530
Mustafa Aga (d. 1623-24), dartissaade agasz, 270
Mustafa Aga (d. 1755-5), kapzczbapz kethaidasz, 123
Mustafa Aga, babaissaade ajasz, 115
Mustafa Aga, builder of Diragman Camii, 127
Mustafa Aka, Edirne Sarayz agasi, 57
Mustafa Aga, imam of the Valide-i Atik Camii, 515
Mustafa Aka, installer of minbar of Tfifenkhane Mescidi,

261
Mustafa Aka, ser-bostaniyan, 563
Mustafa Aga, ser-sirkeciyan, 392
Mustafa Aka, Canbaz, builder of the Canbaziye Mescidi,

87, 91
Mustafa Aga, Qavugzade, 88, 91
Mustafa Aga, Haci (d. 1754-55), 71
Mustafa Aka, Haci (d. 1780-81), muhzirlar kethaidasz of the

Janissary corps, 109
Mustafa Aka, Haci, darssaade agasz, 50, 116, 212, 265
Mustafa Aga, Haci, Kazgan-asmaz, installer of the minbar

of the Acem Oglam Kiglasi Mescidi, 163
Mustafa Aka, Hamidi, yenigeri agasz, 212
Mustafa Aka, Sfiruri, simkeshane emini, 222
Mustafa Aka ibn Korkud Bey, Karaba (d. 1530-31),

babaissaade agasi, 383
Mustafa Asim Efendi, Mekkizade (d. 1846), seyhfilislam,

132, 189, 229, 233, 301
Mustafa Agir Efendi, nakibilesraf, 486
Mustafa Bey, Kuloglu, camewuycubap, 391
Mustafa Bey, Ramipagazade, Defterdar, nisanct, 183
Mustafa bin Ahmed Qelebi, Hafiz, Haci (d. 1780-81), bina

emini for the Beylerbeyi Camii, xviii, 161
Mustafa bin Yusuf bin Abdillatif Efendi, $eyh (d. 1694-

95), builder of the Muameleci Mescidi, 225
Mustafa Qavu , builder of the Tath Kuyu Mektebi, 207
Mustafa Qavu , hadim, builder of the Manastir Mescidi, 226
Mustafa Qelebi, Kavsarazade, Kavsara, builder of the

Kavsara Mescidi, 516
Mustafa Qelebi ibn Haci Abdullah Aga, Karaka , builder of

the Karaka Mescidi, 455

Mustafa Dede, Arec, $eyh of the Karyagdi Ali Baba Tekkesi,
285

Mustafa Dede, Seyyid (d. 1752-53), $eyh of the Yildiz Dede
Tekkesi, 249

Mustafa Dede Efendi, 549
Mustafa Efendi, 312
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1599-1600), jeyh of the Merkez Efendi

Tekkesi, 255
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1627-28), eyh of the Hilsameddin

U aki Tekkesi, 349
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1708-9), seyh of the Hekim Qelebi

Tekkesi, 101
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1710-11), peyh of the Macka Halveti

Tekkesi, 415
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1761-62), maliye kalemi halifesi, 454
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1774-75), geyh of the Hfidayi Aziz

Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 502
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1776-77), 230
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1781-82), 5eyh of the Emir Buhari

Mescidi in Ayvansaray, 54
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1792), seyh of the Bayram Paga Tekkesi,

65
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1799-1800), 5eyh of the Diragman

Tekkesi, 128
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1804-5), jeyh of the Nureddin Cerrahi

Tekkesi, 204
Mustafa Efendi, builder of the Tahta Kadi Mescidi, 319
Mustafa Efendi, kethida of Turhan Hadice, 529
Mustafa Efendi, peyh of the Akarca Zaviyesi, 394
Mustafa Efendi, jeyh of the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi in Eyfip,

315
Mustafa Efendi, $eyh of the $ahbaz Paa Zaviyesi, 140
Mustafa Efendi, vaiz of the Eyfip Camii, 292
Mustafa Efendi, Ahlati, seyh of the Bayram Paga Tekkesi, 65
Mustafa Efendi, Arabacizade (d. 1733-34), seyh of the

Muabbir Tekkesi, 352
Mustafa Efendi, Aydinh (d. 1607-8), imam and tutor of

Ahmed I, 20
Mustafa Efendi, Azmizade, Kadiasker, Haleti (d. 1630-31),

164
Mustafa Efendi, Balizade (d. 1662), seyhilisldm, 322
Mustafa Efendi, Boluvi, kadi of Istanbul, 295
Mustafa Efendi, Qavugzade, 347
Mustafa Efendi, Dahki, kadi of Istanbul, 403
Mustafa Efendi, Defterdar (d. 1542-43), arpa emini, 37, 442
Mustafa Efendi, Dervi (d. 1757), vezir-i azam kethfidasz, 17
Mustafa Efendi, Devati (d. 1659-60), devatcz, 501, 506, 528
Mustafa Efendi, Dilbendcizade (d. 1765), mfiderris, 248
Mustafa Efendi, Durrizade (d. 1774), seyhailisldm, 152, 224,

261, 402, 474, 539
Mustafa Efendi, Ebu'l-Meyamin (d. 1606), eyhilisldm, 13
Mustafa Efendi, Erzincani (d. 1711-12), peyh of the

Mehmed Paga Tekkesi and Hfidayi Tekkesi, 215, 501,
528

Mustafa Efendi, Fenayi, $eyh, Odabai 5eyhi, Celveti seyh,
409

Mustafa Efendi, Feyzullah Efendizade, Seyyid (d. 1745),
5eyhilisldm, 103, 302

Mustafa Efendi, Gavsi (d. 1756-57), seyh of the $eyh Gavsi
Tekkesi, 242
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Mustafa Efendi, Gelibolulu (d. 1762-63), seyh of the 5eyh
Murad Efendi Tekkesi, 312

Mustafa Efendi, Haci, Hafiz, $ehir emini, bina emini for
imperial vakfs, 407, 482-83

Mustafa Efendi, Haci, Kirpasi (d. 1819), seyh of the Musa
Qavu Mescidi, 289

Mustafa Efendi, Hamidizade (d. 1800), seyhilisldm, 486
Mustafa Efendi, Hatib (d. 1577-78), father of Yahya Paa,

106
Mustafa Efendi, Hocazade, Ibliszade (d. 1589-90), 116-17
Mustafa Efendi, Imamzade, installer of the minbar in the

Qingene Finni Mescidi, 530
Mustafa Efendi, Kadiasker, Dahki, 208
Mustafa Efendi, Kangirli, Rasih (d. 1679-80), 310
Mustafa Efendi, Katib, builder of the Yeni Mahalle

Mescidi, 391
Mustafa Efendi, Katib, zimmet vekili, 67
Mustafa Efendi, Kaz, 208
Mustafa Efendi, Mfiderris, U aki (1689-90), 172
Mustafa Efendi, Nakbendizade (d. 1571-72), seyh of the

Hekim Celebi Tekkesi, 101
Mustafa Efendi, Reiszade, Air (d. 1804), peyhilisldm, 547
Mustafa Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1685-86), seyh of the Mehmed

Paga and Hfidayi Efendi tekkes, 215
Mustafa Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1735-36), builder of the

Yakubzade Mescidi, 244
Mustafa Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1795-96), kadi of Eynip, 338
Mustafa Efendi, Suyolcuzade, Ey bi (d. 1686),

calligrapher, 277
Mustafa Efendi, 5eyh, Kadiri seyh who changed Ibrahim

Qayin Mescidi into tekke, 537
Mustafa Efendi, 5eyh, builder of the tevhidhane of the

Dolmabahce Mescidi, 406
Mustafa Efendi, 5eyh, muameleci, 466
Mustafa Efendi, 5eyh, vaiz of the 5ehzade Camii, 96
Mustafa Efendi, Tatar, Rahmi, poet, 369
Mustafa Efendi, Tavuk4u Reis, reisailkfittab, 436
Mustafa Efendi, Tekerlek, builder of the Arab iskelesi

Mescidi, 411
Mustafa Hulusi ibn Mehmed, Haci, 61
Mustafa izzi Efendi, Hasirizade, Haci, seyh of the Lagari

Tekkesi, 323
Mustafa izzet Efendi, Yesarizade, Kadiasker (d. 1849),

calligrapher, 6, 385
Mustafa Mehmed bin Nureddin (d. 1795-96), $eyh of the

Bayram Paa Tekkesi, 65
Mustafa Musliheddin Efendi, Nureddinzade, 5eyh, 127
Mustafa Necib Efendi, Qelebi Efendi, K6se Kethfida (d.

1819), 405
Mustafa Nuri Efendi, hatib of the Nfisretiye Camii, 385
Mustafa Paa, kethfida, 277
Mustafa Paa, Alemdar, Bayrakdar (d. 1808), grand vizier,

287,444,490
Mustafa Paa, Bahir K6se, Maktul (d. 1765), grand vizier,

21, 105, 140, 151, 209, 266, 309, 312, 365, 366, 418, 432,
458, 512

Mustafa Paa, Biyikli, Kapudan (d. 1649), 40
Mustafa Paa, Qoban (d. 1529), vizier, 442
Mustafa Paa, Daltaban (d. 1703), grand vizier, 125
Mustafa Paa, Damad, Sinek (d. 1762-63), nephew of

Neveehirli Ibrahim Paa, 48
Mustafa Paga, Defterdar, 27
Mustafa Paga, Defterdar, Halimi (d. 1759-60), 73, 74
Mustafa Paga, Destari (d. 1611-12), 19
Mustafa Paa, Gfircfi, 434
Mustafa Paga, Ispanakcizade, 165
Mustafa Paga, Ibeir (d. 1655), grand vizier, 167, 198, 201,

295, 529
Mustafa Paa, Kanbur (d. 1671-72), 245
Mustafa Paa, Kaplan (d. 1680), 395
Mustafa Paa, Kara, kapudan-z derya, 419
Mustafa Paa, Kaymak, $ehid (d. 1730-31), son-in-law of

Neveehirli Ibrahim Paga, 191, 339, 478, 523
Mustafa Paa, Kemanke , Kara (d. 1644), grand vizier, 15,

39-40, 46, 77, 197, 201, 344, 360-61, 364, 383, 417
Mustafa Paa, Koca (d. 1512), grand vizier, 168, 180, 184
Mustafa Paa, Lala (d. 1580), 139, 271
Mustafa Paa, Lefkeli (d. 1648), grand vizier, 166, 169
Mustafa Paa, Maktul, founder of Mfirekkebciler Mescidi,

216
Mustafa Paa, Merzifoni, Kara, 5ehid (d. 1683), grand

vizier, 103, 190-91, 193, 252, 316, 319, 365, 478, 523
Mustafa Paa, Musahip (d. 1686), husband of Hadice

Sultan, xvii
Mustafa Paa, Nakka (d. 1642-43), vizier, 344
Mustafa Paa, Niganci, Seyyid (d. 1813), husband of Sah

Sultan, daughter of Mustafa III, 260, 278
Mustafa Paa, Papazoglu (d. 1552-53), 64, 67
Mustafa Paga, Pir, 465
Mustafa Paa, San, son-in-law of 5irmerd Qavu , 149
Mustafa Paga, Silahdar, Biyikh, Tficcarzade (d. 1642),

kapudan-z derya, 39-40, 202, 382
Mustafa Paa, Tavagi, 46
Mustafa Paga, Tekeli (d. 1669-70), yenigeri agasz, 529
Mustafa Paa, Tekfurdagi, Bekri (d. 1690), grand vizier,

137
Mustafa Paa, Zurnazen (d. 1657), grand vizier, 168, 179
Mustafa Paga ibn Celaleddin Tosyali, Koca Niganci (d.

1567-68), n4ancz, high official and historian, 236, 313
Mustafa Rakim Efendi, Miezzinzade, Ta Mektebli (d.

1767), calligrapher, 154, 384, 434
Mustafa Riza Efendi, 5eyh, Haci (d. 1746), imam of the

Begikta Cami-i Kebir and founder of the Neccarzade
Tekkesi, 409

Mustafa Sani-i Mevludi (d. 1766-77), poet, 178
Mustafa-yi Kocavi, $eyh, builder of the Musliheddin

Mescidi, 222
Mustafa-yi Manevi, Karabapzade, $eyh (d. 1702), 5eyh of the

Mehmed Paga Tekkesi, 215
muvacehe penderesi. See hacet penceresi (window of

supplication)
micerred odalan (lodgings for unmarried persons), 91, 450,

537
Mfilki Hatun, saraylt, 433
Mntnif Efendi, poet, 546
Mfistakimzade Sadeddin Sileyman Efendi. See Sadeddin

Sileyman bin Mehmed Emin, Mustakimzade
mateehhilin odalan (lodgings for married persons), 46, 72,

86, 111, 119, 121, 202, 305, 393, 537
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Naci Ahmed Dede, Pendari (d. 1711-12), seyh of the
Galata, Begikta and Yenikapi mevlevihanes, 253-54,
415, 421

Nafihi, poet, 383
Naima, historian, 13, 144, 240, 525
Nalin Dede. See Mehmed Halveti, Memi, 5eyh
Nali, poet, 547
Namik Efendi, poet, 482
Nasibi, poet, 414
Nasreddin Hoca, 96-97
Nasrullah, 5eyh, 5eyh of the Sivasi Tekkesi, 135
Nasrullah Efendi, 5eyh (d. 1577), peyh of the Sivasi

Tekkesi, 300
Nasuh, Kurbaki, builder of the Haci Bekir Camii, 514
Nasuh Paga (d. 1614), grand vizier, 31, 365
Nazim, poet, 369
Nazmi, poet, 421
Nazmi Mehmed Efendi, 5eyh (d. 1700-1), 232
Necati Efendi (d. 1508-9), 240
Necati Efendi, peyh of the 5ah Sultan Tekkesi, 282
Necmeddin Mehmed Necmi (d. 1570-71), poet, mfidernis

of the Kasim Paga Camii Medresesi, 300
Nedim Ibrahim Efendi, son of Ali Sati, xxii
Nefise Hamm, daughter of Gnzelce Kasim Paa, 330
Nesligah, granddaughter of Bayezid II, builder of the

Nesligah Camii, 236
Nevbahar, builder of the Nevbahar Mescidi, 231
Nevi Efendi, son-in-law of Niganci Mehmed Bey, 237
Nevperver Hatun, sarayli of Murad III, 304
Nevres Efendi, poet, 229, 438, 440, 441, 460-61, 464, 508,

509
Nezir Aga, dariissaade agasz, 221, 342
Nimet Efendi, poet, 8, 412-13, 475, 506
Nimetullah Efendi, poet, 438
Nisari, poet, 149, 368
niyaz penceresi. See hacet penceresi
Nizami Efendi (1722-23), seyh of the 5ah Sultan Tekkesi,

281
Nuh Efendi, hekimbast, father of Hekimoglu Ali Paa, 93,

95, 184, 311, 330
Nu'man, son of Ahmed III, 23
Nu'man Bey, builder of the Uskidar Mevlevihanesi and

peyh of the Galata Mevlevihanesi, 370
Nurbanu Sultan (d. 1583), baskadzn of Selim II and

mother of Murad III, 9, 44, 89, 489- 90, 515, 549
Nureddin, Seyyid (d. 1766-67), 5eyh of the Himmetzade

Zaviyesi, 240-41
Nureddin Cerrahi, 5eyh (d. 1720-21), 203
Nureddin Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1747-48), 5eyh of the Koca

Mustafa Paga Tekkesi, 183
Nureddin Hamza bin Ataullah (d. 1533-34), 57
Nureddin Hamza bin Yusuf. See San Gez
Nureddin Osman Efendi, Mevlana, Emin (d. 1553-54), 73
Nuri Efendi, Kerasteci, calligrapher and dede of the

Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi, 254
Nuri Efendi, 5eyh (d. 1650-51), $eyh of the Mehmed Aga

Tekkesi, 219
Nurullah Efendi, Haci, Baheayi , builder of the Nuri Dede

Mescidi, 231

Orhan, son of Ahmed I, 22
Oruc Gazi, gazi of Mehmed II in conquest of

Constantinople, 44
Orue ibn Yakub, brother of Hayreddin Paa, 410
Osman II, sultan, 21, 188, 294, 317
Osman III, sultan, 23, 24, 106, 266, 308, 509, 524, 525
Osman, son of Selim II, 9
Osman Aga, babfassaade agast, 319, 542, 543
Osman Aga, kilar kethfidasz of Sfileyman I, 116
Osman Aga, Qalik, installer of the minbar of the

Dulgeroglu Mescidi, 119
Osman Aga, Ekinli (d. 1822), vizier, 346
Osman Aga, Haci, taiccar, 452
Osman Bey (d. 1603-4), son of Tokadinzade Mehmed

Paa, 172
Osman Bey, son of Rfistem Paa, 492
Osman bin Abdullah, Haci (d. 1645-46), reis, 450
Osman Dede (d. 1729-30), seyh of the Galata

Mevlevihanesi, 369
Osman Dede, peyh of the Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi, 254
Osman Efendi, 90, 449
Osman Efendi (d. 1533-34), seyh of Aya Sofya, 188
Osman Efendi (d. 1724-25), Nakebendi seyh of Emir

Buhari Mescidi in Ayvansaray, 52
Osman Efendi, vaiz of the Eyfip Camii, 292
Osman Efendi, Arnavud, kdtib, 157
Osman Efendi, Atpazari, Celveti peyh, 505
Osman Efendi, Baecizade (d. 1773-74), $eyh of the Hekim

Qelebi Tekkesi, 101
Osman Efendi, Bosnavi (d. 1663-64), peyh of the Hekim

Qelebi Tekkesi, 101
Osman Efendi, Bosnavi (d. 1767-68), calligrapher, 549
Osman Efendi, Hafiz (d. 1698-99), calligrapher, 183, 392
Osman Efendi, Hakikizade, 5eyh, builder of Hakikizade

Tekkesi, 247
Osman Efendi, Hagimi, Seyyid, Bayrami geyh, 348-49
Osman Efendi, San, seyh of the Mimar Acem Tekkesi, 228
Osman Efendi, Seyyid (d. 1727-28), $eyh of the Hudayi Aziz

Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 501-2, 516
Osman Efendi, 5eyh, peyh of the Mehmed Bey Mescidi, 308
Osman Efendi, Tezkireci, builder of the Kurucegme

Camii, 434
Osman Efendi, Yenigehirli (d. 1775-75), bina emini after

the Tophane fire of 1765, 370, 390, 396, 487
Osman Efendi, Zilevi Haci Seyyid (d. 1782), imam-z sani-i

ehriyari, grandfather of Ali Sati, xxii, 538, 539
Osman Hagimi-i Sivasi, Seyyid (d. 1595), builder and $eyh

of the Sali Emir Efendi Tekkesi, 344
Osman Kaysari (d. 1683-84), peyh of the Diragman Tekkesi,

127-28
Osman Mana Efendi (d. 1688-89), peyh of the BazargAn

Tekkesi, 75
Osman Paa, G6mrkcfi, 272
Osman Paa, Ozdemiroglu (d. 1585), grand vizier, 194,

238, 239
Osman Paga, Topal (d. 1733), grand vizier, 95
Osman Sahib Efendi, Pirizade, 5eyhaisldm, 8, 225, 465, 534
Osman, San, 45
Osmanzade Efendi, builder of the Cibali Kapisi Mescidi,

261
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Omer Aga, installer of minbar in Asma Mescidi, 334
Omer Aga, kethida of Esma Sultan, 399
Omer Aga, Bostancibai (d. 1730-31), 520
Omer Aga, Dayi, 74
Omer bin Fahreddin, arpa emini, 137
Omer Dede, Semahat, jeyh of the Kasimpaga

Mevlevihanesi, 337-38
Omer Efendi (d. 1630), atabek-i devIet, 188
Omer Efendi (d. 1658-59), neyzenbayz, geyh of the Alaeddin

Tekkesi, 164
Omer Efendi (d. 1699-1700), maiderris, calligrapher,.

brother of Hekimoglu Ali Paa, 183
Omer Efendi (d. 1724), reisfiletzbba, 229
Omer Efendi, builder of the Qengel Kariyesi Mescidi, 479
Omer Efendi, defterdar emini, 242
Omer Efendi, son of founder of Yatagan Mescidi, 247
Omer Efendi, Ak Molla (d. 1777), neyzenbasz, jeyh of the
_ Seyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi, 312, 372-73

Omer Efendi, Haci, builder of the Yolcuzade Mescidi, 359
Omer Efendi, Seyyid, 5eyh of the Yildiz Dede Tekkesi, 249
Omer Efendi, Seyyid, Haci, jeyh of the Izzet Paga Tekkesi,

290
Omer Efendi ibn Mustafa Aga, Avni (d. 1651-52), nisancz,

404
Omer Fani, Tefsiri, Hafiz (d. 1624-25), vaiz of Aya Sofya,

-eyh of the Diragman Tekkesi, 127
Omer Paa, Ketencizade (d. 1688-89), 395-96
Omer Paa, Silahdar, 434
Omer Sikkini (Bayrami leyh), 277-78
Oz, Tahsin, art historian, orientalist, xxiii

Perizad Hatun, sarayh, 398
Pertev, poet, 283
Pertev Ali Bey, emir-i derya, 442
Pertev Paga (d. 1572-73), 381
Pervititch, Jacques, topographic engineer, xxxii.
Pir Ali, mitevelli of the Valide-i Atik Camii, 489
Piri, Hoca, builder of the Makascilar Mescidi, 222
Piri Aga, kasabbayz, builder of the Qatladi Kapisi Mescidi,

267
Piri Aga, terzibasz, 174
Piri Mehmed Paga (d. 1532-33), grand vizier, 17, 31, 53,

79, 153, 154-55, 325
Piri Reis, kapudan-z derya, 513
Piyale Hasan Paa, Kapudan, Bfiyflk, 340, 341
Piyale Paa, Kapudan, Uzun (d. 1644), kapudan-z derya,

343, 348
Piyale Paa, Ki!4;ftk, kapudan-z derya, 475
Piyale Paya ibn Abdurrahman, Damad, Kapudan (d.

1578), kapudan-i derya, husband of Gevherhan Sultan,
9, 80, 347, 350-53, 409

Rabia Hatun, daughter of Asikpagazade $eyh Ahmed
Efendi and wife of Seyyid Velayet Efendi, 172

Rabia Hatun, wife of Mehmed Emin Aga, 339
Ragib Mehmed Paa, Koca (d. 1763), grand vizier, 74, 83,

94, 198-99, 310, 417-18, 494, 509, 532
Rahmi Bey Efendi, Habegizade, poet, 187, 314, 378
Rahmi Efendi, Bahayzade, poet, 390
Rakim Paga, 442

Ramazan Efendi (d. 1616-17), geyh of the BazargAn
Tekkesi, 75

Ramazan Efendi (d. 1680-81), 241-42
Ramazan Efendi, jeyh of the zaviye of the Atik Ali Paga

Camii, 166
Rami Kadm, kadin of Mahmud I, 418
Rasih Mehmed Efendi, poet, 473-74
Ragid Efendi, poet, 223
Ragid Mehmed Efendi (d. 1735), historian, 526
Rauf Mehmed Emin Paa (d. 1860), grand vizier, 385
Raziye Ayge Hatun, 414
Raziye Kadin, musahibe, 414
Receb Efendi (d. 1645), eyh of the tekke of the Hatuniye

Mescidi, 398
Receb Paa, Topal (d. 1632), grand vizier, 525
Resul Efendi, 216
Revani Efendi. See Ilyas Efendi, Edirneli
Riza Efendi, son of Qolak 5eyh Hilseyin Efendi, 286
Ruhi Dede (d. 1810), $eyh of the Galata Mevlevihanesi,

370-71
Ruhullah Efendi, Sadreddinzade, vakif of the Findikh

Camii, 402-3
Rukiye Hanim, installer of the minbar of the Cankurtaran

Mescidi, 89
Rukiye Hanim, mother of $eyhfilislam Yahya Efendi, 189
Rukiye Hatun, 69
Rukiye Sultan, daughter of Murad IV, 22
Rfistem, Hoca, tficcar, 110
Rftstem Qelebi, builder of Rustem Celebi Mescidi, 130
Rftstem Paa, Damad (d. 1561), 18-19, 63, 79, 91, 129-30,

142,145,158,210,271,343,393,408,495,518
Rfngdi, poet, 394

Sabih Ahmed Efendi, poet, 422
Sabit, poet, 340-41
Sabri Efendi, poet, 416
Sadeddin Efendi (d. 1787), 5eyh of the Yahyazade Tekkesi,

292
Sadeddin Efendi, kazganctbasz, 193
Sadeddin Efendi, Haci, kadi, 189
Sadeddin Efendi, Hasancanzade, Hoca (d. 1599),

eyhfilisldm, 24, 64, 273, 290, 291, 292, 293, 314, 379, 415
Sadeddin Sfileyman bin Mehmed Emin, Mfistakimzade (d.

1788), xvii, 3, 16, 39, 53, 63, 94, 128, 136, 160, 182, 189,
258, 261, 350, 369, 370, 387, 447

Sadik, Sivaci (d. 1821-22), 5eyh of the Musa Qavu Mescidi,
289

Sadik Efendi (d. 1801-2), 5eyh of the Nureddin Cerrahi
Tekkesi, 204

Sadik Efendi (d. 1827), $eyh of the Balhik Tekkesi, 301
Sadik Efendi, arabacbapz, 385
Sadik Efendi, Mehmed Eminzade (d. 1757-58), 90
Sadi Sadullah Qelebi Efendi (d. 1538), 5eyhilisldm, 201
Sadreddin Acemi, $eyh, 273
Sadullah Qavu , builder of the Karagoz Mescidi, 179
Safiye Hanim, daughter of Kazabadi Osman Efendi and

wife of Eyubi Dervi Molla Mustafa Efendi, 120
Safiye Hatun, daughter of Debbagzade Hfiseyin Efendi,

126
Safiye Hatun, daughter of Koca Mustafa Paa, 182
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Safiye Sultan (d. 1778), daughter of Mustafa II, 20, 418
Safiye Sultan, daughter of Murad IV, 21-22
Safiye Sultan, mother of Mehmed III, 9
Sai Mustafa Qelebi, Nakka (d. 1593), poet, 74, 82, 218,

219, 220, 233
Salih Aga (d. 1766-67), beksimatcibapz, 474
Salih Aga, installer of the minbar of the Gedik Paga Camii,

207
Salih Edirnevi, Sa'di $eyh, 308
Salih Efendi (d. 1591-92), kdtib, 515
Salih Efendi, milezzin, 61
Salih Efendi, Salihi, n4ancz, 313
Salih Paga (d. 1647), grand vizier, 27, 344, 417
Salih Paga, Haci (d. 1858), grand vizier, 480, 487
Saliha Hanim, installer of the minbar of the Yarhisar

Mescidi, 243
Saliha Sultan, mother of Mahmud I, 23, 357, 479, 513,

545-46
Salim, Kanbur (d. 1819), seyh of the Balcik Tekkesi, 301
Salim Efendi, ambassador to India, 541
San Bayezid, ulema, founder of Sari Bayezid Mescidi, 150
San Gez (Nureddin Hamza bin Yusuf, known variously by

the lakab San Gez, San Gfizel, San Kfirz, San G6rez or
San Gfirz, (d. 1515-16), scholar and jurist, 149, 245

San Nasuh, gazi of Mehmed II at the conquest of
Constantinople, 120

Sarraf iskender, builder of the Sarraf Iskender Mescidi,
155

Schefer, Charles, orientalist, xxi
Sefer Dede, 332-33
Sefer Dede, gazi of Mehmed II at the conquest of

Constantinople, 262
Sefer Efendi, 5eyh of the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi in Eyfip, 315
Sefer Kethfida, tersane kethaidasz, 347, 387
Selkuk Hatun (d. 1485), daughter of Mehmed 1, 169
Selcuk Sultan, daughter of Bayezid II, 16
Selim I, sultan, 16, 17, 118, 140, 284, 340, 540
Selim II, sultan, 6, 9, 112, 207, 214, 293, 314, 346, 351,

489, 497
Selim III, sultan, 25, 207, 276, 283, 318, 323, 324, 326, 338,

370, 380, 384, 474, 495, 537, 548
Selim, son of Ahmed III, 23
Selim Aga, ser-asczyan, 518-19
Selim Celebi, Yavuz, mir-i alem of Mehmed II, 151
Selim Dede (d. 1777), 5eyh of the Galata Mevlevihanesi,

337,370
Sevdali Hanim Sultan, 275
Seydi Bey, bina emini for Sileymaniye Su Kemeri, 141
Seyfeddin, son of Ahmed III, 23
Seyfullah Hamidi Efendi (d. 1601), mfidemis of Aya Sofya,

14
Seyyid Abdfilaziz, tfirbedar for the tombs of Seyyid Cafer

Buhari, Seyyid Hamza and Seyyid Ukeyl, 15
Seyyid Cafer Buhari, ni'm al-cey5, 15
Seyyid Gazi, 355
Seyyid Hamza, ni'm al-cey5, 15
Seyyid Ukeyl, ni'm al-ceys, 15
Seyyid Velayet Efendi (d. 1522), Zeyni 5eyh, 171-72
Seyyidi Gilrz, miderris in the medreses of the Fatih Camii

and builder of a mekteb in Fatih, 243

Sinan (d. 1562-63), 199, 468
Sinan, Emin, matbah emini, 45
Sinan, Hoca (d. 1453-54), saman emini, 90, 151
Sinan, Katib, builder of the Nerdibanh Mescidi, 232
Sinan, Mimar (d. 1588), 20, 33, 72, 73, 87, 98, 261, 305,

322
Sinan Aga (d. 1504-5), piringibapz, 71
Sinan Aga, babiissaade agasi, 134
Sinan Aga, bina emini of the Fatih Camii, 137
Sinan Aga, mfiteferrikabapz, 192
Sinan Aga, ser-bostaniyan, 466
Sinan Aga, sokanbapz, 151
Sinan Aga, Solakbagi, builder of the Solak Sinan Mescidi,

532
Sinan Efendi (d. 1517), ulema, 52, 164
Sinan Efendi, jeyh of the Mehmed Aga Tekkesi, 219
Sinan Efendi, KAtib, 125
Sinan Paa (d. c. 1600), defterdar, 141
Sinan Paa, Cagalzade. See Yusuf Aga, Cagalzade, Kapudan
Sinan Paa, Hoca, descendant of Hizir Bey Qelebi, 97
Sinan Paa, Kapudan, Gazi (d. 1543-44), brother of

Rfistem Paa, 142, 143, 351, 408-09, 419, 493
Sinan Paa, Koca (d. 1596), grand vizier, 143, 175, 234,

270, 271, 275, 346-47, 469, 522
Sinaneddin Yusuf bin Hfisameddin bin ilyas bin Hasan al-

Sunfisi, Muhgi (d. 1578), son- in-law of San Gez, 150,
245, 471, 472

Sinaneddin Yusuf Efendi (d. 1481-82), peyhalharem, 62
Sinaneddin Yusuf ibn Hizir, $eyh, builder of the Erdebil

Tekkesi, 10
Sitti Hatun, daughter of $eyhfilislam Zenbilli Ali Efendi,

135
Siyavu Paya (d. 1656), grand vizier, 165-66, 168, 475
Siyavu Paa, Kanijeli, Damad (d. 1602), grand vizier,

husband of Fatma Sultan, the daughter of Selim II, 9,
42, 239, 257

Subhi Efendi, historian, 414
Subhi Mehmed Efendi ibn Halil (d. 1769-70), yenigeri

efendisi, 110
Sunullah Efendi, Cafer Efendizade Haci Mustafa (d.

1612), seyhfalisldm, 102, 293, 300
Sftheyli Bekir, derya bey, 398
$iikri Efendi, installer of the minbar of the Niganci

Mescidi, 364
Silleyman I, Kanuni, sultan, 6, 17, 18, 19, 20, 40, 60, 78,

101,119,129,140,141,145,157,163,171,204,229,
247, 261, 266, 267, 303, 314, 315, 339, 351, 360, 393,
396, 416, 428, 461, 478, 492, 496, 497, 504, 520

Sleyman II, sultan, 20
Sileyman, son of Abdilhamid I, 484
Sileyman, son of Ahmed III, 23, 318, 494
Silleyman, son of Bayezid I, 30
Sfileyman, son of Selim II, 9
Sftleyman (d. 1777-78), seyh of the Lagari Mehmed Efendi

Tekkesi, 281
Sfnleyman, Minzevvir, subalt, 202, 262, 312
Sileyman Abayi, $eyh, builder of the Abayi Mescidi, 164
Sntleyman Aga (d. 1720-21), babfissaade agasn, 44, 419
Sfileyman Aga, builder of the Ayazma Kapisi Mescidi, 262
Sfileyman Aga, builder of the Tavagi Camii, 156
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Sfileyman Aga, installer of the Firuz Aga Mescidi, 176
Sileyman Aga, silahdar, 544
Sileyman Aga, Bala, topcubapz, 65
Sfileyman Aga, Kilrkciibapi, 82, 267
Sfileyman Aga, Maktul (d. 1751-52), 417
Snleyman Aga, Serrac, installer of minbar in 5ah Kulu

Mescidi, 334
Sfileyman Aga ibn Abdullah, babaissaade agast, 503
S6deyman Besim, xvi, xxii
Sfileyman Bey, father of Kemalpaazade, 200
Sfileyman Bey, Baltaoglu, Has Yunus, kapudan, 443
Sileyman Qelebi, kiremidci, 297
Sfileyman Efendi (Sevilon Efendi), 5eyh of the Hasirizade

Tekkesi, 323
Sfileyman Efendi, defterdar, founder of Defterdar Mescidi,

36, 287
Sfileyman Efendi, son of Sinan, builder of the Kepenekci

Mescidi, 199
Sntleyman Efendi, Ekmel, 5eyhi, 152
Sfileyman Efendi, Haci (d. 1754-55), seyhfilkurra, 392
Silleyman Efendi, Nahifi, poet, 501
Sfileyman Efendi, Sahhaf, gazi of Mehmed II at the

conquest of Constantinople, 58
Sfileyman Efendi, $eyh (d. 1467-68), 147
Sftleyman Efendi, 5eyh (d. 1574-75), 71
Sfileyman Efendi (d. 1745-46), pyh of the Nureddin

Cerrahi Tekkesi, 203
Sfileyman Hamami-i Nakebendi, 5eyh (d. 1778-79), 61
Sfileyman Paa, grand vizier, 476
Sileyman Paa, Azmzade, Misir tevliyeti, 96
Sfileyman Paa, Hadim (d. 1547), grand vizier, 130, 211,

469
Sileyman Paa, Hoca (d, 1721), kapudan-z derya, 478, 507
Sfileyman Paa, San, Bosnak (d. 1687), grand vizier, 525
Sfileyman Sidki (d. 1805-6), seyh of the Lagari Mehmed

Efendi Tekkesi, 281-82
Sfinbil Aga (d. 1644), darssaade agasz, 520-21
Silnbil Sinaneddin Yusuf (d. 1529), founder of the Sufi

brotherhood of the Sinbiliye, eyh of the Koca Mustafa
Paga Tekkesi, 10, 182, 255, 280, 498

$aban, kdtib, installer of the minbar in the Mfilki Hatun
Mescidi, 433

Saban, Altnci, Haci, builder of the Altinci Mescidi, 338
$aban, Haci, builder of the $aban Mescidi, 325
$aban Efendi, Kastamonulu, 5eyh (d. 1569-70) 292, 415,

416, 528
$aban Efendi, Kastamonulu, 5eyh (d. 1661-62), jeyh of the

Yahyazade Tekkesi, 292
5aban Kapudan (d. 1643-44), 336
$a'be, Companion of the Prophet, 42
$ah Sultan, daughter of Selim I and wife of Lutfi Paa,

148, 256, 279
$ah Sultan (d. 1580), daughter of Selim II and wife of Zal

Mahmud Paa, 277
$ah Sultan (d. 1803), daughter of Mustafa III, 260, 278,

542
$ah-i Huban, wife of Lutfi Paa, 145
5ahin, Yavasca, gazi of Mehmed II at the conquest of

Constantinople, 246
$ahingiray, poet, 372
$akir Efendi, calligrapher, 385
$akir Hfiseyin, poet, 404
$ami Muhyi, poet, 513
$amizade Efendi, reisilkaittab, 68
$ehabeddin Efendi ibn Rugen Efendi (d. 1818), 5eyh of the

Hfidayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 502
$ehdane, wife of Hoca Hayreddin Efendi, 59
$emseddin Ahmed bin Sileyman, Kemalpapazade (d.

1534), scholar and historian, 117, 157, 200, 436
$emseddin Ahmed Efendi. See Molla Guirani
$emseddin Ahmed Efendi, Kadizade (d. 1580), eyhfdisldm,

84, 150
$emseddin Ahmed ibn Yusuf Yegani (d. 1534-35) kadi,

332
$emseddin al-Cenderi, Defterdar, 203
$emseddin Efendi, seyh of the Kasimpaga Mevlevihanesi,

338
$emseddin Habib Efendi, builder of the Dlgeroglu

Mescidi, 119
$emseddin Mehmed Efendi, Molla Fenari (d. 1431),

seyhfilisliim, 176, 387, 441
$emsi Paa. See Ahmed Paa, $emsi
$enlik Dede, builder of the Macka Mescidi, 416
$erefeddin Kinmiibn Kemaleddin, ulema, 220
$erife Fauna Hatun, 69, 88
$erife Rabia Hatun, installer of the minbar in the Maeka

Mescidi, 416
$ermi Rabia Sultan, mother of Abdilhamid I, 23, 481
$eyda Dede (d. 1630-31), 372
$eyh Ali. See Haydar Dede
$eyh Edebili, father-in-law of Osman Gazi, 30
$eyh Vefa, 101
$irmerd Qavu (d. 1514-15), builder of the $irmerd Qavut

Mescidi, 149
$uayb Efendi, son of Ali Sati, xxii
$fnca, builder of the Qavut Mescidi, 86
$ftca Aga (d. 1590-91), dbkiicabapz, builder of Kara Nohud

Mescidi, 177
$iica Efendi (d. 1587-88), 528
$icaeddin, Uzun fica, $atzr, 56, 175, 246
$icaeddin Aga, gebeciba4z, 89
$icaeddin Halveti (d. 1494-95), builder of the Kogaci

Dede Tfirbesi Mescidi and eyh of its zaviye, 188
$iicaeddin Ibrahim Efendi, builder of the Voynuk $aca

Mescidi, 239
$iicaeddin Mehmed Efendi, Ordek, Kasabbapi, 24
$ikrullah Efendi, 59

Tahir, Seyyid (d. 1567-68), 287
Tahir Baba, Bektasi seyh, 548
Tahmisp Kuli Khan. See Yusuf Paa, Emirgfinoglu
Taki Efendi, Ebubekir, seyh of the Emir Buhari Zaviyesi in

Eyfip, 315
Takiyeddin (d. 1585), astronomer, 379
Taih-i Naima, of Naima, 13
Tassy, Garcin de, orientalist, xv
Task6prfizade Isameddin Ahmed Ebfiihayr Efendi (d.

1561), author of the akayzk, 172
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Taek6przade Kemaleddin Mehmed bin Ahmed Efendi
(d. 1620), continuator of the $akayzk, 172

Tavukcu Reis Efendi, 272
Telli Dede, high official in time of Fatih, 83
Tercume-i Mesayih, of Hafiz Hfnseyin bin Ismail al-

Ayvansarayi. See Vefeyat-IMexayih
Terzi Dede, 247
Tezkire-i Ayvansarayi, of Hafiz Hilseyin bin ismail al-

Ayvansarayi. See Vefeyat-z Mesayih
Toklu Ibrahim Dede, 5eyh, 159-60
Tokmak Dede, halife of 5eyh Abdfilvedud, 306
Topal Hoca, imam of the Topal Hoca Mescidi, 419
Tuhfte al-Ragzbin, of 5eyhfilislam Sitkizade Ahmed Regid

Efendi, xviii, xxiii
Turhan Hadice Sultan, mother of Mehmed IV, 22, 23,

397, 455

Ubeydullah Ahrar al-Taekendi (d. 1490), Nakebendi $eyh,
49, 303

Ubeydullah Efendi (d. 1770-71), eyh of the Murtaza.
Efendi Tekkesi, 283

Ubeydullah Efendi, Qelebi Efendi (d. 1793-94), 5eyh of the
Murtaza Efendi Tekkesi, 283

Uzun 5fnca. See 5fcaeddin, Uzun

Ubeyd Dede (d. 1837-38), $eyh of the 5ah Sultan and
Cemali tekkes, 259, 281, 282

Ommi Sinan 5eyh Ibrahim Efendi. See Ibrahim Efendi,
Ummi Sinan, 5eyh

Ummi Sinanzade Hasan Efendi (d. 1568-69), Halveti $eyh,
founder of the Ummi Sinan Tekkesi, 174, 247, 389

Ummilgilsfim Hatun, daughter of 5eyhfilislim Qivizade
Mehmed Efendi, 88, 91

Uveys Dede, halife of Abdal Yakub, 95
Uveys Paa (d. 1591), vizier, 115, 116

Vahyi, poet, 501
Vaiz Emir Efendi, $eyh of the Mehmed Paga Tekkesi, 214
Vecdi, poet, 179
Vefeyat-z Ayvansarayi, of Hafiz Hiseyin bin Ismail al-

Ayvansarayi. See Vefeyat-z Mesayih
Vefeyat-z Mesayih, of Hafiz Hfiseyin bin ismail al-

Ayvansarayi, xix, xxv
Vefeyat-z Selatin ve Mejahir-i Rical, of Hafiz Hilseyin bin

ismail al-Ayvansarayi, xix, xxv-xxvi
Vehbi Efendi. See Hnlseyin Vehbi Efendi, Seyyid
Veli Dede, agzbalz of the Galata Mevlevihanesi, 368
Veli Efendi, 5eyh, 528
Veliyeddin Aka, Haci (d. 1748), 537
Veliyeddin Efendi, builder of the Evlice Baba Mescidi, 289
Veliyeddin Efendi, Haci (d. 1768), seyhilisldm, 16, 182
Verdinaz Kadin, haseki of Mahmud I, 225
Yahya Bey, Talicali (d. 1582), poet, 20, 145-46
Yahya Efendi (d. 1698), jeyh of the Yahyazade Tekkesi, 292
Yahya Efendi (d. 1759-60), molla, son of 5eyhillislim

imam-i 5ehriyari Mahmud Efendi, 14
Yahya Efendi, Kadiasker, Arab, 155
Yahya Efendi, Kici Mirzade (d. 1599-1600), nakibfileiraf,

399
Yahya Efendi, Minkarizade (d. 1678), seyhilisldm, 310, 402,

477, 511
Yahya Efendi, Seyyid, builder of the Emir imam Mescidi,

401
Yahya Efendi, Zekeriyazade (d. 1644), jeyhfdisldm, 144,

189, 294, 415
Yahya Kethida Aga, kethaida of Sokullu Mehmed Paga, 332
Yahya Paga, Hatibzade (d. 1754-55), 27, 96
Yahya Tevfik Efendi, Eyyub Efendizade (d. 1790-91),

peyhilislam, 341, 482, 485-86
Yahya-yi Moravi (d. 1770-71), 5eyh of the Nureddin -Cerrahi

Tekkesi, 204
Yakub, Abdal, 93, 94
Yakub Aga (d. 1461-62), 143-44
Yakub Aga (d. 1547-48), eski saray agasz, 44, 246
Yakub Aga, sipahi, father of Hayreddin Paa, 410
Yakub Aga, Atik, babiissaade agasz, 391
Yakub Efendi, Alehizade (d.1582-83), seyh of the Hekim

Qelebi Tekkesi, 101
Yakub Efendi (d. 1570-71), peyh of the Koca Mustafa Paga

Tekkesi, 182, 255
Yakub Efendi, Eyyub Efendizade (d. 1787), kadiasker, 485
Yakub Efendi, Helvai Baba (d. 1588), jeyh of the Helvai

Tekkesi, 301
Yakub Gafuri Efendi ibn Mustafa Efendi (d. 1736-37), peyh

of the Hildayi Aziz Mahmud Efendi Tekkesi, 502
Yakub Halveti (d. 1663), 5eyh of the tekke of the Cihangir

Camii, 393-94
Yanko bin Madyan, legendary founder of Constantinople,

31, 314, 365
Yasemin, builder of mekteb in Anadoluhisar, 471
Yasinci Efendi (d. 1774), $eyh of Aya Sofya, 396
Yatagan Dede. See Mehmed Halveti, Memi
Yildiz Dede Necmeddin, gazi of Mehmed II at the

conquest of Constantinople, 248
Yoluk 5eyh Halveti (d. 1599-1600), vaiz of Aya Sofya, 166
Yunus, terciman, builder of Diragman Camii, 127
Yunus, Gazi, companion of Mehmed II at the conquest of

Constantinople, 463
Yunus Aga, kalafatcbasz, 334
Yunus Efendi, 5eyh of the tekke of the Hatuniye Mescidi,

399
Yunus Paya (d. 1517), grand vizier, 154
Yusuf, Abaci, installer of minbar in the Tahta Kadi

Mescidi, 332
Yusuf, Qoban. See Yusuf, Uzun
Yusuf, Uzun, companion of Mehmed II, 35
Yusuf Aga, brother of Turhan Hadice Sultan, 397, 455
Yusuf Aga, darassaade agasz, 457
Yusuf Aga, enderun agasz, 118-19
Yusuf Aga, kemhacibapu, 209
Yusuf Aga, valide sultan kethfidasz, 297
Yusuf Aga, Cagalzade, Kapudan (d. 1605), grand vizier,

142, 268, 343, 452, 523
Yusuf Aga, Giridi, kethiida of Mihriah Sultan, mother of

Selim III, 399, 444, 462
Yusuf Aga, Haci, Hind ilgisi, 541
Yusuf Aga, Killi, 5atir of Mehmed II, 104
Yusuf Bali Efendi, Fenarizade (d. 1442), kadi, 89
Yusuf bin Cilneyd Tokadi, Ahizade (d. 1499-1500),

mfiderris, builder of the Ahizade Camii, 48
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Yusuf bin Hinsrev, builder of Kirmasti Mescidi in Fatih, 206
Yusuf Dede Efendi, Qengi (d. 1669-70), jeyh of the Begikta

Mevlevihanesi, 369, 421
Yusuf Dede Efendi, Hattat (d. 1817), Ieyh of the Begikta

Mevlevihanesi, 422
Yusuf Efendi (d. 1688-89), 5eyh of Emir Buhari Mescidi in

Ayvansaray, 52
Yusuf Efendi (d. 1740-41), seyh of the Hudayi Aziz Mah-

mud Efendi Tekkesi, 502
Yusuf Efendi (d. 1748-49), tersane emini, 349
Yusuf Efendi (d. 1816-17), jeyh of the Begikta Mevle-

vihanesi, 371
Yusuf Efendi, emin-i bina for the Kfufiksu Kasrn, 473
Yusuf Efendi, official charged by Mahmud II with

rebuilding of the Galata Sarayi, 378
Yusuf Efendi, Demirci, Kulu, Haci (d. 1611), calligrapher,

383, 384
Yusuf Fakih,builder of the Cafer Aga Mescidi, 92
Yusuf Karahisari, Baba, vaiz of the Sultan Bayezid Camii,

273
Yusuf Kutbeddin, Seyyid (d. 1756-57), $eyh of the Koca

Mustafa Paga Tekkesi, 183, 281
Yusuf Nesib Dede, Seyyid (d. 1724-25), jeyh of the Yenikapi

Mevlevihanesi, 254
Yusuf Nizameddin Celveti, Bandirmali (d. 1752-53), jeyh of

the Bandirmah Tekkesi, 507, 509
Yusuf Paga, Emirgfinoglu (d. 1641), Safavid defector to the

Ottomans, 445

Yusuf Paa, Payzen (d. 1583), 64
Yusuf Paa, Silahdar, Kapudan, Musahib (d. 1646), 202,

521
Yusuf Sinaneddin (d. 1581), peyh of the Koca Mustafa Paa

Tekkesi, 182
Yusuf Sinaneddin Efendi, Kazkanci (d. 1600), kadi of

Baghdad, 180
Yusuf Sinecak (d. 1546-47), Mevlevi jeyh, 321, 322
Yusuf $fscaeddin Anbari, builder of the Balat iskelesi

Mescidi, 260
Yusuf Yazici, builder of the Fenar Kapisi Mescidi, 173

Zal Mahmud Paga (d. 1562-63), vizier, 277
Zekeriya Efendi, molla, son of $eyhntlislam Imam-i

5ehriyari Mahmud Efendi, 14
Zekeriya Efendi, Bayramzade (d. 1593), Ieyhiilisldm, 189,

415
Zeki Ali, poet, 253
Zevki Kadin, kadin of Osman III, 399
Zeyneb Hatun, wife of tdris-i Bidlisi, 284
Zeyneb Sultan, 217
Zeyneb Sultan, daughter of Ahmed III (d. 1769), xxvii-

xxviii
Ziya Yusuf Paa, grand vizier, 272
Ziyaeddin Ahmed ibn Ahmed Sadik al-Hfiseyini, Hoca (d.

1602-3), 5eyh of the Emir Buhari Tekkesi in Fatih, 50
Zfshre Hatun, builder of the Demirciler Mescidi, 298
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